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Preface

Everyday words we know as well as we know our own names, and we use them as naturally as breathing. But what about those thousands of other words that we can’t quite commit to memory—but that come up all the time in reading, in meetings, or in the classroom? Words like lucubrate (‘discourse learnedly in writing’), demesne (‘land attached to a manor’), and cynosure (‘a person or thing that is the center of attention or admiration’) hover on the margins of our vocabularies. We run across such words from time to time, and when we do we may not know quite what they mean, or we simply draw a blank.

The Oxford Dictionary of Difficult Words presents the words we really need to know, without the added burden of those we never look up. The definitions are concise and clear, and are enhanced by sentences and phrases that show the word, or a certain sense of it, used in context. Usage notes are there to help make your use of words more precise and powerful.

This dictionary will help you understand words outside your everyday “working” vocabulary, words that are too learned, specialized, or highbrow for day-to-day usage. Abundant cross references help distinguish words that are related (‘deism’ and ‘theism’) or opposite (‘esoteric’ and ‘exoteric’). The Oxford Dictionary of Difficult Words is a handy reference that can be carried with you to enhance your reading and learning experience wherever you go.
How to Use the
Oxford Dictionary of Difficult Words

The “entry map” below explains the different parts of an entry.

Main entries and other boldface forms

Main entries appear in boldface type, as do inflected forms, idioms and phrases, and derivatives. The words PHRASES and DERIVATIVES introduce those elements. Main entries and derivatives of two or more syllables show syllabification with centered dots.

Parts of speech

Each new part of speech is introduced by a small centered dot.

Senses and subsenses

The main sense of each word follows the part of speech and any grammatical information (e.g., [trans.] before a verb definition). If there are two or more main senses for a word, these are numbered in boldface. Closely related subsenses of each main sense are introduced by a solid black box. In the entry for illiterate above, the main sense of “unable to read or write” is followed by several related senses, including “ignorant in a particular subject or activity” and “uncultured or poorly educated.”
Example sentences

Example sentences are shown in italic typeface; certain common expressions appear in bold italic typeface within examples (e.g., “immunity from” in the example the rebels were given immunity from prosecution).

Cross references

Cross references to main entries appear in small capitals. For example, in the entry illiterate seen previously, a cross reference is given in small capitals to the entry for INNUMERATE.

Usage notes

Usage notes appear in boxes after the entry to which they refer:

**latter** | 'lɛtər | - adj. [attrib.] 1 situated or occurring nearer to the end of something than to the beginning: the latter half of 1989. ■ belonging to the final stages of something, esp. of a person’s life: heart disease dogged his latter years. ■ recent: the project has had low cash flows in latter years. 2 (the latter) denoting the second or second mentioned of two people or things: the Russians could advance into either Germany or Austria—they chose the latter option.

**Usage**: Latter means ‘the second-mentioned of two.’ Its use to mean ‘the last-mentioned of three or more’ is common, but is considered incorrect by some because latter means ‘later’ rather than ‘latest.’ Last or last-mentioned is preferred where three or more things are involved.

Appendix

A handy appendix at the back of the book features a list of prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms with a brief gloss of each form’s meaning and examples of words in which it appears.
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Key to the Pronunciations

This dictionary uses a simple respelling system to show how entries are pronounced, using the following symbols:

æ  as in  hat  |  hát  |  fashion  |  'fæʃən  |  carry  |  'kærə
a  as in  day  |  dæ  |  rate  |  ræt  |  maid  |  mæd  |  prey  |  præ
ä  as in  lot  |  lát  |  father  |  'fæðər  |  barnyard  |  'bærn,yərd
b  as in  big  |  bɪg
CH  as in  church  |  CHəCH  |  picture  |  'pɪkCHər
d  as in  dog  |  dɒg  |  bed  |  bɛd
e  as in  men  |  mɛn  |  bet  |  bɛt  |  ferry  |  'fɛrɛ
ë  as in  feet  |  fɛt  |  receive  |  ri'zɛv
er  as in  air  |  æər  |  care  |  kɛr
ə  as in  about  |  æ'baʊt  |  soda  |  'sɒdə  |  mother  |  'mɑθər  |  person  |  'pɜrsən
f  as in  free  |  frɪ  |  graph  |  ɡræf  |  tough  |  tʌf
g  as in  get  |  get  |  exist  |  ɪg'zɪst  |  egg  |  eg
h  as in  her  |  hɛr  |  behave  |  bɪ'hɛv
i  as in  guild  |  ɡɪld  |  women  |  'wɪmɪn
ɪ  as in  time  |  tɪm  |  fight  |  fɪt  |  guide  |  gɪd  |  hire  |  hɪr
ir  as in  ear  |  ɪər  |  beer  |  bɪər  |  pierce  |  pɜrs
j  as in  judge  |  ʃədʒ  |  carriage  |  'kærɪdʒ
k  as in  kettle  |  'kɛtəl  |  cut  |  kʌt
l  as in  lap  |  ʌlæp  |  cellar  |  'sɛlər  |  cradle  |  'kraɪdəl
m  as in  main  |  mæn  |  dam  |  dæm
n  as in  honor  |  'hɒnər  |  maiden  |  'mædən
NG  as in  sing  |  sɪŋɡ  |  anger  |  'ændər
ö  as in  go  |  gəʊ  |  promote  |  prə'məʊt
ô  as in  law  |  lɔʊ  |  thought  |  ðəʊt  |  lore  |  ˈloʊr
oi  as in  boy  |  bɔɪ  |  noisy  |  'nəʊzɪ
ůô  as in  wood  |  wʊd  |  football  |  'fʊt,bɒl  |  sure  |  sʊər
ůo  as in  food  |  fʊd  |  music  |  'mjuːzɪk
ow  as in  mouse  |  mɔʊs  |  coward  |  'kɔʊərd
p  as in  put  |  pʊt  |  cap  |  kæp
r  as in  run  |  rʌn  |  fur  |  fər  |  spirit  |  ˈspɪrɪt
Key to the Pronunciations

s as in sit | sit |, lesson | 'lesən|
SH as in shut | SHət |, social | 'səʊʃəl |, action | 'ækʃən|
t as in top | təp |, seat | sət|
t as in butter | 'bətər |, forty | 'fɔrti |, bottle | 'bætl|
TH as in thin | THɪn |, truth | trəθəθ|
TH as in then | THən |, father | 'fæðər|
v as in never | 'nevər |, very | 'vərə|
w as in wait | wɑt |, quick | kwɪk|
(h)w as in when | (h)wen |, which | (h)wɪtʃ|
y as in yet | yɛt |, accuse | ə'kjuːz|
z as in zipper | 'zɪpər |, musician | myʊ'zɪənən|
ZH as in measure | 'mezər |, vision | 'vɪzən|

Foreign Sounds
KH as in Bach | bæk|
N as in en route | ən 'rʊt |, Rodin | rə'dæn|
Œ as in hors d'oeuvre | ɔr 'dɔvər |, Goethe | 'ɡətə|
Y as in Lully | ˈluːlɪ |, Utrecht | 'y, urɪtət|

Cutbacks

A hyphen will replace a section of a pronunciation when that section would be repeated redundantly. Cutbacks will occur primarily in three areas:

a) where the headword has a variant pronunciation:
   quasiparticle | kwəzɪ'pærətɪkəl |, kwəzɪ-|

b) in derivative blocks:
   dangle | 'dæŋɡəl|
dangler | -gəl|
dangly | -gəl|

Note: Cutbacks always refer back to the headword pronunciation, not the preceding derivative.

c) at irregular plurals:
   parenthesis | pa'riθnəs| |
parentheses | -sɪ| |

Stress marks

Stress marks are placed before the affected syllable. The primary stress mark is a short vertical line above the letters [''] and signifies greater pronunciation emphasis should be placed on that syllable. The secondary stress mark is a short vertical line below the letters [, ] and signifies a weaker pronunciation emphasis.
Additional information

- Some pronunciations show a letter within parenthesis to indicate this as a variant pronunciation. For example, some people say the d in sandwich, others do not.

- Variant pronunciations, separated by semicolons, are generally listed with the more common pronunciation first.

- A hyphen sometimes serves to separate syllables where the pronunciation would otherwise be confusing.

- Generally, only the first of two identical headwords will have a pronunciation given.

- Where a derivative adds a common suffix to the headword, the derivative may not have a pronunciation. A pronunciation will not be shown for suffixes such as "-less," "-ness," "-ly," each time they appear in derivatives.
Aa

abacus | 'æbakəs | • n. (pl. abacuses) 1 an oblong frame with rows of wires or grooves along which beads (originally calculi) are slid, used for calculating. 2 (in architecture) the flat slab on top of a capital, supporting the architrave (the main horizontal beam).

abase | 'æbəs | • v. [trans.] behave in a way so as to belittle or degrade (someone): I watched my colleagues abasing themselves before the board of trustees.

Derivatives: abasement n.

abash | 'æbash | • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (abashed) cause to feel embarrassed, disconcerted, or ashamed: she was not abashed at being caught.

Derivatives: abashment n.

abate | 'æbət | • v. [trans.] (of something perceived as hostile, threatening, or negative) become less intense or widespread: the storm suddenly abated.

(abated) cause to become smaller or less intense: nothing abated his crusading zeal.

(abated in law) lessen, reduce, or remove (a nuisance): this action would not have been sufficient to abate the odor nuisance.

abattoir | 'æbətɔːr | • n. a slaughterhouse.

abbreviate | 'æbɪbrɪeɪt | • v. [trans.] [usu. be abbreviated] shorten (a word, phrase, or text): the business of artists and repertory, commonly abbreviated A&R | [as adj.] (abbreviated) an abbreviated version of the earlier work.

Cf. ABRIDGE.

abdicating (abdit) | 'ædɪkeɪtɪŋ | • v. [trans.] (of a monarch) renounce one's throne: in 1918 Kaiser Wilhelm abdicated as German emperor | [trans.] Ferdinand abdicated the throne in favor of the emperor's brother.

(abdicated) fail to fulfill or undertake (a responsibility or duty): the government was accused of abdicating its responsibility | [intrans.] faced with possible controversy, the editors abdicated and ran an unrelated story.

Derivatives: abdication n. | 'ækdəʃən | • n. the part of the body of a vertebrate containing the digestive organs; the belly. In humans and other mammals it is contained between the diaphragm and the pelvis.

Zoology the posterior part of an arthropod's body, esp. the segments of an insect's body behind the thorax.

Derivatives: abdominal | 'æbdəmənl | • adj.

abduct | 'æbdʌkt | • v. [trans.] 1 take (someone) away illegally by force or deception; kidnap: the executive who disappeared may have been abducted. 2 (of a muscle) move (a limb or part) away from the midline of the body or from another part.

Derivatives: abduction n. | 'æbdʌkʃən | • n. abduction n.

abed | 'æbɛd | • adv. on a line at right angles to a ship's or an aircraft's length.

(abed of) opposite the middle of (a ship or aircraft): she was lying almost abeam of us.

abecedarian | 'æbəsɪdəreriən | • adj. 1 arranged alphabetically: in abecedarian sequence. 2 rudimentary; elementary: had only an abecedarian understanding of the technology.

(abed of) a person who is just learning; a novice.

aberrant | 'æbərənt; 'æbr- | • adj. departing from an accepted standard: aberrant behavior.

(abed of) diverging from the normal type: aberrant chromosomes.

Derivatives: aberrance n. | 'æbərəns | • n. aberrantly adv.

aberration | 'æbərəʃən | • n. a departure from what is normal, usual, or expected, typically one that is unwelcome.

(abed of) a person whose beliefs or behavior are unusual or unacceptable. A departure from someone's usual moral character or mental ability, typically for the worse. (in biology) a characteristic that deviates from the normal type.

(abed of) the failure of light rays to converge at one focus because of a defect in a lens or mirror. The apparent displacement of a celestial object from its true position, caused by the relative motion of the observer and the object.

Derivatives: aberrationally | -ərələnəl | • adj.

abet | 'æbet | • v. (abetted, abetting) [trans.] encourage or assist (someone) to do something wrong, in particular, to commit a crime or other offense: he was found guilty of aiding and abetting others.

Derivatives: abetment n. | 'æbərəmənt | • n. abetor | 'æbetər | • (also abettor) n.

abeyance | 'æbiəns | • n. a state of temporary disuse or suspension; matters were held in abeyance pending further inquiries.

(abed of) the position of being without, or waiting for, an owner or claimant: the estate is in abeyance.

Derivatives: abeyant | 'æbɪənt | • adj.

abhor | 'æbəhɔːr | • v. (abhorred, abhorring) [trans.] regard with disgust and hatred.

Derivatives: abhorrent | 'æbəhɔːrənt | • adj.

abiding | 'æbɪdɪŋ | • v. 1 [intrans.] (abide by) accept or act in accordance with (a rule, decision, or recommendation): I said I would abide by their decision. 2 [trans.] (can/could not abide) be unable to tolerate (someone or something): if there is one thing I cannot abide it is a lack of discipline. 3 [intrans.] (of a feeling or a memory) continue without fading or being lost.

abideth | • adj. living; dwell.

ab initio | 'æb ɪˈnɪʃə ðə | • adv. from the beginning (used chiefly in formal or legal contexts): the agreement should be declared void ab initio.

• adj. [attrib.] starting from the beginning: he was instructing ab initio pilots.
abiotic | ab'ītīk | adj. physical rather than biological, not derived from living organisms.

- devoid of life; sterile. Cf. biota.

abject | ab'jekt; ab'jeckt | adj. 1 [attrib.] (of a situation or condition) extremely bad, unpleasant, and degrading: abject poverty.

- (of an unhappy state of mind) experienced to the maximum degree: his letter plunged her into abject misery.
- (of a failure) absolute and humiliating.
- (of a person or their behavior) completely without pride or dignity, self-abasing: an abject apology.

- derivatives: abjection | ab'jekSHn | n.
- abjectly adv. abjectness n.

abjure | ab'jūr | v. [trans.] solemnly renounce (a belief, cause, or claim): to abjure the Catholic faith.

- derivatives: abjuration | ab'jūrāSHn | n.

ablation | ab'blāshn | n. 1 the surgical removal of body tissue.
- 2 the removal of snow and ice by melting or evaporation, typically from a glacier or iceberg.

- the erosion of rock, typically by wind action.

- derivatives: ablate | ab'lat | v.
- ablative | ab'lativ | adj. [attrib.] 1 relating to or denoting a case (esp. in Latin) of nouns and pronouns (and words in grammatical agreement with them) indicating separation or an agent, instrument, or location.
- 2 (of surgical treatment) involving ablation.
- 3 of, relating to, or subject to ablation through melting or vaporization: the spacecraft's ablative heat shield.

- a word in the ablative case.

- (the ablative) the ablative case.

ablation | ab'blōshn | n. (usu. ablations) the act of washing oneself (often used for humorously formal effect).

- the women performed their ablutions.

- a ceremonial act of washing parts of the body or sacred containers.

- derivatives: ablute v. ablationary | -'nerē | adj.

abnegate | ab'nēgät; ab'nēgāt | v. [trans.] renounce or reject (something desired, expected, or valuable): attempts to abnegate personal responsibility.

- derivatives: abnegator | -'gātər | n.

abnegation | ab'nēgāshn | n. the act of renouncing or rejecting something: abnegation of political power.

- (also self-abnegation) self-denial.

abnormal | ab'nōrmaL | adj. deviating from what is normal or usual, typically in a way that is undesirable or worrying: the patient's abnormal behavior.

- derivatives: abnormally adv.

abolish | ab'ōlish | v. [trans.] formally put an end to (a system, practice, or institution): the monarchy was abolished in 1959.

- derivatives: abolisher | n. abolisher n.

abolishment | ab'ōlishamənt; ab'ō-lishamənt | n. abolishment n.

abolitionist | ab'ō-lishənista | n. a person who favors the abolition of a practice or institution, esp. capital punishment or (in US history, usu. Abolitionist) slavery.

- derivatives: abolitionism n.

abominable | ab'ō-mənəbl | adj. causing moral revulsion: the Gestapo's abominable cruelty.

- informal very unpleasant: a cup of abominable soup.

- derivatives: abominably | ab'ō-mənəbli | adv.

abominate | ab'ō-mənət | v. [trans.] regard with intense aversion; detest; loathe.

- derivatives: abominator | ab'ō-mənətor | n.

abomination | ab'ō-mənəshən | n. a thing that causes disgust or hatred: the Pharisees regarded Gentiles as an abomination to God.

- a feeling of hatred: their abomination of indulgence.

aboriginal | ab'ō-rəjənəl | adj. (of peoples, animals, and plants) inhabiting or existing in a land from the earliest times or from before the arrival of colonists; indigenous.

- (Aboriginal) of or relating to the Australian Aboriginals or their languages.

- an aboriginal inhabitant of a place.

- (Aboriginal) a person belonging to one of the indigenous peoples of Australia.

- any of the numerous Australian Aboriginal languages.

usage: Aboriginals (rather than Aborigines) is now the preferred plural form when referring to Australian Aboriginal peoples.

abortifacient | ab'ortə'fəsənt | adj. (chiefly of a drug) causing abortion.

- an abortifacient drug.

abortive | ab'ortiv | adj. 1 failing to produce the intended result: Pat made two abortive attempts at suicide.
- 2 (of an organ or organism) rudimentary; arrested in development: abortive medusae.

- (of a virus infection) failing to produce symptoms.
- acting to counter the development of a disease.
- (attrib.) causing or resulting in abortion: abortive techniques.

- derivatives: abortively adv.

ab ovvo | ab ō'vō; āb | adv. from the very beginning.

abrade | ab'brād | v. [trans.] scrape or wear away by friction or erosion: a landscape slowly abraded by a fine, stinging dust.

- derivatives: abrader | n. abrasion n.

abrasive | ab'brāsiv; -ə'siv | adj. (of a substance or material) capable of polishing or cleaning a hard surface by rubbing or grinding.

- tending to rub or graze the skin: the trees were abrasive to the touch.
- (of sounds or music) rough to the ear; harsh: fast abrasive rhythms.
- (of a person or manner) showing little concern for the feelings of others; harsh: her abrasive and arrogant personal style won her few friends.

- a substance used for grinding, polishing, or cleaning a hard surface.

- a bridge | ab'brīj | v. [trans.] (usu. be abridged) 1 shorten (a book, movie, speech, or other text) without substantially compro-
mising the sense: the 900-page novel has been abridged | [as adj.] (abridged) an abridged text of the speech. 2 curtail (rights or privileges): even the right to free speech can be abridged.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab*ri»g*er n. ab*ri»g*ment (also ab*ri»g*men»t) n.

**ab»ro»g*a»te** |'æb,rə'gæt| | v. [trans] repeal or do away with (a law, right, or formal agreement): a proposal to abrogate the right to strike.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab»ro»ga»tion |ˌæbə'roʊˌɡeɪʃən| n.

**ab»rup»tion** |'æbәrəˌpʃən| | n. the sudden breaking away of a portion from a mass.

(also placental abruption) separation of the placenta from the wall of the uterus, esp. when it occurs prematurely during pregnancy.

**ab»scess** |ˈæbˌses| | n. a swollen area within body tissue, caused by infection, containing an accumulation of pus.

**ab»sci»si»a»s** |ˈæbˌsɪzən| | n. 1 a cutting off or violent separation. 2 the natural detached portions of a part, typically dead leaves and ripe fruit.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab»scis»ing v. ab»scise |ˌˈsɪz| v.

**ab»scond** |ˈæbəˌskænd| | v. [intrans] leave hurriedly and secretly, typically to avoid detection of or arrest for an unlawful action such as theft: she absconded with the remaining thousand dollars.

(of someone on bail) fail to surrender oneself for custody at the appointed time. (of a person kept in detention or under supervision) escape: 176 detainees absconded.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab»scon»der n.

**ab»sin»the** |ˈæbˌsinθ| (also absinth) | n. 1 the shrub wormwood (Artemisia absinthium).

an essence made from this. 2 a potent green aniseed-flavored liqueur that turns milky when water is added. Prepared from wormwood, it is now largely banned because of its toxicity.

**ab»so»lu»te** |ˈæbˌsoʊˈlʊt; ˈæbˌsoʊˈlʊt| | adj. 1 not qualified or diminished in any way; total: absolute secrecy | the attention he gave you was absolute.

used for general emphasis when expressing an opinion: the policy is absolute folly. (of powers or rights) not subject to any limitation; unconditional: no one dared challenge her absolute authority | human right to life is absolute. (of a ruler) having unrestricted power: he proclaimed himself absolute monarch. (of a legal decree) final: the decree of nullity was made absolute. (in law, of title to ownership or a lease) guaranteed. 2 viewed or existing independently and not in relation to other things; not relative or comparative: absolute moral standards.

(of a grammatical construction) syntactically independent of the rest of the sentence, as in dinner being over, we left the table. (of a transitive verb) used without an expressed object (e.g., guns kill). (of an adjective) used without an expressed noun (e.g., the brave).

| n. (in philosophy) a value or principle that is regarded as universally valid or that may be viewed without relation to other things: good and evil are presented as absolutes.

| (the absolute) that which exists without being dependent on anything else. | (the absolute) Theology ultimate reality; God.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab»so»lu»t»i»n»ess n.

**ab»so»lu»te** music | n. instrumental music composed solely as music and not intended to represent or illustrate literature, painting, or any extraneous idea.

**ab»so»lu»ti»on** |ˈæbˌsoʊˌlʊtəˈʃən| | n. formal release from guilt, obligation, or punishment.

an ecclesiastical declaration of forgiveness of sins: the priest administered absolution.

**ab»so»lu»t»i»sm** |ˈæbˌsoʊˌlʊtəˈizəm| | n. the acceptance of or belief in absolute principles in political, philosophical, ethical, or theological matters.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab»so»lu»ti»st n. & adj.

**ab»so»lu»t»i»ze** |ˈæbˌsoʊˌlʊtəˌza| | v. [trans] make (or treat as) absolute.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab»so»lu»ti»za»tion |ˌˈæbˌsoʊˌlʊtəˌziˈeɪʃən| n.

**ab»sol»ve** |ˈæbˌzɒlv| | v. [trans] solve; determine: set or declare (someone) free from blame, guilt, or responsibility: the pardon absolved them of any crimes.

(in Christian theology) give absolution for (a sin).

**absorb** |ˈæbˌzɔrb; ˈæbˌsɔrb| | v. [trans] 1 take in or soak up (energy, or a liquid or other substance) by chemical or physical action, typically gradually: buildings can be designed to absorb and retain heat | steroids are absorbed into the bloodstream. Cf. adsorb.

take in and assimilate (information, ideas, or experience): she absorbed the information in silence. take control of (a smaller or less powerful entity), making it a part of oneself by assimilation: the family firm was absorbed into a larger group. use or take up (time or resources): arms spending absorbs roughly 2 percent of the national income. take up and reduce the effect or intensity of (sound or an impact). 2 engross the attention of (someone): the work absorbed him and continued to make him happy.

**DERIVATIVES:** absorber n. absorption n.

**ab»squau»ta»late** |ˌæbˌskwɑːˈtɔlət| | v. leave abruptly: the overthrown dictator absquatulated to the US.

**DERIVATIVES:** ab»squau»ta»lat»i»on |ˌæbˌskwɑːˈtɔləˈteɪʃən| n.

**ab»stain** |ˈæbˌstæn| | v. [intrans] 1 refrain oneself from doing or enjoying something: abstaining from chocolate.

refrain from drinking alcohol. 2 formally decline to vote either for or against a proposal or motion.

**DERIVATIVES:** abstainer n. abstention n.

**ab»stem»i»ous** |ˈæbˌstɛməs; ˈæbˌ| | adj. not self-indulgent, esp. when eating and drinking.

**DERIVATIVES:** abstemiously adv. abstemiousness n. abstention n.
abstinence  |  ‘æbstanæns |  • n. the fact or practice of restraining oneself from indulging in something, typically alcohol: six years of abstinence.

DERIVATIVES:  abstinènt  adj.  abstinènt·ly  adv.

abstract  • adj.  ‘æb'strækt;  ‘æb’strækt  |  existing in thought or as an idea but not having a physical or concrete existence: abstract concepts such as love or beauty.

• dealing with ideas rather than events.  • not based on a particular instance; theoretical.

• (of a word, esp. a noun) denoting an idea, quality, or state rather than a concrete object: abstract words like truth or quality.

• (in the arts) characterized by lack of, or freedom from, representational qualities.  • v.  ‘æb’strækt |  [trans.]  1 consider (something) theoretically or separately from something else: to abstract religion from its historical context can be misleading.

• [intrans.] form a general idea in this way: to attempt to form a general policy by abstracting from particulars.  2 extract or remove (something): applications to abstract more water from streams.

• used euphemistically to say that someone has stolen something: his pockets contained all he had been able to abstract from the apartment.

• (abstract oneself) withdraw: as our relationship developed you seemed to abstract yourself.  3 make a written summary of (an article or book).  • n.  ‘æb’strækt |  1 a summary or statement of the contents of a book, article, or formal speech: the abstracts must be as concise as possible.  2 an abstract work of art: a big unframed abstract.

3 (the abstract) that which is abstract; the theoretical consideration of something: the abstract must be made concrete by examples.

PHRASES:  in the abstract  in a general way; without reference to specific instances.

DERIVATIVES:  abstrac·tly  adv.  abstrac·ter  [-tor]  n.

abstruse  |  ‘æb’strœs;  ‘æb’strœs  |  • adj.  difficult to understand; obscure. Cf. arcane, recondite.

DERIVATIVES:  abstrusely  |  ‘æb’strœsil;  ‘æb’strœsil  |  adv.  abstruseness  |  ‘æb’strœsənəs;  ‘æb’strœsənəs  |  n.

absurdism  |  ‘æb’sərd,izəm;  ‘æb’sərd- |  • n.

1 the belief that human beings exist in a purposeless, chaotic universe.  2 expression of such a belief in the arts.  3 an instance of such expression.

DERIVATIVES:  absurd·ly  adv.

abu·li·a  |  ‘æbʊ‘lɛə (also aboulia)  • n. an absence of willpower or an inability to act decisively, as a symptom of mental illness.

abuse  • v.  ‘æb‘yʊz |  [trans.]  1 use (something) to bad effect or for a bad purpose; misuse.

• make excessive and habitual use of (alcohol or drugs, esp. illegal ones).  2 treat (a person or an animal) with cruelty or violence, esp. regularly or repeatedly.

• assault (someone, esp. a woman or child) sexually.  [as adj.]  abused children.

• use or treat in such a way as to cause damage or harm: he had been abusing his body for years.  • speak in an insulting and offensive way to or about (someone).  • n.  ‘æb‘yʊos |  1 the improper use of something: alcohol abuse | an abuse of public funds.

• unjust or corrupt practice: protection against fraud and abuse | human rights abuses.  2 cruel and violent treatment of a person or animal: a black eye and other signs of physical abuse.

• violent treatment involving sexual assault, esp. on a repeated basis: young people who have suffered sexual abuse.

• insulting and offensive language: waving his fists and hurling abuse at the other driver.

abusive  |  ‘æb‘yʊsiv;  ‘æb‘yʊsiv |  • adj.  1 extremely offensive and insulting: the starting pitcher was ejected for using abusive language | he became quite abusive and swore at her.  2 engaging in or characterized by habitual violence and cruelty: abusive parents | an abusive relationship.

3 involving injustice or illegality: the abusive and predatory practices of businesses.

DERIVATIVES:  abusive·ly  adv.  abusive·ness  n.

abut  |  ‘æb‘bat |  • v. (abutted, abutting) [trans.] (of an area of land or a building) be next to or have a common boundary with: gardens abutting Madison Avenue | [intrans.] a park abutting on an area of wasteland. Cf. Adjoin, Adjacent.

• touch or lean upon: masonry may crumble where a roof abuts it.

abys·mal  |  ‘æb‘zɪməl |  • adj.  extremely bad; appalling: the quality of her work is abysmal.

2 very deep.

DERIVATIVES:  abys·mal·ly  adv.

abyss  |  ‘æb·sɪs |  • n. a deep or seemingly bottomless pit: a rope led down into the dark abyss | I was stagnating in an abyss of boredom.

• a wide or profound difference between people; a gulf: the abyss between the two nations.

• the regions of hell conceived of as a bottomless pit: Satan’s dark abyss.

• (the abyss) a catastrophic situation seen as likely to occur: treading on the edge of the abyss of a political wipeout.

abys·sal  |  ‘æb·sɪsəl |  • adj. relating to or denoting the depths or beds of the ocean, esp. at depths between about 10,000 and 20,000 feet.

• relating to or occurring at great depth in the earth’s crust: abyssal rocks.

academe  |  ‘ækədəm;  ‘ækədəm |  • n. the academic environment or community; academia.

academician  |  ‘ækədəmɪən;  ‘ækədəmɪən |  • n. a teacher or scholar; an intellectual; a member of an academy.

academy  |  ‘ækədəmɪ |  • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a place of study or training in a special field: a police academy.

• any place of study.  • a secondary school, typically a private one: he had passed all his finals at Greenville Academy.  • (the Academy) the teaching school founded by Plato.  • Plato’s followers or philosophical system. 2 a society or institution of distinguished scholars,
Acadian

artists, or scientists, that aims to promote and maintain standards in its particular field: the National Academy of Sciences.

(Académie française or French Academy) an official body, established in the 1630s, whose primary role has been to "protect" the French language against perceived threats to its purity. ■ the community of scholars; academe: a writing and publishing world outside the academy.

Acadian [a'kàdēən] • adj. of or relating to historical Acadia (later, Nova Scotia) or its people. • n. a native or inhabitant of Acadia.

a French-speaking descendant of the early French settlers in Acadia. ■ a descendant of the deported Acadians who settled in Louisiana in the 18th century; a Cajun.

cappella [kə'pələ] • adj. & adv. (with reference to choral music) without instrumental accompaniment: [as adj.] an a cappella Mass | [as adv.] the trio usually performs a cappella.

accede [ək'sɛd] • v. [intr. & trans.] 1 assent or agree to a demand, request, or treaty: the authorities did not accede to the strikers' demands. 2 assume an office or position: he acceded to the post of director in September | Elizabeth I acceded to the throne in 1558.

- become a member of a community or organization.

accelerando [ək'sɛlər-adən] • adj. & adv. (in music) with a gradual increase of speed (used chiefly as a direction).

- n. (pl. accelerandos or accelerandi) [-də-nil] a passage to be performed with such an acceleration.

accent • n. [ək'sɛnt] 1 a distinctive mode of pronunciation of a language, esp. one associated with a particular nation, locality, or social class: spoke English with a strong German accent.

- the mode of pronunciation used by native speakers of a language: she never mastered the French accent. 2 a distinct emphasis given to a syllable or word in speech by stress or pitch.

- a mark on a letter or word to indicate pitch, stress, or vowel quality. • (in music) an emphasis on a particular note or chord. 3 [in sing.] a special or particular emphasis: the accent is on participation.

- a feature that gives a distinctive visual emphasis to something: blue woodwork and accents of red. • v. [ək'sɛnt; ək'sɛnt] [trans.] emphasize (a particular feature): fabrics that accent the background colors in the room.

- play a musical note, a beat of the bar, etc., with an accent.

Derivatives: accented | adj.

accentuate [ək'sɛntwat] • v. [trans.] make more noticeable or prominent.

accept [ək'sɛpt] • v. [trans.] 1 (in law) give an affirmative answer to (an offer or proposal), thus entering into a contract: I accepted their salary offer. 2 agree to pay (a draft or bill of exchange at maturity) by signing it.

Derivatives: acceptance | n. accepter | n.

access • n. 1 a means of approaching or entering a place: the staircase gives access to the top floor | wheelchair access | the building has a side access.

- the right or opportunity to use or benefit from something: do you have access to a computer? | awards to help people gain access to training. ■ the right or opportunity to approach or see someone: we were denied access to our grandson. ■ the action or process of obtaining or retrieving information stored in a computer's memory. ■ the condition of being able to be reached or obtained: a campaign to improve access for the disabled. ■ [as adj.] denoting noncommercial broadcasting produced by local independent groups, rather than by professionals: public-access television. 2 [in sing.] an attack or outburst of an emotion: I was suddenly overcome with an access of rage. • v. [trans.] (usu. be accessed) 1 (in computing) obtain, examine, or retrieve (data or a file). 2 approach or enter (a place): single rooms have private baths accessed via the balcony.

Usage: Although the verb access is standard and common in computing and related terminology, the word is primarily a noun. Outside computing contexts its use as a verb in the sense of 'approach or enter a place' is often regarded as nonstandard (you must use a password to access the account). Even weaker is its use in an abstract sense (access the American dream). It is usually clear enough to say 'enter' or 'gain access to.'

accessible [ək'sɛsəbəl] • adj. 1 (of a place) able to be reached or entered: the town is accessible by bus | a building made accessible to disabled people.

- (of an object, service, or facility) able to be easily obtained or used: making learning opportunities more accessible to adults. ■ easily understood: this Latin grammar is lucid and accessible. 2 (of a person, typically one in a particular position of authority or importance) friendly and easy to talk to.

Derivatives: accessibility | n. accessible | adj.

accesion [ək'sɛshən] • n. 1 the attainment or acquisition of a position of rank or power, typically that of monarch or president: Elizabeth's accession to the throne.

- the action or process of formally joining or being accepted by an association, institution, or group: the accession of Alaska into the Union. 2 a new item added to an existing collection of books, paintings, or artifacts.

- an amount added to an existing quantity of something: did not anticipate any further accession of wealth from the estate. 3 the formal acceptance of a treaty or agreement: accession to the Treaty of Paris. • v. [trans.] (usu. be accessioned) record (a new item) as an addition to a library, museum, or other collection.

accesory [ək'sɛs(ə)rē] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a thing that can be added to something else in
order to make it more useful, versatile, or attractive: a range of bathroom accessories.

- a small article or item of clothing carried or worn to complement a garment or outfit.

2 (in legal use) someone who gives assistance to the perpetrator of a crime, without directly committing it: she was charged as an accessory to murder. • adj. [attrib.] contributing to or aiding an activity or process in a minor way; subsidiary or supplementary.

acci-piter | ə'kæpi'tər | • n. a hawk of a group distinguished by short, broad wings and relatively long legs.

acclaim | ə'klæm | • v. [trans.] (usu. be acclaimed) praise enthusiastically and publicly: the conference was acclaimed as a considerable success | [with obj. and complement] he was acclaimed a great painter. • n. enthusiastic and public praise: she has won acclaim for her commitment to democracy.

acclaimation | ə'klæm'sheyn | • n. loud and enthusiastic approval, typically to welcome or honor someone or something.

acclimate | ə'klæm,mat | • v. [intrans.] (usu. be acclimated) become accustomed to a new climate or to new conditions: it will take a few days to get acclimated to the altitude. (also acclimatize)

- respond physiologically or behaviorally to a change in a single environmental factor: trees may acclimate to high CO2 levels by reducing the number of stomata.

DERIVATIVES: accli-mation | ə'klæm'sheyn | • n.

acclimatize | ə'klæm,mə'tız | • v. [intrans.] acclimate: they acclimatized themselves before ascending Everest.

- (in biology) respond physiologically or behaviorally to changes in a complex of environmental factors. Compare with ACCLIMATE. • [trans.] inure (a plant) to cold.

DERIVATIVES: accli-matiza-tion | ə'klæm'sheyn-ə'sheyn | • n.

acclivity | ə'klivətē | • n. (pl. -ies) an upward slope. Cf. DECLIVITY.

DERIVATIVES: acclivi-tous | -təs | adj.

ac-ceed | ə'kæd,led,-ləd | • n. 1 an award or privilege granted as a special honor or as an acknowledgment of merit: the ultimate accolade of a visit by the president.

- an expression of praise or admiration. 2 a touch on a person’s shoulders with a sword at the bestowing of a knighthood.

ac-compass-ion-ist | ə'kæm'pəshən-ə'st | • n. a person who seeks compromise with an opposing point of view, typically a political one.

DERIVATIVES: ac-compass-ion-ism n.

ac-com-plain-cer | ə'kæm'pləs | • n. a person who helps another commit a crime.

ac-cord | ə'kɔrd | • v. 1 [trans.] give or grant someone (power, status, or recognition): the powers accorded to the head of state | [with two obj.] the young man had accorded her little notice. 2 [intrans.] (accord with) (of a concept or fact) be harmonious or consistent with.

- n. an official agreement or treaty.

agreement or harmony: the government and the rebels are in accord on one point.

ac-cost | ə'kôst, ə'kast | • v. [trans.] approach and address (someone) boldly or aggressively: reporters accosted him in the street.

- approach (someone) with hostility or harmful intent.

- approach and address (someone) with sexual intent.

ac-count-ment | ə'kəunt'mənt | • n. the action of giving birth to a baby.

ac-count-ant | ə'kəunt(ə)nt | • n. a person whose job is to keep or inspect financial accounts. The profession is called accountancy, the process accounting.

ac-couter | ə'kou̇tər | (also accoutre) • v. (accoutered, accoutering; accouted, accouting) [trans.] (usu. be accoutered) clothe or equip, typically in something noticeable or impressive.

ac-couter-ment | ə'kəu̇tər'mənt; -tra- | (also accoutrements) • n. (usu. accouterments) additional items of dress or equipment, or other items carried or worn by a person or used for a particular activity.

- a soldier’s outfit other than weapons and garments.

ac-credit | ə'kredət | • v. (accredited, accredit-ing) [trans.] (usu. be accredited) 1 give credit (to someone) for: he was accredited with being one of the world’s fastest sprinters.

- attribute (an action, saying, or quality) to: the discovery of distillation is usually accredited to the Arabs. 2 (of an official body) give authority or sanction to (someone or something) when recognized standards have been met: schools that do not meet the standards will not be accredited. 3 give official authorization for (someone, typically a diplomat or journalist) to be in a particular place or to hold a particular post: ambassadors accredited to Baghdad.

DERIVATIVES: ac-cred-i-tation | ə'kredət-'təshən | • n.

ac-cre-tion | ə'k्रeʃən | • n. the process of growth or increase, typically by the gradual accumulation of additional layers or matter: the accretion of sediments in coastal mangroves.

- a thing formed or added by such growth or increase: about one-third of California was built up by accretions. 2 (in astronomy) the coming together and cohesion of matter under the influence of gravitation to form larger bodies.

DERIVATIVES: ac-crete v. ac-cre-tive | ə'kretiv | adj.

ac-cru-e | ə'kroʊ | • v. (accrues, accrued, accruing) [trans.] (of sums of money or benefits) be received by someone in regular or increasing amounts over time: financial benefits will accrue from restructuring | [as adj.] (accrued) the accrued interest.

- [trans.] accumulate or receive (such payments or benefits). [trans.] make provision for (a charge) at the end of a financial period for work that has been done but not yet invoiced.

DERIVATIVES: ac-cru-al | ə'kroʊəl | • n.
acculturate  

n. assimilate or cause to assimilate a different culture, typically the dominant one: [trans.] acculturated to the United States  

[as adj.] (acculturate) an acculturated American.  

DERIVATIVES: acculturature.  

acceament  

adj. reclining; recumbent.  

acceative  

adj. relating to or denoting a grammatical case of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives (esp. in classical languages) that expresses the object of an action or the goal of motion. Cf. objective.  

accebent  

adj. a person who reclines.  

acceasive  

adj. relating to or denoting a grammatical case of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives (esp. in classical languages) that expresses the object of an action or the goal of motion. Cf. objective.  

accecant  

n. a word in the accusative case.  

accecase  

adj. (the accusative) the accusative case.  

accechus  

n. (also accide) spiritual or mental sloth; apathy; one of the 'seven deadly sins'.  

acceberbic  

adj. (also acerb)  

1 (esp. of a comment or style of speaking) sharp and forthright.  

2 tasting sour or bitter.  


acceca-minochelen  

n. an analgesic drug used to treat headaches, arthritis, etc., and also to reduce fever, often as an alternative to aspirin.  

accecyleme  

n. (also ethylene) a colorless pungent-smelling hydrocarbon gas, which burns with a bright flame, used in welding (with an acetylene torch) and formerly in lighting.  

Aacheana  

adj. of or relating to Achea in ancient Greece.  

Achean  

n. an inhabitant of Achea.  

Achean  

adj. (esp. in Homeric contexts) Greek.  

Achean  

n. (esp. in Homeric contexts) a Greek.  

Achareus  

adj. (in classical legend) a companion of Aeneas. His loyalty to his friend was so exemplary as to become proverbial, hence the term fidus Achates ("faithful Achates").  

Acheron  

n. (in Greek mythology) one of the rivers of Hades.  

Achilles  

n. a weakness or vulnerable point. The achilles tendon connects calf muscles to the heel.  

Acidious  

adj. sharp-tasting or sour.  

(der.) a person's remarks or tone) bitter or cutting.  

Acquaint  

v. 1 accept or admit the existence or truth of: [trans.] the plight of the refugees was acknowledged by the authorities.  

2 (of a body of opinion) recognize the fact or importance or quality of: the art world has begun to acknowledge his genius.  

acquaintance  

n. acknowledgment of: he received a letter acknowledging his services.  

acquiescence  

n. (of receiving or acquiescing) a willingness to accept without protest: pressed for time, we acquiesced in their decision.  

acquisitive  

adj. excessively interested in acquiring money or material things.  

ACQUISSIVE-ly adv. ACQUISSIVENESS n.  

Acquit  

v. (acquitted, acquitting) 1 [trans.] (usu. be acquitted) free (someone) from a criminal charge by a verdict of not guilty: she was acquitted on all counts; the jury acquitted him of murder.  

2 (acquit oneself) conduct oneself or perform in a specified way: the Israeli windsurfers acquitted themselves well at the 1994 championship.  

(der.) discharge (a duty or responsibility): they acquitted themselves of their charge with vigilance.  

Accusatorial  

n. a judgment that a person is not guilty of a crime with which he or she has been charged: the trial resulted in an acquittal.  

Acrid  

adj. having an irritatingly strong and unpleasant taste or smell: acrid fumes.
acrimony

- angry and bitter; an acrid farewell. DERIVATIVES: acridity [əˈkrɪdɪtɪ] n. acridly adv.

acrimony [əˈkrɪmənɪ] • n. bitterness or ill feeling; a quarrel of lawsuits, acrimony, and finger-pointing. DERIVATIVES: acrimonious adj. acrimoniously adv.

acrocromial [ˌækrəˈkroʊməl] • n. abnormal growth of the hands, feet, and face, caused by overproduction of growth hormone by the pituitary gland. DERIVATIVES: acromegalic -ma'ge-lɪk adj.

acronym [ˌækrəˈnim] • n. a word formed from the initial letters of other words (e.g., radar, NATO, laser). DERIVATIVES: acrophobic -foh'bɪk adj.

acrostic [əˈkrɒstɪk] • n. a poem, word puzzle, or other composition in which certain letters (typically, the first) in each line form a word or words.

acrylic [əˈkrɪlɪk] • adj. (of synthetic resins and textile fibers) made from polymers of acrylic acid or acrylates.

- if, relating to, or denoting paints based on acrylic resin as a medium: acrylic colors | an acrylic painting. • n. 1 an acrylic textile fiber: a sweater in four-ply acrylic. 2 (often acrylics) an acrylic paint.

- a painting executed in acrylics: a show of her acrylics.

actionable [əˈkʃənəbl] • adj. (in legal use) giving sufficient reason to take legal action; slanderous remarks are actionable.

action painting • n. a technique and style of abstract painting in which paint is randomly splashed, thrown, or poured on the canvas.

activism [əˈktaɪvɪzəm] • n. the policy or action of using vigorous campaigning to bring about political or social change. DERIVATIVES: activist n.

act of God • n. an instance of uncontrollable natural forces in operation (often used in insurance claims). Cf. force majeure.

actuality [əˈkʃʊələtɪ] • n. (pl. -ies) actual existence, typically as contrasted with what was intended, expected, or believed: the building looked as impressive in actuality as it did in magazines.

- actualities existing conditions or facts: the grim actualities of prison life.

actualize [əˈkʃʊəlɪza] • v. [trans.] make a reality of: he had actualized his dream and achieved the world record. DERIVATIVES: actualization [əˈkʃʊəlɪzaˈteɪʃən] n.


actuate [əˈkʃʊət] • v. 1 [trans.] cause (a machine or device) to operate; activate: the pendulum actuates an electrical switch. 2 (usu. be actuated) cause (someone) to act in a particular way; motivate: the defendants were actuated by malice. DERIVATIVES: actuation [əˈkʃʊəˈʃən] n. actuator [əˈkʃʊəˈtər] n.

accuity [əˈkjuːətɪ] • n. sharpness or keenness of thought, vision, or hearing: visual acuity.

accusation [əˈkjuːzhən] • n. 1. the ability to make good judgments and quick decisions, typically in a particular domain: business acumen. 2 of a bad, difficult, or unwelcome situation or phenomenon present or experienced to a severe or intense degree: an acute housing shortage. Cf. critical.

- of a disease or its symptoms) of short duration but typically severe: acute appendicitis. Often compared with chronic. • denoting or designed for patients with such conditions: acute patients. 2 having or showing a perceptive understanding or insight: shrewd: an acute awareness of changing fashions.

- of a physical sense or faculty) highly developed; keen: an acute sense of smell. 3 of an angle) less than 90°.

- having a sharp end; pointed. • of a sound) high; shrill. • n. short for acute accent, placed over certain letters (esp. vowels) in some languages to indicate a feature such as altered sound quality. DERIVATIVES: acutely adv. acuteness n.

adage [əˈdɛdʒ] • n. a proverb or short statement expressing a general truth.

adagio [əˈdɑjɡo; əˈdɑːdʒo,-] • adj. & adv. (esp. as a musical direction) in slow tempo. • n. (also Adagio) pl. -os a movement or composition marked to be played adagio.

adamant [əˈdæmənt] • adj. refusing to be persuaded or to change one's mind: he is adamant that he is not going to resign. • n. a legendary rock or mineral to which many, often contradictory, properties were attributed, formerly associated with diamond or lodestone. DERIVATIVES: adamantine n. adamantly adv.

adamantine [əˈdæməntin; -tin; -tɪn] • adj. unbreakable and unshakeable: her adamantine will.

adapt [əˈdæpt] • v. [trans.] make (something) suitable for a new use or purpose; modify: [with obj. and infinitive] hospitals have had to be adapted for modern medical practice | the policies can be adapted to suit individual needs and requirements. • [as adj.] (adapted) these plants are well adapted to low light. DERIVATIVES: adaptive [əˈdæptɪv] adj.
adaptation | adjective | n.

The adaptation of teaching strategy to meet students' needs.

A movie, television drama, or stage play that has been adapted from a written work, typically a novel: filming her adaptation of a beloved children's book.

A change by which an organism or species becomes better suited to its environment.

ad·den·dum | adjective | n.

An item of additional material, typically omissions, added at the end of a book or other publication.

ad·dicted | adjective

Physically and mentally dependent on a particular substance, and unable to stop taking it without incurring adverse effects: she became addicted to alcohol and diet pills.

enthusiastically devoted to a particular thing or activity: he's addicted to computers.

ad·duce | verb

Cite as evidence: a number of factors are adduced to explain the situation.

ad·duc·tive | adjective

ad·duc·tor | noun

(also adductor muscle) n. A muscle whose contraction moves a limb or other part of the body toward the midline of the body or toward another part.

ad·dept | adjective

Very skilled or proficient at something: he is adept at cutting through red tape or an adept negotiator.

ad·de·ly | adverb

ad·de·ness | noun

ad·here | verb

Stick fast to (a surface or substance): paint won't adhere well to a greasy surface.

Believe in and follow the practices of: the people adhere to Islam.

Represent truthfully and in detail: the account adhered firmly to fact.

ad·hem·ent | adjective

Someone who supports a particular party, person, or group of ideas: he was a strong adherent of monetarism.

Stick fast to an object or surface: the eggs have thick sticky shells to which debris is often adherent.

ad·her·ence | noun

ad·he·sive | adjective

able to stick fast (adhere) to a surface or object: sticky, an adhesive label.

A substance used for sticking objects or materials together: glue.

ad·he·sive·ly | adverb

ad·he·sive·ness | noun

ad hoc | adjective

An ad hoc committee was formed to supplement the work of three standing committees: the discussions were on an ad hoc basis.

AD in·fi·ni·tum | adjective

Again and again in the same way; for ever: registration is for seven years and may be renewed ad infinitum.

ad·i·pose | adjective

(adj. (esp. of body tissue) used for the storage of fat.

ad·ja·cent | adjective

1. Next to or adjoining something else: adjacent rooms.
2. Having a common vertex and a common side.

ad·join | verb

(verb) be next to and joined with (a building, room, or piece of land): the dining room adjoins a small library.

(adjoining) walked into an adjoining room.

ad·journ | verb | (trans.) break off (a meeting, legal case, or game) with the intention of resuming it later: the meeting was adjourned until December 4.

(verb) get somewhere else, typically for refreshment: they adjourned to a local bar.

Put off or postpone (a resolution or sentence): the motion was adjourned.

ad·ju·dicate | verb

(adjudicate) make a formal judgment or decision about a problem or disputed matter: the committee adjudicates on all betting disputes.

The case was adjudicated in the Superior Court.

Act as a judge in a competition.

(verb) pronounce or declare judicially: he was adjudicated bankrupt.

ad·ju·dicate | noun

1. A thing added to something else as a supplementary rather than an essential part: computer technology is an adjunct to learning.

A person who is another's assistant or subordinate.

A word or phrase used to amplify or modify the meaning of another word or words in a sentence.

(adj. (attrib.) connected or added to something, typically in an auxiliary way: alternative or adjunct therapies.

(From academic personnel) attached to the staff of a university in a temporary or assistant capacity: an adjunct professor.
**adjure**  [ə'dʒɔːr]  • v. [with obj. and infinitive] urge or request [someone] solemnly or earnestly to do something: I adjure you to tell me the truth.

**DERIVATIVES:** adjur**a**tion  [ə'dʒʊrə'tʃən]  n., adjur**a**tory  [ə'dʒʊrə'tɔːrɪ]  • adj.

**adjuvant**  [ə'dʒʊvənt]  • adj. (of medical therapy) applied after initial treatment for cancer, esp. to suppress secondary tumor formation.  • n. a substance that enhances the body’s immune response to an antigen.

**ad lib**  [əd 'lɪb]  • v. (ad libbed, ad libbing) [inter.] speak or perform in public without previously preparing one’s words: Charles had to ad lib because he had forgotten his script.  
**[trans.] she ad libbed half the speech.**  **n.** perform music without following a written score; improvise.  • n. something spoken or performed in such a way: he ad-libbed up an ad lib story.  • adv. & adj. 1 spoken or performed without previous preparation: an ad lib commentary.  
**[as adv.] speaking ad lib.**  2 as much and as often as desired: [as adv.] the price includes meals and drinks ad lib.  
**[as adj.] the pigs are fed on an ad lib system.**  3 (in musical directions) in an improvised manner with freedom to vary tempo and instrumentation.

**ad lie tem**  [əd 'lɪtəm]  • adj. (esp. of a guardian) appointed to act in a lawsuit on behalf of a child or other person who is not considered capable of representing himself or herself.

**admissible**  [əd'mɪsəbəl]  • adj. 1 acceptable or valid, esp. as evidence in a court of law: under certain conditions, hearsay may be admissible.  2 having the right to be admitted to a place: foreigners were admissible only as temporary workers.

**DERIVATIVES:** admissibility  [əd'mɪsə'bɪləti]  n.

**admix**  [əd'mɪkstr]  • n. a mixture: he felt that his work was an admixture of aggression and creativity.

**something mixed with something else, typically as a minor ingredient: green with an admixture of black.**  2 the action of adding such an ingredient.

**admonish**  [əd'mənɪʃ]  • v. [trans.] warn or reprimand someone firmly: she admonished me for appearing at breakfast unshaven.  [with obj. and direct speech] “You mustn’t say that,” Ruth admonished her.

**[with obj. and infinitive] advise or urge [someone] earnestly: she admonished him to drink no more than one glass of wine.**  **[warn] of someone] of something to be avoided: he admonished the people against the evil of such practices.**

**[as adv.] performing or conveying a warning or reprimand;**

**admonishing:** the sergeant lifted an admonitory finger.

**DERIVATIVES:** admonition  [əd'mənə'shən]  n.

**ad nauseam**  [əd 'nəʊzəm]  • adv. referring to something that has been done or repeated so often that it has become annoying or tiresome: the inherent risks of nuclear power have been debated ad nauseam.

**A'dornai**  [ə'dɔrn̩i,-'ni]  • n. a Hebrew name for God.

**A'donis**  [ə'dənɪs]  (in Greek mythology) a beautiful youth loved by both Aphrodite and Persephone.

**[as n.]** (an Adonis) an extremely handsome young man.

**adop**  [ə'dəpt]  • v. [trans.] legally take another’s child and bring it up as one’s own: there are many people eager to adopt a baby.

**take up or start to use or follow (an idea, method, or course of action): this approach has been adopted by many big banks.**  **[take on or assume (an attitude or position): he adopted a patronizing tone.**  **[adopt a knee-bend position.**  **[adopt someone as]** choose someone to receive special recognition: at least 23 people adopted as “prisoners of conscience” remain in jail.  **[formally approve or accept (a report or suggestion): the committee voted to adopt the proposal.**  **[choose (a textbook) as standard or required for a course of study.**  **[choose (an animal) to become a house pet: we’re looking to adopt a mature dog.**  **[of a local authority or group] accept responsibility for the maintenance of (something, e.g., a road).**

**DERIVATIVES:** adoptable  adj. adoptee  [ə'dəpti]  n. adopter  n. adoption  n.

**USAGE:** See usage at adopt.

**adop**  [əd'ɒptɪv]  • adj. [attrib.] as a result of the adoption of another’s child: adoptive parents.

**having a specified relation by adoption: adoptive brother | adoptive family.**

**denoting a country or city to which a person has moved and in which they have chosen to reside permanently: Paris soon became her adoptive home.**

**DERIVATIVES:** adoptively  adv.

**adorn**  [ə'dɔrn]  • v. [trans.] make more beautiful or attractive: pictures and prints adorned his walls.

**DERIVATIVES:** adornment  n. adornment  n.

**ad rem**  [əd 'rɛm]  • adv. & adj. relevant to what is being done or discussed at the time.

**adrenal**  [ə'drεnəl]  • adj. of, relating to, or denoting a pair of ductless glands situated above the kidneys. Each consists of a core region (adrenal medulla) secreting epinephrine and norepinephrine, and an outer region (adrenal cortex) secreting corticosteroids.  • n. (usu. adrenals) an adrenal gland.

**adrenaline**  [ə'drεnə-lain]  (also adrenalin)  • n. another term for EPINEPHRINE; performing live really gets your adrenaline going.
adroit | -'drouit | • adj. clever or skillful in using the hands or mind: he was adroit at tax avoidance | an adroit woodworker.

DERIVATIVES: adroitly adv. adroitness n.

adsorb | -d'zôr; -'sôr | • v. [trans.] (of a solid) hold (molecules of a gas or liquid or solute) as a thin film on the outside surface or on internal surfaces within the material: charcoal will not adsorb nitrates | the dye is adsorbed onto the fiber. Cf. ABSORB.

DERIVATIVES: adsorbable adj. adsorption n. adsorptive adj.

adulate | -'sted, 'lât | • v. [trans.] praise (someone) excessively or obsequiously.

DERIVATIVES: adulation n. adulator n. -la'tor adj.

adulterate | -'dôl'ta, 'rât | • v. [trans.] render (something) poorer in quality by adding another substance, typically an inferior one: the meat was adulterated with bread crumbs.

DERIVATIVES: adulteration | -'dôl'ta'tion n. adulterator n. -rât'or adj.

adultery | -'dôl'te(r) | • n. voluntary sexual intercourse between a married person and a person who is not his or her spouse: she was committing adultery with a much younger man.

DERIVATIVES: adulterer n. adulterous adj.

adumbrate | -'adôm, 'brât; -'dám- | • v. [trans.] report or present in outline.

■ indicate faintly: the walls were adumbrated by the meager light. ■ foreshadow or symbolize: what qualities in Christ are adumbrated by the vine? ■ overshadow.

DERIVATIVES: adumbration | -'adôm 'brâ'shan | n. adumbrative | -'dâm-brâ'tiv | • adj.

ad vo'lôr-em | -'ved vô'lôrm | • adv. & adj. (of the levying of tax or customs duties) in proportion to the estimated value of the goods or transaction concerned.

advection | -'ved'vik'shan | • n. the transfer of heat or matter by the flow of a fluid, esp. horizontally in the atmosphere or the sea. Cf. CONVECTION.

DERIVATIVES: advective | -'vikt | • adj.

advent | -'ved, 'vent | • n. [in sing.] the arrival of a notable person, thing, or event: the advent of television.

■ (Advent) the first season of the Christian church year, leading up to Christmas and including the four preceding Sundays. ■ (Advent) the coming or second coming of Christ.

 DERIVATIVES: Adventist | -'ved, 'ventist | • n. a member of any of various Christian sects emphasizing belief in the imminent second coming of Christ.

DERIVATIVES: Adventism | -tizm | n. adventitious | -tis'as | • adj. happening or carried on according to chance rather than design or inherent nature: my adventures were always adventitious, always thrust on me.

■ coming from outside; not native: the adventitious population. ■ (in biology) formed accidentally or in an unusual anatomical position: propagation of sour cherries by adventitious shoots. ■ (of a root) growing directly from the stem or other upper part of a plant.

DERIVATIVES: adventitious ly adv.

adventurism | -'ved'vûr, 'rizâm | • n. the willingness to take risks in business or politics (esp. in the context of foreign policy); actions, tactics, or attitudes regarded as daring or reckless.

DERIVATIVES: adventurist n. & adj.

adversarial | -'ved'râr'eul | • adj. involving or characterized by conflict or opposition: industry and government had an adversarial relationship.

■ opposed; hostile. ■ (of a trial or legal procedure) in which the parties in a dispute have the responsibility for finding and presenting evidence.

DERIVATIVES: adversarially adv.

adverse | -'ved'vârs; -'vârs | • adj. preventing success or development; harmful; unfavorable: taxes are having an adverse effect on production | adverse weather conditions.

DERIVATIVES: adversely adv.

USAGE: Adverse means 'hostile, unfavorable, opposed,' and is usually applied to situations, conditions, or events, not people, e.g., The dry weather has had an adverse effect on the garden. Averse is related in origin and also has the sense of 'opposed,' but is usually employed to describe a person's attitude, e.g., I would not be adverse to making the repairs myself.

adversity | -'ved'vârs'it-e | • n. (pl. -ies) adverse fortune; difficulties: resilience in the face of adversity | she overcame many adversities.

advocate | -'ved'vâkt | • a person who publicly supports or recommends a particular cause or policy: he was an unting advocate of economic reform.

■ a person who pleads on someone else's behalf: care managers can become advocates for their clients. ■ a pleader in a court of law; a lawyer: Marshall was a skilled advocate but a mediocre judge. ■ v. -kat | [trans.] publicly recommend or support: they advocated strict adherence to Islam.

DERIVATIVES: advocacy | -'ved'vâk'shan | n. advocate | -'ved'vâkt | • n.

aeagis | -'ejîs | • n. [in sing.] a particular person or organization's protection, backing, or support: negotiations were conducted under the aegis of the UN.

■ (in classical art and mythology) an attribute of Zeus and Athena (or their Roman counterparts Jupiter and Minerva) usually represented as a goatskin shield.

aeolian | -'eôl'în; Í-ô- | • adj. 1 (also aolian) relating to or arising from the action of the wind: fluviol and aeolian sediments. 2 of or relating to Aeolus, Greek god of the winds.

■ characterized by a sighing or moaning sound
aerate |'eret| v. [trans.] introduce air into (a material): aerate the lawn with a garden fork.
DERIVATIVES: aer-ation |-'ā�iˈshən| n. aer-tor |-'ərtər| n.
aer-i-val |'erər̪-əl| adj. [attrib.] existing, happening, or operating in the air: an aerial battle | an aerial tramway.

• coming or carried out from the air, esp. using aircraft: aerial bombardment of civilian targets | aerial photography. • of (part of a plant) growing above ground. • of (a bird) spending much of its time in flight. • of or in the atmosphere. • insubstantial and hard to grasp or define; ethereal: the church may draw fine and aerial distinctions.

DERIVATIVES: aeri-al-ly adv.
aer-ie |'eərē; 'erē| (also eyrie) n. a large nest of a bird of prey, esp. an eagle, typically built high in a tree or on a cliff.
aero-ob-lec |ə'rōbık; e'rō-| adj. (in biology) relating to, involving, or requiring free oxygen: simple aerobic bacteria. Cf. anaerobic.

• relating to or denoting exercise that improves or is intended to improve the efficiency of the body's cardiovascular system in absorbing and transporting oxygen.

DERIVATIVES: aero-bi-cal-ly adv.
aero-bics |ə'rōbiks; e'rō-| plural n. [often treated as sing.] vigorous exercises designed to strengthen the heart and lungs.
aero-dy-nam-ics |əˌroʊˈdənəmiks| plural n. [treated as sing.] the study of the properties of moving air, and esp. of the interaction between the air and solid bodies moving through it.

• the properties of a solid object regarding the manner in which air flows around it. • [treated as pl.] these properties insofar as they result in maximum efficiency of motion.

DERIVATIVES: aer-o-dy-nam-ic-ist |ˌsɪst| n.
aero-sol |'ərəsˈsəl; -səl| n. a substance enclosed under pressure and able to be released as a fine spray, typically by means of a propellant gas.
aes-thete |'esˌθeɪt| (also esthete) n. a person who has or affects to have a special appreciation of art and beauty.
aes-thet-ic |ˌesˈθɛtɪk| (also esthetic) adj. concerned with or relating to beauty or the appreciation of beauty: the pictures give great aesthetic pleasure.

• giving or designed to give pleasure through beauty; of pleasing appearance. • n. [in sing.] a set of principles underlying and guiding the work of a particular artist or artistic movement: the Cubist aesthetic.

DERIVATIVES: aes-thet-i-cal-ly |-ik(ə)lə| adv.
aes-thet-i-cian |ˌesθɛtˈɪshən| (also esthetician) n. 1 a person who is knowledgeable about the nature and appreciation of beauty, esp. in art. 2 someone who gives beauty treatments, as in a beauty parlor; a beautician.
aes-ti-val |əˈstɪvəl| adj. variant spelling of ESTIVAL.
aes-ti-va-tion |ˌəstɪˈvəˈteɪn| plural n. variant spelling of ESTIVATE.
aft-i-fa-ble |əfˈafəbəl| adj. friendly, good-natured, or easy to talk to: an affable and agreeable companion.

DERIVATIVES: aft-i-fa-bil-i-ty |ˌbɪlətē| n. aft-i-fa-ble |bəl| adv.
aft-ec-t1 |əftekt| v. [trans.] have an effect on; make a difference to: the dampness began to affect my health | [with clause] your attitude will affect how successful you are.

• touch the feelings of (someone); move emotionally: [as adj.] (affecting) a highly affecting account of her experiences in prison. • (of an illness) attack or infect: people who are affected by AIDS.

DERIVATIVES: aft-ec-tion-a-ly adv.
aft-ec-t2 v. [trans.] pretend to have or feel (something): as usual I affected a supreme unconcern | [with infinitive] a book that affects to loathe the modern world.

• use, wear, or assume (something) pretentiously or so as to make an impression on others: an American who had affected a British accent.
aft-ec-t3 |əˌfekt; əˈfekt| n. (in psychology) emotion or desire, esp. as influencing behavior or action.

DERIVATIVES: aft-ec-tless adj. aft-ec-tless-ness n.
aft-ec-tion-a-tion |ˌəfektəˈteɪn| n. behavior, speech, or writing that is artificial and designed to impress: she called the room her boudoir, which he thought an affectation.

• a studied display of real or pretended feeling: an affectation of calm.
aft-ec-ted |əˈfektid| adj. 1 influenced or touched by an external factor: apply moist heat to the affected area. 2 artificial, pretentious, and designed to impress: the gesture appeared thoroughly affected. 3 [predisposed] disposed or inclined in a specified way; you might become differently affected toward him.

DERIVATIVES: aft-ec-ted-ly adv. (in sense 2).
aft-ec-tive |əˈfektɪv| adj. relating to moods, feelings, and attitudes: affective disorders.

DERIVATIVES: aft-ec-tive-ly adv. aft-ec-tiv-i-ty |ˌəfektɪˈveɪti| n.
aft-ec-tance |əˈfænts| v. (be affianced) be
affidavit | aff'ē davət · n. a written statement confirmed by oath or affirmation, for use as evidence in a court of law.

affiliation | a-fi-lē'shan; a-fi-lē'shan | [trans.] (usu. be affiliated with) officially attach or connect (a subsidiary group or a person) to an organization: the college is affiliated with the University of Wisconsin. | [as adj.] (affiliated) affiliated union members.

affirm | a-fir'm | · v. [a'fi,flē,at] [trans.] (esp. in trans.) to assert; to declare. | (intrans.) to confirm the truth of something: he affirmed his innocence. | (often as of something) to make verbally clear: he affirmed the importance of the event. | (of a court) to uphold (a decision) on appeal.

affirmative | a-fir'mə tiv | · adj. agreeing with a statement or to a request: I muttered something affirmative.

affirmation | a-fir'mə shan | · n. the action or process of affirming or being affirmed: an affirmation of basic human values | he nodded in affirmation.

affirmative | a-fir'mə tiv | · adj. expressing agreement; expressing agreement with a statement or request; yes.

derivatives: affirmative-ly adv.

affirmative action | a-fir'mə tiv | · n. treatment benefiting those who tend to suffer from discrimination, esp. in relation to employment or education.

affix | a-fix | · v. [a'fi,ks] [trans.] stick, attach, or fasten (something) to something else: he licked the stamp and affixed it to the envelope. | · n. [a'fi,ks] an additional element placed at the beginning (a prefix) or end (a suffix) of a root, stem, or word, or in the body (an infix) of a word, to modify its meaning.

derivatives: affixation | a-fi,ski'zan| n.

affluence | a-flū'əns | · n. a flowing of something, esp. water or air.

affront | a-frōnt | · n. an action or remark that causes outrage or offense: he took his son's desertion as a personal affront | this kind of privilege is an affront to democracy. | · v. [trans.] (usu. be affronted) offend the modesty or values of: she was affronted by his familiarity.

affirmative | a-fi-r'mə tiv | · adj. expressing agreement or confirmation: has answered weeded toward the affirmative | took the affirmative in the first debate.

affirmative | a-fi-r'mə tiv | · adj. a statement asserting that something is true of the subject of a proposition. | · exclam. expressing agreement with a statement or request; yes.

derivatives: affirmatively adv.

affirmative action | a-fir'mə tiv | · n. treatment benefiting those who tend to suffer from discrimination, esp. in relation to employment or education.

affirmative | a-fir'mə tiv | · adj. expressing agreement or confirmation: has answered weeded toward the affirmative | took the affirmative in the first debate.

affirmative | a-fi-r'mə tiv | · adj. a statement asserting that something is true of the subject of a proposition. | · exclam. expressing agreement with a statement or request; yes.

derivatives: affirmatively adv.

affirmative action | a-fir'mə tiv | · n. treatment benefiting those who tend to suffer from discrimination, esp. in relation to employment or education.

affirmative | a-fi-r'mə tiv | · adj. expressing agreement or confirmation: has answered weeded toward the affirmative | took the affirmative in the first debate.
fellowship, as held by early Christians in commemoration of the Last Supper.

ageism |ˈaj,izəm| (also agism) • n. prejudice or discrimination on the basis of a person’s age, esp. against older persons.

derivatives: age·rist (also ag·ist) adj. & n.
age·necy |ˈajənsi| • n. 1 [often with adj.] a business or organization established to provide a particular service, typically one that involves organizing transactions between two other parties: an advertising agency | aid agencies.

a department or body providing a specific service for a government or similar organization: the Environmental Protection Agency.

the function or position of an agent. 2 the body of law concerning the rights and duties of agents and their principals.

2 action or intervention, esp. such as to produce a particular effect: canals carved by the agency of running water | a belief in various forms of supernatural agency.

a thing or person that acts to produce a particular result: the movies could be an agency molding the values of the public.

agenda |ˈajənda| • n. 1 a list of items of business to be considered and discussed at a meeting: the question of nuclear weapons had been removed from the agenda.

a list or program of things to be done or problems to be addressed: he vowed to put jobs at the top of his agenda | the government had its own agenda.

usage: Although agenda (‘things to be done’) is the plural of agenda in Latin, in standard modern English it is a normal singular noun with a normal plural form (agendas).

agent provo·cateur |ˈaˌzhän(t) prə,vōˈkatər| • n. (pl. agents provocateurs |ˈaˌzhän(t)(z) prə,vōˈkatərz|) pronuc. same a person, typically working secretly with the police, who induces others to break the law so that they can be convicted.

tag·glomer·ate |ˈaˌgloʊmərˌæt| • v. |ˈaˌgloʊmərˌæt| collect or form into a mass or group: [trans.] companies agglomerate series of outlets | [intrans.] these small particles soon agglomerate together. • n. |ˈaˌgloʊmərˌæt| a mass or collection of things.

a volcanic rock consisting of large fragments bonded together. • adj. |ˈaˌgloʊmərˌæt| collected or formed into a mass.

derivatives: ag·glomer·ation |ˈaˌgloʊmərˌæʃən| • n. ag·glomer·ative |ˈaˌgloʊmərˌætɪv| adj.

ag·gluti·nate |ˈaˌgloʊtənˈæt| • v. firmly stick or be stuck together to form a mass: [as adj.] (agglutinated) rhinoceros horns are agglutinated masses of hair.

derivatives: ag·gluti·nation |ˈaˌgloʊtənˈæʃən| • n.

ag·gran·dize |ˈaˌɡrænˌdaɪz| • v. [trans.] increase the power, status, or wealth of: an action intended to aggrandize the Nazi regime.

enhance the reputation of (someone) beyond what is justified by the facts: he hoped to aggrandize himself by dying a hero’s death.

derivatives: ag·gran·diz·ment |ˌdaɪˌmənt| • n. ag·gran·diz·er |ˌdaɪˈdizər| n.

ag·grav·ate |ˈaˌɡrævət| • v. [trans.] 1 make (a problem, injury, or offense) worse or more serious: military action would only aggravate the situation. 2 annoy or exasperate (someone), esp. persistently: [as adj.] (aggravating) she found him thoroughly aggravating and unprofessional.

derivatives: ag·grav·at·ing·ly |ˌaˌɡrævəˈteɪlər| adv. ag·grav·a·tion |ˌaˌɡrævəˈteɪʃən| • n.

usage: Aggravate in the sense ‘annoy or exasperate’ dates back to the 17th century and has been so used by respected writers ever since. Writers seeking precision, however, would do well to preserve the word’s historical meaning of ‘to make heavier,’ in the sense of ‘weighing down’ or ‘piling on,’ and not use aggravate as simply another word for irritate. The same goes for aggravation when irritation would serve. See also usage at EXASPERATE.

tag·gred·ate |ˈaˌɡredət| • n. |ˈaˌɡredət| a whole formed by combining several (typically disparate) elements: the council was an aggregate of three regional assemblies. 2 a material or structure formed from a mass of fragments or particles loosely compacted together.

pieces of broken or crushed stone or gravel used to make concrete, or more generally in building and construction work. • adj. [attrib.] formed or calculated by the combination of many separate units or items; total: aggregate profits.

(of a group of plant species) comprising several very similar species formerly regarded as a single species. • denoting the total supply or demand for goods and services in an economy at a particular time: aggregate demand | aggregate supply. • v. |ˈaˌgərət| form or group into a class or cluster: [trans.] the statistics aggregate men having several kinds of occupation | [intrans.] the butterflies aggregate in dense groups.

derivatives: ag·gre·ga·tion |ˈaˌɡrəɡəˈteɪʃən| • n. ag·gre·ga·tive |ˈaˌɡrəɡətɪv| adj.

tag·grieved |ˈaˌɡrɛvd| • adj. feeling resentment at having been unfairly treated: they were aggrieved at the outcome | his brother is the aggrieved party.

derivatives: ag·grieved·ly |ˌvɪdəl| adv. ag·ghast |ˈaˌgæst| • adj. [predic.] filled with horror or shock: when the news came out they were agghast | agghast at an act of cruelty.

ag·i·lile |ˈaˌɡɪləl| • adj. able to move quickly and easily: Ruth was agile as a monkey | his vague manner concealed an agile mind.

derivatives: ag·i·lil·y |ˈaˌɡɪləl| adv. ag·i·li·ty |ˈaˌɡɪlətɪ| • n.

tag·i·lant |ˈaˌɡɪlɪnt| • v. [trans.] make (someone) troubled or nervous: the thought of questioning Toby agitated him | [as adj.] (agitated) red and agitated with the effort of arguing.

• [intrans.] campaign to arouse public concern about an issue in the hope of prompting action: they agitated for a reversal of the decision. • stir or disturb (something, esp. a liquid) briskly: agitate the water to disperse the oil.
**agritratedly** adv. agri-ta-tion n.

**agritprop** | 'ajir,präp | n. political (originally communist) propaganda, esp. in art or literature: [as adj.] agritprop painters.

**agnate** | 'aeg,nät | n. a person descended from the same male ancestor as another specified or implied person, esp. through the male line. • adj. descended from the same male ancestor as a specified or implied subject, esp. through the male line. Cf. Cognate.

**agnostic** | 'aeg,nästitk | • n. a person who believes that nothing is known or can be known of the existence or nature of God or of anything beyond material phenomena; a person who claims neither faith nor disbelief in God. Cf. Atheism.

**agrobusiness** | 'agro,biznis | • n. 1 agriculture conducted on commercial principles, esp. using advanced technology. • an organization engaged in this. 2 the group of industries dealing with agricultural produce and services required in farming.

**agronomy** | 'agronämé | • n. the science of soil management and crop production.

**agronomic** | 'agron'amik | adj. **agronomic** | 'agron'amikal | **agronomically** | 'agron'amikal|ly | 

• adv. **agronomist** | 'agronomist | • mist | n.

**ahimsa** | 'aähimsa | • n. (in the Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain tradition) the principle of nonviolence toward all living things.

**aid-de-camp** | 'aid d'kemp | • n. (pl. aïdes-de-camp 'aidz | **pronunc.** same) a military officer acting as a confidential assistant to a senior officer.

**aid-emémorie** | 'aid mem'wär | • n. (pl. aïdes-mémories | 'aidz | **pronunc.** same) an aid to the memory, esp. a book or document.

• an informal diplomatic message.

**akimbo** | 'aık'bo | • adv. with hands on the hips and elbows turned outward: she stood with arms akimbo, frowning at the small boy.

• (of other limbs) flung out widely or haphazardly.

**akin** | 'a'kin | • adj. of similar character: something akin to gratitude overwhelmed her | genius and madness are akin.

• related by blood: he was akin to the royal family.

**alacrity** | 'a'lekrist | • n. brisk and cheerful readiness: she accepted the invitation with alacrity.

**alameda** | 'alémaðə | • n. (in Spain and Spanish-speaking regions) a public walkway or promenade shaded with trees.

**albatross** | 'alba,tronz; -trás | • n. (pl. albatrosses) a very large oceanic bird with long narrow wings. Albatrosses are found mainly in the southern oceans, with three kinds in the north Pacific.

• a source of frustration or guilt; an encumbrance (in allus. to Coleridge's The Rime of the Ancient Mariner): an albatross of a marriage.

**albeit** | 'öl'll-bê-it; al- | • conj. although: he was making progress, albeit rather slowly.

**albounce** | 'al'bonz | • n. growing or shading into white: the albescence waves on the horizon.

**albino** | 'albinô | • n. (pl. -os) a person or animal having a congenital absence of pigment in the skin and hair (which are thus white) and the eyes (which are thus typically pink).

• an abnormally white animal or plant. [as modifier] an albino tiger.

**albion** | 'albi'ən | • n. a poetic or literary term for Britain or England (often used in referring to ancient or historical times).

**alcaic** | 'al'kài | • adj. written in or denoting a verse meter occurring in four-line stanzas.

• n. (usu. alcaics) alcaic verse.

**alchemy** | 'a’l kem | • n. the medieval forerunner of chemistry, based on the supposed transformation of matter. It was concerned particularly with attempts to convert base metals into gold or to find a universal Elixir.

• a process by which paradoxical results are achieved or incompatible elements combined with no obvious rational explanation: his conducting managed by some alchemy to give a sense of fire and ice.

**alchémie** | 'a'kemik | adj. **alchémi-cal** | 'a'kemikal | **alchémist** | 'a'kemis | • adj. & adv. (of food, typically pasta) cooked so as to be still firm when bitten.

**aleatory** | 'a'leä,tôrë; al- | • adj. depending on the throw of a die or on chance; random.

• relating to music or other forms of art involving elements of random choice by a performer or artist.

**alexia** | 'a’léksiə | • n. the inability to see words or to read, caused by a defect of the brain. Also called word blindness. Cf. Dyslexia,
al fresco | 'ælfreskə; ãl| • adv. & adj. in the open air: [as adj.] an al fresco luncheon.
algae | 'ælje| • n. (usu. in pl. algae |'ægel), a simple nonflowering plant of a large assemblage that includes mainly aquatic kinds such as seaweeds and many single-celled forms. Some of the latter are responsible for a green coating on tree trunks and a green scum or bloom in ponds.

*Divisions Chlorophyta (green algae), Heterokontophyta (brown algae), and Rhodophyta (red algae); some (or all) are frequently placed in the kingdom Protista.

derivatives: algal |'-gæl| adj.
algid |'ælɡid| • n. cold or chilly.
Algonquian | 'æl'gæŋkw(æ)n| (also Algonkian) • adj. denoting, belonging to, or relating to a family of North American Indian languages formerly spoken across a vast area from the Atlantic seaboard to the Great Lakes and the Great Plains. • n. 1 this family of languages. 2 a speaker of any of these languages.

Algonquian forms one of the largest groups of American Indian languages, including Ojibwa, Cree, Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Fox, Menomini, and Delaware, which were or are spoken mainly in the area that now includes the eastern United States and Canada.

Algonquian | 'æl'gæŋkw(æ)n| (also Algonkian) • n. 1 a member of an American Indian people living in Canada along the Ottawa River and its tributaries and westward to the north of Lake Superior. 2 the dialect of Ojibwa spoken by this people. • adj. of or relating to this people or their language.

Usage: The use of Algonquian to refer generally to the Algonquian peoples or their languages is incorrect.

algorithm | 'ælɡɔˌrɪθm| • n. a process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or other problem-solving operations, esp. by a computer: a basic algorithm for division.

derivatives: algorithmic |ˌælɡəˈrɪθmɪk| adj. algorithmically |ˌælɡəˈrɪθmɪk(ə)l| adv.
allay |'ælɛ| • adv. used to indicate that a named person is also known or more familiar under another specified name: Eric Blair, alias George Orwell.

indicating another term or synonym: the catfish—alias bullhead—is a mighty tasty fry-up.

n. a false or assumed identity: a spy operating under several aliases.

in (computing) an alternative name or label that refers to a file, command, address, or other item, and can be used to locate or access its. • v. [trans.] (usu. be aliased) misidentify (a signal frequency), introducing distortion or error.

ali-bi |'æliˌbi| • n. (pl. alibis) a claim or piece of evidence that one was elsewhere when an act, typically a criminal one, is alleged to have taken place: she has an alibi for the whole of yesterday evening. • [as adj.] an alibi defense.

an excuse or pretext: a handy alibi for failure and inadequacy. • v. (alibis, alibied, alibifying) [trans.] offer an excuse or defense for (someone), esp. by providing an account of their whereabouts at the time of an alleged act: her friend agreed to alibi her.

[trans.] make excuses: not once do I recall him withholding or alibing.

alien |'aɪlɛn; 'aɪlɛn| • adj. belonging to a foreign country or nation.

unfamiliar and disturbing or distasteful: bossing anyone around was alien to him: they found the world of night school education a little alien. • [attrib.] relating to or denoting beings supposedly from other worlds; extraterrestrial: an alien spacecraft. (of a plant or animal species) introduced from another country and later naturalized. • n. a foreigner, esp. one who is not a naturalized citizen of the country where they are living: an illegal alien.

a hypothetical or fictional being from another world. a plant or animal species originally introduced from another country and later naturalized.

derivatives: alienness n.

alienate |'æliˌneɪt; 'æliˌneɪt| • v. [trans.] 1 cause (someone) to feel isolated or estranged: an urban environment that alienates its inhabitants. • [as adj.] (alienated) an alienated, angst-ridden 22-year-old.

cause (someone) to become unsympathetic or hostile: the association does not wish to alienate its members. 2 transfer ownership of (property rights) to another person or group.

alienation |ˌæliˌneɪˈkeɪʃn; ˌæliˌnɛˈkeɪʃn| • n. the state or experience of being isolated from a group or an activity to which one should belong or in which one should be involved: unemployment may generate political alienation.

loss or lack of sympathy; estrangement: public alienation from bureaucracy. • (in Marxist theory) a condition of workers in a capitalist economy, resulting from a lack of identity with the products of their labor and a sense of being controlled or exploited.

a state of depersonalization or loss of identity in which the self seems unreal, thought to be caused by difficulties in relating to society and the resulting prolonged inhibition of emotion.

a type of faulty recognition in which familiar situations or persons appear unfamiliar. Cf. déjà vu. • (also alienation effect) an effect, sought by some dramatists, whereby the audience remains objective and does not identify with the actors. • the transfer of the ownership of property rights.

alimony |'æliˌmən| • n. a husband's or wife's court-ordered provision for a spouse after separation or divorce; maintenance: paying both alimony and child support.

alkali |'ælˌkæli| • n. Chemistry any of a class of nitrogenous organic compounds of plant origin that have pronounced physiological actions on humans. They include many drugs (morphine, quinine) and poisons (atropine, strychnine).

alloy |'æl| • v. [trans.] diminish or put at rest (fear, suspicion, or worry): the report attempted to educate the public and alloy fears.
- relieve or alleviate (pain or hunger): some stale figs partly allevied our hunger.
alée | 'ālē | 1. n. an alley in a formal garden or park, bordered by trees or bushes.
allege | 'aIē| 1. v. claim or assert that someone has done something illegal or wrong, typically without proof that this is the case. [with clause] he alleged that he had been assaulted | [with obj. and infinitive] the offenses are alleged to have been committed outside the woman’s home | he is alleged to have assaulted five men.
- (usu. be alleged) suppose or assert to be the case: the first artifact ever alleged to be from Earhart’s aircraft.
derivatives: aIėgation n.
allegiance | 'aIēdæns | 1. n. loyalty or commitment of a subordinate to a superior or of an individual to a group or cause: those wishing to receive citizenship must swear allegiance to the republic | a complex pattern of cross-party allegiances.
allegory | 'aIēgør | 1. n. (pl. -ies) a story, poem, or picture that can be interpreted to reveal a hidden meaning, typically a moral or political one: Pilgrim’s Progress is an allegory of the spiritual journey.
- the genre to which such works belong.  a symbol.
derivatives: aIēgorical adj. aIēgorist | -ist | 1. n.
allegro | 'aIēgrō | 1. adj. & adv. (esp. as a musical direction) at a brisk tempo. 1. n. (pl. -ros) a passage or movement in an allegro tempo.
alvele | 'aIēl | 1. n. (in genetics) one of two or more alternative forms of genes that arise by mutation and are found at the same place on a chromosome. Also called allelomorph.
derivatives: aIēlic | 'aIēlik; aIēl- | adj.
alvelegen | 'aIēræn | 1. n. a substance that causes an allergic reaction.
derivatives: aIēgenic | 'aIērjenik | adj. aIēgenicity | 'aIērjenistik | n.
allevitate | 'aIēve,ət | 1. v. [trans.] make (suffering, deficiency, or a problem) less severe: he couldn’t prevent her pain, only alleviate it | measures to alleviate unemployment.
derivatives: aIēvation | 'aIēveI | aIēvator | -ətər | n.
allevitation | 'aIēvæteIæn | 1. n. the occurrence of the same letter or sound at the beginning of adjacent or closely connected words. “I put it in a pot on the porch,” I pronounced, unmindful of the alliteration. | alliterations are clustered in Anglo-Saxon poems. Cf. assonance.
derivatives: aIērate | 'aIēræte | aIērative | -ətəv | adj.
aIocate | 'aIəkæt | 1. v. [trans.] divide up and distribute (something) in a planned manner: the authorities allocated 50,000 places to refugees | [with two objs.] students are allocated accommodation on a yearly basis.
derivatives: aIocable | -kəbəl | adj. aIocator | -ətər | n. aIocation n.
aIocation | 'aIəkəteIæn | 1. n. a formal speech giving advice or a warning.
alopath | 'aIəpəθ | 1. n. the treatment of disease by conventional means, i.e., with drugs having effects opposite to the symptoms. Cf. homeopathy.
derivatives: aIopathic | 'aIəpæθik | adj. aIopathist | -IæstI | n.
aIot | 'aIət | 1. v. (allotted, allotting) [trans.] give or apportion (something) to someone as a share or task: equal time was allotted to each | [with two obs.] I was allotted a little room in the servants’ block. Cf. allocate.
alloy | 1. v. ['æləI] a metal made by combining two or more metallic elements, esp. to give greater strength or resistance to corrosion: an alloy of nickel, bronze, and zinc | flat pieces of alloy | [as adj.] alloy wheels.
- an inferior metal mixed with a precious one. 1. v. ['æləI, 'æləI] [trans.] mix (metals) to make an alloy: alloying tin with copper to make bronze.
- debase (something) by adding something inferior.
alude | 'aIəd | 1. v. [intrans.] (allude to) suggest or call attention to indirectly; hint at: she had a way of alluding to Joan but never saying her name.
- mention without discussing at length: we will allude briefly to the main points. 1. (of an artist or a work of art) recall (an earlier work or style) in such a way as to suggest a relationship with it: the photographs allude to Italian Baroque painting.
alure | 'aIʊər | 1. n. the quality of being powerful and mysteriously attractive or fascinating: people for whom gold holds no allure. 1. v. [trans.] powerfully attract or charm; tempt: [as adj.] (alluring) the town offers alluring shops and restaurants.
derivatives: aIurement n. aIuringly adv.
alusion | 'aIəzən | 1. n. an expression designed to call something to mind without mentioning it explicitly; an indirect or passing reference: an allusion to Shakespeare | a classical allusion.
- the practice of making such references, esp. as an artistic device.
aIus | 'aIəv | adj. relating to or derived from clay, silt, or sand left by flood water in a river valley or delta (alluvial): rich alluvial soils.
alma mater | 'aImlæ 'mætr; 'ælmæ | 1. n. (one’s Alma Mater) the school, college, or university that educated a person. 1. adj. the alumni of a school, college, or university.
alope | 'aIəp̩ | 1. n. the partial or complete absence of hair from areas of the body where it normally grows; baldness.
alpha | 'ælfə | 1. n. the first letter of the Greek alphabet (A, α), transiterated as “a.” 1. [as adj.] denoting the first of a series of items or categories 1. (of animals in a group) the socially dominant individual: he rose to be alpha male of his troop at the very early age of 16.
phrases: alpha and omega the beginning and the end (esp. used by Christians as a title for Jesus). 1. the essence or most important features: collective bargaining is seen as the alpha and omega of trade unionism.
alphanumeric | 'ælfn(y)əm merik | 1. adj.
altercation 18  ambuscade

consisting of or using both letters and numerals: alphanumeric data | an alphanumeric keyboard | • n, a character that is either a letter or a number.

derivatives: alphanumeric

alteration 1. alteration to | alter'tation | [alter'kastan] • n, a noisy argument or disagreement, esp. in public: I had an alteration with the ticket collector.

alter ego • n, a person's secondary or alternative personality.

• an intimate and trusted friend.

altitude | 'aelti(t(y)ood) | • n, the height of an object or point in relation to sea level or ground level: flight data including airspeed and altitude flying at altitudes over 15,000 feet.

great height: the mechanism can freeze at altitude. • the apparent height of a celestial object above the horizon, measured in angular distance. • (in geometry) the length of the perpendicular line from a vertex to the opposite side of a figure.

derivatives: altitudinal | 'aelti(t)ood-n-al | adj.

altruism | 'altra,wizam | • n, the belief in or practice of disinterested and selfless concern for the well-being of others: some may choose to work with vulnerable elderly people out of altruism.

• behavior of an animal that benefits another at its own expense.

derivatives: altruist | 'altruis't | n, altruistic | 'altra'wistik | adj, altruistically | 'altra'wistik(3)l-ly | adj.

amalgam | 'aemplig3m | • n, a mixture or blend: a curious amalgam of the traditional and the modern.

• an alloy of mercury with another metal, esp. one used for dental fillings.

amalgamate | 'aemplg3,mat | • v, combine or unite to form one organization or structure: [trans] he amalgamated his company with another | [intrans] numerous small railroad companies amalgamated | [as adj] (amalgamated) his true genius lies in synthesis, in an amalgamated vision.

• (in chemistry) alloy (a metal) with mercury: [as adj] (amalgamated) amalgamated zinc.

derivatives: amalgamation

ammanuensis | 'ammoni'wensis | • n, (pl, ammanuenses | '-s3z) a literary or artistic assistant; in particular one who takes dictation or copies manuscripts.

amaranth | 'aemə,rentθ | • n, 1 any plant of the genus Amaranthus, some grown for food, usually having small green, red, or purple tinted flowers. 2 an imaginary flower that never fades. 3 a purple color.

derivatives: amaranthine | 'aemə 'rentθ(3)n-θ | adj.

amass | 'aeməs | • v, [trans] gather together or accumulate (a large amount or number of valuable material or things) over a period of time: starting from nothing he had amassed a huge fortune.

• [intrans] (of people) gather together in a crowd or group: the soldiers were amassing from all parts of Spain.

derivatives: amasser n.

amatory | 'aemə,t(3)rə | • adj, [attrib] relating to or induced by sexual love or desire: his amatory exploits.

Amazon | 'aemə,zæn; 'aeməzon | • n, a member of a legendary race of female warriors believed by the ancient Greeks to exist in Scythia (near the Black Sea in modern Russia) or elsewhere on the edge of the known world.

• (also amazon) a tall and strong or athletic woman.

derivatives: Amaz'ioni'an, 'aemə,zod'ne-ən | adj.

ambidextrous | 'aembi'dekst(3)rəs | • adj, (of a person) able to use the right and left hands equally well: few of us are naturally ambidextrous.

• (of an implement) designed to be used by left-handed and right-handed people with equal ease.

derivatives: ambidexterity | 'aembi'dekstər'i-tər-i-ə | n, ambidextrously | 'aembi'dekstər'i-tər-u-əl-əd-ly | adv.

ambience | 'aembıəns | • adj, looking like atmosphere of a place: the relaxed ambience of the cocktail lounge is popular with guests.

ambient | 'aembıənt | • adj, [attrib] of or relating to the immediate surroundings of something: the liquid is stored at below ambient temperature.

ambiguous | 'aembi'gywəs | • adj, (esp, of language) open to more than one interpretation; having a double meaning: the question is rather ambiguous | ambiguous phrases.

• an ambiguous expression.

• unclear or inexact because a choice between alternatives has not been made: this whole society is morally ambiguous | the election result was ambiguous.

derivatives: ambiguity | 'aembi'gywətθ | n, ambiguously | 'aembi'gywəs-əl-əd-ly | adv.

ambient | 'aembıənt | • n, [in sing] the scope, extent, or bounds of something: within the ambit of federal law.

ambient | 'aem'vələnt | • adj, having mixed feelings or contradictory ideas about something or someone: some loved her, some hated her, few were ambivalent about her | an ambivalent attitude toward terrorism.

derivatives: ambivalence | 'aemvələns | n, ambivalently | 'aemvələl'tən-əd-ly | adv.

ambrosia | 'aembrəz(ə) | • n, (in Greek & Roman Mythology) the food of the gods.

• something very pleasing to taste or smell: the tea was ambrosial after the slap I'd been drinking.

• a dessert made with oranges and shredded coconut.

derivatives: ambrosial

ambulatory | 'aembəlyə,tərə | • adj, relating to or adapted for walking.

• able to walk; not bedridden: ambulatory patients.

• relating to patients who are able to walk: an ambulatory care facility.

• movable; mobile: an ambulatory ophthalmic service.

• n, (pl, -ies) a place for walking, esp. an aisle or cloister in a church or monastery.

ambush | 'aembə,skəd; 'aemba'kskəd | • n, an ambush.

• v, [trans] attack from an ambush.
ameliiorate | [trans.] lie in ambush: [as adj.] (ambuscaded) ambuscaded thousands swarmed up over the embankment.

ameliiorate | a'rmelio, rá't · v. [trans.] make (something bad or unsatisfactory) better: the reform did much to ameliorate living standards.

amenable | a'men'a bal · adj. (of a person) open and responsive to suggestion; easily persuaded or controlled: parents who have had easy babies and amenable children.

amoral | a'mor'al · adj. lacking a moral sense; unconcerned with the righteousness or wrongness of something: an amoral attitude toward sex.

amiss | a'mis · adj. [pred.] not quite right; inappropriate or out of place: there was something amiss about his calculations.

amity | a'mi'ty · n. a friendly relationship: international amity and goodwill.

American | a'mer'i kan · adj. being one American and one Asian parent.

American Indian | a'mer'i kan in'dian · n. a member of any of the indigenous peoples of North, Central, and South America, esp. those of North America. · adj. of or relating to any of these groups.

amiable | a'mi a bal · adj. having or displaying a friendly and pleasant manner: an amiable, unassuming fellow.

having pleasing qualities; congenial; agreeable: an amiable movie about a nerdy student’s romantic fantasies.
moral standpoint, is used esp. of natural phenomena or processes: We accept evolution as nonmoral.

amorist [ə'morist] n. a person who is in love or who writes about love.

amorous [ə'mɔrəs] adj. showing, feeling, or relating to sexual desire: she rejected his amorous advances | her mood was amorous.

**Derivatives:** amorous-ly adv. amorous-ness n.

amorphous [ə'mɔrfəs] adj. without a clearly defined shape or form: amorphous blue forms and straight black lines.

- vague; ill-organized; unclassifiable: who can interpret his amorphous statements.
- (of a group of people or an organization) lacking a clear structure or focus: an amorphous and leaderless legislature.
- (of a solid) noncrystalline; having neither definite form nor apparent structure.

**Derivatives:** amorphously adv. amorphous-ness n.

amortize [ə'ørətiz] v. [trans.] reduce or extinguish (a debt) by money regularly put aside; loan fees can be amortized over the life of the mortgage.

- gradually write off the initial cost of (an asset): they want to amortize the tooling costs quickly. Cf. depreciate.

**Derivatives:** amortization [ə'ørətizə'ʃən] n.

amour [ə'mɔr,ə'mɔr] n. a secret or illicit love affair or lover: she used to conduct her amours with great discretion.

amour propre [ə'mɔr prɔpr] n. a sense of one's own worth; self-respect: few indications in him of ordinary amour propre or common vanity.

amper-sand [ə'mpər,sænd] n. the sign & (standing for and, as in Smith & Co., or the Latin et, as in &c.).

ampheta-mine [ə'mfetə'min] n. a synthetic, addictive, mood-altering drug, used illegally as a stimulant; the amphetamine put him on a high for an hour | he was jailed for three months for possessing amphetamines.

amphilbian [ə'mfiblɪbɪən] n. a cold-blooded vertebrate animal of a class (Amphibia) that comprises the frogs, toads, newts, and salamanders. They are distinguished by having an aquatic gill-breathing larval stage followed (typically) by a terrestrial lung-breathing adult stage.

- a seaplane, tank, or other vehicle that can operate on land and on water.
- adj. of or relating to this class of animals: reptile and amphibian biology.

amphor-a [ə'mfɔrə] n. (pl. amphorae | -re) or amphoras) a tall ancient Greek or Roman jar with two handles and a narrow neck.

ample [ə'mpəl] adj. (ampler, ampest) enough or more than enough; plentiful: there is ample time for discussion | an ample supply of consumer goods.

- large and accommodating: he leaned back in his ample chair.
- used euphemistically to convey that someone is overweight: she stood with her hands on her ample hips.

**Derivatives:** ample-ness n. amplify |-p(ə)l| adv.

amplify [ə'mplə'fi] v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] (often be amplified) increase the volume of (sound), esp. using an amplifier; the accompanying chords were amplified to a painful level | as adj. (amplified) amplified pop music was playing.

- increase the amplitude of (an electrical signal or other oscillation).
- cause to become more marked or intense: urban policy initiatives amplified social polarization.
- make multiple copies of (a gene or DNA sequence).
- enlarge upon or add detail to (a story or statement): the notes amplify information contained in the statement.

**Derivatives:** amplification [ə'mpləfi'venʃən] n.

amouple [ə'mpəlʊl] n. a sharply spherical flask with two handles, used in ancient Rome.

amulet [ə'mylət] n. an ornamental or small piece of jewelry thought to give protection against evil, danger, or disease.

Anabap-tism [ə'næbæp,tizəm] n. the doctrine that baptism should be administered only to believing adults, held by a radical Protestant sect that emerged during the 1520s and 1530s.

**Derivatives:** Anabaptist n. & adj.

anachron-ism [ə'nækər,nɪzəm] n. a thing belonging or appropriate to a period other than that in which it exists, esp. a thing that is conspicuously old-fashioned: everything was as it would have appeared in centuries past apart from one anachronism, a bright yellow construction crane.

- an act of attributing a custom, event, or object to a period to which it does not belong: the text is full of anachronisms suggesting later additions.

**Derivatives:** anachronistic [ə'nækər,nɪstɪk] adj. anachronistically |ə',nækər,nɪstɪk(ə)l| adv.

anacoluthon [ə'nækələθən] n. a sentence or construction that lacks grammatical sequence, such as while in the garden, the door banged shut.

**Derivatives:** anacoluthic |ə'nækələθɪk| adj.

anagram [ə'nægrəm] n. a word, phrase, or name formed by rearranging the letters of another, such as cinema, formed from iceman.

- v. (anagrammed, anagramming) make an anagram of; anagammatize.

**Derivatives:** anagrammatic [ə'nægrə'mætɪk] adj. anagrammatical |ə'nægrə'mætɪkl| adj.

anal [ə'nəl] adj. involving, relating to, or situated near the anus.

- (in Freudian psychoanalysis) relating to or denoting a stage of infantile psychosexual development supposedly preoccupied with the
anus and defection. • excessively orderly and fussy (anal-retentive): he's an anal about things like that.

**Derivatives:** an*al*ly*ly* adj.

an*al*ec*ts |ˌænəˈlɛkt(ə)z| (also analects)

• plural n. a collection of short literary or philosophical extracts: analects of Confucius.

an*al*ge*sic |ˌænəˈlɛsɪk; -sɪk| • adj. (chiefly of a drug) acting to relieve pain. • n. an analgesic drug.

an*a*log |ˌænəˈlɔɡ; -əɡ| (also analogue) • n. a person or thing seen as comparable to another: the idea that the fertilized egg contains a miniature analog of every adult structure.

• (in chemistry) a compound with a molecular structure closely similar to that of another.

• adj. relating to or using signals or information represented by a continuously variable physical quantity such as spatial position or voltage. Often contrasted with digital.

• (of a clock or watch) showing the time by means of hands rather than displayed digits.

an*a*lo*gu*ous |ˌænəˈloʊɡəs| • adj. (often analoguous to) comparable in certain respects, typically in a way that makes clearer the nature of the things compared: they saw the relationship between a ruler and his subjects as analogous to that of father and children.

• (of organs, in biology) performing a similar function but having a different evolutionary origin, such as the wings of insects and birds. Often contrasted with homologous.

**Derivatives:** an*al*og*ous*ly* adv.

an*a*lo*gy |ˌænəˈlɔdʒi| • n. (pl. -ies) a comparison between two things, typically on the basis of their structure and for the purpose of explanation or clarification: an analogy between the workings of nature and those of human societies | interpreting logical functions by analogy with machines.

• a correspondence or partial similarity: the syndrome is called deep dysgraphia because of its analogy to deep dyslexia. • a thing that is comparable to something else in significant respects: works of art were seen as an analogy for works of nature. • (in logic) a process of arguing from similarity in known respects to similarity in other respects. • a process by which new words and inflections are created on the basis of regularities in the form of existing ones. • (in biology) the resemblance of function between organs that has a different evolutionary origin.

**Derivatives:** an*a*log*ical |ˌænəˈlɑdʒɪk|, an*a*log*ically |ˌænəˈlɑdʒɪkəl| adv. an*a*log*ize* v.

an*a*ly*sis |ˌænəˈlɪsɪs| • n. (pl. analyses |ˌænəˈlɪsɪz|) detailed examination of the elements or structure of something, typically as a basis for discussion or interpretation: statistical analysis | an analysis of popular culture.

• the process of separating something into its constituent elements. Often contrasted with synthesis. • the identification and measurement of the chemical constituents of a substance or specimen. • short for psychoanalysis. • (in linguistics) the use of separate, short words and word order rather than in-

flection or agglutination to express grammatical structure. • the part of mathematics concerned with the theory of functions and the use of limits, continuity, and the operations of calculus.

**Derivatives:** an*a*ly*ty*cal adj. an*a*ly*ty*cal*ly* adv.

an*a*ly*tic |ˌænəˈlɪtɪk| (also analytical) • adj. relating to or using analysis or logical reasoning.

• (in logic) true by virtue of the meaning of the words or concepts used to express it, so that its denial would be a self-contradiction. • (of a language) tending not to alter the form of its words and to use word order rather than inflection or agglutination to express grammatical structure.

an*a*nias |ˌænəˈneɪnəs| (in the New Testament) the husband of Sapphira, struck dead because he lied (Acts 5).

• a liar.

an*a*pest |ˌænəˈpest| (Brit. anapaest) • n. (in prosody) a metrical foot consisting of two short or unstressed syllables followed by one long or stressed syllable.

**Derivatives:** an*a*pe*tic |ˌænəˈpestɪk| adj.

an*a*ph*or*a |ˌænəˈfɔrə| • n. 1 the use of a word referring to or replacing a word used earlier in a sentence, to avoid repetition, such as do in I like it and so do they. 2 the repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of successive clauses. 3 (in Christian ritual) the part of the Eucharist that contains the consecration, anamnesis, and communion.

**Derivatives:** an*a*ph*oric |ˌænəˈfɔrɪk| adj.

an*a*ph*ro*dis*i*ac |ˌænəˌæfroˈdɪzəæk| • adj. (chiefly of a drug) tending to reduce sexual desire. • n. an anaphrodisiac drug.

an*ar*ch*ic |ˌænəˈnɑrkɪk| • adj. with no controlling rules or principles to give order: an anarchic and bitter civil war.

• (of comedy or a person's sense of humor) uncontrolled by convention: anarchic wit.

**Derivatives:** an*ar*ch*ical |ˌænəˈnɑrkɪl| adj. an*ar*ch*ical*ly |ˌænəˈnɑrkɪlə| adv.

an*ar*ch*ist |ˌænəˈnɑrkɪst| • n. a person who believes in or tries to bring about anarchy.

• adj. relating to or supporting anarchy or anarchists: an anarchist newspaper.

**Derivatives:** an*ar*chis*tic |ˌænəˈnɑrkɪstɪk| adj. an*ar*ch*ism *n.

an*ar*chy |ˌænəˈrɑkri| • n. a state of disorder owing to absence or nonrecognition of authority: we must ensure public order in a country threatened with anarchy.

• social or political confusion: the futility and anarchy of modern city life. • the absence of government as a political ideal, and absolute freedom of the individual: liberty will arise, a liberty that in fact will be identical with anarchy.

an*ath*ema |ˌænəˈθɛmə| • n. 1 something or someone that one vehemently dislikes: political correctness is anathema to her. 2 a formal curse by a pope or a council of the Roman Catholic Church, excommunicating a person or denouncing a doctrine.
anchorite

- a strong curse: the sergeant clutched the malfunctioning transmitter, muttering anathemas.

anchorite | ˈæŋkəˌrit | n. a religious recluse.

DERIVATIVES: anchoreitic, anchoreity

ancillary | ˈænˌsələrē | adj. providing necessary support to the primary activities or operation of an organization, institution, industry, or system: the development of ancillary services to support its products.

additional: subsidiary: paragraph 19 was merely ancillary to paragraph 16. n. (pl. -ies) a person whose work provides necessary support to the primary activities of an organization, institution, or industry: the employment of specialist teachers and ancillaries.

something that functions in a supplementary or supporting role: an undergraduate course of three main subjects with related ancillaries.

ancheunte | ˈænˌdān,tə | adj. & adv. (esp. as a musical direction) in a moderately slow tempo. n. a movement or composition marked to be played andante.

androgyous | ənˈdrōgənas | adj. partly male and partly female in appearance; of indeterminate sex.

having the physical characteristics of both sexes; hermaphroditic.

DERIVATIVES: androgyne n. an androgynous individual. androgynous [-nəs] adj.

android | ˈænˌdroid | n. (in science fiction) a robot with a human appearance.

ancestral | ˈænˌsekˈdrəl | adj. (of an account) not necessarily true or reliable, because based on personal accounts rather than facts or research: while there was much anecdotal evidence there was little hard fact; these claims were purely anecdotal.

characterized by or fond of telling anecdotes: her book is anecdotal and chatty.


DERIVATIVES: anecdotal, anecdotally

anecdote | ˈænˌsidət | n. a short and amusing or interesting story about a real incident or person: he told anecdotes about his job; he had a rich store of anecdotes.

an account regarded as unreliable or hearsay: his wife's death has long been the subject of rumor and anecdote.

the depiction of a minor narrative incident in a painting.

DERIVATIVES: anecdotal, anecdotalist

anemia | əˈnēmə | n. a condition marked by a deficiency of red blood cells or of hemoglobin in the blood, resulting in pallor and weariness.

anemic | əˈnēmik | adj. suffering from anemia.

lacking in color, spirit, or vitality: an anemic rendering of mountain landscape.

anent | əˈnent | prep. concerning; about: I'll say a few words anent the letter.

aerobic | ˌeərəˈbik | adj. relating to or denoting exercise that does not improve or is not intended to improve the efficiency of the body's cardiovascular system in absorbing and transporting oxygen. aerobic exercise like weightlifting requires short sudden bursts of energy. Cf. aerobic.

DERIVATIVES: aerobic, aeroability

anesthesia | əˈnēsəˈθēzə | n. 1 a substance that induces insensitivity to pain. 2 (anesthetics) [treated as sing.] the study or practice of anesthesia.

anesthetic | əˌnēsəˈθētik | adj. inducing or relating to insensitivity to pain.

anesthesiologist | əˌnēsəˌθiˌjəlist | n. a medical specialist who administers anesthetics. (An anesthesiologist is a doctor trained in the science of anesthetics (anesthesiology).)

anesthesia | əˈnēsəˈθēzə | n. a plant that has flowers and produces seeds enclosed within a seed vessel (carpel). Most herbaceous plants, shrubs, grasses, and trees are angiosperms.

anglicize | ˈæŋgliˌsiz | v. [trans.] make English in form or character: he anglicized his name to Goodman. [as adj.] anglicized an anglicized form of a Navajo word.

DERIVATIVES: anglicization, anglicized

anglophone | ˈæŋgləˌfōn | adj. English-speaking: anglophone students the population of west Montreal is largely anglophone. n. an English-speaking person.

Anglo-Saxon | ˈæŋgləˌsæksən | adj. relating to or denoting the Germanic inhabitants of England from their arrival in the 5th century up to the Norman Conquest.

of English descent. of, in, or relating to the Old English language. (of an English word or expression) plain, in particular vulgar: using a lot of good old Anglo-Saxon expletives.

1 a Germanic inhabitant of England between the 5th century and the Norman Conquest.

a person of English descent. any white, English-speaking person. 2 another term for Old English, the language of the Anglo-Saxons to about 1150.

plain English, in particular vulgar slang.

angst | ˈæŋgst| n. a feeling of deep anxiety or dread, typically an unfocused one about the human condition or the state of the world in general: adolescent angst.

a feeling of persistent worry about something trivial: my hair causes me angst.

anguine | adj. of or resembling a snake.

angular | ˈæŋgəˈlər | adj. 1 (of an object, outline, or shape) having angles or sharp corners: angular chairs. Adam's angular black handwriting.

(of a person or part of the body) lean and...
animadvert

having a prominent bone structure: her angular face. • (esp. of a person’s way of moving) not flowing smoothly; awkward or jerky: his movements were stiff and angular: the music is angular and sardonic. • placed or directed at an angle: he launched an angular shot across the face of the goal. 2 denoting physical properties or quantities measured with reference to or by means of an angle, esp. those associated with rotation: angular acceleration.

derivatives: **angularity**, **angularity** • *n.*

**animadverb** | *n.** [trans.] **(animadvert on/upon/against)** pass criticism or censure on; speak out against: we shall be obliged to animadvert most severely upon you in our report | many travelers animadvert against their own towns and cities.

derivatives: **animadversion** • *n.*

**animat** | *n.* 1 adj. full of life or excitement; lively: an animated conversation. 2 (of a movie) made using animation techniques: an animated version of the classic fairytale.

- moving or appearing to move as if alive: animated life-size figures.

derivatives: **animately** • *adv.*

**animation** | *n.* 1 the state of being full of life or vigor; liveliness: they started talking with animation. 2 the state of being alive. 3 the technique of filming successive drawings or positions of puppets or models to create an illusion of movement when the movie is shown as a sequence: [as adj.] animation techniques | animations as backdrops for live action.

- (also **computer animation**) the manipulation of electronic images by means of a computer in order to create moving images.

derivatives: **animationist** | *n.*

**animatism** | *n.* 1 the attribution of a living soul to plants, inanimate objects, and natural phenomena. 2 the belief in a supernatural power that organizes and animates the material universe.

derivatives: **animist**, **animistic** • *adj.*

**animosity** | *n.* *(pl. -ies)* strong hostility: he no longer felt any animosity toward her | the animosity between Norm and his brother | the free decided to put aside their animosities.

**animus** | *n.* 1 hostility or ill feeling: the author’s animus toward her. 2 motivation to do something: the reformist animus came from within the Party. 3 the psychologist C.G. Jung’s term for the masculine part of a woman’s personality. Often contrasted with anima, the feminine part of a man’s personality.

**annals** | *n.* *(pl. -s)* plural n. a record of events year by year: eighth-century annals for a small English town. 2 historical records: the annals of the famous European discoverers | the deed will live forever in the annals of infamy. *(Annals)* used in the titles of learned journals: Annals of Internal Medicine.

**anneal** | *v.* *(trans.)** heat (metal or glass) and allow it to cool slowly, in order to remove internal stresses and toughen it.

derivatives: **annealer** • *n.*

**annex** | *v.* *(trans.)* **(often be annexed)** append or add as an extra or subordinate part, esp. to a document: the first ten amendments were annexed to the Constitution in 1791 | *(as adj.)* *(annexed)* the annexed diagram.

- add (territory) to one’s own territory by appropriation: Roxbury was annexed to Barton in 1868. *(take for oneself; appropriate: it was bad enough that Richard should have annexed his girlfriend. *(add or attach as a condition or consequence.)* 2 *(adj.)* *(annexes)* 1 a building joined to or associated with a main building, providing additional space or accommodation. 2 an addition to a document: an annex to the report.

derivatives: **annexation** • *n.* *(annex)***sationist** | *n.* **annexationism** • *n.*

**annihilate** | *v.* *(trans.)* destroy utterly; obliterate: a simple bomb of this type could annihilate them | a crusade to annihilate evil.

- defeat utterly: the stronger force annihilated its opponent virtually without loss.

derivatives: **annihilator**, **annihilation** • *n.*

**annual** | *adj.* *(annually)* occurring once every year: the union’s annual conference | the sponsored walk became an annual event | an annual report.

- calculated over or covering a period of a year: annual accounts | an annual rate of increase | his basic annual income. *(of a plant) living only for a year or less, and perpetuating itself by seed: annual flowers.)* *(n.* *(a book or magazine that is published once a year under the same title but with different contents: a Christmas annual | trade journals, annuals, and directories.)*

- an annual plant: sow annuals in spring. *(as an adj.)* tending the annual beds.

derivatives: **annually** • *adv.*

**annuity** | *(n.)* *(trans.)* *(fixed sum of money paid to someone each year, typically for the rest of his or her life; he left her an annuity of $10,000 in his will.)*

- a form of insurance or investment entitling the investor to a series of annual sums: *(as an annuity scheme.)*

**annual** | *n.* *(annulled, annulling)* *[trans.]* (usu. be annulled) declare (an official agreement, decision, or result) invalid: the elections were annulled by the junta amid renewed protests.

- declare (a marriage) to have had no legal existence: her first marriage was annulled by His Holiness.

derivatives: **annulment** • *n.*

**annular** | *adj.* ring-shaped.

derivatives: **annularly** • *adv.*

**annunciate** | *v.* *(trans.)* indicate as coming or ready; announce *(something).*
anodyne | [an'ədən| • adj. not likely to provoke dissent or offense; uncontentious or inoffensive, often deliberately so: anodyne piano music | I attempted to keep the conversation as anodyne as possible. • n. a pain-killing drug or medicine.

something that alleviates a person’s mental distress: an anodyne to the misery she had put him through.

anoint | [ə'noint| • v. [trans.] smear or rub with oil, typically as part of a religious ceremony: bodies were anointed after death for burial.

(anoint something with) smear or rub something with (any other substance): they anoint the tips of their arrows with poison. ■ ceremonially confer divine or holy office upon (a priest or monarch) by smearing or rubbing with oil:[with obj. and infinitive] the Lord has anointed me to preach to the poor | [with obj. and complement] Samuel anointed him king. ■ nominate or choose (someone) as successor to or leading candidate for a position: he was anointed as the organizational candidate of the party | [as adj.] (anointed) his officially anointed heir.

anomalous | ə'nə'mələs| • adj. deviating from what is standard, normal, or expected: an anomalous situation | sentences that are grammatically anomalous
derivatives: anomalous

anomaly | ə'nə'mələ| • n. (pl. -ies) something that deviates from what is standard, normal, or expected: there are a number of anomalies in the present system | a legal anomaly | [with clause] the apparent anomaly that those who produced the wealth were the poorest | the position abounds in anomaly.
derivatives: anomalous

anorexia | ə'nərəksə| • n. a lack or loss of appetite for food (as a medical condition).

(also anorexia nervosa) an emotional disorder characterized by an obsessive desire to lose weight by refusing to eat.

anabellum | ə'nə'bələm| • adj. [attrib.] occurring or existing before a particular war, esp. the US Civil War: the conventions of the antebellum South.

ancestors | ə'nı'ʃidnt| • n. a thing or event that existed before or logically precedes another: some ancestors to the African novel might exist in Africa’s oral traditions.

(ancestors) a person’s ancestors or family and social background: her early life and ancestors have been traced. ■ a word, phrase, clause, or sentence to which another word (esp. a following relative pronoun) refers.

(in logic) the statement contained in the “if” clause of a conditional proposition. ■ the first term in a mathematical ratio. ■ adj. preceding in time or order; previous or preexisting: the ancestor events that prompt you to break a diet.

denoting a grammatical antecedent.
derivatives: antecedence

antedate | ə'nı'tedət| • v. [trans.] precede in time; come before (something) in date: a civilization that antedated the Roman Empire.

indicate that (a document or event) should be assigned to an earlier date: there are no references to him that would anedate his birth.

antediluvian | ən'tedɪlʊvɪən| • adj. [attrib.] of or belonging to the time before the biblical Flood: gigantic bones of antediluvian animals.

ridiculously old-fashioned: they maintain antediluvian sex-role stereotypes.

anterior | ən'tiərər| • adj. 1 nearer the front, esp. situated in the front of the body, or nearer to the head or forepart: the veins anterior to the heart. 2 coming before in time; earlier: there are few examples of gold and silver work anterior to the dynasty of the Romanooffs.
derivatives: anteriority

anthology | ənθələ'ɒlə| • n. a published collection of poems or other pieces of writing: an anthology of Persian poetry.

a similar collection of songs or musical compositions issued in one album.
derivatives: anthologist

anthropoid | ənθrə'pɔɪd| • adj. resembling a human being in form: cartoons of anthropoid frogs.

of or relating to the group of higher primates, which includes monkeys, apes, and humans. ■ (of an ape) belonging to the family of great apes. ■ (of a person) apelike in appearance or behavior: his crescent-sloped forehead was an anthropoid forehead. ■ n. a higher primate, esp. an ape or one of the extinct relatives of early humans.

a person who resembles an ape in appearance or behavior: anthropoids ruled the streets.

anthropology | ənθrə'pɒlə| • n. the study of humankind, in particular:

(cultural or social anthropology) the comparative study of human societies and cultures and their development. ■ (also physical anthropology) the science of human zoology, evolution, and ecology.
derivatives: anthropologist

having human characteristics: anthropomorphic bears and monkeys.
derivatives: anthropomorphically

anthropomorphism | ənθrə'pɒmərɪf| • n. the attribution of human characteristics or behavior to a god, animal, or object.
derivatives: anthropomorphically

anthropophagy | ənθrə'pɒfædʒ| • n. the eating of human flesh by human beings; cannibalism.
derivatives: anthropophagous

Antichrist | əntɪ'krist; ənti-| • n. (the Antichrist) a great personal opponent of Christ who will spread evil throughout the
anticlerical

world before being conquered at Christ's second coming.

- a person or force seen as opposing Christ or the Christian Church.

**anticiplergical** | ,ænti'kləri'kal | ,ænti- | adj. opposed to the power or influence of the clergy, esp. in politics. • n. a person holding such views.

**anticiplermax** | ,ænti'klə'mæks | ,ænti- | n. a disappointing end to an exciting or impressive series of events: the rest of the journey was an anticlimax by comparison | a sense of anticlimax and incipient boredom.

**anticiplermatic** | -klə'mætɪk | adj. anticiplermatically | -klə'mætɪk(ə)lɪ | adv.

**antigen** | ,ænti'jen | • n. a toxin or other foreign substance that induces an immune response in the body, esp. the production of antibodies (blood proteins that counteract alien organisms by combining with them).

**antigenic** | ,ænti'jenɪk | adj.

**antihero** (also anti-hero) • n. a central character in a story, movie, or drama who lacks conventional heroic, and displays instead the opposite, attributes.

**antimacassar** | ,æntɪ'mæsər | • n. a piece of cloth put over the back of a chair to protect it from grease and dirt or as an ornament.

**antimony** | ,æntɔ,mɒnɪ| • n. the chemical element of atomic number 51, a brittle silvery-white metalloid. (Symbol: Sb)

**antimonial** | ,æntɔ'moʊnɪəl | adj. antimonially | ,æntɔ'moʊnɪəlɪ | adv.

**antimonic** | ,æntɔ'mənik | adj.

**antimonious** | ,æntɔ'mənɪəs | adj.

**antimony** | ,æntɪ'naimɛ | • n. (pl. -ies) a contradiction between two beliefs or conclusions that are in themselves reasonable; a paradox. That ants are themselves reasonable; a paradox.

**antioxidant** | ,æntɪ'dəʊksɪdənt | • adj. of, relating to, or denoting substances that prevent the growth of disease-causing microorganisms.

- (of medical techniques) based on the use of such substances. • scrupulously clean or pure, esp. so as to be bland or characterless: the antiseptic modernity of a conference center.

**antiseptic** • n. an antiseptic compound or preparation.

**antiseptically** | -ʃɪk(ə)-lɪ̃ | adv.

**antisocial** | ,æntɪ'sɔsəl | ; ,ænti- | adj. 1 contrary to or opposing the laws and customs of society; devoid of or antagonistic to sociable instincts or practices: a dangerous, antisocial teenager | antisocial acts like vandalism. 2 not wanting the company of others; unsociable.

**antistrophe** | ,æntɪstrəfe | • n. the second section of an ancient Greek choral ode or of one division of it. Cf. STROPHES and EPODE.

- the repetition of words in inverse order. • an inverse relation or correspondence.

**antithesis** | ,æntɪθɪsɪs | • n. (pl. antitheses | ,æntɪθɪsɪz | ) a person or thing that is the direct opposite of someone or something else: love is the antithesis of selfishness.

- a contrast or opposition between two things: the antithesis between occult and rational mentalities; a figure of speech in which an opposition or contrast of ideas is expressed by parallelism of words that are the opposites of, or strongly contrasted with, each other, such as "hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all sins": his sermons were full of startling antitheses. • (in Hegelian philosophy) the negation of the thesis as the second stage in the process of dialectical reasoning. Cf. SYNTHESIS.
antitrust | 'æntɪtrʌst; 'æntɪ- | • adj. [attrib.] (of legislation) preventing or controlling trusts or other monopolies, with the intention of promoting competition in business.

- connected with, or engaged in the enforcement of, such legislation: an antitrust suit | antitrust lawyers.

antonym | 'æntənim | • n. a word opposite in meaning to another (e.g., bad and good).

Anxiety | 'ænˈkspi| • adj. 1 experiencing worry, unease, or nervousness, typically about an imminent event or something with an uncertain outcome: she was extremely anxious about her exams.

- [attrib.] (of a period of time or situation) causing or characterized by worry or nervousness: there were some anxious moments.

2 [usu with infinitive] wanting something very much, typically with a feeling of unease: the company was anxious to avoid any trouble | with cause] my parents were anxious that I get an education.

Derivatives: anxiously adv. anxious- ness n.

Usage: Anxious and eager both mean "looking forward to something," but they have different connotations. Eager suggests enthusiasm about something, a positive outlook: I'm eager to get started on my vacation. Anxious implies worry about something: I'm anxious to get started before it rains.

Apocryphal | 'æpəkra| • adj. (esp. in Greek) an unqualified past tense of a verb without reference to duration or completion of the action.

- adj. relating to or denoting this tense.

Derivatives: apocryphic | 'æpəkraɪtɪk | adj. apathetic | "æpəθetɪk | • n. lack of interest, enthusiasm, or concern: widespread apathy among students.

Derivatives: apathetic adj. apatheti- cally adv.

Aperçu | 'æpərˈsɔ| • n. (pl. aperçus) a moment of instant perception.

Aperitif | "æpərˈtɪf | • n. an alcoholic drink taken before a meal to stimulate the appetite.

Cf. liqueur.

Ape | 'æp| • abbr. (in the UK) Association of Professional, Executive, Clerical, and Computer Staff.

Aperic | 'æpərɛk| • n. (pl. aperices) a brief glance at something.

Aperture | "æpərɪtɪf | • n. the space which a hole or opening forms.

The highest point in a plane or solid figure, relative to a base line or plane. • the growing point of an object. (in botany) the lowest level of a hierarchy, organization, or other power structure regarded as a triangle or pyramid: the central bank is at the apex of the financial system. • a [trans.] reach a high point or climax: melodic lines build up to the chorus and it apexes at the solo.

Aphasia | "æfəsɪə | • n. loss of ability to understand or express speech or written language, caused by brain damage.

Derivatives: aphasic | "æfəsɪk | adj. & n.

Aphelion | "æfəlɪən | • n. 1 the loss of a sound or sounds at the beginning of a word, e.g., in the derivation of adder from nadder.

2 the removal of blood plasma from the body by the withdrawal of blood, its separation into plasma and cells, and the reintroduction of the cells, used esp. to remove antibodies in treating autoimmune diseases.

Aphorism | "æfərɪzəm | • n. a pithy observation that contains a general truth, such as, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it."

- a concise statement of a scientific principle, typically by an ancient classical author.

Derivatives: aphoristic | "æfərɪstɪk | adj. aphoristically | "æfərɪstɪkəlɪ | • adv. aphorize | "æfəˈraɪz ˌrɪz | v.

Apoclyptic | "æpəkˈlɪp| • n. (often the Apocalypse) the complete final destruction of the world, esp. as described in the biblical book of Revelation.

An event involving destruction or damage on an awesome or catastrophic scale: a stock market apocalypse | an era of ecological apocalypse.

(• the Apocalypse) (esp. in the Vulgate Bible) the book of Revelation.

Derivatives: apocalyptic adj. apocalyptically | "æpəkˈlɪptɪk ˌlɪptɪkəlɪ | adv.

Apocrypha | "æpəkˈra | • plural n. [treated as sing. or pl.] biblical or related writings not forming part of the accepted canon of Christian Scripture.

• (apocryphal) writings or reports not considered genuine.

Apocryphal | "æpəkˈra| • adj. (of a story or statement) of doubtful authenticity, although widely circulated as being true: an apocryphal story about a former president.

- (also Apocryphal) of or belonging to the Apocrypha: the apocryphal Gospel of Thomas.

Apodeictic | "æpəˈdɪktɪk | • adj. clearly established or beyond dispute.

Apogee | "æpəˈge | • n. the point in the orbit of the moon or a satellite at which it is farthest from the earth. The opposite of perigee.

- the highest point in the development of something; the climax or culmination of something: the White House is considered the apogee of American achievement.
Apollonian • apol'ônēan • adj. 1 of or relating to the classical god Apollo. 2 of or relating to the rational, ordered, and self-disciplined aspects of human nature: the struggle between cold Apollonian categorization and Dionysian lust and chaos. Cf. DIONYSIAN.
apologetic • apol'êjiktik • plural n. [treated as sing. or pl.] reasoned arguments or writings in justification of something, typically a theory or religious doctrine.
apologetic • apol'êjēkta • n. a formal written defense of one's opinions or conduct: an apologia for book-banning.
apology • apol'ējō; -lōg • n. a moral failure, esp. one with animals as characters.
apologetic • apol'ējik • adj. 1 a regretful acknowledgment of an offense or failure: we owe you an apology | my apologies for the delay | I make no apologies for supporting that policy.
  ■ a formal, public statement of regret, such as one issued by a newspaper, government, or other organization: the government demanded an apology from the ambassador. ■ (apologies) used to express formally one's regret at being unable to attend a meeting or social function: apologies for absence were received from Miss Brown. 2 (an apology for) a very poor or inadequate example of: we were shown into an apology for a bedroom. 3 a reasoned argument or writing in justification of something, typically a theory or religious doctrine: a specious apology for capitalism.
phrases: with apologies to used before the name of an author or artist to indicate that something is a parody or adaptation of their work: here, with apologies to Rudyard Kipling, is a more apt version of "If."
apopolitical • apol'ēklektik • adj. overcome with anger; extremely indignant: Mark was apoplectic with rage at the decision.
  ■ relating to or denoting apoplexy (stroke): an apoplectic attack.
derivatives: apopolitical ·ly ·ik(ə)·lē · adv.
aporeal • apō'reā • n. an irrefutable internal contradiction or logical disjunction in a text, argument, or theory: the celebrated aporia whereby a Cretan declares all Cretans to be liars.
  ■ the expression of doubt.
apostasy • apō'ståsē • n. the abandonment or renunciation of a religious or political belief.
derivatives: apostate ·adj. & n. apostatic ·adj. apostatize ·v.
apostterior • apā'stä̅·ri̅·ōr | a pá·stī·rē·ō̅·rē; -rē; -rḗ | · adj. relating to or denoting reasoning or knowledge that proceeds from observations or experiences to the deduction of probable causes. Cf. a PRIORI.
  ■ [sentence adverb] (loosely) of the nature of an afterthought or subsequent rationalization.
  · adv. in a way based on reasoning from known facts or past events rather than by making assumptions or predictions.
  ■ (loosely) with hindsight; as an afterthought.
apostrophe • apō'strōf | · n. an exclamatory passage in a speech or poem addressed to a person (typically one who is dead or absent) or thing (typically one that is personified).
apothecary • apō'tēkri̅·ē·rē; -ē̅·rē | · n. (pl. -ies) formerly, a person who prepared and sold medicines and drugs.
apotheom • apō'tēthēm | Brit. apot- • othegm | · n. a concise saying or maxim; an aphorism.
derivatives: apotheomatic ·adj.
apotheosis • apō'tēthōsis | · n. (pl. apotheoses [-sēz]) [usu. in sing] the highest point in the development of something; culmination or climax: his apotheosis as Hamlet was the apotheosis of his career.
  ■ the elevation of someone to divine status; deification.
apall • apō'lōl • · v. (appalled, appalling) [trans.] (usu. be appalled) greatly dismay or horrify: bankers are appalled at the economic incompetence of some ministers | [as adj] (appalled) Alison looked at me, appalled.
aparachthik • apō'rá̅·chīk • · n. (pl. pararachthikos or pararachthikos) an official in a large organization, typically a political one: Republican apparatchiks.
  ■ a member of a Communist Party political machine.
aparatus • apō'ra̅·tus; -ra̅·tus | · n. (pl. apparatuses) the equipment needed for a particular activity or purpose: laboratory apparatus.
  ■ the organs used to perform a particular bodily function: the specialized male and female sexual apparatus. 2 a complex structure within an organization or system: the apparatus of government. 3 (also critical apparatus or apparatus criticus) a collection of notes, variant readings, and other matter accompanying a printed text.
aparition • apō'ri̅·shān • · n. a ghost or ghostlike image of a person.
  ■ the appearance of something remarkable or unexpected, typically an image of this type: twentieth-century apparitions of the Virgin.
derivatives: apparitional ·sian · adj.
appease • apō'pēz | · v. [trans.] 1 pacify or placate (someone) by acceding to demands: amendments have been added to appease local pressure groups. 2 relieve or satisfy (a demand or a feeling): we give to charity because it appeases our guilt.
derivatives: appeasement ·n. appease ·er · n.
appellate • apō'pelit • · adj. [attrib.] (typically of a court) concerned with or dealing with applications for decisions to be reversed (appeals).
apellation • apō'pellē̅·shān | · n. a name or title: the city fully justifies its appellation "the Pearl of the Orient."
  ■ the action of giving a name to a person or thing.
apertain • apērtə́n | · v. [trans.] 1 (ap- pertain to) relate to; concern: the answers generally apertain to improvements in stan-
dards of service. 2 be appropriate or applicable: the institutional arrangements that appertain under this system.

appliquéd |aˈpliːkəd| • n. a technique of ornamental needlework in which pieces of fabric are sewn or stuck onto a large piece of fabric to form pictures or patterns.

- a piece of such work. • v. (appliqués, appliqué, appliquing) [trans] [usu. be appliquéd] decorate (a piece of fabric) in such a way: the coat is appliquéd with exotic-looking cloth. • as adj. (appliquéd) 19th-century appliquéd silks.

- sew or stick (pieces of fabric) onto a large piece of fabric to form pictures or patterns: the floral motifs are appliquéd to christening robes.

apploration |aˈpɔːrətʃən| • n. divide and allocate: voting power will be apportioned according to population.

- assign: they did not apportion blame or liability to any one individual.

apportionment |aˈpɔːrəmont| • n. the action or result of apportioning something: an exercise in apportionment of blame.

- the determination of the proportional number of members each state sends to the U.S. House of Representatives, based on population figures.

apposite |aˈpɒzɪt| • adj. apt in the circumstances or in relation to something: searched for an apposite quotation. • the observations are apposite to the discussion.

derivatives: appositely adv. appositeness n.

appraise |aˈprɑːz| • v. [trans] assess the value or quality of: she stealthily appraised him in a pocket mirror. • [intrns] the interviewer's job is to appraise and evaluate.

- (of an official or expert) set a price on; value: they appraised the painting at $200,000.

derivatives: appraisal n. appraiser n. appraisingly adv.

usage: Appraise, meaning 'evaluate,' should not be confused with apprise, which means 'inform': The painting was appraised at $3,000,000. They gasped when apprised of this valuation.

apprehension |ˌærɪˈhɛnʃən| • n. 1 anxiety or fear that something bad or unpleasant will happen: he felt sick with apprehension. • she had some apprehensions about the filming.

- 2 intellectual faculty or action; understanding; grasp: a writer with a real apprehension of poverty. • the pure apprehension of the work of art. • 3 the action of arresting someone: they ran to avoid apprehension.

apprise |aˈprɪz| • v. [trans] inform or tell (someone): I thought it right to apprise Chris of what had happened.

apportionation |ˌəpəˈbərəʃən| • n. approval or praise: the opera met with high approbation.

derivatives: apportionative |ˌəpəˈbərətɪv|; apportionary |ˌəpəˈbərətɔrɪ| adj.

appropriate • adj. suitable or proper in the circumstances: a measure appropriate to a wartime economy.
special channel for conveying water, typically in the form of a bridge supported by tall columns across a valley. Cf. VIADUCT.

- a small body canal containing fluid.

**aquiline** ['ekwələn] - | aqua'line | - | adj. like an eagle.

- (of a person’s nose) hooked or curved like an eagle’s beak.

**arabesque** ['ərəbəsk; arə-] - | n. 1 an ornamental design consisting of intertwined flowing lines, originally found in Arabic or Moorish decoration: [as adj.] arabesque scrolls.

- a musical passage or composition with fanciful ornamentation of the melody. 2 a ballet position in which the body is bent forward and supported on one leg, with the other leg extended horizontally backward and the arms extended one forward and one backward.

**arable** ['ərəbəl; 'erə-] - adj. (of land) used or suitable for growing crops.

- (of crops) able to be grown on such land.

- concerned with growing such crops: arable farming.

**arbiter** ['ərbiər] - | n. a person or force that settles a dispute or has ultimate authority in a matter: the military acted as arbiter of conflicts between political groups. Cf. ARBITRATOR.

- (usu. Arbiter of) someone whose views or actions have great influence over trends in social behavior: an arbiter of taste.

**arbitrage** ['ərbiə, træž] - | n. the simultaneous buying and selling of securities, currency, or commodities in different markets or in derivative forms in order to take advantage of differing prices for the same asset. 2 a. [intrans.] buy and sell assets in such a way.

**arbitrarily** ['ərbiə, treəri] - adj. based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any reason or system: his mealtimes were entirely arbitrary.

- (of power or a ruling body) unrestrained and autocratic in the use of authority: the commission has been criticized as arbitrary in its regulation of the sport.

- (of a mathematical constant or other quantity) of unspecified value.

**derive**: *arbitrarily* adj. *arbitrarily* adv.

**arbitrate** ['ərbiətret] - | v. [trans.] settle a dispute.

**arbitrator** ['ərbiə, trətər] - | n. an independent person or body officially appointed to settle a dispute. Cf. ARBITER.

**arboreal** ['ərboʊri] - | adj. of or having to do with trees.

**arboreal** ['ərboʊri] - | n. the cultivation of trees and shrubs. Cf. SILVICULTURE.

**arboreal** ['ərboʊri] - | adj. *arboreal* (-ikəl) adj.

**arc** - | n. 1 a covered passageway with arches along one or both sides.

- a covered walk with stores along one or both sides. 2 a series of arches supporting a wall, or set along it. Cf. COLONNADE. 3 (short for video arcade) a building or establishment containing electronic entertainment devices.

**arcade** - | adj. *arcading* n.

**arcane** ['ərəkən] - | n. a mountainous district in the Peloponnese of southern Greece. In poetic fantasy it represents a pastoral paradise and in Greek mythology it is the home of Pan.

- n. an ideal region of rural contentment.

**archaeology** ['ərkeələdʒi] - | adj. *archaeological* (-ikəl) adj.

**archaeological** ['ərkeələdʒikəl] - | n. the study of human history and prehistory through the excavation of sites and the analysis of artifacts and other physical remains.

**archaic** ['ərkeək] - adj. very old or old-fashioned; primitive: prisons are run on archaic methods.

- (of a word or a style of language) no longer in everyday use but sometimes used to impart an old-fashioned flavor.

- n. of an early period of art or culture, esp. the 7th–6th centuries BC in Greece: the archaic temple at Corinth.

**archaic** ['ərkeək] - | adv.

**archaic** ['ərkeək] - | adj. *archaic* (-ikəl) adj.

**architectural** ['ərkaˌtɛktʃʊəl] - | adj. *architectural* (-ikəl) adj.

**architectural** ['ərkaˌtɛktʃʊəl] - | n.

**archetype** ['ərkə(t)əip] - | n. a typical example of a certain person or thing: the book is a perfect archetype of the genre.

- a original that has been imitated: the archetype of faith is Abraham.

- a recurrent symbol or motif in literature, art, or mythology: mythological archetypes of good and evil.

- (in Jungian psychology) a primitive mental image inherited from the earliest human ancestors, and supposed to be present in the COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS.

**archipelago** ['ərkəˌpeləɡo] - | n. (pl. -os or -oes) a group of islands.

- a sea or stretch of water containing many islands.
architectonic | ˈärk-tə-nĭk| • adj. of or relating to architecture or architects.

- (of an artistic composition or physical appearance) having a clearly defined structure, esp. one that is artistically pleasing: the painting's architectonic harmony. • n. (architectonics) [usu. treated as sing] the scientific study of architecture.

- musical, literary, or artistic structure: the architectonics of Latin prose.

derivatives: architectonically, architectonically

archive |ˈär-kəv| (usu. archives) • n. a collection of historical documents or records providing information about a place, institution, activity, or group of people: source materials in local archives | [as adj.] a section of archive film.

- the place where such documents or records are kept: to get into the archives I had to fill in a request form. • v. [trans.] place or store (something) in such a collection or place.

- (in computing) transfer (data) to a less frequently used storage medium such as magnetic tape, typically external to the computer system and having a greater storage capacity.

derivatives: archival, archivist

arculate |ˈär-kwəlt; -wəlt| • adj. shaped like a bow; curved: the arcuate sweep of the chain of islands.

ardent |ˈär-dənt| • adj. enthusiastic or passionate: an ardent baseball fan | an ardent suitor.

- burning; glowing: ardent flames.

derivatives: ardently

ardor |ˈär-dər| (Bit. ardour) • n. enthusiasm or passion: the stirrings of revolutionary ardor | with the ardor of a lover.

arduous |ˈär-jūwəs| • adj. involving or requiring strenuous effort; difficult and tiring: an arduous journey.

derivatives: arduously

arroyola |ˈär-rō-lə| • n. (pl. arrooelae [-ˈlē]) anatomy a small circular area, in particular the ring of pigmented skin surrounding a nipple.

- any of the small spaces between lines or cracks on a leaf or an insect's wing. • in medicine a reddened patch around a spot or papule.

derivatives: arroyolar, arroyolate

averse |ˈər-vərt| • n. a sharp mountain ridge.

argent |ˈär-jənt| • adj. silver; silvery white: the argent moon. • n. silver as a heraldic tincture.

Argonauts |ˈär-gə-nōt|s |in Greek mythology| a group of heroes who accompanied Jason on board the ship Argo in the quest for the Golden Fleece.

- (Argonaut) an adventurer with a quest, esp. for gold; an explorer.

argosy |ˈär-gōsē| • n. (pl. -ies) a large merchant ship, originally one from Ragusa (now Dubrovnik) or Venice.

argot |ˈär-gōt| • n. the jargon or slang of a particular group or class: teenage argot.

arvilia |ˈar-vē-ə| • n. a long, accompanied song for a solo voice, typically one in an opera or oratorio.

arid |ˈær-id; -ərd| • adj. (of land or a climate) having little or no precipitation; too dry or barren to support vegetation: hot and arid conditions.

- lacking in interest, excitement, or meaning: his arid years in suburbia. | the second piece was an arid rhythmic exercise.

derivatives: aridity, aridly, aridness

aristocracy |ˌa-rı's-tə-kra-sē; ˌær-| • n. (pl. -ies) [treated as sing. or pl.] (usu. the aristocracy) the highest class in certain societies, esp. those holding hereditary titles or offices, and usually landed estates: the ancient Polish aristocracy had hereditary right to elect the king.

- a form of government in which power is held by the nobility. • a state governed in this way.

- a group regarded as privileged or superior in a particular sphere: high-technology technocrats make up a large part of this "technical aristocracy."

derivatives: aristocrat, aristocratic, aristocratically

usage: Aristocracy, oligarchy, and plutocracy are sometimes confused. All mean some form of rule by a small elite. Aristocracy is rule by a traditional elite, held to be made up of the "best" people, and is usually hereditary. Oligarchy is literally rule by a few. Plutocracy is rule by the (necessarily few) very rich.

armada |ˈär-mədə| • n. a fleet of warships: an armada of destroyers, minestriepers, and gunboats.

- (the Spanish Armada) a Spanish naval invasion force sent against England and defeated in 1588. • any fleet of boats, or the like: an armada of inflatable rafts | the snow-removal armada will grow to 135 plows.

Armageddon |ˈær-mədʒən|dən • n. (in the New Testament) the last battle between good and evil before the Day of Judgment.

- the place where this will be fought. • a dramatic and catastrophic conflict, typically seen as likely to destroy the world or the human race: nuclear Armageddon.

armature |ˈär-mət-chər; ˌčhər| • n. 1 the rotating coil or coils of a dynamo or electric motor.

- any moving part of an electrical machine in which a voltage is induced by a magnetic field. • a piece of iron or other object acting as a keeper for a magnet. 2 a metal framework on which a sculpture is molded with clay or similar material. 3 the protective covering of an animal or plant.

- formerly, armor.

aromatic |aˈrō-ma-tik; ər-| • adj. 1 having a pleasant and distinctive smell: a massage with aromatic oils. 2 (of an organic chemical compound) containing a planar unsaturated ring of atoms that is stabilized by an interaction of the bonds forming the ring. Such compounds are typified by benzene and its
arpeggio | 31 | artifice

derivatives. • n. 1 a substance or plant emitting a pleasant and distinctive smell. 2 (usu. aromatics) an aromatic chemical compound.
derivatives: aromatically | -ik(a)le | adv. aromatically | -ma'tis'ě | n.
arpeggio | ār'pej ē | • n. (pl. -os) the notes of a musical chord played in succession, either ascending or descending.
derivatives: arpeggiate v. arpeggio* action n.
arraign | ār'nān | • v. (often be arraigned) call or bring (someone) before a court to answer a criminal charge; indict: Nick was arraigned on Thursday | her sister was arraigned on attempted murder charges.
find fault with (someone or something) | at·ten·mented: the soldiers bitterly arraigned the government for failing to keep its word.
derivatives: arraignment n.
ar'rant | ār'onts; 'er- | • adj. [attrib.] 1 complete, utter: what arrant nonsense! 2 public, notorious: an arrant har.
arars | ār'əs; 'er- | • n. a rich tapestry, typically hung on the walls of a room or used to conceal an alcove.
aray | ārāt | • n. 1 an impressive display or range of a particular type of thing: there is a vast array of literature on the topic | a bewildering array of choices. 2 an ordered arrangement, in particular:

• an arrangement of troops. • (in mathematics) an arrangement of quantities or symbols in rows and columns; a matrix. • (in computing) an ordered set of related elements. • (in law) a list of jurors empaneled. 3 elaborate or beautiful clothing: he was clothed in fine array. • v. 1 [with obj. and adverbial of place] (usu. be arrayed) display or arrange (things) in a particular way: arrayed across the table was a buffet | the forces arrayed against him. 2 [trans.] (usu. be arrayed in) dress someone in (the clothes specified): they were arrayed in Hungarian national dress. 3 [trans.] empanel (a jury).
ar'rears | ār'rez | • plural n. money that is owed and should have been paid earlier: he was suing the lessee for the arrears of rent.
phrases: in arrears behind in paying money that is owed: two out of three tenants are in arrears.
• (of payments made or due for wages, rent, etc.) at the end of each period of work or occupancy; you will be paid monthly in arrears.
derivatives: arrareage | ār'ērij | n.
arhythmi-a | ār'i-th'mē-ə; ār'i-th- | • n. Medicine a condition in which the heart beats with an irregular or abnormal rhythm.
derivatives: arrhythmic | -mik | adj.
arrître-pen'sée | ār'ār, pān'zhā | • n. a concealed thought or intention; an ulterior motive.
ariviste | ārē'vēst | • n. an ambitious or ruthlessly self-seeking person, esp. one who has recently acquired wealth or social status: the transition from ingenue to arriviste.
arrogant | ārəgənt; 'er- | • adj. having or revealing an exaggerated sense of one's own importance; unduly assuming authority; overly proud: his arrogant and opinionated | a typically arrogant assumption.
derivatives: arrogance n. arrogantly adv.
arrogate | ārə'gät; 'er- | • v. [trans.] take or claim (something) for oneself without justification: they arrogate to themselves the ability to divine the nation's true interests.
derivatives: arrogation n. ārə'gāshən; 'er- | n.
arson | ār'sən | • n. the criminal act of deliberately setting fire to property: police are treating the fire as arson | [as adj.] an arson attack.
derivatives: arsonist | -nov | n.
at deco* • n. the predominant decorative art style of the 1920s and 1930s, characterized by precise and boldly delineated geometric shapes and strong colors, and used most notably in household objects and in architecture: art deco furniture | the Art Deco district of Miami Beach
artesian | ār'tezhən | • adj. relating to or denoting a well bored perpendicularly into water-bearing strata lying at an angle, so that natural pressure produces a constant supply of water with little or no pumping.
articulate | • adj. [ār'tik'yəlt] 1 having or showing the ability to speak fluently and coherently: an articulate account of their experiences. 2 having joints or jointed segments.
• denoting a brachipod that has projections and sockets that form a hinge joining the two halves of the shell. • v. -lāt | 1 [trans.] express (an idea or feeling) fluently and coherently: they were unable to articulate their emotions.
• pronounce (something) clearly and distinctly: he articulated each word with precision | [intrans.] people who do not articulate well are more difficult to lip-read. 2 [intrans.] form a joint: the mandible is a solid piece articulating with the head.
• (be articulated) be connected by joints: the wing is articulated to the thorax.
derivatives: articulated | adj. articula* | -la'ce | n. articulate* | -lāt | adj. articulate*ness | -lim | n. articulate*tor | -lātər | n.
atifact | ār'tə-fakt | (Brit. artefact) • n. 1 an object made by a human being, typically an item of cultural or historical interest: gold and silver artifacts.
• such an object as distinguished from a similar object naturally produced. 2 something observed in a scientific investigation or experiment that is not naturally present but occurs as a result of the preparative or investigative procedure: widespread tissue infection may be a technical artifact.
derivatives: ar·tificial | ār'tə-fish'əl | adj.
artifice | ār'difəs | • n. clever or cunning devices or expedients, esp. as used to trick or deceive others: filmmakers were often forced to rely on artifice and outright fakery | the artifices of a crafty charlatan. | the style is not free from the artifices of the period.
discipline (asceticism) and abstention from all forms of indulgence, typically for religious reasons: an ascetic life of prayer, fasting, and manual labor | a narrow, humorless, ascetic face.

- n. a person who practices such self-discipline and abstention.

**DERIVATIVES:** as*ce*tical|y /-ik(ə)l| adv. as*ce*tici*sm |ˌ,a-siz-am| n.
ascribe /a-skrib| v. [trans.] (ascribe something to) attribute something to (a cause): he ascribed Jane's short temper to her upset stomach.

- (usu. be ascribed to) attribute (a text, quotation, or work of art) to a particular person or period: a quotation ascribed to Thoreau.
- (usu. be ascribed to) regard (a quality) as belonging to: tough-mindedness is a quality commonly ascribed to top bosses.

**DERIVATIVES:** as*cri*ba*ble adj.

Ash*ke*na*zi |ˌ,a-šək-nə-'zē|, ˌaš-ko-'näẓ| n. (pl. Ashkenazim |ˌ,-zim|) Jew of central or eastern European descent. More than 80 percent of Jews today are Ashkenazim; they preserve Palestinian rather than Babylonian Jewish traditions, and some still use Yiddish.

**DERIVATIVES:** Ash*ke*na*zi|c |ˌ-zik| adj. ash*ram |ˌ,a-shər-am| n. (in the Indian subcontinent) a hermitage, monastic community, or other place of religious retreat for Hindus.

- a place of religious retreat or community life modeled on the Indian ashram.

As*si*at*ic |ˌ,a-sə-'ät-ik; -ə-'zet| • adj. relating to or deriving from Asia: Asiatic cholera | Asiatic coastal regions. • n. offensive an Asian person.

**USAGE:** The standard and accepted term when referring to individual people is Asian rather than Asiatic, which can be offensive. However, Asiatic is standard in scientific and technical use, for example in biological and anthropological classifications. See usage at ORIENTAL.

as*si*ni*ne |ˌ,a-sə-'nin| • adj. extremely stupid or foolish: Lydia decided to ignore his asinine remark.

**DERIVATIVES:** as*si*nin*ity |ˌ,a-sə-'nin-i-tē| n.

associal |ˌ,a-sə-'sohl| • adj. avoiding social interaction; inconsiderate of or hostile to others: the cat's independence has encouraged a view that it is asocial.

**DERIVATIVES:** as*so*ci*o*ly |ˌ,a-sə-'so-kl-e-ē| n. (pl. -ies) harshness of tone or manner: he pointed this out with some asperity.

- (asperities) harsh qualities or conditions: the asperities of society.
- (usu. asperities) a rough edge on a surface.

as*per*se |ˌ,a-sər-pər| • v. [trans.] attack or criticize the reputation or integrity of: he aspersed their organization.

**DERIVATIVES:** as*per*si*o*li |ˌ,a-sə-'spər-zi-ō| n. (usu. aspersions) an attack on the reputation or integrity of someone or something: I don't think anyone is casting aspersions on you.

as*phalt |ˌ,a-səf-olt| • n. a mixture of dark bituminous pitch with sand or gravel, used for

**DERIVATIVES:**
aspirant | 'æspərənt; a'spɪ- | • adj. (attrib.) (of a person) having ambitions to achieve something, typically to follow a particular career: an aspirant politician. • n. a person who has ambitions to achieve something: an aspirant to the throne.

aspiration | 'æspərə'shən | • n. 1 (usu. be aspirated) (in medicine) draw (fluid) by suction from a vessel or cavity. 2 a sound that has been drawn from the body by aspiration: gastric aspiration | esophageal aspirates. • adj. 'æspə(r)ənt | (of a sound) pronounced with an exhalation of breath; aspirated.

aspirate | 'æspərət | • v. [trans.] pronounce the sound of h at the beginning of a word. 2 (usu. be aspirated) (in medicine) draw (fluid) by suction from a vessel or cavity.

aspirating | 'æspərə'tɪŋ | • adj. (aspirational) [trans.] pronounce the sound of h at the beginning of a word.

aspirant | 'æspərənt; a'spɪ- | • adj. (attrib.) (of a person) having ambitions to achieve something, typically to follow a particular career: an aspirant politician. • n. a person who has ambitions to achieve something: an aspirant to the throne.

aspirations | 'æspərə'shənz | • n. 1 (usu. aspirational) a hope or ambition of achieving something: he had literary aspirations.

be aspirating | 'be æspərə'tɪŋ | the object of such an ambition; a goal. 2 the action of pronouncing a sound with an exhalation of breath. 3 the action of drawing fluid by suction from a vessel or cavity.

draw fluid in such a way from (a vessel or cavity).

be aspirating for | 'be æspərə'tɪŋ fɔr | [with definite article] someone: he was aspirating for admittance to a medical school.

be assailed | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] direct one’s hopes or ambitions toward achieving something: we never thought that we might aspire to those heights. • with infinitive] other people will aspire to be like you. • [as adj.] (aspiring) an aspiring artist.

be assailed by | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] make a concerted or violent attack on: there were only two directions from which the hideout could be assailed.

be assailed by | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] make a concerted or violent attack on: he pleaded guilty to assaulting a police officer.

be assailed by | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] make a physical attack on: he pleaded guilty to assaulting a police officer.

be assailed by | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] make a physical attack on: he pleaded guilty to assaulting a police officer.

be assailed by | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] make a physical attack on: he pleaded guilty to assaulting a police officer.

be assailed by | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] make a physical attack on: he pleaded guilty to assaulting a police officer.

be assailed by | 'be æsəl| • v. [trans.] make a physical attack on: he pleaded guilty to assaulting a police officer.
something: I fear that you offer only unsupported asseveration | the dogmatic outlook marks many of his asseverations.

DERIVATIVES: asseverate [ə'sevərət] v. asseverity [ər'sevərətɪ] n. (pl. -ies) constant or close attention to what one is doing.

[ assailities] constant attentions to someone.

assiduous [ə'sijwaʊs] adj. showing great care and perseverance: she was assiduous in pointing out every feature.

DERIVATIVES: assiduously adv. assiduousness n.

assign [ə'sɪgn] v. [trans.] 1 allocate (a job or duty): Congress assigned the task to the agency | [with two obj.s] the agency assigned me this mission.

[often be assigned] appoint (someone) to a particular job, task, or organization: [with obj.] and infinitive he was assigned to prosecute the case. 2 designate or set (something) aside for a specific purpose: managers happily assign large sums of money to travel budgets.

[assign something to] attribute something as belonging to: it is difficult to decide whether to assign the victory to Goodwin. 3 transfer (legal rights or liabilities): they will ask you to assign your rights against the airline. • n. (also assignee) the person to whom a legal right is assigned.


assignation [ə'sɪgnəʃən] n. assignation with an older woman. • n. 1 an appointment to meet someone in secret, typically one made by lovers: his assignation with an older woman. 2 the allocation or contribution of someone or something as belonging to something.

assimilate [ə'sɪməlat] v. [trans.] 1 take in (information, ideas, or culture) and understand fully: Marie tried to assimilate the week’s events.

[usu. be assimilated] absorb and integrate (people, ideas, or culture) into a wider society or culture: pop trends are assimilated into the mainstream with alarming speed | [intrans.] the converts were assimilated into the society of their conquerors. • [usu. be assimilated] (of the body or any biological system) absorb and digest (food or nutrients): the sugars in the fruit are readily assimilated by the body. 2 cause (something) to resemble; liken: philosophers had assimilated thought to perception.

[Intrans.] come to resemble: the churches assimilated to a certain cultural norm.

[make] a (speech sound) more like another in the same or next word.


assistance [ə'sɪstəns] n. the remembrance of sound between syllables in nearby words, arising particularly from the rhyming of two or more stressed words, but not consonants (e.g., somnet, porridge), but also from the use of identical consonants with different vowels (e.g., killed, cold, culled).


assuage [ə'swɑdʒ] v. [trans.] make (an unpleasant feeling) less intense: the letter assuaged the fears of most members.

satisfy (an appetite or desire): an opportunity to assuage her desire for knowledge.

DERIVATIVES: assuagement n.

assurance [ə'sɔrəns] n. 1 a positive declaration intended to give confidence; a promise: [with clause] he gave an assurance that work would not start until Wednesday. 2 confidence or certainty in one’s own abilities.

certainty about something. 3 chiefly Brit. insurance, specifically life insurance.

astigmatism [ə'stɪmətɪzəm] n. a defect in the eye or in a lens caused by a deviation from spherical curvature, which results in distorted images, as light rays are prevented from meeting at a common focus.


astral [ə'strɔl] adj. [attrib.] of, connected with, or resembling the stars: astral navigation.

of or relating to a supposed nonphysical realm of existence to which various psychic and paranormal phenomena are ascribed, and in which the physical human body is said to have a counterpart.

astrangent [ə'strɪŋgənt] adj. 1 causing the contraction of body tissues, typically of the cells of the skin: an astrangent skin lotion. 2 sharp or severe in manner or style: her astrangent words had their effect.

(of taste or smell) sharp or bitter: an astrangent smell of creosote. • n. a substance that causes the contraction of body tissues, typically used to protect the skin and to reduce bleeding from minor abrasions.

DERIVATIVES: astrangency n. astringly adv. (in sense 2 of the adjective).

astrology [ə'strəlɒdʒɪ] n. the study of the movements and relative positions of celestial bodies interpreted as having an influence on human affairs and the natural world.


asylum [ə'sələm] n. 1 (also political asylum) the protection granted by a nation to someone who has left their native country as a political refugee: granting asylum to foreigners persecuted for political reasons

shelter or protection from danger: asylum for those too ill to care for themselves. 2 dated an institution offering shelter and care to the mentally ill: committed to an asylum.

ataraxy [ə'tərækseɪ] (-ə, rə'æks) n. a state of serene calmness.

atavistic | atavistic | • adj. relating to or characterized by reversion to something ancient or ancestral: atavistic fears and instincs.

derivatives: atavism | atavistically | adv. atavistic

ato'mian (also atheneum) • n. used in the names of libraries or institutions for literary or scientific study: the Boston Athenaeum.

• used in the titles of periodicals concerned with literature, science, and art.

athwart | • prep. 1 from side to side of (something); across: a wooden bar athwart the entranceway. 2 in opposition to; counter to: these statistics run sharply athwart conventional presumptions. • adv. 1 across from side to side; transversely: one table running athwart was all the room would hold. 2 so as to be perverse or contradictory: our words ran athwart and we ended up at cross purposes.

ata'man (also Atman) • n. (in Hinduism) the spiritual life principle of the universe, esp. when regarded as inherent in the real self of the individual.

• a person’s soul.

atomism | • n. a theoretical approach that regards something as interpretable through analysis into distinct, separable, and independent elementary components. The opposite of holism.

derivatives: atomist | atomic

atomize | • v. [trans.] convert (a substance) into very fine particles or droplets: the CO₂ depressurized, atomizing the paint into a mist.

• reduce (something) to atoms or other small distinct units: crime atomizes society.

derivatives: atomization | atomizer

at'om'al • adj. (of music) not written or preformed in any key or mode.

derivatives: atomicism | atomicity

at'one • • v. [trans.] make amends or reparation: he was being helpful, to atone for his past mistakes.

at'one'ment • • n. reparation for a wrong or injury: she wanted to make atonement for her husband’s behavior.

• reparation or expiation for sin: the High Priest offered the sacrifice as atonement for all the sins of Israel. (the Atonement) (in Christian theology) the reconciliation of God and humankind through Jesus Christ.

atri'um • • n. (pl. atria • or atriums) 1 an open-roofed entrance hall or central court in an ancient Roman house.

• a central hall or court in a modern building, with rooms or galleries opening off it. 2 each of the two upper cavities of the heart from which blood is passed to the ventricles. The right atrium receives deoxygenated blood from the veins of the body; the left atrium receives oxygenated blood from the pulmonary vein. Also called auricle.

derivatives: at'rial • atro'cious

• adj. 1 horrifyingly wicked: atrocity.

• of a very poor quality; extremely bad or unpleasant: he attempted an atrocity imitation of my English accent | atrocious weather.

• derivatives: atrociously • atro'cious'ness

atrophy | • v. or (• -ies, • -ied) [trans.] (of body tissue or an organ) waste away, typically due to the degeneration of cells, or become vestigial during evolution: without exercise, the muscles will atrophy | [as adj.] (atrophied) in some beetles, the hind wings are atrophied.

• gradually decline in effectiveness or vigor due to underuse or neglect: her artistic skills atrophied | • n. the condition or process of atrophying: gastric atrophy.

• the gradual decline of effectiveness or vigor due to underuse or neglect: the atrophy of imagination.

• derivatives: atroph'ic

atropos • • one of the three Fates of Greek mythology, the one who cut the thread of life.

at'tac'hé • • n. 1 a person on the staff of an ambassador, typically with a specialized area of responsibility: military attachés. 2 short for attaché case, a small case for carrying documents.

• derivatives: at'tain'der • • n. the forfeiture of land and civil rights formerly suffered as a consequence of a sentence of death for treason or felony.

• phrases: bill of attainder a piece of legislation inflicting attainer without judicial process.

• atten'uate • • v. [trans.] (often be attenuated) reduce the force, effect, or value of: her intolerance was attenuated by a rather unexpected liberalism.

• reduce the amplitude of (a signal, electric current, or other oscillation). • [trans.] (of a signal, electric current, or other oscillation) be reduced in amplitude. • [usu. as adj.] (attenuated) reduce the virulence of (a pathogenic organism or vaccine); attenuated strains of rabies virus. • reduce in thickness; make thin: the trees are attenuated from growing too close together. • adj. • -iti'ous, • -i'ti'ousness

• reduce in force, effect, or physical thickness.
attenuated 36 augment

- the gradual reduction of a workforce by employees' leaving and not being replaced, rather than by their being laid off: with few retirements since March, the year's attrition was insignificant. • wearing away by friction; abraison: the skull shows attrition of the edges of the teeth. 2 (in scholastic theology) sorrow, but not contrition, for sin.

Derivatives: attenuational | -ational adj. attenuated | -ated adj. not representative of a type, group, or class: a sample of people who are atypical of the target audience | there were atypical results in May and November. attic | åtik | • adj. of or relating to Athens or Attica, or the dialect of Greek spoken there in ancient times. • n. the dialect of Greek used by the ancient Athenians, the chief literary form of classical Greek.

Atticism | åtis'm | (often Atticism) • n. a word or form characteristic of Attic Greek.

attitudinize | åt̄i'dinīz | • v. (trans.) adopt or express a particular attitude or attitudes, typically just for effect.

Derivatives: attitudinal adj. attitudinizing | åt̄i'dinīz'ing | n.

attribute | åtri'byōōt | • v. (trans.) (attribute something to) regard something as being caused by (someone or something): he attributed the firm's success to the efforts of the vice president; the bombing was attributed to the IRA.

- ascribe a work or remark to (a particular author, artist, or speaker): the building was attributed to Palladio. • regard a quality or feature as characteristic of or possessed by (someone or something); ancient peoples attributed magic properties to certain stones. • n. • åt̄ri'byōōt | a quality or feature regarded as a characteristic or inherent part of someone or something: flexibility and mobility are the key attributes of our army.

- a material object recognized as symbolic of a person, esp. a conventional object used in art to identify a saint or mythical figure. • an attributive adjective or noun. • a real property that a statistical analysis is attempting to describe.

Derivatives: attributive adj. | åtrib'īt̄iv | • adj. (of an adjective or noun) preceding the word it qualifies or modifies and expressing an attribute, as old in the old dog (but not in the dog is old) and expiration in expiration date (but not in date of expiration). Often contrasted with predicative, in the predicate.

Derivatives: attributively adv.

attrition | åtri'shən | • n. 1. the action or process of gradually reducing the strength or effectiveness of someone or something through sustained attack or pressure: the council is trying to wear down the opposition by attrition; the squadron suffered severe attrition through mechanical failure.

- the gradual reduction of a workforce by employees' leaving and not being replaced, rather than by their being laid off: with few retirements since March, the year's attrition was insignificant. • wearing away by friction; abraison: the skull shows attrition of the edges of the teeth. 2 (in scholastic theology) sorrow, but not contrition, for sin.

Derivatives: attenuational | -ational adj. attenuated | -ated adj. not representative of a type, group, or class: a sample of people who are atypical of the target audience | there were atypical results in May and November. attic | åtik | • adj. of or relating to Athens or Attica, or the dialect of Greek spoken there in ancient times. • n. the dialect of Greek used by the ancient Athenians, the chief literary form of classical Greek.

Atticism | åtis'm | (often Atticism) • n. a word or form characteristic of Attic Greek.

attitudinize | åt̄i'dinīz | • v. (trans.) adopt or express a particular attitude or attitudes, typically just for effect.

Derivatives: attitudinal adj. attitudinizing | åt̄i'dinīz'ing | n.

attribute | åtri'byōōt | • v. (trans.) (attribute something to) regard something as being caused by (someone or something): he attributed the firm's success to the efforts of the vice president; the bombing was attributed to the IRA.

- ascribe a work or remark to (a particular author, artist, or speaker): the building was attributed to Palladio. • regard a quality or feature as characteristic of or possessed by (someone or something); ancient peoples attributed magic properties to certain stones. • n. • åt̄ri'byōōt | a quality or feature regarded as a characteristic or inherent part of someone or something: flexibility and mobility are the key attributes of our army.

- a material object recognized as symbolic of a person, esp. a conventional object used in art to identify a saint or mythical figure. • an attributive adjective or noun. • a real property that a statistical analysis is attempting to describe.

Derivatives: attributive adj. | åtrib'īt̄iv | • adj. (of an adjective or noun) preceding the word it qualifies or modifies and expressing an attribute, as old in the old dog (but not in the dog is old) and expiration in expiration date (but not in date of expiration). Often contrasted with predicative, in the predicate.

Derivatives: attributively adv.

attrition | åtri'shən | • n. 1. the action or process of gradually reducing the strength or effectiveness of someone or something through sustained attack or pressure: the council is trying to wear down the opposition by attrition; the squadron suffered severe attrition through mechanical failure.
augur | 'ogər | v. [trans.] (augur well/badly/ill) (of an event or circumstance) portend a good or bad outcome; the end of the Cold War seemed to augur well | the return to the gold standard augured badly for industry.

- [trans.] portend or bode (a specified outcome): they feared that these happenings augured a neo-Nazi revival. [trans] foresee or predict. • n. (in ancient Rome) a religious official who observed natural signs, esp. the behavior of birds, interpreting these as an indication of divine approval or disapproval of a proposed action.

Derivatives: augural | 'ugərəl| adj. augury | 'ogəri | n. (pl. -ories) a sign of what will happen in the future; an omen: they heard the sound as an augury of death.

- the work of an augur; the interpretation of omens.

august | 'ogəst | • adj. respected and impressive: she was in august company.
• adj. venerable by birth, status, age, or reputation; eminent.

Derivatives: augustly | 'ogəstli| adv. augustness | 'ogəstnəs| n.

au naturel | ˌo,naChə'rel| • adj. & adv. with no elaborate treatment, dressing, or preparation: [as adv.] I wear my hair au naturel these days | [as adj.] the cheese is delicious together au naturel or seasoned. • without clothing; naked: appeared on the beach au naturel.

aural | 'oðrəl| • adj. of or relating to the ear or the sense of hearing: aural anatomy.
• received by ear: information held in written, aural, or database form.

Derivatives: aurally | 'oðrəli| adv.

Usage: The words aural and oral (‘spoken rather than written’) have the same pronunciation in standard English, which is sometimes a source of confusion.

aurate | 'oʊrɪt; -ət| • adj. denoting, made of, or having the color of gold.
• (of language) highly ornamented or elaboratate. aurate diction frequently conceals the tritest sentiments.

auréole | 'oʊrəˌoʊl| (also aureola) • n. a circle of light or brightness surrounding something, esp. as depicted in art around the head or body of a person represented as holy. her hair framed her face in a golden aureole.

aurora | 'oʊrərə| • n. (pl. auroras or aurorae | ˌoʊrərē|) 1 a natural electrical phenomenon characterized by the appearance of streamers of reddish or greenish light in the sky, usually near the northern or southern magnetic pole.

The effect is caused by the interaction of charged particles from the sun with atoms in the upper atmosphere. In northern and southern regions it is respectively called aurora borealis or northern lights and aurora australis or southern lights. [Origin: borealis from Latin, ‘northern,’ based on Greek Boreas, the god of the north wind; australis from Latin, ‘southern,’ from Auster ‘the south, the south wind.’]

2 [in sing.] the dawn.

Derivatives: auroral | 'oʊrərəl| adj. auspice | 'ɑspis | • n. archaic a divine or prophetic token. Cf.: aegis. Phrases: under the auspices of with the help, support, or protection of.

auspicious | ˌoʊspisəts | • adj. conducive to success; favorable: it was not the most auspicious moment to open a new business.

• giving or being a sign of future success: they said it was an auspicious moon—it was rising.

• characterized by success; prosperous: he was respectful to his auspicious customers.

Derivatives: auspiciously | ˌoʊspisəsli| adv. auspiciousness | ˌoʊspisəsəs| n.

austere | ˈoʊstərə | • adj. (austerer, austerest) severe or strict in manner, attitude, or appearance: an austere man, with a rigidly puritanical outlook | an austere expression.

• (of living conditions or a way of life) having no comforts or luxuries; harsh or ascetic: conditions in the camp could hardly be more austere.

• having an extremely plain and simple style or appearance; unadorned: the cathedral is impressive in its austere simplicity.

• (of an economic policy or measure) designed to reduce a budget deficit, esp. by cutting public expenditure.

Derivatives: austere|ˈoʊstərə|ly adv.
austerity | ˈoʊsteri|ty | • n. (pl. -ties) sternness or severity of manner or attitude; he was noted for his austerity and his authoritarianism.

• extreme plainness and simplicity of style or appearance: the room was decorated with a restraint bordering on austerity. [austerities] conditions characterized by severity, sternness, or asceticism: his austerities had undermined his health. • difficult economic conditions, as during wartime or as created by government measures to reduce a budget deficit, esp. by reducing public spending: a period of austerity | [as adj.] the austerity program was built around a massive increase in interest rates.

austral | ˈoʊstrəl| • adj. of or relating to the south, in particular:

• of the southern hemisphere: the austral spring. [Austral] of Australia or Australasia.

autarchy | ˈoʊ,tərke| • n. (pl. -archies) 1 another term for autocracy. 2 variant spelling of au-tar-ky.

Derivatives: autarchic | ˈoʊtərkik| adj.
autarky | o̞tärkê | n. economic independence or self-sufficiency.

- a country, state, or society that is economically independent.

**derivatives:** autarkic | o̞tärkik | adj. autarky.
autocrat | o̞tärkät | n. a filmmaker whose movies are characterized by his or her creative influence and control over all aspects of production.

**derivatives:** autecurism | -izm | n. autecurist | -ist | adj. autenthic | o̞tènti̞k | adj. 1. of undisputed origin; genuine: the letter is now accepted as an authentic document | authentic 14th-century furniture.

- made or done in the traditional or original way, or in a way that faithfully resembles an original: the restaurant serves authentic Italian meals | every detail of the movie was totally authentic. 2. based on facts; accurate or reliable: an authentic depiction of the situation. 3. (in existentialist philosophy) relating to or denoting an emotionally appropriate, significant, purposeful, and responsible mode of human life. 2. in music, of a church mode comprising the notes lying between the principal note or final and the note an octave higher.

**derivatives:** authenticically | -ik(ə)lē | adv. as modifier the food is authentically Cajun. authentification | -iʃen | n. autenticate | o̞tênkät | v. (trans.) prove or show (something, esp. a claim or an artistic work) to be true or genuine.

- establish as valid.

**derivatives:** authenticication | o̞tênkāshon | n. autenticator | -kētər | n. autordialian | o̞tênōr|e̞ri̞n | n. autordialism | -izm | n. autordial | o̞tênōrd | n. autordialist | -ist | adj. favoring or enforcing strict obedience to authority, esp. that of the government, at the expense of personal freedom: an authoritarian regime.

- showing a lack of concern for the wishes or opinions of others; domineering; dictatorial.

- n. an authoritarian person.

**derivatives:** autordialianism | -i̞z̞m | n. autordial | o̞tênōrd | n. autordialist | -ist | adj. 1. able to be trusted as being accurate or true; reliable: clear, authoritative information and advice | an authoritative source.

- (of a text) considered to be the best of its kind and unlikely to be improved upon: the authoritative study of mollusks. 2. commanding and self-confident; likely to be respected and obeyed: his voice was authoritative.

- proceeding from an official source and requiring compliance or obedience: authoritative directives.

**derivatives:** authoritative | o̞ṭhôri̞,təj̊i̞v; o̞ṭhôṛ- | adj. authoritativeness | -ness | n.

- n. a mental condition, present from early childhood, characterized by great difficulty in communicating and forming relationships with other people and in using language and abstract concepts.

- a mental condition in which fantasy dominates over reality, as a symptom of schizophrenia and other disorders.

**derivatives:** authoritative | o̞ṭhôri̞,təj̊i̞v; o̞ṭhôṛ- | adj. authoritativeness | -ness | n.

**derivatives:** autonomic | o̞ṭo̞n̄əṃik | adj. (attrib.) involuntary or unconscious; relating to the autonomic nervous system (which controls bodily functions not consciously directed, e.g., breathing, the heartbeat, and digestion). Cf. sympathetic.

**derivatives:** automatic | o̞ṭo̞ṭuməṭon | n. (pl. automatons | -əṭo | or automaton) a moving mechanical device made in imitation of a human being.

- a machine that performs a function according to a predetermined set of coded instructions, esp. one capable of a range of programmed responses to different circumstances.

**derivatives:** autonomic | o̞ṭo̞n̄əṃik | adj. autonomy | o̞ṭo̞n̄,ṃaṃ | n. (pl. -ies) the right or condition of self-government, esp. in a particular sphere: Tatarstan demanded greater autonomy within the Russian Federation.

- a self-governing country or region. freedom from external control or influence; independence; economic autonomy is still a long way off for many women. 2. (in Kantian moral philosophy) the capacity of an agent to act in accordance with objective morality rather than under the influence of desires.

**derivatives:** autonomist | -mist | n. and adj. autonomous | o̞ṭo̞n̄əṃ,əs | adj. autonomously | adv.
autopsy | a'utəps| n. (pl. -ies) a postmortem examination to discover the cause of death or the extent of disease: [as adj.] an autopsy report.
- v. (a'vered, a'vered) [trans.] perform a postmortem examination on (a body or organ): [as adj.] autopsied an autopsied brain.

auxiliary | a'vələr-| v. (a'vered, a'vered) adj. providing supplementary or additional help and support: an auxiliary nurse | auxiliary airport staff.
- n. (of equipment) held in reserve: the ship has an auxiliary power source.
- n. (of troops) engaged in the service of a nation at war but not part of the regular army, and often of foreign origin.
- n. (of a sailing vessel) equipped with a supplementary engine.
- n. (pl. -ies) a person or thing providing supplementary or additional help and support: a nursing auxiliary | there are two main fuel tanks and two auxiliary.

a group of volunteers giving supplementary support to an organization or institution: members of the Volunteer Fire Department's auxiliary.
- n. (auxiliaries) troops engaged in the service of a nation at war but not part of the regular army, and often of foreign origin.
- n. Grammar an auxiliary verb.
- n. a naval vessel with a supporting role, not armed for combat.

avail | ə'vɑl| v. 1 (avail oneself of) use or take advantage of (an opportunity or available resource): my daughter did not avail herself of my advice. 2 help or benefit: [trans.] no amount of struggle availed Charles | [intrans.] the dark and narrow hiding place did not avail to save the fugitives.

avant-garde | ə'vent 'gɑrd| n. (usu. the avant-garde) new and unusual or experimental ideas, esp. in the arts, or the people introducing them: works by artists of the Russian avant-garde.
- adj. favoring or introducing such new ideas: a controversial avant-garde composer.

avant-garde | ə'vent 'gɑrd| adj. avant-garde

derivatives: avant-gardism | -dizəm| n.
avant-gardist | -diˈst| n.

avarice | ə'veris| n. extreme greed for wealth or material gain.

derivatives: avaricious adj. avariciously adv. avaricious ness n.

avaract | ə'vaˌtɑr| n. (originally in Hinduism) a manifestation of a deity or released soul in bodily form on earth; an incarnate divine teacher.

an incarnation, embodiment, or manifestation of a person or idea: he set himself up as a new avatar of Arab radicalism.

avenge | ə'ven| v. [trans.] inflict harm in return for (an injury or wrong done to oneself or another): his determination to avenge the murder of his brother | they are eager to avenge last year's Super Bowl defeat.

- inflict such harm on behalf of (oneself or someone else previously wronged or harmed): we must avenge our dead | she avenged herself after he broke off their engagement | the warrior swore he would be avenged on their prince.

derivatives: avenger n.

aver | ə'ver| v. (averred, averring) state or assert to be the case: [with clause] he averred that he was innocent of the allegations | [with direct speech] "You're the most beautiful girl in the world," he averred.

[trans.] (in legal use) allege as a fact in support of a plea.

averse | ə'verz| adj. [predic.] [usu. with negative] (averse to) having a strong dislike of or opposition to something: as a former CIA director, he is not averse to secrecy | [in combination] the bank's approach has been risk-averse.

usage: The widespread idiom for expressing dislike, opposition, or hostility (to things, usually not people) is averse to. Similarly, one may be said to have an aversion to (usually not from) certain things or activities (but usually not people): Katherine was known for her aversion to flying. Averse from is found more often in British than American English, following the prescription of Samuel Johnson and other traditionalists, who condemned averse to as nonsensical (its Latin meaning is 'turn from'). See also usage at adverse.

aversion | ə'verzən| n. a strong dislike or disinclination: he had a deep-seated aversion to most forms of exercise.

someone or something that arouses such feelings.

derivatives: aversive | -siv| adj.
avert | ə'vert| v. [trans.] 1 turn away (one's eyes or thoughts): she averted her eyes during the more violent scenes. 2 prevent or ward off (an undesirable occurrence): talks failed to avert a strike.

availing | ə'velər-| adj.

avocation | ə'vekə'shən| n. a hobby or secondary occupation: named as an actor, Mosel was a painter by avocation.

derivatives: avocation al | -əˌkəˈsʜənəl| adj.

avoid |ə vərd| v. having an eager desire for something: she was avid for information about the murder inquiry.

avoidant |ə vərd| n. avoidant adj.

avoirdupois | əˈvoʊrd)p| n. a system of weights based on a pound of 16 ounces or 7,000 grams, widely used in English-speaking countries: as adj. avoirdupois weights | [postpositive] 150 pounds avoirdupois.

- weight; heaviness: she was putting on the avoirdupois like nobody's business.

avow |ə və| v. assert or confess openly: [with clause] he avowed that he had voted Republican in every election | [trans.] he avowed his change of faith | [as adj.] (avowed) an avowed Marxist.

derivatives: avowed |ə vəd| adj.

avuncular |ə vəŋˈkylər| adj. 1 (of a man) kind and friendly toward a younger or less experienced person: an avuncular man-
ner. 2 of or relating to the relationship between men and their siblings' children.

**awe**  
- **n.** a feeling of reverential respect mixed with fear or wonder: they gazed in awe at the president. | the sight filled me with awe | his staff were in awe of him.
- **capacity to inspire awe:** has Christmas Eve lost its awe? | v. [trans.] (usu. be awed) inspire with awe: they were both awed by the vastness of the forest | [as adj.] (awed) he spoke in a hushed, awed whisper.

**awesome**  
- |ōsəm| *adj.* extremely impressive or daunting; inspiring great admiration, apprehension, or fear: the awesome power of the atomic bomb.
- **extremely good; excellent:** the band is awesome, dude!

**DERIVATIVES:** awesome-ly adv. awesome-ness n.

**awry**  
- |əˈri | *adv.* & adj. away from the appropriate, planned, or expected course; amiss: [as adj.] many youthful romances go awry | [as predic. adj.] I got the impression that something was awry.
- **out of the normal or correct position; askew:** [as predic. adj.] he was helpless, his silver hair awry.

**axiom**  
- |ˈækzəm| *n.* a statement or proposition that is regarded as being established, accepted, or self-evidently true: the axiom that supply equals demand.
- **a statement or proposition (in mathematics, etc.) on which an abstractly defined structure is based.

**axis**  
- |ˈækəs| *n.* (pl. axes) |ˌsēz|  
1 an imaginary line about which a body rotates: the earth rotates on its axis even once every 24 hours.
- **an imaginary straight line passing through the center of a symmetrical solid, and about which a plane figure can be conceived as rotating to generate the solid.
- **an imaginary line that divides something into equal or roughly equal halves, esp. in the direction of its greatest length.
2 a fixed reference line for the location of mathematical coordinates.
3 a straight central part in a structure to which other parts are connected.

- **the central column of an inflorescence or other plant growth.
- **the skull and backbone of a vertebrate animal.
- **the second cervical vertebra, below the atlas at the top of the backbone.
- **an agreement or alliance between two or more countries that forms a center for an eventual larger grouping of nations:** the Anglo-American axis.

- **(the Axis)** the alliance of Germany and Italy formed before and during World War II, later extended to include Japan and other countries: [as adj.] the Axis Powers.

**azimuth**  
- |ˌæzəməθ| *n.* the direction of a celestial object from the observer, expressed as the angular distance from the north or south point of the horizon to the point at which a vertical circle passing through the object intersects the horizon.
- **the horizontal angle or direction of a compass bearing.

**DERIVATIVES:** azimuthal |ˌæzəˈməθəl| adj.

---

**Bb**

**ba-bel |ˈbæbəl; ′bä-| *n.* [in sing.] a confused noise, typically that made by a number of voices: the babel of voices on the road.

**a scene of noisy confusion.

**Bab:**  
- |ˈbæbizəm| *n.* a religion founded in 1844 by the Persian Mirza Ali Muhammad of Shiraz (1819–50) (popularly known as the "Bab"), who taught that a new prophet would follow Muhammad. See also Babhā.

**bac-cala-ureate |ˌbækəˈlɔrē-ˌtē| *n.*  
1 a university bachelor's degree.
2 a religious service held at some educational institutions before commencement, containing a farewell sermon to the graduating class.

**bac-chan-al |ˌbækəˈnəl; ′bæk-, ′bækənəl| *n.*  
1 an occasion of wild and drunken revelry.
2 a priest, worshiper, or follower of the Roman god Bacchus (Greek, Dionysus), the god of wine.

**DERIVATIVES:** bacchana-lian adj. bacchana-lial adj.

**bad-rage |ˌbædrəˈʒi| *n.* humorous or witty conversation: cultured badmaging about art and life.

**ba-fle |ˈbæfl| *n.* (in engineering, architecture, acoustics, etc.) a device used to restrain the flow of a fluid, gas, or loose material or to prevent the spreading of sound or light in a particular direction.

**DERIVATIVES:** bafl-e v. [trans.]

**bagatelle |ˌbæɡəˈtell| *n.*  
1 a thing of little importance; a very easy task: he played so well that winning the tournament seemed a mere bagatelle for him.
2 a short, light piece of music, esp. one for the piano.

**bagnio |ˌbäˈnëyo; ′bän-| *n.* (pl. -os)  
1 a brothel.
2 an oriental prison.
3 a bathhouse in Turkey or Italy.

**Bahā'ī |ˌbɑˈhi| (also Bahah) *n.* (pl. Bahā'is) a monotheistic religion founded in the 19th century as a development of Babism, emphasizing the essential oneness of humankind and of all religions and seeking world peace. The Bahā'ī faith was founded by the Persian
bailiff
Baha’ullah (1817–92) and his son Abdul Baha (1844–1921).
■ an adherent of the Baha’i faith.
DERIVATIVES: Baha’i-ism [-iizm] n.
bailiff |bailif| · n. a person who performs certain actions under legal authority, in particular:
■ an official in a court of law who keeps order, looks after prisoners, etc.
bailiwick |baili-wik| · n. Law the district or jurisdiction of a bailiff or bailie (a municipal officer and magistrate in Scotland).
■ (one’s bailiwick) informal one’s sphere of operations or particular area of interest: you don’t give the presentations—that’s my bailiwick.
bakshesh |bakshehs; bakshesh| (also backsheesh) · n. (in parts of Asia) a small sum of money given as alms, a tip, or a bribe.
ball-der-dash |bol-da rdast| · n. senseless talk or writing; nonsense.
baleful |balf| · adj. threatening harm; menacing: Bill shot a baleful glare in her direction. | the baleful light cast trembling shadows.
■ having a harmful or destructive effect.
DERIVATIVES: balefully adv. balefulness n.
balk |bök| (Brit. also baulk) · v. [trans.] 1 hesitate or be unwilling to accept an idea or undertaking; any gardener will at first balk at enclosing the garden.
■ [trans.] thwart or hinder (a plan or person): all of his influence will be invoked to balk the law.
■ [trans.] (balk someone of) prevent a person or animal from having (something): the lions, fearing to be balked of their prey. ■ (of a horse) refuse to go on. ■ [trans.] miss or refuse (a chance or invitation). ■ (of a baseball pitcher) make an illegal motion, penalized by an advance of the base runners: the rookie balked and permitted Robinson to score. · n. 1 an illegal motion made by a pitcher that may deceive a base runner. 2 a roughly squared timber beam. 3 any area on a pool or billiard table in which play is restricted in some way. 4 a ridge left unplowed between furrows.
bail |’ba1| · n. a poem or song narrating a story in short stanzas. Traditional ballads are typically of unknown authorship, having been passed on orally from one generation to the next as part of the folk culture.
■ a slow sentimental or romantic song.
bail |’ba1| · n. 1 a poem consisting of one or more triplets of stanzas with a repeated refrain and an envoy (a short stanza at the end). 2 a short, lyrical piece of music, esp. one for piano.
bale |’ba1| · n. 1 heavy material, such as gravel, sand, iron, or lead, placed low in a vessel to improve its stability.
■ a substance of this type carried in an airship or on a hot-air balloon to stabilize it, and jetisoned when greater altitude is required.
■ something that gives stability or substance: the film is an entertaining comedy with some serious ideas thrown in for ballast. 2 gravel or coarse stone used to form the bed of a railroad track or road.
■ a mixture of coarse and fine aggregate for making concrete. 3 a passive component used in an electric circuit to moderate changes in current. · v. [trans.] (usu. be ballasted) 1 give stability to (a ship) by putting a heavy substance in its bilge: the vessel has been ballasted with gravel. 2 form (the bed of a railroad line or road) with gravel or coarse stone.
PHRASES: in ballast (of a ship) laden only with ballast.
balsamic |bals-mik| · adj. [attrib.] 1 of or relating to projectiles or their flight. 2 moving under the force of gravity only.
PHRASES: go balsamic fly into a rage.
DERIVATIVES: balsam-iccal-ly [-ik(al)] adv.
balm |balm| · n. 1 a fragrant ointment or preparation used to heal or soothe the skin.
■ something that has a comforting, soothing, or restorative effect: the murmur of the water can provide balm for troubled spirits. 2 any of several trees that yield a fragrant resinous substance, typically one used in medicine.
■ such a substance. 3 (also lemon balm or sweet balm) a bushy herb (Melissa officinalis) of the mint family, with leaves smelling and tasting of lemon.
■ used in names of other aromatic herbs of the mint family, e.g., bee balm.
balm-ify |balm-i-; balm-i-| · adj. (balmiera, balmi-est) 1 (of the weather) pleasantly warm. 2 extremely foolish.
DERIVATIVES: balm-i-ness n.
bale-strade |bal-strad| · n. a railing supported by balusters (short pillars or columns), esp. an ornamental parapet on a balcony, bridge, or terrace.
DERIVATIVES: bals-strad-ed adj.
barnal |barn| · barn-al; -na| · adj. so lacking in originality as to be obvious and boring: barnal songs.
banty · v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] (usu. be banded about/around) pass on or discuss an idea or rumor in a casual way: $40 million is the figure that has been banded about.
■ exchange; pass back and forth: they banded words and laughs from one to another. · n. a game similar to field hockey.
■ the stick used to play this game.
bane-ful · adj. causing great distress or annoyance: a baneful influence | baneful depression.
■ archaic poisonous; causing death.
banns |bænz| · plural n. a notice read out on three successive Sundays in a parish church, announcing an intended marriage and giving the opportunity for objections.
PHRASES: forbid the banns raise an objection to an intended marriage, esp. in church following the reading of the banns.
banter |’ban-tar| · n. the playful and friendly exchange of teasing remarks: good-natured banter. · v. [trans.] talk or exchange remarks in a good-humored teasing way: the men banted and joked with each other | [as adj.] (bantering) a bantering tone.
banzai |ˈbaNZə| · exclam. 1 a Japanese battle cry. [origin: early 20th cent.] 2 a form of greeting used to the Japanese emperor. [origin: late 19th cent.] · adj. (esp. of Japanese troops) attacking fiercely and recklessly: a banzai charge.

baptist |ˈbæpTɪst| · n. 1 (baptist) a member of a Protestant Christian denomination advocating baptism only of adult believers by total immersion. Baptists form one of the largest Protestant bodies and are found throughout the world and esp. in the US. 2 a person who baptizes someone.

baptistry |ˈbæpTɪstrɪ| (also baptism) · n. (pl. -ies) the part of a church used for baptism.

a building next to a church, used for baptism. 2 (in a Baptist chapel) a sunken receptacle used for baptism by total immersion.

barbarism |ˈbɑrbruRɪzəm| · n. 1 absence of culture and civilization: the collapse of civilization and the return to barbarism.

a word or expression that is badly formed according to traditional philological rules, for example a word formed from elements of different languages, such as breathalyzer (English and Greek) or television (Greek and Latin).

2 extremely cruel or brutality: an act of barbarism | barbarisms from the country’s past.

barbarous |ˈbɑrbruRəs| · adj. 1 savagely cruel; exceedingly brutal: many early child-rearing practices were barbarous by modern standards. 2 primitive; uncivilized: a remote and barbarous country.

- (esp. of language) coarse and unrefined.

derivatives: barbarously |ˈbɑrbruRəsli| · adv.

barbarousness |ˈbɑrbruRəsns| · n.

barcarolle |ˈbɑrkaˌrɔl| (also barcarolle) · n. a song traditionally sung by Venetian gondoliers (canal boatmen).

a musical composition in the style of such a song.

bard |ˈbɑrd| · n. a poet, traditionally one reciting epics and associated with a particular oral tradition.

the Bard or the Bard of Avon |ˈbɑrd| · n. Shakespeare.

derivatives: bardic |ˈbɑrdɪk| · adj.

bar mitzvah |ˈbɑr ˈmɪtsvə| · n. the religious initiation ceremony of a Jewish boy who has reached the age of 13 and is regarded as ready to observe religious precepts and eligible to take part in public worship. Cf. bat mitzvah.

the boy undergoing this ceremony. · v. [trans.] (usu. be bar mitzvahed) celebrate the bar mitzvah of (a boy).

baroque |ˈbɑrək| · adj. relating to or denoting a style of European architecture, music, and art of the 17th and 18th centuries that followed mannerism and is characterized by ornate detail.

- highly ornate and extravagant in style. · n. the baroque style.

the baroque period.

barrage |ˈbɑrəZH| · n. a concentrated artillery bombardment over a wide area.

a concentrated outpouring, as of questions or blows: a barrage of questions | a barrage of 60-second television spots. · v. [trans.] (usu. be barraged) bombard (someone) with something: his doctor was barraged with unsolicited advice.

barrage |ˈbɑrəZH| · n. a concentrated artillery bombardment over a wide area.

- figurative a concentrated outpouring, as of questions or blows: she was not prepared for his barrage of questions | a barrage of 60-second television spots. · v. [trans.] (usu. be barraged) bombard (someone) with something: his doctor was barraged with unsolicited advice.

barrio |ˈbɑɾrjo| · n. (pl. -os) a district of a town in Spain and Spanish-speaking countries.

- the Spanish-speaking quarter of an American town or city. · a poor neighborhood populated by Spanish-speaking people.

barrister |ˈbɑrɪstər; ˈbɑrɪstər; ˈbɑrɪstər-ˌli| · n. chiefly Brit. a lawyer entitled to practice as an advocate, particularly in the higher courts. Cf. solicitor.

basilica |ˈbaZɪliːkə| · n. a large oblong hall or building with double colonnades and a semicircular apse, used in ancient Rome as a court of law or for public assemblies.

a similar building used as a Christian church. · the name given to certain Roman Catholic churches granted special privileges by the pope.

derivatives: basilican |ˈbaZɪliːkan| · adj.

basilisk |ˈbaZɪlɪsk; ˈbaZɪlɪsk| · n. a mythical reptile with a lethal gaze or breath, hatched by a serpent from a cock’s egg.

- (in heraldry) another term for cockatrice.

bas-relief |ˈbɑʃ ˈrɛlɪf| · n. another term for low relief (see relief).

- a sculpture, carving, or molding in low relief.

bascille |ˈbaSɪlɪ| · n. a tower or bastion of a castle; a small fortress.

- in siege operations, a wooden tower on wheels, or an entrenched protective hut used by the besiegers.

the Bastille |ˈbɑstɪl| · a fortress in Paris built in the 17th century and used in the 17th–18th centuries as a state prison. Its storming by a mob on July 14, 1789 marked the start of the French Revolution.

bastinado |ˈbɑstɪnədəʊ| · n. a form of torture that involves beating the soles of someone’s feet with a stick. · v. (oes, -oed) [trans.] (usu. be bastinadoed) punish or torture (someone) in such a way.

bastion |ˈbɑstʃən| · n. a projecting part of a fortification built at an angle to the line of a wall, so as to allow defensive fire in several directions.

- a natural rock formation resembling such a fortification. · an institution, place, or person strongly defending or upholding particular principles, attitudes, or activities: the last bastion of male privilege.

bated |ˈbætɪd| · adj. (in phrase with bated breath) in great suspense; very anxiously or excitedly; he waited for a reply to his offer with bated breath.

usage: The spelling bated breath instead of bated breath is a common mistake.
bathos | bátháos | • n. (esp. in a work of literature) an effect of anticlimax created by an unintentional lapse in mood from the sublime to the trivial or ridiculous. **Derivatives:** báthet·ic | ba'thé-tik | adj.

bat mitzvah | bát 'mitsva | (also bat mitz·vah) | • n. a religious initiation ceremony for a Jewish girl aged twelve years and one day, regarded as the age of religious maturity.

- the girl undergoing such a ceremony.

batten | 'batn | • vt. [trans.] strengthen or fasten (something) with battens (strips of wood): Step·hen was batt·ten·ning down the shutes·ters.

batten2 | • vt. [intrans.] (batten on) thrive or prosper at the expense of (someone): multi·national monopolies batten on the working classes.

bau·ble | 'bō bal | • n. 1 a small, showy trinket or decoration.

- something of no importance or worth. 2 a baton formerly used as an emblem by jesters.

Bau·haus | 'bow, hówz | a school of design established by Walter Gropius in Weimar in 1919, best known for its designs of objects based on functionalism and simplicity.

bawd·y | 'bódë | • adj. (bawdier, bawdiest) dealing with sexual matters in a comical way; humorously indecent. • n. humorously indecent talk or writing. **Derivatives:** baw·di·ly | -dë lë | adv. baw·di·ness n.

bear mar·ket | • n. (regarding stocks) a market in which prices are falling, encouraging selling.

beat gen·er·a·tion | a move·ment of young people in the 1950s (beat·s); later they and their followers were also called beatniks) who rejected conventional society and espoused Zen Buddhism, modern jazz, free sexuality, and recreational drugs. Among writers associated with the movement were Jack Kerouac (1922-69) and Allen Ginsberg (1926-97).

bea·ti·fic | bë'stifik | • adj. blissfully happy: a beatific smile. **Derivatives:** bea·ti·fi·cal·ly | -ik(əl)ə | adv.

bea·ti·fi·ca·tion | bë'ätzif'ka'shən | • n. (in the Roman Catholic Church) declaration by the pope that a dead person is in a state of bliss, constituting a step toward canonization and permitting public veneration.

bea·ti·fy | bë'ätzif | • vt. (i·es, i·ed) [trans.] (in the Roman Catholic Church) announce the beatification of.

- make (someone) blissfully happy.

bea·ti·tu·de | bë'ätzə,t(y)oðd | • n. supreme blessedness.

- (the Be·lat·udes) the blessings listed by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5:3-11). • (his/your Be·lat·ude) a title given to patriarchs in the Orthodox Church.

beau·ge·ste | bō 'zżiest | • n. (pl. beau·ge·stes) pronounced same) a noble and generous act.

beau·mon·de | bō 'mōnd | • n. (the beau·mon·de) fashionable society.

beaux arts | bōz 'är | • plural n. fine arts.

2 (usu. Beaux Arts) [as adj.] relating to the classical decorative style maintained by the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris, esp. in the 19th century and important in America esp. in the early 20th century.

be·drag·gled | b'drag·dəld | • adj. dirty and disheveled: bedraggled refugees | we got there, tired and bedraggled. **Derivatives:** be·drag·gledō | v.

be·get | b'get | • vt. (be·get·ting; past be·got) [gät] or archaic be·got [gët] • past part. be·got·ten (t·ët·n) [trans.] I (typically of a man, sometimes of a woman) bring (a child) into existence by the process of reproduction: they hoped that the king might beget an heir. 2 give rise to; bring about: success begets further success. **Derivatives:** be·get·ter n.

be·grud·ge | b'graj | • vt. [with two obj.s] envy (someone) the possession or enjoyment of (something): she begrudged Martin his affluence. 2 [trans.] give reluctantly or resentfully: doesn’t begrudge a single penny spent on her health. **Derivatives:** be·grud·ging·ly adv.

be·guile | b'gil | • vt. [trans.] 1 charm or enchant (someone), sometimes in a deceptive way: an artist beguiled by Maine | as adj. (be·guil·ing) a beguiling smile.

- trick (someone) into doing something: they were beguiled into signing a peace treaty. 2 dated help (time) pass pleasantly: to beguile some of the time they went to the cinema. **Derivatives:** be·guil·ment n. be·guil·er n. be·guil·ing·ly adv.

be·hav·ior·ism | bë'hav·yə, rizəm | • n. the theory that human and animal behavior can be explained in terms of conditioning, without appeal to thoughts or feelings, and that psychological disorders are best treated by altering behavior patterns.

- such study and treatment in practice. **Derivatives:** be·hav·ior·ist n. & adj. be·hav·ior·istic | bë'hav·yəˈrɪs tɪk | adj.

be·hem·oth | bë'heməθ; bëməθ | • n. a huge or monstrous creature.

- something enormous, esp. a big and powerful organization: shoppers loyal to their local stores rather than to faceless behemoths | as adj. behemoth telephone companies.

be·hest | bë'hest | • n. a person’s orders or command: they had assembled at his behest | the slaughter of the male children at the behest of Herod.

be·hold·en | bë'holdən | • adj. [predic.] owing thanks or having a duty to someone in return for help or a service: I don’t like to be beholden to anybody.

be·hoove | bë'hoov | • vt. [trans.] (it behooves someone to do something) it is a duty or responsibility for someone to do something; it is incumbent on: it behooves any coach to study his predecessors.

- [with negative] it is appropriate or suitable; it befits: it ill behooves them to decry the country’s war effort.

be·labor | bë'ləbər | • vt. [trans.] 1 argue or elaborate (a subject) in excessive detail:
belated | 'bel,ətəd | • adj. coming or happening later than should have been the case: a belated apology.

DERIVATIVES: belatedly adv. belatedness n.

believable | 'bel,əvəbl | • adj. believable; • believable; • believable

benefactor | 'ben,Iəˈfæktər; 'benəˌfæktər | • n. a person who gives money or other help to a person or cause.

beneficial | 'benəˈfɪʃəl | • adj. beneficial; • beneficially adv.

beneficiary | 'benəˈfɪʃərē | • n. (pl. -ies) a person who derives advantage from something, esp. a trust, will, or life insurance policy.

beneficent | 'benəˈfɪsənt | • adj. (of a person) generous or doing good.

belatedly adv. belatedness n.

bellway | 'belt,waɪ | • n. a highway encircling an urban area.

(Belway) | • [as adj. or n.] Washington, DC, esp. as representing the perceived insularity of the US government: conventional beltway wisdom, that's how it looks from inside the Beltway. [origin: transferred use by association with the beltway encircling Washington.]

belvedere | 'belvə,diər | • n. a summerhouse or open-sided gallery, usually at rooftop level, commanding a fine view.

benchmark | 'ben,čmɑrk | • n. 1 a standard or point of reference against which things may be compared or assessed: [as adj.] a benchmark case.

benchmarks (benchmark) | • n. 2 a problem designed to evaluate the performance of a computer system. (also benchmark) a surveyor's mark cut in a wall, pillar, or building and used as a reference point in measuring altitudes. • v. [trans.] evaluate or check (something) by comparison with a standard: we are benchmarking our performance against external criteria.

benchmarks | • n. 3 intrans. evaluate or check something in this way: we continue to benchmark against the competition. • intrans. show particular results during a benchmark test: the device should benchmark at between 100 and 150 MHz.

benediction | 'benəˌdɪkʃən | • n. the utterance or bestowing of a blessing, esp. at the end of a religious service.

Benediction | • n. (in ecclesiastical usage) a service in which the congregation is blessed with the Blessed Sacrament, held mainly in the Roman Catholic Church. • devout or formal invocation of blessedness: her arms outstretched in benediction. • the state of being blessed: he eventually wins benediction.

benefaction | 'benəˌfækʃən | • n. a donation or gift.

benevolent | 'benəˌvələnt | • adj. well meaning and kindly: a benevolent smile.

belligerent | 'beləˈjɪrənt | • adj. hostile and aggressive.

engaged in a war or conflict, as recognized by international law. • n. a nation or person engaged in war or conflict, as recognized by international law: belligerents were denied access to the port.

DERIVATIVES: belligerently adv.

bellwether | 'beləˈwɛθər | • n. the leading sheep (soother, originally 'ram') of a flock, with a bell on its neck.

an indicator or predictor of something: campuses are often the bellwether of change | [as adj.] the market's bellwether stock.

belle époque | 'bel əˈpɔk | • n. the period of settled and comfortable life preceding World War I; [as adj.] a romantic, belle-époque replica of a Paris bistro.

belle-époque | • n. plural n. [also treated as sing.] 1 essays, particularly of literary and artistic criticism, written and read primarily for their aesthetic effect. 2 literature considered as a fine art.

Derivatives: bellegriphism | 'belˌliˌtrɪzəm | n. bellegriphist | 'belˌliˌtrɪst | n. bellegriphistic | , 'belˌliˌtrɪstɪk | adj.

belligerent | 'beləˈjɪrənt | • adj. demonstrating aggression and willingness to fight: a group of belligerent patriots.

belligerent | • adj. engaged in a war or conflict, as recognized by international law. • n. a nation or person engaged in war or conflict, as recognized by international law: belligerents were denied access to the port.

DERIVATIVES: belligerently adv.

bellwether | 'beləˈwɛθər | • n. the leading sheep (soother, originally 'ram') of a flock, with a bell on its neck.

an indicator or predictor of something: campuses are often the bellwether of change | [as adj.] the market's bellwether stock.

belligerent | 'beləˈjɪrənt | • adj. hostile and aggressive.

engaged in a war or conflict, as recognized by international law. • n. a nation or person engaged in war or conflict, as recognized by international law: belligerents were denied access to the port.

DERIVATIVES: belligerently adv.

bellwether | 'beləˈwɛθər | • n. the leading sheep (soother, originally 'ram') of a flock, with a bell on its neck.

an indicator or predictor of something: campuses are often the bellwether of change | [as adj.] the market's bellwether stock.
bête noire | bat 'nwar; bet | n. (pl. bêtes noires 'nwarz pronounce same) the bane of one's life; a person or thing that one particularly dislikes: great-uncle Edward was my father's bête noire.

be think | bi'thinkk | v. (past and past part. thought) think on reflection; come to think: he be thought himself of the verse from the Book of Proverbs | [with clause] the council be thought itself that this plan would leave room for future expansion.

be tide | bi'tid | v. [trans.] happen: I waited with beating heart, as yet not knowing what would betide.

be veil | beval | n. a slope from the horizontal or vertical in carpentry and stonework; a sloping surface or edge.

bevel | beval | n. (in full bevel square) a tool for marking angles in carpentry and stonework. v. (bevelled, beveling) reduce (a square edge on an object) to a sloping edge: a beveled mirror.

bevy | bev | n. (pl. -ies) a large group of people or things of a particular kind: he was surrounded by a bevy of beautiful girls.

beak | beak | n. a group of birds, particularly when closely gathered on the ground: a bevy of quail.

biannual | bi'èn-ènal | adj. occurring twice a year: the biannual meeting of the planning committee. Cf. BIENNIAL.

DERIVATIVES: biannually adv.

bifurcate | bifər,kat | v. divide into two branches or forks: [trans.] just below Cairo the river bifurcates | [trans.] the trail was bifurcated by a mountain stream. adj. biforked; branched: a bifurcate tree.

bigamist | bigəməst | adj. -mist | n. the crime of going through a marriage ceremony while already married to another person.

big bang (also Big Bang) | n. the explosion of dense matter that, according to current cosmological theories, marked the origin of the universe.

bigot | bigot | n. a person who is bigoted: religious bigots.

bigoted | bigotid | adj. obstinately convinced of the superiority or correctness of one's own opinions and prejudiced against those who hold different opinions: a bigoted group of reactionaries.

bigotry | bigotri | n. bigoted attitudes; intolerance toward those who hold different opinions from oneself: the report reveals racism and right-wing bigotry.

bijou | bijø | adj. (esp. of a residence or business establishment) small and elegant: bijou restaurants. n. (pl. bijoux | ZH60(2)) a jewel or trinket.

bilateral | bi'lətrəl | adj. having or relating to two sides; affecting both sides: bilateral hearing is essential for sound location.

involving two parties, usually countries: the recently concluded bilateral agreements with Japan.

DERIVATIVES: bilaterality n. bilaterally adv.

bile | bil | n. a bitter greenish-brown alkaline

USAGE: Biennial means 'lasting or occurring every two years': Congressional elections are a biennial phenomenon. A biennial plant is one that lives a two-year cycle, flowering and producing seed in the second year. Biannual means 'twice a year': The solstice is a biannual event.
fluid that aids digestion and is secreted by the liver and stored in the gallbladder.

- anger; irritability: *that* topic is sure to stir up plenty of bile.

**bilious** |ˈbilēəs| adj. affected by or associated with nausea or vomiting: *feeling a little bilious | a bilious attack.

- (of a color) lurid or sickly: *a bilious olive hue.
- spiteful; bad-tempered. of or relating to bile.

**derivative** s: **bilious**·ly adv. bilious·ness n.

**bilk** |bilk| v. [trans.] 1 obtain or withhold money from (someone) by deceit or without justification; cheat or defraud: *government waste has bilked the taxpayer of billions.

- obtain (money) fraudulently: *some businesses bilk thousands of dollars from unsuspecting elderly consumers. 2 evade; elude: *I ducked into the pantry, bilking Edward.

**derivative** s: **bilk**·er n.

**bil·let·doux** |ˈbilə təˈdoo| n. (pl. *billets-doux |ˈbilə tətəˈdoo(z)|) a love letter.

**binary** |ˈbīnərē| adj. 1 relating to, using, or expressed in a system of numerical notation that has 2 rather than 10 as abase.

- in binary format: *it is stored as a binary file.

2 relating to, composed of, or involving two things: *testing the so-called binary, or dual chemical, weapons. n. (pl.-ies) 1 the binary system: *binary notation: the device is counting in binary. 2 something having two parts.

- a binary star (a system of two stars, one revolving around the other or both revolving around a common center).

**bimodal** |ˈbīmōdəl| n. 1 an algebraic expression of the sum or the difference of two mathematical terms. 2 a two-part name, esp. the Latin name of a species of living organism (consisting of the genus followed by the specific epithet, e.g., *Canis familiaris* the common dog). 3 a noun phrase with two heads joined by a conjunction, in which the order is relatively fixed (as in *knife and fork*). adj. 1 (in mathematics) consisting of two terms.

- of or relating to a binomial or to the binomial theorem. 2 having or using two names, (used esp. of the Latin name of a species of living organism).

**biodegradable** |ˌbīōˈdrēgədəˈbiləl| adj. (of a substance or object) capable of being decomposed by bacteria or other living organisms.

**biodiversity** |ˌbīōˈdrēvərēˈsē| n. the variety of plant and animal life in the world or in a particular habitat.

**bioengineering** |ˌbīōˌenjəˈnērəɡ| n. 1 (also genetic engineering) the deliberate modification of the characteristics of an organism by manipulating its genetic material. 2 the use of artificial tissues, organs, or organ components to replace damaged or absent parts of the body, such as artificial limbs and heart pacemakers. 3 the use in engineering or industry of biological organisms or processes.

**derivative** s: **bio·de·gen·ni·neer** n. & v.

**bioethics** |ˌbīōˈethiks| n. [treated as sing.] the ethics of medical and biological research.

**derivative** s: **bio·eth·i·cal** |ˌˈethiˈkal| adj. **bio·eth·i·ci·st** |ˌˈethiˌsist| n.

**biofeedback** |ˌbīōˈfēdˌbæk| n. the use of electronic monitoring of a normally automatic bodily function in order to train someone to acquire voluntary control of that function.

**biogenesis** |ˌbīˈjenəsəs| n. the synthesis of substances by living organisms.

- the hypothesis that living matter arises only from other living matter.

**derivative** s: **bio·gen·eti·cəl** |ˌjāˈnetik| adj.

**biomass** |ˌbīōˌmæs| n. the total quantity or weight of organisms in a given area or volume.

**organic matter** used as a fuel, esp. in a power station for the generation of electricity.

**biome** |ˈbīōm| n. a large naturally occurring community of flora and fauna occupying a major habitat, e.g., forest or tundra.

**bionics** |ˈbīəˈnɪks| plural n. (treated as sing.) the study of mechanical systems that function like living organisms or parts of living organisms.

**biopsy** |ˈbīəˌpsē| n. (pl.-ies) an examination of tissue removed from a living body to discover the presence, cause, or extent of a disease.

**biorythm** |ˌbīōˌrithəm| n. a recurring cycle in the physiology or functioning of an organism, such as the daily cycle of sleeping and waking.

- a cyclic pattern of physical, emotional, or mental activity said to occur in the life of a person.

**derivative** s: **bio·ro·thym·ic** |ˌbīōˌrithˈmik| adj.

**biosphere** |ˌbīəˈsfir| n. the regions of the surface and atmosphere of the earth or other planet occupied by living organisms.

**derivative** s: **bio·sphe·ric** |ˌbīəˈsfirk| adj.

**biota** |ˌbīˈōtə| n. the animal and plant life of a particular region, habitat, or geographical period: *the biota of the river.

**biotechnology** |ˌbīōˌtekˈnäləj| n. the exploitation of biological processes for industrial and other purposes, esp. the genetic manipulation of microorganisms for the production of antibiotics, hormones, etc.

**biopolar** |ˌbīˈpōlər| adj. having or relating to two poles or extremities: *a sharply bipolar division of affluent and underclasses.

- (of a plant or animal species) of or occurring in both polar regions. (of a nerve cell) having two axons (long, threadlike parts), one on either side of the cell body. (of a transistor
bipolar disorder

or other electronic device) using both positive and negative charge carriers.

*derivatives: bi*po*lar*ity | ,bi*pô*leri*te | n.

**bi*po*lar dis*or*der | bi*po*lar disorder | • n. a mental disorder marked by alternating periods of elation and depression. Also called, esp. formerly, manic depression

bi*sex*ual | bi'sek'sho*al | • adj. sexually attracted to both men and women.

■ (in biology) having characteristics of both sexes. • n. a person who is sexually attracted to both men and women.

*derivatives: bi*sex*ual*ity | ,bi'sek'sho 'wa*li*te | n.

bi*vouac | 'bi*vô,ak; 'bi*vák | • n. a temporary camp without tents or cover, used esp. by soldiers or mountaineers. • v. [no obj., with adverbial of place] (bivouacked, bivouacking) stay in such a camp: the battalion was now bivouacked in a cornfield.

bi*zar*re | bi'zâr | • adj. very strange or unusual, esp. so as to cause interest or amusement: her bizarre dresses and outrageous hairdos.

*derivatives: bi*zar*re*ly | ,bi'zâr'ri*le | adv. bi*zar*re*ness | ,bi'zâr'ri*ne | n. a bizarre quality.

black | black | • n. (also Black) of any human group having dark-colored skin, esp. of African or Australian Aboriginal ancestry: black adolescents of Jamaican descent.

■ of or relating to black people: black culture. • n. (also Black) a member of a dark-skinned people, esp. one of African or Australian Aboriginal ancestry: a coalition of blacks and whites against violence.

*usage: Black, designating Americans of African heritage, became the most widely used and accepted term in the 1960s and 1970s, replacing Negro. It is not usually capitalized: black Americans. Through the 1980s, the more formal African American replaced black in much usage, but both are now generally acceptable. (The noun form is sometimes hyphenated, and the adjectival form should be: the African-American novelist Ralph Ellison). Afro-American, an earlier alternative to black, is heard mostly in anthropological and cultural contexts. Colored people, common earlier in the twentieth century, is now usually regarded as derogatory, although the phrase survives in the full name of the NAACP, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. An inversion, "people of color," has gained some favor, but is also used in reference to other nonwhite ethnic groups.

black Eng*lish | ,blak 'en*lish | • n. any of various nonstandard forms of English spoken by black people.

■ a dialect spoken by black Americans that displays consistent syntactical forms theorized as arising from African languages.

black*guard | 'bla*guard; 'bla*k,gârd | • n. a person, particularly a man, who behaves in a dishonorable or contemptible way. • v. [trans.] abuse ordisparage (someone) scurrilously.

*derivatives: black*guard*ly | ,bla*guard'le | adj.

black*hole | 'bla*k,hôl | • n. 1 (in astronomy) a region of space having a gravitational field so intense that no matter or radiation can escape. Black holes are probably formed when a massive star exhausts its nuclear fuel and collapses under its own gravity. If the star is massive enough, no known force can counteract the increasing gravity, and it will collapse to a point of infinite density. Before this stage is reached, within a certain radius (the event horizon) light itself becomes trapped and the object becomes invisible.

■ a figurative place of emptiness or aloneness: they think he's sitting in a black hole with no interaction with his people. ■ a place where money, lost items, etc., are supposed to go, never to be seen again: the moribund economy has been a black hole for federal funds | I wouldn't dare go in that black hole he calls a "garage." ■ (of a system, practice, or institution) a state of inadequacy or excessive bureaucracy in which hopes, progress, etc., become futile: juveniles lost in the black hole of the criminal justice system. 2 a dreadful place of confinement or imprisonment, esp. in the armed services.

black*mail | 'bla*k,mail | • n. the action, treated as a criminal offense, of demanding money from a person in return for not revealing compromising or injurious information about that person: they were acquitted of charges of blackmail.

■ money demanded in this way: we do not pay blackmail. ■ the use of threats or the manipulation of someone's feelings to force them to do something: out of fear, she submitted to Jim's emotional blackmail | they are trying to blackmail us with hunger. • v. [trans.] demand money from (a person) in return for not revealing compromising or injurious information about that person: trying to blackmail him for $400,000.

■ force (someone) to do something by using threats or manipulating their feelings: he had blackmailed her into sailing with him.

*derivatives: black*mail*er | ,bla*mail'er | n.

black mar*ket | ,bla*k mar'ket | • n. (the black market) an illegal traffic or trade in officially controlled or scarce commodities: they planned to sell the meat on the black market. The gray market involves traffic or trade that is not illegal but is questionable, e.g., trade in securities not yet quoted on the Stock Exchange.

*derivatives: black-mar*ket*eer | ,bla*k-mar*ket'eer | n.

black tie | 'bla*k, ti | • n. a black bow tie worn with a dinner jacket.

■ formal evening dress: the audience wears black tie. Cf. white tie. • adj. (black-tie) (of an event) requiring formal evening dress: evening meals were black-tie affairs.

bland*ish*ment | ,bla*ndish'ment | • n. a flattering or pleasing statement or action used to persuade someone gently to do something: the blandishments of a travel brochure.

bla*se | 'bla*z | • adj. unimpressed or indiffer-
ent to something because one has experienced or seen it so often before: she was becoming quite blasé about the dangers of city life.

blasphemy [blæsfem] • n. (pl. -ies) the act or offense of speaking sacrilegiously about God or sacred things; profane talk: he was detained on charges of blasphemy | screaming incomprehensible blasphemies.

DERIVATIVES: blasphemous adj. blasphemously adv.

blatant |'blætant| • adj. (of bad behavior) done openly and unashamedly: blatant lies.

■ completely lacking in subtlety; very obvious: forcing herself to resist his blatant charm | blatant appeals to ethnicity.

DERIVATIVES: blatant(s) |'blætnt| • n. 1 a person who talks at great length without making much sense.

■ foolish talk; nonsense: politicians get away all the time with their blatherskite. 2 a scoundrel: you lousy, thieving blatherskite!

blazon [bləʊzn] • v. [trans.] 1 [with adverbial of place] display prominently or vividly: they saw their company name blazoned all over the media.

■ report (news), esp. in a sensational manner: accounts of their ordeal blazoned to the entire nation. 2 describe or depict (armorial bearings) in a correct heraldic manner.

■ inscribe or paint (an object) with arms or a name. • n. a correct heraldic description of armorial bearings.

■ a coat of arms.

blear [blər] • v. [trans.] make dim; blur: you would blur your eyes with books. • adj. dim, dull, or filmy: a medicine to lay to sore and blear eyes. • n. a film over the eyes; a blur: he forced his eyes open and shut to rid them of blear.

DERIVATIVES: bleary adj.

blench [bləntʃ] • v. [intrans.] make a sudden flinching movement out of fear or pain: he blenched and struggled to regain his composure.

blight [blɪt] • n. a plant disease, esp. one caused by fungi such as mildews, rusts, and smuts: a blight that attacks grapevines | [with adj.] potato blight.

■ informal anything that causes a plant disease or interferes with the healthy growth of a plant.

■ [in sing.] a thing that spoils or damages something: her remorse could be a blight on her happiness. • an ugly or neglected urban area, or its condition: the depressing urban blight in the south of the city. • v. [trans.] (usu. be blighted) infect (plants or a planted area) with blight: a peach tree blighted by leaf curl.

■ spoil, harm, or destroy: the scandal blighted the careers of several leading politicians. • [as adj.] (blighted) his blighted ambitions. • [usu. as adj.] (blighted) subject (an urban area) to neglect: blighted neighborhoods.

blithe |blɪθ; blithe| • adj. showing a casual and cheerful indifference considered to be callous or improper: a blithe disregard for the rules of the road.

■ happy or joyous: a blithe comedy.

DERIVATIVES: blithely adv. blitheness n.

blithesome |blɪθəm| • adj. a blithehosem spirit.

blitzkrieg [blɪtʃkʁɛɡ] • n. an intense military campaign intended to bring about a swift victory.

blo[blæk] • n. a combination of countries, parties, or groups sharing a common purpose: a larger, stronger European bloc | a center-left voting bloc | the upstate dairy bloc.

blond [blænd] (also blonde) • adj. (of hair) fair or pale yellow: short-cropped blond hair | her hair was dyed blond.

■ (of a person) having hair of a fair or pale yellow color: a slim blond woman. • (of a person) having fair hair and a light complexion, typically regarded as a racial characteristic. • (of wood and other substances) light in color or tone: a New York office full of blond wood. • n. a person with fair hair and skin.

DERIVATIVES: blondish adj. blondness n.

bloodless |'blɔːdls| • adj. (of a person) cold or unemotional: a shrewd and bloodless Hollywood mogul. • lacking in vitality; feeble: their occasionally bloodless chamber jazz.

DERIVATIVES: bloodlessly adv. bloodlessness n.

blue blood • n. noble birth: blue blood is no guarantee of any particular merit, competence, or expertise.

■ (also blueblood) a person of noble birth: a comforting figure among that crowd of blue bloods.

DERIVATIVES: blue-blooded adj.

blue law • n. a law prohibiting certain activities, such as shopping, on a Sunday.

■ (in colonial New England) a strict religious law, particularly one preventing entertainment or leisure activities on a Sunday.

blue-nose |'blɔːnəʊz| • n. 1 a priggish or puritanical person: [as adj.] the most restrictive, blue-nose standards. 2 (Bluenose) a person from Nova Scotia.

DERIVATIVES: blue-nosed adj. (in sense 1).

blues |bluːz| • plural n. 1 [treated as sing. or pl.] (often the blues) an often melancholic music of black American folk origin, typically in a twelve-bar sequence. It developed in the rural South toward the end of the 19th century, finding a wider audience from the 1920s as blacks migrated to the cities. This urban blues gave rise to rhythm and blues and rock and roll.

■ [treated as sing.] a piece of such music: now we’re going to play a blues in C. 2 (the blues) feelings of melancholy, sadness, or depression: she’s got the blues.

DERIVATIVES: bluesy adj. (in sense 1).

blue-sky (also blue-skies) • adj. [attrib.] not yet practical or profitable: blue-sky research.

bluestocking [bluːstɑːkɪŋ] • n. an intellectual or literary woman.

bluff • adj. direct in speech or behavior but in a good-natured way: a big, bluff, hearty man.

DERIVATIVES: bluffly adv. bluffness n.
bluster | 'blʌstər | • v. [intrs] talk in a loud, aggressive, or indignant way with little effect: you threaten and bluster, but you won't follow through | [with direct speech] "I don’t care what he says," I blustered | [as adj] (blustering) a blustering bully.
- (of a storm, wind, or rain) blow or beat fiercely and noisily: [as adj] (blustering) the blustering wind. • n. loud, aggressive, or indignant talk with little effect: their threats contained a measure of bluster.
Derivatives: blusterer n.

boat|swain | 'bɔːsɛn | (also bo'sun or bo-sun) • n. a ship's officer in charge of equipment and the crew.

bodacious | 'bɒdəʃəs | • adj. excellent, admirable, or attractive: this restaurant serves bodacious grilled lobster!
- audacious in a way considered admirable: a bunch of bodacious dudes playing games with death.

bode | 'bɔːd | • v. [intrs] (bode well ill) be an omen of a particular outcome: their argument did not bode well for the future | [trans] high interest rates bode dark days ahead for retailers.

boondhissatwa | bɔːdhi'saːtwə; -'sat- | (also Bodhisattva) • n. (in Mahayana Buddhism) a person who is able to reach nirvana but delays doing so out of compassion in order to save suffering beings.

bogus | 'bɒgəs | • adj. not genuine or true; fake: a bogus insurance claim.
Derivatives: bogusly adv. bogusness n.

bohemian | 'bɔːhɛmɪən | • n. a person who has informal and unconventional social habits, esp. an artist or writer: the young bohemians with their art galleries and sushi bars. [Origin: mid 19th cent.: from French bohémien 'gypsy' (because gypsies were thought to come from Bohemia, or because they perhaps entered the West through Bohemia).] • adj. having informal and unconventional social habits.
Derivatives: bohemianism n. -ni zam n.

boisterous | 'bɔɪstərəs | • adj. (of a person, event, or behavior) noisy, energetic, and cheerful; rowdy: the boisterous conviviality associated with taverns of that period.
- (of wind, weather, or water) wild or stormy.
Derivatives: boisterously adv. boisterousness n.

bolus | 'bɔləs | • n. (pl. boluses) a small rounded mass of a substance, esp. of chewed food at the moment of swallowing.
- a type of large pill used in veterinary medicine. • a single dose of a drug or other medicinal preparation given all at once.

bomastic | 'bɔməstəstɪk | • adj. bomastic • n. high-sounding language with little meaning, used to impress people.
Derivatives: bomastic | 'bɔməstɪk | adj. bomastically adv. bomasticaly adj. bomasticaledge n.

bona fide | 'bɒnə, 'fɪdz; 'fɪdez; 'bɑːnə | • n. a person's honesty and sincerity of intention: he went to great lengths to establish his liberal bona fides.
- [treated as pl.] documentary evidence showing a person's legitimacy; credentials: are you satisfied with my bona fides? [Origin: mid 20th cent.]

bondage | 'bɔndɪdʒ | • n. 1 the state of being a slave: the deliverance of the Israelites from bondage in Egypt.
- a state of being greatly constrained by circumstances or obligations: young women lost to the bondage of early motherhood. 2 sexual practice that involves the tying up or restraining of one partner.

bonhomie | 'bɒn, hɔːmɪ; ,bɑːnɪ'meɪ | • n. cheerful friendliness; geniality: he exuded good humor and bonhomie.

bonsai | 'bɒn'sɛɪ; 'bɑːnsɪ | • n. (pl. same) (also bonsai tree) an ornamental tree or shrub grown in a pot and artificially prevented from reaching its normal size.
- the art of growing trees or shrubs in such a way.

bon vivant | 'bɒn vəˈvɑːnt | • n. (pl. bon vivants | -vɑːntz) or bons vivants | -ˈvɑːnt(z) | pronunc. same) a person who enjoys a sociable and luxurious lifestyle.

boondoggle | 'bɒn, dɑːɡəl; dɑːɡəl | • n. work or activity that is wasteful or pointless but gives the appearance of having value: writing off the cold fusion phenomenon as a boondoggle best buried in literature. • a public project of questionable merit that typically involves political patronage and graft. • v. [intrs.] waste money or time on such projects.

boor | 'bɔːr | • n. a rude, unmannerly person: a big, obnoxious boor. • a clumsy person. • a peasant; a yokel.
Derivatives: boorish adj. boorishly adv. boorishness n.

boots | 'bɔʊtɪz | • adj. (of a task or undertaking) ineffective; useless: words at this pass were vain and bootless | bootless efforts.

bore | 'bɔːr | • v. 1 [trans.] make (a hole) in something, esp. with a revolving tool: they bored holes in the sides | [intrs.] the drill can bore through rock.
- [trans.] hollow out (a tube or tunnel): try to bore the tunnel at the correct angle. • [intrs.] (bore into) (of a person's eyes) stare harshly at: your terrible blue eyes bore into me. • [trans.] hollow out (a gun barrel or other tube). 2 [intrs.] make one's way through (a crowd).
• n. 1 the hollow part inside a gun barrel or other Cf. gauge, tube.
- [often in combination] the diameter of this; the caliber: a small-bore rifle. • [in combination] a gun of a specified bore: he shot a guard in the leg with a twelve-bore. 2 short for borehole, a hole bored into the ground to find water, oil, etc.

bore | • n. a person whose talk or behavior is dull and uninteresting: she found him a bore.
bore |ˈbȯr| • n. a steep-fronted wave caused by the meeting of two tides or by the constricting of a tide rushing up a narrow estuary.

boreal |ˈbȯr(ə)rəl| • adj. of the North or northern regions.

■ relating to or characteristic of the climatic zone south of the Arctic, esp. the cold temperate region dominated by taiga and forests of birch, poplar, and conifers: northern boreal forest. ■ (Boreal) (in botany) relating to or denoting a phytogeographical kingdom comprising the arctic and temperate regions of Eurasia and North America. ■ (Boreal) (in geology) relating to or denoting the second climatic stage of the postglacial period in northern Europe, between the Preboreal and Atlantic stages (about 9,000 to 7,500 years ago).

born-again • adj. converted to a personal faith in Christ (with reference to John 3:3): a born-again Christian.

■ having the extreme enthusiasm of the newly converted or reconverted: born-again environmentalists. • n. a born-again Christian.

borough |ˈbȯr(ə)j| • n. a town or district that is an administrative unit, in particular:

■ a municipal corporation in certain states.

■ each of five divisions of New York City. ■ in Alaska, a district corresponding to a county elsewhere in the US. ■ Brit. a town (as distinct from a city) with a corporation and privileges granted by a royal charter. ■ Brit. a town historically sending representatives to Parliament.

boskage |ˈbȯskij| (also boskage) • n. massed trees or shrubs: the lush subtropical boskage.

bosky |ˈbȯski| • adj. wooded; covered by trees or bushes: a river meandering between bosky banks.

botanic |ˈbȯtənik| • n. (usu. botanicals) a substance obtained from a plant and used as an additive, esp. in gin or cosmetics.

boudoir |ˈbȯdwa| • n. a woman's bedroom or private room.

bourgeois |ˈbȯrzhə; ˈbȯrzhwə| • adj. of or characteristic of the middle class, typically with reference to its perceived materialistic values or conventional attitudes: a rich, bored, bourgeois family: these views will shock the bourgeois critics.

■ (in Marxist contexts) upholding the interests of capitalism; not communist. • n. (pl. same) a bourgeois person: a self-confessed and proud bourgeois.

bourgeoisie |ˈbȯrzhwəˈzē| • n. (usu. the bourgeoisie) the middle class, typically with reference to its perceived materialistic values or conventional attitudes. Cf. haute bourgeoisie; petit bourgeoisie.

■ (in Marxist contexts) the capitalist class who own most of society's wealth and means of production.

bourse |ˈbȯrns| • n. a stock market in a non-English-speaking country, esp. France.

■ (Bourse) the Paris stock exchange.

boutonnière |ˌbȯtənˈnir| • n. a spray of flowers worn in a buttonhole.

bovine |ˈbȯvən-,-vən| • adj. of, relating to, or affecting cattle: bovine tuberculosis.

■ (of a person) slow-moving and dull-witted: amiable bovine faces. • n. an animal of the cattle group, which also includes buffaloes and bisons.

derivatives: bovine*ly adv.

bowdlerize |ˈbȯdləˌra; ˈbȯwlə-| • v. [trans.] remove material that is considered improper or offensive from (a text or account), esp. with the result that it becomes weaker or less effective:[as adj.] (bowdlerized) a bowdlerized version of the story.

derivatives: bowdler*ism |ˌ-ˌrəzəm| n. bowdler*iza*tion |ˌbȯdləˌrəˌziˈān| bowdler*ize |ˈbȯdəˌlaˌra| bowdle*ry |ˌbȯdəlˈri| n.

boycott |ˈboiıkət| • v. [trans.] withdraw from commercial or social relations with (a country, organization, or person) as a punishment or protest.

■ refuse to buy or handle (goods) as a punishment or protest. ■ refuse to cooperate with or participate in (a policy or event). • n. a punitive ban that forbids relations with other bodies, cooperation with a policy, or the handling of goods. In labor law, a primary boycott is a union's campaign to urge consumers not to buy an employer's products. A secondary boycott (usually illegal) is aimed at products of another producer who is seen as supporting the primary target.

bra*chi*al |ˈbrakəl; ˈbrak-| • adj. of or relating to the arm, specifically the upper arm, or an armlike structure: the brachial artery.

■ like an arm.

bra*chi*ate |ˈbrakət| • v. |ˈbrakə; ˈbrak-| [no obj., usu. with adverb of direction] (of certain apes) move by using the arms to swing from branch to branch: the gibbons brachiate energetically across their enclosure. • adj. |ˈbrakət; ˈbrak| -it branched, esp. having widely spread paired branches on alternate sides.

■ having arms.

derivatives: bra*chi*a*tion |ˌbrakəˌʃeɪən| bra*chi*ator |ˌ-ˌætər| n.

brachy*ceph*al|ɪc |ˌbrakəˈsefəl|k| • adj. having a relatively broad, short skull (usually with the breadth at least 80 percent of the length). Often contrasted with dolichocephalic.

derivatives: brachy*ceph*a*ly |ˌ-ˌsefəl| n.

brackish |ˈbrakist| • adj. (of water) slightly salty, as in river estuaries.

■ (of fish or other organisms) living in or requiring such water. • unpleasant or distasteful: a brackish mixture unsuitable for consumption.

derivatives: brackish*ness n.

bract |ˈbrakt| • n. a modified leaf or scale, typically small, with a flower or flower cluster
in its axil. Bracts are sometimes larger and more brightly colored than the true flower, as in poinsettia and dogwood.

**bra·gag·do·cio** | bra·gag·do·she|ó | *n.* boastful or arrogant behavior.

**Brah·ma** | bra·má | 1 the creator god in later Hinduism, who forms a triad with Vishnu the preserver and Shiva the destroyer. 2 another term for BRAHMAN (sense 2).

**Brah·man** | bra·mán | (also Brahmin) | *n.* (pl. -mans or -mins) 1 a member of the highest Hindu caste, that of the priesthood. [origin: from Sanskrit brahmana.] 2 (in Hinduism) the ultimate reality underlying all phenomena. [origin: from Sanskrit brahman.] 3 an ox of a humped breed (Bos indicus or B. taurus) originally domesticated in India that is tolerant of heat and drought and is now kept widely in tropical and warm-temperate countries. (Also called zebu).

**Brah·ma·ni·cian** | bra·má·ni·kén | *adj.

**Brah·ma·ni·cal** | bra·má·ni·kal | *adj.

**Brah·ma·ni·min** | bra·má·ni·mén | (also Brahmin) | *n.* the complex sacrificial religion that emerged in post-Vedic India (c. 900 BC) under the influence of the dominant priesthood (Brahmans), an early stage in the development of Hinduism.

**Brah·min** | bra·mín | *n.* 1 variant spelling of Brahman. 2 a socially or culturally superior person, esp. a member of the upper classes from New England.

**bra·min·i·cal** | bra·min·i·kal | *adj. (in sense 1).

**brain death** | *n.* irreversible brain damage causing the end of independent respiration, regarded as indicative of death.

**brain·wash** | *n.* (trans.) adopt radically different beliefs by using systematic and often forcible pressure: the organization could brainwash young people; they have been brainwashed into conformity and subservience.

**brain·wash·ing** | *n.

**brain·dish** | *n.

**brash** | *adj.* assertive in a rude, noisy, or overbearing way: he could be brash, cocky, and arrogant.

**bra·shy** | *adj.* resembling brass, in particular:

**brassy** | *adj.* (brassier, brassiest) bright or harsh yellow. sounding like a brass musical instrument; harsh and loud. (of a person, typically a woman) tastelessly showy or loud in appearance or manner: her brassy, audacious exterior.

**bra·shy·ly** | *adv.

**bra·shy·ness** | *n.

**bra·vo** | *brávo| *exclam. used to express approval when a performer or other person has done something well: people kept on clapping and shouting "bravo!" | *n.* (pl. -os) a cry of bravo: bravos rang out.

A female performer may be saluted bravamente! For extra effect, the superlative bravissimo! (or bravissimale) is sometimes employed.

**bra·vú·ra** | *brá·vú·ra| *n.* great technical skill and brilliance shown in a performance or activity: the recital ended with a blazing display of bravura | [as adj.] a bravura performance.

**break** | *n.* 1 an act of breaking or failing to observe a law, agreement, or code of conduct: a breach of confidence; I sued for breach of contract.

**break** | *v.* [trans.] 1 make a gap in and break through (a wall, barrier, or defense): the river breached its bank.

**break or fail to observe (a law, agreement, or code of conduct).** | 2 [intr.] (of a whale) rise and break through the surface of the water. Cf. BROACH.

**break·ing and en·ter·ing** | *n.* (illegal use) the crime of entering a building by force so as to commit burglary.

**brevet** | *bro·vet; 'brevit| *n.* (often as adj.) a former type of military commission conferred esp. for outstanding service by which an officer was promoted to a higher rank without the corresponding pay; a brevet lieutenant. | 2 (breveted or brevetted, brevet·ting or brevetting) [trans.] confer a brevet rank on: he was breveted for bravery in the campaign.

**brevi·ty** | *brevit| *n.* concise and exact use of words in writing or speech.

**bré·cett·e** | *n.* shortness of time: the brevity of human life.

**bric·a·brac** | *brik, 'brak| *n.* miscellaneous objects and ornaments of little value.

**brick·bat** | *brik, bat| *n.* a piece of brick, typically when used as a weapon.

**brick·saw** | *n.* (pl. same or bricoleages) (in art or literature) construction or creation from a diverse range of available things: the chaotic bricolage of the novel is brought together in a unifying gesture.
brigand |ˈbɾɪɡənd| • n. a member of a gang that ambushes and robs people in forests and mountains.

**Derivatives:** brigandage |ˈbɾɪɡəndɪdʒ| n.
brigandry |ˈbɾɪɡəndrɪ| n.

brinkmanship |ˈbɾɪŋkmənʃ Ip| (also brinksmanship) • n. the art or practice of pursuing a dangerous policy to the limits of safety (the brink before stopping, typically in politics.

brío |ˈbɾío| • n. vigor or vivacity of style or performance: she told her story with some brío.

Britishism |ˈbɾɪtɪsɪzəm| (also Britishism) • n. an idiom used in Britain but not in other English-speaking countries.

brittle |ˈbɾɪtl| • adj. (of a sound, esp. a person's voice) unpleasantly hard and sharp and showing signs of instability or nervousness: a brittle laugh.

| (of a person or behavior) appearing aggressive or hard but unstable or nervous within: her manner was artificially bright and brittle.

**Derivatives:** brittleness |ˈbɾɪtləs| n.

broach |ˈbɾɔʃ| • v. [trans.] 1 raise (a sensitive or difficult subject) for discussion: he broached the subject he had been avoiding all evening. 2 pierce (a cask) to draw liquor.
open and start using the contents of (a bottle or other container). 3 [intrans.] (of a fish or sea mammal) rise through the water and break the surface: the salmon broach, then fall to slap the water. Cf. breach.

broadside |ˈbɾɔdˌsɪd| • n. 1 a nearly simultaneous firing of all the guns from one side of a warship.

| a strongly worded critical attack: broadsides against the Christian faith. 2 the set of guns that can fire on each side of a warship. 3 the side of a ship above the water between the bow and quarter. 2 (also broadsheet) a sheet of paper printed on one side only, forming one large page: a broadside of Lee's farewell address.

in 16th- and 17th-century England, a popular ballad. (Also called broadside ballad). • adj. with the side turned to a particular thing: the yacht was drifting broadside to the wind.

| on the side: her car was hit broadside by another vehicle. • v. [trans.] collide with the side of (a vehicle): I had to skid sideways to avoid broadsiding her.

brochure |ˈbɾoʊʃər| • n. a small book or magazine containing pictures and information about a product or service.

brogan |ˈbɾɔɡən| • n. a coarse, stout leather shoe reaching to the ankle.

brogue |ˈbɾɔɡ| • n. a strong outdoor shoe with ornamental perforated patterns in the leather.

| a rough shoe of untanned leather, formerly worn in parts of Ireland and the Scottish Highlands.

brogue |ˈbɾɔɡ| • n. [usu. in sing.] a marked accent, esp. Irish or Scottish, when speaking English: a fine Irish brogue | a sweet lit of brogue in her voice.

bromide |ˈbrɔmɪd| • n. 1 a sedative preparation containing the compound potassium bromide. 2 a trite and unoriginal idea or remark, typically intended to soothe or placate: feel-good bromides create the illusion of problem solving.

**Derivatives:** bromidic |ˈbɾɔmɪdɪk| adj. (sense 2).

brouhaha |ˈbrɔʊhəhə; ˈbrəʊhəhə| • n. [usu. in sing.] a noisy and overexcited critical response, display of interest, or trail of publicity: 24 members resigned over the election brouhaha.

brownfield |ˈbrəʊnˌfild| • adj. [attrib.] (of an urban site for potential building development) having had previous development on it.

brut |ˈbrʊt| • v. [with obj.] spread (a report or rumor) widely: I didn't want to have our relationship bruited about the office.

brutal |ˈbrʊtəl| • adj. or adverbial spread (a report or rumor) widely: I didn't want to have our relationship bruited about the office.

brunt |ˈbrʌnt| • n. (the brunt) the worst part or chief impact of a specified thing: education will bear the brunt of the cuts.

brusque |ˈbrʌsk| • adj. abrupt or offhand in speech or manner: she could be brusque and impatient.

brusquer |ˈbrʌskər| • n. (archaic).

brut |ˈbrʊt| • adj. (of sparkling wine) unsweetened; very dry.

brutalism |ˈbrʌtəlɪzəm| • n. a style of architecture or art characterized by a deliberate plainness, crudity, or violence of imagery. The term was first applied to functionalist buildings of the 1950s and 1960s that made much use of steel and concrete in starkly massive blocks.

**Derivatives:** brutalist |ˈbrʌtəlɪst| n. & adj.

buccal |ˈbʌkəl| • adj. of or relating to the mouth: the buccal cavity.

of or relating to the cheek: the buccal side of the molar.

buccaneer |ˈbʌkənər| • n. a pirate, originally off the Spanish-American coasts.

| a daring, adventurous, and sometimes reckless person, esp. in business: [as adj.] a shrewd and buccaneering businessman.

bucolic |ˈbʏʊkəlɪk| • adj. of or relating to the pleasant aspects of the countryside and country life: the church is known for its bucolic setting. • n. (usu. bucolies) a pastoral poem.

buffoon |ˈbʌfʊn| • n. a ridiculous but amusing person; a clown.

**Derivatives:** buffoonish |ˈbʌfʊnɪʃ| adj. buffoonery |ˈbʌfʊnərɪ| n.
burrn | 'bærn| • n. [usu. as adj.] (burrning) to provide with heat or warmth; esp. as a verb: to burn a hole in. (burrns) to lose or suffer by burning.

dérivatives: burriney v. [trans.] reduce to ashes or in a fire; cleanse by burning. [usu. as adj.] burning (looking, smelling, etc.) incendiary.

burt | 'bərt| • n. (esp. Brit.) the midsummer solstice; mayday; originally (in the sense of 'fire') the middle of the month of May.

dérivatives: burthday n. the day or time of a birth or birthday. burt-burts v. [trans.] give birth to (young) or (of a woman) menstruate. [usu. as adj.] burty adj. of or suitable for a birth or birthplace. burty-burteries n.pl. a birthplace.

burst | 'bɜːst| • v. [trans. & intrans.] (of a sound, etc.) to make a loud or sharp noise; to explode or burst open. • n. a loud or sharp noise; a loud or sharp sound; the act of bursting; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or sharp noise or sound; a loud or short
or phrase that has become fashionable, typically as a slogan.

**bye** | bi | n. 1 the transfer of a competitor directly to the next round of a competition in the absence of an assigned opponent. 2 one or more holes remaining unplayed after a golf match has been decided.

**bygone** | 'bi, gôn | adj. belonging to an earlier time: relics of a bygone society.  *n. (usu. bygones) a thing dating from an earlier time.

**bylaw** | 'bi, lô | (also by-law) *n. 1 a rule made by a company or society to control the actions of its members. 2 a regulation made by a local government; an ordinance.

**Byzantine** | 'bizan, ten; -ten | adj. of or relating to ancient Byzantium, the Byzantine Empire, or the Eastern Orthodox Church.

■ of an ornate artistic and architectural style that developed in the Byzantine Empire and spread esp. to Italy and Russia. The art is generally rich and stylized (as in religious icons) and the architecture typified by many-domed, highly decorated churches. ■ (of a system or situation) excessively complicated, typically involving a great deal of administrative detail: Byzantine insurance regulations. ■ characterized by deviousness or underhanded procedure: Byzantine intrigues. ■ a citizen of Byzantium or the Byzantine Empire.

DERIVATIVES: **Byzantine** | 'bizantin | n.

---

**Cc**

---

**cabal** | ka'bâl; ko'ba'l | n. a secret intrigue or conspiracy; petty plotting.

■ a secret political clique or faction: a cabal of dissenters.

**cabal-le-ro** | kæb(a)l'ərō; kæbəl'erō | n. (pl. -os) 1 a Spanish or Mexican gentleman. 2 (in the southwestern US) a horseman.

**cabaret** | kæbə'rá; kæbə'rā | n. entertainment held in a nightclub or restaurant while the audience eats or drinks at tables: she was seen recently in cabaret | [as adj.] a cabaret act.

■ a nightclub or restaurant where such entertainment is performed.

**caché-chochon** | kæbə'shān | n. a gem polished but not faceted; [as adj.] a necklace of cabochon rubies. Cf. Chatoyant.

PHRASES: en cabochon | [ān] | (of a gem) treated in this way.

**cabo-tage** | kæbə,tāzh; -botij | n. the right to operate sea, air, or other transportation services within a particular territory.

■ restriction of the operation of sea, air, or other transportation services within or into a particular country to that country’s own services.

**cabriolet** | kæbriə'lēt | n. 1 a car with a roof that folds down. 2 a light, two-wheeled carriage with a hood, drawn by one horse.

**caçao** | kə'kōw; ko'kā | n. (pl. -os) 1 bean-like seeds from which cocoa, cocoa butter, and chocolate are made. 2 the small tropical American evergreen tree (Theobroma cacao) that bears these seeds, which is now cultivated mainly in West Africa.

**cache** | kæst | n. 1 a collection of items of the same type stored in a hidden or inaccessible place: an arms cache | a cache of gold coins.

■ a hidden or inaccessible storage place for valuables, provisions, or ammunition. ■ (also cache memory) an auxiliary computer memory from which high-speed retrieval of frequently used data is possible. ■ v. [trans.] store away in hiding or for future use.

■ store (data) in a cache memory. ■ provide (hardware) with a cache memory.

**cachet** | kæ'shā | n. 1 the state of being respected or admired; prestige: no other shipping company had quite the cachet of Cunard. 2 a distinguishing mark or seal.

■ Philately a printed design added to an envelope to commemorate a special event. 3 a flat capsule enclosing a dose of unpleasant-tasting medicine.

**caché** | kə'kēs | n. weakness and wasting of the body due to severe chronic illness.

**cachéinate** | kækə'nāt | vt. [trans.] laugh loudly.

DERIVATIVES: **cachéinate** | kækə'ni:nət | n.

**cacique** | kə'se:k | n. 1 (in Latin America or the Spanish-speaking Caribbean) a native chief. 2 (in Spain or Latin America) a local political boss.

**cacoëdemon** | kə'kō'dēmən | n. a malevolent spirit or person.

**cacoëthes** | kə'kō'thez | n. [in sing.] an irresistible urge to do something inadvisable.

**cacomphorony** | kə'kōfənən; kə- | n. (pl. -ies) a harsh, discordant mixture, orig. of sounds: a cacophony of deafening alarm bells | a cacophony of architectural styles.

DERIVATIVES: **cacomphorony** | kə'kōfənənəs | n. adj.

**cadastral** | kə'dastrəl | adj. (of a map or survey) showing the extent, value, and ownership of land, esp. for taxation.

**cadence** | kə'dنس | n. 1 a modulation or inflection of the voice: the measured cadences he employed in the Senate.

■ such a modulation in reading aloud as implied by the structure and ordering of words and phrases in written text: the dry cadences of the essay. 2 a fall in pitch of the voice at the end of a phrase or sentence. ■ measured movement; beat; rhythm: the thumping cadence of the engine.

DERIVATIVES: **cadence** | kə'dans | n.
chords comprising the close of a musical phrase: the final cadences of the Prelude.

**Derivatives:** cadenced adj.

cadence | kəˈdɛns| • *n.* a virtuoso solo passage inserted into a movement in a concerto or other work, typically near the end: the famous violin cadenza.

cadet | kəˈdet| • *n.* 1 (in older use) a younger son or daughter.

■ [usu. as adj.] a junior branch of a family: a cadet branch of the family.

**Derivatives:** cadetship | ˈkæd-tʃɪp| • *n.*

cadre | kæˈdrɛ; ˈkæd-; -ræ| • *n.* a small group of people specially trained for a particular purpose or profession: a small cadre of scientists.

■ a group of activists in a communist or other revolutionary organization.

■ a member of such a group.

caduceus | kəˈdjuːs| • *n.* (pl. caducii | ˈkædəˌsē|) an ancient Greek or Roman herald's wand, typically one with two serpents twined around it, carried by the messenger god Hermes or Mercury. Cf. FASCE.

■ a representation of this, traditionally associated with healing.

caducity | kəˈdjuːsɪt| • *n.* the infirmity of old age; senility.

■ frailty or transitory nature: read these books and reflect on their caducity.

Caesar | ˈsɛzər| • *n.* a title used by Roman emperors, esp. those from Augustus (63 BCE–AD 14) to Hadrian (AD 117–138).

■ an autocrat: they complained that he was behaving like a Caesar. Cf. CZAR, KAISER.

**Phrases:** Caesar's wife a person (orig., Calpurnia) who is required to be above suspicion. [origin: with reference to Plutarch's Caesar (x. 6) 'I thought my wife ought not even to be under suspicion.]

cæsura | ˈsiːzərə; ˈzɛsərə| • *n.* (in Greek and Latin verse) a break between words within a metrical foot.

■ (in modern verse) a pause near the middle of a line. ■ any interruption or break: an unaccountable caesura: no deaths were reported in the newspapers.

**Derivatives:** caesural adj.

cairn | kərn| • *n.* a mound of rough stones built as a memorial or landmark, typically on a trail, hilltop, or skyline.

■ a prehistoric burial mound made of stones.

caisson | kəˈsɔn; ˈkæsən| • *n.* 1 a large watertight chamber, open at the bottom, from which the water is kept out by air pressure and in which construction work may be carried out under water.

■ a floating vessel or watertight structure used as a gate across the entrance of a dry dock or basin. 2 a chest or wagon for holding or conveying ammunition.

cajole | kəˈjɔl| • *v.* [trans.] persuade someone to do something by sustained coaxing or flattery: he hoped to cajole her into selling the house | [intrans.] she pleaded and cajoled as she tried to win his support. Cf. INVEIGLE.

**Derivatives:** cajolery | ˈkæjələr| • *n.*

Ca'jun | ˈkæʃən| • *n.* a member of any of the largely self-contained communities in the bayou areas of southern Louisiana formed by descendants of French Canadians (Acadians), speaking an archaic form of French.

■ adj. of or relating to the Cajuns, esp. with reference to their folk music or spicry cuisine. Cf. ZYDECO.

calaboose | ˈkæləˌbʊs| • *n.* a prison.

calamity | kəˈlæmət| • *n.* (pl. -ies) an event causing great and often sudden damage or distress; a disaster.

■ disaster and distress: the journey had led to calamity and ruin.

**Derivatives:** calamitous | ˌkæləˈmɪtəs| • *adj.*

calmingly | ˌkæləˈmɪnəli| • *adv.*

calcareous | kəlˈkærəs| • *adj.* containing calcium carbonate; chalky.

■ (of vegetation) occurring on chalk or limestone.

calcify | ˈkælsəˌfi| • *v.* (-ies, -ied) [trans.] (usu. as adj.) (calcified) harden by deposition of or conversion into calcium carbonate or some other insoluble calcium compounds: calcified cartilage.

■ become or make rigid or inflexible: views that are calcifying in face of demands for change.

**Derivatives:** calcific | kəlˈsɪfɪk| adj.

calciﬁcation | ˌkælˈsɪfɪkəˈʃən| • *n.*

calculus | kəˈkʌləs| • *n.* 1 (pl. calculuses) the branch of mathematics that deals with the finding and properties of derivatives and integrals of functions, by methods originally based on the summation of infinitesimal differences. The two main types are differential calculus, dealing with derivative and differentiation, and integral calculus, dealing with integrals and integration. 2 (pl. calculuses) a particular method or system of calculation or reasoning.

■ a concretion of minerals formed within the body, esp. in the kidney or gallbladder.

caldera | kəˈlɛrdər; kəl-ˌdər| • *n.* a large volcanic crater, typically one formed by a major eruption leading to the collapse of the mouth of the volcano.

calendron | kəˈladənən| • *adj.* (chiefly in names or geographical or geographical terms) of or relating to Scotland or the Scottish Highlands. • *n.* a person from Scotland.

calends | ˈkæləndz; ˈkæ-| (*also* kalends) • plural *n.* the first day of the month in the ancient Roman calendar.

caliber | kəˈlæbər| (Brit. calibre) • *n.* 1 the quality of someone's character or the level of someone's ability: they could ill afford to lose a man of his caliber.

■ the standard reached by something: educational facilities of a very high caliber. 2 the internal diameter of a gun barrel: [in combination] a .22 caliber rifle.

■ the diameter of a bullet, shell, or rocket.

■ the diameter of a body of circular section, such as a tube, blood vessel, or fiber.

**Derivatives:** calibered adj. [also in combination].
calibrate | ˈkælɪbrət | -brət | n. [trans.] (often be calibrated) mark (a gauge or instrument) with a standard scale of readings.

- Correlate the readings of (an instrument) with those of a standard in order to check the instrument's accuracy. 
- Adjust (experimental results) to take external factors into account or to allow comparison with other data.

Derivatives: calibrate | -brət | n.

caliper | ˈkælɪpər | (also caliper) | n. (calipers) an instrument for measuring external or internal dimensions, having two hinged legs resembling compasses and inverted or out-turned points.

- (also caliper rule) an instrument performing a similar function but having one linear component sliding along another, with two parallel jaws and a moveable, graduated scale.
- (also brake caliper) a motor-vehicle or bicycle brake consisting of two or more hinged components.

caliph | ˈkælf,ˈkælf | • n. the chief Muslim civil and religious ruler, regarded as the successor of Muhammad. Caliphs ruled in Baghdad until 1258 and then in Egypt until the Ottoman conquest of 1517; the title was then held by the Ottoman sultans until it was abolished in 1924 at Atatürk.

Derivatives: caliphate | ˈkælf,feɪt; ˈkæl-, -fət | n.

calismathics | ˌkælɪsməθˈnɪks | (Brit. callis-thematics) • plural n. gymnastic exercises to achieve bodily fitness and grace of movement.

Derivatives: calismathic

caligraphy | ˈkælɪɡrəfɪ | • n. decorative handwriting or lettering with a pen or brush.

Derivatives: caligrapher | -fər | n.

caligraphist | -fɪst | n.

calipigraphy | ˈkælɪpɪˈɡeɪn | (also calipigraphy) • adj. having well-shaped buttocks.

Derivatives: calipigraphous | -ˈpɪɡəs | adj.

callosity | ˌkæləˈsəti | • n. (pl. -ies) a thickened and hardened part of the skin; a callus.

calculus | ˈkæləsɪs | • adj. showing or having an insensitive and cruel disregard for others: his callous comments about the murder made me shiver. 

- • n. variant spelling of callus.

Derivatives: calculus | -ləsɪs | n.

calow | ˈkæləʊ | • adj. (esp. of a young person) inexperienced and immature: callow undergraduates.

Derivatives: callow | -ləʊ | adj.

callowly | -ləʊli | adj.

callousness | ˈkæləsəs | n.

callous | ˈkæləs | • n. a thickened and hardened part of the skin or soft tissue, esp. in an area that has been subjected to friction.

- The bony healing tissue that forms around the ends of broken bone.
- A hard formation of tissue, esp. new tissue formed over a wound on a plant.

caloric | ˈkælərɪk; ˌlær-, ˈkælərɪk | • adj. (also calorific) of or relating to heat: a caloric value of 7 calories per gram. 

- • n. (in the late 18th and early 19th centuries) a hypothetical fluid substance that was thought to be responsible for the phenomenon of heat.

Derivatives: caloric, calory | ˈkælərɪk; ˌlær-, ˈkælərɪk | n.

calorie | ˈkælərɪ | • n. (pl. -ies) either of two units of heat energy:

- (also small calorie) (abbr.: cal) the energy needed to raise the temperature of 1 gram of water through 1 °C.
- (also large calorie, kilocalorie) (abbr.: Cal) the energy needed to raise the temperature of 1 kilogram of water through 1 °C, equal to one thousand small calories and often used to measure the energy value of foods.

calque | ˈkælk | • n. an expression adopted by one language from another in a more or less literally translated form. 

- • v. (be calqued on) originate or function as a loan translation of.

calumet | ˈkælu,met; ˌmet | • n. a North American Indian peace pipe.

calamity | ˈkæləməti | • n. (pl. -ies) the making of false and defamatory statements in order to damage someone's reputation; slander.

- A false and slanderous statement.

Derivatives: calamitous, calamity | ˈkæləmətəs; ˌkæləmətəs | n.

calvary | ˈkælvəri | • n. the hill outside Jerusalem on which Jesus was crucified.

- • [as n.] (a calvary) a sculpture or picture representing the scene of the Crucifixion.

- A place of crucifixion.

Calvinism | ˈkælvənˌɪzəm | • n. the Protestant theological system of John Calvin (1509–64) and his successors, which develops Martin Luther's doctrine of justification by faith alone and emphasizes the grace of God and the doctrine of predestination.

Derivatives: Calvinist

Calvinistic | ˈkælvənˌɪstɪk | • adj. Calvinistic

Calvinisticical | ˌkælvənˌɪstɪkəl | adj.

calyx | ˈkælɪks; ˈkælɪk | (also calyx) • n. (pl. calyces) (plural) the sepals of a flower, typically forming a whorl that encloses the petals and forms a protective layer around a flower in bud.

- A cuplike cavity or structure in various animals or organs.

Cambridge | ˈkæmbrɪdʒ | • n. mutual trust and friendship among people who spend a lot of time together: the genuine camaraderie of the hockey team.

Cambar | ˈkæmber | • n. a slightly convex or arched shape of a road or other horizontal surface: a flat roof should have a slight camber to allow water to run off.

- Brit. a tilt built into a road at a bend or curve, enabling vehicles to maintain speed.

- The slight sideways inclination of the front wheels of a motor vehicle.

- The extent of curvature of a section of an airfoil.

Derivatives: cambered

Cambrian | ˈkæmbriən | • adj. 1 (chiefly in names or geographical terms) Welsh: the Cambrian Railway. 2 of, relating to,
camera obscura

or denoting the first period in the Paleozoic era, between the end of the Precambrian eon and the beginning of the Ordovician period.

- [as n.] (the Cambrian) the Cambrian period or the system of rocks deposited during it.

The Cambrian lasted from about 570 million to 510 million years ago and was a time of widespread seas. It is the earliest period in which fossils, notably trilobites, can be used in geological dating.

camera obscura |ˈkaˌnərə| n. a darkened box with a convex lens or aperture for projecting the image of an external object on to a screen inside. It is important historically in the development of photography.

cap • adj. deliberately exaggerated and theatrical in style, typically for humorous effect: the movie seems more camp than shocking or gruesome.

- (of a man or his manner) ostentatiously and extravagantly effeminate: a heavily made-up and highly camp actor. • n. deliberately exaggerated and theatrical behavior or style: Hollywood camp.

camped it up a bit for the cameras.

derivatives: camp•i•ly |ˈkæmpəli| adv. camp•i•n•ess n. campy adj.

camp•a•ni•le |ˈkæmpəˌnīl| -nēl • n. a bell tower, esp. a tall freestanding one.

camp•a•si•no |ˈkæmpəˌsēnōˌˌkām|-l- • n. (pl. -os) (in Spanish-speaking regions) a peasant farmer.

canaille |koˈnēl| -nāl • n. (the canaille) the people; the masses, regarded contemptuously: the haughty contempt of a grandee sneering at the canaille.

canard |koˈnärd| -nārd • n. an unfounded rumor or story: the old canard that LA is a cultural wasteland.

can•d•id |ˈkændid| • adj. 1 truthful and straightforward; frank: a candid discussion. 2 (of a photograph of a person) taken informally, esp. without the subject’s knowledge.

derivatives: can•d•i•ly |ˈkændi l| adv. can•d•i•n•ess n.

can•d•or |ˈkændər| -đor | Brit. candour| n. the quality of being open and honest in expression; frankness: a man of refreshing candor.

canine |ˈkænən| • adj. of, relating to, or resembling a dog or dogs: canine distemper virus.

- of or relating to animals of the dog family (Canidae). • n. 1 a dog.

- another term for canid, a member of the dog family. 2 (also canine tooth) either of two pointed teeth of a mammal, often greatly enlarged in carnivores. (Also, eye tooth.)

can•i•a•te |ˈkænəˌtā| • n. a round or cylindrical container, typically one made of metal, used for storing such things as food, chemicals, or rolls of film.

- a cylinder of pressurized gas, typically one that explodes when thrown or fired from a gun: riot police fired tear-gas canisters into the crowd. • small bullets formerly packed in cases that fit the bore of an artillery piece or gun: another deadly volley of canister.

can•ny |ˈkænē| • adj. (canner, canniest) 1 having or showing shrewdness and good judgment, esp. in money or business matters: canny shoppers came early for a bargain. 2 N English & Scottish pleasant; nice: she’s a canny lass.

derivatives: can•ni•ly |ˈkænəˌlI| adv. can•ni•n•ess n.

can•on |ˈkænən| • n. 1 a general law, rule, principle, or criterion by which something is judged: the appointment violated the canons of fair play and equal opportunity.

- a church decree or law: a set of ecclesiastical canons. 2 a collection or list of sacred books accepted as genuine: the formation of the biblical canon.

- the works of a particular author or artist that are recognized as genuine: the Shakespearean canon.

- a list of literary or artistic works considered to be permanently established as being of the highest quality: Hopkins was firmly established in the canon of English poetry.

- (also canon of the Mass) (in the Roman Catholic Church) the part of the Mass containing the words of consecration. 4 a piece of music in which the same melody is begun in different parts successively, so that the imitations overlap.

- language peculiar to a specified group or profession and regarded with disparagement: thieves’ cant. • v. [intr. adj.] denoting a phrase or catchword temporarily current or in fashion: they are misrepresented as, in the cant word of our day, uncaring.

- language peculiar to a specified group or profession and regarded with disparagement: thieves’ cant. • v. [intr. adj.] denoting a phrase or catchword temporarily current or in fashion: they are misrepresented as, in the cant word of our day, uncaring.

- language peculiar to a specified group or profession and regarded with disparagement: thieves’ cant. • v. [intr.] take or have a slanting position: mismatched slate roofs canted at all angles. • n. 1 [in sing.] a slope or tilt: the outward cant of the curving walls. 2 a wedge-shaped block of wood, esp. one remaining after the better-quality pieces have been cut off.

cantankerous |ˈkæn təˌkərəs| • adj. bad-tempered, argumentative, and uncooperative: a crusty, cantankerous old man.

derivatives: cantan•ker•o•rous|ˈkænˌtəˌkərəs|ly adv. cantanker•o•rous|ˈkænˌtəˌkərəs|ness n.

cantala |ˈkæntələ| • n. a medium-length narrative or descriptive piece of music, sacred or secular, with vocal soloists and usually a chorus and orchestra.

canticle |ˈkæntəkəl| • n. 1 a hymn or chant, typically with a biblical text, forming a regular part of a church service. 2 (Canticles or Canticle of Canticles) another name for
Song of Songs or Song of Solomon (esp. in the Vulgate Bible).

cantilever |'kæntl.i.v3r; -ˌvər| • n. a long projecting beam fixed at only one end, used chiefly in bridge construction.

- a long bracket or beam projecting from a wall to support a balcony, cornice, or similar structure. • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (cantilevered) support by a cantilever or cantilevers: a cantilevered deck.
- [no obj., with adverbial of direction] project as or like a cantilever: a conveyer cantilevered out over the river.

cantor |'kæntɔr| • n. 1 an official who sings liturgical music and leads prayer in a synagogue. Also called hazzan 2 (in formal Christian worship) a person who sings solo verses or passages to which the choir or congregation respond.

canvas |'kænvəs| • v. 1 [trans.] solicit votes from (electors in a constituency): in each ward, two workers canvassed some 2,000 voters | [trans.] she canvassed for votes.

- question (someone) in order to ascertain the person's opinion on something: they promised to canvass all member clubs for their views. • ascertain (someone's opinion) through questioning: opinions on the merger were canvassed.

- try to obtain; request: they're canvassing support among shareholders. 2 [trans.] (often be canvassed) discuss thoroughly: the issues that were canvassed are still unresolved. • n. [usu. in sing.] an act or process of attempting to secure votes or ascertain opinions: a house-to-house canvass.

derivative: canvasser n.

capacious |'kæp.əsəs| • adj. having a lot of space inside; roomy: she rummaged in her capacious handbag.

derivative: capaciousness n.

capaciously |-l.əsli| adv. capacious

capacity |'kæpəsəti| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 [in sing.] the maximum amount that something can contain: the capacity of the freezer is 1. I cubic feet | the stadium's seating capacity | the room was filled to capacity.

- [as adj.] fully occupying the available area or space: they played to a capacity crowd. • the amount that something can produce: the company aimed to double its electricity-generating capacity | when running at full capacity, the factory will employ 450 people. • the total cylinder volume that is swept by the pistons in an internal combustion engine. • former term for capacitance. 2 the ability or power to do, experience, or understand something: I was impressed by her capacity for hard work | [with infinitive] his capacity to inspire trust in others | their intellectual capacities.

- [in sing.] a person's legal competence: cases where a patient's testamentary capacity is in doubt. 3 [in sing.] a specified role or position: I was engaged in a voluntary capacity | writing in his capacity as legal correspondent.

derivative: capacitive | -ətiv | (also capactive) adj. (chiefly Physics).

caparison |'kəpərəsən| • n. an ornamental covering spread over a horse or other animal's saddle or harness. • v. (be caparisoned) (of a horse or other animal) to be decked out in rich decorative coverings. • ostentatiously ornate or decorated: [as adj.] the use of caparisoned language to disguise a dearth of substance.

capillary |'kæpələr| • n. 1 any of the smallest branching blood vessels that form a network between the ends of the arteries and veins. 2 (also capillary tube) a tube that has an internal diameter of hairlike thickness. • adj. [attrib.] of or relating to capillaries, esp. of their ability to take up liquid through the mechanism of surface tension (capillarity or capillary action).

capital1 |'kæpətal| • n. 1 (also capital city or town) the most important city or town of a country or region, usually its seat of government and administrative center.

- [with adj.] a place associated more than any other with a specified activity or product: Milan is the fashion capital of Europe. 2 wealth in the form of money or other assets owned by a person or organization or available or contributed for a particular purpose such as starting a company or investing: rates of return on invested capital were high.

- the excess of a company's assets over its liabilities. • people who possess wealth and use it to control a society's economic activity, considered collectively: a conflict of interest between capital and labor. • [with adj.] a valuable resource of a particular kind: there is insufficient investment in human capital. 3 (also capital letter) a letter of the size and form used to begin sentences and names: he wrote the name in capitals. • adj. 1 [attrib.] (of an offense or charge) liable to the death penalty: murder was a capital crime. 2 of or relating to wealth: capital losses. 3 of greatest political importance: the capital city. 4 [attrib.] (of a letter of the alphabet) large in size and of the form used to begin sentences and names.

derivative: capitalistically adv.

capital2 • n. (in architecture) the distinct, typically broader section at the head of a pillar or column.

capitalism |'kæpətəlizəm| • n. an economic and political system in which a country's trade and industry are controlled by private owners for profit, rather than by the state.

derivative: capitalistic adj.

capitation |'kæpətəʃən| • n. the payment of a fee or grant to a doctor, school, or other person or body providing services to a number of people, such that the amount paid is determined by the number of patients, pupils, or customers: the increased capitation
enabled schools to offer pupils an enhanced curriculum | [as adj. income capitation fees.

Capitol | /kap'laal/ (usu. the Capitol) 1 the seat of the US Congress in Washington, DC. 2 a building housing a legislative assembly: 50,000 people marched on New Jersey's capital. 2 the temple of Jupiter on the Capitoline Hill in ancient Rome.

capitu|lation n. capi|tual|or | -låtor | n. capi|tual|or|y adj.
capriccio | /kəprikəs,pré-| n. (pl. -os) a lively piece of music, typically one that is short and free in form.

cartooning | /'kaerika.'CHOOr; (usu. kə'prisH3s;-'pre-|karss'nomsl -nomata kə'preCHe.o; karb3'hi,drat| kar'b3NGk3l | kardnal; [as kə'v3,vel; kaepstl cophi'po; cartooning]
caprice | /kə'pris|s| n. 1 a sudden and unac|countable| change of mood or behavior: her caprices had made his life impossible | ruled by law and not by caprice. 2 another term for a musical CAPRICCIO.
capricious | /kə'priSH3s,pré-| adj. given to sudden and unaccountable changes of mood or behavior: a capricious and often brutal administration | a capricious climate.

caption | /'kepsH3n/ n. a title or brief explanation appended to an article, illustration, cartoon, or poster.

cap | /kap|/ (trans.) (usu. be captioned) provide (an illustration) with a title or explanation: the drawings were captioned with humorous texts | with two obj. the photograph was captioned "Three little maids."
capricious | /'kepsH3s/ adj. (of a person) tending to find fault or raise petty objections.

cap | /kap|/ (trans.) 1 a friar belonging to a branch of the Franciscan order that observes a strict rule drawn up in 1529. 2 a cloak and hood formerly worn by women. 3 (capuchin or capuchin monkey) a South American monkey (genus Cebus) with a cap of hair on the head that has the appearance of a monk's hood.
car | /'kær|/ (adj. car) a small, fast Spanish or Portuguese ship of the 15th–17th centuries.
caricature | /'kær,hi,drät/ n. any of a large group of organic compounds occurring in foods (notably in breads, pastas, and other plant-based foods) and living tissues and including sugars, starch, and cellulose.

caricature | /'kær,hi,drät| adj.
carco|nomas | /kærkə'noməs/ n. (pl. carcinomas or carcinomata -'nōmətə) a cancer arising in the epithelial tissue of the skin or of the lining of the internal organs.

cardinal | /'kərdnål; 'kərdn-| n. a high priest of the Roman Catholic Church. Cardinals are nominated by the pope and form the Sacred College, which elects succeeding popes (now invariably from among their own number).

cardinal | /'kərdnål-at| 'kərdn-|låt| n. (in sense 1 of the noun).

cardinal|ship | -ship| n. (in sense 1 of the noun).

care | /kə'ren/ n. 1 (trans.) turn (a ship) on its side for cleaning, caulking, or repair.

care | /kə'ren/ adj. cardinal

career | /'kærər| adj. with adverb of direction) move swiftly and in an uncontrolled way in a specified direction: an electric golf cart careened around the corner. [origin: influenced by the verb CAREER.]
career | /'kærər| n. a person whose main concern is for professional advancement, esp. one willing to achieve this by any means: [as adj. a careerist]

career | /'kærər| n. a mark (',,) placed below the line to indicate a proposed insertion in a printed or written text.
caricature | /'kær,hi,drät| adj.
car | /'kær,hi,drät| (also carvel) n. a picture, description, or imitation of a person or thing in which certain striking characteristics are exaggerated in order to create a comic or grotesque effect.

caricature | /'kær,hi,drät| (also carvel) a ludicrous or grotesque version of someone or something: he looked a caricature of his normal self.
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caricature
be caricatured) make or give a comically or grotesquely exaggerated representation of (someone or something): he was caricatured on the cover of TV Guide | a play that caricatures the legal profession.

**Derivatives:**
- **caricatural** adj, *Caricatur* | adj, *Caricaturist* n.
- **carries** | *Carrel* | n. | decay and crumbling of a tooth or bone.
- **carminative** | *Kār'mīnātiv*; *kār'mā,nātiv* | adj. (chiefly of a drug) relieving flatulence.
- **carnage** | *Kārnij* | n. | the killing of a large number of people or animals: the carnage at Antietam.
- **carnal** | *Kārnal* | adj. relating to physical, esp. sexual, needs and activities: carnal desire.
- **carnality** | *Kārnal'tē* n.
- **carnalily** adv.
- **carnal knowledge** n. | sex. intercourse.
- **carnivorous** | *Kārniv'o'res* | adj. (of an animal) feeding on other animals.
- (of a plant) able to trap and digest small animals, esp. insects.
- **carouse** | *Kar'rowz* | v. [intr.]: drink plentiful amounts of alcohol and enjoy oneself with others in a noisy, lively way: they danced and caroused until the drink ran out | [as n. (carousing)] a night of carousing. | n. | a noisy, lively drinking party: a three-day carouse.
- **carousal** | *-Zöl* | n. *Carrous'er* n.
- **carp** | v. [intr.] complain or find fault continually, typically about trivial matters: I won't carp about the way you did it | he was constantly carp ing at me.
- **carper** n.
- **carpal** | *Kar'pal* | n. | any of the eight small bones forming the wrist.
- any of the equivalent bones in an animal's forelimb.
- adj. | (of or relating to these bones.
- **carpe diem** | *Kārpe 'Dē,em* | exclam. used to urge someone to make the most of the present time and give little thought to the future.
- **carpetbagger** | *Kārp'et,bægər* | n. | a political candidate who seeks election in an area where they have no local connections.
- a person from the Northern states who went to the South after the Civil War to profit from the Reconstruction. They carried their possessions in bags made from carpet, hence the name. | a person perceived as an unscrupulous opportunist.
- **carrel** | *Kārel* | n. | a small cubicle with a desk for the use of a reader or student in a library.
- a small enclosure or study in a cloister.
- **carrión** | *Kārēn* | n. | the decaying flesh of dead animals.
- **carte blanche** | *Kārt 'blāns'h*; *blānch* | n. | complete freedom to act as one wishes or thinks best: we were given carte blanche to redecorate.
- **cartel** | *Kār'tel* | n. | an association of manufacturers or suppliers with the purpose of maintaining prices at a high level and restricting competition: the development of an energy cartel.
- a coalition or cooperative arrangement between political parties intended to promote a mutual interest.
- **cartelism** n. *Cartel'ization* n.
- **Cartesian** | *Kār'tēzhon* | adj. of or relating to the 17th-century French thinker René Descartes and his philosophical or mathematical ideas.
- n. | a follower of Descartes.
- **cartesianism** | *-nīzh* n.
- **cartilage** | *Kār'ji-laj* | n. | firm, whitish, flexible connective tissue found in various forms in the human larynx and respiratory tract, in structures such as the external ear, and in the articulating surfaces of joints. It is more widespread in the infant skeleton, being replaced by bone during growth. Some fish, including sharks, have skeletons of cartilage.
- a particular structure made of this tissue.
- **cartilaginous** adj. | *Kārt'il'a gino* | n. | the science or practice of drawing maps.
- **cartographer** | *Kārt'ogrāf* | n.
- **cartographic** | *Kārt'ogrāf'ik* | adj.
- **cartographically** | *Kārt'ogrāf'ik*l| adj.
- **cartographic image** | *Kārt'ograf'ik* | adj.
- **cartomancy** | *Kārt'omæns* | n. | fortune-telling by interpreting a random selection of playing cards.
- **cartoon** | *Kārt'oon* | n. 1. a simple drawing showing the features of its subjects in a humorously exaggerated way, esp. a satirical one in a newspaper or magazine.
- a comic strip. | a simplified or exaggerated version or interpretation of something: this movie is a cartoon of rural life | [as adj.] Dolores becomes a cartoon housewife, reading glossy magazines in a bathrobe. 2 a motion picture using computer graphics or a photographed sequence of drawings rather than real people or objects. Cf. animation. 3 a full-size drawing made by an artist as a preliminary design for a painting or other work of art. | v. [trans.] (usu. be cartooned) make a drawing of (someone) in a simplified or exaggerated way: she has a face with enough character to be cartooned.
- **cartoonish** adj. *Cartoonist* | *-ist* n. *Cartoon'ry* adj.
- **cartouche** | *Kārt'ōsh* | n. | a carved tablet or drawing representing a scroll with rolled-up ends, used ornamentally or bearing an inscription.
- an oval or oblong figure enclosing a group of Egyptian hieroglyphs, typically representing the name and title of a monarch.
- **caruncle** | *Kār'unk'le* | n. | a fleshy outgrowth, in particular:
- a wattle of a bird such as a turkey. | the red prominence at the inner corner of the human eye.
- **caruncular** | *Kār'unk'yar* | adj.
caryatid | kærəˈɛtɪd; 'kærə,tɪd | • n. (pl. caryatids or caryatides | kærəˈɛtɪd,ˌdɛz) a stone carving of a draped female figure, used as pillar to support the entablature of a Greek or Greek-style building. The male equivalent is an atlas (pl. atlantes).
cascade | kæsˈkæd | • n. 1 a small waterfall, typically one of several that fall in stages down a steep rocky slope.
■ a mass of something that falls or hangs in copious or luxuriant quantities: a cascade of bougainvillea. ■ a large number or amount of something occurring or arriving in rapid succession: a cascade of antwort literature. 2 a process whereby something, typically information or knowledge, is successively passed on: [as adv.] the greater the number of people who are well briefed, the wider the cascade effect.
■ a succession of devices or stages in a process, each of which triggers or initiates the next.
• v. 1 [no obj., with adverbial of direction] (of water) pour downward rapidly and in large quantities: water was cascading down the stairs.
■ fall or hang in copious or luxuriant quantities: blonde hair cascaded down her back.
2 [trans.] arrange (a number of devices or objects) in a series or sequence.
■ arrange (windows on a computer monitor) to overlap partially, so that a part of each is visible.
case·mate | kæsˈmæt | • n. a small room in the thickness of the wall of a fortress, with embrasures from which guns or missiles can be fired.
■ an armored enclosure for guns on a warship.
case·ment | kæsˈmənt | • n. a window or part of a window set on a hinge so that it opens like a door: [as adj.] casement windows.
■ any window.
■ the sash of a sash window.
cashier | kæʃər | • n. [trans.] (us. be cashiered) dismiss someone from the armed forces in disgrace because of a serious misdemeanor: he was found guilty and cashiered | [as adj.] cashiered a cashiered National Guard major.
■ suspend or dismiss someone from an office, position, or membership: the team owner had been cashiered for conspiring with a gambler.
casque | kæsk | • n. 1 a helmet. 2 a helmetlike anatomical structure, such as that on the bill of a hornbill or the head of a cassowary.
Cassandra | kəˈsændra | • a daughter of the legendary Trojan king Priam, who was given the gift of prophecy by Apollo. When she cheated him, however, he turned this into a curse by causing her prophecies, though true, to be disbelieved.
■ [as n.] (a Cassandra) a prophet of disaster, esp. one who is disregarded.
caste | kæst | • n. each of the hereditary classes of Hindu society, distinguished by relative degrees of ritual purity or pollution and of social status: members of the lower castes | a man of high caste.
■ the system of dividing society into such classes.
■ any class or group of people who inherit exclusive privileges or are perceived as socially distinct: those educated in private schools belong to a privileged caste. ■ (in some social insects) a physically distinct individual with a particular function in the society: the caste of worker bees.
There are four basic classes, or varnas, in Hindu society: Brahman (priest), Kshatriya (warrior), Vaishya (merchant or farmer), and Shudra (laborer).
cast·el·lat·ed | kæstəˌlætid | • adj. 1 having battlements: a castellated tower.
■ (of a nut or other mechanical part) having grooves or slots on its upper face. 2 having a castle or several castles: the castellated hills along the east bank. Cf. Crenellations.
cast·i·gate | kæstəˌgæt | • v. [trans.] reprimand (someone) severely: he was castigated for not setting a good example.
deriva·tives: cast·i·ga·tion | kæstəˌgæˈʃən | n. cast·i·ga·tor | -ˌgætər | n. cast·i·ga·to·ry | -ˌgætərə | adj.
Casti·li·an | kəˈstɪliən | • n. 1 a native of the Spanish province (formerly, the kingdom) of Castile. 2 the dialect of Spanish spoken in Castile, which is standard Spanish. • adj. of or relating to Castile, Castilians, or the Castilian form of Spanish.
cas·ually | kəˈzələ(ˌ)lē; ˈkæzəˌzlə- | • n. (pl. -ies) a person killed or injured in a war or accident.
■ a person or thing badly affected by an event or situation: the building industry has been one of the casualties of the recession. ■ (chiefly in insurance) an accident, mishap, or disaster.
cas·u·ist | kəˈzuəst | • n. a person who uses clever but unsound reasoning, esp. in relation to moral questions; a sophist.
■ a person who resolves moral problems by the application of theoretical rules to particular instances.
deriva·tives: cas·u·is·tic | kəˈzuəstɪk | adj. cas·u·is·ti·cal | kəˈzuəstɪkəl | adj.
cas·u·is·ti·cal·ly | kəˈzuəstɪkələ | adv.
cas·u·is·try | n.
cas·us bel·li | kəˈsəs ˈbel-li; ˈkəsəs ˈbel-li, -li | • n. (pl. same) an act or situation provoking or justifying war.
cata·chres·is·is | kəˈtækrəˌkriːsɪs | • n. (pl. cata·chres·es) the use of a word in a way that is not correct, for example, the use of mitigate for militate.
deriva·tives: cata·chres·tic | kəˈtækrəˌtriːk | adj.
cata·cly·sm | kəˈtekəˌklɪzəm | • n. a large-scale and violent event in the natural world.
■ a sudden violent upheaval, esp. in a political or social context: the cataclysm of the First World War.
deriva·tives: cata·cly·smic | kəˈtekəˌklɪzmɪk | adj. cata·cly·smi·cal·ly | ad

cata·com·b | kəˈtekəˌkom | • n. (usu. catacomb) an underground cemetery consisting of a subterranean gallery with recesses for tombs, as constructed by the ancient Romans.
a single crypt or gallery in such a cemetery.

an underground construction resembling or compared to such a cemetery.

catafalque |ˈkætəˌfəl| -a, -ella | n. a decorated framework supporting the coffin of a distinguished person during a funeral or while lying in state.

catalepsy |ˈkætəˌlɛps| -a | n. a medical condition characterized by a trance or seizure with a loss of sensation and consciousness accompanied by rigidity of the body.

derivatives: cataleptic |ˈkætəˌlep| adj. & n. cataleptically adv.

catalogue raisonné |ˈkætəˌlˌˌoʊ,ˈræsəˌnæ| -s, -â | n. (pl. catalogues raisonnés |ˈkætəˌlˌˌoʊz,ˈræsəˌnæz) a descriptive catalog of works of art with explanations and scholarly comments: a catalogue raisonné of Miró’s work.

catalyst |ˈkætəˌlɪst| -a, -ests | n. a substance that increases the rate of a chemical reaction (causes catalysis) without itself undergoing any permanent chemical change.

a person or thing that precipitates an event: the governor’s speech acted as a catalyst for debate.

catalytic |ˈkætəˌlɪt| -ic, -ically | adj. relating to or involving the action of a catalyst.

derivatives: catalytically |ˈkætəˌlɪtɪkəl| -ik(ə)l| adj.

catastomite |ˈkætəˌmɪt| -a | n. a boy kept for homosexual practices; the younger partner in a homosexual relationship, esp. the passive partner in anal intercourse.

catastophism |ˈkætəˈsθəˌfɪzəm| -isms | n. the theory that changes in the earth’s crust during geological history have resulted chiefly from sudden violent and unusual events. Often contrasted with uniformitarianism.

derivatives: catastrophist n. & adj.

catastrophism |ˈkætəˈsθəˌfɪzəm| -isms | n. a summary of the principles of Christian religion in the form of questions and answers, used for instruction.

derivatives: catastrophically |ˈkætəˈsθəˌfɪkəl| -ically | adj.

catch-22 |ˈkætʃˌ2| -a | n. a dilemma or difficult circumstance from which there is no escape because of mutually conflicting or dependent conditions.

catechetics |ˈkætəˌkɛtɪks| -etics | plural n. [treated as sing.] the branch of theology that deals with the instruction given to Christians before baptism or confirmation.

religious teaching in general, typically that given to children in the Roman Catholic Church.

derivatives: catechetical |ˈkætəˌkɛtɪkəl| -ically | adj.

catechism |ˈkætəˌkɪzəm| -isms | n. a series of fixed questions, answers, or precepts used for instruction in other situations.

derivatives: catechismsal |ˈkætəˌkɪzməl| -ally | adv.

catechizer |ˈkætəˌkɪzər| -izers | n. a young Christian preparing for confirmation.

catechismary |ˈkætəˌkɛrəˌnɛr| -ary | n. (pl. -arīes) a curve formed by a wire, rope, or chain hanging freely from two points that are on the same horizontal level.

a wire, rope, or chain forming such a curve.

adj. [attrib.] having the form of, involving, or denoting a curve of this type.

derivatives: catechismat |ˈkætəˌkɛrəˌmeɪd| -ated | adj. connected in a chain or series: catenated molecules. Cf. concatenate.

derivatives: cation |ˈkætəˌneɪʃən| -ions | n.

cater-cornered |ˈkætəˌkɔrər| -ers | n. (also cater-corner or catty-corner) | adj. & adv. situated diagonally opposite someone or something: [as adj.] a restaurant cater-cornered from the move...
caterwaul | [as adv] motorcyclists cut cater-cornered across his yard. caterwaul | ['kaetar,wol] • v. [intrans] [often as n] (caterwauling) make a shrill howling or wailing noise: the caterwauling of a pair of bobcats [as adj] (caterwauling) a caterwauling guitar. • n. a shrill howling or wailing noise.
catharsis | [ka'thaarsis] • n. the process of releasing, and thereby providing or obtaining relief from, strong or repressed emotions.
cathedral | [ka'thedral] • n. the principal church of a diocese, with which the bishop is officially associated: [in names] St. John's Cathedral. Cf. BASILICA.
catholicism | [ka'thoWcism] • n. a faith: [person] Catholic. Formerly, kositate. • adj. of, relating to, or acting as a cause: the causal factors associated with illness.
catical | [ka'thical] • adj.
catholical | ['kaevarkad] • adj. (of tastes, interests, etc.) including a wide variety of things; all-embracing: birds that are catholic in choice of habitat.
catholicity | ['kaevalkli] • n. catholicity.
cat's-paw • n. a person who is used by another, typically to carry out an unpleasant or dangerous task.
Caucasian | ['k6'zaSH3n| • adj. 1 of or relating to one of the traditional divisions of humankind, covering a broad group of peoples from Europe, western Asia, and parts of India and North Africa. [Origin: so named because the German physiologist Johann Blumenbach (1752–1840) believed that it originated in the Caucasus region of southeastern Europe.] • white-skinned; of European origin. 2 of or relating to the Caucasus. 3 of or relating to a group of languages spoken in the region of the Caucasus, of which thirty-eight are known, many not committed to writing. The most widely spoken is Georgian. • n. a Caucasian person.

a white person; a person of European origin.

Usage: In the racial classification as developed by anthropologists in the 19th century, Caucasian (or Caucasian) included peoples whose skin color ranged from light (in northern Europe) to dark (in parts of North Africa and India). Although the classification is outdated and the categories are now not generally accepted as scientific, the term Caucasian has acquired a more restricted meaning. It is now used as a synonym for 'white or of European origin,' as in: the police are looking for a Caucasian male in his forties.

caucus | ['k6kas] • n. (pl. caucuses) 1 a meeting of the members of a legislative body who are members of a particular political party, to select candidates or decide policy. • the members of such a body. 2 a group of people with shared concerns within a political party or larger organization.

a meeting of such a group. • v. (caucused, caucusing) [intrans] hold or form such a group or meeting.
causal | ['k6zl] • adj. of or like a tail.

at or near the tail or the posterior part of the body.

Derivatives: causally adv.

causality | ['kozalite] • n. 1 the relationship between cause and effect. 2 the fact or state of acting as a cause. 3 the principle that everything has a cause.

cause célèbre | ['koz sol'farb]; 'koz • n. (pl. causes célèbres pronunc. same) a controversial issue that attracts a great deal of public attention.

cause and effect: the causes of the war.

cause of death.

cause of action.
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caveat | 'kævət | n. a warning or proviso of specific stipulations, conditions, or limitations.

d a legal notice, esp. in a probate proceeding, that certain actions may not be taken without informing the person who gave the notice.
caveat emptor | 'empˌtɔr | n. the principle that the buyer alone is responsible for checking the quality and suitability of goods before a purchase is made.
cavil | 'kavəl | v. [trans.] make petty or unnecessary objections: they cavilled at the cost.

n. an objection of this kind.
derivatives: caviler n.
cay | kæ | n. a low bank or reef of coral, rock, or sand.
cede | sɛd | v. [trans.] give up (power or territory): they had to cede control of the schools to the government. Poland ceded land to Russia and Prussia.
celidh | 'kælɛ | n. a social event at which there is Scottish or Irish folk music and singing, traditional dancing, and storytelling.
celadon | 'sɛləˌdɑn | n. a willow-green color: [as adj.] pained in celadon green.

n. a gray-green glaze used on pottery, esp. that from China. n. pottery made with this glaze.
celibrant | 'sɛləbrɑnt | n. 1 a person who performs a rite, esp. a priest at the Christian Eucharist.
2 a person who celebrates something.
celibrity | səˈlɜːrəti | n. n. swiftness of movement.
celéstia | səˈlɛstɪə | n. (also celes) a small keyboard musical instrument in which felted hammers strike a row of steel plates suspended over wooden resonators, giving an ethereal bell-like sound.
celéstial | səˈlɛstɪəl | adj. [attrib.] positioned in or relating to the sky, or outer space as observed in astronomy: a celestial body.

belonging or relating to heaven: the celestial city. ■ supremely good: the celestial beauty of music.
derivatives: celestial adj. adv.
celibate | səˈlɪbət | adj. abstaining from marriage and sexual relations, typically for religious reasons: a celibate priest.

n. having or involving no sexual relations: I'd rather stay single and celibate.
2 n. a person who abstains from marriage and sexual relations.
derivatives: celibacy | ˈsɛlɪbəsɪ | n.
celular | sɛˈlʊlər | adj. 1 of, relating to, or consisting of living cells: cellular proliferation. 2 denoting or relating to a mobile telephone system that uses a number of short-range radio stations to cover the area that it serves, the signal being automatically switched from one station to another as the user travels about.
3 (of a fabric item, such as a blanket or vest) knitted so as to form holes or hollows that trap air and provide extra insulation. 4 consisting of small compartments or rooms: cellular accommodations.
derivatives: cellularity | sɛˈlʊlərəti | n.
celluloid | sɛˈlʊˈlɔɪd | n. a transparent flammable plastic made in sheets from camphor and nitrocellulose, formerly used for cinematographic film.

n. motion pictures as a genre: having made the leap from theater to celluloid, she can now make more money.
cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
derivatives: cellulose | sɛˈlʊlsəˌlɔzəˌlɔz | n. 1 an insoluble substance that is the main constituent of plant cell walls and of vegetable fibers such as cotton. It is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of glucose monomers. 2 paint or lacquer consisting principally of cellulose acetate or nitrate in solution.
geologic era, following the Mesozoic era and comprising the Tertiary and Quaternary periods.

■ [as n.] (the Cenozoic) the Cenozoic era, or the system of rocks deposited during it. The Cenozoic has lasted from about 65 million years ago to the present day. It has seen the rapid evolution and rise to dominance of mammals, birds, and flowering plants.

censor  | 'senzər|  • n. a container in which incense is burned, typically during a religious ceremony; priests swinging censors.

censor | 'senzər|  • n. 1 an official who examines material that is about to be released, such as books, movies, news, and art, and suppresses any parts that are considered obscene, politically unacceptable, or a threat to security. • a person who exercises supervision or judgment over the conduct of morals of others.

■ in Freudian psychology, an aspect of the superego that is said to prevent certain ideas and memories from emerging into consciousness. [origin: from a mistranslation of German Zenser 'censorship,' coined by Freud.] 2 (in ancient Rome) either of two magistrates who held censuses and supervised public morals. • v. [trans.] (often be censored) examine (a book, movie, etc.) officially and suppress unacceptable parts of it: my mail was being censored.

derivatives: censoriously | 'senzərəs| adv. censoriousness | 'senzərəsnis| n.

censure | 'senchor|  • v. [trans.] (often be censored) express severe disapproval of (someone or something), typically in a formal statement: a judge was censured in 1983 for injudicious conduct. • n. the expression of formal disapproval: a resolution of censure against the offenders.

derivatives: censurable | 'senchorəbl| adj.

census | 'sensz|  • n. (pl. censuses) an official count or survey of a population, typically recording various details of individuals: population estimates extrapolated from the 1981 census | as adj. census data.

centenary | 'sentənri; 'sentni, er| chiefly Brit. • n. (pl. -ies) the hundredth anniversary of a significant event; a centennial.

■ a celebration of such an anniversary. • adj. of or relating to a hundredth anniversary; centennial.
certifiable progress. 2 officially recognized as needing treatment for a mental disorder.

- craze: the world of fashion is almost entirely insane, the people who work in it mainly certifiable.

Derivatives: certifiably adj.

Certi**fy** | *sαrθāfi* | 1. *v. (ies, -ied) [trans] (often be certified) attest or confirm in a formal statement: the profits for the year had been certified by the auditors | [with clause] the medical witness certified that death was due to cerebral hemorrhage.

- often as adj. (certified) officially recognize (someone or something) as possessing certain qualifications or meeting certain standards: a certified scuba instructor | board certified in obstetrics and gynecology. 
- officially declare insane.

Cer-rulean | *sαrθōlēn* | 1. adj. deep blue in color like a clear sky: cerulean waters and golden sands. 2. *n.* a deep sky-blue color.

Cer-vene | *sαrθvēn* | 1. adj. technical term for earwax.

Cervi**ne** | *s'vævn* | 1. adj. Of or relating to Deer; deerlike.

Ce-sarean section | 1. n. a surgical operation for delivering a child by cutting through the wall of the mother’s abdomen.

Ces-sa-tion | *sēs'əsən* | 1. n. a ceasing; an end: the cessation of hostilities | a cessation of animal testing of cosmetics.

- a pause or interruption: a cessation of respiration requiring resuscitation.

Ces-sion | *sēs'sion* | 1. n. the formal giving up of rights, property, or territory by a state: the cession of a coastal strip.

Ce-tace-an | *sētə'seān* | 1. adj. belonging or relating to an order (Cetacea) of marine mammals that comprises the whales, dolphins, and porpoises. These have a streamlined hairless body, no hind limbs, a horizontal tail fin, and a blowhole on top of the head for breathing. 2. *n.* a member of this order.

Chad-or | *chādɔr* | 1. (also chadar or chuddar) *n.* a large piece of dark-colored cloth, typically worn by Muslim women, wrapped around the head and upper body to leave only the face exposed.

Chafe | *chāf* | 1. *v.* 1. [trans.] (of something restrictive or too tight) make (a part of the body) sore by rubbing against it: the collar chafed his neck.

- [intrans.] (of a part of the body) be or become sore as a result of such rubbing: shook hands until the skin chafed. 2. [intrans.] (of an object) rub abrassively against another object: the grommet stops the cable from chafing on the metal. 2. [trans.] rub (a part of the body) to restore warmth or sensation.

- restore (warmth or sensation) in this way: he chafed some feeling into his frozen hands. 3. become or make annoyed or impatient because of a restriction or inconvenience: [intrans.] the bank chafed at the restrictions imposed upon it | [trans.] it chafed him to be confined like this. 4. *n.* wear or damage caused by rubbing: to prevent chafe the ropes should lie flat.

Chaff | *chāf* | 1. *n.* the husks of grain or other seed separated by winnowing or threshing.

- chopped hay and straw used as fodder.

- worthless things; trash. 2. strips of metal foil released in the atmosphere from aircraft, or deployed as missiles, to obstruct radar detection.

Derivatives: chaffy adj.

Chag-ri*n | *sha'grin* | 1. *n.* distress or embarrassment at having failed or been humiliated: Jeff, much to his chagrin, wasn’t invited. 2. (be chagrined) feel distressed or humiliated: he was chagrined when his friend poured scorn on him.

Chain | *chān* | 1. *n.* (in measuring) a jointed line consisting of linked metal rods.

- the length of such a measuring line (66 ft.).

- a measuring chain of ten yards, used in football in the determination of first downs.

Chaise longue | *shaiz 'lόng* | 1. *n.* (pl. chaises longues | *shaiz 'lόng(z)*) a reclining chair with a lengthened seat forming a leg rest.

Chalcedony | *kal'sēdnē* | 1. adj. Of or relating to Deer; deerlike.

Chalice | *chalēs* | 1. *n.* a large cup or goblet, typically used in former times for drinking wine.

- the wine cup used in the Christian Eucharist.

Challah | *hālə* | 1. *n.* (pl. challahs | *hāləz*; *k'hāləz* or chalot(h) | *hālōt*; *k'hā*-lōts) a loaf of white leavened bread, typically braided in form, traditionally baked to celebrate the Jewish sabbath.

Challenge | *chālən'j* | 1. *adj.* [with modifier or in combination] (used euphemistically) impaired or disabled in a specified respect: physically challenged.

- lacking or deficient in a specified respect: today’s attention-challenged teens.

Usage: The use with a preceding adverb, e.g., physically challenged, originally intended to give a more positive tone than such terms as disabled or handicapped, arose in the US in the 1980s. Despite the originally serious intention, the term rapidly became stilled by uses whose intention was to make fun of the attempts at euphemism and whose tone was usually clearly ironic: examples include cerebrally challenged, follicularly challenged, etc.

Chalking | *chāl'kling* | 1. *n.* a soft lightweight cloth fabric made from silk and wool.

Chameleon | *kə'mēlēən* | 1. *n.* a small slow-moving Old World lizard with a prehensile tail, long extensible tongue, protruding eyes that rotate independently, and a highly developed ability to change color.

- a changeable or inconstant person, esp. one who adapts to a changed situation for personal advantage.
chamois ['chæmələnəvιk] n. 1. a goat-antelope (genus Rupicapra) with short hooked horns, found in mountainous areas of Europe from Spain to the Caucasus. 2 (pl. same) (also chamois leather) soft pliable leather made from the skin of sheep, goats, or deer.

- a piece of such leather, or cloth treated to resemble it, used typically for washing windows or cars.

champagne ['ʃæmˌpæn] n. open level countryside.

chancel ['ʃænəsəl] n. 1. the part of a church near the altar, reserved for the clergy and choir, and typically separated from the nave by steps or a screen.

chancel-Herry ['ʃænsə(k)lərə] n. (pl. -ies) 1. the position, office, or department of a chancellor.

- the official residence of a chancellor. 2 an office attached to an embassy or consulate.

chancel-Hor ['ʃænsə(ɔ)lər] n. a senior state or legal official.

- the head of the government in some European countries, such as Germany. 2 the presiding judge of a chancery court. 3 the president or chief administrative officer of a university. 4 chiefly Brit. the nonresident honorary head of a university. 5 a bishop's law officer.

derivatives: chancel-orship [-ˌʃæpər̩|-ˌʃæpər̩ | n.]

chancrc ['kæŋkər; 'ʃæŋkə] n. a painless ulcer, particularly one developing on the genitals as a result of syphilis.

chandler ['ʃænd(ə)lər] n. 1. a dealer in supplies and equipment for ships and boats. 2 a dealer in household items such as oil, soap, paint, and groceries.

- a person who makes and sells candles.

changeling ['ʃænʤlɪŋ] n. a child believed to have been secretly substituted by fairies for the parents' real child in infancy.

- any child secretly substituted for another in infancy.

channel ['ʃænəl] v. (channeled, channeling). Brit. channelled, channelling (in spiritualism) serve as a medium for (a spirit): she channelled Ramtha, a 30,000-year-old spirit | as adj. a channeling session.

chantreuse ['ʃæntərzu; 'teɪə] n. a female singer of popular songs, esp. in a nightclub. The male equivalent is a chanteur.

chantey ['ʃæntəti] (also chanty, shanty, or sea chantey) n. a song with alternating solo and chorus, of a kind originally sung by sailors while performing physical labor together.

chaos ['kɑː,əs] n. complete disorder and confusion.

- (in physics) behavior so unpredictable as to appear random, owing to great sensitivity to small changes in conditions. 2 the formless matter supposed to have existed before the creation of the universe.

derivatives: chaotic adj. chaotically adv.

chaparral ['ʃæpərəl] n. 1. vegetation consisting chiefly of tangled shrubs and thorny bushes, characteristic of parts of the American Southwest.

chaplet ['ʃæplət] n. 1. a garland or wreath for a person's head. 2 a string of 55 beads (one third of the rosary number) for counting prayers, or used as a necklace.

derivatives: chaplet-ed adj.

chaps ['ʃæps; 'ʃeips] plural n. leather pants without a seat, worn by a cowboy over ordinary pants to protect the legs, as in chaparral conditions.

charged d'affaires ['ʃæd dəˌfɛrəs] n. 1. a diplomatic official who temporarily takes the place of an ambassador.

- a state's diplomatic representative in a minor country.

charger n. a large, flat dish; a platter.

charisma ['kærɪzəmə] n. 1. compelling attractiveness or charm that can inspire devotion in others: she enchanted guests with her charisma. 2 (pl. charismata |ˌ-mætə) (also charism) a divinely conferred power or talent.

charismatic adj. ['kærɪzəmatɪk] adj. 1. exercising a compelling charm that inspires devotion in others: a charismatic leader. 2 of or relating to the charismatic movement in various Christian churches, which emphasizes talents held to be conferred by the Holy Spirit, such as speaking in tongues and healing of the sick (faith healing).

- (of a power or talent) divinely conferred: charismatic prophecy. 3 n. an adherent of the charismatic movement.

- a person who claims divine inspiration.

derivatives: charismatically [-ˌɪk(ə)-ˌlɛ| adv.

charivari ['ʃæri,-ˌvərə; 'ʃəri,-ˌvərə] (also shivaree) n. (pl. charivars) a cacophonous mock serenade, typically performed by a group of people in derision of an unpopular person or in celebration of a marriage.

- a series of discordant noises.

charlatan ['ʃærəltən; 'ʃərlətən] n. a person falsely claiming to have a special knowledge or skill; a fraud: who could buy into this charlatan and his charade? Cf.: MOUNTEBANK.

derivatives: charlatanism [-ˌlætəˌnɪzəm|-ˌlætəˌnɪzəm | n. charlatan-ry [-ˌlætəˌrənˌrɪ| n. charlatan | -næ| n.]

charnel ['ʃɑːnəl] n. (also charnel house) a house or vault in which dead bodies or bones are piled. 2 adj. associated with death: I gagged on the charnel stench of the place.

charry ['ʃərə] adj. (charrier, charriest) cautious; wary; most people are charry of allowing themselves to be photographed.

- cautious about the amount one gives or reveals: he was charry with specifics about the script.


chase v. (trans.) usu. as adj. (chased) engrave (metal, or a design on metal): a minia-
chasm |ˈkæzm| • n. a deep fissure in the earth, rock, or another surface.
- a profound difference between people, viewpoints, feelings, etc.: the chasm between rich and poor. Cf. schism.
- derivatives: chasmatic |ˈkæzmətik| adj. (rare).
chassé |ʃaˈsa| • n. a gliding step in dancing in which one foot displaces the other. • v. (chasséd, chasséing) [trans.] make such a step.
chassé-sis |ˈʃæsəˌsɪs| • n. (pl. same) the base framework of a motor vehicle or other wheeled conveyance.
- the outer structural framework of a piece of audio, video, radio, or computer equipment.
chaste |ˈchæst| • adj. abstaining from extramarital, or from all, sexual intercourse. Cf. celibate; virgin.
- not having any sexual nature or intention: a chaste, consoling embrace. • without unnecessary ornamentation; simple or restrained: the dark, chaste interior was lightened by tile-work.
- derivatives: chastely adv. chasteness n. chastity n.
chasten |ˈchæstən| • v. [trans.] (usu. be chastened) (of a reproof or misfortune) have a restraining or moderating effect on: the director was somewhat chastened by his recent flop | [as adj.] (chastening) a chastening experience.
- (esp. of God) discipline; punish.
- derivatives: chasten once |ˈchæstənər| n.
chaste-tise |ˈchæstəˌtɪz| • v. [trans.] rebuke or reprimand severely: he chastised his colleagues for their laziness.
- punish, esp. by beating.
- derivatives: chaste-tisement |ˈchæstəˌtɪzəmənt|, chaste-ment |ˈchæstəˌmɛnt|, chaste-ize |ˈchæstəˌɪz|, chaste-izr |ˈchæstəˌɪzər| n.
chastity |ˈchæstəti| • n. the state or practice of refraining from extramarital, or esp. from all, sexual intercourse: notes of chastity.
chaste-ful |ˈchæstəˌfʊl|, chaste-ful |ˈchæstəˌfʌl|, chaste-men |ˈchæstəˌmɛn| • n. a sleeveless outer vestment worn by a priest when celebrating Mass, typically ornate and having a simple hole for the head.
chasten-ant |ˈstæstoʊənt| • adj. (of a gem, esp. when cut en cabochon) showing a band of bright reflected light caused by aligned impurities in the stone.
- derivatives: chasten-ance n. chasten-ancy |ˈstæstoʊəndi| n.
chattel |ˈchætel| • n. (in general use) a personal possession.
- an item of property other than real estate or a freehold. • (also chattel slave) a human being treated as a chattel.
chau-tau-qua |ˈʃaʊtəˌkwə| (also Chau-tauqua) • n. a cultural and educational program of lectures, performances, etc., originally held outdoors in the summer.
chauvinism |ˈʃɔvəˌnɪzəm| • n. exaggerated or aggressive patriotism.
- excessive or prejudiced loyalty or support for one's own cause; group, or sex: a bastion of male chauvinism.
chauvinist |ˈʃɔvəˌnɪst| • n. a person displaying aggressive or exaggerated patriotism.
- a person displaying excessive or prejudiced loyalty or support for a particular cause, group, or sex: gained a reputation as a religious chauvinist. • (also male chauvinist) a man displaying a complacent belief in the superiority of the male sex: she wrote off all the local males as hopeless chauvinists. • adj. showing or relating to such excessive or prejudiced support or loyalty: a chauvinist shr.
- derivatives: chauvinism n. chauvin-istic |ˈʃɔvəˌnɪstɪk| adj. chauvinist-i-cal-ly |ˈʃɔvəˌnɪstɪkəlɪ| adv.
chef-d’œuvre |ˈʃɛf ˈdœv(r)a|; ‘dœ(r)v | • n. (pl. chefs-d-œuvre) ‘dœv(r)a|; ‘dœ(r)v(ə) | a masterpiece.
chemo-therapy |ˌkɛməˈθɛrəpə|, kém-otherapy; kém- | • n. the treatment of disease by the use of chemical substances, esp. the treatment of cancer by drugs that kill cells.
- derivatives: chemo-therapy adj. chemo-therapy-pist |ˈpɪst| n.
chernille |ˈʃɛtnɛl| • n. a tufted velvet cord or yarn, used for trimming furniture and making carpets and clothing.
- fabric made from such yarn.
cherno-zem |ˈʃɛrnoˌzɛm| • n. (pl. chernozem) a fertile black soil rich in humus, with a lighter lime-rich layer beneath. Such soils typically occur in temperate grasslands such as the Russian steppes and North American prairies.
cherub |ˈʃɛrəb| • n. (pl. cherubim) a winged angelic being described in biblical tradition as attending on God. It is represented in ancient Middle Eastern art as a lion or bull with eagles' wings and a human face, and regarded in traditional Christian angelology as an angel of the second highest order of the ninefold celestial hierarchy. Cf. seraph.
- (pl. cherubim |ˈʃɛrəbɪm| or cherubs) a representation of a cherub in art, depicted as a chubby, healthy-looking child with wings. • (pl. cherubs) a beautiful or innocent-looking child.
- derivatives: cherubic adj.
chesty |ˈchesti| • adj. 1 (of a sound) produced deep in the chest: a chestygrovel. 2 (of a woman) having large or prominent breasts. 3 conceited and arrogant.
- derivatives: chestily |ˈchestɪli| adj. chestiness n.
cheva-lier |ˈʃɛvəˌlɪr| • n. a knight, esp. when mounted on a horse.
- a chivalrous man. • a member of certain orders of knighthood or of modern French orders such as the Legion of Honor.
- (Chevalier) Brit. title of James (1688–1766) and Charles (1720–88) Stuart, pretenders to the British throne.
chev-ron |ˈʃɛvrən| • n. a line or stripe in the shape of a V or an inverted V, esp. one on the sleeve of a uniform indicating rank or length of service.
chien

• a tall chest of drawers, often with a mirror on top. 2 Brit. a low cupboard, sometimes with a raised bookshelf on top.

chien

• adj. of, like, or appropriate to a child: childish enthusiasm.

derivatives: childish adj.

chicken

• adj. of an adult) having good qualities associated with a child: she speaks with a childlike directness.

chili

• also chili pepper or chile or Brit. chilli

• n. (pl. chilies or chilies or Brit. chillies) a small hot-tasting pod of a variety of capsicum (C. annuum), used chopped (and often dried) in sauces, relishes, and spice powders. There are various forms with pods of differing size, color, and strength of flavor, such as cascabeles and jalapeños.

short for chili powder, mixed from powdered chilies and other spices.

short for chili con carne, a stew made with chilies, beans, and ground beef.

chilied

• a thousand years; a millennium.

chilied

• n. another term for millenarian.

derivatives: chiliastic adj.

chimaera

• (of chimera)

• n. an organism containing a mixture of genetically different tissues, formed by processes such as fusion of early embryos, grafting, or mutation: the sheeplike goat chimera.

• a DNA molecule with sequences derived from two or more different organisms, formed by laboratory manipulation.

derivatives: chimeric adj.

chinoiserie

• adj. the imitation or evocation of Chinese motifs and techniques in Western art, furniture, and architecture, esp. in the 18th century.

• objects or decorations in this style: a piece of
chinoiserie | one room has red velvet and chi-noiseries.

chïnook | shə'nook; Chə-| • n. 1 (also chinook wind) a warm dry wind that blows down the east side of the Rocky Mountains at the end of winter. 2 (also chinook salmon) a large North Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) that is an important commercial food fish.

chintzy | 'chintzē | adj. (chintzier, chintziest) 1 of, like, or decorated with chintz (a printed, multicolored cotton fabric with a glazed surface): brighten the room with fresh paint and chintzey fabrics.
• brightly colorful but gaudy and tasteless.
  2 miserly: a chintzy salary increase.

derivatives: chintzily | 'chintzalē | adv. chintzyness n.

Chippewyan | Chīpə'wīn | • n. (pl. same or Chippewans) 1 a member of a Dene (native) people of northwestern Canada. Do not confuse with Chippewa (Ojibwa). 2 the Athabaskan language of this people. • adj. of or relating to this people or their language.

chirography | ki'rəgrəfē | • n. handwriting, esp. as distinct from typography. Cf. calligraphy.

derivatives: chirographic | 'kirəgrafik | adj.

chiromanic | 'kīrəmänis | • n. the prediction of a person’s future from the lines on the palms of his or her hands; palmistry.

chiropractic | 'kīrəprak'tık | • n. a system of nonscientific medicine based on the diagnosis and manipulative treatment of misalignments of the joints, esp. those of the spinal column, which are held to cause other disorders by affecting the nerves, muscles, and organs. Cf. osteopathy.

derivatives: chiropractor | 'kīrəpræk'tər | n.

chit | 'chit | • n. a short official note, memorandum, or voucher, typically recording a sum owed.

chitterlings | 'chitələnz | also chittins or chittings • plural n. the smaller intestines of a pig, cooked for food.

chivalrous | 'stīvəlraʊs | • adj. (of a man or his behavior) courteous and gallant, esp. toward women.
• of or relating to the historical notion of chivalry.

derivatives: chivalrously adv.

chivalry | 'stīvalrē | • n. the medieval knightly system with its religious, moral, and social code.
• knights, noblemen, and horsemen collectively: I fought against the cream of French chivalry.
• the combination of qualities expected of an ideal knight, esp. courage, honor, courtesy, justice, and a readiness to help the weak.
• courteous behavior, esp. that of a man toward women: their relations with women were models of chivalry and restraint.

derivatives: chivalric | shə'vəlrık | adj.

chloorofluorocarbon | ʃlərōˌflərəˌkɑrˈbən | (abbr.: CFC) • n. any of a class of compounds of carbon, hydrogen, chlorine, and fluorine, typically gases used chiefly in refrigerants and aerosol propellants. They are harmful to the ozone layer in the earth’s atmosphere owing to the release of chlorine atoms upon exposure to ultraviolet radiation.

chloorophyll | ʃlərəˈfɪl | • n. a green pigment, present in all green plants and in cyanobacteria, responsible for the absorption of light of energy for photosynthesis.

derivatives: chloorophyllous | ʃlərəˈfɪləs | adj.

chocolatier | ʃhōkəlāˈtēr | • n. (pl. or pronunc. same) a maker or seller of chocolate.

usage: Chocolatier is used primarily by higher-priced sellers of chocolate.

choler | 'kələr | • n. (in medieval science and medicine) one of the four bodily humors, identified with bile, believed to be associated with a peevish or irascible temperament.
• anger or irascibility.

choleric | 'kələrik; kəˈlərik | • adj. bad-tempered or irritable.
• influenced by or predominating in the supposedly humor choler: a choleric disposition.

derivatives: cholerically | ʃ-kəˈlərıkəlē | • adv.

cholesteral | kəˈlestərəl; -ˌrəl | • n. a compound found in most body tissues, including the blood and the nerves. Cholesterol and its derivatives are important constituents of cell membranes and precursors of other steroid compounds, but high concentrations in the blood (serum cholesterol) are thought to promote atherosclerosis (clogging of the arteries by fatty deposits).

chorale | ʃəˈræl; -rəl | • n. 1 a musical composition (or part of one) consisting of or resembling a harmonized version of a simple, stately hymn tune. 2 a choir or choral society.

chord | kərd | • n. a group of (typically three or more) musical notes sounded together, as a basis of harmony: the triumphal opening chords | a G major chord. Cf. interval. • v. [trans.] usu. as n. (chording) play, sing, or arrange notes in chords.

derivatives: chordal | kərdəl | • adj.

chorea | kəˈreə | • n. a neurological disorder characterized by jerky involuntary movements affecting esp. the shoulders, hips, and face. Huntington's chorea involves progressive degeneration of brain cells. Sydenham's chorea (also called St. Vitus's dance) is a neurological form of rheumatic fever.

choreography | kəˈrɛəˌgrəfē | • n. the sequence of steps and movements in dance or figure skating, esp. in a ballet or other staged dance: the lively choreography reflects the themes of the original play.
• the art or practice of designing such sequences. • the written notation for such a sequence. • arrangement, as of an event or ritual: the masterful choreography of the convention.

derivatives: choreographic | ʃ-kəˈrɛəˌgrəfik | • adj. choreographically | ʃ-kəˈrɛəˌgrəfikəlē | • adv.
chronicity | kráníkál | n. a factual written account of important or historical events in the order of their occurrence.

- a work of fiction or nonfiction that describes a particular series of events. w. [trans.] record (a related series of events) in a factual and detailed way: his work chronicles 20th-century displacement and migration.

DERIVATIVES: chronicler | iklár | n.

chronology | kró'nálajél | n. (pl. -ies) the study of historical records to establish the dates of past events.

- the arrangement of events or dates in the order of their occurrence: the novel abandons the conventions of normal chronology. a table or document displaying such an arrangement.

DERIVATIVES: chronological | adj.

chronologist | -jíst | n.

chronometry | kró'námtatré | n. the science of accurate time measurement.

DERIVATIVES: chronometric | krá'némétrik; kró- | adj. chronometrical | krá'némétrikal; kró- | adj. chronometrically | krá'némétrikálly | krá'némétrik(s)ál | adv.

chronological | adj.

chronology | kró'nálajél | n.

chronometer | kró'némtôr; kró'némtôr; spá | also chthonian | adj. concerning, belonging to, or inhabiting the underworld: a chthonic deity.

churlish | churlís | adj. rude in a mean-spirited and surly way: it seems churlish to complain.

DERIVATIVES: churlishly | adv. churlishness | n.

churn | chârn | w. [trans.] (of a broker) encourage frequent turnover of (investments) in order to generate commissions.

chutzpa | 'hoo'tspa; 'kho'tsp; spá | also chutzpa or hutzpa or hutzpa | n. shameless audacity; impudence.

chyle | kil | n. a milky fluid consisting of fat droplets and lymph. It drains from minute vessels in the small intestine into the lymphatic system during digestion.

DERIVATIVES: chylous | kilás | adj.

chyme | kim | n. the pulpy acidic fluid that passes from the stomach to the small intestine, consisting of gastric juices and partly digested food.

DERIVATIVES: chymous | kimás | adj.

clao | chow | exclam. used as a greeting at meeting or parting.

clitorium | só'bôrëm | n. (pl. cibia) 1 a receptacle shaped like a shrine or a cup with an arched cover, used in the Christian Church for the reservation of (a portion of) the Eucharist. 2 a canopy over an altar in a church, standing on four pillars.

cicatrices | sík'atrís; só'kârës; sík'atrís; só'kârës | n. (pl. cicatrices) a scar of a healed wound.

- a scar on the bark of a tree. a mark on a
cicerone

- (pl. ciceronii) a guide who gives information about antiquities and places of interest to sightseers.

Ciceronian | ·sisaˈrɔnɛnә | · adj. characteristic of the work and thought of Cicero (1st cent. BC). The Roman politician and orator.

- (of a piece of speech or writing) in an eloquent and rhythmic style similar to that of Cicero.

ci-devant | ·siˈdɛvaŋ | · adj. [attrib.] from or in an earlier time (used to indicate that someone or something once possessed a specified characteristic but no longer does so): her ci-devant pupil, now her lover.

cincture | ·ˈsɪŋ(k)ˈʃɔrә | · n. 1 a girdle or belt. 2 (in architecture) a ring at either end of a column shaft.

cinéaste | ·sineˈəst(e) | (also cinéaste or cineaste) · n. a filmmaker.

- an enthusiast for or devotee of movies or filmmaking.

cinéramium | ·sinaˈɾɛɾɛmә | · n. (pl. cinéramiums) a place where the ashes of the cremated dead are kept.

- derivatives: cinérama · adj.

cinéreous | ·sainˈrɛɾәsә | · adj. (esp. of hair or feathers) ash-gray.

cinquecento | ·ˈʃiŋkwiˈʃɛntә | · n. (the cinquecento) the 16th century as a period of Italian art, architecture, or literature, with a reversion to classical forms.

cipher | ·ˈsaifәrә | (also cypher) · n. 1 a secret or disguised way of writing; a code: cryptic notes in a cipher. 2 the information may be given in cipher.

- a thing written in such a code. 2 a key to such a code. 2 a zero; a figure 0.

- a person or thing of no importance, esp. a person who does the bidding of others and seems to have no will of his or her own. 3 a monogram. · v. 1 [trans.] put (a message) in secret writing; encode. 2 [intrans.] do arithmetic.

circadian | ·særˈkædiәnә | · adj. (of biological processes) recurring naturally on a twenty-four-hour cycle, even in the absence of fluctuations of light: a circadian rhythm.

circuous | ·særˈkyowәtәsә | · adj. (of a route or journey) longer than the most direct way: the canal followed a circuitous route. 2 a circuitous line of reasoning.

- derivatives: circuitously · adv.

circuitousness | ·saɪˈkɪriʃәnәsә | · n.

circuit rider · n. a clergyman who traveled on horseback from church to church, esp. within a rural Methodist circuit in the 19th cent.

- a public official or service provider required to travel extensively within an area.

circumbent | ·særkəmˈəmbәntә | · adj. surrounding: he could not see them clearly by reason of the circumbent water.

- derivatives: circumbentness · n.

circumambience | ·særkəmˈəmbәntәnәsә | · n.

circumambience | ·særkəmˈəmbәntәnәsә | · n. [trans.] cut off the foreskin of a young boy or man, esp. a baby) as a religious rite, esp. in Judaism and Islam, or as a medical treatment.

- cut off the clitoris, and sometimes the labia, of (a girl or young woman) as a traditional practice among some peoples.

- derivatives: circumcision · n.

circumflex | ·særkəmˈflɛksә | · n. (also circumflex accent) a mark (') placed over a vowel in some languages to indicate contraction, length, or pitch or tone. · adj. (of a body part) bending around something else; curved: circumflex coronary arteries.

- derivatives: circumlocution · n.

circumlocutory | ·ˈlækʃiˈtәːrә | · adj.

circumscribe | ·særkəmˈskrɪbә | · v. [trans.] (often be circumscribed) restrict (something) within limits: their movements were strictly monitored and circumscribed. 2 draw (a figure) around another, touching it at points but not cutting it.

- derivatives: circumscriber · n.

circumscription | ·særkəmˈskrɪpsʃәnә | · n.

circumspect | ·særkəmˈspɛktә | · adj. wary and unwilling to take risks; the officials were very circumspect in their statements.

- derivatives: circumspection · n.

circumstantial | ·særkəmˈstәnʃәlә | · adj.

- derivatives: circumstantially · adv.

circuit | ·særkəmˈventә | · v. [trans.] find a way around (an obstacle).

- overcome (a problem or difficulty), typically in a clever and surreptitious way: terrorists found the airport checks easy to circumvent.

- deceive; outwit: he circumvented them with one of his stories.

- derivatives: circumvention · n.

cirque | ·særә | · n. 1 a half-open steep-sided hollow at the head of a valley or on a mountainside, formed by glacial erosion. 2 a ring, circle, or circle.

- derivatives: cirrhosis · n.

cirrus | ·særәsәsә | · n. a chronic disease of the liver marked by degeneration of cells, inflammation, and fibrous thickening of tissue. It is typically a result of alcoholism or hepatitis.

- derivatives: cirrhotic · adj.
citadel | ·ˈʃiːdәlә; sidaˈdelә | · n. a fortress, typically on high ground, protecting or dominating a city.
citizen | ˈsɪtəzən | • n. 1 a quotation from or reference to a book, paper, or author, esp. in a scholarly work. • a mention of a praiseworthy act or achievement in an official report, esp. that of a member of the armed forces in wartime. • a note accompanying an award, describing the reasons for it: the Nobel citation noted that the discovery would be useful for energy conversion technology. • a reference to a former tried legal case, used as guidance in the trying of comparable cases or in support of an argument. 2 a legal summons: a traffic citation.
cite | sīt | • v. [trans.] (often be cited) 1 quote (a passage, book, or author) as evidence for or justification of an argument or statement, esp. in a scholarly work.
• mention as an example: medics have been cited as a key example of a modern breed of technical expert. • praise (someone, typically a member of the armed forces) for a courageous act in an official dispatch. 2 summon (someone) to appear in a court of law: the summons cited four defendants. 3 n. a citation.
derivatives: citable adj.
citizen | sītizan; -san | • n. a legally recognized national or subject of a state or nation, either native or naturalized.
• an inhabitant of a particular town or city: the citizens of Los Angeles.
derivatives: citizenship | ˈsɪtəˌzɪnəˌrē | 1 n. a body of citizens; citizens collectively. citizenship n.
citron | ˈsɪtrən | • n. a shrub with Asian tree (Citrus medica) that bears large fruits similar to lemons, but with less acid flesh and thicker, more fragrant peels.
• the fruit of this tree.
citronella | ˈsɪtrəˌnɛlə | • n. 1 (also citronella oil) a fragrant natural oil used as an insect repellent and in perfume and soap manufacture. 2 the South Asian grass (Cymbopogon nardus) from which this oil is obtained.
civet | ˈsvət | • n. (also civet cat) a slender nocturnal carnivorous mammal (of the family Viverridae) with a barred and spotted coat and well-developed anal scent glands, native to Africa and Asia.
• a strong musky perfume obtained from the secretions of the civet’s scent glands.
civil | ˈsivil | • adj. 1 [attrib.] of or relating to ordinary citizens and their concerns, as distinct from military or ecclesiastical matters: civil aviation. • (of disorder or conflict) occurring between citizens of the same country. • (in law) relating to private relations between members of a community; noncriminal: a civil action. 2 courteous and polite: we tried to be civil to him. 3 of time measurement or a point in time) fixed by custom or law rather than being natural or astronomical: civil twilight starts at sunset.
derivatives: civil·ly adv.
civil·ity | səˈvīlətē | • n. (pl. -ies) conventional politeness and courtesy in behavior or speech: I hope we can treat each other with civility and respect.
• (civilities) polite remarks used in formal conversation: she was exchanging civilities with his mother.
civil law | n. the system of law concerned with private relations between members of a community rather than criminal, military, or religious affairs.
class·tics | ˈklas·tīks | • plural n. [treated as sing.] a method of classification of animals and plants according to the proportion of measurable characteristics that they have in common. It is assumed that the higher the proportion of characteristics two organisms share, the more recently they diverged from a common ancestor.
derivatives: class·tic adj.
clair·aud·ience | ˈklerəˈōdəns | • n. the supposed faculty of perceiving, as if by hearing, what is inaudible.
derivatives: clair·aud·ient adj. & n.
clar·voy·ance | ˈklarəˌvōən·sən | • n. the supposed faculty of seeing things or events in the future or beyond normal sensory contact: she stared at the card as if she could contact its writer by clairvoyance.
• keenness of mental perception; exceptional insight.
derivatives: clar·voy·ant n., adj.
clam·ant | ˈkləmənt; ˈkləm·ənt- | • adj. forcing itself urgently on the attention: the proper use of biotechnology has become a clamant question.
derivatives: clam·ant·ly adv.
clam·my | ˈkləmə | • adj. (clammiest, clammiest) unpleasantly damp and sticky or slimy to touch: his skin felt cold and clammy.
• (of air or atmosphere) damp, cool, and unpleasant: the clammy atmosphere of the cave.
derivatives: clam·mi·ly | ˈkləməlē | • adv. clam·mi·ness n.
usage: Clammy is sometimes confused with muggy, which means "warm and humid."
clam·or | ˈkləmər | (Brit. clamour) • n. [in sing.] a loud and confused noise, esp. that of people shouting vehemently: the questions rose to a clamor.
• a strongly expressed protest or demand, typically from a large number of people: the growing clamor for more police on the beat.
• v. [intr.](of a group of people) shout loudly and insistently: the surging crowds clamored for attention.
• make a vehement protest or demand: scientists are clamoring for a ban on the pesticide.
derivatives: clam·orous | ˈkloʊərəs | • adj.
clam·orous·ly | ˈkloʊərəslē | • adv. clam·orous·ness | ˈkloʊərəsˌnəs | n.
clam·d·est·ine | ˈkləmdəstən• | • adj. kept secret or done secretly, esp. because illicit: she deserved better than these clandestine meetings.
derivatives: clam·d·est·in·e·ly | ˈkləmdəstəˌnēlē | • adv. clam·d·es·tin·i·ty | ˈkləmdəstəˌnītē | n.
clang·or | ˈklæŋɡər | (Brit. clangour) • n. [in
Clas*sic (klæˈsik) • adj. judged over a period of time to be of the highest quality and outstanding of its kind: a classic novel | a classic car.

Clas*si*cal (klæˈsĭkl) • adj. 1 of or relating to ancient Greek and Latin: a classical education. 2 (typically of a form of art) regarded as representing an exemplary standard; traditional and long-established in form or style: a classical ballet.

Clau*stral (klōˈstrəl) • adj. of or relating to the first significant period of an area of study: classical Marxism.

Clau*stral•i*sm (klōˈstrəlˌizəm) • n. relating to or based upon concepts and theories in physics that preceded the theories of relativity and quantum mechanics; Newtonian: classical physics.

Clau*stral•ly (klōˈstrəlē) • adv. of or relating to the first significant period of an area of study: classical Marxism.

Clau*stric (klōˈstrīk) • adj. & n. the following of traditional and long-established theories or styles.

Class•ism (klasˈizəm) • n. prejudice against or in favor of people belonging to a particular social class.

Class•ic (klasˈiık) • adj. denoting rocks composed of broken pieces of older rocks.

Class•i*cal (klāˈsikəl) • adj. or relating to or involving a cloister or religious house: claustral buildings.

Class•i*cal•ity (klāˈsĭkəl-i-tē) • n. classical music, based on the study of ancient Greek and Latin: a classical education.

Clave•l (klēˈvəl) • v. (past clave) [trans.] to split, divided, or partially divided into two: a clef chasm. | a clef lip.

Clave•l•en•cy (klēˈvələn-sē) • n. mildness in the exercise of authority or power; mercy; lenience: an appeal for clemency.

Clem•ent (klēˈmənt) • adj. 1 (of weather) mild. 2 (of a person or a person’s actions) merciful.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>clerestory</th>
<th>76</th>
<th>cloister</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>clerestory</strong></td>
<td>'klir, stôrē</td>
<td>(also clearstory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <em>n.</em> (pl. -ies) the upper part of the nave, choir, and transepts of a large church, containing a series of windows. It is clear of the roofs of the aisles and admits light to the central parts of the building.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• such a series of windows in a church or similar windows in another building.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a raised section of roof running down the center of a railroad car, with small windows or ventilators.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cleric</strong></td>
<td>'klərik</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> a priest or minister of a Christian church.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a priest or religious leader in any religion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>clerical</strong></td>
<td>'klərikəl</td>
<td>• <em>adj.</em> 1 (of a job or person concerned with or relating to work in an office, esp. routine documentation and administrative tasks: she felt stifled by clerical work. 2 of or relating to the clergy: attired in his clerical vest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cliché</strong></td>
<td>ˈkleʃə</td>
<td><em>n.</em> a phrase or opinion that is overused and betrays a lack of original thought: the old cliché “one man’s meat is another man’s poison.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>clique</strong></td>
<td>ˈkliːk</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> a small group of people with shared interests or other features in common who spend time together and do not readily allow others to join them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>client</strong></td>
<td>ˈkliːnt</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> 1 a person or organization using the services of a firm or other professional person or company: insurance tailor-made to a client’s requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a person receiving social or medical services: a client referred for counseling. 2 (also client state) a nation that is dependent on another, more powerful nation. 3 (in a network) a desktop computer or workstation that is capable of obtaining information and applications from a server.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• (also client application or program) a program that is capable of obtaining a service provided by another program. 3 (in ancient Rome) a plebeian under the protection of a patrician.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a dependent; a hanger-on.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DERIVATIVES:</strong> clientship [ˈkliːntʃip]</td>
<td><em>n.</em></td>
<td>clientele [ˈkliːnt(ə)l]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the customers of a shop, bar, or place of entertainment: the dancers don’t mix with the clientele.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>climactic</strong></td>
<td>ˈklɪməktɪk; ˈklɪməktɪrk; klɪˈmɛktˌɪrk</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> a critical period or event: the first real climactic in twentieth-century poetry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the period of life when fertility and sexual activity are in decline; (in women) menopause.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the ripening period of certain fruits such as apples, involving increased metabolism and only possible while still on the tree. 2 adj. having extreme and far-reaching implications or results; critical: so climactic a weapon as nerve gas.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• occurring at, characteristic of, or undergoing the climactic; (in women) menopausal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• (of a fruit) undergoing a climactic.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>climactic</strong></td>
<td>ˈklɪməktɪk; ˈklɪməktɪk; klɪ-</td>
<td><em>adj.</em> (of an activity, event, or scene) exciting or thrilling and acting as a climax to a series of events: the film’s climactic scenes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DERIVATIVES:</strong> climactic</td>
<td><em>cal.</em></td>
<td>climactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>climate</strong></td>
<td>ˈklɪmət</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> the weather conditions prevailing in an area in general or over a long period: our cold, wet climate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a region with particular prevailing weather conditions: vacationing in a warm climate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the prevailing trend of public opinion or of another aspect of public life: the current economic climate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DERIVATIVES:</strong> climatic</td>
<td>ˈklɪmətɪk</td>
<td>adj. climatically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>climate</strong></td>
<td>ˈklɪm</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> (usu. climes) a region considered with reference to its climate: Florida and other sunny climes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>clinical</strong></td>
<td>ˈkliːnɪkl</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> 1 a place or hospital department where outpatients are given medical treatment or advice, esp. of a specialist nature: a mental health clinic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• an occasion or time when such treatment or advice is given: we’re now holding regular clinics. 2 a gathering at a hospital bedside for the teaching of medicine or surgery. 2 a conference or short course on a particular subject: a ski clinic.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>clericalist</strong></td>
<td>ˈklər-iˈklist</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> a doctor having direct contact with and responsibility for patients, rather than one involved with theoretical or laboratory studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>clique</strong></td>
<td>ˈkliːk</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> a small group of people with shared interests or other features in common who spend time together and do not readily allow others to join them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DERIVATIVES:</strong> cliquish adj. cliquishness</td>
<td><em>n.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>clitoridectomy</strong></td>
<td>ˈklɪtərɪdɛktəmi</td>
<td><em>n.</em> (pl. -ies) excision of the clitoris; female circumcision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>clitoris</strong></td>
<td>ˈklɪtərəs</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> a small sensitive and erectile part of the female genitals at the front end of the vulva.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DERIVATIVES:</strong> clitoral</td>
<td>ˈklɪtərəl</td>
<td>adj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cloaca</strong></td>
<td>ˈkloʊəkə</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> (pl. cloacae [-ˌkɛ; -ˌsɛ]) a common cavity at the end of the digestive tract for the release of both excretery and genital products in vertebrates (except most mammals) and certain invertebrates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a sewer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DERIVATIVES:</strong> cloacal</td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cloisonné</strong></td>
<td>ˈkloʊəznɛ</td>
<td><em>n.</em> enamelwork in which the different colors are separated by strips of flattened wire placed edgewise on a metal backing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cloister</strong></td>
<td>ˈkloʊɪstər</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> a covered walk in a convent, monastery, college, or cathedral, typically with a wall on one side and a colonnade open to a quadrangle on the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(the cloister)</td>
<td>• <em>n.</em> monastic life: he was inclined more to the cloister than the sword.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• a convent or monastery.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• any place or position of seclusion: college is a cloister apart from the cares of the world.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| • *v.* [trans.] seclude or shut up in or as if in a convent or monastery: they clois-
coalescence • n. (usu. -les) the process of coming together and forming one mass or whole: the puddles had coalesced into shallow streams | [with infinitive] the separate details coalesce to form a single body of scientific thought.

- [trans.] combine (elements) in a mass or whole: to help coalesce the community, they established an office.

- [as adj.] a coalition government.

coalescent • adj. coalescence • -les | -sant | adj.

coagulation • n. an alliance for combined action, esp. a temporary alliance of political parties or of states: a coalition of moderate Republicans and disaffected Democrats | as adj. a coalition government.

coo »a »li »cation • adj. coaa »li »tion »ist • -ist | n.

cocoa • [kó]| - n. a tropical American shrub (Erythroxylum coca) that is widely grown for its leaves, which are the source of cocaine. Cf. cacao.

cocoons • n. (genus Erythroxylum) one of a group of seeds or eggs that are produced by a specific type of moth as a protective covering for the developing larva.

Clotho • [klótho] one of the three Fates of Greek mythology, the one who spins the thread of life.

closed • adj. keeping something secret, esp. the fact of being homosexual: among those who voted against it were some closeted gays | he remained closeted through his twenties.

closet • [klóz| • -er | -s| -ette | -s| • n. an act or process of closing something, esp. an institution, thoroughfare, or frontier, or of being closed: road closures | hospitals that face closure.

clothing • a thing that closes or seals something, such as a cap or zipper. | a resolution or conclusion to a work or process: he brings modernistic closure to his narrative.

clown • adj. [intrans. | -n.] apply clout to (a debate or speaker) in a legislative assembly.

cloy • [klói] • v. [usu. as adj.] (cloying) disgust or sicken (someone) with an excess of sweetness, richness, or sentiment; a romantic, rather cloying story | a curious bittersweetness that clows the senses.

clownishly • adv. with a sense of humor: they clowned around on the stage.

cog » a »lu »late • [kó| 'ag»lay| • • v. a fluid, esp. blood) change to a solid or semisolid state: blood had coagulated around the edges of the wound.

- [trans.] cause (a fluid) to change to a solid or semisolid state: epinephrine coagulates the blood.

coagulating • adj. coagulation • n. a substance that causes coagulation.

coagulation • n. coagulating • adj.

coalesce • [kó| 'a|les| • • v. [trans.] come together and form one mass or whole: the puddles had coalesced into shallow streams | [with infinitive] the separate details coalesce to form a single body of scientific thought.

- [trans.] combine (elements) in a mass or whole: to help coalesce the community, they established an office.

- [as adj.] a coalition government.

cockney • [kó|'knì] • n. (pl. -eys) a native of East London. | the dialect or accent typical of such people.
cocoa

* adj. of or characteristic of cockneys or their dialect or accent: cockney humor.

cochoa |ˌkōkə| • n. a powder made from roasted and ground cacao seeds.

■ a hot drink made from such powder mixed with milk or water.

cochotte |ˌkōkôt; kōˈkāt| • n. 1 (usu. en cochotte) a heatproof dish or small casserole in which individual portions of food can be both cooked and served. 2 a fashionable prostitute.

codda |ˌkōdə| • n. the concluding passage of a piece of music or movement, typically forming an addition to the basic structure.

■ the concluding section of a dance, esp. of a pas de deux or the finale of a ballet in which the dancers parade before the audience. ■ a concluding event, remark, or section: his new novel is a kind of coda to his career.

coddle |ˌkādl| • v. [trans.] 1 treat in an indulgent or overprotective way: I was coddled and cosseted. 2 cook (an egg) in water below boiling point.

DERIVATIVES: coddler |ˈkādldr; ˈkādl-ər| • n.

codependency |ˌkōdəˈpəndənsi| (also codependence |-dənsi|) • n. excessive emotional or psychological reliance on a partner, typically one with an illness or addiction who requires support.

DERIVATIVES: codependent |ˌdəpəˈdent| adj. & n.

codex |ˌkōdiks| • n. (pl. codices |ˌkōdəsˌsēz; ˈkād-| or codexes) an ancient manuscript text in book form.

■ an official list of medicines, chemicals, etc.

codiciil |ˌkādəˈsilərəl| • n. an addition or supplement that explains, modifies, or revokes a will or part of one.

DERIVATIVES: codiciilary |ˌkādəˈsilərələr| adj.

codiify |ˌkōdəˈfi| • v. (−ies, −ied) [trans.] arrange (laws or rules) into a systematic code.

■ arrange according to a plan or system: Verdi helped codify an international operatic culture.

DERIVATIVES: codification |ˌkōdəˈfikəʃən|, kōˈdāˈfikən; kōd- • n. codifier |ˌkōdəˈflər; ˈkōd-| • n.

coe∈cient |ˌkōsˈfīshənt| • n. 1 a numerical or constant quantity placed before and multiplying the variable in an algebraic expression (e.g., 4 in 4x). 2 a multiplier or factor that measures some physical or dynamic property: coefficients of elasticity.

coequal |ˌkōˈkwəl| • adj. equal with one another; having the same rank or importance: coequal partners. • n. a person or thing equal with another.

DERIVATIVES: coequality |ˌkō-iˈkwələtər| • n.

coerce |ˌkōərs| • v. [trans.] persuade (an unwilling person) to do something by using force or threats: they were coerced into silence.

■ obtain (something) by such means: their confessions were allegedly coerced by torture.

DERIVATIVES: coercible |ˌkōərsəˈbil| adj. coercion |ˌkōərsəˈʃən; -shən| • n.
co·gnos·centi |ˌkänəˈshəntə;ˌkäŋə-|
• plural n. people who are considered to be especially well informed about a particular subject: it was hailed by the cognoscenti as one of the best golf courses in Europe.

cohabit |ˈkoʊhæbit| · v. (cohabited, cohabiting) [intrans.] 1 live together (with); coexist: animals that can cohabit with humans thrive.

do not cohere with their other beliefs.

cohesive |ˈkoʊhɪrənt| · adj. 1 (of an argument or theory) be logically consistent: this view does not cohere with their other beliefs.

cohesion |ˈkoʊhiˈzhen| · n. the action or fact of forming a united whole: the work at present lacks cohesion.

cohort |ˈkɔhərt| · n. 1 [treated as sing. or pl.] an ancient Roman military unit, comprising six hundred men (six centuries), equal to one tenth of a legion. 2 [treated as sing. or pl.] a group of people banded together or treated as a group: a cohort of civil servants impatiently drafting legislation.

a group of people with a common statistical characteristic: the 1940–44 birth cohort of women. 3 a supporter or companion: with his cohorts he stormed the building.

an accomplice or conspirator: his three cohorts each had pled guilty.

usage: the co- in cohort is not a prefix signifying a 'joint' or auxiliary relationship (as in coauthor or codependency). The word derives from the Latin cohors, an ancient Roman military unit, and also 'band of people with a common interest.' Careful writers will restrict the use of cohort to numerous groups of a kind, as in a demographic context (the 1946–60 birth cohort), and will not use it, as is commonly done, to denote an individual.

cogniz|ˌkoin| · n. a projecting corner or angle of a wall or building.

phrases: cogniz of vantage a favorable position for observation or action.

cohabit |ˈkoʊhæbit| · v. (cohabited, cohabiting) [intrans.] 1 live together (with); coexist: animals that can cohabit with humans thrive.

do not cohere with their other beliefs.

cohesive |ˈkoʊhɪrənt| · adj. 1 (of an argument or theory) be logically consistent: this view does not cohere with their other beliefs.

cohesion |ˈkoʊhiˈzhen| · n. the action or fact of forming a united whole: the work at present lacks cohesion.

(co) in cohort is not a prefix signifying a 'joint' or auxiliary relationship (as in coauthor or codependency). The word derives from the Latin cohors, an ancient Roman military unit, and also 'band of people with a common interest.' Careful writers will restrict the use of cohort to numerous groups of a kind, as in a demographic context (the 1946–60 birth cohort), and will not use it, as is commonly done, to denote an individual.

derivatives: co·hi·tal |ˌkoʊˈʃətal| adj.

cohabit ·rupt |ˌkɔəˈræptəs| · n. sexual intercourse in which the penis is withdrawn before ejaculation.

colic |ˈkɔlɪk| · n. severe, often fluctuating pain in the abdomen caused by wind or obstruction in the intestines and suffered esp. by babies.

derivatives: col·lic·ky adj.

collaborate |ˌkoʊˈlæbərət| · v. [intrans.] work jointly on an activity, esp. to produce or create something: he collaborated with a distinguished painter on the designs.

cooperate traitorously with an enemy: during the war they collaborated with the Nazis.

derivatives: collab·oration |ˌkoʊˈlæbərəˈreɪʃən| · n. collab·orative |ˌkoʊˈlæbəˈrətɪv| adj. collab·oratively |ˌkoʊˈlæbəˈrətɪvəli| adv.

collaborator |ˌkoʊˈlæbərətər| · n.

compare and analyze (texts or other data): these accounts he collated with his own experience.

(print) verify the order of (sheets of a book) by their signatures (groups of pages). 2 appoint (a clergyman) to a benefice.

derivatives: col·lation |ˌkoʊˈlæʃən| · n.

collateral |ˌkoʊˈlætrəl| · n. 1 something pledged as security for repayment of a loan, to be forfeited in the event of a default. 2 a person having the same descent as another but by a different line. · adj. 1 descended from the same stock but by a different line: a collateral descendant of John Adams. 2 additional but subordinate; secondary: the collateral meanings of a word.

situated side by side; parallel: collateral veins.

derivatives: collater·als |ˌkoʊˈlætrəls| · n. collateral·ally |ˌkoʊˈlætrəˈlɪli| adv.

collation |ˌkoʊˈlæʃən| · n. 1 the action of collating something: data management and collation. 2 a light, informal meal.

(in the Roman Catholic Church) a light meal allowed during a fast.

colleague |ˌkɔlˈeɪj| · n. a person with whom one works, esp. in a profession or business.

co·lect·anea |ˌkɔlˈɛktənə| · n. [also treated as sing.] passages, remarks, and other pieces of text collected from various sources.

collective |ˌkoʊˈlektɪv| · adj. done by or relating to people or organizations acting as a group: a collective protest | collective security.

belonging or relating to all the members of a group: ministers who share collective responsibility. · (esp. of feelings or memories) common to the members of a group: a collective sigh of relief from parents. · taken as a whole; aggregate: the collective power of the workforce. · n. a cooperative enterprise.
collective noun

- a collective farm (the holdings of several farmers run as a joint enterprise) or similar organization: an office collective.

**Derivatives:** collectively adv. collectiveness n. collectivity [koʊˌlɛktɪˈvɪti]}

**Usage:** Examples of collective nouns include group, crowd, family, committee, class, and crew. In American English collective nouns are usually followed by a singular verb (the crowd tees nervous), while in Britain it is more common to follow a collective noun with a plural verb (the band were late for their own concert). Notice that if the verb is singular, any following pronouns must also be singular: The council is prepared to act, but not until it has taken a poll. When preceded by the definite article the, the collective noun number is usually treated as a singular (the number of applicants was beyond belief), whereas it is treated as a plural when preceded by the indefinite article a (a number of proposals were considered).

**Collective unconscious** n. (in Jungian psychology) the part of the unconscious mind that is derived from ancestral memory and experience and is common to all human-kind or to some race or people, as distinct from the individual's unconscious.

**Collectigate** [koʊˈleɪɡeɪt] adj. 1 belonging or relating to or characteristic of a college or its students: collegiate life. 2 (of a university) composed of different colleges.

- (of a church) in the joint charge of two ministers.

**Collective** ['kælɪk] n. 1 a coal miner. 2 a ship carrying coal.

**Collectively** adv. collectivity n. a place where coal is mined.

**Collectorate** ['kələˌkɔːtərɪ] v. 1 [trans.] (of a word) be habitually juxtaposed with another with a frequency greater than chance: "maidens" collocates with "voyage." 2 [trans.] place side by side in a particular relation: as adj.] (collocated) McAndrews was a collocated facility with Argentia Naval Station. n. a word that is habitually juxtaposed with another with a frequency greater than chance: collocates for "mortgage" include "lend" and "property."

**Collective** [koʊˌlɛɪd] n. a homogeneous, non-crystalline substance consisting of large molecules or ultramicroscopic particles of one substance dispersed uniformly through a second substance. Colloids include gels (semisolids in liquid), sols (solids in liquid), and emulsions (liquids in liquid); the particles do not settle and cannot be separated out by ordinary filtering or centrifuging like those in a suspension.

- a substance of gelatinous consistency. adj. [attrib.] of the nature of, relating to, or characterized by a colloid or colloids.

**Colloquial** [koʊˈləʊkwɪəl] adj. (of language) used in ordinary or familiar conversation; not formal or literary.

**Colloquialism** [koʊˈləʊkwɪəlɪzəm] n. colloquial style. 2 a colloquial expression.

**Colloquium** [koʊˈləʊkwɪəm] n. (pl. colloquia or colloquiums) an academic conference or seminar.

**Colloquy** [koʊˈləʊkwi] n. (pl. -ies) 1 a discourse or conversation: they broke off their colloquy at once. 2 an evening of sophisticated colloquy. 2 a gathering for discussion of theological questions.

**Collude** [koʊˈlʌd] v. [intr.], or [trans.] come to a secret understanding for a harmful purpose; conspire: industry leaders colluded in price-fixing | the president accused his opponents of colluding with foreigners.

**Collusion** [koʊˈlʌʒən] n. secret or illegal cooperation or conspiracy, esp. in order to cheat or deceive others: the armed forces were working in collusion with drug traffickers | collusion between media owners and political leaders.

- such cooperation or conspiracy between ostensibly opposed parties in a lawsuit.

**Collusive** [-siv; -ziv] adj. collusively -ively -ivel; -zivel] adv.

**Collonade** [koʊˈləʊnəd] n. a row of columns supporting a roof, an entablature, or arches. Abb. ARCADE.

- a row of trees or other tall objects.

**Colonnaded** adj.

**Colloratura** [koʊˈlærətərə] n. [koʊˈlærətərə], [kəl-] n. elaborate ornamentation of a vocal melody, esp. in operatic singing by a soprano.

- also coloratura soprano a soprano skilled in such singing.

**Colored** [koʊˈlɜrd] (Brit. coloured) adj. 1 having or having been given a color or colors, esp. as opposed to being black, white, or neutral: brightly colored birds are easier to see | in combination] a peach-colored sofa.

- imbued with an emotive or exaggerated quality: highly colored examples were used by both sides. 2 (also Colored) wholly or partly of nonwhite descent (now usually offensive in the US). relating to people who are wholly or partly of nonwhite descent: a colored club.

- also Coloured] S. African used as an ethnic label for people of mixed ethnic origin, including African slave, Malay, Chinese, and white. n. 1 (also Colored) (dated and usually offensive) a person who is wholly or partly of nonwhite descent.

- S. African a person of mixed ethnic origin speaking Afrikaans or English as his or her mother tongue. 2 (coloreds) clothes, sheets, etc., that are any color but white (used esp. in the context of washing and color fastness).
color-field painting

USAGE: Colored referring to skin color is first recorded in the early 17th century and was adopted in the US by emancipated slaves as a term of racial pride after the end of the Civil War. For the term's later history, see usage at black.

color-field painting (also colorfield) • n. a style of abstract painting prominent from the late 1940s to the 1960s that features large expanses of unmodulated color covering the greater part of the canvas. Barnett Newman and Mark Rothko were considered its chief exponents.

colorist ['kalbris] (Brit. colourist) • n. an artist or designer who uses color in a special or skillful way.
• a person who tints black-and-white prints, photographs, or movies. • a hairdresser who specializes in dying people's hair.

combinesal [ko'läsal] • adj. extremely large: a colossal amount of mail; a colossal mistake.
• (of an arrangement of columns) having more than one story. • (of a statue) at least twice life size.

DERIVATIVES: combinesally adv.

coltrish ['kolish] • adj. energetic but awkward in one's movements or behavior.

DERIVATIVES: coltrishly adv. coltrishness n.

colurbrine ['käl(y)ə,brin] • adj. of or belonging to a snake; snakelike: colurbrine coils.

combumbrium ['kälmə'berəm] • n. (pl. combumbriaria) ['kälmə-berə] a room or building with niches for funeral urns to be stored.

coma ['kömə] • n. a state of deep unconsciousness that lasts for a prolonged or indefinite period, caused esp. by severe injury or illness; the crash left him in a coma

• a similar apparent lack of consciousness: a victim of a legislative coma.

comasose ['kōməsōs] • n. • adj. of or in a state of deep unconsciousness (coma), for a prolonged or indefinite period, esp. as a result of severe injury or illness; she had been comatose for seven months | lying in a comatose state.

• (of a person or thing) extremely exhausted, lethargic, or sleepy: the economy remains almost comatose.

combustible [kam'büstəbəl] • adj. able to catch fire and burn easily: highly combustible paint thinner.

• excitable; easily annoyed: combustible personalities. • n. a combustible substance.

DERIVATIVES: combustibly adv. combustible n.

combustion [kəm'bəshən] • n. the process of burning something: the combustion of fossil fuels.

• rapid chemical combination of a substance with oxygen, involving the production of heat and light. • violent excitement or commotion.

DERIVATIVES: combustive ['bumbstiv] adj.

comedy of manners • n. a comedy that satirizes behavior in a particular social group, esp. upper-class society.

comely ['koməli] • adj. (comelier, comeliest) (typically of a woman) pleasant to look at; attractive.

• agreeable; suitable.

DERIVATIVES: comeliness n.

comestible [kə'mestəbəl] • n. (usu. comestibles) an item of food: a fridge groaning with comestibles. • adj. edible: comestible plants.

comic relief • n. comic episodes in a dramatic or literary work that offset more serious portions.

• a character or characters providing this. • comical episodes that serve to release tension in real life.

comity ['kämətə] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 courtesy and considerate behavior toward others. 2 an association of nations for their mutual benefit.

• (also comity of nations) the mutual recognition by nations or other jurisdictions of the laws and customs of others.

commandeer ['käməndid] • v. [trans.] officially take possession or control of (something), esp. for military purposes: telegraph and telephone lines were commandeered by the generals.

• take possession of (something) without authority: he hoisted himself onto a table, commandeering it as a speaker's platform.

• [with obj. and infinitive] enlist (someone) to help in a task, typically against the person's will: he commanded the men to find a table. Cf. APPROPRIATE.

commedia dell'arte [kə'madə dəl 'artə] • n. an improvised kind of popular comedy in Italian theaters in the 16th–18th centuries, based on stock characters. Actors adapted their comic dialogue and action according to a few basic plots (commonly love intrigues) and to topical issues.

commensalism [kə'mensəlizəm] • n. (in biology) an association between two organisms in which one benefits and the other derives neither benefit nor harm. Cf. Symbiosis.

DERIVATIVES: commensal adj. commensality n.

commensurable [kə'mensərəbəl] • commensurableness • adj. 1 measurable by the same standard: the finite is not commensurable with the infinite. 2 [predic.] (commensurable to) proportionate to. 3 (of numbers) in a ratio equal to a ratio of integers.

DERIVATIVES: commensurably adv.

commensurate [kə'mensərət] • commensurateness • adj. corresponding in size or degree; in proportion: salary will be commensurate with experience. • such heavy responsibility must receive commensurate reward.

DERIVATIVES: commensurately adv. commensuration n.

commimation ['kəmənmaʃən] • n. the action of threatening divine vengeance.

• the recital of divine threats against sinners in the Anglican Liturgy for Ash Wednesday.
commingle | kəˈmɪŋɡəl; kā-| • v. mingle together; mix; blend: [intrans.] the dust had commingled with the rain | [trans.] practically reproofed for commingling funds.

commiserate | kəˈmiːzəˌrāt| • v. [intrans.] express or feel sympathy or pity; sympathize: she went over to commiserate with Rose on her unfortunate circumstances.

DERIVATIVES: commiseration | kəˈmiːzəˌrāʃən| n. commiserative | -ˈrātɪv| adj.

commiserate with | kəˈmiːzəˌrēt| • n. an official of the Communist Party, esp. in the former Soviet Union or present-day China, responsible for political education and organization.

a head of a government department (commissariat) in the former Soviet Union before 1946. a strict or prescriptive figure of authority; our academic commissars.

commisserate | kəˈmiːzəˌrēt| • n. 1 a department for the supply of food and equipment, esp. in the military. 2 a government department of the USSR before 1946.

commisary | kəˈmiːzərē| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a restaurant in a movie studio, military base, prison, or other institution.

a store that sells food and drink to soldiers or other members of an organization. 2 a deputy or delegate.

DERIVATIVES: commissarial | kəˈmiːzəˌrēəl| adj.

committal | kəˈmɪtəl| • n. 1 the action of sending a person to an institution, esp. prison or a psychiatric hospital: his committal to prison | [as adj.] committal proceedings. 2 the burial of a corpse. 3 commitment.

commode | kəˈmōd,fl| • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] turn into or treat as a commodity: [as adj.] (commodified) art has become commodified.

DERIVATIVES: commodification | kəˌmōdəˌfikəˈshən| n.

commodious | kəˈmōdiəs| • adj. 1 formal (esp. of furniture or a building) roomy and comfortable. 2 convenient.

DERIVATIVES: commodiously | kəˌmōdiəˈsəli| adv.

commodiousness | kəˌmōdiəˈnəs| n.

commodity | kəˈmōdi ti| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a raw material or primary agricultural product that can be bought and sold, such as copper or coffee.

a useful or valuable thing, such as water or time.

commonality | kəˈmānˌələt| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 [in sing.] the state of sharing features or attributes: a commonality of interest insures cooperation.

a shared feature or attribute: we discern the commonalities between these writers. 2 (the commonality) another term for COMMONALTY.

commonality | kəˈmānˌələt| • n. [treated as pl.] (the commonality) people without special rank or position; common people: a petition by the earls, barons, and commonality of the realm.

the general body of a group.

common law | n. the part of English law that is derived from custom and judicial precedent rather than statutes.

■ the body of English law adopted, beginning in the 1770s, by all US states except Louisiana (which follows a form of CIVIL LAW), and subsequently adapted. Federal law has also developed in this way. Compare with civil law.

■ [as adj.] (common-law) denoting a partner in a marriage recognized under common law, not by a civil or ecclesiastical ceremony. Such marriages are now recognized in only a few states of the US. [as adj.] denoting a partner in a long-term relationship of cohabitation.

commonplace | kəˈmānˌplās| • adj. not unusual; ordinary: unemployment was commonplace in his profession.

■ not interesting or original; trite: the usual commonplace remarks. 2 n. 1 a usual or ordinary thing; bombing has become almost a commonplace of life there.

■ a trite saying or topic; a platitude: it is a commonplace to talk of the young being alienated. 2 a quotation copied into a commonplace book, a collection of notable extracts from other works for personal use.

DERIVATIVES: commonplace | kəˈmānˌplās| n.

commonwealth | kəˈmānˌwel| • n. (the commonwealth) the welfare of the public.

commonwealth | kəˈmānˌwel| • n. 1 an independent country or community, esp. a democratic republic.

an aggregate or grouping of countries or other bodies. a community or organization of shared interests in a nonpolitical field: the Christian commonwealth | the commonwealth of letters.

■ a self-governing unit voluntarily grouped with the US, such as Puerto Rico.

■ the formal title of four states of the US: Kentucky, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. ■ the title of the federated Australian states. ■ (the Commonwealth) the republican period of government in Britain between the execution of Charles I in 1649 and the Restoration of Charles II in 1660. 2 (the Commonwealth) (in full the Commonwealth of Nations) an international association consisting of the UK together with states that were previously part of the British Empire, and dependencies. The British monarch is the symbolic head of the Commonwealth. 3 (the commonwealth) archaic the general good.

communal | kəˈmyōnəl| • adj. 1 shared by all members of a community; for common use: a communal bathroom.

■ of, relating to, or done by a community: communal pride. ■ involving the sharing of work and property: communal living. 2 (of conflict) between different communities, esp. those having different religions or ethnic origins: violent communal riots.

DERIVATIVES: communal | kəˈmyōnəl| n.

commune | kəˈmyōnən| • n. 1 a group of people living together and sharing possessions and responsibilities.

a communal settlement in a communist
country. 2 the smallest French territorial division for administrative purposes. 3 (the Commune) the group that seized the municipal government of Paris in the French Revolution and played a leading part in the Reign of Terror until suppressed in 1794.

(also the Paris Commune) the municipal government organized on communistic principles elected in Paris in 1871. It was soon brutally suppressed by government troops.

commune 2 〈ko‘myoön〉 〈v. 〈[intrans.] 1 (commune with) share one’s intimate thoughts or feelings with (someone or something), esp. when the exchange is on a spiritual level: to commune with God.

• feel in close spiritual contact with: communing with nature on the bank of a stream.

2 receive Holy Communion.

communism 〈‘käm’yo,nizäm〉 〈n. (often Communism) 1 a political theory derived from Karl Marx, advocating class war and leading to a society in which all property is publicly owned and each person works and is paid according to his or her abilities and needs. See also MARXISM, SOCIALISM. 2 a system of society with property vested in the community and each member working for the common benefit: the primitive communism of the tribe | Shaker communism. DERIVATIVES: communitarian 〈adj.〉 & n.

communitarianism 〈‘käm,myoön‘a,terë, nizäm〉 〈n. a theory or system of social organization based on small self-governing communities.

• an ideology that emphasizes the responsibility of the individual to the community and the social importance of the family unit.

DERIVATIVES: communalist 〈n. & adj.〉

communistic 〈‘käm,yoöstik〉 〈adj.〉

commutation 〈‘käm,yaґtästånt〉 〈n. (in law) the action or process, or an instance, of commuting a judicial sentence: was sentenced to life in prison but got a commutation.

• the conversion of a legal obligation or entitlement into another form, e.g., the replacement of an annuity or series of payments by a single payment.

commute 〈‘kaґmyoöt〉 〈v. 1 〈[intrans.] travel some distance between one’s home and place of work on a regular basis: she commuted from Westport to Grand Central. 2 〈trans. reduce (a judicial sentence, esp. a sentence of death) to another less severe one: the governor recently commuted the sentences of several women convicted of killing their husbands.

• (commute something for/into) change one kind of payment or obligation for (another). 2 replace (an annuity or other series of payments) with a single payment: if he had commuted some of his pension, he would have received $330,000. 3 〈[intrans.] (of two mathematical operations or quantities) have a commutative relationship (in which the order of the quantities involved does not affect the result of an operation, e.g., $a\times b$ gives the same result as $b\times a$). 〈n. a regular journey of some distance and from one’s place of work.

DERIVATIVES: commuter 〈n. (in sense 1). compact 〈‘kom’päkt; käm; ’käm,päkt〉 〈adj. closely and neatly packed together; dense: a compact cluster of houses.

• having all the necessary components or features neatly fitted into a small space: a compact car. 〈of (a person or animal) small, solid, and well-proportioned. 〈of speech or writing) concise in expression: a compact summary of the play. 〈v. 〈[trans.] (often be compacted) exert force on (something) to make it more dense; compress: the waste is compacted before disposal | as adj. (compacted) compacted paper.

• [intrans.] (of a substance) become compressed in this way: the snow hardened and compacted. DERIVATIVES: compacted 〈adj.〉 & n.

compactable 〈‘kom’pän’yaNG,abl〉 〈adj. (of a person) friendly and sociable: a companionable young man.

• (of a shared situation) relaxed and pleasant: they walked in companionable silence. DERIVATIVES: companionable 〈adj.〉 & n.

compartmentalize 〈‘kom,pär’t,mentl,ız, 〈v. 〈[trans.] divide into sections or categories: he had the ability to compartmentalize his life. DERIVATIVES: compartmentalization 〈n. 〈[trans.]–liza,‘taNG 〈n.

compass 〈‘kom,plas〉 〈n. 1 (also magnetic compass) an instrument containing a magnetized pointer that shows the direction of magnetic north and bearings from it. 2 (also pair of compasses) an instrument for drawing circles and arcs and measuring distances between points, consisting of two arms linked by a movable joint, one arm ending in a point and the other usually carrying a pen-
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cil or pen. 3 [in sing.] the range or scope of something: the event had political repercussions beyond the compass of this book.

\- the enclosing limits of an area: this region had within its compass many types of agriculture.

\- the range of notes that can be produced by a voice or a musical instrument: the cellos were playing in a rather somber part of their compass.

\- v. [trans.] 1 go around (something) in a circular course: the ship wherein Magellan compassed the world.

\- surround or hem in on all sides: they were compassed with numerous fierce and cruel tribes. 2 contrive to accomplish (something): he compassed his end only by the exercise of violence.

\- compatible [kəmˈpæktəbəl] \- adj. (of two things) able to exist or occur together without conflict: the fruitiness of Beaujolais is compatible with a number of meat dishes.

\- (of two people) able to have a harmonious relationship; well-suited: it's a pity we're not compatible. \- (of one thing) consistent with another: symptoms compatible with gastritis or a peptic ulcer. \- (of a computer, a piece of software, or other device) able to be used with a specified piece of equipment or software without special adaptation or modification: [in combination] IBM-compatible laptops.

\- derivatives: com\-pat\-i\-bil\-ity [kəmˈpætəˌbilətɪ] \- n. com\-pat\-i\-bly \- adv.

\- com\-pat\-ri\-ot [kəmˈpætəˈrɛt] \- n. a fellow citizen or national of a country: Stich defeated his compatriot Boris Becker in the quarterfinals.

\- comppe\-er [kəmˈpɛr] \- v. (compelled, compelling) [with obj. and infinitive] force or oblige (someone) to do something: a sense of duty compelled Harry to answer her questions. Cf. co\-erce, im\-pel.

\- [trans.] bring about (something) by the use of force or pressure: they may compel a witness's attendance at court by issue of a summons. \- [with obj. and adverbial of direction] drive forcibly: by heart's high will compelled from shore to shore.

\- compen\-dious [kəmˈpɛndəʃəs] \- adj. containing or presenting the essential facts of something in a comprehensive but concise way: a compendious study.

\- derivatives: com\-pen\-diously \- adv.

\- com\-pen\-dious\-ness \- n.

\- com\-pen\-dium [kəmˈpɛndiəm] \- n. (pl. compendiums or compenda) \- n. a collection of concise but detailed information about a particular subject, esp. in a book or other publication.

\- a collection of things, esp. one systematically gathered: a compendium of documents from our archives.

\- compen\-sa\-tory [kəmˈpɛnsəˌtɔrə] \- adj. providing compensation, in particular:

\- (of a payment) intended to compensate someone who has experienced loss, suffering, or injury: $50 million in compensatory damages. \- reducing or offsetting the unpleasant or unwelcome effects of something: compensatory actions to keep the interest rate constant.

\- com\-pil\-ation [ˌkæmpəˈlɪteɪʃən] \- n. 1 the act of putting together (compiling) independent parts to form a whole: great care has been taken in the compilation of this guidebook. 2 a thing, esp. a book, record, or broadcast program, that is put together by assembling previously separate items: there are thirty-three stories in this compilation \- [as adj.] a compilation album. Cf. anthology.

\- com\-plai\-sant [kəmˈplæsənt] \- adj. showing smug or uncritical satisfaction with oneself or one's achievements: you can't afford to be complacent about security.

\- derivatives: com\-plai\-sance \- n. com\-plai\-santly \- adv.

\- usage: Complaisant means 'smugly self-satisfied.' After four consecutive championships the team became complaisant. Complaisant, a much rarer word, means 'deferential, willing to please': Once released from the pen, the barking dogs become peaceful and complaisant. The noun com\-plai\-sonce is a variant of the much more common complacency.

\- com\-plais\-ant [kəmˈplæsənt] \- adj. willing to please others; obliging; agreeable.

\- derivatives: com\-plai\-sance \- n. com\-plai\-santly \- adv.

\- com\-plet\-e [kəmˈplet] \- adj. & v. archaic spelling of complete.

\- comple\-ment \- n. \- [ˈkæmpləmənt] 1 a thing that completes or brings to perfection: the libretto proved a perfect complement to the music. 2 [in sing.] a number or quantity of something required to make a group complete: at the moment we have a full complement of staff.

\- the number of people required to crew a ship: almost half the ship's complement of 332 were wounded. \- (in geometry) the amount in degrees by which a given angle is less than 90°. \- (in mathematics) the members of a set that are not members of a given subset. 3 one or more words, phrases, or clauses governed by a verb (or by a noun or a predicative adjective) that complete the meaning of the predicate. 4 a group of proteins present in blood plasma and tissue fluid that combine with an antigen–antibody complex to bring about the destruction of foreign cells. \- v. \- [com\-pemain\-ment; \-mənt] \- [trans.] add to (something) in a way that enhances or improves it; make perfect: a classic blazer complements a look that's smart or casual.

\- add to or make complete: the proposals complement the incentives already available.


\- usage: Complement and compliment (and the related words complementary and complimentary) are frequently confused. Although pronounced alike, they have quite different meanings. As a verb complement means 'to add to (something) in a way that completes, enhances, or improves,' as in
The vice president's experience in military and foreign affairs complemented the president's expertise in domestic policy. Compliment means 'admire and praise (someone) for something,' as in They complimented Janet on her new necklace. Complementary means 'forming a complement or addition; completing': I purchased a suit with a complementary tie and handkerchief. It can be confused with complimentary, for which one sense is 'given freely, as a courtesy': You must pay for the suit, but the tie and the handkerchief are complimentary. A trick for remembering which is which: complement is similar in meaning to supplement, and there is always an 't' in a compliment.

**complex** | kām'pleks; kom'pleks; 'kām,pleks | • adj. 1 consisting of many different and connected parts: a complex network of water channels.

- not easy to analyze or understand; complicated or intricate: a complex personality | the situation is more complex than it appears. 2 (in mathematics) denoting or involving numbers or quantities containing both a real and an imaginary part. 3 (in chemistry) denoting an ion or molecule in which one or more groups are linked to a metal atom by coordinate bonds. • n. | kām,pleks | 1 a group of similar buildings or facilities on the same site: a new apartment complex | a complex of hotels.

- a group or system of different things that are linked in a close or complicated way; a network: a complex of mountain roads. 2 (in psychoanalysis) a related group of emotionally significant ideas that are completely or partly repressed and that cause psychic conflict leading to abnormal mental states or behavior.

- a disproportion of concern or anxiety about something: there's no point having a complex about losing your hair. 3 an ion or molecule in which one or more groups are linked to a metal atom by coordinate bonds.

- any loosely bonded species formed by the association of two molecules: cross-linked protein–DNA complexes. • n. | kām'pleks; kom'pleks; 'kām,pleks | [trans.] (usu. be complexed) make (an atom or compound) form a complex with another: the DNA was complexed with the nuclear extract | [as adj.] (complexed) the complexed metal ion.

- [intrans.] form a complex: these proteins are capable of complexing with VP16.

**compliance** | kām'pliəns | • n. 1 the action or fact of agreeing with a wish or command: they must secure each other's cooperation or compliance.

- (compliance with) the state or fact of according with or meeting rules or standards: all imports of timber are in compliance with regulations. • unworthy or excessive yielding; giving in: the appalling compliance with the governor's views shown by the commission.

**comprise** | kām'plisit | • n. involved with others in an illegal activity or wrongdoing; all of these people are complicit in some criminal conspiracy.

**comprehension** | kām'plənən | • n. | kāmplən'mont | a polite expression of praise or admiration: she paid me an enormous compliment.

- an act or circumstance that implies praise or respect: it's a compliment to the bride to dress up on her special day. • (compliments) congratulations or praise expressed to someone: my compliments on your cooking. • (compliments) greetings or expressions of friendliness, esp. when sent as a message. • v. | kāmplə,ment | [trans.] politely congratulate or praise (someone) for something: he complimented Erica on her appearance.

**praise (something) politely.**

**USAGE:** See usage at COMPLEMENT.
compose | kom’pōz | • v. [trans.] 1 write or create (a work of art, esp. music or poetry): he composed the First Violin Sonata four years earlier.

- write or phrase (a letter or piece of writing) with care and thought: the first sentence is so hard to compose. 2 form (a whole) by ordering or arranging the parts, esp. in an artistic way: compose and draw a still life. 3 order or arrange (parts) to form a whole, esp. in an artistic way: make an attempt to compose your images.

2 (usu. be composed) (of elements) constitute or make up (a whole): the system is composed of a group of machines.

- be (a specified number or amount) of a whole: Christians compose 40 percent of the state’s population. 3 calm or settle (oneself or one’s features or thoughts): she tried to compose herself.

- archaic settle (a dispute): the king, with some difficulty, composed this difference. 4 prepare (a text) for printing by manually, or electronically setting up the letters and other characters in the order to be printed.

- set up (letters and characters) in this way.

Usage: Compose and comprise are often confused, but can be sorted out. The parts compose (make up) the whole; the whole comprises (contains) the parts. Citizens who have been chosen at random and screened for prejudices compose a jury. Each crew comprises a commander, a gunner, and a driver. In passive constructions, the whole is composed of the parts, and the parts are comprised in the whole. (Compose = put together; comprise = contain, consist of.) The usage “is comprised of” is avoided by careful speakers and writers.

composite | kom’pāzət; kām- | • adj. 1 made up of various parts or elements.

- (esp. of a constructional material) made up of recognizable constituents: a new composite material—a blend of plastic and ceramic resins. 2 (of a mathematical integer) being the product of two or more factors greater than one; not prime.

- 2 (Composite) relating to or denoting a classical order of architecture consisting of elements of the Ionic and Corinthian orders. 3 relating to or denoting plants of the daisy family (Compositae or Asteraceae), whose so-called flowers are composed of many florets and surrounding bracts. • n. 1 a thing made up of several parts or elements; the English legal system is a composite of legislation and judicial precedent.

- a composite constructional material. 2 a plant of the daisy family (Compositae). 3 (Composite) the Composite order of architecture. • v. [trans. as n.] (compositing) combine (two or more images) to make a single picture, esp. electronically: photographic compositing by computer.

Derivatives: compositely adv. compositeness n.

compositor | kom’pāzətər | • n. a person who arranges type for printing or keys text into a composing machine.

compromise | kom’pōzərə | • n. the state or feeling of being calm and in control of oneself.

compote | kam’pōt | • n. 1 fruit preserved or cooked in syrup. 2 a bowl-shaped dessert dish with a stem.

comprehensive | kom’prehsəv (also comprehensible) | adj. able to be understood; (comprehended): clear and comprehensible English.

Derivatives: comprehensively adv. comprehensiveness n.

compress • v. [kom’preς] • n. [kom.press] (often be compressed) flatten by pressure; squeeze; press: the skirt can be folded and compressed into a small bag. [as adj.] (compressed) compressed gas.

- [trans.] be squeezed or pressed together or into a smaller space: the land is sinking as the soil compresses. • squeeze or press (two things) together: Violet compressed her lips grimly. • express in a shorter form; abridge: compress the main findings into summary form.

- alter the form of (computer data) to reduce the amount of storage necessary. • [as adj.] (compressed) having a narrow shape as if flattened, esp. sideways; most sea snakes have a compressed tail. • n. [’kam. pres] a pad of absorbent material pressed onto part of the body to relieve inflammation or stop bleeding; a cold compress.

Derivatives: compressibly adv. compressibility n. compressive adj. compressivity n.

comprise | kom’prīz | • v. [kom.prīz] • n. [kom.prīz] (two things) consist of; be made up of: the country comprises fifty states and a federal district.

- make up; constitute: this single breed comprises 50 percent of Swiss cattle. • be comprised of: documents are comprised of words.

Usage: 1 On the differences between comprise and compose, see usage at compose.

compromise | kom’prōmiz | • n. an agreement or a settlement of a conflict that is reached by each side making concessions: an ability to listen to two sides in a dispute, and devise a compromise acceptable to both.

- a middle state between conflicting opinions or actions reached by mutual concession or modification: a compromise between com-
compromiser

concertina

mumism and private enterprise. The acceptance of standards that are lower than is desirable: we should allow no compromise on reading scores. • v. 1 [trans.] settle a conflict by mutual concession: I should compromise the matter with my father. 2 [trans.] weaken (a reputation or principle) by accepting standards that are lower than is desirable: commercial pressures could compromise safety. • [trans.] accept standards that are lower than is desirable: we were not prepared to compromise on safety. • bring into disrepute or danger by indiscreet, foolish, or reckless behavior: situations in which our troops could be compromised.

derivatives: compromising n.
comptroller (kan'trōlər; kam(p)trōlar; 'käm(p)trōlar] • n. a controller (used in the title of some financial officers).

compulsion [kom'pəlsən] • n. 1 the action or state of forcing or being forced to do something: constraint: the payment was made under compulsion. 2 an irresistible urge to behave in a certain way, esp. against one's conscious wishes: he felt a compulsion to babble on about what had happened.

compulsive [kom'pəlsiv] • adj. 1 resulting from or relating to an irresistible urge, esp. one that is against one's conscious wishes: compulsive eating.

(of a person) acting as a result of such an urge: a compulsive liar. Cf. IMPULSIVE. 2 irresistibly interesting or exciting; compelling: this play is compulsive viewing.

derivatives: compulsively adv. compulsiveness n.
compulsory [kom'pəlsəri] • adj. required by law or a rule; obligatory.

invoking or exercising compulsion; coercive.

punishment [kom'pənshən] • n. [usu. with negative] a feeling of guilt or moral scruple that accompanies or follows the doing of something bad: they used insider information without compunction.

derivatives: punishmentless adj.

computation [kom'pənSHən] • n. (in philosophy and psychology) the mental faculty of purpose, desire, or will to perform an action; volition.

derivatives: computationless adj.

cognitive [kōn'səgtiv] • adj. esp. as a musical direction) with.

concerted [kon'sərtid] • adj. [attrib] jointly arranged, planned, or carried out; coordinated: determined to begin concerted action against them.

strenuously carried out; done with great effort: it would take a concerted effort.

concertina [kōn'sərtənə] • n. a small musical instrument, typically polygonal in form, played by stretching and squeezing between the hands, to work a central bellows that
con-clus-ive | ken'klōö-siv; -ziv | · adj. (of evidence or argument) serving to prove a case; decisive or convincing.

(con-clus-i-veness n.

con-coct | ken'kakt | · v. [trans.] make (a dish or meal) by combining various ingredients.

con-compose-tion | ken'kəm-pə-tən | · n. con-co-operate n.

con-cord | ken'kord | · adj. naturally accompanying or associated: she loved travel, with all its concomitant worries. · n. a phenomenon that naturally accompanies or follows something: pain is as concomitant of life.

con-comitant-ly adv.

con-cor-dant | ken'kordnt | · adj. in agreement or harmony between people or groups: a pact of peace and concord.

concor-dance | ken'kordns | · n. 1 an alphabetical list of the words (esp. the important ones) in a text, usually with citations of the passages concerned: a concordance to the Bible. 2 agreement. · v. [trans.] [often as adj.] (con-cord-anced) make a concordance of: the value of concordanced information.

con-cor-dant-ly adv.

con-cor-dat | ken'kər,dat | · n. an agreement or treaty, esp. one between the Vatican and a secular government relating to matters of mutual interest.

con-cor-duce | ken'kərs, 'kəng- | · n. 1 a large open area inside or in front of a public building, as in an airport or train station: the domestic arrivals concourse. 2 a crowd or assembly of people: a vast concourse of learned men.

con-crete | ken'krit; 'kän'krit; ken'krit | · adj. 1 existing in a material or physical form; real or solid; not abstract: concrete objects like stones | it exists as a physically concrete form.

con-cret-ity | ken'krit-i-tē | · n.

con-crete | ken'krit; 'kän'krit; ken'krit | · adj. (of music) constructed by mixing recorded sounds. · (of poetry) in which meaning is conveyed visually, by means of patterns of words and letters and other typographical devices. · n. 'kän'krit; 'kän'krit | a heavy, rough building material made from a mixture of broken stone or gravel, sand, cement, and water, that can be spread or poured into molds and that forms a stonelike mass on hardening: slabs of concrete | [as adj.] the
concretion

n. 1. a hard solid mass formed by the local accumulation of matter, esp. within the body or within a mass of sediment. [derivatives: concretionary | -SHON, nere | adj.]

concretion | kan'kret| -n. a hard mass of the kind of clay that is used in the manufacture of brick and tile.

conceal | 'kan'kret| • v. [trans.] (of something) to hide or keep secret; to keep from being known. [derivatives: concealable | trans.]

concealment | 'kan'kretlment| • n. the act of concealing or the state of being concealed. [derivatives: concealable | trans.]

conceit | kan'dis| • n. 1. a vain, conceited opinion of one's own abilities or importance. 2 a fancy or idea that is not supported by reality. [derivatives: conceitful | adj.]

condense | kan'dens| • v. 1. to reduce to or make more compact; to refine or purify. 2 to bring together or accumulate. [derivatives: condensation | n.]

condensation | kan'denson| • n. 1. the process of becoming more dense, in particular:

- the conversion of a vapor or gas to a liquid.
- (also condensation reaction) a chemical reaction in which two molecules combine to form a larger molecule, producing a small molecule such as H2O as a by-product.
- (in psychology) the fusion of two or more images, ideas, or symbolic meanings into a single composite or new image, as a primary process in unconscious thought exemplified in dreams.

3 a concise version of something, esp. a text: a readable condensation of the recent literature.

concede | kan'des| • v. [trans.] (of something) to yield or give up; to admit or accept. [derivatives: concedable | adj.]

concession | kan'desnon| • n. 1. the act of conceding or the state of being conceded. 2 a grant or act of concession. [derivatives: concessable | adj.]

concrete | kan'kret| • n. 1. a hard mass of the kind of clay that is used in the manufacture of brick and tile. 2 a specific detail or example. [derivatives: concretely | adv.]

concrete noun | kon'trek| • n. a noun that is not abstract or theoretical, but refers to a specific, tangible object or concept.

concrete noun phrase | kon'trek| • n. a phrase that is made up of a concrete noun and any modifiers or complements.

concrete reasoning | kon'trek| • n. reasoning that starts from specific, concrete facts and generalizes from them.

concreteness | kon'treknest| • n. the quality or state of being concrete, or specific and tangible.

concur | kan'k3r| • v. (converred, converring) [intrans.] 1. to agree or coincide; to agree in opinion or action. 2 to proceed at the same time. [derivatives: concurrence | n.]

concur with | kan'k3r| • v. to agree or coincide; to agree in opinion or action. [derivatives: concurrence | n.]

concurrent | kan'k3rnt| • adj. existing, happening, or done at the same time: there are three concurrent art fairs around the city.

concurrent sentence | kan'k3rnt| • n. a sentence that is served at the same time as another sentence.

concurrent thought | kan'k3rnt| • n. a thought that is occurring at the same time as another thought.

condi- | kan'di| • n. 1. a condition or state; a state of being.

conditional | kan'di'shonal| • adj. (of a clause, phrase, conjunction, or verb form) expressing a condition. 2 a statement or sentence containing a conditional clause.

conditionality | kan'di'shonal| • n. the quality or state of being conditional.

condominium | kan'do'min| • n. (pl. condominiums) 1 a building or complex of buildings containing a number of individually owned apartments or houses.

2 the system of ownership by which these operate, in which owners have full title to the individual apartment or house and an undivided interest in the shared parts of the property.

3 the joint control of a country's or territory's affairs by other countries.

a state so governed.
condone [kənˈdʌn] • v. [trans.] [often with negative] accept and allow (behavior that is considered morally wrong or offensive) to continue: the college cannot condone any behavior that involves illicit drugs.
- approve or sanction (something), esp. with reluctance: the practice is not officially condoned by any airline.
- DERIVATIVES: condonable adj. condoner n.

conduce [kənˈduːs] • v. [intr.]-s, -ed. (kənˈdjuːs) (condue to) help to bring about (a particular situation or outcome): every care was taken that could conduce to their comfort.
- conducive [kənˈdjuːsiv] • adj. making a certain situation or outcome likely or possible: the harsh lights and cameras were hardly conducive to a relaxed atmosphere.
- conductive [kənˈkʌntɪdɪv] • adj. having the ability to serve as a channel or medium for something (esp. heat or electricity): to induce currents in conductive coils.
- of or relating to this process.
- DERIVATIVES: conductively adv. conductivity n.

conduit [ˈkɑnˌdaɪənt] • n. a channel for conveying something, esp. water or another fluid: a conduit takes water to the power plant | the office acts as a conduit for ideas to flow throughout the organization.
- a tube or trough for protecting electric wiring: the gas pipe should not be close to any electrical conduit.
- con~fabulate [kənˈfæbəlat] • v. [intr.] 1 engage in conversation; talk: on the telephone confabulating with someone. 2 (in psychiatry) fabricate imaginary experiences as compensation for loss of memory.
- DERIVATIVES: confabulation n.

confection [kənˈfekʃən] • n. 1 a dish or delicacy made with sweet ingredients: a whipped chocolate and cream confection.
- an elaborately constructed thing, esp. a frivolous one: the city is a confecction of shimmering gold. 2 the action of mixing or compounding something.
- DERIVATIVES: confectionary n.

confederate • adj. [kənˈfɛdərət] [attrib.] joined by an agreement or treaty: confederate councils.
- (Confederate) of or relating to the Confederate States of America (1861–65): the Confederate flag. • n. 1 a person one works with, esp. in something secret or illegal; an accomplice. 2 (Confederate) a supporter, soldier, etc., of the Confederate States of America.
- v. -rät [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (confederated) bring (states or groups of people) into an alliance: Switzerland is a model for the new confederated Europe.
- DERIVATIVES: confederacy n.

confidant [ˈkɑnˌfɪdənt] • n. a person with whom one shares a secret or private matter, trusting them not to repeat it to others.
acts in accordance with accepted behavior or established practices.

- Brit. a person who conforms to the practices of the Church of England. • adj. (of a person or activity) acting in accordance with accepted behavior or established practices; conventional.

DERIVATIVES: conformance | n. conformation | n. harmony

- behavior in accordance with accepted conventions or standards: loyalty to one’s party need not imply unquestioning conformity. Brit. compliance with the practices of the Church of England. Similarity in form or type; agreement in character: these changes are intended to ensure conformity between all procedures.

conform | n. [trans.] 1 cause surprise or confusion in (someone), esp. by acting against their expectations: the inflation figure confounded economic analysts.

- prove (a theory, expectation, or prediction) wrong: the rise in prices confounded expectations.
- defeat (a plan, aim, or hope): we will confound these tactics by the pressure groups.
- overthrow (an enemy). 2 (often be confused with) mix up (something) with something else so that the individual elements become difficult to distinguish: “mule” is now a cooking term, as microwave radiation is confounded with nuclear radiation.

DERIVATIVES: confounder | n. confrere | n. [trans.] 1 a fellow member of a profession; a colleague.

conjecture | n. • v. [trans.] prove (a person or an assertion) to be wrong: those who sought to confute this view were accused of ignorance.

DERIVATIVES: conjecture | n. conjectural | adj. congeal | v. [trans.] solidify or coagulate, esp. by cooling: the blood had congealed into blobs [as adj.]. congealed congealed egg white.

- take shape or coalesce, esp. to form a satisfying whole: the ballet failed to congeal as a single oevre.

DERIVATIVES: congealing | adj. congealing | adj. congealable | adj. congealing | n.

congenial | adj. pleasant or agreeable because well suited to one’s own taste or inclination: he went back to a climate more congenial to his cold stony soul.

- good-natured; amiable.

DERIVATIVES: congeniality | n. congenially | adv.

congenital | adj. (esp. of a disease or physical abnormality) present from birth.

- (of a person) having a particular trait from birth or by firmly established habit: a congenital liar.

DERIVATIVES: congenitally | adv. conglomeration | n.
temporarily united in order to exchange genetic material. 

- (of sex cells) become fused. 3 [trans.] (in chemistry) to combine with or join to reversibly: bilirubin is conjugated by liver enzymes. • adj. |'kanjist' | coupled, connected, or related. • n. |'kanjist' | a thing that is conjugated or conjugated, in particular:

- a chemical substance formed by the reversible combination of two or more others. • a mathematical value or entity having a reciprocal relation with another. DERIVATIVES: conjunctive |'kanjist' | to join; connecting: the conjunctive tissue.

- involving the combination or co-occurrence of two or more conditions or properties: conjunctive hypotheses are simpler to process than negative or disjunctive ones. • of the nature of or relating to a grammatical conjunction. • n. a word or expression acting as a conjunction. DERIVATIVES: conjunctively adv.

conjure | v. 1 |'kanjare'; 'kan- | [trans.] make (something) appear unexpectedly or seemingly from nowhere as if by magic: Anne conjured up a most delicious stew. • call (an image) to mind: she was no longer able to conjure up the image of her mother’s face. • (of a word, sound, smell, etc.) cause someone to feel or think of (something): one scent can conjure up a childhood summer beside a lake. • call upon (a spirit or ghost) to appear, by means of a magic ritual: they hoped to conjure up the spirit of their dead friend. 2 |kan 'joor| [with obj. and infinitive] archaic implore (someone) to do something. DERIVATIVES: conjurer conjuror n.

connate |'kán'àt; 'kán'at | • adj. (esp. of ideas or principles) existing in a person or thing from birth; innate.

- of the same or similar nature; allied; congenial. connatural |'ká'na'tch(ə)ral; 'ká- | • adj. belonging naturally; innate: religion is connatural with man. DERIVATIVES: connaturally adv.

connivance |'ká'nivans | • n. willingness to secretly allow or be involved in an immoral or illegal act: this infringement of the law had taken place with the connivance of officials.

connive |'ká'nv | • v. [intrats.] (connive at) secretly allow (something considered immoral, illegal, or harmful) to occur: you have it in your power to connive at my escape. • conspire to do something considered immoral, illegal, or harmful: the government had connived with security forces in permitting murder | [as adj.] (conniving) a conniving partner. DERIVATIVES: conniver n.

connosseur |'ká'nos'ør; 'sd'ør | • n. an expert judge in matters of taste: a connoisseur of music. DERIVATIVES: connosseurship |'sátip | n.
a conscious effort to walk properly. ■ (of the mind or a thought) directly perceptible to and under the control of the person concerned. n. (in psychology) the conscience minded. Cf. SUBCONSCIOUS, UNCONSCIOUS, PRINCIPAL.

derivatives: **consciously** adv.

**conscript**  vi. |kan'skr ipt| [trans.] (often be conscripted) enlist (someone) compulsorily, typically into the armed services: they were conscripted into the army. • n. |'kän ,skript| a person enlisted compulsorily.

derivatives: **conscription** n.

**consecrate** |'känsci,krät| • vi. [trans.] (usu be conscripted) make or declare (something, typically a church) sacred; dedicate formally to a religious or divine purpose: the present Holy Trinity church was consecrated in 1845 | [as adj.] (consecrated) consecrated ground.

■ (in Christian belief) make (bread or wine) into the body or blood of Christ: [as adj.] (consecrated) they received the host but not the consecrated wine. • ordain (someone) to a sacred office, typically that of bishop: [with obj. and complement] in 1969 he was consecrated bishop of Northern Uganda. ■ devote (something) exclusively to a particular purpose: they'd decided to consecrate all their energies to this purposeful act.

derivatives: **consecration** |känscÍ,ks 'rəhən| n. **consecrator** |krätər| adj.

**consecrative** |kan'sekvətiv| • adj. following continuously: five consecutive months of serious decline.

■ in unbroken or logical sequence. ■ (in grammar) expressing consequence or result: a consecutive clause. ■ (in music) denoting intervals of the same kind (esp. fifths or octaves) occurring in succession between two parts or voices. ■ (of two or more prison sentences) to be served one after the other. Cf. concurrent.

derivatives: **consecutively** adv. **consecutiveness** n.

**consonantal** |kan'senschəwal| • adj. relating to or involving consent, esp. mutual consent: he admitted to having consensual sex with two women.

■ relating to or involving consensus: all decision-making was consensual.

derivatives: **consonantally** adv.

**consonant** |kan'sensəs| • n. [usu. in sing.] general agreement: a consensus of opinion among judges | [as adj.] a consensus view.

**consequent** |'känsekwanənt; kwent| • adj. following as a result or effect: labor shortages would be created with a consequent increase in wages. Cf. subsequent.

■ (of a stream or valley) having a direction or character determined by the original slope of the land before erosion. ■ logically consistent. • n. 1 a thing that follows another.

■ (in logic) the second part of a conditional proposition, whose truth is stated to be implied by that of the antecedent. • the second term of a mathematical ratio.

**consequentia**l |känscıkwenchəl| • adj. 1 following as a result or effect: a loss of confidence and a consequential withdrawal of funds. ■ (in law) resulting from an act, but not immediately and directly: consequential damages. 2 of great consequence; important; significant.

derivatives: **consequentially** adv.

**conserve** |kan'sərv| • vi. [trans.] protect (something, esp. an environmentally or culturally important place or thing) from harm or destruction: the funds raised will help conserve endangered meadowlands.

■ prevent the wasteful or harmful overuse of (a resource): industry should conserve more water. ■ (in physics) maintain (a quantity such as energy or mass) at a constant overall total. ■ (usu. be conserved) retain (a particular amino acid, nucleotide, or sequence of these) unchanged in different protein or DNA molecules. ■ preserve (food, typically fruit) with sugar. • n. |'kän,sərv| a sweet food made by preserving fruit with sugar; jam.

**consideration** |kan,si'dərəsən| • n. 1 careful thought, typically over a period of time: a long process involving a great deal of careful consideration. ■ a fact or a motive taken into account in deciding or judging something: the idea was motivated by political considerations. ■ thoughtfulness and sensitivity toward others: companies should show more consideration for their
employees. 2 a payment or reward: you can buy the books for a small consideration.

■ (in a contractual agreement) anything given or promised or forborne by one party in exchange for the promise or undertaking of another. 3 importance; consequence.

**consign** |ˈkonsɪŋ| v. [trans.] deliver (something) to a person's custody, typically in order for it to be sold: he consigned three paintings to Sotheby's.

■ send (goods) by a public carrier. ■ (consign someone/something to) assign; commit decisively or permanently: she consigned the letter to the wastebasket.

**DERIVATIVES:** consignee |ˈkɔnsɪgnɪ| n. consignatory |ˈkɔnsɪgnərɪ| n.

**consist** v. 1. [consist] [intrans.] 1 (consist of) be composed or made up of: the exhibition consists of 180 drawings. 2 (consist in) have as an essential feature: his duties consist in taking the condition of the barometer. 2 (consist with) be consistent with: the information perfectly consists with our friend's account. 3. n. (in railroading) the set of cars following the locomotive and making up a train.

**consonance** |ˈkɒnsənəns| n. agreement or compatibility between opinions or actions: consonance between conservation measures and existing agricultural practice.

■ the recurrence of similar sounds, esp. consonants, in close proximity (chiefly as used in prosody). ■ combination of musical notes that are in harmony with each other owing to the relationship between their frequencies.

**consonant** |ˈkɒnsənant| n. a basic speech sound in which the breath is at least partly obstructed and which can be combined with a vowel (made with relatively unobstructed breath) to form a syllable.

■ a letter representing such a sound. ■ adj. 1 [attrib.] denoting or relating to such a sound or letter: a consonant phoneme. 2 [predic.] (consonant with) in agreement or harmony with: the findings are consonant with other research.

■ (in music) making a harmonic interval or chord: the bass is consonant with all the upper notes.

**DERIVATIVES:** consonantal |ˈkɒnsənəntl| adj. consonantly |ˈkʊsənəntli| adv.

**consort** 1. n. 1. [ˈkɔnsɔːrt] a wife, husband, or companion, in particular the spouse of a reigning monarch. v. 1. [ˈkɔnsɔːrt] to consort; [ˈkɔnsɔːrtɪ] (consort with) habitually associate with (someone), typically with the disapproval of others: you chose to consort with the enemy.

**consort** 2. n. 1. [ˈkɔnsɔːrt] a small group of musicians performing together, typically playing instrumental music of the Renaissance period: a consort of viols.

**consortium** |ˈkɔnsɔːrteɪəm| 1. n. 1. [gl. consortia] a group of several companies. 2 (in law) the right of association and companionship with one's husband or wife.

**conspicuous** |ˈkɔnspɪkjuəs| adj. standing out so as to be clearly visible: a conspicuous Adam's apple.

■ attracting notice or attention: conspicuous bravery.

**DERIVATIVES:** conspicuousness |ˈkɔnspɪkjuəsəns| n.

**conspiracy** |ˈkɔnspɪrəs| n. (pl. -ies) a secret plan by a group to do something unlawful or harmful: a conspiracy to destroy evidence.

■ the action of plotting or conspiring.

**constable** 1. n. 1 a peace officer with limited policing authority, typically in a small town.

■ 2 a police officer. 2 the governor of a royal castle.

■ formerly, the highest-ranking official in a royal household.

**constabulary** |ˈkɔnstæbləlɪ| n. (pl. -ies) the constables of a district, collectively.

■ an armed police force organized as a military unit.

■ a police force covering a particular area or city. ■ adj. [attrib.] of or relating to a constabulary.

**consternation** |ˈkɒnstərənʃən| n. feelings of anxiety or dismay, typically at something unexpected: I let the lawn grow long, much to the consternation of the neighbors.

**constituency** |ˈkɒnstɪtjuəns| n. (pl. -ies) a body of voters in a specified area who elect a representative to a legislative body: the politician who wishes to remain in the good graces of his constituency.

■ the area represented in this way.

■ a body of customers or supporters: a constituency of racing fans.

**constituent** 1. n. 1 a being a part of a whole: the constituent minerals of the rock. 2 being a voting member of an organization and having the power to appoint or elect: the constituent body has a right of veto.

■ able to make or change a political constitution: a constituent assembly.

■ n. 1 a member of a constituency. 2 a component part of something: the essential constituents of the human diet.

**constitute** |ˈkɒnsɪtjuːt| 1. v. 1 being a part of a whole: the constituent minerals of the rock. 2 being a voting member of an organization and having the power to appoint or elect: the constituent body has a right of veto.

■ n. 1 a body of fundamental principles or established precedents according to which a state or other organization is acknowledged to be governed.

■ a written record of this: the preamble to the constitution.
constitution of UNESCO. ■ (the Constitution) the basic written set of principles of federal government in the US, which came into operation in 1789 and has since been modified by twenty-seven amendments. ■ the composition of something: the genetic constitution of a species. ■ the forming or establishing of something: the constitution of a police authority. ■ a person's physical state with regard to vitality, health, and strength: pregnancy had weakened her constitution. ■ a person's mental or psychological makeup.

**constitutional** | 'känstra'(t)y)o08hən| • adj. 1 of or relating to an established set of principles governing a state: a constitutional amendment. ■ in accordance with or allowed by such principles: a constitutional monarchy | actions that were ruled not constitutional. 2 of or relating to someone's physical or mental condition: a constitutional weakness. ■ n. a walk, typically one taken regularly to maintain or restore good health.

**derivatives:** constitutionality | -t(y)o08həneliteit | n. constitutionally adv.

**constitutional** | 'känstra(t)y)o06iv; kan 'stichətv| • adj. 1 having the power to establish or give organized existence to something: the state began to exercise a new and constitutive function. 2 forming a part or constituent of something; component: poverty is a constitutive element of a particular form of economic growth.

■ forming an essential element of something: language is constitutive of thought. 3 (in biochemistry) relating to an enzyme or enzyme system that is continuously produced in an organism, regardless of the needs of cells.

**derivatives:** constitutionally adv.

**constrain** | kan'strən| • v. [trans.] (often be constrained) severely restrict the scope, extent, or activity of: agricultural development is constrained by climate.

■ compel or force (someone) toward a particular course of action: [with obj. and infinitive] children are constrained to work in the way the book dictates. ■ [usu. as adj.] (constrained) cause to appear unnaturally forced, typically because of embarrassment: he was acting in a constrained manner. ■ confine forcibly; imprison. ■ bring about (something) by compulsion.

**derivatives:** constrainable adj. constrainingly adv.

**constraint** | kan'strənt| • n. a limitation or restriction: the availability of water is the main constraint on food production | time constraints make it impossible to do something.

■ inhibition in relations between people: they would be able to talk without constraint.

**constructivism** | kan'strakti,vizəm| • n. a style or movement in art in which assorted mechanical objects are combined into abstract mobile structural forms. The movement originated in Russia in the 1920s and has influenced many aspects of modern art, architecture and design. [origin: Russian konstruktivism.]

**derivatives:** constructivist n., adj.

**construct** | kan'strəb| • v. [construes, construing, construsted] [trans.] (often be constructed) interpret (a word or action) in a particular way: his words could hardly be construed as an apology. ■ analyze the syntax of (a text, sentence, or word): both verbs can be construed with either infinitive.

■ translate (a passage or author) word for word, typically aloud.

**derivatives:** constructurable adj. construable | -'strədbəl| n.

**consumption** | 'känswə(t)y)o0d| • n. established custom, esp. when having legal force.

**derivatives:** consumptionist adj. & n.

**consummate** • v. [trans.] (make a marriage or relationship) complete by having sexual intercourse: refused to consummate their marriage, which subsequently was annulled.

■ complete (a transaction or attempt); perfect: their scheme of colonization was consummated through bloodshed. ■ adj. [kan'samət; kan'samət] showing a high degree of skill and flair; complete or perfect: she dressed with consummate elegance.

**derivatives:** consummately | kan'samətəl; kan'samətəl| adv. consummation n. consummator | 'känswətə| n.

**consumptive** | kan'sam(p)tiv| • adj. 1 affected with a wasting disease, esp. pulmonary tuberculosis (formerly called consumption) : from birth he was sickly and consumptive. 2 of or relating to the using up of resources: tourism represents an insidious form of consumptive activity. ■ n. a person with a wasting disease, esp. pulmonary tuberculosis.

**derivatives:** consumptively adv.

**contagion** | kan'tən| • n. the communication of disease from one person to another by close contact: the rooms held no risk of contagion.

■ a disease spread in such a way. ■ the spread-
contagious | kan'tajəs | • adj. (of a disease) spread from one person or organism to another by direct or indirect contact; communicable: a contagious infection. Cf. infectious
■ (of a person or animal) likely to transmit a disease by contact with other people or animals. ■ (of an emotion, feeling, or attitude) likely to spread to and affect others: her enthusiasm is contagious.
derivatives: contagiously adv. contamination n.

usage: Contagious and infectious (not-infectious) are often misused. In the strict medical sense, a contagious disease is transmitted by direct physical contact, whereas an infectious disease is carried by germs in air or water, or by a specific kind of physical contact (as with venereal diseases). In figurative, nontechnical senses, contagious may describe the spread of things good or bad, such as laughter and merriment, or corruption, violence, panic, etc.: The chief’s paranoia had a contagious effect on the officers. Infectious, in figurative senses, usually refers to the spread of only pleasant, positive things, such as good humor, optimism: Sharon’s infectious enthusiasm for the project attracted many volunteers.

contaminate | kan'tem, nät | • v. [trans.] (often be contaminated) make (something) impure, often dangerous, by exposure to or addition of a poisonous or polluting substance: the site was found to be contaminated by radioactivity | the juice has been contaminated with fine rust flakes | the entertainment industry is able to contaminate the mind of the public | [as adj.] (contaminated) contaminated blood products.
derivatives: contaminant | -tem, nant | n. contamination | -tem, ná- shan | n. contaminator | -nátor | n.

contest | [kənt] | • n. a short story as a form of literary composition.
■ a medieval narrative tale.

contend | kan'tend | • v. [trans.] treat or regard with contemp.
derivatives:contentious adj. contentiousness n.

contemporary | kan'tem-pərən'əs | • adj. existing or occurring in the same period of time: Pythagoras was contemporaneous with the Buddha.
derivatives: contemporaneous | -rə-né'təs | n. contemporaneous adj. contemporaneously adv.

contempt | kan'tem(p)t | • n. the feeling that a person or a thing is not worthy of consideration, worthless, or deserving scorn: he showed his contempt for his job by doing it very badly.
■ disregard for something that should be taken into account: an arrogant contempt for the wishes of the majority. ■ (also contempt of court) the offense of being disobedient to or disrespectful of a court of law, its orders, or its officers: several unions were held to be in contempt and were fined.
derivatives: contemptible | kan'tem(p)təbəl | • adj. 1 deserving contempt; desppicable: a display of contemptuous cowardice. 2 displaying contempt; contemptuous: a contemptible sneer.
derivatives: contemptibly adv.
contemptuous | kan'tem(p)chəwəs | • adj. showing contempt; scornful: she was intolerant and contemptuous of fellow students.
derivatives: contemptuously adv.

contend | kan'tend | • v. 1 [intrans.] (contend with/against) struggle to overcome (a difficulty or danger): she had to contend with his uncertain temper.
■ (contend for) engage in a competition or campaign in order to win or achieve (something): the local team should contend for a division championship | [as adj.] (contending) disputes continued between the contending parties.
2 [with clause] assert something as a position in an argument: he contends that the judge was wrong.
derivatives: contenter n.

contentious | kan'tenʃəs | • adj. causing or likely to cause an argument; controversial: a contentious issue.
■ involving heated argument: the subject of contentious debate. ■ (of a person) given to arguing or provoking argument. ■ (in law) relating to or involving differences between contending parties.
derivatives: contentiously adv. contentiousness n.

contemporary | kan'tem-pərən'əs | • adj. sharing a common boundary: the forty-eight conterminous states.
■ having the same area, context, or meaning: a genealogy conterminous with the history of the US. Cf. coterminal.
derivatives: contemporaneously adv. conterminousness n.

contest | [kəntest] | • n. formal the action or process of disputing or arguing.

context | [kəntekst] | • n. the circumstances that form the setting for an event, statement, or idea, and in terms of which it can be fully understood and evaluated: the decision was taken within the context of planned cuts in spending.
■ the parts of something written or spoken that immediately precede and follow a word or passage and clarify its meaning: word processing is affected by the context in which words appear.
derivatives: contextless adj. contextual adj. contextually adv.

contextualism | kan'tekstchəwəlizəm | • n. 1 a philosophical doctrine that emphasizes the importance of the context of inquiry in a particular question. 2 the theory that works of art and literature should be viewed and judged with reference to the social, political, and cultural context in which they were made.
derivatives: contextualist n.
contextualize | kontekˈsavəlist | v. [trans.] place or study in context: the book contextualizes Melville's short fiction and poetry.

derivatives: contextualization | kontekˈsəvəlˌizən | n.

contiguous | kontiˈgəs | adj. sharing a common border; touching: Maine and New Hampshire are contiguous states.

next or together in sequence: free hundred contiguous dictionary entries.

derivatives: contiguity n. contiguous ly adv. contiguousness n.

continent | kontiˈnənt | adj. 1 able to control movements of the bowels and bladder. 2 exercising self-restraint, esp. sexually.

derivatives: continent n. conti nently adv.

continental | kontiˈnəntəl | adj. 1 [attrib] coming from or characteristic of mainland Europe: traditional continental cuisine. 2 (also Continental) pertaining to the 13 original colonies of the US; colonial: in 1783 the officers and men of the continental forces had little to celebrate. n. 1 an inhabitant of mainland Europe, as distinguished from Britain and Ireland. 2 (Continental) a member of the colonial army in the American Revolution.

contingency | kontiˈningənsi | n. (pl. -ies) a future event or circumstance that is possible but cannot be predicted with certainty: a detailed contract that attempts to provide for all contingencies.

a provision for such an events or circumstances: [as adj.] a contingency reserve. an incidental expense: allow an extra fifteen percent in the budget for contingencies. the absence of certainty in events: the island's public affairs can be invaded by contingency. (in philosophy) the absence of necessity; the fact of being so without having to be so.

contingent | kontiˈningənt | adj. 1 subject to chance: the contingent nature of the job.

(of losses, liabilities, etc.) that can be anticipated to arise if a particular event occurs: businesses need to be aware of their liabilities, both actual and contingent. verifiable by observation, without reference to logical necessity: Cf. empirical. 2 [predic.] (contingent on/upon) occurring or existing only if (certain other circumstances) are the case; dependent on: resolution of the conflict was contingent on the signing of a cease-fire agreement.

derivatives: contingently adv.

continual | kontiˈnəwəl | adj. frequently recurring; always happening: the city capitulated after continual attacks.

having no interruptions: some patients need continual safeguarding.

derivatives: continually adv.

usage: For the difference between continual and continuous, see usage at continuous.

continuity | kontiˈnəwəti | n. (pl. -ies) 1 the unbroken and consistent existence or operation of something over a period of time: pension rights accruing through continuity of employment.

- a state of stability and the absence of disruption. often continuity between/with a connection or line of development with no sharp breaks: woven blanket designs that provide continuity with the past. 2 the maintenance of continuous action and self-consistent detail in the various scenes of a movie or broadcast: [as adj.] a continuity error.

the linking of broadcast items, esp. by a spoken commentary.

continuo | kontiˈnyəwə | (also basso continuo) n. (pl. -os) (in baroque music) an accompanying part that includes a bass line and harmonies, typically played on a keyboard instrument and with other instruments such as cello or bass viol.

continuus | kontiˈnəwəs | adj. forming an unbroken whole; without interruption: the whole performance is enacted in one continuous movement.

forming a series with no exceptions or reversals: there have been continuous advances in design and production. 2 denoting an aspect or tense of a verb that expresses an action in progress.

derivatives: continuously adv. continuousness n.

usage: In precise usage, continual means 'frequent, repeating at intervals' and continuous means 'going on without pause or interruption'. We suffered from the continuual attacks of mosquitoes. The waterfall's continuous flow creates an endless roar. Continuous is the word to use in describing spatial relationships, as in a continuous (not continual) series of rooms; a continuous plain of arable land. Avoid using continuous or continuously as a way of describing something that occurs at regular or seasonal intervals: Our holiday ceremony has been held continuously (should be annually) since 1925.

continuum | kontiˈnəwəm | n. (pl. continua | kontiˈnəwə | [trans.] a spasm of pain crashed his face | [trans.] her face contorted with anger | [as adj.] contorted limbs | a contorted version of the truth.

derivatives: contraction | konˈtəkʃən | n.

contractionist | konˈtəkʃənˌist | n. an entertainer who twists and bends his or her body into strange and unnatural positions.

contraband | konˈtrəbænd | n. something that has been imported or exported illegally: the police looked for drugs, guns, and other contraband.

trade in smuggled goods: the government has declared a nationwide war on contraband.

(also contraband of war) goods forbidden to be supplied by neutrals to those engaged in war. adj. imported or exported illegally, either in defiance of a total ban or without payment of duty: contraband cigarettes.
contrabass

- adj. opposing or rejecting popular opinion; going against current practice.
DERIVATIVES: contrariarianism | ,-niz-ann | n.

contrariety | ,kan'trəri'tē | n. opposition or inconsistency between two or more things: questions that involved much contrariety of opinion.

contravene | ,kan'tra,vən | v. [trans.] violate the prohibition or order of (a law, treaty, or code of conduct): this would contravene the rule against hearsay.

- conflict with (a right, principle, etc.), and thereby compromise it.
DERIVATIVES: contravener n.

contradance | ,kan'tra,dans | n. (pl. same) a French form of country dance, originating in the 18th century and related to the quadrille.

- a piece of music for such a dance. another term for CONTRADANCE.

contradiction | ,kan'triotiʃən | n. the state of feeling remorseful and penitent.

- (in the Roman Catholic Church) the repentance of past sins during or after confession.

contrivance | ,kan'trivarəns | n. a thing that is created skillfully and inventively to serve a particular purpose: an assortment of electronic equipment and mechanical contrivances.

- the use of skill to bring about something or create something: the requirements of the system, by happy chance and some contrivance, can be summed up in an acronym. a device, esp. in literary or artistic composition, that gives a sense of artificiality.

controul | ,kan'troll | n. (in science, medicine, etc.) a group or individual used as a standard of comparison for checking the results of a survey or experiment: they saw no difference between the cancer patients and the controls. v. [intrans.] (control for) take into account (an extraneous factor that might affect results) when performing an experiment: no attempt was made to control for variations [as adj.] (controlled) a controlled trial.
DERIVATIVES: controulability | ,kan'trollə'bɪlətɪ | n. controlable adj. controulable adv.

controulor | ,kan'trollər | n. (in institutions, etc.) a person in charge of an organization’s finances.

controuvert | ,kan'trəvərt; ,kan'tra,vərt | v. [trans.] deny or contradict the truth of (some-
contumacious

thing): subsequent work from the same laboratory controverted these results.
■ argue about (something): the views in the article have been controverted.
DERIVATIVES: con·tro·vert·i·ble adj.

contumaciously adv.
■ stubbornly or willfully disobedient to authority, esp. legal authority.
DERIVATIVES: con·tu·ma·cious n. con·tu·ma·ciously adv.

convalesce | ,kän′vələs| v. [trans.] recover one’s health and strength over a period of time after an illness or operation: he spent eight months convalescing after the stroke.
DERIVATIVES: con·vales·ces·cence n. con·vales·cent adj., n.

convection | kan′vekʃən| n. 1 the movement caused within a fluid by the tendency of hotter and therefore less dense material to rise, and of colder, denser material to sink under the influence of gravity, which consequently results in transfer of heat. 2 the upward movement of atmospheric properties. Cf. ADVECTION.
DERIVATIVES: con·vec·tive adj.; con·vec·tional | -stan| adj.; con·vec·tive adj.

convenance | ,kän′van·əns| n. (also con·veniences) conventional social propriety: adhered to the conveniences of colonial society.

convene | kan′vən| v. [trans.] call people together for (a meeting): convened a secret meeting.
■ assemble or cause to assemble for a common purpose: [trans.] convened a group of well-known scientists and philosophers [intrans.] the committee had convened for its final plenary session.
DERIVATIVES: con·ven·e·able adj. con·ven·er n. con·ven·nor | ‐νər| n.

convention | kan′ven·chən| n. 1 a way in which something is usually done, esp. within a particular area or activity: the conventions of children’s literature.
■ behavior that is considered acceptable or polite to most members of a society: an upholder of convention and correct form. ■ (in bridge) an artificial bid by which a bidder tries to convey specific information about the hand to his or her partner. 2 an agreement between countries covering particular matters, esp.

one less formal than a treaty. 3 a large meeting or conference, esp. of members of a political party or a particular profession: a convention of retail merchants.
■ an assembly of the delegates of a political party to select candidates for office. ■ an organized meeting of enthusiasts for a television program, movie, or literary genre: a Star Trek convention. ■ a body set up by agreement to deal with a particular issue. the convention is a UN body responsible for the regulation of sea dumping.
conventional [kan′ven·chən] a. based on or in accordance with what is generally done or believed.
■ (of a person) behaving in a way that is generally held to be acceptable, at the expense of individuality and sincerity. ■ (of a work of art or literature) following traditional forms and genres: conventional love poetry. ■ (of weapons or power) nonnuclear: agreement on reducing conventional forces in Europe. ■ (of a bid in bridge) intended to convey a particular meaning according to an agreed upon convention.
DERIVATIVES: con·ven·ta·tion·al·ism | ‐iz·əm| n. con·ven·ta·tion·al·ist | ‐ist| n. con·ven·ta·tion·al·ity | ‐i·ty| n. con·ven·ta·tion·al·ize | ‐iz| v. con·ven·ta·tion·al·ly adv.

converge | kan′vər| v. [trans.] (of several people or things) come together from different directions so as eventually to meet: convoys from several eastern ports converged in the Atlantic. ■ two people whose lives converge briefly from time to time.
■ (converge on/upon) come from different directions and meet at (a place): half a million sports fans will converge on the capital. ■ (of a number of things) gradually change so as to become similar or develop something in common: two cultures converged as the French settled Vermont. ■ (of lines) tend to meet at a point: lines of longitude are parallel at the equator but converge toward the poles.

conversant [kan′vərsənt] a. adj. [predic.] familiar with or knowledgeable about something: fully conversant with the principles of word processing.
DERIVATIVES: con·ver·san·cy | ‐səns| n.

conversion [kan′vər·zən] n. 1 (in religion) the fact of changing one’s faith or beliefs or the action of persuading someone else to change theirs: my conversion to the Catholic faith.
■ (in Christian theology) repentance and change to a godly life. 2 (in law) the changing of real into personal property, or of joint into separate property, or vice versa. 3 (in psychiatry) the manifestation of a mental disturbance as a physical disorder or disease: [as adj.] conversion disorders.
■ the transposition of the subject and predicate of a logical proposition according to certain rules to form a new proposition by inference. 4 the illegal action of wrongfully dealing with goods in a manner inconsistent
convertible | kon'vertə bal | • adj. able to be changed in form, function, or character: a living room that is convertible into a bedroom.

| of (a car) having a folding or detachable roof: a white convertible Mercedes. | of (currency) able to be converted into other forms, esp. into gold or US dollars. | of (a bond or stock) able to be converted into ordinary or preference shares. | of (logical terms) synonymous. | • n. 1 a car with a folding or detachable roof. 2 (usu. convertibles) a convertible security. DERIVATIVES: convertibility | -vər tə bil' i ə tē | n.

convex | kān'veks; kān'veks; kan'veks | • adj. 1 having an outline or surface curved like the exterior of a circle or sphere. Cf. CONCAVE. 2 (of a polygon) not having any interior angles greater than 180°. DERIVATIVES: convexity | kān'veks iti | • n. convexly | -vəsk'le | adv.

convivial | kon'vevē əl; kan'vivy əl | • adj. (of an atmosphere or event) friendly, lively, and enjoyable.

| of (a person) cheerful and friendly; jovial. DERIVATIVES: conviviality | kon'vev ī l'tē | • n. convivially | -və sk'vī l' le | adv.

convocation | kān'vō kā'shan | • n. 1 a large formal assembly of people.

| a formal ceremony at a college or university, as for the conferring of awards and degrees. 2 the action of calling people together for a large formal assembly: the convocation of the first congress. DERIVATIVES: convocational | -vō kə'na l | • adj.

convoluted | kōn'velə təd | • adj. (esp. of an argument, story, or sentence) extremely complex and difficult to follow: its convoluted narrative encompasses all manner of digressions.

| intricately folded, twisted, or coiled: walnuts come in hard and convoluted shells. DERIVATIVES: convolutedly | -və lə təd' le | adv. convolution | kōn'velə'shan | • n.

convulsion | kōn'velə'shan | • n. (often convulsions) a sudden, violent, irregular movement of a limb or of the body, caused by involuntary contraction of muscles and associated esp. with brain disorders such as epilepsy, the presence of certain toxins or other agents in the blood, or fever in children.

| (convulsions) uncontrollable laughter: the audience collapsed in convulsions. | an earthquake or other violent or major movement of the earth's crust: the violent convolutions of tec-tonic plates. • a violent social or political upheaval: the convulsions of 1939–45. DERIVATIVES: convulse v.

convulsive | kon'veləsiv | • adj. producing or consisting of convulsions: a convulsive disease | she gave a convulsive sob. DERIVATIVES: convulsively | -və skəz'le | adv.

cooperative | kō'ə prə tiv | (also co-operative) • adj. involving mutual assistance in working toward a common goal.

| willing to be of assistance: they have been extremely considerate, polite, and cooperative. | of (a farm, dwelling, business, etc.) owned and run jointly by its members, with profits or benefits shared among them. • n. a farm, business, dwelling, or other organization that is owned and run jointly by its members, who share the profits or benefits. DERIVATIVES: cooperatively | -ə prə tiv' le | adv.

cop-acetic | kōpa'se tək' t t | • adj. satisfactory and in good order: don't worry — everything is copacetic.

Copernican system | kō' pə rnikən | • n. 1 a model of the solar system in which the planets orbit in circles around the sun (as proposed by Nicolaus Copernicus 1473–1543). Cf. PTOLEMAIC system.

cooperative | kō'ə prə tiv | • adj. abundant in supply or quantity: she took copious notes.

| profuse in speech or ideas: I had been a little too copious in talking of my country.

cooperative | kō'ə prə tiv | • adj. in architec-
ture) a representation in stone of a basket of flowers.
corbel |ˈkɔrbəl| • n. a projection jutting out from a wall to support a structure above it. • v. (corbeled, corbeling; chiefly Brit. corbelled, corbeling) [trans.] (often be corbeled out) support (a structure such as an arch or balcony) on corbels.

cordage |ˈkɔrdij| • n. 1 cords or ropes, esp. in a ship’s rigging. 2 a quantity of wood divided into cords.
cordial |ˈkɔrdijəl| • adj. warm and friendly. • strongly felt: I earned his cordial loathing. • n. 1 another term for LIQUEUR. 2 a comforting or pleasant-tasting medicine.
derivatives: cordially adj. cordially adv.
cordilleran |ˌkɔrdələrən| • n., kordaˈlɛt| • n. cordillera (pl. cords ceras) • n. a system or group of parallel mountain ranges together with the intervening plateaus and other features, esp. in the Andes or the Rockies.
cordon bleu |ˌkɔrdən ˈbloː| • adj. (of cooking) of the highest class: a cordon bleu chef. • [postpositive] denoting a dish consisting of an escalle of veal or chicken rolled, filled with cheese and ham, and then fried in breadcrumbs. • n. a cook of the highest class.
cordon sanitaire |ˌkɔrdən ˌsænəˈtər| • n. (pl. cordons sanitaires pronunc. same) a guarded line preventing anyone from leaving an area infected by a disease and thus spreading it.
• a measure designed to prevent communication or the spread of undesirable influences: these rules help to reinforce the cordon sanitaire around the Pentagon.

correspondent |ˌkɔrəˈspɔndənt| (also correspondent) • n. a person cited in a divorce case as having committed adultery with the respondent.
cornithian |ˈkɔrənθiən| • adj. 1 relating to or denoting the lightest and most ornate of the classical orders of architecture (used esp. by the Romans), characterized by flared capitals with rows of acanthus leaves. 2 given to luxurious indulgence. 3 involving or displaying the highest standards of sportsmanship: a club embodying the Corinthian spirit. • n. 1 a native of Corinth.
• a wealthy amateur in sports. 2 the Corinthian order of architecture.
cork |kɔrk| • n. the buoyant, light brown substance obtained from the outer layer of the bark of the cork oak [as adj.] cork tiles.
• a bottle stopper, esp. one made of cork. • a piece of cork used as a float for a fishing line or net. • a protective layer of dead cells immediately below the bark of woody plants. • v. [trans.] (often be corked) 1 close or seal (a bottle) with a cork. • [as adj.] (corked) (of wine) spoiled by tannin from the cork. 2 draw with burnt cork. 3 illicitly hollow out (a baseball bat) and fill it with cork to make it lighter.
derivatives: corky adj.
corkage |ˈkɔrkij| • n. a charge made by a restaurant or hotel for serving wine that has been brought in by a customer.
corncorner |ˈkɔrmərənt| • n. a small or relatively simple crown, esp. as worn by minor royalty and nobles.
• a circular decoration for the head, esp. one made of flowers.
derivatives: corncornered adj.
corpsman |ˈkɔrmərn| • n. a rank of non-commissioned officer in the US Army or
corporal

Marine Corps, above lance corporal or private first class and below sergeant.

**corporate** • adj. of or relating to the human body: corporal punishment. Cf. CORPOREAL.

DERIVATIVES: **corporally** adv.

**corporate** [ˈkɔrɔprət] • adj. of or relating to a large company or group: airlines seeking to enhance their corporate image.

- (of a large company or group) authorized to act as a single entity and recognized as such in law. • (of or shared by all the members of a group: the service emphasizes the corporate responsibility of the congregation.

DERIVATIVES: **corporately** adv.

**corporation** [ˈkɔrɔpərən] • n. a large group of people, company, or group of companies given an existence distinct from the individuals who compose it, authorized to act as a single entity and recognized as such in law.

- a group of people elected to govern a city, town, or borough. • a large abdomen; paunch.

**corporatism** [ˈkɔrɔpəratizəm] • n. the control of a state or organization by large interest groups.

DERIVATIVES: **corporatist** adj. & n.

**corporate** [ˈkɔrɔprətiv] • adj. relating to or denoting a state, typically a fascist one, organized into corporations representing both employers and employed in various spheres.

DERIVATIVES: **corporativism** [ˈkɔrɔpəratəvismo] • -p(a)to-ta-vizam • n. **corporativist** [ˈkɔrɔpəratəvist] • -p(a)to-vist • adj. & n.

**corporate** [ˈkɔrɔpərəl] • adj. of or relating to the body, esp. as opposed to the spirit: he was frank about his corporeal appetites.

- having a body: a corporeal God. • (in law) consisting of material objects: tangible: corporeal property.

DERIVATIVES: **corporality** [ˈkɔrɔpəraləti] • n. **corporally** adv.

**corps de ballet** [kɔrɔ də bælˈlæt] • n. [treated as sing. or pl.] the members of a ballet company who dance together as a group.

- the members of the lowest rank of dancers in a ballet company.

**corpulent** [ˈkɔrəpələnt] • adj. (of a person) fat.

DERIVATIVES: **corpulence** n. **corpency** n.

**corpse** [ˈkɔrpəs] • n. (pl. corpora or corpses) 1 a collection of written texts, esp. the entire works of a particular author or a body of writing on a particular subject: the Darwinian corpse.

- a collection of written or spoken material, esp. in electronic form, assembled for the purpose of studying linguistic structures, frequencies, etc. 2 the main body or mass of an anatomical structure.

**corpuscle** [ˈkɔrpəskələ] • n. a minute body or cell in an organism, esp. a red or white cell in the blood of vertebrates.

- a minute particle formerly regarded as the basic constituent of matter or light.

DERIVATIVES: **corpuscular** • adj. **corpuscle** n.

**corpus delecti** [dəˈlɛkti,-tə] • n. the facts and circumstances constituting a breach of a law.

- concrete evidence of a crime, esp. a corpse.

**correction** [ˈkɔrɪkʃən] • n. (in law) punishment, esp. that of criminals in prison intended to rectify their behavior.

**corrections** the practice, profession, methods, etc. of punishing criminals: [as adj.] a corrections officer.

**correctional** [ˈkɔrɪkʃənal] • adj. of or relating to the punishment of criminals in a way intended to rectify (correct) their behavior: a correctional institution.

**correctitude** [kəˈrektoʊtɪd] • n. correctness, esp. conscious correctness in one's behavior.

**correlation** [kəˈrɛrkələn] • n. a mutual relationship or connection between two or more things: research showed a clear correlation between recession and levels of property crime.

- (in statistics) interdependence of variable quantities. • a quantity measuring the extent of such interdependence. • the process of establishing a relationship or connection between two or more things.

DERIVATIVES: **correlative** adj. **correlational** [-ʃənəl] • adj.

**corrigible** [kəˌrɪgɪbəl] • adj. capable of being corrected, rectified, or reformed. Cf. in-corrigible.

DERIVATIVES: **corrigibility** • kəˈrɪgɪbɪləti • n.

**corrobotate** [kəˌrɪbətət] • v. [trans.] confirm or give support to (a statement, theory, or finding): the witness had corroborated the boy's account of the attack.

DERIVATIVES: **corroboration** [kəˌrɪbərəˈteɪʃən] • n. **corrobative** [kəˌrɪbəˈrætiv] • adj. **corrobotator** • -rəˈtor • n. **corrobotatory** • -rəˈtɔrɪ • adj.

**corrode** [kəˈroʊd] • v. [trans.] destroy or damage (metal, stone, or other materials) slowly by chemical action: acid rain poisons fish and corrodes buildings.

- (intrans.) (of metal or other materials) be destroyed or damaged in this way: over the years copper tubing corrodes. • destroy or weaken (something) gradually: the self-centered climate corrodes ideals and concerns about social justice.

DERIVATIVES: **corrodible** adj. **corrosion** n.

**corrosive** [kəˈrosɪv] • -zɪv • adj. tending to corrode. • harmful and destructive of integrity: a corrosive desire. • extremely sarcastic or caustic: corrosive criticism. • n. a corrosive substance.

DERIVATIVES: **corrosively** adv. **corrosiveness** n.

**corrugate** [kəˈrɔɡət] • v. contract or cause to contract into wrinkles or folds: [intrans.] Mickey's brow corrugated in a simian frown; as [adj.] corrugated iron.

**corse** [kərˈsæz] • n. 1 a spray of flowers worn pinned to a woman's clothes. 2 the upper part of a woman's dress.
n. adj. 'koolel 'kors.skat; 'kazm3'tiSH3n | 'k6r,ser| 'k6rt3,son » kool'war adv. • -jist coter'monously 'kowns(3)br| koo'a.izsm n. COS*me*ti*Clan COS*nnic COS»me*tol*0*gy Cor»vee Cor*ti*SOn e Cor*tege COS»mol»0»gy corsair gery. the derivatives: designed a particular: improving or to restore to its former appearance: or affecting the appearance of something other than its substance: was merely a cosmetic exercise. • n. (usu. cos»metM»caWy or cos'mi»cal) a product applied to the body, esp. the face, to improve its appearance. DERIVATIVES: cosmeti*ca*bly | -ik(s)le| adv. cos*met*ci*an ,kâzmo'tiSH3n| • n. a person who sells or applies cosmetics as an occupation. cos*met*ol*ogy | ,kâzmo'tâiSH| • n. the professional skill or practice of beautifying the face, hair, and skin. DERIVATIVES: cos*met*ol*og*ical | -iSH- 'lâjikal| adj. cos*met*ol*og*ist | -iSH| • n. cos*mic | 'kâzmik| • adj. of or relating to the universe or cosmos, esp. as distinct from the earth: cosmic matter. • inconceivably vast. • sweeping in grasp or intent; grandiose (often used ironically): the lyrics to this song are cosmic! DERIVATIVES: cos*mi*cal adj. cos*mi*cal*ly | -ik(s)le| adv. cos*mog*ony | kâzmâ'gâne| • n. (pl. -ies) a theory or story regarding the origin of the universe, esp. the solar system: in their cosmogony, the world was thought to be a square, flat surface. DERIVATIVES: cos*mog*on*ic | ,kâzmo'gânik| adj. cos*mog*on*ist | ,kâzmo'gân*ik| • n. cos*mol*ogy | kâzmâ'liSH| • n. (pl. -ies) the science of the origin and development of the universe. • an account or theory of the origin of the universe.

DERIVATIVES: cos*mo*log*ical | ,kâzmâ' 'lâjikal| adj. cos*mo*log*ist | -iSH| • n. cos*mop*ol*olis | kâzmâpälätn| • n. a city inhabited by people from many different countries.

cos*mop*oli*tan | kâzma'pälätn| • adj. familiar with and at ease in many different countries and cultures: his knowledge of French, Italian, and Spanish made him genuinely cosmopolitan.

including people from many different countries: immigration transformed the city into a cosmopolitan capital. • having an exciting and glamorous character associated with travel and a mixture of cultures: their designs became a byword for cosmopolitan chic. • (of a plant or animal) found all over the world. • n. a cosmopolitan person.

a cosmopolitan plant or animal. DERIVATIVES: cos*mop*oli*tan*ism | -iz- | • n. cos*mop*oli*tanize | -iz- | v.

cos*mop*ol*ite | kâz'mâpa,lt| • n. a cosmopolitan person.

cos*mos | kâz'no| ; -møs| ; -mås| • n. (the cosmos) the universe seen as a well-ordered whole: investigating the design of the cosmos.

a system of thought: the new gender-free intellectual cosmos.

cos*sack | kâs,æk| -ak| • n. a member or soldier of a people of southern Russia, Ukraine, and Siberia, long noted for their horsemanship and military skill. Under the czars they were allowed considerable autonomy in return for protecting the frontiers. • adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of the Cossacks.

cos*set | kâ'st| • v. (cosseted, cossetting) [trans.] care for and protect in an overindulgent way.

cos*tal | kâ'stal| • adj. of or relating to the ribs.

coter*rie | kó'trei| ; kó'tre| • n. (pl. -ies) a small group of people with shared interests or tastes, esp. one that is exclusive of other people: a coterie of friends.

coter*mi*nous | kó'tormanos| • adj. 1 having the same boundaries or extent in space, time, or meaning: the southern frontier was coterminous with the French Congo colony. 2 meeting precisely at the ends. Cf. contermi*nous.

DERIVATIVES: co*ter*mi*nous*ly | -iSH| adv.

cot*tilion | kâ'tišan| • n. 1 a dance with elaborates steps and figures, in particular:

an 18th-century French dance based on the contredanse. • a quadrille. 2 a formal ball, esp. one at which debutantes are presented.

Cou*ism | kó'z,æz| • n. a system of self-improvement using optimistic autosuggestions that enjoyed popularity in the 1920s.

cou*lee | 'kool'le| • n. a deep ravine.

cou*loir | kool'wær| • n. a steep, narrow gully on a mountainside.

coun*cilor | 'kouns(3)lor| (also counselor) • n. a member of a council.

DERIVATIVES: coun*ci*lor*ship | -stip| • n.
coun*se*lor | 'kouns(3)lor| (also counselor) • n. 1 a person trained to give guidance
countenance | 'koun*ten-ans | • n. 1 a person's face or facial expression: his impenetrable eyes and inscrutable countenance give little away. 2 support: she was giving her specific countenance to the occasion. • v. [trans.] admit as acceptable or possible; allow: he was reluctant to countenance the use of force.

counterblast | 'koun*ter,blast | • n. a strongly worded reply to someone else's views: a counterblast to the growing propaganda of the extreme Right.

counter-culture | 'koun*ter,kal*char | • n. a way of life and set of attitudes opposed to or at variance with values of the prevailing culture: the idealists of the 60s counterculture.

counter Espionage | 'koun*ter,es'pi a | • n. activities designed to prevent or thwart spying by an enemy.

counterfeit | 'koun*ter,fit | • adj. made in exact imitation of something valuable or important with the intention to deceive or defraud: passing counterfeit $50 bills.

pretended; sham: the filmmakers created a counterfeit world using smoke and mirrors.

n. a fraudulent imitation of something else; a forgery: he knew the tapes to be counterfeits. • v. [trans.] imitate fraudulently: my signature is extremely hard to counterfeit.

pretend to feel or possess (an emotion or quality): no pretense could have counterfeited such terror. • v. resemble closely: sleep counterfeit Death so well. Cf. forgery.

derivatives: counterfeit | 'koun*terfeit | n.

counter-intelligence | 'koun*ter,infel*ij ans | • n. another term for COUNTERESPIONAGE.

countermand | • v. [trans.] revoke (an order): an order to arrest the strike leaders had been countermanded.

cancel an order for (goods): she decided she had been extravagant and countermanded the outfit. • v. revoke an order issued by (another person): they were already countermanding her.

counterpart | 'koun*ter,part | • n. 1 a person or thing holding a position or performing a function that corresponds to that of another person or thing in a different area: the officials held talks with their French counterparts. 2 one of two copies of a legal document.

countertpoint | 'koun*ter,point | • n. 1 the art or technique of setting, writing, or playing a melody or melodies in conjunction with another, according to fixed rules, esp. those that began to develop in western music in the 15th century.

a melody played in conjunction with another. 2 an argument, idea, or theme used to create a contrast with the main element: I have used my interviews with parents as a counterpoint to a professional judgment. • v. [trans.] 1 add counterpoint to (a melody): the orchestra counterpoints the vocal part. 2 (often be counterpointed) emphasize by contrast: the cream walls and maple floors are counterpointed by black accents.

compensate for: fanciful excesses that are counterpointed with some unsentimental dialogue.

counterpoise | 'koun*ter,poiz | • n. a factor, force, or influence that balances or neutralizes another: money can be a counterpoise to beauty.

a state of equilibrium. • a counterbalancing weight. • v. [trans.] have an opposing and balancing effect on: our ideals are often counterpoised by the actual human condition we are in.

bring into contrast: the stories counterpoise a young recruit with an old-timer.

Counter-Reformation the reform of the Church of Rome in the 16th and 17th centuries that was stimulated by, and opposed the spread of, the Protestant Reformation. It was spearheaded by the Jesuit order.

countersign | 'koun*ter,sign | • n. [trans.] add a signature to (a document already signed by another person); each check had to be signed and countersigned. • n. a signal or password given in reply to a soldier on guard.

derivatives: countersignature | 'koun*ter,sig*nature | • n.
countersink | 'koun*ter,sink | • v. (past and past part. sunk [-'sank] ) [trans.] enlarge and bevel the rim of (a drilled hole) so that a screw, nail, or bolt can be inserted flush with the surface.

drive (a screw, nail, or bolt) into such a hole.

counter-tenor | 'koun*ter,tenar | • n. the highest male adult singing voice (sometimes distinguished from the male alto voice by its strong, pure tone).

a singer with such a voice.

counter-vail | 'koun*ter,väl | • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (countervailing) offset the effect of (something) by countering it with something of equal force: the dominance of the party was mediated by a number of countervailing factors.

coup | koup | • n. (pl. coups | koups | ) 1 (also coup d'état) a sudden, violent, and illegal seizure of power from a government: a democracy overthrown by an army coup. 2 a notable or successful stroke or move: it was a coup to get such a prestigious contract.

an unusual or unexpected but successful tactic in card play. 3 (among North American Indians) an act of touching an armed enemy in battle as a deed of bravery, or an act of first touching an item of the enemy's in order to claim it.

coup de grâce | koo da' gris | • n. (pl. coups de grâce pronuc. same) a final blow or shot
given to kill a wounded person or animal: he administered the coup de grâce with a knife | the party won another term and delivered the coup de grâce to socialism.

coup de maître | koo da —met(ra) | • n. (pl. coups de maître pronuc. same) a master stroke; an outstanding skillful and opportune act.

coup d’état | koo da’tä | • n. (pl. coups d’é-tat | -tä(z) (pronuc. same) another term for COUP (sense 1).

coupe1 | koo | (also coupé | koo’pa) • n. 1 a car with a fixed roof, two doors, and a sloping rear that is shorter than a sedan of the same model. 2 a four-wheeled enclosed horse-drawn carriage for two passengers and a driver.

coupe2 | koo | • n. a shallow glass or glass dish, typically with a stem, in which desserts or champagne are served.

- a dessert served in such a dish.

-couple | koo’pl | • n. a pair of successive lines of verse, typically rhyming and of the same length.

courier | koo’rær; körær | • n. a messenger who transports goods or documents, in particular:

- a company or employee of a company that transports commercial packages and documents: the check was dispatched by courier | [as adj.] a courier service.

- a messenger for an underground or espionage organization. • v. [trans.] (often be couriered) send or transport (goods or documents) by courier.

course | kör | • n. 1 (in architecture) a continuous horizontal layer of brick, stone, or other material in a building. 2 (in hunting) a pursuit of game (esp. hares) with greyhounds by sight rather than scent. • v. [trans.] pursue (game, esp. hares) with greyhounds using sight rather than scent: many of the hares coursed escaped unharmed | [intrans.] she would course for hares with her greyhounds.

derivatives: courier n. a person who hunts with hounds by sight.

courtesan | kör’tazan; kartzan | • n. a prostitute, esp. one with wealthy or aristocratic clients.

courtier | kör’tær; körChär | • n. a person who attends a royal court as a companion or adviser to the king or queen.

- a person who fawns and flatters in order to gain favor or advantage.

couth | kooth | • adj. [predic.] cultured, refined, and well mannered: it is more couth to hold your shrimp by the tail. • n. good manners; refinement: their hockey team had more talent but less couth.

couture | koo’skyor(2)r; koo’tyor | • n. the design and manufacture of fashionable clothes to a client’s specific requirements and measurements.

- such clothes: they were dressed in printed-silk couture.

derivatives: couturier n.

couvade | koo’väd | • n. the custom in some cultures in which a man takes to his bed and goes through certain rituals when his child is being born, as though he were physically affected by the birth.

coven | kavan | • n. a group or gathering of witches who meet regularly.

- a secret or close-knit group of associates: covens of militants within the party.

covenant | kovan | • n. an agreement.

- a legal contract drawn up by deed. • a clause in such a contract: restrictive covenants based on race. • (in monotheistic religion) an agreement that brings about a relationship of commitment between God and his people. The Jewish faith is based on the biblical covenants made with Abraham, Moses, and David. • v. [trans.] agree, esp. by lease, deed, or other legal contract: [with infinitive] the landlord covenants to repair the property.

- phrases: Old Covenant (in Christianity) the covenant between God and Israel in the Old Testament. New Covenant (in Christianity) the covenant between God and the followers of Christ.

derivatives: covenantal | kavan | • adj. covenantant | kavan | • n. an agreement. covenantator | kavan | • n. a person.

cover charge | n. (also cover) a flat fee paid for admission to a restaurant, bar, club, etc. It differs from a minimum, which is the required purchase of, typically, a minimum amount of food or drink.

cover crop | n. a crop grown for the protection and enrichment of the soil, esp. one grown outside the normal growing season.

covert | adj. | kóvart; kôvart; kévart | not openly acknowledged or displayed: covert operations against the dictatorship | covert long-ing for change. • n. | kóvar(t); kôvart | 1 a shelter or hiding place.

- a thicket in which game can hide. 2 covers the feathers covering the bases of the main flight or tail feathers of a bird.

derivatives: covertly | kóvartlë; kô’vartlë; k’avartlë | adv. covertness n.

covering | kavan, chör | • n. 1 protective or concealing covering. 2 under common law, the legal status (now abolished by statute) of a married woman, considered to be under her husband’s protection and authority.

covet | kavan | • v. (coveted, coveting) [trans.] yearn to possess or have (something): the president-elect covets time for exercise and fishing | [as adj.] (coveted) she won the coveted Booker Prize for fiction.

derivatives: covetably | kóvartlë | adv. covetousness n.

covetous | kavan | • adj. having or showing a great desire to possess something, typically something belonging to someone else: fingered the linen with covetous hands | a grin that seemed entirely covetous.

derivatives: covetously | adv. covetousness n.

cow | v. [trans.] (usu. be cowed) cause (someone) to submit to one’s wishes by intimidation: the intellectuals had been cowed into silence.

cower | kowar | • v. [intrans.] crouch down in fear.
cute | koi | adj. (coyer, coynest) (esp. of a woman) making a pretense of shyness or modesty that is intended to be alluring but is often regarded as irritating; she treated him to a coy smile of invitation.

D: reluctant to give details, esp. about something regarded as sensitive: he is coy about his age. quiet and reserved; shy.

D: coyly adv. coyness n.

coz| kazan | v. [trans.] trick or deceive: do not think to cozen your contemporaries.

D: obtain by deception: he was able to cozen a profit.

D: cozenage [-nij] n. cozener n.

crabbed | krebab | adj. 1 (of handwriting) ill-formed and hard to decipher.

D: (of style) contorted and difficult to understand: crabbed legal language. 2 ill-humored: a crabbed, unhappy middle age.

D: crabbedly adv. crabbedness n.

crape | kräp | n. archaic spelling of crepe.

D: crapply adj.

crampulent | krempyolant | adj. of or relating to the drinking of alcohol or drunkenness.

D: crampulence n. crampulous | yalas | adj.

crasciiure | kräskloer; krekloer | n. a network of fine cracks in the paint or varnish of a painting.

crass | kras | adj. lacking sensitivity, refinement, or intelligence: the crass assumptions that men make about women the crass commercialization of historic sites.

D: crassitude | kraso, t(y)ood | n. crassily adv. crappiness n.

craven | kräven | adj. contemptibly lacking in courage; cowardly: a craven abdication of his moral duty.

D: cravenly adv. cravenness n.

craze | kräz | v. (often be crazed) produce a network of fine cracks on (a surface): the lake was frozen over but crazed with cracks.

D: intrans.] develop such cracks.

crease | kres | v. [trans.] (of a bullet) graze (someone or something), causing little damage: a bullet creased his thigh.

D: creationism | krä'shio, nizam | n. the belief that the universe and living organisms originate from specific acts of divine creation, as in the biblical account, rather than by natural processes such as evolution.

D: creationalist n. & adj.

crèche | krèsh | n. 1 a representation of the Christian nativity scene. 2 a nursery where babies and young children are cared for during the working day.

credence | krädans | n. 1 belief in or acceptance of something as true or valid: psychoanalysis finds little credence among laymen.

D: the likelihood of something being true; plausibility: being called upon by the media as an expert lends credence to one's opinions. 2 [usu. as adj.] a small side table, shelf, or niche in a church for holding the elements of the Eu-

crebneza | kra'denzo | n. a sideboard or cupboard.

credible | kredabal | adj. able to be believed; convincing: few people found his story credible a credible witness.

D: capable of persuading people that something will happen or be successful: a credible threat.

D: credibleness | kredibal | n. credibly | -ble] adv.

credibility | kredibility | kredibal | n. credibly | -ble] adv.

creditor | kreditar | n. a person or company to whom money is owed.

credo | krêdo; krêdô | n. (pl. -os) a statement of the beliefs or aims that guide someone's actions: he announced his credo in his first editorial.

- (Credo) a creed of the Christian Church in Latin. - (Credo) a musical setting of the Nicene Creed, typically as part of a mass.

credulity | krê'dyoolit | n. a tendency to be too ready to believe that something is real or true.

credulous | krêzlas | adj. having or showing too great a readiness to believe things.

D: credulously adv. credulousness n.

creed | krêd | n. a system of religious belief; a faith: people of many creeds and cultures.

- (often the Creed) a formal statement of Christian beliefs, esp. the Apostles' Creed or the Nicene Creed. a set of beliefs or aims that guide someone's actions: liberalism was more than a political creed.

creelations | krela'shonz | plural n. the battlefields of a castle or other building.

creelated | krensyalat; -y, lat | also crenulate | adj. having a finely scalloped or notched outline or edge.

D: creelation | krensyalan | n.

Creole | krôl | (also creole) n. 1 a person of mixed European and black descent, esp. in the Caribbean.

- a descendant of Spanish or other European settlers in the Caribbean or Central or South America. - a white descendant of French or Spanish settlers in Louisiana and other parts of the southern US. 2 a mother tongue formed from the contact of two languages through an earlier pidgin stage: a Portuguese-based Creole. - adj. of or relating to a Creole or Creoles.

crepe (also creape, crêpe) n. 1 [krap] a lightweight, thin fabric with a wrinkled surface: as adj.] a crepe bandage.

D: (also crepe rubber) hard-wearing wrinkled rubber, used esp. for the soles of shoes. 2 [krap] black silk or imitation silk, formerly used for mourning clothes.

D: a band of such fabric formerly worn around...
a person’s hat as a sign of mourning. 3 | krap; krep | a thin pancake.

**Derivatives:** crepey adj.
crêp'itâte | 'krepta.tät | • v. [trans.] make a cracking sound: the night crepitates with an airy, whistling cacophony | [as adj.] (crepitating) spidery fingers of crepitating electricity.

**Derivatives:** crepitânt | 'krepta.tänt | adj. crepitâtion n.
crépusc'ulâr | krap'sky.lär | • adj. of, resembling, or relating to twilight.

(of an animal) appearing or active at twilight.
créscen'do | krape'stendô | • n. 1 (pl. crescendos or crescendi [-de]) a gradual increase in loudness in a piece of music.

a passage of music marked to be performed in this way; the loudest point reached in a gradually increasing sound: Deborah's voice was rising to a crescendo. 2 a progressive increase in force or intensity: a crescendo of misery, the most intense point reached in this; a climax: the negative reviews reached a crescendo in mid-February. • adv. & adj. (in music) with a gradual increase in loudness: as adj.] a short crescendo kettledrum roll. • v. (-oes, -oed) [trans.] increase in loudness or intensity: the reluctant singers began to crescendo.
créscen't | 'kreents | • adj. 1 [attrib] having the shape of a curved sickle (a crescent): a crescent moon. 2 growing, increasing, or developing.
crést'fâl'en | 'krest,folen | • adj. sad and disappointed; deserted; abashed: he came back empty-handed and crestfallen. Cf. chapfallen.
cré'tin | krip.tin | • n. a stupid person (used as a general term of abuse).

(in former medical use) a person who is deformed and mentally handicapped (suffers cretism) because of congenital thyroid deficiency.

**Derivatives:** cré'tinous | -ious | adj.
cré'vevasse | krive'vess | • n. a deep open crack, esp. one in a glacier.

a breach in the embankment of a river or canal.
cré've | 'kreves | • n. a narrow opening or fissure, esp. in a rock or wall.
crî'mi ni'âlize | 'krima.ni.liz | • v. [trans.] turn (an activity) into a criminal offense by making it illegal: the law that criminalizes assisted suicide.

turn (someone) into a criminal by making their activities illegal: these measures would criminalize migrant workers for their way of life.

**Derivatives:** crim'i na'lization | krim'ä-na.liz'ä.tion | n.
crî'mâž | krî'mâž | • n. a handiwork in which a patterned fabric is created by looping yarn with a single hook needle: [as adj.] a crochet hook.

fabric or items made in such a way. • v. (crocheted [-shëd], crocheting [-shë'ning]) [trans.] make a garment or piece of fabric in such a way: she crocheted the shawl | [trans.] her mother crochets.

cro'chet | krö'shät | • n. a handiwork in which a patterned fabric is created by looping yarn with a single hook needle: [as adj.] a crochet hook.

fabric or items made in such a way. • v. (crocheted [-shëd], crocheting [-shë'ning]) [trans.] make a garment or piece of fabric in such a way: she crocheted the shawl | [trans.] her mother crochets.

croiss'ant | [kroi'sa]nt | -sans | • n. a French crescent-shaped roll made of sweet flaky pastry.

Cro-Magnon man | kro'ma.nen, 'mennyen | • n. the earliest form of modern human in some way...
Europe. Their appearance c. 35,000 years ago marked the beginning of the Upper Paleolithic and the apparent decline and disappearance of Neanderthal man; the group persisted at least into the Neolithic period.

cr濠nyism |ˈkrɒnɪzəm| n. the appointment of friends and associates (cronies) to positions of authority, without proper regard to their qualifications.

cropper |ˈkrɒpər| n.

PHRASES: come a cropper fall heavily.

■ suffer a defeat or disaster: the team's challenge for the championship has come a cropper.

cross hatch |ˈkrɒs,heɪt| v. [trans.] (often as n.) (crosshatching) (in drawing or graphics) shade (an area) with intersecting sets of parallel lines.

cross over |ˈkrɒs,əvər| n. 1 the process of achieving success in a different field or style, esp. in popular music: [as adj.] a jazz-classical crossover album. 2 a person who votes for a candidate in a different political party than the one he or she usually supports: [adj.] crossover voters. 3 [as adj.] relating to or denoting trials of medical treatment in which experimental subjects and control groups are exchanged after a set period: a crossover study.

cross patch |ˈkrɒs,peɪtʃ| n. a bad-tempered person.

crotch et |ˈkrɒtʃɪt| n. 1 (in music) a quarter note. 2 a perverse or unfounded belief or notion: the natural crochets of invertebrate bachelors.

croupier |ˈkrɒpiər| -piər| n. the person in charge of a gambling table, gathering in and paying out money or tokens.

crosier |ˈkrɒzɪər| (also crosier) n. a hooked staff carried by a bishop as a symbol of pastoral office.

crucial |ˈkrɒʃəl| adj. decisive or critical, esp. in the success or failure of something: negotiations were at a crucial stage.

■ of great importance: this game is crucial to our survival.

DERIVATIVES: cruciality |ˈkrɒʃəlɪtɪ| n. crucially adv.

USAGE: Crucial is used in formal contexts to mean 'decisive, critical', e.g., 'The testimony of the only eyewitness was crucial to the case'. Its broader use to mean 'very important,' as in 'It is crucial to get good light for your photographs', should be restricted to informal contexts.

crucible |ˈkrɒsəbəl| n. a ceramic or metal container in which metals or other substances may be melted or subjected to very high temperatures.

■ a place or occasion of severe test or trial: the crucible of combat.

■ a place or situation in which different elements interact to produce something new: the crucible of the new Romantic movement.

cruciform |ˈkrɒsform| adj. having the shape of a cross: a cruciform sword.

■ of or denoting a church having a cross-shaped plan.

cruelities |ˈkrɒəlɪti| plural n. assorted raw vegetables served as an hors d'oeuvre, typically with a dip.

crucet |ˈkrɔʊæt| n. 1 a small container for salt, pepper, oil, or vinegar for use at a dining table. 2 (in Christian church use) a small container for the wine or water to be used in the celebration of the Eucharist.

crustacean |ˈkrʌstəsɪən| a member of a large group of mainly aquatic arthropods (the Crustacea) that include crabs, lobsters, shrimps, woodlice, barnacles, and many minute forms. They are very diverse, but most have four or more pairs of limbs and several other appendages.

DERIVATIVES: crustaceous |-ˈʃəs| adj.

crux |ˈkrɔks,ˈkrɒks| n. (pl. cроссes or cроссes |ˈkrɔs,ˈsɛz|) (the crux) the decisive or most important point at issue: the crux of the matter is that attitudes have changed.

■ a particular point of difficulty: both crossovers can be resolved by a consideration of the manuscripts.

cryptogenics |ˈkrɔptənɪks| plural n. [treated as sing.] the branch of physics dealing with the production and effects of very low temperatures.

■ another term for cryptonics.

DERIVATIVES: cryo-genic adj. cryogenically -ɪk(ə)əl| adv.

cryonics |ˈkrɔɪənɪks| plural n. [treated as sing.] the practice or technique of deep-freezing the bodies of those who have just died of an incurable disease, in the hope of reviving them if and when a cure is developed.

DERIVATIVES: cryonic adj.

crypt |ˈkrɪpt| n. an underground room or vault beneath a church, used as a chapel or burial place.

cryptanalysis |ˌkrɪptənəˈlaɪsəs| n. the art or process of deciphering coded messages without the aid of the key.

DERIVATIVES: cryptanalytic |ˌkrɪptənəˈlaɪtɪk| adj.

cryptanalytically |ˌkrɪptənəˈlaɪtɪkəl| adv.

cryptic |ˈkrɪptɪk| adj. 1 having a meaning that is mysterious or obscure: he found her utterances too cryptic.

■ (of a crossword puzzle) having difficult clues that indicate the solutions indirectly. 2 (of coloration or markings) serving to camouflage an animal in its natural environment.

DERIVATIVES: cryptically -ɪk(ə)əl| adv.

cryptography |ˈkrɪptrəˈɡræfɪ| n. the art of writing or solving codes.

DERIVATIVES: cryptographer |ˌkrɪptrəˈɡrafeɪər| -fər| n.

cryptographic |ˌkrɪptrəˈɡræfɪk| adj.

cryptographically -ɪk(ə)əl| adj.

cubic |ˈkjuːbɪk| adj.

■ an early 20th-century style and movement in art, esp. painting, in which perspective with a single viewpoint was abandoned and use was made of simple geometric shapes, interlocking planes, and, later, collage.

DERIVATIVES: cubic n. & adj. cubic adj.
cuckold |'kʊkəld| -old| • n. the husband of an adulteress, often regarded as an object of derision. • v. [trans.] (of a man) make (another man) a cuckold by having a sexual relationship with his wife.

- (of a man's wife) make (her husband) a cuckold.

DERIVATIVES: cuckold-ry |-'drə| n.

cues'ta |'kwɛstə| • n. (in geology) a ridge with a gentle slope (dip) on one side and a steep slope (scarp) on the other.

cui bono? |kwɛ 'bɒnɔ| • exclam. who stands, or stood, to gain (typically, from a crime, and so might have been responsible for it?)

cui-rass |kwɛ'ræs; kyʊɔr'æs| • n. 1 a piece of medieval armor consisting of breastplate and backplate fastened together. 2 an artificial ventilator that encloses the body, leaving the limbs free, and forces air in and out of the lungs by changes in pressure.

cul-de-sac |'kal di,'sæk| • n. (pl. cul-de-sacs or culls-de-sac |'kal(ə)z| proun. same) a street or passage closed at one end; a dead end.

- a route or course leading nowhere: the popularity of authors found themselves in a political cul-de-sac. • (in anatomy) a vessel, tube, or sac, e.g., the cecum, open at only one end.

cui- linear |'kʊlə,nerɛ; 'kyʊələ-| • adj. of or for cooking: culinary skills.

DERIVATIVES: cullinary |-'nalər| adv.

cumulative |'kʊmjuˌleɪtɪv; -ˌlatɪv| • adj. increasing or increased in quantity, degree, or force by successive additions: the cumulative effect of two years of drought. • (of interest or dividends) accruing in value until paid, even if not paid when due.

DERIVATIVES: cumulatively |-'lætɪv| adv. cumulative-ness |-n| n.

cuneiform |'kyʊəˌnɛf,ˈform; 'kyʊən(ə)m-| • adj. denoting or relating to the wedge-shaped characters used in the ancient writing systems of Mesopotamia, Persia, and Ugarit, surviving mainly impressed on clay tablets: a cuneiform inscription.

- denoting three bones of the tarsus (ankle) between the navicular bone and the metatarsals. • (in biology) wedge-shaped: the eggs are cuneiform. • n. cuneiform writing.

cupidity |'kʊpɪdətɪ| • n. greed for money or possessions.

cup'preous |'kʊpɪpɹəs| • adj. of or like copper.

curate1 |'kʊərət,-rət| • n. (also assistant curate) chiefly Brit. a member of the clergy engaged as assistant to a vicar, rector, or parish priest.

- a minister with pastoral responsibility.

curate2 |'kʊər,-rət| • v. [trans.] (usu. be- cured) select, organize, and look after the items in (a collection or exhibition): both exhibitions are curated by the museum's director.

DERIVATIVES: curation |'kʊərəʃən| n.

curative |'kʊərətɪv| • adj. able to cure something, typically disease: the curative properties of herbs. • n. a medicine or agent of this type.

DERIVATIVES: curatively |-'tɪv| adv. 
curator |'kʊərətər; kyʊərə'tər; 'kyʊərə'tər| • n. a keeper or custodian of a museum or other collection.

DERIVATIVES: curatorial |-'tɪrəl| adj. curatorship |-'ʃɪp| n.
curd |kɔrd| • n. (also curds) a soft, white substance formed when milk coagulates, used as the basis for cheese.

DERIVATIVES: curdly |-də| adj.

curre'tage |'kʊərətɪdʒ| • n. the use of a curette (a scoop-shaped surgical knife), esp. on the lining of the uterus.

curia |'kyʊəriə| the papal court at the Vatican, by which the Roman Catholic Church is governed.

DERIVATIVES: Curial adj.

curio |'kyʊərɪə,ɔ| • n. (pl. -os) a rare, unusual, or intriguing object.

curio'sa |ˌkyʊərɪəsə; ˌɔzə| • plural n. curiosities, esp. erotic or pornographic books or articles.

cur'mug'deon |ˈkærˌmeɪn| • n. a bad-tempered or surly person.

DERIVATIVES: curmudgeonly |-'lər| adj.

curricu' lum |ˌkərɪˈkjuːləm| • n. (pl. curricula |-lə| or curriculums) the subjects comprising a course of study in a school or college.

DERIVATIVES: curricular |-'lər| adj.
curriculum vitae

| kasr'ik(y)al'm | vē,tī; 'vīte | (abbr.: CV) | n. (pl. curricula vitae | -'rik(y)al') | a brief account of a person's education, qualifications, and previous occupations, typically sent with a job application.

curry • v. (-ies, -ied) | [trans.] | 1 groom (a horse) with a rubber or plastic curry-comb.
2 treat (tanned leather) to improve its properties.

- thrash; beat.

Phrases: curry favor ingratiate oneself with someone through obsequious behavior: a wimpish attempt to curry favor with the new bosses. [origin: alteration of Middle English curry favel, from the name (Favel or Fawvel) of a chestnut horse in a 14th-century French romance who became a symbol of cunning and duplicity; hence 'to rub down Favel' meant to use the curring that he personified.]

cursive | karsiv | adj. | written with the characters joined: cursive script. | n. | writing with such a style.

derivatives: cursive-ly adv.
cursory | karsory | adj. | hasty and therefore not thorough or detailed: a cursory glance at the figures.

derivatives: cursorily adv.
curtailed | kar'tāl | v. | [trans.] | (often be curtailed) reduce in extent or quantity; impose a restriction on: civil liberties were further curtailed.

derivatives: curtailed-ment | kar'tāl-mant | n.
curtilage | karjl | adj. | shortened, abridged, or curtailed.
curvy | kar'vēt | n. | a graceful or energetic leap.
• v. (curved, curving, curved, curving) [intrans.] | leap gracefully or energetically.

derivatives: curvilinear, curvily-ly adv.
cushy | kūshē | adj. | (cushier, cushion) 1 (of a job, task, or situation) undemanding, easy, or secure: cushy jobs that pay you to ski.
2 (of furniture) comfortable.

derivatives: cushion-ness n.
cusp | kasp | n. | 1 a pointed end where two curves meet, in particular:
• a projecting point between small arcs in Gothic tracery.
• a cone-shaped prominence on the surface of a tooth, esp. of a molar or premolar.
• a pocket or fold in the wall of the heart or a major blood vessel that fills and distends if the blood flows backward, so forming part of a valve.
• a point at which the direction of a geometric curve is abruptly reversed.
• each of the pointed ends of a crescent, esp. of the moon.
2 the initial point of an astrological sign or house: he was Aries on the cusp with Taurus.
• a point between two different situations or states, when a person or thing is poised between the two or just about to move from one to the other: those on the cusp of adulthood.

derivatives: cusping | -pate; |-pät| adj. | cusped adj. | cuspidate | -ska,dar | adj.
cuspidor | kasp'dor | n. | a pot for spitting into: spittoon.
cyan | 'sēn; 'sian | n. | a greenish-blue color, which is one of the primary colors arrived at by selectively filtering parts of the spectrum, and is complementary to red.

cyberspace | 'si,bæps | n. | the notional environment in which communication over computer networks occurs: my last message got lost in cyberspace.
cyborg | 'si,bɔrg | n. | a fictional or hypothetical person whose physical abilities are extended beyond normal human limitations by mechanical elements built into the body.
cygnus | 'sigan't | n. | a young swan.
cynic | 'kamrɪk | adj. | Welsh in language or culture. | n. | the Welsh language.
cynical | 'sinnk | adv.
cynicism | 'sina,si-zam | n.
cyno- | 'sina,si-mar; 'sin- | n. | [in sing.] | a person or thing that is the center of attention or admiration: the queen was the cynosure of all eyes.

derivatives: cynical adj. | cynically | adv. | cynicism | 'sina,si-zam | n.
cyrillic | sərilik | adj. | denoting the alphabet used by many Slavic peoples, chiefly
those with a historical allegiance to the Orthodox Church. Ultimately derived from Greek uncial script; it is now used for Russian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Ukrainian, and some other Slavic languages. n. the Cyrillic alphabet.
cyst | sist | n. in an animal or plant, a thin-walled, hollow organ or cavity containing a liquid secretion; a sac, vesicle, or bladder.

- in the body, a membranous sac or cavity of abnormal character containing fluid. a tough protective capsule enclosing the larva of a parasitic worm or the resting stage of an organism.
czar | zâr; (t)sâr | (also tsar or tszar) n. an emperor of Russia before 1917: as title Czar Nicholas II.

- a South Slav ruler in former times, esp. one reigning over Serbia in the 14th century.
- [usu. with adj.] a person with great authority or power in a particular area: America's new drug czar.
derivatives: czar'dom | -'dam | n. czar-ism | -'izm | n. czar-ist | -ist | n. & adj.

da capo | dā'kapō | adv. (as a musical direction) repeat from the beginning. Cf. dal segno.
davcha | dâch'ə (also datcha) n. a country house or cottage in Russia, typically used as a second or vacation home.
dactyl | daktl | n. a metrical prosodic foot consisting of one stressed syllable followed by two unstressed syllables or (in Greek and Latin) one long syllable followed by two short syllables.

Da'da | dā'dā (also dada) n. an early 20th-century international movement in art, literature, music, and film, repudiating and mocking artistic and social conventions and emphasizing the illogical and absurd. the products of this movement: an exhibition of Dada. an example or the atmosphere of illogicality and absurdity: the whole evening was dada.
derivatives: Da'darism | -'izm | n. Da'darist | -ist | n. & adj. Da'daristic | dā'dā 'istik | adj.
dado | dâ'dō | n. (pl. -os) the lower part of the wall of a room, below about waist height, if it is a different color or has a different covering than the upper part.

- short for dado rail; a decorative molding at waist height, which protects the wall of a room from damage. a groove cut in the face of a board, into which the edge of another board is fixed. the part of a pedestal between the base and the cornice.
daemon | dē'mon (also daimon) n. 1. (in ancient Greek belief) a divinity or supernatural being of a nature between gods and humans.

- an inner or attendant spirit or inspiring force. 2. archaic spelling of demon.
derivatives: da'emonic | di'mānık | adj.
daemon | dē'mon (also demon) n. (in computing) a background process that handles requests for services such as print spooling and file transfers, and is dormant when not required.
daft | daft | adj. silly; foolish: don't ask such daft questions.
crazy: have you gone daft? [predic.] (daft about) infatuated with: we were all daft about him.
daguerreotype | dag'o,tip | (also daguerrotype) n. a photograph taken by an early photographic process employing an iodine-sensitized silvered plate and mercury vapor.
daimyo | daim'yō (also daimio) n. (pl. -os) (in feudal Japan) one of the great lords who were vassals of the shogun.
daily | dā'leəns; 'däləns | n. a casual romantic or sexual relationship.

- brief or casual involvement with something: college was my last dalliance with the education system.
dali-segno | dâl 'sänyō | adv. (esp. as a musical direction) repeat from the point marked by a sign. Cf. da capo.

damascene | dâ'masən, dâ'mə'sən | adj. of or relating to the city of Damascus (Syria).

- of, relating to, or resembling the conversion of St. Paul on the road to Damascus: a transformation of Damascene proportions. of or relating to Damascus steel (which had a wavy hammer-welded pattern) or its manufacture.
- (often damascene) relating to or denoting a process of inlaying a metal object with gold or silver decoration. n. a native or inhabitant of Damascus.
derivatives: damas'cened adj.
damask | damas'k | n. 1. a figured woven fabric with a pattern visible on both sides, typically used for table linen and upholstery.

- a tablecloth made of this material. 2. short for damask rose (Rosa damascena), a sweet-scented old pink or light red variety (or hybrid) used for attar. 3. (also damask steel) another term for Damascus steel, a steel with welded iron parts and a wavy surface pattern, used in weapons and once marketed, if not made, in Damascus. adj. made of or resembling damask.

- having the velvety pink or light red color of a damask rose. v. [trans.] weave with figured designs.

- decorate with or as if with a variegated pattern.
dame | dâm | • n. 1 (Dame) (in the UK) the title given to a woman equivalent to the rank of knight.

■ a woman holding this title. 2 a woman: every guy on the block was watching this dame.

■ an elderly or mature woman.

damn | dam | • v. [trans.] (in Christian belief) (of God) condemn a (person) to suffer eternal punishment in hell: be forever damned with Lucifer.

■ (be damned) be doomed to misfortune or failure: the enterprise was damned. ■ condemn, esp. by the public expression of disapproval: intellectuals whom he damns as doctrinaire idealists. ■ curse (someone or something): she cleared her throat, damning it for its huskiness | damn him for making this sound trivial. ■ informal expressing anger, surprise, or frustration: Damn! I completely forgot! ■ adj. [attrib.] used for emphasis, esp. to express anger or frustration: turn that damn thing off! | [as submodifier] don’t be so damn silly!

DERIVATIVES: damnable adj. damnation n.

damnatory | 'dæmnətɔrəri | • adj. conveying or causing censure or damnation: the case against him was most damnatory.

damocles | 'dæməkləs | • a legendary courtier who extravagantly praised the happiness of Dionysius I, ruler of Syracuse. To show him how precarious this happiness was, Dionysius seated him at a banquet with a sword hung by a single hair over his head.

PHRASES: sword of Damocles a precarious situation.

dan‟der 1 | 'dændər | • n. (in phrase get/have one’s dander up) lose one’s temper.

dan‟der 2 | • n. skin flakes in an animal’s fur or hair.

dan‟die | 'dændl| • v. [trans.] move (a baby or young child) up and down in a playful or affectionate way.

■ move (something) lightly up and down: dandling the halter rope, he gently urged the pony’s head up.

dank | dæŋk| • adj. disagreeably damp, musty, and typically cold: a dank cellar.

DERIVATIVES: dankly adv. dankness n.

danse macabre | 'dæns ma’kæbrə| • n. another term for the Dance of Death an allegorical representation of Death leading people in the dance to the grave, popular in the Middle Ages.

danseur | 'dænsər| • n. a male ballet dancer.

danseuse | 'dænsəz| • n. a female ballet dancer.

darkling | 'dɑrkling| • adj. of or relating to growing darkness: the darkling sky.

dastard | 'dæstərd| • n. a dishonorable or despicable person.

datum | 'dætəm; 'dætə| • n. facts and statistics collected together for reference or analysis. See also DATUM.

■ the quantities, characters, or symbols on which operations are performed by a computer, being stored and transmitted in the form of electrical signals and recorded on magnetic, optical, or mechanical recording media. ■ (in philosophy) things known or assumed as facts, making the basis of reasoning or calculation.

USAGE: Data was originally the plural of the Latin word datum, ‘something (e.g., a piece of information) given.’ Data is now used as a singular where it means ‘information’: This data was prepared for the conference. It is used as a plural in technical contexts and when the collection of bits of information is stressed: All recent data on hurricanes are being compared. Avoid datas and datae, which are false plurals, neither English nor Latin.

dative | 'dætɪv| • adj. (in Latin, Greek, German, and other languages) denoting a case of nouns and pronouns, and words in grammatical agreement with them, indicating an indirect object or recipient. • n. a noun or other word of this type.

■ (the dative) the dative case.

data•ment | 'dætmənt; 'dæt-| • n. (pl. data -tə) 1 a single piece of information.

■ an assumption or premise from which inferences may be drawn. 2 a fixed starting point of a scale or operation.

daub | dəb | • v. [trans.] coat or smear (a surface) with a thick or sticky substance in a carelessly rough or liberal way: she daubed her face with cold cream.

■ spread (a thick or sticky substance) on a surface in such a way: a canvas with paint daubed on it. ■ paint (words or drawings) on a surface in such a way: they daubed graffiti on the walls. • n. 1 plaster, clay, or another substance used for coating a surface, esp. when mixed with straw and applied to laths or wattles to form a wall: square huts, mostly daub and wattle.

■ a patch or smear of a thick or sticky substance: a daub of paint. 2 a painting executed without much skill.

DERIVATIVES: dauber n. 1 an implement used for daubing. 2 a crude or inartistic painter.

daunt | dənt; dənt| • v. [trans.] (usu. be daunted) make (someone) feel intimidated or apprehensive: some people are daunted by technology.

PHRASES: nothing daunted without having been made fearful or apprehensive: nothing daunted, the committee set to work.

daunt•less | 'dɑntlis; 'dənt-, -l| • adj. showing fearlessness and determination: a dauntless hero.

DERIVATIVES: daunt•less•ly adv. daunt•less•ness n.

dauphin | dəfɛ̃ | • n. the eldest son of the king of France, used as a title from 1349 to 1830.

deacon | 'dekən| • n. (in Catholic, Anglican, and Orthodox churches) an ordained minister of an order ranking below that of priest.

■ (in some Protestant churches) a lay officer appointed to assist a minister, esp. in secular affairs. ■ (in the early church) an appointed minister of charity. • v. [trans.] appoint or ordain as a deacon.
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derivatives: deaconate n. deaconry n. deaconship ʃɪp n.
deadhead 'ded,hed] (also dead-head) • n. 1 (Deadhead) a fan and follower of the rock group The Grateful Dead; 2 a passenger or member of an audience with a free ticket.
- a boring or unenterprising person. 3 a sunken or partially submerged log. • v. 1 [intrans.] (of a commercial driver, etc.) travel a route with no paying passengers or freight: trucks deadheading into California to pick up outbound loads.
- ride in a plane or other vehicle without paying for a ticket: the westbound crew boarded the red-eye to deadhead to Boston. 2 [trans.] remove dead flowerheads from (a plant): weeding and deadheading the roses.
deadlock 'ded,læk] • n. [in sing.] a situation, typically one involving opposing parties, in which no progress can be made: an attempt to break the deadlock. • v. [trans.] (usu. be deadlocked) cause (a situation or opposing parties) to come to a point where no progress can be made because of fundamental disagreement: the jurors were deadlocked on six charges.
- cause (a contest or game) to be in a tie: Purdue deadlocked the game with a third-period field goal.
deadpan 'ded,pan] • adj. deliberately impassive or expressionless: deadpan humor. • adv. in a deadpan manner. • v. (-panned, -panning) [with direct speech] say something amusing while affecting a serious manner: "I'm an undercover dentist," he deadpanned.
dead reckoning • n. the process of calculating one's position, esp. at sea, by estimating the direction and distance traveled rather than by using landmarks, astronomical observations, or electronic navigation methods.
dearth | deəθ] • n. [in sing.] a scarcity or lack of something: a dearth of evidence | a dearth of good teachers.
debacle 'di,bækəl; 'bækal] • n. a sudden and ignominious failure; a fiasco: the economic debacle that became known as the Great Depression.
debate | di'beıt] • v. (debated, debarring) [trans.] (usu. be debated) exclude or prohibit (someone) officially from doing something: people declaring that they were HIV-positive could be debated from the country. Cf. disbar.
derivatives: debate|ment n.
debase | di'beıs] • v. [trans.] reduce (something) in quality or value; degrade: commercialization has debased the meaning of the holiday | [as adj.] (debased) the debased traditions of sportsmanship.
- lower the moral character of (someone): war debases people. • lower the value of (coingage) by reducing the content of precious metal.
derivatives: debasement n. debaser n.
debauch | di'bəch] • v. [trans.] destroy or debase the moral purity of; corrupt.
- seduce: he debauched several schoolgirls. • n. a bout of excessive indulgence in sensual pleasures, esp. eating and drinking.
- the habit or practice of such indulgence; debauchery: his life had been spent in debauch.
derivatives: debaucher n.
debauchery 'di,bəcharˌɛ] • n. excessive indulgence in sensual pleasures.
debilitate 'di,bɪliˌte] • v. [trans.] (debilitating) make (someone) weak and infirm: a debilitating disease | [as adj.] (debilitated) she had felt chronically debilitated and unwell for years.
- hinder, delay, or weaken: [adj.] the debilitating effects of underinvestment.
derivatives: debilitating adjective | debilitation | di,bɪlɪˈteʃən] • n. debilitative • di,bɪlɪˈteɪtəv|e] • adj. debrief | di,briʃ] • v. [trans.] (debriefed, debriefing) (as n.) (debriefing) during his debriefing he exposed two Russian spies. • n. a series of questions about a completed mission or undertaking.
derivatives: debrief n.
debriefing | diˌbriəfɪŋ] • n. the removal of damaged tissue or foreign objects from a wound.
debrief | diˈbrɛf] • v. [trans.] question (someone, typically a soldier or spy) about a completed mission or undertaking: together they debriefed their two colleagues | [as n.] (debriefing) during his debriefing he exposed two Russian spies.
derivatives: debrief n.
debrief | diˌbrɛf] • v. [trans.] (debriefed, debarring) (as n.) (debriefing) during his debriefing he exposed two Russian spies. • n. a series of questions about a completed mission or undertaking.
derivatives: debrief n.
debrief | diˌbrɛf] • v. [trans.] question (someone, typically a soldier or spy) about a completed mission or undertaking: together they debriefed their two colleagues | [as n.] (debriefing) during his debriefing he exposed two Russian spies. • n. a series of questions about a completed mission or undertaking.
derivatives: debrief n.
debri | da] • n. scattered fragments, typically of something broken down or destroyed: the streets were littered with debris from the explosion.
- loose natural material consisting esp. of broken pieces of rock: planets, comets, and debris orbiting the sun. • dirt or refuse: clean away any collected dust or debris.
debt | da] • v. [trans.] (debtor) • n. a person or institution that owes a sum of money.
- (in the biblical sense) a person who has offended or sinned against another.
derivation: decedent - noun - decedent - noun.
decalogue 'dekiˌləg] • n. the process of transferring designs (decals) from prepared paper to glass, china, metal, etc.
- a technique used by some surrealist artists that involves pressing paint between sheets of paper.
Decalogue | dekəˈlɒɡ] • n. (usu. the Decalogue) the biblical Ten Commandments.
decant | [di’kænt] • v. [trans.] gradually pour (liquid, typically wine or a solution) from one container into another, esp. without disturbing the sediment: *the wine was decanted one hour before being served.*

- empty out; move as if by pouring: *the bus broke down and we were decanted into another vehicle.*

*derivatives: decapitate, decapitated, decapitator, decapitation.*

- cut the end or top from (something). *attempt to undermine (a group or organization) by removing its leaders.*

*derivatives: decelerate, deceleration, decelerator.*

- fragile

- of: *decimated) derivatives: decimation, decimate.*

- voice

- vehicle.

- hour

- (liquid, typically wine or a solution) reduced speed; slow down: *international growth rates decelerated in the early 1970s.*

- (of a vehicle, machine, or process) reduce speed; slow down: *international growth rates decelerated in the early 1970s.*

- (in general use) a degree of loudness: *his voice went up several decibels.*

- (of a tree or shrub) broad-leaved. *denoting the milk teeth of a mammal, which are shed after a time.*

*derivatives: deciduous, deciduousness.*

- kill, destroy, or remove a large percentage of: *the project would decimate the fragile wetland wilderness.*

- drastically reduce the strength or effectiveness of (something): *plant viruses that can decimate yields.*

- 2 kill one in every ten of (a group of soldiers or others) as a punishment for the whole group.

*derivatives: decimation, decimatory.*

- (a plant) with reduced strength or effectiveness.

- (of a plant) with reduced strength or effectiveness.

- kill one in every ten of (a group of soldiers or others) as a punishment for the whole group.

*derivatives: decimation, decimatory.*

*usage: Historically, the meaning of the word decimate is ‘kill one in every ten of (a group of people).’ This sense has been superseded by the later, more general sense ‘kill or destroy (a large percentage of),’ as in *the virus has decimated the population.* Some traditionalists argue that this and other later senses are incorrect. Decimate should not be used to mean ‘defeat utterly.’

decipher | [di’sifər] • v. [trans.] (often be deciphered) 1 kill, destroy, or remove a large percentage of: *the project would decimate the fragile wetland wilderness.*

- drastically reduce the strength or effectiveness of (something): *plant viruses that can decimate yields.*

- 2 kill one in every ten of (a group of soldiers or others) as a punishment for the whole group.

*derivatives: decimation, decimatory.*

- (a plant) with reduced strength or effectiveness.

- (of a plant) with reduced strength or effectiveness.

- kill one in every ten of (a group of soldiers or others) as a punishment for the whole group.

*derivatives: decimation, decimatory.*

*usage: Historically, the meaning of the word decimate is ‘kill one in every ten of (a group of people).’ This sense has been superseded by the later, more general sense ‘kill or destroy (a large percentage of),’ as in *the virus has decimated the population.* Some traditionalists argue that this and other later senses are incorrect. Decimate should not be used to mean ‘defeat utterly.’

- succeed in understanding, interpreting, or identifying (something): *an expression she could not decipher.*

*derivatives: decipherable, decipherment.*

- (de·cla·ma·tion) | [deklə’meɪʃən] • n. the action or art of speaking aloud or reciting with studied rhetorical expression (declaring): *Shakespearean declamation.*

- a rhetorical exercise or set speech. *forthright or distinct projection of words set to music: a soprano solo with wonderfully clear declamation.*

*derivatives: declamatory.*

- declasse | [deklə’sæ] (also déclassé) • adj. having fallen in social rank or position: *his parents were now poor and déclassé.*

- inferior status: *a déclassé restaurant.*

*derivatives: declensional.*

- declination | [deklə’næʃən] • n. 1 (in the grammar of Latin, Greek, and other languages) the variation of the form of a noun, pronoun, or adjective, by which its grammatical case, number, and gender are identified.

- the class to which a noun or adjective is assigned according to the manner of this variation. 2 a condition of decline or moral deterioration: *the declension of the new generation.*

*derivatives: declensional.*

- declivity | [di’klivətɪ] • n. (pl. -ies) a downward slope: *a thickly wooded declivity.*

*derivatives: declivitous, declivity.*

- decocct | [di’kækt] • v. [trans.] extract the essence from (something) by heating or boiling it.

*derivatives: decoction.*

- de·colletage | [de’kəlɛt] • n. (often be decolleté) a low neckline on a woman’s dress or top.

- de·colleté | [de’kəlɛt] • n. (also de·collette) (of a woman’s dress or top) having a low neckline. *n. a low neckline on a woman’s dress or top.*

- decompose | [dekom’poʊz] • v. [trans.] (of a dead body or other organic matter) decay; become rotten: *leaves stuffed in plastic bags do not decompose.*

- [as adj.] (decomposed) the body was badly decomposed.

- [trans.] cause (something) to decay or rot: *dead plant matter can be completely decomposed by microorganisms.*

- (of a chemical compound) break down into component elements or simpler constituents: *many chemicals decompose rapidly under high temperature.*

- [trans.] break down (a chemical compound) into its component elements or simpler constituents: to decompose the compound by means of an acid. *[trans.] (in mathematics) express...
deconstruction

(a number or function) as a combination of simpler components.

decomposition | [dē, kənstrəkˈʃən] | n. a method of critical analysis of philosophical and literary language that emphasizes the internal workings of language and conceptual systems, the relational quality of meaning, and the assumptions implicit in forms of expression.
decorous | ['dékərəs; diˈkōrəs] | adj. in keeping with good taste and propriety; polite and restrained: dancing with decorous space between partners.
derivatives: decorously | adv. decorousness | n.
decorum | [diˈkōrəm] | n. behavior in keeping with good taste and propriety: you exhibit remarkable modesty and decorum.

- etiquette: he had no idea of funeral decorum.
- (usu. decorums) a particular requirement of good taste and propriety. suitability to the requirements of a person, rank, or occasion.
decoupage | [ˌdəkəˈpāzh] | n. the decoration of the surface of an object with paper cutouts.
decrement | ['dəkrəmənt] | n. a reduction or diminution: relaxation produces a decrement in sympathetic nervous activity.

- an amount by which something is reduced or diminished: the dose was reduced by 10 mg weekly decrements.
- (in physics) the ratio of the amplitudes in successive cycles of a damped oscillation.

- v. [trans.] cause a discrete reduction in (a numerical quantity): the instruction decrements the accumulator by one.
decrepi | [ˈdikrēpi] | adj. elderly and infirm: a decrepit old drunk.

- worn out or ruined because of long use or neglect; dilapidated: centuries-old buildings, now decrepit and black with soot.
derivatives: decrepitly | adv. decrepitude | [-ˌt(y)ədəd] | n.
decreetal | [diˈkrētəl] | n. a papal decree concerning a point of canon law. adj. of the nature of a decree.
decriminalize | [dēˈkrimənlˌīz] | v. [trans.] cease to treat (something) as illegal: they argue that we should decriminalize drugs, not legalize them.
derivatives: decryer | n.
decussate | [ˈdiˌkəsət] | v. [reciprocal] (of two or more things) cross or intersect each other to form an X: the fibers decussate in the collar.
adj. shaped like an X.

- (of leaves) arranged in opposite pairs, each pair being at right angles to the pair below.
defecate 116

defoliate 116

acceptance of failure: we have a duty not to be so defeatist.

defect [di'fekt] [v. [trans.]] abandon one’s country or cause in favor of an opposing one: he defected to the Soviet Union after the war.
defective [di'fektiv, -fiktiv] adj.
defencist [defan'stɪst] n.
defenestrate [də,fenzər'strætən] n. the act of throwing someone out of a window.
defeference [‘defərəns] n. humble submission and respect; he addressed her with the deference due to age.
defibrillator [dɛˈfɪbrɪˌlætər] n. a device used to restore normal rhythm to a heart in fibrillation by application of an electric current to the chest wall or heart.
defibrillation [dɪˈfɪbrɪˌleɪʃən] [ˌ,læt] v. defibrillate [dɪˈfɪbrɪˌleɪt] [ˌ,læt] v. defibrillator [-,læt] n. defile [dɪˈfɪl] [v. [trans.]] make dirty or foul; sully, mar, or spoil: the land was defiled by a previous owner.

desecrate or profane (something sacred): the tomb had been defiled and violated.
defilement n. defiber n. defile2 [dɪˈfɪl, dɛˈfɪl] • n. a steep-sided, narrow gorge or passage (originally one requiring troops to march in single file). • v. [no obj., with adversative of direction] (of troops) march in single file: we emerged after defiling through the mountainsides.
define [dɪˈfɪn] [v. [trans.]] 1 [as trans.] 1 state or describe exactly the nature, scope, or meaning of: the contract will seek to define the client’s obligations.
definition n. definer adj.
definite [dɪˈfɪnɪt] adj. clearly stated or decided; not vague or doubtful: we had no definite plans.
definiteness n.
definitive [dɪˈfɪnɪtɪv] [adj. (of a conclusion or agreement) done or reached decisively and with authority: a definitive diagnosis.

(def of a book or other text] the most authoritative of its kind: the definitive biography of Harry Truman. • n. a definitive postage stamp.
definitively adv.

Usage: Definitive in the sense ‘decisive, unconditional, final’ is sometimes confused with definite. Definite means ‘clearly defined, precise, having fixed limits,’ but definitive goes further, meaning ‘most complete, satisfying all criteria, most authoritative,’ as in Although some critics found a few definitive weak spots in the author’s interpretations, his book was nonetheless widely regarded as the definitive history of the war. A definitive decision is simply one that has been made clearly and is without doubt, whereas a definitive decision is one that is not only conclusive but also carries the stamp of authority or is a benchmark for the future, as in a Supreme Court ruling.
deflagrate [dɪˈflæɡrət] [v. burn away or cause (a substance) to burn away with a sudden flame and rapid, sharp combustion; [trans.]] the current will deflagrate some of the particles.
deflagration n. deflagrator [-,tər] n.
deflate [dɪˈflæt] [v. 1 [trans.]] 1 let air or gas out of (a tire, balloon, or similar object): he deflated one of the tires.
deflatable adj. deflation [dɪˈflæʃən] [ˌ,læʃən] n. 1 the action or process of deflating or being deflated: deflation of the illusion that the 1960s were a perpetual party. 2 a contraction of available money or credit resulting in a reduction of the general level of prices in an economy.
deflect [dɪˈflekt] [v. [with obj. and usu. with adversative of direction]] cause (something) to change direction by interfering something; turn aside from a straight course: the bullet was deflected harmlessly into the ceiling.
deflect [dɪˈflekt] [v. [with obj. and usu. with adversative of direction]] cause (something) to change direction after hitting something: the pebble deflected off the windshield.
deflection [dɪˈflɛkʃən] [ˌ,flɛkʃən] n. [no obj., with adversative of direction] (of an object) change direction after hitting something: the pebble deflected off the windshield.
deflower [dɛˈflaʊər] [v. [trans.]] 1 deprive (a woman) of her virginity. 2 [usu. as adj.] deflowered strip (a plant or garden) of flowers: deflowered rose bushes.
defoliate [dɛˈfəlɪət] [v. [trans.]] remove leaves from (a tree, plant, or area of land) for
agricultural purposes or as a military tactic: the area was defoliated and napaled many times.

derivatives: de·fol·i·ant n. de·fol·i·a·tion | de·fol·i·a·tion (defoliation) n.
deform | diförm | v. [trans.] distort the shape or form of; make misshapen: [as adj.] (deformed) deformed hands.

- [intrans.] become distorted or misshapen; undergo deformation: the suspension deforms slightly on corners.

- derivatives: de·form·a·ble adj. de·for·ma·tion n.

deform·i·ty | diförmi·te | n. (pl. -ies) a deformed part, esp. of the body; a malformation: children born with deformities.

- the state of being deformed or misshapen: respiratory problems caused by spinal deformity.

defray | dif्रay | v. [trans.] provide money to pay (a cost or expense): the proceeds from the raffle help to defray the expenses of the evening.

defrayal | dif्रay·al | n. de·fray·ment n.
deft | deft | adj. neatly skillful in one's movements: a deft piece of footwork.

- demonstrating skill and cleverness: the script was both deft and literate.

- derivatives: de·ft·ly adv. de·ft·ness n.

defunct | difrunk | adj. no longer existing or functioning: the now defunct Communist common market.

dé·ga·ge | dagəˈzha | adj. unconcerned or unconstrained; relaxed. n. (pl. pronunc. same) (in ballet) a movement in which weight is shifted from one foot to the other in preparation for the execution of a step.

degauss | degəˈwəs | v. [trans.] [often as n.] (degaussing) remove unwanted magnetism from (a television or monitor) in order to correct color disturbances.

- neutralize the magnetic field of (a ship) by encircling it with a conductor carrying electric currents.

- derivatives: de·gauss·er n.

degenerate | dé·jar·ət | adj. | di·jen·ar·it | 1 having lost the physical, mental, or moral qualities considered normal and desirable; showing evidence of decline: a degenerate form of a higher civilization. 2 lacking some property, order, or distinctness of structure previously or usually present, in particular:

- in mathematics (relating to or denoting an example of a particular type of equation, curve, or other entity that is equivalent to a simpler type, often occurring when a variable or parameter is set to zero. (in physics) relating to or denoting an energy level that corresponds to more than one quantum state. (in physics) relating to or denoting matter at densities so high that gravitational contraction is counteracted. (in biology) having reverted to a simpler form as a result of losing a complex or adaptive structure present in the ancestral form. | n. an immoral or corrupt person. v. | di·jen·rat | [intrans.] decline or deteriorate physically, mentally, or morally: the quality of life had degenerated into a brawl.

- derivatives: de·gen·er·a·cy | -rəsə | n. de·gen·er·ate·ly | -rə·tī·lē | adv.

de·gra·da·tion | de·gra·da·tion | n. the condition or process of degrading or being degraded: a trail of human misery and degradation.

- the wearing down of rock by disintegration.

defgrade | difrād | v. 1 [trans.] treat or regard (someone) with contempt or disrespect: she thought that many supposedly erotic pictures degraded women.

- lower the character or quality of: devices that clean up and amplify the degraded signal. reduce (someone) to a lower rank, esp. as a punishment: he was degraded from his high estate. 2 break down or deteriorate chemically; [intrans.] when exposed to light, the materials will degrade | [trans.] the bacteria will degrade hydrocarbons.

- [trans.] reduce (energy) to a less readily convertible form. [trans.] wear down (rock) and cause it to disintegrate.

- derivatives: de·grad·a·bil·i·ty | di·grad·a·bil·i·ty | n. de·grad·a·ble adj. de·gra·da·tive | de·gra·dā·tiv | adj. de·grad·ed adj. de·grad·er n. de·grad·ing adj.
degree | difrē | n. 1 [in sing.] the amount, level, or extent to which something happens or is present: a degree of caution is probably wise | a question of degree. 2 a unit of measurement of angles, (one three-hundred-and-sixtieth) of the circumference of a circle: set at an angle of 45 degrees. (Symbol: °) 3 a stage in a scale or series, in particular:

- a unit in any of various scales of temperature, intensity, or hardness: water boils at 100 degrees Celsius. (Symbol: °) [in combination] each of a set of grades (usually three) used to classify burns according to their severity, from first-degree (least serious) to third-degree (most serious) [in combination] a legal grade of crime or offense, esp. murder: second-degree murder. [often in combination] a step in direct genealogical descent: second-degree relatives. a position in a musical scale, counting upward from the tonic or fundamental note: the lowered third degree of the scale. the class into which a mathematical equation falls according to the highest power of unknowns or variables present: an equation of the second degree. any of the three steps on the scale of comparison of gradable adjectives and adverbs, namely positive, comparative, and superlative. a thing placed like a step in a series; a tier or row. 4 an academic rank conferred by a college or university after examination or after completion of a course of study, or conferred as an honor on a distinguished person: a degree in zoology.

- social or official rank: persons of unequal degree. a rank in an order of freemasonry.

- phrases: by degrees a little at a time; gradually: rivalries and prejudice were by degrees fading out. to a degree to some extent; to a degree, it is possible to educate oneself. to the nth degree to the utmost: tested our patience to the nth degree.
dehisce | di'his| • v. [trans.] (of a pod or seed vessel, or of a cut or wound) gape or burst open: after the anther lobes dehisce, the pollen is set free.

derivatives: dehiscence | 'dehisəns| n.
dehiscent | 'dehisənt| • 'hisant adj.

defy | def| • v. ( -ies, -ied) [trans.] (usu. be defied) worship, regard, or treat (some- one or something) as a god: she was defied by the early Romans as a fertility goddess. | they virtually defy efficiency.

derivatives: defy |'defa| | defast'key| • defa'tik| • deli'kwes| adj.

delique| de'si| | de'sis| • de'sis | • de'sik| • deliquesce

deliqueant | -'di'lne'ke'n| \| delique'sion| n.
deliqueat | deli'kwes| • v. [trans.] remove or obliterate (written or printed matter), esp. by drawing a line through it or marking it with a delete sign; the passage was deleted. • n. a command or key on a computer that erases text.

- remove (data) from a computer's memory.

- be deleted (of a section of genetic code, or its product) be lost or excised from a nucleic acid or protein sequence: if one important gene is deleted from an animal's DNA, other genes can stand in. • remove (a product, esp. a recording) from the catalog of those available for purchase: their EMI release has already been deleted.
deliterious | də'teərəs| • adj. causing harm or damage: divorce is assumed to have deleterious effects on children.

derivatives: deleteriously | də'teərəs| adv.
deliberate | də'lɪbərət| • adj. (diliberate) done consciously and intentionally: a deliberate attempt to provoke conflict.

- fully considered; not impulsive: a deliberate decision. • done or acting in a careful and unhurried way: a careful and deliberate worker.

- v. • -rät| [trans.] engage in long and careful consideration: she deliberated over the menu.

- [trans.] consider (a question) carefully: jurors deliberated the fate of those charged | [with clause] deliberating what she should do.

derivatives: deliberately | dəlɪbə'ralı| adv. deliberateness | dərət| n. deliberator | dəlɪbə'tər| n.
delict | dəlɪkt| • n. (in civil law systems) a violation of the law; a tort: an international delict.
deli'li| də'li| | a seductive and treacherous woman; a temptress (from the biblical woman who betrayed Samson to the Philistines [Judges 16] by revealing to them that the secret of his strength lay in his long hair).
delimit | dəlɪ'mɪt| • v. (delimited, delimiting) [trans.] determine the limits or boundaries of: agreements delimiting fishing zones.

derivatives: delimitation | dəlɪ'mɪta'shən| n. delimitator | dəlɪ'mɪtər| n.
delineate | dəlini'ät| • v. [trans.] describe or portray (something) precisely; the law should delineate and prohibit behavior that is socially abhorrent.

- indicate the exact position of (a border or boundary).

- indicate the exact position of (a border or boundary).

derivatives: delineation | 'dəlini'ə| n. delineator | dəlini'ətər| • n. delineate (to delineate) | [trans.] describe or portray (something) precisely; the law should delineate and prohibit behavior that is socially abhorrent.

- in arrears; past due: delinquent accounts.

- failing in one's duty: delinquent in caring for his elderly parents. • n. a delinquent person: juvenile delinquents.

- delinquent | dəlin'kwent| • adj. (typically of a young person or that person's behavior) showing or characterized by a tendency to commit crime, particularly minor crime: delinquent children.

- delinquency | dəlin'kwəns| n. delinquently | dəlin'kwənt| adv.

delinquescence | dəlin'kwes| • v. [trans.] (of organic matter) become liquid, typically during decomposition.
**de-ma*»n3-3hr*| • n. a chronic or persistent disorder of the mental processes caused by brain disease or injury and marked by memory disorders, personality changes, and impaired reasoning.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*| • n. 1 (in the feudal system) land attached to a manor and retained for the owner's own use.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*| • n. possession of real property in one's own right.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*al| • adj. (someone); also (someone, often august) a being with partial or lesser divine status, such as a minor deity, the offspring of a god and a mortal, or a mortal raised to divine rank.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*| • n. a person who is greatly admired or feared.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*| • n. [sing.] 1 a person's death: Mr. Grisenthwaite's tragic demise.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*| • n. (in 19th-century France) the class of women considered to be of doubtful morality and social standing.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*-mon*3d0*| • n. a group of people considered to be on the fringes of respectable society: the demimonde of arms dealers.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*-mon*3d0*| • n. [trans.] convey or transfer of property or a title by demising. • v. [trans.] (in legal use) convey or grant (an estate) by will or lease.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*| • n. (a sovereign's title) by death or abdication.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*-mit*| • v. (demitted, demitting) [trans.] resign from (an office or position): arguments within his congregation led to his demitting his post.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*-mit*| • n. (in Platonic philosophy) the Maker or Creator of the world. (in Gnosticism and other theological systems) a heavenly being, subordinate to the Supreme Being, that is considered to be the controller of the material world and antagonistic to all that is purely spiritual.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*-mit*| • n. a being responsible for the creation of the universe, in particular:

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*-mit*| • n. (pl. -ies) a system of government by the whole population or all the eligible members of a state, typically through elected representatives: capitalism and democracy are ascendant as the 21st century begins.

**de-ma*»n3-3hr*-mit*| • n. control of an organization or
group by the majority of its members: the intended extension of union democracy. • the practice or principles of social equality: demands for greater economic democracy.

defemo自然保护 |[dema,kracet| • n. 1 an advocate or supporter of democracy. 2 (Democrat) a member of the Democratic Party.

• a member of any other political party styled 'democrat.'

derivatives: democratic, Democratic adj.

demographics [ˌdemaˈɡraˌfiks| • plural n. statistical data relating to the population and particular groups within it: the demographics of book buyers.

• conditions reflected by these data: the demographics just didn't keep the business afloat.

derivatives: demographic adj. demographically adv.

defography [diˈmɒɡrәf] • n. the study of statistics such as births, deaths, income, or the incidence of disease, which illustrate the changing structure of human populations.

• the composition of a particular human population: Europe's demography is changing.

derivatives: demographer [-ˈfәr n. de\mon |ˈdәmәn| • n. 1 an evil spirit or devil, esp. one thought to take possession of a person or act as a tormentor in hell.

• a cruel, evil, or destructive person or thing.

• a mischievous child: I was a little demon, I can tell you. • [often as adj.] a forceful, fierce, or skillful performer of a specified activity: a friend of mine is a demon cook. • a demon for work. 2 another spelling for DEMON1 (sense 1).

defomentize [dəˈmәniˌtіz] • v. (demised, demisest) deprive (a coin or precious metal) of its status as money.

derivatives: demontization [ˌ-mәn-әtіˈzaʃәn| n.

demonirac [diˈmәnәˌrәk] • adj. of, like, or characteristic of a demon or demons: a goddess with both divine and demoniac qualities | demoniac rage. • n. a person believed to be possessed by an evil spirit.

derivatives: demoniracal [ˌdәmәˈnәrәkəl| adj. demoniracally [ˌdәmәˈnәrәkәl]–ly adv.

defonic [diˈmәnәk] • adj. of, resembling, or characteristic of demons or evil spirits: demonic possession | her laughter was demonic.

• fiercely energetic or frenzied: in a demonic hurry.

derivatives: defonically [ˌ-ikәl]–ly adv.

defomtic [diˈmәtik] • adj. relating to or denoting the kind of language used by ordinary people; popular or colloquial: a demotic idiom.

• relating to or denoting the form of modern Greek used in everyday speech and writing.

• relating to or denoting a simplified, cursive form of ancient Egyptian script, dating from c.650 BC and replaced by Greek in the Ptolemaic period (323-30 BC). • n. ordinary colloquial speech.

• demotic Greek. • demotic Egyptian script.

defolcent [diˈmәlsәnt] • adj. (of a substance) relieving inflammation or irritation. • n. a substance that relieves irritation of the mucous membranes in the mouth by forming a protective film.

defumur [diˈmәr] • v. (demurred, demurring) [trans.] raise doubts or objections or show reluctance: normally she would have accepted the challenge, but here she demurred.

• (in legal use) put forward a demurrer. • n. [usu. with negative] the action or process of objecting to or hesitating over something: they accepted this ruling without demur.

derivatives: demurral n.

defumure [diˈmyoʊәr] • adj. (demurer, demurest) of a woman or her behavior) reserved, modest, and shy.

• (of clothing) lending such an appearance.

• sober, grave, and composed: awaiting the interview with demure calm.

derivatives: demurely adv. demureness n.

defumurer [diˈmәrәr] • n. an objection.

• (in law) an objection that an opponent's point is irrelevant or invalid, while granting the factual basis of the point: on demurrer it was held that the plaintiff's claim succeeded.

defystify [ˌdәˈmәstәˌfi] • v. (ies, -ied) [trans.] make (a difficult or esoteric subject) clearer and easier to understand: this book attempts to demystify astronomy.

derivatives: defystification [ˌ-mis-ˈtәˌfiˈkaʃәn| n.

defythology [ˌdәˈmiθәˌloʊʒә] • v. [trans.] reinterpret (a subject or text) so that it is free of mythical or heroic elements: he undertakes to demythologize the man who has been for many the modern counterpart of St. Augustine.

• reinterpret what are considered to be mythological elements of (the Bible).

defynature [ˈdәˌnuәtәɾә] • v. [trans.] often as adj.] (denatured) take away or alter the natural qualities of: empty verbalisms and denatured ceremonies.

• make (alcohol) unfit for drinking by the addition of toxic or foul-tasting substances.

• destroy the characteristic properties of (a protein or other biological macromolecule) by heat, acidity, or other effects that disrupt its molecular conformation. • [trans.] (of a substance) undergo this process.

derivatives: denaturation [ˌdәˌnuәˈtәrәʃәn| n.

denygrate [ˈdәniˌgrәt] • v. [trans.] criticize unfairly, defame, or disparage: an attempt to denigrate his opponent's character | there is a tendency to denigrate the poor.


denizen [ˌdәniˈzen] • n. an inhabitant or occupant of a particular place: denizens of field and forest.

• a foreigner allowed certain rights in the adopted country.

derivatives: denizenship [ˌ-ˌship| n.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Usage Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>denominate</td>
<td>[diˈnɑːməˌnæt] • v. 1 (be denominated) (of sums of money) be expressed in a specified monetary unit: the amounts borrowed were denominated in US dollars. 2 [with obj. and complement] call; name: the plane was denominated a supersonic transport.</td>
<td>The plane was denominated the Spirit of America.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denomination</td>
<td>[diˌnæməˈnæʃən] • n. 1 a distinctive, generally recognized autonomous branch of the Christian Church. Cf. sect. ■ a group or branch of any religion: Jewish clergy of all denominations. 2 the face value of a banknote, a coin, or a postage stamp: a hundred dollars in small denominations. ■ the rank of a playing card within a suit, or of a suit relative to others: two cards of the same denomination. 3 a characteristic name or designation, esp. one serving to classify a set of things. ■ the action of naming or classifying something: denomination of oneself as a career woman.</td>
<td>In the denominations of weights, the metric system is most popular.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| de
denote | [diˈnɔt] • v. [trans.] be a sign of; indicate: this mark denotes purity and quality. ■ (often be denoted) stand as a name or symbol for: the level of output per firm, denoted by X. | The presence of water was denoted by the condensation of moisture. |
| de
note | [diˌnɑtəˈtʃiv; diˌnɔtəˈtʃiv] • adj. | This is a note that was written on the back of a letter. |
| de
nou
ment | [ˌdɑnəˈmənt] • n. the final part of a play, movie, or narrative in which the strands of the plot are drawn together and matters are explained or resolved. ■ the climax of a chain of events, usually when something is decided or made clear: I waited by the eighteenth green to see the denouement. | The denouement of the novel was satisfying and tied all the loose ends together. |
| de
nounce | [diˈnouns] • v. [trans.] publicly declare to be wrong or evil: the mayor denounced the use of violence | The mayor denounced the violent actions of the protesters. |
| de
nounce | [diˈnəns] • n. de
nounce
er • de
nunciate
ion • de
nunci
ation | The denounced action was met with a strong response from the community. |
| de
no
vo | [da ˈnɔvə; de] • adv. & adj. starting from the beginning; anew | The project was de novo with no previous work to rely on. |
| de
no
vo | [da ˈnɔvə; de] • adv. & adj. starting from the beginning; anew: [as adv.] in a pure meritocracy, everyone must begin de novo | Everyone must begin de novo in this system. |
| De
no
volest
e | [ˈdɑːvəˈvɛlənt] • adv. | De novo was a general strategy for de novo protein design. | De novo protein design was a revolutionary approach to creating new proteins. |
| dependent | [diˈpendənt] • adj. 1 [predic.] (dependent on/upon) contingent on or determined by: the various benefits will be dependent on length of service. 2 requiring someone or something for financial, emotional, or other support: an economy heavily dependent on oil exports | The economy is heavily dependent on oil exports. |
| de
pict | [diˈpɪkt] • v. [trans.] show or represent by a drawing, painting, or other art form. | The artist depicted a vibrant cityscape. |
| de
pict
ion | [ˌdiˈpɪktʃən] • n. | The painting was a depiction of a historic battle. |
| de
ple
te | [diˈplɛt] • v. [often as adj.] (depleted) use up the supply of; exhaust the abundance of: fish stocks are severely depleted. ■ [intrans.] diminish in number or quantity: supplies are depleting fast. ■ exhaust: avoid getting depleted and depressed. | The forest's depleted resources were a cause of concern for environmentalists. |
| de
ple
tion | [ˌdiˈplɛʃən] • n. | The depletion of natural resources is a significant concern. |
| de
plor
ably | [diˈplɔrəbli] • adv. | He deplorably的行为 was met with widespread condemnation. |
| de
plor
ably | [diˈplɔrəbli] • adv. | He deplorably的行为 was met with widespread condemnation. |
| de
point
ent | [ˌdiˈpɔɪnənt] • adj. (of a verb, esp. in Latin or Greek) passive or middle (reciprocal or reflexive) in form but active in meaning. • n. 1 a deponent verb. 2 (in legal use) a person who makes a deposition or affidavit under oath. | He was a deponent in the lawsuit. |
| de
port | [diˈpɔrт] • v. 1 [trans.] expel (a foreigner) from a country, typically on the grounds of illegal immigration status or for having committed a crime: he was deported to his native Argentina. ■ exile (a native) to another country. 2 (deport oneself) conduct oneself in a specified manner; he has deported himself with great dignity. | He was deported from the country for illegal immigration. |
| de
por
able | [diˈpɔrəble] • adj. de
por
tion • dépôrˈtʃən • n. | He was deported from the country for illegal immigration. |
| de
pose | [diˈpɔz] • v. [trans.] 1 remove from office suddenly and forcefully: the president had been deposed by a military coup. 2 (in legal use) testify to or give (evidence) on oath, typically in a written statement: every affidavit shall state which of the facts deposed to are within the deponent's knowledge. | The president was deposed by a military coup. |
| de
po
sition
ion | [ˌdiˌpɔrˈzɪʃən] • n. 1 the action of deposing someone, esp. a monarch: Edward V's deposition. 2 (in legal use) the
depravity (di'pré-vá-te) • n. (pl. -ies) moral corruption: a tale of wickedness and depravity.
• a wicked or morally corrupt act. • (in Christian theology) the innate corruptness of human nature, due to original sin.
DERIVATIVES: depraved adj.
deprecate ['dep-ri-kát] • v. [trans.] 1 express disapproval of: [as adj.] (deprecating) he sniffed in a deprecating way. 2 another term for DEPRECIATE (sense 2): he deprecates the value of children's television.
USAGE: The similarity of spelling and meaning of deprecate and depreciate, though they are etymologically unrelated, has led to confusion in their use. Deprecate, 'to express disapproval of,' has encroached on the meanings of depreciate, 'to lessen the value of; belittle.' Deprecate (originally from Latin deprecari, 'to try to avert by prayer,' was the opposite of 'pray for,' just as depreciate was the opposite of appreciate, 'to increase in value.' Self-depreciating, an old and common error (should be self-depreciating), has become the most prevalent way of saying 'modest, self-effacing.'

depreciate [di'pré-she-at] • v. 1 [trans.] diminish in value over a period of time: the pound is expected to depreciate against the dollar.
• reduce the recorded value in a company’s books of (an asset) each year over a predetermined period: the computers would be depreciated at 50 percent per annum. 2 [trans.] disparage or belittle (something): she was already deprecating her own aesthetic taste.
DERIVATIVES: depreciatory [-she-a-tó-ri] adj.
depredation [di'pré-dá-shan] • n. (usu. depredations) an act of attacking or plundering: protecting grain from the depredations of rats and mice.
DERIVATIVES: depredator n. depredatory adj.
depression [di'pré-shan] • n. 1 severe dependency and dejection, typically felt over a period of time and accompanied by feelings of hopelessness and inadequacy.
• a condition of mental disturbance characterized by such feelings to a greater degree than seems warranted by the external circumstances, typically with lack of energy and difficulty in maintaining concentration or interest in life: clinical depression. 2 a long and severe recession in an economy or market: the depression in the housing market.
• (the Depression or the Great Depression) the financial and industrial slump in the United States and other countries that began with the stock market crash in October 1929, and lasted through the 1930s. 3 the lowering or reducing of something: the depression of prices.
• the action of pressing down on something: depression of the plunger delivers two units of insulin. • a sunken place or hollow on a surface: the original shallow depressions were slowly converted to creeks. • (in astronomy) the angular distance of an object below the horizon or a horizontal plane. • (in meteorology) a region of lower atmospheric pressure, esp. a cyclonic weather system.
deprogram [di'pré-grem] • v. (deprogrammed, deprogramming or deprogram, deprogramming) [trans.] release (someone) from apparent brainwashing (programming), typically that of a religious cult, by the systematic reindoctrination of conventional values.
deracinate [di'rá-san-at] • v. [trans.] tear (something) up by the roots.
• uproot (someone) from his or her culture or environment.
DERIVATIVES: deracinated adj. deracination [-sán-á-shan] n.
derange [di'rán] • v. [trans.] (usu. as adj.) (deranged) cause (someone) to become insane: a deranged soldier.
• throw (something) into confusion; cause to act irregularly: stress deranges the immune system. • intrude on; interrupt: I am sorry to have deranged you.
DERIVATIVES: derangement n.
deregulate [di're-gyú-lát] • v. [trans.] remove regulations or restrictions from: a law that would deregulate cable TV fees.
derelict [di're-líkt] • adj. in a very poor condition as a result of disuse and neglect: the cities were derelict and dying.
• (of a person) shamefully negligent in not having done what one should have done: he was derelict in his duty to his country. • n. a person without a home, job, or property: derelicts who could fit all their possessions in a paper bag.
• a piece of property, esp. a ship, abandoned by the owner and in poor condition.
dereliction [di're-lík-shan] • n. the state of having been abandoned and become dilapidated: the empty house had started the slow slide to dereliction.
• (usu. dereliction of duty) the shameful failure to fulfill one's obligations.
derigueur [de ri'gúar] • adj. required by custom, etiquette, or current fashion: it was de rigueur for band members to grow their hair long.
derision [di'rí-zin] • n. contemptuous ridicule or mockery: my stories were greeted with derision.
desensitize

derivative | demi'ri'ver| • v. [trans.] (derivative something from) obtain something from (a specified source): they derived great comfort from this assurance.

• (derive something from) base a concept on a logical extension or modification of (another concept): Marx derived his philosophy of history from Hegel. • [intrans.] (derive from) of (a word) have (a specified word, usually of another language) as a root or origin: the word “punch” derives from the Hindustani “pancha” | (be derived from) the word “man” is derived from the Sanskrit “manas.” • [intrans.] (derive from) arise from or originate in (a specified source): words whose spelling derives from Dr. Johnson’s incorrect etymology. • (be derived from) (in linguistics, of an expression in a natural language) be linked by a set of stages to (its underlying abstract form).

• (be derived from) (of a substance) be formed or prepared by (a chemical or physical process affecting another substance): strong acids are derived from the combustion of fossil fuels. • obtain (a mathematical function or equation) from another by a sequence of logical steps, for example by differentiation. DERIVATIVES: derivable adj.

derogate | dir'ga'tät| • v. 1 [trans.] detract from or disparage (someone or something): it is typical of Pirandello to derogate the powers of reason. 2 [intrans.] (derogate from) detract from: this does not derogate from his duty to act honestly and faithfully. 3 [intrans.] (derogate from) deviate from (a set of rules or agreed form of behavior): one country has derogated from the Rome Convention. DERIVATIVES: derogatory adj.

derogatory | dir'ga'tor'æ| • adj. showing a critical or disrespectful attitude: derogatory remarks. DERIVATIVES: derogatorily adv.

dervish | dar'vish| • n. a Muslim (specifically Sufi) religious man who has taken vows of poverty and austerity. Dervishes first appeared in the 12th century; they were noted for their wild or ecstatic rituals and were known as dancing, whirling, or howling dervishes according to the practice of their order.

descant • n. | 'des'kant| an independent treble melody usually sung or played above a basic melody.

• a melodious song. • a discourse on a theme or subject: his descant of deprivation. • v. | des'kant| [intrans.] talk tediously or at length: I have descanted on this subject before.

describer | sit'ri'br| • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] catch sight of: she descried two figures in the distance.

• discover by observation; perceive: I could not descray his intent.

descend | 'des'kend| • v. [trans.] (often be descended) treat (a sacred place or thing) with violent disrespect; violate: many graves were descant. DERIVATIVES: desecration | 'des'krä'shàn| n. desecrating [-krät| n.

desensitize | 'des'senz'tiz| • v. [trans.] make less sensitive: a substance to desensitize the skin at the site of the injection. | the treatments should desensitize you to cat dander.

derivatives: de»risi»ble | -'rizəbəl| adj.
derivative | demi'ri'ver| • adj. expressing contempt or ridicule: painfully derisive comments. DERIVATIVES: derisively adv. derisiveness n.
derisory | dir'isərè; riz-| • adj. 1 ridiculously small or inadequate; they were given a derisory pay rise. 2 another term for DERISIVE: his derisory gaze.

usage: Although the words derisory and derisive share similar roots, they have different core meanings. Derisive usually means ‘ridiculously small or inadequate,’ as in a derisory pay offer or the security arrangements were derisory. Derisive, on the other hand, is used to mean ‘showing contempt,’ as in he gave a derisive laugh.

derivation | de»rə'vəs'han| • n. 1 the obtaining or developing of something from a source or origin: the derivation of scientific laws from observation.

• the formation of a word from another word or from a root in the same or another language. • (in generative grammar) the set of stages that link the abstract underlying structure of an expression to its surface form. • (in mathematics) a sequence of statements showing that a formula, theorem, etc., is a consequence of previously accepted statements. • (in mathematics) the process of deducing a new formula, theorem, etc., from previously accepted statements. 2 origin; extraction: music of primarily Turkish derivation.

• something derived; a derivative: the derivation “sheepish” has six definitions. DERIVATIVES: derivational | -shən| adj.
derivative | demi'ri'ver| • adj. (typically of an artist or work of art) imitative of the work of another person, and usually disapproved of for that reason: an artist who is not in the slightest bit derivative.

• originating from, based on, or influenced by: Darwin’s work is derivative of the moral philosophers. • [attrib.] (of a financial product) having a value deriving from an underlying variable asset: equity-based derivative products. • n. something that is based on another source: a derivative of the system was chosen for the Marine Corps V-22 tilt rotor aircraft.

• (often derivatives) an arrangement or instrument (such as a future, option, or warrant) whose value derives from and is dependent on the value of an underlying asset: as adj.] the derivatives market. • a word derived from another or from a root in the same or another language. • a substance that is derived chemically from a specified compound: crack is a highly addictive cocaine derivative. • (in mathematics) an expression representing the rate of change of a function with respect to an independent variable. DERIVATIVES: derivatively adv.
derive | demi'ri'ver| • v. [trans.] (derive something from) obtain something from (a specified source): they derived great comfort from this assurance.
make (someone) less likely to feel shock or distress at scenes of cruelty, violence, or suffering by overexposure to such images: [as adj.] (desensitized) people who view such motives become desensitized to violence.

free (someone) from a phobia or neurosis by gradually exposing the person to the thing that is feared.

Derivatives: desensitization | de'sen'si'ta'shən | n.

desert (di'sərət) • n. (usu. deserts) a person's worthiness or entitlement to reward or punishment; what one deserves: the penal system fails to punish offenders in accordance with their deserts.

desex | dē'seks | • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (desexed) 1 deprive (someone) of sexual qualities or attraction; he portrays feminists as shrill, humorless, and desexed. 2 castrate or spay (an animal).

desiccate | dē'sikāt | • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (desiccated) remove the moisture from (something, esp. food), typically in order to preserve it: desiccated coconut.

[a as adj.] (desiccated) lacking interest, passion or energy; a desiccated history of ideas.

Derivatives: desiccation | dē'si'ka'shən | n.

desiccate | dē'sikāt | • adj.

desiderative | dē'sī'dərətiv | • n. (pl. desiderata [-'ra-tə]) something that is needed or wanted: integrity was a desideratum.

desolate | dē'sōlāt | • adj. [desolated] (of a place) emptied of people and in a state of bleak and dismal emptiness: a desolate moor.

feeling or showing misery, unhappiness, or loneliness: I suddenly felt desolate and bereft.

• v. | dē'sōlāt | [trans.] make (a place) bleakly and depressingly empty or bare: the droughts that desolated the dry plains.

[usu. be desolated] make (someone) feel utterly wretched and unhappy: he was desolated by the deaths of his friends.

Derivatives: desolation | dē'sō-lā'shən | n.

desolation | dē'sō-lā'shən | • adv.

despicable | dē'spīkəbəl | • adj. deserving hatred and contempt; to be despised: a despicable crime.

Derivatives: despicable | dē'spīkəbl | • adv.

despoil | dē'spōl | • v. [trans.] (often be despoiled) steal or violently remove valuable or attractive possessions from; plunder: the church was despoiled of its marble wall covering.

Derivatives: despoil | dē'spōl | • n.

despotic | dē'spōt'ik | • adj.

despotic | dē'spōt'ik | • adv.

despotic | dē'spōt'ik | • n. the exercise of absolute power, esp. in a cruel and oppressive way; the King's arbitrary despotism.

a political system in which the ruler holds absolute power.

despotitute | dē'spōt'it(y)ūt'ə | • n. without the basic necessities of life: the charity cares for despotitute children.

[prec.] (destitute of) not having: towns despotitute of commerce.

Derivatives: despotitute | dē'spōt'it(y)ūt'ə | • adj.

desuetude | dē'swēt(y)oōd | • n. a state of disuse: the docks fell into desuetude.

desultory | dē'səl-tōrē | • adj. lacking a plan, purpose, or enthusiasm: surfing the net in a desultory fashion.

[of conversation or speech) going constantly from one subject to another in a halterheaded way; unfocused: the desultory conversation faded. 

occurring randomly or occasionally: desultory passages.

Derivatives: desultorily | dē'səl-tōrē | • adv.
desultoriness | dē'səl-tōr-in'ses | n.

démente | dâ'tānt | (also detente) • n. the easing of hostility or strained relations, esp. between countries: a serious effort at détente with the eastern bloc. Cf.Entente.

detention | dē'ten'shən | • n. the action of detaining someone or the state of being detained in official custody, esp. as a political prisoner: he committed suicide while in police detention.

the punishment of being kept in school after hours: made students fear after-school detention | arbitrary after-school detentions.

determine | də'tərn'mnit | • adv. having exact and discernible limits or form: the phrase has lost any determinate meaning.

[of a flowering shoot) having the main axis ending in a flower bud and therefore no longer extending in length, as in a cyme.

Derivatives: determinacy | də'tərn'mnit-ə-sē | n.
determinately | də'tərn'mnit-ə-tē | • adv.
determinateness | də'tərn'mnit-ə-nēs | n.

determiner | də'tərn'mnər | • n. 1 a person or thing that determines or decides something. 2 (in grammar) a modifying word that determines the kind of reference a noun or noun group has, for example a, the, every.

determinism | də'tərn'mnizəm | • n. the doctrine that all events, including human action, are ultimately determined by causes external to the will. Some philosophers have taken determinism to imply that individual human beings have no free will and cannot be held morally responsible for their actions.

Derivatives: determinist | də'tərn'mnɪst | • n.
deterministically | də'tərn'mnɪst-ɪkəl-ə-ˈlɪ | adv.
deterrent | deˈtərənt | • n. a thing that discourages or is intended to discourage someone from doing something.

- A weapon or weapons system regarded as deterring an enemy from attack. • adj. able or intended to deter: the deterrent effect of heavy prison sentences.

DERIVATIVES: dete r v. deter rence n.
detract | diˈtrækt | • v. 1 [trans.] (detract from) reduce or take away the worth or value of: these gubbles in no way detract from her achievement.

- [trans.] deny or take away (a quality or achievement) so as to make its subject seem less impressive: it detracts not one iota from the credit due to them. 2 [trans.] (detract someone/something from) divert or distract (someone or something) away from: the complaint was timed to detract attention from the ethics issue.

DERIVATIVES: detr ac tion | -ˈtrækʃən | n. detr act ive adj.
detrimental | deˈtrəməntəl | • adj. tending to cause harm (detriment): releasing the documents would be detrimental to national security | moving her could have a detrimental effect on her health.

DERIVATIVES: det rim ental ly adv. detri turus | diˈtrıtrəs | • n. waste or debris of any kind.

gavel, sand, silt, or other material produced by erosion. • organic matter produced by the decomposition of organisms.

DERIVATIVES: det r i tal | -ˈtəl | adj.
de trop | dəˈtrōp | • adj. not wanted; superfluous: she had no grasp of the conversation and felt herself de trop.

det umescence | ˈdēt(y)əˈmesəns | • n. the process of subsiding from a state of tension, swelling, or (esp.) sexual arousal.

DERIVATIVES: det um esce | -ˈmes v. de tu mec ence | -ˈməns | n.
deu s ex ma china | dēˈdəs eks ˈmäkəna; ˈmæk- | • n. an unexpected power or event saving a seemingly hopeless situation, esp. as a contrived plot device in a play or novel.

devalue | diˈvæləv | • v. (devalues, devalued, devaluing) [trans.] reduce or underestimate the worth or importance of: people seem to devalue my achievement.

- (often be devalued) reduce the official value of (a currency) in relation to other currencies: the dinar was devalued by 20 percent.

DERIVATIVES: devalu a tion | -ˈvəlyəˈshən | n.
deviant | deˈvēənt | • adj. departing from usual or accepted standards, esp. in social or sexual behavior: deviant behavior | a deviant ideology. • n. a deviant person or thing.

DERIVATIVES: devi an cy n.
deviate | ˈdēvēˌət | • v. [trans.] depart from an established course: you must not deviate from the plan.

- depart from usual or accepted standards: those who deviate from society's values. • n. & adj. old-fashioned term for DIviant.

DERIVATIVES: devi a tor | -ˈətər | n.

deviation | deˈvēəʃən | • n. 1 the action of departing from an established course or accepted standard: deviation from a norm | sexual deviation 2 (in statistics) the amount by which a single measurement differs from a fixed value such as the mean. 3 the deflection of a vessel's compass needle caused by iron in the vessel, which varies with the vessel's heading.

DERIVATIVES: de vi at ion is m, -ˌnizəm | n. de vi at ion ist | -ist | n.
devil's ad vo cate | diˈvəlz | • n. a person who expresses a contentious opinion in order to provoke debate or test the strength of the opposing arguments: we will play devil's advocate to put the other side's case forward.

- an official appointed by the Roman Catholic Church to challenge a proposed beatification or canonization, or the verification of a miracle.

devi ous | diˈvəs | • adj. 1 showing a skillful use of underhanded tactics to achieve goals: devious ways of making money. 2 (of a route or journey) longer and less direct than the most straightforward way.

DERIVATIVES: de vi ous ly adv. de vi ous ness n.
device | diˈviz | • v. [trans.] 1 plan or invent (a complex procedure, system, or mechanism) by careful thought: a training program should be devised | a complicated game of his own devising. 2 leave (real estate) to someone by the terms of a will. • n. a clause in a will leaving real estate to someone.

DERIVATIVES: de vis a ble adj. de vis ee | diˈvizə | n. (in sense 2). de vis er n. de vis or | -ˈvizər | n. (in sense 2).
dev 1 void | diˈvויד | • adj. [predic.] (devoid of) entirely lacking or free from: Lisa kept her voice devoid of emotion.

dev 2 oir | deˈvəir | • n. a person's duty: you have done your devoir right well.

- (pay one's devoirs) pay one's respects formally.

dev 3 o lution | deˈvələˈshən | • n. the transfer or delegation of power to a lower level, esp. by central government to local or regional administration.

- descent or degeneration to a lower or worse state: the devolution of the gentlemanly ideal into a glorification of drunkenness. • the legal transfer of property from one owner to another. • in (biology) evolutionary degeneration.

DERIVATIVES: dev o lution ary | -ˌnerə adj. dev o lution ist | -ist | n.
devolve | diˈvələv | • v. [trans.] transfer or delegate (power) to a lower level, esp. from central government to local or regional administration: measures to devolve power to the provinces. • [as adj.] (devolved) devolved and decentralized government.

- [trans.] (devolve on/upon/to) (of duties or responsibility) pass to (a body or person at a lower level): his duties devolved on a comrade.

- [trans.] (devolve on/upon/to) (of property) be transferred from one owner to (another), esp. by inheritance.
devotee

(devolve into) degenerate or be split into: the Empire devolved into separate warring states.

DERIVATIVES: devolution n.

devotee [de'vet; ta] • n. a person who is very interested in and enthusiastic about someone or something: a devotee of Chinese culture.

- a strong believer in a particular religion or god: devotees of Krishna | devotees thronged the temple.

devout [di'vev] • adj. having or showing deep religious feeling or commitment: a devout Catholic.

- totally committed to a cause or belief: the most devout environmentalist.

DERIVATIVES: devoutly adv. devoutness n.

dew point • n. the atmospheric temperature (varying according to pressure and humidity) below which water droplets begin to condense and dew can form.

dexter [dek'star] • adj. [attrib.] of, on, or toward the right-hand side (in a coat of arms, from the bearer’s point of view, i.e., the left as it is depicted). The opposite of sinister.

dexterous [dek'starəs] (also dextrous) • adj. demonstrating skill and adroitness with the hands: dexterous accordion playing.

- mentally adroit; clever: power users are dexterous at using software, rather than creating it.


dextral [dek'strəl] • adj. of or on the right side or the right hand, in particular:

- right-handed. (in geology) relating to or denoting a strike-slip fault in which the motion of the block on the farther side of the fault from an observer is toward the right.

- (of a spiral mollusk shell) with whorls rising to the right and coiling in a counterclockwise direction. • n. a right-handed person.

DERIVATIVES: dextralilty [dek'strələtɪ] n. dextrally adv.

Dharma [dārma] • n. 1 (in Hinduism) the principle of cosmic order.

- virtue, righteousness, and duty, esp. social and caste duty in accord with the cosmic order. 2 (in Buddhism) the teaching or religion of the Buddha.

- one of the fundamental elements of which the world is composed.

diabolic [di'ba lik] (also diabolical) • adj. relating to or characteristic of the devil: the darkness of a diabolic world.

diacritic [di'aktrɪk] • n. a sign, such as an accent or cedilla, which when written above or below a letter indicates a difference in pronunciation from the same letter when unmarked or differently marked. • adj. (of a mark or sign) indicating a difference in pronunciation.

DERIVATIVES: diacritically adj. diacritically • adv.

diadem [di'ædəm] • n. a a jeweled crown or headband worn as a symbol of sovereignty.

- (the diadem) the authority or dignity symbolized by a diadem: the princely diadem.

DERIVATIVES: diademed adj.

diagnosis [di'æg'nəsis] • n. (pl. diagnoses [-siz]) 1 the identification of the nature of an illness or other problem by examination of the symptoms: early diagnosis and treatment are essential | a diagnosis of Crohn’s disease was made. Cf. PROGNOSIS. 2 the distinctive characteristic in precise terms of a genus, species, or phenomenon.

diagnostic [di'æg'nəstık] • adj. 1 concerned with the diagnosis of illness or other problems: a diagnostic tool.

- (of a symptom) distinctive, and so indicating the nature of an illness: there are a number of infections that are diagnostic of AIDS.

- characteristic of a particular species, genus, or phenomenon: the diagnostic character of having not one but two pairs of antennae.

- n. 1 a distinctive symptom or characteristic.

- a computer program or routine that helps a user to identify errors. 2 (diagnostics) the practice or techniques of diagnosis: advanced medical diagnostics.

DERIVATIVES: diagnostically • adv. diagnostic • adj., -nastik • n.

dialect | dia.lekt • n. a particular form of a language that is peculiar to a specific region or social group: this novel is written in the dialect of Trinidad.

- a particular version of a computer programming language.

DERIVATIVES: dialectal | dia'lektəl adj.

dialectic | dia'lektik • n. (also dialectics) [usu. treated as sing] 1 the art of investigating or discussing the truth of opinions. 2 inquiry into metaphysical contradictions and their solutions.

- the existence or action of opposing social forces, concepts, etc. • adj. (also dialectical) of or relating to dialectic or dialectics.

DERIVATIVES: dialectically • adv. dialectic • adj.

diagram | dia'log; ilóg | (also dial) • n. conversation between two or more people as a feature of a book, play, or movie: the book consisted of a series of dialogues | passages of dialogue.

- a discussion between two or more people or groups, esp. one directed toward exploration of a particular subject or resolution of a problem: the US would enter into a direct dialogue with Vietnam | interfaith dialogue. • v. [trans.] provide (a movie or play) with a dialogue.

dialysis [di'æləsɪs] • n. (pl. dialsyses [-siz]) the separation of particles in a liquid on the basis of differences in their ability to pass through a membrane.

- (also hemodialysis) the clinical purification of blood by this technique, as a substitute for the normal function of the kidneys.

DERIVATIVES: dialytic | dia'li tɪk | adj.

dialyze v.

diapHRous [di'æfənas] • adj. (esp. of fabric) light, delicate, and translucent: a diaphanous dress of pale gold.
diffraction 127
diaphoretic |ˌdiəˈfərətIk| • adj. (chiefly of a drug) inducing perspiration.
■ (of a person) sweating heavily.
DERIVATIVES: diaphoresis n.
diaphragm |ˌdiəˈfærəm| • n. 1 a dome-shaped, muscular partition separating the thorax from the abdomen in mammals. It plays a major role in breathing, as its contraction increases the volume of the thorax and so inflates the lungs. 2 a thin sheet of material forming a partition.
■ a taut, flexible membrane in mechanical or acoustic systems. ■ a thin-contractile cap fitting over the cervix. 3 a device for varying the effective aperture of the lens in a camera or other optical system.
DERIVATIVES: diaphragmatic |ˌdiəˈfərəmˈɡætIk| adj.
diarhhea |ˌdiəˈrɪə| (Brit diarrhoea) • n. a condition in which feces are discharged from the bowels frequently and in a liquid form.
DERIVATIVES: diarheal adj. diarheic |ˌdrIərIˈeIk| adj.
diaspora |ˌdiəˈspərə| • n. (often the Diaspora) Jews living outside Israel.
■ the dispersion of the Jews beyond Israel.
■ the dispersion of any people from their original homeland: the diaspora of boat people from Asia. ■ the people so dispersed: the Ukrainian diaspora flocked back to Kiev.

The main diaspora began in the 8th–6th centuries BC, and even before the sack of Jerusalem in AD 70 the number of Jews dispersed by the diaspora was greater than that living in Israel. Thereafter, Jews were dispersed even more widely throughout the Roman world and beyond.

diastatic |ˌdiəˈstætIk| • adj. (of a musical scale, interval, etc.) involving only notes proper to the prevailing key without chromatic alteration. Cf. CHROMATIC.
■ (of a melody or harmony) constructed from such a scale.
DERIVATIVES: diastatically adv.
diastatite |ˌdiəˈstætIt| • n. a forceful and bitter verbal attack against someone or something: a diastatite against the Roman Catholic Church.

dichotomy |diˈkɑːtəmi| • n. (pl. -cies) [usu. in sing.] a division or contrast between two things that are or are represented as being opposed or entirely different: he argued that there was a rigid dichotomy between science and mysticism.
■ in (botany) repeated branching into two equal parts.
DERIVATIVES: dichotomize v. dichotomous adj.
dictum |ˈdiktəm| • n. (pl. dicta |ˈdikta| or dicturns) a formal pronouncement from an authoritative source: the Polibido’s dictum that the party will become a “left-wing parliamentary party.”
■ a short statement that expresses a general truth or principle: the old dictum “might makes right.”
didactic |diˈdæktɪk| • adj. intended to teach, particularly in having moral instruc-
tion as an ulterior motive: a didactic novel that set out to expose social injustice.
■ in the manner of a teacher, particularly so as to treat someone in a patronizing way: slow-paced, didactic lecturing.
DERIVATIVES: didactically |ˌdiˈdæktɪkəli| adv. didacticism |ˈdiˌdæktɪsəm| • -i, sizəm| n.
diabetes |ˌdīˈbeətəs| (also diaeresis) • n. (pl. diereases |ˌdiərəˈsiəz|) 1 a mark [ˌnɛfəm|] placed over a vowel to indicate that it is sounded separately, as in nave, B ромé. ■ the division of a sound into two syllables, esp. by sounding a diphthong as two vowels.
2 a natural rhythmic break in a line of verse where the end of a metrical foot coincides with the end of a word.
diesel |ˈdezəl, ˈdail| • n. (also diesel engine) an internal combustion engine in which heat produced by the compression of air in the cylinder is used to ignite the fuel: [as adj.] a diesel locomotive. In a diesel-electric engine, electric motors are powered by current from a generator that is driven by a diesel engine.
■ a heavy petroleum fraction (component) used as fuel in diesel engines: eleven liters of diesel.
DERIVATIVES: dieselize |ˌdɪˈzelɪz| v. dieselizing n. the action of an internal combustion engine that continues to run after the ignition is turned off.
diet • n. a legislative assembly in certain countries.
■ a regular meeting of the states of a confederation.
■ (in Scots law) a meeting or session of a court.
differential |ˌdɪəˈfərənstɪəl| • adj. [attrib.] of, showing, or depending on a difference; differing or varying according to circumstances or relevant factors: the differential achievements of boys and girls.
■ constituting a specific difference; distinctive: the differential features between benign and malignant tumors. ■ (in mathematics) relating to infinitesimal differences or to the derivatives of functions. ■ of or relating to a difference in a physical quantity; a differential amplifier. ■ n. a difference between amounts of things: the differential between gasoline and diesel prices.
■ (in mathematics) an infinitesimal difference between successive values of a variable.
■ (also differential gear) a set of gears allowing a vehicle’s driven wheels to revolve at different speeds when going around corners.
DERIVATIVES: differentiably adv.
diffident |ˌdifəˈdent| • adj. modest or shy because of a lack of self-confidence: a diffident youth.
DERIVATIVES: diffidence n. diffidently adv.
diffraction |ˌdɪfrækˈʃən| • n. the process by which a beam of light or other system of waves is spread out as a result of passing through a narrow aperture or across an edge, typically accompanied by interference between the wave forms produced.
DERIVATIVES: diffract v. diffractive adj.
Diffuse - v. [di’sfuz] spread or cause to spread over a wide area or among a large number of people. [interj.] technologies diffuse rapidly | [trans.] the problem is how to diffuse power without creating anarchy.

- become or cause (a fluid, gas, individual atom, etc.) to become intermingled with a substance by movement, typically in a specified direction or at specified speed. [interj.] oxygen molecules diffuse across the membrane | [trans.] gas is diffused into the bladder.

- [trans.] cause (light) to glow faintly by dispersing it in many directions. • adj. [di’təgrəd] spread out over a large area; not concentrated: the diffuse community centered on the church | the light is more diffuse.

- (of disease) not localized in the body: diffuse hyperplasia. • lacking clarity or conciseness: the second argument is more diffuse.


Usage: The verbs diffuse and disperse sound similar but have different meanings. Diffuse means, broadly, ‘disperser;’ disperse means ‘remove the fuse from a bomb, reduce the danger or tension in.’ Thus Cooper successfully diffused the situation is wrong, and Cooper successfully dispersed the situation is right.


- the action of spreading the light from a light source evenly so as to reduce glare and harsh shadows. • the intermingling of substances by the natural movement of their particles: the rate of diffusion of a gas. • the dissemination of ideas or beliefs into another region or people.

Derivatives: diffusive [-’siv] adj.
digital [di’gijəl] - adj. 1 relating to or using signals or information represented by discrete values of a physical quantity such as voltage or magnetic polarization: digital TV. Often contrasted with analog.

- (of a clock or watch) showing the time by means of displayed digits rather than hands or a pointer. 2 of or relating to a finger or fingers.

Derivatives: digit-ally adv.
digital-grade [di’gijəl, grād] - adj. (of a mammal) walking on its toes and not touching the ground with its heels, as a dog, cat, or rodent.
dignitary [di’gınəter] - n. (pl. -ties) a person considered to be important because of high rank or office.
digraph [’di’graf] - n. a combination of two letters representing one sound, as in ph and ng.

- a character consisting of two joined letters; a ligature as æ.

digress [di’gres] - v. [interj.] leave the main subject temporarily in speech or writing, I have digressed a little from my outline.

dike [dik] (also dyke) - n. 1 a long wall or embankment built to prevent flooding from the sea.

- [often in place names] a low wall or earthwork serving as a boundary or defense: Offa’s Dike.

- a causeway. an intrusion of igneous rock cutting across existing strata. [Cf. silt.] 2 a ditch or watercourse.

- [trans.] [often as adj.] (diked) provide (land) with a wall or embankment to prevent flooding.

Phrases: put one’s finger in the dike attempt to stem the advance of something undesirable.
dilapidated [di’lepi, datid] - adj. (of a building or object) in a state of disrepair or ruin as a result of age or neglect.
dilatation [di’lætəsən, -di-] - n. (in medicine and physiology) the process of becoming dilated.

- the action of dilating a vessel or opening. • a dilated part of a hollow organ or vessel.
dilate [’di,lət, ’di,lət] - v. 1 make or become wider, larger, or more open. [interj.] her eyes dilated with horror | [trans.] the woman dilated her nostrils.

- [interj.] (dilate on) speak or write at length on (a subject).

dilatation [di’lætəsən, -di-] - n. the process of becoming dilated.

- the action of dilating a vessel or opening. • a dilated part of a hollow organ or vessel.
dilatory [’di,lətori] - adj. slow to act: he had been dilatory in appointing a spokesman.

- intended to cause delay: they resorted to dilatory procedural tactics, forcing a postponement.

dilemma [di’lema] - n. a situation in which a difficult choice has to be made between two or more alternatives, esp. equally undesirable ones.

- a difficult situation or problem; the insoluble dilemma of adolescence. • (in logic) an argument forcing an opponent to choose either of two unfavorable alternatives.

Usage: Dilemma should be reserved for reference to a predicament in which a difficult choice must be made between undesirable alternatives, as in You see his dilemma? If he chose one, his wife might never forgive him; if he chose the other, he’d break his mother’s heart. The weakened use of dilemma to mean simply ‘a difficult situation or problem,’ as in the insoluble dilemma of adolescence should be avoided.
dilettante [di’lətənt] - n. (pl. dilettanti [-’tænti] or dilettantes) a person who cultivates an area of interest, such as the arts, without real commitment or knowledge. [as adj.] a dilettante approach to science.

- a person with an amateur interest in the arts.

Derivatives: dilettant-ish adj. dilettant-ism [-’tæntəm] n.
diligent ['diljənt] • adj. having or showing care and conscientiousness in one's work or duties: many caves are located only after a diligent search.

derivatives: diligence n. diligently adv.

dilute [dɪˈlʊt; de-] • v. [trans.] (often be diluted) make (a liquid) thinner or weaker by adding water or another solvent to it: bleach can be diluted with cold water.

■ make (something) weaker in force, content, or value by modifying it or adding other elements to it: the reforms have been diluted. ■ reduce the value of (a shareholding) by issuing more shares in a company without increasing the values of its assets. • adj. (of a liquid) made thinner or weaker by having had water or another solvent added to it.

■ (of a chemical solution) having a relatively low concentration of solute: a dilute solution of potassium permanganate. ■ (of color or light) weak or low in concentration: a short measure of dilute sin.

derivatives: diluent adj., n. diluter n.

diminuendo [dɪˈmiːnən-doʊ] [dɪˈmɪnəndəʊ] • n. (pl. diminuendos or diminuendi) (in music) a decrease in loudness: the sudden diminuendos are brilliantly effective.

■ a passage to be performed with such a decrease. • adv. & adj. (esp. as a direction) with a decrease in loudness: [as adv.] the diminuendo chorus before the final tumult. • v. (ˈos-ˌos-ˌoʊd) [trans.] decrease in loudness or intensity: the singers left and the buzz diminished.

diminution [ˈdɪmən shutsɪn] • n. a reduction in the size, extent, or importance of something; a permanent diminution in value | the disease shows no signs of diminution.

diminutive [dɪˈmɪnətɪv] • adj. extremely or unusually small: a diminutive figure dressed in black.

■ (of a word, name, or suffix) implying smallness, either actual or imputed in token of affection, scorn, etc. (e.g., teeny, -let, -kins). • n. a smaller or shorter thing, in particular:

■ a diminutive word or suffix. ■ a shortened form of a name, typically used informally: “Nick” is a diminutive of “Nicholas.”

derivatives: diminutively adv. diminutiveness n.

dioecese [ˈdɪəsəs; sēs] • n. (pl. dioceses) a district under the pastoral care of a bishop in the Christian Church.

derivatives: dioecesan adj.

diönyssian [dɪəˈnɪsɪən; nɪsən] (also Dionysiac) • adj. 1 (in Greek mythology) of or relating to Dionysus, the god of wine. 2 of or relating to the sensual, spontaneous, and emotional aspects of human nature: Dionysian music.

diphthong [ˈdɪfə,ˈθɪŋɡ; ˈdɪp-ˌ, ˈθɒŋ] • n. a sound formed by the combination of two vowels in a single syllable, in which the sound begins as one vowel and moves toward another (as in coin, loud, and side).

■ a digraph representing the sound of a diphthong or single vowel (as in feat). ■ a compound vowel character; a ligature (such as æ).


diplomacy [dɪˈpləməsɪ] • n. the profession, activity, or skill of managing international relations, typically by a country's representatives (diplomats) abroad: an extensive round of diplomacy in the Middle East.

■ the art of dealing with people in a sensitive and effective way: he handled social difficulties with diplomacy.

derivatives: diplomatically adv.

diopsymania [ˌdɪpsɪˈmænɪə] • n. alcoholism, specifically in a form characterized by intermittent bouts of craving for alcohol.

derivatives: diopsymaniac [-ˌnɪəkɪək] • adj. 
dire • dir [ˈdɪr] • adj. (of a situation or event) extremely serious or urgent: dire consequences.

■ (of a warning or threat) presaging disaster: she cautioned us with dire warnings about breathing the flames.

derivatives: directly adv. direness n.

direct [ˈdɪrɛkt; dɪ-] • adj. 1 (of evidence or proof) bearing immediately and unambiguously upon the facts at issue: there is no direct evidence that officials accepted bribes. Cf. circumstantial 2 (of government) conducted by the people or electorate without intermediaries: the direct democracy of the town meeting. Cf. representative.

direct object • n. a noun, pronoun, or phrase denoting a person or thing that is the recipient of the action of a transitive verb, for example the dog in 'Jimmy fed the dog.'

dirge [dərj] • n. a lament for the dead, esp. one forming part of a funeral rite.

■ a mournful song, piece of music, or poem: singers chanted dirges.

derivatives: dirgeful [-fəl] adj.

dirigible [dəˌriʒəbəl; ˈdɪrɪg-] • n. a power-driven aircraft that is kept buoyant by a body of gas (usu. helium) that is lighter than air; airship. • adj. capable of being steered, guided, or directed: a dirigible spotlight.

disastereous [ˌdɪsəˈbɜːrəʊs] • v. [trans.] (someone) that an idea or belief is mistaken: he quickly disabused me of my fanciful notions.

disadvantaged [ˌdɪsəd′væntid] • adj. (of a person or area) in unfavorable circumstances, esp. with regard to financial or social opportunities: disadvantaged groups such as the elderly and unemployed [as plural n.] (the disadvantaged) measures to help the disadvantaged.

disaffected [ˌdɪsəˈfɛktid] • adj. dissatisfied with the people in authority and no longer willing to support them: a military plot by disaffected elements in the army.

derivatives: disaffectedly adv. disaffection n.

disappear [ˌdɪsəˈpɪr] • v. (in coded political language) intrans. be killed: the family disappeared after being taken into custody. [trans.] kill and conceal or destroy the body of (someone): critics of the regime were disappeared by paramilitary units.
discountenance (of young as an 'diskowntn.
dis*CO Urse dis*coun*te*nance dis*credHt

dis*creet dis*COUrse

discountenance (dis'kówn-tn-) • n. [trans.] (usu. be discountenanced) 1 refuse to approve of (something); alcohol consumption was discountenanced in their home. 2 disturb the composure of: Amanda was not discountenanced by the accusation.
dis*course • n. ['dis,kòrs] written or spoken communication or debate: the language of political discourse; an imagined discourse between two people traveling in France.

dis*count | dis'kount | • adj. individually separate and distinct: now let us treat the New England states as six discrete communities.
dis*cre*ta•adv. dis*cre*teness • n.
dis*cre*ta•n • n. the quality of behaving or speaking in such a way as to avoid causing offense or revealing private information: she knew she could rely on his discretion. 2 the freedom to decide what should be done in a particular situation: it is up to local authorities to use their discretion in setting the charges; a pass-fail grading system may be used at the discretion of the department.
dis*cre*ta•nary • adj. available for use at the discretion of the user: rules are inevitably less flexible than a discretionary policy.

Denoting or relating to investment funds placed with a broker or manager who has discretion to invest them on the client's behalf: discretionary portfolios.
dis*cre*ta•nary income remaining after deduction of taxes, other mandatory charges, and expenditure on necessities.
dis*cre*ta•n | dis'krima'nant | • n. an agent or characteristic that enables things, people, or classes to be distinguished from one another: anemia is commonly present in patients with both conditions, and is therefore not a helpful discriminant.
dis*cre*ta•nate | dis'kri,ne| • v. [trans.] 1 recognize a distinction; differentiate: babies can discriminate between different facial expressions of emotion.

[trans] perceive or constitute the difference in or between: bats can discriminate a difference in echo delay of between 69 and 98 millionths of a second; features that discriminate this species from other gastropods; make an unjust or prejudicial distinction in the treatment of different categories of people or things, esp. on the grounds of race, sex, or age: existing employment policies discriminate against women.
dis*cre*ta•nately • adj. adv. dis*cre*ta*ni•tive • adj.,-nati•v adj.
dis*cre*ta•ni•ting | dis'kri,ni•ning | • adj. (of a person) having or showing refined taste or good judgment: a discriminating collector and patron of the arts.
dis*cre*ta•ni•tion • dis'kri,ni•shn • n. 1 the unjust or prejudicial treatment of different categories of people or things, esp. on the grounds of race, age, or sex; victims of racial discrimination; discrimination against homosexuals. 2 recognition and understanding of the difference between one thing and another: discrimination between right and wrong; young children have difficulties in making fine discriminations.

the ability to discern what is of high quality;
good judgment or taste: *those who could afford to buy showed little taste or discrimination. ■ (in psychology) the ability to distinguish between different stimuli: [as adj.] discrimination learning. 3 (in electronics) the selection of a signal having a required characteristic, such as frequency or amplitude, by means of a discriminator that rejects all unwanted signals.

discursive | dis'kər Royale adj. 1 passing rapidly or indiscriminately from subject to subject: students often write dull, secondhand, discursive prose.

■ (of a style of speech or writing) fluent and expansive rather than formulaic or abbreviated; the short story is concentrated, whereas the novel is discursive. 2 of or relating to discourse or modes of discourse; the attempt to transform utterances from one discursive context to another. 3 proceeding by argument or reasoning rather than by intuition.

derivatives: discursively adv. discursiveness n.

disdain | dis'dān | n. the feeling that someone or something is unworthy of one's consideration or respect; contempt: her upper lip curled in disdain an aristocratic disdain for manual labor. ■ v. [trans.] consider to be unworthy of one's consideration: gamblers disdain four-horse races.

disembodied | dis'em'bədəd | adj. separated from or existing without the body: a disembodied ghost.

■ (of a sound) lacking any obvious physical source: a disembodied voice at the end of the phone.

disembogue, disembogued, disemboguing | dis'em'bōg | v. (disembogues, disembogued, disemboguing) [intrans.] (of a river or stream) emerge or be discharged in quantity; pour out.

disenchanted | dis'en'chənt | v. [trans.] (usu. be disenchanted) free (someone) from illusion; dispel: he may have been disenchanted by the loss of his huge following [as adj.] (disenchanted) he became disenchanted with his erstwhile ally.

derivatives: disenchantingly adv. disenchantment n.

disenfranchise, disenfranchised | dis'enfrən'chiz | also disenfranchise | dis'enfrən'chiz | v. [trans.] deprive (someone) of the right to vote: the law disenfranchised some 3,000 voters on the basis of a residence qualification.

■ (as adj.) (disenfranchised) deprived of power; marginalized: a hard core of kids who are disenfranchised and don't feel connected to the school. ■ deprive (someone) of a right or privilege: the move would disenfranchise the disabled from using the town center. ■ deprive (someone) of the rights and privileges of a free inhabitant of a borough, city, or country.

derivatives: disenfranchised n. disenfranchish | dis'enfrən'chizh | v. [trans.] (usu. be disenfranchised) deprive (an organization, esp. a country's national church) of its official status.

derivatives: disenfranchisement n.

disfavor | dis'fāvər | (Brit. disfavour) n. disapproval or dislike: the headmaster regarded her with disfavor.

■ the state of being disliked: raises could be taken away if an employee fell into disfavor.

■ v. [trans.] regard or treat (someone or something) with disfavor: the hypothesis was favored and disapproved by approximately equal numbers of scientists.

disfigure | dis'figər | v. [trans.] spoil the attractiveness of: litter disfigures the countryside [as adj.] (disfiguring) a disfiguring birthmark.

derivatives: disfiguration n., disfiguring adj.

disgruntled | dis'grəntld | adj. angry or dissatisfied: judges receive letters from disgruntled members of the public.

derivatives: dismustered n.

dishabille, dishabile, also deshabille | dis'habəl | n. the state of being only partly or scantily clothed: the paintings of Venus all shared the same state of dishabille.

dishearten | dis'härtən | v. [trans.] (often be dishartened) cause (someone) to lose determination or confidence: the farmer was disheartened by the damage to his crops.

derivatives: dishearteningly adv.

dischabit | dis'hebət | n. ■ in sing. a reluctance or lack of enthusiasm: Lucy felt a strong disinclination to talk about her engagement.

derivatives: disinclined adj.

disingenuous | dis'injenyəwəs | adj. not candid or sincere, typically by pretending that one knows less about something than one really does.

derivatives: disingenuously adv. disingenuousness n.

disidentify | dis'īdət | v. (intrans.) (someone) and (something) into different things.

derivatives: disidentify n.

disintegrate | dis'ıntəgrät | v. [trans.] break up into small parts, typically as the result of impact or decay: when the missile struck, the car disintegrated in a sheet of searing flame.

■ (of a society, family, or other social group) weaken or break apart: the marriage disintegrated amid allegations that she was having an affair. ■ deteriorate mentally or physically: I thought that when I finished working on the book I would disintegrate. ■ (in physics) undergo or cause to undergo disintegration at a subatomic level: [trans.] a meson can spontaneously disintegrate | [trans.] it has become a relatively easy matter to disintegrate almost any atom.

derivatives: disintegration n. disintegrative | -'grətiv | adj. disintegrator | -'grətər | n.
disjointed

adj. 1 not influenced by considerations of personal advantage: a broker is under an obligation to give disinterested advice. 2 having or feeling no interest in something; her father was so disinterested in her progress that he only visited the school once.

derivatives: disinterestedly adv. disinterestedness n.

usage: Nowhere have the battle lines been made more clearly drawn in usage questions than over the difference between disinterested and uninterested. Disinterested, to formalists, means ‘not having a personal interest, impartial’: A juror must be disinterested in the case being tried. Uninterested means ‘not interested; indifferent’: On the other hand, a juror must not be uninterested.

disjointed |dis'jointid| adj. lacking a coherent sequence or connection: piecing together disjointed fragments of information.
derivatives: disjointedly adv. disjointedness n.
disjunct |dis'jaŋkt| adj. disjointed and distinct from one another: these items of evidence are just phrases and clauses, often wildly disjunct.

of or relating to the movement of a melody from one note to another by a leap. • n. |dis'jaŋkt| 1 (in logic) each of the terms of a disjunctive proposition. 2 another term for sentence adverb, an adverb that expresses the speaker’s attitude toward the sentence.

disjunctive |dis'jaŋktiv| adj. 1 the process or an act of putting apart (disjoining), or an act of disjoining; separation: the Indians emphasized the disjunction between themselves and the invaders.

a lack of correspondence or consistency; there is a disjunction between the skills taught in schools and those demanded in the labor market. 2 (in logic) the relationship between two distinct alternatives.

a statement expressing this relationship (esp. one using the word “or”).

disjunctive |dis'jaŋktiv| adj. 1 lacking connection: the novel’s disjunctive detail. 2 (of a conjunction) expressing a choice between two mutually exclusive possibilities, for example or in was he going or staying?

(of a proposition in logic) expressing alternatives. • n. a disjunctive conjunction or other word.

a disjunctive proposition.
derivatives: disjointively adv.
dislocation |dislo'kaSH3n| n. disturbance from a proper, original, or usual place or state: he fell prey to loneliness and a wrenching sense of dislocation | the social dislocations caused by government policies.

injury or disability caused when the normal position of a joint or other part of the body is disturbed: dislocation of the hip | a specialist dealing with fractures and dislocations.

dismantle |dis'mantl| v. [trans.] (often be dismantled) take to pieces; pull down: the sheds were dismantled and the beams piled in a heap | the old regime was dismantled.
derivatives: dismantlement n. dismantler [-|t(ə)|lər] n.
dismiss |dis'mis| v. [trans.] order or allow to leave; send away: she dismissed the taxi at the corner.

• discharge from employment or office, typically on the grounds of unsatisfactory performance or dishonorable behavior; he dismissed five members of his Cabinet. • treat as unworthy of serious consideration: it would be easy to dismiss him as all brawn and no brain.

• deliberately cease to think about: he suspected a double meaning in her words, but dismissed the thought. • [intrans.] (of a group assembled under someone’s authority) disperse: he told his company to dismiss. • refuse further hearing to (a legal case); the judge dismissed the case for lack of evidence. • (in sports) defeat or end the turn of (an opponent).
disparage |dis'parij| v. [trans.] represent or regard as being of little worth; he never missed an opportunity to disparage his competitors | [as adj.] (disparaging) disparaging remarks.
derivatives: disparagement n. disparagingly adv.
disparate |dis'parit| adj. essentially different in kind; not allowing comparison: they inhabit disparate worlds of thought.

• containing elements very different from one another: a culturally disparate country. • n. (disparates) things so unlike that there is no basis for comparison.
derivatives: disparately adv. disparity n.
dispassionately |dis'paˌshənətē| adv. • adj. not influenced by strong emotion, and so able to be rational and impartial: she dealt with life’s disasters in a calm, dispassionate way.
derivatives: dispassion |dis'paSHən| n. dispassionately adv.
dispel |dis'pel| v. (dispelled, dispelling) [trans.] make (a doubt, feeling, or belief) disappear: the brightness of the day did nothing to dispel Elaine’s dejection.

drive (something) away; scatter: sprinkle catnip tea to dispel beetles from garden plants.
derivatives: dispeller n.
dispensary |disˈpensərē| n. (pl. -ies) 1 a room where medicines are prepared and provided. 2 a clinic provided by public or charitable funds.
dispensation |disˈpensəSHən| n. 1 exemption from a rule or usual requirement: although she was too young, she was given special dispensation to play in the games | they were given a dispensation to take most of the first week off.

• permission to be exempted from the laws or observances of a church; he received papal dispensation to hold a number of benefices. 2 a
system of order, government, or organization of a nation, community, etc., esp. as existing at a particular time: scholarship is conveyed to a wider audience than under the old dispensation.

\textit{(in Christian theology) a divinely ordained order prevailing at a particular period of history: the Mosaic dispensation.} \textit{An act of divine providence: the laws to which the creator in all his dispensations conforms.} 3 the action of distributing or supplying something: regulations controlling dispensation of medications.

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{dispensationl, -ponental} \textit{[stanl]} \textit{adj.}

\textbf{disperse} \textit{[dispərs]} \textit{v.} \textit{[trans]} distribute or spread over a wide area: storms can disperse seeds at high altitudes | camping sites could be dispersed among trees so as to be out of sight.

go or cause to go in different directions or to different destinations: [trans.] the crooked dispersed | [trans.] the police used tear gas to disperse the protesters. cause (gas, smoke, mist, or cloud) to thin out and eventually disappear: winds dispersed the radioactive cloud high in the atmosphere. [trans.] thin out and disappear: the earlier mist had dispersed. [trans.] (in physics) divide (light) into constituents of different wavelengths. \textit{adj.} \textit{attrib.} (in chemistry) denoting a phase dispersed in another phase, as in a colloid: emulsions should be examined after storage for droplet size of the disperse phase.

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{disperser} \textit{n.} \textit{dis6pers} \textit{ible} \textit{adj.} \textit{disperssive} \textit{[siv]} \textit{adj.} \textit{dispersion} \textit{n.}

\textbf{dispirit} \textit{[dispirit] \textit{v.} \textit{[trans]} (often be dispirited) cause (someone) to lose enthusiasm or hope: the army was dispirited by the severe winter conditions | [as adj.] (dispiriting) it was a dispiriting occasion.

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{dispiritedly} \textit{adv.} \textit{disperitredness} \textit{n.} \textit{dispiritingly} \textit{adv.}

\textbf{displacement} \textit{[dispəlmənt] \textit{n.}} 1 the moving of something from its place or position: vertical displacement of the shoreline.

\textbf{the removal of someone or something by someone or something else that takes their place: males may be able to resist displacement by other males.} \textbf{the enforced departure of people from their homes, typically because of war, persecution, or natural disaster: the displacement of farmers.} \textbf{the amount by which a thing is moved from its normal position: a displacement of 6.8 meters along the San Andreas Fault.} 2 the occupation by a submerged body or part of a body of a volume that would otherwise be occupied by a fluid.

\textbf{the amount or weight of fluid that would fill such a volume in the case of a floating ship, used as a measure of the ship's size: the submarine has a surface displacement of 2,185 tons.} \textbf{the volume of the space moved through by the piston of a reciprocating system, as in a pump or engine.} 3 the unconscious transfer of an intense emotion from its original object to another one: this phobia was linked with the displacement of fear of his father. 4 (in physics) the component of an electric field due to free separated charges, regardless of any polarizing effects.

\textbf{the vector representing such a component.} \textbf{the flux density of such an electric field.}

\textbf{disport} \textit{[disˈpɔrt]} \textit{v.} \textit{enjoy oneself unrestrainedly: frolic: a painting of lords and ladies disporting themselves by a lake.} \textit{n.} \textit{diversion from work or serious matters; recreation or amusement.}

\textbf{a pastime, game, or sport.}

\textbf{disposable} \textit{[diˈspəzəbəl]} \textit{adj.} 1 (of an article) intended to be used, typically once, and then thrown away: disposable diapers | a disposable razor.

\textbf{(of a person or idea) able to be dispensed with; easily dismissed: disposable personnel.} 2 (chiefly of financial assets) readily available for the owner's use as required. \textit{n.} \textit{an article designed to be thrown away after use: don't buy disposables, such as razors, cups, and plates.}

\textbf{(disposable income) income remaining after deduction of taxes and other mandatory charges.}

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{disposability} \textit{[ˌdiˌpəzəˈbiləti]} \textit{n.}

\textbf{disprisingly} \textit{[ˌdisˌprəˈpərznəl]} \textit{adv.} \textit{too large or too small in comparison with something else: sentences disproportionate to the offenses committed.}

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{disproportionate} \textit{adv.} \textit{disproportionate} \textit{ness} \textit{n.}

\textbf{disputatious} \textit{[ˌdiskəˈpoʊʃəs]} \textit{adj.} \textit{(of a person) fond of having heated arguments: a congenial hangout for disputatious academics.}

\textbf{(of an argument or situation) motivated by or causing strong opinions: disputatious council meetings.}

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{disputatiously} \textit{adv.} \textit{disputatiousness} \textit{n.}

\textbf{disquiet} \textit{[diskwəˈıt]} \textit{n.} \textit{a feeling of anxiety or worry; public disquiet about animal testing.} \textit{v.} \textit{[trans]} \textit{(usu. as adj.)} (disquieted) make (someone) worried or anxious.

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{disquietude} \textit{n.}

\textbf{disquisition} \textit{[diskwəˈzıʃən]} \textit{n.} \textit{a long or elaborate essay or discussion on a particular subject.}

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{disquisitional} \textit{[-ˌʃıʃənəl]} \textit{adj.}

\textbf{dissect} \textit{[diˈsɛkt; dr-] \textit{v.} \textit{[trans} (often be dissected) methodically cut up (a body, part, or plant) in order to study its internal parts.}

\textbf{analyze (something) in minute detail: novels that dissect our obsession with urban angst.}

\textbf{derivatives:} \textit{dissection} \textit{[ˌdɪsˈɛkʃən]} \textit{n.} \textit{dissect} \textit{or} \textit{n.}
dissemble [diˈsembəl] • v. [intrans.] conceal one’s true motives, feelings, or beliefs: an honest, sincere person with no need to dissemble.

• [trans.] disguise or conceal (a feeling or intention): she smiled, dissembling her true emotion. DERIVATIVES: dissemble [ˈdɪsəmbəl] • v. [trans.]

dissimulate [diˈsimyələt] • v. [trans.] conceal or disguise (one’s thoughts, feelings, or character): a country gentleman who dissimulates his wealth beneath ragged pullovers | [trans.] now that they have power, they no longer need to dissimulate. DERIVATIVES: dissimulation [ˌdɪsɪˌmjuˈleɪʃən] • n. dissimulator [ˌdɪsɪˈmjuːlətər] • n. dissimulatively [ˌdɪsɪˈmjuːlətɪvli] • adv.

dissipate [dɪˈsɪpət] • v. • 1 [intrans.] disperse or scatter; the cloud of smoke dissipated. • 2 [trans.] cause (a solid) to become incorporated into a liquid so as to form a solution: glucose dissolves easily in water.

• [trans.] cause (a solid) to become incorporated into a liquid in this way: dissolve a bouillon cube in a pint of hot water. • (of something abstract, esp. a feeling) disappear: my courage dissolved. • deteriorate or degenerate: the community policy could dissolve into chaos. • subside uncontrollably into (an expression of strong feelings): she suddenly dissolved into floods of tears. • (in a movie) change energy to be lost, typically by converting it to heat.

DERIVATIVES: dissipative [ˌdɪsɪˈpætɪv] • adj. dissipator [ˌdɪsɪˈpætər] • n. (also dissipator) n.

dissipated [dɪˈspætɪd] • adj. • (of a person or way of life) overindulging in sensual pleasures: dissipated behavior.

dissipation [dɪˈspəʃən] • n. 1 a dissolve manner of living; immoderation and laxity: a descent into drunkenness and sexual dissipation. 2 squandering of money, energy, or resources: the dissipation of the country’s mineral wealth.

• (in physics) loss of energy, esp. by its conversion into heat. • scattering or dispersion: the complete dissipation of paint fumes.

dissociate [dɪˈsəʊsɪeɪt] • v. • 1 disconnect or separate (used esp. in abstract contexts): opinions should not be dissociated from their social context. • (dissociate oneself from) declare that one is not connected with or a supporter of (someone or something): he took pains to dissociate himself from religious radicals. • [intrans.] become separated or disconnected: the region would dissociate from the country. • (usu. be dissociated) (in psychiatry) split off (a component of mental activity) to act as an independent part of mental life. 2 (usu. be dissociated) (in chemistry) cause (a molecule) to split into separate smaller atoms, ions, or molecules, esp. reversibly; these compounds are dissociated by solar radiation to yield atoms of chlorine.


dissolution [dɪˈsəʊluʃən] • n. 1 the closing down or dismissal of an assembly, partnership, or official body: the dissolution of their marriage | Henry VIII declared the abbey’s dissolution in 1540.

• the action or process of dissolving or being dissolved: minerals susceptible to dissolution. • breaking down; disintegration; decomposition: the dissolution of the flesh. • death. 2 debauched living; dissipation: an advanced state of dissolution.

dissolve [dɪˈzəʊlv] • v. • 1 [intrans.] become incorporated into a liquid so as to form a solution: glucose dissolves easily in water. • [trans.] cause (a solid) to become incorporated into a liquid in this way: dissolve a bouillon cube in a pint of hot water. • (of something abstract, esp. a feeling) disappear: my courage dissolved. • deteriorate or degenerate: the community policy could dissolve into chaos. • subside uncontrollably into (an expression of strong feelings): she suddenly dissolved into floods of tears. • (in a movie) change
gradually to (a different scene or picture): _dissolve to side views, looking down the street._

2 [trans.] close down or dismiss (an assembly or official body): _the country's president can dissolve parliament under certain circumstances._

• annul or put an end to (a partnership or marriage): _it only takes 28 days to dissolve a domestic partnership._ • n. (in a film) an act or instance of moving gradually from one picture to another.

DERIVATIVES: _dissolvable_ adj. _dissolvable_ n.

dis*sonant |'-dis*sonant| · adj. (in music) lacking harmony: _irregular, dissonant chords._

• unsuitable or unusual in combination; clashing: _Jackson employs both harmonious and dissonant color choices._

DERIVATIVES: _dissonance_ n. _dissonantly_ adv.

dis*suade |'-di*swood| · v. [trans.] persuade (someone) not to take a particular course of action: _his friends tried to dissuade him from flying._


dist*aff side · n. the female side of a family: _the family title could be passed down through the distaff side._ The opposite of spear side.

• the female members of a group: _this fascination was not limited to the distaff side of society._

dis*temper1 |'-dis*tempar| · n. 1 a viral disease of some animals, esp. dogs, causing fever, coughing, and catarrh. 2 political disorder: _an attempt to undermine the moral roots of the modern world's disTemper._

dis*temper2 · n. a kind of paint using glue or size instead of an oil base, for use on walls or for scene-painting.

• a method of mural and poster painting using this. · v. [trans.] often as adj. (distempered) paint (something) with distemper: _the distempered roof timbers._

dis*tend · v. · v. [trans.] cause (something) to swell by stretching it from inside: _air is introduced into the stomach to distend it._ [as adj.] _distended_ a distended belly.

• [intrans.] swell out because of pressure from inside: _the abdomen distended rapidly_.

DERIVATIVES: _disten*sibil*ity_ '-tsen'shi balit| n. _distensible_ '-tsen'shi bal| adj.

dis*tension · '-tsen'shun| n.

distich · '-stik| · n. a pair of verse lines; a couplet.

dis*tin*gue |'-dis'tin*eg| · adj. (fem. _distingüée_ pronunc. same) having a distinguished manner or appearance: _he was lean and distingüé, with a small goatee._

dis*tort · v. · v. [trans.] pull or twist out of shape: _a grimea distorted her fine mouth._ [as adj.] _distorted_ his face was _distorted with rage._

• [intrans.] become twisted out of shape: _the pipe will distort as you bend it._ · give a misleading or false account or impression of: _many factors can distort the results._ [as adj.] _distorted_ his report gives a distorted view of the meeting.

• change the form of (an electrical signal or sound wave) during transmission, amplifica-

tion, or other processing: _you're distorting the sound by overloading the amp._

DERIVATIVES: _distorted*ly_ adv. _distorted*ness_ n. _distortion_ '-tor'shun| n. _distortion*al_ '-tor'shanl| adj. _distortion*less_ '-tor'shanlas| adj.

dis*train |'-dis*trèn| · v. [trans.] seize (someone's) property in order to obtain payment of rent or other money owed: _legislation has restricted the right to distress goods found on the premises. Cf. _confiscate._

• seize the property of (someone) for this purpose: _the government applied political pressure by distressing debtors._

DERIVATIVES: _dis*train*er_ n. _dis*train*ment_ n.

dis*trait |'-trèt| · adj. (fem. _distraite_ '-trát]_[predic.]_ distracted or absentminded: _he seemed oddly distraite._

dis*traught |'-tròt| · adj. deeply upset and agitated: _a distraught woman sobbed and screamed for help_ | he appeared on television, grief-ravaged and distraught.

dis*tressed |'-tres't| · adj. suffering from anxiety, sorrow, or pain: _I was distressed at the news of his death._

• impoverished: _women in distressed circumstances._ · (of furniture, leather, or clothing) having simulated marks of age and wear: _a distressed leather jacket._

dis*trib*u*tary |'-dis'tri*byoor*te| · n. (pl. _-ies) a branch of a river that does not return to the main stream after leaving it (as in a delta), rather distributes part of its water.

dis*trib*u*tive |'-dis'tri*by ativ| · adj. 1 concerned with the supply of goods to stores and other businesses that sell to consumers: _transportation and distributive industries._

• concerned with the way in which things are shared among people: _the distributive effects of public expenditure_ | distributive justice._

2 (of a grammatical determiner or pronoun) referring to each individual of a class, not to the class collectively, e.g., _each, either._ 3 (of a mathematical operation) fulfilling the condition that, when it is performed on two or more quantities already combined by another operation, the result is the same as when it is performed on each quantity individually and the products then combined. · n. a distributive word.

DERIVATIVES: _distributive*ly_ adv.

di*ther |'-dè*thar| · v. [trans.] 1 act hesitantly: _be indecisive:_ _he was dithering about how to vote._

2 [trans.] display or print (a computer image) without sharp edges so that there appear to be more colors in it than are really available: _as adj._ (dithered) _dithered bit maps._ · n. 1 indecisive behavior: _after months of dither they had still not agreed._ 2 [in sing.] a state of agitation: _buses are jammed and dirty and everyone is in a dither over taxis._

DERIVATIVES: _dither*er_ n. _dither*y_ adj.

dith*ry*ramb |'-dith*ra*rem| · n. a wild choral hymn of ancient Greece, esp. one dedicated to Dionysus.

• a passionate or inflated speech, poem, or other writing.
DERIVATIVES: dithyrambic | dithyrambik | adj.
diuretic | di'yrētik | • adj. (chiefly of drugs) causing increased passing of urine. • n. a diuretic drug.
diurnal | di'yrn̩l | • adj. 1 of or during the day.
  • (of animals) active in the daytime. • (of flowers) open only during the day. 2 daily; of each day: diurnal rhythms.
  • of or resulting from the daily rotation of the earth.
DERIVATIVES: diurnal-ly adv.
diva | 'deva | • n. a famous female opera singer: your average opera isn’t over till the diva trills her high notes.
a female singer who has enjoyed great popular success: a chance to create a full-blown pop diva. • an admired, glamorous, or distinguished woman: the former director of the association is still a downtown diva. • a haughty, spoiled woman.
divagate | 'di:vägät | • v. [intr. trans.] wander about; stray; digress: Yeats divagated into Virgil’s territory only once.
DERIVATIVES: divagation | 'di:vägä'shaN| n.
divari-cate | 'di:vär,i-ki t; di|- | • v. [intr.] stretch or spread apart; diverge widely: her crowd’s feet are diverging like deltas. • adj. | -ki t; -kat | (of a tree branch) coming off the stem almost at a right angle.
DERIVATIVES: divari-cation | '-vär,i-kä'shaN| n.
divergent | 'di'verjənt; di|- | • adj. 1 tending to be different or develop in different directions: divergent interpretations | varieties of English can remain astonishingly divergent from one another.
  • (of thought) using a variety of premises, esp. unfamiliar premises, as bases for inference, and avoiding common limiting assumptions in making deductions. 2 (of a mathematical series) increasing indefinitely as more of its terms are added; not convergent.
DERIVATIVES: diver-gence n. diver-gently adv.
divers | 'di'vers | • adj. [attrib.] of varying types; several: in divers places.
diverse | 'di'vers; di|- | • adj. showing a great deal of variety: a culturally diverse population.
  • (of two or more things) markedly different from one another: subjects as diverse as architecture, language teaching, and paleobotany.
DERIVATIVES: diverse-ly adv. diverse-ness n.
diversion | 'di'versən| | dt- | • n. 1 an instance of turning something aside from its course: a diversion of resources from defense to basic research.
  • Brit. an alternative route for use by traffic when the usual road is temporarily closed; detour: the road was closed and diversions put into operation. 2 an activity that diverts the mind from tedious or serious concerns; a recreation or pastime: our chief diversion was reading.
  • something intended to distract someone’s attention from something more important: a raid was carried out on a nearby airfield to create a diversion.
divert | 'di'vert; di|- | • v. [trans.] 1 cause (someone or something) to change course or turn from one direction to another: a scheme to divert water from the river to irrigate agricultural land.
  • [intr. trans.] (of a vehicle or person) change course: an aircraft has diverted and will be with you shortly. • reallocate (something, esp. money or resources) to a different purpose: more of their advertising budget was diverted into promotions. 2 divert (someone or their attention) from something: public relations policies are sometimes intended to divert attention away from criticism.
  • [usu. as adj.] (diverting) draw the attention of (someone) away from tedious or serious concerns; entertain or amuse: a diverting book | nursery rhymes can calm and divert all but the most fractioned child.
DERIVATIVES: divert-er n. divert-ingly adv.
divertimento | 'di'vertə'men tO | | di'vartə'ment| | • n. (pl. divertimenti | '-tè | or divertimentos) a light and entertaining musical composition, typically one in the form of a suite for chamber orchestra.
divertissement | 'di'vertisəmənt | | • n. a minor entertainment or diversion: as a Sunday divertissement Wittgenstein would play Schubert quartets.
  • a short dance within a ballet that displays a dancer’s technical skill without advancing the plot or character development.
divest | 'di'vest; di- | • v. [trans.] deprive (someone) of power, rights, or possessions: men are unlikely to be divested of power without a struggle.
  • deprive (something) of a particular quality: he has divested the original play of its charm.
  • rid oneself of something that one no longer wants or requires, such as a business interest or investment: it appears easier to carry on in the business than to divest | the government’s policy of divesting itself of state holdings. • relieve (someone) of something being worn or carried: she divested him of his coat.
dividend | 'di'vidənd | | • n. 1 a sum of money paid regularly (typically annually) by a company to its shareholders out of its profits (or reserves).
  • a payment divided among a number of people, e.g., members of a cooperative or creditors of an insolvent estate. • an individual’s share of a dividend. • (dividends) a benefit from an action or policy: persistence pays dividends. 2 a number to be divided by another number.
divination | 'di'venə'shon | | di'venə'shaN| | • n. the practice of seeking knowledge of the future or the unknown by supernatural means (divining).
DERIVATIVES: divinatory | 'di'venə tɔr| | • adj.
divine | 'di'ven | • adj. (diviner, divinest) 1 of, from, or like God or a god: heroes with
divine powers | paintings of shipwrecks being prevented by divine intervention.

dedicated to God; sacred: divine liturgy. 2 excellent; delightful: that succulent pastry tasted divine he had the most divine smile. • n. 1 a cleric or theologian. 2 (the Divine) providence or God.

derivatives: divinely ADV. divine-ness n.

divine 2. v. [trans.] discover (something) by guesswork or intuition: his brother usually divined his superior motives. [with clause] they had divined that he was a fake.

have supernatural or magical insight into (future events): claimed to divine the future in chicken’s entrails. discover (water) by dowsing, as with a dowsing rod.

derivatives: diviner n.
divulge [divalj; 3 • v. [trans.] make known (esp. private or sensitive information): I am too much of a gentleman to divulge her age.

derivatives: divulga- tion | divulgence n. n. divulg- ence -jans n.

DNA 1. deoxyribonucleic acid, a self-replicating material present in nearly all living organisms as the main constituent of chromosomes. It is the carrier of genetic information. Cf. RNA.

Each molecule of DNA consists of two strands coiled around each other to form a double helix, a structure like a spiral ladder. Each rung of the ladder consists of a pair of chemical groups called bases (of which there are four types), which combine in specific pairs so that the sequence on one strand of the double helix is complementary to that on the other. It is the specific sequence of bases that constitutes the genetic information.

document 1. a person who acts as a guide, typically on a voluntary basis, in a museum, art gallery, or zoo. 2. (in certain universities and colleges) a member of the teaching staff immediately below professorial rank.

documentation 1. the doctrine, important in Gnosticism, that Christ’s body was not human but either a phantasms or of real but cellular substance, and that his sufferings were therefore, only apparent.

derivatives: Documenter- 

docile 1. adj. ready to accept control or instruction; submissive: a cheap and docile work force.

derivatives: docility ly adv. docility n.
doctrinaire 1. adj. seeking to impose a doctrine in all circumstances without regard to practical considerations: a doctrinaire socialist. 2. n. a person who seeks to impose a theory in such a way.

derivatives: doctrinaire ly adv. doctrinaire n.
doleful | 'dɔlfl| • adj. expressing sorrow; mournful: a doleful look.

- causing grief or misfortune: doleful consequences.

DERIVATIVES: dolefully adv. dolefulness n.

dolichocephalic | [ˌdәlikәʊsәfeɪlik] • adj. having a relatively long skull (typically with the breadth less than 80 (or 75) percent of the length). Often contrasted with brachycephalic.

DERIVATIVES: dolichocephally | ˈsɛfəli| n.

dolmen | 'dәlmәn; 'dәl-| • n. a megalithic tomb with a large flat stone laid on upright stones, found chiefly in Britain and France. Cf. menhir.

dolor | 'dәlәr| (Brit. dolore) • n. a state of great sorrow or distress: they squatted, hunched, in visible dolor.

domain | 'dә'mәn; 'dәl-| • n. an area of territory owned or controlled by a ruler or government: the southwestern French domains of the Plantagenets. Cf. EMINENT DOMAIN.

- an estate or territory held in legal possession by a person or persons. • a specified sphere of activity or knowledge: the expanding domain of psychology. • visual communication is the domain of the graphic designer. • (in physics) a discrete region of magnetism in ferromagnetic material. • a distinct subset of the Internet with addresses sharing a common suffix, such as the part in a particular country or used by a particular group of users. • (in mathematics) the set of possible values of the independent variable or variables of a function. • (domaine) a vineyard.

DERIVATIVES: domanial [-nәl] adj.

domestic | 'dәmәstik| • adj. 1. of or relating to the running of a home or to family relations: domestic chores | domestic violence.

- of or for use in the home rather than in an industrial or office environment: domestic appliances. • of (a person) fond of family life and running a home: she was not at all domestic. • of (an animal) tame and kept by humans: domestic cattle. 2. existing or occurring inside a particular country; not foreign or international: Korea's domestic affairs.

- 1. (also domestic worker or domestic help) a person who is paid to do menial tasks such as cleaning. 2. a product not made abroad.

DERIVATIVES: domestically [-ikәli| adj. domesticity n. the quality or state of being domestic, esp. (attachment to) home life. domesticate | 'dәmәstikәt, kәt| • v. [trans.] (usu. be domesticated) tame (an animal) and keep it as a pet or for farm produce: mammals were first domesticated for their milk.

- cultivate (a plant) for food. • make (someone) fond of and good at home life and the tasks that it involves: you've finally domesticated him | [as adj.] (domesticated) he is thoroughly domesticated.

DERIVATIVES: domestically [-kәbәl] adj. domestication n.

domicile | 'dәmәsәl; 'dә-; 'dәmәsәl| (also domicil) • n. (in legal use) the country or place that a person treats as his or her permanent home, or lives in and has a substantial connection with.

- a person's residence or home: the builder I've hired to renovate my new domicile. • the place at which a company or other body is registered, esp. for tax purposes. • v. [with adverb of place] (be domiciled) treat a specified country or place as a permanent home: the tenant is domiciled in the United States.

- reside: be based: he was domiciled in a frame house on the outskirts of town.

dominant | 'dә'mәnant| • adj. most important, powerful, or influential: they are now in an even more dominant position in the market.

- (of a high place or object) overlooking others. • relating to or denoting heritable characteristics controlled by genes that are expressed in offspring even when inherited from only one parent. • denoting the predominant species in a plant (or animal) community.

- in decision theory, (of a choice) at least as good as the alternatives in all circumstances, and better in some: a dominant strategy.

- a dominant trait or gene. • a dominant species in a plant (or animal) community. • the fifth note of the diatonic scale of any musical key, or the key based on this, considered in relation to the key of the tonic.

DERIVATIVES: dominantly adv.

dominate | 'dәmәntәtikәs| • n. (pl. dominatrices | -trә,sez| or dominatrixes) a dominating woman, esp. one who takes the sadistic role in sadomasochistic sexual activities.

dominer | 'dәmә'nәr| • v. [trans.] (usu. as adj.) (domineering) assert one's will over another in an arrogant way: they had survived years with a gruff, domineering father.

DERIVATIVES: domineringly adv.

dominion | 'dә'mәniәn| • n. 1. sovereignty; control: man's attempt to establish dominion over nature. 2. (usu. dominions) the territory of a sovereign or government: the Angevin dominions.

- (Dominion) each of the self-governing territories of the historical British Commonwealth: the Dominion of Canada. 3 (dominions) (in Christianity) another term for domination, the fourth highest order of angel.

dominion effect | n. the effect of the domino theory, which, in politics, holds that events in one country will cause similar events in neighboring countries, like a falling domino causing a row of upended dominos to fall in turn.

donative | 'dәnәtәv; 'dә-nәt-| • n. a donation, esp. one given formally or officially as largesse. • adj. given as a donation.

donjon | 'dәnәn; 'dәn-| • n. the great tower or innermost keep of a castle.

donnée | 'dәnә' | (also donné) • n. 1. a subject or theme of a narrative. 2. a basic fact or assumption.

donnybrook | 'dәnәnә brәtәk| • n. a scene of uproar and disorder; an uproarious meeting.
Down syndrome

- a heated argument; raucous ideological donnyn Brooks.

doppelgänger | ˈdōplˌgänər | n. an apparition or double of a living person.

Doric | ˈdórkə; ˈdărkə | n. 1 adj. 1 relating to or denoting a classical order of architecture characterized by a plain, sturdy column and a thick square slab (abacus) resting on a rounded molding. 2 relating to or denoting the ancient Greek dialect of the Dorian.
- (of a dialect) broad; rustic.
- n. 1 the Dorian order of architecture. 2 the ancient Greek dialect of the Dorian.

Dork | ˈdɔrk | n. a dull, slow-witted, or socially inept person.
- the penis.

Derivatives: Dorky adj.

dormant | ˈdɔrmənt | adj. (of an animal) having normal physical functions suspended or slowed down for a period of time; in or as if in a deep sleep: dormant butterflies.
- in a state of rest or inactivity: the event evoked memories that she would rather had lain dormant. 2 (of a plant or bud) alive but not actively growing. 3 (of a volcano) temporarily inactive. 4 (of a disease) causing no symptoms but not cured and liable to recur. 5 [usu. postpositive] in heraldry, of an animal depicted lying with its head on its paws.

Derivatives: Dormancy n.

dormer | ˈdɔrmər | also dormer window.
- n. a window that projects vertically from a sloping roof.

the projecting structure that houses such a window: the windowed dormer above the sink.

Cf. gable.

dorsal | ˈdɔrsəl | adj. of, on, or relating to the upper side or back of an animal, plant, or organ: a dorsal view of the body | the dorsal aorta. a dorsal fin broke the surface. Cf. ventral.

Derivatives: Dorsal adj.

dossier | ˈdōzē, ˈdás-ər | n. a collection of documents about a particular person, event, or subject: we have a dossier on him | a dossier of complaints.

dotage | ˈdōtij | n. [sing.] the period of life in which a person is old and weak: you could live here and look after me in my dotage.

the state of having the intellect impaired, esp. through old age: sensility.

Doldrums | ˈdōdrəmz | n. an old person, esp. one who has become weak or senile.

dote | ˈdöt | v. [trans.] 1 (dote on/upon) be extremely and uncritically fond of: she doted on her two young children | [as adj.] (doting) she was spoiled outrageously by her doting father.

2 be silly or bumbleminded, esp. as a result of old age: the parson is now old and dote.

Derivatives: Doting adj.

doubt | ˈdaut | adj. [attrib] denoting a test or trial, esp. of a drug, in which any information that may influence the behavior of the tester or the subject is withheld until after the test.

double entendre | ˈdəbəl ənˈtəndrə | n. (pl. double entendres) a word or phrase open to two interpretations, one of which is usually risqué or indecent.
- humor using such words or phrases.

double jeopardy | n. (in law) the prosecution of a person twice for the same offense.
- risk or disadvantage incurred from two sources simultaneously: he is in double jeopardy, unable to speak either language adequately.

doublet | ˈdəblət | n. 1 either of a pair of similar things, in particular:
- either of two words of the same historical source but with two different stages of entry into the language, for example regal and royal, yard and garden. 2 (doublets) the same number on two dice thrown at once. 2 a man’s short close-fitting padded jacket, commonly worn from the 14th to the 17th century.

Derivatives: Doublethink n.

douse | ˈdəs | v. [trans.] pour a liquid over; drench: he doused the car with gasoline and set it on fire.

extinguish (as a fire or light): stewards appeared and the fire was doused | nothing could douse her sudden euphoria.

lower (a sail) quickly.

dowser | ˈdəwər | n. a widow with a title or property derived from her late husband: as adj. the dowager duke | [postpositive] the queen dowager.

a dignified elderly woman.

dowdy | ˈdəwdə | adj. (dowdier, dowdiest) (of a person, typically a woman, or their clothes) unfashionable and without style in appearance: her casual chic made other women around her look dowdy.

n. (pl. -ies) a woman who is unfashionably and unattractively dressed.

Derivatives: Dowdy adj.

dowry | ˈdəwərį | n. a widow’s share for life of her husband’s estate.

a dowry. v. [trans.] give a dowry to.

downbeat | ˈdəunˌbet | adj. pessimistic; gloomy: the assessment of current economic prospects is downbeat.

n. (in music) an accented beat, usually the first of the bar.

Down Syndrome (also Down syndrome)
- n. a congenital disorder arising from a chromosomal defect, causing intellectual impairment and physical abnormalities including short stature and a broad facial profile. It arises from a defect involving chromosome 21, usually an extra copy (trisomy-21).

Usage: Of relatively recent coinage, Down syndrome is the accepted term in modern use, and former terms such as mongol, Mongoloid, and mongolism, which are likely to cause offense, should be avoided. See also usage at Mongoloid.
dowsing | dawning | n. a technique for searching for underground water, minerals, or anything invisible, by observing the motion of a pointer (traditionally a forked stick, now often paired bent wires) or the changes in direction of a pendulum, supposedly in response to unseen influences: [as adj.] a dowsing rod.

DErivatives: dows v. dowsen n.

doxology | dɔksɔˈlɔːdʒi | n. (pl. -ies) a Christian liturgical formula of praise to God.

DErivatives: doxological | dɔksɔˈlɔːɡɪkl | adj.

doxy | ˈdɒksə | n. (pl. -ies) a lover or mistress.

Dr g | drə | n. a prostitute.

doyen | doɪˈɛn; doɪˈɛn | n. (fem. doyenne) the most respected or prominent person in a particular field: the doyen of academic critics.

draconic | ˈdræskənɪk | adj.

drag | dræɡ | n. (of dress) clothing more conventionally worn by the opposite sex, esp. women’s clothes worn by a man: a fashion show, complete with men in drag. [as adj.] a live drag show. a drag queen.

dragoman | ˈdrægəmən | n. (pl. dragomans or dragomen) an interpreter or guide, esp. in countries speaking Arabic, Turkish, or Persian.

dragoon | ˈdrægʊn | n. a member of any of several cavalry regiments in the household troops of the British army.

Dr | drə | n. a mounted infantryman armed with a short rifle or musket. [v. [trans.] coerce (someone) into doing something; she had been dragooned into helping with the housework.

dramatist | ˈdræmətɪst | n. plural n. the characters of a play, novel, or narrative.

Dr | drə | n. the participants in a series of events.

dramaturgy | ˈdræmətɜːræ | n. the theory and practice of dramatic composition: studies of Shakespeare’s dramaturgy.

DErivatives: dramaturgic | ˈdræmətɜːrɪk | adj.

dramaturgical | ˈdræmətɜːrɪkəl | adj.

dramaturgically | ˈdræmətɜːrɪkəlɪ | adv.

dregs | dregz | n. the remnants of a liquid left in a container, together with any sediment or grounds: coffee dregs. Cf. Dross.

Dr | drə | n. the most worthless part or parts of something: the dregs of society.

DErivatives: dreggy | ˈdregə | adj.

dressage | ˈdrɛsəɡeɪtʃə | n. the art of riding and training a horse in a manner that develops obedience, flexibility, and balance.

dripily | ədəv | adv. variant spelling of DRIPILY.

droll | drɔl | adj. curious or unusual in a way that provokes dry amusement: his unique brand of droll self-mockery. n. a jester or humorous entertainer; a buffoon.

DErivatives: drollery | ˈdrɔlərɪ | n.

drolliness | ˈdrɔlɪnəs | n. drollly adv.

drone | drɔn | v. [trans.] make a continuous low humming sound: in the far distance a machine droned.

Drone | drɔn | n. v. [trans.] make a continuous low humming sound: in the far distance a machine droned.

■ speak tediously in a dull monotonous tone: he reached for another beer while Jim droned on.

[with adverbial of direction] move with a continuous humming sound: traffic droned up and down the street. n. 1 a low continuous humming sound: he nodded off to the drone of the engine.

■ a monotonous speech: only twenty minutes of the hour-long drone had passed. ■ a continuous musical note, typically of low pitch. ■ a musical instrument, or part of one, sounding such a continuous note, in particular (also drone pipe) a pipe in a bagpipe or (also drone string) a string in an instrument such as a hurdy-gurdy or a sitar. 2 a male bee in a colony of social bees, which does no work but can fertilize a queen.

■ a person who does no useful work and lives off others. 3 a remote-controlled pilotless aircraft or missile.

dropsy | ˈdrɒpsi | n. (pl. -ies) old-fashioned or less technical term for EDEMA.

DErivatives: dropsical | ˈdrɒpsɪkəl | adj.

dross | drɔs; dræs | n. something regarded as worthless; rubbish: there are bargains if you have the patience to sift through the dross.

foreign matter, dregs, or mineral waste, in particular scum formed on the surface of molten metal.

DErivatives: drossy | ˈdrɒsɪ | adj.

Druid | ˈdruːɪd | n. a priest, magician, or soothsayer in the ancient Celtic religion.

■ a member of a present-day group claiming to represent or be derived from this religion.

DErivatives: Druidic | ˈdruːɪdɪk | adj.

Druidical | ˈdruːɪdɪkəl | adj. Druidism | ˈdruːɪdɪzəm | -ˌizəm | n.

Druze | druːz | n. (also Druse) n. (pl. same, Druzes, or Druses -ˌziz) a member of a political and religious sect of Islamic origin, living chiefly in Lebanon and Syria. The Druze broke away from the (Shiite) Ismaili Muslims in the 11th century; they are regarded as heretical by the Muslim community at large.

dry | drɪ | adj. (drier, driest) (of a joke or sense of humor) subtle, expressed in a matter-of-fact way, and having the appearance of being unconscious or unintentional: he delighted his friends with a dry, covert sense of humor.

Dryead | ˈdrɪ,ɛd | n. (also dryad) n. (in folklore and Greek mythology) a nymph inhabiting a forest or a tree, esp. an oak tree.

dryly | ˈdrɪli | adj. (also dryly) adv. 1 in a matter-of-fact or ironically humorous way: "How very observant," he said dryly. 2 in a dry way or condition: Evans swallowed dryly.

Dualism | ˈdjuːəlɪzəm | -ˌizəm | n. 1 the division of something conceptually into two opposed or contrasted aspects, or the state of being so divided: a dualism between man and nature.

■ (in philosophy) a theory or system of thought that regards a domain of reality in terms of two independent principles, esp. mind and matter (Cartesian Dualism). Cf. IDEALISM, MATERIALISM, and MONISM. ■ the religious doctrine (as in Manichaeism) that the
universe contains opposed powers of good and evil, esp. seen as balanced equals. In Christian theology, the heresy that in the incarnate Christ there were two coexisting persons, human and divine. 2 the quality or condition of being dual; duality.

**DERIVATIVES:** duality, duality

doublet n. adj. doublets

dolkata adj.
doom dynamic

dudsgiving

dude adj. (of a metal) able to be drawn out into a thin wire.

■ able to be deformed without losing toughness; pliable, not brittle. (of a person) able to be led or drawn; docile or gullible.

**DERIVATIVES:** ductility

dude n. Informal. a man; a guy: if some dude smoked me, I'd smack him back.

■ a stylish, fastidious man: cool dude.
■ a city dweller, esp. one vacationing on a ranch in the western U.S. [trans.] (dude up) dress up elaborately: [as adj.] (duded) my brother was all duded up in silver and burgundy.

**DERIVATIVES:** dudish

dudgeon n. [slang] a feeling of offense or deep resentment: the manager walked out in high dudgeon.

duenos n. a quality of passion and inspiration; charisma.

■ a spirit or demon.

due process (also due process of law) n. fair treatment through the normal judicial system, esp. as a citizen's entitlement. In American law, due process is proper adherence to rules and principles by courts. Substantive due process is proper relation of laws to legitimate government objectives; it protects against arbitrary treatment of individuals. Due process is guaranteed under the 5th and 14th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.

du jour [doo zhoo:r; du] adj. [postpositive] (of food in a restaurant) available and being served on this day: what is the soup du jour?

■ used to describe something that is enjoying great but probably short-lived popularity or publicity: attention deficit is the disorder du jour.

dulcet [dul'sit] adj. (esp. of sound) sweet and soothing (often used ironically): record the dulcet tones of your family and friends.

dulcify [dul'sif] v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] sweeten: cider pap dulcified with molasses.

■ calm or soothe: his voice dulcified the panic.

**DERIVATIVES:** dulcification |, dalsaf 'kastan| n.

dumbfound [dumfound] also dumbfound n. v. [trans.] (usu. be dumbfounded) greatly astonished or amaze: they were dumbfounded at his popularity.

**DERIVATIVES:** duplicity |,dul'piti| n. 1 the quality of instance of being deceitful; double-dealing. 2 doubleness.

duress n. threats, violence, constraints, or other action brought to bear to force someone to do something against his or her will or better judgment: confessions extracted under duress.

■ (in legal use) constraint illegally exercised to force someone to perform an act. 
■ forcible restraint or imprisonment.

dutiful adj. (dutyful) adj. conscientiously or obediently fulfilling one's duty: a dutiful daughter.

■ motivated by duty rather than desire or enthusiasm: dutiful applause | a dutiful visit.

**DERIVATIVES:** dutifully

dwarf adj. (dwarf) n. (pl. dwarfs or dwarves [dwarves] 1) in folklore or fantasy literature a member of a mythical race of short, stocky humanlike creatures who are generally skilled in mining and metalworking.

■ an abnormally small person. Cf. MIDGET.

■ denoting something, esp. an animal or plant, that is much smaller than the usual size for its type or species: a dwarf conifer.

■ (also dwarf star) a star of relatively small size and low luminosity, including the majority of main sequence stars.

■ cause to seem small or insignificant in comparison: the buildings surround and dwarf All Saints Church.

■ stunt the growth or development of: [as adj.] dwarfed the dwarfed but solid branch of a tree.

**DERIVATIVES:** dwarfish

duarish adj. adj. USAGE: As applied to a person, both dwarf and midget are normally considered offensive. A dwarf has generally been defined as a very small person who is not well-proportioned, while a midget is merely very small.

dyeal [dylid] n. something that consists of two elements or parts: the mother–child dyad.

**DERIVATIVES:** dyadic |, dy'adik| adj.

dyb-bukum [dyb'bo'kum] n. (pl. dybbucks or dybbukim) [dyb'bo'kum] (in Jewish folklore) a malevolent wandering spirit that enters and possesses the body of a living person until exorcized.

dynamic adj. (dy'namik) adj. 1 (of a process or system) characterized by constant change, activity, or progress: a dynamic economy.

■ (of a person) positive in attitude and full of energy and new ideas: a dynamic new leader.

■ (of a thing) stimulating development or progress: the dynamic forces of nature.

■ (in physics) or relating to forces producing motion. Cf. STATIC.

■ (of a verb) expressing an action, activity, event, or process. Cf.
Ee

dynasty |ˈdīnəstē| • n. (pl. -ies) a line of hereditary rulers of a country: China's Tang dynasty.  
• a succession of people from the same family who play a prominent role in business, politics, or another field: the Guinness dynasty.  
• a succession of leaders or winners in any sphere: the Yankee dynasty led by Ruth and Gehrig.

derivatives: dynastic |ˈdīnəstik| • adj.  
dynastically |ˈdīnəstikəl| • adv.

dynastical |ˈdīnəstikəl| • adj.

dysfunctional |ˌdīsˈfəŋkˈtiənəl| • adj. not operating normally or properly: a dysfunctional economy.

derivatives: dysfunctionally |ˌdīsˈfəŋkˈtiənəl| • adv.

dynasty cal metrics (of) |ˌdīnəstik| • adj.

dynasties |ˈdīnəstēz| • pl. n. 1 [treated as sing] the branch of mechanics concerned with the motion of bodies under the action of forces. Cf. Statics.

derivatives: dynamical |ˈdīnəməkəl| • adj. dynamically |ˌdīnəˈmikəl| • adv.

dynamism |ˈdīnəmizəm| • n. 1 the quality of being characterized by vigorous activity and progress: the dynamism and strength of the economy.  
• the quality of being dynamic and positive in attitude: he was known for his dynamism and strong views. 2 (in philosophy) the theory that phenomena of matter or mind are due to the action of forces rather than to motion or matter.

derivatives: dynamist |ˈdīnəˈmīst| • n.

dynasty |ˈdīnəstē| • n. • a member of a powerful family or dynasty, esp. a hereditary ruler.

dynasty bound |ˈərθˌbənd| • adj. 1 attached or restricted to the earth: a flightless earthbound bird.  
• attached or limited to material existence as distinct from a spiritual or heavenly one: her earthbound view of the sacrament. • lacking in imaginative reach or drive: an earthbound performance. 2 moving toward the earth: an earthbound spaceship.

dynasty bound earthy |ˈərθē| • adj. (earthier, earthiest) resembling or suggestive of earth or soil: an earthy smell.

derivatives: earthiness |ˈərθəˌnəs| • n.

dynasty bound earthly |ˈərθē| • adj.  

dynasty bound earthiness |ˈərθəˌnəs| • n.
east | Est | n. (usu. the east) (in geography and politics) the eastern part of the world or of a specified country, region, or town: a factory in the east of the city.

■ (usu. the East) the regions or countries lying to the east of Europe, esp. China, Japan, and India: the mysterious East. The Near East, originally Balkan states of SE Europe, is now generally regarded as including the countries of SW Asia between the Mediterranean and India. The Middle East, in SW Asia and N Africa, includes the Arabian Peninsula and stretches to Pakistan. The Far East includes China, Japan, and other E Asian countries. ■ (usu. the East) the former communist states of eastern Europe.

D E R I V AT I V E S :  e a s t e r n , E a s t e r n adj.

ebb | eb | n. (usu. the ebb) the movement of the tide out to sea: I knew the tide would be on the ebb | [as adj.] the ebb tide. ■ v. [trans.] (of tidewater) move away from the land; recede: the tide began to ebb.

■ (of an emotion or quality) gradually lessen or reduce: my enthusiasm was ebbing away.

P H R A S E S : at a low ebb in a poor state: the country was at a low ebb due to the recent war.

ebb and flow a recurrent or rhythmical pattern of coming and going or decline and regrowth.

ebbon | 'ebban | n. dark brown or black; ebony: [as adj.] the dark shadows of the mountains gave the river an ebon hue.

ebulient | 'ibʊliənt; 'ibʊlɪənt | adj. 1 bubbling over with enthusiasm or excitement; exuberant: she sounded ebullient and happy. 2 (of liquid or other matter) boiling or agitated as if boiling: misted and ebullient seas.


eccentric | 'ɛkstəntrɪk | adj. 1 (of a person or personal behavior) unconventional or odd: a whimsical, sometimes eccentric style of dressing. 2 (of a thing) not placed centrally or not having its axis or other part placed centrally.

■ (of a circle) not centered on the same point as another. ■ (of an orbit) not circular. ■ n. 1 a person of unconventional and slightly strange views or behavior: he enjoys a colorful reputation as an engaging eccentric. 2 a disc or wheel mounted eccentrically on a revolving shaft in order to transform rotation into backward-and-forward motion, e.g., a cam in an internal combustion engine.

D E R I V AT I V E S : eccentrically adv. eccentricity n.

ecclesiastic | 'ɛksəlɪsɪstɪk | adj. (also ecclesiastical) • of or relating to the Christian Church or its clergy: the ecclesiastical hierarchy.


ecdysastic | 'ɛkɪdɪzəstɪk | adj. • of a stripeper performer.

D E R I V AT I V E S : ecdysatasm n.

echelon | 'ɛktələn | n. 1 a level or rank in an organization, a profession, or society: the upper echelons of the business world.

■ [often with adj.] a part of a military force differentiated by position in battle or by function: the rear echelon. 2 a formation of troops, ships, aircraft, or vehicles in parallel rows with the end of each row projecting farther than the one in front. ■ v. [trans.] arrange in an echelon formation: [as n.] (echeloning) the echeloning of equipment.

echolalia | 'ɛkoʊləliə | n. meaningless repetition of another person's spoken words as a symptom of psychiatric disorder.

■ repetition of speech by a child learning to talk.

echt | ekt | adj. • authentic and typical: the film's opening was an echt pop snob event. • adv. • authentic and typically: such echt-American writers as Hawthorne and Cooper and Mark Twain.

éclaircissement | [as klɛrse'mɑ̃] | n. an enlightening explanation of something, typically someone's conduct, that has been hitherto inexplicable.

éclat | 'ɛklɑ̃ | n. brilliant display or effect: she came into prominence briefly but with éclat.

■ social distinction or conspicuous success: such action besants more éclat upon a warrior than success by other means.

eclecctic | 'ɛkəlɛktɪk | adj. 1 deriving ideas, style, or taste from a broad and diverse range of sources: her musical tastes are eclectic. 2 (Eclectic) of, denoting, or belonging to a class of ancient philosophers who did not belong to or found any recognized school of thought but selected such doctrines as they wished from various schools. ■ n. a person who derives ideas, style, or taste from a broad and diverse range of sources.

D E R I V AT I V E S : eclectic l y adv. eclecticism n. : an architect known for his eclecticism.

eclipse | 'ɛklıps | n. an obscuring of the light from one celestial body by the passage of another between it and the observer or between it and its source of illumination: an eclipse of the sun.

■ a loss of significance, power, or prominence in relation to another person or thing: the election result marked the eclipse of the party's right wing. ■ v. [trans.] (often be eclipsed) (of a celestial body) obscure the light from or to (another celestial body): as the last piece of the sun was eclipsed by the moon.

■ obscure or block out (light): a sea of blue sky violently eclipsed by showers. ■ deprive (some- one or something) of significance, power, or prominence: health care has eclipsed the environment as the main issue.

ecloude | 'eklɔd | n. a short poem, esp. a pastoral dialogue.

ecolology | 'ɛkələdʒi | n. the branch of biology that deals with the relations of organisms to one another and to their physical surroundings.

D E R I V AT I V E S : ecol og ical | 'ɛkələdʒɪkəl | n. • plural n. [treated as sing.] the branch of economics concerned with the use of mathematical
methods (esp. statistics) in describing economic systems.

**derivatives:** e**cono**metric adj. e**cono**metrica**l** adj. e**cono**metrici**an** n. e**cono**metrici**st** n.

e**cono**nom**ic** adj. [ekə'namik; əkə-] • adj. of or relating to economics or the economy: the government's economic policy: species of great economic importance.

(ii) (of a subject) considered in relation to trade, industry, and the creation of wealth: economic history.

**usage:** Economic means 'concerning economics': He's rebuilding a solid economic base for the country's future. Economical is commonly used to mean 'thrifty, avoiding waste': Small cars should be inexpensive to buy and economical to run.

e**cono**nomi**cal** adj. [ekə'namikəl; əkə'namikəl] • adj. giving good value or service in relation to the amount of money, time, or effort spent: a small, economical car.

(ii) (of a person or lifestyle) careful not to waste money or resources: using no more of something than is necessary: this chassis is economical in metal and therefore light in weight.

• justified in terms of profitability: many organizations must become larger if they are to remain economic.

e**cono**nomy [i'känə'mizəm] • n. belief in the primacy of economic causes or factors.

e**cono**nomy [i'känəmə] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 the wealth and resources of a country or region, esp. in terms of the production and consumption of goods and services.

• a particular system or stage of an economy: a free-market economy: the less-developed economies. 2 careful management of available resources: effects on heat distribution and fuel economy.

• sparing or careful use of something: economy of words. (usu. economies) a financial saving: there were many economies to be made by giving up our offices in Manhattan. (also economy class) the cheapest class of air or rail travel: we flew economy. • adj. [attrib.] (of a product) offering the best value for the money: [in comb.] an economy pack.

• designed to be economical to use: an economy car.

e**cono**system [ˌekō,sistəm; ˈekə-] • n. a biological community of interacting organisms and their physical environment.

e**cru** [ˌekə] • n. the light fawn color of unbleached linen.

e**cs**tas**y** [ˌekstəsē] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 an overwhelming feeling of great happiness or joyful excitement. 2 an emotional or religious frenzy or trancelike state, originally one involving an experience of mystic self-transcendence.

e**ctomorph** [ˌektə'mɔrf] • n. a person with a lean and delicate body build. Cf. endomorph; mesomorph.

**derivatives:** e**cto**morphi**c** adj. e**cto**morphi**ty** n.

e**cto**top**ic** adj. [ek'təpik] • adj. (in medicine) in an abnormal place or position. • n. an ectopic pregnancy, in which a fetus develops outside the womb, typically in a Fallopian tube.

e**cto**plas**mic** adj. [ektə'plæzəm] • n. 1 the viscus, clear outer layer of the material in some cells (e.g., in the amoeba). 2 a supernatural viscus substance that is supposed to exude from the body of a medium during a spiritualistic trance and form the material for the manifestation of spirits.

**derivatives:** e**cto**plas**mi**c** adj. e**cto**plas**mi**cal** adj.

e**cru**men**ic**al** adj. [ekə'mənəkəl; əkə-] • adj. representing a number of different Christian churches.

• promoting or relating to unity among the world's Christian churches: ecumenical dialogue.

**derivatives:** e**cru**men**i**cal**ly** adv.

e**cru**menism [ˌekə'mənizəm; əkə'mənizəm] • n. the principle or aim of promoting unity among the world's Christian churches.

e**da**clous [i'daikləs] • n. relatable, to, or given to eating.

• voracious, greedy.

**derivatives:** e**da**clity [ˌi'daikləti] e'daicles n.

e**de**ma [i'deəmə] (Brit. also oedema) • n. a condition characterized by an excess of watery fluid collecting in the cavities or tissues of the body. Also called dropsy.

**derivatives:** e**de**matous [ˌi'demətəs] adj.

e**di**face [ˌedaflə] • n. a building, esp. a large, imposing one.

• a complex system of beliefs: the concepts on which the edifice of capitalism was built.

**derivatives:** e**di**fy [ˈedaflə] • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] instruct or improve (someone) morally or intellectually.

• e**duce** [i'dəd(y)əʊs] • v. [trans.] bring out or develop (something latent or potential): out of love obedience is to be educated.

• infer (something) from data: more information can be inferred from these statistics.

**derivatives:** e**duc**ible [i'dəd(y)əʊsbəl] i'dəd(y)əʊs- adj. e**duc**ion [i'daksʃən] n.

• Edwardian [ˌedə'wərdiən; -'wərdiən] • adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of the reign (1901-1910) of Edward VII of England: the Edwardian era: a fine Edwardian house. • n. a person who lived during this period.

e**erie** [ˈeri] • adj. (eerie, eeriest) strange and frightening: an eerie green glow in the sky.

**derivatives:** e**rei**ly [ˈeriəli] [as submodifier] it was eerily quiet. e**rei**ness n.

e**f**ace [iˈfæs] • v. [trans.] erase (a mark) from a surface; cause (something) to disappear: with time, the words are effaced by the frost and the rain: his anger was effaced when he stepped into the open air.

(ii) (efface oneself) make oneself appear insignificant or inconspicuous.

**derivatives:** ef**fa**ce**ment n.

• effect [iˈfekt] • n. 1 a change that is a result or consequence of an action or other cause: the lethal effects of hard drugs.
effective

used to refer to the state of being or becoming operative: they succeeded in putting their strategies into effect. 2 the extent to which something succeeds or is operative: wind power can be used to great effect. 3 [with adj.] a physical phenomenon, typically named after its discoverer: the Doppler effect. 4 an impression produced in the mind of a person: gentle music can have a soothing effect. 2 [often in pl.] (effects) the lighting, sound, or scenery used in a play, movie, or broadcast: the production relied too much on spectacular effects.

(special effects) illusions created for movies and television by props, camerawork, computer graphics, etc.

3 (effects) personal belongings: the insurance covers personal effects.

• v. [trans.] (often be effected) cause (something) to happen; bring about: budget cuts that were quietly effected over four years.

**Usage**: For the differences in use between effect and affect, see usage at AFFECT.

effective 1 [ef'fektiv] adj. 1 successful in producing a desired or intended result: effective solutions to environmental problems. 2 (esp. of a law or policy) operative; in force: the agreements will be effective from November. 2 [attrib.] fulfilling a specified function in fact, though not formally acknowledged as such: the companies were under effective government control.

• assessed according to actual rather than face value: an effective price of $176 million. 2 making a strong impression; striking: an effective finale. 3 a soldier fit and available for service.

derivatives: effective ness n. effectiveness adj.
effectual 1 [ef'fekChəwal] adj. (typically of something inanimate or abstract) successful in producing a desired or intended result; effective: tobacco smoke is an effectual protection against the mosquitoes.

• (of a legal document) valid or binding.

derivatives: effectual ity n. effectually adv. effectual ness n.
effectuate 1 [ef'fekChəwat] v. [trans.] put into force or operation: school choice would effectuate a transfer of power from government to individuals.

derivatives: effectuation n. effectuately adv.
efferenti ate 1 [ef'erEntät] adj. (of a man) having or showing characteristics regarded as typical of a woman; unmanly.

derivatives: efferent n.
effer ence 1 [ef'erEnts] adj. (of a liquid) giving off bubbles; fizzy.

• (of a person or personal behavior) vivacious and enthusiastic.

derivatives: effervescents n.
effete 1 [ef'fet] adj. 1 affected, overrefined, and ineffectual: effete trends from art college.

• no longer capable of effective action: the authority of an effete aristocracy began to dwindle. 2 no longer fertile; past producing offspring.

derivatives: effete ness n.
effemac i ous 1 [ef'kas] adj. (typically of something inanimate or abstract) successful in producing a desired or intended result; effective: the vaccine has proved both efficacious and safe.

derivatives: effemaciously adv. effemac i ous ness n.
efficient 1 [ef'iSent] adj. (esp. of a system or machine) achieving maximum productivity with minimum effort or expense: fluorescent lamps are efficient at converting electricity into light.

• (of a person) working in a well-organized and competent way: an efficient administrator.

• [in combination] preventing the wasteful use of a particular resource: an energy-efficient heating system.

derivatives: efficiency n. efficiently adv.
effleurage [ef'fluräzh] n. 1 a form of massage involving a circular stroking movement made with the palm of the hand. 2 [trans.] massage with such a circular stroking movement: effleurage the shoulders and press gently.

effloresce 1 [ef'flərəs] v. [trans.] of a substance) lose moisture and turn to a fine powder upon exposure to air.

• (of salts) come to the surface of brickwork, rock, or other material and crystalize there.

• (of a surface) become covered with salt particles. 2 reach a peak of development; blossom: simple concepts that effloresce into testable conclusions.

derivatives: efflorescence n. resan s n. efflorescent adj.
effluent 1 [ef'fləwant] adj. 1 n. liquid waste or sewage discharged into a river or the sea: the bay was contaminated with the effluent from an industrial site. 2 adj. that flows forth or out.

effluvium 1 [ef'flùvium] n. (pl. effluvia) an unpleasant or harmful odor, secretion, or discharge: the unwholesome effluvia of decaying vegetable matter.

effrontery 1 [ef'fronērē] n. insolent or impertinent behavior: had the effrontery to challenge the coroner’s decision.

effulgent 1 [ef'fuljənt; ef'fəlēnt] adj. shining brightly; radiant.

• (of a person or personal expression) emanating joy or goodness.

derivatives: effulgence n. effulgent ly adv.
effuse 1 v. [ef'fyooz; ef'foos] [trans.] give off (a liquid, light, smell, or quality).

• [intrans.] talk in an unrestrained, excited man-
ner: this was the type of material that they effused about.

**Derivatives: efusive adj.**

**EFUSION** [i'fyō0zHən] • n. an instance of giving off something such as a liquid, light, or smell: a massive effusion of poisonous gas.

■ an escape of fluid into a body cavity. Cf. in- fusion. ■ an act of talking or writing in an unrestrained or heartfelt way: literary effusions.

**egalitarian** [i'gələ'tərēən] • adj. of, relating to, or believing in the principle that all people are equal and deserve equal rights and opportunities: a fairer, more egalitarian society. • n. a person who advocates or supports such a principle.

**Derivatives: egalitarianism n.**

**ego** [e'gəʊ] • n. (pl. -os) a person’s sense of self-esteem or self-importance: a boost to my ego.

■ (in psychoanalysis) the part of the mind that mediates between the conscious and the unconscious and is responsible for reality testing and a sense of personal identity. Cf. id and superego. ■ an overly high opinion of oneself: some major players with really big egos.

■ (in metaphysics) a conscious thinking subject.

**Derivatives: egocentric adj.**

**EGOcentric** [e'gəʊ'sentrik] • adj. thinking only of oneself, without regard for the feelings or desires of others; self-centered: an egocentric tendency to think of oneself as invulnerable.

■ centered in or arising from a person’s own existence or perspective: egocentric spatial perception. • n. an egocentric person.

**Derivatives: egocentrically adv.** [(-əl)ə] • adj. egocentricity [e'gəʊ'sentrəsɪti] • n. egocentricism [e'gəʊ'sentrizəm] n.

**egoism** [e'gəʊ'wizəm] • n. an ethical theory that treats self-interest as the foundation of morality.

■ another term for egotism.

**Derivatives: egotist n. egotistic [-tistik] • adj. egotistical [-tistikəl] adj. egotistically adv.**

**Usage:** The words egoism and egotism are frequently confused, though interchangeably, but there are distinctions worth noting. Egotism denotes an excessive sense of self-importance, too-frequent use of the word ‘I,’ and general arrogance and boastfulness. Egoism, a more subtle term, is perhaps best left to ethicists, for whom it denotes a view or theory of moral behavior in which self-interest is the root of moral conduct. An egotist, then, might devote considerable attention to introspection, but could be modest about it, whereas an egotist would have an exaggerated sense of the importance of his or her self-analysis, and would have to tell everyone.

**egomania** [e'gə'mənēə] • n. obsessive egotism or self-centeredness.

**Derivatives: egomaniacl [-nē,ek] n. egomaniacal [-mə'nəsikəl] adj. egotism [e'gə,tizəm] • n. the practice of talking and thinking about oneself excessively because of an undue sense of self-importance: in his arrogance and egotism, he underestimated others.

**Derivatives: egotist n. egotistic [-tistik] • adj. egotistical [-tistikəl] adj. egotistically adv.**

**egregious** [e'grējəs] • adj. 1 outstandingly bad; shocking: egregious abuses of copyright. 2 remarkably good.

**Derivatives: egregiously adv. egregiousness n.**

**egress** [e'gres] • n. the action of going out of or leaving a place: direct means of access and egress for passengers.

■ a way out: a narrow egress. ■ another term for emersion (the reappearance of a celestial object after its eclipse). • v. [trans.] go out of or leave (a place): they’d egress the area by heading southwest.

**ei'detik** [e'i'de'tik] • adj. relating to or denoting mental images having unusual vividness and detail, as if actually visible: eidetic memory. • n. a person able to form or recall eidetic images.

**Derivatives: ei'detically adv.**

**ei'dolon** [e'i'dolən] • n. (pl. eidolons or eidola) 1 an idealized person or thing. 2 a specter or phantom.

**ei'dos** [e'i'dos] • n. (pl. cide [i'de; 'ādā] the) the distinctive expression of the cognitive or intellectual character of a culture or social group.

**ejaculate** • v. [i'jakyu, lət] 1 [intrans.] (of a male) ejaculate semen from the body at the moment of sexual climax. 2 [with direct speech] say something quickly and suddenly: “Indeed?” ejaculated the stranger. • n. [-lit] semen that has been ejected from the body.

**Derivatives: ejaculation [i'jakylə'shən] n. ejaculator [-lətər] n. ejaculatory [-lə'tərɪ] adj.**

**eject** [i'jekt] • v. [trans.] (often be ejected) force or throw (something) out, typically in a violent or sudden way: many types of rock are ejected from volcanoes as solid, fragmentary material.

■ compel (someone) to leave a place: angry demonstrators were forcibly ejected from the court. ■ dismiss (someone), esp. from political office: he was ejected from office in July.

■ emit, give off: plants utilize carbon dioxide in the atmosphere that animals eject: [as adj. (ejected)] ejected electrons. ■ [intrans.] (of a pilot) escape from an aircraft by being explosively propelled out of it.

**Derivatives: ejection [i'jekʃən] n.**

**eke** [e'kə] • v. [trans.] (eke something out) manage to support oneself or make a living with difficulty: they eked out their livelihoods from the soil.

■ make an amount or supply of something last longer by using or consuming it frugally: the remains of yesterday’s stew could be eked out to make another meal. ■ obtain or create, but just barely: Tennessee eked out a 74–73 overtime victory.
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e{laborate} • adj. [īˈlābr(ə)rit] involving many carefully arranged parts or details; detailed and complicated in design and planning: elaborate security precautions | elaborate wrought-iron gates.

• (of an action) lengthy and exaggerated: he made an elaborate pretense of yawning. • v. [īˈlābrət] [trans.] develop or present (a theory, policy, or system) in detail: the key idea of the book is expressed in the title and elaborated in the text.

• [intrans.] add more detail concerning what has already been said: he would not elaborate on his news.

Derivatives: e{laborately} adv. e{laborateness} n. e{laboration} [īˈlabəˈrāshən] n. e{laborative} [īˈlabərətiv] adj. e{laborator} n.

e{lān} [aˈlān; aˈlən] • n. energy, style, and enthusiasm: a rousing march, played with great elan.

e{lastic} [iˈlastik] • adj. (of an object or material) able to resume its normal shape spontaneously after contraction, expansion, or distortion.

• able to encompass variety and change; flexible and adaptable: the definition of nationality is elastic in this cosmopolitan country. • springy and buoyant: Annie returned with beaming eyes and elastic step. • (of demand or supply) sensitive to changes in price or income: the labor supply is elastic | the somewhat more elastic demand for lawn services. • (in physics, of a collision) involving no decrease of kinetic energy. • n. cord, tape, or fabric, typically woven with strips of rubber, that returns to its original length or shape after being stretched.

Derivatives: e{lastically} • -(ə)ˈle] adv. e{lasticity} [iˌlæstıˈsətē] • n. e{lastic}.

e{lice} [iˈlās] • v. [trans.] (usu. as adj.) (elated) make (someone) ecstatically happy: I felt elated at beating Dennis. • adj. in high spirits; exultant or proud: the ladies returned with elate and animated faces.

Derivatives: e{lately} • -(ə)ˈle] adv. e{lated} • -(ə)ˈle]ness n.

e{lēdrich} [ˈeldrēch] • adj. weird and sinister or ghostly: an eldrich screech.

e{lect} [iˈlekt] • v. [trans.] (in Christian theology, of God) choose (someone) in preference to others for salvation. • adj. chosen by God for salvation.

e{lectoral} [iˈlektərəl] • adj. of or relating to elections or electors: electoral reform.

Derivatives: e{lectorally} adv.

e{lectron} [iˈlektrən] • n. (in physics) a stable subatomic particle with a charge of negative electricity, found in all atoms and acting as the primary carrier of electricity in solids.

electroni{c} [iˈlektrənik; ˈlek-] • adj. (of a device) having, or operating with the aid of, many small components, esp. microchips and transistors, that control and direct an electric current: an electronic calculator.

• (of music) produced by electronic instruments. • of or relating to electronics: a degree in electronic engineering. 2 of or relating to electrons. 3 relating to or carried out using a computer or other electronic device, esp. over a network: electronic banking.

Derivatives: e{lectronically} • -(ə)ˈle] adv.

e{lectroni}c{s} [iˈlektrənɪks; ˈlek-] • plural n. [usu. treated as sing.] the branch of physics and technology concerned with the design of circuits using transistors and microchips, and with the behavior and movement of electrons in a semiconductor, conductor, vacuum, or gas: electronics is seen as a growth industry | [as adj.] electronics engineers.

• (treated as pl.) circuits or devices using transistors, microchips, and other components.

e{lēmosyn}ar{y} [eˈleməsəˌner] • -(ə)ˈle] • adj. of, relating to, or dependent on charity; charitable.

e{legi}n{ac} [eˈlegəs] • -(ə)ˈle] • n. (pl. -ies) • adj. (esp. of a work of art) having a mournful quality: the movie score is a somber effort, elegiac in its approach.

• (of a poetic meter) used for elegies. • plural n. (elegiacs) verses in an elegiac meter.

Derivatives: e{legiacally} adv.

e{legy} [eˈlej] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a poem of serious reflection, typically a lament for the dead. Cf. eu{logy}.

• a piece of music in a mournful style. 2 (in Greek and Roman poetry) a poem written in elegiac couplets, as notably by Catullus and Propertius.

e{lēphantine} [eˈlefəntin] • -(ə)ˈle] • adj. of, resembling, or characteristic of an elephant or elephants, as in being large, clumsy, or awkward; in strength; or in supposed power of memory: there was an elephantine thud from the bathroom. | elephantine recall of detail.

e{licit} [iˈlisit] • v. (elicited, eliciting) [trans.] evoke or draw out (a response, answer, or fact) from someone in reaction to one’s own actions or questions; they invariably elicit exclamations of approval from guests.

• draw forth (something that is latent or potential) into existence: a corrupt heart elicits in an hour all that is bad in us.

Derivatives: e{licitation} [iˌlisitəˈʃən] • n. e{licitor} • -(ə)ˈle] n.

e{lide} [iˈlid] • v. [trans.] (elicited, eliciting) [trans.] omit, as in elided these marks indicate elided consonants or vowels.

• join; merge: whole periods of time are elided into a few seconds of screen time |

Usage: The standard meaning of the verb elide is ‘omit,’ most frequently used as a term to describe the way that some sounds or syllables are dropped in speech, as for example in contractions such as I’ll or he’s. The result of such omission (or elision) is that the two surrounding syllables are merged; this fact has given rise to a new sense, with the meaning ‘join; merge,’ as in the two things elided in his mind. This new sense is now common in general use.
elixir | əˈlikər | n. 1 a magical or medicinal potion: an elixir guaranteed to induce love.

Elm | əl̩m | n. 1 a regular oval shape, traced by a point moving in a plane so that the sum of its distances from two other points (the foci) is constant, or resulting when a cone is cut by an oblique plane that does not intersect the base.

ellipse | əˈlip� | n. (pl. ellipses | əˈlip�ɪz |) the omission from speech or writing of a word or words that are superfluous or able to be understood from contextual clues.

eliptical | (also elliptic) | əˈlɪptɪk | adj. 1 of, relating to, or having the form of an ellipse. 2 (usu. elliptical) (of speech or writing) lacking a word or words, esp. when the sense can be understood from contextual clues.

difficult to understand because not clearly or fully expressed; cryptic.

Derivatives: elliptical | -(-ə)ˈlɛkɪl | adj.
elocation | əˈlləʊkən | n. the skill of clear and expressive speech, esp. of distinct pronunciation and articulation.

different to the style of. Cf. location. Derivatives: locatory | əˈləʊkəteɪrɪ | adj.

eloquence | əˈlokwəns | n. fluent or persuasive speaking or writing: a preacher of great power and eloquence.

difficult or manner of such speech or writing. Derivatives: eloquent | əˈlokənt | adj. eloquently | əˈlokəntli | adv.
elucidate | ɪˈlooʊsɪd, ɪˈlooʊsəˌdɑt | v. [trans.] make (something) clear; explain: a work that helps to elucidate this issue. [with clause] in what follows I shall try to elucidate what I believe the problems to be | [intrans.] they would not elucidate further.

Derivatives: elucidation | ɪˈlooʊsəˌdeɪʃən | n. elucidator | ɪˈlooʊsəˌdeɪʃətər | adj.
elusive | ɪˈlooʊsɪv | (also elusory) | adj. difficult to find, catch, or achieve: success will become ever more elusive.

difficult to remember or recall: the elusive thought he had had moments before.

Derivatives: elusively | ɪˈlooʊsɪvli | adv. elusiveness | ɪˈlooʊsɪvns | n.

Ely-sian | ɪˈlɪzɪən; ɪˈlɪzhən | adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of heaven or paradise: Elysian visions.

Phrases: the Elysian Fields another name for Elysium (in Greek mythology, the home of the blessed after death).

Emaciate | ɪˈmæsɪte, ɪˈmæsəˌteɪt | v. [trans.] (usu. as adj.) (emaciated) make abnormally thin or weak, esp. because of illness or a lack of food: she was so emaciated she could hardly stand.

Derivatives: emaciation | ɪˌmæsɪˈeɪʃən | n.

Emmanate | ɪˌməˈneɪt | v. [intrans.] (emanate from) (of something intangible but perceptible, or abstract) issue or spread out from (a source): warmth emanated from the fireplace | she felt an undeniable charm emanating from him.

Originates from; be produced by: the proposals emanated from a committee. [trans.] give out or emit (something intangible or abstract but perceptible): he emanated a powerful brooding air.

Derivatives: emanative | -ˌneɪtɪv | adj. emanator | ˌneɪtər | n.

Emmanate | ɪˌməˈnætən | n. an intangible or abstract but perceptible thing that issues or originates from a source: she saw the insults as emanations of his own tortured personality. | the fetid emanation from a pile of old clothes.

The action or process of issuing from a source: the risk of radon gas emanation. A tenous substance or form of radiation given off by something: vaporous emanations surround the mill's foundations.

A radioactive gas formed by radioactive decay of a solid. A body or organization that has its source or takes its authority from another: the commiss ion is an emanation of the state. (in various mystical traditions) a being or force that is a manifestation of God.

Emancipate | ɪˌmænsəˌpeɪt | v. [trans.] set free, esp. from legal, social, or political restrictions: the citizen must be emancipated from the oppressive secrecy of government | [as adj.] emancipated emancipated young women.

(in law) set (a child) free from the authority of its father or parents. [free from slavery: it is estimated that he emancipated 8,000 slaves.

Derivatives: emancipation | ɪˌmænsəˌpeɪʃən | n. emancipator | ˌpeɪtər | n. e mancipation | ɪˌmænsəˌpeɪʃən | n. emancipatory | ˌpɛˌpeɪʃər | adj.

Emasculate | ɪˌmæskəˈleɪt | v. [trans.] make (a person, idea, or piece of legislation) weaker or less effective: our winner-take-all elections emasculate third parties.

[usu. as adj.] (emasculated) deprive (a man) of his male role or identity: he feels emasculated, because he cannot control his sons' behavior. castrate (a man or male animal). remove the anthers from a flower.

Derivatives: emasculating | ɪˌmæskəˈleɪtɪŋ | n. emasculator | ˌleɪtər | n. emasculatory | ˌlæˌtʊri | adj.

Embalm | ɪmˈbælm | v. [trans.] 1 [often as n.] (embalming) preserve (a corpse) from
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decay, originally with spices and now usually by arterial injection of a preservative: the Egyptian method of embalming.
■ preserve (someone or something) in an unaltered state: the band was all about embalming the legacy of certain pop greats. 2 give a pleasant fragrance to: the sweetness of the linden trees embalmed all the air.

DERIVATIVES: embalmer n. embalming n.

embargo [emˈber-gə] • n. (pl. -oes) an official ban on trade or other commercial activity with a particular country: an embargo on grain sales | the oil embargo of 1973.
■ an official prohibition on any specified activity. • an order of a state forbidding foreign ships to enter, or any ships to leave, its ports.
■ a stoppage, prohibition, or impediment.
• v. (-oes, -oed) [trans.] 1 usu. be embargoed impose an official ban on (trade or a country or commodity): the country has been virtually embargoed since the 1960s.
■ officially ban the publication of: documents of national security importance are routinely embargoed. 2 seize (a ship or goods) for state service.

embellish [emˈbel-iš] • v. (embellished, embellishing) [trans.] (often be embellished) fix (an object) firmly and deeply in a surrounding mass: there was shrapnel embellished in his chest.
■ implant (an idea or feeling) within something else so it becomes an ingrained or essential characteristic of it: the Victorian values embellished in Tennyson’s poetry.
■ place (a phrase or clause) within another clause or sentence.
■ incorporate (a text or code) within the body of a computer file or document.
■ often as adj. (embellished) design and build (a microprocessor) as an integral part of a computer system or device.

DERIVATIVES: embellishment n.

embroider |emˈbroi-dər| • v. [trans.] make (something) more attractive by the addition of decorative details or features: blue silk embroidered with golden embroidery.
■ make (a statement or story) more interesting or entertaining by adding extra details, esp. ones that are not true: she had difficulty telling the truth because she liked to embellish things.

DERIVATIVES: embroider n. embroidery n.

embellishment n.

embellishment n.

embellish |emˈbel-iš| • v. [trans.] steal or misappropriate (money placed in one’s trust or belonging to the organization for which one works): she had embezzled $5,600,000 in company funds.

DERIVATIVES: embezzlement n. embezzler n.

embezzle |emˈbezl| • v. [trans.] steal or misappropriate (money placed in one’s trust or belonging to the organization for which one works): she had embezzled $5,600,000 in company funds.

DERIVATIVES: embezzlement n. embezzler n.

emblazon |emˈbləzən| • v. [with obj. and adverbial of place] (often be emblazoned) conspicuously inscribe or display (a design) on something: T-shirts emblazoned with the names of baseball teams.
■ depict (a heraldic device): the Queen’s coat of arms is emblazoned on the door panel. ■ celebrate or extol publicly.

DERIVATIVES: emblazonment n.

emblem |ˈembləm| • n. a heraldic device or symbolic object as a distinctive badge of a nation, organization, or family: America’s national emblem, the bald eagle.
■ (emblem of) a thing serving as a symbolic representation of a particular quality or concept: our child would be a dazzling emblem of our love.

DERIVATIVES: emblematic |ˈem-bə-mət-ik| adj. emblematical adj.

embodiment |ˈem-bəd-mənt| • n. a tangible or visible form of an idea, quality, or feeling: she seemed a living embodiment of vitality.
■ the representation or expression of something in such a form: it was in Germany alone that his hope seemed capable of embodiment.

embolism |ˈem-bə-liz-əm| • n. obstruction of an artery, typically by a clot of blood or an air bubble.

embryonic |ˈem-bə-rə-nik| • adj. pertaining to the earliest stage of development before birth: the system’s embryonic years.

embrace |ˈem-brās| • v. [trans.] 1 accept or take hold of (someone or something): she embraced the challenge with enthusiasm.
■ make (someone or something) a part of oneself: she embraced the culture of her new home.

DERIVATIVES: embracing adj.

embryo |ˈem-bro-i-ˌō| • n. (pl. -os) an unborn or unhatched offspring in the process of development.
■ an unborn human baby, esp. in the first eight weeks from conception, after implantation but before all the organs are developed. Cf. fetus. ■ the part of a seed that develops into a plant, consisting (in the mature embryo of a higher plant) of a plumule, a radicle, and one or two cotyledons. ■ a thing at a rudi-
mentary stage that shows potential for development: a simple commodity economy is merely the embryo of a capitalist economy.

**embronic** | *embryóník| adj. (also **embryonal**) of or relating to an embryo.

■ (of a system, idea, or organization) in a rudimentary stage with potential for further development: the plan is still in its embryonic stages.

**DERIVATIVES:** **embronic** | *embróníca| adj.

■ **embrand** | *embránd| v. [trans.] make corrections and improvements to (a text).

■ alter (something) in such a way as to correct it: the year of his death might need to be emended to 652 | with clause] he hesitated and quickly emended what he had said.

**DERIVATIVES:** **embrandable** adj. | *embránda| tion | *embrán| 'dstán| *embran| n.

■ **eminent** | *emerjás| t| fem. *emerita| adj. (of the former holder of an office, esp. a university professor) having retired but allowed to retain his or her title as an honor: *emeritus* professor of microbiology | postpositive] the gallery's director *emeritus*.

■ **emetic** | *imejík| adj. (of a substance) causing vomiting.

■ nauseating or revolting: *emetic* music played in department stores.

■ **emigrate** | *emi|grab|t| v. [trans.] leave one's own country in order to settle permanently in another: Rose's parents *emigrated* to Australia.

**DERIVATIVES:** **emigration** | *emi|grá|ion| n.

**USAGE:** To *emigrate* is to leave a country, esp. one's own, intending to remain away. To *immigrate* is to enter a country, intending to remain there. From the point of view of the receiving country, one might say. My aunt *emigrated* from Poland and *immigrated* into Canada.

■ **emigre** | *emi|grab| | n. a person who has left their own country in order to settle in another, usually for political reasons.

■ **emience** | *emán|s| n. 1 fame or recognized superiority, esp. within a particular sphere or profession: her *emience* in cinematography.

■ an important, influential, or distinguished person: they emasculated the views of various legal eminences. ■ (His/Your *Eminence*) a titile given to a Roman Catholic cardinal, or used in addressing him: His *Eminence*, John Cardinal O'Connor. 2 a piece of rising ground: an *eminence* commanding a view of the river.

■ a slight projection from the surface of a part of the body.

■ **éménance grise** | *émánans| 'gréz| n. (pl. éminences grises) pronounced same] a person who exercises power or influence in a certain sphere without holding an official position.

■ **éménent** | *émánant| adj. (of a person) famous and respected within a particular sphere or profession: one of the world's most eminent statisticians.

■ used to emphasize the presence of a positive quality: the guitar's eminent suitability for recording-studio work.

**DERIVATIVES:** **éménently** adv. [as sub-modifier] an eminently readable textbook.

**USAGE:** *Eminent* means outstanding; famous': The book was written by an *eminent* authority on folk art. *Imminent* means 'about to happen': People brushed aside the possibility that war was *imminent*. *Immanent*, often used in religious or philosophical contexts, means 'inherent': He believed in the *immanent* unity of nature taught by the Hindus.

■ **éménent domain** | n. (in law) the power of a government or its agent to expropriate private property for public use, with payment of compensation. In the US it is used of federal and state governments.

■ **emissary** | *em|sári| | n. (pl. -ies) a person sent on a special mission, usually as a diplomatic representative.

■ **emollient** | *i'mälyont| adj. having the quality of softening or soothing the skin: an *emollient* cream.

■ attempting to avoid confrontation or anger; soothing or calming: the president's *emollient* approach to disputes. n. a preparation that softens the skin; formulated with rich emollients.

**DERIVATIVES:** **emollience** n.

■ **emolument** | *i'mälyamont| n. (usu. *emoluments*) a salary, fee, or profit from employment or office: the directors' *emoluments*.

■ **emotive** | *i'motiv| adj. arousing or able to arouse intense feeling: an *emotive* subject | the *issue* has proved highly *emotive*.

■ expressing one's feelings rather than being neutrally or objectively descriptive: the comparisons are *emotive* rather than analytic.

**DERIVATIVES:** **emotively** adv. | *emotiv| | n. 1 ability or willingness to express feelings or emotions: an *emotional* person.

**USAGE:** The words *emotive* and *emotional* share similarities but are not interchangeable. *Emotive* is used to mean 'arousing intense feeling,' while *emotional* tends to mean 'characterized by intense feeling.' Thus an *emotive* issue is one likely to arouse people's passions, while an *emotional* response is one that is itself full of passion.

■ **empathy** | *empáthi| | n. the ability to understand and share the feelings of another. Cf. **sympathy**.

**DERIVATIVES:** **empathetic** | *empá| *thét|k| adj. | *empathetical|ly| adv.
en·clit·ic | enˈklitɪk | • n. (in linguistics) a word pronounced with so little emphasis that it is shortened and forms part of the preceding word, e.g., n't in can't. • adj. denoting or relating to such a word.

en·com·i·ast | enˈkəmēˌəst | • n. a person who publicly praises or flatters someone else.

en·com·i·as·tic | enˈkəmēˈəstɪk | • adj. enˈkəmēˈəstɪk·al·ly adv.

en·com·ium | enˈkəmēəm | • n. (pl. en·com·i·ums or en·com·ia | -ˈmēə) a speech or piece of writing that praises someone or something highly.

en·com·pass | enˈkampəs | • v. [trans.] 1 surround and have or hold within: a vast halo encompassing the Milky Way galaxy.

en·crypt | enˈkrɪpkt | • v. [trans.] convert (information or data) into a cipher or code, esp. to prevent unauthorized access.

en·crypt·som·ething in | ˈenkripˈstəmənθ in | conceal information or data in something by this means.

en·cumber | enˈkʌmbər | • v. [trans.] (often be encumbered) restrict or burden (someone or something) in such a way that free action or movement is difficult: she was encumbered by her heavy skirts | they had arrived encumbered with families.

en·cumber·ance | enˈkʌmbərəns | n.

en·cy·clo·pe·di·c | enˈsɪkləˈpedɪk | • adj. chiefly Brit. encyclopaedic • adj. comprehensive in terms of information: he has an almost encyclopedic knowledge of food.

en·cy·clo·pe·di·cal·ly adv.

en·dem·ic | enˈdemɪk | • n. endemic (of a disease or condition) regularly found among particular people or in a certain area: areas where malaria is endemic | complacency is endemic in industry today. 2 (of a plant or animal) native or restricted to a certain country or area: a marsupial endemic to northeastern Australia.
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- an endemic disease.

**Usage:** On the difference between endemic, epidemic, and pandemic, see usage at epidemic.

endocrine | 'endəkrin | • adj. of, relating to, or denoting glands that secrete hormones or other products directly into the blood: the endocrine system. • n. an endocrine gland: the pituitary is sometimes called the "master gland" of the endocrines.

endogamy | en'dögəmē | • n. the custom of marrying only within the limits of a local community, clan, or tribe. Cf. exogamy.

- (in biology) the fusion of reproductive cells from related individuals; inbreeding self-pollination.

**Derivatives:** endogamic | ,endə'gəmık | adj. endogamous | -gəməs | adj.

endogenous | en'dəjənəs | • adj. having an internal cause or origin: the expected rate of infection is endogenous to the system. Cf. exogenous.

- growing or originating from within an organism: endogenous gene sequences. • (of a disease or symptom) not attributable to any external or environmental factor: endogenous depression. • confined within a group or society.

**Derivatives:** endogenous.ly adv.

endomorph | 'endə,mərp | • n. 1 a person with a soft round body build and a high proportion of fat tissue. Cf. ectomorph, mesomorph. 2 a mineral or crystal enclosed within another.

**Derivatives:** endomorphic | ,endə'mərifik | adj. endomorphism | 'endə,mərəf | n.

endoplasm | 'endə,pəlzəm | • n. Biology, the more fluid, granular inner layer of the cytoplasm in amoeboid cells. Cf. ectoplasm (sense 1).

endorphin | 'endərfin | • n. any of a group of hormones secreted within the brain and nervous system and having a number of physiological functions. They are peptides (amino acid compounds) that activate the body's opiate receptors and inhibit pain.

endorse | 'endərs | • n. (also indorse) • v. [trans.] 1 declare one's public support or approval of: the report was endorsed by the college.

- recommend (a product) in an advertisement. 2 sign (a check or bill of exchange) on the back to make it payable to someone other than the stated payee or to accept responsibility for paying it.

- (usu. be endorsed on) write (a comment) on the front or back of a document.

**Derivatives:** endorsable adj. endorser n.

endue | 'end(y)o | • v. (endues, ended, ending) [trans.] endow or provide with a quality or ability: our sight would be endowed with a far greater sharpness.

energize | 'enərˌjīz | • v. [trans.] give vitality and enthusiasm to: people were energized by his ideas.

- supply energy, typically kinetic or electrical energy, to (something).

**Derivatives:** energizer n.

enervate | 'enərˌvāt | • v. [trans.] cause (someone) to feel drained of energy or vitality; weaken. • adj. lacking in energy or vitality: the enervate heightness of its frail form.

**Derivatives:** enervate|tion | -ˌvā|ti|on | n.

enfant terrible | 'än, fæ̃ təˈrēb(ə)l | • n. (pl. enfants terribles) pronunci. same) a person whose unconventional or controversial behavior or ideas shock, embarrass, or annoy others.

enfranchise | 'enfrənˌchīz | • v. [trans.] give the right to vote to: a proposal that foreigners should be enfranchised for local elections.

- (in British history) give (a town) the right to be represented in Parliament. • free (a slave).

**Derivatives:** enfranchisement n.

engage | 'en̄gəj | • v. 1 [trans.] occupy, attract, or involve (someone's interest or attention): he plopped on, trying to outline his plans and engage Sutton's attention.

- (engage someone in) cause someone to become involved in (a conversation or discussion). • arrange to employ or hire (someone): she was engaged as a copywriter. • [with infinitive] pledge or enter into a contract to do something: he engaged to pay them $10,000 against a bond. • reserve (accommodations, a place, etc.) in advance: he had engaged a small boat.

2 [trans.] (engage in) participate or become involved in: organizations engage in a variety of activities | be engaged in | some are actively engaged in crime.

- (engage with) establish a meaningful contact or connection with: all our branches need to engage with local communities. • (of a part of a machine or engine) move into position so as to come into operation: the clutch will not engage. • [trans.] cause (a part of a machine or engine) to do this. • [trans.] (of fencers or swordsmen) bring (weapons) together preparatory to fighting. • [trans.] enter into conflict or combat with (an adversary).

engagé | āngagāˈzhā | • adj. (of a writer, artist, or works) morally committed to a particular aim or cause.

engender | 'en̄ˈnəndər | • v. [trans.] cause or give rise to (a feeling, situation, or condition): the issue engendered continuing controversy.

- (of a father) beget (offspring). • [intrans.] come into being; arise.

engorge | 'en̄gōr̄j | • v. 1 [trans.] cause to swell with blood, water, or another fluid: the river was engorged by a day-long deluge.

- [intrans.] become swollen in this way. 2 (engorge oneself) eat to excess.

**Derivatives:** engorge|ment n.
engram ['enɡræm] • n. a hypothetical permanent change in the brain accounting for the existence of memory; a memory trace. DERIVATIVES: engrammatic [ˌenɡramˈmætɪk] adj.
engross [enˈgrɔs] • v. [trans.] 1 absorb all the attention or interest of: the notes totally engrossed him.
2 gain or keep exclusive possession of (something): the country had made the best of its position to engross trade. [origin: from Old French en gros, from medieval Latin in grosso 'wholesale.']
3 produce (a legal document) in its final or definitive form.
4 reproduce (a document, etc.) in larger letters or larger format. [origin: from Anglo-Norman French engrosser, medieval Latin ingrossare (from Old French grosse, medieval Latin grossa 'large writing').] DERIVATIVES: engrossment n.

enhance [ˈɛnˌhæns] • v. [trans.] intensify, increase, or further improve the quality, value, or extent of: his refusal does nothing to enhance his reputation | computer techniques that enhance images.
DERIVATIVES: enhancement n. enhancer n.
enigma [ˈɛnɪgma] • n. (pl. enigmas or enigmata [ˈɛnɪmətə]) a person or thing that is mysterious, puzzling, or difficult to understand.
• a riddle or paradox.
DERIVATIVES: enigmatic adj.
enjoin [ˈɛnˌjoin] • v. [with obj. and infinitive] instruct or urge (someone) to do something: the code enjoined members to trade fairly.
• [trans.] prescribe (an action or attitude) to be performed or adopted: the charitable deeds enjoined on him by religion.
• [trans.] (enjoin someone from) (in law) prohibit someone from performing (a particular action) by issuing an INJUNCTION.
DERIVATIVES: enjoiner n. enjoiningment n.
enlighten [ˈɛnˌlaɪtn] • v. [trans.] give (someone) greater knowledge and understanding about a subject or situation.
• give (someone) spiritual knowledge or insight. • illuminate or make clearer (a problem or area of study): this will enlighten the studies of origins of myths and symbols.
• shed light on (an object).
DERIVATIVES: enlightener n.
enlightenment [ˈɛnˌlaɪntmənt] • n. 1 the action of enlightening or the state of being enlightened: Robbie looked to me for enlightenment.
• the action or state of attaining or having attained spiritual knowledge or insight, in particular (in Buddhism), awareness that frees a person from the cycle of rebirth. 2 (the Enlightenment) a European intellectual movement of the late 17th and 18th centuries emphasizing reason and individualism rather than tradition.
en masse [ˈɛn mæs] • adv. in a group; all together: the board of directors resigned en masse.
enmity [ˈɛnmiti] • n. (pl. -ties) the state or feeling of being actively opposed or hostile to someone or something: enmity between Protestants and Catholics | family feuds and enmities.
ennead [ˈɛnneæd] • n. a group or set of nine.
enoble [ˈɛnəbəl] • v. [trans.] give (someone) a noble rank or title.
• lend greater dignity or nobility of character to; the theater is an instrument to ennoble the mind | [as adj.] (ennobling) ennobling acts of charity.
DERIVATIVES: ennoblement n.
enui [ˈɛnˌwɛɪ] • n. a feeling of listlessness and dissatisfaction arising from a lack of occupation or excitement.
enormity [ˈɛnɔmɪti] • n. (pl. -ties) 1 the enormity of the great or extreme scale, seriousness, or extent of something perceived as bad or morally wrong: a thorough search disclosed the full enormity of the crime.
2 (in neutral use) the large size or scale of something: the enormity of his intellect. See USAGE below. 2 a grave crime or sin: the enormities of the Hitler regime.

USAGE: This word is imprecisely used to mean 'great size,' as in it is difficult to comprehend the enormity of the continent, but the original and preferred meaning is 'extreme wickedness,' as in the enormity of the mass murders.
enormous [ˈɛnɔrməs] • adj. very large in size, quantity, or extent; her enormous blue eyes | the possibilities are enormous.
DERIVATIVES: enormously adv. [as submodifier] she has been enormously successful.
enormousness n.
en plein air [ˈɛn plɛn ˈɛr] • adv. (chiefly with reference to painting) in the open air: the young girls were posed en plein air.
enquire [ˈɛnkwɪr] • v. alternate spelling for inquire.
DERIVATIVES: enquirer n.
enrapture [ˈɛnˌræpər] • v. [trans.] (usu. be enraptured) give intense pleasure or joy to: Ruth was enraptured by the child who was sleeping in her arms so peacefully.
en scarce [ˈɛn skʌrs] • v. [with obj. and adverbial of place] establish or settle (someone) in a comfortable, safe, or secret place: Agnes ensconced herself in their bedroom.
enshrine [ˈɛnʃrɪn] • v. [with obj. and adverbial of place] (usu. be enshrined) place (a revered or precious object) in an appropriate receptacle: relics are enshrined under the altar.
• preserve (a right, tradition, or idea) in a form that ensures it will be protected and respected: the right of all workers to strike was enshrined in the new constitution.
DERIVATIVES: enshrinement n.
en sign • n. 1 'ensan; en'sin • a flag or standard, esp. military or naval, indicating nationality.
• a sign or emblem of a particular thing: all the ensigns of our greatness. 2 'ensan • the lowest rank of commissioned officer in the US Navy and Coast Guard, ranking above chief warrant officer and below lieutenant.
ensure | en'sər| • v. [trans.] make certain that (something) will occur or be the case: [with clause] the client must ensure that accurate records are kept.

make certain of obtaining or providing (something): [with two obj.] would ensure him a place in society. • [intr.] (ensure against) make sure that (a problem) does not occur.

**USAGE:** On the difference between ensure and insure, see **usage at INSURE.**

**entablature | en'təbəlāt| n.** the upper part of a classical building supported by columns or a colonnade, comprising the architrave, frieze, and cornice.

**entail | en'tāl| • v. [trans.]** 1 involve (something) as a necessary or inevitable part or consequence: a situation that entails considerable risks.

2 (in law) settle the inheritance of (property) over a number of generations so that ownership remains within a particular group, usually one family: her father’s estate was entailed on a cousin.

• cause to experience or possess in a way perceived as permanent or inescapable: I cannot get rid of the disgrace that you have entailed upon us. • n. | en'tāl| (in law) a settlement of the inheritance of property over a number of generations so that it remains within a family or other group.

• a property that is bequeathed under such conditions.

**DERIVATIVES:** entail'ment n.

ten'tente | en'tənt| • n. (also entente cor'diale) a friendly understanding or informal alliance between states or factions: the growing entente between former opponents. Cf. DÉTENTE.

ten'thrall | en'thro| Brit also enthral • v. (enthralled, enthraling) [trans.] (often be enthralled) capture the fascinated attention of: she had been so enthralled by the adventure that she had hardly noticed the cold | [as adj.] (enthraling) an enthraling best seller.

• (also enthral) enslave.

**DERIVATIVES:** enthral'ment (Brit also enthral'ment) n.
	extit{entice | en'tis| • v. [trans.] }attract or tempt by offering pleasure or advantage: a show that should entice a new audience into the theater | [with obj. and infinitive] the whole purpose of bribes is to entice governments to act against the public interest | [as adj.] (enticing) the idea of giving up sounds enticing but would be a mistake.

**DERIVATIVES:** enticem'ent n. enticer n. enticingly • [six'gal] adv.
	extit{entitle'ment | en'tijl'ment| • n.} the fact of having a right to something: full entitlement to fees and maintenance should be offered | you should be fully aware of your legal entitlements.

• the amount to which a person has a right: annual leave entitlement.

entity | en'tijē| • n. (pl. -ies) a thing with distinct and independent existence: church and empire were fused in a single entity.

• existence; being: entity and nonentity.

**DERIVATIVES:** entitiative [-'tātiv| adj.

entomology | en'äməlōj| • n. the branch of zoology concerned with the study of insects.

**DERIVATIVES:** entomologi'cal [-mojə'ləj| adj. entomologi'gist [-jist| n.

entr'act | ān'træk| Brit; ān'træk| • n. an interval between two acts of a play or opera.

• a piece of music or a dance performed during such an interval.

**entrap | en'trēp| • v. (entrapped, entrapping) [trans.] catch (someone or something) in or as in a trap: she was entrapped by family expectations.

• trick or deceive (someone), esp. by inducing them to commit a crime in order to secure their prosecution.

**DERIVATIVES:** entrap'ment n. entrap'per n.

entreat | en'trēt| • v. 1 ask someone earnestly or anxiously to do something: [with obj. and infinitive] his friends entreated him not to go.

• [trans.] ask earnestly or anxiously for (something): a message had been sent, entreatying aid for the Navajos. 2 [with obj. and adverbial] treat (someone) in a specified manner: the King, I fear, hath ill entreated her.

**DERIVATIVES:** entreat'ingly • adv. entreat'ment n.
	extit{entreat'chat | ān'tra'shā| • n.} (in ballet) a vertical jump during which the dancer repeatedly crosses the feet and beats them together.
	extit{entré | ān'trā| ān'trā| (also entree) • n.} 1 the main course of a meal.

• a dish served between the fish and meat courses at a formal dinner. 2 the right to enter a domain or join a particular social group: an actress with an entree into the intellectual society of Berlin.

• an entrance, esp. of performers onto a stage.

**entrepôt | ān'trapō| • n. a port, city, or other center to which goods are brought for import and export, and for collection and distribution.

**entrepr'eneur | ān'trapŏr| ān'trapô| • n. a person who organizes and operates a business or businesses, taking on greater than normal financial risks in order to do so.

**DERIVATIVES:** entrep'neuri'al | -nārē'äl| -nārē'āl| adj. entrep'neuri'al'ism | -nārē'āz| -nārē'āz| n. entrep'neuri'al'ally | -nārē'āl| entrep'neuri'al'ism n. entrep'neuri'al'ship | -ship| n.

**entropy | ān'trapē| • n. (in physics) a thermodynamic quantity representing the unavailability of a system's thermal energy for conversion into mechanical work, often interpreted as the degree of disorder or randomness in the system. (Symbol: S)

• lack of order or predictability; gradual decline into disorder: a marketplace where entropy reigns supreme. • a logarithmic measure
of the rate of transfer of information in a particular message or language.

definitions: **en'tropic** | en'trāpik | adj. **en'tropically** | en'trāpik(ə)le | adv.

**enumerate** | i'n(y)ōməˌrāt | • v. [trans.] mention (a number of things) one by one: there is no space to enumerate all the possibilities.

- establish the number of: the 1981 census enumerated 19,493,000 households.

definitions: **enumerable** adj. **enumeration** | i'n(y)ōməˌrāshən | n. **enumerative** | i'n(y)ōməˌrātiv | adj. **enumerator** n.

**enunciate** | i'n(y)ōməˌe | • v. [trans.] say or pronounce clearly: she enunciated each word slowly.

- express (a proposition or theory) in clear or definite terms: a written document enunciating this policy.

- state publicly; proclaim: a prophet enunciating the Lord's wisdom.

definitions: **enunciation** | i'n(y)ōməˌeˈshən | n. **enunciative** | i'n(y)ōməˌeˈshətiv; -ətiv | adj. **enunciator** n.

**enure** | i'n(y)ōr | • v. 1 [intrans.] (enure for/to) (in law, of a right or other advantage) belong or be available to. 2 variant spelling of INURE.

**enuresis** | enˈyūrisəs | • n. involuntary urination, esp. by children at night.

definitions: **enuretic** | -ˈtētik | adj. & n.

**envisiable** | i'nˌvēsəbəl | • adj. arousing or likely to arouse envy: an envious reputation for academic achievement.

definitions: **envisage** | i'nˈvēzij | • v. [trans.] contemplate or conceive of as a possibility or a desirable future event: the North American Free Trade Agreement envisaged free movement across borders.

- form a mental picture of (something not yet existing or known): he knew what he liked but had difficulty envisaging it.

**enzyme** | enˈzim | • n. a substance produced by a living organism that acts as a catalyst to bring about a specific biochemical reaction.

- Most enzymes are large complex molecules whose action depends on their particular molecular shape. Some enzymes control reactions within cells and some, such as the enzymes involved in digestion, reactions outside them.

definitions: **enzymatic** | enˈziməˈtik | adj. **enzymatically** | enˈziməˈtik(ə)le | adv. **enzymic** | enˈzimik; -ˈzimik | adj. **enzymically** | enˈzimik(ə)le; -ˈzimik | adv.

**Eocene** | ˈeə,sēn | • adj. of, relating to, or denoting the second epoch of the Tertiary period, between the Paleocene and Oligocene epochs.

- [as n.] (the Eocene) the Eocene epoch or the system of rocks deposited during it.

The Eocene epoch lasted from 56.5 million to 33.4 million years ago. It was a time of rising temperatures, and there was an abundance of mammals, including the first horses, bats, and whales.

**eon** | ˈeən; ˈēən | (chiefly Brit. also aeon) • n. (often eons) an indefinite and very long period of time, often a period exaggerated for humorous or rhetorical effect: they haven't won the pennant in eons | his eyes searched her face for what seemed like eons.

- (in astronomy and geology) a unit of time equal to a billion years.

- a major division of geological time, subdivided into eras: the Eocene.

- (in Neoplatonism, Platonism, and Gnosticism) a power existing from eternity; an emanation or phase of the supreme deity.

definitions: **eonian** (also aeonian) adj. **Épater** | ˈepətər | v. (in phrase Épater les bourgeois) shock people who are conventional or complacent.

**ephedra** | ˈeˌfēbə ˈiˌfēb | • n. (in ancient Greece) a young man 18-20 years old undergoing military training.

definitions: **ephèbic** | iˈfēbik; eˈfēbik | adj.

**ephemera** | ˈeˌfēməˌrə | plural n. (sing. ephemeron) | -əˌrən | things that exist or are used or enjoyed for only a short time.

- items of collectible memorabilia, typically written or printed ones, that were originally expected to have only short-term usefulness or popularity: Mickey Mouse ephemera.

**ephemeral** | ˈeˌfēməˌrə | • adj. lasting for a very short time: fashions are ephemeral.

- (chiefly of plants) having a very short life cycle.

- n. an ephemeral plant.

definitions: **ephemeralness** | ˈeˌfēməˌrələsəd | adv. **ephemeralness** | ˈeˌfēməˌrələs | adj.

**epic** | ˈepik | • n. a long poem, typically one derived from ancient oral tradition, narrating the deeds and adventures of heroic or legendary figures or the history of a nation.

- the genre of such poems: the romances display gentle emotions not found in Greek epic.

- a long film, book, or other work portraying heroic deeds and adventures or covering an extended period of time: a Hollywood biblical epic.

- • adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of an epic or epics: England’s national epic poem Beowulf.

- heroic or grand in scale or character: his epic journey around the world | a tragedy of epic proportions.
**epicene**

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·cal ['epikəl] *adj.* *epi*·cal·ly (-(ə)lē) *adv.*

*epicene* ['epiˌSEN] *adj.* having characteristics of both sexes or no characteristics of either sex; of indeterminate sex: the epicene beauty of certain children.

- lacking masculine character; effeminate; effete: the actor infused the role with an epicene languor. (of a noun or pronoun) denoting either sex without change of gender. *n.* an epicene person.

*epicenter* ['epiˌSENtər] *n.* the point on the earth's surface directly above the focus of an earthquake.

- the central point of something, typically a difficult or unpleasant situation: this region is at the epicenter of the growing conflict.

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·cen·tral ['epiˌSENtrəl] *adj.*

*epi*·cure ['epiˌKYOR] *n.* a person who takes particular pleasure in fine food and drink.

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·cu·ri·um [-rizəm] *n.* 'kyōr- *n.*

*Epicurean* ['epiˌKYORən] *n.* 1. a disciple or student of the Greek philosopher Epicurus (341-270 BC), who held that the highest good is pleasure.

- a person devoted to sensual enjoyment, esp. that derived from fine food and drink. *adj.* of or concerning Epicurus or his ideas: Epicurean philosophers.

- relating to or suitable for an epicure: epicurean feasts.

*epicene* ['epiˌdemik] *adj.* a widespread occurrence of an infectious disease in a community at a particular time: a flu epidemic.

- a disease occurring in such a way. *n.* a sudden, widespread occurrence of a particular undesirable phenomenon: an epidemic of violent crime. *adj.* of, relating to, or of the nature of an epidemic: shoplifting has reached epidemic proportions. Cf. ENDEMIC and PANDEMIC.

**USAGE:** A disease that quickly and severely affects a large number of people and then subsides is an epidemic: Throughout the Middle Ages, successive epidemics of the plague killed millions. Epidemic is also used as an adjective: She studied the causes of epidemic cholera. A disease that is continually present in an area and affects a relatively small number of people is endemic: Malaria is endemic in (or to) hot, moist climates. A pandemic is a widespread epidemic that may affect entire continents or even the world, as in The influenza pandemic of 1918 ushered in a period of frequent epidemics of gradually diminishing severity.

*epi*·dem·io·logy ['epiˌdeməˌləjē] *n.* the branch of medicine that deals with the incidence, distribution, and possible control of diseases and other factors relating to health.

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·dem·i·o·log·i·cal [-əˈlajəkəl] *adj.* *epi*·dem·i·o·log·ist [-ˌlist] *n.*

*epi*·der·mis ['epiˌdərmis] *n.* the outer layer of cells covering an organism, in particular:

- the surface epithelium of the skin of an animal, overlying the dermis. *n.* the outer layer of tissue in a plant, except where it is replaced by periderm (a corky secondary layer).

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·der·mal ['ˌdärməl] *adj.* *epi*·der·mic ['ˌdärmik] *adj.* *epi*·der·moid ['ˌdärˌmoid] *adj.*

*epi*·dural ['ˌe,pîˈd(y)oʊrəl] *adj.* on or around the dura mater, in particular (of an anesthetic), introduced into the space around the dura mater of the spinal cord. *n.* an epidural anesthetic, used esp. in childbirth to produce loss of sensation below the waist.

*epi*·gram ['ˌepiˌgram] *n.* a pithy saying or remark expressing an idea in a clever and amusing way.

- a short poem, esp. a satirical one, having a witty or ingenious ending.

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·gram·mat·ic ['ˌepiˌgramˈmatik] *adj.* *epi*·gram·mat·ist ['ˌepiˌgramˈmatist] *n.*

*epi*·graph ['ˌepiˌgraf] *n.* an inscription on a building, statue, or coin.

- a short quotation or saying at the beginning of a book or chapter, intended to suggest its theme.

*epi*·lo·gue ['ˌepəˌlōj,ˌlāj] *n.* a section or speech at the end of a book or play that serves as a comment on or a conclusion to what has happened.

*epi*·neph·rine ['ˌepiˌnefrən] *n.* a hormone secreted by the adrenal glands, esp. in conditions of stress, increasing rates of blood circulation, breathing, and carbohydrate metabolism and preparing muscles for exertion. Also called ADRENALINE.

*epi*·phi·any ['iˌpiˈfe nən] *n.* (pl. -ies) (Epiphany) the manifestation of Christ to the Gentiles as represented by the Magi (Matthew 2:1-12).

- the festival commemorating this on January 6. *n.* a manifestation of a divine or supernatural being. *n.* a moment of sudden revelation or insight.

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·phan·ic ['ˌepəˈfe nək] *adj.*

*epi*·phyte ['ˌepəˌfīt] *n.* a plant that grows on another plant but is not parasitic, such as the numerous ferns, bromeliads, air plants, and orchids growing on tree trunks in tropical rain forests.

**DERIVATIVES:** *epi*·phy·tal ['ˌepəˌfītəl] *adj.* *epi*·phy·tic ['ˌepəˈfītik] *adj.*

*epi*·scoop·a·lian ['iˌpiskəˈpəliən] *adj.* of or advocating government of a church by bishops.

- of or belonging to an episcopal church. *n.* (Episcopal) of or belonging to the Episcopal Church. *n.* an adherent of episcopacy (the government of a church by bishops).

*Episcopa·lian* ['iˌpiskəˈpəliən] *n.* (Episcopal) a member of the Episcopal Church.

**DERIVATIVES:** *episo·cap·lian·ism [-ˌniˈzəm] *n.*

*epi*·ste·mic ['ˌepəˈstēmik] *adj.* or relating to knowledge or to the degree of its validation.
epistemology (i,pi'stem-i-la-lik) [G. episteme, knowledge]. n. the branch of philosophy that deals with knowledge, esp. with regard to its methods, validity, and scope.

epistemology (i,pi'te-mol'o-jee) [G. episteme, knowledge]. n. a person after whom a discovery, invention, place, etc., is named or thought to be named.

epi- (e'pi) [G. epi, upon]. 1. prep. upon, on, over. 2. (as epi) prep. or adv. in or to the midst of; upon; over.

The epigraph (i,pi'ta-f) [G. epigraph, writing]. n. a writing or inscribed title, esp. on a tombstone. (Also Epitaph.)

epigraphical (i,pi'ta-mar-kal) [G. epigraphikos]. adj. of or relating to the art of writing or engraving letters or inscriptions.

epigraphy (i,pi'ta-grafe) [G. epigraphikos]. n. the art of writing or engraving letters or inscriptions; the science of ancient inscriptions.

epiptametic (e'pi-thet-i-ik) [G. epi, on, + thetos, name]. adj. 1. given to or characterized by epithets. 2. having epithets.

epithet (e'pi-thet). n. 1. a title or appellation. 2. (in literature) a descriptive title, characteristic of the person or thing denoted: A great and noble epithet of a horse is "crotchety."

epitaph (e,pi-taf) [G. epitaphios]. n. a phrase or statement written in memory of a person who has died, esp. as an inscription on a tombstone.

epitaphial (e'pi-thet-i-al) [G. epi, on, + thetos, name]. adj.

epithetical (e'pi-theh-tik) [G. epi, on, + thetos, name]. adj. denoting the art of writing or engraving letters or inscriptions.

epithet (e'pi-thet) [G. epimeta, to put on]. n. an adjective or descriptive phrase expressing a quality characteristic of the person or thing mentioned: old men are often unfairly awarded the epithet "crotchety."

epoch (e'pok) [G. epeich, season]. 1. n. a period of time in history or a person's life, typically one marked by notable events or particular characteristics: the Victorian epoch. 2. the beginning of a distinctive period in the history of someone or something: reimmigration to Palestine marked an epoch in the history of Jewry. 3. (in geology) a division of time that is a subdivision of a period and is itself subdivided into ages: the Pliocene epoch. 4. (in astronomy) an arbitrarily fixed date relative to which planetary or stellar measurements are expressed.

epochal (e'pok-al) adj. forming or characterizing an epoch; epoch-making.

episode (e,po'de) [G. epis, a part]. 1. n. a form of lyric poem written in couplets, in which a long line is followed by a shorter one. 2. the third section of an ancient Greek choral ode, or of one division of such an ode. Cf. strophe and antistrophe.

equanym (e,kwa'-nim) [G. eka, one, + nym, name]. n. a name or noun formed in such a way.

equatable (e'kwah-tab'al). adj. (of a person) not easily disturbed or angered; calm and even-tempered.

equatable (e'kwah-tab'il-it-e) [G. eka, one, + nym, name]. adj. of varying or fluctuating greatly: an equatable climate.

equable (e'kwah-bal). adj. (of a person) not easily disturbed or angered; calm and even-tempered.

equestrian (e'kwes-tri-an). adj. of or relating to horse riding: his amazing equestrian skills.

equitative (e,kwit'a-tiv) [L. aequitatem, justice]. adj. 1. capable of being equitably divided or settled. 2. relating to or involving the processes of equity, or relating to the equitable administration of justice.

equilibrium (e,kwil'i-um). n. 1. (in science) the state or quality of being in a state of balance, especially in having the forces that influence it acting equally and making no change. 2. the setting or condition of a system as affected by the action of equalizing forces or influences. 3. (in economics) a situation in which supply and demand are matched and prices stable.

equilibrum (e,kwil'i-ram). n. 1. (pl. equilibria) a state in which opposing forces or influences are balanced: the maintenance of social equilibrium.

epilogue (e,pi-log). n. 1. the closing part of a written work; an abstract.

epistolary (i,pi-sto-lar-ee). adj. relating to or denoting the writing of letters or literary works in the form of letters: an epistolary novel.

epiteleph (e,pi-tef). n. a phrase or statement written in memory of a person who has died, esp. as an inscription on a tombstone.

epithelema (e,pi-theh-le-ma). n. (pl. epithelemata) the thin tissue forming the outer layer of a body's surface and lining the alimentary canal and other hollow structures.

epitheletic (e,pi-theh-let-ik) adj.

epitheletic (e,pi-theh-let-i-cal) [G. epi, on, + thetos, name]. adj. on the surface or in the outer layer of a body's surface and lining the alimentary canal and other hollow structures.

epitomize (e,pi-tom-iz). v.

epitome (e,pi-tom) n. 1. (the epitome of) a person or thing that is a perfect example of a particular quality or type: she looked the epitome of elegance and good taste. 2 a summary of a written work; an abstract.

epitomize (e,pi-tomiz). v.

epitomizing (e,pi-tomiz'-ing). n.
equipe |ˈekwip| n. 1. the equipment for a particular purpose. 2. a carriage and horses with attendants.

equipoise |ˈekwipoz| n. balance of forces or interests: this temporary equipoise of power.

- a counterbalance or balancing force: capital flows as an equipoise to international imbalances in savings. • v. [trans.] balance or counterbalance (something).

equitable |ˈekwɪtəbl| adj. 1. fair and impartial: an equitable balance of power. 2. (in law) valid in equity as distinct from law: the beneficiaries have an equitable interest in the property.

derivatives: equitableity |ˈekwɪtəbɪlɪtɪ| n. equitability |ˈekwɪtəblɪ| adj. equitable |ˈekwɪtəbl| adj. equitable |ˈekwɪtəbl| adj.

equity |ˈekwɪtɪ| n. (pl. -ies) 1. the quality of being fair and impartial: equity of treatment.

- a branch of law that developed alongside common law in order to remedy some of its defects in fairness and justice by allowing recourse to general principles of justice, formerly administered in special courts. • (Equity) (in the US, Britain, and several other countries) a trade union to which professional actors belong. 2. the value of the shares issued by a company: he owns 62% of the group's equity.

- (equities) shares that carry no fixed interest. 3. the value of a mortgaged property after deduction of charges against it: they're building equity in their house month by month.

equivocal |ɪˈkwɪvəkəl| adj. open to more than one interpretation; ambiguous: the equivocal nature of her remarks | an equivocal expression.

- uncertain or questionable in nature: the results of the investigation were equivocal.

derivatives: equivocality |ɪˈkwɪvəkəlɪtɪ| n. equivocality |ɪˈkwɪvəkələlɪ| adv. equivocalness |ɪˈkwɪvəkəlnəs| n.

equivocalize |ɪˈkwɪvəkəlaɪz| v. [trans.] use ambiguous language so as to conceal the truth or avoid committing oneself: [with direct speech] “Not that we are aware of,” she equivocated.

derivatives: equivocality |ɪˈkwɪvəkəlɪtɪ| n. equivocator |ɪˈkwɪvəkətər| n. equivocation |ɪˈkwɪvəkəteɪʃən| n.

eradicate |ˈrɛdɪkət| v. [trans.] destroy completely; put an end to: this disease has been eradicated from the world.

derivatives: eradicable |ˈrɛdɪkəbəl| adj. eradicate |ˈrɛdɪkər| adj. eradication |ɪˈrɛdɪkəʃən| n. eradicator |ɪˈrɛdɪkətər| n.

- a Christian hermit or recluse.

derivatives: eremitic |ərɛˈmɪtɪk| adj. eremitical |ərɛˈmɪtɪkəl| adj.

ergetic |ˈɜrəˈdʒɪtɪk| adj. relating to or denoting a case of a noun, in some languages, e.g., Basque and Eskimo, that identifies the subject of a transitive verb and is different from the case that identifies the subject of an intransitive verb.

- (of a language) possessing this case. • (in English) denoting verbs that can be used both transitively and intransitively to describe the same action, with the object in the former case being the subject in the latter, as in I boiled the water and the water boiled. • n. an ergative word.

- (the ergative) the ergative case.

derivatives: ergativity |ərˈɡætɪvɪtɪ| n.

ergonomics |ərˈɡɒnɒmɪks| n. plural n. [treated as sing.] the study of people's efficiency, comfort, and well-being in their working environment.

derivatives: ergonomic |ərˈɡɒnəmɪk| adj. ergonomist |ərˈɡɑːnəmɪst| n.

erode |ˈrɔd| v. [trans.] (often be eroded) (of wind, water, or other natural agents) gradually wear away (soil, rock, or land): the cliffs have been eroded by the sea.

- (intrans.) (of soil, rock, or land) be gradually worn away by such natural agents. • gradually destroy or be gradually destroyed: [trans.] this humiliation has eroded what confidence Jean had | intrans] profit margins are eroding. • (of a disease) gradually destroy (bodily tissue).

derivatives: erodible |ɪˈrɔdəbəl| adj. erosion |n. ərəˈdʒɪʃən| n.

erogenous |ɪˈrɛdʒənəs| adj. (of a part of the body) sensitive to sexual stimulation: erogenous zones.

Eros |ˈɛrəs; ˈɪrəs| 1 (in Greek mythology) the god of love, son of Aphrodite. Roman equivalent Cupid

- sexual love or desire. Cf. Agape • (in Freudian theory) the life instinct. Often contrasted with Thanatos, the death instinct. • (in Jungian psychology) the principle of personal relatedness in human activities, associated with the anima.

erotic |ɪˈrətɪk| adj. of, relating to, or tending to arouse sexual desire or excitement. Cf. Platonism.

derivatives: eroticism |ɪˈrətɪksɪm| n.

eroticism |ɪˈrətɪksɪm| n. literature or art intended to arouse sexual desire.

errant |ˈɛrənt| adj. 1. [attrib.] erring or straying from the proper course or standards: a novel about errant husbands and unfaithful wives. 2. [often postpositive] traveling in search of adventure: a knight errant.

derivatives: errantry |ˈɛrəntɪ| n. (in sense 1) errantry |ˈɛrəntɪ| n. (in sense 2).

erratic |ɪˈrætɪk| adj. not even or regular in pattern or movement; unpredictable: her breathing was erratic.

- deviating from the normal or conventional in behavior or opinions: neighbors were alarmed by this increasingly erratic behavior. • n. (also erratic block or boulder) a rock or boulder that differs from the surrounding rock and is believed to have been brought from a distance by glacial action.

derivatives: erratically |ərˈrætɪkəl| adv. erration |ɪˈrærənt| n.
erroneous | i'roneos | • adj. containing errors or based on errors; wrong; incorrect: employers sometimes make erroneous assumptions.

ERRO NEously adv. erro neousness n.

er'satz | 'er,sats; — ,satz; er'zats | • adj. (of a product) made or used as a substitute, typically an inferior one: ersatz coffee.

not real or genuine: ersatz emotion.

erst | 'erst | • adv. long ago; formerly: the friends whom erst you knew.

erstwhile | 'erst, (h)wilt | • adj. [attrib.] former: his erstwhile rivals. • adv. formerly: Mary Anderson, erstwhile the queen of America's stage.

ERUCTION | 'er sk&t'shan | • n. a belch.

ERUDITE | 'er(y)o, dit | • adj. having or showing great knowledge or learning.

ERUDITely adv. ERU DITION | 'er(y)o0'di shan | • n.

ESCAPADE | 'eska,pad | • n. an act or incident involving excitement, daring, or adventure.

ESCAPISM | 'i'skæp, izam | • n. the tendency to seek distraction and relief from unpleasant realities, esp. by seeking entertainment or engaging in fantasy.

ESCAPIST n. & adj.

ESCAPMENT | 'i' skær'pmant | • n. a long, steep slope, esp. one at the edge of a plateau or separating areas of land at different heights.

ESCHATOLOGY | 'es'ka tə lājē | • n. the part of theology concerned with death, judgment, and the final destiny of the soul and of humankind.

ESCHATOCALIC | e'skæt | 'ajikəl; 'eskət| • adj. ESCHATOLOGICALLY adv. ESCHATOLOGIST | -ist | n.

ESCHEAT | 'es'chet | • n. the reversion of property to the state, or (in feudal law) to a lord, on the owner's dying without legal heirs.

an item of property affected by this. • v. [intrans.] (of land) revert to a lord or the state by escheat.

[trans.] [usu. as adj.] (escheated) hand over (land) as an escheat.

ESCHEW | 'es'chəb | • v. [trans.] deliberately avoiding use; abstain from: he appealed to the crowd to eschew violence.

ESCHEWAL n.

ESCRIFOIRE | 'eskri,twar | • n. a small writing desk with drawers and compartments.

ESCROW | 'eskrəb | • n. (in law) a bond, deed, or other document kept in the custody of a third party, taking effect only when a specified condition has been fulfilled.

[trans. as adj.] a deposit or fund held in trust or as a security: an escrow account. • the state of being kept in custody or trust in this way: the board holds funds in escrow. • v. [trans.] place in custody or trust in this way.

ESCUENT | 'eskylant | • formal • adj. fit to be eaten; edible. • n. a thing, esp. a vegetable, that is fit to be eaten.

ESCUTCHEON | 'iskə'chən | • n. 1 a shield or emblem bearing a coat of arms. 2 (also ESCUTCHEON PLATE) a flat piece of metal for protection and often ornamentation, around a keyhole, door handle, or light switch.

PHRASES: a blot on one's escutcheon a stain on one's reputation or character.

ESKIMO | 'es'kə mə | • n. (pl. same or -os) 1 a member of an indigenous people inhabiting northern Canada, Alaska, Greenland, and eastern Siberia, traditionally living by hunting (esp. of seals) and by fishing. 2 either of the two main languages of this people (Inuit and Yupik), forming a major division of the Eskimo-Aleut family. • adj. of or relating to the Eskimos or their languages.

USAGE: 1 In recent years Eskimo has come to be regarded as offensive because of one of its possible etymologies (Abnaki askimo 'eater of raw meat'), but this descriptive name is accurate since Eskimos traditionally derived their viands from eating raw meat. This dictionary gives another possible etymology above, but the etymological problem is still unresolved.

2 The peoples inhabiting the regions from northwestern Canada to western Greenland call themselves Inuit (see usage at INUIT), and that term is also used by many in Alaska, but Eskimo is the only term that can be properly applied to all of the peoples as a whole, and it is still widely used in anthropological and archaeological contexts. The broader term Native American is sometimes used to refer to Eskimo and Aleut peoples in the US. See usage at NATIVE AMERICAN.

ESOTERIC | ,es' terik | • adj. intended for or likely to be understood by only a small number of people with a specialized knowledge or interest: esoteric philosophical debates. Cf. arcane; recondite.

ESOTERICALLY adv. -(a)le | ADV. ESOTERICISM | -terə,sizəm | n. ESOTERICIST | -terə sist | n.

ESOTERIC 1. esoterica • n. esoteric or highly specialized subjects or publications.

ESPALIER | 'espələyar, -yə | • n. a fruit tree or ornamental shrub whose branches are trained to grow flat against a wall, supported on a lattice or a framework of stakes.

a lattice or framework of this type. • v. [trans.] train (a tree or shrub) in such a way.

ESPERANTO | 'es,pərə nto | • n. an artificial language devised in 1887 as an international medium of communication, based on roots from the chief European languages.

ESPERANTIST | -ist | n.

ESPIRITUOUS | 'espə, rə'zə | • adj. the practice of spying or of using spies, typically by governments to obtain political and military information.

ESPLANADE | 'es plə, nəd | • n. a long, open, level area, typically beside the sea, along which people may walk for pleasure.
espouse 161  ethics

an open, level space separating a fortress from a town.

espouse |is'powsz| • v. [trans.] 1 adopt or support (a cause, belief, or way of life); her writings espoused world communism. 2 marry: Edward had espoused the lady Grey.

(bc espoused to) of a woman) to be engaged to (a particular man).

derivatives: espousal n. espousery n.

esprit de corps |e,spri do 'kôr| • n. a feeling of pride, fellowship, and common loyalty shared by members of a particular group.

esquire |'eskwar| • n. 1 (Esquire) (abbr.: Esq.) a title appended to a lawyer’s surname.

in Britain, a polite title appended to a man’s name when no other title is used, typically in the address of a letter or other documents; J. C. Pearson Esquire. 2 a young nobleman who, in training for knighthood, acted as an attendant to a knight.

an officer in the service of a king or nobleman. [as title] a landed proprietor or country squire.

esay |'es| • n. 1 a short piece of writing on a particular subject. 2 an attempt or effort: a misjudged essay in job preservation.

essee |i'se| • n. a member of an ancient Jewish ascetic sect of the 2nd century BC–2nd century AD in Palestine, who lived in highly organized groups and held property in common. The Essenes are widely regarded as the authors of the Dead Sea Scrolls.

esentialism |i'senšə,lizəm| • n. a belief that things have a set of characteristics that make them what they are, and that the task of science and philosophy is their discovery and expression; the doctrine that essence is prior to existence. Cf. existentialism.

the view that all children should be taught on traditional lines the ideas and methods regarded as essential to the prevalent culture.

the view that categories of people, such as women and men, or heterosexuals and homosexuals, or members of ethnic groups, have intrinsically different and characteristic natures or dispositions.

derivatives: essentialist n. & adj.

esteem |i'stem| • n. respect and admiration, typically for a person; he was held in high esteem by colleagues. • v. [trans.] (usu. be esteemed) respect and admire: many of these qualities are esteemed by managers. • adj. (with suppletives) esteemed) a highly esteemed scholar.

consider; deem; [with two objs.] I should esteem it a favor if you could speak to them.

ester |'estər| • n. an organic chemical compound made by replacing the hydrogen of an acid by an alkyl or other organic group. Many naturally occurring fats and essential oils (distilled oils with the characteristic odor of the plant or other source from which they are extracted) are esters of fatty acids.

estival |i'stivəl; e'stì-| • adj. technical belonging to or appearing in summer.

estivate |i'stə,vaɪt| (also aestivate) • v. [intans.] (of an animal, particularly an insect, fish, or amphibian) spend a hot or dry period in a prolonged state of torpor or dormancy. Cf. hibernate.

estoppel |i'stəpəl| • n. (in law) the principle that precludes a person from asserting something contrary to what is implied by a previous action or statement of that person or by a previous pertinent judicial determination.

derivatives: estoppel n.

estrange |i'strænd| • v. [trans.] cause (someone) to be no longer close or affectionate to someone; alienate: are you deliberately seeking to estrange your readers? • [as adj.] (estranged) his estranged wife.

derivatives: estrangement n.

estrous |i'stræs| (also estrum or oestrus) • n. a recurring period of sexual receptivity and fertility in many female mammals; heat: a mare in estrus.

derivatives: estrous (also oestrous) • n. adj.

estuary |i'schə,werə| • n. (pl. -ies) the tidal mouth of a large river, where the tide meets the stream.

derivatives: estuarial, estuarylike

esthetic |i'sthik| • n. [sing.] a set of moral principles, esp. ones relating to or affirming a specified group, field, or form of conduct: the puritan ethic was being replaced by the hedonist ethic. • adj. of or relating to moral principles or the branch of knowledge dealing with these.

derivatives: esthetic, esthetically

ethic |'etik| • n. [in sing.] one of the moral principles that govern a person’s or group’s behavior: the ethic of euthanasia. • n. plural n. 1 [usu. treated as pl.] moral principles that govern a person’s or group’s behavior: the ethic of euthanasia.

the moral correctness of specified conduct: the ethic of euthanasia.

schools of ethics in Western philosophy can be divided, very roughly, into three sorts. The first, drawing on the work of Aristotle, holds that the virtues (such as justice, charity, and generosity) are dispositions to act in ways that benefit both the person possessing them and that person’s society. The second, defended particularly by Kant, makes the concept of duty central to morality: humans are bound, from a knowledge of their duty as
rational beings, to obey the categorical imperative to respect other rational beings. Thirdly, utilitarianism asserts that the guiding principle of conduct should be the greatest happiness or benefit of the greatest number.

**ETHNIC**

- **Ethn** | *adj.* of or relating to a population subgroup (within a larger or dominant national or cultural group) with a common national or cultural tradition: leaders of ethnic communities.
- of or relating to national and cultural origins: we recruit our employees regardless of ethnic origin. Denoting origin by birth or descent rather than by present nationality: ethnic Albanians in Kosovo. Characteristic of or belonging to a non-Western cultural tradition: folk and ethnic music. Neither Christian nor Jewish; pagan or heathen. *n.* a member of an ethnic group, esp. a minority.

**ETHNOCENTRIC**

- *adj.* evaluating other peoples and cultures according to the standards of one’s own culture.

**ETHNOGRAPHY**

- *n.* the scientific description of the customs of individual peoples and cultures.

**ETHNOGRAPHER**

- *n.* an ethnomethodologist.

**ETHNOLOGY**

- *n.* the study of the characteristics of various peoples and the differences and relationships between them.

**ETHOS**

- *n.* the characteristic spirit of a culture, era, or community as manifested in its beliefs and aspirations: a challenge to the ethos of the 1960s.

**AETIOLOGY**

- *n.* the cause, set of causes, or manner of causation of a disease or condition: a disease of unknown etiology; a group of distinct diseases with different etiologies.
- the causation of diseases and disorders as a subject of investigation. 2 the investigation or attribution of the cause or reason for something, often expressed in terms of historical or mythical explanation.

**DERRIVATIVES:**

- **ethnico**ly | *(s)le* | *adv.* the scientific description of the customs of individual peoples and cultures.
- **ethnographic** | *(s)graphic* | *adj.* *ethnographic* | *(s)ical* | *adj.* the scientific description of the customs of individual peoples and cultures.
- **ethnologist** | *(s)logist* | *n.* the science of animal behavior.
- **ethnology** | *(s)ology* | *n.* the study of human behavior and social organization from a biological perspective.
- **ethos** | *(s) | *n.* the characteristic spirit of a culture, era, or community as manifested in its beliefs and aspirations: a challenge to the ethos of the 1960s.
- **ethnology** | *(s)ology* | *n.* the study of human behavior and social organization from a biological perspective.
- **ethnologist** | *(s)logist* | *n.* the science of animal behavior.

Eurocentric, highly elaborate way of writing or speaking.

definition:

- **Eurocentric** | yóor-o-sentri'k | adj. focusing on European culture or history to the exclusion of a wider view of the world; implicitly regarding European culture as preeminent.

- **Europen** | yóorpe'-en | n. the transports (also evan'jel-ik | adj. tended to avoid commitment or self-revelation, esp. by responding only indirectly; she was evasive about her positions when interviewed.

- **Directed toward avoidance or escape:** they decided to take evasive action.

- **Evasive** | i'vev'asiv | adj. tending to avoid commitment or self-revelation, esp. by responding only indirectly; she was evasive about her positions when interviewed.

- **Directed toward avoidance or escape:** they decided to take evasive action.

- **Evasive-ly** adv. evasive-ness n.

- **Evasive** | i'vev'asiv | adj. tending to avoid commitment or self-revelation, esp. by responding only indirectly; she was evasive about her positions when interviewed.

- **Directed toward avoidance or escape:** they decided to take evasive action.

- **Evasive-ly** adv. evasive-ness n.

- **Evasive-ness** n.

- **Evasive** | i'vev'asiv | adj. tending to avoid commitment or self-revelation, esp. by responding only indirectly; she was evasive about her positions when interviewed.

- **Directed toward avoidance or escape:** they decided to take evasive action.

- **Evasive-ly** adv. evasive-ness n.

- **Evasive** | i'vev'asiv | adj. tending to avoid commitment or self-revelation, esp. by responding only indirectly; she was evasive about her positions when interviewed.

- **Directed toward avoidance or escape:** they decided to take evasive action.

- **Evasive-ly** adv. evasive-ness n.

- **Evasive** | i'vev'asiv | adj. tending to avoid commitment or self-revelation, esp. by responding only indirectly; she was evasive about her positions when interviewed.

- **Directed toward avoidance or escape:** they decided to take evasive action.

- **Evasive-ly** adv. evasive-ness n.

- **Evasive** | i'vev'asiv | adj. tending to avoid commitment or self-revelation, esp. by responding only indirectly; she was evasive about her positions when interviewed.

- **Directed toward avoidance or escape:** they decided to take evasive action.

- **Evasive-ly** adv. evasive-ness n.
one: tributes exacted from the Slav peoples | William's advisers exacted an oath of obedience from the clergy.

- inflict (revenge) on someone: a frustrated woman bent on exacting a cruel revenge for his rejection.

**Derivatives:**
- exact-able adj. exact-or | -tar | n.
- exa-alt | ig|żolta | v. [trans] hold (someone or something) in very high regard; think or speak very highly of: the party will continue to exact its hero.
- raise to a higher rank or a position of greater power: this naturally exalts the peasant above his brethren in the same rank of society.
- make noble in character; dignify: romanticism liberated the imagination and exalted the emotions.
- exa-men | ig|zaman | n. a formal examination of the soul or conscience, made usually daily by Jesuits and some other Roman Catholics.

**Exasperate** | ig|żesp3rata | v. [trans] irritate intensely; infuriate: this futile process exasperates prison officials | [as adj] (exasperated) she grew exasperated with his inability to notice anything | [as adj] (exasperating) they suffered a number of exasperating setbacks.

**Usage:** The verbs exasperate and ex- erate are sometimes confused. Exasperate, the more common of the two, means 'to irritate or annoy to an extreme degree,' (He calls me three times a day asking for money. It's exasperating!), exasperate means 'to increase the bitterness or severity' of something (The star shortstop's loud self-congratulation only exasperated his teammates' resentment).

**Ex cathedra** | eks ka|têdra | adv. & adj. with the full authority of office (esp. of the pope's infallibility as defined in Roman Catholic doctrine): [as adv] for an encyclical to be infallible the pope must speak ex cathedra.

**Exception** | ik|sepston | n. a person or thing that is excluded from a general statement or does not follow a rule: the drives between towns are a delight, and the journey to Graz is no exception | while he normally shies away from introducing resolutions, he made an exception in this case.

- [intrans] make objection (against); object (to).
- exception | ik|sepston | n. a person or thing that is excluded from a general statement or does not follow a rule: the drives between towns are a delight, and the journey to Graz is no exception | while he normally shies away from introducing resolutions, he made an exception in this case.

- [intrans] an objection made to a ruling of the court during the course of a trial, e.g., to the admission of evidence.

**Excise** | ek|siz | n. [usu. as adj] a tax levied on certain goods and commodities produced or sold within a country or state and on licenses granted for certain activities: excise taxes on cigarettes. | v. [ik|siz; ek|] | [trans] [usu. as adj] (excised) charge excise on (goods): excised goods.

**Excuse**
- v. [ekska|myoon|kat] | [trans] officially exclude (someone) from participation in the sacraments and services of the Christian Church. | n. an excommunicated person.

**Derivatives:**
- excu-ritate | ik|skôre|kât | v. [trans] 1 censure or criticize severely: the papers that had been excommunicating him were now lauding him. 2 (in medicine) damage or remove part of the surface of (the skin).

**Usage:** excu-rise | ik|skôre|a-shon | n.

**Excess-cence** | ik|skresans | n. a distinct outgrowth on a human or animal body or on a plant, esp. one that is the result of disease or abnormality.

- an unattractive or superfluous addition or feature: removing an architectural excrescence.
- excr-e-ntion | ik|skreshto|n | n. (in living organisms and cells) the process of eliminating or expelling waste matter.

- a product of this process: bodily excretions.

**Derivatives:** excr-e-ate v. ex- cre-tive adj. ex- cre-tory adj.

- ex-cur-ciating | ik|skôrozre|ting | adj. intensely painful: excruciating back pain.

- mentally agonizing; very embarrassing, awkward, or tedious: excruciating boredom.

**Derivatives:** ex-cru-ciatingly adv. [as submodifier] the sting can prove excruciatingly painful.

**Excur-pate** | ekskal|påt | v. [trans] show or declare that (someone) is not guilty of wrongdoing: the article excused the mayor.

**Derivatives:** ex-culp-ation | ekskal|på- tion | n. ex-culp-a-to-ry | ekskal|på-tôre | adj.

**Ex-crusi-ve** | ik|skarsiv | adj. of the nature of an excision; ranging widely; digressive: an excursive piece of writing.

**Derivatives:** ex-crus-i-ly adv. ex-crus-i-ness n.

**Ex-cur-able** | ekski|bål | adj. extremely bad or unpleasant: execrable cheap wine.

**Derivatives:** ex-cur-bly | -ble | adv.

**Ex-cur-rate** | eks|krat | v. [trans] feel or express great loathing for: they were execrated as dangerous and corrupt.

**Derivatives:** ex-cur-a-tion | eks|krå-to|n | n. ex-cur-a-tive | -kråтив | adj. ex-cur-a-to-ry | -krå|tôre | adj.

**Ex-cur-cule** | eks|kyoot | v. [trans] 1 carry out or put into effect (a plan, order, or course of action): the corporation executed a series of financial deals.

- produce (a work of art): she designs and executes detailed embroideries. 2 perform (an activity or maneuver requiring care or skill): they had to execute their dance steps with the
greatest precision.  make (a legal instrument) valid by signing or sealing it.  carry out (a judicial sentence, the terms of a will, or other order): police executed a search warrant | sentence was executed on November 5th. 2 (often be executed) carry out a sentence of death on (a legally condemned person): he was convicted of treason and executed.

■ kill (someone) as a political act.

e x ec u t or  • n. 1 |ig'zjẹk'yar| (in law) a person or institution appointed by a testator to carry out the terms of a will: my father named me as his executor.

■ a person who executes a particular plan or command: a literary executor.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x ec u t or i a l  | ig'zjẹk'yar'ēl| adj. e x ec u t or i sh | ig'zjẹk'ya'rēl| n. e x ec u t or y  | ig'zjẹk'yar e| adj.

e x e g e s i s | ek'sjē'si s | • n. (pl. e x e g e s e s | -sēz|) critical explanation or interpretation of a text, esp. of scripture: the task of biblical exegesis | an exegesis of Marx.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x e g e t i c | -jēt ık| adj. e x e g e t i c | -tēj| adj.

e x em plar  | ig'zem plar; -plār| • n. a person or thing serving as a typical example or excellent model: he became the leading exemplar of conservative philosophy.

E X E M P L A R Y  | ig'zem plār| • adj. 1 serving as a desirable model; representing the best of its kind: an award for exemplary community service.

■ characteristic of its kind or illustrating a general rule: her works are exemplary of certain feminist arguments. 2 (of a punishment) serving as a warning or deterrent: exemplary sentencing may discourage the ultraviolent minority.

■ (in law, of damages) exceeding the amount needed for simple compensation, and awarded to mark disapproval of the defendant’s conduct. (Also called punitive damages).

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x e m pl a r i l y | -rēl| adv. e x e m pl a r i n e s s | -rēn ı s| n. e x e m pl a r i t y | -jem plār'ētē| -plēr-| n.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x e m pl i f y | ig'zem plī| • v. (in. -ies, -ied) [trans.] to be a typical example of: rock bands that exemplify the spirit of the age.

■ give an example of; illustrate by giving an example.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x e m pl i f i er  n. e x e m pl i fi c a t i on | ig'zem plī'fēs tān| n.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x e m pl um  | ig'zem plūm| • n. (pl. e x e m pl a | -pla) an example or model, esp. a moralizing or illustrative story.

E X E M P T  | ig'zem p| • adj. free from an obligation or liability imposed on others: these patients are exempt from all charges | they are not exempt from criticism. Cf. immune. • v. [trans.] free (a person or organization) from an obligation or liability imposed on others: they were exempted from paying the tax. • n. a person who is exempt from something, esp. the payment of tax.

E X E Q U Y  | 'esikwe| • n. (exequies) funeral rites; obsequies: he attended the exequies for the dead pope.

E X E R T I O N  | ig'zjar'en| • n. 1 physical or mental effort: she was panting with the exertion | a well-earned rest after their mental exertions. 2 the application of a force, influence, or quality: the exertion of authority.

E X F O L I A T E  | eks'fōlē,ät| • v. [trans.] (of a material) come apart or be shed from a surface in scales or layers: the bark exfoliates in papery flakes.

■ [trans.] cause to do this; salt solutions exfoliate rocks on evaporating. [intrans.] (of a tree) throw off leaves or bark: the plane tree exfoliates most noticeably. [trans.] wash or rub (a part of the body) with a granular substance to remove dead cells from the surface of the skin: exfoliate your legs to get rid of dead skin. [trans.] (often be exfoliated) shed (material) in scales or layers.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x f o l i a n t  n. this cream is an effective exfoliant. e x f o l i a t i o n  | eks'fōlē'shən| • n. e x f o l i a t i v e  | -ētiv| adj. e x f o l i a t o r  n.

E X H A U S T I V E  | ig'zjōstiv| • adj. examining, including, or considering all elements or aspects; fully comprehensive: she has undergone exhaustive tests since becoming ill.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x h a u s t i v e l y  adv. e x h a u s t i v e n e s s  n.

E X H I B I T I O N  | eks'biSHn| • n. • v. [trans.] by showing or exhibiting (someone) or (a thing) to see; show: his paintings exhibited at the gallery.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x h i b i t i o n i s t  n. e x h i b i t i o n i s t i c  | -biSHn'istik| adj. e x h i b i t i o n i s t i c a l l y  | -hist'istik|n| adj.

E X H I L A R A T E  | ig'zil'rät| • v. (usu. be exhilarated) make (someone) feel very happy, animated, or elated: the children were exhilarated by a sense of purpose | [as adj.] (exhilarated) this fresh mountain air makes me feel exhilarated | [as adj.] (exhilarating) riding was one of the most exhilarating experiences he knew.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x h i l a r a t i n g l y  | -ra'tingl| adv. e x h i l a r a t i o n  | ig'zil'rā'shən| n.

E X H O R T  | ig'zjor t| • v. [with obj. and infinitive] strongly encourage or urge (someone) to do something: they’ve been exhorting people to turn out for the demonstration | [with direct speech] “Come on, you guys,” exhorted Linda.

D E R I VAT I V ES :  e x h o r t a t i o n  n. e x h o r t a t i v e  | -tiv| adj. e x h o r t a t o r y  | -tōr| adj. e x h o r t a t o r  n.

E X I G E N C Y  | eks'jianj| • n. urgent need or demand: women worked long hours when the exigencies of the family economy demanded it | he put financial exigency before personal sentiment.

E X I G E N T  | eks'jianj| • adj. pressing; demanding; the exigent demands of the music took a toll on her voice.

E X I G U O U S  | ig'zigawas; ik'sig| • adj. very small in size or amount: my exiguous musical resources.
DERIVATIVES: exi°gup°ity, |eks'i'gùi'tè| n. exi°guous°ously adv. exi°guous°ness n.
exist°en°tial, |eg'zi'sten°chəl| • adj. of or relating to existence.

■ (in philosophy) concerned with existence, esp. human existence as viewed in the theories of existentialism. ■ (of a logical proposition) affirming or implying the existence of a thing.

DERIVATIVES: exist°en°tial°ly adv. exist°en°tial°ism, |eg'zi'sten°chə,lizəm| • n. a philosophical theory or approach that emphasizes the existence of the individual person as a free and responsible agent determining his or her own development through acts of the will.

Generally taken to originate with Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, existentialism tends to be atheistic, to disapprove scientific knowledge, and to deny the existence of objective values, stressing the importance and significance of human freedom and experience.

The approach was developed chiefly in the 20th-century Europe, notably by Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, and Simone de Beauvoir.

DERIVATIVES: exist°en°tial°ist n. & adj.
ex of°fi°cio, |'eks a'fis'tē| • adv. & adj. by virtue of one's position or status: [as adv.] an ex officio member of the committee.

ex°oga°amy, |ek'sa°gamə| • n. (in anthropology) the custom of marrying outside the community, clan, or tribe. Cf. ENDOGAMY.

■ (in biology) the fusion of reproductive cells from distantly related or unrelated individuals; outbreeding; cross-pollination.

DERIVATIVES: ex°oga°amous, |-mas| adj.
ex°ogene°ous, |ek'sa°gənas| • adj. of, relating to, or developing from external factors. Cf. ENDogenous.

■ growing or originating from outside an organism: an exogenous hormone. ■ (of a disease, symptom, etc.) caused by an agent or organism outside the body: exogenous depression.

■ relating to an external group or society: exogenous marriage.

DERIVATIVES: ex°ogene°ously adv.
ex°on°er°ate, |ig'za°nə,řa| • v. [trans.] 1 (esp. of an official body) absolve (someone) from blame for a fault or wrongdoing, esp. after due consideration of the case: the court-martial exonerated her | they should exonerate these men from this crime. 2 (exonerate someone) to release someone from (a duty or obligation).

DERIVATIVES: ex°on°er°ative, |ig'za°nor°ativ| n. ex°on°err°ative°ly adv.
ex°onor°itant, |ig'zor'or°ant| • adj. (of a price or amount charged) unreasonably high: the exorbitant price of tickets.

DERIVATIVES: ex°onor°it°ant°ly adv.
ex°or°cise, |'eksəriz| • v. [trans.] drive out or attempt to drive out (as an evil spirit) from a person or place: an attempt to exorcise an unquiet spirit | infestation has been exorcised.

■ (often be exorcised) rid (a person or place) of an evil spirit: infants were exorcised prior to baptism.

ex°os°ph°ere, |eks'o'sfər| • n. the outermost region of a planet's atmosphere.

DERIVATIVES: ex°os°ph°eric, |eks'o'sferik| • n. & adj. ex°os°ter°ic, |eks'o'terik| • adj. (of a doctrine or mode of speech) intended for or likely to be understood by the general public: an exoteric, literal meaning and an esoteric, inner teaching. Cf. ESOTERIC.

■ relating to the outside world; external: the exoteric and esoteric aspects of life. ■ current or popular among the general public.

ex°ot°ic, |ig'zōbtrik| • adj. originating in or characteristic of a distant foreign country: exotic birds | the exotic scenery of Patagonia.

■ attractive or striking because colorful or out of the ordinary: an exotic outfit | [as n.] (the exotic) there was a touch of the exotic in her appearance.

■ of a kind not used for ordinary purposes or not ordinarily encountered: exotic elementary particles as yet unknown to science. • n. an exotic plant or animal; we planted exotics in a sheltered garden.

■ a thing that is imported or unusual: the market in exotics has gone crazy with speculators.

DERIVATIVES: ex°ot°ical°ly -(ə)le| adv.
ex°ot°icism, |ig'zōbtris| n.

ex°part°e, |ek'spär'te| • adv. & adj. (in law) with respect to or in the interests of one side only or of an interested outside party: an exparte hearing.

ex°pat°iate, |ik'spa°stē,ət| • v. [trans.] speak or write at length or in detail: she expatiated on working-class novelists.

DERIVATIVES: ex°pa°ti°ation, |ik,spa°stē°'əshən| n.
ex°pat°ri°ate, • n. |ek'spær'tē| a person who lives outside his or her native country: American expatriates in London.

■ (in earlier use) a person exiled from his or her native country. • adj. [attrib.] (of a person) living outside one's native country: expatriate workers.

■ expelled from one's native country. • v. |ek'spær'tē| [intrans.] settle oneself abroad: candidates for the position should be willing to expatriate.

DERIVATIVES: ex°pa°tr°iation, |ek,spa°trē°'əshən| n.
ex°pec°to°rant, |ik'spektə′rant| • n. a medicine that promotes the secretion of sputum (saliva and mucus) by the air passages, used esp. to treat coughs.

ex°pec°to°rate, |ik'spektə′rät| • v. [intrans.] cough or spit out phlegm from the throat or lungs.

■ [trans.] spit out (phlegm) in this way.

DERIVATIVES: ex°pec°to°ration, |ik,pektə′rashən| n.
ex°pec°to°rant, • n. 
ex°pec°d°ent, |ik'spēdə′nt| • adj. (of an action) suitable or appropriate in the circumstances, or for the matter at hand:
holding a public inquiry into the scheme was not expedient. • n. a means of attaining an end, esp. one that is convenient but considered improper or immoral: the current policy is a political expedient.

derivatives: expedience n. expediently adv. expedite | [ekspəˌdīt] • v. [trans.] make (an action or process) happen sooner or be accomplished more quickly; he promised to expedite economic reforms.

derivatives: expedite (also expeditor) n. expeditation n. expeditious | [ˌekspəˈdiSHəs] • adj. done with speed and efficiency (expedition): an expeditious investigation.

derivatives: expeditiously adv. expeditiousness n.
experiential | [ˌekˌspərəˈtēən] • adj. involving or based on experience and observation: the experiential learning associated with employment.

derivatives: experientially adv.
experise | [ˌekˌspəˌris] • v. [trans.] expert skill or knowledge in a particular field: technical expertise.

expriate | [iˈkspləˌat] • v. [trans.] atone or make amends for (guilt or sin): their sins must be expiated by sacrifice.


explicative | [ˌekˌspəˈli̞jətiv] • n. 1 an oath or swear word. 2 a word or phrase used to fill out a sentence or a line of verse without adding to the sense. • adj. (of a word or phrase) serving to fill out a sentence or line of verse.

explicate | [ˌekˌspəˈlek] • v. [trans.] analyze and develop (an idea or principle) in detail: attempting to explicate the relationship between crime and economic forces.

explicate (a literary work) in order to reveal its meaning.


explicit | [iˈkspliˈsit] • adj. stated clearly and in detail, leaving no room for confusion or doubt: the speaker's intentions were not made explicit.

(of a person) stating something in such a way: let me be explicit. • describing or representing sexual activity in a graphic fashion: explicit photos.

derivatives: explicitly adv. explicitness n.

exploit • v. [ikˌspəˈloit] • trans. make full use of and derive benefit from (a resource): 500 companies sprang up to exploit this new technology.

use (a situation or person) in an unfair or selfish way: the company was exploiting a legal loophole. • benefit unfairly from the work of (someone), typically by overworking or underpaying them: making money does not always mean exploiting others. • n. | [ekˌspəˈloit] a bold or daring feat: the most heroic exploits of the war.


exponent | [ˌikˌspəˈnənt] • n. 1 a person who believes in and promotes the truth or benefits of an idea or theory: an early exponent of the teachings of Thomas Aquinas.

■ a person who has and demonstrates a particular skill, esp. to a high standard: the world's leading exponent of country rock guitar. 2 (in mathematics) a quantity representing the power to which a given number or expression is to be raised, usually expressed as a raised symbol beside the number or expression (e.g., 3 in $2^3 = 2 \times 2 \times 2$).

exponential | [ˌekˌspəˌnənʃəl] • adj. of or expressed by a mathematical exponent: an exponential curve.

■ (of an increase) becoming more and more rapid: the military budget was rising at an exponential rate.

derivatives: exponentially adv.

expansion | [ˌekˌspəˈzishən] n. 1 a comprehensive description and explanation of an idea or theory: an exposition and defense of Marx's writings.

■ (in music) the part of a movement, esp. in sonata form, in which the principal themes are first presented. ■ the part of a play or work of fiction in which the background to the main conflict is introduced. 2 a large public exhibition of art or trade goods.

■ the action of making public; exposure: the country squires dreaded the exposition of their rustic conversation.

derivatives: expansive | [-ˈzəsən] adj.

exppositor | [ˌikˌspəˈzəsər] • n. a person or thing that explains complicated ideas or theories: a lucid expositor of difficult ideas.

ex post facto | [ˌi̞ˌekˌspəˈfakto] • adj. & adv. with retroactive effect or force: [as adj.] ex post facto laws, which punish actions of long ago.

express | [i̞ˌeksˌpres] • v. [intr.] express strong disagreement or disagreement: I expostulated with him in vain.


expressionism | [ˌi̞ˌeksˌpresəˈzənɪzəm] n. • a style of painting, music, or drama in which the artist or writer seeks to express emotional experience rather than impressions of the external world.


expropriate | [ˌekˌspəˌprəˌeit] • v. [trans.] (esp. of the state) take away (property) from its owner: government plans to expropriate farmland.

■ dispossess (someone) of property: the land reform expropriated the Irish landlords.
expunge | eks\'p3n| • v. [trans] erase or remove completely (something unwanted or unpleasant): he asked that his statement be expunged from the record.

Derivatives: expunction | eks\'p3n\(k\)\(t\)| n. expungement n. expunger n.

expurgate | eks\'p3r\(g\)\(t\)| • v. [trans] [often as adj. (expurgated) remove matter thought to be objectionable or unsuitable from (a book or account): efforts to expurgate several works by Mark Twain.

Derivatives: expurgation | eks\'p3r\(g\)\(\(k\)\)\(t\)| n. expurgator |-,g\(\(t\)| n.

ex tant | eks\'t3nt; ek\'t3nt| • adj. (esp. of a document) still in existence; surviving: the original manuscript is no longer extant | are your grandparents extant?

extemporaneous | ik\(t\),stemp\'r\(n\)\(s\)| • adj. spoken or done without preparation: an extemporaneous speech.

Derivatives: extemporaneously adv. extemporaneousness n.

extemporarily | ik\(t\),stemp\'r\(r\)| • adj. another term for extemporaneous.

extemporize | ik\(t\),stemp\'rer\(z\)| • v. [trans] to be externalized give external existence or form to: elements of the internal construction were externalized onto the façade.

express (a thought or feeling) in words or actions: an urgent need to externalize the experience.

project (a mental image or process) onto a figure outside oneself: such neurons are externalized as interpersonal conflicts.

Derivatives: externalization | ik\(t\),stern\(l\)\(z\)\(\(t\)\)\(\(z\)\)\(\(n\)| n.

extricate | eks\'t3rk\(t\)\(z\)| • v. [trans] root out and destroy completely: the dream of exterminating racism.

Derivatives: extricat|n | eks\'t3rk\(t\)\(r\)\(z\)| n.

extricate | eks\'t3rk\(t\)\(k\)\(t\)| • v. [trans] free (someone or something) from a constraint or difficulty: they raced to extricate him from the car | he was trying to extricate himself from official duties.

Derivatives: extricable | eks\'t3rk\(k\)\(b\)\(l\)| adj. extrication | eks\'t3rk\(k\)\(\(s\)\)\(h\)\(n\)| n.

extrinsic | ik\(t\)\(s\)\(\(n\)\(s\)| • adj. not part of the essential nature of someone or something; coming or operating from outside: extrinsic factors that might affect budgets | the idea that power is extrinsic to production and profits.

Derivatives: extrinsic\(t\)\(r\)\(v\) | n. extrinsic\(t\)|-iv| adj.
extravert 169  facilitate

**DERIVATIVES:** ex*trin*si*cal·ly |-(ə)le| adv.

**extravert** |'ekstrə,vert| (also extravert)

* n. an outgoing, overtly expressive person.

* (in psychology) a person predominantly concerned with external things or objective considerations. Cf. INTROVERT. * adj. of, denoting, or typical of an extravert: his extravert personality made him the ideal host.

**DERIVATIVES:** ex*trav*er*si*on |,ekstrə

'tervəʊHən| n. extraverted adj.

**USAGE:** The original spelling extravert is now rare in general use but is found in technical use in psychology.

**extrude** |'ikstrəʊd|  * v. [trans.] (usu. be extruded) thrust or force out: lava was being extruded from the volcano.

* shape (a material such as metal or plastic) by forcing it through a die: [as adj.] extruded plastic forms.

**DERIVATIVES:** ex*trud*a*ble |-ə-bal| adj.

ex*trus*ile |'ikstrəʊsəl,-sil| adj. ex*trus*ion |'ikstrəʊsən| n.

ex*u*ber*ant |'ɪg'zəburənt| * adj. filled with or characterized by a lively energy and excitement: giddily exuberant crowds | flamboyant and exuberant architectural invention.

* growing luxuriantly or profusely: exuberant foliage.

**DERIVATIVES:** ex*u*ber*ance |n.| ex*u*ber*ant*ly |adv.

ex*ude |'ɪg'zəud| * v. [trans.] discharge (moisture or a smell) slowly and steadily: the beetle exudes a caustic liquid.

* [intrans.] (of moisture or a smell) to be discharged by something in such a way: slime exudes from the fungus. * (of a person) display (an emotion or quality) strongly and openly: they exuded friendship and goodwill.

* [intrans.] (of an emotion or quality) be displayed by someone in such a way: sexuality exuded from him. * (of a place) have a strong atmosphere of: the building exudes an air of tranquility.

**DERIVATIVES:** ex*ud*a*tion |,ɛksədə'teɪʃən|; eksə-| n. ex*ud*a*tive |'ɪg'zəda'tɪv; 'ɛksə,da'tɪv; 'ɛksədə-| adj.

ex*ult |'ɪg'zəlt| * v. [trans.] show or feel elation or jubilation, esp. as the result of a success: exulting in her escape, Leonora closed the door behind her.

**DERIVATIVES:** ex*ul*tation |,ɛksəl*teɪʃən; ɛksə-| n. ex*ul*tation*ly |adv.

ex*urb |'ɛksəbər| * n. a district outside a city, esp. a prosperous area beyond the suburbs.

**DERIVATIVES:** ex*urb*an*te |'ek'səbənt| adj.

ex*urb*an*ity |'ek'səbənt| n. & adj.

ey*rie |'ɛrə; 'ɪrə|  * n. variant spelling of aerie.

**fab*li*a** |'fæblə,ə|  * n. (pl. fabliaux |-əz|) a story in verse form, typically a bawdily humorous one, of a type found chiefly in early French poetry.

fab*ri*cate |'fæbrə,keɪt|  * v. [trans.] invent or concoct (something), typically with deceitful intent: officers fabricated evidence.

* construct or manufacture (something, esp. an industrial product), esp. from prepared components: you will have to fabricate an exhaust system.

**DERIVATIVES:** fab*ri*ca*tion |,fæbrə'keɪʃən| n. fab*ri*ca*tor |-ˌkeɪtər| n.

fab*ri*list |'fæbrɪlist|  * n. a person who composes or relates fables.

* a liar, esp. a person who invents elaborate dishonest stories.

facade |'fɑsə'de| (also façade)  * n. the face of a building, esp. the principal front that looks onto a street or open space.

* an outward appearance that is maintained to conceal a less pleasant or credible reality: her flawlessly public facade masked private despair.

facet |'fæsət|  * n. one side of a many-sided thing, esp. of a cut gem.

* a particular aspect or feature of something: participation by the laity in all facets of church life.

**DERIVATIVES:** fac*et*ed |'fæsətld| adj. [in combination] multifaceted.

fac*et*ae |'fɑsətə,ɛ; -ʃə,ɪ|  * plural n. 1 ornamental literature. 2 humorous or witty sayings.

facet*ous |'fɑsətəs|  * adj. treating serious issues with deliberately inappropriate humor; flippanant.

**DERIVATIVES:** facet*ous*ly |adv. facet*ous*ness |n.

fac*ile |'fæsəl|  * adj. 1 (esp. of a theory or argument) appearing neat and comprehensive only by ignoring the true complexities of an issue; superficial.

* having or revealing a superficial or simplistic knowledge or approach: a facile and shallow intellect. 2 (of success, esp. in sports) easily achieved; effortless: a facile victory.

* acting or done in a quick, fluent, and easy manner: he was revealed to be a facile liar.

**DERIVATIVES:** fac*ile*ly |'fæsəl(ə)l| adv.

fac*ili*ty |'fɑsəlɪt|  * n. 1 (of means or access) easy or easier: schools were located on the same campus to facilitate the sharing of resources.

* act as a catalyst to (a conversation, discussion, conference, etc.) without leading it.

**DERIVATIVES:** fac*ili*ta*te |ˌ,tətɪv| adj.

**Ff**
facsimile | fac-sim'i-le | n. an exact copy, esp. of written or printed material. • v. (fac-si-miled, facsimiling) [trans.] make a copy of: the ride was facsimiled for Disney World.

faction | fæk'shən | n. a small, organized, dissenting group within a larger one, esp. in politics: the left-wing faction of the party.

\[derivatives: factional adj. factionalism n.\]

facitious | fæk'tishəs | adj. relating or inclined to a state of faction: a factious country.

\[derivatives: factiously adv. factiousness n.\]

facilitious | fæk'tishəs | adj. artificially created or developed: a largely factitious national identity.

\[derivatives: facilitiously adv. facilitiousness n.\]

facetoid | fæk'toid | n. a brief or trivial item of news or information.

\[an assumption or speculation that is reported and repeated so often that it becomes accepted as fact.\]

facetotum | fæk'totəm | n. (pl. factotums) an employee who does all kinds of work: he was employed as the general factotum.

facultiy | fæk'stalı | n. (pl. -ies) 1 an inherent mental or physical power: her critical faculties. 2 an aptitude or talent for doing something: the author’s faculty for philosophical analysis.

\[the teaching staff of a university, college, or school or of one of its departments or divisions, viewed as a body.\]

\[a group of university departments concerned with a major division of knowledge: the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.\]

\[a license or authorization, esp. from a Church authority.\]

fairy | fɛri | n. 1 a fairy tale. 2 a fairy story. 3 a fairy drag. 4 a fairy tale.

\[a fairy.\]

fanfare | fænˈfər | n. 1 a brief or trivial item of news or information. 2 an assumption or speculation that is reported and repeated so often that it becomes accepted as fact.

\[facetotum\]

\[an assumption or speculation that is reported and repeated so often that it becomes accepted as fact.\]

\[an assumption or speculation that is reported and repeated so often that it becomes accepted as fact.\]

\[an assumption or speculation that is reported and repeated so often that it becomes accepted as fact.\]

\[an assumption or speculation that is reported and repeated so often that it becomes accepted as fact.\]

\[a group of university departments concerned with a major division of knowledge: the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.\]

\[a license or authorization, esp. from a Church authority.\]

\[a musical composition with a free form and often an improvisational style.\]

\[a musical composition that is based on several familiar tunes.\]

\[a thing that is composed of a mixture of different forms or styles: the theater is a kind of Moorish and Egyptian fantasia.\]

fantastic | fænˈtæstɪk | adj. (in literature, etc.) imaginative or fanciful; remote from reality: novels are capable of mixing fantastic and realistic elements.

\[of a shape or design\]

\[bizarre or exotic; seeming more appropriate to a fairy tale than to reality or practical use: visions of a fantastic, mazelike building.\]

\[fantastic\]

\[a musical composition with a free form and often an improvisational style.\]

\[a musical composition that is based on several familiar tunes.\]

\[a thing that is composed of a mixture of different forms or styles: the theater is a kind of Moorish and Egyptian fantasia.\]

\[a musical composition with a free form and often an improvisational style.\]

\[a musical composition that is based on several familiar tunes.\]

\[a thing that is composed of a mixture of different forms or styles: the theater is a kind of Moorish and Egyptian fantasia.\]

\[of a shape or design\]

\[bizarre or exotic; seeming more appropriate to a fairy tale than to reality or practical use: visions of a fantastic, mazelike building.\]

farce | fɑrs | n. 1 a comic dramatic work using buffoonery and boisterous play and typically including crude characterization and ludicrously improbable situations.

\[the genre of such works.\]

\[an absurd event: the debate turned into a drunken farce.\]

\[farce\]

\[a writer of or performer in farces.\]
farouche | fot̓̄roʊsht̪| • adj. sullen or shy in company. Cf. DIFFERENT
farrago | fə'riɡə|-rt|- • n. (pl. -oes) a confused mixture: a farrago of fact and myth about Abraham Lincoln.
DERIVATIVES: farraginous | fəˈreɪʒənəs| adj.
farrier | 'fər-ər; 'fer-| • n. a blacksmith who shoes horses.
DERIVATIVES: farriery n.
farther | fərˈtiər | • adv. (also further | fərˈtiər|) 1 at, to, or by a greater distance (used to indicate the extent to which one thing or person is or becomes distant from another): the farther away you are from your home, the better you should behave | his action pushes Haiti even farther away from democratic rule. 2 over a greater expansе of space or time; for a longer way: the stream fills the passage, and only a further diver can explore farther | people were trying to get their food dollars to go farther. • adj. more distant in space than another item of the same kind: the farther side of the mountain.
• more remote from a central point: the farther stretches of the diocese.

USAGE: Traditionally, farther and farthest were used in referring to physical distance: the falls were still two or three miles farther up the path. Further and furthest were restricted to figurative or abstract senses: we decided to consider the matter further. Although farther and farthest are still restricted to measurable distances, further and furthest are now common in both senses: put those plants the furthest from the window.

fasciès | fəˈsɛz| • plural n. (in ancient Rome) a bundle of rods with a projecting ax blade, carried by attendants (lictors) of chief magistrates as a symbol of a magistrate’s power.
• (in Fascist Italy) such items used as emblems of authority.
fascicule | fəˈsi̇kəl | • n. 1 (also fascicule | -kəl|) a separately published installment of a book or other printed work. 2 (also fasciculus | fəˈsi̇kəl|) a bundle of structures, such as nerve or muscle fibers or conducting vessels in plants.
DERIVATIVES: fascicled | fəˈsi̇kəld| adj. fasciculated | fəˈsi̇kəlated| adj.
fascism | fəˈsɪzəm| • n. an authoritarian and nationalistic right-wing system of government and social organization.
• (in general use) extreme right-wing, authoritarian, or intolerant views or practice.
DERIVATIVES: fascist | fəˈsɪst| n. & adj. fascistic | fəˈsɪstɪk| adj.
fastidious | fəˈstɪdiəs| • adj. very attentive to and concerned about accuracy and detail: he chooses his words with fastidious care.
• very concerned about matters of cleanliness: fastidious about getting her fingers sticky or dirty.
DERIVATIVES: fastidiously | fəˈstɪdɪəsli| adv. fastidiousness | fəˈstɪdɪəsnıs| n.
feasible |ˈfe-zə-bal| • adj. possible to do easily or conveniently: it is not feasible to put most finds from excavations on public display.
likely; probable: the most feasible explanation.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e a s i b l y  |  - z a b l e  |  a d v .

U S A G E : The primary meaning of feasible is 'capable of being done, effected.' There is rarely a need to use feasible to mean 'likely' or 'probable' when those words can do the job. There are cases, however, in which a careful writer finds that the sense of likelihood or probability (as with an explanation or theory) is more naturally or idiomatically expressed with feasible than with possible or probable. They've settled on the Libertarians as their only feasible ally.

f e b r i f u g e  | ˈfɪbrəˌfɪˌgʊr| • n. a medicine used to reduce fever.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e b r i f u g a l  | ˈfɪbrəˌfɪˌɡʊˌl|  a d j .
f e b r i l e  | ˈfɛbəˌrɪ| • adj. having or showing the symptoms of a fever: a febrile illness.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e b r i l i t y  | ˈfɪbrəˌlɪti|  n.
f e c a l  | ˈfɛkal| • adj. consisting of or pertaining to waste matter (feces, Brit. faeces) discharged from the bowels after food has been digested.

f e c k l e s s  | ˈfɛkəˌləs| • adj. (of a person) lacking in efficiency or vitality: a feckless mama's boy.

U N T H I N K I N G  a n d  i r r e s p o n s i b l e : t h e  f e c k l e s s  e x p o l i t a t i o n  o f  t h e  w o r l d ' s  n a t u r a l  r e s o u r c e s .

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e c k l e s s l y  a d v .  f e c k l e s s n e s s  n .
f e c u l e n t  | ˈfɛkəˌlənt| • adj. of or containing dirt, sediment, or waste matter: their feet were forever slipping on feculent bog.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e c u l e n c e  | ˌləns|  n .
f e c u n d  | ˈfɛkənd| • adj. producing or capable of producing an abundance of offspring or new growth; fertile: a lush and fecund garden | a fecund imagination.

( of  a  w o m a n  o r  w o m e n )  c a p a b l e  o f  b e c o m i n g  p r e g n a n t  a n d  g i v i n g  b i r t h .

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e c u n d i t y  | ˌdɪtɪ|  n .
f e d e r a t e  • v .  |ˈfɛdəˌræt| [trans.] (of a number of states or organizations) form a single centralized unit, within which each keeps some internal autonomy.

[trans.] [usu. as adj.] (federated) form (states or organizations) into such a centralized unit: the establishment of 20 federated states in Mindanao. • adj. of or relating to such an arrangement: federate armies. Cf. CONFEDERATE.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e d e r a t i v e  |ˈfɛdəˌrætɪv; ˈfɛdəˌri-v|  a d j .

f e i g n  | ˈfɛn| • v . [trans.] pretend to be affected by (a feeling, state, or injury): she feigned nervousness.
archaic invent (a story or excuse). [int] archaic indulge in pretense.

feint | ˈfeint| • n. a deceptive or pretended blow, thrust, or other movement, esp. in boxing or fencing: a brief feint at the opponent's face.

a mock attack or movement in warfare, made in order to distract or deceive an enemy. • v. make a deceptive or distracting movement, typically during a fight: he feinted left, drawing a punch and slipping it.

fell |ˈfɛl| • adj. {feistier, feistiest} having or showing exuberance and strong determination: a feisty, outspoken, streetwise teenager.

touchy and aggressive: got a bit feisty as reporters continued their questions.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e i s t i r l y  | ˈfɪstəˌlɪ|  a d v .  f e i s t i n e s s  | ˈfɪstənɪs|  n .

f e l i c i t a t e  | ˈfɛləsˈtæt| • v . [trans.] congratulate: the award winner was felicitated by the cultural association.

f e l i c i t o u s  | ˈfɛləsˈtas| • adj. well chosen or suited to the circumstances: a felicitous phrase.

P L E A S I N G  a n d  f o r t u n a t e : t h e  v i e w  w a s  t h e  r o o m ' s  o n l y  f e l i c i t o u s  f e a t u r e .

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e l i c i t o u s l y  a d v .  f e l i c i t o u s n e s s  n .

f e l i c i t y  | ˈfɛləsɪ| • n . (pl. -ies) 1 intense happiness: domestic felicity. 2 the ability to find appropriate expression for one's thoughts: speech which pleased by its felicity.

a particularly effective feature of a work of literature or art: the King James version, with its felicities of language.

f e l i n e  | ˈfɛlin| • adj. of, relating to, or affecting cats or other members of the cat family: feline leukemia.

catlike, esp. in beauty or slyness: feline elegance feline in her grace • n. a cat or other member of the cat family.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e l i n i t y  | ˈfɛlinɪt|  n .
f e l l  | ˈfɛl| • adj. of terrible evil or ferocity; deadly: sorcerers use spells to achieve their fell ends.

P H R A S E S : in (or at) one fell swoop all at one time: seeking to topple the government in one fell swoop.

f e l l s w o o p  | ˈfɪlsˈswʊ|  n .

f e l o n y  | ˈfelənɪ| • n . (pl. -ies) a crime, typically one involving violence, regarded as much more serious than a misdemeanor and typically punished by imprisonment for at least one year. A felony is one who has committed a felony; he pleaded guilty to six felonies | an accusation of felony | [as adj.] felony assault. Cf. MISDEMEANOR.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e l o n i a r | ˈfelənər|  n .
f e l o m e n t  | ˈfeləmənt| • n . (pl. -ments) a segment, typically one involving violence, regarded as much more serious than a misdemeanor and typically punished by imprisonment for at least one year. A felony is one who has committed a felony; he pleaded guilty to six felonies | an accusation of felony | [as adj.] felony assault. Cf. MISDEMEANOR.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e l o m e n t a r | ˈfeləˌmɛntər|  n .

f e m a l i s m  | ˈfɛmulɪzm| • n . the advocacy of women's rights on the grounds of political, social, and economic equality to men.

D I R I V A T I V E S :  f e m a l i s t  | ˈfɛməlɪst|  n . a person who advocates or supports feminism. • adj. of, relating to, or supporting feminism: feminist literature.

f e m i n i z e  | ˈfɛməˌnɪz| • v . [trans.] make (something) more characteristic of or associated with women: as office roles changed, clerical work was increasingly feminized.
DERIVATIVES: fetishism, -ish
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feet |ˈfet| | n. (usu. fettlers) a chain or manacle used to restrain a prisoner, typically placed around the ankles: he lay bound with fetters of iron.

■ a restraint or check on someone's freedom to do something, typically one considered unfair or overly restrictive: the fetters of discipline and caution. | v. [trans.] restrain with chains or manacles, typically around the ankles: [as adj.] (fettered) a raged and fettered prisoner.

■ (often be fettered) restrict or restrain (someone) in an unfair or undesirable fashion: he was not fettered by tradition.

fettle |ˈfetl| | n. condition: the team is in fine fettle.

fetid |ˈfətids| (Brit. (in nontechnical use) also foetid) | n. (pl. fetides) an unborn or unatched offspring of a mammal, in particular an unborn human baby more than eight weeks after conception. Cf. EMBRYO.

feud |ˈfyood| | n. a state of prolonged mutual hostility, typically between two families or communities, characterized by murderous assaults in revenge for a previous injuries: the incident rekindled a long-term feud between two ethnic groups.

■ a prolonged and bitter quarrel or dispute: one of the most volatile feuds that currently rock the scientific community. | v. [trans.] take part in such a quarrel or violent conflict: Hoover feuded with the CIA for decades.

DERIVATIVES: feudist | n. a person who takes part in a feud.

feudal |ˈfyoodl| | adj. according to, resembling, or denoting the system of feudalism: feudal barons.

■ absurdly outdated or old-fashioned: his views are more old-fashioned—they're positively feudal.

DERIVATIVES: feudalize |ˈfyoodliz| | n. feudalism |ˈfyoodlizm| | adj. | n. the dominant social system in medieval Europe, in which the nobility held lands from the Crown in exchange for military service, and vassals were in turn tenants of the nobles, while the peasants (villeins or serfs) were obliged to live on their lord's land and give him homage, labor, and a share of the produce, notionally in exchange for military protection.

DERIVATIVES: feudalistic |ˈfyoodlɪstɪk| | adj.

fey |ˈfa| | adj. giving an impression of vague unworldliness: his mother was a strange, fey woman.

■ having supernatural powers of clairvoyance.

■ fated to die or at the point of death: now he is fey, he sees his own death, and I see it too.

DERIVATIVES: feyly | adv. feyness | n.

fiasco |ˈfiasko| | n. (pl. -os) a thing that is a complete failure, esp. in a ludicrous or humiliating way: the event, not carefully organized, turned into a fiasco.

fiat |ˈfət; ˈfət| | n. a formal authorization or proposition; a decree: adopting a legislative review program, rather than trying to regulate by fiat.

■ an arbitrary order: the appraisal dropped the value from $7,500 to $15,000, rendering it worthless by bureaucratic fiat.

fibrillate |ˈfɪbrələt| | v. [trans.] 1 (of a muscle, esp. in the heart) make a quivering movement due to uncoordinated contraction of individual small fibers (fibrils): the atria ceased to fibrillate when the temperature was reduced. 2 (of a fiber) split up into smaller subdivisions (fibrils).

■ [trans.] break (a fiber) into fibrils.

DERIVATIVES: fibrillation |ˌfɪbrəˈlɪʃən| | n. Cf. DEFIBRILLATOR

fickle |ˈfɪkl| | adj. changing frequently, esp. as regards one's loyalties, interests, or affection: Web users are a notoriously fickle lot, bumbling from one site to another on a whim | the weather at this time of year is fickle.

DERIVATIVES: fickleness | n. fickly |ˈfɪklɪ| | adv.

fictitious |ˈfɪktʃɪʃəs| | adj. not real or true, having been fabricated with the intent to deceive: she pleaded guilty to stealing thousands of taxpayer dollars by having a fictitious employee on her payroll.

■ of, relating to, or denoting the imaginary characters and events found in fiction: the people in this novel are fictitious; the background of public events is not.

DERIVATIVES: fictitiously | adv. fictitiousness | n.

fictive |ˈfɪktɪv| | adj. creating or created by imagination: the novel's fictive universe.

DERIVATIVES: fictive

imension | fəˈdɛləʃən| | n. 1 faithfulness to a person, cause, or belief, demonstrated by continuing loyalty and support: he sought only the strictest fidelity to justice.

■ sexual faithfulness to a spouse or partner.

■ the degree of exactness with which something is copied or reproduced: the 1949 recording provides reasonable fidelity.

fiduciary |ˈfədɔʃər| | adj. (in legal matters) involving trust, esp. with regard to the relationship between a trustee and a beneficiary: the company has a fiduciary duty to shareholders.

■ (of a paper currency) depending for its value on securities (as opposed to gold) or the reputation of the issuer. Cf. CONVERTIBLE.

■ n. (pl. -ies) a trustee.

fief |ˈfiː| | n. (also, fieffdom) 1 an estate of land, esp. one held on condition of feudal service. 2 a person's sphere of operation or control.

fifth | n. a group within a country at war who are sympathetic to or working for its enemies.

DERIVATIVES: fifth column| n.

figurative |ˈfɪɡərətɪv| | adj. 1 departing from a literal use of words; metaphorical: gold, in the figurative language of the people, was "the tears wept by the sun." 2 (of an artist or work of art) representing forms that are recognizably derived from life.

DERIVATIVES: figuratively | adv. figurative | n.

filament |ˈfiləmənt| | n. a slender thread-
like object or fiber, esp. one found in animal or plant structures: a filament of cellulose.

■ a conducting wire or thread with a high melting point, forming part of an electric bulb and heated or made incandescent by an electric current.

derivatives: fil'am'en'tary | fil'a'men'tar| adj. fil'am'en'ted adj. fil'am'en'tous | -ment| ad.

filet | fil'la| 'fil'la | • n. 1 French spelling of fil-let, used esp. in the names of French or French-sounding dishes: filet de boeuf. 2 a kind of net or lace with a square mesh.

derivatives: fil'ral | fil'ral| • adj. of or due from a son or daughter: a display of filial affection.

derivatives: fil'ral-ly adj.

file-buster | fil'bæstar| • n. 1 an action such as a prolonged speech that obstructs progress in a legislative assembly while not technically compromising the required procedures: the bill was defeated by a Senate filibuster in June. 2 a person engaging in unauthorized warfare against a foreign country. • v. [trans.] (often as n.) (filibustering) act in an obstructive manner in a legislature, esp. by speaking at inordinate length: several measures were killed by Republican filibustering.

■ [trans.] obstruct (a measure) in such a way.

file-gree | fil'gre| • n. ornamental work of fine (typically gold or silver) wire formed into delicate tracery: [as adj.] silver filigree earrings.

■ a thing resembling such fine ornamental work: a wedding cake of gold and white filigree.

derivatives: filigreed adj.

filet | • n. 1 (also filet) | fil'la| 'fil'la | a flaky boneless piece of meat from near the loins or the ribs of an animal: a chicken breast fillet | roast fillet of lamb.

■ (also filet steak) a beef steak cut from the lower part of a sirloin. • a boned side of a fish. 2 | fil' | a band or ribbon woven around the head, esp. for binding the hair.

■ a narrow flat band separating two architectural moldings. • a small band between the flutes of a column. • a plain or decorated line impressed on the cover of a book. • a roller used to impress such a line. 3 | fil' | a roughly triangular strip of material that rounds off an interior angle between two surfaces: a splayed mortar fillet at the junction of the roof with the chimney stack | [as adj.] a fillet weld.

■ v. | fil'la| 'fil'la| | (filleted, filleting, also filet, fileted, filleting) [trans.] remove the bones from (a fish).

cut (fish or meat) into boneless strips.

derivatives: fil'let'er n.

fillip | fil'ap| • n. 1 something that acts as a stimulus or boost to an activity: the heightening of the title fees would provide a fillip to sales. 2 atchic a movement made by bending the last joint of a finger against the thumb and suddenly releasing it; a flick of the finger: the Prince, by a fillip, made some of the wine fly in Ogletorpe's face.

■ a slight smart stroke or tap given in such a way: she began to give him dainty fillips on the nose with a soft forefist. • v. (filliped, fillip-ing) [trans.] propel (a small object) with a flick of the finger: our aforesaid merchant filliped a nut sharply against his bullying giant.

■ strike (someone or something) slightly and smartly: he filliped him over the nose. • stimulate or urge (someone or something): pour, that the draft may fillip my remembrance.

file | fis | • n. used after a surname to distinguish a son from a father of the same name: Alexandre Dumas fils. Cf. Perri.

finan-ci-er | fin'an'sir| fis'nan'sir| • n. person concerned with the management of large amounts of money on behalf of governments, corporations, banks, or other large organizations. • v. [trans.] manage large amounts of money.

fin de siécle | fis de se'klu| • adj. relating to or characteristic of the end of a century, esp. the 19th century: fin-de-siècle art.

■ decadent: there was a fin-de-siècle air in the club last night. • n. the end of a century, esp. the 19th century.

finesse | fis'nes| • n. 1 intricate and refined delicacy: orchestral playing of great finesse.

■ artful subtlety, typically that needed for tactful handling of a difficulty: action that calls for considerable finesse. • subtle or delicate manipulation: a certain amount of finesse is required to fine-tune the sound system. 2 (in bridge and whist) an attempt to win a trick with a card that is not a certain winner. • v. [trans.] 1 do (something) in a subtle and delicate manner: his third shot, which he attempted to finesse, failed.

■ slyly attempt to avoid blame or censure when dealing with (a situation or action): the administration's attempts to finesse its mishaps. 2 (in bridge and whist) play (a card that is not a certain winner) in the hope of winning a trick with it: the declarer finesses ♦ f.

fin-i-al | fin'i| • n. a distinctive section or ornament at the apex of a roof, pinnacle, canopy, or similar structure in a building.

■ an ornament at the top, end, or corner of an object: ornate curtain poles with decorative finials.

finite | fin| • adj. 1 having limits or bounds: every computer has a finite amount of memory.

■ not infinitely small: one's chance of winning may be small, but it is finite. 2 (of a verb form) having a specific tense, number, and person.

derivatives: fini-ly adv. fini-ness n. finitude n.

firmament | firm'amant| • n. the heavens or the sky, esp. when regarded as a tangible thing.

■ a sphere or world viewed as a collection of people: one of the great stars in the American golfing firmament.

derivatives: firm'amen'tal | firm'ament| adj.

ciscoal | fis'kal| • adj. of or relating to government revenue, esp. taxes: monetary and fiscal policy.

■ of or relating to financial matters: the domestic fiscal crisis. • used to denote a 12-month accounting period that is not synchronous with the calendar year: the company's fiscal 1996 begins on Oct. 1, 1995.

derivatives: fis'cal-ly | fis'ka| • adj.
fissile  ['fisəl; 'fɪsəl] • adj. (of an atom or element) able to undergo nuclear fission: a fissile isotope.

(chiefly of rock) easily split: flat-bedded and very highly fissile shale.

Derivatives: fissilization | fis'ilīza'shən | n.

fission  ['fɪʃən; 'fɪʃən] • n. the action of dividing or splitting into two or more parts: the party dissolved into fission and acrimony.

(also nuclear fission) the splitting of an atomic nucleus into lighter atoms as a source of energy. Cf. fusion: reproduction by means of a cell or organism dividing into two or more new cells or organisms. • v. [trans.] (chiefly of atoms) undergo fission: these heavy nuclei can also fission.

fitful  ['fɪtfl] • adj. active or occurring spasmodically or intermittently; not regular or steady: a few hours' fitful sleep | business was fitful.

Derivatives: fitfully | fit'fləli | adv. fitfulness | fit'fləs̆həs | n.

fixation  [fɪksə'shən] • n. 1 an obsessive interest in or feeling about someone or something: his fixation on the details of other people's erotic lives | our fixation with diet and fitness.

2 the process by which some plants and microorganisms combine chemically with atmospheric nitrogen to form stable compounds that are available in soil as plant nutrients: his work on nitrogen fixation in plants. 2 the process of preserving or stabilizing (a specimen) with a chemical substance prior to microscopic or other examination: biopsy specimens were placed in cassettes before fixation in formalin.

fixative  [fɪk'sətɪv] • n. 1 a chemical substance used to preserve or stabilize biological material prior to microscopic or other examination: an alcoholic fixative | ten double drops of fixative.

a substance used to stabilize the volatile components of perfume. a liquid sprayed on to a pastel or charcoal drawing to fix colors or prevent smudging. 2 a substance used to keep things in position or stick them together: the bird glue these thin twigs to a wall using its own saliva as a fixative. • adj. (of a substance) used to fix or stabilize something.

flamboyant  [flæm'boiənt] • adj. 1 (postpositive) (of food) covered with liquor and set alight briefly: crêpes flambe. 2 denoting or characterized by a red copper-based porcelain glaze with purple streaks. • v. (flambé, flambéd | flæm'bad], flambèing | tran.) cover (food) with liquor and set it alight briefly.

Derivatives: flambé [flæm'boi] | flæm'boiənt | v. (pl. flambéaus or flambéaux [-boiz]) a flaming torch, esp. one made of several thick wicks dipped in wax.

a large candlestick with several branches.
flammable

(flameable) noticeable because brightly colored, highly patterned, or unusual in style. 2 of or denoting a style of French Gothic architecture marked by wavy flamme-like tracery and ornate decoration.


flammable |ˈflæməbəl| adj. easily set on fire: the use of highly flamable materials. Cf. INFLAMMABLE.

Derivatives: flam-ma-bil-i-ty |ˈflæmə bilət| n.

flapper |ˈflæpər| n. (in the 1920s) a fashionable young woman intent on enjoying herself and flouting conventional standards of behavior.

flatulent |ˈfleCHələnt| adj. suffering from or marked by an accumulation of gas in the alimentary canal: treat flatulent cows with castor oil.

related to or causing this condition: the flatulent effect of beans. Inflated or pretentious in speech or writing: the days of flatulent oratory are gone.

Derivatives: flat-u-lence n. flat-u-lency n. flat-u-lently adv.

flat-tus |ˈflæps| n. gas in or from the stomach or intestines, produced by swallowing air or by bacterial fermentation.

flaunt |flaunt| v. [trans.] display (something) ostentatiously, esp. in order to provoke envy or admiration or to show defiance: newly rich consumers eager to flaunt their prosperity.

(flaut oneself) dress or behave in a sexu-
ally provocative way.

Usage: Flaunt and flout may sound similar but they have different meanings. Flaunt means 'display ostentatiously,' as in visitors who 'flew' their wealth, while flout means 'openly disregard (a rule or convention),' as in new recruits growing their hair and flowering convention.

fledge |flej| v. 1 [trans.] (of a young bird) develop wing feathers that are large enough for flight.

2 [trans.] bring up (a young bird) until its wing feathers are developed enough for flight.

3 [as adj.] (fledged) having developed feathers sufficient for flight.

4 (fully fledged) fully trained and properly qualified.

2 [trans.] provide (an arrow) with feathers.

fledgling |ˈflejliŋ| (also fledgeling) n. a young bird that has just fledged.

[fledgling] a person or organization that is immature, inexperienced, or underdeveloped: the fledgling democracies of eastern Europe.

fleece |flēs| n. 1 the woolly covering of a sheep or goat: as the sheep came on board, we grabbed their long shaggy fleeces.

the amount of wool cut (shorn) from a sheep in a single piece at one time. 2 a thing resembling a sheep's woolly covering, in particular:

- a soft warm fabric with a texture similar to sheep's wool, used as a lining material.
- a jacket or other garment made from such a fabric.
- Hearly a representation of a fleece suspended from a ring. ° v. [trans.] obtain a great deal of money from (someone), typically by overcharging or swindling them: authorities say he fleeced well-do-do acquaintances. 2 cover as if with a fleece: the sky was half blue, half fleeced with white clouds.

Derivatives: fleeced adj.

fleshly |ˈfleʃli| adj. (fleshier, fleshiest) 1 of or relating to human desire or bodily appetites; sensual: fleshly pleasures. 2 having an actual physical presence.

fleshy |ˈfleʃi| adj. (fleshier, fleshiest) 1 (of a person or part of the body) having a substantial amount of flesh; plump: her torso was full, fleshy, and heavy.

2 (of plant or fruit tissue) soft and thick: fleshy, green-gray-waxing: (of an apple) full-bodied.

3 resembling flesh in appearance or texture.

Derivatives: fleshi-ness -nēs| n.

flem-flam |ˈflimˌflæm| n. nonsensical or insincere talk: I suppose that you suspect me of pseudo-intellectual flemflam.

a confidence game: flemflams perpetrated against us by our elected officials. ° v. (flem-flammed, flem-flamming) [trans.] swindle (someone) with or as with a confidence game: the tribe was flemflammed out of its land.

Derivatives: flem-flam-mer n. flem-flam-mer-y |ˈflæmˌflæmər| n.

flinty |ˈflain| adj. (flintier, flintiest) of, containing, or reminiscent of flint: flinty soil.

(flint or their expression) very hard and unyielding: a flinty stare.

Derivatives: flint-i-ly |ˈflainl| adv. flint-i-ness -nēs| n.

flippant |ˈflɪpənt| (also flip) adj. not showing a serious or respectful attitude: a flippan remark.


flocculent |ˈfləkələnt| adj. having or resembling tufts of wool: the first snows of winter lay thick and flocculent.

having a loosely clumped texture: a brown flocculent precipitate.

Derivatives: flocc-ulence n.

floe |flō| n. (also ice floe) a sheet of floating ice: seated on a floe | [as adj.] floe ice.

flora |ˈflɔrə| n. (pl. floras or florae |ˈflɔrə|, 'flɔrə,l) the plants of a particular region, habitat, or geological period: the desert flora give way to oak woodlands | the river's flora and fauna have been inventoried and protected. Cf. FAUNA.

a treatise on or list of such plant life.

florid |ˈflɔrid| adj. 1 having a red or flushed complexion: a stout man with a florid face. 2 elaborately or excessively intricate or complicated: florid operatic-style music was out.

(6f language) using unusual words or complicated rhetorical constructions: the florid prose of the nineteenth century. 3 (of a disease or its manifestations) occurring in a fully
florilegium 178 fluorescent

developed form: florid symptoms of psychiatric disorder.

derivatives: florid-ity | florid-age | n. florid-ly adv. florid-ness n.

florilegium | flôrilej-am | n. (pl. flor-ile-gia | -léja | or florilegias) a collection of literary extracts; an anthology.

flourish | flôrish | v. used in conjunction with a specified period or set of dates to indicate when a particular historical figure lived, worked, or was most active. • n. such a period: they place Nicander's flourish in the middle of the 2nd century BC.

flotsam | flât'sam | n. the wreckage of a ship or its cargo found floating on or washed up by the sea. Cf. JETSAM.

people or things that have been rejected and are regarded as worthless: the room was cleared of boxes and other flotsam.

phrases: flotsam and jetsam useless or discarded objects.

flounce | flôncs | v. • go or move in an exaggeratedly impatient or angry manner: he stood up in a fury and flounced out.

• move with exaggerated motions; she flounced around, playing the tart and flitting. • n. [in sing.] an exaggerated action, typically intended to express one's annoyance or impatience: she left the room with a flounce.

flounce | flôncj | n. a wide ornamental strip of material gathered and sewn to a piece of fabric, typically on a skirt or dress; a frill. • v. [as adj.] (flounced) trimmed with a flounce or flounces: a flounced skirt.

derivatives: flouncey | flûnse | adj.

flounder | flônd'ar | v. [intrans.] struggle or stagger helplessly or clumsily in water or mud: he was floundering about in the shallow offshore waters.

• struggle mentally; show or feel great confusion: she floundered, not knowing quite what to say. • be in serious difficulty: many firms are floundering.

derivatives: flounder-er | flônd-er | n.

usage: See usage at flounder.

flourish | flôrish | v. 1 [intrans.] (of a person, animal, or other living organism) grow or develop in a healthy or vigorous way, esp. as the result of a supportive environment: wild plants flourish by the lake.

• develop rapidly and successfully: the organization has continued to flourish. • [with adverbial] (of a person) be working or at the height of one's career during a specified period: the caricaturist and wit who flourished in the early years of the 20th century.

• (of a person) wave (something) around to attract the attention of others: "Happy New Year!" he yelled, flourishing a bottle. • n. 1 a bold or extravagant gesture or action, made esp. to attract the attention of others: with a flourish, she ushered them inside.

• an instance of suddenly performing or developing in an impressively successful way: the Bulldogs produced a late second-half flourish.

• an elaborate rhetorical or literary expression. • an ornamental flowing curve in handwriting or scrollwork: spiky gothic letters with an emphatic flourish beneath them. 2 a fanfare played by brass instruments: a flourish of trumpets.

• an ornate musical passage. • an improvised addition played esp. at the beginning or end of a composition.

derivatives: flourish-er n.

flout | flôt | v. [trans.] openly disregard (a rule, law or convention): these same companies still flout basic ethical practices.

• [intrans.] mock; scoff: the women pointed and flouted at her.

usage: Flout and flaut do not have the same meaning: see usage at flaunt.

fluctuate | flôk-chu-ät | v. rise and fall irregularly in number or amount: trade with other countries tends to fluctuate from year to year. • [as adj.] (fluctuating) a fluctuating level of demand.

derivatives: fluctuation | flôk-chu-a-shon | n.

fluent | flôont | adj. (of a person) able to express oneself easily and articulate: a fluent speaker and writer on technical subjects.

• (of a person) able to speak or write a particular foreign language easily and accurately: she became fluent in French and German.

• (of a foreign language) spoken accurately and with facility: he spoke fluent Spanish. • (of speech, language, movement, or style) smoothly graceful and easy: his style of play was fast and fluent. • able to flow freely; fluid: a fluent discharge from the nose.

derivatives: fluency n. fluently adv.

flume | flôom | n. a deep narrow channel or ravine with a stream running through it.

• an artificial channel conveying water, typically used for transporting logs or timber. • a water chute ride at an amusement park.

flummery | flôm're | n. (pl. -ies) 1 empty compliments; nonsense: she hated the flummery of public relations. 2 a sweet dish, typically made with beaten eggs, sugar, and flavorings.

flummox | flôm'ks | v. [trans.] (usu. be flummoxed) perplex (someone) greatly; bewildered: he was completely flummoxed by the question.

flunky | flông'kî | (also flunky) n. (pl. -ies or -eys) a person who performs relatively menial tasks for someone else, esp. obsequiously.

derivatives: flunkiness | -kî-nis | n.

fluorescence | flô-(ə)res'ans; flôr-es'ans | n. the visible or invisible radiation produced from certain substances as a result of incident radiation of a shorter wavelength such as X-rays or ultraviolet light.

• the property of absorbing light of short wavelength and emitting light of longer wavelength.

derivatives: fluorescence | flôres'scend | v. fluorescing | flôres'scent | adj. (of a substance) having or showing fluorescence: a fluorescent dye.

• containing a fluorescent tube, which radiates
light when phosphor on its inside surface is made to fluoresce by ultraviolet radiation from mercury vapor: fluorescent lighting. Cf. INCANDESCENT.  •  vividly colorful: a fluorescent T-shirt.  •  n. a fluorescent tube or lamp.

fluting | flouting | • n. (in architecture and design) a groove or series of grooves forming a surface decoration: a hollow stem with vertical flutings; pieces decorated with fluting.

fluvial | flouveal | • adj. of or found in a river. Cf. RIPIANAR

flux | flaks | • n. 1 the action or process of flowing or flowing out: the flux of people entering and leaving the theater.

■ an abnormal discharge of blood or other matter from or within the body.  • (usu. the flux) diarrhea or dysentery. 2 continuous change: the whole political system is in a state of flux. 3 (in physics) the rate of flow of a fluid, radiant energy, or particles striking an area.

■ the amount of radiation or particles striking on an area in a given time.  • the total electric or magnetic field passing through a surface. 4 a substance mixed with a solid to lower its melting point, used esp. in soldering and brazing metals or to promote vitrification in glass or ceramics.

■ a substance added to a furnace during metal smelting or glassmaking that combines with impurities to form slag.  • v. [trans.] treat (a metal object) with a flux to promote melting.

fogey | foégé | (also foagy) | • n. (pl. -eys or -eis) a person, typically an old one, who is considered to be old-fashioned or conservative in attitude or tastes: a bunch of old foegys.

derivatives: fogey-dom | -dom | n. fo-gey-ish adj. foegyism | -izm | n.

foible | foibal | • n. 1 a minor weakness or eccentricity in someone's character: they have to tolerate each other's little foibles. 2 the weaker part of a fencing sword blade, from the middle to the point. Compare with FORTE3, sense 2.

foldeur | fów’dár | • n. coolness or reserve between people.

foil | foil | • v. [trans.] prevent (something considered wrong or undesirable) from succeeding; a brave policewoman foiled the robbery.

■ frustrate the efforts or plans of: Errol Flynn is a dashing Mountie foiling Nazi agents.

foil2 | foil | • n. 1 metal hammered or rolled into a thin flexible sheet, used chiefly for covering or wrapping food: aluminum foil. 2 a person or thing that contrasts with and so emphasizes and enhances the qualities of another: the earthy taste of grilled vegetables is a perfect foil for the tart bite of creamy goat cheese.

■ a thin leaf of metal placed under a precarious stone to increase its brilliance.

foil3 | • n. a light fencing sword without cutting edges and with a blunt point.

■ the sport of fencing with a foil: in épée and foil, his must be made with the point.

derivatives: foil-ist | -ist | n.

foist | foist | • v. [trans.] (foist someone/something on) impose an unwelcome or unnecessary person or thing on: don't let anyone foist inferior goods on you.

foist (foist someone/something into) introduce someone or something surreptitiously or unwarrantably into: he attempted to foist a new delegate into the conference.

foliate | foliate | • adj. [foliēt; -ät] decorated with leaves or leaflike motifs: foliate scrolls.  • v. [foliēt, -ät] 1 decorate with leaves or leaflike motifs: the dome is to be foliated. 2 number the leaves of (a book) rather than the pages.

folijio | folē, jō | • n. (pl. -os) an individual leaf of paper or parchment, numbered on the recto or front side only, occurring either loose as one of a series or forming part of a bound volume.

■ the leaf number or page number in a printed book.  • a sheet of paper folded once to form two leaves (four pages) of a book.  • a size of book made up of such sheets: copies in folio.

■ a book or manuscript made up of sheets of paper folded in such a way; a volume of the largest standard size: old vellum-bound folios [as adj.] a folio volume.

foment | fōment | • v. [trans.] instigate or stir up (an undesirable or violent sentiment or course of action): they accused him of fomenting political unrest.

derivatives: foment-er n.

footprint | foot-print | • n. (in figurative use) the area covered by something, in particular:

■ the area in which a broadcast signal from a particular source can be received.  • the space taken up on a surface by a piece of computer hardware.  • the area beneath an aircraft or a land vehicle that is affected by its noise or weight.  • the area taken up by the ground level of a building.

foray | for-a; for-ä | • n. a sudden attack or incursion, esp. into enemy territory, to obtain something: a raid: the garrison made a foray against Richard's camp | he made another foray to the bar.

■ an attempt to become involved in a new activity or sphere: my first foray into journalism.  • v. [no obj.] with adverbial of direction make or go on a foray: the place into which they were forbidden to foray.

derivatives: forayer n.

forbearance | för-bærans; för- | • n. patient self-control; restraint and tolerance: forbearance from taking action.

■ the action of refraining (forbearing) from exercising a legal right, esp. enforcing the payment of a debt.

forcible | for-sibal | • adj. done by force: sign of forcible entry.

■ vigorous and strong; forceful: they could only be deterred by forcible appeals.

derivatives: forcibly | -ble | adv.

foreboding | för-bodîng | • n. fearful apprehension; a feeling that something bad will happen: with a sense of foreboding she read the note.  • adj. implying or seeming to imply that something bad is going to happen: when the doctor spoke, his voice was dark and foreboding.

derivatives: forebodingly | adv.
forecastle | 'fo:ksl; 'for,kasl| (also fo'c's'lë) • n. the forward part of a ship below the deck, traditionally used as the crew’s living quarters. □ a raised deck at the front of a ship.  
forensic | [fo'rensik; -sk] • adj. of, relating to, or denoting the application of scientific methods and techniques to the investigation of crime: a forensic psychologist | forensic evidence. □ of or relating to courts of law. • n. (forensics) scientific tests or techniques used in connection with the detection of crime. Derivatives: forensically | -(-s)le| adv. foreclosures | [fo'reBlər] • v. [trans.] portray or show (an object or view) as closer than it is or as having less height or distance, as an effect of perspective or the angle of vision: seen from the road, the mountain is greatly forestalled. □ prematurely or dramatically shorten or reduce (something) in time or scale: [as adj.] (forestalled) forestalled careers. foreskin | ['for,skīn] • n. the retractable roll of skin covering the end of the (uncircumcised) penis. Also called PREPUCE.  
foreword | ['for,word] • n. a short introduction to a book, typically by a person other than the author. Cf. PREFACE.  
forefeit | ['forfet] • v. (forefeited, forfeiting | ['fōr'i:ting] [trans.] lose or be deprived of (property or a right or privilege) as a penalty for wrongdoing: those unable to meet their taxes were liable to forfeit their property. Cf. WAIVE, CONFISCATE. □ lose or give up (something) as a necessary consequence of something else: she didn’t mind forfeiting an extra hour in bed to get up and clean the stables. • n. a fine or penalty for wrongdoing or for a breach of the rules in a club or game. □ The loss of a game owing to breach of the rules, failure to field a team, or the like. □ an item of property or a right or privilege lost as a legal penalty. □ the action of forfeiting something. • adj. [predic.] lost or surrendered as a penalty for wrongdoing or neglect: the lands he had acquired were automatically forfeit. Derivatives: forfeitable | ['fōr'i:diبل] adj. forfeit • v. n. forfeit. forgery | ['fôrjə] • n. (pl. -ies) the action of producing a copy of a document, signature, banknote, or work of art with the intention of profiting by presenting it as genuine. Cf. COUNTERFEIT □ a document, signature, banknote, or work of art produced in this way. Derivatives: forge v. forger n.  
formalism | ['fôr'malizəm] • n. 1 excessive adherence to prescribed forms: academic dryness and formalism. □ the use of forms of worship without regard to inner significance. □ the basing of ethics on the form of the moral law without regard to intention or consequences. □ concern or excessive concern with form and technique rather than content in artistic creation. □ (in the theater) a symbolic and stylized manner of production. □ the treatment of mathematics as a manipulation of meaningless symbols. 2 a description of something in formal mathematical or logical terms. Derivatives: formalist n. formalistic | -(s)tic| adj. formality | ['fôr'maliteit] • n. (pl. -ies) the rigid observance of rules of convention or etiquette: the formality of his social background inhibited him. □ stiffness of behavior or style: with disconcerting formality the brothers shook hands. □ (usu. formalities) a thing that is done simply to comply with requirements of etiquette, regulations, or custom: legal formalities. Cf. PROTOCOL. □ (a formality) something that is done as a matter of course and without question; an inevitability: her saying no was just a formality, and both of them knew it. formication | [fôrmi'keiʃən] • n. a sensation like insects crawling over the skin. formidably | ['fôrmidəbli] -(-bli) | adv. formidability | ['fôrmidəbility] • n. the quality of being formidable; something that is capable of being formidable, and therefore difficult to take on. formidably | -(-bli)| adv. formidably | -(-bli)| adj.  
formulate | [fôr'myə'laık] • adj. constituting or containing a verbal formula or set form of words: a formulaic greeting. □ produced in accordance with a slavishly followed rule or style; predictable: much romantic fiction is stylized, formulaic, and unrealistic. Derivatives: formulatic | -(s)le| adv. formulate | ['fôrni,kat] • v. [intr. trans.] have sexual intercourse with someone one is not married to. Derivatives: formulation | [fôrni'keiʃən] n. formicator | ['kətə] n.  
forswear | ['fôrswər] • v. (past forswore | ['swər] ; pastpart. forsworn | ['swɔrn] [trans.] agree to give up or do without (something): he would never forswear the religion of his people. □ (forswear oneself be forsworn) swear falsely: I swore that I would lead us safely home and I do not mean to be forsworn. forte | ['fôrt, tɔ; fôrt] • n. 1 [in sing.] a thing at which someone excels: small talk was not his forte. 2 the stronger part of a fencing sword blade, from the hilt to the middle. Compare with FOIBLE.  
forte | ['fôrt, tə] • adv. & adj. (in music, esp. as a direction) loud or loudly. • n. a passage performed or marked to be performed loudly. forthcoming | ['fôrθkaməŋ] • n. 1 planned for or about to happen in the near future: the forthcoming Broadway season. 2 [predic.] often with negative] (of something required) ready or made available when wanted or needed: financial support was not forthcoming. □ (of a person) willing to divulge information: their daughter had never been forthcoming about her time in Europe. Derivatives: forthcomingness n. forthwith | ['fôrθwð] • adv. (esp. in official
use) immediately; without delay: we undertake to pay forthwith the money required.

**fortitude** ['fo:tə, toud] • n. courage in pain or adversity: she endured her illness with great fortitude.

**fortuitous** ['fɔ:tuətəs] • adj. happening by accident or chance rather than design: the similarity between the paintings may not be simply fortuitous.

- happening by a lucky chance; fortunate: from a cash standpoint, the company's timing is fortuitous. See usage below.

**DERIVATIVES:** fortuitously adv. fortuitousness n.

**USAGE:** The traditional, etymological meaning of fortuitous is 'happening by chance': a fortuitous meeting is a chance meeting, which might turn out to be either a good thing or a bad thing. In modern usage, however, fortuitous tends to be often used to refer only to fortunate outcomes, and the word is regarded by many as a synonym for 'lucky' or 'fortunate.'

**founder** • v. [no obj., with adverbial] (of a ship) fill with water and sink: six drown when the yacht founderd off the Florida coast.

- (of a plan or undertaking) fail or break down, typically as a result of a particular problem or setback: the talks founderd on the issue of reform. • (of a horse or its rider) stumble or fall from exhaustion, lameness, or because of uneven or boggy ground.

**USAGE:** It is easy to confuse the words founder and flounder, not only because they sound similar but also because the contexts in which they are used tend to overlap. Founder means, in its general and extended use, 'fail or come to nothing; sink out of sight' as in the plan foundered because of lack of organizational backing. Flounder, on the other hand, means 'struggle; move clumsily; be in a state of confusion,' as in new recruits floundering in their first week.

**foundling** ['fəundlɪŋ] • n. an infant that has been abandoned by its parents and is discovered and cared for by others. Cf. change-l

**foyer** ['fɔ:ər; 'fo:jər] • n. an entrance hall or other open area in a building used by the public, esp. a hotel or theater.

- an entrance hall in a house or apartment.

**fracas** ['frækəs; 'fɾækəs] • n. (pl. fracases) a noisy disturbance or quarrel.

**fraçious** ['fræʃəs] • adj. easily irritated; bad-tempered: they fight and squabble like fractious children.

- (of an organization) difficult to control; unruly: the fractious coalition of populists.

**DERIVATIVES:** fractiously adv. fractiousness n.

**frailty** ['fɾeitə] • n. (pl. -ies) the condition of being weak and delicate: the increasing frailty of old age.

- weakness in character or morals: all drama begins with human frailty.

**franchise** ['fræn,tʃɪz] • n. 1 an autorization granted by a government or company to an individual or group enabling them to carry out specified commercial activities, for example, providing a broadcasting service or acting as a dealer in a company's products.

- a business or service given such authorization to operate. • an authorization, given by a league, to own a sports team. • a professional sports team. • a franchise player) a star player on a team, usually regarded as the most important. 2 (usu. the franchise) the right to vote.

- the rights of citizenship. • v. [trans.] grant a franchise to (an individual or group).

- grant a franchise for the sale of (goods) or the operation of (a service): all the catering was franchised out. Cf. enfranchise

**DERIVATIVES:** franchisable adj. franchiseable adj. franchiseability n. franchisee |, fræn, 'chɪzi | n. franchisee | , fræn, 'chɪzə | n. franchisor | n. franchisee

**Francisian** ['frænsisən] • n. a friar, sister, or lay member of a Christian religious order, originally mendicant, founded in 1209 by St. Francis of Assisi or based on its rule, and noted for its preachers, teachers, and missionaries. • adj. of, relating to, or denoting St. Francis or the Francisians.

**francophone** ['fræn,pəʊ|'] (also Francophone) • adj. French-speaking: a summit of francophone countries | Ontario's francophone minority. • n. a person who speaks French.

**frangipable** ['fræŋdʒɪbəl] • adj. able to be broken; fragile; brittle.

**frappe** ['fræpə] • adj. [postpositive] (of a drink) iced or chilled: a crème de menthe frappé. • n. a drink served with ice or frozen to a slushy consistency.

- (usu. frappe) [frap] (chiefly in New England) a milkshake, esp. one made with ice cream.

**fraternize** ['frætərzaɪz] • v. [intr.] associate or form a friendship with someone, esp. when one is not supposed to: fraternizing with the enemy.

**DERIVATIVES:** fraternizer n. fraternization n. fraternize

**fraticide** ['frætrə,sɪdə] • n. the killing of one's brother or sister. The killing of one's sister is, less commonly, also called sororicide.

- a person who kills his or her brother or sister. • the accidental killing of one's own forces in war.

**DERIVATIVES:** fraticidal adj.

**fraud** ['frɔ:d] • n. wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain: he was convicted of fraud | prosecutions for social security frauds.

- a person or thing intended to deceive others, typically by unjustifiably claiming or being credited with accomplishments or qualities: mediums exposed as tricksters and frauds.

**fraudulent** ['frəʊdələnt] • adj. obtained, done by, or involving deception, esp. criminal deception: fraudulent copying of the company's software.

- unjustifiably claiming or being credited with particular accomplishments or qualities: he unmasked fraudulent psychics.
fraught

derivatives: fraudulence n., fraughtly adv.

fraught | frōt | * adj. 1 [predic.] (fraught with) (of a situation or course of action) filled with or destined to result in (something undesirably): marketing any new product is fraught with danger. 2 causing or affected by great anxiety or stress: a fraught silence if she sounded a bit fraught.

freak | frēk | * n. 1 a very unusual and unexpected event or situation: the accident was a total freak | as adj. a freak storm.

(also freak of nature) a person, animal, or plant with an unusual physical abnormality. | a person regarded as strange because of unusual appearance or behavior. | [with adj.] a person who is obsessed with or unusually enthusiastic about a specified interest: a fitness freak.

(fus. with adj.) a person addicted to a drug of a particular kind: the terms were cocaine freaks. | an unconventional person, esp. a hippie: a community of late-sixties freaks.

2 a sudden arbitrary change of mind; a whim: follow this way or that, as the freak takes you. | v. 1 [intrs. react or behave in a wild and irrational way, typically because of the effects of extreme emotion, mental illness, or drugs: I could have freaked out and started smashing the place up.

(fus) cause to act in such a way: he freaks guest stars out on show day. | [fus.] flicker or flicker randomly: the white pane and the panary freaked with jet.

freebase | 'frē,bsē | (also freebase cocaine) n. cocaine that has been converted from its salt to its base form by heating with ether or boiling with sodium bicarbonate, taken by inhaling the fumes or smoking the residue. | v. [fus.] prepare or take (cocaine) in such a way.

freebooter | 'frē,ˈbōtər | n. a pirate or lawless adventurer.

derivatives: freeboot | 'frē,ˈbōt | v.

freehold | 'frē,ˌho ld | n. permanent and absolute tenure of land or property with freedom to dispose of it at will. Often contrasted with leasehold, tenure under the terms of a lease.

(the freehold) the ownership of a piece of land or property by such tenure. a piece of land or property held by such tenure. | adj. held by or having the status of freehold.

derivatives: freeholder n.

free market • n. an economic system in which prices are determined by unrestricted competition between privately owned businesses.

derivatives: freemarketeer (also free-marketeer) n.

usage: The free market is often spoken of as 'free' from the effects of government action, but speakers refer chiefly to regulations and other controls on private action. Few freemarket advocates would, for instance, do away with laws protecting copyrights or trademarks.

Freemasonry | 'frēˌmāsənər | • n. 1 the system and institutions of the Freemasons, a worldwide secret society of men dedicated to mutual support and the promotion of brotherly love. 2 instinctive sympathy or fellow feeling between people with something in common: the unshakable Freemasonry of actors in a crisis.

frenetic | 'frēnətık | * adj. fast and energetic in a wild and uncontrolled way: a frenetic pace of activity.


frequentative | 'frēˌkwəntətiv | * adj. (of a verb or verbal form) expressing frequent repetition or intensity of action. | n. a verb or verbal form of this type, e.g., chatter in English.

fresco | 'freskō | • n. (pl. -oes or -os) a painting done rapidly in watercolor on wet plaster on a wall or ceiling, so that the colors penetrate the plaster and become fixed as it dries.

this method of painting, used esp. in Roman times and by the masters of the Italian Renaissance. | v. [trans.] paint in fresco; four scenes had been frescoed on the wall | [as adj.] frescoed ceilings.

freshet | 'frēsæt | n. the flood of a river from heavy rain or melted snow.

a rush of fresh water flowing into the sea.

Freudian | 'frōdēən | * adj. relating to or influenced by Sigmund Freud and his methods of psychoanalysis, esp. with reference to the importance of sexuality in human behavior.

susceptible to analysis in terms of unconscious desires: he wasn't sure whether his passion for water power had some deep Freudian significance. | n. a follower of Freud or his methods.

derivatives: Freudianism | -ˌpizəm | n.

frigable | 'frigəbəl | * adj. easily crumpled: the soil was frigable between her fingers.

derivatives: frigability, frigabilite | 'frigəbilət | n.

frigability n.

friger | 'frigər | • n. a member of any of certain religious orders of men, esp. the four originally mendicant Roman Catholic orders (Augustinians, Carmelites, Dominicans, and Franciscans).

fricative | 'frikətiv | * adj. denoting a type of consonant made by the friction of breath in a narrow opening, producing a turbulent air flow. | n. a consonant made in this way, e.g., f and th. Cf. plosive

friction | 'frikʃən | n. the resistance that one surface or object encounters when moving over another: a lubrication system that reduces friction.

the action of one surface or object rubbing against another: the friction of braking. | conflict or animosity caused by a clash of wills, temperaments, or opinions: friction between father and son.

derivatives: frictionless adj.

frieze | frēz | • n. a broad horizontal band of sculpted or painted decoration, esp. on a wall near the ceiling.
frigid | 'frijid | • adj. very cold in temperature: frigid water.
| (esp. of a woman) unable or unwilling to be sexually aroused and responsive. • showing no friendliness or enthusiasm; stiff or formal in behavior or style: Henrietta looked back with a frigid calm.

derivatives: frigid-i-ty | 'frijid-i-ti | n.
frigidity adv. frigidity n.
frisperry | 'frijperi | • n. (pl. -ies) showy or unnecessary ornament in architecture, dress, or language.
| a tawdry or frivolous thing.
frisson | 'fre'son | • n. a sudden strong feeling of excitement or fear; a thrill: a frisson of excitement.
frivolous | 'frivalas | • adj. not having any serious basis, purpose, or value; rules to stop frivolous lawsuits.
| (of a person) carefree and not serious.
derivatives: frivol-i-ty | 'frivali-ti | n.
frivolously adv. frivolousness n.
froutage | 'frutazh | • n. 1. the technique or process of taking a rubbing from an uneven surface to form the basis of a work of art.
2. a way of work introduced in this way. 2 the practice of touching or rubbing against the clothed body of another person in a crowd as a means of obtaining sexual gratification.
derivatives: frouteur | '-tor | n. (pl. same) (in sense 2). frouteurism | '-tor-izam | n. (in sense 2).
froutfrou | 'froufrou | (also frout-frou) | • n. a rustling noise made by someone walking in a dress.
frills or other ornamentation, particularly of women's clothes: [as adj.] a little froutfrou skirt.
froutward | 'frouwarid | • adj. (of a person) difficult to deal with; contrary.
derivatives: froutward-ly adv. froutward-ness n.
frouty | 'frouzhe | (also frousy) • adj. (frouzier, frouziest) scrufty and neglected in appearance.
| dingy and stuffy: a frouzy nightclub.
derivatives: frouzy-ness | '-zenis | n.
fructify | 'frakta-fl | • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] make (something) fruitful or productive.
| [intrans.] bear fruit or become productive.
derivatives: fructiferous adj.
fructuous | 'fraktewis |; frouK- | • adj. full of or producing a great deal of fruit.
frugal | 'frougal | • adj. sparing or economical with regard to money or food: he led a remarkably frugal existence.
| simple and plain and costing little: a frugal meal.
derivatives: frugal-i-ty | 'frougal-i-ti | n.
frugally adv. frugality n.
fruitarian | 'frou-teren | • n. a person who eats only fruit.: (as adj.) a fruitarian diet.
derivatives: fruitarian-i-ty | '-izam | n.
fruition | 'frouishen | • n. 1. the point at which a plan or project is realized: the plans have come to fruition sooner than expected.
| [in sing.] the realization of a plan or project: the fruition of years of research. 2 the state or action of producing fruit.
frustrate | • v. 'frars, trat | [trans.] prevent (a plan or attempted action) from progressing, succeeding, or being fulfilled: his attempt to frustrate the merger.
| prevent (someone) from doing or achieving something: an increasingly popular way to frustrate car thieves. • cause (someone) to feel upset or annoyed, typically as a result of being unable to change or achieve something: [as adj.] (frustrating) it can be very frustrating to find that the size you want isn't there. • adj. archaic frustrated.
derivatives: frustra-ter n. frustrating-ly adv. [as submodifier] progress turned out to be frustratingly slow. frustration n.
fugacious | 'fyoo-gasstes | • adj. tending to disappear; fleeting: the fugacious years of youth.
derivatives: fugaciously adv. fugaciousness n.
fugue | 'fyooj | • n. 1. a musical contrapuntal composition in counterpart in which a short melody or phrase (the subject) is introduced by one part and successively taken up by others and developed by interweaving the parts.
2. (in psychiatry) a state or period of loss of awareness of one's identity, often coupled with flight from one's usual environment, associated with certain forms of hysteria and epilepsy.
derivatives: fugal adj. fugu-rist | 'fyoo-rist | n.
fuhrer | 'fyooor | (also fuhrer) • n. a (ruthless or tyrannical) leader.
fulcrum | 'foorkram; 'foul- | • n. (pl. fulcra or fulcrums) the point on which a lever rests or is supported.
| a thing that plays a central or essential role in an activity, event, or situation: research is the fulcrum of the university community.
fulguration | 'foog(y)or yanstesn | • n. 1. (in medicine) the therapeutic destruction of some small growths or areas of tissue using direct application of heat. 2 a flash like that of lightning.
derivatives: fulgurant | 'foog(y)ar- | adj. (in sense 2). fulgurate | 'foog(y)ar-t | • v. (in sense 2). fulgurous | 'foog(y)or-as | adj. (in sense 2).
fuliginous | 'fyoo-ligenas | • adj. sooty; dusky: the hut's fuliginous interior.
| full | 'fiul | • v. [trans.] [often as n.] (fulling) clean, shrink, and felt (cloth) by heat, pressure, and moisture.
derivatives: fuller n.
fulminant | 'foolumanat; 'foul- | • adj. (of a disease or symptom) severe and sudden in onset.
fulminate | 'foolumate; 'foul- | • v. [intrans.] express vehement protest: they fulminated against the new curriculum.
| explode violently or flash like lightning: thunderfulminated around the house. • usu. as
fulsome

|adj.| (fulminating) (of a disease or symptom) develop suddenly and severely: fulminating appendicitis.

 DERIVATIVES: fulmination n. fulminator n. fulminatory adj.

fulsome |ˈfʊlsəm| • adj. 1 complimentary or flattering to an excessive degree: they are almost embarrassingly fulsome in their appreciation. 2 of large size or quantity; generous or abundant: a fulsome harvest.

 DERIVATIVES: fulsome|ly adv. fulsome|ness n.

 USAGE: The earliest recorded use of fulsome, in the 13th century, had the meaning 'abundant,' but in modern use this is held by many to be incorrect. The correct current meaning is 'disgusting because overdone; excessive.' The word is still often used to mean 'abundant; copious,' but this use can give rise to ambiguity: the possibility that while for one speaker fulsome praise will be a genuine compliment, for others it will be interpreted as an insult.

fulvous |ˈfʊlvəs| • adj. reddish yellow; tawny.

fungigate |ˈfʊŋɡəɡet| • v. [trans.] apply the fumes of certain chemicals to (an area) to disinfect it or to rid it of vermin.

 DERIVATIVES: fungigant |ˈfʊŋɡɪɡənt| n. fungigation |ˈfʊŋɡɪɡeɪʃən| n. fungigator |ˈfʊŋɡɪɡətər| • n. a tightening walker.

functionalist |ˈfʌŋkʃənəlist| • n. belief in or stress on the practical application of a thing, in particular:

• (in the arts) the doctrine that the design of an object should be determined solely by its function, rather than by aesthetic considerations, and that anything practically designed will be inherently beautiful.
• (in the social sciences) the theory that all aspects of a society serve a function and are necessary for the survival of that society.
• (in the philosophy of mind) the theory that mental states can be sufficiently defined by their cause, their effect on other mental states, and their effect on behavior.

 DERIVATIVES: functionalist n. & adj.

fundamentalism |ˈfʌndəməntlɪzəm| • n. a form of Protestant Christianity that upholds belief in the strict and literal interpretation of the Bible, including its narratives, doctrines, prophecies, and moral laws.

• strict maintenance of ancient or fundamental doctrines of any religion or ideology, notably Islam.

 DERIVATIVES: fundamentalist n. & adj.

funerary |ˈfjuːnərəri| • adj. relating to a funeral or the commemoration of the dead: funerary ceremonies.

fune|real |ˈfjuːnəˈrɛl| • adj. having the mournful, somber character appropriate to a funeral: Lincoln’s funereal gloominess was legendary.

 DERIVATIVES: funere|ably adv.

fungible |ˈfʌŋɡəbəl| • adj. (esp. of goods contracted for without an individual specimen being specified) able to replace or be replaced by another identical item; mutually interchangeable.

 DERIVATIVES: fungibility |ˈfʌŋɡəˈbɪlətɪ| n.

fungicidal |ˈfʊŋɡɪˌkədəl| • adj. 1 (of a railway, esp. one on a mountainside) operating by cable with ascending and descending cars counterbalanced. 2 of or relating to a rope or its tension. • n. a railway operating in such a way.

fungus |ˈfʊŋɡəs| • n. 1 (also blue fungus) in [sing.] an estate of depression: I sat absorbed in my own blue fungus.

• a state of great fear or panic: are you in a funk about running out of things to say? 2 chiefly Brit. a coward. • v. [trans.] chiefly Brit. avoid (a task or thing) out of fear: I could have seen him this morning but I funkied it.

funky |ˈfʌŋkki| • adj. (funkier, funkiest) informal 1 (of music) having or using a strong dance rhythm, in particular that of funk: some excellent funky beats.

• (of jazz music) incorporating earthy, bluesy elements. • modern and stylish in an unconventional or earthy way: she likes wearing funky clothes. 2 strongly musty: cooked greens make the kitchen smell really funky.

 DERIVATIVES: funkily |ˈfʌŋkli| adv. funkiness |ˈfʌŋkɪnəs| n.

fur|below |ˈfɜːrbaˌləʊ| • n. a gathered strip or pleated border of a skirt or petticoat.

• (fur|below)s showy ornaments or trimmings: frills and fur|below)s just made her look stupid. • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (fur|below)ed adorn with trimmings.

fur|lo|ugh |ˈfɜːrlɔː| • n. leave of absence, esp. that granted to a member of the armed services: a six-week fur|lough in Guam.

• a temporary release of a convict from prison: after three years they were allowed weekend fur|loughs. 2 a layoff, esp. a temporary one, from a place of employment. • v. [trans.] grant such leave of absence to.

• lay off (workers), esp. temporarily: President Reagan fur|loughed “nonessential” employees | [as adj.] (fur|loughed) factories are apt to recall some fur|loughed workers.

furor |ˈfʊrər|ˌɔr;ˈfʊrər| • (also chiefly Brit. fur|re) • n. [sing.] an outbreak of public anger or excitement: the article raised a furor among mathematicians.

• a phase of enthusiastic admiration; a craze.

furtive |ˈfɜːrətɪv| • adj. attempting to avoid notice or attention, typically because of guilt or
a belief that discovery would lead to trouble; secretive: they spent a futile day together | he stole a furtive glance.
- suggestive of guilty nervousness: the look in his eyes became furtive.

DERIVATIVES:  
- furtively adv. furtiveness n.

fus'cous | 'fæskəs | • adj. dark and somber in color.

fus'ealgae | 'fyōzɡæ,ˌlæz̩-'zə- | • n. the main body of an aircraft.

fus'il'adé | 'fyōzəˌläd,ˌlæd | • n. a series, as of shots fired or missiles thrown all at the same time or in quick succession: marchers had to dodge a fusillade of missiles | a fusillade of accusations.

fusion | 'fyōzʃən | • n. the process or result of joining or more things together to form a single entity: a fusion of an idea from anthropology and an idea from psychology | malformation or fusion of the three bones in the middle ear.
- Physics (also nuclear fusion) a nuclear reaction in which atomic nuclei of low atomic number fuse to form a heavier nucleus with the release of energy. ■ The union of atomic nuclei to form a heavier nucleus as a source of energy. Cf. FISSION ■ the process of causing a material or object to melt with intense heat, esp. so as to join with another: the fusion of resin and glass fiber in the molding process.
- music that is a mixture of different styles, esp. jazz and rock.

DERIVATIVES:  
- fusional | -'zhenl | adj.

fustian | 'fəʃən | • n. 1 thick, durable twilled cloth with a short nap, usually dyed in dark colors. 2 pompous or pretentious speech or writing: a smoke screen of fustian and fantasy.

Gg

Gab'a'dine | 'gæbə,drən | (chiefly Brit. also gaberdine) • n. a smooth, durable twill-woven cloth, typically of worsted or cotton.
- Brit. a raincoat made of such cloth. ■ (usu. gaberdine) a loose long upper garment, worn particularly by Jewish men.

Gable | 'gæbl | • n. the part of a wall that encloses the end of a pitched roof.
- (also gable end) a wall topped with a gable.
- a gable-shaped canopy over a window or door. Cf. DORMER.

DERIVATIVES:  
- gabled adj.

Gad'fly | 'gædˌflı | • n. (pl. -flies) an annoying person, esp. one who provokes others into action by criticism.

Gaffe | 'gaef | • n. an unintentional act or remark causing embarrassment to its origina-
tor; a blunder: an unforgivable social gaffe. Cf. FAUX PAS.

Gage 1 | gaj | archaic • n. a valued object deposited as a guarantee of good faith.
- a pledge, esp. a glove, thrown down as a symbol of a challenge to fight. Cf. GAUNTLET 1.
- v. [trans.] offer (a thing or one's life) as a guarantee of good faith.

Gage 2 • n. & v. variant spelling of GAUGE.

Gain'say | 'gænˌsa; 'gænˌsa | • v. (past and past part. -said | '-sed; '-shed) [trans.] with negative] deny or contradict (a fact or statement): the impact of the railroad cannot be gainsaid.
- speak against or oppose (someone).

DERIVATIVES: gainsayer n.

Gait | gat | • n. a person's manner of walking: the easy gait of an athlete.
Galahad    186    gamut

- the paces of an animal, esp. a horse or dog.
  • v. [intrs.] (of a dog or horse) walk in a trained gait, as at a show: the dogs are gaiting in a circle.


Galahad    |gələˈhæd| • n. (also Sir Galahad) the noblest of King Arthur’s legendary knights; renowned for immaculate purity and destined to find the Holy Grail.

- a man characterized by nobility; courtesy, integrity, etc.

galaxy    |ˈgæləsē| • n. (pl. -ies) a system of millions or billions of stars, together with gas and dust, held together by gravitational attraction.

- (the Galaxy) the galaxy of which our solar system is a part; the Milky Way. A large or impressive group of people or things: a galaxy of young talent.

DERIVATIVES: galactic adj.

galère    |gəˈlɛr| • n. a (usu. undesirable) group or coterie of the repulsive galère of Lolita’s admirers.

gall    |gəl| • n. 1 bold, impudent behavior: the bank had the gall to demand a fee. 2 the contents of the gallbladder; bile (proverbial for its bitterness).

- an animal’s gallbladder. • used to refer to something bitter or cruel: accept life’s gall without blaming somebody else.

- as adj. denoting insects or mites that produce such growths: gall flies.

gallantry    |ˌgæləntrɪ| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 courageous behavior, esp. in battle: a medal awarded for outstanding gallantry during the raid. 2 polite attention or respect given by men (sometimes called galls) to women.

- (gallantries) actions or words used when paying such attention.

galleon    |ˈgælən; ˈgælən| • n. a sailing ship in use (esp. by Spain) from the 15th through 17th centuries, originally as a warship, later for trade. Galleons were mainly square-rigged and usually had three or more decks and masts.

galliard    |ˈgæliərd| • n. a lively dance of former times in triple time for two people, involving complicated turns and steps.

- a (typically) French characteristic, custom, or outlook.

galiamento    |ˈɡɛləˌmeɪʃən| • n. a French expression, esp. one adopted by speakers of another language.

- a dish made from diced or minced meat, esp. a hash or ragout.

gallivant    |ˈgæləˌvænt| • v. [no obj., with adverbial] go around from one place to another in the pursuit of pleasure or entertainment: she quit her job to go gallivanting around the globe.

- relating to or involving electric currents produced by chemical action. 2 sudden and dramatic: hurry with awkward gallivancious strides.

DERIVATIVES: galvanically |ˌɡælvəˈnɪkəl| -ic adj.

galvanize    |ˈɡælvəˌnaɪz| • v. [trans.] 1 shock or excite (someone), typically into taking action: the urgency of his voice galvanized them into action. 2 [often as adj.] (galvanized) coat (iron or steel) with a protective layer of zinc; an old galvanized bucket.

- a voice or instrument.

DERIVATIVES: galvanization |ˌɡælˈvaˌnɪzaʃən| , galvani ‘iza*| n. galvanizer.

gamboled    |ˈɡæmbəld| • v. (gamboled, gamboaling; Brit. gamboled, gambolling) to run or jump about playfully: the mare gamboled toward Connie.

- in (chess) an opening in which a player makes a sacrifice, typically of a pawn, for the sake of some compensating advantage.

- a device, action, or opening remark, typically one entailing a degree of risk, that is calculated to gain an advantage: his resignation was a tactical gambit.

- (gamboled) run or jump about playfully: the mare gamboled toward Connie.

gambrrel    |ˈɡæmbrəl| (also gambrel roof) • n. a roof with two sides, each of which has a shallower slope above a steeper one.

- a hip roof with a small gable forming the upper part of each end. Cf. MANSARD

gamete    |ˈɡæmət| • n. a mature haploid (having a single set of unpaired chromosomes) male or female germ cell that is able to unite with another of the opposite sex in sexual reproduction to form a zygote (a fertilized ovum).

DERIVATIVES: gametic |ˈɡæmətɪk| adj.

- a female street urchin. • adj. characteristic of or relating to such a girl.

gammon    |ˈɡæmən| • n. ham that has been cured or smoked like bacon.

- the bottom piece of a side of bacon, including a hind leg.

gamut    |ˈɡæmət| • n. (the gamut) 1 the complete range or scope of something: the whole gamut of human emotion. 2 a complete scale of musical notes; the compass or range of a voice or instrument.

- a scale consisting of seven overlapping sixnote scales (hexachords), containing all the recognized notes used in western medieval music, covering almost three octaves from bass G to treble E. • the lowest note in this scale.

PHRASES: run the gamut experience, dis-
gan·gli·on |'gæŋɡliːən| • n. (pl. gan·gli·ae |'gæŋɡliːə| or gan·gli·ons) 1 a structure containing a number of nerve cell bodies, typically linked by synapses, and often forming a swelling on a nerve fiber.

- a network of cells forming a nerve center in the nervous system of an invertebrate.
- a well-defined mass of gray matter within the central nervous system. 2 (in medicine) an abnormal benign swelling on a tendon sheath.

DERIVATIVES: gan·gli·o·ni·c |'gæŋɡliːənɪk| adj.

Gan·nym·ede |'ɡænə,med| • n. a legendary Trojan youth who was so beautiful that he was carried off by Zeus to be the cupbearer for the Olympic gods.

- a cupbearer.
- a boy retained for sexual purposes.

gar·bo·lo·gy |gær'bələdʒ| • n. the study of a community or culture by analyzing its waste.

DERIVATIVES: gar·bo·lo·gist |-jist| n.

gar·de·robe |'ɡær,dəbə| • n. a toilet in a medieval building.

- a wardrobe or small storeroom, esp. in a medieval building.

gar·gan·tu·an |'ɡærɡənʧəʊən| • adj. enormous: a gargantuan appetite.

gar·go·yle |'ɡærɡəyl| • n. a grotesque carved human or animal face or figure projecting from the gutter of a building, typically acting as a spout to carry water clear of a wall.

DERIVATIVES: gar·go·y•led adj.

gar·ish |'ɡærɪst| • adj. obtrusively and unpleasantly bright and showy; lurid: garish shirts in all sorts of colors.

DERIVATIVES: gar·ish•ly adv. gar•ish•ness n.

gar·ner |'ɡærnər| • v. [trans.] gather or collect (something, esp. information or approval): the police struggled to garner sufficient evidence.

- store; deposit: the crop was ready to be reaped and garnered.
- n. a storehouse; a granary.

gar·nish |'ɡærnɪst| • v. [trans.] 1 decorate or embellish (something, esp. food): salad garnished with an orange slice. 2 serve notice of seizure of (a person's) money to settle debt or claim.

- seize (money, esp. part of a person's salary) to settle a debt or claim: the IRS garnished his earnings.
- n. a decoration or embellishment for something, esp. food: the custard is served with a garnish of fresh mint.

DERIVATIVES: gar·nis•ment n.

gar·ro·te |go'rot; -'rot| (also gar·otte or ga·rot·te) • v. [trans.] kill (someone) by strangulation, typically with an iron collar or a length of wire or cord: he had been garroted with piano wire.

- n. a wire, cord, or apparatus used for such a killing.

garru·lous |'gærəlos| • adj. excessively talkative, esp. on trivial matters: Polonius is portrayed as a foolish, garrulous old man.

DERIVATIVES: garr•u•l•i•ty |'ɡɔrəˈluːti| n.

gar·ru•l•ous•ly adv. gar·ru•l•ous•ness n.

gas·co•na·de |'ɡæskəˌnɑd| • n. an extravagant boasting.

gas·ket |'ɡæskit| • n. 1 a shaped piece or ring of rubber or other material sealing the junction between two surfaces in an engine or other device. 2 a cord securing a furled sail of a sailing vessel.

PHER•ASES: blow a gasket 1 lose one's temper.
- 2 suffer a leak in a gasket of an engine.

gas•tro•nom•e |'ɡæstrəˌnɒm| • n. a gourmet.

gau•che |'ɡoʊʃ| • adj. lacking ease or grace; unsophisticated and socially awkward.

DERIVATIVES: gau•cher•ly adv. gau•che•ness n.

gau•che•rie |'ɡoʊʃərˌri| • n. awkward, embarassing, or unsophisticated ways: she had long since gotten over gaucheurries such as blushing.

gau•cho |'ɡoʊʧə| • n. (pl. -os) a cowboy of the South American plains (pampas).

gaud•y |'ɡoud̩| • adj. (gaudier, gaudiest) extravagantly bright or showy, typically so as to be tasteless: silver bows and gaudy ribbons.

DERIVATIVES: gau•di•ly |-dəli| adv. gau•di•ness n.

gauge |ɡædʒ| (also gage) • n. 1 an instrument or device for measuring the magnitude, amount, or contents of something, typically with a visual display of such information.

- a tool for checking whether something conforms to a desired dimension.
- a means of estimating something: a criterion or test: emigration is perhaps the best gauge of public unease.

2 the thickness, size, or capacity of something, esp. as a standard measure, in particular:

- the diameter of a string, fiber, tube, etc.: [as adj.] a fine 0.018-inch gauge wire.
- [in combination] a measure of the diameter of a gun barrel, or of its ammunition, expressed as the number of spherical pieces of shot of the same diameter as the barrel that can be made from 1 lb (454 g) of lead: [as adj.] a 12-gauge shotgun.
- [in combination] the thickness of sheet metal or plastic: [as adj.] 500-gauge polyethylene.

- the distance between the rails of a line of railroad track: the line was laid to a gauge of 2 ft. 9 in. 3 (usu. the gage) the position of a sailing vessel to windward (weather gage) or leeward (lee gage) of another.

- v. [trans.] 1 estimate or determine the magnitude, amount, or volume of: astronomers can gauge the star's intrinsic brightness.

- form a judgment or estimate of (a situation, mood, etc.): she was unable to gauge his mood.

2 measure the dimensions of (an object) with a gauge: when dry, the assemblies can be gauged exactly and planned to width.

- [as adj.] (gauged) made in standard dimensions: gauged sets of strings.

DERIVATIVES: gauge•able adj. gauge•er n.

Gaull•ism |'ɡɔlizəm| • n. the principles and policies of French statesman Charles de Gaulle (1890-1970), characterized by their
conservatism, nationalism, and advocacy of centralized government.

**DERIVATIVES:** Gaul*list n. & adj.

**gaunt** | (Öönt | • adj. (of a person) lean and haggard, esp. because of suffering, hunger, or age.

- (of a building or place) grim or desolate in appearance.

**DERIVATIVES:** gaun*tly adv. gaun*tness n.

**gauntlet** | (gontlit | • n. a stout glove with a long loose wrist.

- an armored glove, as worn by a medieval knight.
- the part of a glove covering the wrist.

**PHRASES:** take up (or throw down) the gauntlet accept (or issue) a challenge.

**gauntlet** | (also gantlet | • n. (in phrase run the gauntlet) 1 go through an intimidating or dangerous crowd, place, or experience in order to reach a goal: they had to run the gauntlet of television cameras. 2 undergo the former military punishment of receiving blows while running between two rows of men with sticks. Do not confuse with run the gamut (see gamut).

**gauze** | (göz | • n. a thin translucent fabric of silk, linen, or cotton.

- (also wire gauze) a very fine wire mesh.
- (in medicine) thin, loosely woven cloth used for dressing and swabs. 1 in sing] a transparent haze or film: they saw the grasslands through a gauze of golden dust.

**DERIVATIVES:** gauz*i*ly adv. gauz*i*ness n. gauzy adj.

**garbage** | (gôváz| • n. the administration of food or drugs by force, esp. to an animal, typically through a tube leading down the throat to the stomach.

**gavotte** | (gôvôt| • n. a medium-paced French dance, popular in the 18th century.

- a piece of music accompanying or in the rhythm of such a dance, composed in 4/4 time beginning on the third beat of the bar.

**gay** | (gâ | • adj. (gayer, gayest) 1 (of a person, esp. a man) homosexual: that friend of yours, is he gay?

- relating to or used by homosexuals: feminist, black, and gay perspectives. 2 lighthearted and carefree: Nan had a gay disposition and a very pretty face.

- characterized by cheerfulness or pleasure: we had a gay old time. • brightly colored; showy; brilliant: a gay profusion of purple and pink sweet peas. 3 foolish; stupid: making students wait for the light is kind of a gay rule. • n. a homosexual, esp. a man: straights and gays alike spoke out against intolerance.

**DERIVATIVES:** gaily adv. with cheerfulness, pleasure, etc.; brightly, showily. gay*ness n.

**USAGE:** Gay meaning 'homosexual,' dating back to the 1930s (if not earlier), became established in the 1960s as the term preferred by homosexual men to describe themselves. It is now the standard accepted term throughout the English-speaking world. As a result, the centuries-old other senses of gay meaning either 'carefree' or 'bright and showy,' once common in speech and literature, are much less frequent. The word gay cannot be readily used unselfconsciously today in these older senses without sounding old-fashioned or arousing a sense of double entendre, despite concerted attempts by some to keep them alive.

**Gay** in its modern sense typically refers to men (lesbian being the standard term for homosexual women) but in some contexts it can be used of both men and women.

**gaze*bo** | (gôz'ôbô| • n. (pl. -os or -oes) a roofed structure that offers an open view of the surrounding area, typically used for relaxation or entertainment.

**gazeteteer** | (gaz*ətir| • n. a geographical index or dictionary.

**geek** | (gék | • n. 1 an unfashionable or socially inept person.

- [with adj.] a person with an obsessive devotion to a particular interest esp. one connected with technology: a computer geek. 2 a carnival performer who does wild or disgusting acts.

**DERIVATIVES:** geek*ly adj.

**gegen*schein** | (gâgən*šin| • n. a patch of very faint nebulous light sometimes seen in the night sky opposite the position of the sun. It is thought to be the image of the sun reflected from gas and dust outside the atmosphere.

**geisha** | (gê*sha; gê| (also geisha girl) • n. (pl. same or geishas) a Japanese hostess trained to entertain men with conversation, dance, and song. • (loosely) a Japanese prostitute.

**gel** | (jel| • n. a jellylike substance containing a cosmetic, medicinal, or other preparation: try rubbing some toothgel onto sore gums.

- a substance of this consistency used for setting the hair.
- (in chemistry) a semisolid colloidal suspension of a solid dispersed in a liquid.
- a semigolid slab or cylinder of an organic polymer used as a medium for the separation of macromolecules. • v. (gelled, gelling) [intrans.] (in chemistry) form into a gel: the mixture gelled at 7 degrees Celsius.

- [trans.] treat (the hair) with gel.

**geld** | (jeld| • v. [trans.] castrate (a male animal).

- deprive of vitality or vigor: the English version of the book has been gelded.

**DERIVATIVES:** gelding n. a castrated male animal, esp. a horse.

**gelid** | (jeld| • adj. icy; extremely cold: the gelid pond | she gave a gelid reply.

**gendarm*ere** | (ZHândârâm| • n. an armed police officer in France and other French-speaking countries.

**DERIVATIVES:** gendarme n. a force of gendarmes.

**gender** | (jendar| • n. 1 (in languages such as Latin, Greek Russian, and German) each of the classes (typically masculine, feminine, common, neuter) of nouns and pronouns distinguished by the different inflections that they have and require in words syntactically associated with them. Grammatical gender is
only very loosely associated with natural distinctions of sex.

- the property (in nouns and related words) of belonging to such a class: adjectives usually agree with the noun in gender and number.
- the state of being male or female (typically used with reference to social and cultural differences rather than biological ones): traditional concepts of gender | [as adj.] gender roles.
- the members of one or other sex: differences between the genders.

**Usage:** The word gender has been used since the 14th century primarily as a grammatical term, referring to the classes of noun in Latin, Greek, German, and other languages designated as masculine, feminine, or neuter. It has also been used since the 14th century in the sense 'the state of being male or female,' but this did not become a standard use until the mid 20th century. Although the words gender and sex both have the sense 'the state of being male or female,' they are typically used in slightly different ways: sex tends to refer to biological differences, while gender tends to refer to cultural or social ones.

genealogy | [jen'əlaj, -ə'l] • n. (pl. -ies) a line of descent traced continuously from an ancestor: combining through the birth records and genealogies.
- the study and tracing of lines of descent or development. a plant's or animal's line of evolutionary development from earlier forms.
- a person's or animal's line of evolutionary development from earlier forms.
- the study and tracing of lines of descent or development. a person's or animal's line of evolutionary development from earlier forms.

**Derivatives:** genealogist | [jen'əlogist] • n. genealogize | [jiz] • v.

genealgsisismo | [jenə'lsisəmo] • n. (pl. -os) the commander of a combined military force consisting of army, navy, and air force units.

genealist | [jenə'list] • n. a person competent in several different fields or activities: with a genealogist's education and some specific skills.
- adj. able to carry out a range of activities, or adapt to different situations: a genealogist doctor.

geneality | [jenə'tl] • n. (pl. -ies) a statement or principle having general rather than specific validity or force: he confined his remarks to genealogists.

**Derivatives:** genealogically • adv. the quality or state of being general: policy should be formulated at an appropriate level of generality.
- (the generality) the majority: appropriate to the generality of laymen.

**Generation X** (also Gen X) • n. the generation born after that of the baby boomers (roughly from the early 1960s to mid 1970s), often perceived to be disaffected and directionless.

**Derivatives:** Generation X'ian • n.
generative | [jenə'reтив] • adj. of or relating to reproduction.

- able to produce: the generative power of the life force. applying principles of generative grammar, which aims to formulate rules that are able to generate all and only the permissible sequences of a language.

generic | [jen'nerik] • adj. 1 characteristic of or relating to a class or group of things; not specific: chèvre is a generic term for all goats' milk cheese.
- (of commercial products, esp. medicinal drugs) having no brand name; not protected by a registered trademark: generic aspirin. 2 of or relating to a biological genus. • n. a consumer product having no brand name or trademark: substituting generics for brand-name drugs.

**Derivatives:** generics | [jen'sisis] • n. (in sing.) the origin or mode of formation of something: this tale had its genesis in fireside stories.

genial | [jen'yal; -neal] • adj. friendly and cheerful: waved to them in genial greeting.
- (esp. of air or climate) pleasantly mild and warm.

**Derivatives:** geniality | [jen'ələt] • n. genially • adv.

genitive | [jen'itiv] • adj. relating to or denoting a case of nouns and pronouns (and words in grammatical agreement with them) indicating possession or close association.
- n. a word in the genitive case.

**Derivatives:** genitively • adv.

genius | [jen'a'isid; -sid] • n. the deliberate killing of a large group of people, esp. those of a particular ethnic group or nation.

**Derivatives:** genocidal • adj.
genome | [jenəm] • n. a single set of chromosomes in a gamete or microorganism, or in each cell of a multicellular organism.
- the complete set of genes or genetic material present in a cell or organism: the human genome.

**Derivatives:** genomics • [jenə'mik; -nəmik] • jen'əpik] • adj.
genotype | [jen'a'tip, 'jen-] • n. (in biology) the genetic constitution of an individual organism. Often contrasted with phenotype.

**Derivatives:** genotypic • [jen'a'tipik] • adj.
genre | [jen'rə] • n. a category of artistic composition, as in music or literature, characterized by similarities in form, style, or subject matter: a master in the genre of film noir. a (also genre painting) a style of painting depicting scenes of ordinary life.

**Derivatives:** gentile | [jen'tl] • adj. polite, refined, or respectable, often in an affected or ostentatious way. Cf. gentility

**Derivatives:** gentility • adv. gentleness • n.
genital | [jen'tl] • adj. (Gentile) not Jewish: Christianity spread from Jewish into Gentile cultures.
germ mancy | jēratnˈmæns| • n. (Ger tialty | jenˈtəl| • n. social superiority as demonstrated by genteel manners, behavior, or appearances: her grandmother's pretensions to gentility.

gentile manners, behavior, or appearances. Derivatives: gentrify [ˈjentrifai] • v. (···ies, ··i·ed) [trans.] renovate and improve (esp. a house or district) so that it conforms to middle-class taste.

[usu. as adj.] (gentrified) make (someone or their way of life) more refined or dignified. Derivatives: gentrification [ˌjentrəˌfiˈkeiʃən] • n. gentrifier n.
gentry | jenˈtrē| • n. (often the gentry) people of good social position, specifically (in Britain) the class of people next below the nobility in position and birth: a member of the landed gentry.

[with adj.] people of a specified class or group: a New Orleans family of Creole gentry.

genuflex | jenˈvəˈlɛkst| • v. [intrans.] lower one's body briefly by bending one knee to the ground, typically in worship or as a sign of respect: she genuflected and crossed herself.

[with adverb] show deference or servility: politicians had to genuflect to the far left to advance their careers.

Derivatives: genuflection [ˌjenˈvəˌlɛkʃən] • n. (also genuflexion archaic) genuflect or genuflexion n.
genus | jenəs| • n. (pl: genera or genera) in (biology) a grouping of organisms having common characteristics distinct from those of other such groupings. The genus is a principal taxonomic category that ranks above species and below family, and is denoted by a capitalized Latin name, e.g., Leo.

(in philosophical and general use) a class of things that have common characteristics and that can be divided into subordinate kinds.

genocentric [ˌjenəˈsəntərɪk] • adj. having or representing the earth as the center, as in former astronomical systems. Cf. heliocentric.

measured from or considered in relation to the center of the earth.

Derivatives: genocentrically or genocentrism or geodesic | jēˈôˌdesik| • adj. of or relating to geodesy, esp. as applied to land surveying.

divination from configurations seen in a handful of earth thrown on the ground, or by interpreting lines or textures on the ground. Cf. Feng Shui.

Derivatives: geodynamic | jēˈdɪməˈnætɪk| • adj. geometric | jēˈmetrɪk| • adj. 1 of or relating to geometry, or according to its methods. 2 (of a design) characterized by or decorated with regular lines and shapes: traditional Hopi geometric forms.

(geometric) of or denoting a period of Greek culture (around 900–700 BC) characterized by geometrically decorated pottery.

Derivatives: geometrically or geometrically. 1 geometrically 2 geometrically or geometrically.

progression • n. a progression of numbers with a constant ratio between each number and the one before (e.g., each subsequent number is increased by a factor of 3 in the progression 1, 3, 9, 27, 81).

gentility [jentəˈlɪti] • n. a poem or book dealing with agriculture or rural topics.

(Georgics) the title of a didactic poem on farming by the Roman poet Virgil (70–19 BC). • adj. rustic; pastoral.

gerothermal | jēˈərəˈθɜrəməl| (also geothermal) • adj. of, relating to, or produced by the internal heat of the earth: some 70% of Iceland's energy needs are met from geothermal sources.

geriatric [ˈjereɪətrɪk] • adj. attrib. of or relating to old people, esp. with regard to their health care: a geriatric hospital. • n. an old person, esp. one receiving special care: a rest home for geriatrics.

Usage: Geriatric is the normal, semiofficial term used in the US and Britain when referring to the health care of old people (a geriatric ward; geriatric patients). When used outside such contexts, it typically carries overtones of being worn out and decrepit and can therefore be offensive if used with reference to people.

germane | jorˈmæn| • adj. relevant to a subject under consideration: that is not germane to our theme. Cf. pertinent, apropos.

Derivatives: germanely adv. germaneness n.

germinant [ˈjarmənənt] • adj. attrib. relating to or of the nature of a germ cell or embryo.

in the earliest stage of development. Providing material for future development: the subject was revived in a germinal article by Charles Ferguson. Cf. seminal.

Derivatives: germinally adv.

germinate | ˈjarmeɪn| • v. (···ants, ··ant) (of a seed or spore) to begin to grow and put out shoots after a period of dormancy.

[trans.] cause (a seed or spore) to sprout in such a way. come or bring into existence and develop: the idea germinated and slowly grew into an obsession. the group is constantly germinating new proposals.
gerontology

**DERIVATIVES:** ger·mi·na·ble | -nal | adj. ger·mi·na·tion | jär'mə-nəshən | n. ger·mi·na·tive | -,nətiv | adj. ger·mi·na·tor | -na·tor | n.

**ger·on·tol·o·gy** | jərən'tələj | n. the scientific study of old age, the process of aging, and the particular problems of old people.

**DERIVATIVES:** ger·on·to·log·i·cal | jə-rəntə-lə jəkəl | adj. ger·on·to·log·i·st | -ist | n.

gerry·man·der | jɛrə-məndər | v. [trans.] (gerrymandering) manipulate the boundaries of (an electoral district) so as to favor one party or another.

- achieve (a result) by such manipulation: a freedom to gerrymander the results they want.
- an instance of such a practice.

**DERIVATIVES:** gerry·man·der·er | n.

ger·un·dant | jɛrə-nənd | n. a word form that is derived from a verb but that functions as a noun, in English ending in -ing, e.g., asking in do you mind asking you?

**DERIVATIVES:** ger·un·dive | adj.

ges·tal·t | jɛsˈtæl-tət; ˈstæltət | (also Gestalt) n. (pl. -stal·ts or -stalts) (in psychology) an organized whole that is perceived as more than the sum of its parts.

**PHRASES:** Gestalt therapy a psychotherapeutic approach developed by Fritz Perls (1893–1970). It focuses on insight into gestalts in patients and their relations to the world, and often uses role-playing to aid the resolution of past conflicts.

**DERIVATIVES:** ges·tal·t·ism | -tizəm | n.
ges·tal·t·ist | -ist | n.

ges·ta·tion | jɛsˈtæshən | n. the process of carrying or being carried in the womb between conception and birth.

- the duration of such a process.
- the development of something over a period of time: various ideas are in the process of gestation.

**DERIVATIVES:** ges·ta·te | v. ges·ta·tion·al | -əl | adj.

ges·ti·cu·late | jɛsˈtɪkələt; ˈstɪkələt | v. [intrans.] use gestures, esp. dramatic ones, instead of speaking or to emphasize one’s words: they were gesticulating farcically at drivers who did not slow down.

**DERIVATIVES:** ges·ti·cu·la·tion | jɛsˈtɪkələˈshən | n. ges·ti·cu·la·tive | -lətiv | adj. ges·ti·cu·la·to·ry | ˈlə-tər | n. ges·ti·cu·la·to·ry·ly | ˈlə-tə-re | adj.

gey·ser | ˈgizər | n. a hot spring in which water intermittently boils, sending a tall column of water and steam into the air.

- a jet or stream of liquid: the pipe sent up a geyser of water into the street.
- v. [no obj., with adverbial of direction] (esp. of water or steam) gush or burst out with great force: yellow smoke geysered upward.

gheto·to | getə | n. (pl. -os or -oes) a part of a city, esp. a slum area, occupied by a minority group or groups.

- a former designation for the Jewish quarter in a city: the Warsaw Ghetto.
- an isolated or segregated group or area: the relative security of the gay ghetto.

**DERIVATIVES:** gheto·to·ize | v. rental practices had the effect of ghettoizing Hispanics.

ghoul | gō̃l | n. an evil spirit or phantom, esp. one supposed to rob graves and feed on dead bodies.

- a person morbidly interested in death or disaster.
- a grave robber: 19th-century medical students were sometimes accused of being ghouls.

**DERIVATIVES:** ghoul·ish | adj. ghoul·ish·ly | adv.

ghi·ber·ber | jibˈbər | v. [intrans.] speak rapidly and unintelligibly, typically through fear or shock: they shrieked and gibbered as flames surrounded them | [as adj.] (gibbering) a gibbering idiot.

gib·bet | jibˈbət | n. a gallows.

- an upright post with an arm on which the bodies of executed criminals were left hanging as a warning or deterrent to others.
- (the gibbet) execution by hanging: sentenced to the gibbet.
- v. (gibbeted, gibbet·ting) hang up (a body) on a gibbet.

- execute (someone) by hanging.
- hold up to contempt: poor Melbourne is gibbeted in the Times.

gi·bon·ous | jɪˈbɒnəs | adj. (of the moon) having the illuminated part greater than a semicircle and less than a circle.

- convex or protuberant: gibbon eyes.

**DERIVATIVES:** gī·bon·ous·ly | ˈgɪbənəsəl | adv. gī·bon·ous·ness | n.

gibe | jib | n. an insulting or mocking remark; a taunt: a gibe at his old rivals.
- v. [intrans.] make insulting or mocking remarks; jeer: some cynics in the media might gibe.

gi·gan·tism | jɪˈgæntɪzəm | n. n. unusual or abnormal largeness in living things.

- excessive growth due to hormonal imbalance.
- excessive size in plants due to expression of excess chromosomes.

gig·o·lo | jɪˈgəʊlo | n. (pl. -los) a young man paid or financially supported by an older woman to be her escort or lover.

- a professional male dancing partner or escort.

gild | gild | v. [trans.] cover thinly with gold.

- give a specious or false brilliance to: the useless martyrs’ deaths of the pilots gilded the operation.

**PHRASES:** gild the lily try to improve what is already beautiful or excellent.

**DERIVATIVES:** gilder | ˈgildər | n.

gim·let | jɪˈmɪl | n. 1 a small T-shaped tool with a screw-tip for boring holes. A gimlet (or gim·ly) eye is a sharp, piercing, often skeptical eye or glance: she greeted the suggestion with the gimlet eye.
- 2 a cocktail of gin (or sometimes vodka) and lime juice.

gird | gird | v. (past and past part. girded or girt) [trans.] encircle (a person or part of the body) with a belt or band: a young man was to be girded with the belt of knighthood.

- secure (a garment or sword) on the body with a belt or band: a white robe girded with a magenta sash.
- surround; encircle: the mountains girding Kabul.

**PHRASES:** gird (up) one’s loins prepare and strengthen oneself for what is to come.

- gird oneself for prepare oneself for (dangerous or difficult future actions).
gist | jist | • n. [in sing.] 1 the substance or essence of a speech or text: she noted the gist of each message. 2 the real point of a legal action: damage is the gist of the action and without it the plaintiff must fail.

glitzard | 'gлизard | • n. a muscular, thick-walled part of a bird's stomach for grinding food, typically with grit.

■ a muscular stomach of some fish, insects, mollusks, and other invertebrates.

■ a person's stomach or throat.

glabrous | 'glбрəs | • adj. (chiefly of the skin or a leaf) free from hair or down; smooth.

glacie | 'gлисэи | • adj. (attrib.) 1 (of fruit) having a glossy surface due to preservation in sugar: a glаци cherry. 2 (of cloth or leather) smooth and highly polished. • v. [trans.] glaze with a thin sugar-based coating: [as adj.] glaciated orange slices.

glacial | 'глизэйчал | • adj. relating to, resulting from, or denoting the presence or agency of ice, esp. in the form of glaciers: thick glacial deposits | a glacial lake.

■ extremely cold: glacial temperatures. | gave him a glacial look. • extremely slow (like the movement of a glacier): described progress in the talks as glacial.

derivatives: | глизэйчалъи | adv.

glacis | 'глизэйсис; 'глизэ- | • n. (pl. same | -sэз | or glacies) a gently sloping bank, in particular one that slopes down from a fort, exposing attackers to the defenders' missiles.

glasnost | 'глазньост; 'глээс; 'глээз; 'глээз- | • n. (in the former Soviet Union) the policy or practice of more open consultative government and wider dissemination of information, initiated by leader Mikhail Gorbachev from 1985.

glass ceiling | • n. [usu. in sing.] a barrier to advancement in a profession that affects only a particular group, such as women.

glaucous | 'глукээс | • adj. 1 of a dull grayish-green or blue color. 2 covered with a powdery bloom like that on grapes.

glean | 'глен | • v. [trans.] extract (information) from various sources: the information is gleaned from press clippings.

■ collect gradually and piece by piece: objects gleaned from local markets. • gather (leftover grain or other produce) after a harvest:[as n.] (gleaning) the conditions of farm workers in the 1890s made gleaning essential.

derivatives: | гленъер | n. | глээни | n.

glenarry | 'гленээри | • n. (pl. -aries) a trimless boat-shaped hat with a cleft down the center, typically having two ribbons hanging at the back, worn as part of Scottish Highland dress.

glib | 'глиб | • adj. (glibber, glibbest) (of words or the person speaking them) fluent and voluble but insincere and shallow: she was careful not to sound too glib.

derivatives: | глибъли | adv. | глибънесс | n.

glint | 'глинт | • v. [trans.] give out or reflect small flashes of light: her glasses were glinting in the firelight.

■ (of a person's eyes) shine with a particular emotion: his eyes glinted angrily.

■ a small flash of light, esp. as reflected from a shiny surface: the glint of gold in his teeth.

■ [in sing.] a brightness in someone's eyes seen as a sign of enthusiasm or a particular emotion: the glint of excitement in his eyes.

glissade | 'глисэдэ; сэд | • n. 1 a way of sliding down a steep slope of snow or ice, typically on the feet with the support of an ice ax. 2 a ballet movement, typically used as a joining step, in which one leg is brushed outward from the body, which then takes the weight while the second leg is brushed in to meet it.

■ v. [trans.] slide down a steep slope of snow or ice with the support of an ice ax.

glissando | 'глисэндэ | • n. (pl. glissandi | -dé | or glissantos) a continuous slide upward or downward between two musical notes.

glitch | 'глитч | informal • n. a sudden, usually temporary malfunction or irregularity of equipment: a draft version was lost in a computer glitch.

■ an unexpected setback in a plan: the first real glitch they've encountered. • (in astronomy) a brief irregularity in the rotation of a pulsar.

■ v. [trans.] a sudden malfunction or irregularity: her job involves troubleshooting when systems glitch.

derivatives: | глитчъри | adj.

glitteorati | 'глиттерээти | • plural n. the fashionable set of people engaged in show business or some other glamorous activity.

glitzy | 'глитээ | • adj. [glitzier, glitziest] ostentatiously attractive (often used to suggest superficial glamour): I wanted something glitzy to wear to the launch party. | a glitzy group of movie bigwigs.

derivatives: | глитээйли | -сэлэ | adv. | глитээйнэс | n.

gloaming | 'глэмэнинг | • n. (the gloaming) twilight; dusk.

gloat | 'глот | • v. [intrans.] contemplate or dwell on one's own success or another's misfortune with smugness or malignant pleasure: his enemies gloated over his death.

■ v. [in sing.] an act of gloatimg. Cf. SCHADENFREUDE.

derivatives: | глээтъер | n. | глээнтъили | adv.

globalist | 'глобэалэст | • n. a person who advocates the interpretation or planning of economic and foreign policy in relation to events and developments throughout the world.

■ a person or organization advocating or practicing operations across national divisions.

derivatives: | глобэалэизм | • -лизэм | n.

globular | 'глобээлэр | • adj. 1 globe-shaped; spherical. 2 composed of globules.

globule | 'глобэоэл | • n. a small round particle of a substance; a drop: globules of fat.

derivatives: | глобэулэс | • -ээлэс | adj.

glom | 'глэм | • v. (glommed, glomming) 1 [intrans.] (glom onto) take possession of something in a peremptory way, denying others' access: she glommed onto me as soon as I walked into the room. 2 become stuck or attached to: The molecules glom onto the virus and destroy it.

■ steal: I thought he was about to glom my wallet.
gloss
\[gläss; glöss\] • n. shine or luster on a smooth surface: hair with a healthy gloss.
■ Also gloss paint  a type of paint that dries to a bright shiny surface. ■ [in sing.] a superficially attractive appearance or impression: beneath the gloss of success lay a tragic private life. • v. [trans.] apply a cosmetic gloss to.
 ■ apply gloss paint to. ■ (gloss over) try to conceal or disguise (something embarrassing or unfavorable) by treating it briefly or representing it misleadingly: the social costs of this growth are glossed over.
Derivatives: glossier, glossiest.

gloss • n. a translation or explanation of a word or phrase.
■ An explanation, interpretation, or paraphrase: the: chapter acts as a helpful gloss on Pynchon's general method. • v. [trans.] (usu. be glossed) provide an explanation, interpretation, or paraphrase for (a text, word, etc.).
glossy • adj. • glue-like gloss • n. the phenomenon of (apparently) speaking in an unknown language during religious worship. (Also called speaking in tongues).
 ■ A similar phenomenon as a symptom of mental illness.
Derivatives: glossier, glossiest.
glomerous • adj. crusty, gum-like glober • v. [trans.] have an angry or sullen look on one's face; scowl: she glovered at him suspiciously. • n. [in sing.] an angry or sullen look.
Derivatives: glovering, gloveringly.
gluten • n. an excessively abundant supply of something; there is a glut of cars on the market. • v. (glutted, glutting) (trans.) (usu. be glutted) supply or fill to excess; the paper recycling plants are glutted: he was glutting himself on junk food.
 ■ Archaic: satisfy fully: he planned a treacherous murder to glut his desire for revenge.

glutinous • adj. sticky, glue-like glutinous • n. a substance present in cereal grains, esp. wheat, that is responsible for the elastic texture of dough. Intolerance to it is the chief factor in celiac disease.

gluteus maximus • n. (pl. glutei) any of three muscles (informally called the glutus) in each buttock that move the thigh, the largest of which is the gluteus maximus.
Derivatives: gluteal, gluteal.
gluttonous • adj. like glue in texture; sticky: glutinous mud.
Derivatives: glutinous-ly.
gluttonousness • n.
gluttony • n. an excessively greedy eater.
 ■ A person who is excessively fond of or always eager for something; a glutton for adventure.
Derivatives: gluttonize, gluttonously.
goblet • n. a piece or lump of flesh, food, or other matter: they lobbed gobbets of fresh bonito off the side of the boat.
godhead • n. The godhead.
 ■ A thing that stimulates someone into action: for him the visit was a god to renewed effort. • v. [trans.] provoke or annoy (someone) so as to stimulate some action or reaction: he goaded her on to more daring revelations.
 ■ [w ith obj. and adverb of direction] drive or urge (an animal) on with a goad.

glyph • n. 1 A hieroglyphic character or symbol; a pictograph: walls painted with esoteric glyphs.
 ■ Strictly, a sculptured symbol (e.g., as forming the ancient Mayan writing system). ■ a graphic symbol that appears as part of a computer screen display. Cf. icon • an alphabetic or other character that is printed or displayed as a single unit. 2 An ornamental carved groove or channel, as on a Greek frieze.
Derivatives: glyphic.
glyphic • adj.
gnarled • adj. Knobly, rough, and twisted, esp. with age: the gnarled old oak tree.

gnarly • adj. (-ier, -iest) 1 gnarled. 2 difficult, dangerous, or challenging: she battled through the gnarly first sequence.
 ■ Unpleasant; unattractive: bus stations can be pretty gnarly places.
gnostic • adj. of or relating to the jaws.
gnome • n. A legendary dwarf creature supposed to guard the earth's treasures underground.
 ■ A small ugly person. ■ A person regarded as having secret or sinister influence, esp. in financial matters: the gnomes of Zurich.
Derivatives: gnomish, gnomically, gnomically.
gnomical • adj. expressed in or of the nature of short, pithy maxims or aphorisms: that most gnomic form, the aphorism.
 ■ Enigmatic; ambiguous: I had to have their gnomic response interpreted for me.
Derivatives: gnomic.
gnostic • adj. (gnosis) ■ Relating to a prominent heretical movement (Gnosticism) of the 2nd-century Christian Church, partly of pre-Christian origin. Gnostic doctrine taught that the world was created and ruled by a lesser divinity, the demiurge, and that Christ was an emissary of the remote supreme divinity being, esoteric knowledge (gnosis) of whom enabled the redemption of the human spirit.
goad • n. A spiked stick used for driving cattle.
 ■ A thing that stimulates someone into action: for him the visit was a god to renewed effort. • v. [trans.] provoke or annoy (someone) so as to stimulate some action or reaction: he goaded her on to more daring revelations.
 ■ [w ith obj. and adverb of direction] drive or urge (an animal) on with a goad.

goddess • n. A deity.
 ■ A deity who is often supreme or equal to the male god of a religion.
 ■ A person who is frequently present in the mythology of a certain culture or in a particular religion.
 ■ A person who is considered to be a source of inspiration or a powerful influence.
 ■ A person who is often associated with nature, beauty, or fertility.
 ■ A person who is often considered to be a representation of a higher power or a symbol of divine authority.
 ■ A person who is often considered to be a source of inspiration or a powerful influence.
 ■ A person who is often associated with nature, beauty, or fertility.
 ■ A person who is often considered to be a representation of a higher power or a symbol of divine authority.
gofer ['gôfər] (also gopher) • n. a person who runs errands, esp. on a movie set or in an office.

Golconda [gôldôn'da] • n. a source of wealth, advantages, or happiness: posters calling emigrants from Europe to the Golconda of the American West.

gold brick • n. a thing that looks valuable, but is in fact worthless.

Gor•gon [gôr'son] • n. (also Gorgon) • a lazy person: [as adj] two goldbrick watchers men drinking in the shed. • v. (usu. goldbrick) [mirrors] invent excuses to avoid a task; shirk: he wasn’t goldbricking; he was really sick.

Gor•di•an [gôr'deən] • adj. [trans] swindle (someone).

gol•lem [gôl'əm] • n. (in European Jewish legend) a clay figure brought to life by magic.

Gon•fa•lon [gôn'fə-lən] • n. a banner or pennant, esp. one with streamers, hung from a crossbar.

Gonn•if [gôn'a f] (also goniff) • n. a disreputable or dishonest person (often used as a general term of abuse).

Gon•zo [gôn'zə] • adj. informal of or associated with journalistic writing of an exaggerated, subjective, and fictionalized style.

Gor•di•an knot • [gôr'dən] • n. an extremely difficult or involved problem.

Gor•don [gôrdən] • n. each of three sisters of Greek mythology, Stheno, Euryle, and Medusa, with snakes for hair, who had the power to turn anyone who looked at them to stone. Medusa was killed by Perseus.

Gor•don [gôrdən] • adj. a fierce, frightening, or repulsive woman.

gorm•less [gôrm'les] • adj. chiefly Brit. lacking sense or initiative; foolish.

Gos•pel [gôs'pal] • n. 1 the teaching or revelation of Christ: it is the Church’s mission to preach the gospel.

Gos•pel • n. (also gospel truth) a thing that is absolutely true: they say it’s sold out, but don’t take that as gospel. • a set of principles or beliefs: the new economics unit has produced what it intends to be the approved gospel. 2 (Gospel) the record of Jesus’ life and teaching in the first four books of the New Testament.

Gos•pel • n. a portion from one of these books. • a portion from one of these read at a church service.

The four Gospels ascribed to St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, and St. John all give an account of the ministry, crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ, although the Gospel of John differs greatly from the other three. There are also several later, apocryphal accounts that are recorded as Gospels.

Gos•sam•er [gôs'amər] • n. a fine, filmy substance consisting of cobwebs spun by small spiders, which is seen esp. in autumn when dew is clinging to it.

Gossa•mer • adj. used to refer to something very light, thin, and insubstantial or delicate: in the light from the table lamp, his hair was gossamer.

Gos•sam•er • adj. a member of a subculture favoring black clothing, white and black makeup, and goth music.

Goth • [gōth] • n. 1 a member of a Germanic people that invaded the Roman Empire from the east between the 3rd and 5th centuries. The eastern division, the Ostrogoths, founded a kingdom in Italy, while the Visigoths went on to found one in Spain. 2 (goth) a style of rock music derived from punk, typically with apocalyptic or mystical lyrics.

Goth•ic [gôth'ik] • adj. 1 of or relating to the Goths or their extinct East Germanic language, which provides the earliest manuscript evidence of any Germanic language (4th-6th centuries AD). 2 of or in the style of architecture prevalent in western Europe in the 12th-16th centuries, characterized by pointed arches, rib vaults, and flying buttresses, together with large windows and elaborate tracery. The Gothic revival of the mid 18th through the early 20th centuries focused again on this style. 3 belonging to or redolent of the Dark Ages; portentously gloomy or horrifying: 19th-century Gothic horror. 4 (of lettering) or derived from the angular style of handwriting with broad vertical downstrokes used in western Europe from the 13th century, including black-letter typefaces. 5 (gothic) of or relating to gotts or their rock music. • n. 1 the language of the Gots. 2 the Gothic style of architecture. 3 Gothic type.

Gouache [gwōsh] • n. a method of painting using opaque pigments ground in water and thickened with a glue-like substance.

Gour•mand [gôr'mand] • n. a person who enjoys eating and often eats too much.

Gour•mand • n. a connoisseur of good food. See usage below. Cf. Epicure

Gour•man•dis•e [gôr'man'diz] • n. the words gourmand and gourmet overlap in meaning but are not identical. Both mean ‘a connoisseur of good food’ but gourmand more usually means ‘a person who enjoys eating and often overeats.’
gourmet | gôr'ma, gôr- | • n. a connoisseur of good food; a person with a discerning palate.
  ▪ [as adj.] of a kind or standard suitable for a gourmet: a gourmet meal.
gout | gout | • n. 1 a disease in which defective metabolism of uric acid causes arthritis, esp. in the smaller bones of the feet and episodes of acute pain. 2 poetic/literary a drop or spot, esp. of blood, smoke, or flame: gouts of flame and phlegm.
DERIVATIVES: goutiness | -tës'nes | n. gouty | adj.
goy | goy | • n. (pl. goyim | goi-im | goys) a Jewish name (generally derogatory) for a non-Jew.
DERIVATIVES: goyish | adj.
grace | gras | • n. 1 simple elegance or refinement of movement: she moved through the water with effortless grace.
  ▪ courteous goodwill: at least he has the grace to admit his debt to her. (graces) an attractively polite manner of behaving: she has all the social graces. 2 (in Christian belief) the free and unmerited favor of God, as manifested in the salvation of sinners and the bestowal of blessings.
  ▪ a divinely given talent or blessing: the graces of the Holy Spirit. 3 the condition or fact of being favored by someone: he fell from grace because of drug use at the Olympics. 3 (also grace period) a period officially allowed for payment of a sum due or for compliance with a law or condition, esp. an extended period granted as a special favor: another three days’ grace. 4 a short prayer of thanks said before or after a meal: before dinner the Reverend Newman said grace. 5 (His, Her, or Your Grace) used as forms of address or reference for a duke, duchess, or archbishop: His Grace, the Duke of Atholl. 6 [with ob. and adverbial] do honor or credit to (someone or something) by one’s presence: she bowed out from the sport she has graced for two decades.
  ▪ [trans.] (of a person or thing) be an attractive presence in or on; adorn: Ms. Pasco has graced the front pages of magazines like Elle and Vogue.
PHRASES: the (Three) Graces Greek Mythology three beautiful goddesses (Aglai, Thalia, and Euphrosyne), daughters of Zeus. They were believed to personify and bestow charm, grace, and beauty.
gracious | gras'hës | • adj. 1 courteous, kind, and pleasant, esp. toward someone of lower social status: smiling and gracious in defeat.
  ▪ elegant and tasteful, esp. as exhibiting wealth or high social status: the painter specialized in graceful Victorian interiors | gracieux living. 2 (in Christian belief) showing divine grace: I am saved by God’s gracious intervention on my behalf. 3 Brit. a polite epithet used of royalty or their acts: the accession of Her present gracious Majesty.  • exclam. expressing polite surprise.
DERIVATIVES: graciously | adv. graciousness | n.
gratification | gra'da'shën | • n. a scale or a series of successive changes, stages, or degrees: within the woodpecker family, there is a gradation of drilling ability.
  ▪ a stage or change in a such a scale or series: minute gradations of distance. 2 a minute change from one shade, tone, or color to another: amorphous shapes in subtle gradations of green and blue. 3 (in historical linguistics) another term for ablaut.
DERIVATIVES: gradate | v. gradational
  • -stanl | adj. gradationally
  • -stanl-é | adv.
gradiant | gra'dënt | • n. 1 an inclined part of a road or railway; a slope: fail-safe brakes for use on steep gradients.
  ▪ the degree of such a slope: the path becomes very rough as the gradient increases. 2 the degree of steepness of a plotted graph at any point. 3 an increase or decrease in the magnitude of a property (e.g., temperature, pressure, or concentration) observed in passing from one point or moment to another.
  ▪ the rate of such a change.
graduate | • n. | gra'jwat | • a person who has successfully completed a course of study or training, esp. a person who has been awarded an undergraduate academic degree.
  ▪ a person who has received a high school diploma: she is 19, a graduate of Lincoln High.  • v. | gra'jwat | • [trans.] successfully complete an academic degree, course of training, or high school: I graduated from West Point in 1939.
  • [trans.] confer a degree or other academic qualification on: the school graduated more than one hundred arts majors in its first year.
  ▪ (graduate to) move up to (a more advanced level or position): he started with roomy and graduated to high-stakes poker.
  • [trans.] arrange in a series or according to a scale: as adj. (gradiated) a graduated tax.
  ▪ mark out (an instrument or container) in degrees or other proportionate divisions: the stem was graduated with marks for each hour | as adj. graduated cylinders. 3 [trans.] change (something, typically color or shade) gradually or step by step: the color is graduated from the middle of the frame to the top.  • adj. [attrib.], relating to graduate school (postgraduate) education: the graduate faculty.
  • having graduated from a school or academic program: a graduate electrical engineer.
USAGE: The traditional use is “to be graduated from”: She will be graduated from medical school in June. It is now more common to say “graduate from”: He will graduate from high school next year. Avoid using graduate as a transitive verb, as in “He graduated high school last week.”
graffiti | gra'fëti | • plural n. (sing. graffiti | -të | • [trans. or pl.] [treated as sing. or pl.] writing or drawings scribbled, scratched, or sprayed illicitly on a wall or other surface in a public place: on the walls were covered with graffiti | as adj. a graffiti artist.  • v. [trans.] 1 write or draw graffiti on (something): he and another teenager graffitied an entire train.
write (words or drawings) as graffiti.

**Derivatives:** grafﬁtist -ist n.

**Usage:** In Italian the word grafﬁti is a plural noun, and its singular form is grafﬁto. Traditionally, the same distinction has been maintained in English, so that grafﬁti, being plural, would require a plural verb: the grafﬁti were all over the wall. By the same token, the singular would require a singular verb: there was a grafﬁto on the wall. The most common modern use is to treat grafﬁti as if it were a mass noun, similar to a word like writing. In this case grafﬁti takes a singular verb, as in the grafﬁti was all over the wall. Such uses are now widely accepted as standard and may be regarded as part of the natural development of the language, rather than as mistakes.

**graffiti** | graff| -n. 1 a shoot or scion inserted into a slit of rooted stock, from which it receives sap.

- an instance of inserting a shoot or scion in this way. 2 a piece of living tissue that is transplanted surgically.

- a surgical operation in which tissue is transplanted. -v. [with obj. and adverbial] 1 insert (a scion) as a graft: graft different varieties onto a single tree trunk.

- insert a graft on (a stock). 2 transplant (living tissue) as a graft: they can graft a new hand onto the arm.

- insert or fix (something) permanently to something else, typically in a way considered inappropriate: western-style government could not easily be graffted onto a profoundly different country.

**graffiti** -n. practices, esp. bribery, used to secure illicit gains in politics or business; corruption: measures to curb official grafﬁti.

- such gains: grow fat off bribes and grafﬁti. -v. [trans.] make money by shady or dishonest means.

**Derivatives:** grafﬁer n.

**grandeur** | graen'dor|; grandiose | n. splendor and impressiveness, esp. of appearance or style: the austere grandeur of mountain scenery.

- high rank or social importance: for all their grandeur, the chancellors were still ofﬁcials of the household.

**grandiloquent** | grand'ilekwant| -adj. pompous or extravagant in language, style, or manner, esp. in a way that is intended to impress: a grandiloquent celebration of Spanish glory.

**Derivatives:** grandiloquently n. grandiloquence n.

**grandiose** | grandëos|; grandëos | -adj. impressive or magnificent in appearance or style, esp. pretentiously so: the court's grandiose facade.

- excessively grand or ambitious: grandiose plans to reform the world.

**Derivatives:** grandiously adv. grandiosely adv. grandiosity | grandëasët| n.

**grand jury** -n. a jury, normally of twenty-three jurors, selected to examine the validity of a criminal accusation prior to trial; if the accusation is found to be supported by facts meriting a trial, the grand jury issues an indictment. The case may then be heard by a petit (or petit) jury, or by a judge at trial.

**grand mal** | graen(d) mal|; mal | n. a serious form of epilepsy with muscle spasms and prolonged loss of consciousness. Cf. PETT MAl.

- an epileptic seizure of this kind.

**granite** | graenit| -n. a very hard, granular, crystalline, igneous rock consisting mainly of quartz, mica, and feldspar and often used as a building stone.

- used in similes and metaphors to refer to something very hard and impenetrable:[as adj.] a man with granite determination.

**Derivatives:** granitic | graen'tik| - adj. granitoid | graen'toid| - adj. & n.

**graphic** | graen'ik| - adv. 1 of or relating to visual art, esp. involving drawing, engraving, lettering: his mature graphic work.

- giving a vivid picture with explicit detail: a graphic description of the torture. - (in computing) of, relating to, or denoting a visual image. 2 of or in the form of a graph. 3 [attrib.] of or denoting rocks having a surface texture resembling cuneiform writing. - n. a graphical item prepared for reproduction in printing or a graphical item displayed on a screen or stored as data.

**Derivatives:** graphic ally -ik(a)le adj. graphicness n.

**graphology** | graen'olaj| - n. 1 the study of handwriting, for example as used to infer a person's character. 2 the study of written and printed symbols and of writing systems as a discipline of linguistics.

**Derivatives:** graphologically | graen'a lojik| - adj. graphologist | graen'a lojist| - jist | n.

**gratify** | graen'ti| - v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] (often be gratified) give (someone) pleasure or satisfaction: I was gratified to see the coverage in May's issue | [as adj.] (gratifying) the results were gratifying.

- indulge or satisfy (a desire): not all the sexual impulses can be gratified.

**Derivatives:** gratification | graen'ifak| - n. gratifier n. gratifyinglyadv.

**gratis** | graen'tis| - adv. without charge; free: a monthly program was issued gratis. - adj. given or done for nothing; free: gratis copies.

**gratuitous** | graent(y)oo'tas| - adj. 1 uncalled for; lacking good reason; unwarranted: gratuitous violence. 2 given or done free of charge: gratuitous legal advice.

**Derivatives:** gratuitously adv. gratuitousness n.

**gravel** | graent(y)oo'tel| - n. (pl. -ies) money given in return for some service or favor, in particular:

- a tip given to a waiter, taxicab driver, etc.

**gravid** | graenvid| - adj. pregnant; carrying eggs or young.

- full of meaning or a specified quality: the scene is gravid with unease.

**gravitas** | graen'tas| - n. dignity, serious-
ness, or solemnity of manner: a post for which he has the expertise and the gravitas.

**gravitate** | 'gravat, tät | • v. [no obj. with adverbial] move toward or be attracted to a place, person, or thing: they gravitated to the Catholic faith in their hour of need.

■ move, or tend to move, toward a center of gravity or other attractive force. ■ archaic descend or sink by the force of gravity.

**derivatives:** gravitation, gravitational

**gravity** | 'gravité | • n. 1 the force that attracts a body toward the center of the earth, or toward any other physical body having mass.

■ the degree of intensity of this, measured by acceleration. 2 extreme or alarming importance; seriousness: crimes of the utmost gravity.

■ seriousness or solemnity of manner: has the poet ever spoken with greater eloquence or gravity?

**grain** | greinmail | • n. the practice of buying enough shares in a company to threaten a takeover, forcing the company’s owners to buy them back at a higher price in order to retain control.

**derivatives:** greenmail

**gregarious** | gri gerëss | • adj. (of a person) fond of company; sociable: a popular and gregarious man.

■ (of animals) living in flocks or loosely organized communities: gregarious species forage in flocks from colonies or roosts. ■ (of plants) growing in open clusters or without intervention of other species.

**derivatives:** gregariously, gregariousness

**gridlock** | grid,läk | • n. 1 a traffic jam affecting a whole network of intersecting streets, esp. because vehicles entering one or more intersections are unable to leave them (as, by turning through oncoming traffic). 2 another term for deadlock.

**derivatives:** grid-locked

**grievance** | 'grévans | • n. a real or imagined wrong or other cause for complaint or protest, esp. unfair treatment: failure to redress genuine grievances.

■ an official statement of a complaint over something believed to be wrong or unfair: three pilots have filed grievances against the company. ■ [as adj.] are they following grievance procedures? ■ a feeling of resentment over something believed to be wrong or unfair: he was nursing a grievance.

**grit** | grift | • v. [trans.] engage in petty swindling. • n. a petty swindle.

**derivatives:** grifter

**grille** | gril | (also grill) • n. a grating or screen of metal bars or wires, placed in front of something as protection or to allow ventilation or discreet observation.

■ a grating at the front of a motor vehicle allowing air to circulate to the radiator to cool it.

**grime** | 'grims | • n. an ugly, twisted expression on a person’s face, typically expressing disgust, pain, or wry amusement: she gave a grimace of pain. • v. [trans.] make a grimace: I sipped the coffee and grimaced.

**derivatives:** grimacingly

**grimace** | 'grim,aids | • n. (pl.-os) a sometimes offensive term for a white person from an English-speaking country (used in Spanish-speaking communities).

**grip** | grip | • n. an assistant in a theater; a stagehand.

■ a member of a camera crew responsible for moving and setting up equipment.

**grippe** | grip | • n. old-fashioned term for influenza.

**gri-sail-le** | gri 'zi,-'zal | • n. a method of painting in gray monochrome, typically to imitate sculpture.

■ a painting or stained-glass window in this style.

**grisly** | grizlé | • adj. (grislier, grisliest) causing horror or disgust: the town was shaken by a series of grisly crimes.

**derivatives:** grisliness

**grist** | grist | • n. grain that is ground to make flour.

■ malt crushed to make mash for brewing.

■ useful material, esp. to back up an argument: the research provided the most sensational grist for opponents of tobacco.

**phrases:** grist for the mill useful experience, material, or knowledge.

**grotesque** | gro'tesk | • adj. comically or repulsively ugly or distorted: grotesque facial distortions.

■ incongruous or inappropriate to a shocking degree: a lifestyle of grotesque luxury. ■ n. a very ugly or comically distorted figure, creature, or image: the cups are carved in the form of a series of grotesques.

■ (the grotesque) that which is grotesque: images of the macabre and the grotesque.

■ a style of decorative painting or sculpture consisting of the interweaving of human and animal forms with flowers and foliage.

**derivatives:** grotesquely, grotesqueness

**ground zero** | • n. [in sing.] the point on the earth’s surface directly above or below an exploding nuclear bomb.

■ a starting point or base for some activity: if you’re starting at ground zero in terms of knowledge, go to the library.

**groupthink** | 'grou̇p, thin'k | • n. the practice of thinking or making decisions as a group in a way that discourages creativity or individual responsibility: there’s always a danger of groupthink when two leaders are so alike.

**grovel** | 'grával, 'gráal | • v. (groveled, groveling; Brit. grovelled, grovelling) [trans.] lie or move abjectly on the ground with one’s face downward: she was groveling on the floor in fear.

■ act in an obsequious manner in order to obtain someone’s forgiveness or favor: everyone expected me to grovel with gratitude. ■ [as adj.] (groveling) his groveling references to “great” historians and their “brilliant” works.

**derivatives:** groveler, grovelingly
grudging | 'grøjín| • adj. given, granted, or allowed only reluctantly or resentfully: a grudging apology.
- (of a person) reluctant or resentfully unwilling to give, grant, or allow something: Oliver was grudging about accepting Wickham's innocence.
Derivatives: grudgingly adv. grudging-ness n.
grueling | 'grøolín| (Brit. 'gruelling) • adj. extremely tiring and demanding: a grueling schedule.
Derivatives: gruelingly adv.
grunge | 'granj| • n. 1 grime; 2 (also grunge rock) a style of rock music characterized by a raucous guitar sound and loud vocal delivery.
- the fashion associated with this music, including loose, layered clothing and ripped jeans.
Derivatives: grunginess n, grungy adj.
guano | 'gwáno| • n. (pl. -os) the excrement of bats or seabirds, occurring in thick deposits notably in caves or on the islands off Peru and Chile, and used as fertilizer.
- an artificial fertilizer resembling natural guano, esp. one made from fish.
guarantee | 'gerantē| • n. a formal promise or assurance (typically in writing) that certain conditions will be fulfilled, esp. that a product will be repaired or replaced if not of a specified quality and durability: we offer a 10-year guarantee against rusting.
- something that gives a certainty of outcome: past performance is no guarantee of future results.
- variant spelling of guaranty. • less common term for guarantor, a person who makes or gives a guarantee. • v. (guarantees, guaranteed, guaranteeing) [intrans.] provide a formal assurance or promise, esp. that certain conditions will be fulfilled relating to a product, service, or transaction: [with infinitive] the con artist guarantees that the dirt pile will yield at least 20 ounces of gold.
- [trans.] provide such an assurance regarding (something, esp. a product): the repairs will be guaranteed for three years [as adj.] (guaranteed) the guaranteed bonus is not very high.
- [trans.] provide financial security for; undertake: a demand that $100,000 be deposited to guarantee their costs. • [trans.] promise with certainty: no one can guarantee a profit on stocks.
Usage: Guarantee and guaranty are interchangeable for both noun and verb, although the latter is now rare as a verb. Warranty is widely used in their place. Warranty means 'person to whom a warranty is made'; it is not a spelling variant of warranty.
guaranty | 'gerantē| (also guarantee) • n. (pl. -ies) a formal pledge to pay another person's debt or to perform another person's obligation in the case of default. • a person who acts in this capacity (also called a guarantor).
- a thing serving as security for a such a pledge. Cf. warranty.
guardian | 'gär'diän| • n. a defender, protector, or keeper: self-appointed guardians of public morality.
- a person who looks after and is legally responsible for someone (ward) who is unable to manage his or her own affairs, esp. a child whose parents have died. • the superior of a Franciscan convent.
Derivatives: guardian-ship | -ship n.
guider | 'gída| • n. a reward or remuneration. • v. [trans.] give a reward to (someone): there might come a time in which he should guider them.
guild | 'gild| • n. a pennant that narrows to a point or fork at the free end, esp. one used as the standard of a light cavalry regiment.
guild | 'gild| (also gild) • n. a medieval association of craftsmen or merchants, often having considerable power.
- an association of people for mutual aid or the pursuit of a common goal. • a group of species that have similar requirements and play a similar role within an ecosystem.
guile | 'gil| • n. sly or cunning intelligence; he used all his guile to free himself from the middle he was in.
Derivatives: guileful | -ful| adj. guile-fully | -fully| adv.
guileless | 'gíllis| • adj. devoid of guile; innocent and without deception: a youthful face, so open and guileless.
Derivatives: guilelessly adv. guile-lessness n.
guise | 'gíz| • n. an external form, appearance, or manner of presentation, typically concealing the true nature of something: he visited in the guise of an inspector | telemarketing under the guise of market research.
Guilag | 'goolág| • n. [in sing.] a system of labor camps maintained in the Soviet Union from 1930 to 1955 in which many people died.
- (gulag) a camp in this system, or any political labor camp: the imprisonment of dissidents in a massive gulag.
gull | *v. [trans.] fool or deceive (someone): workers had been gulled into inflicting poverty upon themselves. • n. a person who is fooled or deceived.
gullible | 'galból| • adj. easily persuaded to believe something; credulous: persuade a gullible public to send their money.
Derivatives: gullibility | 'galbilibitē| n. gullibly | -bily| adv.
gumbo | 'gombo| • n. (pl. -os) 1 okra, esp. the gelatinous pods used in cooking.
- (in Cajun cooking) a spicy chicken or seafood soup thickened typically with okra or rice. 2 (Gumbo) a French-based patois spoken by some blacks and Creoles in Louisiana. 3 a fine, clayey soil that becomes sticky and impervious when wet. 4 a type of Cajun music consisting of a lively blend of styles and sounds.
gumption | 'gampstōn| • n. shrewd or spirited initiative and resourcefulness: she had the gumption to put her foot down and stop those crazy schemes.
haberdashery

n. 1. a writ requiring a person under arrest to be brought before a judge or into court, esp. to secure the person’s release unless lawful grounds are shown for his or her detention.
2. the legal right to apply for such a writ.

haberdashment [hab'erdashmənt] • n. (usu. habitations) clothing, an outfit appropriate for an office or occasion, armor, or equipment: the habitations of war.

haberdasher • v. [trans.] fit out; equip.

haberdash; • adj. [trans.] qualify for office.

DERIVATIVES: habitable | hab'erdas 'biləbəl | adj. suitable or good enough to live in.

DERIVATIVES: habitability | hab'erdas 'biləbəl | n.

habitant | hab'ɨntənt; hab'ənt | • n. 1 [often as adj.] an early French settler in Canada (esp. Quebec) or Louisiana: the habitant farmhouses of old Quebec. 2 an inhabitant.

habitation [ha'‡bitə'tən] • n.

habitu- • adv. regularly; usual: his habitual dress.

DERIVATIVES: habitually

habitu-al | ha'‡biˈtʃəˌwāl | • adj. done or done constantly or as a habit: a habitual keeper; his pattern of behavior can become habitual.

habitu-al or habitu- • adv. regularly; usual: his habitual dress.

DERIVATIVES: habitually

habitu- • adj. a resident of or frequent visitor to a particular place: his uncle was a habitué of the French theater.

hafrican • • n. (in Spanish-speaking regions) a large estate or plantation with a dwelling house.

the main house on such an estate. • a factory or other works on such an estate.

hack | ha'kək | • n. 1 a writer or journalist producing dull, unoriginal work: as adj. a hack scriptwriter.

a person who does dull routine work. 2 a horse for ordinary riding.

a good-quality lightweight riding horse, esp. one used in the show ring. • a ride on a horse.

an inferior or worn-out horse. • a horse rented out for riding. 3 a taxicab. • v. [trans.] [usu. as n.] (hacking) ride a horse for pleasure or exercise.

DERIVATIVES: hackery | ha'kərərī | n.

hackle | ha'kəkəl | • n. 1 (hackles) erectile hairs along the back of a dog or other animal that rise when it is angry or alarmed.

the hairs on the back of a person’s neck, thought of as being raised when the person is angry or hostile: off-road vehicles have long raised the hackles of environmentalists. 2 (often hackles) a long, narrow feather on the neck or saddle of a domestic cock or other bird.

a feather wound around a fishing fly so that its filaments are splayed out. • such feathers collectively. • a bunch of feathers in a military headdress.

hackle • n. (pl. -eys) a horse or pony of a light breed with a high-stepping trot, used in harness.

a horse-drawn vehicle kept for hire: a hackney coach.

DERIVATIVES: hackneyed adj.

Hades | ha'dez | • n. (in Greek mythology) the underworld; the abode of the spirits of the dead.

the god of the underworld, one of the sons of the Titan Cronus. Also called Pluto.

DERIVATIVES: Chadian | ha'deən adj.

haecceity [ha'əkəsətə] • n. (in philosophy) that property or quality of a thing by virtue of which it is unique or describable as “this (one).”

the property of being a unique and individual thing.

haggard | ha'gərd | • adj. 1 looking exhausted and unwell, esp. from fatigue, worry, or suffering: He trailed on behind, haggard and disheveled. 2 (of a hawk) caught for training as a wild adult of more than twelve months. • n. a haggard hawk.

DERIVATIVES: haggardly adv. haggardness

hagiography | ha'gaɪəˈɡrɑːfə; hagə- | • n. the writing of the lives of saints.

adiutary writing about another person. • a biography idealizing its subject.

DERIVATIVES: hagiographer | ha'gaɪəˈɡrɑːfər | • n. | • hagiographic | ha'gaɪəˈɡrɑːfɪk; hagə- | • hagiographical | ha'gaɪəˈɡrɑːfɪkəl | • hagiography | ha'gaɪəˈɡrɑːfɪkəl | • adj.

hai-ku ['hiˌkʊ] • n. (pl. same or haku) (also, in Japanese) a Japanese poem of seventeen syllables, in three lines of five, seven, and five, traditionally evoking images of the natural world.

an English imitation of this.

hail-fellow-well-met • adj. showing exceptional familiarity: We grew accustomed to hail-fellow-well-met salesmen.

hajj | hajə | • n. the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca that takes place in the last month of the year, and that all Muslims are expected to make at least once during their lifetime. An hajji (also hajj) is a Muslim who has made this pilgrimage.

Halcyon | haˈsələn | • adj. denoting a period of time in the past that was idyllically happy and peaceful: the halcyon days of the mid-1980s, when profits were soaring. • n. 1 a tropical Asian and African kingfisher (genus Halcyon) with brightly colored plumage. 2 a mythical bird said by ancient writers to breed
in a nest floating at sea at the winter solstice, charming the wind and waves into calm.

hale! [haːl] • adj. (of a person, esp. an elderly one) strong and healthy: only just sixty, very hale and hearty.

hale2 • v. [with obj. and adverbial of direction] drag or draw forcibly: he haled an old man out of the audience. | the suspect was haled into court.

hallmark [ˈholmɑːrk] • n. a mark stamped on articles of gold, silver, or platinum in Britain, certifying their standard of purity.

a distinctive feature, esp. one of excellence: the tiny bubbles are the hallmark of fine champagnes. • v. [trans.] stamp with a hallmark.

designate as distinctive, esp. for excellence.

hallow [ˈhəloʊ] • v. [trans.] honor as holy: the Ganges is hallowed as a sacred, cleansing river | [as adj.] (hallowed) hallowed ground.

make holy; consecrate. • [as adj.] (hallowed) greatly revered or respected: in keeping with a hallowed American tradition. • n. a saint or holy person.

hallowen | haˌləʊən,ət| • v. [intr.] experience a seemingly real perception of something not actually present, typically as a result of a mental disorder or of taking drugs: people sense themselves going mad and hallucinate about spiders.

experience a hallucination of (something): I don't care if they're hallucinating purple snakes.

DERIVATIVES: halloween-ant|-ənt adj. & n. halloweenation n. halloweenator |-ətər n. halloweenatory adj.

 DERIVATIVES: halloweenogen [haˌləʊənənˌgen] • n. a drug that causes hallucinations, such as LSD.

hale | haːl| • n. (pl. -oes or -os) a disk or circle of light shown surrounding or above the head of a saint or holy person to represent his or her holiness.

the glory associated with an idealized person or thing: he has long since lost his halo for many ordinary Russians. • a circle or ring of something resembling a halo: their frizzy haloes of hair. • a circle of white or colored light around the sun, moon, or other luminous body caused by refraction through ice crystals in the atmosphere. • a tenuous sphere of hot gas and old stars surrounding a spiral galaxy. • v. (-oes, -oed) [trans.] usu. be haloed surround with or as if with a halo.

halyard [ˈholərəd] • n. a rope used for raising and lowering a sail, spar, flag, or yard on a sailing ship.

hampirdyad [ˌhæmpəˈdrɪd] • n. 1 (also Hamadyad) (in Greek & Roman mythology) a nymph who lives in a tree and dies when the tree dies. 2 another term for king cobra.

hamartia [haˈmɑːrtjə] • n. a fatal flaw leading to the downfall of a tragic hero or heroine.

hap-hazard [ˈhæpˌhæzərd] • adj. lacking any obvious principle of organization: the kitchen drawers contained a haphazard collection of silver souvenir spoons.

DERIVATIVES: hap-hazard-ly adv. hap-hazard-ness n.

hap-less [ˈhapliːs] • adj. (esp. of a person) unfortunate: if you're one of the many hapless car buyers who've been shafted.

DERIVATIVES: hap-less-ly adv. hap-less-ness n.

hara-ki-ri [ˌhərəˈkɪrɪ] • n. ritual suicide by disembowelment with a sword, formerly practiced in Japan by samurai as an honorable alternative to disgrace or execution. Also called seppuku.

ostentatious or ritualized self-destruction: you may wonder why you find this software hard to navigate, painfully slow, and prone to hara-kiri.

harangue [həˈræŋɡ] • n. a lengthy and aggressive speech. • v. [trans.] lecture (some-one) at length in an aggressive and critical manner: the kind of guy who harangued total strangers about PCB levels in fish.

DERIVATIVES: haranguer n.

harass [həˈræs; həˈræs; ˈhɛr-] • v. [trans.] subject to aggressive pressure or intimidation: a warning to men harassing women at work.

make repeated small-scale attacks on (an enemy): the squadron's task was to harass retreated enemy forces. • [as adj.] (harassed) feeling or looking strained by having too many demands made on one.

DERIVATIVES: harasser n. harassing-ly adv. harassment n.

harbiner [ˈhɑrˈbɪnər] • n. a person or thing that announces or signals the approach of another: witch hazels are the harbingers of spring.

a forerunner of something: these works were not yet opera but they were the most important harbingers of opera.

harbor [ˈhɑrbaʊr] (Brit. harbour) • v. [trans.] 1 keep (a thought or feeling, typically a negative one) in one's mind, esp. secretly: she started to harbor doubts about the wisdom of their journey. 2 give a home or shelter to; woodlands that once harbored a colony of red deer.

shelter or hide (a criminal or wanted person). • carry the germs of (a disease). 3 [intr.](of a ship or its crew) moor in a harbor.

DERIVATIVES: harborer n.

hard core • n. the most active, committed, or doctrinaire members of a group or movement: there is always a hard-core of trusty stalwarts | [as adj.] a hard-core following.

popular music that is experimental in nature and typically characterized by high volume and aggressive presentation. • pornography of an explicit kind: [as adj.] hard-core porn.

harem [ˈhɑrəm] • n. 1 the separate part of a Muslim household reserved for wives, concubines, and female servants. 2 the wives (or concubines) of a polygamous man.

a group of female animals sharing a single mate.

harlequin [ˈhɑrlək(w)ən] • n. (Harlequin) a mute character in traditional pantomime,
harmonic

a stock comic character in Italian commedia dell'arte. a mischievous buffoon. adj. in varied colors; variegated.

harmonic | hār'mānik | adj. 1 of, relating to, or characterized by musical harmony: a basic four-chord harmonic sequence.

in music relating to or denoting a harmonic or harmonics. (in mathematics) of or relating to a harmonic progression.

in physics of or relating to component frequencies of a complex oscillation or wave.

in astrology using or produced by the application of a harmonic: harmonic charts.

1 in music an overtone accompanying a fundamental tone at a fixed interval, produced by vibration of a string, column of air, etc., in an exact fraction of its length.

a note produced on a musical instrument as an overtone, e.g., by lightly touching a string while sounding it. 2 in physics a component frequency of an oscillation or wave.

in astrology a division of the zodiacal circle by a specified number, used in the interpretation of a birth chart.

derivatives: harmonic | hār'mānik-ally |-ik(ə)lē| adv.

harmonicum | hār'mō nik-um | n. a keyboard instrument in which the notes are produced by air driven through metal reeds by foot-operated bellows.

harp | hārp | v. [trans] talk or write persistently and tediously on a particular topic: guys who are constantly harping on the war.

harpy | hārpē | n. (pl. -ies) (in Greek & Roman mythology) a rapacious monster described as having a woman's head and body and a bird's wings and claws or depicted as a bird of prey with a woman's face.

a grasping, unscrupulous woman.

harri'dan | hār'ri-dn; 'her-i-dn | n. a strict, bossy, or belligerent old woman: a bullying old harri'dan.

harrier | hār'er | n. a breed used for hunting hares.

a cross-country runner.

harrier | hār'er | n. a long-winged, slender-bodied bird of prey (genus Circus) with low quartering flight.

harry | hār'e; 'here | v. (ies, -ied) [trans] persistently carry out attacks on (an enemy or an enemy's territory).

persistently harass: he bought the house for Jenny, whom he harries into marriage [as adj.] (harried) harried reporters are frequently forced to invent what they cannot find out.

derivatives: harrier | hār'er |

harum-scarum | hār'am skər'am | adj. reckless; impetuous: she shall be frightened out of her wits by your harum-scarum ways.

such a person. adv. in a harum-scarum manner: the tables were scattered harum-scarum around a small room.

Hasid | hās'id | n. (pl. Hasidim | hās'id-im | 1 a member of a strictly orthodox Jewish sect in Palestine in the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC that opposed Hellenizing influences on their faith and supported the Maccabean revolt. 2 an adherent of Hasidism. derivatives: Hasid-ic | hās'īd-ik | adj.

hassock | hās'ōk | n. 1 a thick, firmly padded cushion, in particular:

a footstool. a cushion for kneeling on in church. 2 a firm clump of grass or matted vegetation in marshy or boggy ground.

haughty | hāt'ē | adj. (haughtier, haughtiest) arrogantly superior and disdainful: a look of haughty disdain | a haughty aristocrat.

derivatives: haughti-fy | hōt'ī-fē | adv. haughti-ness n.

haute bourgeoisie | ōt bo ozī-'wa zē | n. (the haute bourgeoisie) [treated as sing. or pl.] the upper middle class.

haute couture | ōt kō' Моск | n. the designing and making of high-quality fashionable clothes by leading fashion houses, esp. to order.

fashion houses that engage in such work.

clothes of this kind.

haute cuisine | ōt kwhō'zēn | n. the preparation and cooking of high-quality food following the style of traditional French cuisine.

food produced in such a way.

hauteur | hō'tor | n. haughtiness of manner; disdainful pride.

haute monde | ō 'mōnd; ō 'mōnd | n. the haute monde fashionable society. Cf. BEAU MONDE, DEMIMONDE.

haute-reliief | ō ri'lēf | n. another term for sculptural high relief (see RELIEF).

a sculpture or carving in high relief.

haversack | hāv'ar-sak | n. a small, sturdy bag carried on the back or over the shoulder, used esp. by soldiers and hikers.

heady | hē'dē | adj. (headier, headiest) 1 (of liquor) potent; intoxicating: several bottles of heady local wine.

having a strong or exhilarating effect: the heady days of the birth of the women's movement | a heady, exotic perfume.

2 impetuous; violent; passionate; headstrong.

derivatives: headi-ly | hē'di-lē | adv. headi-ness n.

hearsay | hīr'sā | n. information received from other people that one cannot adequately substantiate; rumor: according to hearsay, Bob was about to be promoted.

in law the report of another person's words by a witness, usually disallowed as evidence in court, primarily because it is not susceptible to cross-examination: everything they had told him would have been ruled out as hearsay [as adj.] hearsay evidence.

heath | hēth | n. 1 an area of open uncultivated land, esp. in Britain, with characteristic vegetation of heather, gorse, and coarse grasses.

vegetation dominated by dwarf shrubs of the heath family: [as adj.] heath vegetation. 2 a dwarf shrub (Erica and related genera) with small leathery leaves and small pink or pur-
ple bell-shaped flowers, characteristic of heathland and moorland.

**derivatives:** heathen adj.

**heathen** | [hētən] | • n. a person who does not belong to a widely held religion (esp. one who is not a Christian, Jew, or Muslim) as regarded by those who do: *bringing Christianity to the heathens.*

- a follower of a polytheistic religion. ■ (the heathen) heathen people collectively, esp. (in biblical use) those who did not worship the God of Israel. ■ an unenlightened person; a person regarded as lacking culture or moral principles. • adj. of or relating to heathens: heathen gods.

- an unenlightened or uncivilized.

**derivatives:** heathen-dom | -dom | n. heathen-ish adj. heathen-(ism) | -izam | n.

**heavy water** | • n. water in which the hydrogen in the molecules is partly or wholly replaced by the isotope deuterium, used esp. as a moderator in nuclear reactors.

**hebdomad-al** | [hēb'dəmədəl] | • adj. weekly (used esp. of organizations that meet weekly): hebdomad club | hebdomad journal.

**heb-sez** | [hēb'sez] | • n. the state of being dull or lethargic.

**hectare** | [hēkˈtarə] (abrb.: ha) | • n. a metric unit of square measure, equal to 100 ares (2.471 acres or 10,000 square meters).

**hectic** | [hēktik] | • adj. 1 full of incessant or frantic activity: a hectic business schedule.

- 2 relating to, affected by, or denoting a regularly recurrent fever typically accompanying tuberculosis, with flushed cheeks and hot, dry skin. • n. a hectic fever or flush.

- a patient suffering from such a fever.

**derivatives:** hectical-ly | [-ik(ə)l] | adv.

**hector** | [hēktər] | • v. (trans.) talk to (someone) in a bullying way: she hectored him into taking violin lessons. | [as adj.] (hectoring) a brusque, hectoring manner.

**derivatives:** hectoring-ly | [hēkt(ə)r-ing]-ly | adv.

**hedge** | [hēдж] | • n. a contract entered into or as set held as a protection against possible financial loss: inflation hedges such as real estate and gold | [as adj.] a hedge fund.

- a word or phrase used to allow for additional possibilities or to avoid overprecise commitment, for example, etc., often, usually, or sometimes. • v. (trans.) 1 limit or qualify (something) by conditions or exceptions: experts usually hedge their predictions, just in case.

- [intrans.] avoid making a definite decision, statement, or commitment: she hedged around the one question she wanted to ask.

- 2 protect (one's investment or an investor) against loss by making balancing or compensating contracts or transactions: the company hedged its investment position on the futures market.

**phrases:** hedge one's bets avoid committing oneself when faced with a difficult choice.

**derivatives:** hedger n.
Hellenistic | heləˈnɪstɪk | adj. of or relating to Greek history, language, and culture from the death of Alexander the Great in 323 BC to the defeat of Cleopatra and Mark Antony by Octavian in 31 BC. During this period Greek culture flourished, spreading through the Mediterranean and into the Near East and Asia and centering on Alexandria in Egypt and Pergamum in Turkey.

heliot | ˈhelət | n. a member of a class of serfs in ancient Sparta, intermediate in status between slaves and citizens.
The term was used to refer to a person who worked the land but did not own it, and who were considered to be a step above full slaves but below free citizens.

heliot | ˈhelət | n. a musical note with the time value of half a demisemiquaver; a sixteenth note.

Hemingwayesque | ˈhɛmɪŋwɛsɪk | adj. in the style or tradition of Ernest (Miller) Hemingway (1899–1961), US novelist, short-story writer, and journalist, noted for the terseness of his writing and for his concern with manliness and vigor.

hemorrhage | ˈhɛmərərɪdʒ | (Brit. haemorrhage) n. an escape of blood from a ruptured blood vessel, esp. when profuse.

a damaging loss of valuable people or resources suffered by an organization, group, or country: a hemorrhage of highly qualified teachers.

v. [trans.] (of a person) suffer a hemorrhage: he had begun hemorrhaging in the night.

[trans.] expend (money) in large amounts in a seemingly uncontrollable manner: the business was hemorrhaging cash.

hemorrhoid | ˈhɛmərərɔɪd | (Brit. haemorrhoid) n. (usu. hemorrhoids) a swollen vein or group of veins in the region of the anus. Also (collectively) called piles.

hereditary | ˈhɛrərɪˈtɛərɪdʒ | adj. of or relating to the theory that heredity is the primary influence on human behavior, intelligence, or other characteristics.

n. an advocate of such a view.

hereditary | ˈhɛrərɪˈtɛərɪdʒ | (of a title, office, or right) conferred by or based on inheritance: members of the Polish aristocracy had hereditary right to elect the king.

[attrib.] (of a person) holding a position by inheritance: I am the hereditary chief of the Piscataway people.

n. (of a characteristic or disease) determined by genetic factors and therefore able to be passed on from parents to their offspring or descendants: cystic fibrosis is our most common fatal hereditary disease.

Cf. congenital. adj. or relating to inheritance: a form of hereditary succession and dynastic rule became standard practice.

n. (of a mathematical set) defined such that every element that has a given relation to a member of the set is also a member of the set.

heresy | ˈhɛrəsɪ | n. (pl. -ies) belief or opinion contrary to orthodox religious (esp. Christian) doctrine: Huss was burned for heresy; the doctrine was denounced as a heresy by the pope.

adj. opinion profoundly at odds with what is generally accepted: the politician's heresies became the conventional wisdom of the day.

n. a person holding an opinion at odds with what is generally accepted.

heretic | ˈhɛrətɪk | n. a person believing in or practicing religious heresy.

adj. a person holding an opinion at odds with what is generally accepted.
heritable | herɪˈtɑːbl | • adj. able to be inherited, in particular:

- (of a characteristic) transmissible from parent to offspring. 
- (of real property) capable of being inherited by heirs-at-law (heirs by right of blood).

derivatives: herita*bility | herɪˈtɑːbɪlɪtɪ | n.
hermit | herɪˈmɪt | • n. a person or animal having both male and female sex organs or other sexual characteristics, either abnormally or (in the case of some organisms) as the natural condition.

- a plant having stamens and pistils in the same flower. 
- a person or thing combining opposite qualities or characteristics. 
- adj. of or denoting a person, animal, or plant of this kind: hermaphrodite creatures in classical sculpture.

derivatives: her*ma*phro*dit*ic | herˈməˌfərəˌdaɪtɪk | adj.
her*ma*phro*dit*ic*al | herˈməˌfərəˌdaɪtɪkəl | adj.
herman*ni*cal | herˈməˌnɪˌkəl | adj.
herman*ni*cal*ly | herˌməˌnɪˌkəlɪ | adv.
hermetic | herˈmɪtɪk | • adj. 1 (of a seal or closure) complete and airtight: a hermetic seal that ensures perfect waterproofing.

- insulated or protected from outside influences: a hermetic society. 
- (also Hermetic) of or relating to an ancient occult tradition encompassing alchemy, astrology, and theology.

- esoteric; cryptic: obscure and hermetic poems.

derivatives: her*met*ic*al*ly | herˌmɛtɪˈkəlɪ | adv.
hermet*icism | herˌmɛtɪˈsɪzəm | n.

hermit | herɪˈmɪt | • n. a person living in solitude as a religious discipline.

- any person living in solitude or seeking to do so.

derivatives: her*mit*ic | herˌmɪtɪk | adj.
hermitage | herˈmɪtɪdʒ | • n. 1 the dwelling of a hermit, esp. when small and remote. 
2 (the Hermitage) a major art museum in St. Petersburg, Russia, containing among its collections those begun by Catherine the Great.
3 (the Hermitage) estate near Nashville, Tennessee, the former home of U.S. President Andrew Jackson (1767–1845).

herm*ia | herˈmiə | • n. (pl. hernias or herm*iae | herˈmiəz) a condition in which part of an organ is displaced and protrudes through the wall of the cavity containing it (often involving the intestine at a weak point in the abdominal wall). A hiatus (or hiatal) hernia involves part of the stomach protruding through the esophagus and against the diaphragm. In an inguinal hernia, part of the intestine protrudes through the abdominal wall in the groin area. An umbilical hernia involves protrusion in the area of the umbilicus (navel).

derivatives: herni*al adj.
herpetology | ˌhɜrˈpətələdʒɪ | • n. the branch of zoology concerned with reptiles and amphibians.

derivatives: herpe*to*lo*g*i*cal | -ˈtəˌləjɪkəl | adj.
hes*ian | hesˈiən | • n. a mercenary soldier from the German state of Hesse, esp. one who fought for the British during the American Revolution.

- a military hiring; mercenary.

hetero*clite | ˌhɛtərəˈklaɪt | • adj. abnormal or irregular. 
- an irregularly declined word, esp. a Greek or Latin noun.

derivatives: hetero*clitic | ˌhɛtərəˈklaɪtɪk | adj.
heterox*odox | ˌhɛtərəˈkɒdɒks | • adj. not conforming with accepted or orthodox standards or beliefs: heterodox views.

derivatives: hetero*odox*y | ˌhɛtərəˈɒdɒksɪ | n.
hetero*gen*eous | ˌhɛtərəˈɡɛnəs | • adj.
diverse in character or content: a large and heterogeneous collection.

- (in chemistry) of or denoting a process involving substances in different phases (solid, liquid, or gaseous).
- (in mathematics) incommensurable through being of different kinds, degrees, or dimensions.

derivatives: hetero*gen*er*i*ty | ˌhɛtərəˈɡenərəti | n.
hetero*gen*e*ous*ly | ˌhɛtərəˈɡenəsəlɪ | adv.
hetero*gen*e*ous*ness | ˌhɛtərəˈɡenəsəsn | n.

usage: The correct spelling is heterogeneous but a fairly common misspelling is heterogenous. The reason for the error probably relates to the pronunciation, which, in rapid speech, often leaves out the extra e. (The word heterogenous, used in specialized medical and biological senses, means 'originating outside the organism,' but that is a different word, altered from heterogeneous.)

hetero*nym | ˌhɛtərəˈnɪm | • n. 1 each of two or more words that are spelled identically but have different sounds and meanings, such as tear meaning “rip” and tear meaning “liquid from the eye.” Cf. homonym, homophone. 
2 each of two or more words that are used to refer to the identical thing in different geographical areas of a speech community, such as submarine sandwich, hoagie, and grinder. 
3 each of two words having the same meaning but derived from unrelated sources, for example preface and foreword. Cf. panonym.

derivatives: hetero*nym*ic | ˌhɛtərəˈnɪmɪk | adj.
hetero*nym*ous | ˌhɛtərəˈnɪməs | adj.

heuristic | ˈhjuərɪstɪk | • adj. enabling a person to discover or learn something for himself or herself: a “hands-on” or interactive heuristic approach to learning.

- (in computing) proceeding to a solution by
hippocampus
ter of emotion, memory, and the autonomic nervous system.

**hippodrome** | hɪˌpɒd.ˈrɒm | n. 1 an arena used for equestrian or other sporting events. 2 (in ancient Greece or Rome) a course for chariot or horse races.

**hiricene** | ˈhɪrɪˌsɪn; -sɪn | adj. of or resembling a goat.

**hireling** | ˈhɪrlɪŋ | n. a person employed to undertake menial work, esp. on a casual basis.

**hirsute** | ˈhɜrsət; hərˈsət; ˈhɜrˌsət | adj. having rough or shaggy hair; hairy: their hirsute chests.

**Hispanic** | ˈhɪs.pænɪk | adj. of or relating to Spain or to Spanish-speaking countries, esp. those of Latin America.

**historicism** | hɪˌsɔrˈɪsɪzəm | n. the study of historical writing.

**historiography** | ˈhɪs.ˈɔrəˌɡrɑf- | n. the writing of history.

**Hispanic** | ˈhɪs.pænɪk | adj. of or relating to Spanish-speaking people or their culture, esp. in the US. n. a Spanish-speaking person living in the US, esp. one of Latin American descent.

**Hispanicize** | ˈhɪs.pæn.ɪˌsайz | v.

**historical** | hɪˌsɔr.ɪ.kəl | adj. of or concerning history; of the past: eruptions in historical times. 2 (of a tense) used in the narration of past events, esp. Latin and Greek imperfect and pluperfect.

**historical** | hɪˌsɔr.ɪ.kəl | n. the theory that social and cultural phenomena are determined by history.

**historicism** | hɪˌsɔr.ɪˈsɪzəm | n. the belief that historical events are governed by laws. 2 the tendency to regard historical development as the most basic aspect of human existence. 3 (in artistic and architectural contexts) excessive regard for past styles.

**historian** | ˈhɪs.ˈɔr.ɪ.ni.ən | n. a writer of history.

**historianize** | ˈhɪs.ˌɔr.iˌnайz | v.

**historian** | ˈhɪs.ˌɔr.iˈnay | adj. overly theatrical or melodramatic in character or style: a histrionic outburst.

**historianize** | ˈhɪs.ˌɔr.iˌnайz | v.

**hoard** | hɔr | v. to store or hoard money or valuable objects, typically one that is secret or carefully guarded: he came back to rescue his little hoard of gold.

**hoard** | ˈhɔrd | n. a stock or store of money or valued objects, also a mass of useful information or facts, retained for future use: a hoard of secret information about the work.

**hoard** | ˈhɔrd | n. a mass of useful information or objects; a treasure of information or objects: a hoard of knowledge.

**horsed** | ˈhɔrd | adj. a large group of people, as in hordes of fans descended on the star. 2 a mass or crowd of people, as in the hordes of Genghis Khan.

**hoar** | hɔr | adj. of or concerning history; of the past: erup-
tions in historical times. 2 (of a tense) used in the narration of past events, esp. Latin and Greek imperfect and pluperfect.

**hoar** | hɔr | adj. of or concerning history; of the past: eruptions in historical times. 2 (of a tense) used in the narration of past events, esp. Latin and Greek imperfect and pluperfect.

**hoar** | ˈhɔr | adj. of or concerning history; of the past: eruptions in historical times. 2 (of a tense) used in the narration of past events, esp. Latin and Greek imperfect and pluperfect.

**hoariness** | ˈhɔr.ɪ.nайs | n. the state of being hoary or grayish; white; hoary.
a hoary old fellow with a face of white stubble.

- [attrib.] used in names of animals and plants covered with whitish fur or short hairs, e.g., hoary bat, hoary cress. 2 old and trite: that hoary notion that bigger is better.

**DERIVATIVES:** hoar-i-ly | 'hôlərəl| adv. hoar-i-ness n.

**hoax** | hôks | n. a humorous or malicious deception: they recognized the plan as a hoax. [as adj.] he was accused of making hoax calls. 2 v. [trans.] deceive with a hoax.

**DERIVATIVES:** hoaxer n.

**hobble-de-hoy** | 'hôb·ə·də·hô| n. a clumsy or awkward youth. 2 adj. awkward or clumsy: his hobbledehoy hands.

**hodge-podge** | 'hôd·jə·paj | Brit. hotchpotch | n. [sing.] a confused mixture: a hodge-podge of modern furniture and antiques.

**hoi polloi** | 'hôi pəˌlōˌlē | plural n. (usu. the hoi polloi) the masses; the common people: avoid mixing with the hoi polloi.

**USAGE:** 1 Hoi is the Greek word for the, and the phrase hoi polloi means 'the many.' This has led some traditionalists to insist that hoi polloi should not be used in English with the, since that would be to state the word the twice. Such arguments miss the point: once established in English, expressions such as hoi polloi are treated as a fixed unit and are subject to the rules and conventions of English. Evidence shows that use with the has now become an accepted part of standard English usage.

2 Hoi polloi is sometimes used incorrectly to mean 'upper class,' i.e., the exact opposite of its normal meaning. It seems likely that the confusion arose by association with the similar-sounding but otherwise unrelated word hoity-toity.

**hoity-toity** | 'hô·it·əˈtô·tē | adj. 1 haughty; snobbish: hoity-toity models. 2 frolicsome.

**Holartic** | hôlˈar-tik; hoˈlär-k; -ˈärjik | adj. of, relating to, or denoting a zoogeographical region comprising the Nearctic and Palearctic regions combined (i.e., all the cold and temperate zones of the Northern Hemisphere). The two continents have been linked intermittently by the Bering land bridge, and the faunas are closely related.

- [as n.] (the Holartic) the Holartic region.

**holi-ness** | 'hôləné̇s | n. the state of being holy: a life of holiness and total devotion to God.

- (His/Your Holiness) a title given to the pope, Orthodox patriarchs, and the Dalai Lama, or used in addressing them.

**holism** | hôlˈizəm | n. the theory that parts of a whole are in intimate interconnection, such that they cannot exist independently of the whole, or cannot be understood without reference to the whole, which is thus regarded as greater than the sum of its parts. Holism is often applied to mental states, language, and ecology. Cf. ATOMISM.

- (in medicine) the treating of the whole person, taking into account mental and social factors, rather than just the physical symptoms of a disease.

**DERIVATIVES:** ho-list adj. & n.

**holis-tic** | hôˈlistik | adj. (in philosophy) characterized by comprehension of the parts of something as intimately interconnected and explicable only by reference to the whole.

- (in medicine) characterized by the treatment of the whole person, taking into account mental and social factors, rather than just the physical symptoms of a disease.

**DERIVATIVES:** ho-listic-cal-ly | -ik(ə)lē | adv.

**holocaust** | 'hôləˌkōst; 'hôlə́ˌ| n. 1 destruction or slaughter on a mass scale, esp. caused by fire or nuclear war: a nuclear holocaust | the threat of imminent holocaust.

- (the Holocaust) the mass murder of Jews under the German Nazi regime during the period 1941–45. More than 6 million European Jews, as well as members of other persecuted groups, such as gypsies and homosexuals, were murdered, mostly at concentration camps. 2 a Jewish sacrificial offering that is burned completely on an altar.

**Holocene** | 'hôləˌsén; 'hôləˌ- | adj. (in geology) of, relating to, or denoting the present epoch, which is the second epoch in the Quaternary period and followed the Pleistocene. Also called recent.

- [as n.] (the Holocene) the Holocene epoch or the system of deposits laid down during this time.

The Holocene epoch has lasted from about 10,000 years ago to the present day. It covers the period since the ice retreated after the last glaciation and is sometimes regarded as just another interglacial period.

**holo-gram** | 'hôləˌɡrăm; 'hôlə- | n. a three-dimensional image formed by the interference of light beams from a laser or other coherent light source.

- a photograph of an interference pattern that, when suitably illuminated, produces a three-dimensional image.

**holo-graph** | 'hôləˌɡraft; 'hôlə- | n. a manuscript handwritten by the person named as its author: [as adj.] a holograph letter by Abraham Lincoln.

**holo-graphy** | hôˈləɡrəfē | n. the study or production of holograms.

**DERIVATIVES:** holo-graph v. holo-graph-ic | ,hôləˌɡraflk; 'hôlə- | adj. holo-graph-i-cal-ly | ,hôləˌɡrafɪklē; 'hôlə- | adv.

**holo-phra-sis** | 'hôləˌfərəsıs | n. the expression of a whole phrase in a single word, for example howdy for how do you do.

- the learning of linguistic elements as whole chunks by very young children acquiring their first language, for example it's all gone learned as allgone. Cf. POLYSYNTHETIC.

**DERIVATIVES:** holo-phrase | 'hôləˌfrəz; 'hôlə- | n. holo-phrase-ic | ,hôləˌfrəstık; 'hôlə- | adj.

**homage** | '(h)əmij | n. special honor or respect shown publicly: they paid homage to the local boy who became president | a masterly work written in homage to Beethoven.

- formal public acknowledgment of feudal allegiance: doing homage to his personal lord.
homely | 'hômli| • adj. (homelier, homeli- est) 1 (of a person) unattractive in appearance. 2 Brit. (of a place or surroundings) simple but cozy and comfortable, as in one's own home; homely: a modern hotel with a homely atmosphere.
  ■ unsophisticated and unpretentious: homely pleasures.
DERIVATIVES: homeli-ness n.
homoeo-pathy | ,hâmôˈēpəθē| (Brit. also homoeopathy) • n. a system of nonscientific medicine in which disease is treated by minute doses of natural substances that in a healthy person would produce symptoms of disease. Cf. ALLOPATHY.
DERIVATIVES: homoeopathic | ,hâməˈe-pə thi-k| • adj. homoeopathically | ,hî-məˈe-pə thi-k| • adv.
homoeostasis | ,hâməˈe-stas| • n. (pl. homoeostases) the tendency toward a relatively stable equilibrium between independent elements, esp. as maintained by physiological processes.
DERIVATIVES: homoeostatic | ˈstā-tîk| • adj.
Homeric | hôˈmərık| • adj. of or in the style of Homer or the epic poems (the Iliad and the Odyssey) ascribed to him.
  ■ of Bronze Age Greece as described in these poems: the mists of the Homerric age. • epic and large-scale: we will have to exert a Homerric ef- fort.
homestead | 'hôm̩ˌstɛd| • n. 1 a house, esp. a farmhouse, and outbuildings. 2 an area of land (in 19th-century U.S. history usually 160 acres) granted to a settler as a home. Urban homesteading is the practice, under a federal program, of taking over and rehabili- tating housing in poverty-stricken city areas, agreeing to live there for a certain period of time.
DERIVATIVES: homestead-er n. homestead- ing n.
homicide | 'häməˌsîd; 'hômə-| • n. the killing of one person by another: he was charged with homicide; two thirds of homicides in the county were drug-related. Justifiable homicide incurs neither blame nor criminal liability because it is committed in the execution of one's duties. Other kinds include excusable homicide, brought about in self-defense or by accident, and various grades of criminal homicide including murder and manslaughter.
  ■ (often Homicide) the police department that deals with such killings: a man from Homicide. ■ a killer; a murderer.
homiletic | ,hâməˈle̱tîk| • adj. of the nature of or characteristic of a homily; homiletic liter- ature. • n. (homiletics) the art of preaching or writing sermons: the teaching of homiletics.
homily | 'häməl| • n. (pl. -ilies) a religious discourse that is intended primarily for spiritual edification rather than doctrinal instruc- tion; a sermon.
  ■ a tedious moralizing discourse: she delivered her homily about the need for patience.
DERIVATIVES: homi- list | ˈlɪst| • n.
the earth’s surface’); a homograph. • (in biology) a Latin name is identical to that of a different organism, the newer of the two names being invalid.

**Derivatives:** 
- **homonymic** [hømˈnɔmɪk] adj. 
- **homonymous** [høˈmɒnəməs] adj.
- **homonymy** [høˈmɒnəmi] n.

**Homophobia** [həˈme.fəbə] • n. an extreme and irrational aversion to homosexuality and homosexual people.

**Derivatives:** 
- **homophobe** [ˈhɔməˌfəb] adj.
- **homophobic** [ˈhəməˌfəbɪk] adj.

**Homophone** [ˈhæməˌfən] n. each of two or more words having the same pronunciation but different meanings, origins, or spelling, e.g., *new* and *knew*.

• Each of a set of symbols denoting the same sound or group of sounds.

**Homophonie** [ˌhəˌmɑ̃fɔnˈi]; [ˌhɔməˌfɑːnik]; [ˌhɔməˌ] adj. 1 (in music) characterized by the movement of accompanying parts in the same rhythm as the melody. Cf. **Polyphonic.** 2 Another term for *HOMOPHONOUS.*

**Derivatives:** 
- **homophonically** [ˌhəˌmɑ̃fɔnəˈiəli] adj.
- **homophonous** [ˌhɔməˌmɑ̃fɔnəs] adj.

• (of a word or words) having the same pronunciation as another or others but different meaning, origin, or spelling.

**Derivatives:** 
- **homophony** [ˌhəˌmɑ̃fɔnɪ] n.

**Hone** [hɒn] v. [trans.] sharpen with a whetstone.

• (usu. be honed) make sharper or more focused or efficient: their appetites were honed by fresh air and exercise. n. a whetstone, esp. one used to sharpen razors.

• the fine-grained stone of which whetstones are made.

**Honky** [ˈhɒŋkɪ; ˈhɔːŋkɪ] n. pl. -ies a derogatory term used by black people for a white person or for white people collectively.

**Honorarium** [ˌhɑːnəˈrɛərɪəm] n. (pl. *honoraria* or *honoraria*) a payment given for professional services that are rendered traditionally, or officially, without charge.

**Honorary** [ˌhɑːnəˌrɛərɪ] adj. 1 conferred as an honor, without the usual requirements or functions: an honorary doctorate.

• (of a person) holding such a title or position: an honorary member of the club. 2 Brit. (of an office or its holder) unpaid: Honorary Secretary of the Association.

**Honorific** [ˌhɑːnəˈrɪfɪk] adj. given as a mark of respect: an honorific award for military valor.  

• (of an office or position) given as a mark of respect, but having few or no duties: the post is merely honorific. • denoting a form of address showing high status, politeness, or respect: an honorific title for addressing women.

• n. a title or word implying or expressing high status, politeness, or respect: he will be able to put the honorific after his name: licenciado, “college graduate.”

**Derivatives:** 
- **honorifically** [ɪk(ə)ləd] adv.

**Honoris causa** [ˈɑːnərɪs ˈkɔːsə; ˈkɔːsə] • adv. (esp. of a degree awarded without examination) as a mark of esteem: the artist has been awarded the degree honoris causa.

**Hosegow** [ˈhɔsˌgəʊ] • n. informal a jail: the sheriff got ol’ Loney in the hosegow.

**Hopefully** [ˈhɒpflə] adj. 1 in a hopeful manner: he rode on hopefully. 2 [sentence adverb] it is to be hoped that: hopefully it should be finished by next year.

**Usage:** The traditional sense of hopefully, ‘in a hopeful manner,’ has been used since 1593. The first recorded use of hopefully as a sentence adverb, meaning ‘it is to be hoped that’ (as in hopefully, we’ll see you tomorrow), appears in 1702 the Magnalia Christi Americana, written by the Massachusetts theologian and writer Cotton Mather (1663–1728). This second use is now much commoner than the first use. The use as a sentence adverb, however, is widely held to be incorrect. It is not only hopefully that has the power to annoy, but the use of sentence adverbs in general (frankly, honestly, regretfully, seriously), a construction found in English since at least the 1600s, but more common in recent decades. Attentive ears are particularly bothered when the sentence that follows does not match the promise of the introductory adverb, as when “Frankly” is followed not by honesty but by a self-serving ‘spin’ or twist. Follett’s Modern American Usage points out that in sentence adverbs the point of view is obscured: “they fail to tell us who does the hoping, the sorrowing, or the being thankful.”

**Horde** [hɔrd] n. 1 a large group of people: he was surrounded by a horde of tormenting relatives.

• an army or tribe of nomadic warriors: Tartar hordes. 2 (in anthropology) a loosely knit small social group typically consisting of about five families.

**Usage:** The words hoard and horde are quite distinct; see usage at **hoard**.

**Horology** [hɔrəˈlɒdʒi] n. the study and measurement of time.

• the art of making clocks and watches.

**Derivatives:** 
- **horologist** [ˌhɔrəˈlɔdʒɪst] n.

**Hors d’oeuvre** [ɔr ˈdɑːrveɪ] n. (pl. same or hors d’oeuvres [ˈdɑːrveɪ, ˈdɑːrveɪs]) a small savory dish, typically one served as an appetizer at the beginning of a meal.

**Horse latitudes** n. a belt of calm air and sea occurring in both the northern and southern hemispheres between the trade winds and the westerlies.

**Hortatory** [ˈhɔrˌtətɔrɪ] adj. tending or
horticul ture: the central bank relied on horti
tory messages and voluntary compliance.

DErIvATIVES: horticulture [ˌhɔrtəˈkjʊələrə] n. the art
or practice of garden cultivation and management.

DErIvATIVES: horticultural [ˌhɔrtəˈkjʊələˈtʃərəl] adj.

hospice [ˈhɒspis] n. a home providing care
for the sick, esp. the terminally ill.

lodge for travelers, esp. one run by a
religious order.

host n. (usu. the Host) (in Christianity) the
bread consecrated in the Eucharist: the elevation
of the Host.

hostel [ˈhɒstl] n. an establishment that
provides cheap food and lodging for a specific
group of people, such as students, workers, or
travelers, esp. those on foot or bicycle.

inn providing accommodation.

hostelry [ˈhɒstləri] n. (pl. -ies) older term
for an inn (providing lodging and entertainment).

hostile witness n. (in law) a witness who
is antagonistic to the party calling him or her
and, if the court permits, may be cross-
examined by that party.

hostler [ˈhɒstlər] also ostler n. a person
employed to look after the horses of people
staying at an inn.

a person employed to service vehicles or
other machinery when it is not in use.

hotelier [ˈhɒtəˈlɪər] n. a person who
owns or manages a hotel.

hoyden [ˈhɔɪdən] n. a boisterous girl.

DErIvATIVES: hoydenish adv.

hump [ˈhʌmp] n. excessive pride or
self-confidence.

(in Greek tragedy) excessive pride toward or
defiance of the gods, leading to nemesis.

DErIvATIVES: humpish adj.

huckster [ˈhʌkstər] n. a person who sells
small items, either door-to-door or from a
stall or small store.

a mercenary person eager to make a profit
out of anything. a publicity agent or advertising
copywriter, esp. for radio or television.

 Cf. flack .

DErIvATIVES: hucksterism [-izəm] n.

hun and cry n. a loud clamor or public out-
cry.

a loud cry calling for the pursuit and capture
of a criminal. in former English law, the cry
had to be raised by the inhabitants of a hun-
dred (a subdivision of a county or shire) in
which a robbery had been committed, if they
were not to become liable for the damages
suffered by the victim.

Huguenot [ˈhʌgoʊnət] n. a French Pro-
estant of the 16th-17th centuries. Largely
Calvinist, the Huguenots suffered severe per-
section at the hands of the Catholic majority,
and many thousands emigrated from France.

humane [ˈhjuːmən] adj. 1 having or
showing compassion or benevolence: regula-
tions ensuring the humane treatment of animals.

2 inflicting the minimum of pain: humane
methods of killing. 2 (of a branch of learning)
intended to have a civilizing or refining effect
on people: the center emphasizes economics as a
human discipline.

DErIvATIVES: humane ly adv. humane-
ness n.

humanism [ˈhjuːmənɪzəm] n. an out-
look or system of thought attaching prime
importance to human rather than divine or
supernatural matters. Humanist beliefs stress
the potential value and goodness of human
beings, emphasize common human needs,
and seek solely rational ways of solving hu-
man problems.

(often Humanism) a Renaissance cultural
movement that turned away from medieval
scholasticism and revived interest in ancient
Greek and Roman thought. 2 (among some
counterparts writers) a system of thought
criticized as being centered on the notion of
the rational, autonomous self and ignoring
the unintegrated and conditioned nature of
the individual.

DErIvATIVES: humanistic n. & adj.
humanistic [ˌhjuːmənɪstɪk] adj. human-
istically adv.

humanitarianism [ˌhjuːmənɪtərɪənɪzəm]
ˌhjuːmənətərɪənəm n.

DErIvATIVES: humanitarian n. & adj.
humanitarian [ˌhjuːmənəˈtɪrɪən] n.

USAGE: Sentences such as this is the worst
humanitarian disaster this country has seen
are a loose use of the adjective humanitarian
to mean human. This use is quite common,
esp. in "live reports" on television, but
is not generally considered good style.

humanity [ˈhjuːməni ti] n. 1 the human race; human beings collectively:
appalling crimes against humanity.

2 the fact or condition of being human; human
nature: a few moments when Soviets and Cana-
dians shared their common humanity. 2 hu-
maneness; benevolence: he praised them for
their standards of humanity, care, and dignity.

3 (humanities) learning or literature con-
cerned with human culture, esp. literature,
history, art, music, and philosophy: a curric-
ulum based on the humanities.

humanoid [ˌhjuːmənəˈmoʊd] adj. having
an appearance or character resembling that of
a human. n. (esp. in science fiction) a be-
ing resembling a human in its shape.

humbug [ˈhʌmˌbʌg] n. deceptive or false
talk or behavior: the manufacturer's claims are
sheer humbug.
humectant \( ^\text{212} \) | hydrometric

- a hypocrite; you see what a humbug I am. • v. (humbugged, humbugging) [trans.] deceive; trick: to humbug his humble neighbors was not difficult.

- [intrans.] act like a fraud or sham.

**DERIVATIVES:** humbuggery \(-\text{bag(a)r)e}\) n.

humectant | (h)yöö\text{-me}ktənt • adj. retaining or preserving moisture. • n. a substance, esp. a skin lotion or a food additive, used to reduce the loss of moisture.

humid | (h)yöö\text{-mɪd} • adj. marked by a relatively high level of water vapor in the atmosphere: a hot and humid day.

**DERIVATIVES:** humidifier n. humidly adv.

humidity | (h)yöö\text{-mi}dɪ\text{-t}ɪ| n. humid or low view of one’s own importance; humbleness.

hummock | 'həmək • n. a hillock, knoll, or mound.

- a hump or ridge in an ice field. (also hummock) a piece of forested ground rising above a marsh or plain.

**DERIVATIVES:** hummocky adj.

humor | (h)yöö\text{-mər} (Brit. humour) • n. 1 the quality of being amusing or comic, esp. as expressed in literature or speech: his tales are full of humor.

- the ability to perceive or express humor or to appreciate a joke: their inimitable brand of humor | she has a great sense of humor. 2 a mood or state of mind: her good humor vanished | the clash hadn’t improved his humor.

- an inclination or whim. 3 (also cardinal humor) (in medieval theory) each of the four chief fluids of the body (blood, phlegm, yellow bile (choler), and black bile (melancholy)) that were thought to determine a person’s physical and mental qualities by the relative proportions in which they were present. • v. [trans.] comply with the wishes of (someone) in order to keep them content, however unreasonable such wishes might be: she was always humoring him to prevent trouble.

- adapt or accommodate oneself to (something).

**DERIVATIVES:** humorless adj. humorlessly adv. humorlessness n.

humoresque | (h)yöö\text{-mər\text{-sk}} • n. a short, lively piece of music. Cf. CAPRICE.

humus | (h)yöö\text{-məs} • n. the organic component of soil, formed by the decomposition of leaves and other plant material by soil microorganisms.

husband | ðəz\text{-bænd}\ • v. [trans.] use (resources) economically; conserve: the need to husband his remaining strength.

**DERIVATIVES:** husbandry n. husbandman • (pl. men) a person who cultivates the land; a farmer.

husbandry | ðəz\text{-bænd\text{-r}e} • n. 1 the care, cultivation, and breeding of crops and animals: crop husbandry. 2 management and conservation of resources.

hussar | ðʊ\text{-zər} • n. (in the 15th century) a Hungarian light horseman.

- a soldier in a light cavalry regiment in various European armies that had adopted a dress uniform modeled on that of the Hungarian hussars.

hybrid | 'hɪ\text{-brɪd} • n. 1 a thing made by combining two different elements; a mixture: the final text is a hybrid of the stage play and the film.

- (in biology) the offspring of two plants or animals of different species or varieties, such as a mule (a hybrid of a donkey and a horse): a hybrid of wheat and rye. 2 a person of mixed racial or cultural origin. • a word formed from elements taken from different languages, for example television (tele- from Greek, vision from Latin). • adj. of mixed character; composed of mixed parts: Mexico’s hybrid culture.

- bred as a hybrid from different species or varieties: a hybrid variety | hybrid offspring.

**DERIVATIVES:** hybridism \-'brɪdɪ\text{-zəm} • n. hybridity \-'brɪdɪ\text{-tɪ|} n.

Hýdra | 'hɪ\text{-drə} • 1 (in Greek mythology) a many-headed snake whose heads grew again as they were cut off, killed by Hercules.

- [as n.] (hydra) a thing that is hard to overcome or resist because of its pervasive or enduring quality or its many aspects.

hydrate | n. | hi\text{-dræt} | a compound, typically a crystalline one, in which water molecules are chemically bound to another compound or an element. • v. [trans.] cause to absorb water.

- combine chemically with water molecules: [as adj.] (hydrated) hydrated silicate crystals.

**DERIVATIVES:** hydratable adj. hydration \-'hɪ\text{-drə\text{-ʃən} • n. hydrator •-tar • n. hydraulics \-'hɪ\text{-drəlɪk • adj. 1 denoting, relating to, or operated by a liquid moving in a confined space under pressure: hydraulic fluid | hydraulic lifting gear. 2 of or relating to the science of hydraulics. 3 (of cement) hardening under water.

**DERIVATIVES:** hydraulically \-i\text{-k(ə)lɪ}\ adv.

hydraulics | 'hɪ\text{-drəlɪks • plural n. 1 [usu. treated as sing.] the branch of science and technology concerned with the conveyance of liquids through pipes and channels, esp. as a source of mechanical force or control. 2 hydraulic systems, mechanisms, or forces.

hydroelectric | 'hɪ\text{-drə\text{-ɛ\text{-lɪk • adj. relating to or denoting the generation of electricity using flowing water (typically from a reservoir held behind a dam or other barrier) to drive a turbine that powers a generator.}
hydrofoil

**DERIVATIVES:** hydroelectricity

'hidrā,foil' • *n.* a boat whose hull is fitted underneath with shaped vanes (foils) that lift the hull clear of the water to increase the boat's speed.

• another term for foil, the shaped vane used by such a boat.

hydrography

[hl’drāɡrāfē] • *n.* the science of surveying and charting bodies of water, such as seas, lakes, and rivers.

**DERIVATIVES:** hydrographer • *for* • n.
hydrographic • [hidrāˈɡrāfik] • adj.
hydrographically • [hidrəˈɡrāfik(ə)l] • adv.
hydrology • [hl’drāˈlēj] • *n.* the branch of science concerned with the properties of the earth's water, esp. its movement in relation to land.

**DERIVATIVES:** hydrologic • [hidrəˈlājik] • adj.
hydrologically • [hidrəˈlājik(ə)l] • adv.
hydropathy • [hl’drāˈpæθē] • *n.* the treatment of illness through the use of water, either internally or through external means such as steam baths (not now a part of orthodox medicine).

**DERIVATIVES:** hydropathic • [hidrəˈpæthik] • adj.
hydropathist • [ˈθist] • *n.*
hydrophobia • [hl’drəˈfōbēə] • *n.* extreme or irrational fear of water, esp. as a symptom of rabies in humans.

• rabies, esp. in humans.

hydroplane • [hidrəˈplān] • *n.* 1. a light fast motorboat designed to skim over the surface of water. 2 a finlike attachment that enables a moving submarine to rise or fall in the water. 3 a seaplane.

• *v.* 1. (also, aquaplane) (of a vehicle or its tires) slide uncontrollably on the wet surfac of a road: a motorist whose car hydroplaned and crashed into a tree. 2 (of a boat) skim over the surface of water with its hull lifted.

hydroponics • [hidrəˈpāniks] • *plural n.* [treated as sing.] the process of growing plants in sand, gravel, or liquid, with added nutrients but without soil.

**DERIVATIVES:** hydroponic • adj.
hydroponically • [hidrəˈpōn(ə)l] • adv.
hyman • [ˈhiman] • *n.* a membrane that partially closes the opening of the vagina and whose presence is traditionally taken to be a mark of virginity.

**DERIVATIVES:** hymenal • [ˈhimanl] • adj.
ymenaeal • [ˈhimaˈnēəl] • adj. of or concerning marriage.

hype • [hip] • *informal* • *n.* extravagant or intensive publicity or promotion: she relied on hype and headlines to build up interest in her music.

• a deception carried out for the sake of publicity. • *v.* [trans.] promote or publicize (a product or idea) intensively, often exaggerating its importance or benefits: an industry quick to hype its products.

hyperboloid • [hl’parbələd] • *n.* (pl. hyperboloid or hyperbolae • [bələd] • a symmetrical open curve formed by the intersection of a cone with a plane at a smaller angle with its axis than the side of the cone.

• (in mathematics) the pair of such curves formed by the intersection of a plane with two equal cones on opposites of the same vertex.

hyperbole • [hl’parbələ] • *n.* exaggerated statements or claims, typically not meant to be taken literally.

**DERIVATIVES:** hyperbolical • [hl’parbəˈlīkəl] • adj.
hyperbolically • [hl’parbəˈlīk(ə)l] • adv.
hyperbolism • [hl’parbəˈlīzəm] • *n.*

hypersonic • [hl’parsonɪk] • *adj.* 1 relating to or attaining speeds of more than five times the speed of sound (Mach 5). 2 relating to sound frequencies above about a thousand million hertz.

**DERIVATIVES:** hypersonically • [hl’parsonɪk(ə)l] • adv.
hyper-space • [hl’parˈspās] • *n.* space of more than three dimensions.

• (in science fiction) a notional space-time continuum in which it is possible to travel faster than light.

**DERIVATIVES:** hyper-spatial • [hl’parˈspātal] • adj.
hyper-tension • [hl’parˈtenʃən] • *n.* abnormally high blood pressure.

• a state of great psychological stress.

hyper-ventilate • [hl’parˈventlət] • *v.* [trans.] breathe at an abnormally rapid rate, so increasing the rate of loss of carbon dioxide: she started to hyperventilate under stress.

• [trans.] (usu. be hyperventilated) cause to breathe in such a way: the patients were hyperventilated for two minutes.

• [trans.] become unnecessarily or exaggerately excited or agitated: now don't start hyperventilating until I explain the rest of the conditions.

• [as adj.] (hyperventilated) inflated or pretentious in style; overblown: hyperventilated prose.

**DERIVATIVES:** hyperventilation • [hl’parˈventləˈtion] •

hyponagogic • [hl’paɡəˈjīk] • *adj.* (also hypnagogic) • adj. of or relating to the state immediately before falling asleep.

hyper-chondria • [hl’parˈkændrə] • *n.* abnormal anxiety about one's health, esp. with an unwarranted fear that one has a serious disease.

**DERIVATIVES:** hyper-chondriac • n.
hyper-chondrical • adj.

hyperglycemia • [hl’prəglīˈsɛmə] • (Brit. hypoglycaemia) • *n.* deficiency of glucose in the bloodstream. The opposite of hyperglycemia.

**DERIVATIVES:** hyperglycemic • [hl’prəglīˈsɛmɪk] • *adj.*

hypostasis • [hl’pärˈstāsɪs] • *n.* (pl. hypostases • [ˌsēzəs] • 1 (in medicine) the accumulation of fluid or blood in the lower parts of the body or organs under the influence of gravity, as occurs in cases of poor circulation or after death. 2 (in philosophy) an underlying reality or substance, as opposed to attributes or that which lacks substance.

• (in Christian theology) each of the three persons of the Trinity, as contrasted with the
hypothesis | hī'pä-thösis | n. (pl. hypotheses | -ˌsēz |) a supposition or proposed explanation made on the basis of limited evidence as a starting point for further investigation: professional astronomers attacked him for popularizing an unconfirmed hypothesis.

hypothetical | hī-poth-ə-tēl | adj. of, based on, or serving as a hypothesis: that option is merely hypothetical at this juncture. 

hypotheses | hī-poth-ə-sēz | n. (pl. hypotheses | -ˌsēz |).

hysteria | hī-stē-ruh | n. exaggerated or uncontrollable emotion or excitement, esp. among a group of people: the mass hysteria that characterizes the week before Christmas.

hypothesis: a psychological disorder (not now regarded as a single definite condition) whose symptoms include conversion of psychological stress into physical symptoms (somatization), selective amnesia, shallow volatile emotions, and overdramatic or attention-seeking behavior. The term has a controversial history as it was formerly regarded as a disease specific to women.

iambic | i-əm-bik | adj. of, relating to, or of the nature of an iamb: language is not in general an iconic sign system.

ichthyology | ik-the-əl-ə-jē | n. the branch of zoology that deals with fishes.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

idealism | i-de-əl-iz-əm | n. 1 the practice of forming or pursuing ideals, esp. unrealistically: the idealism of youth. Cf. REALISM.

idealist | i-de-əl-ist | n. 2 any of various philosophical systems in which the objects of knowledge are held to be in some way dependent on the activity of mind. Cf. REALISM; CONCEPTUALISM; NOMINALISM.

iconoclastic | i-kō-na-klast | adj. of, relating to, or of the nature of an icon: language is not in general an iconic sign system.

iconoclastically | i-kō-na-klast-i-kəl-ə-li-kəl-ə-ly | adv.

iconoclast | i-kō-na-klast | n. 1 a person who attacks cherished beliefs or institutions.

iconoclast | i-kō-na-klast | n. 2 a destroyer of images used in religious worship, in particular:

icon: a supporter of the 8th- and 9th-century movement in the Byzantine Church that sought to abolish the veneration of icons and other religious images.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.

ideate | i-de-at | v. [trans.] often as adj. (ideated) form an idea of; imagine or conceive: the arc whose ideated center is a nodal point in the composition.
Dicotomous

Derivatives: **ideation n.**

**ideogram** | *ideagram; ide-a-| (also **ideograph**) ± n. a written character symbolizing the idea of a thing without indicating the sounds used to say it, e.g., numerals and Chinese characters.

**ideologue** | *ideologist; ide-| ± n. an adherent of an ideology, esp. one who is uncompromising and dogmatic: a Nazi ideologue.

**ideology** | *ideos, ide-albaj; ide-| ± n. 1 (pl. -ies) a system of ideas and ideals, esp. one that forms the basis of economic or political theory and policy: the ideology of republicanism.

- The ideas and manner of thinking characteristic of a group, social class, or individual: a critique of bourgeois ideology. 
- Archiac visionary speculation, esp. of an unrealistic or idealistic nature. 2 archaic the science of ideas; the study of their origin and nature.


**ides** | *idz| ± plural n. (in the ancient Roman calendar) a day falling roughly in the middle of each month (the 15th day of March, May, July, and October, and the 13th of other months) from which other dates were calculated. Cf. None, Calends.

**idiographic** | *ideograph| ± adj. of or relating to the study or discovery of particular scientific facts and processes, as distinct from general laws.

**idiom** | *ideem| ± n. 1 a group of words established by usage as having a meaning not deducible from the meaning of the individual words (e.g., rain cats and dogs, see the light).

- A form of expression natural to a language, person, or group of people: a feeling for phrase and idiom. 
- The dialect of a people or part of a country: the idiom of New York City. 2 a characteristic mode of expression in music or art: a neo-Impressionist idiom.

**idiomatic** | *idiomatik| ± adj. 1 using, containing, or denoting expressions that are natural to a native speaker: idiomatic dialogue. 

2 appropriate to the style of art or music associated with a particular period, individual, or group: a short Bach piece containing idiomatic motifs.

Derivatives: **idiomatically** ± adv. *idiomatically* ± adv. *idiomatischal* ± n. *idiomatischally* ± adj. *idiomatisch*

**idiopathic** | *idiopathik| ± adj. relating to or denoting any disease or condition that arises spontaneously or for which the cause is unknown.

**idiopathy** | *idiopath| ± n. (pl. -ies) (usu. idiosyncrasies) a mode of behavior or way of thought peculiar to an individual: one of his little idiosyncrasies was always having to be in the car first.

- A distinctive or peculiar feature or characteristic of a place or thing: the idiosyncrasies of the prison system. 
- An abnormal physical reaction by an individual to a food or drug.

Derivatives: **idiopathic** ± adj.

**idiot** | *idiot| ± adj. relating to or characterized by introspection.

**idiot savant** | *idiot savant| ± n. (pl. idiot savants or idiots savants) a person who is considered to be mentally handicapped but displays brilliance in a specific area, esp. one involving memory.

**idolatry** | *idolatry| ± n. worship of idols.

- Extreme admiration, love, or reverence for something or someone: we must not allure our idolatry of art to obscure issues of political significance.

Derivatives: **idolater** ± n. *idolatrous* ± adj. *idol** ± n. (also idyl) ± n. an extremely happy, peaceful, or picturesque episode or scene, typically an idealized or unsustainable one: the rural idyl remains strongly evocative in most industrialized societies.

- A short description in verse or prose of a picturesque scene or incident, esp. in rustic life.


**igneous** | *igneas| ± adj. (of rock) having consolidated from lava or magma. Cf. metamorphic; sedimentary.

- Relating to or involving volcanic processes: igneous activity.

**ignis fatuus** | *ignis 'fachwas| ± n. (pl. ignis fatuus) (also ignis fatuus) *ignes 'fachwa|) a phosphorescent light seen hovering or floating at night on marshy ground, thought to result from the combustion of natural gases. (Also called will-o'-the-wisp).

- Something deceptive or deluding.

**ignoble** | *ignobla| ± adj. (ignobler, ignoblest) 1 not honorable in character or purpose: ignoble feelings of intense jealousy. 

2 of humble origin or social status: ignoble tillers of the soil.


**ignominious** | *ignonias| ± adj. desiring or causing public disgrace or shame: ignominious defeat.


**ignominiousness** ± n.

**ignominiousness** ± n.

**illeum** | *illeam| ± n. (pl. ilea |'ilea|) the third portion of the small intestine, between the jejunum and the cecum. Ileitis is inflammation of the ileum.

Derivatives: **ilieal** ± a| ± k| ± adj. *ilieal* ± adj. *ilieal* ± adj.

**ilium** | *illeam| ± n. (pl. ilia |'ilia|) the broad large bone forming the upper part of each half of the pelvis.

**ilk** | *ilk| ± n. [in sing.] a type of people or things similar to those already referred to: the veiled suggestions that reporters of his ilk seem to be so good at. 

- The use arose out of a misunderstanding of the earlier, Scottish use in the phrase of that ilk, where it means 'of
illegal

the same name or place. For this reason, some traditionalists regard the modern use as incorrect. It is, however, the only common current use and is now part of standard English.

illegal |illegal| • adj. contrary to or forbidden by law, esp. criminal law; illegal drugs. • n. an illegal immigrant.

DERIVATIVES: illegality |illegal| • adj. forbidden by law, rules, or custom: illicit sex.

illicit |illicit| • adj. forbidden by law, esp. by submodifier ignorant in a particular subject or activity: the extent to which voters are politically illiterate. • uncultured or poorly educated: an ignorant, illiterate Town Council. • (esp. of a piece of writing) showing a lack of education, esp. an inability to read or write well. • n. a person who is unable to read or write.

PHRASES: functionally illiterate lacking the literacy necessary for coping with most jobs and many everyday situations.

DERIVATIVES: illiteracy |illiterate| • adj. illiterate • n. illiteracy

illocution |illocution| • n. an action performed by saying or writing something, e.g., ordering, warning, or promising.

DERIVATIVES: illocutionary |illocutionary| • adj.

illuminat |illuminat| • plural n. people claiming to possess special enlightenment or knowledge of something: some mysterious standard known only to the illuminati of the organization.

(Illuminati) a sect of 16th-century Spanish heretics who claimed special religious enlightenment. (Illuminati) a Bavarian secret society founded in 1776, organized like the Freemasons. Cf. GNOSTIC.

DERIVATIVES: illuminism |illuminism| • n. illuminist |illuminist| • n.

illogical |illogical| • a false idea or belief: he had no illusions about the trouble she was in.

deductive appearance or impression: the illusion of family togetherness. • a thing that is or is likely to be wrongly perceived or interpreted by the senses: Zollner's illusion makes parallel lines seem to diverge by placing them on a zigzag-striped background. Cf. allusion; delusion.

PHRASES: be under the illusion that believe mistakenly that: the world is under the illusion that the original painting still hangs in the Winter Palace. be under no illusion (or illusions) be fully aware of the true state of affairs.

DERIVATIVES: illusory |illusory| • adj. illusionary |illusionary| • adj.

illsore |illsore| • adj. based on illusion; not real: she knew the safety of her room was illusory.
immaculate safety record. (in the Roman Catholic Church) free from sin. (in botany and zoology) uniformly colored without spots or other marks.

**DERIVATIVES:** immaculate 
immunize

**USAGE:** See usage at EMINENT.

Immortal 

**DERIVATIVES:** immortal

**USAGE:** See usage at EMINENT.

Immune 

**DERIVATIVES:** immune

**USAGE:** See usage at AMORAL.

Immovable 

**DERIVATIVES:** immovable

**USAGE:** See usage at EMINENT.

Impair 

**DERIVATIVES:** impair

**USAGE:** See usage at EMINENT.

Impale 

**DERIVATIVES:** impale

**USAGE:** See usage at EMINENT.

Immanent 

**DERIVATIVES:** immanent
impaled on a pike and exhibited for all to see. 2 display (a coat of arms) side by side with another on the same shield, separated by a vertical line: [as adj.] (impaled) the impaled arms of her husband and her father.

(of a coat of arms) adjoint (another coat of arms) in this way.

**DERIVATIVES:** impal•en•ment n. impal•er m.

impal•pa•ble [im'päl'pəbəl] • adj. unable to be felt by touch: an impalpable ghost. Cf. im•ma•ter•ial.

not easily comprehended: something so impalpable as personhood.

**DERIVATIVES:** impal•pa•bil•i•ty | -pəl′pa•bil′i| tə| n. impal•pa•bly | -blə| adv.

im•par•t•ial | im′pär′təl| • adj. treating all parties equally; not partial; fair and just: independent and impartial advice.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•par•t•i•al•ity | -pər′tərə| tə| n. im•par•t•i•ally| adv.

impasse [im′pəs| • n. a situation in which no progress is possible, esp. because of disagreement; a deadlock: the current political impasse.

impas•sioned | im′pəsənd| • adj. filled with or showing great emotion: she made an impassioned plea for help.

im•pass•ive | im′pəsiv| • adj. not feeling or showing emotion: impassive passersby ignore the performers.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•pass•i•v•e•ly | -siv| lə| adv. im•pass•i•v•i•ty | -siv| ti| n.

im•peach | im′pēch| • v. [trans.] call into question the integrity or validity of a (practic action): there is no basis to Searle's motion to impeach the verdict.

charge (the holder of a public office) with misconduct: Presidents Andrew Johnson and Bill Clinton were both impeached, but neither was convicted on any charge. ■ Brit. charge with treason or another crime against the state.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•peach•able adj. im•peach•ment n.

im•pec•ca•ble | im′pekəbəl| • adj. (of behavior, performance, or appearance) in accordance with the highest standards of propriety; faultless: a man of impeccable character.

Theology not liable to sin.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•pec•ca•bil•i•ty | -pek′əbil′i| tə| n. im•pec•ca•bly | -blə| adv.

im•pec•cu•ni•ous | im′pek′kyōnə′səs| • adj. having little or no money: a humble and imppecunious family.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•pec•cu•ni•os•i•ty | -kyōnə′ni| sə| tə| n. im•pec•cu•ni•os•i•ness n.

im•ped•ance [im′pēdnəs| • n. the effective resistance of an electric circuit or component to alternating current, arising from the combined effects of ohmic resistance and reactance.

**USAGE:** Impedance is a specialized electrical term, while impediment is an everyday term meaning 'a hindrance or obstruction,' e.g., interpreting his handwriting was an impediment to getting business done.

im•ped•e | im′pēd| • v. [trans.] delay or prevent (someone or something) by obstructing them; hinder: the sap causes swelling that can impede breathing.

im•ped•i•ment | im′ped′əment| • n. a hindrance or obstruction in doing something: a serious impediment to scientific progress.

(also speech impediment) a defect in a person's speech, such as a lisp or stammer.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•ped•i•men•tal | -pə′ment| adj.

**USAGE:** See usage at IMPEDANCE.

im•ped•i•men•ta | im′pēd′əmentə| • plural n. equipment for an activity or expedition, esp. when considered as bulky or an encumbrance.

im•pel | im′pel| • v. (impelled, impelling) [trans.] drive, force, or urge (someone) to do something: financial difficulties impelled him to desperate measures | [with obj. and infinitive] a lack of equality impelled the oppressed to fight.

drive forward; propel: vital energies impel him in unforeseen directions.

im•pend | im′pend| • v. [intrans.] [usu. as adj.] (impending) be about to happen: my impending departure.

(of something bad) loom: danger of collision impedes.

im•per•a•tive | im′perətiv| • adj. 1 of vital importance; crucial: immediate action was imperative | [with clause] it is imperative that standards be maintained. 2 giving an authoritative command; peremptory: the bell pealed again, a final imperative call.

grammar denoting the mood of a verb that expresses a command or exhortation, as come in come here! • n. 1 an essential or urgent thing: free movement of labor was an economic imperative.

a factor or influence making something necessary: the change came about through a financial imperative. ■ a thing felt as an obligation: the moral imperative of aiding Third World development. 2 a verb or phrase in the imperative mood.

■ (the imperative) the imperative mood.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•per•a•tiv•al | -av| al| adj. im•per•a•tiv•e•ly | -lə| adv. im•per•a•tiv•i•ness n.

im•per•cept•i•ble | im′per septəbəl| • adj. impossible to perceive: his head moved in an almost imperceptible nod.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•per•cept•i•bli•ty | -sep′to| blə| tə| n. im•per•cept•i•bly | -blə| adv.

im•per•ial•is•m | im′pər ə′lizəm| • n. a policy of extending a country's power and influence through diplomacy or military force (or, by extension, through other forms of power).

rule by an emperor.

**DERIVATIVES:** im•per•ial•ist n. im•per•ial•is•ti•cal| -ə′lis| tik| adj. im•per•ial•is•ti•cal| ly | -ə′lis| tik| lə| adv.

im•per•ious | im′per iəs| • adj. assuming power or authority without justification; arrogant and domineering: his imperious demands.
impermeable

DERIVATIVES: imperiously adv. imperiousness n.
impermeable [im'par-mēzə-bal] • adj. not allowing fluid to pass through: an impermeable membrane. Cf. IMPERVIOUS.

• not liable to be affected by pain or distress; not susceptible or not perturbable: women who appear impermeable to pain.

DERIVATIVES: impermeability [-par-mē'sabil'ty] n.
impermeable • adj. 1 not showing proper respect; rude: an imperious question. Cf. INSOLENT, IRREVERENT. 2 not pertinent to a particular matter; irrelevant: talk of "rhetoric" and "strategy" is impermanent to this process.

DERIVATIVES: impermanence n. imperently adv.
imperious [im'pär-əvəs] • adj. not allowing anything to pass through: an imperious layer of basaltic clay. Cf. IMPERMEABLE.

• [predic.] (imperious to) unable to be affected by: he worked on, apparently imperious to the heat.

DERIVATIVES: imperiously adv. imperiousness n.
impetuous [im'petchəwəs] • adj. acting or done quickly and without thought or care: her friend was headstrong and impetuous.

• moving forcefully or rapidly: an impetuous stream of water.

DERIVATIVES: impetuously adj. impetuousness n.
impetus [im'pētəs] • n. the force or energy with which a body moves: hit the booster coil before the flywheel loses all its impetus. Cf. momentum.

• the force that makes something happen or happen more quickly: the crisis of the 1860s provided the original impetus for the settlements.

dering [im'pinj] • v. (impinging) [intrans.] have an effect or impact, esp. a negative one: Nora was determined that the tragedy would impinge as little as possible on Constance's life.

• advance over an area belonging to someone or something else; encroach: the site impinged on a conservation area. • (impinge on/upon) come into forcible contact with; strike: the gases impinge on the surface of the liquid.

DERIVATIVES: impingement n. impinger n.
implacable [im'plakəbəl] • adj. unable to be placated: he was an implacable enemy of Ted's.

• relentless; unstoppable: the implacable advance of the enemy.

DERIVATIVES: implacability [-plakəbil'ty] n. implacably adj.
implausible [im'pləzəbəl] • adj. (of an argument or statement) not seeming reasonable or probable; failing to convince: a blatantly implausible claim | your suggested solution is implausible.

DERIVATIVES: implausibility [-pləzəbil'ty] n. implausibly adv.
imply [im'pli] • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] strongly suggest the truth or existence of (something not expressly stated): salesmen who use jargon to imply superior knowledge | (with clause) the report implies that two million jobs may be lost.

• (of a fact or occurrence) suggest (something) as a logical consequence: the predicted traffic increase implied more roads and more air pollution.

USAGE: Imply and infer do not mean the same thing and should not be used interchangeably: see usage at INFER.
im\-pol\-i-t\-ic [im'päli,tik] • adj. failing to possess or display prudence; unwise: it was impolite to pay the slightest tribute to the enemy.

Derivatives: impolitically, impolitically.

im\-port\-u-nate [im'pôrt\-\(\text{u}\)-\(\text{n}\)\(\text{t}\)\(\text{at}\)\(\text{e}\)] • adj. persistent, esp. to the point of annoyance or intrusion: importunate creditors.

Derivatives: importunately, importunately.

im\-port\-une [im'pôrt\(\text{u}\)\(\text{n}\)\(\text{t}\)\(\text{en}\)] • v. [trans.] ask (someone) pressingly and persistently or for or to do something: if he were alive now, I should importune him with my questions.

Approach (someone) to offer one's services as a prostitute.

im\-post [im'pôst] • n. a tax or similar compulsory payment.

im\-po\-sure [im'päs\(\text{t}\)\(\text{ær}\)] • n. an instance of pretending to be someone else in order to deceive others.

im\-pot\-ent [im'pônt] • adj. 1 unable to take effective action; helpless or powerless: he was seized with an impotent anger. 2 (of a man) abnormally unable to achieve a sexual erection.

(a) (of a male animal) unable to copulate.

Derivatives: impotence, impotency.

im\-pound [im'pound] • v. [trans.] 1 seize and take legal custody of (something, esp. a vehicle, goods, or documents) because of an infringement of a law or regulation: vehicles parked in the zone will be impounded. 2 shut up (domestic animals) in a pound or enclosure.

(a) (of a dam) hold back or confine (water): the dam impounds the Feather River.

Derivatives: impoundable, impoundment.

im\-po\-ver\-ish [im'pä\(\text{v}\)\(\text{e}\)\(\text{r}\)\(\text{ish}\)] • v. [trans.] make (a person or area) poor: they discourage investment and impoverish their people. [as adj.] (impooverished) impoverised peasant farmers.

(a) exhaust the strength, vitality, or natural fertility of: the soil was impoverished by overplanting. [as adj.] (impooverished) an impoverished and debased language.

Derivatives: impoverishment, impoverishment.

im\-prac\-ti\-cal\(\text{a}\)ble [im'prak\(\text{t}\)ik\(\text{a}\)\(b\)l] • adj. (of a course of action) impossible in practice to do or carry out: it was impracticable to widen the road here. [an impracticable suggestion.

Derivatives: impracticability, impracticably.

Usage: Impracticable and impractical are sometimes confused. Impracticable means 'impossible to carry out' and is normally used of a specific procedure or course of action, as in poor visibility made the task difficult, even impracticable. Impractical, on the other hand, tends to be used in more general senses, often to mean simply 'unrealistic' or 'not sensible,' as in in windy weather an umbrella is impractical. Impractical may be used in describing a person, but not impracticable.

im\-prac\-ti\-cal\(\text{a}\)ble [im'prak\(\text{t}\)ik\(\text{a}\)\(b\)l] • adj. (of an object or course of action) not adapted for use or action; not sensible or realistic: impractical high heels, his impractical romanticism.

(a) (of a person) not skilled or interested in practical matters: Paul was impractical and dreamy. 2 impossible to do: impracticable.

Derivatives: impracticality, impractically, impractically.

im\-pre\-cat [im'pri\(\text{kat}\)\(\text{e}\)] • v. [trans.] utter (a curse) or invoke (evil) against someone or something.

Derivatives: imprécation, imprécator, imprécatory.

im\-pre\-gn\-a\-ble [im'preg\(\text{n}\)\(\text{a}\)\(b\)l] • adj. (of a fortified position) unable to be captured or broken into: an impregnable wall of solid sandstone; the companies are impregnable to takeovers.

(a) unable to be defeated or destroyed; unsailable: the case against Simpson would have been almost impregnable.

Derivatives: impregnably, impregnably.

im\-pre\-gn\-a\-ble [im'preg\(n\)\(\text{a}\)\(b\)l] • v. [trans.] 1 make (a woman or female animal) pregnant.

(a) fertilize (a female reproductive cell or ovum). 2 (usu.) be impregnated with) soak or saturate (something) with a substance: wood that had been impregnated with preservative.

(a) imbue with feelings or qualities: an atmosphere impregnated with tension.

Derivatives: impregnation, impregnated.

im\-pre\-sor\io [im'präs\(\text{s}\)är\(\text{o}\)] • n. (pl. -s) a person who organizes and often finances concerts, plays, or operas.

(a) formerly, the manager of a musical, theatrical, or operatic company.

im\-press • v. [trans.] force (someone) to serve in an army or navy: a number of Poles, impressed into the German army.

(a) commandeer (goods or equipment) for public service.

Derivatives: impress, impress.

im\-pres\-sion\-ism [im'press\(\text{s}\)əniz\(\text{m}\)] • n. a style or movement in painting originating in France in the 1860s, characterized by a concern with depicting the visual impression of the moment, esp. in terms of the shifting effect of light and color.

(a) a literary or artistic style that seeks to capture a feeling or experience rather than to achieve accurate depiction. 2. Music a style of composition (associated esp. with Debussy) in which clarity of structure and theme is subordinate to harmonic effects, characteristically using the whole-tone scale. Cf. expressionism.

im\-pri\-ma\-t\-ur [im'pra\(\text{m}\)ā\(\text{t}\)\(\text{ə}\)] • n. an official license granted by the Roman Catholic Church to print an ecclesiastical or religious book.

(a) [in sing.] a person’s acceptance or guarantee
that something is of a good standard: the original LP enjoyed the imprimir of the composer.

imprint • v. | Imprt | n [trans. | (usu. be imprinted) impress or stamp (a mark or outline) on a surface or body: tire marks were imprinted in the snow.

• make an impression or mark on (something): clothes imprinted with the logos of sports teams. • fix (an idea) firmly in someone's mind: he would always have this ghastly image imprinted on his mind. 2 [trans.] (Imprint on Zoology (of a young animal) come to recognize (another animal, person, or thing) as a parent or other object of habitual trust.

• n. | 'imprint | 1 a mark made by pressing something on to a softer substance so that its outline is reproduced: the signet ring left its imprint in the sealing wax.

• a lasting impression or effect: years in the colonies had left their imprint. 2 a printer's or publisher's name, address, and other details in a book or other printed item.

• a brand name under which books are published, typically the name of a former publishing house that is now part of a larger group.

improptu | 'impə'rprətə | n (pl. -ies) a failure to observe standards or show due honesty or modesty; improper behavior or character: she was scandalized at the impromptu of the question | there are no demonstrable diplomatic improvisities.

improvise | 'impə'rprəvəzə | v. | -vised | -sizing | -sized | • adj. & adv. done without being planned, organized, or rehearsed: as adj. an impromptu press conference | as adv. he spoke impromptu. • n. (pl. impromptus) a short piece of instrumental music, esp. a solo, that is reminiscent of an improvisation.

impropriety | 'impə'rprəriti | n. • adj. not having or showing foresight; spendthrift or thoughtless: improvident and undisciplined behavior. Cf. provident.

improvise | 'impə'rprəvəzə | • v. [trans.] create and perform (music, drama, or verse) spontaneously or without preparation: the ability to improvise operatic arias in any given style | [trans.] he was improvising over guitar chords. Cf. ad lib.

produce or make (something) from whatever is available: I improvised a costume for myself out of an old blue dress: as adj. improvised we camped out, sleeping on improvised beds.

improvisation | 'impə'rprəvəsətʃən | n. | Improvisational | Improvisatorial | (impə'rprəvəsə'tʃən) | adj. improvisatory | (impə'rprəvəsətɔrɯ) | adj. improvisative.

imprudent | 'impə'rprədənt | • adj. not showing care for the consequences of an action; rash: it would be imprudent to leave your coat behind.

imprudent • adj. | 'impə'dənt | adj. not showing due respect for another person; imperti-

nent: he could have strangled this impudent up-start | impudent remarks from the children. Cf. insolent.

derivatives: | 'impə’dəns | n. | Impro- | -dently | adv. | imprugn | 'impə'yərn | • v. [trans.] dispute the truth, validity, or honesty of (a statement or motive); call into question: the father does not impugn her capacity as a good mother | defendant's lawyer impugned this testimony.

derivatives: | 'impə'grəvəblə | adj. | imprunitive | 'impə'yənətiv | • n. • adj. not freedom from the injurious consequences of an action: the impurity | there is exemption military officers | protesters burned flags on the streets with seeming impurity.

impute | 'impə'yət | • v. [trans.] represent (something, esp. something undesirable) as being done, caused, or possessed by someone; attribute: the crimes imputed to Richard.

assign (a value) to something by inference from the economic value of the products or processes to which it contributes: as adj. (imputed) recovering the initial outlay plus imputed interest. • ascribe a moral quality or attribute to someone by virtue of a similar quality in another: Christ's righteousness has been imputed to us.

derivatives: | improvable | adj. | improvination | 'impə'vrənʃən | n. | inadvertent | 'inədərənt | • adj. not resulting from or achieved through deliberate planning: inadvertent spread of species through trade.

• (of a mistake) made through lack of care: an inadvertent omission.

derivatives: | inadvertent | 'inədərənt | n. | inadvertent | 'inədərəntly | adv. | inalienable | 'inələnəbəl | • adj. unable to be taken away from or given away by the possessor; not alienable: freedom of thought, the most inalienable of all human rights.

derivatives: | inalienability | 'inələnəbələti | • inalienably | 'blə | adv. | inamorata | 'inəmərətsə | • n. a person's female lover. The male is inamorato.

inane | 'inən | • adj. | inanity | 'inənitəti | n. • adj. without sense or meaning; silly; stupid: don't constantly badger people with inane questions.

derivatives: | inanely | 'inənəli | adv. | inaniness | 'inənənis | n. | inanimate | 'inənəmit | • adj. not alive, esp. not in the manner of animals and humans: inanimate objects like stones.

• showing no sign of life; lifeless: he was completely inanimate and it was difficult to tell if he was breathing.

derivatives: | inanimate | 'inənəmit | • adv.
inarticulate | in'är'tikyələt | adj. 1 unable to speak distinctly or express oneself clearly: he was inarticulate with abashment and regret.

• not clearly expressed or pronounced: inarticulate complaints of inadequate remuneration.
• having no distinct meaning; unintelligible: lurching up and down uttering inarticulate cries.
• not expressed; unspoken: inarticulate resentment. 2 without joints or articulations.

DERIVATIVES: inarticulacy | -'lazy | n. inarticulately | ad. inarticulateness n.

inauspicious | in'ōspistəs | adj. not conducive to success; unpromising: an inauspicious beginning. Cf. auspicious.

DERIVATIVES: inauspiciously ad. inauspiciousness n.

inborn | in'bərn | adj. existing from birth: an inborn defect in breathing capacity.

• natural to a person or animal: people think doctors have inborn compassion.

inbred | in'bred | adj. 1 produced by the interbreeding of closely related individuals (inbreeding): a classic inbred English aristocrat. 2 existing in a person, animal, or plant from birth; congenital: inbred disease resistance in crops.

incamera | in'kəmərə | adv. in private, esp. in the chambers of a judge: the court retired to consider the motion in camera.

incandescent | in'kəndəsənt | adj. emitting light as a result of being heated: plumes of incandescent liquid rock.

• of an electric light) containing a filament that glows white-hot when heated by a current passed through it. 2 of outstanding and exciting quality; brilliant: an incandescent performance.

DERIVATIVES: incandescently adv. incandescence n.

incantation | in'kəntə'shən | n. a series of words said as a magic spell or charm: an incantation to raise the dead.

• the use of such words: there was no magic in such incantation | incantations of old slogans.

DERIVATIVES: incantatory | -'kantətərē | adj.

incapacitate | in'kəpəsətət | v. [trans.] prevent from functioning in a normal way: he was incapacitated by a heart attack.

• deprive (someone) of their legal capacity.

DERIVATIVES: incapacitating | -'pəsətətətərē | n. incapacitation | -'pəsətətərē | n.

incarcerate | in'kərsərət | v. [trans.] (usu. be incarcerated) put in jail or prison: many are incarcerated for property offenses.

• confine (someone) in a particular place: he spent a long evening incarcerated in his study.

DERIVATIVES: incarceration | -'kərsərətərē | n. incarcerator | -'kərsərətərē | n.

incarnate | in'kərnət | adj. [often postpositive] (esp. of a deity or spirit) embodied in flesh; in human form: Krishna incarnate | he chose to be incarnate as a man.

• [postpositive] represented in the ultimate or most extreme form: here is capitalism incarnate.

• v. |-'nət | [trans.] 1 embody or repre-
sent (a deity or spirit) in human form: the idea that God incarnates himself in man.

• put (an idea or other abstract concept) into concrete form: a desire to make things that will incarnate their personality. 2 (of a person) be the living embodiment of (a quality): the woman who incarnates the suffering of all her people.

incendiary | in'sendərē | adj. (of a device or attack) designed to cause fires: incendiary bombs | an incendiary raid.

• tending to stir up conflict: incendiary rhetoric.
• very exciting: an incendiary live performer.

• n. (pl. -ies) an incendiary bomb or device.

• a person who starts fires, esp. in a military context.
• a person who stirs up conflict.

DERIVATIVES: incendiarily | ad. incendiaryism | -'dərēˌrīzəm | n.

incense | in'sens | v. [trans.] (usu. be incensed) make very angry: she was incensed by the accusations.

• incense | in'sens | n. a state of uncertainty or hesitation: some schools broke down under the stresses of policy uncertainty.

incressant | in'sesənt | adj. (of something regarded as unpleasant) continuing without pause or interruption: the incessant beat of the music.

DERIVATIVES: incressively | ad. incressantness n.

incest | in'sest | n. sexual relations between people classes as being too closely related to marry each other.

• the crime of having sexual intercourse with a parent, child, sibling, or grandchild.

incestuous | in'seschəwəs | adj. 1 involving or guilty of incest: the child of an incestuous relationship. 2 (of human relations generally) excessively close and resistant to outside influence: the incestuous nature of literary journalism.

DERIVATIVES: incestuously | ad. incestuousness n.

incchoate | in'kəkō-ət; -ət | adj. just begun and so not fully formed or developed; rudimentary: a still mehloca democracy.

• confused or incoherent: incchoate political protest. 2 (of an offense, such as incitement or conspiracy) anticipating a further criminal act.

DERIVATIVES: incchoately | ad. incchoateness n.

incident | in'sidənt | n. 1 an event or occurrence: several amusing incidents.
incidental

a violent event, such as a fracas or assault: one person was stabbed in the incident. a hostile clash between forces of rival countries. (incident of) a case or instance of something happening: a single incident of rudeness does not support a finding of contemptuous conduct. the occurrence of dangerous or exciting things: the winter passed without incident. a distinct piece of action in a play or a poem. (in law) a privilege, burden, or right attaching to an office, estate, or other holding. • adj. 1 [predic.] (incident to) liable to happen because of; resulting from: the changes incident to economic development.

(in law) attaching to: the costs properly incident to a suit for forelosure or redemption. 2 (esp. of light or other radiation) falling on or striking something: when an ion beam is incident on a surface.

of or relating to incidence: the incident angle.

incidental [in'sidentl] • adj. 1 accompanying but not a major part of something: incidental expenses.

occurring by chance in connection with something else: the incidental catch of dolphins in the pursuit of tuna. 2 [predic.] ( incidental to) liable to happen as a consequence of (an activity): the ordinary risks incidental to a fireman's job. • n. (usu. incidentals) an incidental detail, expense, event, etc.: meals, taxis, and other incidentals.

derivatives: incidentally adv.

incipient [in'sipənt] • adj. in an initial stage; beginning to happen or develop: could feel incipient anger building up: an incipient black eye.

(of a person) developing into a specified type or role: we seemed more like friends than incipient lovers.

derivatives: incipiently adv.

incisive [in'sīiv] • adj. (of a person or mental process) intelligently analytical and clear-thinking: she was an incisive critic.

(of an account) accurate and sharply focused: the songs offer incisive pictures of American ways.

derivatives: incisively adv. incisiveness n.

incite [in'sīt] • v. [trans.] encourage or stir up (violent or unlawful behavior): the offense of inciting racial hatred.

urge or persuade (someone) to act in a violent or unlawful way: he incited loyal subjects to rebellion.

derivatives: incitement n. inciter n.

incivility [in'sīvīl̩] • n. (pl. -ies) rude or unsocial speech or behavior; lack of civility or politeness.

(often incivilities) an impolite or offensive comment.

inclement [in'kləmant] • adj. (of the weather) unpleasantly stormy, cold, or wet; not clement.

derivatives: inclemently adv.

incognito [iŋkəˈnɔɡətoʊ] • adj. & adv. (of a person) having one's true identity concealed: [as adj.] in order to observe you have to be incognito [as adv.] operating incognito. • n. (pl. -os) an assumed or false identity.

incorporate [inˈkɔrpoˌreit] • adj. 1 (of spoken or written language) expressed in an incomprehensible or confusing way; not coherent; unclear: he screamed some incoherent threat.

(of a person) unable to speak intelligibly.

(of an ideology, policy, or system) internally inconsistent; illogical: the film is ideologically incoherent. 2 (of light or electromagnetic waves) having no definite or stable phase relationship.

derivatives: incorporate n. incoherency n. incoherently adv.

incommunicado [iŋkəˌmənˈkədəʊ] • adj. & adv. not able, wanting, or allowed to communicate with other people: they were separated and detained incommunicado | trying to arrange a few days incommunicado.

incompatible [iŋkəˌmæpəˈbaʊl] • adj. (of two things) so opposed in character as to be incapable of existing together; not compatible: cleverness and fickleness were seen as incompatible.

(of two people) unable to live together harmoniously. • [predic.] (incompatible with) (of one thing or person) not consistent or able to coexist with (another): long hours are simply incompatible with family life.

(of equipment, machinery, computer programs, etc.) not capable of being used in combination.

derivatives: incompatible n. incompatible adj.

incontinent [inˈkɔntənt] • adj. 1 having no or insufficient voluntary control over urination or defecation. 2 lacking self-restraint; uncontrolled: the incontinent hysteria of the fans.

derivatives: incontinence n. incontinently adv.

incontrovertible [iŋkəˌkɔntrəˈvɑrteɪəl] • adj. not able to be denied or disputed; not possible to controvert: incontrovertible proof.

derivatives: incontrovertibly adv.

incontrovertible [iŋkəˌkɔntrəˈvɑrteɪəl] • adj. not able to be denied or disputed; not possible to controvert: incontrovertible proof.

derivatives: incontrovertibly adv.

incorporate [iŋkəˈkɔrpoˌreit] • v. [trans.] put or take in (something) as part of a whole; include: he has incorporated in his proposals a large number of measures | territo-
incorporal 224 indelible

ries that had been incorporated into the Japanese Empire.

- contain or include (something) as part of a whole: the guide incorporates all the recent changes in legislation.
- combine (ingredients) into one substance: add the cheeses and butter and process briefly to incorporate them. (often be incorporated) constitute (a company, city, or other organization) as a legal corporation. - adj. -körp(r)(ə)r 1 (also incorporated) (of a company or other organization) formed into a legal corporation. 2 having a bodily form; embodied.

Derivatives: incorporated, incorporeal, increment, increasement, increasings, incorrigible, incorruptible, incorruptibly, incorruptible, incorruptly.

- (in law) having no physical existence: incorporeal hereditaments such as rights of way.
- incorporeality -pörē 'ælītē | n. incorporeally adv. incorporeously -pörē'ælītē | n.

incorrigible [in'kərijəbl] adj. (of a person or their tendencies) not able to be corrected, improved, or reformed: she's an incorrigible flirt. - n. a person of this type. Cf. recalculating, refractory.

Derivatives: incorrigibility, incorrigibly adv. as submodifying the incorrigibly macho character of news-gathering operations.

incredible [in'krɛdəbl] adj. 1 impossible to believe: an almost incredible tale of triumph and tragedy. 2 difficult to believe; extraordinary: the noise from the crowd was incredible.

- amazingly good or beautiful: she looked so incredible.

Derivatives: incredibility, incredibly.

Usage: The adjective incredible means 'unbelievable' or 'not convincing' and can be applied to a situation, statement, policy, or threat to a person, e.g., I find this testimony incredible. Incredible means 'disinclined to believe; skeptical'—the opposite of conducive, gullible—and is usually applied to a person's attitude, e.g., You shouldn't be surprised that I'm incredulous after all your lies.

incrédulity [in'krɛd(y)əlɪtɪ] n. the state of being unwilling or unable to believe something: he stared down the street in incrédulity.

incrédulous [in'krɛdələs] adj. (of a person or their manner) unwilling or unable to believe something: an incredulous gasp.

Derivatives: incrédulously adv. incrédulousness n.

increment [in'krent] n. an increase or addition, esp. one of a series on a fixed scale: the inmates' pay can escalate in five-cent increments to a maximum of 90 cents an hour.

- a regular increase in salary on such a scale.
- (in mathematics) a small positive or negative change in a variable quantity or function. Cf. decremented.

Derivatives: increments, incrémental, incrémentally, incrément-.
Indicative 225

- not able to be forgotten or removed: the story made an indelible impression on me.

Derivatives: indelibility | -bility n. -ibly adv.

Indecisive [in'deziv] adj. adj. having or showing a lack of sensitive understanding or tact: forgive me asking an indecisive question, but how old are you?

- slightly indecent: an earthy, often indecency sense of humor.

Derivatives: indecency (-as) [adjective] -sly adv.

Indemnify [in'dem-nif-] v. -ied, indemnified [to compensate (someone) for harm or loss: the amount of insurance that may be carried to indemnify the owner in the event of a loss.

- secure (someone) against anticipated loss or liability: a clause to indemnify the landlord against third-party claims.

Derivatives: indemnification | -sification n.

Indemnity [in'dem-nit-i] n. (pl. -ies) security or protection against a loss or other financial burden: no indemnity will be given for loss of cash.

- security against or exemption from legal liability or anticipated loss: a deed of indemnity even warranties and indemnities do not provide complete protection.

- a sum of money paid as compensation, esp. a sum exacted by a victor in war as one condition of peace.

Indenture [in'dent-shur] n. a formal legal agreement, contract, or document, in particular:

- formerly, a deed of contract of which copies were made for the contracting parties with the edges indented for identification. a formal list, certificate, or inventory. an agreement binding an apprentice to a master: the 30 apprentices have received their indentures on completion of their training. the fact of being bound to service by such an agreement: men in their first year after indenture to the Company. v. [trans.] (usu. be indentured to) bind (someone) by an indenture as an apprentice or laborer.

Derivatives: indentureship | -ship n.

Indeterminate [in'det-et-er-] adj. not certain, known, or established: the date of manufacture is indeterminate.

- left doubtful: vague: the ending rendered the story incomplete, or at least indeterminate. (of a judicial sentence) such that the convicted person's conduct determines the date of release. (of a quantity in mathematics) having no definite or definable value. (of a medical condition) from which a diagnosis of the underlying cause cannot be made: indeterminate colitis. (of a plant shoot) not having all the axes terminating in a flower bud and so producing a shoot of indefinite length.

Derivatives: indeterminacy | -nacy n. indeterminately adv. indeterminateness n.

Indian [in'de-an] adj. 1 of or relating to the indigenous peoples of America. 2 of or relating to India or to the subcontinent comprising India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. n. 1 an American Indian. 2 a native or national of India, or a person of Indian descent.

Derivatives: Indianness | -ness n.

Indigenous [in'dij-an-s] adj. originating or occurring naturally in a particular place;

Usage: Indian, meaning 'native of America before the arrival of Europeans,' is objected to by many who now favor Native American. There are others (including many members of these ethnic groups), however, who see nothing wrong with Indian or American Indian, which are long-established terms, although the preference where possible is to refer to specific peoples, as Apache, Mohawk, and so on. The terms Amerind and Amerindian, once proposed as alternatives to Indian, are used in linguistics and anthropology, but have never gained widespread use. Newer alternatives, not widely used or established, include First Nation (esp. in Canada) and the more generic aboriginal peoples. It should be noted that Indian is held by many not to include some American groups, for example, prehistoric groups like the Anasazi, and the modern Aleut and Inuit. A further consideration is that Indian also (and in some contexts primarily) refers to inhabitants of India or their descendants, who may be referred to as "Asian Indians" to prevent misunderstanding. See also usage at Native American.

indicative [in'dik-ativ] adj. 1 serving as a sign or indication of something: having recurrent dreams is not necessarily indicative of any psychological problem. 2 denoting a mood of verbs expressing simple statement of a fact. Cf. SUBJUNCTIVE. n. a verb in the indicative mood.

- (the indicative) the indicative mood.

Derivatives: indicative | -ly adv.

indicia [in'dish-i-a] n. plural signs, indications, or distinguishing marks: learned footnotes and other indicia of scholarship.

Indict [in'dit] v. [trans.] (usu. be indicted) formally accuse or charge (someone) with a serious crime: his former manager was indicted for fraud. | In American law, indictments are issued by a grand jury. Cf. ARRaign.

Derivatives: indictability n. indictable adj. indictor, indictment n. indictment n.

Indifferent [in'dif-er-ent] adj. 1 having no particular interest or sympathy; unconcerned: she seemed indifferent rather than angry | indifferent to foreign affairs. 2 neither good nor bad; mediocre: attempts to distinguish between good, bad, and indifferent work.

- not especially good; fairly bad: several indifferent watercolors.

Derivatives: indifferently adv.

Indigenous [in'dij-an-s] adj. originating or occurring naturally in a particular place;
adj. **indigenous** to southern Europe. Cf. ABORIGINAL.

**derivative:** *indegenously* adv. *indegenousness* n.

**indigent** [adj.] • adj. lacking the necessities of life; poor; needy. • n. a needy person.

**derivative:** *indigence* n. *indigently* adv.

**indignation** [n.] • n. anger or annoyance provoked by what is perceived as injustice or unfair treatment: the letter filled Lucy with indignation.

**derivative:** *indignity* n. *indignantly* adv. *indignation* [n.]

**indispensable** in *dispensable* in *dispensability* n.

**derivative:** *indispensable* adj.

**indict** [v. (trans.)] • v. *indict* (someone) to be tried or put on trial for a crime; to bring charges against someone; *indicted* (someone) for a crime.

**derivative:** *indictment* n.

**indigestion** [n.]

**derivative:** *indigestion* [n.]

**indigent** [adj.]

**derivative:** *indigently* adv. *indigence* n.

**industrial** [n.]

**derivative:** *industrious* adj. *industriously* adv.

**indistinguishable** in *distinguish* in *distinction* n.

**derivative:** *indistinguishable* adj. *indistinguishably* adv.

**infect** [v.] • v. *infect* (someone) with a disease; *infected* (someone) with a disease.

**derivative:** *infection* n. *infectious* adj.

**induction** [n.]

**derivative:** *induction* [n.]

**induced** [v. (trans.)]

**derivative:** *induced* (someone) to do something; *induce* (someone) to do something.

**inducing** [v. (trans.)]

**derivative:** *inducing* (someone) to do something.

**inductive** [adj.]

**derivative:** *inductively* adv. *inductiveness* n.

**induct** [v. (trans.)]

**derivative:** *induct* (someone) into something; *inducted* (someone) into something.

**inducement** [n.]

**derivative:** *inducement* [n.]

**indifference** [n.]

**derivative:** *indifference* [n.]

**indifferent** [adj.]

**derivative:** *indifferent* adj. *indifferently* adv.

**indigenous** [n.]

**derivative:** *indigenousness* n. *indigenous* adj.

**individual** [n.]

**derivative:** *individually* adv. *individuality* n.

**individuate** [v. (trans.)]

**derivative:** *individuate* (someone) into something; *individed* (someone) into something.

**indigation** [n.]

**derivative:** *indignant* adj. *indignantly* adv. *indignity* n.

**indignity** [n.]

**derivative:** *indignity* [n.]

**indirisible** [adj.]

**derivative:** *indisirisible* adj. *indisirisibly* adv. *indisirissibility* n.

**indiscretions** [n.]

**derivative:** *indiscreet* adj. *indiscretion* n.

**indiscretion** [n.]

**derivative:** *indiscretion* [n.]

**indigenous** [adj.]

**derivative:** *indigenous* adj. *indigene* n.

**indigent** [adj.]

**derivative:** *indigently* adv. *indigence* n.

**indigent** [adj.]

**derivative:** *indigently* adv. *indigence* n.
proximity (without contact) of an electrified or magnetized body.

- the production of an electric current in a conductor by varying the magnetic field applied to the conductor. 5 the stage of the working cycle of an internal combustion engine in which the fuel mixture is drawn into the cylinders.

indulge [in'dju:] • v. [trans.] (indulge in) allow oneself to enjoy the pleasure of: we indulged in a hot fudge sundae.

- become involved in (an activity, typically one that is undesirable or disapproved of): I don't indulge in idle gossip. • allow oneself to enjoy a particular pleasure, esp. that of alcohol: I only indulge on special occasions. • [trans.] satisfy or yield freely to (a desire or interest): she was able to indulge a growing passion for literature. • [trans.] allow (someone) to enjoy a desired pleasure: I spent time indulging myself with secret feasts.

DERIVATIVES: indulgent adj. indulgence n.

indurate [in'dyərət] • v. [trans.] (indurate) harden; solidify: a bed of indurated clay | a heart indurated from years of struggle.

DERIVATIVES: induration n. indurative adj., -rative adj.

inebriate [in'ebrēət] • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (inebriated) make drunk; intoxicate. • n. ~brē-|it| a drunkard. • adj. drunk; intoxicated.

DERIVATIVES: inebriation n., inebriation adj., inebriated adj.

ineffable [in'efəbal] • adj. too great or extreme to be expressed or described in words: the ineffable beauty of the Everglades.

- not to be uttered: the ineffable Hebrew name that gentiles write as Jehovah.

DERIVATIVES: ineffability n. -ably adv.

ineffectual [in'efktəwl] • adj. not producing any or the desired effect: a weak and ineffectual president.

DERIVATIVES: ineffectually adv. ineffectiveness n.

inequality [in'i kwātlitō] • n. (pl. -ies) difference in size, degree, circumstances, etc.; lack of equality: social inequality | the widening inequalities in income.

- lack of smoothness or regularity in a surface: the inequality of the ground hindered their footing. • (in mathematics) the relation between two expressions that are not equal, employing a sign such as ≠ "not equal to," > "greater than," or < "less than." • a symbolic expression of the fact that two quantities are not equal.

inequity [in'ekwītē] • n. (pl. -ies) lack of fairness or justice: inequities in school financing.

inert [in'ərt] • adj. lacking the ability or strength to move; she lay inert in her bed.

- lacking vigor: an inert political system.

- chemically inactive: inert ingredients.

DERIVATIVES: inertly adv. inertness n.

inertia [in'ərshə] • n. 1 a tendency to do nothing or to remain unchanged: the bureaucratic inertia of government. 2 a property of matter by which it continues in its existing state of rest or uniform motion in a straight line, unless that state is changed by an external force.

- [with adj.] resistance to change in some other physical property: the thermal inertia of the oceans will delay the full rise in temperature for a few decades.

DERIVATIVES: inertial adj. inertially adv.

inestimable [in'estəməbal] • adj. too great to calculate: a treasure of inestimable value.

DERIVATIVES: inestimably adv. inestimability n.

inevitable [in'evətəbl] • adj. certain to happen; unavoidable: war was inevitable.

- so frequently experienced or seen that it is completely predictable: the inevitable letter from the bank. • n. (the inevitable) a situation that is unavoidable: trying to hold off the inevitable.

DERIVATIVES: inevitability n., inevitably adv.

inexorably [in'ek'səbələ] • adj. impossible to stop or prevent: the seemingly inexorable march of new technology.

- (of a person) impossible to persuade by request or entreaty: the doctors were inexorable, and there was nothing to be done.

DERIVATIVES: inexorably adv. inexorably n.

inexplicable [in'ek'spləkəbəl] • adj. unable to be explained or accounted for: for some inexplicable reason her mind went completely blank.

DERIVATIVES: inexplicably adv. inexplicable n.

infallible [in'feləbəl] • adj. incapable of making mistakes or being wrong: doctors are not infallible.

- never failing; always effective: infallible cures.

- (in the Roman Catholic Church) credited with papal infallibility, the doctrine (promul-gated in 1870) that in specified circumstances the Pope is incapable of error in pronouncing dogma: for an encyclical to be infallible the pope must speak ex cathedra.

DERIVATIVES: infallibility n., infallible adj., infallible n.
infantilism

some bad quality or deed: an infamous war criminal. Cf. NOTORIOUS.
- shamefully wicked; abominable: the medical council disqualified him for infamous misconduct. ■ (in former times, of a person) deprived of all or some citizens' rights as a consequence of conviction for a serious crime.

DERIVATIVES: in-famous-ly adv. in-fam-ity |m-| n. (pl. -ies).

in-fantil-ism |in'fant-il|zam; in'fan-t| - n. childish behavior.
■ (in psychology) the persistence of infantile characteristics or behavior in adult life.

in-fraction |in'frahk'shan| - n. the obstruction of the blood supply to an organ or region of tissue, typically by a thrombus or embolus, causing local death of the tissue.

in-fec-tious |in'fek'stas| - adj. (of a disease or disease-causing organism) liable to be transmitted to people, organisms, etc., through the environment.
■ liable to spread infection: the dogs may still be infectious. ■ likely to spread or influence others in a rapid manner: her enthusiasm is infectious.

DERIVATIVES: in-fec-tious-ly adv. in-fec-tious-ness n.

USAGE: On the differences in meaning between infectious and contagious, see usage at CONTAGIOUS.

in-fel-i-cit-ous |in'fel-i'stas| - adj. 1 unhappy or unfortunate. 2 not appropriate: his illustration is singularly infelicitous.

DERIVATIVES: in-fel-i-cit-ous-ly adv.

in-fer |in'far| - v. (inferred, inferring) [trans.] deduce or conclude (information) from evidence and reasoning rather than from explicit statements; [with clause] from these facts we can infer that crime has been increasing.

DERIVATIVES: in-fer-a-ble (also in-ferrable) adj.

USAGE: There is a distinction in meaning between infer and imply. In the sentence the speaker implied that the general had been a traitor, implied means that something in the speaker's words suggested that this man was a traitor (though nothing so explicit was actually stated). However, in we inferred from his words that the general had been a traitor, inferred means that something in the speaker's words enabled the listeners to deduce that the man was a traitor. The two words infer and imply can describe the same event, but from different angles. Mistakes occur when infer is used to mean imply, as in are you inferring that I'm a liar? (instead of are you implying that I'm a liar?).

in-fer-ence |in'fer(a)ns| - n. a conclusion reached on the basis of evidence and reasoning.
■ the process of reaching such a conclusion: his emphasis on order and health, and by inference cleanliness.

DERIVATIVES: in-fer-ent-ial |in'sren'tchal| adj. in-fer-ent-ially |in'sren'tchəl| adv.

in-fi-nal |in'fən| - adj. 1 of, relating to, or characteristic of hell or the underworld: the infernal regions | the infernal heat of the forge. 2 [attrib.] irritating and tiresome (used for emphasis): you're an infernal nuisance.


in-fidel |in'fəd| - n. 1 a person who does not believe in religion or who adheres to a religion other than one's own: [as plural n.] (the infidel) they wanted to secure the Holy Places from the infidel. 2 adj. adhering to a religion other than one's own: the infidel foe.

in-fidel-i-ty |in'fədəl'te| - n. (pl. -ies) 1 the act or state of being unfaithful to a spouse or other sexual partner: her infidelity continued after her marriage | I ought not to have tolerated his many infidelities. 2 unbelief in a particular religion, esp. Christianity.

in-flit-rate |in'fliträt; in'fil-| - v. [trans.] 1 enter or gain access to (an organization, place, etc.) surreptitiously and gradually, esp. in order to acquire secret information.
■ permeate or become a part of (something) in this way: computing has infiltrated most professions now. ■ (of a tumor, cells, etc.) spread into or invade (a tissue or organ). 2 (of a liquid) permeate (something) by filtration: virtually no water infiltrates deserts such as the Sahara.
■ introduce (a liquid) into something in this way: lignocaine was infiltrated into the wound. ■ n. an infiltrating biochemical substance or a number of infiltrating cells.

DERIVATIVES: in-flit-tra-tion |in'flitrə'shan| n. in-flit-tra-tor |in'flitrər| n.

in-finite |in'fənt| - adj. 1 limitless or endless in space, extent, or size; impossible to measure or calculate: the infinite mercy of God | the infinite number of stars in the universe.
■ very great in amount or degree: he bathed the wound with infinite care. ■ (in mathematics) greater than any assignable quantity or countable number. ■ (of a mathematical series) able to be continued indefinitely. 2 (in grammar) another term for nonfinite, 'not limited by tense, person, or number.' Cf. fi-nite. ■ n. (the infinite) a space or quantity that is infinite.

■ (the Infinite) God.

DERIVATIVES: in-fi-nite-ly adv. [as submodifier] the pay is infinitely better. in-fi-nite-ness n.

in-fi-nites-i-mal |in'fən'tes(ə)məl| - adj. extremely small: an infinitesimal pause. ■ n. an indefinitely small quantity; a value approaching zero.

DERIVATIVES: in-fi-nites-i-mally adv.

USAGE: Although this long word is commonly assumed to refer to large numbers, infinitesimal describes only very small size. While there may be an infinite number of grains of sand on the beach, a single grain may be said to be infinitesimal.

in-fir-mi-ty |in'farmit| - n. (pl. -ies) the state...
In flagrante delicto

or an aspect of physical or mental weakness: the infirmities of old age.

**in flagrante delicto** adj. [law] in the very act of wrongdoing, esp. in an act of sexual misconduct: he had been caught in flagrante with Joe's wife.

**inflammable** adj. easily set on fire: inflammable and poisonous gases.

likely to provoke strong feelings.

**inflammability** n. inflammation.

**inflectional** adj. grammatical derivatives: aimed at expressing a grammatical function or attribute such as tense, mood, person, number, case, and gender.

the process of or practice of inflating words.

**inflation** n. 1 the action of inflating something or the condition of being inflated: the inflation of a balloon | the gross inflation of salaries.

(in some theories of cosmology) a very brief exponential expansion of the universe postulated to have interrupted the standard linear expansion shortly after the big bang. 2 (in economics) a general increase in prices and fall in the purchasing value of money: policies aimed at controlling inflation | [as adj. high inflation rates. Cf. deflation; stagnation.

**inflationism** n. inflationary adj.

**inflexion** n. (chirly Brit. also inflexion) 1 a change in the form of a word (typically the ending) to express a grammatical function or attribute such as tense, mood, person, number, case, and gender.

the process of or practice of inflating words. 2 the modulation of intonation or pitch in the voice: she spoke slowly and without inflexion | the variety of his vocal inflections.

the variation of the pitch of a musical note.

a change of curvature from convex to concave at a particular point on a curve.

**inflexional** adj. -shən adj.

**inflexionally** adv. -shən-əl adv.

**inflorescence** n. inflorescence; flas -n. the complete flowerhead of a plant including stems, stalks, bracts, and flowers.

the arrangement of the flowers on a plant.

**inflorescence** n. the process of flowering.

**inflected** n. a person who informs on another person to the police or other authority.

**infraction** n. a violation or infringement of a law, agreement, or set of rules.

**infra dig** n. [archaic] beneath one; demeaning.

**infra dig** n. adj. unbreakable.

unable to be infringed; inviolable.

**infrastructural** adj. the basic physical structures and facilities (e.g., buildings, roads, and power supplies) needed for the operation of a society or enterprise.

**infrastructure** n. infrastructural adj.

**infringe** v. [trans.] actively break the terms of (a law, agreement, etc.): making an unauthorized copy would infringe copyright.

act so as to limit or undermine (something); encroach on: his legal rights were being infringed.

I wouldn't infringe on his privacy.

**infringement** n. infringer n.

**infuse** v. fill; pervade: her work is infused with an anger born of pain and oppression.

instill (a quality) in someone or something: he did his best to infuse good humor into his voice. 2 allow (a liquid) to flow into a patient, vein, etc.: saline was infused into the aorta.

2 soak (tea, herbs, etc.) in liquid to extract the flavor or healing properties: infuse the dried flowers in boiling water.

[trans.] (of tea, herbs, etc.) be soaked in this way: allow the mixture to infuse for 15 minutes.

**infuser** n.

**infusion** n. infusionist n. 1 a drink, remedy, or extract prepared by soaking the leaves of a plant or herb in liquid.

the process of preparing such a drink, remedy, or extract. 2 the introduction of a new element or quality into something: an infusion of youthful talent.

the slow injection of a substance into a vein or tissue.

**ingenious** adj. (of a person) clever, original, and inventive: he was ingenious enough to overcome the limited budget.

(of a machine or idea) cleverly and originally devised and well suited to its purpose.

**ingeniously** adv. ingeniouslyness n.

**ingeniousness** n.

**ingenious** adj. (of a person) clever, original, and inventive: he was ingenious enough to overcome the limited budget.

(of a machine or idea) cleverly and originally devised and well suited to its purpose.

**ingeniously** adv. ingeniouslyness n.

**ingeniousness** n.

**ingeniousness** n.

**ingenuous** adj. uningeniousness n.

**ingenuous** adj. uningeniousness n.

**ingenuousness** n.

**ingenuousness** n.

**ingenuousness** n.
inglorious | in'glôrëas | • adj. (of an action or situation) causing shame or a loss of honor: the events are inglorious and culminate in ostracism.
• not famous or renowned.
DERIVATIVES: ingloriously adv. ingloriousness n.

in'grate | in'grät | • n. an ungrateful person.
• adj. ungrateful.
in'grat i at e [in'gråtë,at] | • v. (infratiate oneself) bring oneself into favor with someone by flattering or trying to please: a social climber who had tried to ingratiate herself with the city gentry.
DERIVATIVES: ingratiation | -å,åt | n. ingratatory adj.

in'herent | in'hirënt | • adj. existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute: any form of mountaineering has its inherent dangers | the symbolism inherent in all folk tales. Cf. IMMANENT.
• vested in (someone) as a legal right or privilege: the president’s inherent foreign affairs power.
DERIVATIVES: inherence n. inherently adv.

in'hib it | in'hîbit | • v. (inhibited, inhibiting) [trans.] hinder, restrain, or prevent (an action or process): cold inhibits plant growth.
• prevent or prohibit someone from doing something: the rule inhibited some retirees from working. • make (someone) self-conscious and unable to act in a relaxed and natural way: his mother’s strictures would always inhibit him. • (chiefly of a drug or other substance) slow down or prevent (a process, reaction, or function) or reduce the activity of (an enzyme or other agent). • (in ecclesiastical law) forbid (a member of the clergy) to exercise clerical functions.
DERIVATIVES: inhibitive | -îv | adj. inhibition | in'hîbâ'shon | • n. a feeling that makes one self-conscious and unable to act in a relaxed and natural way.
• a psychological restraint on the direct expression of an instinct. • the action of inhibiting, restricting, or hindering a process. • the slowing or prevention of a process, reaction, or function by a particular substance.
in'hu'man | in(h)'yû'man | • adj. 1 lacking human qualities of compassion and mercy; cruel and barbaric. 2 not human in nature or character.
DERIVATIVES: inhumanly adv.

in'hu'man e | in(h)'yû'män | • adj. without compassion for misery or suffering; cruel.
DERIVATIVES: inhumanely adv.
in'im i cal | in'imîkal | • adj. tending to obstruct or harm: actions inimical to our interests.
• unfriendly; hostile: an inimical alien power.
DERIVATIVES: inimically adv. inimicalness n.
in'i ta ble | in'îmîtâbêl | • adj. so good or unusual as to be impossible to copy; unique: the inimitable ambience of the Vanguard.
DERIVATIVES: inimitability | in'îmîta'bîlî | n. inimitably | ble | adv.
in'i quity | in'îkwî'tê | • n. (pl. -ies) immoral or grossly unfair behavior: a den of iniquity | iniquities committed on our doorstep.
DERIVATIVES: iniquitous | -îtës | adj.
in'i qui tous ly | -î'tâslë | adv. iniquitousness | -ësnäs | n.
in'i ti ate | v. | in'nis'të,at | [trans.] 1 cause (a process or action) to begin: he proposes to initiate discussions on planning procedures. 2 admit (someone) into a secret or obscure society or group, typically with a ritual: she had been formally initiated into the movement.
• [as plural n.] (the initiated) a small group of people who share obscure knowledge: he flies over an airway marker beacon, known as a “fix” to the initiated. • (initiate someone in/into) introduce someone to a particular activity or skill, esp. a difficult or obscure one: they were initiated into the mysteries of mathematics. • n. a person who has been initiated into an organization or activity, typically recently: initiates of the Shiva cult.
DERIVATIVES: initiation | in'îni'tä'shon | n. initiatory | -ë,sî,ô | adj.
initiative | in'i nîtëivë | • n. 1 the ability to take the first step independently, or to lead: use your initiative, imagination, and common sense. 2 [in sing.] the power or opportunity to act or take charge before others do: we have lost the initiative and allowed our opponents to dictate the subject. 3 an act or strategy intended to resolve a difficulty or improve a situation; a fresh approach to something: a new initiative against crime.
• a proposal made by one nation to another in an attempt to improve relations: diplomatic initiatives to end the war. • the right of citizens outside the legislature to originate legislation.
• a piece of legislation proposed in this way. Cf. REFERENDUM.
in'jun ction | in'jün'shon | • n. an authoritative warning or order.
• a judicial order that restrains (enjoins) a person from beginning or continuing an action that threatens or invades the legal right of another, or an order that compels a person to carry out a certain act, e.g., to make restitution to an injured party.
DERIVATIVES: inductive | -ëd,ëv | adj.
in'i je ous | in'jë'ôrëas | • adj. causing or likely to cause damage or harm. • (of language) maliciously insulting; libelous.
DERIVATIVES: injuriously adv. injuriousness n.
in'kel ing | in'kîlëng | • n. a slight knowledge or suspicion; a hint: the records give us an inkling of how people saw the world.
in'lo co pa'rentès | in'lô ko pa'rentës | • adv. & adj. (of a teacher or other adult responsible for children) in the place of a parent: [as adv.] he was used to acting in loco parentis.
in'ly | in'le | • adv. inwardly: mild stung with anger and disdain.
in' mec' tas res | in'mèdë'as 'res; 'mâdë,äș | • adv. into or in the middle of a narrative; without preamble: having begun his story in medias res, he then interrupts it.
innate | in'nat | • adj. inborn; present at birth; natural: her innate capacity for organization.

• originating in the mind naturally rather than as a result of experience.

DERIVATIVES: *innately adv. *innateness *n.

innocuous | in'nakwsas | • adj. not harmful or offensive; it was an innocuous question.

DERIVATIVES: *innocuously adv. *innocuousness *n.

innovative | in'vativ | • adj. (of a product, idea, etc.) featuring new methods; advanced and original: innovative designs | innovative ways to help unemployed people.

• (of a person) introducing new ideas; original and creative in thinking: an innovative thinker.

DERIVATIVES: *innovator *n.

innuendo, *innuendos | in'wendos | • n. (pl. -oes or -os) an allusive or oblique remark or hint, typically a suggestive or disparaging one: she's always making sly innuendoes | a torrent of innuendo, gossip, lies, and half-truths. Cf. INSINUATE.

innumerate | in'om3rit | • n. lacking such knowledge. Cf. ILLITERATE.

DERIVATIVES: *innumeracy *n. -sè *n.

inoculate | in'

DERIVATIVES: *inoculable *adj. *inoculation *n. *inoculat

inopportune | in'opt3rn| • adj. occurring at an inconvenient time; not appropriate: he spoke up at an inopportune moment.

DERIVATIVES: *inopportune *adv. *in

inordinate | in'ordn-it | • adj. unusually or disproportionately large; excessive: inordinate amount of time.

DERIVATIVES: *inordinately adv. *in

inquest | in'west; *neg- | • n. a judicial inquiry to ascertain the facts relating to an incident, such as a death: the coroner's inquest.

inquietude | in'

DERIVATIVES: *inquisitive adj. *inqu

inquisition | in'kwis's; *neg- | • n. 1 a period of prolonged and intensive questioning or investigation: she relented in her determined inquisition and offered help.

• in former times, a judicial or official inquiry.

the verdict or finding of an official inquiry. 2 (the inquisition) an ecclesiastical tribunal established by Pope Gregory IX c.1232 for the suppression of heresy. It was active chiefly in northern Italy and southern France, becoming notorious for the use of torture. In 1542 the papal Inquisition was re instituted to combat Protestantism, eventually becoming an organ of papal government. The Spanish Inquisition, established in 1478 and directed originally against converts from Judaism and Islam, later also against Protestants, and noted for its severity, was not suppressed until the early 19th century.

DERIVATIVES: *inquisitional *-shn *adj.

inroad | in'rod | • n. 1 (usu. in pl.) progress; an advance: make inroads in reducing spending.

• an instance of something being affected, encroached on, or destroyed by something else: serious inroads had now been made into my pitiful cash reserves. 2 a hostile attack; a raid.

insatiable | in'satshul | • adj. (of an appetite or desire) impossible to satisfy: an insatiable hunger for success.

• (of a person) having an insatiable appetite or desire for something, esp. sex.

DERIVATIVES: *insatiabil*ity *-shn *adj. *inspi

insatiate | in'siš-it | • adj. never satisfied: your strong desire is insatiable.

DERIVATIVES: *insatiety *n. *insatiable *adj.

inscrutable | in'skro̊tabl | • adj. impossible to understand or interpret: her inscrutable handwriting.

DERIVATIVES: *inscrutability *-shn *adj. *inscri

insensate *n.

insensible | in'sensb | • adj. 1 [usu. as complement] without one's mental faculties, typically a result of violence or intoxication; unconscious: insensible with drink.

• (esp. of a body or bodily extremity) numb; without feeling: the horny and insensible tip of the beak. 2 [predic] (insensible oft) unaware of; indifferent to: they slept on, insensible to the headlight beams.

• without emotion; callous. 3 too small or gradual to be perceived; inappreciable: varying by insensible degrees.

DERIVATIVES: *insensibility *n. *insensi

insensibl *adv. *insensate *n.

insensitive | in'senss | • adj. incapable of feeling or understanding things; inanimate: it's arrogant to presume animals to be insensitive.

DERIVATIVES: *insensitiveness *n.

insidious | in'sides | • adj. proceeding in a gradual, subtle way, but with harmful effects.

• full of wiles or plots; treacherous; crafty: tangible proof of an insidious alliance.

DERIVATIVES: *insidious *adv. *insid

insinuate | in'sinwət, *wat | • v. [trans.] 1 suggest or hint (something bad or reprehensible)
in an indirect and unpleasant way; [with clause] he was insinuating that she slept her way to the top. 2 (insinuate oneself into) maneuver oneself into (a position of favor or office) by subtle manipulation: she seemed to be taking over, insinuating herself into the family.

- [with obj. and adverbial of direction] slide (oneself or a thing) slowly and smoothly into a position: the bugs insinuate themselves between one's skin and clothes.
- Derivatives: insinuatingly adv. insinuative adj. insinuation n. insinuator n.

-Derivatives: insipidity n., insipidly adv. insipidness n.

- in situ [i'n'si-tu] in 'situ-; 'se-] adv. & adj. in its original place: [as adv] mosaics and frescoes have been left in situ | [as adj] a collection of in situ pumping engines.

- in position: [as adv] her guests were all in situ.
- Derivatives: insolution n. insolutely adv.

- insoluble [in'sol-y'ba-|  adj. 1 impossible to solve. 2 (of a substance) incapable of being dissolved: insoluble in water.
- Derivatives: insolubility [-'säl-yoo-'bil-i-|-'liz| insolubly [-'ble| adv.

- insolvent [in'söl-vent|  adj. unable to pay debts owed: the company became insolvent.

- relating to insolvency: insolvent liquidation.

- n. an insolvent person.

- Derivatives: insolvency n.

- insomniac [in'söm-ni-ak] [in 'säm-në-| n. habitual sleeplessness; inability to sleep.

- Derivatives: insomniac n. -në,ëk| n. & adj.

- insouciance [in'soo-së-|  n. casual lack of concern; indifference.

- Derivatives: insouciant adj. insouciantly adv.

- instigate [in'stig-ät|  v. [trans] bring about or initiate (an action or event): they instigated a reign of terror | instigating legal proceedings.

- (instigate someone to do something) incite someone to do something, esp. something bad: instigating men to refuse allegiance to the civil powers.

- Derivatives: instigation n. instigator n.

- institute [in'stit-oot|  n. [usu. in names] 1 a society or organization having a particular object or common factor, esp. a scientific, educational, or social one: a research institute. 2 (usu. institutes) a commentary, treatise, or summary of principles, esp. concerning law.

- v. [trans] 1 set in motion or establish (something, esp. a program, system, or inquiry): the award was instituted in 1900.

- begin (legal proceedings) in a court. 2 (often be instituted) appoint (someone) to a posi-

- tion, esp. as a cleric: his sons were instituted to the priesthood | [with complement] a testator who has instituted his daughter heir.

- institution [in'stit-yoo-shon] n. 1 a society or organization founded for a religious, educational, social, or similar purpose: a certificate from a professional institution.

- an organization providing residential care for people with special needs: an institution for the severely handicapped. 2 an established official organization or company having an important role in the life or economy of a country, such as a bank, church, or legislature: the institutions of democratic government | capitalist institutions. 3 an established law, practice, or custom: the institution of marriage.

- a well-established and familiar person, custom, or object: the event soon became something of a national institution. 3 the action of instituting something: a delay in the institution of proceedings.

- insubordinate [in'sú-brö-dn-it|  adj. defiant of authority; disobedient to superiors or their orders: an insubordinate attitude.

- Derivatives: insubordinate | -brödn-it| adj.

- insubordination [in'sú-brö-dn-|  n.

- insubordinate [in'sú-brö-dn-|  adj.

- insubordination [in'sú-brö-dn-|  n.

- insufflate [in'súfl-|  n., flat| v. [trans] 1 blow (air, gas, or powder) into a cavity of the body.

- blow something into (a part of the body) in this way. 2 blow or breathe on (someone, as at baptism) to symbolize spiritual influence.

- Derivatives: insufflation [in'súfl-a-|  n.

- insular [in'sú-lar] adj. 1 ignorant of or uninterested in cultures, ideas, or peoples outside one's own experience: a stubbornly insular farming people.

- lacking contact with other people: people living restricted and sometimes insular existences. 2 of, relating to, or from an island: the movement of goods of insular origin.

- (of climate) equable because of the influence of the sea. 3 Anatomy of or relating to a region of the brain at the base of the cerebrum (the insula).

- Derivatives: insularity n. insularly adv.

- insuperable [in'sú-pér-|  adj. (of a difficulty or obstacle) impossible to overcome: insuperable financial problems.

- Derivatives: insuperable [in'sú-pér-|  adj.

- insuperably [in'sú-pér-|  adv.

- insure [in'súr|  n. v. [trans] arrange for compensation in the event of damage to or loss of (property), or injury to or the death of (someone), in exchange for regular advance payments to a company or government agency: the table should be insured for $2,500 | the company had insured itself against a fall of the dollar | [trans] businesses can insure against exchange rate fluctuations.

- provide insurance coverage with respect to: subsidiaries set up to insure the risks of a group of companies. 2 (insure someone against) secure or protect someone against (a possible contingency): by appeasing Cela they might insure themselves against further misfortune |
insurgent [in'sarjant] • adj. [attrib.] rising in active revolt: alleged links with insurgent groups.

- of or relating to rebels: a series of insurgent attacks. • n. (usu. insurgents) a rebel or revolutionary.


insurrection | in'sek'shən | • n. a violent uprising against an authority or government.

Derivatives: insurrection-ary | -er- | adj. insurrection-ist | -ist | n. & adj.

intaglio [in'taľ-ô] • n. (pl. -os) a design incised or engraved into a material: the dies bore a design in intaglio.

- a gem with an incised design. • any printing process in which the type or design is etched or engraved, such as photogravure or drypoint. • v. (-oes, -oed) [trans.] (usu. as adj.) [trans.] engrave or represent by an engraving: a carved box with little intaglioed pineapples on it.

intangible [in'tanjəbəl] • adj. unable to be touched or grasped; not having physical presence.

- difficult or impossible to define or understand; vague and abstract. • (of an asset or benefit) not constituting or represented by a physical object and of a value not precisely measurable: intangible business property like trademarks and patents. • n. (usu. intangibles) an intangible thing.

Derivatives: intangibility | -bil-i-ty | n. intangibly | -bl- | adv.

intarsia [in'tär-sēə] • n. [often as adj.] 1 a method of knitting with a number of colors, in which a separate length or ball of yarn is used for each area of color. 2 an elaborate form of marquetry using inlays in wood, esp. as practiced in 15th-century Italy.

- similar inlaid work in stone, metal, or glass.

integral • adj. [integ'-] 1 necessary to make a whole complete; essential or fundamental: sports are an integral part of the school's curriculum | systematic training should be integral to library management.

- [attrib.] included as part of the whole rather than supplied separately: the unit comes complete with integral pump and heater. • [attrib.] having or containing all parts that are necessary to be complete: the first integral recording of the ten Mahler symphonies. 2 of or denoted by a positive or negative number, or zero (an integer).

- involving only integers, esp. as coefficients of a function.

Derivatives: integrality | -intil-i-tē | n. integrally | -ily | adv.

integral • v. [inti-grat] [trans.] 1 combine (one thing) with another so that they become a whole: transportation planning should be integrated with energy policy.

- combine (two things) so that they become a whole: the problem of integrating the two approaches. • [trans.] (of a thing) combine with another to form a whole: the stone will blend with the environment and integrate into the landscape. 2 bring into equal participation in or membership of society or an institution or body: integrating children with special needs into neighborhood schools.

- [trans.] come into equal participation in or membership of society or an institution or body: she was anxious to integrate well into her husband's family. 3 end segregation (a school, neighborhood, etc.) esp. racially; there was a national campaign under way to integrate the lunch counters.

Derivatives: integrative | -at-i-ve | adj.

integration | in'tegrā-shən | • n. 1 the action or process of integrating: economic and political integration | integration of individual countries into trading blocs.

- the intermixing of people or groups previously segregated. 2 Mathematics the finding of an integral or integrals: integration of an ordinary differential equation | mathematical integrations. 3 the coordination of processes in the nervous system, including diverse sensory information and motor impulses: visuomotor integration.

- (in Freudian psychology) the process by which a well-balanced psyche becomes whole as the developing ego organizes the id. • the state that results from this or that treatment seeks to create or restore by countering the fragmenting effect of defense mechanisms.

Derivatives: integration-ist | -ist | n.

integerity [in'tegr-i-tē] • n. 1 the quality of being honest and having strong moral principles; moral uprightness: he is known to be a man of integrity. 2 the state of being whole and undivided: upholding territorial integrity and national sovereignty.

- the condition of being unified, unimpaired, or sound in construction: questions about the building's structural integrity.

- internal consistency or lack of corruption in electronic data: [as adj.] integrity checking.

integument [in'teg-ə-mənt] • n. a tough outer protective layer, esp. that of an animal or plant.

Derivatives: integument-ary | -ment-ər-i | adj.
**in*tel*lect** | 'intəˌlɛkt| • n. the faculty of reasoning and understanding objectively, esp. with regard to abstract or academic matters.

- the understanding or mental powers of a particular person: her keen intellect.
- an intelligent or intellectual person.

**inter*lection** | 'intəˌlɛkʃən| • n. the action or process of understanding, as opposed to imagination.

**D**erivatives: **inter*lect*ive** | -tiv| adj.

**inter*lect*ual** | 'intəˌlɛkchəˈwəl| • adj. of or relating to the intellect: children need intellectual stimulation.

- appealing to or requiring use of the intellect: the movie wasn't very intellectual.
- possessing a highly developed intellect.
- a person whose interests and pursuits tend toward the analytical, rational, philosophical, aesthetic, etc., as contrasted with what are generally considered to be the interests of 'average' people.

**D**erivatives: **inter*lect*ual*ity** | -əˌlɛkchəˈwələtɪ| n. • **inter*lect*ual*ly** adv.

**inter*lect*ual*ize** | 'intəˌlɛkchəˈwəlz| • v. [trans.] 1 give an intellectual character to. 2 [intrans.] talk, write, or think intellectually: people who intellectualize about fashion.

**D**erivatives: **inter*lect*ual*iza*tion** | -əˌlɛkchəˈwəlzəˈʃən| n.

**in*tel*li*gence** | 'intəˌli dʒəns| • n. (in government) the collection of information of military or political value: the chief of military intelligence [as adj.] the intelligence department.

- people employed in this, regarded collectively: British intelligence has been able to secure numerous local informers.
- information collected in this way. • information in general; news.

**in*tel*li*gen*ti*sa** | 'intəˌli dʒəntsə| • n. (usu. the intelligentsia) [treated as sing. or pl.] intellectuals or highly educated people as a group, esp. when regarded as possessing culture and political influence.

**in*tem*per*ate** | 'intəˌtem pərət| • adj. having or showing a lack of self-control; immoderate: temperate outbursts concerning global conspiracies.

- given to or characterized by excessive indulgence, esp. in alcohol: an intemperate social occasion.

**D**erivatives: **in*tem*per*ance** | -əns| n. • **in*tem*per*ate*ly** adv. • **in*tem*per*ate*ness** n.

**in*ten*sify** | 'intəˌten sər| • n. (in grammar) an adverb used to give force or emphasis, for example really in my feet are really cold.

**in*ten*sion** | 'intəˌten ʃən| • n. 1 (in logic) the internal content of a concept. Often contrasted with **extension** 'the range of a term or concept as measured by the objects it denotes or contains.' 2 resolution or determination.

**D**erivatives: **in*ten*sion*al** | -ənal| adj. • **in*ten*sion*al*ly** | -ənal ə| adv. • **in*ten*sive** | 'intəˌten siv| • adj. 1 (of agriculture) aiming to achieve the highest possible level of production within a limited area, esp. by using chemical and technological aids: intensive farming. 2 [usu. in combination] (typically in business and economics) concentrating on or making much use of a specified thing: computer-intensive methods. 3 Grammar (of an adjective, adverb, or particle) expressing intensity; giving force or emphasis. • n. an intensive adjective, adverb, or particle; an intensifier.

**D**erivatives: **in*ten*sively** adv. • **in*ten*siv*ness** n.

**in*ter** | 'intə| • v. (interred, interring) [trans.] (usu. be interred) place (a corpse) in a grave or tomb, typically with funeral rites: he was interred with the military honors due to him.

**D**erivatives: **in*ter*ment** n.

**U**seage: **interment**, which means 'burial,' should not be confused with **internment**, which means 'imprisonment.'

**in*ter*alia** | 'intəˌəlēə| • adv. among other things: the study includes inter alia, computers, aircraft, and pharmaceuticals. Cf. **inter** si.

**in*ter*cal*ary** | 'intəˌkalərē| • n. (intercalary) an intercalary (an intercalary period) in a calendar.

- (usu. be intercalated) insert (something) between layers in a crystal lattice, geological formation, or other structure.

**D**erivatives: **in*ter*cal*a*tion** | -əˌkaləˈʃən| n.

**in*ter*cede** | 'intəˌsed| • v. [trans.] intervene on behalf of another: I begged him to intercede for Theresa but he never did a thing.

**D**erivatives: **in*ter*ced*er** n. • **in*ter*ces*sin** n.

**in*ter*cess*ion** | 'intəˌsesʃən| • n. the action of intervening on behalf of another: through the intercession of friends, I was able to obtain her a sinecure.

- the action of saying a prayer on behalf of another person: prayers of intercession.

**D**erivatives: **in*ter*ces*tor** | 'intəˌsər| • n. • **in*ter*ces*so*ry** | -'sərər| adj.

**in*ter*dict** | 'intəˌdik| • n. • v. • [trans.] an authoritative prohibition: an interdict against marriage of those of close kin.

- (in the Roman Catholic Church) a sentence barring a person, or esp. a place, from ecclesiastical functions and privileges: a papal interdict.
- v. • v. [trans.] prohibit or forbid (something): society will never interdict sex.

- (interdict someone) prohibit someone from (doing something): I have not been interdicted from consuming alcoholic beverages. 2 intercept and prevent the movement of (a prohibited commodity or person): the police established roadblocks for interdicting drugs.

- impede (an enemy force), esp. by aerial bombing of lines of communication or supply.
interpose

intermezzo | intar'mezzo | • n. (pl. intermezzi | '-mesi | or intermezzos) a short connecting instrumental movement in an opera or other musical work.

interminable | intar'manəbl | • adj. endless (often used hyperbolically): interminable discussions.

derivatives: interminability | -ta-rma'bilət | / n. interminable-ness

interminably | -bləb | adv.

derivatives: interminently adv.

interm | intar'm | • n. the intervening time; the meantime: in the interim I'll just keep my fingers crossed.

interject | intar'ekt | • n. an ab-
rupt remark, made esp. as an aside or interrupting a conversation.

interject | intar'ekt | • v. [trans.] (interject something with) intersperse or embellish speech or writing with different material: a compendium of advertisements and reviews, interlarded with gossip.

interlocutor | intar'läktər | • n. a person who takes part in a dialogue or conversation.

derivatives: interlocution | intar'lək'shən | n.

interloper | intar'läpər | intar'läpər | • n. a person who becomes involved in a place or situation where he or she is not wanted or considered to belong.

derivatives: interlope | intar'ləp; intar'ləp | v.

interface

interface | intar'fərən | intar'fər,ən | • n. a point where two systems, subjects, organizations, etc., meet and interact: the interface between accountancy and the law.

a surface forming a common boundary between two portions of matter or space, for example between two immiscible liquids: the surface tension of a liquid at its air/liquid interface.

a device or program enabling a user to communicate with a computer.

a device or program for connecting two items of hardware or software so that they can be operated jointly or communicate with each other.

• v. [trans.] (interface with) 1 interact with (another system, person, organization, etc.): his goal is to get people interfacing with each other. 2 connect with (another computer or piece of equipment) by an interface.

usage: The word interface is relatively new, having been in the language (as a noun) since the 1880s. However, in the 1960s it became widespread in computer use and, by analogy, began to enjoy a vogue as both a noun and a verb in all sorts of other spheres. Traditionalists object to it on the grounds that there are plenty of other words that are more exact and sound less like "vogue jargon." The verb interface is best restricted to technical references to computer systems, etc.

interferon | intar'fərən | intar'fərən | • n. a protein released by animal cells, usually in response to the entry of a virus, that has the property of inhibiting virus replication.

interim | intar'm | • n. the intervening time; the meantime: in the interim I'll just keep my fingers crossed.

• adj. in or for the intervening period; provisional or temporary: an interim arrangement.

relating to less than a full year's business activity: an interim dividend | interim profit.

interjection | intar'ektʃən | • n. an abrupt remark, made esp. as an aside or interruption.

an exclamation, esp. as a part of speech, e.g., ah! or dear me! or oh, man!

derivatives: interjectional | -shən | adj.

interlard | intar'lärd | • v. [trans.] (interlard something with) intersperse or embellish speech or writing with different material: a compendium of advertisements and reviews, interlarded with gossip.

interlocutor | intar'läktər | • n. a person who takes part in a dialogue or conversation.

derivatives: interlocution | intar'lək'shən | n.

interloper | intar'läpər; intar'läpər | • n. a person who becomes involved in a place or situation where he or she is not wanted or considered to belong.

derivatives: interlope | intar'ləp; intar'ləp | v.

interpose

interpose | intar'pəz; intar'pəz | • v. 1 [trans.] place or insert between one thing and another: he interposed himself between the child and the top of the stairs. 2 [trans.] intervene between parties: [with infinite] the legislature interposed to suppress these amusements.

• [trans.] say (words) as an interruption: if I may
interpose a personal remark here. ■ [trans] exercise or advance (a veto or objection) so as to interfere; the memo interposes no objection to issuing a discharge.

derivatives: interposable adj. interposer n.
interregnum |ˌintərˈrɛŋəm| • n. (pl. interregnums or interregna |-nə|) a period when normal government is suspended, esp. between successive reigns or regimes.
■ (the Interregnum) the period in English history from the execution of Charles I in 1649 to the Restoration of Charles II in 1660.
■ an interval or pause: the interregnum between the discovery of radioactivity and its detailed understanding.

interrogate |inˈterəɡət| • v. [trans] ask questions of (someone, esp. a suspect or a prisoner) closely, aggressively, or formally.
■ obtain data from (a computer file, database, storage device, or terminal).
■ (of an electronic device) transmit a signal to (another device, esp. one on a vehicle) to obtain a response giving information about identity, condition, etc.

derivatives: interrogation n. interrogator |ˌɪntrəˈrɛɡətər| n.
interrogatory |ˌintərˈrɛɡətərˌɪˌtɔr| • adj. conveying the force of a question; questioning: the guard moved away with an interrogatory stare.
■ n. (pl. -ies) a written question that is formally put to one party in a legal case by another party and that must be answered: interrogatories must be filed by 5 p.m. Tuesday.
inter se |ˈɪntər ˌsɛs; -sə| • adv. between or among themselves: agreements entered into by all the shareholders inter se. Cf. inter alia.

interroduce |ˌintərˈsprər| • v. [trans] often be interspersed scatter among or between other things; place here and there: interspersed between tragic stories are a few songs supplying comic relief.
■ diversify (a thing or things) with other things at intervals: a patchwork of open fields interspersed with pine woods.

derivatives: interspersion |ˌɪntrəˈspɜʒən| n.
interstices |ˌɪntrəˈstɪsəz| • n. (usu. interstices) an intervening space, esp. a very small one: sunshine filtered through the interstices of the arching trees.

interstitial |ˌɪntrəˈstɪʃəl| • adj. of, forming, or occupying interstices: the interstitial space.
■ (of minute animals) living in the spaces between individual sand grains in the soil or aquatic sediments: the interstitial fauna of marine sands.

derivatives: interstitially adv.
interval |ˈɪntərˌval| • n. 1 an intervening time or space: after his departure, there was an interval of many years without any meetings. 2 the intervals between meals were very short. 2 a pause; a break in activity: an interval of mourning.
■ Brt. an intermission separating parts of a theatrical or musical performance. ▪ Brt. a break between the parts of an athletic contest: leading 3-0 at the interval.
3 a space between two things; a gap.
■ the difference in pitch between two musical sounds. ■ two sounds of different pitch played simultaneously (a harmonic interval) or in succession (a melodic interval).

Cf. chord.

derivatives: intervallic |ˌɪntrəˈvəlik| adj.
intrusive |ˌɪntrəˈvəns| • v. [trans] 1 come between so as to prevent or alter a result or course of events: he intervened in the dispute. 2 [usu. as adv.] (intervening) occur in time between events: to occupy the intervening months she took a job in a hospital.

■ be situated between things: they heard the sound of distant gunfire, muffled by the intervening trees.

derivatives: intervention n. intervenor |ɪnˌtrɛvəˈnɔr| n.
in)testate |ˈɪnˌtestət; -ʃit| • adj. [predic.] not having made a will before one dies: he died intestate.
■ [attrib.] of or relating to a person who dies without having made a will: intestate heirs. • n. a person who has died without having made a will.

derivatives: intestacy |ˈɪnˌtestəsi| n.
inflammatory |ˌɪnˌtɪməˈmeɪʃən| n.
intraindate |ˌɪnˌtrʌɪməˌdeɪt| • v. frighten or overawe (someone), esp. in order to make him or her do what one wants: he tries to intimidate his rivals. [as adj.] (intimidating) the intimidating defense lawyer.

derivatives: intimidatingly adv. intrainduction |ˌɪnˌtrʌɪˌdeɪkʃən| n. intrainductioner |ˌɪnˌtrʌɪˌdeɪkʃər| n.
intrainductionary |ˌɪnˌtrʌɪˌdeɪkʃərɪ| adj.
intronation |ˌɪnˌtrɔnəˈneɪʃən; -tɔnə|-| • n. 1 the manner of utterance of the tones of the voice in speaking: she spoke English with a German intonation.
■ the action of intoning or reciting in a singing voice.
2 accuracy of pitch in playing or singing: poor woodwind intonation at the opening.
3 the opening phrase of a plainsong melody.

derivatives: intonational |ˌɪnˌtronəˈneɪʃənl| -shən| adj.
in-tone |inˈtɔn| • v. [trans] say or recite with little rise and fall of the pitch of the voice: he intoned a prayer.

derivatives: intoner n.
intractable |ˌɪntræktəˈbəl| • adj. hard to control or deal with: intractable economic problems.
intrinsigent

-of (a person) difficult; stubborn. Cf. recal-
citrant.

derivatives: in\text{tr}a\text{ct}\text{a}bility | -\text{tr}act\text{a}ble | n. in\text{tr}a\text{ct}\text{a}bility n. in\text{tr}a\text{ct}\text{a}bly | -\text{ble} | adv.

intrinsigent | in\text{tr}a\text{s}i\text{jan}t; -zi- | -\text{adj. unwilling or refusing to change one's views or to agree about something.} n. an intrinsigent person.

derivatives: in\text{tr}a\text{ns}i\text{gen}cy n. in\text{tr}a\text{nsig}ently adv.

intrinsigative | in\text{tr}a\text{ns}i\text{t}
v: | -\text{adj.} (of a verb or a sense of use of a verb) not taking a direct object, e.g., list in look in the sky. The opposite of transitive.

intravenous | in\text{tr}a\text{ven}ous n. | -\text{adj. intravenously adv.}

intrepid | in\text{tri}p\text{id} | -\text{adj. fearless; adventurous (often used for rhetorical or humorous effect): our intrepid reporter.}

derivatives: in\text{tr}i\text{p}i\text{d}ity | in\text{tr}i\text{p}i\text{dict} | n. in\text{tr}i\text{p}i\text{d}i\text{ty} n. in\text{tr}i\text{p}i\text{d}i\text{ly} adv. in\text{tr}i\text{p}i\text{d}i\text{ness} n.

intricate | in\text{tr}ik\text{t} | -\text{adj. very complicated or detailed: an intricate network of canals.}

derivatives: in\text{tr}i\text{c}a\text{t}ely adv.

intrigue | in\text{tr}i\text{g}\text{\text{e}} | -\text{intrigues, intriguing, intriguier} 1 [\text{trans.}] arouse the curiosity or interest of; fascinate: I was intrigued by your question. [as adj.] (intriguing) the food is an intriguing combination of German and French. 2 [\text{trans.}] make secret plans to do something illicit or detrimental to someone; intriguing for their own gains. n. | in\text{tr}i\text{g}\text{\text{e}} | 1 the secret plan of something illicit or detrimental to someone: a nest of intrigue.

intriguing | in\text{tr}i\text{g}\text{\text{u}}\text{ing} | -\text{adv.}

intrins\text{ic} | in\text{tr}i\text{n}z\text{k}; -sik | -\text{adj.} belonging naturally; essential: access to the arts is intrins\text{ic} to a high quality of life.

intrins\text{i\text{c}i\text{cal}} | in\text{tr}i\text{s}\text{i\text{c}a\text{l}} | -\text{adv.}

intrusion | in\text{tr}\text{u}\text{ss}i\text{on}| in\text{tr}u\text{mis}si\text{on} | n. the action or process of inserting the penis into the vagina in sexual intercourse.

intrusion | in\text{tr}\text{u}\text{ss}i\text{on}| in\text{tr}u\text{mis}si\text{on} | n. the examination or observation of one's own mental and emotional processes: quiet intrus-
spection can be extremely valuable.

derivatives: in\text{tr}o\text{spect}\text{ive} | -\text{spect\text{iv}} | -\text{spect\text{iv}e} | -\text{spect\text{iv}i\text{n}} | n.

introvert | in\text{tr}\text{o}\text{ver}t | n. | in\text{tr}\text{o}\text{ver\text{t}}t | a shy, reticent, and typically self-centered person.

intriguing | in\text{tr}i\text{g}\text{\text{u}}\text{ing} | -\text{adv.} (intrigues, intriguing) the food is an intriguing combination of German and French. 2 [\text{trans.}] make secret plans to do something illicit or detrimental to someone; intriguing for their own gains. n. | in\text{tr}i\text{g}\text{\text{u}}\text{ing} | 1 the secret plan of something illicit or detrimental to someone: a nest of intrigue.

intriguer | in\text{tr}i\text{g}\text{\text{u}}\text{ier} | -\text{intriguer} n. -\text{intriguer} | -\text{intriguer} ly | -\text{adv.}

in\text{tr}\text{in} \text{\text{c}} | in\text{tr}\text{in}\text{\text{c}} | -\text{adj.}

introduction | in\text{tr}\text{ro}\text{je}\text{ct} | n. the unconscious adoption of the ideas or attitudes of others.

derivatives: in\text{tr}\text{ro}\text{ject} | -\text{ject} | v.

intromission | in\text{tr}\text{ro}\text{mis}\text{si\text{on}} | in\text{tr}\text{ro}\text{mis}\text{si\text{on}} | n. the examination or observation of one's own

 USAGE: The peoples inhabiting the regions from northwestern Canada to western Greenland speak Inuit languages (Inuit in Canada, Greenlandic in Greenland) and call themselves Inuit, not Eskimo, and Inuit now has official status in Canada. By analogy Inuit is also used in the US, usually in an attempt to be politically correct, as a general phoneticism, but it is inaccurate because there are no Inuit in Alaska and Inuit therefore cannot in-
clude people from Alaska (who speak Yupik, which is also spoken in Siberia).
inundate |i'nən,dæt| • v. [trans.] (usu. be inundated) cover with water; flood: the islands may be the first to be inundated as sea levels rise.

- overwhelm (someone) with things or people to be dealt with: we’ve been inundated with complaints.

DERIVATIVES: in-un-dation |i'nən'dæ-shən| n.

inure |i'n(y)oor| (also enure) • v. [trans.] (usu. be inured to) accustom (someone) to something, esp. something unpleasant: these children have been inured to violence.

DERIVATIVES: in-urement n.

in utero |i'n yʊtərə| • adv. & adj. in a woman’s uterus; before birth.

invali-date |i'nvalə,dæt| • v. [trans.] 1 make (an argument, statement, or theory) unsound or erroneous: these errors invalidate the entire thesis. 2 deprive (an official document or procedure) of legal efficacy because of contravention of a regulation or law.

DERIVATIVES: in-vali-da-tion |i'nvalə'dəshən| n.

in-va-lual-ble |i'nvaləwə-bal| • adj. beyond valuation; extremely useful; indispensable.

DERIVATIVES: in-val-u-a-bil-i-ty |i'nvaləwə-bal'i-te| n.

invec-tive |i'nvektiv| • n. insulting, abusive, or highly critical language: a stream of invective.

inveigh |i'nve| • v. [trans.] (inveigh against) speak or write about (something) with great hostility: Marx inveighed against the evils of the property-owning classes.

in-veigle |i'nveiɡəl| • v. [with obj. and adverbial] persuade (someone) to do something by means of deception or flattery: we cannot inveigle him into putting pen to paper.

- (inveigle oneself or one’s way into) gain entrance to (a place) by using such methods. Cf. cajole.

DERIVATIVES: in-veigl-ment n.

inver-te-brate |i'nvər,təbrit| • n. an animal lacking a backbone, such as an arthropod, mollusk, annelid, coelenterate, etc. The invertebrates constitute an artificial division of the animal kingdom, comprising 95 percent of animal species and about 30 different phyla. • adj. of, relating to, or belonging to this division of animals.

- irresolute; spineless: so invertebrate is today’s Congress regarding foreign policy responsibilities.

DERIVATIVES: in-ver-te-brate |i'nvər,təbрат| • n. 1 the action of formally investing a person with honors or rank: the investiture of bishops.

- a ceremony at which honors or rank are formally conferred on a particular person. 2 the action of clothing or robing.

- a thing that clothes or covers.

inverte-rate |i'nvər,tərət| • adj. [attrib.] having a particular habit, activity, or interest that is long-established and unlikely to change: an invertebrate gambler.

- (of a feeling or habit) long-established and unlikely to change: her inveterate optimism.


invid-i-ous |i'nvidərəs| • adj. (of an action or situation) likely to arouse or incite resentment or anger in others: she’d put herself in an invidious position.

- (of a comparison or distinction) unfairly discriminating; unjust: it seems invidious to make special mention of one aspect of his work.

DERIVATIVES: in-vid-i-ous-ly adv. in-vid-i-ous-ness n.

invin-ci-ble |i'nvin-səbəl| • adj. too powerful to be defeated or overcome: an invincible warrior.

DERIVATIVES: in-vin-ci-bil-i-ty |i'nvin-səbəl'i-te| n.

inviola-ble |i'nvi"ləbal| • adj. never to be broken, infringed, or dishonored: an inviolable rule of chastity.

DERIVATIVES: in-vio-la-bil-i-ty |i'nvi"ləbil'i-te| n.

in vi-tro |i'nvi,tro| • adj. & adv. (of processes or reactions) taking place in a test tube, culture dish, or elsewhere outside a living organism: [as adj.] in vitro fertilization.

in vi-vó |i'nviˌvό| • adv. & adj. (of biological processes) taking place in a living organism. The opposite of in vi-tro.

in vo-ca-tion |i'nvoˌkæʃən| • n. the action of invoking something or someone for assistance or as an authority: the invocation of new disciplines and methodologies.

- the summoning of a deity or the supernatural: invocation of the ancient mystical powers.

- an incantation used for this. • (in the Christian Church) a form of words such as “In the name of the Father" introducing a prayer, sermon, etc.

DERIVATIVES: in-voc-a-tive adj. in-voc-a-to-ry |i'nvoˌkæ,tɔrri| adj.

in-vo-ké |i'nvoʊk| • v. [trans.] cite or appeal to (someone or something) as an authority for an action or in support of an argument: the antiquated defense of insanity is rarely invoked today.

- call on (a deity or spirit) in prayer, as a witness, or for inspiration. • call earnestly for: she invoked his help against this attack.

- summon (a spirit) by charms or incantation. • give rise to; evoke: explain the accident without invoking his wrath. • cause (a computational procedure) to be carried out.

DERIVATIVES: in-vok-er n.

in-vol-u-tary |i'nvoɬən,terə| • adj. 1 done without conscious control: she gave an involuntary shudder.

- (esp. of muscles or nerves) concerned in bodily processes that are not under the control of the will. • caused unintentionally, esp. through negligence: involuntary homicide.
involute
| invo|lot \(\cdot\) adj. 1 involved; entangled; intricate: the art novel has grown increasingly involute. 2 curled spirally.
| involute\(\cdot\) n.

irrefrangible\(\cdot\) adj. not reducible by any method.

irrational\(\cdot\) adj. irrationally.

irrationality\(\cdot\) n.

irreducible\(\cdot\) adj. not reducible by any method.

irreducible\(\cdot\) adv.

irrefrangible\(\cdot\) adv.
irregardless | 'ir'gard'less | • adj. & adv. regardless.

Usage: Irregardless, with its illogical negative prefix, is widely heard, perhaps arising under the influence of such perfectly correct forms as irrespective. Irregardless is avoided by careful users of English. Use regardless to mean 'without regard or consideration for' or 'nevertheless': I go walking every day regardless of season or weather.

irregular | 'ir'gular | • adj. 1 [attrib.] (of troops) not belonging to regular or established army units. 2 (of a verb or other word) having inflections that do not conform to the usual rules. • n. (usu. irregulars) a member of a military force not under the control of a legitimate or ruling government.

Derivatives: irregularly adv.

irrelevant | 'ir'velent | • adj. not connected with or relevant to something.

Derivatives: irrelevancy n. irrelevantly adv.

Usage: See usage at IMMATERIAL.

irreligious | 'ir'lejiəs | • adj. indifferent or hostile to religion: an irreligious world.

Derivatives: irreligion | '-lijan | n. irreligiously adv. irreligiousness n.

irrepressible | 'ir'rep(ə)rbəl | • adj. not able to be repressed, controlled, or restrained: a great shout of irrepressible laughter.

Derivatives: irrepressibility | '-pres-i-bəlɪtɪ | n. irrepressibly adv. -ble adj.

irresolute | 'ɪərəsə'luːt | • adj. showing or feeling hesitancy; uncertain: she stood irresolute outside his door.

Derivatives: irresolutely adv. irresolution | '-əluːʃən | n.

irrespective | 'ir'spektɪv | • adj. [predic.] (irrespective of) not taking (something) into account; regardless of: child benefit is paid irrespective of income levels.

Derivatives: irrespectively adv.

irrevocable | 'ɪərəvəkəbəl | • adj. not able to be undone or altered; not reversible.

Derivatives: irrevocability | '-vəkə'bɪlɪtɪ | n. irrevocably adv. -ble adj.

irrigate | 'ɪrrɪɡeɪt | • v. [trans.] supply water to (land or crops) to help growth, typically by means of channels.

iterate

• (of a river or stream) supply (land) with water. • apply a continuous flow of water or liquid medication to (an organ or wound).

Derivatives: irri-| 'ɪri- | -gāl| adj. irrigation | '-gāʃən | n. irrigator | '-gātər | n.

isobaric | 'ɪsə, 'bærɪk | • n. 1 Meteorology a line on a map connecting points having the same atmospheric pressure at a given time or on average over a given period.

• (in physics) a curve or formula representing a physical system at constant pressure. 2 each of two or more isotopes of different elements, with the same atomic weight.

Derivatives: isobaric | '-bærɪk | • adj. 1 of or having equal dimensions. 2 of, relating to, or denoting muscular action in which tension is developed without contraction of the muscle.

• denoting a form of exercise (isometrics) in which muscles are strengthened by acting in equal opposition to each other. 3 (in technical or architectural drawing) incorporating a method of showing projection or perspective in which the three principal dimensions are represented by three axes 120° apart.

Derivatives: isometrically | '-ɪk(a)le | adv.

isomorphic | 'ɪsə, 'mɔrifik | (also isomorphous | '-fəs) • adj. corresponding or similar in form and relations.

• having the same crystalline form.

Derivatives: isomorphisms | '-fəzəm | n.

isostasy | 'ɪsəstatɪs | • n. the equilibrium that exists between parts of the earth's crust, which behaves as if it consists of blocks floating on the underlying mantle, rising if material (such as an ice cap) is removed and sinking if material is deposited.

Derivatives: isostatically | '-stətɪk | adj.

isotope | 'ɪsə,təp | • n. each of two or more forms of the same element that contain equal numbers of protons but different numbers of neutrons in their nuclei, and hence differ in relative atomic mass but not in chemical properties; in particular, a radioactive form of an element.

Derivatives: isotopically | '-təpɪk | adj.

isotopically | '-təpɪk(ə)le | adv. isotopy | '-təpi; 'ɪstəpə | n.

isisel | 'ɪsə, 'sej | • n. (pl. same) a Japanese immigrant to North America. Cf. NISEI and sansei.

isthmus | 'ɪsəməs | • n. (pl. isthmuses) a narrow strip of land with water on either side, forming a link between two larger areas of land.

• (pl. isthmi | '-mi | ) (in anatomy) a narrow organ, passage, or piece of tissue connecting two larger parts.

iterate | 'ɪte, 'rət | • v. [trans.] perform or utter repeatedly.

Intrans | • [trans.] make repeated use of a mathematical or computational procedure, applying it each time to the result of the previous appli-
iteration | ji'te-rə-tshən | n. the repetition of a process or utterance.

- repetition of a mathematical or computational procedure applied to the result of a previous application, typically as a means of obtaining successively closer approximations to the solution of a problem. A new version of a piece of computer hardware or software.

iterative | 'i-tə-rə-tiv | adj. relating to or involving iteration, esp. of a mathematical or computational process.

- denoting a grammatical rule that can be applied repeatedly. A term for frequentative, in grammar.

Derivatives: iterative adv.

itinerant | i-tə-rə-nənt; i-tə-n- | adj. traveling from place to place: itinerant traders. N. a person who travels from place to place.

Derivatives: itinerancy n. itinerantly adv.

jabberwocky | 'jæbər-wɑk| n. (pl. -ies) invented or meaningless language; nonsense. Adj. meaningless; nonsensical.

jackal | 'jækəl | n. a slender, long-legged wild dog that feeds on carrion, game, and fruit and often hunts cooperatively, found in Africa and southern Asia.

- a person who acts like a jackal, esp. one who serves or does subordinate preparatory work or drudgery for another.

jack-anapes | 'jækə-næp| n. 1 an impertinent person. 2 a tame monkey.

jackleg | 'jæk,leg | n. an incompetent, unskilled, or dishonest person: as adj. a jackleg carpenter. A person employed to break a strike: jackleg laborers. Cf. scab.

Jacoboan | 'jækbən | adj. of or relating to the reign (1406-37) of James I of England: a Jacobean mansion.

- (of furniture) in the style prevalent during the reign of James I, esp. being the color of dark oak. N. a person who lived during this period.

Jacobi | 'jækba-n | n. 1 a member of a democratic club established in Paris in 1789. The Jacobins were the most radical and ruthless of the political groups formed in the wake of the French Revolution, and in association with Maximilien Robespierre they instituted the Terror of 1793-4.

- an extreme political radical. 2 a Dominican friar.


Jacobiite | 'jækba-bɪt | n. a supporter of the deposed James II and his descendants in their claim to the British throne after the Revolution of 1688. Drawing most of their support from Catholic clans of the Scottish Highlands, Jacobites made attempts to regain the throne in 1689-90, 1715, 1719, and 1745-6, finally being defeated at the Battle of Culloden in 1746.


Jacquard | 'jæk-kɑrd; jo'kɑrd | n. an apparatus with perforated cards, fitted to a loom to facilitate the weaving of figured and brocaded fabrics.

- a fabric made on a loom with such a device, with an intricate variegated pattern.

jaded | 'jædɪd | adj. tired, bored, or lacking enthusiasm, typically after having had too much of something: meals to tempt the most jaded appetites.

Derivatives: jadedly adv. jadedness n.

jaoulacie | 'jælbə-sɛ | n. a blind or shutter made of a row of angled slats.

Janus | 'jænəs | n. an ancient Italian deity, guardian of doorways and gates and protector of the state in time of war. He is usually represented with two faces, so that he looks both forward and backward. Adj. (also janus-faced) having a dual function, purpose, attitude, etc.: a janus aspect.

- hypocrical; two-faced.

Japa | 'ja-pən | n. a hard, dark, enameled varnish containing asphalt, used to give a black gloss to metal objects.
a kind of varnish in which pigments are ground, typically used to imitate lacquer on wood. Articles made in a Japanese style, esp. when decorated with lacquer or enamellike varnish. *v. (japanned, japanning) [trans.] cover (something) with a hard black varnish: [as adj.] (japanned) a japanned tin tray.

jape | jæp | n. a practical joke: the childish jape of depositing a sink bomb in her locker. *v. [intrans.] say or do something in jest or mockery: children japing at policemen.

Derivatives: japonery | jap(ə)rē | n.

jargon | järgon | n. special words or expressions that are used by a particular profession or group and are difficult for others to understand: legal jargon.

A form of language regarded as barbarous, debased, or hybrid.

Derivatives: jargonistic | jär'gon-ist-ik | adj. jargonize | jamz | v.

jaundice | jändis | n. a medical condition with yellowing of the skin or whites of the eyes, arising from excess of the pigment bilirubin and typically caused by obstruction of the bile duct, by liver disease, or by excessive breakdown of red blood cells.

bitterness, resentment, or envy.

jaundiced | jändist | adj. having or affected by jaundice, in particular unnatural yellow in complexion.

affected by bitterness, resentment, or envy: they looked on politicians with a jaundiced eye.

jaunty | jōntē | adj. (−ier, −iest) having or expressing a lively, cheerful, and self-confident manner: there was no mistaking that jaunty walk.

Derivatives: jauntily | tōtal | adv. jaunti-ness | n.

jealous | jēlos | adj. feeling or showing envy of someone or their achievements and advantages: he grew jealous of her success.

feeling or showing suspicion of someone’s unfaithfulness in a relationship: a jealous boyfriend. Fiercely protective or vigilant of one’s rights or possessions: Howard is still a little jealous of his authority in these days of elections. (of God) demanding faithfulness and exclusive worship.

Derivatives: jealously | adv.

jeune | jījōn | adj. 1. naïve, simplistic, and superficial: their entirely predictable and usually jejune opinions. 2. (of ideas or writings) dry and uninteresting: the poem seems rather jejune.

Derivatives: jeunely | adv. jeuneness | n.

jell | jēl | v. [intrans.] (of jelly or a similar substance) set or become firmer: the stew is jelling. (of a project or idea) take a definite shape; begin to work well: everything seemed to jell for the magazine.

je ne sais quoi | zhō na sā kwā | n. a quality that cannot be described or named easily: that je ne sais quoi that makes a professional.

jeopardy | jepardē | n. danger of loss, harm, or failure: Michael’s job was not in jeopardy.

(in law) danger (of imprisonment, etc.) arising from being on trial for a criminal offense. Cf. double jeopardy.

Derivatives: jeopardize | v.

jere'miad | jērə'mēd | n. a long, mournful complaint or lamentation; a list of woes.

Jesus'Wr | jēz(y)ə-wit | v. [n. a member of the Society of Jesus, a Roman Catholic order of priests founded by St. Ignatius Loyola, St. Francis Xavier, and others in 1534, to do missionary work. The order was zealus in opposing the Reformation.

jetsam | jētśam | n. unwanted material or goods that have been thrown overboard from a ship and washed ashore, esp. material that has been discarded to lighten a vessel in distress. Cf. flotsam; lagōn.

je'ti-son | jēt'san; -zən | v. [trans.] throw or drop (something) from an aircraft or ship: six bombers jettisoned their loads in the sea.

abandon or discard (someone or something that is no longer wanted): he’s ready to jettison his politics.

n. the action of jettisoning something.

jew d'esprit | zhō də spriding | zhōtē | n. (pl. jeux d’esprit) pronounced same) a lighthearted display of wit and cleverness, esp. in a work of literature.

Jew | jō | n. a member of the people and cultural community whose traditional religion is Judaism and who trace their origins through the ancient Hebrew people of Israel to Abraham.

Jewry | jōrē | n. (pl. -ies) 1. a historical Jewish quarter in a town or city.

Jezebel | jēzə-bel; -bel | n. (fl. 9th century BC), a Phoenician princess, traditionally the great-aunt of Did and in the Bible the wife of Ahab, king of Israel. She was denounced by Elijah for introducing the worship of Baal into Israel (1 Kings 16:31, 21:5–15, 2 Kings 9:30–7).

[as n.] (a Jezebel) a shameless or immoral woman.

jib | jib | n. 1. (in sailing) a triangular sail set forward of the forwardmost mast. 2. the projecting arm of a crane.

jib | jib | v. (jibbed, jibbing) [intrans.] (of an animal, esp. a horse) stop and refuse to go on: he jibbed at the final fence.

of a person be unwilling to do or accept something: he jibs at paying large bills.

Derivatives: jibber | n.

jibe | jib | n. & v. variant spelling of GIBE.

jibe (Bnt. gaye) | jibe | v. [intrans.] (in sailing) change course by swinging a fore-and- aft sail across a following wind: they jibed, and headed closer to shore.

[trans.] swing (a sail or boom) across the wind in such a way. 1. (of a sail or boom) swing or be swung across the wind: [as adj.] (jibing) the skipper was hit by a jibing boom. 2. n. an act or instance of jibing.

jibe | v. [trans.] be in accord; agree: the verdict does not jibe with the medical evidence.

jihad | jih-hād | n. a holy war undertaken by Muslims against unbelievers.
jingoism | jīŋgəˌizəm | n. extreme patriotism, esp. in the form of aggressive or warlike foreign policy.

derivatives: jingoist n. jingoistic adj.

jinn | jìn (also djinn or jinnī) | jī’nē; jīnē | n. (pl. same as jinns) (in Arab and Muslim mythology) an intelligent spirit of lower rank than angels, able to appear in human and animal forms and to possess humans.

jive | jīv | n. 1. a lively style of dance popular esp. in the 1940s and 1950s, performed to swing music or rock and roll. 2 (also jive talk) a form of slang associated with black American jazz musicians.

derivatives: jivily adv. jivey adj.

jocular | jōˈkələr | adj. fond of or characterized by joking; humorous or playful: she sounded in a jocular mood; his voice was jocular.

derivatives: jocularly adv. jocularity n.

jocund | jōˈkənd; jō- | adj. cheerful and light-hearted: a jocund wedding party.

derivatives: jocundly adv. jocundness n.

joi de vivre | zhwā dəˈvivr | n. exuberant enjoyment of life.

joiner | jōnzər | n. (esp. in law) the action of bringing parties together; union.

jollity | jōˈlətē | n. (pl. -lies) lively and cheerful activity or celebration: a night of riotous jollity.

the quality of being cheerful: he was full of false jollity.

jostle | jōstəl | n. [trans.] push, elbow, or bump against (someone) roughly, typically in a crowd: he was jostled in the subway and had his pocket picked. | [trans.] people jostled against us.

juggernaut | jūgəˈnərt | n. a huge, powerful, and overwhelming force or institution: a juggernaut of secular and commercial culture.

jugular | jūgəˈlər | adj. 1. of the neck or throat. 2 (of fish’s pelvic fins) located in front of the pectoral fins. n. short for jugular vein, which conveys blood from the face and scalp (external jugular vein) or from the face, neck, and brain (internal jugular vein).
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joust | jōst | n. [trans.] (often as n.) jousting (of a medieval knight) engage in a sporting contest in which two opponents on horseback fight with lances.

derivatives: jousting n.

jouster n.

jovial | jōˈvēəl | adj. cheerful and friendly; she was in a jovial mood.

derivatives: joviality | jōˈvēələtē | n.

jubilee | jūˈbīlē; jūˈbīlē | n. a special anniversary of an event, esp. one celebrating twenty-five or fifty years of a reign or activity: [as adj.] jubilee celebrations.

judeic | jūˈdēik | adj. or n. (as often judean) Jewish.

judiciary | jūˈdīsəri | n. (pl. -ar) the administration of justice.

judiciary n. (the judiciary) judges collectively; the judiciary.

derivatives: judiciary adj. judicially adv.

judicial | jūˈdiSHəl | adj. of, by, or appropriate to a law court or judge: a judicial inquiry into the allegations | a judicial system.

derivatives: judicially adv.

usage: Judicial means ‘relating to judgment and the administration of justice’: the judicial system; judicial robes. Do not confuse it with judicious, which means ‘prudent, reasonable’: getting off the highway the minute you felt tired was a judicious choice. Judiciary, usually a noun and sometimes an adjective, refers to the judicial branch of government, the court system, or judges collectively.

judiciary n. (the judiciary) the judicial authorities of a country; judges collectively.

usage: See usage at judicial.

judicious | jūˈdiSHəs | adj. having, showing, or done with good judgment or sense: the efficient and judicious use of pesticides.

derivatives: judiciously adv. judiciousness n.

judo | jūˈdō | n. a sport of unarmed combat derived from jujitsu and intended to train the body and mind. It involves using holds and leverage to unbalance the opponent.

derivatives: judoist -ist n.

juggernaut | jəˈgərnət | n. a huge, powerful, and overwhelming force or institution: a juggernaut of secular and commercial culture.

jingoism | jīŋgəˌizəm | n. a single-minded or obsessive campaign: the quest for greater sales became a jihad.

jive | jīv | n. 1. a lively style of dance popular esp. in the 1940s and 1950s, performed to swing music or rock and roll. 2 (also jive talk) a form of slang associated with black American jazz musicians.

derivatives: jivily adv. jivey adj.

jocular | jōˈkələr | adj. fond of or characterized by joking; humorous or playful: she sounded in a jocular mood; his voice was jocular.

derivatives: jocularly adv. jocularity n.

jocund | jōˈkənd; jō- | adj. cheerful and light-hearted: a jocund wedding party.

derivatives: jocundly adv. jocundness n.

joi de vivre | zhwā dəˈvivr | n. exuberant enjoyment of life.

joiner | jōnzər | n. (esp. in law) the action of bringing parties together; union.

jollity | jōˈlətē | n. (pl. -lies) lively and cheerful activity or celebration: a night of riotous jollity.

the quality of being cheerful: he was full of false jollity.

jostle | jōstəl | n. [trans.] push, elbow, or bump against (someone) roughly, typically in a crowd: he was jostled in the subway and had his pocket picked. | [trans.] people jostled against us.

juggernaut | jūgəˈnərt | n. a huge, powerful, and overwhelming force or institution: a juggernaut of secular and commercial culture.

jugular | jūgəˈlər | adj. 1. of the neck or throat. 2 (of fish’s pelvic fins) located in front of the pectoral fins. n. short for jugular vein, which conveys blood from the face and scalp (external jugular vein) or from the face, neck, and brain (internal jugular vein).

phrases: go for the jugular be aggressive or unrestrained in making an attack: once stock prices started to drop, the corporate raiders decided to go for the jugular.
jurisprudence |ˈdʒɔrɪsˌprɔdʌns| • n. the theory or philosophy of law.

jurisprudence |ˈdʒɔrɪsˌprɔdʌns| • n. the theory or philosophy of law.

American jurisprudence.

derivatives: jurisprudential |ˈdʒɔrɪsˌprɔdʌnʃəl| adj.

jurist |ˈdʒɔrɪst| • n. an expert in or writer on law.

a lawyer or a judge.

derivatives: juristic |ˈdʒɔrɪstɪk| adj.

juryor |ˈdʒɔrər; -ər| • n. a member of a jury. Cf. jurist.

a person taking an oath, esp. one of allegiance.

jurisdictive |ˈdʒɔsɪv| • adj. (of a form of a verb) expressing a command.

justifiable |ˈdʒastəˌfl| • adj. (ies, -ied) (trans.) (in printing) adjust (a line of type or piece of text) so that the print fills a space evenly or forms a straight edge at the margin.

derivatives: justification |ˌdʒɔstəˈfɪkəʃən| • adj.

juvenile |ˈdʒɔvəˌnɪli| • n. 1. the state or period of being young.

derivatives: juvenescence adj.

juvenile |ˈdʒɔvəˌnɪli| • n. adj. of, for, or relating to young people: juvenile entertainment.

childish; immature: she's bored with my juvenile conversation.

of or denoting a theatrical or film role representing a young person: the romantic juvenile lead.

of or relating to young birds or other animals. • n. a young person.

a person below the age at which ordinary criminal prosecution is possible (18 in most countries): [as adj.] juvenile justice, juvenile courts. • a young bird or other animal. • an actor who plays juvenile roles.

juvenile2 |ˈdʒɔvəˌnɪlət| • n. 1. youthfulness; juvenile manner, quality, or character. 2. (pl. -ies) a juvenile characteristic, act, or idea. 3. young people collectively.

derivatives: juvenilize |ˈdʒɔvəˌnɪlaɪz| • v. [trans.] make or keep young or youthful; arrest the development of.

[as adj.] (juvenilized) (of an insect or part of one) having a juvenile appearance or physiology; showing arrested or reversed development.

juxtapose |ˈdʒækstəˌpoʊz; ˈdʒækstəˌpoʊz| • v. [trans.] place or deal with close together; as for contrasting effect: black-and-white photos of slums were starkly juxtaposed with color images.

derivatives: juxtaposition |ˌdʒækstəˌpoʊzəˈʃən| • n. juxtapositional |ˌdʒækstəˌpoʊzəˈʃən| • adj.
Kabba·lah | 'kæbələ; ko'bā-| (also Kabbala, Cabala, Cabbalah, or Qabalah) • n. the ancient Jewish tradition of mystical interpretation of the Bible, first transmitted orally and using esoteric methods (including ciphers). It reached the height of its influence in the later Middle Ages and remains significant in Hasidism.

derivatives: Kab·ba·lis·m | 'kæbəˌlɪzəm| • n. Kab·ba·list | -list| • n. Kab·ba·list·ic | 'kæbəˌlɪstɪk| adj.

ka·bu·ki | [ko'boōkē] • n. a form of traditional Japanese drama with highly stylized song, mime, and dance, now performed only by male actors, using exaggerated gestures and body movements to express emotions, and including historical plays, domestic dramas, and dance pieces.

derivatives: ka·bu·ki·at·ch | 'kæbəˌkiˌætʃ| • n. klatsch • adj.

ka·fr·ar·li·c | 'kæfrəˌlɪk| • n. a Bedouin Arab's kerchief worn as a headdress.

derivatives: ka·fr·ar·li| 'kæfrəˌlɪ| • n. ka·fr·ar·li·cal·ly | -ˌlɪk(ə)lɪ| adv.

kar·st | 'kærst| • n. landscape underlain by limestone that has been eroded by dissolution, producing ridges, towers, fissures, sinkholes, and other characteristic landforms: [as adj.] karst topography | it was strange country, broken into hummocks and karsts and mesas.

derivatives: kar·stic | 'kærstɪk| adj.

kar·stifi·ca·tion | 'kærstəˌfɪkəˈʃən| • n.

kar·stify | 'kærstəˌfɪ| v. (-ies, -ied) • n.

ka·ta·bat·ic | 'kætəˌbætɪk| • adj. (of a wind) caused by local downward motion of cool air. The opposite (upward, warm) movement is called anabatic.

keel·haul | 'kelˌhōl| • v. (trans.) punish (someone) by dragging him or her through the water under the keel of a ship, either across the width or from bow to stern.

punish or reprimand severely.

ker·at·in | 'kerətɪn| • n. a fibrous protein forming the main structural constituent of hair, feathers, hoofs, claws, horns, etc.

derivatives: ker·at·i·nous | 'kerəˌtɪnəs| adj.

ker·mes | 'kərmez| • n. 1 a red dye used, esp. formerly, for coloring fabrics and manuscripts.

the dried bodies of a female scale insect, which are crushed to yield this dye. 2 (oak kermes) the scale insect (kermes ilicis) that is used for this dye, forming berrylike galls on the kermes oak.

ker·mis | 'kərmis| • n. a summer fair held in towns and villages in the Netherlands.

a fair or carnival, esp. one held to raise money for a charity.

kern 1 | kərn| • v. (trans.) 1 [usu. as n.] kern·ing adjust the spacing between (letters or characters) in a piece of text to be printed.

make (letters) overlap. 2 design (metal type) with a projecting part beyond the body or shank. • n. the part of a metal type projecting beyond its body or shank.

kern 2 (also kerne) • n. 1 a light-armed Irish foot soldier. 2 a peasant; a rustic.

ketch | kech| • n. a two-masted, fore-and-aft-rigged sailboat with a mizzenmast stepped
forward of the rudder and smaller than the foremost.
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key • n. a low-lying island or reef, esp. in the Caribbean. Cf. CAY.

Keynesian • [k'anzézn] • adj. & n. of or pertaining to the English economist John Maynard Keynes (1883–1946) or his economic theories, esp. regarding state control of the economy through money and taxes. 

derivatives: Keynesianism • [k'anzézn•nizzm] n.

keynote • [ké'not] • n. 1 a prevailing tone or central theme, typically one set or introduced at the start of a conference: individuality was the keynote of the nineties | [as adj.] he delivered the keynote address at the launch. 2 (in music) the note on which a key is based. 

derivatives: keynote • v. [trans.] to write or use as a check, bill, or receipt fraudulently.

keynote • n. a group of unofficial advisers to the holder of an elected office (esp. the president) who are considered to be unduly influential.

kite • [kit] • v. [trans.] write or use (a check, bill, or receipt) fraudulently.

kith • [kith] • n. (in phrase kith and kin or kith or kin) one's friends, acquaintances, and relations: a widow without kith or kin.

kitsch • [kiš] • n. art, objects, or design considered to be in poor taste because of excessive garishness or sentimentality, but sometimes appreciated in an ironic or knowing way: the lava lamp is an example of sixties kitsch | [as adj.] kitsch décor.

derivatives: kitschi • n. kitschy • adj.

klatch • [klächt] • klacht • (also klatsch) • n. a social gathering, esp. for food and conversation. Cf. KAFFEEKLATSCH.

kleptomaniac • [klep•tömə•né•ák] • n. • adj. (of kleptomania) or • n. a recurrent urge to steal, typically without regard for need or profit.

derivatives: kleptomaniac • n. kleptomaniac • adj.

klutz • [klats] • n. a clumsy, awkward, or foolish person.

derivatives: klutzy • n. klutzy • adj.

knave • [näv] • n. a dishonest or unscrupulous man.

knack • n. • v. another term for jack in cards.

derivatives: knavery • -vərē • n. (pl. -ies). knavish • adj. knavishly • adv. knavishness • n.

knee-jerk • n. a sudden involuntary reflex kick caused by a blow on the tendon just below the knee. • adj. • of a response) automatic and unthinking; a knee-jerk reaction.

knell • [nel] • n. the sound of a bell, esp. when rung solemnly for a death or funeral.

knob • n. • adj. (of a hand) depending on movement for its effect.

derivatives: knobby • 1 [knickerbockers] loose-fitting trousers gathered at the knee or calf. 2 (Knickerbocker) a New Yorker.
knockoff

DERIVATIVES: knick•er•bock•ered adj.
knock•off [näk'ôf] also knock•off • n. a copy or imitation, esp. of an expensive or designer product: [as adj.] knockoff merchandise.

knurl [narl] • n. a small projecting knob or ridge, esp. in a series around the edge of something.

DERIVATIVES: knurled adj.
kosher [kō'shər] • adj. (of food, or premises in which food is sold, cooked, or eaten) satisfying the requirements of Jewish law: a kosher kitchen.

■ (of a person) observing Jewish food laws.
■ genuine and legitimate: do you really think this deal is kosher? • v. [trans.] prepare (food) according to the requirements of Jewish law.
■ give (something) the appearance of being legitimate: see them scramble to kosher illegal evidence.

PHRASES: keep (or eat) kosher observe the Jewish food regulations (kashruth).

kow•tow [kōw'tōw] • v. [intr.] kneel and touch the ground with the forehead in worship or submission as part of Chinese custom.

■ act in an excessively subservient manner: she didn’t have to kowtow to a boss. • n. an act of kneeling and touching the ground with the forehead in such a way.

DERIVATIVES: kow•tow•er n.

krem•lin [krem'lin] • n. a citadel within a Russian town.

■ (the Kremlin) the citadel in Moscow. ■ the Russian or (formerly) Soviet government housed within this citadel.

ku•dos [ˈk(y)ədəs; -ˌdɔz; -ˌdös] • n. praise and honor received for an achievement.

USAGE: Kudos comes from Greek and means ‘glory.’ Despite appearances, it is not a plural form. This means that there is no singular form kudo and that use as a plural, as in the following sentence, is, strictly, incorrect: he received many kudos for his work (correct use is he received much kudos . . .).

ku•lak [ˈkooˌlɑk; -ˈlɑk] • n. a peasant in Russia wealthy enough to own a farm and hire labor. Emerging after the emancipation of serfs in the 19th century, the kulaks resisted (1920s–30s) Stalin’s forced collectivization, and millions were arrested, exiled, or killed.

kvetch [k(v)əch; kvi't] • n. a person who complains a great deal.

■ a complaint. • v. [trans.] complain: stop kvetching, already!

Kwan•zaa [ˈkwənˌzə] (also Kwanza) • n. a secular festival observed by many African Americans from December 26 to January 1 as a celebration of their cultural heritage and traditional values.

kwash•i•ró•kor [kwäshēˈôrəkər; kor] • n. a form of malnutrition caused by protein deficiency in the diet, typically affecting young children in the tropics.

I
secretion of tears: lacrimal cells. • n. (usu. lacrimal or lacrimal bone) a small bone forming part of the eye socket. 

lachrymose ['lækri'məʊs] adj. tearful or given to weeping; she was pink-eyed and lachrymose. 

• inducing tears; sad: a lachrymose children's classic. 

Derivatives: lachrymose • adv. lachrymosity ['lækri'məʊsəti] • n. 

lackaday ['lækə'deɪsɪkəl] adj. lacking enthusiasm and determination; carelessly lazy. 

Derivatives: lackaday • adv. lackadaycally • adv. 

lackey ['lækə] n. (pl. -eys) a servant, esp. a liveried footman or manservant. 

• a person who is obsequiously willing to obey or serve another person or group of people. 

Cf. Sycophant. • v. (also lacquey) (-eys, -eyed) [trans.] behave servilely to; wait upon a lackey. 

lackluster ['lækəlʌstə] adj. lacking in vitality, force, or conviction; uninspired or uninspiring: no excuses were made for the lackluster performance. 

• (of the hair or the eyes) not shining; dull. 

laconic ['lækənɪk] adj. (of a person, speech, or style of writing) using very few words: the laconic reply suggested a lack of interest in the topic. 

Derivatives: laconically • adv. laconicism ['lækənɪzəm] n. 

lactation ['læktʃən] n. the secretion of milk by the mammary glands. 

• the sucking of young; the period of milk secretion normally following childbirth. 

Derivatives: lactational • adj. 

lactovegetarian ['læktə'vegətərɪən] n. (lactovegetarian) [trans.] a person who abstains from eating meat and eggs, but who eats dairy products. An ovilactovegetarian also eats eggs. 

laczynia ['lazkɪnɪə] n. (pl. lacznias) an unfilled space or interval; a gap: the journal has filled a lacuna in Middle Eastern studies. 

• a missing portion in a book or manuscript. 

• (in anatomy) a cavity or depression, esp. in bone. 

Derivatives: laczynal ['lazkɪnəl] adj. 


lacustrine ['lækəstrɪn] adj. of, relating to, or associated with lakes: lacustrial vegetation. 

lade ['leɪd] v. (past part. laden ['lædn]) [trans.] load (a ship or other vessel). 

• ship (goods) as cargo. [intr.] (of a ship) take on cargo. 

laggard ['lægərd] • n. a person who makes slow progress and falls behind others: there was no time for laggards. • adj. slower than desired or expected: a bell to summon laggard children to school. 

Derivatives: laggardly • adv. laggardly • adj. laggary • adj. laggnappe ['lægnəp] • n. • lagniappe given as a bonus or extra gift. 

lagoon ['læɡuən] • n. a stretch of salt water separated from the sea by a low sandbank or coral reef. 

• the enclosed water of an atoll. • a small freshwater lake near a larger lake or river. • an artificial pool for the treatment of effluent or to accommodate an overspill from surface drains during heavy rain. 

Derivatives: lagoon • n. • lagoon • adj. 

lalic ['lælk] • n. • adj. of or pertaining to a layperson or the laity; nonclerical; lay. • n. a layperson; a noncleric. 

Derivatives: lai • adj. lica • adj. lica • adj. 

laird ['lɛərd] • n. (in Scotland) a person who owns a large estate. 

Derivatives: lairdship • n. 

laissez-s available ['læzəə-ələr] • n. • adj. • v. n. absence of restraint; unconstrained freedom. 

Derivatives: laissez-faire • adj. laissez-faire • adj. 

laissez-faire • n. • adj. • v. n. a policy or attitude of leaving things to take their own course, without interfering. 

• abstention by governments from interfering in the workings of the free market: [as adj.] laissez-faire capitalism. 

Derivatives: laissez-faire • adj. laissez-faire • adj. 

laim • n. • 1. an honorific title applied to a spiritual leader in Tibetan Buddhism, whether a reincarnate lama (such as the Dalai Lama) or one who has earned the title in life. 

2 a Tibetan or Mongolian Buddhist monk. 

laim • n. • an • adj. • v. • adj. • v. 

laim • n. a monastery of lamas. 

lambaste ['læmbəst] • n. • adj. (also lambast) • v. [trans.] beat or thrash soundly; criticize (someone or something) harshly. 

lambent ['læmbɛnt] • adj. (of light or fire) glowing, gleaming, or flickering with a soft radiance: the magical, lambent light of the north. 

• (of wit, humor, etc.) lightly brilliant: a touch of the lambent bitterness that sometimes surfaced in him. 

Derivatives: lambent • adj. 

lament • n. • adj. • v. • adj. • v. 

• a song, piece of music, or poem expressing such emotions. • an expression of regret or disappointment; a complaint: there were constant laments about work conditions. • [v. trans.] mourn (a person's loss or death). 

• [intr.] (lament for/over) express one's grief passionately about. • express regret or disappointment over something considered unsatisfactory, unreasonable, or unfair: [trans.] she lamented the lack of bookstores in the town. • [with direct speech] Jefferson later lamented, "Heaven remained silent."
lassitude | 'læsə't(y)əd|  • n. a state of physical or mental weariness; lack of energy.
lateness | 'læn 'seɪ| see LATENT PERIOD.
latent | 'lænt|  • adj. (of a quality or state) existing but not yet developed or manifest; hidden; concealed: discovering her latent talent for diplomacy.
(• of a plant bud, resting stage, etc.) lying dormant or hidden until circumstances are suitable for development or manifestation. • (of a disease) in which the usual symptoms are not yet manifest. • (of a microorganism, esp. a virus) present in the body without causing disease, but capable of doing so at a later stage or when transmitted to another body. DERIVATIVES: latent ly adv.
latent period | • n. 1 Medicine (also latency) the period between infection with a virus or other microorganism and the onset of symptoms, or between exposure to radiation and the appearance of a cancer. 2 Physiology (also latency) the delay between the receipt of a stimulus by a sensory nerve and the response to it.
lateral | 'lætərəl; 'lætər|  • adj. of, at, toward, or from the side or sides: the plant takes up water through its lateral roots.
• situated on one side or other of the body or of an organ, esp. in the region farthest from the median plane. The opposite of MEDIAL.
• (of a disease or condition) affecting the side or sides of the body, or confined to one side of the body. • (in physics) acting or placed at right angles to the line of motion or of strain. • (of a consonant, esp. l, or its articulation) formed by or involving partial closure of the air passage by the tongue, which is so placed as to allow the breath to flow on one or both sides of the point of contact. • n. 1 a side part of something, esp. a shoot or branch growing out from the side of a stem. 2 (in phonetics) a lateral consonant. 3 (in football) a pass thrown either sideways or backward from the position of the passer. • v. [trans.] throw (a football) in a sideways or backward direction: he tried to lateral the return but fumbled.
• [intrans.] throw a lateral pass: he faked a hand-off and then lateralized to the tailback. DERIVATIVES: laterally adv.
Latino | 'lætəno; 'læn-|  • n. (pl. -os) a Latin American inhabitant of the United States. Cf. HISPANIC; CHICANO. • adj. of or relating to these inhabitants.
latitude | 'lætət(y)əd|  • n. 1 the angular distance of a place north or south of the earth’s equator, or of the equator of a celestial object, usually expressed in degrees and minutes: at a latitude of 51° N | lines of latitude.
• (latitudes) regions, esp. with reference to their temperature and distance from the equator: temperate latitudes | northern latitudes. 2 scope for freedom of action or thought: journalists have considerable latitude in criticizing public figures.
• (in photography) the range of exposures for which an emulsion or printing paper will give acceptable contrast: a film with a latitude that is outstanding. DERIVATIVES: latitudinal | 'lætət(y)ədn-əl| • adj. latitudinally | 'lætət(y)əd-əln| • adv.
latitudinarian | ,lætət(y)əd'nərən|  • adj. allowing latitude in religion; showing no preference among varying creeds and forms of worship. • n. a person with a latitudinarian attitude. DERIVATIVES: latitudinarianism | latit#nizəm| • n.
latter | 'lætər|  • adj. [attrib.] 1 situated or occurring nearer to the end of something than to the beginning: the latter half of 1989. • belonging to the final stages of something, esp. of a person’s life: heart disease dogged his latter years. • recent: the project has had low cash flows in latter years. 2 (the latter) denoting the second or second mentioned of two people or things: the Russians could advance into either Germany or Austria—they chose the latter option.
usage: Latter means ‘the second-mentioned of two.’ Its use to mean ‘the last-mentioned of three or more’ is common, but is considered incorrect by some because latter means ‘later’ rather than ‘latest.’ Last or last-mentioned is preferred where three or more things are involved.
laud | lɔd|  • v. [trans.] praise (a person or his or her achievements) highly, esp. in a public context: the obituary lauded him as a great statesman and soldier | [as adj., with modifier] (lauded) her much lauded rendering of Lady Macbeth. • n. praise: all glory, laud, and honor to thee.
laudanum | 'lɔdnəm; 'lɔdnom|  • n. an alcoholic solution containing morphone, prepared from opium and formerly used as a narcotic painkiller.
laudatory | 'lɔdə,tɔr|  • adj. (of speech or writing) expressing praise and commendation.
lauder | 'lɔdnər; 'lɔn-|  • v. [trans.] (in finance) conceal the origins of (money obtained illegally) by transfers involving foreign banks or legitimate businesses.
alter (information) to make it appear more acceptable: we began to notice attempts to launder the data. DERIVATIVES: launderer | 'lɔrnər| • n.
laurate | 'lɔrət-; 'lɔr|-  • n. a person who is honored with an award for outstanding creative or intellectual achievement: a Nobel laurate.
• (short for poet laureate) an eminent poet appointed to, or regarded unofficially as holding, an honorary representative position in a country, region, or group. The first official American poet laureate was Robert Penn Warren. • adj. wreathed with laurel as a mark of honor.
• (of a crown or wreath) consisting of laurel. DERIVATIVES: laurate-ship | laurate-ship | • n.
laurel | 'lɔrəl;lɔr|-  • n. (usu. laurels) the foliage of the bay tree woven into a wreath or
lavage 251 left wing
crown and worn on the head as an emblem of victory or mark of honor in classical times.
■ honor: she has rightly won laurels for her first novel.  ■ v. (laureled, laurelling; Brit. laurelled, laurelling) [trans.] adorn with or as if with a laurel; they banish our anger forever when they laurel the graves of our dead.

PHRASES: look to one’s laurels be careful not to lose one’s superior position to a rival.
rest on one’s laurels be so satisfied with what one has already achieved that one makes no further effort.

lavage  [ləˈvɑːʒ; ˈləvæʒ]  • n. washing out of a body cavity, such as the colon or stomach, with water or a medicated solution.
lavish  [ˈlavɪʃ]  • adj. sumptuously rich, elaborate, or luxurious: a lavish banquet.
■ (of a person) very generous or extravagant: he was lavish with his hospitality.
■ (of or given in profusion): lavish praise.  ■ v. [trans.] (lavish something on) bestow something in generous or extravagant quantities upon: the media couldn’t lavish enough praise on the film.
 ■ (lavish something with) cover something thickly or liberally with: she lavished her son with kisses.

DERIVATIVES: lavishly adv. lavishness n.

lax  [læks]  • adj. 1 not sufficiently strict or severe: lax security arrangements at the airport; they’ve been lax about discipline in school lately.
 ■ careless: why do software developers do little more than parrot their equally lax competitors?  2 (of the limbs or muscles) relaxed.
 ■ (of the bowels) loose.  ■ (of a speech sound, esp. a vowel) pronounced with the vocal muscles relaxed. The opposite of tense.

DERIVATIVES: lax·i·ty  [ˈlæksiːti] n. lax·ly  adv. lax·ness n.

lay 1  [lɛɪ]  • v. (past and past part. laid  [lɛd]) USAGE: The verb lay means, broadly, ‘put something down,’ as in they are going to lay the carpet. The past tense and the past participle of this verb is laid, as in they laid the groundwork or she had laid careful plans. The verb lie, on the other hand, means ‘be in a horizontal position to rest,’ as in why don’t you lie on the floor? The past tense of this verb is lay (he lay on the floor) and the past participle is lain (she had lain on the bed for hours).

Thus, in correct use, lay can be either the past tense of lie or the base form of lay. In practice many speakers make the mistake of using lay, laying, and laid as if they meant lie, lying, lay, and lain. Examples of incorrect use: why don’t you lay on the bed (correct form is lie); she was laying on the bed (correct form is lying); he had laid on the floor for hours (correct form is lain).

lay2  • adj. [attrib.] 1 not ordained into or belonging to the clergy: a lay preacher. 2 not having professional qualifications or expert knowledge, esp. in law or medicine.
lake  [leɪk]  • v. [with obj. and adverbial of direction] make (a soluble chemical or mineral) drain away from soil, ash, or similar material by the action of percolating liquid, esp. rainwater; the nutrient is quickly leached away.
■ [no obj., with adverbial of direction] (of a soluble chemical or mineral) drain away from soil, ash, etc., in this way: coats of varnish prevent the dye leaching out.  ■ [trans.] subject (soil, ash, etc.) to this process.

led·a·d  [ˈlɛdəd]  • adj. 1 (of windowpanes or a roof) framed, covered, or weighted with lead: Georgian-style leaded windows. 2 (of gasoline) containing tetraethyl lead: leaded fuel. 3 (of type) having the lines separated by leads.
league  • n. a former measure of distance by land, usually about three miles.

lech·er  [ˈlekər]  • n. a man of lewd and promiscuous sexual desires or behavior.
DERIVATIVES: lech·er·ous  adj. lecher·ous·ly adv. lecher·ry n.

lec·tern  [ˈlekətən]  • n. a tall stand with a sloping top to hold a book or notes, and from which someone, typically a preacher or lecturer, can read while standing up.

lection·ary  [ˈlektʃənær, -e-] n. (pl. -ies) a list or book of portions of the Bible appointed to be read at a church service.

lee  [liː]  • n. shelter from wind or weather given by a neighboring object, esp. nearby land: we pitch our tents in the lee of a rock.
 ■ (also lee side) the sheltered side; the side away from the wind: ducks were taking shelter on the lee of the island. The opposite of the windward or weather side.

leech  [leʃ]  • n. 1 an aquatic or terrestrial annelid worm with suckers at both ends. Many species are bloodsucking parasites, esp. of vertebrates, and others are predators.
2 a person who extorts profit from or sponges on others: they are leeches feeding off the hardworking majority.
 ■ v. [trans.] habitually exploit or rely on: he’s leeching off the abilities of others.

lees  [lez]  • plural n. the sediment of wine in the barrel.

■ dregs; refuse: the lees of the city’s underworld.

lee·ward  [ˈliːwərd; ˈloʊərd]  • adj. & adv. on or toward the side sheltered from the wind or toward which the wind is blowing; downwind: [as adj.] the leeward side of the house; [as adv.] we pitched our tents leeward of a hill.  • n. the side sheltered or away from the wind: the ship was drifting to leeward.

lee·way  [ˈliːˌweɪ]  • n. 1 the amount of freedom to move or act that is available: Congress had several months’ leeway to introduce reforms.
 ■ margin of safety; there is little leeway if anything goes wrong. 2 the sideways drift of a ship or an aircraft to leeward of the desired course: the leeway is only about 2°.

left·wing·er  n.
legacy |ˈlegəsi| • n. (pl. -ies) an amount of money or property left to someone in a will.

- a thing handed down by a predecessor: the legacy of centuries of neglect. • a student or potential student who may be favored by a college or school as the child or relative of a graduate, esp. one likely to make financial gifts. • adj. denoting computer software or hardware that has been superseded but is difficult to replace because of its wide use.

DERIVATIVES: legatee n. one who receives a legacy.

legality |ˈlegələtē| • n. excessive adherence to law or formula.

- (in theology) dependence on moral law rather than on personal religious faith.

DERIVATIVES: legal-ist n. & adj. legal-istic |ˈlegələstık| adj. legal-istically |ˈlegələstəkəlē| • legal 'listik|ˈlejələstık|

legalize |ˈlejələz| • v. [trans.] make (something that was previously illegal) permissible by law: a measure legalizing gambling in Deadwood. Cf. DECriminalize.

DERIVATIVES: legalization |ˈlejələzəˌzhən| • legal 'izəˌzhən |ˈlejələzəˌzhən| • legaliz 'ation |ˈlejələzəˌʃən| • legal·ize|ˈlejələz| • v. & adj. (music) a smooth, flowing manner, without breaks between notes. Cf. staccato. • n. performance in this manner.

legend |ˈlejənd| • n. 1 a traditional story sometimes popularly regarded as historical but unauthenticated. 2 an extremely famous or notorious person, esp. in a particular field: a living legend |ˈlejənd| • n. an incription, esp. on a coin or medal.

- a caption: a picture of a tiger with the legend "Go ahead, make my day!" • the wording on a map or diagram explaining the symbols used: see legend to Fig. 1. 4 the story of a saint's life. • adj. [predic.] very well known: his speed was legend.

- leggere·demain |ˈlejərdəˈmən| • n. skillful use of one's hands when performing conjuring tricks.

- deception; trickery.

legion |ˈlejən| • n. 1 a unit of 3,000–6,000 men (legionaries) in the ancient Roman army. 

- (the Legion) the French Foreign Legion. • (the Legion) any of the national associations of former servicemen and service-women (Legionnaires) instituted after World War I, such as the American Legion. 2 (a legion/legions of) a vast host, multitude, or number of people or things: legions of photographers. • adj. [predic.] great in number: her fans are legion.

legiti·mate |ˈliˈjətəmit| • adj. [lit. ‐iˈjəmit] conforming to the law or to rules: claims to legitimate authority.

- able to be defended with logic or justification: a legitimate excuse for being late. • of (a child) born of parents lawfully married to each other. • of (a sovereign) having a title based on strict hereditary right: the last legitimate Anglo-Saxon king. • constituting or relating to serious drama as distinct from musical comedy, revue, etc.: the legitimate theater.

- v. • [trans.] make legitimate; justify or make lawful: the regime was not legitimated by popular support.

DERIVATIVES: legitimation |ˈlejətəˌmən| • legit·i·mate ly • [mīˌtəlē] adv. legit·i·ma·tion |ˈlejətəˌmeiˈʃən| • n. legitimation |ˈlejətəˌmeiˈʃən| • n. legitimate |ˈlejətəˌmət| • adj. & v. legit·i·mate |ˈlejətəmit| • adj. & v. (of a medicine) loosening the bowels; gently laxative. • n. a medicine of this type.

- leniency |ˈlejənəti| • n. kindness; gentleness.

- le·o·nine |ˈlejəˌnin| • adj. of or resembling a lion or lions: a handsome, leonine profile.

lep·i·dopt·er·ist |ˈlepəˌdaptəˈrיסט| • n. a person who studies or collects butterflies and moths. (members of the order Lepidoptera). • n. lepidopterology |ˈlepəˌdoptərəˌləj| • n. • lep·i·dopt·er·ol·o·gy |ˈlepəˌdaptəˈrəˌləj| • n. • lep·i·dopt·er·o·ny |ˈlepəˌdaptəˈrəˌn| • n. • lep·re·cha·un |ˈlepəˌkən| • n. • le·sion |ˈlejən| • n. a region in an organ or tissue that has suffered damage through injury or disease, such as a wound, ulcer, abscess, tumor, etc.

lesion |ˈlejən| • n. 1 a region in an organ or tissue that has suffered damage through injury or disease, such as a wound, ulcer, abscess, tumor, etc. • n. the insulting of a monarch or other ruler; treason.
less | les | adj. & pron. a smaller amount; not as much.

Usage: In standard English less should only be used with uncountable things (less money, less time). With countable things it is incorrect to use less (less people and less words); strictly speaking, correct use is fewer people and fewer words.

Less see [leˈsi:] • n. a person who holds the lease of a property; a tenant or leaseholder.

Derivatives: less-see-ship | -ship | n.

Less sor | [leˈso:] or leˈsɔr | • n. a person who leases or lets a property to another; a landlord.

Lethal | leˈθəl | adj. sufficient to cause death: a lethal cocktail of alcohol and drugs.

- Harmful or destructive.

Derivatives: lethal-ity | leˈθələti | n.

Lethargy | leˈθərʤi | • n. a lack of energy and enthusiasm: periods of weakness and lethargy [in sing.]

- A pathological state of sleepiness or deep unresponsiveness and inactivity.

Derivatives: lethargic adj.

Lettered | leˈtərd | • adj. formally educated: thought not lettered, he read widely.

- Of or pertaining to learning, learned people, or literary culture: a man of lettered tastes.

Letter of marque | máirk | • n. (usu. letters of marque) a license to fit out an armed vessel and use it in the capture of enemy merchant shipping and to commit acts that would otherwise have constituted piracy.

- A ship carrying such a license; a privateer.

Levee | leˈvi | • n. a reception or assembly of people, in particular:

- A formal reception of visitors or guests. • In Britain an afternoon assembly for men held at court and often attended by the monarch.

- A reception of visitors just after rising from bed.

Levee- • n. an embankment built to prevent the overflow of a river.

- A ridge of sediment deposited naturally alongside a river by overwashing.

- A landing place; a quay.

- A ridge of earth surrounding a field to be irrigated.

Leverage | leˈvər(d)ʒi; leˈvər(d)ʒi | • n. 1 the exertion of force by means of a lever or an object used in the manner of a lever: my spade hit something solid that wouldn't respond to leverage.

- Mechanical advantage gained in this way: use a metal bar to increase the leverage.

- The power to influence a person or situation to achieve a particular outcome: the right wing had lost much of its political leverage in the Assembly.

- (in finance) the ratio of a company's loan capital (debt) to the value of its ordinary shares (equity). • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (leveraged) use borrowed capital for (an investment), expecting the profits made to be greater than the interest payable: a leveraged takeover bid.

Leviathan | leˈviθən | • n. (in biblical use) a sea monster, identified in different passages with the whale and the crocodile (e.g., Job 41, Ps. 74:14), and with the Devil (after Isa. 27:1).

- A very large aquatic creature, esp. a whale: the great Leviathans of the deep. • A thing that is very large or powerful, esp. a ship. • An autocratic monarch or state.

Levitate | leˈvətät | • v. [trans.] rise and hover in the air, esp. by means of supernatural or magical power: he seems to levitate about three inches off the ground.

- (trans.) cause (something) to rise and hover in such a way.

Derivatives: levitation | leˈvətəʃən | n.

Levitar • -tor | -ˈtətar | n.

Levity | leˈvəti | • n. humor or frivolity, esp. the treatment of a serious matter with humor or in a manner lacking due respect: as an attempt to introduce a note of levity, the words were a disastrous flop.

Levy | leˈvi | • n. (ies, -ied) [trans.] 1 (often be levied) impose (a tax, fee, or fine): a new tax could be levied on industry to pay for cleaning up contaminated land.

- Impose a tax, fee, or fine: there will be powers to levy the owner.

- [trans.] (levy on/upon) seize (property) to satisfy a legal judgment: there were no goods to levy upon. • 2 enlist (someone) for military service: he sought to levy one man from each parish for service.

- Begin to wage (war). • n. (pl. -ies) 1 an act of levying a tax, fee, or fine: union members were hit with a 2 percent levy on all pay.

- A tax so raised. • A sum collected for a specific purpose, esp. as a supplement to an existing amount pledged to an organization.

- An item or set of items of property seized to satisfy a legal judgment. • 2 an act of enlisting troops.

- (usu. levies) a body of troops that have been enlisted: lightly armed local levies.

Derivatives: levy-able adj.

Lewd | loʊd | • adj. crude in a sexual way: she began to gyrate to the music and sing a lewd song.

Derivatives: lewd-ly adv. lewd-ness n.

Lexical | leˈsikəl | • adj. of or relating to the words or vocabulary of a language: lexical analysis.

- Relating to or of the nature of a lexicon or dictionary: a lexical entry.

Derivatives: lexical-ly ik(a)lē | adv.

Lexicography | leˈsikəˈɡrɑfrə | • n. the practice of compiling dictionaries.

Derivatives: lexicographer n.

Lexicographic | -ˈkəɡrɑfrɪk | adj. lexicographic- cal -ˈkəɡrɑfrɪkəl | adj.

Graphically | -ˈkəɡrɑfrɪkələ | adv.

Lexicon | leˈksɪkən | • n. the vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of knowledge: the size of the English lexicon.

- A dictionary, esp. of Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, or Arabic: a Greek–Latin lexicon. • 2 the complete set of meaningful units (words, etc.) in a language (without definitions).

Lexis | leˈksɪs | • n. the total stock of words in a language: a notable loss of English lexis.

- The level of language consisting of vocabulary, as opposed to grammar or syntax.
**Lex loci** | 'leks 'lɔsɪ; -'sɛ; -'kɛ; -'kɪ | *n.* the law of the country in which a transaction is performed, an act is committed, or a property is situated.

**libel** | 'liβel | *n.* (pl. -ies) 1 the state of being responsible for something, esp. by law: the partners accept unlimited liability for any risks they undertake.

- (usu. liabilities) a thing for which someone is responsible, esp. a debt or financial obligation: valuing the company's liabilities and assets.
- 2 [usu. in sing] a person or thing whose presence or behavior is likely to cause embarrassment or put one at a disadvantage: he has become a political liability.

**liable** | 'liaβlɪ | *adj.* [predic.] 1 responsible by law; legally answerable: the supplier of goods or services can become liable for breach of contract in a variety of ways.
- 2 [with infinitive] likely to do or to be something: patients were liable to faint if they stood up too suddenly.

**Usage:** Liable is commonly used to mean 'likely (to do something undesirable),' e.g., without his glasses he's liable to run the car into a tree. Precisely, however, liable means 'legally obligated,' as in if he runs into another car, he may be liable for damages.

**liaise** | 'liəz | *v.* [intrans.] establish a working relationship, typically in order to cooperate on a matter of mutual concern: she will liaise with teachers across the country.

**liaison** | 'leɪəsən; leɪə- | *n.* 1 communication or cooperation that facilitates a close working relationship between people or organizations: the department works in close liaison with public relations.

- a person who acts as a link to assist communication or cooperation between groups of people.
- a sexual relationship, esp. one that is secret and involves unfaithfulness to a partner.
- 2 the binding or thickening agent of a sauce, often based on egg yolks.
- 3 (in French and other languages) the sounding of a consonant that is normally silent at the end of a word because the next word begins with a vowel.

**libation** | 'libətʃən | *n.* a drink poured out as an offering to a deity.

- the pouring out of such a drink-offering: wine was poured in libation; a drink: free food and libations.

**libel** | 'libəl | *n.* 1 (in law) a published false statement that is damaging to a person's reputation; a written defamation. Cf. SLANDER.

- the action or crime of publishing such a statement.
- a false and malicious statement about a person.
- a thing or circumstance that brings undeserved discredit on a person by misrepresentation.
- 2 (in admiralty and ecclesiastical law) a plaintiff's written declaration.
- 3 (libeled, libeling; Brit. libelled, libelling) [trans.] 1 defame (someone) by publishing a libel. Cf. DEFAME.

- make a false and malicious statement about.

2 (in admiralty and ecclesiastical law) bring a suit against (someone).

**Derivatives:** libel-er *n.* libel-ous *adj.*

**Liberal** | 'lib(ə)rəl | *adj.* 1 open to new behavior or opinions and willing to discard traditional values: liberal views on marriage and divorce.

- favorable to or respectful of individual rights and freedoms: liberal citizenship laws.
- (in a political context) favoring maximum individual liberty in political and social reform: a liberal democratic state.

**Liberal** (of or characteristic of Liberals or a Liberal Party. (in theology) regarding many traditional beliefs as dispensable, invalidated by modern thought, or likely to change. 2 [attrib.] (of education) concerned mainly with broadening a person's general knowledge and experience, rather than with technical or professional training. 3 (esp. of an interpretation of a law) broadly construed or understood; not strictly literal or exact. 4 given, used, or occurring in generous amounts: liberal amounts of wine had been consumed.

- (of a person) giving generously: Sam was too liberal with the wine.

- a person of liberal views.

**Liberal** a supporter or member of a Liberal Party.

**Derivatives:** liberal-ism | [-lizəm] | *n.*

**Liberal**-ist | [-rɪlist ] | *n.* liberal-istic | [lib(ə)rəlɪstɪk] | *adj.* liberal-ly adv. liberal-ness *n.*

**Liberal** arts plural *n.* academic subjects such as literature, philosophy, mathematics, and social and physical sciences as distinct from professional and technical subjects.

**Liberal**ity | [lɪbərəlɪtɪ] | *n.* the quality of giving or spending freely. 2 the quality of being open to new ideas and free from prejudice: liberalism toward bisexuality.

**Libertarian** | [libərtərən] | *n.* (in philosophy) a person who holds to the doctrine of the freedom of the will, as opposed to that of necessity: as a political philosophy. Cf. NECESSITARIAN, DETERMINISM.

- a person who advocates civil liberty, esp. in opposition to the state action.

**Libertine** | 'libər,tɛn | *n.* 1 a person, esp. a man, who behaves without moral principles or a sense of responsibility, esp. in sexual matters. 2 a person who rejects accepted opinions in matters of religion; a freethinker.

- adj. 1 characterized by a disregard of morality, esp. in sexual matters: his more libertine impulses. 2 freethinking in matters of religion.

**Derivatives:** libertine- | [-tɛnɪ ] | *n.*

**Libertine**-ism | [-nɪzəm] | *n.*

**libidinous** | [laɪbɪdɪnəs ] | *adj.* showing excessive sexual drive; lustful.

**Derivatives:** libidinous-ly adv. *libid* |

**Libido** | [lɪbɪdəʊ ] | *n.* (pl. -os) sexual desire.

- (in psychoanalysis) the energy of the sexual drive as a component of the life instinct.

**Derivatives:** libid- | [laɪbdɪn ] | *adj.*

**libidinal**-ly | [-bdɪnəl ] | *adv.*

**liberté** | [laɪbɛrɛ ] | *n.*
lic·en·sion | ˈlin-ˌsən-ʃən | • n. 1 the surgical procedure of closing off a blood vessel or other duct or tube in the body by means of a ligature or clip. 2 the joining of two DNA strands or other molecules by a phosphate ester linkage.

lig·a·ture | ˈli-ga-ˌchər, -ˈchôr | • n. 1 a thing used for tying or binding something tightly. 2 a cord or thread used in surgery, esp. to tie up a bleeding artery. 3 (in music) a slur or tie, joining notes to be played without an interval. 4 (in printing) a character consisting of two or more joined letters, e.g., æ, fl.

Lil·li·put·ian | ˈli-lə-pyəˈoόshən | • adj. trivial or very small: America’s banks look Lilliputian in comparison with Japan’s. 2 n. a trivial or very small person or thing.

lim·bo | ˈlim-bô | • n. 1 (also Limbo) (in some Christian beliefs) the supposed abode of the souls of unbaptized infants, and of the just who died before Christ’s coming. 2 an uncertain period of awaiting a decision or resolution; an intermediate state or condition: the fate of the hostages is now in limbo. 3 a state of neglect or oblivion: children left in an emotional limbo.

lim·bo·to·ri·um | ˈlim-bô-tôr-ē-əm | • n. (pl. -os) a West Indian dance in which the dancer bends backward to pass under a horizontal bar that is progressively lowered to a position just above the ground. 2 v. [intr.] dance in such a way.

lim·n·at·ed | ˈlim-nə-təd | • adj. depict or describe in painting or words.

li·cit | ˈli-sit | • adj. not forbidden; lawful: licit and illicit drugs.

li·ch·en | ˈlik-ən | • n. 1 a simple slow-growing plant that typically forms a low crustlike, leaflike, or branching growth on rocks, walls, and trees. Licenses are complex plants consisting of a fungus that contains photosynthetic algal cells. They obtain their water and nutrients from the atmosphere and can be sensitive indicators of atmospheric pollution.

2 [usu. with adj.] a skin disease in which small round hard lesions occur close together. 2 deriv.: li·chen·ol·o·gy | ˈlik-ən-əl-ə-je | • n. (sense 1)

li·censed | ˈli-sənd | • adj. (in sense 1) 2 li·censor | ˈli-sən-sər | • n. 3 li·cers·sor | ˈli-sər-sər | • n. 4 li·cen·sor | ˈli-sən-sər | • n. 5 li·cen·so·ry | ˈli-sən-sər-ē | • adj. (sense 2).

li·civ·it·y | ˈli-siv-ə-tē | • n. See usage note at lay 1.

li·e·ge | ˈlay-je | • adj. li·zet·ter | ˈlay-zət-ər | • n. 2 [historical] • adj. [attrib.] concerned with or relating to the relationship between a feudal superior and a vassal: an oath of fealty and li·ege·hom·age. 3 n. (also li·ge·lord) a feudal superior or sovereign.

li·en | ˈli-ən | • n. (law) a right to keep possession of property belonging to another person until a debt owed by that person is discharged: put a lien on something.

li·eu·al | ˈli-lō-əl | • adj. 1 in a direct line of descent or ancestry: a lineal descendant. 2 of, relating to, or consisting of lines; linear.

li·ne·a·l | ˈli-nə-əl | • adj. 1 arranged in or extending along a straight or nearly straight line: linear arrangements | linear in shape | linear movement.

li·ne·at·ed | ˈli-nə-təd | • adj. consisting of or predominantly formed using lines or outlines: simple linear designs. 2 (in
lineation

lineation | [lin'ənən] | n. | a horizontal support of timber, stone, concrete, or steel across the top of a door or window. Cf. transom, mullion.

lineated | [lin'tətəd] | adj. | 1. covered or marked with or as if with lines 2. having or marked by long, parallel lines: a lineated road. 3. of or relating to a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.

lineal | [li'nəl] | adj. | 1. of or relating to a line or lineal relationship 2. of, relating to, or involving a straight line or lines that are parallel: linear equations 3. of, relating to, or involving a linear type of composition.
absolute (used to emphasize that a strong expression is deliberately chosen to convey one's feelings): years of literal hell. 2 (of a translation) representing the exact words of the original text.

(5) of a visual representation) exactly copied; realistic as opposed to impressionistic. 3 (also literal-minded) (of a person or performance) lacking imagination; prosaic. 4 of, in, or expressed by a letter or the letters of the alphabet: literary almanons.

DErivativeS: lit'er'al 'ly [litərəlˈleɪ] adj., adv. literary 'al·i·ty [ˈlɪtərə·li·teɪ] n. lit'er·al·ize [ˈlɪtərəˌlайz] v. lit'er·al·ness [ˈlɪtərə·ləns] n.

literary [ˈlɪtərəri] adj. 1 [attrib.] concerning the writing, study, or content of literature, esp. of the kind valued for quality of form: great literary works.

concerned with literature as a profession: it was signed by several literary figures as Maya Angelou. 2 (of language) associated with literary works or other formal writing; having a marked style intended to produce a particular emotional effect.

DERivativeS: lit'er·ar·i·ly [ˈlɪtərə·ri·leɪ] adv. lit'er·ar·i·ness [ˈlɪtərə·ri·nəs] n.

lithe [ˈlɪθ] (also lithesome) adj. (esp. of a person's body) thin, supple, and graceful.

DERivativeS: lit·he·ly adv. lit·he·ness [ˈlɪθ·nəs] n.

lithium [ˈlɪθiəm] n. (in psychiatry) lithium carbonate or another lithium salt, used as a mood-stabilizing drug.

lithography [ˈlɪθaˌɡrɑːfɪ] n. the process of printing from a flat surface treated so as to repel the ink except where it is required for printing.

(in electronics) an analogous method for making printed circuits.

DErivativeS: lith·og·ra·pher [ˈlɪθəˌɡrɑːfər] n.

litigate [ˈlɪtərəˌɡeɪt] v. [trans.] be a party to a lawsuit.

[trans.] take (a claim or a dispute) to a court of law.

DERivativeS: lit·i·ga·tion [ˈlɪtərəˌɡeɪʃən] n. lit·i·ga·tive [ˈlɪtərəˌɡeɪtɪv] adj. lit·i·ga·tor [ˈlɪtərəˌɡeɪtər] n.

litigious [ˈlɪtərəˌdʒiəs] adj. concerned with lawsuits or litigation.

unreasonably prone to go to court to settle disputes. ■ suitable to become the subject of a lawsuit.

DERivativeS: lit·i·gious·ly adv. lit·i·gious·ness [ˈlɪtərəˌdʒiəs·nəs] n.

litotes [ˈlɪtətəz] 'litətəz] adj. n. ironical understatement in which an affirmative is expressed by the negative of its contrary (e.g., you won't be sorry, meaning you'll be glad).

lit·to·real [ˈlɪtərə·rəl] adj. of, relating to, or situated on the shore of the sea or a lake: the littoral states of the Indian Ocean.

of, relating to, or denoting the zone of the seashore between high- and low-water marks, or the zone near a lake shore with rooted vegetation: limpets and other littoral mollusks. ■ n. a region lying along a shore: irrigated regions of the Mediterranean littoral.

the littoral zone.

liturgy [ˈlɪtərəri] n. (pl. -ies) 1 a form or formula according to which public religious worship, esp. Christian worship, is conducted. ■ a religious service conducted according to such a form or formula. ■ (the Liturgy) the Eucharistic service of the Eastern Orthodox Church. 2 (in ancient Athens) a public office or duty performed voluntarily by a rich Athenian.

DERivativeS: lit·ur·gist [ˈlɪtərə·dʒɪst] n.
livery [ˈlɪvəri] 1 'lɪvəri] n. (pl. -ries) 1 special uniform worn by a servant or official. ■ a special design and color scheme used on the vehicles, aircraft, racehorses, or products of a particular company or owner. 2 short for livery stable, a stable where horses are kept at livery or let out for hire. 3 a provision of food or clothing for servants.

PHRASES: at livery (of a horse) kept for the owner and fed and cared for at a fixed charge.

DERivativeS: livery·ed [ˈlɪvərəd] adj. (in sense 1).

livery 2 adj. resembling liver in color or consistency: he was short with livery lips.

liverish: port wine always makes you livery.

livid [ˈlɪvid] adj. 1 fiercely angry: he was livid at being left out. 2 (of a color or the skin) having a dark inflamed tinge: his face went livid, then purple.

of a bluish leaden color: livid bruises.

DERivativeS: liv·id·i·ty [ˈlɪvidəti] n. liv·i·d·i·ly adv. liv·id·ness [ˈlɪvid·nəs] n.

living will n. a written statement detailing a person's desires regarding medical treatment in circumstances in which he or she is no longer able to express informed consent, esp. an advance directive.

llo·no [ˈlənə, ˈlənə] n. (pl. -ños) (in South America) a treeless grassy plain.

loath [ˈlɔːθ] (also loth) adj. [predic., with infinitive] reluctant; unwilling: I was loath to leave.

loathe [ˈlɔːθ] v. [trans.] feel intense dislike or disgust for: she loathed him on sight (as n.) (loathing) the thought filled him with loathing. Cf. abhor.

DERivativeS: loath·er n. loath·some adj.

lobot·omy·ize [ˈləʊˈbɒtəˌmaɪz] v. [trans.] often be lobotomized) perform a lobotomy on.

reduce the mental or emotional capacity or ability to function of: couples we knew who had been lobotomized by the birth of their children.

DERivativeS: lob·ot·o·mi·za·tion [ˌ,ləʊˈbɑːtəˌmeɪzən] n.

lobot·o·my [ˈləʊˈbɑːtəmi] n. (pl. -ies) a surgical operation involving incision into the prefrontal lobe of the brain, formerly used to treat mental illness.

locate [ˈloʊˌkeɪt] v. [trans.] discover the exact place or position of: engineers were working to locate the fault.

[with obj. and adverbial of place] (usu. be
locative |ˈlōkətiv| n. adj. relating to or denoting a case in some languages of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives, expressing location. n. (the locative) the locative case.

loch |ˈlök| n. Scottish a lake. Cf. LOUGH.

lockstep |ˈlök-step| n. a way of marching with each person as close as possible to the one in front: the trio marched in lockstep |[as adv.] hundreds marched lockstep into the stadium.

lock |ˈlök| n. an arm of the sea, esp. when narrow or partially landlocked.

locate |ˈlōk-ət| v. to fix the position of, put in place: the studio should be located on a north-facing slope.

locution |ˈlō-k(y)ə-tshən| n. 1 a word or phrase, esp. with regard to style or idiom. 

locomotion |ˈlō-kə-mə-shən| n. 2 an utterance regarded in terms of its intrinsic meaning or reference, as distinct from its function or purpose in context. Cf. ILOCUTION, PERLOCUTION.

logarithm |ˈlō-gər-ə-thəm| n. 3 a rich source of something: a lode of crime. 

logical |ˈlō-jik| adj. 4 a person or thing that serves as a guide: she was his intellectual lodestar.

logical |ˈlō-jik| adj. 5 a piece of magnetite or other naturally magnetized mineral, able to be used as a magnet.

lofty |ˈlō-fē| adj. 6 a mineral of this kind; magnetite. n. 7 a thing that is the focus of attention or attraction.

log |ˈlōg| n. 8 of a noble or exalted nature: an extraordinary mixture of harsh reality and lofty ideals.

loiter |ˈloitar| v. [no obj., with adverb of place] stand or wait around idly or without apparent purpose: she saw Mary loitering near the entrance to the building.

loitering |ˈloitar-əng| n. [with adverbial of direction] travel indolently and with frequent pauses: they loitered along in the sunshine.

lollapalooza |ˈlōləpələ-ˈlōsə| n. a person or thing that is particularly impressive or attractive: it’s a lollapalooza, just like your other books.

Logarithms can be used to simplify calculations because the addition and subtraction of logarithms is equivalent to multiplication and division, though the use of printed tables of logarithms for this has declined with the spread of electronic calculators. They also allow a geometric relationship to be represented conveniently by a straight line. The base of a common logarithm is 10, and that of a natural logarithm is the number e (2.71828 ...).

Derivatives: logarithmetic, logate, logarchy.
lollygag | 'ləl, gæg | (also lollygag) • v. (lollygagged, lollygagging) [intrans.] spend time aimlessly; idle: he sends her to Arizona every summer to lollygag in the sun.

- with adverbial of direction dawdle: we're lollygagging along.

longevity | lɔŋˈjevətɪ; län- | • n. long life: the greater longevity of women compared with men.

- long duration of service: her longevity in office now appeared as a handicap to the party.

longitudinal | ˈlɒŋˌtjuːdɪnəl | • adj. 1 running lengthwise rather than across: longitudinal stripes • longitudinal extent.

- long period of time: the last act is sometimes marred by longevity.

loquacious | ˈlɒkwəsɪəs | • adj. given to much talking; talkative.

- loquaciousness n.

loquaciousness | ˈlɒkwəsɪəsəs | • n. loquaciously adv.

- Lorelei | ˈlɔrəli | a rock on the bank of the Rhine, held by legend to be the home of a siren whose song lures boatmen to destruction.

- lore: a siren said to live on this rock. a dangerously fascinating woman; a temptress or siren.

lornglette | lɔrnˈjet | (also longlettes) • n. a pair of glasses or opera glasses held in front of a person's eyes by a long handle at one side.

Lothario | ˈlɔθərēo, -ˈθār- | • n. (pl. -os) a man who behaves selfishly and irresponsibly in his sexual relationships with women.

lotus-eater | ˈlətəsˈiːtər | • n. a person who spends time indulging in pleasure and luxury rather than dealing with practical concerns.

- lotus-eating adj.

louche | ˈləʊʃ | • adj. disreputable or sordid in a rakish or appealing way: the louche world of the theater.

lough | lɔː; lɔːkt | • n. Anglo-Irish spelling of loch.

louer | ˈlɔrər, ˈoɔr | (also lour) • v. [intrans.] look angry or sullen; frown.

- of the sky, weather, or landscape) look dark and threatening: as adj. (lowering) lowering clouds. • n. a scowl.

- a dark and gloomy appearance of the sky, weather or landscape.

- loweringly adv.

loyalist | ˈloʊəlist | • n. a person who remains loyal to the established ruler or government, esp. in the face of a revolt.

- (Loyalist) a colonist of the American revolutionary period who supported the British cause.

- (Loyalist) a supporter (typically Protestant) of union between Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

- (Loyalist) a supporter of the republic and opposer of the fascist general Francisco Franco's revolt in the Spanish Civil War.

- derivatives: loyalism • -lizəm | n.

luau | ˈlʊəˌow | • n. (pl. same or luau) a Hawaiian party or feast, esp. one accompanied by entertainment.

lubricious | ˈlʊbrɪʃəs | (also lubricous) • adj. offensively displaying or intended to arouse sexual desire.

- 2 smooth and slippery with oil or a similar substance.

- derivatives: lubriciously adv. lubri
city • -ˈbrɪsɪtɪ | n.

lucency | ˈlʊsənti | • adj. lighting with or giving off light: the moon was lucent in the background.

- derivatives: lucency n.

lucid | ˈlʊsid | • adj. 1 expressed clearly; easy to understand: a lucid account • write in a clear and lucid style.

- showing ability to think clearly, esp. in the intervals between periods of confusion or insanity: he has a few lucid moments every now and then.

- (of a dream) experienced with the dreamer feeling awake, aware of dreaming, and able to control events consciously.

- 2 bright or luminous.

- derivatives: lucidity • ˈlʊsidəti | n.

lucidly | ˈlʊsidli | • adv. lucidity n.

lucifer | ˈlʊsfər | • n. 1 another name for Satan.

- 2 the planet Venus when it rises in the morning. 3 (lucifer) a match struck by rubbing it on a rough surface.

lucrative | ˈlʊkrətɪv | • adj. producing a great deal of profit: a lucrative career as a stand-up comic.

- derivatives: lucratively adv. lucrative

lucrative | ˈlʊkrətɪv | • adj. producing a great deal of profit: a lucrative career as a stand-up comic.

- derivatives: lucratively adv. lucrative

lucrative | ˈlʊkrətɪv | • adj. producing a great deal of profit: a lucrative career as a stand-up comic.

- derivatives: lucratively adv. lucrative

lucrative | ˈlʊkrətɪv | • adj. producing a great deal of profit: a lucrative career as a stand-up comic.

- derivatives: lucratively adv. lucrative

lucrative | ˈlʊkrətɪv | • adj. producing a great deal of profit: a lucrative career as a stand-up comic.

- derivatives: lucratively adv. lucrative

lucrative | ˈlʊkrətɪv | • adj. producing a great deal of profit: a lucrative career as a stand-up comic.

- derivatives: lucratively adv. lucrative

luciard | ˈlʊkərəd | • n. money, esp. when regarded as sordid or distasteful or gained in a dishonorable way: officials getting their hands dirty with filthy lucre.

lucubrate | ˈlʊkəbrət | • v. [intrans.] discourselearnedly in writing.

- derivatives: lucubrator • -ˈbrətər | n.

lucubration | ˈlʊkəbrəˈʃæn | • n. study; meditation.

- (usu. lucubrations) a piece of writing, typically a pedantic or over-embellished one.

ludicrous | ˈlʊdəkrəs | • adj. so foolish, unreasonable, or out of place as to be amusing:
lugubrious

it's ludicrous that I have been fined | every night he wore a ludicrous outfit.

derivatives: ludi·crous·ly adv. [as sub-modifier] a ludicrously inadequate army. ludi·crous·ness n.
lug·u·ri·ous adj. a'g(y)ôôbrës | • adj. looking or sounding sad and dismal.

derivatives: lugu·ri·ously adv. lu·gur·i·ous·ness n.
lum·bar | 'lom'bar; -ôôlër | • adj. [attrib.] relating to the lower part of the back: pains in the lum·bar region.
lum·inary | 'lom'na'rei | • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a person who inspires or influences others, esp. one prominent in a particular sphere: one of the luminaries of child psychiatry. 2 an artificial light.

■ a natural light-giving body, esp. the sun or moon.
lumi·nous·cence | 'lom'na'mesæns | • n. the emission of light by a substance that has not been heated, as in fluorescence and phosphorescence.

derivatives: lumi·nous·cent adj.
lumi·nous·ity | 'lom'na'mæsæti | • n. (pl. -ies) luminous quality: acrylic colors retain freshness and luminosity.

■ the intrinsic brightness of a celestial object (as distinct from its apparent brightness diminished by distance). ■ (in physics) the rate of emission of radiation, visible or otherwise.
lum·i·nous | 'lom'na'ses | • adj. full of or shedding light; bright or shining, esp. in the dark: the luminous dial on his watch | a luminous glow.

■ (of a person's complexion or eyes) glowing with health, vigor, or a particular emotion: eyes luminous with joy. ■ (of a color) very bright; harsh to the eye: he wore luminous green socks. ■ (in physics) relating to light as it is perceived by the eye, rather than in terms of its actual energy.

derivatives: lumi·nous·ly adv. lumi·nous·ness n.
lum·pen | 'lom'pan; 'loom-' | • adj. (in Marxist contexts) uninterested in revolutionary advancement: the lumpen public is enveloped in a culture of dependency.

■ boorish and stupid; growing ranks of lumpen, uninhibited, denîm-clad youth. • plural n. (the lumpen) the lumpenproletariat.
lump·pen·pro·le·tar·iat | 'lom'pan, prôôl 'teriät; 'loom-' | • n. [treated as sing. or pl.] (esp. in Marxist terminology) the unorganized and unpopular lower orders of society who are not interested in revolutionary advancement.
lum·nar | 'lom'nar | • adj. of, determined by, or resembling the moon: a lunar landscape. | a total lunar eclipse.

■ having the character of the moon as opposed to that of the sun; not warmly bright; pale; pallid.
lum·nate | 'lom,nát | • adj. crescent-shaped. • n. (also lunate bone) a crescent-shaped carpal bone situated in the center of the wrist and articulating with the radius.

lu·nu·la | 'løönyølø | • n. (pl. lunulae | -ë; -i) a crescent-shaped object or mark, in particular:

■ the white area at the base of a fingernail. ■ (in printing) one of a pair of parentheses.

derivatives: lu·nu·lar | -lar | adj. lu·nu·late | -late | -lat; lit | adj.
lu·pine | 'løö,pîn | • adj. of, like, or relating to a wolf or wolves. ■ fierce or ravenous as a wolf.
lur·dan | 'lardn | (also lur·dan) • n. an idle or incompetent person. • adj. lazy; good-for-nothing.
lur·rid | 'løörid | • adj. very vivid in color, esp. so as to create an unpleasantly harsh or unnatural effect.

derivatives: lur·rid·ly adv. lur·rid·ness n.
lus·ci·ous | 'løstas | • adj. (of food or wine) having a pleasingly rich, sweet taste.

■ richly verdant or opulent. ■ (of a woman) very sexually attractive.

derivatives: lus·ci·ous·ly adv. lus·ci·ous·ness n.
lus·ter | 'lastar | (Brit. lustre) • n. 1 a gentle sheen or soft glow, esp. that of a partly reflective surface: the luster of the Milky Way | her hair had lost its luster.

■ glory or distinction: an all-star to add luster to the lineup. ■ the manner in which the surface of a mineral reflects light. 2 a substance imparting or having a shine or glow, in particular:

■ a thin coating containing unoxidized metal that gives an iridescent glaze to ceramics. ■ ceramics with such a glaze; lusterware. ■ a type of finish on a photographic print, less reflective than a glossy finish. ■ a fabric or yarn with a sheen or gloss. 3 a prismatic glass pendant on a chandelier or other ornament.

■ a cut-glass chandelier or candelabra.

derivatives: lus·ter·less adj.
lus·tral | 'løstral | • adj. relating to or used in ceremonial purification.
lus·trate | 'løs,trát | • v. [trans.] purify by expiatory sacrifice, ceremonial washing, or some other ritual action: a soul lustrated in the baptismal waters.

derivatives: lus·tra·tion | 'løs,tråšøn | n.
lus·trous | 'løsträs | • adj. having luster; shining: large, lustrous eyes.

derivatives: lus·trous·ly adv. lus·trous·ness n.
lus·trum | 'løstrəm | • n. (pl. lustra | -tra) or lustrums) a period of five years.
lux·a·te | 'laks,såt | • v. [trans.] in (medicine) dislocate; put out of joint.

derivatives: lux·a·tion | 'laks,såšøn | n.
lux·e | 'laks; 'løks | • n. luxury; [as adj.] the luxe life.
lux·u·ri·ant | 'løkszhu'rønt; 'lakszhu'ør- | • adj. (of vegetation, etc.) rich and profuse in growth; lush; forests of dark, luxuriant foliage | luxuriant prose.
luxuriate | (of hair) thick and healthy.

**Derivatives:** luxuriant-ly adj.

**Usage:** See usage at luxurious.

luxuriant | adj. [intrans.] (often luxuriating) enjoy oneself in a luxurious way; take self-indulgent delight: luxuriating in a long bath.

**Usage:** Luxuriant and luxurious are sometimes confused. Luxuriant means 'lush, profuse, prolific,' (forests of dark luxuriant foliage; luxuriant black eyelashes). Luxurious, a more common word, means 'supplied with luxuries, extremely comfortable,' (a luxurious mansion).

**Derivatives:** luxuriate | | luxurious-ness n.

lycanthropo- | n. the supernatural transformation of a person into a wolf (werewolf), as recounted in folk tales.

a form of madness involving the delusion of being an animal, usually a wolf, with correspondingly altered behavior.

**Derivatives:** lycanthrope | | lycanthropic | adj.

macabre | adj. disturbing and horrifying because of involvement with or depiction of death and injury: a macabre series of murders.

macaronic | adj. denoting language, esp. burlesque verse, containing words or inflections from one language introduced into the context of another. n. (usu. macaronics) macaronic verse, esp. that which mixes the vernacular with Latin.

macerate | v. 1 soften or break up (something, esp. food) by soaking in a liquid.

[intrans.] become softened or broken up by soaking. 2 cause to grow thinner or waste away, esp. by fasting.

**Derivatives:** maceration | maceration | macer-ate | -ce-rous | Mach (also Mach number) | adj. 1 cunning, scheming, and unscrupulous, esp. in politics or in advancing one's career. 2 of or relating to Niccolò Machiavelli (1469–1527), Italian political theorist who wrote The Prince. n. (also Machiavelli) a person who schemes in such a way.

**Derivatives:** Machiavelli-an-ism | -ism | -nize | n.

machiavellate | v. [trans.] engage in plots and intrigues; scheme.

**Derivatives:** machiavellation | machiavellator | -tor | n.

machismo | n. strong or aggressive masculine pride.

machiavellian | adj. showing aggressive pride in one's masculinity: one big macho tough guy. n. (pl. -os) a man who is aggressively proud of his masculinity.

machismo.

machiavellianism | Mach (also Mach number) | Mach (also Mach number) | Mach 1, Mach 2, etc.) to indicate the speed of a body to the speed of sound in the surrounding medium. It is often used with a numeral (as Mach 1, Mach 2, etc.) to indicate the speed of sound, twice the speed of sound, etc.

machiavellian | mach'O | Mach (also Mach number) | Mach instruction | (in computing) a single instruction that expands automatically into a set of operations.
instructions to perform a particular task. 2 short for macro lens, a lens suitable for taking photographs unusually close to the subject. • adj. 1 large-scale; overall: the analysis of social events at the macro level. Often contrasted with micro. 2 relating to or used in macrophotography.

**macrobiotic | [ˌmækroʊˈbraɪtɪk] | adj. constituting, relating to, or following a diet of whole pure prepared foods that is based on Taoist principles of the balance of yin and yang. ** plural n. (macrobiotics) [treated as sing.] the use or theory of such a diet.

**macrocosm | [ˌmækroʊˈkæzm] | (also macrocosmos) n. the universe; the cosmos.

- the whole of a complex structure, esp. as represented or epitomized in a small part of itself (a microcosm).

**Derivatives:** macrocosmic | [ˌmækroʊˈkɒsmɪk] adj. macroˈkæzmɪk | [ˌmækroʊˈkæzmɪk(ə)l] | adv.

**macroeconomics | [ˌmækroʊˈɛkənəmɪks] | macroˈɛkənəmɪks | plural n. [treated as sing.] the part of economics concerned with large-scale or general economic factors, such as interest rates and national productivity. Cf. microeconomics.

**Derivatives:** macroeconomic | [ˌmækroʊˈɛkənəʊˈmɪk] | -nəˌmɪk | adj. macroˈɛkənəʊˈmɪk | -ˈɪkənəʊˈmɪk | n.

**madrigal | [ˌmædrɪɡəl] | n. a part-song for several voices, esp. one of the Renaissance period, typically arranged in elaborate counterpoint and without instrumental accompaniment. Originally used as a genre of 14th-century Italian songs, the term now usually refers to English or Italian songs of the late 16th and early 17th c., in a free style strongly influenced by the text.

**Derivatives:** madrigalian | [ˌmædˈrɪɡəliən] | [ˌmædˌrɪɡəliən] | adj. madˈrɪɡəlɪst | -ist | n.

**maelstrom | [ˌmɛlˈstrɒm] | st-'strem | -strom | n. a powerful whirlpool in the sea or a river.

- a scene or state of confused and violent movement or upheaval: the train station was a maelstrom of crowds | a maelstrom of violence and recrimination.

**maenad | [ˈmeɪnəd] | n. (in ancient Greece) a female follower of Bacchus, the god of wine, traditionally associated with divine possession and frenzied rites.

**Derivatives:** maenadic | [ˈmeɪnədɪk] | adj.

**maestoso | [ˈmeɪstosɔ] | -ˈstɔso | -ˈstɔzɔ | adv. & adj. (esp. as a musical direction) in a majestic manner.

- n. (pl. -os) a movement or passage marked to be performed in this way.

**maestro | [ˈmeɪstrɔ] | n. (pl. maestri | -strɛ | or maestros) a distinguished musician, esp. a conductor of classical music.

- a great or distinguished figure in any sphere: a movie maestro.

**MaΓi | [ˈmeɪfə] | n. (the Mafia) [treated as sing. or pl.] an organized international body of criminals, operating originally in Sicily and now esp. in Italy and the US and having a complex and ruthless behavioral code.

- (usu. mafia) any similar group using extortion and other criminal methods. • (usu. mafia) a closed group of people in a particular field, having a controlling influence: the international tennis mafia.

**Magi | [ˈmeɪdʒi; -jɪ; -geɪ] | (the Magi) the "wise men" from the East who brought gifts to the infant Jesus (Matt. 2:1), said in later tradition to be kings named Caspar, Melchior, and Balthasar who brought gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh.

**magistrally | [ˌmægəˈstraɪəl] | adj. 1 having or showing great authority: a magisterial pronouncement.

- domineering; dictatorial: he dropped his somewhat magisterial style of questioning. 2 relating to or conducted by a magistrate.

- (of a person) holding the office of a magistrate.

**Derivatives:** magisterially | adv.

**Magnæa | [ˌmægəˈkærə] | a charter of liberty and political rights obtained from King John of England by his rebellious barons at Runnymede in 1215, which came to be seen as the seminal document of English constitutional practice.

- any similar document of rights: a Magna Carta for alternative broadcasters.

**magnum | [ˈmægəm] | -əm | -əm | adj. very generous or forgiving, esp. toward a rival or someone less powerful than oneself.

**Derivatives:** magnum | -əm | -əm | adj.

**magnum opus | [ˌmæɡnəm ˈɒpəs] | n. (pl. magnae) [ˌmæɡnəˈɒpəs] | (mag·na·ope·ra | [ˌmæɡnəˈɒpərə] | ˌapəˈrə] | a large and important
mäharaʃ嘉 | mähörəjia | räzənd | (also mäharaʃja) • n. an Indian prince ranking higher than a rajah, esp. one who ruled a Native State before independence (1947).

mähariʃisi | mähəɹɛʃi; mähə́rəʃi | • n. a great Hindu sage or spiritual leader.

mähatmə | məˈhɑːtmə; -ˈhɑːtmə | • n. (in the Indian subcontinent) a person regarded with reverence or loving respect; a holy person or sage.

■ (the Mahatma) Mahatma (Mohandas K.) Gandhi (1869–1948), Indian nationalist and spiritual leader. ■ (in some forms of theosophy) a person in India or Tibet said to have supernatural powers.

Mahəyaʃna | məˈheɪənə | (also Mahayana Buddhism) • n. one of the two major traditions of Buddhism, now practiced in a variety of forms esp. in China, Tibet, Japan, and Korea. The tradition emerged around the 1st century AD and is typically concerned with altruisitically oriented spiritual practice as embodied in the ideal of the bodhisattva. Cf. Theravada.

maieutic | məˈjyoʊtɪk | • adj. of or denoting the Socratic mode of inquiry, which aims to bring a person's latent ideas into clear consciousness. • plural n. (maieutics) [treated as sing.] the maieutic method.

maillot | məlˈoʊt; məˈloʊt | • n. (pl. pronunc. same) 1 a pair of tights worn for dancing or gymnastics. 2 a jersey or top, esp. one worn in sports such as cycling.

maim | maim | • v. (trans.) wound or injure (someone) so that part of the body is permanently damaged: 100,000 soldiers were killed or maimed.

maiolica | məˈɪəlɪkə | • n. fine earthenware with colored decoration on an opaque white tin glaze, originating in Italy during the Renaissance. Cf. Majolica.

maître d'hôtel | mətər dəˈtɛl; metər | • also maître d' | mətər dəˈdɛ; mətər | • n. (pl. maîtres d'hôtel) pronounce same or maître d's) the person in a restaurant who oversees the serving staff, and who typically handles reservations.

■ the manager of a hotel.

maiolica | məˈjəlɪkə | • n. a kind of earthenware made in imitation of Italian maiolica, esp. in England during the 19th century.

majoor-domo | məˈjoʊrərˈdoʊmər əˈrərəməl | • n. (pl. -os) the chief steward of a large household.

majority | məˈjoʊrəti; -ˈjaɹrəti | • n. (pl. -ies) 1 the greater number: in the majority of cases all will go smoothly [as adj.] it was a majority decision.

■ the number by which votes for one candidate in an election are more than those for all other candidates combined. ■ Brit. the number by which the votes for one party or candidate exceed those of the next in rank.

■ a party or group receiving the greater number of votes. 2 the age when a person is legally considered a full adult, in most contexts either 18 or 21. 3 the rank or office of a major.

usage: 1 Strictly speaking, majority should be used with countable nouns to mean 'the greater number,' as in the majority of cases. Use with uncountable nouns to mean 'the greatest part,' as in I spent the majority of the day reading or she ate the majority of the meal, although common in informal contexts, is not considered good standard English.

2 Majority means more than half: Fifty-one out of 100 is a majority. A plurality is the largest number among three or more: If Anne received 50 votes, Barry received 30, and Carlos received 20, then Anne received a plurality, and no candidate won a majority; if Anne got 35 votes, Barry 14, and Carlos 51, then Carlos won both the plurality and the majority.

majuscule | məˈdʒɒskəl | • n. large lettering, either capital or uncial, in which all the letters are usually the same height.

■ a large letter. Cf. minuscule.

derivatives: majuscular | məˈdʒɒskələr | adj.

malevolent | məˈlɛvlənt | • adj. ineffective or bungling; clumsy.

derivatives: malevolently adv. malévole\n
meness n.

malevolent | məˈlɛvlənt | • adj. a disease or ailment: an incurable malady | the nation's maladies.

malaise | məˈleɪz; -lez | • n. a general feeling of discomfort, illness, or uneasiness whose exact cause is difficult to identify: a society afflicted by a deep cultural malaise | a general air of malaise.

malapert | məˈlæpərt | • adj. boldly disrespectful to a person of higher standing. • n. an impudent person.

malaprop | məˈlæprəp | (also malapropism) • n. the mistaken use of a word in place of a similar-sounding one, often with unintentionally amusing effect, as in, for example, "dance a flamingo" (instead of flamenco).

malapropos | məˈlæpropəˈpəʊ | • adv. in an inopportune or awkward manner; inappropriately. • adj. inopportune; inappropriate: these terms applied to him seem to me malapropos. • n. (pl. same) something inappropriately said or done.

malcontent | ˈmælˌkɒnˈtent; ˈmælˌkɒntənt | • n. a person who is dissatisfied and rebellious. • adj. dissatisfied and complaining or making trouble.

derivatives: malcontented adj.

maleficent | ˈmælˌɪfɪsənt; -ɪˈfɪsənt | • n. a magical word or phrase uttered with the intention of bringing about evil; a curse. Cf. benediction.

derivatives: maleficent; -ɪˈfɪkʃənt adj.

malefactor | ˈmælˌfæktər; -ɪˈfæktər | • n. a person who commits a crime or some other wrong.

derivatives: malefaction | ˈmælˌfækʃən | n.
malefic | məˈlefɪk | • adj. causing or capable of causing harm or destruction, esp. by supernatural means.
  • relating to the planets Saturn and Mars, traditionally considered by astrologists to have an unfavorable influence.
  DERIVATIVES: maleficence | ˈmɛlfɪsəns | m. maleficent | ˈmɛlfɪsənt | adj.
malevolent | ˈmælovələnt | • adj. having or showing a wish to do evil to others; malevolent eyes; some malevolent force of nature. Cf. benevolent.
  DERIVATIVES: malevolence | ˈmælovələns | n. malevolently | ˈmælovələntli | adv.
malefiance | ˈmælɪfəns | • n. wrongdoing, esp. by a public official when it affects his or her public duties.
  DERIVATIVES: malefiant | ˈmælɪfɪnt | adj.
malice | ˈmælɪs | • n. the intention or desire to do evil; ill will: I bear no male to toward anybody.
  • (in law) wrongful intention, esp. as increasing the guilt of certain offenses. Malice aforethought is the intention to kill or harm that is held to distinguish murder from other unlawful killing.
malign | ˈmælɪn | • adj. evil in nature or effect; malevolent: she had a strong and malign influence.
  • (of a disease) malignant. Cf. benign. • v. [trans.] speak about (someone) in a spitefully critical manner: don’t you dare malign her in my presence.
  DERIVATIVES: maligner | ˈmælɪnər | malignity | ˈmælɪnətɪ | n. malignantly | ˈmælɪnəntlɪ | adv.
malignancy | ˈmælɪnæns | • n. (pl. -ies) 1 the state or presence of a malignant tumor; cancer: in the biopsy, evidence of malignancy was found.
  • a cancerous growth. • a form of cancer: diffuse malignancies such as leukemia. 2 the quality of being malignant or malevolent: her eyes sparkled with renewed malignancy.
malignant | ˈmælɪnənt | • adj. 1 (of a disease) very virulent or infectious.
  • (of a tumor) tending to invade normal tissue or to recur after removal; cancerous. Cf. benign. 2 characterized by intense ill will; malevolent: in the hands of malignant fate.
  DERIVATIVES: malignantly | ˈmælɪnəntlɪ | adv.
malinger | ˈmælnɪgər | • v. [intr.] exaggerate or feign illness in order to escape duty or work. Cf. gold brick.
  DERIVATIVES: malingerer | ˈmælnɪgərər | n.
maleability | ˈmæləˈeɪəbɪlətɪ | • n. maleably | ˈmæləˈeɪəblɪ | adv.
  • adj. of a metal or other material able to be hammered or pressed permanently out of shape without breaking or cracking.
  • easily influenced; pliable: Anna was shaken enough to be maleable. Cf. ductile; tensile.
  DERIVATIVES: maleability | ˈmæləˈeɪəbɪlətɪ | m. maleable | ˈmæləˈeɪəbl | • adj. smelling very unpleasant.
malpractice | ˈmælprəˈtɪsk | • n. improper, illegal, or negligent professional activity or treatment, esp. by a medical practitioner, lawyer, or public official: victims of medical malpractice.
malversation | ˈmælvərəˈsɛfən | • n. corrupt behavior in a position of trust, esp. in public office: ineptitude and malversation were major factors in the crowning of the party’s candidates.
mammon | ˈmæmən | (also Mammon) • n. wealth regarded as an evil influence or false object of worship and devotion. It was taken by medieval writers as the name of the devil of covetousness, and revived in this sense by John Milton.
  DERIVATIVES: mammonism | ˈmæmənɪzəm | -ˌɪzəm | n. mammonist | ˈmæmənɪst | -ˌɪst | n.
mance | ˈmæns | (m. us.) manacles | ˈmænsəls | a metal band, chain, or shackle for fastening someone’s hands or ankles: the practice of keeping prisoners in manacles. • v. [trans.] be manacled (fetter a person or a part of the body with manacles: his hands were manacled behind his back.
manifera | ˈmænɪfrənə | • adv. in the indefinite future (used to indicate procrastination): the exhibition will be ready manifera.
mandala | ˈmændələ | • n. (Mandarin) • m. • adj. n. a geometric figure representing the universe in Hindu and Buddhist symbolism.
  • (in Jungian psychology) such a symbol in a dream, representing the dreamer’s search for completeness and self-unity.
  DERIVATIVES: mandalic | ˈmændəlɪk | mandalike | ˈmændəlɪk | adj.
mandamus | ˈmændəməs | • n. a judicial writ issued as a command to an inferior court or ordering a person to perform a public or statutory duty: a writ of mandamus.
mandarin | ˈmændərən | • n. 1 (Mandarin) the standard literary and official form of Chinese based on the Beijing dialect, spoken by over 730 million people: as adj. Mandarin Chinese. 2 an official in any of the nine top grades of the former imperial Chinese civil service.
  • [as adj.] (esp. of clothing) characteristic or supposedly characteristic of such officials: a red-buttoned mandarin cap. • porcelain decorated with Chinese figures dressed as mandarins. • a powerful official or senior bureaucrat, esp. one perceived as reactionary and secretive: State Department mandarins.
  DERIVATIVES: mandarinate | ˈmændərənət | n. mandarinitism | ˈmændərənɪtɪzəm | n.
mandatory | ˈmændətərɪ | • adj. required by law or rules; compulsory: wearing helmets was made mandatory for cyclists.
  • of or conveying a command: he did not want the guidelines to be mandatory.
  DERIVATIVES: mandatorily | ˈmændətərɪlɪ | adv.
mandible | ˈmændəbəl | • n. the jaw or a jawbone, esp. the lower jawbone in mammals and fishes.
  • either of the upper and lower parts of a bird’s beak. • either half of the crushing organ in an arthropod’s mouthparts. Cf. maxilla.
  DERIVATIVES: mandibular | ˈmændɪbələr | m. mandib-
manège | adj. man•dib•u•late | mæn•diby•lat | adj.

manege | mær'næzh; mær- | n. an arena, school, or enclosed area in which horses and riders are trained.

■ the movements of a trained horse. ■ horsemanship.

maneuver | mæ'nɔʊvər | (Brit. manoeuvre) ■ n. 1 a movement or series of moves requiring skill and care: spectacular jumps and other daring maneuvers. ■ a carefully planned scheme or action, esp. one involving deception: shady financial maneuvers. ■ the fact or process of taking such action: the economic policy provided no room for maneuver. ■ n. 2 (maneuvers) a large-scale military exercise of troops, warships, and other forces: the Russian vessel was on maneuvers. ■ v. (maneuvered, maneuvering) 1 perform or cause to perform a movement or series of moves requiring skill and care: [intrans.] the truck was unable to maneuver comfortably in the narrow street | [with obj. and adverbial of direction] I'm maneuvering a loaded tray around the floor. 2 [with obj. and adverbial] carefully guide or manipulate (someone or something) in order to achieve an end: they were maneuvering him into a betrayal of his countryman.

■ [intrans.] carefully manipulate a situation to achieve an end: [as n.] (maneuvering) two decades of political maneuvering.

derivatives: maneuverer n.

maniac | mæn•i•æk | * n. a person exhibiting extreme symptoms of wild behavior, esp. when violent and dangerous: a homicidal maniac.

■ [with adj.] an obsessive enthusiast: a gambling maniac. ■ a former technical designation for a person suffering from mental disturbance characterized by great excitement, delusions, or overactivity (mania).

derivatives: maniacal | mæn•i•kæl | adj. maniacally | mæn•i•kæli | adv.

Manichaesism | mæn•i•kēzəm | (also Manicheism) ■ n. a dualistic religious system with Christian, Gnostic, and pagan elements, founded in Persia in the 3rd century by Manes (c.216–c.276). The system was based on a supposed primeval conflict between light and darkness. It spread widely in the Roman Empire and in Asia, and survived in Chinese Turkistan until the 13th century.

■ religious or philosophical dualism.

manifest | mæn•ifest | * adj. clear or obvious to the eye or mind: the system's manifest failings. ■ v. [trans.] display or show (a quality or feeling) by one's acts or appearance; demonstrate: Ray manifested signs of severe depression.

■ (often be manifested in) be evidence of; prove: bad industrial relations are often manifested in disputes and strikes. ■ [intrans.] (of an ailment) become apparent through the appearance of symptoms: a disorder that usually manifests in middle age. ■ [intrans.] (of a ghost or spirit) appear: one deity manifested in the form of a bird.

derivatives: manifest•ly adv.

manifest2 | v. n. a document giving comprehensive details of a ship and its cargo and other contents, passengers, and crew for the use of customs officers.

■ a list of passengers or cargo in an aircraft. ■ a list of the cars forming a freight train. ■ [trans.] record in such a manifest: every passenger is manifested at the point of departure.

manifestation | mæn•ifæs•ta•shon; -fes 'tæshon | ■ n. an event, action, or object that clearly shows or embodies something, esp. a theory or an abstract idea: the first obvious manifestations of global warming.

■ the action or fact of showing something in such a way: the manifestation of anxiety over the upcoming exams. ■ a symptom or sign of an ailment: a characteristic manifestation of Lyme disease. ■ a version or incarnation of something or someone: Purity and Innocence and Young Love in all their gentle manifestations.

■ an appearance of a ghost or spirit.

manifesto | mæn•i•fes•tō | ■ n. (pl. -os) a public declaration of policy and aims, esp. one issued before an election by a political party or candidate.

manifest•fold | mæn•ifəld | adj. many and various: the implications of this decision were manifold.

■ having many different forms or elements: the appeal of the crusade was manifold. ■ n. 1 [often with adj.] a pipe or chamber branching into several openings: the pipeline manifold.

■ (in an internal combustion engine) the part conveying air and fuel from the carburetor to each cylinder, or that leading from the cylinders to the exhaust pipe: the exhaust manifold. ■ something with many different parts or forms, in particular:

■ (in mathematics) a collection of points forming a certain kind of set, such as those of a topologically closed surface or an analog of this in three or more dimensions. ■ (in Kantian philosophy) the sum of the particulars furnished by sense before they have been unified by the synthesis of the understanding.

derivatives: manifold•ly adv. manifold•ness n.

manikin | mæn•ikin | (also mannikin) ■ n. 1 a person who is very small, esp. one not otherwise abnormal or deformed. 2 a jointed model of the human body, used in anatomy or as an artist's lay figure.

usage: See usage at mannequin.

manipulate | mæn•i•py•lat | ■ v. [trans.] 1 handle or control (a tool, mechanism, etc.), typically in a skillful manner: he manipulated the dials of the set. ■ alter, edit, or move (text or data) on a computer. ■ examine or treat (a part of the body) by feeling or moving it with the hand: a system of healing based on manipulating the ligaments of the spine. 2 control or influence (a person or situation) cleverly, unfairly, or unscrupulously: the masses were deceived and manipulated by a tiny group.
manipulative
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maraud

• alter (data) or present (statistics) so as to mislead.


mani-pu-la-tive | ma'nip-yu-la-tiv; - la-tiv adj.

• adj. 1 characterized by unscrupulous control of a situation or person: she was sly, selfish, and manipulative. 2 of or relating to manipulation of an object or part of the body: a manipulative skill.

DERIVATIVES: mani-pu-la-tive-ly adv. mani-pu-la-tive-ness n.

man-na | 'man-a | n. (in the Bible) the substance miraculously supplied as food to the Israelites in the wilderness (Exod. 16).

• an unexpected or gratuitous benefit: the cakes were manna from heaven. 2 (in Christian contexts) spiritual nourishment, esp. the Eucharist.

man-neq-uin | 'man-ik-an | n. a dummy used to display clothes in a store window.

• a young woman or man employed to show clothes to customers.

USAGE: Mannequin occurs about five times more frequently than either of its relatives manakin, manikin, and mannikin.

The source for all three words is the Middle Dutch mannekijn (modern Dutch manneken) 'little man,' 'little doll.'

Mannequin is the French spelling from the same Dutch source. One of its French meanings, dating from about 1830, is 'a young woman hired to model clothes' (even though the word means 'little man'). This sense—still current, but rare in English—first appears in 1902. The far more common sense of a 'life-size jointed figure or dummy used for displaying clothes' is first recorded in 1939.

Manikin has had the sense 'little man' (often contemptuous) since the mid 16th century. It occurs as a term of abuse in Shakespeare's Twelfth Night (spelled manakin).

Manikin's sense of an artist's lay figure also dates from the mid 16th century (first recorded with the Dutch spelling Manneken).

It is unfortunate that manakin and mannikin refer to birds of two different families. For the bird names manakin is the earlier spelling, dating from the mid 18th century. It has a variant spelling, manikin, identical with manikin. Mannikin dates from about 1875 and is merely a variant spelling of manikin. The more remote history of these bird names is obscure: manakin may come from the Portuguese manaquin 'mannikin,' a variant of manequim 'mannequin,' or mannikin may come directly from the source of the Portuguese words, the Middle Dutch mannekijn.

ma-no a ma-no | máno a 'máno | (also mano-a-mano) adj. (of combat or compe-
tition) hand-to-hand: the exhilaration of the mano-a-mano battle. 2 adv. in the manner of hand-to-hand combat or a duel: they want to settle this mano a mano. 3 n. (pl. -os) an intense fight or contest between two adversaries; a duel: a real courtroom mano-a-mano.

man-o-r | 'man-ar | n. (also manor house) a large country house with lands; the principal house of a landed estate.

• (esp. formerly in England and Wales) a unit of land, originally a feudal lordship, consisting of a lord's demesne and lands rented to tenants. 2 (formerly in North America) an estate or district leased to tenants, esp. one granted by royal charter in a British colony or by the Dutch governors of what is now New York.

DERIVATIVES: ma-nor-ial | ma'nór-é-al | adj. man-que | ma'nég'ka | adj. [postpositive] having failed to become what one might have been; unfulfilled: a poet manqué.

man-sard | 'man-sard; -sard | n. (also mansard roof) a roof that has four sloping sides, each of which becomes steeper halfway down.

• a story or apartment under a mansard roof.

• Brit. another term for gambrel.

Man-slaugh-ter | 'man-slah-tar | n. the crime of killing a human being without malice aforethought, or otherwise in circumstances not amounting to murder: the defendant was convicted of manslaughter.

Man-suetu-de | 'man-swi-tóòd; man'sú-o- | n. meekness; gentleness.

Man-tic | 'ma-nikt | adj. of or relating to divination or prophecy.

Man-tra | 'man-tra; 'man-n- | n. (originally in Hinduism and Buddhism) a word or sound repeated to aid concentration in meditation.

• a Vedic (early Hindu) hymn. • a statement or slogan repeated frequently: the environmentalist mantra that energy is too cheap.

DERIVATIVES: man-tic |-tik adj.

Man-u-mit | 'man-yú-mit | n. (manumitted, manumitting) [trans.] release from slavery; set free.


Ma-oism | 'mow.i-zam | n. the communist doctrines of Mao Zedong (1893-1976) as formerly practiced in China, having as a central idea permanent revolution and stressing the importance of the peasantry, of small-scale industry, and of agricultural collectivism.

DERIVATIVES: Ma-oist | 'mowist | n. & adj.

ma-qui-lad-ora | 'ma-kilá-dó-ra | n. a factory in Mexico run by a foreign company (typically, American) and exporting its products (typically, assembled from parts imported into Mexico) to the country of that company.

Ma-raud | ma'ród | v. [trans.] [often as adj.] (marauding) roam in search of things to steal or people to attack: marauding gangs of looters.

DERIVATIVES: Ma-rauder n.
marchioness |ˈmærʃ(ə)nəs|  n. the wife or widow of a marquess.

a woman holding the rank of marquess in her own right.

mare's nest  n. 1 a complex and difficult situation; a muddle: this dispute has become a mare's nest. 2 an illusory discovery: the mare's nest of perfect safety.

marginalia |ˌmɑrʤəˈnɑliə|  n. plural n. marginal notes: among the marginalia are clues to the author's identity.

marginalyze |ˈmɑrʤəˌnæzl|  v. [trans.] treat (a person, group, or concept) as insignificant or peripheral: marginizing or marginalizing those who disagree. 2 [as adj.] (marginalized) members of marginalized cultural groups.

derivatives: marginalization |ˌmɑrʤəˈnæzərəʃən|, marginalized |ˈmɑrʤəˌnægərd|.

mariculture |ˈmɑrˌɪkjʊələr|  n. the cultivation of fish or other marine life for food.

derivatives: maricultural |ˈmɑrˌɪkjʊələrəl| adj. mariculturist |ˈmɑrˌɪkjʊələrɪst|.

Marie Antoinette |ˌmɑr′i ˌɑntwənət|  n. idolatrous worship of the Virgin Mary.

marque |ˈmɑrk|  n. a make of car, as distinct from a specific model.

marque?  n. see LETTER OF MARQUE.

marquee |ˈmɑrkə|  n. 1 a rooftop projection over the entrance to a theater, hotel, or other building.

as adj. leading: preeminent: a marquee player. 2 a large tent used for social or commercial functions.

marquees |ˈmɑrkəs|  n. a British nobleman ranking above an earl and below a duke. Cf. MARQUIS.

marquetry |ˈmɑrkwətr|  n. (also marqueterie or marquetry) 1 n. inlaid work made from small pieces of variously colored wood or other materials, usually chiefly for the decoration of furniture.

marquis |ˈmɑrkəs|  n. (in some European countries) a nobleman ranking above a count and below a duke. Cf. MARQUES.

marquise |ˈmɑrkəs|  n. 1 the wife or widow of a marquis. Cf. MARCHIONESS.

a woman holding the rank of marquis in her own right.

2 a finger ring set with a pointed oval gem or cluster of gems. 3 archaic term for MARQUEE (sense 2). 4 a chilled dessert similar to a chocolate mousse.

marshals |ˈmɑrʃəlz|  n. 1 an officer of the highest rank in the armed forces of some countries, including France.

a high-ranking officer of state. 2 a federal or municipal law officer.

the head of a police department. 3 the head of a fire department. 4 an official responsible for supervising public events, esp. sports events or parades.

marshalled |ˈmɑrʃəld|, marshalling |ˈmɑrʃəliŋ|  v. (marshaled, marshaling) 1 arrange or assemble (esp. a group of people, such as soldiers) in order: the general marshaled his troops. 2 he paused for a moment, as if marshaling his thoughts.

with obj. and adverbial of direction] guide or usher (someone) ceremoniously: guests were marshaled into position.

marshaled |ˈmɑrʃəld|, marshalling |ˈmɑrʃəliŋ|  v. [trans.] correctly position or arrange (rolling stock). 2 [trans.] guide or direct the movement of (an aircraft) on the ground at an airport. 2 (in heraldry) combine (coats of arms), typically to indicate marriage, descent, or the bearing of office.

derivatives: marshall |ˈmɑrʃəl|  n. marshaling |ˈmɑrʃəliŋ|.

marshalseal |ˈmɑrʃəlˌsɛl|  n. a mammal of an order (Marsupialia) whose members are born incompletely developed and are typically carried and suckled in a pouch on the mother's belly.

adj. of or relating to this order.

marshalt |ˈmɑrʃəlt|  adj. of or appropriate to war; warlike: martial bravery.

derivatives: marshally |ˈmɑrʃələl| adv.

martinet |ˈmɑrtni|  n. a strict disciplinarian, esp. in the armed forces.

martyr |ˈmɑrtər|  n. a person who is killed because of his or her religious or other beliefs.

a person who displays or exaggerates discomfort or distress to obtain sympathy or admiration: she played the martyr. 2 a martyr to a constant sufferer from (an ailment): I'm a martyr to migraines! 3 see martyred

in politics, martyrdom: the martyr of his beliefs.

cause great pain or distress to: there was no need to martyr themselves again.

derivatives: martyrization |ˌmɑrtərəˌzaʃən|.

Marxism |ˈmɑrkəzəm|  n. the political and economic theories of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, later developed by their followers to form the basis for the theory and practice of communism.

Central to Marxist theory is an explanation of social change in terms of economic factors, according to which the means of production provide the economic base, which influences or determines the political and ideological superstructure. Marx and Engels predicted the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism by the proletariat and the eventual attainment of a classless communist society.

derivatives: Marxist |ˈmɑrkəst|  n. & adj.

masque |ˈmɑsk|  n. a form of amateur dramatic entertainment, popular among the nobility in 16th- and 17th-century England, which consisted of dancing and acting performed by masked players.

a masked ball.

derivatives: masquer |ˈmɑskər|.

massif |ˈmæsəf|  n. a compact group of mountains, esp. one that is separate from other groups.

masto. n. the fruit of beech, oak, chestnut, and other forest trees, esp. as food for pigs and wild animals.

mastical |ˈmɑstəkəl|  v. [trans.] chew (food).

derivatives: mastication |ˌmɑstəkəˈneʃən|, mastical |ˈmɑstəkəl|, masticatory |ˈmɑstəkətiər|.

masturbate |ˈmɑstərˌbæt|  v. [trans.] stimulate one's own genitals for sexual pleasure.
■ [trans.] stimulate the genitals of (someone) to give them sexual pleasure.

derivatives: mastur·bat·ion, mastur·bat·or

■ the leaves of this shrub. 2 the South American shrub of the holly family that produces these leaves.

derivatives: mater·nal·is·m, mater·nal·is·tic

■ a way of life based on material interests. 2 the philosophical doctrine that nothing exists except matter and its movements and modifications.

derivatives: mat·ter·ial·ly

■ the doctrine that consciousness and will are due wholly to material agency. See also IDEALISM; MENTALISM.

derivatives: mater·nal·ly

■ a mass of fine-grained rock in which gems, crystals, or fossils are embedded. ■ the substance between living cells or in which biological structures are embedded. ■ the tissue from which a tooth, hair, feather, nail, etc. arises. ■ fine material: the matrix of gravel paths is hoed regularly. 2 a mold in which something, such as printing type or a phonograph record, is cast or shaped. 3 a rectangular array of numerical quantities or expressions in rows and columns that is treated as a single entity and manipulated according to particular mathematical rules.

derivatives: ma·trix, ma·trix·es

■ an organizational structure in which two or more lines of command, responsibility, or communication may run through the same individual.

derivatives: ma·tron

■ a mask used to obscure part of an image in a film and allow another image to be substituted, combining the two.

derivatives: mat·te

■ a system of society or government ruled by a woman or women.

derivatives: ma·tric·i·dal

■ a form of social organization in which descent and relationship are reckoned through the female line. ■ the state of being an older, powerful woman in a family or group.

derivatives: ma·tric·i·cide

■ a person who kills his or her mother.

derivatives: ma·ven
maverick |ˈmav(ə)rik| • n. 1 an unorthodox or independent-minded person: a free-thinking maverick.
- a person who refuses to conform to a particular party or group: the maverick Connecticut Republican. 2 an unbranded calf or yearling.
- adj. unorthodox: a maverick detective | a maverick approach to school financing.
mawkish |ˈmawkɪʃ| • adj. sentimental in a feeble or sickly way: a mawkish poem.
- having a faint sickly flavor: the mawkish smell of beer.

derivatives: mawkishly adv. mawkishness n.

maxillae |ˈmæksɪlə| • n. (pl. maxillae ['-sil; -ˈsil,]) the jaw or jawbone, specifically the upper jaw in most vertebrates. In humans it also forms part of the nose and eye socket.
- (in many arthropods) each of a pair of mouthparts used in chewing. Cf. mandible.

maxim |ˈmæksɪm| • n. a short, pithy statement expressing a general truth or rule of conduct: the maxim that actions speak louder than words.

maya |ˈmiːə,ˈmiːə| • n. the supernatural power wielded by Hindu gods and demons to produce illusions.
- the power by which the universe becomes manifest. 2 the illusion or appearance of the phenomenal world.

mayhem |ˈmæjəm| • n. violent or damaging disorder; chaos: complete mayhem broke out.
- a former designation for the crime of maliciously injuring or maiming someone, originally so as to render the victim defenseless.

maxzel tov |ˈmɑːzəl,ˈtəv,ˈtʌf| • exclam. a Jewish phrase expressing congratulations or wishing someone good luck.

mēa culpa |ˈmɑːˌkɑːl,ˈpɑː,ˈpɑː| • n. an acknowledgment of one's fault or error: [as exclam.] "Wohl, whose fault was that?" "Mea culpa!" Frank said.

mean |n. 1 the quotient of the sum of several quantities and their number; an average: acid output was calculated by taking the mean of all three samples. An arithmetic mean is calculated by adding a set of numerical values together and dividing them by the number of terms in the set. A geometric mean is the central number in a geometric progression (e.g. 9 in 3, 9, 27), also calculable as the nth root of a product of n numbers.
- the term or one of the terms midway between the first and last terms of a progression. 2 a condition, quality, or course of action equally removed from two opposite (usually unsatisfactory) extremes: the mean between two extremes. 3 mean (of a quantity) calculated as a mean; average: by 1989, the mean age at marriage stood at 24.8 for women and 26.9 for men. 2 equally far from two extremes: hope is the mean virtue between despair and presumption.

meander |ˈmɛəndər| • v. (of a person) wander at random: kids meandered in and out. 2 [intr.] (of a speaker or text) proceed aimlessly or with little purpose: a stylish offbeat thriller that occasionally meanders.
- n. (usu. meanders) a winding curve or bend of a river or road: the river flows in sweeping meanders.
- [in sing.] a circuitous journey, esp. an aimless one: a leisurely meander around the twisting coastline road.
- an ornamental pattern of winding or interlocking lines, e.g., in a mosaic.

media |ˈmɛdɪə| • n. 1 plural form of medium. 2 (usu. the media) [treated as sing. or pl.] the main means of mass communication (esp. television, radio, newspapers, and sometimes the Internet) regarded collectively: [as adj.] the campaign won media attention.

usage: The word media comes from the Latin plural of medium. The traditional view is that it should therefore be treated as a plural noun in all its senses in English and be used with a plural rather than a singular verb: the media have not followed the reports (rather than 'has'). In practice, in the sense 'television, radio, the press, and the Internet collectively,' it behaves as a collective noun (like staff or clergy, for example), which means that it is now acceptable in standard English for it to take either a singular or a plural verb.

mediacy |ˈmɛdɪ æs| • n. the quality of being mediate.

medial |ˈmɛdɛəl| • adj. situated in the middle, in particular:
- situated near the median plane of the body or the midline of an organ. The opposite of lateral.
- (of a speech sound) in the middle of a word. 2 (esp. of a vowel) pronounced in the middle of the mouth; central.

derivatives: medially adv.

median |ˈmɛdɪən| • adj. [attrib] 1 denoting or relating to a value or quantity lying at the midpoint of a range of observed values or quantities, such that there is an equal probability of a value falling above or below it: the median duration of this treatment was four months.
- denoting the middle term of a series arranged in order of magnitude, or (if there is no middle term) the average of the middle two terms. For example, the median number of the series 55, 62, 76, 85, 93 is 76; of the series 23, 27, 29, 32 it is 28. 2 situated in the middle, esp. of the body: the median part of the sternum.

meanstrip |ˈmɛnstriːp| • n. 1 a strip of land between the lanes of opposing traffic on a divided highway. 2 (also median strip) the strip of land between the lanes of opposing traffic on a divided highway. 3 a straight line drawn from any vertex of a triangle to the midpoint of the opposite side.

derivatives: medially adv.

mediated |ˈmɛdeɪtɪd| • v. [intr.] intervene between people in a dispute in order to bring about an agreement or reconciliation: Wilson
attempted to mediate between the powers to end the war.

- [trans] intervene in (a dispute) to bring about an agreement. ■ [trans.] bring about (an agreement or solution) by intervening in a dispute: efforts to mediate a peaceful resolution of the conflict. Cf. arbitrate. 2 [trans.] bring about (a result such as a physiological effect): the right hemisphere plays an important role in mediating tactile perception of direction.

- be a means of conveying: this important ministry of mediating the power of the word. ■ form a connecting link between: structures that mediate gender divisions. • adj. ‘médeō’ connected indirectly through another person or thing; involving an intermediate agency: public law institutions are a type of mediatorial state administration.

Derivatives: mediately | ‘médēa̱tə| adv. mediation | ‘médēa̱ston| n. mediator | ‘médēa̱tər| n. mediatory | ‘médēa̱tər|i adj.

medicocrity: • adj. of only moderate quality; not very good: a mediocre actor. Derivatives: mediocrity n.: the numbering mediocrity of radio music: neither candidate is more than a mediocrity. mediocrily adv.

meditate [‘mēdēa̱tə| • v. [trans.] focus one’s mind for a period of time, in silence or with the aid of chanting, for religious or spiritual purposes or as a method of relaxation.

- (meditate on/upon) think deeply or carefully about (something): he went off to meditate on the new idea. ■ [trans.] plan mentally; consider: they had suffered severely, and they began to meditateeland.

Derivatives: meditator | -tər| n.

meditation | ‘mēdēa̱sə| n. • the action or practice of meditating: a life of meditation.

- a written or spoken discourse expressing considered thoughts on a subject: his later letters are intense meditations on man’s exploitation of his fellows.

medium [‘mēdēa̱m| • pl. media | ‘mē̊da| or mediums | ‘mē̊dēəm|] 1 an agency or means of doing something; using the latest technology as a medium for job creation: their primitive valuables acted as a medium of exchange.

- a means by which something is communicated or expressed: here the Welsh language is the medium of instruction. 2 the intervening substance through which impressions are conveyed to the senses or a force acts on objects at a distance: radio communication needs no physical medium between the two stations: the medium between the cylinders is a vacuum.

- the substance in which an organism lives or is cultured: grow bacteria in a nutrient-rich medium. 3 a liquid (e.g., oil or water) with which pigments are mixed to make paint.

- the material or form used by an artist, composer, or writer: oil paint is the most popular medium for glazing. 4 (pl. mediums) a person claiming to be in contact with the spirits of the dead and to communicate between the dead and the living. 5 the middle quality or state between two extremes; a reasonable balance: you have to strike a happy medium between looking like royalty and looking like a housewife. ■ adj. about halfway between two extremes of size or another quality; average: John is six feet tall, of medium build | medium-length hair.


medley [‘mēlə| • pl. ( -eys) a varied mixture of people or things; a miscellany: a medley of flavors.

- a collection of songs or other musical items performed as a continuous piece: a medley of Fats Waller songs. ■ a swimming race in which contestants swim sections in different strokes, either individually or in relay teams: the 400-meter individual medley. • adj. mixed; motley: a medley range of vague and variable impressions. • v. (past and past part. -ied or -ied) [trans.] make a medley of; intermix.

medium «medullà| oblongata | ā.|blōng’gāta| • n. the continuation of the spinal cord within the skull, forming the lowest and most primitive part of the brain and controlling center for the heart and lungs.

Medusa [ma’d(u)yəsə| -zə] the only mortal gorgon of Greek mythology, whom Perseus killed by cutting off her head.

- (also medusa) a terrifying or ugly woman.

meed [‘mēd| • n. a deserved share or reward: he must extract from her some measure of approbation.

meet • adj. suitable; fit; proper: it is a theater meet for great events.

Derivatives: meetly adv. meetness n.

megatholith [‘megəithlith| • n. a large stone that forms a prehistoric monument (e.g., a menhir) or part of one (e.g., a stone circle or dolmen).

megatholithic • megəithlithik| • adj. of, relating to, or denoting prehistoric monuments made of or containing megaliths.

- (often Megalithic) of, relating to, or denoting prehistoric cultures characterized by the erection of megalithic monuments. ■ massive or monolithic; since June, the committee has become megalithic.

megalomania • megəlo’māniə| • megəlo’mənēəs| • n. obsession with the exercise of power, esp. in the domination of others.

- delusion about one’s own power or importance (typically as a symptom of psychiatric disorder); delusions of grandeur.

Derivatives: megalomaniac | -ik| adj.

megalopoliS • megələpələs| • n. a very large, highly populated city or urban complex. Cf. conurbation; metropolis; metropolitan area.

Megillah [ma’gilə] one of five books of the Hebrew scriptures (the Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther) that are appointed to be read on cer-
taint Jewish notable days, esp. the Book of Esther, read at the festival of Purim.

- megrim ['mɛgrim] • n. 1 (megrims) depression; low spirits: fresh air and exercise, she generally found, could banish most megrims. 2 a whim or fancy. 3 old-fashioned term for mGRADE.

- meio*osis [miˈɔːsɪs] • n. (pl. meiooses |-ˈoʊˌsɪz) 1 a type of cell division that results in two daughter cells each with half the chromosome number of the parent cell, as in the production of sex cells. Cf. mitosis. 2 another term for LITOTES.

- derivatives: meio*otic | miˈɔːtɪk | adj. meio*ot*ical*ly |ˌ-iˈk(ə)lɪ | adv.

- melan*och*ol*ya |ˌmeˌlænˈkəˌlɛə | n. deep sadness or gloom; melancholy: rain slithered down the windows, encouraging a creeping melancholia.

- formerly, a mental condition marked by persistent depression and ill-founded fears.

- derivatives: melan*acho*ly·ic |ˌmeˌlænˈkəˌlɪˌkɪk | adj. melan*ach*oly·cal·ly |ˌmeˌlænˈkəˌlɪˌkɔlɪ | adv.

- melan*oly |ˌmeˌlænˈəlɪ | n. a deep, pensive, and long-lasting sadness.

- another term for MELANCHOLIA (as a mental condition). 2 another term for black bile, one of the four bodily humors (fluids) formerly taken to be the foundation of character. 3 adj. sad, gloomy, or depressed: the dog has a melancholy expression.

- causing or expressing sadness; depressing: the study makes melancholy reading. 2 adj. melancholy.

- derivatives: melan*clic |ˌmeˌlænˈkəlɪk | adj. melan*c-cal·ly |ˌmeˌlænˈkəlɪˌlɪ | adv.

- melan*ange |ˌmeˌlænˈɡæŋ | (also melange) • n. a mixture; a medley: a mélange of tender vegetables and herbs.

- melan*in |ˌmeˌlænɪn | • n. a dark brown to black pigment occurring in the hair, skin, and iris of the eye in people and animals. It is responsible for tanning of skin exposed to sunlight.

- melan*inism |ˌmeˌlænɪnɪzəm | • n. unusual darkening of body tissues caused by excessive production of melanin, esp. as a form of color variation in animals.

- derivatives: melan*ic |ˌmeˌlænɪk | adj. melan*ist·ic |ˌmeˌlænɪstɪk | adj.

- meld1 • meld • v. blend; combine: [trans.] Australia's winemakers have melded modern science with traditional art. [intrans.] the nylon bristles shrilled and melded together. • n. a thing formed by merging or blending: a meld of many contributions.

- meld2 • v. (trans.) (in rummy, canasta, and other card games) lay down or declare (a combination of cards) in order to score points. my opponent melded four kings. • n. a completed set or run of cards in any of these games.

- melle |ˌmɛlə; ˈmɛlə | (also mélée) • n. a confused fight, skirmish, or scuffle: several people were hurt in the melee.

- a confused mass of people: the melee always thronging the streets.

- mel*ior*ate |ˌmɛləˈreɪt | • v. another term for AMELIORATE.

- derivatives: mel*ior*ation |ˌmɛləˈreɪtən | n. mel*ior*ative |ˌmɛləˈrætɪv | adj.

- mel*ior*ism |ˌmɛləˈraɪzəm | • n. the belief that the world can be made better by human effort. Cf. OPTIMISM.


- mel*if*i*ous |ˌmɛləˈlɪfəs | • adj. of a voice or words sweet or musical; pleasant to hear: the voice was melifluous and smooth.

- derivatives: mel*if*i*ously adv. mel*if*i*ous·ness n.

- mel*odic |ˌmɛləˈdɪk | • adj. of, having, or producing melody: melodic and rhythmic patterns.

- derivatives: mel*od*ical·ly |ˌ-əˈlɪk | adv.

- mel*odic*ous |ˌmɛləˈdɑːrəs | • adj. of, producing, or having a pleasant tune; tuneful: the melodious chant of the monks.

- pleasant-sounding: a melodious voice.

- derivatives: mel*od*ically adv. mel*od*ious·ness n.

- mel*od*rama |ˌmɛləˈdræmə | • n. 1 a sensational dramatic piece with exaggerated characters and exciting events intended to appeal to the emotions.

- the genre of drama of this type. 2 language, behavior, or events that resemble drama of this kind: what little is known of his early life is cloaked in melodrama.

- a play interspersed with songs and orchestral music accompanying the action, popular from the 17th to 19th century.

- derivatives: mel*od*r•amast |ˌmɛləˈdrəməstɪ | adj.

- mem*brane |ˌmɛmˈbræn | • n. a pliable sheet-like structure acting as a boundary, lining, or partition in an organism.

- a thin pliable sheet or skin of various kinds: the concrete should include a membrane to prevent water seepage.

- (in biology) a microscopic double layer of lipids and proteins that bounds cells and organelles and forms structures within cells.

- derivatives: mem*bra*na*ceous |ˌmɛmˈbrænəsəs | adj.

- mem*brana|ˈmɛmˈbrænəs | adj. mem*braneous |ˌmɛmˈbrænəs | adj. mem*branous |ˌmɛmˈbrænəs | adj. mem*bran•s |ˌmɛmˈbrænəs | adj.

- mem*me |ˌmɛm | • n. an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to replicate by passing from one individual to another by nongenetic means, esp. imitation.

- derivatives: mem*met•ic |ˌmɛməˈtekɪk | adj.

- mem*ento |ˈmɛmənto | n. (pl. -os or -oes) an object kept as a reminder or souvenir of a person or event: you can purchase a memento of your visit.

- mem*ento |ˈmɛmənto | n. (pl. same) an object serving as a warning or reminder of death, such as a skull.
ménage à trois | məˈnäzh əˈtr(ə)waɪt; ma-| • n. (pl. ménages à trois|pronounce same) an arrangement in which three people share a sexual relationship, typically a domestic situation involving a married couple and the lover of one of them. 

men·dac·i·ous | menˈdæsətəs | • adj. not telling the truth; lying: mendacious propaganda. 
DERIVATIVES: men·dac·i·ous·ly adv. men·dac·i·ous·ness n.

men·dac·i·ty | menˈdæsitē | (pl. -ies) • n. untruthfulness: a politician notorious for his mendacity | the mendacities of advertising.

men·dic·ant | menˈdekənt | • adj. given to begging. 
■ of, belonging to, or denoting one of the religious orders that originally relied solely on alms: a mendicant friar. • n. a beggar. 
■ a member of a mendicant order. 
DERIVATIVES: men·dic·an·cy | konˈsē | n.

men·hir | ˈmenˌhîr | • n. a tall upright stone of a kind erected in prehistoric times in western Europe.

men·i·nal | məˈnænəl | • adj. (of work) not requiring much skill and lacking prestige: menial factory jobs. 
■ [attrib.] (of a servant) domestic. • n. a person with a menial job. 
■ a domestic servant. 
DERIVATIVES: men·i·na·ly adv.

men·nor·ah | məˈnôrə | • n. (the Menorah) a sacred candleholder with seven branches used in the Temple in Jerusalem, originally that made by the craftsman Bezalel and placed in the sanctuary of the Tabernacle (Exod. 37:17–24).
■ a candleholder used in Jewish worship, esp. one with eight branches and a central socket used at Hanukkah.

mensch | mənsk | • n. (pl. menschen | ˈmɛnskən | or mensches) a person, esp. a man, of integrity and honor.

men·stru·ate | ˈmenstrəˌwät; ˈmenˌsträt; • v. [trans.] (of a woman) discharge blood and other material from the lining of the uterus as part of the menstrual cycle (ovulation, or the usually monthly release of a reproductive egg or eggs [ovum or ovula], followed by menstruation, which accompanies the elimination of an unfertilized egg from the system).

men·su·ral | ˈmensərəl; ˈmenʃərəl; • adj. of or involving measuring: mensural investigations. 
■ (in music) involving notes of definite duration and usually a regular meter. 
DERIVATIVES: men·su·ra·ble adj. men·su·ra·tion n.

men·tal·ity | menˈtalətē | • n. (pl. -ies) 1 the characteristic attitude of mind or way of thinking of a person or group: the yuppie mentality of the eighties. 2 the capacity for intelligent thought.

men·tor | ˈmenˌtôr; -tôr | • n. an experienced and trusted, usu. older, adviser: he was her friend and mentor until his death in 1915. 
■ an experienced person in a company, college, or school who trains and counsels new employees or students. • v. [trans.] to advise or train (someone, esp. a younger colleague). 
DERIVATIVES: men·tor·ship | ˌmenˈtôrship | • n. men·phetic | ˈmenfətik | (also mephitical) • adj. (esp. of a gas or vapor) foul-smelling; noxious. 

mer·can·tile | ˈmærˌkanˌtîl | • adj. of or relating to trade or commerce; commercial: the shift of wealth to the mercantile classes. 
■ of or relating to mercantilism. • n. old term for a general store: we walked to the local mercantile.
DERIVATIVES: mercan·til·ism | ˌmærˌkanˌtîləˌizm; • adj. having in the benefits of profitable trading; commercialism.

■ the economic theory, developed in the late 18th cent., that trade generates wealth and is stimulated by the accumulation of profitable balances, which a government should encourage by means of protectionism. 
DERIVATIVES: mercan·til·ist | ˌmærˌkanˌtîləˈist | n. & adj. mer·can·til·istic | ˌmærˌkanˌtîləˈistik | • adj. mer·can·til·ist·i·ness | ˌmærˌkanˌtîləˈistis·nəs | n.

mer·cure·nal | ˈmɜrˌkyaˌrəl | • adj. 1 (of a person) subject to sudden or unpredictable changes of mood or mind: his mercureal temperament. 
■ (of a person) sprightly; lively. 2 of or containing the element mercury. • n. (usu. mercurials) a drug or other compound containing mercury. 
DERIVATIVES: mer·cu·ri·al·ity | ˈmɜrˌkyərəˈlətē | • n. mer·cu·ri·al·ly adv.

mer·é· | ˈmərē | n. a lake, pond, or arm of the sea; often appearing in place names.

mer·et·ri·cious | ˈmərəˌtrəˌsēəs; • adj. 1 apparently attractive but having in reality no value or integrity: meretricious souvenirs for the tourist trade. 2 of, relating to, or characteristic of a prostitute. 
DERIVATIVES: mer·et·ri·cious·ly adv. mer·et·ri·cious·ness n.

mer·ri·d·i·an | ˈmeˌridən | • n. 1 a circle of constant longitude passing through a given place on the earth's surface and the terrestrial poles. 
■ (also celestial meridian) (in astronomy) a circle passing through the celestial poles and the zenith of a given place on the earth's surface. 2 (in acupuncture and Chinese medicine) each of a set of pathways in the body along which vital energy is said to flow. There are twelve such pathways associated with specific organs. • adj. [attrib.] relating to or situated at a meridian: the meridian moon. 
■ of noon. 2 of the period of greatest splendor, vigor, etc.
meritocracy

n. (pl. -ies) government or the holding of power by people selected on the basis of their ability.

- a society governed by such people or in which such people hold power. 
- a ruling or influential class of educated or skilled people.

Derivatives: meritocratic, meritocratically

meronymy

n. a term that denotes part of something but that is used to refer to the whole of it, e.g., heads when used to mean people in some of the best heads in government have considered the issue. Cf. metonymy.

Derivatives: meronymous

mesh

n. a flat-topped hill or plateau with steep sides, found in landscapes with horizontal strata; a tableland. Cf. butte.

meshwork

n. a hallucinogenic and intoxicating compound present in mescal buttons from the peyote cactus.

meshuga

(also meshugga or meshugah)

- adj. (of a person) mad; idiotic: either a miracle is taking place, or we're all meshuga.

Derivatives: meshugener

meshugash

n. mad or idiotic ideas or behavior: there's method in this man's meshugash.

mesmerism

n. the therapeutic system of Austrian physician F. A. Mesmer (1734-1815), which was influential in the development of hypnotism.

- (in general use) hypnosis.

Derivatives: mesmerist

mesmerize

v. (often be mesmerized) hold the attention of (someone) to the exclusion of all else or so as to transfix: she was mesmerized by the blue eyes that stared so intently into her own | [adj.] (mesmerizing) a mesmerizing stare.

- hypnotize (someone).

Derivatives: mesmerization, mesmerizer

mesne

n. (in law) intermediate; intervening: mesne process.

mestizaje

n. a person with a compact and muscular body build.

Derivatives: mestizaje

Messiah

n. 1 (the Messiah) the promised deliverer of the Jewish nation prophesied in the Hebrew Bible.

- Jesus regarded by Christians as the Messiah and the savior of the Hebrew prophecies and the savior of humankind. 2 a leader or savior of a particular group or cause: to Germany, Hitler was more a messiah than a political leader.

Derivatives: messiah, messianic, messianic

- inspired by hope or belief in a messiah: the messianic expectations of that time. 
- fervent or passionate: a messianic zeal to reform the practice of politics.

Derivatives: messianism

messilzo

n. (pl. -zos) (feminine messilza) (in Latin America) a man of mixed race, esp. the offspring of European (primarily Spanish) and native parents. Cf. Mestis.

metabolism

n. the chemical processes that occur within a living organism in order to maintain life.

Two kinds of metabolism are often distinguished: constructive metabolism (formerly called anabolism), the synthesis of the proteins, carbohydrates, and fats that form tissue and store energy, and destructive metabolism (formerly called catabolism), the breakdown of complex substances and the consequent production of heat and waste matters.

Derivatives: metabolically

metafiction

n. fiction in which the author himself-sincerely alludes to the artificiality or literariness of a work by parodying or departing from novelistic conventions (esp. naturalism) and traditional narrative techniques.

Derivatives: metafictional

metallurgy

n. a form of language or set of terms used for the description or analysis of another language.

- (in logic) a system of propositions about propositions.

metaformic

adj. 1 denoting rocks or minerals that have undergone transformation by heat, pressure, or other natural agencies, e.g., in the folding of strata or the nearby intrusion of igneous rocks.

- of or relating to such rocks or changes affecting them: metamorphic hardening. 2 of or marked by metamorphosis; the shift from dead calm to hurricane-force winds was as metamorphic as Jekyll to Hyde.

Derivatives: metamorphic

metamorphosis

n. (pl. metamorphoses -ses) (in an insect or amphibian) the process of transformation from an immature form to an adult form in two or more distinct stages. Cf. image, larva, pupa.

- a change of the form or nature of a thing or person into a completely different one, by natural or supernatural means: his metamorphosis from presidential candidate to talk-show host.

metaphasia

n. change in one's way of life resulting from penitence or spiritual conversion.

metaphor

n. a figure or style of speech or writing in which a word or phrase is applied to an object or action to which it is not literally applicable: "I had
fallen through the trapdoor of depression,” said Mark, who was fond of theatrical metaphors | the poetry depends on suggestion and metaphor.

- a thing regarded as representative or symbolic of something else, esp. something abstract: the amounts of money being lost by the company were enough to make it a metaphor for an industry that was teetering. Cf. SIMILE.


der-ma-to-logic | der-mat-o-log-ic | der-mat-o-log-ically | der-mat-o-log-ical | adj. der-mat-o-log-icol

- 1 of or relating to metaphysics: the essentially metaphysical question of the nature of the mind.

- based on abstract (typically, excessively abstract) reasoning: an empiricist rather than a metaphysical view of law. transcending physical matter or the laws of nature: Good and Evil are inextricably linked in a metaphysical battle across space and time.

- abstract theory or talk with no basis in reality: his concept of society as an organic entity is, for market liberals, simply metaphysics.

DERIVATIVES: der-ma-to-log-i-cal | der-ma-to-log-i-cally | der-ma-to-log-ic

met-as-ta-sis | meta-stasis | -szé | n. (pl. meta-stases | -szé|) the development of secondary malignant growths at a distance from a primary site of a cancer.

- a growth of this type.

DERIVATIVES: met-as-tatic | meta-stat-i-k | adj. meta-sta-tic | meta-sta-tic | v.

met-a-thet-esis | meta-thet-esis | -szé | n. (pl. meta-theses | -szé |) the transposition of sounds or letters in a word, esp. one occurring in the development of a language over time.

- (also metathesis reaction) a chemical reaction in which two compounds exchange ions, typically with precipitation of an insoluble product.

DERIVATIVES: meta-thet-esis | meta-thet-i-c | adj. meta-thet-ical | meta-thet-i-cal | adj.

met-e | met | v. [trans.] (mete something out) dispense or allot (justice, a punishment, or harsh treatment): he denounced the maltreatment meted out to minorities.

- (in biblical use) measure out: with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again.

met-e | met | n. (usu. metes and bounds) a boundary or boundary stone.

met-em-psy-chos-es | met-em-si'kós| s; ma| temsi'kósas | n. (pl. met-em-psy-choses | -szé|) the supposed transmigration at death of the soul of a human being or animal into a new body of the same or a different species.


met-e-r | me Comes | (Br. metre) | n. the fundamental unit of length in the metric system, equal to 100 centimeters or approximately 39.37 inches.

- a race over a specified number of meters: he placed third in the 1,000 meters.

DERIVATIVES: met-e-rame | -rij | n.

meth-od-i-cal | meta-thod-i-cal | adj. done according to a systematic or established form of procedure: a methodical approach to the evaluation of computer systems.

- (of a person) orderly and systematic in thought or behavior.

DERIVATIVES: meth-od-i-c | meth-od-i-cal | -ik (szé) | adv.

Meth-od-ist | meth-od-ist | n. a member of a Christian Protestant denomination originating in the 18th-century evangelistic movement of Charles and John Wesley and George Whitefield.

The Methodist Church grew out of a religious society established within the Church of England, from which it formally separated in 1791. It is particularly strong in the US and now constitutes one of the largest Protestant denominations worldwide, with more than 30 million members. Methodism has a strong tradition of missionary work and concern with social welfare, and emphasizes the believer’s personal relationship with God.

- adj. of or relating to Methodists or Methodism: a Methodist chapel.

DERIVATIVES: Meth-od-ism | -dizam | n.

Meth-od-ol-o-gy | meth-od-o-log-y | meth-od-o-log-ical | adj.


meth-ic-u-lous | meth-ik-yu-las | adj. showing great attention to detail; very careful and precise: he had always been so meticulous about his appearance.

DERIVATIVES: met-ic-u-lous-ly | -ik (szé) | adv. met-ic-u-lous-ness | n.

métier | me'tyä | 'me,tyä | n. a trade, profession, or occupation: those who work honestly at their métier.

- an occupation or activity that one is good at: she decided that her real métier was grand opera.

- an outstanding or advantageous characteristic: subtlety is not his métier. Cf. FORTE.

métis | mä'tä-s | (also Metis) | n. (pl. same) (esp. in western Canada) a person of mixed
metonymy | ˈme-tənə-mē | • n. (pl. -ies) the substitution of the name of an attribute or adjunct for that of the thing meant, for example suit for business executive, or the track for horse racing. Cf. MERONYM.

derivatives: metonymic | ˈme-tə-nəm-ik | adj. metonymically | ˈme-tə-nəm-i-kā-li | adv. metonymy | ˈme-tə-nə-mē | • n. (pl. -ies) the substitution of the name of an attribute or adjunct for that of the thing meant, for example suit for business executive, or the track for horse racing. Cf. MERONYM.

derivatives: metonymic | ˈme-tə-nəm-ik | adj. metonymically | ˈme-tə-nəm-i-kā-li | adv. metric | ˈme-trĭk | • adj. 1 of or based on the meter as a unit of length; relating to the metric system: all measurements are given in metric form.

- using the metric system: we should have gone metric years ago. 2 in (mathematics and physics) relating to or denoting a metric. • n. 1 a system or standard of measurement.

- (in mathematics and physics) a binary function of a topological space that gives, for any two points of the space, a value equal to the distance between them, or to a value treated as analogous to distance for the purpose of analysis. 2 metric units, or the metric system: it's easier to work in metric.

metric | ˈme-trĭk | • adj. relating to or composed in a poetic meter. • n. (metrics) [treated as sing.] the meter of a poem.

metronome | ˈme-trō-nōm | • n. a device used by musicians (esp. pianists) that marks time at a selected rate by giving a regular tick. derivatives: metronomic | ˈme-trō-nəm-ik | adj. : he appeared at my door with metronomic regularity. metronomically | ˈme-trō-nəm-i-kā-li | adv. metropole | ˈme-trō-plēs | • n. a very large metropolitan area, esp. one that is an aggregation of two or more cities.

-the Metropolis- popular name for the Dallas-Forth Worth area. Cf. CONurbation; megalopolis; METROPOLITAN AREA.

metropolis | ˈme-trō-pō-ləs | • n. the capital or chief city of a country or region.

- a very large and densely populated industrial and commercial city.

metropolitan | ˈme-trō-pə-lən | • adj. 1 of, relating to, or denoting a metropolis. 2 of, relating to, or denoting the parent state of a colony or dependency: metropolitan Spain. 3 of, relating to, or denoting a metropolitan or his see: a metropolitan bishop. • n. 1 a bishop having authority over the churches of a province, in particular (in many Orthodox Churches) one ranking above archbishop and below patriarch. 2 an inhabitant of a metropolis: the sophisticated metropolitan. Cf. cosmopolitan.


mettle | ˈme-tl | • n. a person's ability to cope well with difficulties or to face a demanding situation in a spirited and resilient way: the team showed their true mettle in the second half. phrases: be on one's mettle be ready or forced to prove one's ability to cope well with a demanding situation.

derivatives: mettlesome | -səm | adj. mews | ˈmēz-ˈōz | • n. (pl. same) a row or street of houses or apartments that have been converted from stables or built to look like former stables.

- a group of stables, typically with rooms above, built around a yard or along an alley.

mezzuzah | ˈmez-ˈō-zə | (also mezuzah) • n. (pl. mezuza[h] or mezuzahs) or mezuzar mezzu[ot]. A parchment inscribed with religious texts and attached in a case to the doorpost of a Jewish house as a sign of faith.

- a small case containing such a parchment, sometimes used as a personal item: she wore a mezuzah around her neck.

mezzanine | ˈmez-ə-ˌnēn; ˈmez-ə-ˌnēn | • n. a low story between two others in a building, typically between the ground and second floors.

- the lowest balcony of a theater, cinema, stadium, etc., or the front rows of the balcony.

- adj. [attrib.] relating to or denoting unsecured, higher-yielding loans that are subordinate to bank loans and secured loans but rank above equity.

mezzo | ˈmez-ō; ˈmez-ō-ˌsoprano | • n. (pl. -os) (also mezzo-soprano) a female singer with a voice pitched between soprano and contralto.

- a singing voice of this type, or a part written for one.

mezzo-lint | ˈmez-ō-ˌlînt; ˈmez-ō-ˌsōr-ˌnînt | • n. a print made from an engraved copper or steel plate on which the surface has been partially roughened, for shading, and partially scraped smooth, giving light areas. The technique was much used in the 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries for the reproduction of paintings.

- the technique or process of making pictures in this way. • v. [trans.] engrave (a picture) in mezzotint.

derivatives: mezzo-lint ner | ˈmez-ō-ˌlînt-nər | n.

mi-asma | ˈmi-əz-mə; ˈmi-ə-ˌsə | • n. (pl. mi-asmas or mi-asmata) • -mas | • n. (pl. -os) a highly unpleasant or unhealthy smell or vapor: a miasma of stale alcohol hung around him like marsh gas.

- an oppressive or unpleasant atmosphere that surrounds or emanates from something: a miasmas of despair rose from the black workshops.

derivatives: mi-asmal adj. mi-asmat- ic | • n. mi-asmic | • -mick | adj. mi-asmic-al | -mīk(ə)lē | adv. microbe | ˈmi-krōb | • n. a microorganism, esp. a bacterium causing disease or fermentation. Cf. PATOGEN, VECTOR.

derivatives: microbic | ˈmi-krōb-ɪk | adj. microcosm | ˈmi-krōs-əm | • n. (also microcos- mos) • n. a community, place, or situation regarded as encapsulating in miniature the characteristic qualities or features of some-
thing much larger: Berlin is a microcosm of Germany.

- humankind regarded as the epitome of the universe. Cf. MACROCOSM.

**DERIVATIVES:** microcosmic | mikro- 'kázrik | adj. microcosmic | -kázrik(e) | adv.

**MICROECONOMICS** | mikro-eka'namiks; -eka- | • plural n. [treated as sing.] the part of economics concerned with single factors and the effects of individual decisions. Cf. MACROECONOMICS.

**DERIVATIVES:** microeconomic | mikro- | adj.

**MICROMANAGEMENT** | mikro-mNovember | • v. [trans.] control every part, however small, of (an enterprise or activity): unable to delegate, he went on micromanaging.

**DERIVATIVES:** micromanagers | mikro- | n.

**MICROURINE** | mikro-urine | • v. [trans.] urinate.

**DERIVATIVES:** microurination | mikro-ri'šon | n.

**MILITARY** | mid'n | • n. a dunghill or refuse heap.

- (also kitchen midden) a prehistoric refuse heap associated with a site of human habitation, often a focus of scientific study.

**MIDDLE** | mid'dle-brow | • adj. (of art or literature or a system of thought) demanding or involving only a moderate degree of intellectual application, typically as a result of not deviating from convention: middlebrow fiction, only a step above mass appeal. • n. a person who is capable of or enjoys only a moderate degree of intellectual effort.

**MIDDLE ENGLISH** | n. | • the English language from c.1150 to c.1470, reflecting the post-conquest (post-1066) influence of Norman French on Old English.

**MIGRATE** | mijit | • n. an extremely or unusually small person, usu. one with normal proportions. Cf. DWARE, MANIKIN. • adj. [attrib.] very small: a midget submarine.

**MIDSHIPMAN** | mid'shipman; mid'ship- | • n. (pl. -men) a cadet in the US Navy or student at the US Naval Academy.

- a rank of officer in the (British) Royal Navy, above naval cadet and below sublieutenant.

**MIDWIFE** | mid'wif | • n. (pl. -wives) a person (typically a woman) trained to assist women in childbirth.

- a person or thing that helps to bring something into being or assists its development: he survived to be one of the midwives of the Reformation. • v. [trans.] assist (a woman) during childbirth.

- bring into being: revolutions midwifed by new technologies of communication.

**DERIVATIVES:** midwifery | mid'wif'ry-re; -wif'ry(re) | n.

**MEN** | mën | • n. a person's look or manner, esp. one of a particular kind indicating character or mood: he has a cautious, academic mien | her mien was somber. Cf. COUNTEANCE.

**MIF** | mif | • v. [trans.] (usu. be miffed) put out of humor; offend; annoy: she was slightly miffed at not being invited. • n. a petty quarrel or fit of pique.

**DERIVATIVES:** miffy | adj.

**MIGRAINE** | migra'ïn | • n. a recurrent throbbing headache that typically affects one side of the head and is often accompanied by nausea and disturbed vision: such severe migrants that she could not work.

**DERIVATIVES:** migrainous | -grãnas | adj.

**MIGRATE** | mig'rat | • n. [intrans.] (of an animal, typically a bird or fish) move from one region or habitat to another, esp. regularly according to the seasons: as autumn arrives, the birds migrate south.

- (of a person) move from one area or country to settle in another, esp. in search of work: rural populations have migrated to urban areas.

- move from one specific part of something to another: cells that can form pigment migrate beneath the skin. • in (computing) change or cause to change from using one system to another: we're planning to migrate from a standalone to a networked environment. • [trans.] transfer (programs or hardware) from one system to another.

**DERIVATIVES:** migration | mig'rat|n. | • migration-al | mig'-rat-al | adj. migratory | mig-ro-tàr'ë | adj.

**MIKVEH** | mikva' | (also mikva or mikvah) • n. (pl. mikvehs or mikvahs or mikvot | mik'vot | or mikvot | mik'vot | or mikvos | mik'vöss | a bath in which certain Jewish ritual purifications are performed.

- the action of taking such a bath.

**MILADY** | ma'lédé; mi- | • n. (pl. -ies) used, formerly or humorously, to address or refer to a noblewoman or great lady: I went off to milady's boudoir.

**MILIÉE** | mil'ýé | • n. (pl. -ies) a collection or assembly of a certain sort of people, individuals, or groups: a milieus of intellectuals, a milieus of students, and a milieus of students of intellectual milieus.

**MILITARY** | mil'tar| | • adj. combative and aggressive in support of a political or social cause, and typically favoring extreme, violent, or confrontational methods: an uprising by militant Islamic fundamentalists. • n. a person who is active in this way.

**DERIVATIVES:** militancy | -tansë | n. | militantly | -ly | adv.

**MILITARISM** | mil'tarizm | • n. the belief or desire of a government or people that a country should maintain a strong military capability and be prepared to use it aggressively to defend or promote national interests.

**DERIVATIVES:** militarist | militari| | • adj. militaristic | militari'stic | | adj.

**Militate** | mil'a, tät | • v. [trans.] (militate against) (of a fact or circumstance) be a powerful or conclusive factor in preventing: these fundamental differences will militate against the two communities coming together.

**USAGE:** The verbs militate and mitigate are often confused. See usage at MITTIGATE.

**MILITIA** | mil'lish | • n. a military force that is raised from the civil population to supplement a regular army in an emergency.
milk-sop | [milk,sap] | • n. a person who is indecisive and lacks courage. Cf. MILQUETOAST.

mil-len-ni-an | [mil,ne'ran] | • adj. relating to or believing in the idea that Christ will return to earth and reign for one thousand years, as suggested in Rev. 20:1-5.

• believing in the imminence or inevitability of a golden age of peace, justice, and prosperity: millenarian Marxists. • denoting a religious or political group seeking solutions to present crises through rapid and radical transformation of politics and society. • n. a person who believes in the Christian doctrine of the millennium.

mil-len-ni-um | [mil,ne'em] | • n. (pl. millen-nia [-'ea] or millenniums) a period of a thousand years, esp. when calculated from the traditional date of the birth of Christ.

• an anniversary of a thousand years: the millennium of the city of Warsaw. • (the millennium) the point at which one period of a thousand years ends and another begins.

• (the millennium) the prophesied thousand-year reign of Christ at the end of the age (Rev. 20:1-5).

• (the millennium) a utopian period of good government, great happiness, and prosperity.

mil-len-nial-ism n.

USAGE: The spelling of millennium is less difficult if one remembers that it comes ultimately from two Latin words containing double letters: mille, 'thousand,' and annum,'year.'

mil-i-ner | [mil,ne'r] | • n. a person who makes or sells women's hats.

DERIVATIVES: mil-li-nery n.
mil-que-toast | [mil,köst] (also Milque-toast) | • n. a person who is timid or submissive: [as adj.] a soppy, milqueteast composer. Cf. MILKSOUP.
mime | [mim] | • n. 1 the theatrical technique of suggesting action, character, or emotion without words, using only gesture, expression, and movement.

• a theatrical performance or part of a performance using such a technique. • an action or set of actions intended to convey the idea of another action or an idea or feeling: she performed a brief mime of someone fencing. • a practitioner of mime or a performer in a mime. 2 (in ancient Greece and Rome) a simple farcical drama including mimicry. • v. [trans.] use gesture and movement without words in the acting of (a play or role).

• convey an impression of (an idea or feeling) by gesture and movement, without using words; mimic (an action or set of actions) in this way: he stands up and mimes throwing a spear.

DERIVATIVES: mim-ber n.

mi-mes-is | [ma'mësis; mi-] | • n. imitation, in particular: • representation or imitation of the real world in art and literature. • the deliberate imitation of the behavior of one group of people by another as a factor in social change. • another term for MIMICRY.

mi-met-ic | [ma'metik] | • adj. relating to, constituting, or habitually practicing mimicry: mimetic patterns in butterflies.

mim-i-cry | [mil,akri] | • n. (pl. -ies) the action or art of imitating someone or something, typically in order to entertain or ridicule: the word was spoken with gently teasing mimicry | mimicry of the techniques of realist writers.

• the close external resemblance of an animal or plant (or part of one) to another animal, plant, or inanimate object, typically as an evolved characteristic that has survival value.

mi-na-cious | [ma'nashas] | • adj. menacing; threatening.

min-a-ret | [min'a ret] | • n. a slender tower, typically part of a mosque, with a balcony from which a muezzin calls Muslims to prayer.

DERIVATIVES: min-a-ret-ed adj.
mim-a-to-ry | [mil,ne'torē; 'mi-] | • adj. expressing or conveying a threat: he is unlikely to be deterred by minatory finger-wagging.
mince | [min] | • v. [trans.] walk with an affected delicacy or fastidiousness, typically with short quick steps: there were plenty of secretaries mincing about.

DERIVATIVES: min-er n. mincing-ly adv.

min-ny | [min'] | • adj. (mingier, mingiest) mean and stingy; you've been mingy with the sunscreen.

• unexpectedly or undesirably small: a mingy kitchenette tucked in the corner.

DERIVATIVES: min-ly | [min'le] adv.

min-i-al-ism | [min'nealizm] | • n. 1 a trend in sculpture and painting that arose in the 1950s and used simple, typically massive, forms. 2 an avant-garde movement in music characterized by the repetition of very short phrases that change gradually, producing a hypnotic effect.

DERIVATIVES: min-i-al-ist adj. and n.

min-ion | [minyon] | • n. a follower or underling of a powerful person, esp. a servile or unimportant one. Cf. LACKEY, SYCOPHANT.

mi-nis-te-ral | [mi'nis'teərəl] | • adj. 1 of or relating to a minister of religion. 2 of or relating to a government minister or ministers: ministerial officials. 3 acting as an agent, instrument, or means in achieving a purpose: those uses of conversation which are ministerial to intellectual culture.

• of or relating to delegate authority: ministerial acts.

DERIVATIVES: min-is-te-ri-al-ly adv.

min-istra-tion | [min'istrashən] | • n. (usu. ministrations) the provision of assistance or care; a kitchen made spotless by the ministrations of a cleaning lady.
the services of a minister of religion or of a religious institution. the action of administering a Christian sacrament.

**DERIVATIVES:** ministrant | ministration

*Minotaur* | minó'taʊr; 'mɪn-| (in Greek mythology) a creature who was half man and half bull, the offspring of Pasiphaë and a bull with which she fell in love. Confined in Crete in a labyrinth made by Daedalus and fed on human flesh, it was eventually slain by Theseus.

**DERIVATIVES:** ministrable | ministration

a member of a band of entertainers with blackened faces who (typically, in a minstrel show) perform songs and music ostensibly of black American origin.

**DERIVATIVES:** minstrel | minstrelsy

**USAGE:** The correct spelling is minuscule rather than miniscule. The latter is a common error, which has arisen by analogy with other words beginning with mini-, where the meaning is similarly 'very small.'

minute | mɪˈnʌt| • adj. (minutest) extremely small: a minute fraction of an inch.

**USAGE:** so small as to be negligible or insufficient: the risk of infection was believed to be minuscule.

minuscule | mɪˈnʌskjuːl| • adj. 1 extremely small; tiny: a minuscule fragment of cloth.

if of or in a small cursive script of the Roman alphabet, developed in the 7th century AD.

**DERIVATIVES:** minuscule

a small or lowercase letter. Cf. MAJUSCULE.

**DERIVATIVES:** minuscule | majuscule

**USAGE:** The correct spelling is minuscule rather than miniscule. The latter is a common error, which has arisen by analogy with other words beginning with mini-, where the meaning is similarly 'very small.'

minutely | mɪˈnʌtli| adv. minuteness

minutiae | mɪˈnʌtɪə| (also minutiæ) • plural n. the smallest points into consideration; precise and meticulous: a minute examination of the islands.

**DERIVATIVES:** minutely | minuteness

minutia | mɪˈnʌtɪə| • n. a quorum of ten men over the age of 13 required for traditional Jewish public worship.

**DERIVATIVES:** minutial

miry | 'mɪr| • n. a stretch of swampy or boggy ground.

**USAGE:** Soft and slushy mud or dirt. a situation or state of difficulty, distress, or embarrassment from which it is hard to extricate oneself: left to squirm in a mire of new allegations.

**DERIVATIVES:** miry

mire | mɪr| • n. a wetland area or ecosystem based on peat. • v. [trans.] (usu. be mired) cause to become stuck in mud: sometimes a heavy truck gets mired down.

**DERIVATIVES:** mire

mirth | mɜːθ| • n. amusement, esp. as expressed in laughter: his six-foot frame shook with mirth.

**DERIVATIVES:** mirth

mischief | mɪˈʃɛf| • n. a mistaken belief about or interpretation of something: she must have been laboring under the misapprehension that I was in charge.

**DERIVATIVES:** mischievous

misbegotten | mɪˈbɛɡətn| • adj. badly conceived, designed, or planned: a misbegotten journey to Indianapolis.

**USAGE:** Contemptible (used as a term of abuse): you misbegotten hound! (of a child) illegitimate.

miscarriage | mɪˈsɛrɪdʒ| • n. 1 the expulsion of a fetus from the womb before it is able to survive independently, esp. spontaneously or as the result of accident: his wife had a miscarriage; some pregnancies result in miscarriage. Cf. STILLBIRTH. 2 an unsuccessful outcome of something planned: the miscarriage of the project.

**DERIVATIVES:** miscarriage

miscarried | mɪˈkɛrd| • v. (-ies, -ied) [intro. 1 (of a pregnant woman) have a miscarriage: Wendy conceived, but she miscarried at four months. [trans.] an ultrasound scan showed that she had miscarried her baby. 2 (of something planned) fail to attain an intended or expected outcome: such a rash crime, and one so very likely to miscarry!]

**USAGE:** (of a letter) fail to reach its intended destination.

miscellaneous | mɪˈsɛlənɪəs| • adj. (of liquids) forming a homogeneous mixture when combined: sorbitol is miscible with glycerol.

**DERIVATIVES:** miscible

miscellaneous | mɪˈsɛlənɪəs| • adj. (of things, topics, or ideas) various: the book covers a wide range of topics.

**USAGE:** (of a book) covers a wide range of topics.

misconceive | mɪˈskənˌsiːv| • v. [trans.] fail to understand correctly: she was frustrated by professors who consistently misconceived her essays.

**USAGE:** (of professors) consistently misconceived her essays.

**DERIVATIVES:** misconceive

misconceived | mɪˈskənˌsiːvd| • adj. (usu. be misconceived) judge or plan badly, typically on the basis of faulty under-
misconstrue 279  mnemonic

standing: criticism of the trade surplus in Washington is misconceived | [as adj.] (misconceived) misconceived notions about gypsies.

DERIVATIVES: misconceiver n. misconception n.
misconstrue | miskūn'strōo • v. (misconstrues, misconstrued, misconstruing) [trans.] interpret (something, esp. a person’s words or actions) wrongly: my advice was deliberately misconstrued.

DERIVATIVES: misconstruction | -strak'shan n.
miscreant | miskrē'nt • n. a person who behaves badly or in a way that breaks the law.

• a heretic. • adj. (of a person) behaving badly or in a way that breaks a law or rule: her miscreant husband.

heretical.

mis'demeanor | 'mīs'dī, mē'nər • (Brit. misdemeanor) • n. a minor wrongdoing: the defendant can expect a lengthy suspension for his latest misdemeanor.

• a crime regarded in the US (and formerly in the UK) as less serious than a felony, and typically punishable by fine or by imprisonment (usu. in a jail) for less than one year.

mis en scène | miz'ən' scen • n. [usu. in sing.] the arrangement of scenery and stage properties in a play.

• the setting or surroundings of an event or action.

mis'giving | mis'giving • n. (usu. misgivings) a feeling of doubt or apprehension about the outcome or consequences of something: misgivings about the way the campaign is being run | a sense of misgiving at the prospect of retirement.

misnomer | mis'nomər • n. a wrong or inaccurate name or designation: “horseshoe crab” is a misnomer—these creatures are not crustaceans at all.

• a wrong or inaccurate use of a name or term: to call this “neighborhood policing” would be a misnomer.

misogamy | masăgæ'me • n. the hatred of marriage.

DERIVATIVES: misogynist | -mist • n.
misogyny | masă'dī'nə • n. the hatred of women by men: she felt she was struggling against thinly disguised misogyny.

DERIVATIVES: misogynistic adj. misogynous n. -ous adj.
mis'sal | mis'sal • n. a book containing the texts used in the Catholic Mass throughout the year.

• any book of prayers.

mis'sile | mis'sil • n. an object that is forcibly propelled at a target, either by hand or from a mechanical weapon.

• a weapon that is self-propelled or directed by remote control, carrying a conventional or nuclear explosive.

missionary | mishə'ner • n. (pl. -ies) a person sent on a religious mission, esp. one sent to promote Christianity in a foreign country. • adj. of, relating to, or characteris-

tic of a missionary or a religious mission: missionary work | they have lost the missionary zeal they once had.

mis'sive | mis'siv • n. a letter, esp. a long or official one: he hastily banged out electronic mis-

ses.

mis'trial | mis'triəl • n. a trial rendered invalid through an error in the proceedings.

• an inconclusive trial, such as one in which the jury cannot agree on a verdict.

miter | mit'er • (Brit. mitre) • n. 1 a tall hat worn by bishops and senior abbots as a symbol of office, tapering to a point at front and back with a deep cleft between.

• a hat formerly worn by a Jewish high priest.

• a headband worn by women in ancient Greece. 2 (also miter joint) a joint made between two pieces of wood or other material cut at 45° angles to form an angle of 90°.

• a diagonal seam of two pieces of fabric that meet at a corner joining. • v. [trans.] join by means of a miter.

mitigate | mīt'ıgat | v. [trans.] make less severe, serious, or painful: he wanted to mitigate misery in the world.

• lessen the gravity of an offense or mistake: [as adj.] mitigating he would have faced a prison sentence but for mitigating circumstances.

DERIVATIVES: mitigateable adj. mitigating adj. mitigation n. mitigative adj. mitigator n. mitigatory • -tər • adj.

USAGE: The verbs mitigate and militate do not have the same meaning although the similarity of the forms has led to them being often confused. Mitigate means ‘make (something bad) less severe,’ as in he wanted to mitigate misery in the world, while militate is nearly always used in constructions with against to mean ‘be a powerful factor in preventing’; as in these disagreements will militate against the two communities coming together.

miltosis | miltō'sis • n. (pl. mitoses • -ˌsiz) a type of cell division that results in two daughter cells each having the same number and kind of chromosomes as the parent nucleus, typical of ordinary tissue growth. Cf. MEIOSIS.

DERIVATIVES: mitotic | mī'to'tik • adj.
mixologist | miks'ələstist • n. a person who is skilled at mixing cocktails and other drinks.

• a bartender.

DERIVATIVES: mixological • -əl • adj.
mizzen | miz'ən | (also mizen) • n. 1 (also mizenmast) the mast immediately behind a ship’s mainmast. 2 (also mizzensail) the lowest sail on a mizenmast.

mnemonic | mə'nə'mən • n. a device such as a pattern of letters, ideas, or associations that assists in remembering something. • adj. aiding or designed to aid the memory: a mnemonic device.

• of or relating to the power of memory.

DERIVATIVES: mnemonically • -i(ə)-le • adv.
mobile |ˈməʊbəl; -ˌbɛl; -ˌbɛl| • adj. able to move or be moved freely or easily: he has a major weight problem and is not very mobile | highly mobile international capital.

- (of the face or its features) indicating feelings with fluid and expressive movements: her mobile features working overtime to register shock and disapproval.
- (of a store, library, or other service) accommodated in a vehicle so as to travel around and serve various places.
- (of a military or police unit) equipped and prepared to move quickly to any place it is needed: mobile army combat units.
- able or willing to move easily or freely between occupations, places of residence, or social classes: an increasingly mobile and polarized society.

- n. |ˈməʊˌbɛl| 1 a decorative structure that is suspended so as to turn freely in the air.

mod' al |ˈməʊdəl| • adj. 1 of or relating to mode or form as opposed to substance. 2 (in grammar) of or denoting the mood of a verb.

- relating to a verb that expresses the mood of an accompanying infinitive (a modal verb).
- 3 (in statistics) or relating to a mode; occurring most frequently in a sample or population.
- 4 of or denoting music using melodies or harmonies based on modes other than the ordinary major and minor scales.
- 5 (of a logical proposition) in which the predicate is affirmed of the subject with some qualification, or which involves the affirmation of possibility, impossibility, necessity, or contingency.

- n. a modal word or construction.

derivatives: mod' al ity |ˈməʊdəlɪt| • n. (pl. -ies)

1 modal quality: the harmony had a touch of modality.
2 a particular mode in which something exists or is experienced or expressed.
3 a particular method or procedure: questions concerning the modalities of troop withdrawals.
4 a particular form of sensory perception: the visual and auditory modalities.

mode |məʊd| • n. 1 a way or manner in which something occurs or is experienced, expressed, or done: his preferred mode of travel was a kayak | differences between language modes, namely speech and writing.

- an option allowing a change in the method of operation of a computer or other electronic device: a camcorder in automatic mode.
- any of the distinct kinds or patterns of vibration of an oscillating system.
- the character of a modal proposition in logic (whether necessary, contingent, possible, or impossible).
- another term for grammatical or logical mood. 2 a fashion or style in clothes, art, literature, etc.; in the Seventies, the mode for activewear took hold.
- the value that occurs most frequently in a given set of statistical data. Cf. median. 4 a set of musical notes forming a scale and from which melodies and harmonies are constructed.

moderne |mɔˈdɛrn; mɑː-| • adj. of or relating to a popularization of the art deco style marked by bright colors and geometric shapes.

- facetiously or disparagingly denoting an ultramodern style.

modern' ism |ˈməʊdərˌnizəm| • n. modern character or quality of thought, expression, or technique: when he waxes philosophical, he comes across as a strange mix of nostalgia and modernism.

- a style or movement in the arts that aims to break with classical and traditional forms.
- a movement toward modifying traditional beliefs in accordance with modern ideas, esp. in the Roman Catholic Church in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

derivatives: modern' is tist

mod'icum |ˈməʊdɪkəm; ˈməʊd-| • n. [in sing.] a small quantity of a particular thing, esp. something considered desirable or valuable: his statement had more than a modicum of truth.

mod'iste |ˈməʊdɪst| • n. a fashionable milliner or dressmaker.

mod'ulate |ˈməʊdʒəˌleɪt| • v. [trans.] exert a modifying or controlling influence on: the state attempts to modulate private business’s cash flow.

- vary the strength, tone, or pitch of (one’s voice): we all modulate our voice by hearing it.
- alter the amplitude or frequency of (an electromagnetic wave or other oscillation) in accordance with the variations of a second signal, typically one of a lower frequency: radio waves are modulated to carry the analog information of the voice.
- [intrans.] (in music) change from one key to another: the first half of the melody, modulating from E minor to G.

- [intrans.] (modulate into) change from one form or condition into (another): ideals and opinions are not modulated into authoritative journalese.

derivatives: mod' u la tion |ˌməʊdʒəˌlaˈʃon| • n. mod' u la tor |ˌməʊdʒəˌlɔr| • n.

mod' u le |ˌməʊdʒʊəl| • n. each of a set of standardized parts or independent units that can be used to construct a more complex structure, such as an item of furniture or a building.

- [usu. with adj.] an independent self-contained unit of a spacecraft.
- (in computing) any of a number of distinct but interrelated units from which a program may be built up or into which a complex activity may be analyzed.

mod' us oper' an di |ˈməʊdəs əˈpərəndə; -ˌdi| • n. (pl. modi operandi |ˈməʊdi ˌopərəndi; ˈməʊdɪˌdɪ|) [usu. in sing.] a particular way or method of doing something, esp. one that is characteristic or well-established: the volunteers were instructed to buy specific systems using our usual modus operandi—anonymously and with cash.

- the way something operates or works. Abbreviation: MO or m.o.

mo' gul |ˈməʊɡəl| • n. an important or powerful person, esp. in the motion picture or media industry.

moi ety |ˈmoɪətɪ| • n. (pl. -ies) each of two parts into which a thing is or can be divided.

- each of two social or ritual groups into which a people is divided, esp. among Australian
moire |mɔrə|, mwər-; n. silk fabric that has been subjected to heat and pressure rollers after weaving to give it a rippled appearance. • adj. (of silk) having a rippled, lustrous finish.

molder |ˈmɔldər| (Brit. moulder) • v. [trans.] (moldering) slowly decay or disintegrate, esp. because of neglect; there was a mushroomy smell of disuse and moldering books. I couldn't permit someone of your abilities to molder away in a backwater.

molécule |mɔˈkle]], kyʊəl| • n. a group of atoms bonded together, representing the smallest fundamental unit of a chemical compound that can take part in a chemical reaction.

dervatives: mo-lécu-lar adj.

dol-lify |ˈdɒlɪfi| • v. (trans.) (dollied) [often as adj.] appease the anger or anxiety of (someone): nature reserves were set up around the power stations to mollify local conservationists. • [as adj.] removal of riders to the bill had a mollifying effect on critics.

reduce the severity of (something); soften. • adj. mollifying or protective.

dervatives: mol-li-fi-ca-tion |ˈmɒliˌfɪkəˈʃən| • n. mol-li-fi-er n.

mol-li-cod-die |ˈmɒləˌkɔldɪ| • v. [trans.] (treated) someone very indulgently or protectively.

• n. an effeminate or ineffective man or boy; a milksop.

molt |mɔlt| (moul) • v. (trans.) (molted) of an animal) shed old feathers, hair, or skin, or an old shell, to make way for a new growth: the adult birds were already molting into their winter shades of gray. • [trans.] the snake molts its skin.

• of hair or feathers) fall out to make way for new growth: the last of his juvenile plumage had molted.

• n. a loss of plumage, skin, or hair, esp. as a regular feature of an animal's life cycle.

molten |ˈmɒltən| • adj. (esp. of materials with a high melting point, such as metal and glass) liquefied by heat.

mom-entous |ˈmɒməntəs| • adj. (of a decision, event, or change) of great importance or significance, esp. in its bearing on the future: a period of momentous changes in East-West relations.


mom-entum |ˈmɒməntəm| • n. (pl. momenta or momentums) 1 the quantity of motion of a moving body, measured as a product of its mass and velocity. 2 the impetus gained by a moving object: the vehicle gained momentum as the road dipped.

the impetus and driving force gained by the development of a process or course of events: the investigation gathered momentum in the spring.

mon-ad |ˈmɒnəd| • n. a single unit; the number one. Cf. dyad; triad.

• (in the philosophy of Gottfried Leibniz, 1646–1716) an indivisible and hence ultimately simple entity, such as an atom or a person. • a name formerly used for a single-celled organism, esp. a flagellate protozoan, or a single cell.

derviates: mo-nad-ic |ˈmɒnədɪk|; mo-nad-ism |-izəm| n. (in philosophy).

mo-nad-nock |ˈmɒnədˌnɔk| • n. an isolated hill or ridge of erosion-resistant rock rising above a penepaln.

mo-nas-tic |ˈmɒnəstɪk| • adj. of or relating to monks, nuns, or others living under religious vows, or the buildings in which they live: a monastic order.

• resembling or suggestive of monks or their way of life, esp. in being austere, solitary, or celibate: a monastic student's bedroom. • n. a monk or other follower of a monastic rule.


mo-net-arism |ˈmɒnətəˈrɪzəm| • n. the theory or practice of controlling the supply of money as the chief method of stabilizing the economy.

derviates: mo-net-arist n. & adj.

mo-net-ize |ˈmɒnətɪz| • v. [trans.] convert into or express in the form of currency: must we monetize everything, even relaxation?

• adj. mo-netized (usu. as adj.) (monetized) adapt (a society) to the use of money: a fully monetized society. Cf. demonetize.

derviates: mo-net-i-za-tion |ˌmɒnətəˈzaɪʃən|; mo-net-i-zing |ˈmɒnətɪzɪŋ|; mo-net-izer |ˈmɒnətɪza(r)| • n.

Mon- goloid |ˈmɒŋɡəˌlɔɪd| • adj. 1 of or relating to the broad and now somewhat dated division of humankind including the indigenous peoples of eastern Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Arctic region of North America. 2 (mongoloid) (older and now considered offensive) affected with Down syndrome.

• n. 1 a person of a Mongoloid physical type. 2 offensive a person with Down syndrome.

us-age: 1 The terms Mongoloid, Negroid, Caucasoid, and Australoid were introduced by 19th-century anthropologists attempting to classify human racial types, but today they are recognized as having limited validity as scientific categories. Although occasionally used when making broad generalizations about the world's populations, in most modern contexts they are potentially offensive, esp. when used of individuals. Instead, the names of specific peoples or nationalities should be used wherever possible.

2 The term mongol, or Mongoloid, was adopted in the late 19th century to refer to a person with Down syndrome, owing to the similarity of some of the physical symptoms of the disorder with the normal facial characteristics of eastern Asian people. In mod-
moniker |ˈmænɪkər| (also monicker) • n. a name or nickname.

Derivatives: monikered adj.

monism |ˈmɒnɪズm| • n. a theory or doctrine that denies the existence of a distinction or duality in some sphere, such as that between matter and mind, or God and the world.

The doctrine that only one supreme being exists. Cf. PLURALISM.

Derivatives: monist n. & adj. monistic |ˈmɒnɪstɪk|; monistik |adj.

monition |ˈmɒnɪʃən| • n. a warning of impending danger.

A formal notice from a bishop or ecclesiastical court admonishing a person not to do something specified.

monitory |ˈmɒnɪtərɪ| • adj. giving or serving as a warning: the monitory wail of an air-raid siren. • n. (pl. -ies) (in church use) a letter of admonition from the pope or a bishop.

monochrome |ˌmɒnəkrəˈmɑːtɪk| • adj. containing or using only one color: monochromatic light.

Lacking in variety; monotonous: her typically monochromatic acting style.

Derivatives: monochromatically adv.

monocot |ˌmɒnəˈkɒt| • n. an aircraft or vehicle structure in which the chassis is integral with the body.

monoculture |ˌmɒnəˈkʌltʃər| • n. the cultivation of a single crop in a given area.

Derivatives: monocultural |ˌmɒnəˈkʌltʃərəl| adj.

monody |ˌmɒnədɪ| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 an ode sung by a single actor in a Greek tragedy. 2 a poem lamenting a person's death. 3 music with only one melodic line, esp. an early Baroque style with one singer and continuo accompaniment.

Derivatives: monodic |ˌmɒnəˈdɪdɪk| adj. monodist |ˌmɒnəˈdɪst| • n.

monogamy |ˌmɒnəˈɡæmɪ| • n. the practice or state of being married to one person at a time.

The practice or state of having a sexual relationship with only one partner. (in zoology) the habit of having only one mate at a time. Cf. RIGAMY; POLYGAMY.

Derivatives: monogamous |ˌmɒnəˈɡæməs| • adj. monogamy |ˌmɒnəˈɡæmɪ| • n.

monograph |ˌmɒnəˈɡræf| • n. a detailed written study of a single specialized subject or an aspect of it: a series of monographs on music in late medieval and Renaissance cities. • v. [trans.] write a monograph on; treat in a monograph.

Derivatives: monographic |ˌmɒnəˈɡræfɪk| adj. monographe |ˌmɒnəˈɡræfɪ| • n. monographic |ˌmɒnəˈɡræfɪk| adj.

monolith |ˈmɒnəˌlɪθ| • n. 1 a large single upright block of stone, esp. one shaped into or serving as a pillar or monument. Cf. DOLMEN; MENHIR.

A very large and characterless building: the 72-story monolith overlooking the waterfront.

A large block of concrete sunk in water, e.g., in the building of a dock. 2 a large and impersonal political, corporate, or social structure regarded as intrinsically indivisible and uniform: states struggling to break away from the Communist monolith.

monomania |ˌmɒnəˈmæniə| • n. exaggerated or obsessive enthusiasm for or preoccupation with one thing.

Derivatives: monomaniac |ˌmɒnəˌmæniək| • n.

monopoly |ˌmɒnəˈɒpəlɪ| • n. (pl. -ies) the exclusive possession or control of the supply or trade in a commodity or service: his likely motive was to protect his regional monopoly on furs. Horizontal monopoly is the control of all business at a certain level of production in a particular market or industry. Vertical monopoly is control of at least one business at each level of production in a market or industry.

[usu. with negative] the exclusive possession, control, or exercise of something: men don't have a monopoly on unrequited love.

A company or group having exclusive control over a commodity or service: areas where cable companies operate as monopolies. A commodity or service controlled in this way: electricity, gas, and water were considered to be natural monopolies.

monotony |ˌmɒnəˈtɒni| • n. lack of variety and interest; tedious repetition and routine: you can become resigned to the monotony of captivity.

Sameness of pitch or tone in a sound or utterance: depression flattens the voice almost to monotony.

mons pubis |ˈmɒnz ˈpɒbɪs| • n. (pl. montes pubis) the rounded mass of fatty tissue lying over the joint of the pubic bones, in women typically more prominent and also called the mons veneris ("Venus's mount").

Monstera |ˌmɒnɪˈstərə| • n. the process or technique of selecting, editing, and piecing together separate sections of film to form a continuous whole.

A sequence of film resulting from this: a dazzling montage of the movie's central banquet scene. The technique of producing a new composite whole from fragments of pictures, text, or music: the play often verged on montage.

monumental |ˌmɒnəˈmɛntl| • adj. great in importance, extent, or size: it's been a monumental effort.

(OF a work of art) great in ambition and scope: the ballet came across as one of MacMillan's most monumental works. (OF or serving as a monument) additional details are found in monumental inscriptions.
DERIVATIVES: mono-ment-al-ism n. mono-ment-al-i-ty | mán'ə-men-təl(e) | n. mono-ment-al-ly | -ment-ə | adv.

mooch | mōoch | • v. 1 [trans.] ask for or obtain (something) without paying for it: a bunch of your friends will show up, mooching food | [intrans.] I'm mooching off you all the time. 2 [intrans.] (mooch around/about) loiter in a bored or listless manner: he didn't want them mooching around all day. • n. (also moocher) a beggar or scrounger: Frank was a moocher who got everything from his dad.

mood | mōod | • n. 1 Grammar a category of verb use, typically expressing fact (indicative mood), command (imperative mood), question (interrogative mood), wish (optative mood), or conditionality (subjunctive mood).

■ a form or set of forms of a verb in an inflected language such as French, Latin, or Greek, serving to indicate whether it expresses fact, command, wish, or conditionality. 2 Logic any of the valid forms into which each of the figures of a categorical syllogism may occur.

moon | mōon | • v. 1 [no obj., with adverbial] be heave or move in a listless and aimless manner: lying in bed eating candy, mooning around.

■ act in a dreamily infatuated manner: Tim's mooning over her like a schoolboy. 2 [trans.] expose one's buttocks to (someone) in order to insult or amuse them: Dan whipped around, bent over, and mooed the crowd.

moony | mōonē | • adj. (moonier, mooni-est) (of a person) dreamy and unaware of one's surroundings, for example because one is in love: she's not drunk, but still smiling in the same moony way | little girls go moony over horses.

moot | mōot | • adj. subject to debate, dispute, or uncertainty, and typically not admitting of a final decision: whether the temperature rise was mainly due to the greenhouse effect was a moot point.

■ having no practical significance, typically because the subject is too uncertain to allow a decision: it is moot whether this phrase should be treated as metaphor or not. • no longer relevant, typically because of a change of circumstances: what's worth is moot because it's no longer for sale. • v. [trans.] (usu. be mooted) raise (a question or topic) for discussion; suggest (an idea or possibility): Sybella needed a vacation, and a trip to Ireland had been mooted.

n. 1 Brit. an assembly held for debate, esp. in Anglo-Saxon and medieval times.

■ a regular gathering of people having a common interest. 2 (also moot court) a mock trial set up to examine a hypothetical case as an academic exercise.

moral | mōrəl, mär- | • adj. concerned with the principles of right and wrong behavior and the goodness or badness of human character: the moral dimensions of medical intervention | a moral judgment.

■ concerned with or adhering to the code of interpersonal behavior that is considered right or acceptable in a particular society; an individual's ambitions may get out of step with the general moral code. • holding or manifesting high principles for proper conduct: he is a caring, efficient, moral man. • derived from or based on ethical principles or a sense of these: the moral obligation of society to do something about the inner city's problems. • [attrib.] examining the nature of ethics and the foundations of good and bad character and conduct: moral philosophers.

■ n. 1 a lesson, esp. one concerning what is right or prudent, that can be derived from a story, a piece of information, or an experience: the moral of this story was that one must see the beauty in what one has. 2 (moral) a person's standards of behavior or beliefs concerning what is and is not acceptable to do: the corruption of public morals.

■ standards of behavior that are considered good or acceptable: they believe addicts have no morals and cannot be trusted.

moral-ist | mōrəlist | • n. a person who teaches or promotes morality.

■ a person given to moralizing.

■ a person who behaves in a morally commendable way.

DERIVATIVES: moral-istic, mōrəlistik adj. morally-istically adv.

moralize | mōrəliz, mär- | • v. [intrans.] [often as n.] (moralizing) comment on issues of right and wrong, typically with an unfounded air of superiority: the self-righteous moralizing of his aunt was ringing in his ears.

■ [trans.] interpret or explain as giving lessons on good and bad character and conduct: mythographers normally moralize Narcissus as the man who wastes himself in pursuing worldly goods. • [trans.] reform the character and conduct of: he endeavored to moralize an immoral society.

DERIVATIVES: moral-ization, mōrəl-ization, mär- n. moral-izer n. morally-izingly adv.

morass | mərəs; mōr- | • n. an area of muddy or boggy ground.

■ a complicated or confused situation: lost in a morass of lies and explanations.

moratorium | mərəôteəm, mär- | n. (pl. moratories, mərəôteərmz or mora-toria | -əriə) a postponement or temporary prohibition of an activity: an indefinite moratorium on the use of drift nets.

■ a legal authorization to debtors to postpone payment. • the period of this postponement.

morbid | mərbid | • adj. 1 characterized by or appealing to an abnormal and unhealthy interest in disturbing and unpleasant subjects, esp. death and disease: a morbid fascination with the horrors of warfare. 2 of the nature or indicative of disease: the treatment of morbid obesity.

DERIVATIVES: mor-bid-i-ty, mərbid-e-ty n. 1 the quality or conditioning of being diseased or ill. 2 prevalence of disease, esp. in a given area. morbid-ly adv. morbid-ness n.
mordacious | mör'daʃəs | adj. 1 denoting or using biting sarcasm or invective. 2 (of a person or animal) given to biting.

DERIVATIVES: mordacity n.

mordant | mör'dənt | adj. (esp. of humor) having or showing a sharp or critical quality; biting: a mordant sense of humor. n. a substance, typically an inorganic oxide, that combines with a dye or stain and thereby fixes it in a material.

an adhesive compound for fixing gold leaf.

a corrosive liquid used to etch the lines on a printing plate.

v. [trans.] impregnate or treat (a fabric) with a mordant.

DERIVATIVES: mordancy | -dnsə | n.

mordantly adv.

mordant | mör'dənt | n. a musical ornament consisting of a rapid alternation of a written note with the note immediately below or above it in the scale (sometimes further distinguished as lower mordent and upper mordent). The term inverted mordant usually refers to the upper mordent.

mores | mör,əz | n. plural n. the essential or characteristic customs and conventions of a community: an offense against social mores.

moribund | mörəˌbənd; mór- | adj. (of a person) at the point of death.

(of a thing) in terminal decline; lacking vitality or vigor: the moribund farm property market.

DERIVATIVES: moribundity | -bəndətɪ | n.

moron | mörən,ən | n. a stupid person.

a formerly used classification for an adult with a mental age of between 8 and 12.

DERIVATIVES: moronic | ˈmərənɪk; mör- | adj. moronically | ˌmərənɪkəlɪ | mör-adv.

morph | -ər. change or cause to change smoothly from one image to another by small gradual steps using computer animation techniques: 3-D objects can be morphed into other objects | you see her face morphing into the creature's face. n. an image that has been processed in this way.

an instance of changing an image in this way.

meropheme | mörˌfem | n. a meaningful morphological unit of a language that cannot be further divided (e.g., the three units in, come, -ing, forming incoming).

a morphological element considered with respect to its functional relations in a linguistic system.

DERIVATIVES: merophemic | ˈmɔrəfəmɪk | mörˌfəmɪk | adj. merophemically | ˌmɔrəfəmɪkəlɪ | mör-'fəmɪkəlɪ | mör-adv.

merophogy | mörˌfəlædʒə | n. (pl. -ies) the study of the forms of things, in particular:

the branch of biology that deals with the form of living organisms, and with relationships between their structures. the study of the forms of words.

DERIVATIVES: merophologic | mərˌfəˈlædʒɪk | adj. merophologically | mərˌfəˈlædʒɪkəl | adj. merophologic ˌmərˌfəˈlædʒə-kl| k(ə)l | mərˌfəˈlædʒək(ə)l | adverb. merophologist | -ˈlædʒə | n.

mortgage | mɔrɡədʒ | n. the charging of real (or personal) property by a debtor to a creditor as security for a debt (esp. one incurred by the purchase of the property), on the condition that it shall be returned on payment of the debt within a certain period.

a deed effecting such a transaction. a loan obtained through the conveyance of property as security: I put down a hundred thousand in cash and took out a mortgage for the rest. v. [trans.] often be mortgaged convey (a property) to a creditor as security on a loan: the estate was mortgaged up to the hilt.

expose to future risk or constraint for the sake of immediate advantage: some people worry that selling off federal assets mortgages the country's future.

DERIVATIVES: mortgageable | ˈmɔrɪdʒəbəl | adj.

mortgagor | ˈmɔrɪdʒər | n. the lender in a mortgage, typically a bank.

mosaic | ˈmɔsəık | n. a hole or recess cut into a part, designed to receive a corresponding projection (a tenon) on another part so as to join or lock the parts together. v. [with obj. and adverb] join securely by using a mortise and tenon.

[trans.] often as adj. mortised cut a mortise in or through: the mortised posts.

DERIVATIVES: mortiser | n.

mosaic | ˈmɔsəık | n. 1 a picture or pattern produced by arranging together small colored pieces of hard material, such as stone, tile, or glass: the mosaic shows the baptism of Christ. [as adj.] a mosaic floor.

a decorative work of this kind: the walls and vaults are decorated by marble and mosaic. a colorful and variegated pattern: the bird's plumage was a mosaic of slate-gray, blue, and brown. a combination of diverse elements forming a less or more coherent whole: a mosaic of competing interests. an arrangement of photosensitive elements in a television camera. 2 an individual (esp. an animal) composed of cells of two genetically different types. 3 (also mosaic disease) a viral disease that results in leaf variegation in tobacco, corn, sugar cane, and other plants.

v. (mosaicked, mosaicking) [trans.] decorate with a mosaic: [as adj.] mosaicked the mosaic swimming pool.

combine (distinct or disparate elements) to
mossback

form a picture or pattern: the digital data were combined, or mosaicked, to delineate counties.

mossy:back [mōz,back] n. an old-fashioned or extremely conservative person.

mote [mōt] n. a tiny piece of something: the tiniest mote of dust. cf. iota.

phrases: a mote in someone’s eye a fault in a person that is less serious than one in someone else who is being critical.

motet [mōtēt] n. a short piece of sacred choral music, typically polyphonic and uncompromising. cf. madrigal.

motif [mō'tef] n. a decorative design or pattern: T-shirts featuring spiral motifs.

a distinctive feature or dominant idea in an artistic or literary composition: the nautical motif of his latest novel.

a short succession of notes producing a single impression; a brief melodic outline.

longer passages are developed: the motif in the second violin is submerged by the first violin’s countermelody.

an ornament of lace, braid, etc., sewn separately on a garment.

a distinctive sequence in a protein or DNA, having a three-dimensional structure that allows binding interactions to occur.

motile [mōt'il; mō'til] adj. 1 (of cells) capable of motion: highly motile sperm cells. 2 of, relating to, or characterized by bodily responses that involve muscular rather than audiovisual sensations.

derivatives: motility [mō'til'itē] n. mot justes [mō, ˈzy̅st] n. (pl. mots justes) pronounce same the exact, appropriate word.

motley [mō'tlē; mō'tlē] adj. (motlier, motliest) incongruously varied in appearance or character; disparate: a motley crew of discontented and zealots.

n. 1 [usu. in sing.] an incongruous mixture: a motley of interesting groups.

2 the multicolored costume of a jester: life-size mannequins in full motley.

mottle [mōt'l] n. (trans.) usu. be mottled mark with spots or smears of color: the cow’s coat was light reddish mottled with white. [as adj.] (mottled) a bird with mottled brown plumage.

n. an irregular arrangement of spots or patches of color: the ship was a motle of khaki and black.

(also mottling) a spot or patch forming part of such an arrangement: the motles on a trout | white marble with mottlings of black and gray.

mottle [mōt'l] n. (pl. -oes or -os) a short sentence or phrase chosen as encapsulating the beliefs or ideals guiding an individual, family, or institution: the school motto, “Serve and obey.” he soon adopted the motto “work hard and play hard.”

a phrase that recurs throughout a musical work and has some symbolic significance.

moue [mōö] n. a pouting expression used to convey annoyance or distaste: she made a moue at the suggestion that she clean the house.

mound: bank [ˈmoundˌbæŋk] n. a person who deceives others, esp. in order to trick them out of their money; a charlatan.

in former times, a person who sold patent medicines in public places.

derivatives: mound:bankery |

moxie [ˈmä克斯] n. force of character, determination, or nerve: when you’ve got moxie, you need the clothes to match.

mucilage [ˈmyooəsə(ˌ)liday] n. a viscous secretion or bodily fluid.

a polysaccharide substance extracted as a viscous or gelatinous solution from plant roots, seeds, etc., and used in medicines and adhesives.

an adhesive solution; gum, glue.

derivatives: mucilaginous.

muckraking [ˈmækˌraking] n. the action of searching out and publicizing scandalous information about famous people, sometimes in an underhanded way: her candidacy was threatened by her opponent’s muckraking.

as [adj.] a muckraking journalist.

derivatives: muckraker |

mucous [ˈmyooəkəs] adj. relating to, produced, covering, with or of the nature of mucus.

derivatives: mucosity |

mucus [ˈmyooəkəs] n.

mucous | adj. a slimy substance, secreted by mucous membranes and glands for lubrication, protection, etc.

a gummy substance found in plants; mucilage.

mucous:lin [ˈmyooəsəˌlān] n. a man who calls Muslims to prayer from the minaret of a mosque.

mutfali [ˈmaftəl] n. pl. mutalis) a Muslim legal expert who is empowered to give rulings on religious matters.

mutfali2 n. plain clothes worn by a person who wears a uniform for his or her job, such as a soldier or police officer: I was an officer in mutfi.

mugwump [ˈmaugˌwump] n. a person who remains aloof or independent, esp. from party politics.

a Republican who in 1884 refused to support James G. Blaine, the Republican nominee for president.

derivatives: mugwump:ery n.

mulatto [ˈm(y)ələtəʊ;ˈlætə] n. pl. -oes or -os) a person of mixed white and black ancestry, esp. a person with one white and one black parent.

adj. relating to or denoting a mulatto or mulattoes. cf. quadroon.

usage: This term is now usually considered offensive and is rarely seen except in historical contexts.

mulct [malt] n. (trans.) extract money from (someone) by fine or taxation: no government dared propose to mulct the taxpayer for such a purpose.

(mulct someone of) defraud (someone) of (money or possessions): he mulcted Shelly of $75,000. n. a fine or compulsory payment.

muliebrity [ˈmyooələˌbratɪ] n. womanly qualities; womanhood.

mull • v. [trans.] think about (a fact, proposal, or request) deeply and at length: she began to mull over the various possibilities.
mull • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (mulled) warm (a beverage, esp. wine, beer, or cider) and add spices and sweetening to it: a tankard of mulled ale.
mul·li·on |ˈmal-ən| • n. a vertical bar between the panes of glass in a window. Cf. transom.
derivatives: mul·li·oned adj.
mul·ti·di·scipli·nar·i·ty |ˌmaltəˌdiskəˈnar-e; ,məl,tər-| • adj. combining or involving several academic disciplines or professional specializations in an approach to or problem.
mul·ti·far·i·ous |ˌmaltəˈfær-əs| • adj. many and of various types: multifarious activities.
  • having many varied parts or aspects: a vast and multifarious organization.
derivatives: mul·ti·far·i·ously adv. mul·ti·far·i·ous·ly adv. mul·ti·far·i·ous·ness n.
mul·ti·lat·eral |ˌmaltəˈlatərəl| • adj. agreed upon or participated in by three or more parties, esp. the governments of different countries: multilateral negotiations | multilateral disarmament.
  • having members or contributors from several groups, esp. several different countries: multilateral aid agencies. Cf. bilateral, uni-lateral.
derivatives: mul·ti·lat·er·al·ism ˌˌli-,zəm| n. mul·ti·lat·er·al·ist ˌˌli-st| adj. & n. mul·ti·lat·er·al·ly adv.
mul·ti·plex |ˌmaltəˈpleks| • adj. consisting of many elements in a complex relationship: multiplex ties of work and friendship.
  • involving simultaneous transmission of several messages along a single channel of communication.
  • (of a movie theater) having several separate screens within one building.
  • n. 1 a system or signal involving simultaneous transmission of several messages along a single channel of communication. 2 a movie theater with several separate screens. • v. [trans.] incorporate into a multiplex signal or system.
derivatives: mul·ti·plex·er (also mul·ti·plex·or) n. mul·ti·plex·ity n.
mul·ti·task·ing |ˌmaltəˈtask-; ,məl,tər-| • n. the simultaneous execution of more than one program or task by a single computer processor.
  • Simultaneously undertaking two or more activities, such as eating while watching television and talking on the telephone.
derivatives: mul·ti·task |ˌmaltə,task; ,məl,tər-| v.
mul·ti·va·lent |ˌmaltəˈvələnt; ,məl,tər-| • adj. 1 having or susceptible to many applications, interpretations, meanings, or values: visually complex and multivalent work. 2 (of an antigen or antibody) having several sites at which attachment to an antibody or antigen can occur: a multivalent antiserum. Cf. polyvalent. 3 (in chemistry) another term for polyvalent.
derivatives: mul·ti·va·lence n. mul·ti·va·lent·cy n. Brit.

mum·mery |ˈmamər-| • n. (pl. -ies) a performance by mummers (masked actors in a mime show).
  • ridiculous ceremonial, esp. of a religious nature: that's all it is, mere mummary.
mun·dan·e·ness n. mun·dan·i·ty ˌˌda-nət̬ ˌˌdə-nət̬| n. (pl. -ies).
mun·si·fic·ent |ˌmyoʊnˈnɪfəsənt; myo-| • adj. (of a gift or sum of money) larger or more generous than is usual or necessary: a munificent gesture.
  • (of a person) very generous.
derivatives: mun·si·fic·ence n. mun·si·fic·en·cy adv.
mun·si·ment |ˈmyoʊnəmənt| • n. (usu. muniments) a document or record, esp. one kept in an archive.
mun·ition |ˌmyoʊnˈniʃən; myo-| • n. mun·i·ti·on·er n.
murrain |ˈma-rən| • n. 1 any of various infectious diseases affecting cattle or other animals. 2 a plague, epidemic, or crop blight.

Muse |ˈmyooz| • n. (in Greek and Roman mythology) each of nine goddesses, the daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne, who preside over the arts and sciences.
  • (muse) a woman, or a force personified as a woman, who is the source of inspiration for a creative artist.

The Muses are generally listed as Calliope (epic poetry), Clio (history), Euterpe (flute playing and lyric poetry), Terpsichore (choral dancing and song), Erato (lyre playing and lyric poetry), Melpomene (tragedy), Thalia (comedy and light verse), Polyhymnia (hymns, and later mime), and Urania (astronomy).

muse |ˈmyooz| • v. [trans.] be absorbed in thought: he was musing on the problems he faced.
  • (muse on) gaze thoughtfully at. • n. an instance or period of reflection.
derivatives: mus·ing·ly adv.
must • n. grape juice before or during fermentation.
must • n. a musty state; dampness or mold: a pervasive smell of must.
must (also moust) • n. the frenzied state of certain male animals, esp. elephants or camels, that is associated with the season: a big old bull elephant in must. Cf. rut.
  • adj. (of a male elephant or camel) in such a state.
mus·ter |ˈmʌstər| • v. [trans.] assemble
musty | 'mɔstɪ • adj. (mustier, mustiest) having a stale, moldy, or damp smell: a dark musty library filled with old books.

musty | 'mɔstɪ • adj. (mosty, mustiest) having a stale taste: the beer tasted sour, thin, and musty.

musty | 'mɔstɪ • adj. (mosty, mustiest) lacking originality or interest: when I read it again, the play seemed musty.

mutability | 'myʊtəbɪləti • n. mutability adj.

mutagen | 'myʊtədʒən • n. an agent, such as radiation or a chemical substance, that causes genetic mutation.

mutagenesis | 'myʊtədʒəˈnɛsɪs • n. mutagenesis n.

mutagenic | 'myʊtədʒəˈnɪk • adj. mutagenic adj.

mutation | 'myʊtəˈteɪʃən • n. 1 the action or process of undergoing change (mutating): the mutation of ethnic politics into nationalist politics | his first novel went through several mutations. 2 the changing of the structure of a gene, resulting in a variant form that may be transmitted to subsequent generations, caused by the alteration of single base units in DNA, or the deletion, insertion, or rearrangement of larger sections of genes or chromosomes.

mutant | 'myʊtənt • n. a distinct form resulting from such a change.

muthibition | 'myʊtəˈbɪʃn • n. uniform change of a sound when it occurs adjacent to another, in particular:

mycology | 'miːkələdʒi • n. the scientific study of fungi.

myopic | 'miːɒpɪk • adj. myopic adj.

myopically | 'miːɒpɪkli • adv. myopically adv.

myopia | 'miːɒpiə • n. (usu. be myopic) (of a person or their eyes) affected by nearsighted (myopia).

myotatic | 'miːətətɪk • adj. myotatic adj.

myotasis | 'miːətəsɪs • n. (y)oo'tæs (m)oo 'tændəs; 'tæntəs; 'tændəs • adj. (used when comparing two or more cases or situations) making necessary alterations of detail while not affecting the main point at issue: what is true of undergraduate teaching in England is equally true, mutatis mutandis, of American graduate schools.
myriad | 'mɪrɪd | • n. 1 a countless or extremely great number: networks connecting a myriad of computers. 2 (chiefly in classical history) a unit of ten thousand. • adj. countless or extremely great in number: the myriad lights of the city.

• having countless or very many elements or aspects: the myriad music scene.

Usage: Myriad, derived from a Greek word meaning ‘ten thousand,’ is best used as an adjective (not as a noun) in the sense of ‘countless’ or ‘innumerable,’ in reference to a great but indefinite number. It should not be used in the plural or take the preposition of (myriad opportunities, not myriads of opportunities).

mystagogue | 'mɪstɪɡədʒ | • n. a teacher or propagandist of mystical doctrines.

derivatives: mystagogue | -ɪɡədʒ | adj. mystical

mystery | 'mɪstərɪ | • n. (pl. -ies) 1 something that is difficult or impossible to understand or explain: the mysteries of outer space | hoping that the inquest would solve the mystery.

• the condition or quality of being secret, strange, or difficult to explain: much of her past is shrouded in mystery. • a person or thing whose identity or nature is puzzling or unknown: “He’s a bit of a mystery,” said Nina | [as adj.] a mystery guest. 2 a novel, play, or movie dealing with a puzzling crime, esp. a murder. 3 (mysteries) the secret rites of Greek and Roman pagan religion, or of any ancient or tribal religion, to which only initiates are admitted.

• the practices, skills, or lore peculiar to a particular trade or activity and regarded as baffling to those without specialized knowledge: the mysteries of analytical psychology. • the Christian Eucharist. 4 a religious belief based on divine revelation, esp. one regarded as beyond human understanding: the mystery of Christ.

• an incident in the life of Jesus or of a saint as a focus of devotion in the Roman Catholic Church, esp. each of those commemorated during recitation of successive decades of the rosary.

mystic | 'mɪstɪk | • n. a person who seeks by contemplation and self-surrender to obtain unity with or absorption into God or the absolute, or who believes in the spiritual apprehension of truths that are beyond the intellect. • adj. another term for MYSTICAL.

mystical | 'mɪstɪkl | • adj. 1 of or relating to mystics or religious mysticism: the mystical experience.

• spiritually allegorical or symbolic; transcending human understanding: the mystical body of Christ. • of or relating to ancient religious mysteries or other occult or esoteric rites: the mystical practices of the Pythagoreans.

• of hidden or esoteric meaning: a geometric figure of mystical significance. 2 inspiring a sense of spiritual mystery, awe, and fascination: the mystical forces of nature.

• concerned with the soul or the spirit, rather than with material things: the beliefs of a more mystical age.

derivatives: mystically | -ɪk(ə)lɪ | adv. mysticism | 'mɪstɪsɪzm | • n. 1 belief that union with or absorption into God or the absolute, or the spiritual apprehension of knowledge inaccessible to the intellect, may be attained through contemplation and self-surrender. 2 belief characterized by self-delusion or dreamy confusion of thought, esp. when based on the assumption of occult qualities or mysterious agencies.

mystique | 'mɪstɪk | • n. a fascinating aura of mystery, awe, and power surrounding someone or something: the West is lately rethinking its cowboy mystique | the tiger has a mystique that man has always respected and revered.

• an air of secrecy surrounding a particular activity or subject that makes it impressive or baffling to those without specialized knowledge: eliminating the mystique normally associated with computers. Cf. DEMYSTIFY.

myth | 'miθ | • n. 1 a traditional story, esp. one concerning the early history of a people or explaining some natural or social phenomenon, and typically involving supernatural beings or events. Cf. LEGEND.

• such stories collectively: the heroes of Greek myth. 2 a widely held but false belief or idea: he wants to dispel the myth that sea kayaking is too risky or too strenuous | there is a popular myth that corporations are big people with lots of money.

• a misrepresentation of the truth: attacking the party’s irresponsible myths about privatization.

• a fictitious or imaginary person or thing.

• an exaggerated or idealized conception of a person or thing: the book is a scholarly study of the Kennedy myth.

mythic | 'mɪθɪk | • adj. of, relating to, or resembling myth: we explain spiritual forces in mythic language.

• exaggerated or idealized: a national hero of mythic proportions. • fictitious: a mythic land of plenty.

mythical | 'mɪθɪkl | • adj. occurring in or characteristic of myths or folk tales: one of Denmark’s greatest mythical heroes.

• idealized, esp. with reference to the past: a mythical age of contentment and social order.

• fictitious: a mythical customer whose name appears in brochures.

derivatives: mythically | -ɪk(ə)lɪ | adv. mythicize | 'mɪθɪsɪz | • v. [trans.] turn into myth; interpret mythically.

derivatives: mythicism | -ɪsɪzm | • n. mythicist | -ɪst | n.

mythology | 'mɪθələdʒɪ | • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a collection of myths, esp. one belonging to a particular religious or cultural tradition: Ganesa was the god of wisdom and success in Hindu mythology.

• a set of stories or beliefs about a particular person, institution, or situation, esp. when exaggerated or fictitious: in popular mythology, truckers are kings of the road. 2 the study of myths.
**mythomania** | n. an abnormal or pathological tendency to exaggerate or tell lies.

**mythomaniac** | n. & adj. mythomane n.

---

**naturalize** | v. 1. transfer (a major branch of industry or commerce) from private to state ownership or control. 2 make distinctively national; give a national character to: in the 13th and 14th centuries church designs were further nationalized.

**nationalistic** | adj. nationalistically adv. nationalism n. nationalismism n. nationalistic adj. nationalistically adv.
Native American

ize (a foreigner): he is now a nationalized Frenchman.

Derivatives: nat'i'onal-iz'ation | na'ti'onal-iz'er n.

Native American • n. a member of any of the indigenous peoples of the Americas.

Usage: Native American is now an accepted term in many contexts. The term American Indian is also used, by many American Indians themselves, among others. See usage at American Indian.

nativ'ism | ná'jit,viz'am • n. 1 the policy of protecting the interests of native-born or established inhabitants against those of immigrants: a deep vein of xenophobia and nativism. 2 a return to or emphasis on traditional or local customs, in opposition to outside influences. 3 the theory or doctrine that concepts, mental capacities, and mental structures are innate rather than acquired or learned.

Derivatives: nat'ivist n. & adj. nat'iv'ist·ic | ná'jiv·ist·ik | adj.

natter | ná'tør • v. [trans.] talk casually, esp. about unimportant matters; chatter: they nattered away for hours. • n. [in sing.] a casual and leisurely conversation.

Derivatives: na'tter·er n.

natural'ism | ná'char'á,li'zám • n. 1 (in art and literature) a style and theory of representation based on the accurate depiction of detail.

The name "Naturalism" was given to a 19th-century artistic and literary movement, influenced by contemporary ideas of science and society, that rejected the idealization of experience and adopted an objective and often uncompromisingly realistic approach to art. Notable figures include the novelist Émile Zola (1840–1902) and the painter Théodore Rousseau (1812–1867).

2 a philosophical viewpoint according to which everything arises from natural properties and causes, and supernatural or spiritual explanations are excluded or discounted.

Usage: (in moral philosophy) the theory that ethical statements can be derived from nonethical ones. • religion, esp. deism, based on reason rather than on divine revelation. (Also called natural religion)

natural'ize | ná'char'á,li'z | • v. [trans.] 1 (often be/become naturalized) admit (a foreigner) to the citizenship of a country: he was born in Germany and had never been naturalized | as adj. (naturalized) a naturalized US citizen born in Germany.

Usage: (of a foreigner) be admitted to the citizenship of a country: the opportunity to naturalize as American. • alter (an adopted foreign word) so that it conforms more closely to the phonology or orthography of the adopting language: the stoccafisso of Liguria was naturalized in Nice as stocfisada.

Usage: (of a foreign word) be/ become naturalized to become widespread in a language where it is not indigenous: native and naturalized species | dandelions quickly became naturalized in America.

Establish (a cultivated plant) in a natural situation: this species of crocus naturalizes itself very easily. • [trans.] (of a cultivated plant) become established in a natural situation: these perennials should be planted where they can naturalize. 3 regard as or cause to appear natural: although women do more child care than men, feminists should beware of naturalizing that fact.

Usage: explain (a phenomenon) as natural rather than supernatural.

Derivatives: nat'u'ral·iz·a'tion | nat'u'rel·iz'er n.

natural se'lection • n. the biological process whereby organisms better adapted to their environment tend to survive and produce more offspring. The theory of its action was first fully expounded by Charles Darwin and is now believed to be the main process that brings about evolution.

Usage: (of a races of humans) the biological process whereby organisms better adapted to their environment tend to survive and produce more offspring. The theory of its action was first fully expounded by Charles Darwin and is now believed to be the main process that brings about evolution.

natural is'm | ná'char'á,li'zám • n. 1 the practice of wearing no clothes in a vacation camp or for other leisure activities; nudism. 2 the worship of nature or natural objects.

Derivatives: nat'ur·ist n. & adj.

naus'ea | ná'ze·ə, -zo·ə • n. 1 a feeling of sickness with an inclination to vomit.

naus'ee·ate | ná'ze·ə't, -zo·ə't • v. [trans.] make (someone) feel sick; affect with nausea: the thought of food nauseated her | as adj. (nauseating) the stench became nauseating.

Usage: feelings of loathing; revulsion: his graphic account induced a feeling of nausea.

naus'eous | ná'ze·əs, -zo·əs • adj. affected with nausea; nauseating.

Usage: affecting nausea, and nauseous, meaning "causing nausea." Today, however, the use of nauseous to mean "affected with nausea" is so common that it is generally considered to be standard.

Usage: nauseatingly adv.

Usage: A distinction has traditionally been drawn between nauseated, meaning "affected with nausea," and nauseous, meaning "causing nausea." Today, however, the use of nauseous to mean "affected with nausea" is so common that it is generally considered to be standard.

naus'eous | ná'ze·əs, -zo·əs • adj. affected with nausea; inclined to vomit: a rancid odor that made him nauseous. 2 causing nausea; offensive to the taste or smell: a nauseous smell of decay.

Usage: disgusting, repellant, or offensive: this nauseous account of a bloody case.

Derivatives: nau'seously adv. nau'seous·ness n.

nave | náv • n. the central part of a church building, intended to accommodate most of the congregation. In traditional Western churches it is rectangular, separated from the chancel by a step or rail, and from adjacent aisles by pillars.

né | ná • adj. originally called; born (used before the name by which a man was originally known): Al Kelly, né Kabish.

Nean·derthal | ne'ándərthol • n. (also Neanderthal man) an extinct species of human (Homo neanderthalensis) that was widely
distributed in ice-age Europe between c.120,000–35,000 years ago, with a receding forehead and prominent brow ridges. Neanderthals are now usually regarded as a separate species from *H. sapiens* and probably at the end of a different evolutionary line.

- an uncivilized, unintelligent, or uncouth person, esp. a man. *adj.* of or relating to this extinct human species.
- (esp. of a man) uncivilized, unintelligent, or uncouth: your attitude to women is Neanderthal.

**neap | n ép | n.** (usu. *neap tide*) a tide just after the first or third quarters of the moon when there is the least difference between high and low water. *v.* (be neaped) (of a boat) be kept aground or in harbor by a neap tide.

- [intrans.] (of a tide) tend toward or reach the highest point of a neap tide.

**neb·bish | n ebisht (also neb·bich) | n.** a person, esp. a man, who is regarded as pitifully ineffective, timid, or submissive; a nobody; a nonentity: [as adj.] so where's your nebbish brother?

**neb·vol·a | n nebvol·a | n.** (pl. *neb·vol·ae* -e) or *neb·ulas* 1 a cloud of gas and dust in outer space, visible in the night sky either as an indistinct bright patch or as a dark silhouette against other luminous matter.
- (in general use) any indistinct bright area in the night sky, e.g., a distant galaxy: 2 in medicine a clouded spot on the cornea causing defective vision. Cf. *cataract*.

**neb·vol·lar | n nebvol·lar | adj.** of, relating to, or denoting a nebula or nebulae: a vast nebular cloud.

**neb·vol·ous | n nebvol·ous | adj.** in the form of a cloud or haze; hazy: a giant nebulous glow.
- (of a concept or idea) unclear, vague, or ill-defined: nebulous concepts like quality of life.
- another term for *nebular*.

** nec·ces·si·tar·ian | n nces·si·tar·ian | n. & *adj.* (in philosophy) another term for *determinist* (see *determinism*). Cf. *libertarian*.

** nec·ces·si·to·us | n nces·si·to·us | adj.** (of a person) lacking the necessities of life; needy.

** nec·ces·si·ty | n nces·si·ty | n.** (pl. *-ies*) 1 the fact of being required or indispensable: the necessity of providing parent guidance | the necessity for law and order.
- unavoidability: the necessity of growing old.
- a state of things or circumstances enforcing a certain course: created more by necessity than design. 2 an indispensible thing: a good book is a necessity when traveling. 3 (in philosophy) the principle according to which something must be so, by virtue either of logic or of natural law.
- a condition that cannot be otherwise, or a statement asserting this.

** nec·cro·logy | n nekró·ljé | n.** (pl. *-ies*) 1 an obituary notice. 2 a list of deaths.

** nec·ro·log·i·cal | n nekro·ljik·al | adj.**

** nec·ro·man·cy | n nekro·man·tsi | n.** the supposed practice of communicating with the dead, esp. in order to predict the future.

- witchcraft, sorcery, or black magic in general.

** nec·ro·phi·lia | n nekro·phí·le | n.** a morbid and esp. erotic attraction toward corpses.

- sexual intercourse with a corpse.

** nec·ro·phi·lic | n nekro·phí·lik | adj.** sexual intercourse with a corpse.

** nec·ro·phil·es·is | n nekro·phil·is | n.** a cemetery, esp. a large one belonging to an ancient city.

** nec·ro·sis | n nekro·sis | n.** the death of most or all of the cells in an organ or tissue due to disease, injury, or failure of the blood supply.

** nec·rot·i·cic | n nekro·tic·ik | adj.**

** née | n na | adj.** originally called: born (used esp. in adding a woman's maiden name after her married name): Mary Toogood, née Johnson.

** nec·far·i·ous | n niferés | adj.** (typically of an action or activity) wicked or criminal: the nefarious activities of the organized-crime syndicates.

** nec·far·i·ous·ly | n nifari·ous·ly | adv.** nefarious·ness |

** neg·ate | n neját | v.** [trans.] 1 nullify; make ineffective: alcohol negates the effects of the drug.
- 2 make (a clause, sentence, or proposition) negative in meaning. 3 deny the existence of (something): negating the political nature of education.

** neg·a·tion | n nejá·shon | n.** 1 the contradiction or denial of something: there should be confirmation—or negation—of the findings.

- (in grammar) denial of the truth of a clause or sentence, typically involving the use of a negative word (e.g., *not, no, never*) or a word or affix with negative force (e.g., *nothing, non-*). 3 (in logic) a proposition whose assertion specifically denies the truth of another proposition: the negation of *A* is, briefly, "not *A"." 4 (in mathematics) inversion: these formulas and their negations. 2 the absence or opposite of something actual or positive: evil is not merely the negation of goodness.

** neg·a·tory | n nejá·töri | adj.**

** neg·a·tive | n nejá·tiv | adj.** 1 consisting in or characterized by the absence rather than the presence of distinguishing features.
- (of a statement or decision) expressing or implying denial, disagreement, or refusal: that, I take it, was a negative answer. 2 (of the results of a test or experiment) indicating that a certain substance is not present or a certain condition does not exist: so far all the patients have tested negative for TB. 3 [in combination] (of a person or their blood) not having a specified substance or condition: HIV-negative.
- (of a person, attitude, or situation) not
optimistic; harmful or unwelcome: the new tax was having a negative effect on car sales | not all the news is negative. • n. denoting a complete lack of something: they were described as having negative vulnerability to water entry. • (of a word, clause, or proposition) expressing denial, negation, or refutation; stating or asserting that something is not the case. Contrasted with affirmative and interrogative 2 (of a quantity) less than zero; to be subtracted from others or from zero.

■ denoting a direction of decrease or reversal: the industry suffered negative growth in 1992. 3 of, containing, producing, or denoting the kind of electric charge carried by electrons. 4 (of a photographic image) showing light and shade or colors reversed from those of the original. 5 (in astrology) relating to or denoting any of the earth or water signs, considered passive in nature. • n. 1 a word or statement that expresses denial, disagreement, or refusal: she replied in the negative. 2 (often the negative) a bad, unwelcome, or unpleasant quality, characteristic, or aspect of a situation or person: confidence will not be instilled by harping solely on the negative | the bus trip and the positive media have not had time to turn his significant negatives around. • (in grammar) a word, affix, or phrase expressing negation. 2 (in logic) another term for negation. 2 a photographic image made on film or specially prepared glass that shows the light and shade or color values reversed from the original, and from which positive prints can be made. 3 a result of a test or experiment indicating that a certain substance is not present or a certain condition does not exist: the percentage of false negatives generated by the cancer test was of great concern. 4 the part of an electric circuit that is at a lower electrical potential than another part designated as having zero electrical potential. 5 a number less than zero. • exclam. no (usually used in a military context): "Any snags, Captain?" "Negative, she's running like clockwork." • v. [trans.] 1 reject; refuse to accept; veto: the bill was negatived by 130 votes to 129.

■ disprove; contradict: the insurer's main arguments were negatived by Lawrence. 2 render ineffective; neutralize: should criminal law allow consent to negative what would otherwise be a crime?

DERIVATIVES: negatively adv. negativity n. negativistic adj.

effectiveness n. negativity n. negativistic adj.

negligence ['neglijens] • n. failure to take proper care in doing something; some of these accidents are due to negligence. 2 (in law) failure to use reasonable care, resulting in damage or injury to another. Cf. contributory; malpractice.

negligible ['neglijibl] • adj. so small or unimportant as to be not worth considering; insignificant: the additional costs were negligible.

DERIVATIVES: negligibility n. negligibility n. -ble] adv. negligible

negroth, also Negrito • n. the quality or fact of being of black African origin.
■ the affirmation or consciousness of the value of black or African culture, heritage, and identity: Negrito helped to guide Senegal to independence with pride.

Negro ['negro] • n. (pl. -oes) a member of a dark-skinned group of peoples originally native to Africa south of the Sahara. • adj. of or relating to such people.

USAGE: The word Negro was adopted from Spanish and Portuguese and first recorded from the mid 16th century. It remained the standard term throughout the 17th–19th centuries and was used by such prominent black American campaigners as W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington in the early 20th century. Since the Black Power movement of the 1960s, however, when the term black was favored as the term to express racial pride, Negro (together with related words such as the feminine Negress) has dropped out of favor and now seems out of date or even offensive in both American and British English. Cf. African American, black.

Negroid ['negroid] • adj. of or relating to the division of humankind represented by the indigenous peoples of central and southern Africa.

USAGE: The term Negroid belongs to a set of terms introduced by 19th-century anthropologists attempting to categorize human races. Such terms are associated with outdated notions of racial types, and so are now potentially offensive and best avoided. See also Mongolid.

nemesis ['nemzis] • n. (pl. nemeses [,-sēz]) (usu. one's nemesis) the inescapable or implacable agent of someone's or something's downfall; the balance beam proved to be the team's nemesis. 2 a downfall caused by such an agent: one risks nemesis by uttering such words. • (often Nemesis) retributive justice: Nemesis is notoriously slow.

neoclassicism [ˌnēəklæsˈsizəm] • n. the revival of a classical style or treatment in art, literature, architecture, or music.

As an aesthetic and artistic style this originated in Rome in the mid-18th century,
neocolonialism

combining a reaction against the late baroque and rococo with a new interest in antiquity. In music, the term refers to a return by composers of the early 20th century to the forms and styles of the 17th and 18th centuries, as a reaction against 19th-century romanticism.

DERIVATIVES: neoclassical adj. neoclassicist n. & adj.

neocolonialism noun the use of economic, political, cultural, or other pressures to control or influence other countries, esp. former dependencies.

DERIVATIVES: neocolonial adj. neocolonialist n. & adj.

neoconservative noun, neoclassical adj.

neolectionism noun, neokloneism noun, netnism adjective, neopelagianism noun, nepotism noun, nepotistic adj.

neuritis noun a religious order, or a newly ordained priest.

neoterian adj. recent; new; modern: another effort by the White House to display its neoteric wizardry went awry. n. a modern person; a person who advocates new ideas.

ne plus ultra adjective, neoplas 'ultra; nā 'plāos 'əl'ōtra. n. the perfect or most extreme example of its kind; the ultimate: he was the ne plus ultra of trombonists.

nepotism noun, nepotistic adj.

Nereid noun (also Nereid) in Greek mythology any of the sea nymphs, daughters of Nereus. They include Thetis, mother of Achilles.

nerveless adjective, nervless adjective, nervy adjective.

Neolithic noun (the Neolithic) the Neolithic period. (Also called New Stone Age.)

In the Neolithic period farm animals were first domesticated, and agriculture was introduced. It began in the Near East by the 8th millennium BC and spread to northern Europe by the 4th millennium BC.

neologism noun a newly coined word or expression.

neolectionism noun the coining of new words.

DERIVATIVES: neologistic adj. neologize verb.

neonatal noun, neonatologist noun, neonatology noun, neonate noun.

Neuritis noun, Neuritis noun, neuritic adj.

a new religious order, or a newly ordained priest.

neuritis noun, neuritic adjective.
neurology | n(y)əˈroʊlədʒi | n. the branch of medicine or biology that deals with the anatomy, functions, and organic disorders of nerves and the nervous system.

derivatives: neu·ro·lo·gical | -əˈləj-i·kəl | adj. neu·ro·lo·gical·ly | -əˈləj-i(kə)l·i·ə | ad·v. neu·ro·lo·gist | -ist | n.

neurosis | n(y)əˈroʊsəs | n. (pl. neu·ro·ses | -ˌsēz |) a relatively mild mental illness that is not caused by organic disease, involving symptoms of stress (depression, anxiety, obsessive behavior, hypochondria) but not a radical loss of touch with reality. Cf. psycho·sis.

- (in nontechnical use) excessive and irrational anxiety or obsession: apprehension over mounting debt has become a collective neurosis in the business world.

neuter | n(y)əˈtər | adj. 1 of or denoting a gender of nouns in some languages, typically contrasting with masculine and feminine or common: it is a neuter word in Greek. 2 (of an animal) lacking developed sexual organs, or having had them removed.

- (of a plant or flower) having neither functional pistils nor functional stamens. 1 (of a person) apparently having no sexual characteristics; asexual. 2 n. 1 a neuter word.

- (the neuter) the neuter gender. 2 a nonfertile caste of social insect, esp. a worker bee or ant.

- a castrated or spayed domestic animal. 2 a person who appears to lack sexual characteristics. 3 v. [trans.] castrate or spay (a domestic animal): [as adj.] (neutered) a neutered tom·cat.

- render ineffective; deprive of vigor or force: dis·ar·rin·gament negotiations that will neuter their military power.

neutral | n(y)əˈtrəl | adj. 1 not helping or supporting either of two opposing sides, esp. countries at war; impartial: during World War II, Portugal was neutral.

- belonging to an impartial party, country, or group: on neutral ground. 2 unbiased; disinterested: neutral, expert scientific advice. 3 having no strongly marked or positive characteristics or features: the tone was neutral, devoid of sentiment | a fairly neutral background will make any small splash of color stand out.

- Chemistry neither acid nor alkaline; having a pH of about 7. 2 electrically neither positive nor negative. 3 n. 1 an impartial and uninvolved country or person: he acted as a neutral between the parties | Sweden and its fellow neu·trals.

- an unbiased person. 2 a neutral color or shade, esp. light gray or beige. 3 a disengaged position of gears in which the engine is disconnected from the driven parts: she slipped the gear into neutral. 4 an electrically neutral point, terminal, conductor, or wire.

derivatives: neu·tral·i·ty | n(y)əˈtrələtē | neu·tral·i·ly | -əˈtrələtē | ad·v.

neutralize | n(y)əˈtroʊˌlaɪz | v. [trans.] render (something) ineffective or harmless by applying an opposite force or effect: impatience at his frailty began to neutralize her fear.

- make (an acidic or alkaline substance) chemically neutral. 2 disarm (a bomb or similar weapon). 3 (euphemistically) kill or destroy, esp. in a covert or military operation: agents sent out to neutralize the opposition leader.

derivatives: neu·tral·i·za·tion | n(y)əˈtroʊˌlaɪˈzaʃən | neu·tral·i·zer | n.

nevi·us | nˈvərəs | n. (pl. nevi | -ˈvē-) a birthmark or a mole on the skin, esp. a birthmark in the form of a raised red patch.

New Age | n. a broad movement characterized by alternative approaches to traditional Western culture, with an interest in spirituality, mysticism, holism, and environmentalism: [as adj.] a New Age center.

derivatives: New Ag·er | n. New Ag·re·y adj.

neu·speak | n(y)əˈspék | n. ambiguous euphemistic language used chiefly in political propaganda.

New·ton·ian | n(y)əˈtənən | adj. relating to or arising from the work of Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727), esp. in physics and optics.

- formulated or behaving according to the principles of CLASSICAL physics.

nex·us | ˈnɛksəs | n. (pl. same or nex·u·ses) a connection or series of connections linking two or more things: the nexus between industry and political power.

- a connected group or series: a nexus of ideas.

- the central and most important point or place: the nexus of all this activity was the college campus.

nic·e·ty | nˈsētē | n. (pl. -ies) (usu. niceties) a fine detail or distinction, esp. one regarded as intricate and fussy: absorbed in the niceties of Greek and Latin.

- accuracy or precision: she prided herself on her nicety of pronunciation. 2 a minor aspect of polite social behavior; a detail of etiquette: we were brought up to observe the niceties.

phrases: to a nic·e·ty precisely.

nic·it·ate | ˈnɪkˌtət | (also nictate) | v. [trans.] blink; wink.

nig·gard·ly | ˈnɪgərdlē | adj. not generous; stingy: serving out fodder with a niggardly hand.

- meager; scanty: their share is a niggardly 2.7 percent. 2 adv. in a stingy or meager manner.

derivatives: niggard·li·ness | n.

usage: This word, along with its noun form niggard, should be used only with caution. Although the noun has been used since the fourteenth century, in recent years, because of the similarity in sound of these words and the highly inflammatory racial epithet nigger, confusion or offense can result.

nig·gling | ˈnɪɡ(ə)ling | adj. troublesome or irritating in a slight but persistent way: gripped by a niggling feeling of premonition | niggling aches and pains.

- trifling or petty: he picked up on the most nig·gling, tedious details.

nih·il·ism | ˈnɪʃəˌlizəm; -nəˈlizəm | n. the rejection of all religious and moral principles, often in the belief that life is meaningless.

- (in philosophy) extreme skepticism main-
taining that nothing in the world has a real existence. The doctrine of an extreme Russian revolutionary party c.1900, which found nothing to approve of in the established social order.

**Derivatives:** nihilist, nihilistic, nihilistically, nihilism, nihilistic.

nil (nil) • n. 1. nil: zero, esp. as a score in certain games: they beat us three-nil. • adj. nonexistent: his chances for survival were slim, almost nil.

nimbus (nimbuses) • n. (pl. nimbuses) 1. A luminous cloud or a halo surrounding a supernatural being or a saint.

a light, aura, color, etc., that surrounds someone or something. 2. A large gray rain cloud: [as adj.] nimbus clouds.

nimrod • n. a skillful hunter.

nirvana • n. nirvāṇa: nir- | n. (in Buddhism) a transcendental state in which there is neither suffering, desire, nor sense of self, and the subject is released from the effects of karma and samsara. It represents the final goal of Buddhism. • (in Hinduism) liberation of the soul from the effects of karma and from bodily existence.

a state of perfect happiness; an ideal or idyllic place. Hollywood's dearest dream of small-town nirvana.

nisei • n. nē'sā; nē'sa | (also Nisei) • n. (pl. same or niseis) a person born in the US or Canada whose parents were immigrants from Japan. Cf. ISSEI, SANSEI.

nisi • n. [nisi] • adj. [postpositive] (of a legal decree, order, or rule) taking effect or having validity only after certain specified conditions are met: a decree nisi.

nimbus • adj. snowy or resembling snow.

noble • n. nobel | • adj. (noblest, nobler) 1. belonging to a hereditary class with high social or political status; aristocratic: the Duchess of Kent and other noble ladies. 2. having or showing fine personal qualities or high moral principles and ideals: the promotion of human rights was a noble aspiration.

of imposing or magnificent size or appearance: the building with its noble arches and massive granite columns. • of excellent or superior quality. • n. 1. (esp. in former times) a person of noble rank or birth. 2. a former English gold coin.

**Derivatives:** nobleness, nobly, nobly.

noble • n. the nobility.

**Phrases:** noblesse oblige: [nôbles] 0 'blezīt the inferred responsibility of privileged people to act with generosity and nobility toward those less privileged; (the idea that) privilege entails responsibility: there was to being a celebrity a certain element of noblesse oblige.

nocturnal • nôktôrnal | • adj. done, occurring, or active at night: most owls are nocturnal. Cf. diurnal, crepuscular.

noc-tur-nal-ly • adv. nocturne • nôktôrn | • n. 1. a short musical composition of a romantic or dreamy character suggestive of night, typically for piano. 2. a painting of a night scene.

nocuous • nôkôyôôwts | • adj. noxious, harmful, or poisonous.

nod • nod (pl. nodi) • n. (di) • a problem, difficulty, or complication.

not • nü'tik | • adj. of or relating to mental activity or the intellect.

Noh • nô | • n. (also No or Nō) • n. traditional Japanese masked drama with dance and song, evolved from Shinto rites.

nosomie • nôsom | • adj. having an extremely offensive smell: noisome vapors from snoldering waste.

nose • nôz | • n. a member of a people having no permanent abode, and who travel from place to place to find fresh pasture for their livestock.

a person who does not stay long in the same place; a wanderer. • adj. relating to or characteristic of nomads.

**Derivatives:** no-mad-i-cal.ly | nô'mädikle | adj. no-mad-i-cal-ly | nô'mädikle | adv. no-mad-ism | nô'me, dizom | n.

nom de guerre • nôm dé 'ger | • n. (pl. noms de guerre pronounce: name) an assumed name under which a person engages in combat or some other activity or enterprise.

nom de plume • nôm dé 'plûm | • n. (pl. noms de plume pronounce: name) a name under which a person writes; a pen name.

nomencclature • nô'menklatur | • n. the devising or choosing of names for things, esp. in a science or other discipline: the Linnaean system of binominal nomenclature.

the body or system of such names in a particular field: the nomenclature of chemical compounds. • the term or terms applied to someone or something: "customers" was preferred to the original nomenclature "passengers."

**Derivatives:** no-men-cla-tural, no-men-cla-tural-ly.

nominal • nô'minal | • adj. 1. (of a role or status) existing in name only: Thailand retained nominal independence under Japanese occupation.

of, relating to, or consisting of names. • (in grammar) relating to, headed by, or having the function of a noun. 2. (of a price or amount of money) very small; far below the real value or cost: some firms charge only a nominal fee for the service. 3. (of a quantity or dimension, esp. of manufactured articles) stated or expressed but not necessarily corresponding exactly to the real value: legislation allowed variation around the nominal weight (that printed on each packet).
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• (in economics, of a rate or other figure) expressed in terms of a certain amount, without making allowance for changes in real value over time: the nominal exchange rate.

4 (chiefly in the context of space travel) functioning normally or acceptably.

DERIVATIVES: nominalistically, adj.

nominalistic ˈnomənˌlizəstik  n. The philosophical doctrine that universals or general ideas are mere names without any corresponding reality, and that only particular objects exist; properties, numbers, and sets are thought of as merely features of the way of considering the things that exist. Important in medieval scholastic thought, nominalism is associated particularly with William of Occam (ca 1285–1349). Cf. realism.

DERIVATIVES: nominalistic, adj.

nominalist ˈnomənˌləst  n. nominalistic adj.

nominalistic ˈnomənˌləstik  adj. nominalist adj.

nominalistic ˈnomənˌləstik  adj. nominalistic

nominate ˈnomənˌiteit  v. 1. (pl. -ites) 1 a person or thing with no special or interesting qualities; an unimportant person or thing: a political nonentity. 2 the quality or state of not existing: asserting the nonentity of evil.

nominate ˈnomənˌiteit  n. 1. in the ancient Roman calendar, the ninth day before the ides by inclusive reckoning, i.e., the 7th day of March, May, July, and October, or the 5th of other months. 2 (also non) a service of the Western Christian church, traditionally said (or chanted) at the ninth hour of the day (3 p.m.).

nominal ˈnomənal  n. 1. failure to perform an act that is required by law. Cf. malfeasance.

nominal ˈnomənal  adj. having no match or equal; unrivaled: he is a nonpareil storyteller [postpositive] a film critic nonpareil. 1. non. an unrivaled or matchless person or thing. 2. nominal plus [ˈnomənalplas] n. 2. nominal plus [ˈnomənalplas] n. (nonplussed, nonplussing) [trans.] usu. be nonplussed by such an odd question. 2. non. a state of being surprised and confused in this way.

nominal ˈnomənal  adj. nominal

nomination ˌnomənas  n. a conclusion or statement that does not logically follow from the previous argument or statement.

nominal ˈnomənal  n. 1. (the norm) something that is usual, typical, or standard: this system has been the norm in Germany for decades.

nominal ˈnomənal  adj. a standard or pattern, esp. of social behavior, that is typical or expected of a group: the norms of good behavior in the civil service. 1. a required standard; a level to be complied with or reached:[with adj] the 7% pay norm had been breached again. 2. (in mathematics) the product of a complex number and its conjugate, equal to the sum of the squares of its real and imaginary components, or the positive square root of this sum.

nominal ˈnomənal  n. 1. (the norm) something that is usual, typical, or standard: this system has been the norm in Germany for decades.

nominal ˈnomənal  adj. a standard or pattern, esp. of social behavior, that is typical or expected of a group: the norms of good behavior in the civil service. 1. a required standard; a level to be complied with or reached:[with adj] the 7% pay norm had been breached again. 2. (in mathematics) the product of a complex number and its conjugate, equal to the sum of the squares of its real and imaginary components, or the positive square root of this sum.

nominal ˈnomənal  n. 1. (the norm) something that is usual, typical, or standard: this system has been the norm in Germany for decades.
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nor*ma*ti ve | 'nɔrma'ti v|  • adj. establishing, relating to, or deriving from a standard or norm, esp. of behavior.

derivatives: normatively adv. normativeness n.

nos*ology | nɔs'ələ jɪ|  • n. the branch of medical science dealing with the classification of diseases.

derivatives: nosological | nəsə'lə jɪkəl|  • adj. nosological | -jɪk|  • adv. nosologically | -jɪst|  • n.

nostalgia | ˌnɑstə'lijə|  • n. a sentimental longing or wistful affection for the past, typically for a period or place with happy personal associations.

- the evocation of these feelings or tendencies, esp. in commercialized form: an evening of TV nostalgia.

derivatives: nostalgic | -jɪk|  • adj. nosotalgically | -jɪst|  • n.

nostreum | ˌnæstrəm|  • n. a medicine, esp. one that is not considered effective, prepared by an unqualified person, e.g., a quack.

- a pet scheme or favorite remedy, esp. one for bringing about some social or political reform or improvement.

derivatives: notionally adv.

notori ous | nə'tərəs|  • adj. famous or well known, typically for some bad quality or deed: Los Angeles is notorious for its smog | a notorious drinker and womanizer. Cf. infamous

derivatives: notoriety | nə'tə rə ti|  • n. notoriously adv.

 nou*menon | nɔu'mə nən|  • n. (pl. nou mena | ˌnənə|  • ) (in Kantian philosophy) a thing as it is in itself, as distinct from a thing as it is knowable by the senses through phenomenal attributes.

derivatives: noumenal | -nəl|  • adj.

nous | nɔʊs|  • n. 1 (in philosophy) the mind or intellect. 2 chiefly Brit. common sense; practical intelligence.

nouveau riche | noʊvə rɪ tʃ|  • n. [treated as pl.] (usu. the nouveau riche) people who have recently acquired wealth, typically those perceived as ostentatious or lacking in good taste. • adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of such people: nouveau-riche social climbers.

nouvelle cuisine | nɔvəl kwi'zen|  • n. a modern style of cooking that avoids rich, heavy foods and emphasizes the freshness of the ingredients and the presentation of the dishes.

novel | ˈnəvəl|  • n. a fictitious prose narrative of book length, typically representing character and action with some degree of realism: the novels of Jane Austen.

- a book containing such a narrative: she was reading a paperback novel.  • (the novel) the literary genre represented or exemplified by such works: the novel is the most adaptable of all literary forms.

derivatives: novelly adv. novelty n.

novel*la  | nəvəlˈla|  • n. a short novel or long short story.

derivatives: novelistically adv. novelistic adj.

nov*etate | ˌnəvə taˈteɪt|  • n. the period or state of being a novice, esp. in a religious order.

- a place housing religious novices. • a novice, esp. in a religious order.

noxious | ˈnəksəs|  • adj. harmful, poisonous, or very unpleasant; they were overcome by the noxious fumes.

derivatives: noxiously adv. noxiousness n.

nouyade | nwäˈyäd|  • n. an execution carried out by drowning.

nth | ənθ|  • adj. (in mathematics) denoting an unspecified member of a series of numbers or enumerated items: systematic sampling by taking every nth name from the list.

- (in general use) denoting an unspecified item or instance in a series; typically the last or latest in a long series; for the nth time that day they were forced to repeat the whole story.

phrases: to the nth degree to the utmost: the glibness of the electorate was tested to the nth degree by such promises.

nuance | ˈn(y)ən,əns|  • n. a subtle difference in or shade of meaning, expression, or sound: the nuances of facial expression and body language. • v. [trans.] (usu. be nuanced) give nuances to: the effect of the music is nuanced by the social situation of listeners.

nu*bile | nɔbəˈbil|  • adj. (of a girl or young woman) sexually mature; suitable for marriage.

- (of a girl or young woman) sexually attrac-
nullification |n(y)əˈlifən| n. 1. [US history] the refusal of a state to allow federal law to be enforced within its boundaries. 2. [also jury nullification] the refusal of a jury to convict a defendant, disregarding its own findings of fact or the judge's instructions regarding the law.

nullifier |n(y)əˈlɪfər n. make legally null and void; invalidate: judges were unwilling to nullify government decisions.

nullity |n(y)əˈlɪt| n. 1 an act or thing that is legally void: the contract is a nullity. 2. the state of being legally void; invalidity, esp. of a marriage. 2 a thing of no importance or worth.

nothingness.

numen |n(y)əˈmən| n. (pl. numina |n(y)əˈmənə|) the spirit or divine power presiding over a thing or place.

numerate |n(y)əˈmərət| v. adj. having a good basic knowledge of arithmetic; able to understand and work with numbers.

numeralacy n.

numeronology |n(y)əˈmərəˌnələˈgē| n. the branch of knowledge that deals with the occult significance of numbers.

numeralostical |n(y)əˌmərəˌləˈstikəl| adj. having a strong religious or spiritual quality; indicating or suggesting the presence of a divinity (numen): the strange, numinous beauty of this ancient landmark.

numismatics |n(y)əˈməzˌmætəks| n. [pl. numismatics] plural n. [usu. treated as sing.] the study or collection of coins, paper currency, and medals.

nuissance |n(y)əˌnəs| n. 1 a person, thing, or circumstance causing inconvenience or annoyance. 2. (also private nuisance) (in law) an unlawful interference with the use and enjoyment of a person's land, which may become the subject of a lawsuit. 3. (also public nuisance) an act that interferes with the rights of the public generally, which may be prosecuted as a crime.

nuit blanche |nuːt ˈblɑːnʃ| n. (pl. nuits blanches) a sleepless night.

null |nəl| adj. 1 [predic.] having no legal or binding force; invalid: the establishment of a new interim government was declared null and void. 2 having or associated with the value zero.

nullification |nəˈlɪfən| n. 1. [US history] the refusal of a state to allow federal law to be enforced within its boundaries. 2 [also jury nullification] the refusal of a jury to convict a defendant, disregarding its own findings of fact or the judge's instructions regarding the law.

nullifier |nəˈlɪfər n. a person having no faith or religious belief. • adj. having no faith or religious belief.

nullify |nəˈlɪfɨ| v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] make legally null and void; invalidate: judges were unwilling to nullify government decisions.

nullity |nəˈlɪt| n. 1 an act or thing that is legally void: the contract is a nullity. 2 the state of being legally void; invalidity, esp. of a marriage. 2 a thing of no importance or worth.

numen |n(y)əˈmən| n. (pl. numina |n(y)əˈmənə|) the spirit or divine power presiding over a thing or place.

numerate |n(y)əˈmərət| v. adj. having a good basic knowledge of arithmetic; able to understand and work with numbers.

numeralacy n.

numeronology |n(y)əˌmərəˌnələˈgē| n. the branch of knowledge that deals with the occult significance of numbers.

numeralostical |n(y)əˌmərəˌləˈstikəl| adj. having a strong religious or spiritual quality; indicating or suggesting the presence of a divinity (numen): the strange, numinous beauty of this ancient landmark.

numismatics |n(y)əˈməzˌmætəks| n. [pl. numismatics] plural n. [usu. treated as sing.] the study or collection of coins, paper currency, and medals.

nuissance |n(y)əˌnəs| n. 1 a person, thing, or circumstance causing inconvenience or annoyance. 2. (also private nuisance) (in law) an unlawful interference with the use and enjoyment of a person's land, which may become the subject of a lawsuit. 3. (also public nuisance) an act that interferes with the rights of the public generally, which may be prosecuted as a crime.

nuit blanche |nuːt ˈblɑːnʃ| n. (pl. nuits blanches) a sleepless night.

null |nəl| adj. 1 [predic.] having no legal or binding force; invalid: the establishment of a new interim government was declared null and void. 2 having or associated with the value zero.

nullification |nəˈlɪfən| n. 1. [US history] the refusal of a state to allow federal law to be enforced within its boundaries. 2 [also jury nullification] the refusal of a jury to convict a defendant, disregarding its own findings of fact or the judge's instructions regarding the law.

nullifier |nəˈlɪfər n. a person having no faith or religious belief. • adj. having no faith or religious belief.
nutrient | 'n(y)ətrərēnt| • n. a substance that provides nourishment essential for growth and the maintenance of life: fish is a source of many important nutrients, including protein, vitamins, and minerals| leaf mold and other soil nutrients.

nymphomaniac | 'nimfəməni-| • n. 1 a mythological spirit of nature imagined as a beautiful maiden inhabiting rivers, woods, or other locations. | a beautiful young woman. 2 an immature form of an insect that does not change greatly as it grows, e.g., a dragonfly, mayfly, or locust. Cf. LARVA.

oath | 'ôth| • n. (pl. oaths |ôths; ôthz|) 1 a solemn promise, often invoking a divine witness, regarding one's future action or behavior: they took an oath of allegiance to the state.

objective | 'objektív| • adj. grossly fat or overweight.

obfuscate | 'ôbfəskeit| • v. [trans.] render obscure, unclear, or unintelligible: the spelling changes will obfuscate their etymological origins.

objectify | 'ôbjektifai| • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] express (something abstract) in a concrete form: good poetry objectifies feeling.

degree to the status of a mere object: a sexist attitude that objectifies women. Cf. REIFY

objective lens | 'objetik| • adj. 1 (of a person or his or her judgment) not influenced by personal feelings or opinions in considering and representing facts.

obtuse | &quot;ôbtəs| • adj. grossly fat or overweight.

obedience | 'ôbədiəns| • n. obeisance; obe- • n. deferential respect: they paid obeisance to the sheikh.

obedience | 'ôbədiəns| • n. obeisance; obe- • n. deferential respect: they paid obeisance to the sheikh.

obedience | 'ôbədiəns| • n. obeisance; obe- • n. deferential respect: they paid obeisance to the sheikh.

obedience | 'ôbədiəns| • n. obeisance; obe- • n. deferential respect: they paid obeisance to the sheikh.
objectivism | objek'tivizm | ɐ'bjɛktiv, vɪzəm | • n. 1 the tendency to lay stress on what is external to or independent of the mind. 2 (in philosophy) the belief that certain things, esp. moral truths, exist independently of human knowledge or perception of them.

DERIVATIVES: objectivist n. & adj. objecti'vist | ə.bjɛk'tɪvɪst | adj.

obvette | ə'bɛvt | • n. an object displayed or intended for display as an ornament.

objet d'art | əbʒɛd ˈɑːt | • n. (pl. objets d’art) pronunci. same a small decorative or artistic object, typically when regarded as a collectible item.

objur·gate | əbʒʊrˌɡɑːt | • v. [trans.] rebuke severely; scold.

DERIVATIVES: objur·gation | əbʒʊrˌɡæʃən | n. objur·gator | əbʒʊrˌɡɑːtər | n.

oblate 1 | əˈblæt | • adj. a person dedicated to monastic or religious life or work.

oblate 2 | əˈblæt | • adj. (of a spheroid) flattened at the poles.

oblation | əˈbləʃən | • n. a thing presented or offered to God or a god.

the presentation of bread and wine to God in the Eucharist.

DERIVATIVES: oblation·al | əˈbləʃənˌəl | adj.

obliterate | əˈblɪtrət | • v. 1 bind or compel (someone), esp. legally or morally: the medical establishment is obligated to take action in the best interest of the public. 2 [trans.] commit (assets) as security: the money must be obligated within 30 days.

• adj. [attrib.] (in biology) restricted to a particular function or mode of life: an obligate intracellular parasite.

DERIVATIVES: obligator | əˈblɪtər | n.

o·blind·ate | əˈblɪndət | • adj. required by a legal, moral, or other rule; compulsory: use of seat belts in cars is now obligatory.

so customary or routine as to be expected of everyone or on every occasion: after the obligatory remarks about the weather he got down to business.

DERIVATIVES: obligatory | əˈblɪdərərətəri | •adj. -tərəli | adj.

oblige | əˈblɪdʒ | • v. [with obj. and infinitive] make (someone) legally or morally bound to an action or course of action: doctors are obliged by law to keep patients alive while there is a chance of recovery.

• [trans.] do as (someone) asks or desires in order to help or please them: oblige me by not being sorry for yourself. [intrans.] tell me what you want to know and I’ll see if I can oblige. • (be obliged) be indebted or grateful: if you can give me a few minutes of your time I’ll be much obliged. • [trans.] bind (someone) by an oath, promise, or contract.

DERIVATIVES: obliger n.

o·blig·ating | əˈblɪgɪtɪŋ | • adj. willing to do a service or kindness; helpful: an obliging driver who dropped us at our door.

DERIVATIVES: obligingly | əˈblɪgɪŋli | adv.

oblige | əˈblɪdʒ | • adj. 1 neither parallel nor at a right angle to a specified or implied line; slanting: we sat on the settee oblique to the fireplace.

• not explicit or direct in addressing a point: an oblique attack on the president. • (of a line, plane figure, or surface) inclined at other than a right angle. • (of an angle) acute or obtuse. • (of a cone, cylinder, etc.) with an axis not perpendicular to the plane of its base.

(es. of a muscle) neither parallel nor perpendicular to the long axis of a body or limb.

2 (in grammar) denoting any case other than the nominative or vocative. • n. a muscle neither parallel nor perpendicular to the long axis of a body or limb.

DERIVATIVES: oblique·ly | əˈblɪkəli | adv.

oblique·ness | əˈblɪkənis | n.

oblique·ly | əˈblɪkəlɪ | adv.

obliterate | əˈblɪtərət | • v. [trans.] destroy utterly; wipe out.

completely get rid of from the mind: he obliterated the experience from his memory.

cause to become invisible or indistinct; blot out.

DERIVATIVES: ob·li·ter·a·tion | əˈblɪtərəˈkeɪʃən | n.

obliterator | əˈblɪtərətər | n.

oblivi·on | əˈblɪvɪən | • n. the state of being unaware or unconscious of what is happening: they drank themselves into oblivion.

the state of being forgotten, esp. by the public: his name will fade into oblivion.

extinction: only the levee stood between us and oblivion.

oblivi·ous | əˈblɪvɪəs | • adj. not aware of or not concerned about what is happening around one: she became absorbed, oblivious to the passage of time.

DERIVATIVES: oblivious·ly | əˈblɪvɪəsli | adv.

oblivi·ous·ness | əˈblɪvɪəsənis | n.

ob·lo·quy | əˈblɒkwɪ | • n. strong public criticism or verbal abuse: endured years of contempt and obloquy.

disgrace, esp. that brought about by public abuse: conduct to which no more obloquy could reasonably attach.

DERIVATIVES: ob·lo·qua·list | əˈblɒkwəlɪst | adj.

ob·lo·qua·li·ous | əˈblɒkwəˈraɪəs | adj.

ob·no·uous | əˈblɒkweɪəs | • adj. extremely unpleasant.

DERIVATIVES: ob·no·uous·ly | əˈblɒkweɪli | adv.

ob·no·uous·ness | əˈblɒkweɪəsənis | n.

ob·scene | əˈbɛsɛn | • adj. (of the portrayal or description of sexual matters) offensive or disgusting by accepted standards of morality and decency: obscene jokes | obscene literature.

offensive to moral principles; repugnant: using animals’ skins for fur coats is obscene.

DERIVATIVES: obscen·e·ly | əˈbɛsɛnli | adv.

ob·scen·ity | əˈbɛsenəti | • n. (pl. -ies) the state or quality of being obscene; obscene behavior, language, or images: the book was banned for obscenity.

an extremely offensive word or expression: the men scowled and muttered obscenities.

something offensive to moral principles: the ultimate obscenity is war.

ob·se·quies | əˈbɛskwɛz | • plural n. funeral rites.
obsequious | ab'sekwəs | • adj. obedient or attentive to an excessive or servile degree; they were served by obsequious waiters.

DERIVATIVES: obsequiously adv. obsequiousness n.

obsess | ob'sesn | • n. the state of having the mind filled continually with someone or something: cared for him with a devotion bordering on obsession.

■ an idea or thought that continually preoccupies or intrudes on a person’s mind: in the grip of an obsession he was powerless to resist.

DERIVATIVES: obsessional adj. -sēshənal adj. obsesively adv. obsessionalness n.

obsolescent | ob*so*les*cent | adj. obsolete.

obsoletereous | ob'sələrəs | adj. becoming obsolete; going out of use: the custom is now obsolescent.

DERIVATIVES: obsolesce v. existing systems begin to obsolesce. obsolescence n.

obsolete | ab'sələt | • adj. 1 no longer produced or used; out of date: the disposal of obsolete machinery | the phrase was obsolete after 1625. 2 (of a part or characteristic of an organism) less developed than formerly or in a related species; rudimentary; vestigial. • v. [trans.] cause (a product or idea) to be or become obsolete by replacing it with something new: stimulating the business by obsoleting last year’s designs.

DERIVATIVES: obsolescently adv. obsolescence n. obsolescentism n. [-lədʒəm] n.

obstetrician | ob*stret*ric*ian | n. | amateur | a | • adj. • plural n. [usu. treated as sing.] the branch of medicine and surgery concerned with childbirth and the care of women giving birth.

obstinate | ab'stınət | • adj. stubbornly refusing to change one’s opinion or chosen course of action, despite attempts to persuade one to do so.

■ (of an unwelcome phenomenon or situation) very difficult to change or overcome: the obstinate problem of unemployment.

DERIVATIVES: obstinacy [-nəs] n. obstinately adv.

obstreperous | ab'streperəs; ab- | • adj. noisy and difficult to control: the boy is cocky and obstreperous.

DERIVATIVES: obstreperously adv. obstreperousness n.

obtrude | ab'trood | • v. [trans.] impose or force (something) on someone in such a way: I felt unable to obtrude my private sorrow upon anyone.

DERIVATIVES: obtrude n. obtrusion [-troo'shən] n.

obtrusive | ab'troosiv; ab- | • adj. noticeable or prominent in an unwelcome or intrusive way: high-powered satellites can reach smaller and less obtrusive antennas.

DERIVATIVES: obtrusively adv. obtrusiveness n.

obtuse | ab't(y)ös; ab- | • adj. 1 annoyingly insensitive or slow to understand: he wondered if the doctor was being deliberately obtuse.

■ difficult to understand: some of the lyrics are a bit obtuse. 2 (of an angle) more than 90° and less than 180°.

■ not sharp-pointed or sharp-edged; blunt.

DERIVATIVES: obtusely adv. obtuseness n. obtusity | si'tē] n.

obverse | 'abvərs | • n. [usu. in sing.] 1 the side of a coin or medal bearing the head or principal design; the opposite of reverse.

■ the design or inscription on this side. 2 the opposite or counterpart of a fact or truth: true solitude is the obverse of true society.

■ adj. | ab'vars; ab- | [attrib.] 1 of or denoting the obverse of a coin or medal. 2 corresponding to something else as its opposite or counterpart. 3 (in biology) narrower at the base or point of attachment than at the apex or top: an obverse leaf.

DERIVATIVES: obversely adv. ab'varsle; ab- adv.

obvert | ab'vərt; ab- | • v. [trans.] (in logic) alter (a proposition) so as to infer another proposition with a contradictory predicate, e.g., “no men are immortal” to “all men are mortal.”

DERIVATIVES: obversion | ab'vərzhən; ab- | n.

obviate | 'abvəтив | • v. [trans.] remove (a need or difficulty): the Venetians bribed obviate the need for curtains.

avoid: prevent: a parachute can be used to obviate disaster.

DERIVATIVES: obviation | ab'vəshən | n. obviator [-ətər] n.

Occident | -ı'skaltl | • n. (the Occident) the countries of the West, esp. Europe and the Americas. Cf. ORIENT.

DERIVATIVES: occidental adj. n.

occlude | ə'klōd | • v. 1 [trans.] stop, close up, or obstruct (an opening, orifice, or passage): thick makeup can occlude the pores.

■ shut (something) in: they were occluding the waterfront with a wall of buildings. 2 [cover (an eye) to prevent its use: it is placed at eye level with one eye occluded. 3 (of a solid) absorb and retain (a gas or impurity). 2 [trans.] (of a tooth) close on or come into contact with another tooth in the opposite jaw.

occult | ə'kōlt | • n. (the occult) supernatural, mystical, or magical beliefs, practices, or phenomena: a secret society dabbling in the occult. • adj. 1 of, involving, or relating to supernatural, mystical, or magical powers or phenomena: a follower of occult practices.

■ beyond the range of ordinary knowledge or experience; mysterious: an occult sensation of having experienced the identical situation before.

■ communicated only to the initiated; esoteric: the occult language of the community. 2 (of a disease or process) not accompanied by readily discernible signs or symptoms.

■ (of blood) abnormally present, e.g., in feces, but detectable only chemically or microscopically. • v. [trans.] cut off from view by interposing something: a wooden screen designed to occult the competitors.

■ (of a celestial body) conceal (an apparently smaller body) from view by passing or being in front of it.
oceanography

DERIVATIVES: o•ce•na•graphy | ˈoʊsɪnəˌɡrɑf̩ɪ| n. the branch of science that deals with the physical and biological properties and phenomena of the sea. Oceanology deals more specifically with the technology and economics of human use of the sea.

DERIVATIVES: o•ce•na•graph•er | -ˈɡræf̩ər| n. o•ce•na•graph•ic | ˈoʊsɪnəˌɡrɑf̩ɪk| adj. o•ce•na•graph•i•cal | ˈoʊsɪnəˌɡrɑf̩əkəl| adj.

och•loc•ra•cy | ˈɑkˌləkrəs| • n. government by a mob; mob rule.

DERIVATIVES: och•loc•rat | ˈɑkˌləkræt| n.

och•tave | ˈɑkˌtāv| • n. 1 (in music) a series of eight notes occupying the interval between (and including) two notes, one having twice or half the frequency of vibration of the other.

the interval between these two notes. each of the two notes at the extremes of this interval. these two notes sounding together.

DERIVATIVES: och•tu•list | ˈɑkˌtəlist| • n. (in earlier use) a person who specializes in the medical treatment of diseases or defects of the eye; an ophthalmologist.

an optometrist.

od•eum | ˈədəm| • n. (pl. o•deums or o•dea | ˈədəs|) (also odeon) (esp. in ancient Greece or Rome) a building used for musical performances.

od•i•ous | ˈədɪəs| • adj. extremely unpleasant; hateful; repulsive.

DERIVATIVES: od•i•ously | əˈdɪəsli| adv. od•i•ous•ness | əˈdɪəsən| n.

od•ium | ˈədɪəm| • n. general or widespread hatred or disgust directed toward someone, often as a result of his or her actions.

disgrace over something hated or shameful.

od•ome•ter | ˈədəməter| • n. an instrument for measuring the distance traveled by a vehicle.

od•ys•sey a Greek epic poem traditionally ascribed to Homer, describing the travels of Odysseus (Roman, Ulysses) during his ten years of wandering after the fall of Troy. He eventually returned home to Ithaca and killed the suitors who had plagued his wife Penelope during his absence.

(o•dyssey) any long, adventurous journey.

an extended process of development or change.

DERIVATIVES: o•dys•see•an | əˈdɪsˌsiːən| adj.

Oed•ipus com•plex | əˌdɪpəs ˈkōmplɛks| • n. (in Freudian psychoanalytic theory) the complex of emotions aroused in a young child, typically around the age of four, by an unconscious sexual desire for the parent of the opposite sex and a wish to exclude the parent of the same sex. (The term was originally applied to boys, the equivalent in girls being called the Electra complex.)

DERIVATIVES: Oed•i•pal | -ˈpəl| adj. o•en•oph•ile | əˈnəˌfɪl| • n. a connoisseur of wines.

DERIVATIVES: o•en•o•ph•il•ist | əˈnəˌnɔfəli| n.

oe•uvre | ˈɔvər| • n. the works of a painter, composer, or author regarded collectively: the complete oeuvre of Mozart.

a work of art, music, or literature: an early oeuvre.

of•fay | ˈoʊˌfæ| • n. an offensive term for a white person, used by black people: [as adj.] ofay society.

of•fal | ˈəfɔl| • n. the entrails and internal organs of an animal used as food.

a refuse or waste material. decomposing animal flesh.

of•fer•tory | ˈəfərˌtɔr|; ˈəfər-| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 the offering of the bread and wine at the Christian Eucharist.

2 praying or music accompanying this.

an offering or collection of money made at a religious service.

a prayers or music accompanying this.

off•fi•ci•ous | əˈfɪʃəs| • adj. assertive of authority in an annoyingly domineering way, esp. with regard to petty or trivial matters: a policeman came to move them on, an officious, spiteful man.

intrusively enthusiastic in offering help or advice; interfering: an officious bystander.

DERIVATIVES: off•fi•ci•ously | əˈfɪʃəsli| adv. off•fi•ci•ous•ness | əˈfɪʃəsən| n.

off•price | əˈfɜrps| • n. a method of retailing in which brand-name goods (esp. clothing) are sold for less than the usual retail or discount price: [as adj.] an off-price store. adv. using this method: selling goods off-price.

DERIVATIVES: off•price•ry | əˈfɜrprɛr| n.

off•shore | əˈfɜrʃo|; əˈfɜr-| • adj. & adv. 1 situated at sea some distance from the shore: [as adj.] this huge stretch of coastline is dominated by offshore barrier islands; [as adv.] we dropped anchor offshore.

(of the wind) blowing toward the sea from the land. of or relating to the business of extracting oil or gas from the seabed: offshore drilling. Cf. onshore. 2 made, situated, or conducting business abroad, esp. in order to take advantage of lower costs or less stringent regulation: [as adj.] huge deposits in offshore accounts.

of, relating to, or derived from a foreign country: [as adj.] offshore politics.

og•ee | ˈoʊdʒi| • adj. (in architecture) having a double continuous S-shaped curve.

an S-shaped line or molding.

DERIVATIVES: og•eed | ˈoʊdʒid| adj.

go•ive | ˈoʊjɪv| • n. a pointed or Gothic arch.

one of the diagonal groins or ribs of a vault.

a thing having the profile of an ogive, esp. the head of a projectile or the nose cone of a rocket.

DERIVATIVES: og•i•val | ˈoʊjɪvəl| adj.

og•le | ˈoɡl| • v. [trans.] stare at in a lecherous manner: he was ogling her breasts; [intrans.] men
who had turned up to ogle. • n. a lecherous look.

Derivatives: ogler ['ɔɡ(ə)lər] n.

Oily ['ɔli] • adj. (oilier, oiliest) 1 containing oil: oily fish such as mackerel and sardines.

- covered or soaked with oil: an oily rag.
- resembling oil in appearance or behavior: the oily swell of the river. 2 figurative (of a person or their behavior) unpleasantly smooth and ingratiating: his oily smile.

Derivatives: oily-ness n.

Old English • n. the language of the Anglo-Saxons (up to about 1150), a highly inflected language with a largely Germanic vocabulary, very different from modern English. Also called Anglo-Saxon.

Oleaginous ['əlɪeɡəˈnəʊs] • adj. rich in, covered with, or producing oil; oily or greasy.

- exaggeratedly and distastefully complimentary; obsequious: candidates made the usual oleaginous speeches.

Olfactory [ˈɔlfæk(t)ər; əl-] • adj. of or relating to the sense of smell: the olfactory organs.

Derivatives: olfaction n. the action or capacity of smelling.

Oligarchy [ˈɔlɪgərəki; ˈɒli-] • n. (pl. -ies) a small group of people having control of a country, organization, or institution: the ruling oligarchy of military men around the president.

- a state governed by such a group: the English aristocratic oligarchy of the 19th century. 2 governed by such a group.

Derivatives: oligarchic [ˈɔlɪgəræık; ˈɒli-] • adj.

- oligarchically [ˈɔlɪgəræıkli; ˈɒli-] • adj.

Olio [ˈəliəʊ] (also olla podrida) • n. (pl. -os) a highly spiced stew of meats and vegetables, of Spanish and Portuguese origin.

- a miscellaneous collection of things: a variety act or show.

Omnibus ['ɒmənəbəs] • n. 1 a volume containing several novels or other items previously published separately: an omnibus of her first trilogy. 2 formerly, a bus.

- comprising several items: Congress passed an omnibus anti-crime package.

Omnicompetent ['ɔməniˈkɒmpɪtənt] • adj. able to deal with all matters or solve all problems.

- of a legislative body) having powers to legislate on all matters.

Derivatives: omnicompetence n.

Omnipotent ['ɔməniˌpəʊtənt] • adj. (of a deity) having unlimited power; able to do anything.

- having ultimate power and influence: an omnipotent sovereign.

- (the Omnipotent) God.

Derivatives: omnipotence n. omnipotent-ly adv.

Omniscient [ˈɔmənɪsɪnt] • adj. knowing everything: the story is told by an omniscient narrator.

Derivatives: omniscience n. omniscient-ly adv.

Omnivorous ['ɔməˈvəʊrəs] • adj. (of an animal or person) feeding on food of both plant and animal origin.

- taking in or using whatever is available: an omnivorous reader.

Derivatives: omnivore n. omnivorous-ly adv. omnivorous-ness n.

Omphalos ['ɒmpfələʊs] • n. (pl. omphaloi [-loɪ]) the center or hub of something: this was the omphalos of confusion and strife.

- a rounded stone (esp. that at Delphi) representing the navel of the earth in ancient Greek mythology.

Omnanism [ˈɒmənənɪzəm] • n. 1 masturbation. 2 coitus interruptus.

Derivatives: omnast n. omnastic adj.

Oncology [ˈɔnələdʒi] • n. the study and treatment of tumors.


Onelric [ˈɒnlətrɪk] • adj. of or relating to dreams or dreaming.

Onelroromancy [ˈɒnlərəˌmænsi] • n. the interpretation of dreams in order to foretell the future.

Onerous ['ɒnərəs; ˈænərəs] • adj. (of a task, duty, or responsibility) involving an amount of effort and difficulty that is oppressively burdensome: he found his duties increasingly onerous.

- (in law) involving excessively heavy obligations: an onerous lease.

Derivatives: onerously-ly adv. onerous-ness n.

Onomasiology [ˌɔnəməˈsiələdʒi] • n. the branch of knowledge that deals with terminology, in particular contrasting terms for similar concepts. Compare with semasiology.

Onomatopoiea [ˌɔnəməˈtɒpəˈiə] • n. the formation of a word from a sound
onshore  | an onshore oil field.

offshore  | n. the branch of biology that deals with ontogenesis (the development of an individual organism or anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest stage to maturity). Cf. phylogeny.

beforehand  | adj. (in philosophy) of or relating to entities and the facts about them; relating to real as opposed to phenomenal existence.

ontogeny  | n. the branch of biology that deals with ontogenesis (the development of an individual organism or anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest stage to maturity). Cf. phylogeny.

ontogenetic  | adj. ontogenetically.

ontological  | n. the branch of metaphysics dealing with the nature of being.

ontologicaly  | n. the branch of metaphysics dealing with the nature of being.

onshore  | n. the branch of biology that deals with ontogenesis (the development of an individual organism or anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest stage to maturity). Cf. phylogeny.

phonetic  | adj. phonetically.

onshore  | n. the branch of biology that deals with ontogenesis (the development of an individual organism or anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest stage to maturity). Cf. phylogeny.

opinate  | n. the branch of biology that deals with ontogenesis (the development of an individual organism or anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest stage to maturity). Cf. phylogeny.

opining  | n. the branch of biology that deals with ontogenesis (the development of an individual organism or anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest stage to maturity). Cf. phylogeny.

opine  | v. [reporting verb] hold and state as one's opinion: [with direct speech] "The man is a genius," he opined | [with clause] the critic opined that the most exciting musical moment occurred when the orchestra struck up the national anthem.

opinionated  | adj. opinionatedly.

opportune  | adj. opportune.

opportune  | adj. opportune.

opportunist  | adj. opportunistically.

opportunistically  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opportunity  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opinionation  | n. opine.

opposition  | n. a person who exploits circumstances to gain immediate advantage rather than being guided by consistent principles or plans: most thefts are committed by casual opportunists. | adj. opportunistically.

opprobrious  | adj. opprobriously.

opprobrium  | n. opprobrium.

opprobrious  | adj. opprobriously.

opprobrious  | adj. opprobriously.
optician | ɒptɪʃən | • n. a person qualified to make and supply eyeglasses and contact lenses for correction of vision. Cf. OPHTHALMOLOGIST; OPTOMETRIST; OCULIST.

a person who makes or sells optical instruments.

optimal | ɒptɪməl | • adj. best or most favorable; optimum: seeking the optimal solution.

DERIVATIVES: optimality | ɒptɪməlɪtɪ | n. optimally | -ɪl| adj.

optimism | ɒptɪmɪzəm | • n. 1 hopefulness and confidence about the future or the successful outcome of something: the talks had been amicable, and there were grounds for optimism. 2 (in philosophy) the doctrine, esp. as set forth by G.W. Leibniz (1646–1716), that this world is the best of all possible worlds.

the belief that good must ultimately prevail over evil in the universe.

DERIVATIVES: optimist n.

optimum | ɒptɪməm | • adj. most conducive to a favorable outcome; best: the optimum childbearing age. • n. (pl. optima | -mə| or optimums) the most favorable conditions or level for growth, reproduction, or success.

optical | ɒptɪkl | • adj. available to be chosen but not obligatory: a wide range of optional excursions is offered.

DERIVATIVES: optically | ɒptɪkəlɪ | adv.

optometrist | ɒptəmətrɪst | • n. a person who practices optometry, the occupation of measuring eyesight, prescribing corrective lenses, and detecting eye disease.

opulent | ɒpjuələnt | • adj. ostentatiously rich and luxurious or lavish: the opulent comfort of a limousine.

wealthy: his opulent tenants.

DERIVATIVES: opulence n. opulently | -lɪtɪ| adv.

opus | ɒpəs | • n. (pl. opuses or opera ['ɒpəsə]) 1 (in music) a separate composition or set of compositions by a particular composer, usually ordered by date of publication: The Gambler was Prokofiev's sixth opera, despite its early opus number. 2 any artistic work, esp. one on a large scale.

oracle | ɒrəkl | • n. 1 a priest or priestess acting as a medium through whom advice or prophecy was sought from the gods in classical antiquity.

a place at which such advice or prophecy was sought. • a person or thing regarded as an infallible authority or guide on something. 2 a response or message given by an oracle, typically one that is ambiguous or obscure.

oracular | ɒrəkəl | • adj. of or relating to an oracle: the oracular shrine.

(of an utterance, advice, etc.) hard to interpret; enigmatic: an ambiguous, oracular remark. • holding or claiming the authority of an oracle: he holds forth in oracular fashion.

DERIVATIVES: oracularity | ɒrəkəlɪtɪ | n. oracularly | -lɪtɪ| adv.

oratorio | ɒrətorɪə | • n. (pl. -os) a large-scale musical work for orchestra and voices, typically a narrative on a religious theme, performed without the use of costumes, scenery, or action.

oratory | ɒrətorɪ | • n. (pl. -ies) a small chapel, esp. for private worship.

oratory | 2 | • n. the art or practice of formal speaking in public.

exaggerated, eloquent, or highly colored language: learned discussions degenerated into pompous oratory.

DERIVATIVES: oratorical | ɒrətərɪkəl | adj.

orbicular | ɔrbɪkələr | • adj. 1 having the shape of a flat ring or disk. 2 having a rounded convex or globular shape.

(of a rock) containing spheroidal igneous inclusions.

DERIVATIVES: orbicularly | ɔrbɪkəlɪ rɪ| adj.

ordinarly | ɔrdənəl rɪ | • n. 1 (also ordinal number) any of the positive whole numbers defining a thing's position in a series (first, second, third, etc.). Cf. CARDINAL. 2 in the Christian Church, a service book, esp. one with the forms of service used at ordinations. • adj. of or relating to a thing's position in a series: ordinal position of birth.

of or relating to an ordinal number. • (in biology) of or relating to a taxonomic order.

ordinance | ɔrdənəns | • n. 1 a piece of legislation enacted by a municipal authority: a city ordinance. 2 an authoritative order; a decree. 3 a prescribed religious rite: Talmudic ordinances.

ordinate | ɔrdənɪt | • n. (in a system of mathematical coordinates) the y-coordinate, representing the distance from a point to the horizontal or x-axis measured parallel to the vertical or y-axis.

ordination | ɔrdənəʃən | • n. 1 the action of ordaining or conferring holy orders on someone.

a ceremony in which someone is ordained.

2 the action of arranging in ranks or order; the condition of being ordered or arranged.

a statistical technique in which data from a large number of sites or populations are represented as points in a two- or three-dimensional coordinate frame.

ordinance | ɔrdənəns | • n. 1 mounted guns; artillery.

military weapons, ammunition, and equipment used in connection with them. 2 a
branch of the armed forces dealing with the supply and storage of weapons, ammunition, and related equipment.

**ornonnance**  
| örön-ans; örön'-nas | *n.  
the systematic or orderly arrangement of parts, esp. in art and architecture.

**ordeure**  
| örör | *n.  
excrement; dung.

**ornad**  
| örör, ed | *n.  
(in Greek and Roman mythology) a nymph believed to inhabit mountains.

**organelle**  
| örör-gelnél; örör-gel'nél | *n.  
(in biology) any of a number of organized or specialized structures within a living cell.

**organon**  
| örör-gänön | *n.  
an instrument of thought, esp. a means of reasoning or a system of logic.

**orgasm**  
| örör-gazzm | *n.  
a climax of sexual excitement, characterized by feelings of pleasure centered in the genitals and (in men) experienced as an accompaniment to ejaculation of semen.  
*vs.*  
experience an orgasm.

**organismic**  
| örör-gazmik | *adj.  
of or relating to orgasm.

**of a person** able to achieve orgasm. 

**very enjoyable or exciting:** the album is an orgasmic whirl of techno soundscapes.

**organismically**  
| -mik(ə)-lē | *adv.  
organistic | *-gæstik | *adj.  
organistically

**orgy**  
| örör | *n.  
(pl. -ies) a wild party, esp. one involving excessive drinking and unrestrained sexual activity: the college had a reputation for drunken orgies.

**excessive indulgence in a specific activity:** an orgy of buying. 

**orgies** secret rites used in the worship of Bacchus, Dionysus, and other Greek and Roman deities, celebrated with dancing, drunkenness, and singing.

**organicism**  
| örör-gazmik | *n.  
and *organistic adj.

**orient**  
| örör | *n.  
a projection from the wall of a building, typically supported from the ground or by corbels.

**oriental**  
| örör | *n.  
1 (the Orient) the countries of Asia, esp. eastern Asia. In earlier use, the countries of the eastern Mediterranean, including Asia Minor (modern Turkey), Arabia, and Egypt. Cf. Occident.  
2 the special luster of a pearl of the finest quality. 

**orient**  
| örör | *n.  
and *organistic adj.

**orientalism**  
| örör-en(t), izım | *n.  
something considered characteristic of the peoples and cultures of Asia.

**the knowledge and study of these languages and cultures.**

**orientalist**  
| örör-en(t)-list | *n.

**orientate**  
| örör-an, tät | *v.  
another term for ORIENT.

**orientation**  
| örör-an'tāshən | *n.  
the determination of the relative position of something or someone (esp. oneself): the child's surroundings provide clues to help in orientation.

**the relative physical position or direction of something:** two complex shapes, presented in different orientations. 

**familiarization with something:** their training and orientation comes out of magazine and newspaper distribution.

**a program of introduction for students new to a school or college:** she attended freshman orientation.

**the direction of someone's interest or attitude, esp. political or sexual: a common age of consent regardless of gender or sexual orientation.**

**orientational**  
| -tāshənal | *adj.

**orientalizing**  
| örör-en'tirĭng | *n.  
a competitive sport in which participants find their way to various checkpoints across rough country with the aid of a map and compass, the winner being the one with the lowest elapsed time.

**orienteer**  
| börör | *n., v.

**orientive**  
| örör-fis | *n.  
an opening, as of a pipe or tube, or one in the body, such as a nostril or the anus.

**original sin**  
| örör-gələt | *n.  
(in Christian theology) the tendency to sin innate in all human beings, held to be inherited from Adam in consequence of the Fall. The concept of original sin was developed in the writings of St. Augustine (d. c.604).

**orientee**  
| örör-stən | -ən, -ər- | *n.  
a prayer.

**ornate**  
| örör-nät | *adj.  
made in an intricate shape or decorated with complex patterns.

**of literary style** using unusual words and complex constructions: ornate and metaphorical language.

**of musical composition or
performance) using many ornaments such as grace notes and trills.

**Derivatives:** *ornately* adv. *ornate* ness n.

**Ornithology** | *orni-thō-lō-jē| • n. the scientific study of birds.

**Derivatives:** *ornithological* | *orni-thō-log-i-cal| • adj. *ornithologically* | *orni-thō-log-i-cal-ly| adv. *ornithologist* | *orni-thō-log-ist| • n.

**Orangery** | *ōr-ān-jē| • n. (in geology) a process in which a section of the earth's crust is folded and deformed by lateral compression to form a mountain range.

■ a period of mountain building

**Derivatives:** *orangery* | *ōr-ān-je*-ry| • n. *orangical* | *ōr-ā-nj-i-kl| • adj.

**Oratory** | *ōr-o-tā| • adj. (usu. *or*atory) • n. the branch of physical geography dealing with mountains.

**Derivatives:** *orography* | *ōr-o-grā-fe| • n. *orographical* | *ōr-o-graph-i-cal* • adj. *orographically* | *ōr-o-graph-i-cal-ly| adv.

**Ortho** | *ōr-ō| • adj. • adv. *orthography* | *ōr-thō-grā-φē| • n. *orthodontic* | *ōr-thō-dōn-tik| • adj. (also *orthodontia* | *śh(ā)³|) • plural n. • treated as *sing.* the treatment of irregularities in the teeth (esp. of alignment and occlusion) and jaws, including the use of braces.

**Derivatives:** *orthodontic* | *ōr-thō-dōn-tic* • adj. *orthodontically* | *ōr-thō-dōn-ti-cal-ly| • adverbial

**Orthodox** | *ōr-thō-dōk| • adj. 1 (of a person or personal views, esp. religious or political ones, or other beliefs or practices) conforming to what is generally or traditionally accepted as right or true; established and approved: *the orthodox economics of today* or *orthodox medical treatment* or *orthodox Hindu*. 2 (of an artist) not independent-minded; conventional and unoriginal: a *relatively orthodox artist*. 3 (of a thing) of the ordinary or usual type; normal: *they avoided orthodox jazz venues*. 4 (usu. *Orthodox*) (of the Jews or Judaism) strictly keeping to traditional doctrine and ritual.

**Derivatives:** *orthodoxly* adv. *orthodoxy* | *ōr-thō-dōk-se| • n. (pl. *-ies*) 1 authorized or generally accepted theory, doctrine, or practice: *monetarist orthodoxy* or *he challenged many of the established orthodoxies*. CF. FUNDAMENTALISM.

■ the quality of conforming to such theories, doctrines, or practices: *writings of unimpeachable orthodoxy*. 2 the whole community of Orthodox Jews or Orthodox Christians.

**Orthopedics** | *ōr-thō-pē-diks| • pl. *orthopedic* • adj. (Brit. *orthopaedics*) • plural n. • treated as *sing.* the branch of medicine dealing with the correction of deformities of bones or muscles.

**Derivatives:** *orthopedic* | *ōr-thō-pē-dik| • adj. *orthopedically* | *ōr-thō-pē-di-cal-ly| • adverb

**Orthotaxy** | *ōr-ō-thā-jē| • adj. (usu. *orthotaxic*) (esp. in *orthotaxic*) • n. (also *orthotaxis*) • plural n. a treatment prescribing such a device, esp. for the foot.

■ (orthotic or *orthosis*, pl. *-ses*) a device used in such treatment.

**Derivatives:** *orthotic* | *ōr-thō-tik| • adj. *orthotist* n.

**Osclilate** | *ōs-kō, lāt| • v. (trans.) 1 move or swing back and forth at a regular speed: *a pendulum oscillates around its lowest point*. 2 [with *adverbial*] wave between extremes of opinion, action, or quality: *he was oscillating between fear and bravery*. 3 (in physics) vary in magnitude or position in a regular manner around a central point.

■ (of a circuit or device) cause the electric current or voltage running through it to behave in this way.

**Derivatives:** *oscillation* | *ōs-ē-lā-shōn| • n. *oscillatory* | *ōs-ē-lā-tór-y| • adj.

**Oscillation** | *ōs-kō-lā-shōn| • n. (also *osculancy*) • n. 1 yawning; drowsiness. 2 inattention; negligence.

**Osculate** | *ōs-kō-lāt| • v. (trans.) 1 (of a curve or surface) touch (another curve or surface) so as to have a common tangent at the point of contact: *as [adj.] (osculating) the plots have been drawn using osculating orbital elements*. 2 kiss.

**Derivatives:** *osculator* | *ōs-kō-lāt-or| • adj. *osculation* | *ōs-kō-lā-shōn| • n. *osculatory* | *ōs-kō-lā-tór-y| • adj.

**Osmic** | *ōs-mik| • adj. relating to odors or the sense of smell.

**Derivatives:** *osmically* | *ōs-mik-ē-ly| • adv. *osmosis* | *ōz-mō-sis| • n. (also *osmose*) • n. a process by which molecules of a solvent tend to pass through a semipermeable membrane from a less concentrated solution into a more concentrated one, thus equalizing the concentrations on each side of the membrane.

■ the process of gradual or unconscious assimilation of ideas, knowledge, etc.: *living in Paris, she learned French through osmosis*.

**Derivatives:** *osmose* v. *osmotic* • adj. *osmotically* | *ōs-mō-ti-kl| • adv.
ossify | 'äsəˌfil | • v. (—ies, —ied) [intr.] turn into bone or bony tissue: these tracheal cartilages may ossify.
■ (often as adj.) (ossified) cease developing; be stagnant or rigid: ossified political institutions.
DERIVATIVES: ossi·fic·a·tion |ˌäsəˈfiˌkāˈshən| n.

ost·sen·si·ble |ˈōstenˌsəbəl; ˈəsten-| • adj. [attrib.] stated or appearing to be true, but not necessarily so: the delay may have a deeper cause than the ostensible reason.
DERIVATIVES: ost·sen·si·bil·ity |ˌōstenˈsəbilətē| n. ost·sen·si·bly adv.

ost·ten·ta·tious |ˈōstenˌtātəsəs| • adj. characterized by vulgar or pretentious display; designed to impress or attract notice: books that people buy and display ostentatiously but never actually read.
DERIVATIVES: ost·ten·ta·tion n. osten·ta·tious·ly adv. osten·ta·tious·ness n.

oste·op·athy |ˈōstēˌəpəˈthē| • n. a branch of medical practice that emphasizes the treatment of medical disorders through the manipulation and massage of the bones, joints, and muscles. Cf. CHIROPRACTIC.
DERIVATIVES: oste·op·ath |ˌōstēˌəpəθ| n. oste·op·ath·ic |ˌōstēˌəpəˈthīk| adj. oste·op·ath·i·cal·ly |ˌōstēˌəpəˈthīkələ| adj.

oste·op·ro·sis |ˈōstēəpˈrōsəs| • n. a medical condition in which the bones become brittle and fragile from loss of tissue, typically as a result of hormonal changes (esp. among older women), or deficiency of calcium or vitamin D.
DERIVATIVES: oste·op·ro·tis·tic |ˌōstēəpˈrōtəstik| • adj.

os·tra·cize |ˈōstrəˌsiz| • v. [trans.] exclude (someone) from a society or group: a group who have been ridiculed, ostracized, and persecuted for centuries.
■ (in ancient Greece) banish (an unpopular or too powerful citizen) from a city for five or ten years by popular vote.
DERIVATIVES: os·tra·cism |ˌōstrəˈsizəm| n.

os·ti·nate |ˈōstəˌnət| • adj. serving no practical purpose or result: he did fuss; uttering otiose explanations.
■ indolent; idle.
DERIVATIVES: os·ti·o·se·ly adv.

oust |əust| • v. [trans.] drive out or expel (someone) from a position or place: he ousted the incumbent by only 500 votes.
■ (in law) deprive (someone) of or exclude (someone) from possession of something.
ou·tré |ˌō Oliviertrə| • adj. unusual and startling: in 1975 the suggestion was considered outré—today it is orthodox.

outs·our·ce |ˈəutˌsɔrs| • v. [trans.] obtain (goods or a service) from an outside supplier, esp. in place of an internal source: outsourcing components from other countries | [as n.] (outsourcing) outsourcing can dramatically lower total costs, especially personnel costs.
• contract (work) out: you may choose to outsource this function to another company or do it yourself.

ou·ver·arch·ing |ˌōvərˈərˌərching| • adj. [attrib.] forming an arch over something: the overarch ing mangroves.
■ comprehensive; all-embracing: a single overarching principle.

ou·ver·bear·ing |ˌōvərˈberiŋ| • adj. unpleasantly or arrogantly domineering: an overbearing, sometimes ruthless corporate director.
DERIVATIVES: ou·ver·bear·ing·ly adv. ou·ver·bear·ing·ness n.

ou·ver·blown |ˌōvərˌbloun| • adj. 1 excessively inflated or pretentious: overblown dreams of glory and success. 2 (of a flower) past its prime: an overblown rose.

ou·ver·head |• adj. |ˌōvərˌhed| [attrib.] (of cost or expense) incurred in the general upkeep or running of a plant, commercial establishment, or business, and not attributable to specific products or items.
• n. |ˌōvərˌhed| overhead cost or expense: research conducted in space requires more overhead.

ou·ver·ride |• v., |ˌōvərˈrid| (past -rode; past part. -ridden) [trans.] 1 use one’s authority to reject or cancel (a decision, view, etc.): the legislature’s ability to override budget vetoes.
■ interrupt the action of (an automatic device), typically in order to take manual control: you can override the cut-out by releasing the switch.
■ be more important than: this plan overrides all other considerations.
• n. |ˌōvərˌrid| 1 a device for suspending an automatic function on a machine.
■ the action or process of suspending an automatic function. 2 an excess or increase on a budget, salary, or cost.
• a commission paid to a manager on sales made by a subordinate or representative.
■ a cancellation of a decision by exertion of authority or winning of votes: the House vote in favor of the bill was one of 10 votes short of the number needed for an override.

ou·ver·shad·ow |ˌōvərˌshædə| • v. [trans.] tower above and cast a shadow over.
■ cast a gloom over: tragedy overshadows his story.
■ appear much more prominent or important than: his competitive nature often overshadows the other qualities.
■ (often be over shadowed) be more impressive or successful than (another person).

ou·vert |ˌōvərt| • v. [trans.]
■ adj. done or shown openly; plainly or readily apparent, not secret or hidden: an overt act of aggression.
DERIVATIVES: ovet·ly adv. ove·rness n.

ou·ver·tone |ˌōvərtən| • n. 1 a musical tone that is a part of the harmonic series above a fundamental note, and may be heard with it.
■ (in physics) a component of any oscillation whose frequency is an integral multiple of the fundamental frequency. 2 (often overtones) a subtle or subsidiary quality, implication, or connotation: the decision may have political overtones.

ou·ver·ture |ˌōvərˌchər| • n. 1 an introduction to something more substantial: the talks were no more than an overture to a long debate.
■ (usu. overtures) an approach or proposal made to someone with the aim of opening
negotiations or establishing a relationship. 2 an orchestral piece at the beginning of an opera, suite, play, oratorio, or other extended composition.

- an independent orchestral composition in one movement.

**overweening** [ˈəʊvərˈwiːnɪŋ] • adj. showing excessive confidence or pride: overweening ambition.

**overwrought** [ˈəʊvərˈrɔʊt] • adj. 1 in a state of nervous excitement or anxiety. 2 (of a piece of writing or a work of art) too elaborate or complicated in design or construction.

**ovine** [ˈəʊvɪn] • adj. of, relating to, or resembling sheep.

**oviparous** [ˌəʊˈvɪpərəs] • adj. (of a bird, etc.) producing young by means of eggs that are hatched after they have been laid by the parent. Cf. **viviparous** and **ovoviviparous**.

**oviparity** [ˈəʊvɪpərɪtɪ] • -parity; -per- • n.

**ovoviviparous** [ˌəʊˈvɪvɪˈvɪpərəs] • adj. (of an animal) producing young by means of eggs that are hatched within the body of the parent, as in some snakes. Cf. **oviparous** and **viviparous**.

**ovulate** [ˈəʊvjuːlət] • ovula, lat.: 'āv- • v. [intrans.] discharge ova (see **ovum**) or ovules (the structure in a flowering plant that contains gamete and after fertilization becomes the seed) from the ovary.

**ovulation** [ˈəʊvjuːleɪʃən] • ovula, lāshon; -lāshon • n. ovulat**ory** • -lātərɪ; -lār- • adj.

**ovum** [ˈəʊvəm] • n. (pl. ova [ˈəʊvə]) a mature female reproductive cell, esp. of a human or other animal, that can divide to give rise to an embryo usually only after fertilization by a male cell.

**oxide** [ˈaɪksɪd] • n. (in chemistry) a binary compound of oxygen with another element or group: iron oxide.

**oxidize** [ˈaɪksɪdɪz] • v. combine or become combined chemically with oxygen.

- cover (metal) with a coating of oxide; rust.

- (in chemistry) undergo or cause to undergo a reaction in which electrons are lost to another species.

**oxidant** n. **oxidizable** adj. **oxidation** [ˌaɪksɪdaɪˈzeɪʃən] • -sidätzlich; -sid- • n. **oxidizer** n.

**oxygen** [ˈəʊjən] • n. a colorless unstable toxic gas with a pungent odor and powerful oxidizing properties, formed from oxygen by electrical discharges or ultraviolet light. It differs from normal oxygen (O₂) in having three atoms in its molecule (O₃).

- (also **ozone layer**) a layer in the earth’s stratosphere at an altitude of about 6.2 miles (10 km) containing a high concentration of ozone, which absorbs most of the ultraviolet radiation reaching the earth from the sun.

- fresh invigorating air, esp. that blowing onto the shore from the sea.

**Pp**

Pablum [ˈpæbləm] • n. (also pabulum) bland or insipid intellectual fare, entertainment, etc.; pap.

- (Pablum) trademark a soft breakfast cereal for infants.

pace [ˈpeɪs; pəˈmeɪt] • prep. with due respect to (someone or an opinion), used to express polite disagreement or contradiction: narrative history, pace some theorists, is not dead.

pachyderm [ˈpækəˈdɜrəm] • n. a very large mammal with thick skin, esp. an elephant, rhinoceros, or hipposaurus.

- a thick-skinned person; someone relatively insensitive to taunts, criticism, or the like.

**pachydermal** [ˌpækəˈdɜrməl] • adj. pachydermatous [ˌpækəˈdɑrmətəs] • adj. pachydermous adj.

**pacific** [poʊˈsɪfɪk] • adj. peaceful in character or intent: a pacific gesture.

**Pacifism** n. **Paciﬁc** adj. paciﬁc adj. paciﬁc adj.

- the countries and regions bordering the Paciﬁc Ocean, esp. the small nations of eastern Asia.

- the belief that war and violence are unjustifiable under any circumstances, and that all disputes should be settled by peaceful means.

- the refusal to participate in war or military service because of such a belief.

**Paciﬁcity** [poʊˈsɪfɪtɪ] • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] quell the anger, agitation, or excitement of: he had to pacify angry spectactors. I pacified the baby by singing.

- bring peace to (a country or warring factions), esp. by the use or threatened use of military force: the general paciﬁed northern Italy.

**Paciﬁer** n. **Paciﬁcation** adj. paciﬁcation adj. paciﬁcation adj.
padre | ˈpadrə | • n. father; the title of a priest or chaplain in some regions.

- a chaplain in any of the armed forces.
- a Mafia boss.
- an employer, esp. one who exploits immigrant workers. (in Italy) the proprietor of a hotel.

paean | ˈpēən | • n. a song of praise or triumph.

- a thing that expresses enthusiastic praise: his books are paeans to combat.
- a person holding religious beliefs other than those of the main world religions.

- a non-Christian.

- an adherent of neopaganism, a modern religious movement that seeks to incorporate beliefs or ritual practices from traditions outside the main world religions, esp. those of pre-Christian Europe and North America.

- adj. of or relating to such people or beliefs: a pagan god.

pagan | ˈpāgən | • n. a person holding religious beliefs other than those of the main world religions.

- a knight renowned for heroism and chivalry.

pala*table | ˈpāləˈtabəl | • adj. (of food or drink) pleasant to taste: a very palatable local red wine.

- (of an action or proposal) acceptable or satisfactory: a device that made increased taxation more palatable.

pala*tabil*ity | ˈpāləˈtabələtē | • n. palatability

pala*tably | ˈbī-lē | • adv. palatably

pala*tal | ˈpē-lətəl | • adj. of or relating to the palate: a palatal lesion.

pala*te | ˈpē-lət | • n. 1 the roof of the mouth, separating the cavities of the nose and the mouth in vertebrates. 2 a person’s appreciation of taste and flavor, esp. when sophisticated and discriminating: a fine range of drink for sophisticated palates.

- a person’s taste or liking: the suggestions may not suit everyone’s palate.

- taste or flavor of wine or beer: a wine with a zingy, peachy palate.

pala*ti*al | ˈpō-lashəl | • adj. resembling a palace in being spacious and splendid: her palatial apartment in Chicago.

pala*ver | ˈpō-ləvər; ˈlā-vər | • n. prolonged and idle discussion: an hour of aimless palaver.

- a parley or impromptu conference between two sides.

- talk unnecessarily at length: it’s too hot to go on palaver.

pala*ette | ˈpō-lət | • n. a thin board or slab on which an artist lays and mixes colors.

- the range of colors used by a particular artist or in a particular picture: I choose a palette of natural, earthy colors.

- the range or variety of tonal or instrumental color in a musical piece: he commands the sort of tonal palette that this music needs.

- (in computer graphics) the range of colors or shapes available to the user.

pali*mp*se*t | ˈpāləmpˌsēst | • n. a manuscript or piece of writing material on which the original writing has been effaced to make room for later writing.

- something reused or altered but still bearing visible traces of its earlier form.

pali*n*dro*me | ˈpālənˌdrōm | • n. a word, phrase, or sequence that reads the same backward as forward, e.g., madam or nurses run.

pali*gen*esis | ˈpāləˌjenəsəs | • n. 1 Biology the exact reproduction of ancestral characteristics during the developmental stages of a particular organism. 2 rebirth or regeneration.

pall | ˈpōl | • n. 1 a cloth spread over a coffin, hearse, or tomb.

- a dark cloud or covering of smoke, dust, or similar matter: a pall of black smoke hung over the quarry.

- something regarded as enveloping a situation with an air of gloom, heaviness, or fear: the attacks have cast a pall of terror over the villages.

- v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (palisaded) enclose or provide (a building or place) with a palisade.

pallid | ˈpōləd | • n. 1 a pale color; the color of a face, usually because of poor health.

- feeble or insipid: an utterly pallid and charmless character.

pallid*ly | ˈpōləd-lē | adv. pal*lid*ness | ˈpōləd-lən스 | n.
pallium  n. (pl. palia or palliums) 1 a woolen vestment conferred by the pope on an archbishop, consisting of a narrow, circular band placed around the shoulders with a short lappet hanging from front and back. 2 a man's large rectangular cloak, esp. as worn by Greek philosophical and religious teachers in antiquity.

palmor  n. [in sing.] an unhealthy pale appearance.

palpable  adj. able to be touched or felt: the palpable bump at the bridge of the nose.

• (esp. of a feeling or atmosphere) so intense as to be almost too much touched or felt: a palpable sense of loss.

• clear to the mind or plain to see: to talk of victory in the circumstances is palpable nonsense.

derivatives: palpability, palpably

palpate  v. [palp, palp] 1 v. [trans.] examine (a part of the body) by touch, esp. for medical purposes.

derivatives: palpation, palpable

palpitate  v. [palpiti, tät] 1 v. [intrans.] often as adj. (palpitating) (of the heart) beat rapidly, strongly, or irregularly: a palpitating heart.

shake; tremble; palpitating with terror.

derivatives: palpitation

palissy  n. [pölz] 1 n. (pl. -ies) paralysis, esp. that which is accompanied by involuntary tremors.

• v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] (often be palsied) affect with paralysis and involuntary tremors: the muscles on her face are palsied | [as adj.] (palsied) a palsied hand.

pallor  adj. v. [p·altor] 1 equivocate or prevaricate in action or speech. 2 (paler with) trifle with: this great work should not be paltered with.

derivatives: palter, paltier

paltry  adj. (paltrier, paltriest) (of an amount) small or meager: a paltry $33.

petty; trivial: naval glory struck him as paltry.

derivatives: paltriness

palludal  n. [p·lőldi; 'päl'yldi] adj. (of a plant, animal, or soil) living or occurring in a marshy habitat.

panacea  n. [pən'sēa] 1 n. a solution or remedy for all difficulties or diseases.

derivatives: panacean, panacanic

panache  n. [pən'ās; 'nāst] 1 flamboyant confidence of style or manner: he entertained with panache. 2 a tuft or plume of feathers, esp. as a headdress or on a helmet.

pandeck  n. a complete body of the laws of a country.

• (usu. the Pandects) a compendium in 50 books of the Roman civil law made by order of Justinian in the 6th century.

derivatives: pandectist

pandemic  adj. (of a disease) prevalent over a whole country or the world.

• n. an outbreak of such a disease.

usage: On the difference between pandemic, endemic, and epidemic, see usage at epidemic.

pandemonium  n. [pəndə'mōnēm] 1 n. wild and noisy disorder or confusion; uproar.

pander  v. [pəndər] 1 v. [intrans.] (pander to) gratify or indulge (an immoral or distasteful desire, need, or habit or a person with such a desire, etc.): candidates pander to interest groups. 2 n. a pimp.

• a person who assists the baser urges or evil designs of others: the lowest panders of a venal press.

pandora's box  n. a process that generates many complicated problems as the result of unwise interference in something.

panegyric  n. [pən'jirik] 1 n. a public speech or published text in praise of someone or something: Vera's panegyric on friendship.

derivatives: panegyrical, panegyrically

panoply  n. (usu. -nale) 1 n. a complete or impressive collection of things: a deliciously inventive panoply of insults.

a splendid display: all the panoply of Western religious liturgy. 2 a complete set of arms or suit of armor.

derivatives: panoplied, panoplied

pantheism  n. [pæntheizm] 1 n. 1 a doctrine that identifies God with the universe, or regards the universe as a manifestation of God. 2 worship that admits or tolerates all gods.

derivatives: pantheistic, pantheistically

pantheon  n. [pæntheˈæn; -ˈθiən] 1 n. all the gods of a people or religion collectively: the deities of the Hindu and Shinto pantheons.

• (esp. in ancient Greece and Rome) a temple dedicated to all the gods. 2 a building in which the distinguished dead of a nation are buried or honored. 3 a group of particularly respected, famous, or important people: the pantheon of the all-time greats.

pantomime  n. [pæntəˈmīm] 1 n. 1 a dramatic entertainment, originating in Roman mime, in which performers express meaning through gestures accompanied by music.

an absurdly exaggerated piece of behavior: he made a pantomime of checking his watch. 2 a ridiculous or confused situation or event: the drive to town was a pantomime. 2 Brit. a theatrical entertainment, mainly for children, that involves music, topical jokes, and slapstick comedy and is based on a fairy tale or nursery story, usually produced around Christmas.

• n. [trans.] express or represent (something) by extravagant and exaggerated mime: the clown candidates pantomimed different emotions.

derivatives: pantomimist

papacy  n. (pl. -ies) (usu. the papacy) the office or authority of the pope.
the tenure of office of a pope: during the papacy of Pope John.

**papal** |ˈpāpəl| • adj. of or relating to a pope or to the papacy.

**derivatives**: papally adv.

**paparazzi** |ˈpāpərəˈzāsē| • n. (pl. paparazzi |ˈpāpərəˈzātē|) (usu. paparazzi) a freelance photographer who pursues celebrities to get photographs of them.

**papier mâché** |ˈpāpər māˈshā| • n. a moldable mixture of paper and glue, or paper, flour, and water, that becomes hard when dry: George made a crocodile out of papier mâché. | [as adj.] a papier-mâché tree.

**papist** |ˈpāpɪst| • n. derogatory term for a Roman Catholic.

another term for papalist, a supporter of the papacy, esp. an advocate of papal supremacy. • adj. of, relating to, or associated with the Roman Catholic Church.

**derivatives**: papism |ˈpāpɪzəm| n. papistivcal |ˈpāpɪstəˌvəl| adj. papistry |ˈpāpɪs tri| n.

**parable** |ˈpārəˈbāl| • n. a simple story used to illustrate a moral or spiritual lesson, such as those told by Jesus in the Gospels.

**parabola** |ˈpərəˈbələ| • n. (pl. parabolas |ˈpərəˈbələz| or parabolae |ˈpərəˌbələˌē|) a symmetrical open plane curve formed by the intersection of a cone with a plane parallel to its side. The path of a projectile under the influence of gravity follows a curve of this shape.

**derivatives**: parabolic adj. parabolically adv.

**parachronism** |ˈpərəˌkrənˌizəm| • n. an error in chronology, esp. by assigning too late a date. Cf. anachronism.

**paradigm** |ˈpərəˌdīɡəm| • n. 1 a typical example or pattern of something; a model: there is a new paradigm for public art in this country.

a worldview underlying the theories and methodology of a particular scientific subject: the discovery of universal gravitation became the paradigm of successful science. 2 a set of linguistic items that form mutually exclusive choices in particular syntactic roles: English determiners form a paradigm: we can say “a book” or “his book” but not “a his book.”

(in the traditional grammar of Latin, Greek, and other inflected languages) a table of all the inflected forms of a particular verb, noun, or adjective, serving as a model for other words of the same conjugation or declension.

**derivatives**: paradigmatic adj.

**paradox** |ˈpərəˌdoks| • n. a statement or proposition that, despite apparently sound reasoning from acceptable premises, leads to a conclusion that seems senseless, logically unacceptable, or self-contradictory: a potentially serious conflict between quantum mechanics and the general theory of relativity known as the information paradox.

a seemingly absurd or self-contradictory statement or proposition that when investigated or explained may prove to be well founded or true: in a paradox, he has discovered that stepping back from his job has increased the rewards he gains from it. • a situation, per-

son, or thing that combines contradictory features or qualities: a fascinating ecological paradox.

**derivatives**: paradoxical adj. paradoxically adv.

**paragon** |ˈpərəˌɡān; -ˈɡən| • n. a person or thing regarded as a perfect example of a particular quality: it would have taken a paragon of virtue not to feel viciously jealous.

a person or thing viewed as a model of excellence: your cook is a paragon. • a perfect diamond of 100 carats or more.

**paralegal** |ˈpərəˌlēɡəl| • n. a person trained in subsidiary legal matters but not fully qualified as a lawyer, typically employed in a law firm. • adj. of or relating to auxiliary aspects of the law.

**paralax** |ˈpərəˌlæks| • n. the effect whereby the position or direction of an object appears to differ when viewed from different positions, e.g., through the viewfinder and the lens of a camera.

the angular amount of this in a particular case, esp. that of a star viewed from different points in the earth’s orbit.

**derivatives**: paralactic adj., parallactic adj.

**parallelism** |ˈpərəˌləlˌɪzəm| • n. the state of being parallel or of corresponding in some way.

the use of successive verbal constructions in poetry or prose that correspond in grammatical structure, sound, meter, meaning, etc.

the use of parallel processing in computer systems.

**derivatives**: paralelly adj.

**parameter** |ˈpərəˌlelmər| • n. a numerical or other measurable factor forming one of a set that defines a system or sets the conditions of its operation: the transmission will not let you downshift unless your speed is within the lower gear’s parameters.

a numerical quantity whose value is selected for the particular circumstances and in relation to which other variable quantities may be expressed. • a numerical characteristic of a population, as distinct from a statistic of a sample. • (in general use) a limit or boundary that defines the scope of a particular process or activity.

**usage**: Until recently, use of the word parameter was confined to mathematics and related technical fields. Since around the mid 20th century, however, it has been used in nontechnical fields as a technical-sounding word for ‘a limit or boundary,’ as in they set the parameters of the debate. This use, probably influenced by the word perimeter, has been criticized for being a weakening of the technical sense. Careful writers will leave parameter to specialists in
paramilitary | paraˈmiləter | • adj. (of an unofficial force) organized similarly to a military force: the drug cartels and their paramilitary allies. • n. (pl. -ies) a member of an unofficial paramilitary organization.

paramour | paraˈmöör | • n. a lover, esp. the illicit partner of a married person.

paranoia | paraˈnoia | • n. a mental condition characterized by delusions of persecution, unwarranted jealousy, or exaggerated self-importance, typically worked into an organized system. It may be an aspect of chronic personality disorder, of drug abuse, or of a serious condition such as schizophrenia in which the person loses touch with reality.

• suspicion and mistrust of people or their actions without evidence or justification: global paranoia about hackers and viruses.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter | • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranormal.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter | • adj. paradoxically.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter | • n. a protective wall or earth defense along the top of a trench or other place of concealment for troops.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter | • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranormal.

derivatives: paraˈmiləter|y, paraˈmiləter|ed.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter| • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranormal.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter| • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranormal.

derivatives: paraˈmiləter|y, paraˈmiləter|ed.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter| • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranormal.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter| • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranormal.

derivatives: paraˈmiləter|y, paraˈmiləter|ed.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter| • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranormal.

paramilitary | paraˈmiləter| • adj. denoting events or phenomena such as teleskinship orclairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific understanding: a mystic's paranormal powers | [as n.] (the paranormal) an investigator of the paranoid.

derivatives: paraˈmiləter|y, paraˈmiləter|ed.
etals) dormitory rules governing visits from members of the opposite sex.

pari-mutuel adj., pari-'myooCHawal| (also parimutuel) • n. [often as adj.] a form of betting in which those backing the first three places (called win, place, and show) divide the losers’ stakes (less the operator’s commission): pari-mutuel betting.

■ a booth for placing bets under such a system.

parity • n. 1 the state or condition of being equal, esp. regarding status or pay: parity of income between farmworkers and those in industrial occupations.

■ the value of one currency in terms of another at an established exchange rate. ■ a system of providing farmers with consistent purchasing power by regulating prices of farm products, usually with government price supports. 2 (of a number) the fact of being even or odd.

■ (in computing) a function whose being even (or odd) provides a check on a set of binary values: [as adj.] parity bits.

parlance • [pärlans] • n. a particular way of speaking or using words, esp. a way common to those with a particular job or interest: medical parlance.

parlay • [pär,la; -lé] • v. [trans.] (parlay something into) turn an initial stake or winnings from a previous bet into (a greater amount) by gambling: it involved parlaying a small bankroll into big winnings.

transform into (something greater or more valuable): he parlayed an inheritance into an empire. • n. a cumulative series of bets in which winnings accruing from each transaction are used as a stake for a further bet.

parley • [pär'le] • n. (pl. -eys) a conference between opposing sides in a dispute, esp. a discussion of terms for an armistice. • v. (eys, -eyed) [trans.] hold a conference with the opposing side to discuss terms: they disagreed over whether to parley with the enemy.

parlous • [pär'los] • adj. full of danger or uncertainty; precarious: the parlous state of the economy. • adv. greatly or excessively: she is parlous handsome.

Derivatives: parlously adv. parlous- ness n.

Parnas'sian | pär'näs'sēan | adj. 1 relating to poetry; poetic. 2 of or relating to a group of French poets of the late 19th century who emphasized strictness of form, named from the anthology Le Parnasse contemporain (1866). • n. a member of this group of French poets.

parochial • [pär'ōkēal] • adj. of or relating to a church parish: the parochial church council.

¬ denoting a school operated by a church, distinct from a public school or secular private school.

■ having a limited or narrow outlook or scope.


parody • [pär'ōdē] • n. (pl. -ies) an imitation of the style of a particular writer, artist, or genre with deliberate exaggeration for comic effect.

■ an imitation or a version of something that falls far short of the real thing; a travesty: he seems like a parody of a world leader. • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] produce a humoringly exaggerated imitation of (a writer, artist, or genre): his specialty was parodying schoolgirl fiction.

• mimic humorously: he parodied his friend’s voice.

Derivatives: parodic | pär'ōdik| adj.
parochial dist | -dist| n.

parole • [pär'ōl] • n. 1 the release of a prisoner temporarily (for a special purpose) or permanently before the completion of a sentence, on the promise of good behavior: he committed a burglary while on parole.

■ The period in which such an agreement is effective. ■ a promise or undertaking given by a prisoner of war not to escape or, if released, to return to custody under stated conditions.

2 The password used by a military officer or inspector of the guard. Cf. countersign. • v. [trans.] (usu. be paroled) release (a prisoner) on parole: he was paroled after serving nine months.

Derivatives: parolee | -ōlē| n.
paronomasia • [pärə'nōmázhə]| adj. a play on words; a pun.

paronym • [pärə'nım] • n. a word that is a derivative of another and has a related meaning: "wisdom" is a paronym of "wise."

■ a word formed by adaptation of a foreign word: "preface" is a paronym of Latin "prefatio." Cf. heteronym.

Derivatives: paronymic | pärə'nimik| adj. paronymous | pärə'nàməs| adj. paronymy | pärə'nàmə| n.

paroxysm • [pärəks, sizəm]| n. a sudden attack or violent expression of a particular emotion or activity: a paroxysm of weeping; a paroxysm of violence.

■ a sudden recurrence or attack of a disease; a sudden worsening of symptoms.

Derivatives: paroxysmal | pärək'siz- mal| adj.

parquet • [pär'kāt] | n. 1 (also parquet flooring) flooring composed of wooden blocks arranged in a geometric pattern. 2 the ground floor of a theater or auditorium.

parquetry • [pär'kētrē]| n. lined work of blocks of various woods arranged in a geometric pattern, esp. for flooring or furniture.

parricide • [pär'sid; pär'ə-] • n. the killing of a parent or other near relative.

■ a person who commits parricide.

Derivatives: parricide | pär'sid| adj.

parse • [pär's] • v. [trans.] analyze (a sentence) into its component parts and describe their syntactic roles.

■ (in computing) analyze (captured or typed input) into logical components, typically in order to test conformability to a logical grammar or interpret instructions. ■ examine or analyze minutely: he has always been quick to parse his own problems in public. • n. an act of
or the result obtained by parsing computer input.

**parsimonious** |ˈpär-sə-män-əs|  • adj. unwilling to spend money or use resources; stingy or frugal: so parsimonious she only bought dried canned goods.

**parsimony** |ˈpär-sə-män-ē|  • n. extreme unwillingness to spend money or use resources: a great tradition of public design has been shattered by government parsimony.

**Phrases:** principle (or law) of parsimony the scientific principle that things are usually connected or behave in the simplest or most economical way, esp. with reference to alternative evolutionary pathways.

**Parthogenesis** |ˈpär-tho-nə-jən-əs|  • n. reproduction from an ovum without fertilization, esp. as a normal process in some invertebrates and lower plants.

**Participation** usually money unwillingness invertebrates or stingy or economical derivatives: stingy or economical use of amount.

**Partial** from In compound burned usage: been) of matter: the physical world that interact with each other, e.g., electrons, neutrinos, photons, and alpha particles. **[with negative] the least possible amount:** he agrees without hearing the least particle of evidence. **[in mathematics] a hypothetical object having mass but no physical size.** 2 **[in grammar] a minor function word that has comparatively little meaning and is not inflected, in particular:**

- **in (English)** any of the class of words such as in, up, off, over, used with verbs to make phrasal verbs.
- **[in ancient Greek] any of the class of words such as de and ge, used for contrast and emphasis.**

**Particulate** |ˈpär-tik-yə-lət| • adj. of, relating to, or in the form of minute separate particles: particulate pollution. **n. (particulates) matter in such a form.**

**Partisan** |ˈpär-tə-zən|  • n. 1 a strong supporter of a party, cause, or person. 2 a member of an armed group formed to fight secretly against an occupying force, in particular one operating in enemy-occupied Yugoslavia, Italy, and parts of eastern Europe in World War II. • adj. prejudiced, or expressing prejudice, in favor of a particular cause: newspapers have become increasingly partisan.

**Partisanship** • -ship  • n.  • particulate |ˈpär-ti-ku-ət|  • adj. of, relating to, or in the form of minute separate particles: particulate pollution. **n. (particulates) matter in such a form.**

**Partly** • -ly  • adv. [as submodifier] a partially open door. **Partiality** |ˈpär-tə-lət|  • n. **Participial**  • adj.  • verb. **Participate** |ˈpär-ti-ˌkət|  • n. **[predic] (partially to) having a liking for: you know I'm partial to bacon and eggs.**  • n. a component of a musical sound; an overtone or harmonic: the upper partials of the string.

**Partiality** |ˈpär-tə-lət|  • n.  • Partially  • adv. as submodifier] a partially open door.

**Usage:** In the sense ‘to some extent, not entirely,’ traditionalists prefer partly to partially. The piece was written partly in poetry: What we decide will depend partly on the amount of the contract. (Also, in certain contexts, the use of partly could prevent ambiguity: because partial can also mean biased, taking sides; something written partially in poetry could be interpreted as biased verse.)

The form partial, however, appears in many phrases as the adjectival form of part: partial blindness, partial denture, partial paralysis, partial payment, partial shade, partial vacuum, etc. Partially is therefore widely used, with the same sense as partly: partially blind in one eye.

**Participate** |ˈpär-tə-səp|  • n. a word formed from a verb (e.g., going, gone, being, been) and used as an adjective (e.g., working woman, burned toast) or a noun (e.g., good breeding).

In English, participles are also used to make compound verb forms (e.g., is going, has been).

**Participial** |ˈpär-tə-səp|  • adj. **Participially** |ˈpär-tə-səp|  • adv. • particle |ˈpär-tə-kəl|  • n. 1 a minute portion of matter: tiny particles of dust.

- **[also subatomic or elementary particle]** any of numerous subatomic constituents of the physical world that interact with each other, e.g., electrons, neutrinos, photons, and alpha particles. **[with negative] the least possible amount:** he agrees without hearing the least particle of evidence. **[in mathematics] a hypothetical object having mass but no physical size.** 2 **[in grammar] a minor function word that has comparatively little meaning and is not inflected, in particular:**

- **in (English)** any of the class of words such as in, up, off, over, used with verbs to make phrasal verbs.
- **[in ancient Greek] any of the class of words such as de and ge, used for contrast and emphasis.**

**Passion** |ˈpə-stən|  • n. (the Passion) in Christianity, the suffering and death of Jesus. **a narrative of this from any of the Gospels.**
passive | past-tive; 'past-nat-er, 'past-ur-| n. (in the Roman Catholic Church) the Lord’s Prayer, esp. in Latin.

Patrick | 'pa-tersh| adj. 1. a passive form of a verb.

Patrick: (the passive) the passive voice. 

Derivatives: passively adv. passiveness n. passivity |巴黎; 'pa-tur; 'pa-tur-famel-ias; 'pa-tur-ja; 'pa-tur-ja-tion; 'pa-tur-ja-tion; | n. 1. a passive form of a verb.

Pathetic | 'pa-she-tik | adj. 1. arousing pity, esp. through vulnerability or sadness; she looked so pathetic that I bent down to comfort her.

Pathologically inadequate: their test scores in Chemistry were pathetic. 2 relating to the emotions.


Pathological features considered collectively: the typical behavior of a disease: the pathology of Huntington's disease. 2 a pathological condition: the dominant pathology is multiple sclerosis. Mental, social, or linguistic abnormality or malfunction: the city's inability to cope with the pathology of a burgeoning underclass.

Derivatives: pathologist | -ist n. pathos | 'pa-she-sas; 'pa-she-sas; | n. the science of the causes and effects of diseases, esp. the branch of medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or forensic purposes.

Pathos | 'pa-she-sas | n. a green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long period.


Pathological features considered collectively: the typical behavior of a disease: the pathology of Huntington's disease. 2 a pathological condition: the dominant pathology is multiple sclerosis. Mental, social, or linguistic abnormality or malfunction: the city's inability to cope with the pathology of a burgeoning underclass.

Derivatives: pathologist | -ist n. pathos | 'pa-she-sas; 'pa-she-sas; | n. the science of the causes and effects of diseases, esp. the branch of medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or forensic purposes.

Pathos | 'pa-she-sas | n. a green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long period.


Pathological features considered collectively: the typical behavior of a disease: the pathology of Huntington's disease. 2 a pathological condition: the dominant pathology is multiple sclerosis. Mental, social, or linguistic abnormality or malfunction: the city's inability to cope with the pathology of a burgeoning underclass.

Derivatives: pathologist | -ist n. pathos | 'pa-she-sas; 'pa-she-sas; | n. the science of the causes and effects of diseases, esp. the branch of medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or forensic purposes.

Pathos | 'pa-she-sas | n. a green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long period.


Pathological features considered collectively: the typical behavior of a disease: the pathology of Huntington's disease. 2 a pathological condition: the dominant pathology is multiple sclerosis. Mental, social, or linguistic abnormality or malfunction: the city's inability to cope with the pathology of a burgeoning underclass.

Derivatives: pathologist | -ist n. pathos | 'pa-she-sas; 'pa-she-sas; | n. the science of the causes and effects of diseases, esp. the branch of medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or forensic purposes.

Pathos | 'pa-she-sas | n. a green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long period.


Pathological features considered collectively: the typical behavior of a disease: the pathology of Huntington's disease. 2 a pathological condition: the dominant pathology is multiple sclerosis. Mental, social, or linguistic abnormality or malfunction: the city's inability to cope with the pathology of a burgeoning underclass.

Derivatives: pathologist | -ist n. pathos | 'pa-she-sas; 'pa-she-sas; | n. the science of the causes and effects of diseases, esp. the branch of medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or forensic purposes.

Pathos | 'pa-she-sas | n. a green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long period.


Pathological features considered collectively: the typical behavior of a disease: the pathology of Huntington's disease. 2 a pathological condition: the dominant pathology is multiple sclerosis. Mental, social, or linguistic abnormality or malfunction: the city's inability to cope with the pathology of a burgeoning underclass.

Derivatives: pathologist | -ist n. pathos | 'pa-she-sas; 'pa-she-sas; | n. the science of the causes and effects of diseases, esp. the branch of medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or forensic purposes.

Pathos | 'pa-she-sas | n. a green or brown film on the surface of bronze or similar metals, produced by oxidation over a long period.


Pathological features considered collectively: the typical behavior of a disease: the pathology of Huntington's disease. 2 a pathological condition: the dominant pathology is multiple sclerosis. Mental, social, or linguistic abnormality or malfunction: the city's inability to cope with the pathology of a burgeoning underclass.

Derivatives: pathologist | -ist n. pathos | 'pa-she-sas; 'pa-she-sas; | n. the science of the causes and effects of diseases, esp. the branch of medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or forensic purposes.
a man who is the oldest or most venerable of a group: Hollywood's reigning patriarch. • a man who behaves in a commanding manner.

• a person or thing that is regarded as the founder of something: the patriarch of all spin doctors. 2 any of those biblical figures regarded as fathers of the human race, esp. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, their forefathers, or the sons of Jacob. 3 the title of a most senior Orthodox or Catholic bishop.

patriarchy | pát'rár-ké | • n. (pl. -ies) a system of society or government in which the father or eldest male is head of the family and descent is traced through the male line.

• a system of society or government in which men hold the power and women are largely excluded from it. • a society or community organized in this way.

patriate | pát'rát | • v. [trans.] transfer control over (a constitution) from a mother country to its former dependency: the Canadian government moved to patriate the constitution from Great Britain.

patriarch | pát'rástrán | • n. an aristocrat or nobleman.

• a member of a long-established wealthy family. • a member of a noble family or class in ancient Rome. • adj. belonging to or characteristic of the aristocracy: a proud, patriarch face.

• belonging to or characteristic of a long-established and wealthy family. • belonging to the nobility of ancient Rome.

patriicide | pát'rásid | • n. the killing of one's father.

• a person who kills his or her father.

derivatives: patriarchal [pát'rástral], patriarchal adj.

patrilinear | pát'rálin'ár | • adj. of, relating to, or based on relationship to the father or descent through the male line: the inheritance of land was patriilinear.

cf. matrilinear.

patrimony | pát'rámón'é | • n. (pl. -ies) property inherited from one's father or male ancestor.

• heritage: our cultural patrimony. • the estate or property belonging by ancient endowment or right to a church or other institution.

derivatives: patriimonial [pát'rámón'éal], patriimonial adj.

patronize | pát'rár-níz; páz'- | • v. 1 [often as adj.] (patronizing) treat with an apparent kindness that betrays a feeling of superiority. "She's a good-hearted girl," he said in a patronizing voice. • she was determined not to be put down or patronized. 2 frequent (a store, theater, restaurant, or other establishment) as a customer: restaurants remaining open in the evening were well patronized.

give encouragement and financial support to (a person, esp. an artist, or a cause): local churches and voluntary organizations were patronized by the family.

derivatives: patronization [pát'rár-níz'shún], patronizingly [pás'níznál] adv.

patronymic | pát'rár-nímyk | • n. a name derived from the name of a father or ancestor, typically by the addition of a prefix or suffix, e.g., Johnson, O'Brien, Ivanovich.

patroon | pát'ráron | • n. a person given land and granted certain manorial privileges under the former Dutch governments of New York and New Jersey.

derivatives: patroonship n.

patulous | pát'úlás | • adj. (esp. of the branches of a tree) spreading.

derivatives: patulous 

patuclity | pósitè | • n. [in sing.] the presence of something only in small or insufficient quantities or amounts; scarcity: a paucity of information.

pavane | pó'ván | (also pavan) • n. a stately slow dance, popular in the 16th and 17th centuries and performed in elaborate clothing.

• a piece of music for this dance.

pavé | pó'vá; páz'- | • n. 1 a setting of precious stones placed so closely together that no metal shows: a solid diamond pavé. 2 a paved street, road, or path.

pavlovian | pó'lvóván | "lîv-' | adj. of or relating to classical conditioning as described by Ivan P. Pavlov (1849-1936), Russian physiologist, esp. to the conditioned reflex, shown in his experiment in which a dog ('Pavlov's dog') could be trained to salivate at the sound of a bell it associated with food.

payola | pál'óla | • n. the practice of bribing someone to use his or her influence or position to promote a particular product or interest: if a record company spends enough money on payola, it can make any record a hit.

pecadillo | pék'ádi'ló | • n. (pl. -oes or -os) a small, relatively unimportant offense or sin.

pecuant | pék'ánt | • adj. 1 having committed a fault or sin; offending. 2 diseased or causing disease.


peckish | pék'ísh | • adj. hungry: we were both feeling a bit peckish and there was nothing to eat.

pectoral | pék'tórál | • adj. of or relating to the breast or chest: pectoral development.

• worn on the chest: a pectoral shield. • n. (usu. pectorals) The four large muscles that cover the front of the ribcage.

• (pectoral) the fins of a fish that correspond to the forelimbs of other vertebrates. • an ornamental breastplate, esp. one worn by a Jewish high priest.

peculate | pék'ú-lát; páz'- | • v. [trans.] embezzle or steal (money, esp. public funds).


pecuniary | pó'kú-né, èré-' | • adj. of, relating to, or consisting of money: he admitted obtaining a pecuniary advantage by deception.

cf. fiscal.


pedagogic | pé'dág'ógik | • adj. of or relating to teaching; they show great pedagogic skills.

• of or characteristic of a pedagogue.
pedagogue

DERIVATIVES: pedagogical adj. pedagogically adv. pedagogus n. a teacher, esp. a strict or pedantic one.

pedagoggy | peda'goj-e-n. pl. peda'go-jies the method and practice of teaching, esp. as an academic subject or theoretical concept.

Derivatives: pedagogical adj. pedagogically adv. pedagogue | peda'go-jiks n.

pedant | pedant n. a person who is excessively concerned with minor details and rules or with displaying academic learning.

Derivatives: pedantic adj. pedantically adv. pedantry | -tray n. pederasty | ped'er-as-ti-1. n. sexual activity involving a man and a boy.

Derivatives: pederast n. a man who indulges in pederasty. pederastic | ped'er-as-tik adj. pederstrian | ped-es'tri-an n. a person walking along a road or in a developed area.

• adj. lacking inspiration or excitement; dull: disenchanted with their pedestrian lives.

Derivatives: pederstrianally adv. pediculilar | ped-i-k'y-lar | 1. pederstrianally adv. (also pedulous)

• adj. of, relating to, or infused with lice.

Derivatives: pediculosis | ped-i-k'y-

l-1. os-is n.

peditment | ped-mant n. the triangular upper part of the front of a building in classic style, typically surmounting a portico of columns.

a similar feature surmounting a door, window, front, or other part of a building in another style.

b a broad, gently sloping expanse of rock debris extending outward from the foot of a mountain slope, esp. in a desert. Cf. talus.

Derivatives: peditmental | pedimental adj. pedology | ped'o-log-i-1. n. the branch of science that deals with the formation, nature, and classification of soil; soil science.

Derivatives: pedologicol adj. pedologician | ped-o-log-i-ssten-1. adj. pedometer | ped'o-met-er n. an instrument for estimating the distance traveled on foot by recording the number of steps taken.

Pedophile | ped'o-fil-e n. a person, esp. a man, who is sexually attracted to children.

Derivatives: pedophiliva n. pedophilic adj.

Peer | peer n. 1 a member of the nobility in Britain or Ireland, comprising the ranks of duke, marquess, earl, viscount, and baron.

In the British peerage, earldoms and baronetcies were the earliest to be conferred; dukes were created from 1337, marquesses from the end of the 14th century, and viscounts from 1440. Such peerages are hereditary, although since 1958 there have also been nonhereditary life peerages. Peers are entitled to a seat in the House of Lords and exemption from jury service; they are debarred from election to the House of Commons.

2 a person of the same age, status, or ability as another specified person; he has incurred much criticism from his academic peers. • v. make or become equal with or of the same rank.

Phrases: without peer unequalled; unrivalled: he is a goalkeeper without peer.

Derivatives: peerless adj. (in sense 2).

Peerage | 'pirij n. the title and rank of peer or peeress: he was given a peerage.

The peerage peers as a class; those holding a hereditary or honorary title: elevated to the peerage. • a book containing a list of peers and peeresses, with their genealogy and history.

peeve | ped'v | v. [trans.] usu. be peevish annoyed; irritate: he was peevish at being left out of the cabinet | [as adj.] (peevish) a somewhat peevish tone. • n. a cause of annoyance: his pet peeve is not having answers for questions from players.

Peevish | 'pevish | adj. easily irritated, esp. by unimportant things: all this makes Steve fretful and peevish.

Querulous: a peevish, whining voice.

Derivatives: peevishly adv. peevishness n.

Peignoir | 'pein wär | n. a woman's light dressing gown or negligee.

Pejorative | pej'o-ra-tiv | adj. expressing contempt or disapproval: "permissiveness" is used almost universally as a pejorative term. • n. a word expressing contempt or disapproval.

Derivatives: pejoratively adv.

Pejolgan | pe-lo-jén | adj. inhabiting the open sea. • n. an inhabitant of the open sea.

Pejilgic | pe-lo-jik adj. or relating to the open sea.

Chiefly of fish) inhabiting the upper layers of the open sea.

Pelf | pelf | n. money, esp. when gained in a dishonest or dishonorable way.

Pell-mell | pel 'mel | adv. in a confused, rushed, or disorderly manner: the contents were thrown pell-mell. • adj. recklessly hasty or disorganized; headlong: the pell-mell development of Europe. • n. in sing. a state of affairs or collection of things characterized by haste or confusion: the pell-mell of ascending gables and roof tiles.

Pellucid | pel'lú-sid | adj. translucent; clear: mountains reflected in the pellucid waters.

Very lucid in style or meaning; easily understood: pellucid prose. • (of music or other sound) clear and pure in tone: a pellucid singing tone.

Derivatives: pellucidity n. pellucidly adv.

Pemmican | 'pemikan | n. dried and pounded meat mixed with melted fat and other ingredients, originally made by North American Indians and later adapted by Arctic explorers.

Penal | 'pén-ul adj. of, relating to, or prescribing the punishment of offenders under the legal system.

Used or designated as a place of punishment:
penance | 'pen·sanz | • n. 1 voluntary self-punishment inflicted as an outward expression of repentance for having done wrong: he had done public penance for those hasty words. 2 a Christian sacrament in which a member of the Church confesses sins to a priest and is given absolution.

| a religious observance or other duty required of a person by a priest as part of this sacrament to indicate repentance. • v. [trans.] impose a penance on: a hair shirt to penance him for his folly in offending. Cf. PENTENT
penanates | 'pa·nətæz; -ˈna- | • plural n. household gods worshipped in conjunction with Vesta and the lares by the ancient Romans.

| penchant | 'pen·chant | • n. [usu. in sing.] a strong or habitual liking for something or tendency to do something: a penchant for adopting stray dogs.

pendant | 'pendant | • n. 1 a piece of jewelry that hangs from a chain worn around the neck.

| a necklace with such a piece of jewelry. • a light designed to hang from the ceiling. • the part of a pocket watch by which it is suspended. • 2 an artistic, literary, or musical composition intended to match or complement another: the triptych's pendant will occupy the corresponding wall. • adj. hanging downward; pendant: pendant flowers on frail stems.

pendent | 'pendent | • adj. 1 hanging down or overhanging; pendant lichens. 2 undecided; pending: the use of jurisdiction to decide pendant claims. 3 (esp. of a sentence) incomplete; not having a finite verb.

DERIVATIVES: pen·den·cy n.

pending | pending | • adj. awaiting decision or settlement: nine cases were still pending.

| (of a patent) having provisional status, and protected by law for one year, until a full patent is obtained. • about to happen; imminent: the pending disaster. • prep. until (something) happens or takes place: they were released on bail pending an appeal.

pendulous | 'pen·jələs; -djə- | • adj. hanging down loosely; pendulous branches.

DERIVATIVES: pen·du·lously adv.

pendulum | 'pendələm; -ˈdjəm- | • n. a weight hung from a fixed point so that it can swing freely backward and forward, esp. a rod with a weight at the end that regulates the mechanism of a clock.

| used to refer to the tendency of a situation or state of affairs to oscillate regularly between one extreme and another: the pendulum of fashion.

DERIVATIVES: pen·du·lar | -lar | adj. ,

penep lain | 'pənə,płan | (also peneplane) • n. a more or less level land surface produced by erosion over a long period, undisturbed by crustal movement.

penetrative | pen·tri·ətiv | • adj. the innermost parts of a building; a secret or hidden place.

pen·mile | 'pən·məl; -nil | • adj. [attrib.] of, relating to, or affecting the penis.

pen·i·tent | pen·i·tent | • adj. feeling or showing sorrow and regret for having done wrong; repentant. • n. a person who repents his or her sins or wrongdoings and (in the Christian Church) seeks forgiveness from God.

DERIVATIVES: pen·i·ten·cies n. pen·i·ten·tly adv.

pen·i·ten·ti·ary | pen·i·ten·ti·a·ry | • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a prison for people convicted of serious crimes. 2 (in the Roman Catholic Church) a priest charged with certain aspects of the administration of the sacrament of penance.

| an office in the papal court forming a tribunal for deciding on questions relating to penance, dispensations, and absolution.

pen·non | pen·non | • n. 1 a long triangular or swallow-tailed flag, esp. as the military ensign of lancer regiments.

DERIVATIVES: pen·non·ed adj.

pen·no·logy | pen·no·lə·jē | • n. the study of the punishment of crime and of prison management.

DERIVATIVES: pen·no·log·i·cal | pen·no·lāj·i·kal | adj, pen·no·log·ist | -isti n.

pen·se·e | pən·sə | • n. a thought or reflection put into literary form; an aphorism.

| pen·sil | pen·sil | • adj. hanging down; pendulous: penile nests.

| pen·si·ve | pen·si·ve | • adj. engaged in, involving, or reflecting deep or serious thought: a pensive mood.

DERIVATIVES: pen·si·ver·ly adv. pen·si·ver·ness n.

pen·ta·cle | pen·ta·kəl | • n. a talisman or magical object, typically disk-shaped and inscribed with a pentagram or other figure, and used as a symbol of the element of earth.

| pen·ta·gram | pen·ta·gram | • n. a five-pointed star that is formed by drawing a continuous line in five straight segments, often used as a mystic and magical symbol.

pen·tan·gle | pen·tan·təgəl | • n. another term for PENTAGRAM.

Pen·ta·tech | pen·ta·t(ə)t(y)ək | the first five books of the Hebrew Bible (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy). Traditionally ascribed to Moses, it is now held by scholars to be a compilation from texts of the 9th to 5th centuries BC. Cf. TORAH.

DERIVATIVES: Pen·ta·tech·al | -t(y)əkha| adj.

Pen·te·cost·al | pen·te·kəstəl | • adj. 1 of or relating to the Christian festival commemorating the descent of the Holy Spirit on the disciples (the Pentecost). 2 of, relating to, or denoting any of a number of Christian sects and individuals emphasizing baptism in the Holy Spirit, evidenced by speaking in tongues, prophecy, healing, and exorcism. • n. a member of a Pentecostal sect.

DERIVATIVES: Pen·te·cost·al·ism | -iz·əm n. Pen·te·cost·al·ist | -ist adj. & n.

Pen·ul·ti·mate | pen·əl·təmat | • adj. [attrib.] second to last in a series of things: the penultimate chapter of the book.
penumbra | pe'numbra | n. (pl. penumbrae | -bre; -br) or penumbra) the partially shaded outer region of the shadow cast by an opaque object.

the shadow cast by the earth or moon over an area experiencing a partial eclipse. the less dark outer part of a sunspot, surrounding the dark core. any area of partial shade. derivatives: pen umb ral | -bral | adj. pen umb ry | -ry | n. extreme poverty; destitution. derivatives: pen umb rious adj. pe on | pe'en; pe'an | n. 1 a Latin-American day laborer or unskilled farm worker. a debtor held in servitude by a creditor, esp. formerly in the southern US and Mexico. a person who does menial work; a drudge: 2 (in the Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia) someone of low rank. derivatives: pen on age | pen'age | n. peptic | peptik | adj. or of relating to digestion, esp. that which takes place in the stomach.

peradven ture | per-ad'ven-tor; per- | • adv. perhaps: peradventure I'm not as wealthy as he is. • n. uncertainty or doubt as to whether something is the case: that shows beyond peradventure the strength of the economy.

per am bu late | pe'ramby, lat | v. [trans.] walk or travel through or around (a place or area), esp. for pleasure and in a leisurely way: she perambulated the square. [trans.] walk from place to place; walk about: he grew weary of perambulating over rough countryside.

derivatives: per am bu lation | pe'ramby-la'shan | n. per am bu la tory | -la'tor | adj. per centile | per'sen'til | n. each of the 100 equal groups into which a population can be divided according to the distribution of values of a statistical variable.

percept | per'sect | n. an object of perception; something that is perceived.

a mental concept that is developed as a consequence of the process of perception.

per chance | per'chans | • adv. by some chance; perhaps.

per ci pi ent | par'sip'ient | adj. (of a person) having a good understanding; perceptive. • n. (esp. in philosophy or with reference to psychic phenomena) a person who is able to perceive things.

derivatives: per ci pi ence n. per ci pi ently adv. per col ate | per'kolat | v. (of a liquid or gas) filter gradually through a porous surface or substance: the water percolating through the soil may leach out minerals. (of information or an idea or feeling) spread gradually through an area or group of people: this idea soon percolated into the Christian Church. • be or become full of lively activity or excitement: the night was percolating with an expectant energy.

derivatives: per co la tion | per'kol-a'shan | n.

per di tion | per'dish’on | n. (in Christian theology) a state of eternal punishment and damnation into which a sinful and unpenitent person passes after death.

utter ruin or destruction.

per dura ble | par'd(y)(50)r'bal | adj. enduring continuously; imperishable. derivatives: per dura bil ity | -d(y)(50)ri'li-te | n. per dura bly | -ble | adv.

per due | par'd(y)(50)or | v. [trans.] remain in existence throughout a substantial period of time; endure: bell music has perjured in Venice throughout free centuries.

derivatives: per due ance | -d(y)(50)rans | n.

père | per | • n. used after a surname to distinguish a father from a son of the same name: Alexandre Dumas père. cf. fils.

per e grinate | per'i-gra'nat | v. [no obj. with adverbial] travel or wander around from place to place.

derivatives: per e grina tion | per'i-gra'nis| n. per e grina tor | -tor | n.

per em ptory | per'am'p3t3r| adj. (esp. of a person's manner or actions) insisting on immediate attention or obedience, esp. in a brusquely imperious way: “Just do it!” came the peremptory reply.

not open to legal appeal or challenge; final.

derivatives: per em pt orily | -t3r| adv. per em ptor is ness | -renis | n.

usage: Peremptory and preemptive can be confused, as both involve stopping something. A peremptory act or statement is absolute; it cannot be denied: He issued a peremptory order. A preemptive action is one taken before an adversary can act: Preemptive air strikes stopped the enemy from launching the new warship.

per enn ial | pe'ren'ial | adj. lasting or existing for a long or apparently infinite time; enduring: his perennial distrust of the media.

(of a plant) living for several years: cow parsley is perennial. cf. annual, biennial. (esp. of a problem or difficult situation) continually occurring: perennial manifestations of urban crisis. [attrib.] (of a person) apparently permanently engaged in a specified role or way of life: he's a perennial student. (of a stream or spring) flowing throughout the year. • n. a perennial plant.

derivatives: per enn ial ly adv.

per e stroik a | per'stroik| n. (in the former Soviet Union) the policy or practice of restructuring or reforming the economic and political system. First proposed by Leonid Brezhnev in 1979 and actively promoted by Mikhail Gorbachev, perestroika originally referred to increased automation and labor efficiency, but came to entail greater awareness of economic markets and the ending of central planning.

per fe ction ism | par'fek'sheen, niz'am | n. refusal to accept any standard short of perfection.

a philosophical doctrine holding that reli-
gious, moral, social, or political perfection is attainable, esp. the theory that human moral or spiritual perfection should be or has been attained.

**Derivatives:**
- perfectionist n. & adj.
- peripatetic adj., -ētik] adj.
- perifervid [par'farvid] • adj. intense and impassioned.

**Derivatives:**
- periferidally adv.
- peridiously adv.
- perifroying adj. dy n.
- perforate • v. [par'ferat; -rät perforated: perforate shell.

**Derivatives:**
- perforation n. perforator
- perforce [par'förç] • adv. used to express necessity or inevitability: amateurs, perforce, have to settle for less.

**Derivatives:**
- performative [par'formətiv] • adj. relating to or denoting an utterance by means of which the speaker performs a particular act (e.g., I bet, I apologize). • n. a performative verb, sentence, or utterance.

**Derivatives:**
- perifunctional [par'fən'kətərəl] • adj. (of an action or gesture) carried out with a minimum of effort or reflection: the investigation was merely perfunctory.

**Derivatives:**
- perifunctionary • -ənkətərəl] • adj. functioning.
- perifunctionarness • -rénis] n.
- perifuse [par'fyoos] • v. [trans.] permeate or suffuse (something) with a liquid, color, quality, etc.: Glace perifusèd the yellow light with white: such expression is perifused by rhetoric.

**Derivatives:**
- supply (an organ, tissue, or body) with a fluid, typically blood or a blood substitute, by circulating it through blood vessels or other natural channels.

**Derivatives:**
- perifusion • -zhən] n. perifusionist
- perifore [par'far] • n. the farthest of an orbit, as the farthest of a moon's orbit at which it is nearest to the earth. The opposite of apogee.

**Derivatives:**
- periforean • periforean] adj.
- peripherize [par'fərəz] • v. (attrib.) to make peripheral.
- periphery • -zhərə] • n. (pl. -ies) the outer limits or edge of an area or object: new building on the periphery of the hospital site.

**Derivatives:**
- a marginal or secondary position in, or part or aspect of, a group, subject, or sphere of activity: a shift in power from the center to the periphery. Cf. PERIMETER

**Peripherareis**
- peripherase [par'frəs] • n. (pl. peripherases • -sëz] the use of indirect and circumlocutory speech or writing.

**Derivatives:**
- an indirect and circumlocutory phrase. The use of separate words to express a grammatical relationship that is otherwise expressed by inflection, e.g., did go as opposed to went and more intelligent as opposed to smarter. Cf. PARAPHRASE

**Peripherastic**
- peripherastic [par'fərəstik] • adj. (of speech or writing) indirect and circumlocutory: the peripherastic nature of legal syntax.

**Derivatives:**
- (of a case or tense) formed by a combination of words rather than by inflection (such as did go and of the people rather than went and the people's).

**Peristalsis**
- peristalsis [par'fəstəlsis] • n. the involuntary constriction and relaxation of the
muscles of the intestine or another canal, creating wavelike movements that push the contents of the canal along.

**Derivatives:**
- peristaltic [-stōltik] adj.
- peristaltically [-stōltik(ə)l] adv.
- peristyle [-stīl] n. a row of columns surrounding a space within a building such as a courtyard or internal garden or edging a veranda or porch.
- an architectural space such as a courtyard or porch that is surrounded or edged by such columns.
- perjury [ˈpərˌdʒer] n. [pl. -ies] (in law) the offense of willfully telling an untruth after having taken an oath or affirmation, in court or in a formal hearing, etc.
- the action or an act of taking a vow one does not intend to keep.
- perjurious [pər′jəriəs] adj. perjuriously adv.
- perlocution [pərlık′yəsən] n. an act of speaking or writing that has an action as its aim but that in itself does not effect or constitute the action, for example persuading or convincing. Cf. illocution.
- perlocutionary [pərlık′yənərē] adj.
- permafrost [pərˈməfröst] n. a thick subsurface layer of soil that remains frozen throughout the year, occurring chiefly in polar regions.
- permeable [pərˈmēəbəl] adj. (of a material or membrane) allowing liquids or gases to pass through it: a frog’s skin is permeable to water.
- permeate [pərˈmēət] v. [trans.] spread throughout (something); pervade: the aroma of soup permeated the air. [intrans.] his personality has begun to permeate through the whole organization.
- permeation [pərˈmēə′zhən] n.
- permeation [-ˈtāshən] n. a way, esp. one of several possible variations, in which a set or number of things can be ordered or arranged: his thoughts raced ahead to fifty different permutations of what he must do.
- the action of changing the arrangement, esp. the linear order, of a set of numbers or other items.
- permeation [-ˈtāshən] n.
- pernicious [pərˈnɪsəs] adj. having a harmful effect, esp. in a gradual or subtle way: the pernicious influences of the mass media.
- perniciously adv. perniciousness n.
- perorate [pərˈrət] v. [intrans.] speak at length: in private he would perorate against his colleague.
- sum up and conclude a speech: the recapitulation with which she perorates.
- peroration [pərˈrərəshən] n. the concluding part of a speech, typically intended to inspire enthusiasm in the audience.

**Usage:**
- To perorate something is to commit it: The gang perpetrated outrages against several citizens. To perpetuate something is to cause it to continue or to keep happening: The stories only serve to perpetuate the legend that the house is haunted.

**perpetual** [pərˈpɛktəl] adj. 1 never ending or changing: deep caves in perpetual darkness.
- [attrib.] denoting a position, job, or trophy held for life rather than a limited period, or the person holding it: perpetual secretary of the society.
- (of an investment) having no fixed maturity date; irredeemable: a perpetual bond.
- occurring repeatedly; so frequent as to seem endless and uninterrupted: their perpetual money worries.
- (of a plant) blooming or fruiting several times in one season: he grows perpetual carnations.
- n. a perpetual plant, esp. a hybrid rose.
- perpetually adv.
- perpetuate [pərˈpɛktwət] v. [trans.] make (something, typically an undesirable situation or an unfounded belief) continue indefinitely: the law perpetuated the interests of the ruling class.
- preserve (something valued) from oblivion or extinction: how did these first humans survive to perpetuate the species?
- perpetuance [pərˈpɛktwəns] n.
- perpetuation [pərˈpɛktwəˈʃən] n.
- perpetuator [-ˈwətər] n.

**Usage:** See usage at perpetrate.

**perpetuity** [pərˈpɛktətɪ] n. (pl. -ies) 1 a thing that lasts forever or for an indefinite period, in particular: a bond or other security with no fixed maturity date. 2 (in law) a restriction making an estate inalienable perpetually or for a period beyond certain limits fixed by law. 3 an estate so restricted. 4 the state or quality of lasting forever: he did not believe in the perpetuity of military rule.

**Phrases:**
- in (or for) perpetuity forever: the Bonapartes were banished from France in perpetuity.
- perplexity [pərˈpleksətɪ] n. (pl. -ies) inability to deal with or understand something complicated or unaccountable: she paused in perplexity.
- perplexities (usu. perplexities) a complicated or baffling situation, aspect, or thing: the perplexities of international relations.
- perquisite [pərˈkwəzət] n. (also, informally perk) a benefit incidental to a particular job or position.
- a thing regarded as a special right or privi-
lege enjoyed as a result of one's position: the wife of a president has all the perquisites of stardom. • a thing that has served its primary use and is then given to a subordinate or employee as a customary right.

**USAGE:** Perquisite and prerequisite are sometimes confused. Perquisite usually means 'an extra allowance or privilege' (he had all the perquisites of a movie star). Prerequisite means 'something required as a condition' (passing the examination was one of the prerequisites for a teaching position).

**persécuté** [pars′kJyoot′] • v. [trans.] (often be persecuted) subject (someone) to hostility and ill-treatment, esp. because of their race or political or religious beliefs: Jews who had been persecuted by the regime.

harass or annoy (someone) persistently: Hilda was persecuted by some of the other girls.

**DERIVATIVES:** persecutión [pars′kJyoot′sion] • n. persecutor [−,kJyoot′ar] • n. persecutory [−,kJyoot′ore] • adj.

**USAGE:** Prosecute means 'to take legal action against': they prosecuted him for trespassing. Persecute means 'to take hostile, generally nonlegal or illegal, action against': they persecuted him for his religious views.

**perséverate** [pars′ve′rät] • v. (trans.) repeat or prolong an action, thought, or utterance after the stimulus that prompted it has ceased.

**DERIVATIVES:** perseveración [par′sev-o-ration] • n.

**persiflage** [pars′fləzh] • n. light mockery or banter.

**persnickety** [pars′nık′e] • adj. placing too much emphasis on trivial or minor details; fussy; persnickety gardeners: she's persnickety about her food.

requiring a particularly precise or careful approach: the film is persnickety and difficult to use.

**persόnα** [par′son-o] • n. (pl. persona or personae [−,sōn-e]) the aspect of someone's character that is presented to or perceived by others: her public persona.

a role or character adopted by an author or an actor.

**persόnαge** [pars′a-ni′j] • n. a person (often used to express his or her significance, importance, or elevated status): it was no less a personage than the bishop.

a character in a play or other work.

**persόnαlity** [par′son-alite] • n. personal property. The opposite of REALTY.

**persόnα non grata** [par′sōnə nən ′gra-tə] • n. (pl. personas non gratae [par′sōnə nən ′gra-tə]) an unacceptable or unwelcome person: from now on, these scandal-seeking journalists can consider themselves personas non gratae.

**personify** [pars′sélf,fl] • v. (−ies, −ied) [trans.] represent (a quality or concept) by a figure in human form: public pageants and dramas in which virtues and vices were personified.

usu. be personified] attribute a personal nature or human characteristics to (some-

thing nonhuman): in the poem, the oak trees are personified. • represent or embody (a quality, concept, or thing) in a physical form: he fairly personifies trustworthiness.

**DERIVATIVES:** personification [par′son-i-fi′kayshən] • n. personifier [−,fl(ə)r] • n.

**perspicacious** [par′spik′əs] • adj. having a ready insight into and understanding of things: it offers quite a few facts to the perspicacious reporter.

**DERIVATIVES:** perspicaciousness [par′spik′əsnes] • n. perspicacity [−,kā′sət] • n.

**perspicuous** [par′spik′yo-o-was] • adj. (of an account or representation) clearly expressed and easily understood; lucid: it provides simpler and more perspicuous explanations than its rivals.

(of a person) able to give an account or express an idea clearly.

**DERIVATIVES:** perspicuity [par′spik′u-tēt] • n. perspicuously [−,kō′tēt] • adv.

pert [par′t] • adj. (of a girl or young woman) sexually attractive because lively or saucy: a pert Belgian actress.

(of a bodily feature or garment) attractive because neat and jaunty: she had a pert nose and deep blue eyes. • (of a young person or his or her speech or behavior) impudent: no need to be pert, miss. • another term for petty 'lively, cheerful.'

**DERIVATIVES:** pertly [adv.] pertness [n.]

pertinacious [par′tin-ə-sas] • adj. holding firmly to an opinion or a course of action: he worked with a pertinacious resistance to interruptions.

**DERIVATIVES:** pertinaciously [adv.]

pertinaciousness [par′tin-ə-sas-nes] • n. pertinacity [−,nes-te] • n.

pertinent [par′tin-ent] • adj. relevant or applicable to a particular matter; apposite: very pertinent questions: not pertinent to the investigation.

**DERIVATIVES:** pertinence [n.]

pertinently [adv.]

perturb [par′tərb] • v. [trans.] 1 (often be perturbed) make (someone) anxious or unsettled: they were perturbed by her capricious behavior. 2 subject (a system, moving object, or process) to an influence tending to alter its normal or regular state or path: nuclear weapons used to perturb the orbit of asteroids.

**DERIVATIVES:** perturbable [adj.]

perturbation [n.]

perturbative [par′tərb-ə-tiv] par′tər-ba-tiv • adj. par′tər-ba-tiv • adj. (sense 2) perturbingly [adv.]

erurse [par′rooz] • v. [trans.] read thoroughly or carefully.

**DERIVATIVES:** peruser [n.]

**usage:** The verb peruse means 'read thoroughly and carefully.' It is sometimes mistakenly taken to mean 'read through quickly; glance over,' as in later documents will be perused rather than analyzed thoroughly.

**persisvent** [par′və-siv] • adj. (esp. of an unwelcome influence or physical effect) spreading widely throughout an area or a
pervasive

A group of people: ageism is pervasive and entrenched in our society.

 Derivatives: pervasively adv. pervasiveness n.

pervasive | 'pa:vəs| • adj. (of a person or personal actions) showing a deliberate and obstinate desire to behave in a way that is unreasonable or unacceptable, often in spite of the consequences: Kate's perverse decision not to cooperate.

- Contrary to the accepted or expected standard or practice: in two general elections the outcome was quite perverse.
- (of a verdict) against the weight of evidence or the direction of the judge on a point of law. sexually perverted.

 Derivatives: pervasively adv. pervasiveness n. pervasivity | -'vəsətɪ| n. (pl. -ies).

perversion | 'pa:vərZHən| • n. the alteration of something from its original course, meaning, or state to a distortion or corruption of what was first intended: perversion of the law.

- Sexual behavior or desire that is considered abnormal or unacceptable.

pervert • v. | 'pa:vərt| [trans.] alter (something) from its original course, meaning, or state to a distortion or corruption of what was first intended: charged with conspiring to pervert the course of justice.

- Lead (someone) away from what is considered right, natural, or acceptable.

 Derivatives: pervert • n.

pervious | 'pa:vəs| • adj. (of a substance) allowing water to pass through; permeable: pervious rocks.

 Derivatives: perviousness n.

pesimism | 'pesə,mizəm| • n. a tendency to see the worst aspect of things or believe that the worst will happen; a lack of hope or confidence in the future.

- In philosophy a belief that evil will ultimately prevail over good.

 Derivatives: pesimist n.

petard | 'pi:tərd| • n. a small bomb made of a metal or wooden box filled with powder, used to blast down a door or to make a hole in a wall.

- A kind of firework that explodes with a sharp report.

 Phrases: hoist with (or by) one's own petard have one's plans to cause trouble for others backfire on one.

petit • adj. (of a crime) petty; of lesser importance: petit larceny.

petit bourgois | 'pa:tɛ bɔrˈʒwə; paˈtɛ| • adj. of or characteristic of the lower middle class (the petit bourgeois), esp. with reference to a perceived conventionalism and conservatism: the frail facade of petit bourgeois respectability.

- n. (pl. petits bourgeois pronounced same) a member of the lower middle class, esp. when perceived as conventional and conservative.

petit mal | 'pa:tɛ mɔl| • n. a mild form of epilepsy characterized by brief spells of unconsciousness without loss of posture. Cf. grand mal.

- An epileptic seizure of this kind.

petrifify | 'pɛtraˌfl| • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] 1 make (someone) so frightened as to be unable to move or think: his icy quietness petrified her [as adj.] (petrified) the petrified child clung to her mother. 2 change (organic matter) into stony material by encrusting or replacing its original substance with a calcareous or other mineral deposit.

- [intr.] (of organic matter) become converted into stony material in such a way.

- Deprive or become deprived of vitality or the capacity for change: [trans] death merely petrifies things for those who go on living [in trans] the inner life of the communist parties petrified.

 Derivatives: petrifaction n. petrification n.

petroglyph | 'pɛtraˌglif| • n. a rock carving or drawing, esp. a prehistoric one.

pettifog | 'paˌtɛˌfɒg| • v. (pettifogged, pettifogging) [intr.] quibble about petty points.

- Practice legal deception or trickery.

 Derivatives: pettifoggery | 'paˌtɛˌfɒgər|, 'petəˌfɪgər| • n.

petty | 'paˌti| • adj. (pettier, pettiest) 1 of little importance; trivial: the petty divisions of party politics.

- (of behavior) characterized by an undue concern for trivial matters, esp. in a small-minded or spiteful way: he was prone to petty revenge on friends and family. 2 [attrib.] of secondary or lesser importance, rank, or scale; minor: a petty official.

- (of a crime) of lesser importance (usu. in terms of money involved, as defined by statute): petty larceny.

 Derivatives: pettily adv. pettiness | 'paˌtiəs| n.

petulant | 'paˌtɛlənt| • adj. (of a person or personal manner) childishly sulky or bad-tempered: he was moody and petulant | a petulant shake of the head.


petryste | 'paˌtʃi; paˈtʃi| • n. a small, soft, blue-green, spineless cactus (Lophophora williamsii), native to Mexico and the southern US. Also called mescal.

- A hallucinogenic drug prepared from this cactus, containing mescaline.

phalanx | 'faˌlæks; 'fæl-| • n. 1 (pl. phalanxes) a group of people or things of a simi

lar type forming a compact body or brought together for a common purpose: headed past the phalanx of waiting reporters.

- A body of troops or police officers, standing or moving in close formation: six hundred marchers set off, led by a phalanx of police. 2 (pl. phalanges) a lobe of the finger or toe.

phallic | 'fælik| • adj. of, relating to, or
phlegm'y
• adj. [fleg'mi] n.
• pl. phal'lus | [fæ'lu:s] • n. (pl. phal'lus or phal'luses) a penis, esp. when erect (typically used with reference to male potency or dominance).
• an image or representation of an erect penis, typically symbolizing fertility or potency.
DERIVATIVES: phal'lis'tasis | [fæl'lis'tizəs] • n. a bundle of real or imaginary images like that seen in a dream: a phantasmagoria of horror and mystery.
DERIVATIVES: phal•tas'mal | [fænt'əz-məl] • adj. phal'tas'mic | [fænt'əz'mik] • adj. phal'tas'mar'ia | [fænt'əz'mərə'riə] • n. a sequence of real or imaginary images like that seen in a dream: a phantasmagoria of horror and mystery.
DERIVATIVES: phar'sia| [fər'siə] • adj. phar'sia-cal | [fər'siə-kəl] • adj. phar'sia•ism | [fər'siə'izəm] • n. a book, esp. an official publication, containing a list of medicinal drugs with their effects and directions for their use.
• a stock of medicinal drugs.
Pharos | [fə'ros] • n. a lighthouse, often considered one of the Seven Wonders of the World, erected by Ptolemy II (308-289 BC) in c.280 BC on the island of Pharos, off the coast of Alexandria, Egypt.
• a self-righteous person; a hypocrite.
DERIVATIVES: phar'isias | [fər'siəs] • adj. phar'isias•i-cal | [fər'siəs'i-kəl] • adj. phar'isias•ism | [fər'siəs'i'izəm] • n. a self-righteous person; a hypocrite.
• a remarkable person, thing, or event. 2 (in philosophy) the object of a person's perception; what the senses or the mind notice.
USAGE: The word phenomenon comes from Greek, and its plural form is phenomena, as in these phenomena are not fully understood. It is a mistake to treat phenomena as if it were a singular form, as in this is a strange phenomenon.

pheno•type | [fə'nu:tɪp] • n. (in biology) the set of observable characteristics of an individual resulting from the interaction of its genotype with the environment.

phlo•em | [flə'əm] • n. the vascular tissue in plants that conducts sugars and other meta-

DERIVATIVES: phen'o•typic | [fə'nə•tipik] • adj. phen'o•typi•cal | [fənə•tɪpɪk] • adj. phen'o•typi•cal•ly | [fənə•tɪpɪk(ə)l] • adv. phila•lan•der'er | [fə'læn•dər] • n. a person who seeks to promote the welfare of others, esp. by the generous donation of money to good causes.

DERIVATIVES: phila•tan•thro•pist | [fə'læn•θrəpɪst] • n. a person who seeks to promote the welfare of others, esp. by the generous donation of money to good causes.

DERIVATIVES: phi•lan•thro•pism | [pɪə•θroʊ•pɪz] • n. phi•lan•thro•pize | [pɪə•θroʊ•paɪz] • v.

phi•la•te•ley | [fɪə•lə'ti•l] • n. the collection and study of postage stamps.

DERIVATIVES: phi•al•te•lic | [fɪəl•tɪlɪk] • adj. phi•al•te•lic•al | [fɪəl•tɪlɪk(ə)l] • adj. phi•al•te•lic•ist | [fɪəl•tɪlɪk•ɪst] • n.

phi•li•pi•c | [fə'lɪpɪk] • n. a bitter attack or deprecation, esp. a verbal one.

PHI•lis•tine | [fɪlɪs'tɪn] • n. 1 a member of a non-Semitic people of southern Palestine in ancient times, who came into conflict with the Israelites during the 12th and 11th centuries BC. 2 (usu. phil•is•tine) a person who is hostile or indifferent to culture and the arts, or who has no understanding of them: (as adj.) a philistine government.

DERIVATIVES: phi•lis•ti•nish | [fɪlɪs'tɪnɪʃ] • adj. phi•lis•ti•ni•sm | [fɪlɪs'tɪnɪzm] • n.

phi•lo•g•y•ny | [fɪlə'jɒnɪ] • n. the branch of knowledge that deals with the structure, historical development, and relationships of a language or languages.

literary or classical scholarship.
DERIVATIVES: phi•lo•lo•g•ian | [fɪlə'lo•dʒiən] • n. phi•lo•lo•gi•cal | [fɪlə'lo•dʒɪk(ə)l] • adj. phi•lo•lo•gi•cal•ly | [fɪlə'lo•dʒɪk(ə)l] • adv. phi•lo•lo•gi•st | [fɪlə'logɪst] • n.

philt•er | [fɪltər] • n. a charm supposed to excite sexual love in the drinker.

PHLEGM | [fləˈɡm] • n. the thick substance secreted by the mucous membranes of the respiratory passages, esp. when produced in excessive or abnormal quantities, e.g., when someone is suffering from a cold.

(der. from a Greek meaning "sputum") one of the four bodily humors, believed to be associated with a calm, stolid, or apathetic temperament.

der. from a Greek meaning "sputum") one of the four bodily humors, believed to be associated with a calm, stolid, or apathetic temperament.
phlogiston | f³l'joist²n, -tn | • n. a substance supposed by 18th-century chemists to exist in all combustible foods, and to be released in combustion.

phobia | f³³b²a | • n. an extreme or irrational fear of or aversion to something: he had a phobia about being under water | a snake phobia.

derivatives: phobic | f³bík | adj. & n.
phoneme | f³'nëm | • n. any of the perceptually distinct units of sound in a specified language that distinguish one word from another, for example p, b, d, and t in the English words pad, pat, bad, and bat.

derivatives: phonemic | f³'nëmík, f³- | adj. phonemics | f³'nëmiks; f³- n. the branch of linguistics that deals with phonemes.

phonics | f³'niks | • plural n. [treated as sing.] a method of teaching people to read by correlating sounds with letters or groups of letters in an alphabetic writing system.

phonology | f³'n³l³g³ | • n. the branch of linguistics that deals with systems of sounds, esp. in a particular language.

the system of relationships among the speech sounds that constitute the fundamental components of a language.

derivatives: phonological | f³'n³l³g³l³l³ | adj. phonologically | f³'n³l³g³l³l³l³ | adv. phonologist | f³'n³l³g³l³st | -ist | n.

phosphorescence | f³fs³'f³rs³ns | • n. light emitted by a substance without combustion or perceptible heat: the stones overhead gleamed with phosphorescence.

(physics) the emission of radiation in a similar manner to fluorescence but on a longer timescale, so that emission continues after excitation ceases.

derivatives: phosphorescent | f³fs³'f³rs³nt | adj.

photogenic | f³'t³g³n³k | • adj. 1 (esp. of a person) looking attractive in photographs or on film. 2 (of an organism or tissue) producing or emitting light.

derivatives: photogenically | f³'t³g³n³ká'y | -(a)le | adv.

photorealism | f³'t³r³l³z³m | • n. 1 detailed and unidealized representation in art, esp. of banal, mundane, or sordid aspects of life. 2 detailed visual representation, like that obtained in a photograph, in a nonphotographic medium such as animation, painting, or computer graphics.

derivatives: photorealistic | f³'t³r³l³z³štík | • adj.

photosensitive | f³'t³s³'sens³tv³ | • adj. having a chemical, electrical, or other response to light: photosensitive cells | photosensitive drugs.

derivatives: photosensitivity | f³'t³s³'sens³tv³t³ | -(a)le | n. photosensitize | f³'t³s³'sent³z³ | v. 1 initiate (a chemical change) by absorbing light energy and transferring it to a reactant. 2 make photosensitive.

photosynthesis | f³'t³s³'sin³'ts³n³s³s³ | • n. the process by which green plants and some other organisms use sunlight to synthesize foods from carbon dioxide and water. Photosynthesis in plants generally involves the green pigment chlorophyll and generates oxygen as a byproduct.

derivatives: photosynthetic | f³'t³s³'sin³'ts³th³k | • adj. photosynthetically | f³'t³s³'sin³'ts³th³ká'l³ly | -(a)le | adv.

phrenology | f³'f³n³l³j³ | • n. the detailed study of the shape and size of the cranium as a supposed indication of character and mental abilities, popular in the 19th but largely discredited by the early 20th cent..

derivatives: phrenological | f³'f³n³l³j³l³l³ | adj. phrenologist | f³'f³n³l³j³l³st | -ist | n.

physiocracy | f³'s³l³k³tr³ | • n. (pl. -ies) a small leather box containing Hebrew texts, worn by Jewish men at morning prayer as a reminder to keep the law.

physiognomy | f³'s³j³n³m³ | • n. the branch of biology that deals with phylogeny (the evolutionary development and diversification of a species or group of organisms, or of a particular feature of an organism).

derivatives: physiogenetic | f³'s³j³n³j³g³n³t³k | adj. physiogenetically | f³'s³j³n³j³g³n³t³ká'l³ly | -(a)le | adv.

physium | f³'s³j³m³ | • n. (pl. phyla | f³'bla | -la) (in zoology) a principal taxonomic category that ranks above class and below kingdom.

(in linguistics) a group of languages related to each other less closely than those forming a family, esp. one in which the relationships are disputed or unclear.

physics | f³'s³k³s³ | • plural n. [treated as sing.] the branch of science concerned with the nature and properties of matter and energy. The subject matter of physics, distinguished from that of chemistry and biology, includes mechanics, heat, light and other radiation, sound, electricity, magnetism, and the structure of atoms.

the physical properties and phenomena of something: the physics of plasmas.

derivatives: physicist | f³'s³k³st | n.

physiognomy | f³'s³j³n³m³ | • n. (pl. -ies) a person's facial features or expression, esp. when regarded as indicative of character or ethnic origin.

the supposed art of judging character from facial characteristics. the general form or appearance of something: the physiognomy of the landscape.

derivatives: physiognomic | f³'s³j³n³m³nik | • adj. physiognomically | f³'s³j³n³m³nikál³ly | -(a)le | adv.

physiology | f³'s³l³j³l³g³ | • n. the branch of biology that deals with the normal functions of living organisms and their parts.

the way in which a living organism or bodily part functions: the physiology of the brain.

derivatives: physiological | f³'s³l³j³l³g³l³l³ | adj. physiologically | f³'s³l³j³l³g³l³l³l³ | -(a)le | adv. & adj. (esp. as a musical direction) very soft or
pianoforte

softly. • n. (pl. pianissimos or pianissimi [-,mi]) a passage marked to be performed very softly.

pi'ano-forte [pīˈä-nō′fôrtə; pīˈä-nō̄ˌfôrt] • n. formal term for a piano.

pi'azza [pīˈätsə; pīˈätsə] • n. 1 |pīˈaztsə| a public square or marketplace, esp. in an Italian town. 2 |pīˈaztsə| the veranda of a house.

pi'ca-resque [pīˈkərəsk] • adj. of or relating to an episodic style of fiction dealing with the adventures of a rough and dishonest but appealing hero. • n. this style of fiction.

pi'ca-yun-e [pīˈkə-yənə] • adj. petty; worthless. • n. a small coin of little value, esp. a 5-cent piece.

an insignificant person or thing.

pi'cu-resque [pīˈkūrəsk] • adj. visually attractive, esp. in a quaint or pretty style: the picturesque covered bridges of New England.

(of language) unusual and vivid: picturesque speech.

derivatives: picturesque adj. adv. picturesque ness n.

pidg-in [pīˈdʒən] • n. [often as adj.] a grammatically simplified form of a language, used for communication between people not sharing a common language. Pidgins have a limited vocabulary, some elements of which are taken from local languages, and are not native languages, but arise out of language contact between speakers of other languages. Cf. creole.

pie-bal'd [pīˈbəld] • adj. (of a horse) having irregular patches of two colors, typically black and white. • n. a piebald horse or other animal. Cf. skewbald

pied [pīd] • adj. having two or more different colors: pied dogs from the Pyrenees.

pied·ment [pīˈdəmənt] • n. a gentle slope leading from the base of mountains to a region of flat land.

(the Piedmont) a hilly region of the eastern US, between the Appalachians and the coastal plain. • a region of NW Italy, in the foothills of the Alps.

piet·à, pēˈətə] (often Pietà) • n. a picture or sculpture of the Virgin Mary holding the dead body of Christ on her lap or in her arms.

piet·ism [pīˈtizəm] • n. pious sentiment, esp. of an exaggerated or affected nature.

(usu. Pietism) a 17th-century movement for the revival of piety in the Lutheran Church.

derivatives: pi·et·ist n. pi·et·istic adj. pi·et·istic·al·ly |pīˈtistikəl| adj. pi·et·istic·al adj.

pier·ety [pīˈerəti] • n. (pl. -ies) the quality of being religious or reverent: acts of piety and charity.

the quality of being dutiful: filial piety. • a belief or point of view that is accepted with unthinking conventional reverence: the accepted piety of our time.

pil·a·ster [pīˈləstər] • n. a rectangular column, esp. one projecting from a wall.

derivatives: pil·a·strered adj.

pil·grim [pīˈgrəm] • n. a person who journeys to a sacred place for religious reasons.

(usu. Pilgrim) a member of a group of English Puritans fleeing religious persecution who sailed in the Mayflower and founded the colony of Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1620.

a person who travels on long journeys.

a person whose life is compared to a journey.

v. (pilgrim·ing) [no obj., with adverbial of direction] wander like a pilgrim.

derivatives: pil·grim·ize |ˌmiz| v. (archaic).

pil·lage [pīˈlaj] • v. [trans.] rob (a place) using violence, esp. in wartime.

steal (something) using violence, esp. in wartime: artworks pillaged from churches and museums. • n. the action of pillaging a place or property, esp. in wartime.

derivatives: pil·lager n.

pil·lo·ry [pīˈlərə] • n. (pl. -ies) in former times, a wooden framework with holes for the head and hands, in which an offender was imprisoned and exposed to public abuse. The stocks were similar, but with holes for hands and feet, not for the head.

v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] put (someone) in the pillory.

figurative attack or ridicule publicly: he found himself pilloried by members of his own party.

pil·lose [pīˈlōs] | (also pilous) adj. covered with long soft hairs.

derivatives: pil·los·ity [pīˈlōsətē] n.

pince·nez [pīnsˌnäz, pīns ˈnəz] • n. [treated as sing. or pl.] a pair of eyeglasses with a nose clip instead of earpieces.

pin·ion • n. the outer part of a bird’s wing including the flight feathers.

a bird’s wing as used in flight. • v. [trans.] 1 tie or hold the arms or legs of (someone): he pinned the limbs of his opponents.

bind (the arms or legs) of someone. 2 cut off the pinion of (a wing or bird) to prevent flight.

pin·na·cle [pīˈnakəl] • n. a high, pointed piece of rock.

a small pointed tower built as an ornament on a roof. • the most successful point; the culmination: he had reached the pinnacle of his career.

v. [trans.] set on or as if on a pinnacle: a rustic cross was pinned upon the makeshift altar.

form the culminating point or example of.

derivatives: pin·na·cled adj.

pin·nat·te [pīˈnətət] -it] • adj. (of a compound leaf) having leaflets arranged on either side of the stem, typically in pairs opposite each other.

(esp. of an invertebrate animal) having branches, tentacles, etc., on each side of an axis.

derivatives: pin·nat·ted adj. pin·nate·ly adv. pin·na·tion [pīnˈnəshən] n.

pi·ous [pīˈəs] • adj. devoutly religious.

making a hypocritical display of virtue: there’ll be no pious words said over her. • [attrib.] (of a hope) sincere but unlikely to be fulfilled.

( of a deception) with good or religious intentions, whether professed or real • dutiful or loyal, esp. toward one’s parents.
pi'quant adj. pleasantly stimulating or exciting to the mind.

pi'quantly adv. pi'quantness n.

pi'quantly adv. pi'quantly adv.

piqued adj. (trans.) make (someone) less angry or hostile: they attempted to placate the students with promises.

piqued v. piquing (piques, piqued, piquing) 1 [trans.] stimulate (interest or curiosity): you have piqued my curiosity about the man. 2 (be piqued) feel irritated or resentful.

piqu’ette n. pi'roo'wet] 1. n. an act of spinning on one foot, typically with the raised foot touching the knee of the supporting leg.


pis‘ci‘na | pis‘ci‘na | n. (pl. piscinas or piscinae) 1 a stone basin near the altar in Catholic and pre-Reformation Christian churches for draining water used in the Mass. 2 (in ancient Roman architecture) a pool or pond for bathing or swimming.

pis‘ci‘ne | pis‘ci‘ne | n. pis‘ci‘ne | n. of or concerning fish.

pis‘ti‘al | pis‘ti‘al | n. pis‘ti‘al | n. the female organs of a flower, comprising the stigma, style, and ovary.

pit’eous adj. (pitias; pisin) adj. deserving or arousing pity.

pit’ous ly adv. pit’iousness n.

pit’h adj. 1 soft or spongy tissue in plants or animals, in particular:

pit’he‘c adj. pithe‘c (pithier, pithiest) (of language or style) concise and forcefully expressive.

pithe‘cous adj. -en’s n.

pit’i‘a‘bly adj. pit’i‘a‘bly adj.
plaguing) [trans.] cause continual trouble or distress to; the problems that plagued the company has been plagued by ill health.

plerter or harass (someone) continually: was plagued her with questions.

plain-song |ˈplænsɔŋ,-sɔŋ| n. unaccompanied church music sung in unison in medieval modes and in free rhythm corresponding to the accentuation of the words, which are taken from the liturgy.

plain-tive |ˈplɑntɪv| adj. sounding sad and mournful: a plaintive cry.

plain-ty |ˈplæntɪ| adv. plain-tiveness n.

plangent |ˈplænʤnt| adj. (of a sound) loud, reverberating, and often melancholy.

plain-ness |ˈplænəs| n.

plain-ly |ˈplænlɪ|adv.

plantar |ˈplæntər| adj. of or relating to the sole of the foot: plantar warts.

plantigrade |ˈplæntɪɡræd| adj. (of a mammal) walking on the soles of the feet, like a human or a bear.

plaque |plæk| n. 1 an ornamental tablet, typically of metal, porcelain, or wood, that is fixed to a wall or other surface in commemoration of a person or event. 2 a sticky deposit on teeth in which bacteria proliferate. Cf. TARTAR. 3 (in medicine) a small, distinct, typically raised patch or region resulting from local damage or deposition of material, such as a fatty deposit on an artery wall in atherosclerosis (‘hardening of the arteries’) or a site of localized damage of brain tissue in Alzheimer’s disease.

(in microbiology) a clear area in a cell culture caused by the inhibition of growth or destruction of cells by an agent such as a virus.

plasma |ˈplæzma| (also plasma) |ˈplɛzəm| n. 1 the colorless fluid part of blood, lymph, or milk, in which corpuscles or fat globules are suspended.

this substance taken from donors or donated blood for administering in transfusions. 2 an ionized gas consisting of positive ions and free electrons in proportions resulting in little or no overall electric charge, typically at low pressures (as in the upper atmosphere and in fluorescent lamps) or at very high temperatures (as in stars and nuclear fusion reactors).

an analogous substance consisting of mobile charged particles (such as a molten salt or the electrons within a metal). 3 a dark green, translucent variety of quartz used in mosaic and for other decorative purposes. 4 (also called cytoplasm) the material within a living cell, excluding the nucleus. Cf. PROTOPLASM.

derivatives: plasmat-ic |ˈplæzmatɪk| adj. plasm-ic |ˈplɛzmɪk| adj.

plat |ˈplæt| n. a plot of land.

a map or plan of an area of land showing actual or proposed features. 2 [trans.] plan out or make a map of (an area of land, esp. a proposed site for construction): the town was platted in 1815.

plati-tude |ˈplætɪ,t(y)ʊd| n. a remark or statement, esp. one with a moral content, that has been used too often to be interesting or thoughtful: she began uttering liberal platitudes. Cf. BROMIDE.

the quality of being dull, ordinary, or trite: educators willing to violate the bounds of platitude.

derivatives: plat-itude-nize |ˈplætɪ,t(y)ʊdnɪz| u. plat-itude-nous |ˈplætɪ,t(y)ʊdnəs| adj.

Platonic |pləˈtænik| adj. of or associated with the Greek philosopher Plato (427–347 BC) or his ideas.

(platonic) (of love or friendship) intimate and affectionate but not sexual. 2 (platonic) confined to words, theories, or ideals, and not leading to practical action.

derivatives: platonic-ally |ˈplætənikəlɪ| adv.

plaud-it |ˈpləʊdɪt| n. plural n. praise: the network has received plaudits for its sports coverage.

the applause of an audience: the plaudits for the winner died down.

plaus-i ble |ˈpləʊzəb(ə)l| adj. (of an argument or statement) seeming reasonable or probable: a plausible explanation; it seems plausible that one of two things may happen.

(of a person) skilled at producing persuasive arguments, esp. ones intended to deceive: a plausible liar.

derivatives: plaus-i bil-i-ty |ˈpləʊzəbɪlɪti| n. plaus-i bly |ˈpləʊzəbli| adv.

plea |plɛ| n. 1 a request made in an urgent and emotional manner: she made a dramatic plea for disarmament.

a claim that a circumstance means that one should not be blamed for or should not be forced to do something: her plea of a headache was not entirely false. 2 (in law) a formal statement by or on behalf of a defendant or prisoner, stating guilt or innocence in response to a charge, offering an allegation of fact, or claiming that a point of law should apply: he changed his plea to not guilty.

plead |plɛd| n. (past and past part. pleaded or pled | plɛd|) 1 [reporting verb] make an emotional appeal: [intrans.] they pleaded with Carol to come home again [with direct speech] “Don’t go,” she pleaded [with imperative] Anne pleaded to go with her. 2 [trans.] present and argue for (a position), esp. in court or in another public context: using cheap melodrama to plead the case for three prisoners.

[intrans.] address a court as an advocate on behalf of a party. 1 [no obj., with complement] state formally in court whether one is guilty or not guilty of the offense with which one is charged: he pleaded guilty to the drug charge.

invoke (a reason or a point of law) as an accusation or defense: on trial for attempted murder, she pleaded self-defense. 2 offer or present as an excuse for doing or not doing something: he pleaded family commitments as a reason for not attending.

derivatives: pleader |ˈplɛdər| n. pleading-ly |ˈplɛdɪŋli|adv.

usage: In a court of law a person can plead guilty or plead not guilty (see also
NOLO CONTENDERE. The phrase plead innocent, although commonly found in general use, is not a technical legal term. Note that one pleads guilty to (not of) an offense, and may be found guilty of an offense.

plebeian | plˈbɛən | • n. (in ancient Rome) a commoner.

1 a member of the lower social classes. • adj. of or belonging to the commoners of ancient Rome.

2 of or belonging to the lower social classes.

3 lacking in refinement: he is a man of plebeian tastes.

plebiscite | plˈbiːsɪt | • n. 1 the direct vote of all the members of an electorate on an important public question such as a change in the constitution.

2 (in Roman history) a law enacted by the plebeians’ assembly.

plectrum | plˈektrəm | • n. (pl. plectra or plectrum) a thin flat piece of plastic, tortoise shell, or other slightly flexible material held by or worn on the fingers and used to pluck the strings of a musical instrument such as a guitar.

pleiades | plˈiːədɪz | • n. an outstanding group of seven people or things.

pleistocene | plˈɪstəsən | • adj. (in geology) of, relating to, or denoting the first epoch of the Quaternary period, between the Pliocene and Holocene epochs.

plein air | plɐ̃ˈnɛ ər | • n. (as n.) (the Pleistocene) the Pleistocene epoch or the system of deposits laid down during it.

The Pleistocene epoch lasted from 1,640,000 to about 10,000 years ago. It was marked by great fluctuations in temperature that caused the ice ages, with glacial periods followed by warmer interglacial periods. Several extinct forms of human, leading up to modern humans, appeared during this epoch.

plenary | plˈnɛrɪ | • adj. 1 not deficient in any respect; full; unqualified; absolute: crusaders were offered a plenary indulgence by the pope. 2 (of a meeting) to be attended by all participants at a conference or assembly, who otherwise meet in smaller groups: a plenary session of the European Parliament. • n. a meeting or session of this type.

plenipotentiary | plənɪˈpɒtətəri | • n. (pl. -ies) a person, esp. a diplomat, invested with the full power of independent action on behalf of his or her government, typically in a foreign country. • adj. having full power to take independent action: [postpositive] he represented the Japanese government in Seoul as minister plenipotentiary.

plentitude | plənɪˈtjuːd | • n. an abun-

dance: the farm boasts a plenitude of animals and birds.

2 the condition of being full or complete: the plenitude of the pope’s powers.

plenum | pləˈnəm; pləˈnəm | • n. 1 an assembly of all the members of a group or committee. 2 (in physics) a space completely filled with matter, or the whole of space so regarded.

plenonym | pləˈnɒnɪm | • n. the use of more words than are necessary to convey meaning (e.g., see with one’s eyes), either as a fault of style or for emphasis.

plenostic | pləˈnɒstɪk | • adj. plenostically | pləˈnɒstɪk(ə)lɪ | adv.

plenothora | pləˈnɒθərə | • n. (a plethora of) an excess of (something): a plethora of committees and subcommittees.

plenitude | pləˈnuːdɪt̮ | • n. an excess of a bodily fluid, particularly blood.

plexus | pləˈkɒsəs | • n. (pl. same or plexuses) a network of nerves or vessels in the body.

plexiform | pləˈkɒsɪfɔːm | • adj.

plight | plɪt | • n. a dangerous, difficult, or otherwise unfortunate situation: the plight of children living in poverty.

plight | plɪt | • n. • v. [trans.] pledge or promise solemnly (one’s faith or loyalty).

be plagued to | plɪdʒəd tə | be engaged to be married to.

plinth | plɪnθ | • n. a heavy base supporting a statue or vase.

plinth | plɪnθ | • n. the lower square slab at the base of a column.

plosive | plɒˈsɪv | • adj. denoting a consonant that is produced by stopping the airflow using the lips, teeth, or palate, followed by a sudden release of air. • n. a plosive speech sound. The basic plosives in English are t, k, and p (voiceless) and d, g, and b (voiced).

plosion | pləˈzɒn | • n.

pluperfect | pləˈpɜːfɪkt | • adj. & n. (in grammar) another term for past perfect, denoting an action completed before some past point of time specified or implied, formed in English by had and the past participle, as in by three o’clock we had finished most of the recount.

plurality | pləˈɔːrɪz | • n. 1 a condition or system in which two or more states, groups, principles, sources of authority, etc., coexist.

2 a form of society in which the members of minority groups maintain their independent cultural traditions. • a political theory or system of power-sharing among a number of political parties. • a theory or system of devolution and autonomy for individual bodies in preference to monolithic state control. • (in philosophy) a theory or system that recognizes more than one ultimate principle.

2 the
practice of holding more than one office or church benefice at a time.

**derivatives:** pluralist [plural*|list*| -last | n. & adj.] pluralistic [plural*i*st*|cally*| -list*|a|c*|ly] adj. pluralistically

**pluralize** [plural*|ize*] v. n. (pl. -ises) 1 the fact or state of being plural: some languages add an extra syllable to mark plurality.

- in sing. a large number of people or things: a plurality of critical approaches. 2 the number of votes cast for a candidate who receives more than any other but does not receive an absolute majority: he won with a plurality of slightly over 46% of the vote.
- the number by which this exceeds the number of votes cast for the candidate who placed second. 3 another term for PLURALISM (sense 2).

**usage:** On the difference between plurality and majority, see usage at MAJORITY.

**plutocracy** [plu*|to*|cr*|at*|y] n. (pl. -ies) government by the wealthy.

- a country or society governed in this way.
- an elite or ruling class of people whose power derives from their wealth.

**derivatives:** plutocratic [plu*|to*|c*|ra*|tic] adj. plutocratically [plu*|to*|c*|ra*|t*|ic*|ly] adv.

**pluvial** [plu*|vi*|al] adj. relating to or characterized by rainfall. n. a period marked by increased rainfall.

**pneumatic** [n(y)o*|m*|at*|ik] adj. 1 containing or operated by air or gas under pressure: it's easier to work on cars if you've got a pneumatic lift.

- (chiefly of cavities in the bones of birds) containing air. 
- (of certain body parts, esp. a woman's breasts) large, as if inflated: she's the one with the pneumatic lips and breasts. 
- (of a woman) having large breasts. 2 of or relating to the spirit. n. (usu. pneumatics) an item of pneumatic equipment.

**derivatives:** pneumatically [n(y)o*|m*|at*|ik*|cly] adv. pneumatics [n(y)o*|m*|at*|iks*|t*|i*|c*|ty] n.

**pneumonia** [n(y)o*|m*|on*|y*|a] n. lung inflammation caused by bacterial or viral infection, in which the air sacs fill with pus and may become solid. Inflammation may affect both lungs (double pneumonia) or only one (single pneumonia).

**derivatives:** pneumonia [n(y)o*|m*|on*|yas*|t*|i*|s*|t*|e*|f*|t*|e] n.

**poetry** [po*|e*|z*|e*|; -s*|e*] n. poetry.

- the art or composition of poetry.

**poetaster** [po*|e*|t*|e*|st*|er] n. a person who writes inferior poetry.

**poet laureate** [lo*|re*|at*|e*] n. (pl. poets laureate) a poet appointed to, or regarded unofficially as holding, an honorary representative position in a particular country, region, or group: the New York State poet laureate | the poet laureate of young America.

**poignant** [po*|in*|g*|ant] adj. evoking a keen sense of sadness or regret: a poignant reminder of the passing of time.

- keenly felt: the sensation of being back at home was most poignant in the winter. 9 sharp or pungent in taste or smell.

**derivatives:** poignance [n. poignancy] -ynacy -ynantly adv.

**pointillism** [point*|ill*|is*|m] n. a technique of Neo-Impressionist painting using tiny dots of various pure colors, which become blended in the viewer's eye.

**derivatives:** pointillist [point*|ill*|ist] adj.

**poise** [poiz] n. 1 graceful and elegant bearing in a person: poise and good deportment can be cultivated.

- composure and dignity of manner: at least he had a moment to think, to recover his poise. 2 balance; equilibrium. n. v. be or cause to be balanced or suspended: [mirans.] he poised motionless on his toes | the world was poised between peace and war.

- (be poised) (of a person or organization) ready to do something: [with infinite] teachers are poised to resume their attack on government tests.

**polar** [pol*|ar] adj. 1 of or relating to the North or South Pole: the polar regions.

- (of an animal or plant) living in the north or south polar region. 2 of or relating to the poles of a celestial body. 3 of or relating to a celestial pole. 4 (in geometry) of or relating to the poles of a sphere. 5 (in biology) of or relating to the poles of a cell, organ, or part. 2 having electrical or magnetic polarity.

- (of a liquid, esp. a solvent) consisting of molecules with a dipole moment. 2 (of a solid) ionic. 3 directly opposite in character or tendency: depression and its polar opposite, mania. n. 1 (in geometry) the straight line joining the two points at which tangents from a fixed point touch a conic section. 2 a variable binary star that emits strongly polarized light, one component being a strongly magnetic white dwarf.

**polarity** [po*|ler*|at*|e*|; po*|ler*|at*|y] n. (pl. -ies) the property of having poles or being polar: it exhibits polarity when presented to a magnetic needle.

- the relative orientation of poles; the direction of a magnetic or electric field: the magnetic field peaks in strength immediately after switching polarity. 2 the state of having two opposite or contradictory tendencies, opinions, or aspects: the polarity between male and female | the cold war's near polarities can hardly be carried
on: the tendency of living organisms or parts to develop with distinct anterior and posterior (or uppermost and lowermost) ends, or to grow or orient in a particular direction.

**polarize** | p̴'olla, riz | v. 1 [trans.] (in physics) restrict the vibrations of (a transverse wave, esp. light) wholly or partially to one direction: [as adj.] (polarizing) a polarizing microscope. 2 [trans.] cause (something) to acquire polarity: the electrode is polarized in aqueous solution. 3 divide or cause to divide into two sharply contrasting groups or sets of opinions or beliefs: [intrans.] the cultural sphere has polarized into two competing ideological positions. [trans.] Vietnam polarized political opinion.

**derivatives:** polariza·bil·i·ty | pol·la·riz·able adj. polariz·a·tion | pol·la·rizer | pol·le·cat | pol·ka·t | n. a weasellike Eurasian mammal with mainly dark brown fur and a darker mask across the eyes, noted for its fetid smell.

- another term for skunk.
- a detested or immoral person.

**pole·lem·ic** | pol·lem·ik | n. a strong verbal or written attack on someone or something: a polemical attack against the sixties, a writer of feminist polemic.

- (usu. polemics) the art or practice of engaging in controversial debate or dispute: the history of science has become embroiled in religious polemics.
- adj. of the nature of controversy; controversial; polemical.

**derivatives:** pole·lem·ic·cal adj. polem·i·cist | pol·lem·a·sast | n. polem·i·cize | pa·lema·siz | v.

**pol·i·ti·sesse** | pol·i·tes·se | n. formal politeness or etiquette.

**pol·i·tic** | pol·i·tik | adj. (of an action) seeming sensible and judicious under the circumstances: [with infinitive] I did not think it politic to express my reservations.

- (also politic) (of a person) prudent and sagacious.
- v. (politickeed, politicketing) [intrans.] [often as n.] (politickeing) engage in political activity: news of this unsavoury politicking invariably leaks into the press.

**derivatives:** polit·ic·ally adv. (rare).

**pol·i·ti·cize** | pol·i·ti·cize | pa·li·ti·siz | v. [trans.] [often as adj.] (politicized) cause (an activity or event) to become political in character: art was becoming politicized | attempts to politicize America’s curricula.

- make (someone) politically aware, esp. by persuading him or her of the truth of views considered radical: we successfully politicized a generation of women.
- [intrans.] engage in or talk about politics.

**derivatives:** polit·i·ci·za·tion | pa·li·ti·sai ·'za·shən | n.

**pol·i·ty** | pol·i·tə | n. (pl. -ies) a form or process of civil government or constitution.

- an organized society; a state as a political entity.

**pol·o·no·sae** | pol·o·nəs | po- | n. a slow dance of Polish origin in triple time, consisting chiefly of an intricate march or procession.

- a piece of music for this dance or in its rhythm.

**pol·ter·geist** | pol·tar·geist | n. a ghost or other supernatural being supposedly responsible for physical disturbances such as loud noises and objects flying.

**pol·troon** | pol·troon | n. an utter coward.

**derivatives:** pol·troon·ery | -'trənərə | n. pol·troon·ish adj.

**pol·y·chro·my** | pol·y·kram | adj. painted, printed, or decorated in several colors.

- n. varied coloring.

- a work of art in several colors, esp. a statue.

- v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (polychromed) execute or decorat (a work of art) in several colors.

**pol·ly·ga·my** | pol·ly·gam | n. the practice or custom of having more than one wife (polygyny) or husband (polyandry) at the same time.

- (in zoology) a pattern of mating in which an animal has more than one mate of the opposite sex.

**derivatives:** pol·ly·ga·mist | -mist | n. pol·ly·ga·mous adj.

**pol·ly·glot** | pol·ly·glot | adj. knowing or using several languages: a polyglot diplomat.

- (of a book) having the text translated into several languages: polyglot and bilingual technical dictionaries.

- n. a person who knows and is able to use several languages.

**derivatives:** pol·ly·glot·tism | -ˌglətˌizəm | n.

**pol·ly·graph** | pol·ly·gra·ph | n. a machine designed to detect and record changes in physiological characteristics, such as a person’s pulse and breathing rates, used esp. as a lie detector.

- a lie-detector test carried out with a machine of this type.

**derivatives:** pol·ly·graph·ic | pol·ly·gra·fik | adj.

**pol·ly·math** | pol·ly·math | n. a person of wide-ranging knowledge or learning.

**derivatives:** pol·ly·math·ic | pol·ly·math·ik | adj. pol·ly·math·y | pol·ly·math | n.

**pol·ly·mer** | pol·ly·mar | n. a substance that has a molecular structure built up chiefly or completely from a large number of similar units bonded together, e.g., many synthetic organic materials used as plastics and resins.

**derivatives:** pol·ly·mer·ic | pol·ly·mer | adj.

**pol·ly·no·mial** | pol·ly·nəˈmial | adj. consisting of several terms.

- (in mathematics) of, relating to, or denoting a polynomial or polynomials.

- n. (in mathematics) an expression of more than two algebraic terms, esp. the sum of several terms that contain different powers of the same variable(s).

- (in biology) a Latin name with more than two parts.

**pol·ly·phon·ic** | pol·ly·fənk | adj. producing many sounds simultaneously; many-voiced: a 64-voice polyphonic sound module.

- (esp. of vocal music) in two or more parts,
polysynthetic

Portico

Each having a melody of its own; contrapun
tal. Cf. homophonic. • (of a musical instru
cent) capable of producing more than one note at a time.

derivatives: polysynthetically | -ik(s)-ly | -le | ade.

polysynthetic | pálisín’thekjik | adj. denoting or relating to a language character-
ized by complex words consisting of several morphemes, in which a single word may function as a whole sentence. Many American Indian languages are polysynthetic.

derivatives: polysynthesized | pálécn’sæksh, réjtd | adj. (of an organic compound, esp. a fat or oil molecule) containing several double or triple bonds between carbon atoms and therefore capable of further reaction. Polysynthesized fats, which are usually of plant origin, are regarded as healthier than saturated fats.

polysynthetic | pálívaltnt | adj. (in chemistry) having a valence of three or more.

• (in medicine) having the property of counteracting several related poisons or affording immunity against different strains of a microorganism. • (of an antigen or antibody) having several sites at which attachment to an antigen or antibody can occur. (Also called multivalent). • having many different func-
tions, forms, or facets: as emotion, love is polysyn-
thetic.

derivatives: polysynaptic n.

pompous | pàmpos | adj. affectionately and ir-
ritatingly grand, solemn, or self-important: a pompous ass who pretends he knows everything.

derived by person or splendor: there were many processions and other pompous shows.

derivatives: pompously | pàmp’sàjé | adv. pompousness n.

ponderous | pàndrás | adj. slow and clumsy because of great weight: her footsteps were heavy and ponderous.

dull, laborious, or excessively solemn: Liz could hardly restrain herself from finishing all his ponderous sentences.

derivatives: ponderously | pànd’rásjé | adv. ponderousness n.

portent [pɔr’tent] (also sovereign or sup-
reme pontiff) • n. the pope.

portifical [pɔn’tiʃkal] adj. 1 (in the Ro-
man Catholic Church) of or relating to the pope: a pontifical commission. 2 characterized by a pompous and superior air of infallibility.

n. (in the Roman Catholic Church) an of-
fice book of the Western Church containing rites to be performed by the pope or bishops.

(portifical) the vestments and insignia of a bishop, cardinal, or abbot: a bishop in full pontificals.

derivatives: portifically | -ik(s)-ly | -le | ade.

portificiate v. pɔn’tifi,kát | [trans.] 1 (in the Roman Catholic Church) officiate as bishop, esp. at Mass. 2 express one’s opinions in a way considered annoyingly pompous and dogmatic: pontificating about art and history.

n. | -kat | (also Pontificate) (in the Roman Catholic Church) the office of pope or bishop.

• the period of such an office: Pope Gregory
VIII enjoyed only a ten-week pontificate.

portificator [pɔn’tiˌfɪkətər] | -kær | n.

porting [pɔr’ting] | pɔr’tingæ | n. a vain or conce-

cited person, esp. one who dresses or behaves extravagantly.

portulacine [pɔr’pélasn] | pɔr’pælasnt | n. a member or ad-
herent of a political party seeking to represent the interests of ordinary people.

• a person who holds, or who is concerned with, the views of ordinary people. • (Popul-
list) a member of the Populist Party, a polit-
cial party formed in 1891 that advocated the interests of labor and farmers, free coinage of silver, a graduated income tax, and government control of monopolies. • adj. of or relating to a populist or populists: a populist leader.

derivatives: populism | -izam | n.

populist | pɔp’slist | adj.

porcine [pɔr’sn] adj. of, affecting, or reas-
sembling a pig or pigs: his flushed, porcine features.

portamento [pɔr’toʊmen,təʊ] | n. (pl. porta-
ments or portamenti | -’menti) 1 a slide from one note to another, esp. in singing or playing a bowed string instrument.

• this as a technique or style. 2 piano playing in a manner intermediate between legato and staccato: [as adj.] a portamento style.

portent | pɔr’tent | n. 1 a sign or warning that something, esp. something momentous or calamitous, is likely to happen: they believed that wild birds in the house were portents of death. 2 JFK’s political debut was a portent of the fame to come.

• future significance: an omen of grave portent for the tribe. 2 an exceptional or wonderful person or thing: what portent can be greater than a pious notary?

portentous [pɔr’tentəs] adj. of or like a portent: the envelope with its portentous contents.

done in a pompously or overly solemn manner so as to impress: the author’s portentous moralizings.

derivatives: portentously | -sly | ade. portentousness n.

portfolio [pɔr’tfolɪəʊ] | n. (pl. -os) 1 a large, thin, flat case for loose sheets of paper such as drawings or maps.

• a set of pieces of creative work collected by someone to display their skills, esp. to a po-
tential employer. • a varied set of photo-
graphs of a model or actor intended to be shown to a potential employer. 2 a range of investments held by a person or organization: better returns on its investment portfolio.

• a range of products or services offered by an organization, esp. when considered as a busi-
ness asset: an unrivaled portfolio of quality 
brands. 3 the position and duties of a min-
ister of state or a member of a cabinet: he took on the Foreign Affairs portfolio.

portico [pɔr’tɪkəʊ] n. (pl. -os or -os) a structure consisting of a roof supported by
columns at regular intervals, typically attached as a porch to a building.

**portmanteau** | pɔr'tmentəʊ | • n. (pl. portmanteaus | -təʊz) or portmanteaux | -təz) | a large trunk or suitcase, typically made of stiff leather and opening into two equal parts.

- [as adj.] consisting of or combining two or more separable aspects or qualities: a portmanteau movie composed of excerpts from his most famous films.

**portmanteau word** | • n. a word blending the sounds and combining the meanings of two others, for example motel (from ‘motor’ and hotel’) or brunch (from ‘breakfast’ and ‘lunch’).

**posse** | pəˈzɔr | • n. (also poser) a person who poses for effect or adopts an affected style or demeanor.

**posh** | pāsht | • adj. elegant or stylishly luxurious: a posh Ensenada hotel.

- chiefly Brit. typical of or belonging to the upper class of society: she had a posh accent. • adv. Brit. in an upper-class way: trying to talk posh.

- • n. Brit. the quality or state of being elegant, stylish, or upper-class: we finally bought a color TV, which seemed the height of posh.

**derivatives:** posh·ly adv. posh·ness n.

**posit** | pəˈzɪt | • v. (posed, positioning)

1 [trans.] assume as a fact; put forward as a basis of argument: the Confucian view posits a perfectible human nature | [with clause] he posited that the world economy is a system with its own particular equilibrium.

2 [with obj and adverbial] put in position; place: the professor posits Cohen in his second category of poets. • n. (in philosophy) a statement that is made on the assumption that it will prove to be true.

**positive** | pəˈzɪtɪv; pəˈzɪtv | • adj. 1 consisting in or characterized by the presence or possession of features or qualities rather than their absence.

- (of a statement or decision) expressing or implying affirmation, agreement, or permission: the company received a positive response from investors. • (of the results of a test or experiment) indicating the presence of something: three players who had tested positive for cocaine use. • constructive in intention or attitude: there needs to be a positive approach to young offenders. • showing optimism and confidence: I hope you will be feeling very positive about your chances of success. • showing pleasing progress, gain, or improvement: the election result will have a positive effect because it will restore people’s confidence. • with no possibility of doubt; clear and definite: he made a positive identification of a glossy ibis.

- convinced or confident in one’s opinion; certain: “You are sure it was the same man?” “Positive!” | [with clause] I am positive that he is not coming back. • [attrib.] downright; complete (used for emphasis): it’s a positive delight to see you. • of, containing, producing, or denoting an electric charge opposite to that carried by electrons. • of a photographic image showing lights and shades or colors true to the original. • (of an adjective or adverb) expressing a quality in its basic, primary degree. Contrast with comparative and superlative.

**posterior** | pəˈstreɪər; pəˈstreɪər | • adj. 1 farther back in position; of or nearer the rear or hind end, esp. of the body or a part of it: the posterior part of the gut | a basal body situated just posterior to the nucleus. The opposite of anterior.

- relating to or denoting presentation of a fe-
posthaste | [post'hast] • adv. with great speed or immedicacy: she would go posthaste to England.

posthumous | [pä'skhaməs; päst'(h)yo'mas] • adj. occurring, awarded, or appearing after the death of the originator: he was awarded a posthumous Distinguished Service Medal • a posthumous collection of her articles.

postmodernity | [pōst'mōdər'nətē] • n. a late 20th-century style and concept in the arts, architecture, and criticism that represents a departure from modernism and has at its heart a general distrust of grand theories and ideologies as well as a problematical relationship with any notion of "art."

Typical features include a deliberate mixing of different artistic styles and media, the self-conscious use of earlier styles and conventions, and the incorporation of images relating to the consumerism and mass communication of late 20th-century postindustrial society.

postmortem | [pōst'mōr'tam] • n. (also postmortem examination) an examination of a body to determine the cause of death. Cf. AUTOPSY.

an analysis or discussion of an event held soon after it has occurred, esp. in order to determine why it was a failure: an election postmortem on why the party lost. • adj. [attrib.] of relating to a postmortem: a postmortem report.

happening after death: postmortem changes in the body • [as adv.] assessment of morphology in nerves taken postmortem.

postpartum | [pōst'pārtəm] • adj. following childbirth or the birth of young.

postpone | [pōst'pōn] • v. [trans.] cause or arrange for (something) to take place at a time later than that first scheduled: the visit had to be postponed for some time • [with present participle] the judge postponed sentencing a former government spokesman for fraud. Cf. ADJOURN.

derivatives: postponable adj. postpone ment n. postpone r n. postpositive adj. (of a word) placed after or as a suffix on the word that it relates to. • n. a postpositive word.

derivatives: postpositionally adv. postprandial | [pōst'prandəl] • adj. during or relating to the period after dinner or lunch: we were jolted from our postprandial torpor.

(in medicine) occurring after a meal.

postulant | [pōst'luənt] • n. a candidate, esp. one seeking admission into a religious order.

postulate • v. [pōst'luət] • intr. to assume the existence, fact, or truth of (something) as a basis for reasoning, discussion, or belief: his theory postulated a rotatory movement for hurricanes • [with clause] he postulated that the environmentalists might have a case. 2 (in ecclesiastical law) nominate or elect (someone) to an ecclesiastical office subject to the sanction of a higher authority. • n. • postulate a thing suggested or assumed as true as the basis for reasoning, discussion, or belief: perhaps the postulate of Babylonian influence on Greek astronomy is incorrect.

an assumption used as a basis for mathematical reasoning.


portable | [pōr'təbəl] • adj. safe to drink; drinkable: there is no supply of potable water available.

derivatives: portability | [pōr'təbələtē] n.

potage | [pōt'əzh] • n. thick soup.

potation | [pōt'əshən] • n. a drink.

the action of drinking something, esp. alcohol: I intend to abstain from potation. • often potations (a drinking bout: the dreadful potations of his youth.

potency | [pōntēs] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 power or influence: a myth of enormous potency.

the strength of an intoxicant, as measured by the amount needed to produce a certain response: the unexpected potency of the rum punch. 2 (in homeopathy) the number of times a remedy has been diluted and successed (shaken vigorously), taken as a measure of the strength of the effect it will produce: she was given a low potency twice daily.

(in genetics) the extent of the contribution of an allele toward the production of a phenotypic characteristic. • (in biology) a capacity in embryonic tissue for developing into a particular specialized tissue or organ. 2 a male's ability to achieve an erection or to reach orgasm: medications that diminish sexual potency.

potent | [pōnt] • adj. 1 having great power, influence, or effect: thrones were potent symbols of authority • a potent drug • a potent argument.
potentate 336 precarious

2 (of a male) able to achieve an erection or to reach an orgasm.

Derivatives: potence n. potently adv.

potentiate [pəˈtenʃət] • n. a monarch or ruler, esp. an autocratic one.

Derivatives: potentiation | pəˈtenʃeɪʃən | -ation n. in physics the quantity determining the energy of mass in a gravitational field or of charge in an electric field.

potentiatate [pəˈtenʃeɪt] • v. [trans.] increase the power, effect, or likelihood of (something, esp. a drug or physiological reaction): the glucose will potentiate intestinal absorption of sodium.

Derivatives: potentiatate | pəˈtenʃeɪt] | potentiation | pəˈtenʃeɪʃən | -ation n.

pourri [pɔˈpʊr̩] • n. (pl. potpourris) a mixture of dried petals and spices placed in a bowl or small sack to perfume clothing or a room.

- a mixture of things, esp. a musical or literary medley: a potpourri of tunes from Gilbert and Sullivan.

poultric [ˈpʊltəs] • n. a soft, moist mass of material, typically of plant material or flour, applied to the body to relieve soreness and inflammation and kept in place with a cloth. • v. [trans.] apply a poultice to: he poulticed the wound.

practicable [ˈprætɪkəbəl] • adj. able to be done or put into practice successfully: the measures will be put into effect as soon as is reasonably practicable.

- able to be used; useful: signal processing can let you transform a signal into a practicable form.

Derivatives: practicability | ˈprætɪkəbɪlətɪ | practicably | -əbly adv.

practical [ˈprætɪkəl] • adj. 1 of or concerned with the actual doing or use of something rather than with theory and ideas; there are two obvious practical applications of the research.

- (of an idea, plan, or method) likely to succeed or be effective in real circumstances; feasible: neither of these strategies is practical for smaller businesses. • suitable for a particular purpose: a practical, stylish kitchen. • (of a person) sensible and realistic in approaching a situation or problem: I'm not unfeeling, just trying to be practical. • (of a person) skilled at manual tasks: Steve'll fix it—he's quite practical. 2 so nearly the case that it can be regarded as so; virtual: it was a practical certainty that he would quickly spend more money.

practicum | ˈprætɪkəm | n. (pl. practicums) a practical section of a course of study.

pragmatic [prægˈmætɪk] • adj. dealing with things sensibly and realistically in a way that is based on practical rather than theoretical considerations: a pragmatic approach to politics.

- relating to philosophical or political pragmatism. • (in linguistics) of or relating to pragmatics.

Derivatives: pragmatically | -ɪk(ə)-lɪ | adv.

pragmatic | ˈprægˌmætɪk | plural n. [usu. treated as sing.] the branch of linguistics dealing with language in use and the contexts in which it is used.

pragmatism | ˈprægˌmætɪzəm | • n. 1 a pragmatic attitude or policy: ideology was tempered with pragmatism. 2 (in philosophy) an approach that assesses the truth or meaning of theories or beliefs in terms of the success of their practical application.

Derivatives: pragmatic | ˈprægˌmætɪk | pragmatic | ˈprægˌmætɪk | adj.

prandial [ˈprændɪəl] • adj. [attrib.] during or relating to dining or dinner.

- (in medicine) during or relating to the eating of food.

prate | ˈprɑt | • v. [intr.] talk foolishly or at tedious length about something.

Derivatives: prater | ˈprɑtər | n. (feminine) potprattle on | ahbəl | • n. a fall on one's buttocks (prat): he took a pratfall into the sand.

- a stupid and humiliating action: the first political pratfalls of the new administration.

prattling | ˈprɑtlɪŋ | • v. [intr.] talk at length in a foolish or inconsequential way: she began to prattle on about her visit to the dentist. • n. foolish or inconsequential talk: do you intend to keep up this childish prattle?

Derivatives: prattler | ˈprɑtlər | pratter | ˈprɑtər | n.

praxis | ˈpræksɪs | • n. practice, as distinguished from theory: the divorce between theory and praxis of Marxism that ensued under Stalinism.

- accepted practice or custom.

preamble | ˈprɛəmbl | • n. a preliminary or preparatory statement; an introduction: he could tell that what she said was by way of a preamble | I gave him the bad news without preamble.

- (in law) the introductory part of a statute, constitution, deed, etc., stating its purpose, aims, and justification. The preamble is not technically part of a law, but may be considered in determining the enactors' intent.

Derivatives: preambular | ˈprɛəmˈbʌlər | adj.

Percambrian | ˈprɛkəmbrɪən | -kəmbr- | • adj. relating to, or denoting the earliest geologic eon, preceding the Cambrian period and the Phanerozoic eon. It is also called the Cryptozoic ('period of hidden life'), as its rocks contain few signs of organic matter.

- [as n.] (the 'Percambrian') the Precambrian eon or the system of rocks deposited during it.

The Precambrian extended from the origin of the earth (believed to have been about 4,600 million years ago) to about 570 million years ago, representing nearly ninety percent of geological time. The oldest known Percambrian rocks are about 3,800 million years old, and the earliest living organisms date from the latter part of the eon. The Precambrian is now replaced in formal stratigraphic schemes by the Archean, Proterozoic, and (in some schemes) Priscoan eons.

precarious | ˈprɛkərɪəs | • adj. 1 not securely held or in position; dangerously likely
to fall or collapse: a precarious ladder. 2 dependent on chance; uncertain: she made a precarious living by writing.

derivatives: precariously adv. precariousness n.

precatory | prekəˈtôrē | • adj. of, relating to, or expressing a wish or request.

• (in a will) expressing a wish or intention of the testator: a trust can be left in precatory words.

precedence | presədans; priˈsɛdəns | • n. the condition of being considered more important than someone or something else; priority in importance, order, or rank: his desire for power soon took precedence over any other consideration.

• the order to be ceremonially observed by people of different rank, according to an acknowledged or legally determined system: quarrels over precedence among the Bonaparte family marred the coronation.

precedent | preˈsēdənt | • n. 1 an earlier event or action that is regarded as an example or guide to be considered in subsequent similar circumstances: there are precedents for using interactive media in training. • adj. preˈsēdənt; 'presadant] preceding in time, order, or importance: a precedent occurrence.

precept | preˈsēpt | • n. 1 a general rule intended to regulate behavior or thought: moral precepts. 2 a writ or warrant.

derivatives: preceptive t priˈsēpiv | adj.

preceptor | preˈsēptər; priˈsêptər | • n. a teacher or instructor.

derivatives: preceptorial | priˈsēpərəl | • adj. preceptoryship | preˈsēptərē-ship | n.

precinct | priˈsɛŋkt | • n. 1 a district of a city or town as defined for police purposes.

• (also precinct house) the police station situated in such a subdivision. • an electoral district of a city or town served by a single polling place. 2 (usu. precincts) the area within the walls or perceived boundaries of a particular building or place: all strata of society live within these precincts | beyond the precincts of my own family, I am quite inhibited.

• an enclosed or clearly defined area of ground around a cathedral, church, or college.

precipice | priˈsēpəs | • n. a very steep rock face or cliff, typically a tall one.

• a dangerous or hazardous situation: the country was teetering on the precipice of anarchy.

precipitate | priˈsĭpət | • v. priˈsipaˌt | [trans.]

• cause (an event or situation, typically one that is bad or undesirable) to happen suddenly, unexpectedly, or prematurely: the incident precipitated a political crisis.

• [with obj. and adverbial of direction] cause to move suddenly and with force: suddenly the ladder broke, precipitating them down into a heap.

• (precipitate someone/something into) send someone or something suddenly into a particular state or condition: they were precipitated into a conflict for which they were quite unprepared. 2 (usu. be precipitated) (in chemistry) cause (a substance) to be deposited in solid form from a solution.

• cause (drops of moisture or particles of dust) to be deposited from the atmosphere or from a vapor or suspension. • adj. priˈsipaˌt | done, made, or acting suddenly or without careful consideration: I must apologize for my staff—their actions were precipitate.

• (of an event or situation) occurring suddenly or abruptly: a precipitate decline in cultural literacy. • n. priˈsipaˌt; -ˌtät] (in chemistry) a substance precipitated from a solution.

derivatives: precipitable | priˈsipaˌtəbəl | adj. precipitately | priˈsipaˌtətli | adv. precipitateness | priˈsipaˌtənis | n.

usage: The adjectives precipitate and precipitous are sometimes confused. Precipitate means 'sudden, hasty': a precipitate decision; precipitate flight by the fugitive. Precipitous means 'steep': the precipitous slope of the mountains; a precipitous decline in stock prices.

precipitous | priˈsipaˌtəs | • adj. 1 dangerously high or steep: the precipitous cliffs of the North Pacific coast.

• (of a change to a worse situation or condition) sudden and dramatic: a precipitous decline in exports. 2 (of an action) done suddenly and without careful consideration: precipitous intervention.

derivatives: precipitously | priˈsipaˌtəsli | adv. precipitousness | priˈsipaˌtəsnes | n.

precris | priˈkris; 'präzə | • n. (pl. same) a summary or abstract of a text or speech. • v. (précises | priˈkrisəz; 'präzəs], précised | priˈkrisəd; 'präzd; präsəd; präsəding; präsəning]) [trans.] make a précis of (a text or speech).

preclude | priˈklōd | • v. [trans.]. prevent from happening; make impossible: the secret nature of his work precluded official recognition.

• (preclude someone from) (of a situation or condition) prevent someone from doing something: his difficulties preclude him from leading a normal life.

derivatives: preclusion | priˈklōzhən | n. preclusive | priˈklōsiv; -əziv | adj.

precocious | priˈkōsəs | • adj. (of a child) having developed certain abilities or proclivities at an earlier age than usual: he was a precocious, solitary boy.

• (of behavior or ability) indicative of such development: a precocious talent for mathematics.

• (of a plant) flowering or fruiting earlier than usual.

derivatives: precociously | priˈkōsəsli | adv. precociousness | priˈkōsəsn̩s | n. precocity | priˈkōsətē | n.

precognition | priˈkəgnəʃən | • n. foreknowledge of an event, esp. foreknowledge of a paranormal kind.

derivatives: precognize | priˈkəgnəz | v.

pre-Coˌlumbbian | kaˈləmbbēən | • adj. of or relating to the history and cultures of the Americas before the arrival of Columbus in 1492.

preconscious | priˈkənəsəs | • adj. (in psychoanalysis) of or associated with a part of the mind below the level of immediate conscious awareness, from which memories and
emotions that have not been repressed can be recalled: beliefs and values that are on a preconscious level. *n. (one's/the preconscious) the part of the mind in which preconscious thoughts or memories reside.

**derivatives:** preconsciousness *n.

- **preceptor** [priˈkɛrəs, priˈkərə] *n. a person or thing that comes before another of the same kind; a forerunner: a three-stringed precursory of the violin | [as adj.] precursory cells.

- **prebioluminiscence** | [trans.] pre-biˈluˌmi-nis-əns | n. (in biochemistry) a substance from which another is formed, esp. by metabolic reaction: pepsinogen is the inactive precursory of pepsin.

- **predacious** | priˈdāsəs; also predaceous | *adj. (of an animal) predatory: predaceous insects.

**derivatives:** predaˈciousness *n.

- **precadency** | priˈdəsət̬i | n.

- **predatory** | priˈde-tərē | *adj. relating to or denoting an animal or animals preying naturally on others: predatory birds.

- **seeking** to exploit or oppress others: a life destroyed by predatory biographers and muckraking journalists.

**derivatives:** preˈdaˈtōriˈlty |ˈpreˌduhˈsēt̬i | n.

- **predetermination** | priˈdēstərnəˈneiʃən | n.

- **(as a doctrine in Christian theology) the divine foreordaining of all that will happen, esp. with regard to the salvation of some and not others.** It has been particularly associated with the teachings of St. Augustine of Hippo and of Calvin.

- **predict** | priˈdikt | *v. [trans.] the part of a sentence or clause containing a verb and stating something about the subject (e.g., went home in John went home): [as adj.] predicate adjective.

- **(in logic) something that is affirmed or denied concerning an argument of a proposition.** *v. | *adj. | [trans.] I affirm (something) about the subject of a sentence or an argument of proposition: a word that predicates something about its subject | aggression is predicated of those who act aggressively.

- **2 (predicate something on/upon) found or base something on: the theory of structure on which later chemistry was predicated.**

**derivatives:** preˈdiˌkāˈshən | n.

- **predestination | priˈdɛkˈstərən ən | n.**

- **predilection | priˈdɛləkˈʃən; priˈdēl- | *n.** a preference or special liking for something; a bias in favor of something: my predilection for Asian food.

- **preeminent** | priˈeˌmənənt | *adj. surpassing all others; very distinguished in some way: the world's preeminent expert on Australian varietal wines.

**derivatives:** preˈeˌmənəns *n.

- **preempt** | priˈempt | *v. [trans.] take action in order to prevent (an anticipated event) from happening; forestall: the government preempted a coup attempt.

- **act in advance of (someone) in order to prevent him or her from doing something: it looked as if she'd ask him more, but Parr preempted her.** *n. (of a broadcast) interrupt or replace (a scheduled program): the violence preempted regular programming. 2 acquire or appropriate (something) in advance: many tables were already preempted by family parties. *n. Bridge a preemptive bid.

**derivatives:** preˌemptˈeɪn *n.

- **preemptive adj.**

- **preemptor *n.**

- **preface** | priˈfəs | *n. an introduction to a book, typically stating its subject, scope, or aims. Cf. Foreword.

- **the introduction or preliminary part of a speech or event.** *n. (in the Christian Church) the introduction to the central part of the Eucharist, historically forming the first part of the canon or prayer of consecration. *v. [trans.] provide (a book) with a preface: the book is prefaced by a brief remembrance of Faulkner.

- **(preface something with/by) introduce or begin (a speech or event) with or by doing something: it is important to preface the debate with a general comment.**

**derivatives:** preˈfərərīˈlty | priˈfərəˈtōrē | *adj.

- **prefect** | priˈfekt | *n. 1 a chief officer, magistrate, or regional governor in certain countries: the prefect of police.

- **a senior magistrate or governor in the ancient Roman world: Aevitus was prefect of Gaul from AD 439.** 2 in some, esp. British, schools, a senior student authorized to enforce discipline.

**derivatives:** preˈfekˈtərəl | priˈfēkˈtərēəl | adj.

- **preference** | priˈfrenəns | *n.

- **preliminary** | priˈlĕməˈnər-e-əl | *adj.**

- **preliminarily** | priˈlĕməˈnərē ĕl- | *adv.

- **prelude** | priˈlūd | *n.**

- **prelude to a career.** 2 an introductory piece of music, most commonly an orchestral opening to an act of an opera, the first movement of a suite, or a piece preceding a fugue.

- **a short piece of music of a similar style, esp. for the piano.** *v. [trans.] serve as a prelude or introduction to: the bombardment preluded an all-out final attack.

**derivatives:** preˈlūdəˈlīəl | priˈlūdəˈlīəl; prə- | *adj.

"prelude"
premeditate |'pri med,ə,tæt; 'pre-| • v. [trans.] (usu. as adj.) (premeditated) think out or plan (an action, esp. a crime) beforehand: premeditated murder.
DERIVATIVES: premeditation |'med,ə,tæt|n.
premier |'pre,m(ə)ri; 'prɛm(m)ər; 'prɛm,mər| • adj. [attrib.] first in importance, order, or position; leading: Germany's premier rock band.
• n. of earliest creation: the premier issue of the quarterly. • n. a prime minister or other head of government.
• (in Australia and Canada) the chief minister of a government of a state or province.
premiere |'pre,m(ə)riər; 'pre-miər| • n. the first performance of a musical or theatrical work or the first showing of a movie. • v. [trans.] give the first performance of: his first stage play was premiered at the Arena stage..
• [trans.] (of a musical or theatrical work or a film) have its first performance: the show premiered in New York this week.
premonition |'pre,mən'shən|, prem- • n. a strong feeling that something is about to happen, esp. something unpleasant: he had a premonition of imminent disaster.
DERIVATIVES: premonitory |'pre,mənərəri| adj.
preponderance |'pri,pəndərəns| • n. the quality or fact of being greater in number, quantity, or importance: the preponderance of women among older people.
DERIVATIVES: preponderant adj. preponderate |'pri,pəndərət; 'ræt| • v. [trans.] be greater in number, influence, or importance: the advantages preponderate over this apparent disadvantage.
preposition |'pre,pəzənʃən| • n. a word governing, usually preceding, a noun or pronoun and expressing a relation to another word or element in the clause, as in "the man on the platform." "she arrived after dinner," "what did you do for her?"
DERIVATIVES: prepositional |-'staŋ| adj. prepositionally |-'staŋli| adv.
USAGE: There is a traditional view, first set forth by the 17th-century poet and dramatist John Dryden, that it is incorrect to put a preposition at the end of a sentence, as in the question of where do you come from? or she's not a writer I've ever come across. The rule was formulated on the basis that, since in Latin a preposition cannot come after the word it governs or is linked with, the same should be true in English. The problem is that English is not like Latin in this respect, and in many cases (particularly in questions and with phrasal verbs) the attempt to move the preposition produces awkward, unnatural-sounding results. Winston Churchill famously objected to the rule, saying 'This is the sort of English up with which I will not put.' In standard English the placing of a preposition at the end of a sentence is widely accepted provided the use sounds natural and the meaning is clear.

prepossessing |'pre,pəzəs,izəŋ| • adj. [often with negative] attractive or appealing in appearance: he was not a prepossessing sight.
DERIVATIVES: prepossessing |-'zəsəŋ| n.
preposterous |'pri pstərəs (ə)rəs| • adj. contrary to reason or common sense; utterly absurd or ridiculous: a preposterous suggestion.
DERIVATIVES: preposterously |'prɛpəstərəsəli| adv. preposterousness |n.
preprandial |'pre,predədəl| • adj. done or taken before dinner: a preprandial glass of sherry.
• (in medicine) before a main meal: urine testing results in the preprandial state.
prescipe |'pre,spyəs| • n. 1 technical term for the male foreskin. 2 The fold of skin surrounding the clitoris.
DERIVATIVES: prescriptive |'pre,spyəs,təv| adj.
Pre-Raphaelite |'pri,rəfe,li; '-rəfe-| • n. a member of a group of English 19th-century artists, including Holman Hunt, John Everett Millais, and D. Gabriel Rossetti, who consciously sought to emulate the simplicity and sincerity of the work of Italian artists from before the time of Raphael (1483–1520). • adj. of or relating to the Pre-Raphaelites.
• of a style or appearance associated with the later pre-Raphaelites or esp. with the women they frequently used as models, with long, thick, wavy auburn hair, pale skin, and a fey demeanor.
DERIVATIVES: Pre-Raphaelitism |-'li,izəm| n.
prefix |'pre,frɛks| • n. a thing that is required as a prior condition for something else to happen or exist: sponsorship is not a prerequisite for any of our courses. • adj. required as a prior condition: the student must have the prerequisite skills.

USAGE: See usage at PERQUISITE.

prerugative |'pre,rəɡətɪv; po'ræɡ-| • n. a right or privilege exclusive to a particular individual or class: owning an automobile was still the prerogative of the rich.
• a faculty or property distinguishing a person or class: it's not a female prerogative to feel insecure. • (also royal prerogative) the right of a sovereign, which in British law is theoretically subject to no restriction.
presage |'presij; prɪ'sædʒ| • v. [trans.] (of an event) be a sign or warning that (something, typically something bad) will happen: the outcome of the game presaged the coming year.
• (of a person) predict. • n. a sign or warning that something, typically something bad, will happen; an omen or portent: the fever was a somber presage of his final illness.
• a feeling of presentiment or foreboding: he had a strong presage that he had only a very short time to live.
DERIVATIVES: presagery |-'stɛri| n. (archaic).
presbyopia |'prezbi,əpə,si; 'pres-| • n. farsightedness caused by loss of elasticity of the lens of the eye.
DERIVATIVES: presbyopic |-'lɛpɪk| adj.
presbyterian | 'prezbətər; 'pres-| • n. an elder or minister of the early Christian Church.

- (in presbyterian churches) an elder. - (in episcopal churches) a minister of the second order, under the authority of a bishop; a priest.

**Derivatives:**

- presbyterianal | 'prezbətərəl|
- presbyterianate | 'prezbətərət|
- presbyterianal | 'prezbətərəl|
- presbyterianal | 'prezbətərəl|
- presbyterianal | 'prezbətərəl|
- presbyterianal | 'prezbətərəl|

**Presbyterianism** | 'prezbətərisnəm| • n. a form of Presbyterian Church government in which the Church is administered locally by the minister with a group of elected elders of equal rank, and regionally and nationally by representative courts of ministers and elders.

Presbyterianism was first introduced in Geneva in 1541 under John Calvin, in the belief that it best represented the pattern of the early church. There are now many Presbyterian Churches (often called Reformed Churches) worldwide, notably in the Netherlands and Scotland and in countries with which they have historic links (including the United States and Northern Ireland).

**Derivatives:**

- Presbyterianian, n., adj.
- presbyterianity | 'prezbətərəti|
- presbyter | 'prezbətər| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 [treated as sing. or pl.] a body of church elders and ministers, esp. (in Presbyterian churches) an administrative body (court) representing all the local congregations of a district.

- a district represented by such a body of elders and ministers. 2 the house of a Roman Catholic parish priest. 3 the eastern part of a church chancel beyond the choir; the sanctuary.

prescient | 'prestit(ə)nt; 'pre-| • adj. having or showing knowledge of events before they take place; a prescient warning.

**Derivatives:**

- prescience | 'prestəns| • n. presciently adv.
- prescind | 'prestənd| • v. [trans.] (prescind from) leave out of consideration; we have prescinded from many vexing issues.

- [trans.] cut off or separate from something; his is an idea entirely prescinded from all of the others.

prescribe | 'prestrəb| • v. [trans.] (of a medical practitioner) advise and authorize the use of (a medicine or treatment) for someone, esp. in writing: Dr. Greene prescribed magnesium sulfate | [with two obs.] he was prescribed a course of antibiotics.

- recommend (a substance or action) as something beneficial: marriage is often prescribed as a universal remedy. - state authoritatively or as a rule that (an action or procedure) should be carried out: rules prescribing five acts for a play are purely arbitrary | [as adj.] (prescribed) doing things in the prescribed manner.

**Derivatives:**

- prescriber n.

**Usage:** The verbs prescribe and proscribe do not have the same meaning. Pre-
preternatural

prin*ci*pal

principal

relating to an early stage in development; primeval: primeval hunting societies. (in psychology) of, relating to, or denoting the needs, fears, or behavior that to form the origins of emotional life: he prey on people’s primeval fears.

derivatives:

primarily adv.

primative

pri"mat, pri"mat -n. (in Christianity) the chief bishop or archbishop of a province.

derivatives:

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.

primary adj.
prior |ˈprɪər| • n. a man who is head of a house or group of houses of certain religious orders, in particular:
- the head of a house of friars.

derivatives: priorate |priərət| n. priorship |ˌprɪər-| n. priorress |ˈprɪərəs| • n. a woman who is head of a house of certain orders of nuns.
- the woman next in rank below an abbess.

derivatives: priory |ˈprɪər| • n. (pl. -ies) a small monastery or nunnery that is governed by a prior or priress.

pristine |ˈprɪs,tɛn; priˈstɛn| • adj. in its original condition; unspoiled: pristine copies of an early magazine.
- clean and fresh as if new; spotless.

derivatives: pristinely |ˈprɪstəli| adv.

privatise |ˈprɪvətiz| • n. an armed ship owned and officered by private individuals holding a government commission and authorized for use in war, esp. in the capture of enemy merchant shipping.
- (also privateersman) a commander or crew member of such a ship, often regarded as a pirate. • v. [intrans.] engage in the activities of a privateer.

derivatives: privatise n.

privatise |ˈprɪvətiz| • n. a state in which things that are essential for well-being such as food and warmth are scarce or lacking: years of rationing and privation | the privations of life at the front.
- the loss or absence of a quality or attribute that is normally present: cold is the privation of heat.

privilege |ˈprɪvəlɪdʒ| • n. a special right, advantage, or immunity granted or available only to a particular person or group of people: education is a right, not a privilege | he has been accustomed to wealth and privilege.
- something regarded as a rare opportunity and bringing particular pleasure: I have the privilege of awarding you this grant. (also absolute privilege) (in a parliamentary context) the right to say or write something without the risk of incurring punishment or legal action for defamation. • the right of a lawyer or official to refuse to divulge confidential information: the doctor-patient privilege.
- a grant to an individual, corporation, or place of special rights or immunities, esp. in the form of a franchise or monopoly. • v. [trans.] grant a privilege or privileges to: English inheritance law privileged the eldest son.
- (usu. be privileged from) exempt (someone) from a liability or obligation to which others are subject.

privately |ˈprɪvətli| • n. (pl. -ies) a relation between two parties that is recognized by law, such as that of blood, lease, or service: the parties no longer have privacy with each other.

privacy |ˈprɪvəs| • adj. [predic.] (privacy to) sharing in the knowledge of (something secret or private): he was no longer privy to her innermost thoughts.
- hidden; secret: a privacy place. • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a toilet located in a small shed outside a house or other building; outhouse. 2 (in law) a person having a part or interest in any action, matter, or thing.

derivatives: privately |ˈprɪvəli| adv.

prix fixe |ˈprɛː fɛks; ˈflɛks| • n. a meal consisting of several courses, served at a fixed price.

proactive |ˈprəʊəktɪv| • adj. (of a person, policy, or action) creating or controlling a situation by causing something to happen rather than responding to it after it has happened: be proactive in identifying and preventing potential problems.

derivatives: proactively |ˈprəʊəktɪvli| adv. proactivity |ˈprəʊəktɪvɪt| n.

probabilistic |ˈprɔbəˌbælistɪk| • adj. based on or adapted to a theory of probability; subject to or involving chance variation: the main approaches are either rule-based or probabilistic.

derivatives: probabilistically |ˌprɔbəˌbælistɪkli| adv.

probate |ˈprɔbət| • n. the official proving (establishing genuineness and validity) of a will: the will was in probate | [as adj.] a probate court.
- a verified copy of a will with a certificate as handed to the executors. • v. [trans.] establish the validity of (a will).

probation |ˈprɔbəˈteɪʃn| • n. (in law) the release of an offender from actual or potential detention, subject to a period of good behavior under supervision: I went to court and was put on probation.
- the process or period of testing or observing the character or abilities of a person in a certain role, for example, a new employee: for an initial period of probation, your manager will closely monitor your progress.

derivatives: probationary |ˌprɔbəˌteɪʃnərɪ| adj.

probability |ˈprɔbəbəlɪtɪ| • n. the quality of having strong moral principles; honesty and decency.

problematic |ˈprɔbləˌmætɪk| • adj. constituting or presenting a problem or difficulty: the situation was problematic for teachers. • n. a thing that constitutes a problem or difficulty: the problematics of artificial intelligence.

derivatives: problematically |ˌprɔbləˌmætɪkli| adv.

proboscis |ˈprɔbəsɪs; ˈbæsɪs| • n. (pl. proboscises, proboscides |ˈbæsɨs, ˈbæsɪd|, or probosci |ˈbæsɪs|) the nose of a mammal, esp. when it is long and mobile, such as the trunk of an elephant or the snout of a tapir.
- (in many insects) an elongated sucking mouthpart that is typically tubular and flexible. • (in some worms) an extensible tubular sucking organ.
procedure | proˈsēdʒər | • n. an established or official way of doing something: the police are now reviewing procedures | rules of procedure.
  • (in law) the formal steps to be taken in a legal action; the mode of conducting judicial precedings, as distinguished from the law involved.
  • a series of actions conducted in a certain order or manner: the standard procedure for informing new employees about conditions of work. • a surgical operation: the procedure is carried out under general anesthesia.
  DERIVATIVES: proce-dural | -jəral | adj.
proce-dural-ly | -jərəl | adv.
pro-ces-sion-al | prəˈseshənəl | • adj. of, for, or in a religious or ceremonial procession: a procession of a cross. • n. a book containing litanies and hymns for use in religious processions.
  • a hymn or other musical composition sung or played during a procession.
  • pro-ce-ivi-ty | proˈkrəvətə; pra- | • n. (pl. -ies) a tendency to choose or do something regularly; an inclination or predisposition toward a particular thing: a proclivity for hard work.
  pro-crast-i-nate | prəˈkræstəˌnät; prə- | • v. [from delay or postpone action; put off doing something; won't be this price for long, so don't procrastinate.
  DERIVATIVES: pro-crast-i-nation | prəˌkræstəˈneiʃən | n.
pro-crite | proˈkrät | • v. [from trans.] (of people or animals) produce young; reproduce: species that procreate by copulation.
  DERIVATIVES: pro-cur-ant | -krəˈrent | adj.
pro-cur-a-tive | -ˌkrərəˈtiv | adj. pro-cur-a-tor | -ˌkrərəˈtər | n.
pro-cur-e | prəˈkyoor; prə- | • v. [trans.] 1 obtain (something), esp. with care or effort: food procured for the rebels.
  • obtain (someone) as a prostitute for another person: he was charged with procuring a minor. 2 [with obj. and infinitive] (in law) persuade or cause (someone) to do something: he procured his wife to sign the agreement.
  DERIVATIVES: pro-cur-able | adj. pro-cur-ment | n. pro-cur-er | n.
pro-di-gal | prəˈdiɡəl | • adj. 1 spending money or resources freely and recklessly; wastefully extravagant: prodigal habits die hard. 2 having or giving something on a lavish scale: the dessert was prodigal with whipped cream. • n. a person who spends money in a recklessly extravagant way.
  • (also prodigal son or daughter) a person who leaves home and behaves in such a way, but later makes a repentant return.
  DERIVATIVES: pro-di-gal-i-ty | prəˈdiɡələti | n. pro-di-gal-i-ly | prəˈdiɡələlə | adv.
pro-di-gious | prəˈdiʒəs | • adj. 1 remarkably or impressively great in extent, size, or degree: the store consumed a prodigious amount of fuel. 2 unnaturally or abnormal: rumors of prodigious happenings, such as monstrous births.
  DERIVATIVES: pro-di-gi-ous-ly | adv. pro-di-gi-ous-ness | n.
income, costs, assets, or liabilities, esp. in relation to some planned or expected act or situation. n. a standard document or form or financial statement of such a type.

**profundity** [proˈfʌndətɪ] n. (pl. -ies) deep insight; great depth of knowledge or thought.

- great depth or intensity of a state, quality, or emotion: the profundity of her misery. n. a statement or idea that shows great knowledge or insight.

**profuse** [proˈfyʊs; prə-] adj. (esp. of something offered or discharged) exuberantly plentiful; abundant: I offered my profuse apologies.

- (of a person) lavish; extravagant: they are profuse in hospitality.

**progenitive** [prəˈjenətɪv; prə-] adj. having the quality of producing offspring; having reproductive power.

**progenitor** [prəˈjenətɔr; prə-] n. a person or thing from which a person, animal, or plant is descended or originates; an ancestor or parent: the progenitors of many of Scotland's leading noble families.

- a person who originates an artistic, political, or intellectual movement: the progenitor of modern jazz.

**prognosis** [prəˈgnɒsɪs] n. (pl. prognoses [-,sɪz]) the likely course of a disease or ailment; the disease has a poor prognosis. Cf. Diagnosis.

- a forecast of the likely course of a disease or ailment: it is very difficult to make an accurate prognosis. n. a forecast of the likely outcome of a situation: gloomy prognosis about overpopulation.

**prognosticate** [prəˈɡnostɪk; kat] v. trans. to foretell or prophesy: the economists were prognosticating financial Armageddon.

**prohibit** [prəˈhɪbɪt; prə-] adj. 1 (of a price or charge) excessively high; difficult or impossible to pay: the costs were prohibitive | prohibitive interest rates. 2 (esp. of a law or rule) forbidding or restricting something: prohibitive legislation.

- (of a condition or situation) preventing someone from doing something: a wind over force 5 is prohibitive.

**prohibitive** adv. prohibitive| prohibitive-ness n.

**projectile** [prəˈdʒektɪl; -tɪl] n. a missile designed to be fired from a rocket or gun.

- an object propelled through the air, esp. one thrown as a weapon: they tried to shield Johnson from the projectiles that were being thrown.

- adj. [attrib.] or of relating to such a missile or object: a projectile weapon.

**impelled with great force.**

**prokaryote** [prəˈkɛrəˌot] (also procaryote) n. a microscopic single-celled organism that has neither a distinct nucleus with a membrane nor other specialized organelles, including the bacteria and cyanobacteria. Cf. EUKARYOTE.

**proliferate** [prəˈlɪfrət] adj. 1 (in geometry, of a sphere) lengthened in the direction of a polar diameter.

**prole** [prəl] n. a member of the working class; a worker. adj. working-class: prole soldiers.

**proleptic** [prəˈlɛptɪk] adj. -leptik| proleptically adv. -leptik(ə)lɪ| proleptic|lepsis [prəˈlɛpsɪs] n. (pl. prolepses [-,sɪz]) 1 the anticipation and answering of possible objections in rhetorical speech.

- anticipation: in the first of the novella's three parts Marlowe gives a prolepsis of the climax. 2 the representation of a thing as existing before it actually does or did so, as in he was a dead man when he entered.

**proleptic** adj. -leptik| proleptically adv. -leptik(ə)lɪ| proleptic|lepsis [prəˈlɛpsɪs] n. (pl. prolepses [-,sɪz]) 1 the anticipation and answering of possible objections in rhetorical speech.

**proletarian** [prəˈlɛtəriən] adj.
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prostate |ˈpräs,tāt| (also prostate gland)
  • n. a gland surrounding the neck of the bladder in male mammals and releasing a fluid component of semen.
  
  DERIVATIVES: 
  - prostatic |ˈpräs,tātik| adj.
  - prostatic |ˈpräs,tēsik| n. (pl. prostheses)
  1 an artificial body part, such as a leg, a heart, or a breast implant.
  2 (also prothesis) the addition of a letter or syllable at the beginning of a word, as in Spanish escribo derived from Latin scribo.
  
prostate |ˈpräs,tāt| adj. |ˈpräs,tāt| lying stretched out on the ground with one's face downward.
  Cf. prone, supine.
  
  • [predic.] completely overcome or helpless, esp. with distress or exhaustion: his wife was prostrated with shock.
  • (in botany) growing along the ground.
  • v. [trans.] (prostrate oneself) throw oneself flat on the ground so as to be lying face downward, esp. in reverence or submission: she prostrated herself on the bare floor.
  
  • (often be prostrated) (of distress, exhaustion, or illness) reduce (someone) to extreme physical weakness: she was prostrated by a migraine.
  
  DERIVATIVES: 
  - prostration |ˈpräs,trāshən| n.
  - protagonist |ˈprötəɡənist; pró-| n. the leading character or one of the major characters in a drama, movie, novel, or other fictional text.
  
  • the main figure or one of the most prominent figures in a real situation: in this colonial struggle, the main protagonists were Great Britain and France.
  • an advocate or champion of a particular cause or idea: a strenuous protagonist of the new agricultural policy.
  
  USAGE: The first sense of protagonist, as originally used in connection with ancient Greek drama, is 'the main character in a play.' In the early 20th century a new sense arose meaning 'a supporter of a cause,' as in a strenuous protagonist of the new agricultural policy. This new sense probably arose by analogy with antagonist, the pro- in protagonist being interpreted as meaning 'in favor of.' In fact, the prot- in protagonist derives from the Greek root meaning 'first.'
  
  • Protagonist is best used in its original dramatic, theatrical sense, not as a synonym for supporter or proponent. Further, because of its basic meaning of 'leading character,' such usage as the play's half-dozen protagonists were well cast blurs the word's distinctiveness (equivalent to "too many chefs in the kitchen"); characters, instead of protagonists, would be more accurate and more widely understood.
  
protean |ˈprötən; próˈtēn| • adj. tending or able to change frequently or easily: the amoeba's protean shape.
  
  • able to do many different things; versatile.
  
  DERIVATIVES: 
  - proteanism |ˈnizəm| n.
  - protegé |ˈprötə,ˈzhə; próˈtēˈzhə| (also protege) • n. a person who is guided and supported by an older and more experienced or influential person: he was an aide and protege of the former Tennessee senator.
  
proteain |ˈprötən| (also proteine) • n. any of a class of nitrogenous organic compounds that have large molecules composed of one or more long chains of amino acids and are an essential part of all living organisms, esp. as structural components of body tissues such as muscle, hair, collagen, etc., and as enzymes and antibodies.
  
  • such substances collectively, esp. as a dietary component: a diet high in protein.
  
  DERIVATIVES: 
  - proteinaceous |ˈprötə,tēˈnasıs; próˈtēˈnasıs| adj.
  - protein |ˈprötə,ˈtem| • adv. & adj. for the time being: [as adv.] a printer that Marisa could use to print | [as adj.] a pro tem committee | [as post-positive adj.] the president pro tem of the Senate.
  
proto- • n. 1 the official procedure or system of rules governing affairs of state or diplomatic occasions: protocol forbids the prince from making any public statement in his defense.
  
  • the accepted or established code of procedure or behavior in any group, organization, or situation: what is the protocol for introducing guest speakers? • (in computing) a set of rules governing the exchange or transmission of data electronically between devices.
  
  • the original draft of a diplomatic document, esp. of the terms of a treaty agreed to in conference and signed by the parties.
  
  • an amendment or addition to a treaty or convention. 3 a formal or official record of scientific experimental observations.
  
  • a procedure for carrying out a scientific experiment or a course of medical treatment.
  
protoplasm |ˈprötə,ˈpleizəm| • n. the translucent material comprising the living part of a cell, including the cytoplasm, nucleus, and other organelles.
  
  DERIVATIVES: 
  - protoplasmic |ˈprötəˌpleizəm| adj.
  - protoplasmic |ˈprötəˌpleizəm| adj.
  - protoplasmic |ˈprötəˌpleizəm| adj.
  
protoplasm |ˈprötəˌpleizəm| • n. 1 a first or preliminary model of something, esp. a machine, from which other forms are developed or copied: a prototype of a new weapon.
  
  • a typical example of something: the prototype of all careerists is Judas. • the archetypical example of a class of living organisms, astronomical objects, or other items: these objects are the prototypes of a category of rapidly spinning neutron stars.
  
  • a building, vehicle, or other object that acts as a pattern for a full-scale model.
  
  • v. [trans.] make a prototype of (a product).
  
  DERIVATIVES: 
  - prototypical |ˈprötəˌtιpəl| adj.
  - prototypical |ˈprötəˌtιpəl| adj.
  - prototypical |ˈprötəˌtιpəl| adj.
  
protract |ˈprötəktr| • v. [trans.] 1 extend or prolong: he had certainly protracted the process.
  
  • extend a part of the body. 3 draw (a plan, etc.) to scale.
  
  DERIVATIVES: 
  - protractile adj. 
  - protraction |ˈprötəˌtrakʃən; pró-| n.
protractor | prô,trak'tôr |  n. 1 an instrument for measuring angles, typically in the form of a flat semicircle marked with degrees along the curved edge. 2 (also protractor muscle) a muscle serving to extend a part of the body.

protrude | prô'trûd; prô- |  v. [no obj., with adverbial of direction] extend beyond or above a surface: something like a fin protruded from the water.

• (trans.) (of an animal) cause (a body part) to do this.

derivatives: protrusion | -'trôôzhan; prô- |  n. protrusive | -'trôôsisv; -ziv | adj.

protruberant | prô(t)'yôôb(s)ôônt; prô- |  adj. bulging or swelling out; protruding: his protruberant eyes.

derivatives: protruberance | n. protruberantly | adv.

provenance | prô'vänans |  n. the place of origin or earliest known history of something: an orange rug of Iranian provenance.

• the beginning of something’s existence; something's origin: they try to understand the whole universe, its provenance and fate. • a record of ownership of a work of art or an antique, used as a guide to authenticity or quality.

provenor | prô'vândar |  n. food.

• animal fodder.

provenience | prô'venyans |  n. another term for provenance.

proverbial | prô'verbaôl |  adj. (of a word or phrase) referred to in a proverb or idiom: I'm going to stick out like the proverbial sore thumb.

• well known, esp. so as to be stereotypical: the Welsh people, whose hospitality is proverbial.

derivatives: proverbiality | -ôôvôrbaôlêti | n. proverbially | adv.

providence | prô'dvânans; -ôôns |  n. the protective care of God or of nature as a spiritual power: they found their trust in divine providence to be a source of comfort.

• (Providence) God or nature as providing such care: I live out my life as Providence decrees. • timely preparation for future eventualities: it was considered a duty to encourage providence.

provident | prô'dvânant; -ôônt |  adj. making or indicative of timely preparation for the future: she had learned to be provident.

derivatives: providently | adv.

providential | prô'dvândôôntôôl |  adj. 1 occurring at a favorable time; opportune: thanks to that providential snowstorm, the attack had been repulsed. 2 involving divine foresight or intervention: God's providential care for each of us.

derivatives: providentially | adv.

province | prô'vâns |  n. 1 a principal administrative division of certain countries or empires: the province of Manitoba.

• (the provinces) the whole of a country outside the capital, esp. when regarded as lacking in sophistication or culture: I made my way home to the dreary provinces by train. • an area of the world with respect to its flora, fauna, or physical characteristics: the inaccessibility of underwater igneous provinces. • (in certain Christian churches) a district under an archbishop or a metropolitan. • an historic territory outside Italy under a Roman governor. 2 (one's province) an area of special knowledge, interest, or responsibility: she knew little about wine—that had been her father's province.

provincial | prô'venchôl |  adj. 1 of or concerning a province of a country or empire: provincial elections.

• of or pertaining to a style of architecture or furniture in fashion in the provinces of various European countries: French Provincial furnishing. 2 of or concerning the regions outside the capital city of a country: scenes of violence were reported in provincial towns.

• unsophisticated or narrow-minded, esp. when considered as typical of such regions.

• n. 1 an inhabitant of a province of a country or empire. 2 an inhabitant of the regions outside the capital city of a country, esp. when regarded as unsophisticated or narrow-minded. 3 (in the Christian Church) the head or chief of a province or of a religious order in a province.

derivatives: provinciality | prô'venchôlêti | n. provincialization | prô'venchôlôôzôônôôntôôl | n. provincially | adv.

provincialism | prô'venchôlizôôm |  n. 1 the way of life or mode of thought characteristic of the regions outside the capital city of a country, esp. when regarded as unsophisticated or narrow-minded.

• narrow-mindedness, insularity, or lack of sophistication: the myopic provincialism of their ideas. 2 concern for one's own area or region at the expense of national or supranational unity. 3 a word or phrase peculiar to a local area.

derivatives: provincialist | n. & adj.

provisional | prô'vevizôônôôl |  adj. arranged or existing for the present, possibly to be changed later: a provisional government | a provisional construction permit.

• (of a postage stamp) put into circulation temporarily, usually owing to the unavailability of the definitive issue.

provisor | prô'vîzôô |  n. (pl. -os) a condition attached to an agreement: he left his unborn grandchild a trust fund with the proviso that he be named after the old man.

derivatives: provisory | adj.

pro vocative | prô'vâkô tôôv |  adj. causing annoyance, anger, or another strong reaction, esp. deliberately: a provocative article | his provocative remarks on race.

• arousing sexual desire or interest, esp. deliberately.

derivatives: provocatively | adv. provocativeness | n.

provost | prô'vôôst |  n. 1 a senior administrative officer in certain colleges and universities.

• the head of certain university colleges, esp. at Oxford or Cambridge, and public schools. 2 the head of a chapter in a cathedral.
proxemics

the head of a Christian community.

**derivatives:** proxostship | -ship| n.

[pro]xem]ics | præk'sémilks| • plural n. [treated as sing.] the branch of knowledge that deals with the amount of space that people feel it necessary to set between themselves and others.

**derivatives:** proxemic adj.

proxims] [praks'mal| • adj. situated nearer to the center of the body or the point of attachment: the proximal end of the forearm.

• relating to or denoting an area close to a center of a geological process such as sedimentation or volcanism.

**derivatives:** proximally adv.

proximate | präks'mat| • adj. 1 (esp. of a cause of something) closest in relationship; immediate: that storm was the proximate cause of damage to the system.

• closest in space or time: the failure of the proximate military power to lend assistance. 2 nearly accurate; approximate: he would try to change her speech into proximate ladylikeness.

**derivatives:** proximately adv. proximate[ly] adj.

proximation | präks'ma'shun| n.

proximity | präks'mi'ti|y | präks'mi'te|y | präks'me|ty| n. nearness in space, time, or relationship: do not operate microphones in close proximity to television sets.

proximo | präks'mo| • adj. [postpositive] of next month: he must be in San Francisco on 1st proximo.

prox]y | präks| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 the authority to represent someone else, esp. in voting: they may register to vote by proxy.

• a person authorized to act on behalf of another. 2 a document authorizing a person to vote on another’s behalf. 2 a figure that can be used to represent the value of something in a calculation: the use of a US wealth measure as a proxy for the true worldwide measure.

prude | prood| • n. a person who is or claims to be easily shocked by matters relating to sex or nudity.

**derivatives:** prudery | proodar|y| n.

prudish adj. prudishly adv. prudishness n.

prudent | proodont| • adj. acting with or showing care and thought for the future: a prudent money manager.

**derivatives:** prudence n. prudently adv.

prudential | prood'endhal| • adj. involving or showing care and forethought, typically in business: the prudential manager takes time for employee training.

**derivatives:** prudentiality adv.

prurient | proor'ént| • adj. having or encouraging an excessive interest in sexual matters.

**derivatives:** prurience n. pruriently adv.

psalm] | sóltar| • n. (the psalter or the Psalter) the biblical Book of Psalms.

psaltery | sóltar| • n. (pl. -ies) an ancient and medieval musical instrument like a dulcimer but played by plucking the strings with the fingers or a plectrum.

psychology | sefälæje| • n. the statistical study of elections and trends in voting.

**derivatives:** psycological | sëfälæjik| • adj. psycologically | -ik(s)æ| adv. psycologist | -ist| n.

psychography | sóod'epigraf| • plural n. spurious or pseudonymous writings, esp. Jewish writings ascribed to various biblical patriarchs and prophets but composed within approximately 200 years of the birth of Christ.

**derivatives:** pseudographical | sóod'epigrafik| • adj.

pseudonym | sóodn-im| • n. a fictitious name, esp. one used by an author.

**derivatives:** pseudonymity | sóodn'imity| n.

psych | sike| • n. the human soul, mind, or spirit: I will never really fathom the female psyche.

psychodelic | sko'delik| • adj. relating to or denoting drugs (esp. LSD) that produce hallucinations and apparent expansion of consciousness.

• relating to or denoting a style of rock music originating in the mid-1960s, characterized by musical experimentation and drug-related lyrics. • denoting or having an intense, vivid color or a swirling abstract pattern: a psychodelic T-shirt. • n. a psychodelic drug.

**derivatives:** psychodelically | -ik(s)æ| adv.

psychiatry | sa'kistrei| • n. the study and treatment of mental illness, emotional disturbance, and abnormal behavior.

psychic | sikk| • adj. 1 relating to or denoting faculties or phenomena that are apparently inexplicable by natural laws, esp. involving telepathy or clairvoyance: psychic powers.

• of a person appearing or considered to have powers of telepathy or clairvoyance: I could sense it—I must be psychic. 2 of or relating to the soul or mind: he dulled his psychic pain with gin. • n. a person considered or claiming to have psychic powers; a medium.

(psychics) [treated as sing. or pl.] the study of psychic phenomena.

**derivatives:** psychical | sikk| • adj. (usu. in sense 1). psychicaly | sikk(æ)| • adv. psychism | si'kim| • n. (in sense 1).

psychactive | siko'aktiv| • adj. (chiefly of a drug) affecting the mind.

psychanal]ysis | siko'nae'lez| • n. a system of psychological theory and therapy that aims to treat mental disorders by investigating the interaction of conscious and unconscious elements in the mind and bringing repressed fears and conflicts into the conscious mind by techniques such as dream interpretation and free association.

**derivatives:** psychanalyse | siko'nae'lyze| • n. psych]analytic | siko'nae'tik| adj. psychanalytically | siko'nae'tikæ| • adj.
atical basis of behavior and mental phenomena.

**Derivatives:** psychobiological | -bi- | -a- | -lajakal | adj. psychobiologist | -jist | n. psychodrama | sikō'drama | -dra- | n. 1 a form of psychotherapy in which patients act out events from their past. 2 a play, movie, or novel in which psychological elements are the main interest.

* the genre to which such works belong.

**Derivatives:** psychodramatist | -dr- | -mat- | adj. psychodramatic | -mat- | n. puissant

**Psychogenenic** | sikō'jenik | adj. having a psychological origin or cause rather than a physical one.

**Psychology** | sikō'kajē | n. 1. the scientific study of the human mind and its functions, esp. those affecting behavior in a given context.

* in sing. the mental characteristics or attitude of a person or group: the psychology of Americans in the 1920s. * in sing. the mental and emotional factors governing a situation or activity: the psychology of interpersonal relationships.

**Psychometrics** | sikō'metriks | plural n. [treated as sing.] the science of measuring mental capacities and processes.

**Derivatives:** psychometrist | -met- | n. psychometrical | -meta- | adj. psychometry | sikō'met- | n. the supposed ability to discover facts about an event or person by touching inanimate objects associated with them. 2 another term for psychometrics.

* insing. the mental characteristics or attitude of a person or group: the psychology of Americans in the 1920s.

**Psychopath** | sikō'kajē | n. 1. a person suffering from chronic mental disorder with abnormal or violent social behavior. Cf. sociopathy.

**Derivatives:** psychopathic | sikō'pathik | adj. psychopathically | sikō'path-ily | adv. psychosis | sikō'kōsēs | n. (pl. psychoses | sikō'kōs- | n. 1. a severe mental disorder in which thought and emotions are so impaired that contact is lost with external reality. Cf. neurosis.

**Derivatives:** psychotic adj. psychotically | sikō'tik- | adv. psychosomatic | sikō'somatik | adj. (of a physical illness or other condition) caused or aggravated by a mental factor such as internal conflict or stress.

* of or relating to the interaction of mind and body.

**Derivatives:** psychosomatically | sikō'somatik-ally | adv. psychotherapy | sikō'ther- | n. the treatment of mental disorder by psychological rather than medical means.

**Derivatives:** psychotherapy | sikō'ther-apy | -ter- | therapy | sikō'ther-apy | adj. psychotherapist | sikō'ther-apist | -ter- | n. psychotherapy | sikō'tropic | sikō'trok- | adj. relating to or denoting drugs that affect a person's mental state. 6 n. a drug of this kind.

**Ptolemaic System** | n. (in astronomy) denoting or relating to the discredited theory that the earth is the stationary center of the universe, with the planets moving in epicyclic orbits within surrounding concentric spheres. Cf. Copernican System.
pulchritude |ˈpʌlkraɪtud| · n. beauty. 
DERIVATIVES: pulchritudinous |ˈpʌlkraɪtudinoʊs| · adj.

pule |ˈpʊl| · v. [intr.][trans.][often as adj.][pulling] cry querulously or weakly: she's no pulling infant.

pulululate |ˈpʌljuːləte| · v. [intr.][trans.][often as adj.][pullulating] breed or spread so as to become extremely common: the pullulating family.

- be very crowded; be full of life and activity: the towers of our pullulating megapolises.
DERIVATIVES: pulululation |ˈpʌljuːləˈʃən| · n.

pulmonary |ˈpʌlmənərɪ| · adj. pulmonal · purloin

poolmaker · puroonville

pulmonary adj. [attrib.] of or relating to the lungs: pulmonary blood flow.

pulsate |ˈpʌlsət| · v. (pulsating) produce a regular throbbing sensation or sound: a pulsating heartbeat. · [usu. as adj.] (pulsating) be very exciting: victory in a pulsating semifinal.

DERIVATIVES: pulsation |ˈpʌlsəʃən| · n.
pulsatile adj. pulsator · pulsatory |ˌpʌlsəˈtɔr| · n. · pulsatorry |ˌpʌlsəˈtɔrɪ| · adj.
punctilious |ˈpʌŋktɪliəs| · adj. · punctiliously |ˈpʌŋktɪliəsli| adv. · punctiliousness |ˈpʌŋktɪliəsəs| · n.
purp

purdah |ˈpʊrdə| · n. the custom under which women in certain Muslim and Hindu societies live in a separate room or behind a curtain, or dress in all-covering clothes, in order to stay out of the sight of men or strangers.

- the state of living in such a place or dressing in this way: she was supposed to be in purdah upstairs.
purging |ˈpɜːrjɪŋ| · v. [trans.] rid (someone) of an unwanted feeling or memories: the purgative action of language. · n. a laxative.

- having the effect of ridding someone of unwanted feelings or memories: confrontation would be a purgative.

purge |ˈpɜːr| · v. [trans.] (purging) evacuate one's bowels, esp. as a result of taking a laxative. · n. an abrupt or violent removal of a group of people from an organization or place: a purge of the ruling class.

- a laxative.
DERIVATIVES: purgeation |ˈpɜːrʒeɪʃən| · n. purger |ˈpɜːrgər| · n.

Puritan |ˈpɜːrɪtən| · n. a member of a group of English Protestants of the late 16th and 17th centuries who regarded the Reformation of the Church of England under Elizabeth as incomplete and sought to simplify and regulate forms of worship. Cf. Pilgrim.

- (puritan) a person with censorious moral beliefs, esp. about pleasure and sex. · adj. of or relating to the Puritans.

- (puritan) having or displaying censorious moral beliefs, esp. about pleasure and sex.
DERIVATIVES: Puritanism |ˌpɜːrɪˈtænɪzəm| · n.
puritanical |ˌpɜːrɪˈtænɪkəl| · adj. practicing or affecting strict religious or moral behavior.
DERIVATIVES: puritanically |ˌpɜːrɪˈtænɪkəli| adv. · puritanically |ˌpɜːrɪˈtænɪkəli| adv.
purlieu |ˈpɜːlɪˈluː| · n. (pl. purlieux or purlieus |ˈpɜːlɪəs|) · the area near or surrounding a place: the middle-class purlieus of the Bronx.

- a person's usual haunts.

purloin |ˈpɜːrˌloʊn| · v. [trans.] steal (some-
thing; he must have managed to purloin a copy of the key.

**Derivatives:** pur-loin-er *n.*

**purport**  
**v.** [parˈpɔrt] [with infinitive] appear or claim to be or do something, esp. falsely; profess: she is not the democrat she purports to be.  
**n.** [par,pɔrt] the meaning or substance of something, typically a document or speech: I do not understand the purport of your remarks.

the purpose of a person or thing.

**Derivatives:** pur-port-ed adj. pur-port-*edly* adj.

**purpositive**  
[parˈposətiv] *adj. having, serving, or done with a purpose: teaching is a purpositive activity.

**Derivatives:** pur-pos-i-ve-ly adv. pur-po-sitive-ness *n.*

**pur-su-i-vant**  
[parˈsəvənt] *n. a follower or attendant.

**pur-ru-lent**  
[parˈrɔlənt] *adj. consisting of, containing, or discharging pus.

**purvey**  
[parˈvɛ] *v. [trans.] provide or supply (food, drink, or other goods) as one’s business.

**Derivatives:** pur-view-or | -vər*| n.*

**purview**  
[parˌvɪv] *n. [in sing.] the scope of the influence or concerns of something: such a case might be within the purview of the legislation. Cf. JURISDICTION.

a range of experience or thought: little information was likely to come within the purview of women.

**pus** [pas]  
*n. a thick yellowish or greenish opaque liquid produced in infected tissue, consisting of dead white blood cells and bacteria with tissue debris and serum.

**pus-sil-lan-i-mous**  
[pyˈɔsəˌlænəməs] *adj. showing a lack of courage or determination; timid.

**Derivatives:** pus-sil-lan-i-mi-ty | -əˌnlə-mət] *n.*

**pur-steel**  
[parˈsɛtəl] *n. a small blister or pimple on the skin containing pus.

a small raised spot or rounded swelling, esp. one on a plant resulting from fungal infection.

**Derivatives:** pur-stu-lar | ˈpɜtsələr;ˈpaɪsələr | *adj.

**pur-tative**  
[pyˌʊrtətɪv] *adj. [attrib. generally considered or reputed to be: the putative father of a boy of two.

**Derivatives:** pur-ta-tively adv.

**pur-tryfy**  
[ˈpaɪɔtrɪfɪ] *v. [trans.] (of a body or other organic matter) decay or rot and produce a fetid smell.

**Derivatives:** pur-treat-ion *n.*

**pur-tres-cent**  
[pyˌɔtreςənt] *adj. undergoing the process of decay; rotting: the odor of putrescent flesh.

**Derivatives:** pur-tres-cence *n.*

**pusch** [poʊtʃ] *n. a violent attempt to overthrow a government.

**Pygmy**  
[ˈpɪgmɛ] (also Pigmy) *n. (pl. -ies) a member of certain peoples of very short stature in equatorial Africa and parts of Southeast Asia.

**Pygmy**  
(a small person, animal, or thing.) (also Pigmy) *n. [usu. with adj.] an insignificant person, esp. one who is deficient in a particular respect: he regarded them as intellectual pigmies. *adj. [attrib.] of, relating to, or denoting the Pygmies: centuries-old Pygmy chants from central Africa.

**Pygmy**  
(of a person or thing) very small. (also Pigmy) *n. used in names of animals and plants that are much smaller than more typical kinds, e.g., pygmy hippopotamus, pygmy water lily.

**Derivatives:** pyg-me-an | ˈpɪgmɪən; pigˈmēən | *adj.

**pylon**  
[ˈplənən; -lən] *n. an upright structure that is used for support or navigation, in particular:

(also electricity pylons) a tall towerlike structure used for carrying electricity cables high above the ground. a pillarlike structure on the wing of an aircraft used for carrying an engine, weapon, fuel tank, or other load. a tower or post marking a path for light aircraft, cars, or other vehicles, esp. in racing. a monumental gateway to an ancient Egyptian temple formed by two truncated pyramidal towers.

**pyramid**  
[ˈpaɪrəmid] *n. an organization or system that is structured with fewer people or things at each level as one approaches the top: the social pyramid. a system of financial growth achieved by a small initial investment, with subsequent investments being funded by using unrealized profits as collateral. *v. [trans.] heap or stack in the shape of a pyramid: debt was pyramidized on top of unrealistic debt.

achieve a substantial return on (money or property) after making a small initial investment.

**Derivatives:** pyr-am-i-dal | ˈpaɪərəmədəl;ˈpaɪərəmədəl| *adj.

**pyramid-i-cal** | ˈpaɪərəmɪdəl| *adj.

**pyr-o-teh-ni-cals** | ˈpɪrəˌtɛhnɪk| *adj.

**pyr-o-teh-ni-cals** | ˈpɪrəˌtɛhnɪk| *adj.

**pyr-o-teh-ni-cals** | ˈpɪrəˌtɛhnɪk| *plural n. fireworks display.

[usu. with adj.] a brilliant performance or display, esp. of a specified kind: he thrilled his audience with vocal pyrotechnics. [treated as sing.] the art of making or displaying fireworks.

**Derivatives:** pyr-o-teh-ni-cal adj. pyr-o-teh-ni-cals n.

**pyrrhic**  
[ˈpɪrɪk] (also pyrrhic) *adj. [attrib.] (of a victory) won at too great a cost to have been worthwhile for the victor.
QED • abbr. See QUOD ERAT DEMONSTRANDUM.
qua | kwá | conj. in the capacity of; as being: the role of the teacher qua teacher.
Quadrant | 'kwādränt | • n. each of four quarters of a circle.
- each of four parts of a plane, sphere, space, or body divided by two lines or planes at right angles: the right upper quadrant of the kidney.
- an instrument used for taking angular measurements of altitude in astronomy and navigation, typically consisting of a graduated quarter circle and a sighting mechanism.
- a frame fixed to the head of a ship’s rudder, to which the steering mechanism is attached.
- a panel with slots through which a lever is moved to orient or otherwise control a mechanism.

Derivatives: **Quadrantal** | kwā’dræn-t(ə)l | adj.
**Quadrille** | kwā’drɪl | n. a square dance performed typically by four couples and containing five figures, each of which is a complete dance in itself.
- a piece of music for this dance.
- each of four groups of riders taking part in a tournament or carousel, distinguished by a special costume or colors.
- a riding display.
**Quadrilegion** | kwā’drɪl ēg(ə)n | n. paralysis of all four limbs; tetraplegia.
**Quadruplet** | kwā’drɪpl ēt(ə) | n. pl. -plets or -plets | adj. & n.
**Quadroon** | kwā’droon | n. (esp. in 19th century) Louisiana a person whose parents are a mulatto and a white person and who is therefore one-quarter black by descent.
**Quagmire** | kwāg mir | n. a soft boggy area of land that gives way underground: torrential rain turned the building site into a quagmire.
- an awkward, complex, or hazardous situation: a legal quagmire.
**Quail** | kwāl | n. [intr. trans.] feel or show fear or apprehension: she quailed at his heartless words.
**Quale** | kwāl | n. (pl. qualia | kwālēa) (usu. qualia) (in philosophy) a quality or property as perceived or experienced by a person.
**Qualitative** | kwāl ētiv | adj. relating to, measuring, or measured by the quality of something rather than its quantity: a qualitative change in the schedule.
- (of an adjective) describing the quality of something in size, appearance, value, etc. Such adjectives can be submodified by words such as very and have comparative and superlative forms, unlike classifying adjectives like American, which describe the class something belongs to.
**Qualitative** | kwāl ētiv-al-ly | adv.
**Quality** | kwālēt | n. (pl. -ies) 1 the standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind; the degree of excellence of something: an improvement in product quality | people today enjoy a better quality of life.
- general excellence of standard or level: a masterpiece for connoisseurs of quality | a wide choice of quality beer.
- high social standing: commanding the admiration of people of quality.
- [treated as pl.] people of high social standing: he’s dazed at being called on to speak before quality.
2 a distinctive attribute or characteristic possessed by someone or something: he shows strong leadership qualities | the plant’s aphrodisiac qualities.
- the distinguishing characteristic or characteristics of a speech sound.
- (in music) another term for timbre.
- (in logic) the property of a proposition of being affirmative or negative.
- (in astrology) any of three properties (cardinal, fixed, or mutable), representing types of movement, that a zodiacal sign can possess.
**Qualm** | kwāl(ə)m | kwōl(ə)m | n. an uneasy feeling of doubt, worry, or fear, esp. about one’s own conduct; a misgiving: military regimes generally have no qualms about controlling the press.
- a momentary faint or sick feeling.
**Qualmish** | kwāl ēsh | adj.
**Quandary** | kwān d(ə)ri | n. (pl. -ies) a state of perplexity or uncertainty over what to do in a difficult situation: Kate is in a quandary.
- a difficult situation; a practical dilemma: a legal quandary.
**Quantitative** | kwān t(ə)tīv | adj. relating to, measuring, or measured by the quantity of something rather than its quality: quantitative analysis.
- denoting or relating to verse whose meter is based on the length of syllables, as in Latin, as opposed to the stress, as in English.
**Quantities** | kwān t(ə)tīv-al-ly | adv.
**Quantity** | kwān t(ə)t | n. (pl. -ies) 1 the amount or number of a material or immaterial thing not usually estimated by spatial measurement: the quantity and quality of the fruit can be controlled | note down the sizes, colors, and quantities that you require.
- (in logic) the property of a proposition of being universal or particular.
- a certain, usually specified, amount or number of something: a small quantity of food | if taken in large quantities, the drug can result in liver failure.
- (often quantities) a considerable number or amount of something: she was able to drink quantities of beer without degenerating into giggles | many people like to buy in quantity.
2 the perceived length of a vowel sound or syllable.
3 (in mathematics and physics) a value or component that may be expressed in numbers.
- the figure or symbol representing this.
**Quantum** | kwānt(ə)m | n. (pl. quanta | kwāntə) 1 (in physics) a discrete quantity of energy proportional in magnitude to the frequency of the radiation it represents.
quantum leap • n. a sudden large increase or advance: a quantum leap in the quality of wines.

quantum mechanics • plural n. [treated as sing.] (in physics) the branch of mechanics that deals with the mathematical description of the motion and interaction of subatomic particles, incorporating the concepts of quantization of energy, wave-particle duality, the uncertainty principle, and the correspondence principle.

Derivatives: quantum-mechanical adj.

quantum-mechanical • [kwant'am-mer'kal] • n. [usu. as adj.] (in law) a reasonable sum of money to be paid for services rendered or work done when the amount due is not stipulated in a legally enforceable contract.

quarantine • [kwär'an-ten] • n. a state, period, or place of isolation in which people or animals that have arrived from elsewhere or been exposed to infectious or contagious disease are placed: many animals die in quarantine.

any comparable period, instance, or state of isolation or detention, esp. a blockade. • v. [trans.] impose such isolation on (a person, animal, or place); put in quarantine.

quark • [kwârk] • n. (in physics) any of a number of subatomic particles carrying a fractional electric charge, postulated as building blocks of larger subatomic particles. Quarks have not been directly observed, but theoretical predictions based on their existence have been confirmed experimentally.

quarry • n. (pl. -ies) an animal pursued by a hunter, hound, predatory mammal, or bird of prey.

a thing or person that is chased or sought; crossed the border in pursuit of their quarry.

quarterdeck • [kwâr'dek] • n. the part of a ship's upper deck near the stern, traditionally reserved for officers. Cf. forecastle.

the officers of a ship or the navy.

quartile • [kwâr'til] • n. each of four equal groups into which a population can be divided according to the distribution of values of a particular variable.

each of the three values of the random variable that divide a population into four such groups.

quasar • [kwa'zar] • n. a massive and extremely remote celestial object, emitting exceptionally large amounts of energy and typically having a starlike image in a telescope. It has been suggested that quasars contain massive black holes and may represent a stage in the evolution of some galaxies.

quash • [kwâst] • v. [trans.] reject as invalid, esp. by legal procedure: the monetary award was quashed on appeal.

put an end to; suppress: a hospital executive quashed rumors that nursing staff will lose jobs.

quasi • [kwâzē] • adv. that is to say; as it were (introducing an explanation, esp. of etymology): The Earl of Wilbraham (quasi wild boar ham).

quaternary • [kwâr'tar-narē] • 1 fourth in order or rank; belonging to the fourth order. 2 (Quaternary) of, relating to, or denoting the most recent geologic period in the Cenozoic era, following the Tertiary period and comprising the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs. • n. (the Quaternary) the Quaternary period or the system of deposits laid down during it.

The Quaternary began about 1,640,000 years ago and is still current. Humans and other mammals evolved into their present forms and were strongly affected by the ice ages of the Pleistocene.

quattrocento • [kwâtro'chentō] • n. (the quattrocento) the 15th century as a period of Italian art or architecture.

quaver • [kwâvər] • n. [trans.] (of a person's voice) shake or tremble in speaking, typically through nervousness or emotion. • 1 a shake or tremble in a person's voice. 2 (in music) another term for eighth note.

Derivatives: quaver ingly adv. quavery adj.

queen • [kwên] • n. old term for an impudent or badly behaved girl or woman.

a prostitute. 

queen • [kwên] • n. 1 the female ruler of an independent state, esp. one who inherits the position by right of birth.

(also queen consort) a king's wife. a woman or thing regarded as excellent or outstanding of its kind: the queen of romance novelists | Venice: Queen of the Adriatic. a woman or girl chosen to hold the most important position in a festival or event: football stars and homecoming queens. 2 a reproductive female in a colony of social ants, bees, wasps, etc. 3 informal a male homosexual, typically one regarded as ostentatiously effeminate.

[with modifier] used as part of a figurative compound for a person obsessed, typically sexually, with a specified appetite. A 'drag queen' is a professional female impersonator or a male homosexual transvestite; a 'leather queen' is a male homosexual leather fetishist.

v. [trans.] (queen it over) (of a woman) behave in an unpleasant and superior way toward.

Derivatives: queen dom -dom n. queen like adj. queen ship -ship n. 

quell • [kwel] • v. [trans.] put an end to (a rebellion or other disorder), typically by the use of force: extra police were called to quell the disturbance.

subdue or silence someone: Connor quelled him with a look. suppress (a feeling, esp. an unpleasant one): he spoke up again to quell any panic among the youngsters.

Derivatives: queller n.
querist | 'kwirist | • n. a person who asks questions; a questioner.
querulous | 'kwər(y)ələs | • adj. complaining in a petulant or whining manner: she became querulous and demanding.

DERIVATIVES: querulous-ly adv. querulous-ness n.

queue | kyʊə | • n. 1 chiefly Brit. a line or sequence of people or vehicles awaiting their turn to be attended to or to proceed. 2 (in computing) a list of data items, commands, etc., stored so as to be retrievable in a definite order, usually the order of insertion. 3 a plait of hair worn at the back. • v. (queues, queued, queuing or queueing) 1 [intr.] chiefly Brit. take one’s place in a queue: in the war they had queued for food | [with infinitive] companies are queuing up to move to the bay. 2 [trans.] (in computing) arrange in a queue.

quid-di-ty | 'kwɪdətɪ | • n. (pl. -ties) the inherent nature or essence of someone or something.

■ a distinctive feature; a peculiarity.

quid-nunc | 'kwɪdˌnʌŋk | • n. an inquisitive and gossiping person.

quid pro quo | 'kwɪd prə 'kwɒ | • n. (pl. -os) a favor or advantage granted in return for something: the pardon was a quid pro quo for their help in releasing hostages.

quiriescent | kwɪˈeɪsɛnt; kwɪ- | • adj. in a state or period of inactivity or dormancy.

DERIVATIVES: quiescence n. quiescent-ly adv.

quirous | 'kwɪəs | • n. (pl. quietuses) death or something that causes death, regarded as a release from life.

■ something that has a calming or soothing effect.

quisquesence | kwɪnˈtɛsəns | • n. the most perfect or typical example of a quality or class: the secretary isthe quintessence of political professionalism.

■ the aspect of something regarded as the intrinsic and central constituent of its character: we were all brought up to believe that advertising is the quintessence of marketing. • a refined essence or extract of a substance.

■ (in classical and medieval philosophy) a fifth substance in addition to the four elements, thought to compose the heavenly bodies and to be latent in all things.

quire | kwɪr | • n. four sheets of paper or parchment folded to form eight leaves, as in medieval manuscripts.

■ any collection of leaves one within another in a manuscript or book. 25 (formerly 24) sheets of paper; one twentieth of a ream.

quirk | kwɜrk | • n. 1 a peculiar behavioral habit: his distaste for travel is an endearing quirk.

■ a strange chance occurrence: a quirk of fate had led her to Dallas that day. • a sudden twist, turn, or curve: very humor put a slight quirk in his mouth. 2 (in architecture) an acute hollow between convex or other moldings. • v. [intr.] (of a person’s mouth or eyebrow) move or twist suddenly, esp. to express surprise or amusement.

■ [trans.] move or twist (one’s mouth or eyebrow) in such a way.

DERIVATIVES: quirkish adj.

quit-claim | 'kwɪt,klɛm | • n. (in law) a formal renunciation or relinquishing of a claim.

■ (quitclaim deed) a deed that passes to the grantee only the rights the grantor holds, without any warranty as to their validity. • v. [trans.] renounce or relinquish a claim: Akins quitclaimed his interest in the three parcels of real estate.

qui vive | kɛˈvɛv | • n. (in phrase on the qui vive) on the alert or lookout: on the qui vive for fascism.

quixotic | kwɪkˈsætɪk | • adj. exceedingly idealistic; unrealistic and impractical: a vast and perhaps quixotic project.

DERIVATIVES: quixotically | -ik(ə)s| adj. quixotism | 'kwɪkəˌtɪzəm | n. quixotry | 'kwɪkətɹɪ| n.

quizzical | 'kwɪzɪskəl | • adj. (of a person’s expression or behavior) indicating mild or amused puzzlement: she gave me a quizzical look.

■ causing mild amusement because of its oddness or strangeness.

DERIVATIVES: quizzical-ly adv. quizzical-ness n.

quod erat demonstrandum | kwɒd ˈe.rətˌdɪˌst.rərənˈdəm | [abbr.: QED] • used to convey that a fact or situation demonstrates the truth of one’s theory or claim, esp. to mark the conclusion of a formal (mathematical) logical proof.

quodlibet | kwɒdˈlɪbɛt | • n. 1 a topic for or exercise in philosophical or theological discussion. 2 a lighthearted medley of well-known tunes.

DERIVATIVES: quodlibet-arian | kwɒdˌlɪbəˈtærən | n.

quoin | kwɔɪn | • n. 1 an external angle of a wall or building.

■ (also quoin stone) any of the stones or bricks forming such an angle; a cornerstone.

2 (in printing) a wedge or expanding mechanical device used for locking a letterpress form into a chase (metal frame). 3 a wedge for raising the level of a gun barrel or for keeping it from rolling. • v. [trans.] 1 provide (a wall) with quoins or corners. 2 (in printing) lock up (a form) with a quoin.

quondam | kwɒnˈdæm; -dæm | • adj. [attrib.] that once was; former: quondam dissidents joined the establishment | its quondam popularity.

quorum | kwəˈrɔrm | • n. (pl. quorums) the minimum number of members of an assembly, legislative body, or society that must be present at any of its meetings to make the proceedings of that meeting valid.

quota | kwəˈpɔːrə | • n. a limited or fixed number or amount of people or things, in particular:

■ a limited quantity of a particular product that under official controls can be produced, exported, or imported: the country may be exceeding its OPEC quota of 1.1 million barrels of oil per day | a fixed share of something that
a person or group is entitled to take or receive from a total: the salmon quota. a person's share of something that must be done: a quota of arrests. a fixed minimum or maximum number of a particular group of people allowed to do something, as immigrants to enter a country, workers to undertake a job, or students to enroll for a course: they demanded a quota for women on the committee. (in a system of proportional representation) the minimum number of votes required to elect a candidate. a person's share of a particular thing, quality, or attribute: a triple quota of charm.

quod─tidian [kwŏˈtidēən] adj. [attrib.] of or occurring every day; daily: the quotidian traffic.

ordinary or everyday, esp. when mundane: his story is mired in quotidian details.

quotient [ˈkwɒʃənt] n. 1 (in mathematics) a result obtained by dividing one quantity by another. 2 [usu. with adj.] a degree or amount of a specified quality or characteristic: their cynicism quotient.

Rr

Rabbi |ˈræb| n. (pl. rabbis) a Jewish scholar or teacher, esp. one who studies or teaches Jewish law. Derivatives: rabbinate |ˈræbanət; -nät| n.; rabbinical |ˈræbənɪkəl| adj. [attrib.] of or relating to rabbis or to Jewish law or teachings. Derivatives: rabbinic |ˈræbənɪk| adj. rabbinically |ˈræbəniˈkəl| adv.

Rabid |ˈræbid| adj. 1 having or proceeding from an extreme or fanatical support of or belief in something: a rabid feminist. 2 (of an animal) affected with the viral disease rabies. Derivatives: rabidly |ˈræbidli| adv. rabidness n.

Rack |ræk| n. 1 a framework, typically with rails, bars, hooks, or pegs, for holding or storing things: a spice rack | a magazine rack. 2 an overhead shelf on a bus, train, or plane for stowing luggage. 3 a vertically barred frame or wagon for holding animal fodder: a hay rack. 4 a lift used for elevating and repairing motor vehicles. 5 a set of antlers. 6 a bed. 7 a caged or toothed bar or rail engaging with a wheel or pinion, or using pegs to adjust the position of something: a steering rack. 3 (the rack) an instrument of torture consisting of a frame on which the victim was stretched by turning rollers to which the wrists and ankles were tied. 8 practice fraud, extortion, and other acts of a racketeer. Derivatives: racketeering n.

Racketeer |ˈrækəˌtɪr| n. a person who engages in dishonest and fraudulent business dealings, often involving extortion or forms of violence. To practice fraud, extortion, and other acts of a racketeer. Derivatives: racketeering n.

Raconteur |rækˈɑːntər; -ənt-| n. (fem. raconteuse |ˈrækəˈtɑːr(ə)r|) a person who tells anecdotes in a skillful and amusing way. Derivatives: raconteurial |ˈrækəˌtɑːrəl| adj. raconteurially |ˈrækəˌtɑːrəli| adv.

Radiation [ˈreidiʃən] n. the emission of energy as electromagnetic waves or as moving subatomic particles, esp. high-energy particles that cause ionization. The energy transmitted in this way. 2 divergence out from a central point, in particular evolution from an ancestral animal or plant group into a variety of new forms. Derivatives: radiational |ˈreidiʃəl| adj. radiationaly |ˈreidiʃəli| adv.
rankle

DETERMINATIVES: ran\*cor*ous \|-rös | adj.
ran\*cor*ously \|-rös\*l \(-k\(o\)\)rös\*l \) adv.
ran\*kle \|-rân\*gkal | vt. [intr.\(n\)\] 1 (of a wound or sore) continue to be painful; fester. 2 (of a comment, event, or fact) cause annoyance or resentment that persists: the casual manner of his dismissal still rankles.

[\(\frac{\text{trans.}}{\text{intr.}}\) anno\(\acute{y}\) or irritate (someone).

rant \|-rant \* v. [\(\frac{\text{trans.}}{\text{intr.}}\) speak or shout at length in a wild, impassioned way. \n\* n. a spell of ranting; a tirade: his rants against organized religion.

PHRASES: rant and rave shout and complain angrily and at length.

DETERMINATIVES: ran\*ter rant\*ingly adv.

rap \|-rap | \* v. (rapped, rapping) 1 [\(\frac{\text{intr.}}{\text{trans.}}\) talk or chat in an easy and familiar manner: we could be here all night rapping about the finer points of spiritualism. 2 [\(\frac{\text{intr.}}{\text{trans.}}\) perform rap music. \n\* n. 1 a type of popular music of black origin in which words are recited rapidly and rhythmically over a prerecorded, typically electronic instrumental backing.

\* a piece of music performed in this style, or the words themselves. Cf. hip-hop. 2 informal a talk or discussion, esp. a lengthy or impromptu one: dropping in after work for a rap over a beer  | [\(\frac{\text{as adj.}}{\text{intrans.}}\) a rap session. 3 [\(\frac{\text{usu. with }}{\text{intrans.}}\) informal a criminal charge, esp. of a specified kind: he's just been acquitted on a murder rap.

\* a person or thing's reputation, typically a bad one: there's no reason why drag queens should get a bad rap.

PHRASES: beat the rap escape punishment for or be acquitted of a crime. take the rap informal be punished or blamed, esp. for something that is not one's fault or for which others are equally responsible.

rap\*pa*cious \|-râp\*pas\*as | \* adj. aggressively greedy or grasping: rapacious landlords.

DERETERMINATIVES: rap\*pa*ciously adv. rap\*pa*cious\*ness n. rap\*pa*civity \|-râp\*pas\*at\*e | n.

rap\*ier \|-râp\*ar | \* n. a thin, light, sharp-pointed sword used for thrusting.

[\(\frac{\text{as adj.}}{\text{esp. of speech or intelligence}}\) quick and incisive: rapier wit.

rap\*por \|-râp\*pôr | \* n. a close and harmonious relationship in which the people or groups concerned understand each other's feelings or ideas and communicate well: there was little rapport between them.

rap\*por\*tuer \|râp\*pôr\*tôr | \* n. a person appointed by an organization to report on the proceedings of its meetings: the UN rapporteur.

rap\*pro\*ce\*ment \|-rep\*rô\*sh\*mân; \*rô\*sh\*- | \* n. (esp. in international relations) an establishment or resumption of harmonious relations.

rap\*scal\*lion \|-rep\*skâ\*lô\*n | \* n. a mischievous person.

rap \|-rep | \* adj. 1 completely fascinated by what one is seeing or hearing: Andrew looked at her, rapt.

\* indicating or characterized by such a state of fascination: they listened with rapt attention.

\* filled with an intense and pleasurable emotion; enraptured. 2 having been carried away bodily or transported to heaven: he was rapt on high.

DETERMINATIVES: rap\*ply adv. rap\*pt\*ness n.

rap\*tor \|-râp\*tor | \* n. a bird of prey, e.g., an eagle, hawk, falcon, or owl.

rap\*to\*r\*ial \|-rep\*to\*r\*e\*l | \* adj. (of a bird or other animal) living by seizing prey; predatory.

\* (of a limb or other organ) adapted for seizing prey.

DETERMINATIVES: rap\*to\*r\*ial\*ly adv.

rap\*ture \|-rep\*tô\*r | \* n. 1 a feeling of intense pleasure or joy: Leonora listened with rapture.

\* (rap\*tures) expressions of intense pleasure or enthusiasm about something: the critics went into raptures about her acting. 2 (the Rapture) (according to some millennial teaching) the transporting of believers to heaven at the second coming of Christ. \* v. [\(\frac{\text{trans.}}{\text{intrans.}}\) be raptured (according to some millennial teaching) transport (a believer) from earth to heaven at the second coming of Christ.

rava\* avis | râv\*ə \|râv\*ə \|râv\*ə \|avis | \* n. (pl. rara\*e\*aves) another term for rare bird; an exceptional person or thing; a rarity.

rara\*e\*i\*f\*ed | râ\*ə\*f\*id | (also rara\*i\*r\*i\*f\*ed) \* adj. (of air, esp. that at high altitudes) containing less oxygen than usual.

\* esoterically distant from the lives and concerns of ordinary people; debates about the nature of knowledge can seem very rarefied.

Ras\*ta\*far\*i\*an | râ\*st\*ə\*fə\*rə\*n | \* adj. of or relating to a religious movement of Jamaican origin holding that blacks are the chosen people, that Emperor Haile Selassie (d. 1975) of Ethiopia was the Messiah, and that black people will eventually return to their Africa.

\* n. a member of the Rastafarian religious movement.

DERETERMINATIVES: Rasta\*far\*i\*an\*ism \|-fer\*ə\*n, niza\*m | n.

ratchet \|-râcht\*it | \* n. a device consisting of a bar or wheel with a set of angled teeth in which a pawl, cog, or tooth engages, allowing motion in one direction only.

\* a bar or wheel that has such a set of teeth. \* a situation or process that is perceived to be deteriorating or changing steadily in a series of irreversible steps: the best way to reverse the ratchet of socialism. \* v. (ratcheted, ratcheting) [\(\frac{\text{trans.}}{\text{intrans.}}\) operate by means of a ratchet.

\* (ratchet something up/down) cause something to rise (or fall) as a step in what is perceived as a steady and irreversible process: the Bank of Japan ratcheted up interest rates again. \* [\(\frac{\text{intr.}}{\text{trans.}}\) make a sound like a ratchet.

Rathaus \|râ\*t, hows | \* n. (pl. Rathäuser \|-hoiz\*ə) a town hall in a German-speaking country.

rath \|râ\*t; râ\*t | \* adj. (of a person or personal actions) prompt and eager.

\* (of flowers or fruit) blooming or ripening early in the year.

raths\*kel\*ler \|râ\*t, skel\*ər; rât-; rât- | \* n. a beer hall or restaurant in a basement.
ratify [ˈrætɪfɪ] • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] sign or give formal consent to (a treaty, contract, or agreement), making it officially valid.


ratio [ˈræʃəʊ; 'ræʃeɪ,0] • n. 1 (pl. -os) the quantitative relationship between two amounts showing the number of times one value contains or is contained within the other: the ratio of men’s jobs to women’s is 8 to 1.

• the relative value of silver and gold in bimetalllical system of currency. 2 (in full, ratio decidendi pl. rationes) (in law) the principle forming the basis of a judicial decision.

ratioscnicate [ˌræʃəʊsəˈnæt; 'ræʃeɪ-] • v. [trans.] form judgments by a process of logic.

DERIVATIVES: ratioescnication [ˌræʃəʊsəˈnætʃən], rasəˈtʃənætʃənæn] n. ratioescnicator [ˌræʃəʊsəˈnætər; -əs-] n.

rational [ˈræʃənəl] • adj. 1 based on or in accordance with reason or logic: I’m sure there’s perfectly a rational explanation.

• (of a person) able to think clearly, sensibly, and logically: Andrea’s upset—she’s not being very rational. 2 endowed with the capacity to reason: man is a rational being. 2 (in mathematics, of a number, quantity, or expression) expressible, or containable quantities that are expressible, as a ratio of whole numbers. When expressed as a decimal, a rational number has a finite or recurring expansion.

• n. a rational number.

DERIVATIVES: rationality [ˌræʃəˈnælɪtɪ], rasəˈnælɪtɪ|n. rationalistically [ˌræʃəˈnælɪstɪk], rasəˈnælɪstɪk] adj. rationalistically [ˌræʃəˈnælɪstɪkəlɪ], rasəˈnælɪstɪkəlɪ] adv.

rationalize [ˈræʃənəlaɪz] • v. [trans.] a set of reasons or a logical basis for a course of action or a particular belief: explained the rationale behind the change.

rationalism [ˌræʃəˈnælɪzəm; 'ræʃənəlizəm] • n. a belief or theory that opinions and actions should be based on reason and knowledge rather than on religious belief or emotional response.

• the theory that reason rather than experience is the foundation of certainty in knowledge. • the practice of treating reason as the ultimate authority in religion.


ravage [ˈrævɪdʒ] • v. [trans.] cause severe and extensive damage to: fears that a war could ravage their country. • n. (ravages) the severely damaging or destructive effects of something: his face had withstood the ravages of time.

acts of destruction: the ravages committed by man.

DERIVATIVES: ravager [ˈrævɪdʒɪər] n.

ravel [ˈrævəl] • v. (raveled, raveling; Brit. ravelled, raveling) [trans.] 1 (ravel something out) untangle or unravel something: Davy had finished unraveling out his herring net | sleep ravelled out the tangles of his mind. 2 confuse or complicate (a question or situation).

• n. a tangle, cluster, or knot: a lovely yellow ravel of sunflowers.

raven [ˈrævən] • v. [trans.] (of a wild animal) hunt for prey.

• [trans.] devour voraciously.

DERIVATIVES: ravener [ˈrævənər] n.

ravenous [ˈrævənas] • adj. extremely hungry.

• (of hunger or need) very great; voracious.


ravish [ˈrævɪʃ] • v. [trans.] 1 seize and carry off (someone) by force.

• (of a man) force (a woman or girl) to have sexual intercourse against her will. 2 (often be ravished) fill (someone) with intense delight; enrapture.


ravishing [ˈrævɪʃɪŋ] • adj. exciting delight; entrancing: she looked ravishing.

DERIVATIVES: ravishingly [ˈrævɪʃɪŋli] adv.

raze [ræz] • v. [trans.] (usu. be razed) completely destroy (a building, town, or other site).

react [rɪˈækət] • v. [trans.] respond or behave in a particular way in response to something: Iraq reacted angrily to Jordan’s shift in policy | the market reacted by falling a further 3.1%.

• (react against) respond with hostility, opposition, or a contrary course of action to: they reacted against the elite art music of their time.

• (of a person) suffer from adverse physiological effects after ingesting, breathing, or touching a substance: many babies react to soy-based formulas. • interact and undergo a chemical or physical change: the sulfur in the coal reacts with the limestone during combustion. • [trans.] (in chemistry) cause (a substance) to undergo such a change by interacting with another substance. • (of stock prices) fall after rising.

reactance [rɪˈækənts] • n. (in physics) the nonresistive component of impedance in an AC circuit, arising from the effect of inductance or capacitance or both and causing the current to be out of phase with the electro motive force causing it.

reactory [rɪˈæktoʊrɪ] • adj. (of a person or a set of views) opposing political or social liberalization or reform. • n. (pl. -ies) a person who holds such views.

reactive [rɪˈækтив] • adj. showing a response to a stimulus: pupils are reactive to light.

• acting in response to a situation rather than creating or controlling it: a merely reactive ap-
**real** [rebəl] • n. an act of violent or open resistance to an established government or ruler.

**real**-bus [rē'bōs] • n. (pl. reibus) a puzzle in which words are represented by combinations of pictures and individual letters; for instance, apex might be represented by a picture of an ape followed by a letter X.

**real**-but [rē'būt] • v. (rebutted, rebutting) [trans.] 1 claim or prove that (evidence or an accusation) is false: he had to rebut charges of acting for the convenience of his political friends. 2 drive back or repel (a person or attack).

**real**-bus-ta-ble [rē'batəb'l] • adj. having a deduction or discount on a sum of money due. • v. [rēbâte; ri'bát] [trans.] pay back (such a sum of money).

**real**-va-tive [rē'ba-vətiv] • adj. having an obstinately uncooperative attitude toward authority or discipline: a class of recalcitrant fifteen-year-olds. • n. a person with such an attitude.

**real**-is-trant [rē'ístrant] • adj. having an obstinately uncooperative attitude toward authority or discipline: a class of recalcitrant fifteen-year-olds. • n. a person with such an attitude.

**real**-ite [rē'īt] • n. a system of politics or principles based on practical rather than moral or ideological considerations, specifically, power politics.

**real**-ity [rē'ə-lət] • n. (in law) a person's real property (land or immovables on or in the land). Cf. personality.

**real**-is-tic [rē'ə-lis'tik] • adj. [trans.] as is or represent the idea of: the defense of the realm.

**real**-ize [rē'ə-liz] • v. 1 the attitude or practice of accepting a situation as it is and being prepared to deal with it accordingly. 2 the quality or fact of representing a person, thing, or situation accurately or in a way that is true to life: the earthy realism of Raimi’s characters.

**real**-ize-ment [rē'ə-liz-mənt] • n. 1 the act of realizing something. 2 the process of realizing something.

**realm** [rēlm] • n. 1 a kingdom: the peers of the realm. 2 a field or domain of activity or interest: the realm of applied chemistry. It is beyond the realms of possibility. 3 a primary biogeographical division of the earth’s surface.

**real**-polit-ik [rē'ə-pol'i-tık] • n. a system of politics or principles based on practical rather than moral or ideological considerations, specifically, power politics.

**real**- prosperous [rē'ə-prəs-ˈsār-i] • adj. unattractive and objectionable: rebarbative modern buildings.

**real**-ly [rē'ə-lə] • adv. 1 truly or accurately: the real cause of the problem. 2 to an extent used of the degree of actuality: this is real progress.

**real**-ly [rē'ə-lə] • adv. 1 truly or accurately: the real cause of the problem. 2 to an extent used of the degree of actuality: this is real progress.

**real**-ness [rē'ə-nəs] • n. the quality or condition of being real: the reality of daily life.

**real**- property [rē'ə-prəp-ər'tē] • n. property consisting of land or buildings; realty.

**real**-tor [rē'ə-tər] • n. a person who acts as an agent for the sale and purchase of buildings and land; a real estate agent.

 USAGE: Realtor is a legally registered service mark.

**reapped** [rēayo] • v. [trans.] to reap; to harvest.

**reap** [rē] • v. (past and past part. reaped; past part. reft) [trans.] to carry out raids in order to plunder. • [trans.] rob (a person or place) of something by force. • [trans.] steal (something).

**reap**-er [rē'ər] • n. a person who reaps.

**recess** [ri'sesH9n] • n. 1 a period of temporary economic decline during which trade and industrial activity are reduced.
recessive

2 the action of receding; motion away from an observer.

DERIVATIVES: recess|ion|ary |ad.

recessive [ri'sesiv] • adj. 1 relating to or denoting heritable characteristics controlled by genes that are expressed in offspring only when inherited from both parents, i.e., when not masked by a dominant characteristic inherited from one parent. Cf. DOMINANT.

2 undergoing an economic recession: the recessive housing market. 3 (in phonetics, of the stress on a word or phrase) tending to fall on the first syllable. • n. a recessive trait or gene.

DERIVATIVES: recess|ively adv. recess|ivity n. recess|iveness n.


reclaim [rak'em] • n. a convicted criminal who commits further crimes, esp. repeatedly; repeat offender. • adj. denoting such a person: recluseivist addict prisoners.

DERIVATIVES: recluse|iv|ism |n.

ricochet [ri'siprat] • adv. • adj. 1 given, felt, or done in return: she was hoping for some ricochet gesture. 2 (of an agreement or obligation) bearing on or binding each of two parties equally: the treaty is a bilateral commitment with reciprocal rights and duties.

■ (of a pronoun or verb) expressing mutual action or relationship. 3 (of a course or bearing) differing from a given course or bearing by 180 degrees. 4 (of a mathematical quantity or function) related to another so that their product is one. • n. 1 a mathematical expression or function so related to another that their product is one; the quantity obtained by dividing the number one by a given quantity. 2 a pronoun or verb expressing mutual action or relationship, e.g., each other, fight.

DERIVATIVES: rec|ipro|cal|ity |n.

reconcile [ri'kon,sil] • v. [trans.] often be reconciled: restore friendly relations between: she wanted to be reconciled with her father | the news reconciled us.

■ cause to coexist in harmony; make or show to be compatible. ■ make (one account) consistent with another, esp. by allowing for transactions begun but not yet completed: it is not necessary to reconcile the cost accounts to the financial accounts. ■ settle (a disagreement): advice on how to reconcile the conflict.

■ (reconcile someone to) make someone accept (a disagreeable or unwelcome thing): he could not reconcile himself to his mother's illness.

DERIVATIVES: re|con|cil|a|bility |n.

reconstruct [ri'kloos,tshan] • n. reconstruct|ion |n. reconstruct|ive adj.

■ recognize |ri'kagnzans; -'kanazans| • n. (in law) a bond by which a person undertakes before a court or magistrate to observe some condition, esp. to appear when summoned: he was released on his own recognition.

recompense [rek'am,pens] • v. [trans.] make amends to (someone) for loss or harm suffered; compensate: offenders should recompense their victims. ■ make amends to or reward someone for (loss, harm, or effort): he thought his loyalty had been inadequately recompensed. ■ punish or reward (someone) appropriately for an action. • n. compensation or reward given for loss or harm suffered or effort made: substantial damages were paid in recompense.

■ restitution made or punishment inflicted for a wrong or injury.

reconcile [ri'kan,sil] • v. [trans.] (often be reconciled) restore friendly relations between: she wanted to be reconciled with her father | the news reconciled us.

■ cause to coexist in harmony; make or show to be compatible. ■ make (one account) consistent with another, esp. by allowing for transactions begun but not yet completed: it is not necessary to reconcile the cost accounts to the financial accounts. ■ settle (a disagreement): advice on how to reconcile the conflict.

■ (reconcile someone to) make someone accept (a disagreeable or unwelcome thing): he could not reconcile himself to his mother's illness.

DERIVATIVES: re|con|cil|a|bility |n.

reconstruction [ri'kloos,tshan] • n. the action or process of reconstructing or being reconstructed: the economic reconstruction of Russia | as adj. reconstruction work.

■ a thing that has been rebuilt after being damaged or destroyed: comparison between the original and the reconstruction. ■ an impression, model, or reenactment of a past event formed from the available evidence: a reconstruction of the accident would be staged to try to discover the cause. (the Reconstruction) the period 1865–77, following the Civil War.
during which the states of the Confederacy were controlled by federal government, and during which social legislation, including the granting of new rights to African-Americans, was introduced.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{con}struct\textsuperscript{ional} adj. re\textsuperscript{con}struct\textsuperscript{ion}ary adj. re\textsuperscript{con}struct\textsuperscript{ion}ist n., adj.

recoup | rɪˈkʊp | v. [trans.] regain (something lost): rains have helped recoup water levels.

\* regain (money spent or lost), esp. through subsequent profits: oil companies are keen to recoup their investment. \* reimburse or compensate (someone) for money spent or lost. \* (in law) deduct or keep back (part of a sum due).

\* regain (lost physical or mental resources): she needed to recoup her strength | [trans.] he's recouping from the trial.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{cou}p\textsuperscript{able} adj. rec\textsuperscript{cou}p\textsuperscript{ment} n.

recourse | rɪˈkɔːs; rɪˈkɔːs | n. [in sing.] a source of help in a difficult situation: surgery may be the only recourse.

\* (recourse to) the use of someone or something as a source of help in a difficult situation: a means of solving disputes without recourse to courts of law. \* the legal right to demand compensation or payment: the bank has recourse against the exporter for losses incurred.

rec\textsuperscript{re}vant | rɪˈrɛvant | adj. 1 confessing oneself to be vanquished; cowardly. 2 unfaithful to a belief; apostate. 3 n. 1 a coward. 2 a person who is unfaithful to a belief; an apostate.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{re}v\textsuperscript{an}cy | -onsē | n. rec\textsuperscript{re}vant\textsuperscript{ly} adv.

rec\textsuperscript{cri}min\textsuperscript{ate} | rɪˈkrɪməˈneɪt | v. [trans.] make counteraccusations: his party would never recriminate, never return evil for evil.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{cri}mination n. rec\textsuperscript{cri}min\textsuperscript{ative} adj. rec\textsuperscript{cri}min\textsuperscript{atory} adj.

rec\textsuperscript{ru}d\textsuperscript{es}c\textsuperscript{e} | rɪˈkruːdəs|ɛ | v. [trans.] break out again; recur.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{ru}d\textsuperscript{es}cence | -des\textsuperscript{en}c | n. rec\textsuperscript{ru}d\textsuperscript{es}cent | -des\textsuperscript{ant} | adj.

rec\textsuperscript{ti}fy | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}ɪ|f\textsuperscript{ɪ} | v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] 1 put (something) right; correct: mistakes made now cannot be rectified later | efforts to rectify the situation.

\* [usu. as adj.] (rectified) purify or refine (a substance), esp. by repeated distillation: add 10 cc of rectified alcohol. 2 convert (alternating electrical current) to direct current:[as adj.] (rectified) rectified AC power systems. 3 find a straight line equal in length to (a curve).

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{ti}fi\textsuperscript{able} adj. rec\textsuperscript{ti}fi\textsuperscript{cation} | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}ɪˈfɪ|keɪ\textsuperscript{ʃ}ən | n.

rec\textsuperscript{ti}lin\textsuperscript{e}ar | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}ɪˈlɪn\textsuperscript{ɪ}ər | (also rectilin\textsuperscript{e}al) | adj. contained by, consisting of, or moving in a straight line or lines: a rectilinear waveform.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{ti}lin\textsuperscript{e}ar\textsuperscript{ity} | -ɪˈlɪn\textsuperscript{ɪ}ər\textsuperscript{ɪ}tɪ | -ɪˈlɪn\textsuperscript{ɪ}ər\textsuperscript{ɪ}li\textsuperscript{ə}li | adv.

rectitude | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}ɪ\textsuperscript{ɪ}t\textsuperscript{ɪ}d\textsuperscript{ɪ}d | n. morally correct behavior or thinking; righteousness: a model of rectitude.

rec\textsuperscript{to} | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}o | n. (pl. -os) a right-hand page of an open book, or the front of a loose document. Cf. verso.

rec\textsuperscript{tor} | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}ɔr | n. 1 (in the Episcopal Church) a member of the clergy who has charge of a parish.

\* (in the Roman Catholic Church) a priest in charge of a church or of a religious institution. \* (in the Church of England) the incumbent of a parish where all tithes formerly passed to the incumbent. Cf. vicar. 2 the head of certain universities, colleges, and schools.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{tor}ate | -ət | n. rec\textsuperscript{tor} \textsuperscript{r}ival | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}ɔr\textsuperscript{ɛ}r | adj. rec\textsuperscript{tor}ship | -ˌʃɪp | n.

rec\textsuperscript{to}ry | rɛk\textsuperscript{t}ɔrɪ | n. 1 (pl. -ies) a rector's house. 2 Brit. the benefice of a rector.

rec\textsuperscript{um\textsuperscript{b}en\textsuperscript{c}ent}y n. rec\textsuperscript{um}\textsuperscript{b}en\textsuperscript{t}ly adv.

rec\textsuperscript{u}per\textsuperscript{a}te | rɪˈkʊpərət | v. 1 [trans.] recover from illness or exertion: recuperating from a wound. 2 [trans.] recover or regain (something lost or taken): they will seek to recuperate the investment returns.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{u}per\textsuperscript{a}ble | -ˌpærəb\textsuperscript{ə}l | adj.

rec\textsuperscript{ur} | rɪˈkɜːr | v. (recurred, recurring). [trans.] occur again, periodically or repeatedly: the symptoms recurred | [as adj.] (recuring) a recurring theme.

\* (of a thought, image, or memory) come back to one's mind: Steve's words kept recurring to him. \* (recur to) go back to (something) in thought or speech: the book remained a favorite and she constantly referred to it.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{urrence} | rɪˈkɜːrəns | n. rec\textsuperscript{ur}ent | rɪˈkɜːr\textsuperscript{ə}nt | adj. 1 occurring often or repeatedly, esp. (of a disease or symptom) recurring after apparent cure or remission: a recurrent fever. 2 (of a nerve or blood vessel) turning back so as to reverse direction.

**derivatives:** rec\textsuperscript{ur}ent\textsuperscript{ly} adv.

rec\textsuperscript{ur}se\textsuperscript{ive} | rɪˈkɜːrsɪv | adj. characterized by recurrence or repetition, in particular:

\* relating to or involving the repeated application of a rule, definition, or procedure to successive results. \* relating to or involving a computer program or routine of which a part requires the application of the whole, so that its explicit interpretation requires in general many successive executions.

**derivatives:** rec\textsupers\textsupers{ur}se\textsupers{ively} adv.

rec\textsupers{ur}ve | rɛk\textsupers{ur}v | v. [trans.] bend backward:[as adj.] (recurred) large recurved tusk. 2 n. (in archery) a bow that curves forward at the ends, which straightens out under tension when the bow is drawn.

**derivatives:** rec\textsupers{ur}v\textsupers{ature} | -ˌvəˈʃər | n.

rec\textsupers{us}\textsupers{ant} | rɛk\textsupers{us}ənt; rɪˈkjuːs\textsupers{ənt} | n. a
person who refuses to submit to an authority or to comply with a regulation.

derivatives: rec\us\ance n, rec\us\ancy -\anz\e n.
dercuse [ri\'k\y\ooz] vi [trans] challenge (a judge, prosecutor, or juror) as unqualified to perform legal duties because of a possible conflict of interest or lack of impartiality: a motion to recuse the prosecutor.

\(\text{[recuse oneself]}\) (of a judge) excuse oneself from a case because of a possible conflict of interest or lack of impartiality.
derivatives: rec\usal [-\zas\l] n.
der\act [ri\d\akt] vi [trans] edit (text) for publication.
derivatives: red\ctor [-\t\ar] n.
der\degem [ri\d\em] vi [trans] 1 compensate for the faults or bad aspects of (something): a disappointing debate redeemed only by an outstanding speech [as adj] (redeeming) the splendid views are the one redeeming feature of the center.

\(\text{[redeem oneself]}\) do something that compensates for poor past performance or behavior: they redeemed themselves in the playoffs by pushing the Red Wings to a seventh game. (of a person) alone or make amends for (error or evil): the thief on the cross who by a single act redeemed a life of evil. 2 save (someone) from sin, error, or evil: he was a sinner, redeemed by the grace of God. 2 gain or regain possession of (something) in exchange for payment: his best suit had been redeemed from the pawnbrokers. 3 repay (a stock, bond, or other instrument) at the maturity date. 4 exchange (a coupon, voucher, or trading stamp) for merchandise, a discount, or money. 5 pay the necessary money to clear (a debt): owners were unable to redeem their mortgages. 6 exchange (paper money) for gold or silver. 7 fulfill or carry out (a pledge or promise): the party prepared to redeem the pledges of the past three years. 8 buy the freedom of.
derivatives: red\emp\tion [ri\d\emp\shn] n. 1 the action of saving or being saved from sin, error, or evil: God's plans for the redemption of his world. 2 [in sing] a thing that saves someone from error or evil: his marginalization by Hollywood proved to be his redemption. 2 the action of regaining or gaining possession of something in exchange for payment, or clearing a debt. 3 the action of buying one's freedom.
der\in\egr\ate [ri\d\inta\gr\a\t] vi vi [trans] restore (something) to a state of wholesomeness, purity, or perfection.
derivatives: red\in\egr\ation [ri\d\inta\gr\a\shn] n. red\in\egr\ative [-\gr\a\j\v] adj.
der\dire\ct [\d\red\rek\t; \d\dir\rek\t] vi vi [trans] direct (something) to a new or different place or purpose: get the post office to redirect your mail | resources were redirected to a major project. 1 n. (in law) (also redirect examination) examination of a witness a second time by the party who introduced him or her, following cross-examination.
derivatives: red\i\r\ef\ct\r\ion [\d\red\iv\rk\t\shn] n.
der\i\riv\us [\d\red\iv\vs; \d\\ve\vs] adj [post-positive] brought back to life; reborn: a sort of Poe redivivus.
der\ne\ck [\d\nek] n. offensive a working-class white person, esp. a politically reactionary one from a rural area.
der\o\l\ent [\d\l\e\nt] adj. 1 [predic] red\o\l\ent of/with) strongly reminiscent or suggestive of (something): names redolent of history and tradition.

\(\text{[strongly smelling of]}\) the church was old, dark, and redolent of incense. 2 fragrant or sweet-smelling: a rich, inky, redolent wine.
derivatives: red\o\l\en\ce n. red\o\l\en\ly adv.
der\d\ub\l\e [\d\red\d\b\l] vi vi [trans] make much greater, more intense, or more numerous: we will redouble our efforts to reform agricultural policy.

\(\text{[intens]}\) become greater or more intense or numerous: pressure to solve the problem has redoubled. \(\text{[intens]}\) (in bridge) double a bid already doubled by an opponent. \(\text{n.}\) (in bridge) a call that doubles a bid already doubled by an opponent.
der\d\oub\it [\d\red\\it] n. a temporary or supplementary fortification, typically square or polygonal and without flanking defenses.

\(\text{[an entrenched stronghold or refuge]}\) very strong, well positioned, and difficult to conquer or capture.
derivatives: red\o\b\ab\l\y [\d\red\d\w\b\l] adj. (of a person) formidable, esp. as an opponent: he was a redoubtable debater.
derivatives: red\o\b\ab\l\y [\d\red\d\w\b\l] adj. 1 red\o\b\cl\d\n [\d\red\d\w\d\n] vi vi [trans] contribute greatly to (a person's credit or honor): his latest diplomatic effort will redound to his credit. 2 red\o\b\cl\d\n upon) come back upon; rebound on: may his sin redound upon his head!
der\n\e\d\e\ss\r [\d\red\d\ss\r] vi vi [trans; \d\\d\e\s\s \v; \v] vi [trans] remedy or set right (an undesirable or unfair situation): the potter to redress the grievances of our citizens.

\(\text{[set upright again]}\) some ambitious architect being called to redress a leaning wall. 2 remedy or compensation for a wrong or grievance: those seeking redress for an infringement of rights.
derivatives: red\e\ress\a\b\l\y [\d\red\e\ress\a\b\l] adj. re\e\ress\a\l [-\al] n. re\e\ress\a\r [\d\red\e\ress\a\r] n.
der\c\d\e\c [\d\red\d\c\y\oo\s] vi vi [trans] 1 (in cooking) boil (a sauce or other liquid) so that it becomes thicker and more concentrated. 1 in older military use) conquer (a place), in particular besiege and capture (a town or fortress). 3 (in photography) make (a negative or print) less dense. 4 articulate (a speech sound) in a way requiring less muscular effort. In vowels, this gives rise to a more central articulatory position. 5 (reduce something to) change a substance to (a different or more basic form): it is difficult to understand how lava could have been reduced to dust.

\(\text{[present a problem or subject in]}\) a simplified form: he reduces unimaginable statistics to manageable proportions. 6 convert a fraction to (the form with the lowest terms). 6 (in chem-
istry) cause to combine chemically with hydrogen.

- undergo or cause to undergo a reaction in which electrons are gained from another substance or molecule. Cf. OXIDIZE. 7 restore (a dislocated part) to its proper position by manipulation or surgery.
- remedy (a dislocation) in such a way.

**DERIVATIVES:** 
- **reduc**-er *n.* 
- **reduced**ly adv.
- **reduce** (*re'daks; *re'daks*) *adj.* (postpositive) brought back; revived: the '80s were more than just the '50s redux.
- **reeve** (*rēv*) *n.* Canadian the president of a village or town council.
- a local official, in particular the chief magistrate of a town or district in Anglo-Saxon England.
- **reeve** (*rēv*) *v.* (past and past part. rove) *rōv* or *reeved* [trans.] (in nautical use) thread (a rope or rod) through a ring or other aperture, esp. in a block: one end of the new rope was *reeved through* the chain.
- fasten (a rope or block) in this way.
- **reflection** (*rēflek'shan*) *n.* refreshment by food or drink.
- a meal, esp. a light one. the eating of partly digested fecal pellets, as practiced by rabbits.
- **refectorory** (*rē'fekt(ə)re*) *n.* (pl. -ies) a room used for communal meals, esp. in an educational or religious institution.
- **refereendum** (*refə'rendəm* or **referenda** -də) *n.* (pl. *referendums* or **referenda**) a general vote by the electorate on a single political question that has been referred to them for a direct decision. Cf. initiative.
- the process of referring a political question to the electorate for this purpose.
- **referent** (*ref(ə)rent*) *n.* the thing that a word or phrase denotes or stands for: "the Morning Star" and "the Evening Star" have the same referent (the planet Venus).
- **reflective** (*rēflek'tīv*) *adj.* 1 providing a reflection; capable of reflecting light or other radiation: reflective glass | reflective clothing.
- produced by reflection: a colorful reflective glow. 2 relating to or characterized by deep thought; thoughtful: a quiet, reflective, astute man.

**DERIVATIVES:** 
- **reflectively** adv. 
- **reflectiveness** *n.*
- **reflect** (*re'fleks* or **reflects**) *n.* 1 an action that is performed without conscious thought as a response to a stimulus: a newborn baby is equipped with basic reflexes.
- (reflexes) a person's ability to perform such actions, esp. quickly: he was saved by his superb reflexes. 2 (in reflexology) a response in a part of the body to stimulation of a corresponding point on the feet, hands, or head: [as adj.] reflex points. 2 a thing that is determined by and reproduces the essential features or qualities of something else: politics was no more than a reflex of economics.
- a word formed by development from an earlier stage of a language. 1 a reflected source of light: the reflex from the window lit his face.
- **reflexive** (*rēflek'siv*) *adj.* 1 denoting a pronoun that refers back to the subject of the clause in which it is used, e.g., myself, themselves.
- (of a verb or clause) having a reflexive pronoun as its object, e.g., wash oneself. 2 (of an action) performed as a reflex, without conscious thought: at concerts like this one, standing ovations have become reflexive. 3 (in logic, of a relation) always holding between a term and itself. 4 (of a method or theory in the social sciences) taking account of itself or of the effect of the personality or presence of the researcher on what is being investigated.
- *n.* a reflexive word or form, esp. a pronoun.

**DERIVATIVES:** 
- **reflexively** adv. 
- **reflexiveness** *n.*
- **reflexology** (*rēflek'sələj*) *n.* 1 a system of massage used to relieve tension and treat illness, based on the theory that there are reflex points on the feet, hands, and head linked to every part of the body. 2 the scientific study of reflex action as it affects behavior.

**DERIVATIVES:** 
- **reflexologist** *-jist* *n.* (usu. in sense 1).
- **reflux** (*re'flaks*) *n.* (in chemistry) the process of boiling a liquid so that any vapor is liquefied and returned to the stock.
- the flowing back of a liquid, esp. that of a fluid in the body. 2 *v.* [trans.] (in chemistry) boil or cause to boil in circumstances such that the vapor returns to the stock of liquid after condensing.
- [no obj., with adverbial of direction] (of a liquid, esp. a bodily fluid) flow back.
- **refract** (*rē'frakt*) *v.* (trans.) (usu. be refracted) (of water, air, or glass) make (a ray of light) change direction when it enters at an angle: the rays of light are refracted by the material of the lens.
- measure the focusing characteristics of (an eye) or of the eyes of (someone).

**DERIVATIVES:** 
- **refraction** *n.*
- **refractory** (*rēfrak'torē*) *adj.* 1 stubborn or unmanageable: a refractory pony. 2 resist-
ant to a process or stimulus: some granules are refractory to secretory stimuli.

- (of a person, illness, or diseased tissue) not yielding to treatment: healing of previously refractory ulcers. - (of a person or animal) resistant to infection. - (of a substance) resistant to heat; hard to melt or fuse. - n. (pl. -ies) a substance that is resistant to heat.

**DERIVATIVES:** refractory → refriness n.

**ref** [ref] past and past participle of REAVE.

**refulgent** [riˈfjuːlɡənt] - adj. shining brightly: refulgent blue eyes.

**DERIVATIVES:** refulgence n. refulgent adj.

**refurbish** [riˈfɜːrbiʃ] - v. [trans.] (usu. be refurbished) renovate and redecorate (something, esp. a building).

**DERIVATIVES:** refurbishment n.

**refute** [riˈfyoot] - v. [trans.] prove (a statement or theory) to be wrong or false; disprove: these claims have not been convincingly refuted.

- prove that (someone) is wrong. - deny or contradict (a statement or accusation): a spokesman totally refuted the allegation of bias.

**DERIVATIVES:** refutable adj. refutable → [trans.] n. refutation | refyootˈeɪʃən | n. refuter n.

**USAGE:** Refute and repudiate are sometimes confused. To refute is to actually prove something or someone to be false or erroneous (attempts to refute Einstein’s theory), whereas to repudiate is ‘to reject as baseless, disown, refuse to acknowledge.’ One could repudiate by silently turning one’s back; to refute would require disproving by argument. In the second half of the 20th century, a more general sense developed from the core meaning of ‘deny,’ as in I absolutely refute the charges made against me. Traditionalists object to the second use on the grounds that it is an unacceptable degradation of the language.

**regale** [riˈgāl] - v. [trans.] entertain or amuse (someone) with talk: he regaled her with a colorful account of that afternoon’s meeting.

- lavishly supply (someone) with food or drink: he was regaled with excellent home cooking.

**regalia** [riˈgāliə] - plural n. (treated as sing. or pl.) the emblems or insignia of royalty, esp. the crown, scepter, and other ornaments used at a coronation.

- the distinctive clothing worn and ornaments carried at formal occasions as an indication of status: a Bishop in full regalia. - distinctive, elaborate clothing: young men, a few in gang regalia.

**USAGE:** The word regalia comes from Latin and is, technically speaking, the plural of regalis. However, in the way the word is used in English today it behaves as a collective noun, similar to words like staff or government. This means that it can be used with either a singular or plural verb (the regalia of Russian czardom are not displayed in the Kremlin or the regalia of Russian czardom are not displayed in the Kremlin), but it has no other singular form.

**regat** [riˈgæt] - n. a sporting event consisting of a series of boat or yacht races.

**regency** [ˈreɪdʒənsi] - n. (pl. -ies) the office or period of government by a regent.

- a commission acting as regent. - (the Regency) the particular period of a regency, esp. (in Britain) from 1811 to 1820 and (in France) from 1715 to 1723. - (adj. Regency) relating to or denoting British architecture, clothing, and furniture of the Regency or, more widely, of the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Regency style was contemporaneous with the Empire style and shares many of its features: elaborate and ornate, it is generally neoclassical, with a generous borrowing of Greek and Egyptian motifs.

**regenerate** - v. [trans.] (of a living organism) regrow (new tissue) to replace lost or injured tissue: a crab in the process of regenerating a claw.

- of an organ or tissue) regrow.

- bring into renewed existence; generate again. - bring new and more vigorous life to (an area or institution), esp. in economic terms; revive: regenerating the inner cities.

- (esp. in Christian use) give a new and higher spiritual nature to. - adj. [postpositive] acting as regent for a monarch: the queen regent of Portugal.

**regicide** [ˈreɪdʒɪd] - n. the action of killing a king.

- a person who kills or takes part in killing a king.

**DERIVATIVES:** regicidal → adj.

**regime** [riˈzem] - n. 1 a government, esp. an authoritarian one. 2 a system or planned way of doing things, esp. one imposed from above: detention centers with a very tough physical regime.

- a coordinated program for the promotion or restoration of health; a regimen: a low-calorie, low-fat regime. - the conditions under which a scientific or industrial process occurs.

**regimen** [ˈreʒəmən] - n. 1 a prescribed course of medical treatment, way of life, or diet for the promotion or restoration of health. 2 a system of government.

**regisseur** [ʁezɛsɛʁ] - n. a person who stages a theatrical production, esp. a ballet.

**regnant** [ˈreʒənt] - adj. 1 [often postpositive] reigning; ruling: a queen regnant. 2 currently having the greatest influence; dominant: the regnant belief.

**regolith** [ˈreɡəlθ] - n. the layer of uncon-
solidated solid material covering the bedrock of a planet.

**regretful** | ri'gretfəl | • adj. feeling or showing regret.

**Derivatives:**
- **regretful-ness** 
- **regrettable** | ri'gretəbl | • adj. (of conduct or an event) giving rise to regret; undesirable; unwelcome.

- **rehabilitate** | ˌrē(h)əˈbiləˌtāt | • v. [trans.] restore (someone) to health or normal life by training and therapy after imprisonment, addiction, or illness.
- **relate** (someone) to former privileges or reputation after a period of critical or official disfavor: with the fall of the government many former dissidents were rehabilitated.
- **return** (something, esp. an environmental feature) to its former condition.

**Derivatives:**
- **rehabilitation** | ˌrē(h)əˌbiləˈtāʃən | • n.
- **rehabilitative** | ˌrē(h)əˌbiləˈtətiv | • adj.
- **reify** | riˌəf | • v. (sies, -ied) [trans.] make (something abstract) more concrete or real; convert (a concept) mentally into a thing: these instincts are, in humans, reified as verbal constructs.

**Derivatives:**
- **reification** | riˌəfəˈkeɪʃən | • n.
- **reificatory** | riˈəfəˌkəˌtārē; rə-adj.
- **reimburse** | riˈəmˌbərs | • v. (often be reimbursed) repay (a person who has spent or lost money): the investors should be reimbursed for their losses.
- **rebate** (a sum of money that has been spent or lost): thousands of dollars that are not reimbursed.

**Derivatives:**
- **reimbursement** | riˈəmˌbərsˌmənt | • n.

**reincarnation** | riˌənˈkärnəˈshən | • n. the rebirth of a soul in a new body.

- a person or animal in whom a particular soul is believed to have been reborn: he is said to be a reincarnation of the Hindu god Vishnu. Cf. AVATAR. a new version or close match of something from the past: the latest reincarnation of the hippie look.

- **reiterate** | riˈərəˌtārət | • v. say something again or a number of times, typically for emphasis or clarity.

**Derivatives:**
- **reiteration** | riˌərəˈrāˌtāʃən | • n.
- **reiterative** | ˌrēˌrēˈtətiv; -ˌrātiv | • adj.
- **rejoin** | riˈʒo̅n | • v. reporting verb say something in answer to a remark, typically rudely or in a discouraging manner: Joe said he longed for soft towels, to which Sue rejoined that he was a big baby.

- **rejoiner** | riˈjo̅nər | • n. a reply, esp. a sharp or witty one.

- **rejuvenate** | riˈjoʊvəˈnāt | • v. [trans.] make (someone or something) look or feel younger, fresher, or more lively: a bid to rejuvenate the town center [as adj.] (rejuvenating) the rejuvenating effects of therapeutic clay.

- [often as adj.] (rejuvenated) restore (a river or stream) to a condition characteristic of a younger landscape.

**Derivatives:**
- **rejuvenation** | riˌjoʊvəˈnāʃən | • n.
- **rejuvenator** | riˌjoʊvəˈnātər | • n.

**relapse** | riˈlæps; 'rēˌlæps | • v. [trans.] (of someone suffering from a disease) suffer deterioration after a period of improvement.

- **relapse into** return to (a less active or a worse state): he relapsed into silence.

- **relapse** (someone) a deterioration in someone's state of health after a temporary improvement: he suffered a relapse of schizophrenia after a car crash.

**Derivatives:**
- **relapsing** | riˈlæpsər | • n.

**relative humidity** | riˈleтив ˈhjuːmidəti | • n. the amount of water vapor present in air expressed as a percentage of the amount needed for saturation at the same temperature.

**Derivatives:**
- **relative** | riˈleтив | • adj. the absence of standards of absolute and universal application: moral relativity.

- **relativism** | riˌleтив ˈizəm | • n. the doctrine that knowledge, truth, and morality exist in relation to culture, society, or historical context, and are not absolute.

**Derivatives:**
- **relative** | riˌleтив | • n. the absence of standards of absolute and universal application: moral relativity.

- **relevent** | riˈlevent | • v. [trans.] abandon or mitigate a harsh intention or cruel treatment: she was going to refuse his request, but relented.

- [esp. of bad weather] become less severe or intense: by evening the rain relented.

- **relevancy** | riˌlevenˈsē | • n.

- **relevancy** | riˌlevenˈsē | • n.

- **relic** | riˈlik | • n. an object surviving from an earlier time, esp. one of historical or sentimental interest.

- a part of a deceased holy person's body or belongings kept as an object of reverence.

- an object, custom, or belief that has survived from an earlier time but is now outmoded: individualized computer programming and time-sharing would become expensive relics.

- **relics** all that is left of something: relics of a lost civilization.

- **relict** | riˈlikt | • n. 1 a thing that has survived from an earlier period or in a primitive form.

- an animal or plant that has survived while others of its group have become extinct, e.g., the coelacanth or ginkgo. a species or community that formerly had a wider distribution but now survives in only a few localities. 2 a widow.

- **relief** | riˈliəf | • n. (in art) the state of being clearly visible or obvious due to being accentuated in some way: the setting sun throws the snow-covered peaks into relief.

- a method of molding, carving, or stamping in which the design stands out from the sur-
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face, to a greater (high relief) or lesser (bas-relief) extent. • a piece of sculpture in relief.
• a representation of relief given by an arrangement of line or color or shading. • (in physical geography) difference in height from the surrounding terrain.

PHRASES: in relief carved, molded, or stamped so as to stand out from the surface.

re-lig io se [ri'lijë,ös] • adj. excessively religious.

DERIVATIVES: re-lig io si*ty [ri,lijësə-tē] n.

re-lig i o us [ri'ljiəs] • adj. 1 believing in and worshipping a superhuman controlling power or powers, esp. a personal God or gods.
• (of a belief or practice) forming part of someone's thought about or worship of a divine being: has strong religious convictions. • of or relating to the worship of or a doctrine concerning a divine being or beings: religious music. • belonging or relating to a monastic order or other group of people who are united by their practice of religion. • treated or regarded with a devotion and scrupulousness appropriate to their worship: I have a religious aversion to reading manuals. • n. (pl. same) a person bound by monastic vows.

DERIVATIVES: re-lig io sul*ly adv. re-lig io us*ness n.

re lin quish [ri'linkwish] • v. [trans.] voluntarily cease to keep or claim; give up: he relinquished his title.

DERIVATIVES: re lin quish*ment n.

re li qu i ae [ri'likwē,ī; -wē,ē] • plural n. remains.
• (in geology) fossil remains of animals or plants.

re-l ish [ri'list] • n. 1 great enjoyment: she drank the wine with relish.
• liking for or pleasurable anticipation of something: an assignment for which I had little relish. 2 a condiment eaten with plain food to add flavor.
• chopped sweet pickles used as such a condiment. 3 an appetizing flavor.
• a distinctive taste or tinge: the relish of wine.
• an attractive quality. • v. [trans.] 1 enjoy greatly: relishing his moment of glory.
• be pleased by or about: I don't relish the long ride. 2 make pleasant to the taste; add relish to.

re main*der [ri'mandər] • n. 1 a part, number, or quantity that is left over: leave a few mushrooms for garnish and slice the remainder.
• a part that is still to come: the remainder of the year. • the number that is left over in a division in which one quantity does not exactly divide another: 23 divided by 3 is 7, remainder 2.
• a copy of a book left unsold when demand has fallen. 2 (in law) an interest in an estate that becomes effective in possession only when a prior interest (devised at the same time) ends. • v. [trans.] (often be re mained) dispose of (a book left unsold) at a reduced price: titles are being remaineded increasingly quickly to save on overheads.

re man*d [ri'mænd] • v. [trans.] (in law) place (a defendant) on bail or in custody, esp. when a trial is adjourned: I had a seventeen-year-old son remanded to a drug-addiction program.
• return (a case) to a lower court for reconsideration: the Supreme Court vacated the opinion and remanded the matter back to the California court. • n. a committal to custody.

re man*ent [ri'mon-ant] • adj. remaining; residual.
• (of magnetism) remaining after the magnetizing field has been removed.

DERIVATIVES: re man*ence n.

re med i al [ri'med-əl] • adj. giving or intended to serve as a remedy or cure: remedial surgery.
• provided or intended for students who are experiencing learning difficulties: remedial education.

DERIVATIVES: re med i al*ly adv.

re med*ery [ri'medər] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a medicine or treatment for a disease or injury: herbal remedies for aches and pains.
• a means of counteracting or eliminating something undesirable: shopping became a remedy for personal problems. • a means of legal reparation: the doctrine took away their only remedy against merchants who refused to honor their contracts. 2 the margin within which coins as minted may differ from the standard fineness and weight. • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] set right (an undesirable situation): by the time a problem becomes patently obvious, it may be almost too late to remedy it.

DERIVATIVES: re med i able [ri'medə-bal] adj. re med i di less adj.

re min is cence [ri'mənisns] • n. a story told about a past event remembered by the narrator: his reminiscences of his early days in Washington.
• the enjoyable recollection of past events: his story made me smile in reminiscence. • (re min is cences) a collection in literary form of incidents and experiences that someone remembers. • a characteristic of one thing reminding or suggestive of another: his first works are too full of reminiscences of earlier poetry.

DERIVATIVES: re min is is ce v. re min is cent adj.

re mon strate [ri'man,strat; -'remont-] • v. [trans.] make a forcefully reproachful protest: he turned angry to remonstrate with Tommy | [with direct speech] “You don’t mean that,” she remonstrated.

DERIVATIVES: re mon stra tion [ri,män,strə'shan; -mon-stər-] n. re mon strat i ve [-strətiv] adj. re mon stra tor [-stərər; -remont-] n.

re mun erate [ri'myəna,rat] • v. [trans.] pay (someone) for services rendered or work done: they should be remunerated fairly for their work.

DERIVATIVES: re mun er a tive [-rajiv; -rəjiv] adj.

Rena is sance [rə,nsəns; -zəns] the revival of European art and literature under the influence of classical models in the 14th–16th centuries.
• the culture and style of art and architecture developed during this era. • [as n.] (a renais-
sance) a revival of or renewed interest in something: rail travel is enjoying a renaissance.

renal | 'renl| • adj. of or relating to the kidneys.

renascent | ri'næsənt; -'nəsənt| • adj. becoming active or popular again: renaissance fascism.

renegade | 'reni,gæd| • n. a person who deserts and betrays an organization, country, or set of principles.

a person who behaves in a rebelliously unconventional manner.

a person who abandons religion; an apostate. • adj. having treacherously changed allegiance: a renegade bodyguard.

having abandoned one's religious beliefs: a renegade monk.

reneg | ri'neg; -'nig| • v. [trans.] go back on a promise, undertaking, or contract: the administration had reneged on election promises.

another term for revoke (in card games).

[trans.] renounce or abandon (someone or something).

DERIVATIVES: reneger n.

rennet | 'renet| • n. curdled milk from the stomach of an unweaned calf, containing rennin and used in curdling milk for cheese.

any preparation containing rennin.

rennin | 'renin| • n. an enzyme secreted into the stomach of unweaned mammals causing the curdling of milk.

renounce | ri'nouns| • v. [trans.] formally declare one's abandonment of (a claim, right, or possession): Isabella offered to renounce her son's claim to the French crown.

refuse to recognize or abide by any longer: these agreements were renounced after the fall of the regime.

declare that one will no longer engage in or support: they renounced the armed struggle.

reject and stop using or consuming: he renounced drugs and alcohol completely.

[trans.] in law refuse or resign a right or position, esp. one as an heir or trustee: there will be forms enabling the allottee to renounce.

DERIVATIVES: renounceable adj. renouncement n. renouncer n.

renovate | 'reνəvæt| • v. [trans.] restore (something old, esp. a building) to a good state of repair.

refresh; reinvigorate: a little warm nourishment renovated him for a short time.

DERIVATIVES: renovation | ,rena'veshan| n. renovator | -'vətar| n.

renown | ri'noun| • n. the condition of being known or talked about by many people; fame: authors of great renown.

DERIVATIVES: renowned adj.

renumber | rə'nʌmbər| • n. a person living on income from property or investments.

renunciation | ri'nʌnsə'shən| • n. the formal renouncing or rejection of something, typically a belief, claim, or course of action: a renunciation of violence.

a legal document expressing renunciation.

DERIVATIVES: renunciator | 'rɪnənsə'tər| n. & adj.

reparation | ,repə'ræʃən| • n. 1 the making of amends for a wrong one has done, by paying money to or otherwise helping those who have been wronged: the courts required a convicted offender to make financial reparation to his victims.

■ (reparations) the compensation for war damage paid by a defeated state. 2 the action of war repairing something: the old hall was pulled down to avoid the cost of reparation.

DERIVATIVES: reparative | ri'perətɪv| adj.

repartee | ,repə'teɪ, repər'teɪ; -'tə| • n. conversation or speech characterized by quick, witty comments or replies.

repatriate | re'pætrɪte| • v. [trans.] send (someone) back to his or her own country: the government sought to repatriate thousands of Albanian refugees.

send or bring (money) back to one's own country: foreign firms would be permitted to repatriate all profits. • n. a person who has been repatriated.

DERIVATIVES: repatriation | ,re'pætrɪeɪʃən| n.

repel | ri'pel| • v. [trans.] revoke or annul (a law or congressional act): the legislation was repealed five months later. • n. the action of revoking or annulling a law or congressional act: the House voted in favor of repeal.

DERIVATIVES: repelable adj.

repelchage | ,repə'shæZH| (also repelchage) • n. (in rowing and other sports) a contest in which the runners-up in the eliminating heats compete for a place in the final.

repellent | ri'pelent| (also repellent) • adj. 1 [often in combination] able to repel a particular thing; impervious to a particular substance: water-repellent nylon. 2 causing disgust or distaste: the idea of eating snails was repellent to her. • n. 1 a substance that dissuades particular insects or other pests from approaching or settling: a flea repellent. 2 a substance used to treat something, esp. fabric or stone, so as to make it impervious to water: treat brick with a silicone water repellent.

DERIVATIVES: repellence n. repellency n. repellently adv.

USAGE: Repellent and repulsive are very close in meaning, but the latter, perhaps because of its sound, is felt to express stronger feeling.

repercussion | ,repə'rəkʃən; rep-| • n. 1 (usu. repercussions) an unintended consequence occurring some time after an event or action, esp. an unwelcome one: the move would have grave repercussions for the entire region. 2 the recoil of something after impact. 3 an echo or reverberation.

DERIVATIVES: repercussive | -'kasiv| adj.

reperatoire | 'repər,twær| • n. a stock of plays, dances, or pieces that a company or a performer knows or is prepared to perform.

■ the whole body of items that are regularly performed: the mainstream concert repertoire.

■ a stock of skills or types of behavior that a person habitually uses: his repertoire of threats, stares, and dismissive gestures.
repetition | repə(r),törtle | n. (pl. -ties) 1 the performance of various plays, operas, or ballets by a company at regular short intervals: [as adj.] a repetition actor.

- repetition theaters regarded collectively.
- a repetition company. 2 another term for repertoire.

- a repository or collection, esp. of information of retrievable examples.

DERIVATIVES: repertor|  |  , | ial |  ,rep|  |  r|  | tör|  | e| ad. ripin | [trans.] repl|  | kat •,rep(r) •,repel|  | rple| | repplete | ri'plet| | [trans.] feel or express discontent; fret; complain.

repplenish | ri'plen|  | h | v. [trans.] fill (something) up again: he replenished Justin’s glass with mineral water.

- restore (a stock or supply of something) to the former level or condition: all creatures need sleep to replenish their energies.

DERIVATIVES: replenisher|  | n. replenishment | n.

- replete | ri'plet| | adj. [predic.] filled or well-supplied with something: sensational popular fiction, replete with adultery and sudden death.

- very full of or sated by food: I went out into the sun-drenched streets again, replete and relaxed.

DERIVATIVES: rep|  | le|  | tion | ri'plést|  | n. | rep|  | lew|  | vin | ri'plev|  | n | n. (in law) a procedure whereby seized goods may be provisionally restored to their owner pending the outcome of an action to determine the rights of the parties concerned.

- an action arising from such a process.

replica | replik| | n. an exact copy or model of something, esp. one on a smaller scale: a replica of the Empire State Building.

- a duplicate of an original artistic work.

replic|  | ate | v. | repli|  | kat | [trans.] make an exact copy of; reproduce: it might be impractical to replicate eastern culture in the west.

- (replicate itself) (of genetic material or a living organism) reproduce or give rise to a copy of itself: interleukin-16 prevents the virus from replicating itself | [trans.] an enzyme that HIV needs in order to replicate.

- repeat (a scientific experiment or trial) to obtain a consistent result.


- of the nature of a repetition of a scientific experiment or trial: the variation of replicate measurements.

- n. rep'li|  | kit | 1 a close or exact copy; a replica.

- a repetition.

- a repetition of an experimental test or procedure.

- 2 a musical tone one or more octaves above or below the given tone.

DERIVATIVES: replicability | repli|  | ka|  | bil|  | e| adj. replicative | adj.

reportage | rep'ortaj|  | n. the reporting of news, for the press and the broadcast media: extensive reportage of elections.

- factual presentation in a book or other text, esp. when this adopts a journalistic style.

repose | repoz | n. temporary rest from activity, excitement, or exertion, esp. sleep or the rest given by sleep: in repose her face looked relaxed.

- a state of peace: the repose of the soul of the dead man.

- composure: he had lost none of his grace or his repose.

- (in art) harmonious arrangement of colors and forms, providing a restful visual effect.

- angle of repose the greatest angle between to planes that is consistent with stability.

- v. [no obj., with adverbial of place] be lying, situated, or kept in a particular place: the diamond now repose in the Louvre.

- lie down in rest: how sweetly he would repose in the four-poster bed.

- [trans.] repose something on lay something to rest in or on (something): I’ll go to him, and repose our distresses on his friendly bosom.

- give rest to: he haled to repose his wayward soldiers.

DERIVATIVES: repose|  | ful | adj. reposefully | adj. repousse | rep|  | poos|  | s|  | | repoussé | rep'poo's|  | s | adj. (of metalwork) hammered into (raised) relief from the reverse side.

- n. ornamental metalwork fashioned in this way.

reprehend | repri'hend | v. [trans.] find fault with; blame or reprimand: a recklessness that cannot be too severely reprehended.

DERIVATIVES: reprehension | repri'hens|  | | n.

representation | repri|  | zen|  | t|  | shan; -zen- | n. 1 the action of speaking or acting on behalf of someone or the state of being so represented: asylum-seekers should be guaranteed good legal advice and representation.

- the description or portrayal of someone or something in a particular way or as being of a certain nature: the representation of women in newspapers.

- the depiction of someone or something in a picture or other work of art: Picasso is striving for some absolute representation of reality.

- a thing, esp. a picture or model, that depicts a likeness or reproduction of someone or something: a striking representation of a vase of flowers.

- in some theories of perception) a mental state or concept regarded as corresponding to a thing perceived.

3 (representations) formal statements made to a higher authority, esp. so as to communicate an opinion or register a protest: certain church groups are making strong representations to the government.

- a statement or allegation: relying on a representation that the tapes were genuine.

representative | repri|  | zent|  | ativ|  | adj. typical of a class, group, or body of opinion: these courses are representative of those taken by most Harvard undergraduates.

- containing typical examples of many or all types: a representative sample of young people in the South.

- (of a legislative or deliberative assembly) consisting of people chosen to act and speak on behalf of a wider group.

- (of a government or political system) based on representation of the people by such deputies: free elections and representative democracy. Cf. direct. 3 serving as a portrayal or symbol of something: the shoe would be more representative of how women really are.
repress (of art) representational: the bust involves a high degree of representative abstraction. 4 (in philosophy) of or relating to mental representation. • n. 1 a person chosen or appointed to act or speak for another or others, in particular:

- an agent of a firm who travels to potential clients to sell its products. • an employee of a travel company who looks after the needs of its vacationing clients. • a person chosen or elected to speak and act on behalf of others in a legislative assembly or deliberative body. • a delegate who attends a conference, negotiations, legal hearing, etc., so as to represent the interests of another person or group. • a person who takes the place of another on a ceremonial or official occasion. 2 an example of a class or group: fossil representatives of lampreys and hagfishes.

definitions: representatively adv. representativeness n.
repress [ri’pres] • v. [trans.] subdue (someone or something) by force: the uprisings were repressed. Cf. OPPRESS, SUPPRESS.

- restrain or prevent (the expression of a feeling). • hold back (a thought, feeling, or desire) within oneself so that it becomes or remains unconscious: the thought that he had killed his brother was so terrible that he repressed it. • inhibit the natural development or self-expression of (someone or something): too much bureaucracy represses creativity. • in biology prevent the transcription of (a gene).
definitions: represser n. repressible adj. repressible -able adj. repressiveness [ri’præsən] n.
repressive adj.
reprove [ri’prɛv] • v. [trans.] censure or reprehend someone: he was reprimanded for obscenity. • [direct speech] “Don’t be childish, Kate,” he reproved mildly. [as adj.] (reproving) a reproving glance.
definitions: reproof n. reprovable adj. reprover n. reprovingly adv.
republican [ri’pʌblɪkən] • v. [adj.] (of a form of government, constitution, etc.) belonging to, or characteristic of, a republic.

- advocating or supporting republican government: the republican movement. • n. 1 a person advocating or supporting republican government. 2 (Republican) a member or supporter of the Republican Party; one who advocates or supports Republican positions, e.g. reduction of federal action in economic matters.
republicate [ri’pyʊdət] • v. [trans.] refuse to accept or be associated with: she has repudiated policies associated with previous party leaders.

- deny the truth or validity of: the minister repudiated allegations of human rights abuses. • refuse to fulfill or discharge (an agreement, obligation, or debt).
repugnant [ri’pʌgɡnənt] • adj. 1 extremely distasteful; unacceptable. 2 (predic.) repugnant to (in conflict with; incompatible with: a bylaw must not be repugnant to state law. • given to stubborn resistance.
definitions: repugnance n. repugnantly adv.
repulse [ri’pʌls] • v. [trans.] 1 drive back (an attack or attacking enemy) by force: rioters tried to storm government buildings but were repulsed by police. • fail to welcome (friendly advances or the person making them); rebuff: she left, feeling hurt because she had been repulsed. • refuse to accept (an offer): his bid for the company was repulsed. 2 (usu. be repulsed) cause (some-
one) to feel intense distaste and aversion: audiences at early screenings of the film were repulsed by its brutality. • n. the action of driving back an attacking force or of being driven back: the repulse of the invaders.

a discouraging response to friendly advances: her evasion of his plan had been another repulse.

repulsion [riˈpʌlsən] • n. 1 a feeling of intense distaste or disgust: people talk about the case with a mixture of fascination and repulsion. 2 (in physics) a force under the influence of which objects tend to move away from each other, e.g., through having the same magnetic polarity or electric charge. DERIVATIVES: repulsively adv. repulsiveness n.

USAGE: Repulsive and repellent are very close in meaning, but the former, perhaps because of its sound, is felt to express stronger feeling.


reputation [ˌreɪpəˈtʌʃən] • n. the beliefs or opinions that are generally held about someone or something: his reputation was tarnished by allegations that he had taken bribes.

a widespread belief that someone or something has a particular habit or characteristic: his knowledge of his subject earned him a reputation as an expert.

repute [ˈrɪˈpjuːt] • n. the opinion generally held of someone or something; the state of being generally regarded in a particular way: pollution could bring the authority's name into bad repute.

the state of being highly thought of: fame: chefs of international repute. • v. (be reputed) be generally said or believed to do something or to have particular characteristics: he was reputed to have a fabulous house.

[usu. as adj.] (reputed) be generally said or believed to exist or be of a particular type, despite not being so: this area gave the lie to the reputed flatness of the country. • [usu. as adj.] (reputed) be widely known and well thought of: intensive training with reputed coaches. DERIVATIVES: reputedly adv.

requiem [ˈrɛkweɪəm; ˈrʌɪəm] • n. (also requiem mass) (esp. in the Roman Catholic Church) a mass for the repose of the souls of the dead.

a musical composition setting parts of such a mass, or of a similar character. an act or token of remembrance: he designed the epic as a requiem for his wife.

requisite [ˌrɛkwəˈzɪt] • adj. made necessary by particular circumstances or regulations: the application will not be processed until the requisite fee is paid. • n. a thing that is necessary for the achievement of a specified end: she believed privacy to be a requisite for a peaceful life. DERIVATIVES: requisitely adv.

requisition [ˌrɛkwaˈziʃən] • n. an official order laying claim to the use of property or materials.

a formal written demand that some duty should be performed or something be put into operation: the appropriation of goods, esp. for military or public use. • v. [trans.] demand the use or supply of, esp. by official order and for military or public use.

a demand the performance or occurrence of: one of the investors has requisitioned a special meeting. DERIVATIVES: requisitioner n.

repute [ˈrɪˈpjuːt] • v. [trans.] make appropriate return for (a favor or service); reward: they are quick to repute a kindness.

avenge or retaliate for (an injury or wrong). return a favor to (someone): to win enough to repute my friends. respond to (love or affection); return: she did not repute his love. DERIVATIVES: requital • [ˈkwɪtəl] n.

rescind [ˈrɛskɪnd] • v. [trans.] revoke, cancel, or repeal (a law, order, or agreement); the government eventually rescinded the directive. DERIVATIVES: rescindable adj. rescission n.

réseau [rɔlzo ʁe-] • n. (pl. réseaux [rɔlzo ʁɔz]) a network or grid.

a plain net ground used in lacemaking. a reference marking pattern on a photograph, used in astronomy and surveying. a spy or intelligence network, esp. in the French resistance movement during the German occupation in World War II.


reservation • [rɛzəˈvʌʃən] • n. 1 the action of reserving something: the reservation of positions for non-Americans.

an arrangement whereby something, esp. a seat or room, is booked or reserved for a particular person. an area of land set aside for occupation by North American Indians or Australian Aboriginals. In Canada called a reserve. in (law) a right or interest retained in an estate being conveyed. 2 a qualification to an expression of agreement or approval; a doubt: some generals voiced reservations about air strikes. I say this without reservation.

reside [ˈrɛzɪd] • v. [no obj., with adverbial of place] have one's permanent home in a particular place; people who work in the city actually reside in neighboring towns.

be situated: the paintings now reside on the walls of a restaurant. (of power or a right) belong by right to a person or body: legislative powers reside in the state assembly. (of a quality) be present or inherent in something: the meaning of an utterance does not wholly reside in the semantic meaning.

repulsion 371 reside
residence |ˈrez(ə)dəns; ˈrezə,dens| • n. a person’s house, esp. a large and impressive one.
- the official house of a government minister or other public and official figure. • the fact of living in a particular place: Rome was his main place of residence. Cf. DOMICILE.

residency |ˈrez(ə)dənsi; ˈrezə,densə| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 the fact of living in a place: a government ruling confirmed the returning refugees’ right to residency.
- a residential post held by a writer, musician, or artist, typically for teaching purposes.
- 2 formerly, the official residence of the British governor general’s representative or other government agent, esp. at the court of an Indian state.
- a group or organization of intelligence agents in a foreign country.
- 3 a period of specialized medical training in a hospital; the position of a resident.

resident |ˈrez(ə)dənt; ˈrezə,dent| • n. 1 a person who lives somewhere permanently or on a long-term basis. Cf. CITIZEN.
- a bird, butterfly, or other animal of a species that does not migrate.
- a person who boards at a boarding school or college.
- formerly, a British government agent in any semi-independent state, esp. the governor general’s agent at the court of an Indian state.
- 2 a medical graduate engaged in specialized practice under supervision in a hospital. Cf. INTERN. • adj. living somewhere on a long-term basis: she has been resident in Brazil for a long time.

having quarters on the premises of one’s work: resident farm workers. • attached to and working regularly for a particular institution: the film studio needed a resident historian.
- (of a bird, butterfly, or other animal) nonmigratory; remaining in an area throughout the year.
- (of a computer program, file, etc.) immediately available in computer memory, rather than having to be loaded from elsewhere.

derivatives: resident•ship [-ˌship| n. (historical).

residual |ˈriːzɪdʒʊəl| • adj. remaining after the greater part or quantity has gone: the withdrawal of residual occupying forces.
- (of a quantity) left after other things have been subtracted: residual income after tax and mortgage payments.
- (of a physical state or property) remaining after the removal of or present in the absence of a causative agent: residual stenosis.
- (of an experimental or arithmetical error) not accounted for or eliminated.
- (of a soil or other deposit) formed in situ by weathering.
- n. a quantity remaining after other things have been subtracted or allowed for.

a difference between a value measured in a scientific experiment and the theoretical or true value.
- a royalty paid to a performer, writer, etc., for a repeat of a play, television show, etc. • a portion of rocky or high ground remaining after erosion.
- the resale value of a new car or other item at a specified time after purchase, expressed as a percentage of its purchase price.

derivatives: resid•ual•ly |ˈriːzɪdʒʊəli| adv.

residue |ˈrezə,dɪə| • n. a small amount of something that remains after the main part has gone or been taken or used.
- (in law) the part of an estate that is left after the payment of charges, debts, and bequests.
- a substance that remains after a process such as combustion or evaporation.

residue•um |ˈriːziːdʒʊəm| • n. (pl. residua |ˈriːzɪduə|) a substance or thing that remains or is left behind, in particular, a chemical residue.

resilient |ˈriːzɪliənt| • adj. (of a substance or object) able to recoil or spring back into shape after bending, stretching, or being compressed.
- (of a person or animal) able to withstand or recover quickly from difficult conditions: the fish are resilient to most infections.

derivatives: resilience n. resiliency n. resilient•ly adv.

resin |ˈrezən| • n. a sticky flammable organic substance, insoluble in water, exuded by some trees and other plants (notably fir and pine).
- (also synthetic resin) a solid or liquid synthetic organic polymer used as the basis of plastics, adhesives, varnishes, or other products.
- v. (resined, resining) [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (resined) rub or treat with resin: resined canoes.

derivatives: resin•ous |ˈrezənəs| adj.

resistance |ˈrizəstəns| • n. 1 the refusal to accept or comply with something; the attempt to prevent something by action or argument: she put up no resistance to being led away.
- (in psychoanalysis) opposition, frequently unconscious, to the emergence of repressed memories or desires.
- armed or violent opposition: government forces were unable to crush guerrilla-style resistance. Cf. NONRESISTANCE.
- (also resistance•movement) [in sing.] a secret organization resisting authority, esp. in an occupied country.
- (the Resistance) the underground movement formed in France during World War II to fight the German occupying forces and the Vichy government. (Also called maquis.) • the impediment, slowing, or stopping effect exerted by one material thing on another: air resistance would need to be reduced by streamlining.
- 2 the ability not to be affected by something, esp. adversely: some of us have a lower resistance to cold than others.

lack of sensitivity or vulnerability to a drug, insecticide, etc., esp. as a result of continued exposure or genetic change.
- 3 the degree to which a substance or device opposes the passage of an electric current, causing energy
dissipation. By Ohm's law resistance (measured in ohms) is equal to the voltage divided by the current.

- a resistor or other circuit component that opposes the passage of an electric current.

**phrases:** the line (or path) of least resistance an option avoiding difficulty or unpleasantness; the easiest course of action.

**derivatives:** resistive adj. n. resolve verb, noun (adj. admirably purposeful, determined, and unwavering. Derivatives: resolutely adv. resolution noun. resolutely adv. resolve verb n.

1 a firm decision to do or not to do something.

- a formal expression of opinion or intention agreed on by a legislative body, committee, or other formal meeting, typically after taking a vote: the conference passed two resolutions. the quality of being determined or resolute: they handled the last missions of the war with resolution. the action of solving a problem, dispute, or contentious matter: the peaceful resolution of all disputes.

- (in music) the passing of a discord into a concord during the course of changing harmony. (in medicine) the disappearance of inflammation, or of any symptom or condition. (in chemistry) the process of reducing or separating something into constituent parts or components.

- (in physics) the replacing of a single force or other vector quantity by two or more jointly equivalent to it. the conversion of something abstract into another form. (in prosody) the substitution of two short syllables for one long one. the smallest integral measurable by a scientific (esp. optical) instrument; the resolving power.

- the degree of detail visible in a photographic or television image. resolve verb [ri'zalv; 'zi5l] v. 1 [trans.] settle or find a solution to (a problem, dispute, or contentious matter): the firm aims to resolve problems within 30 days. [trans.] (in medicine) cause (a symptom or condition) to disappear, subside, or heal: endoscopic biliary drainage can rapidly resolve jaundice. [trans.] (of a symptom or condition) disperse, subside, or heal: symptoms resolved after a median of four weeks. [trans.] (of a musical discord) lead into a concord during the course of harmonic change. [trans.] Music cause (a discord) to pass into a concord. 2 [trans.] decide firmly on a course of action: [with infinitive] she resolved to call Dana as soon as she got home. [with clause] (of a legislative body, committee, or other formal meeting) make a decision by a formal vote: the committee resolved that teachers should make their recommendations without knowledge of test scores | [with infinitive] the conference resolved to support an alliance. 3 separate or cause to be separated into constituent parts or components. [trans.] resolve something into reduce a subject, statement, etc., by mental analysis into (separate elements or a more elementary form): the ability to resolve facts into their legal categories. [intrans.] (of something seen at a distance) turn into a different form when seen more clearly: the orange glow resolved itself into four lanterns. [trans.] (of optical or photographic equipment) separate or distinguish between (closely adjacent objects): Hubble was able to resolve six variable stars in M31. [trans.] separately distinguish (peaks in a graph or spectrum). [trans.] (in physics) analyze (a force or velocity) into components acting in particular directions. n. firm determination to do something: she received information that strengthened her resolve | she intended to stick to her initial resolve.

- a formal resolution by a legislative body or public meeting. Derivatives: resolvability [ri,zalv 'bilite; 'zi5l] n. resolvable adj. resolvent noun. resolvent noun. motives.

- the words resonate with so many different meanings. (of an idea or action) meet with someone's agreement: the judge's ruling resonated among many of the women. produce electrical or mechanical resonance: the crystal resonates at 16 MHz. respiration [ri,spə'reiʃən] n. the action of breathing: opiates affect respiration.

- a single breath. a process in living organisms involving the production of energy, typically with the intake of oxygen and the release of carbon dioxide from the oxidation of complex organic substances. respire [ri'spir] v. [intrans.] breathe; inhale or exhale. (of a plant) carry out respiration, esp. at night when photosynthesis has ceased.

- spire verb [respait; ri'spit] v. n. a short period of rest or relief from something difficult or unpleasant.

- a short delay permitted before an unpleasant obligation is met or a punishment is carried out. v. [trans.] postpone (a sentence, obligation, etc.): the execution was only respited a few months.

- grant a delay or extension of time to; reprieve from death or execution.
resplendent | ri'splenđάnt | • adj. attractive and impressive through being richly colorful or sumptuous: she was resplendent in a seagreen dress.

derivatives: resplendence n. resplendency n. resplendently adv.

respond | 'respændənt | • n. 1 a defendant in a lawsuit, esp. one in an appeals or divorce case.

• the party in a lawsuit or trial who responds to a motion, defends a prior outcome against an appeal, etc. 2 a person who replies to something, esp. one supplying information for a survey or questionnaire or responding to an advertisement. • adj. [attrib.] 1 in the position of defendant in a lawsuit: the respondent defendant. 2 replying to something, esp. a survey or questionnaire: the respondent firms in the survey. 3 (in psychology) involving or denoting a response, esp. a conditioned reflex, to a specific stimulus.

res publica | rəs 'pɔblɪkə; 'pablɪkə | • n. the state, republic, or commonwealth.

derivatives: ressentiment | ri'sənt'mɛnt | • n. a psychological state arising from suppressed feelings of envy and hatred that cannot be acted upon, frequently resulting in some form of self-abasement.

restoration | ˈrestaw(t)əriən | • n. 1 the restoration of something lost or stolen to its proper owner. 2 recompense for injury or loss: he was ordered to pay $6,000 in restoration. 3 the restoration of something to its original state.

• (in physics) the resumption of an object’s original shape or position through elastic recoil.

derivatives: restitutive | ˈrestaw(t)əriətɪv | adj.

resist | 'restɪv | • adj. (of a person) unable to keep still or silent and becoming increasingly difficult to control, esp. because of impatience, dissatisfaction, or boredom.

• (of a horse) refusing to advance, stubbornly standing still or moving backward or sideways.

derivatives: resistively adv. resistiveness n.

restrict | ri'strɛnt | • v. [trans] prevent (someone or something) from doing something; keep under control or within limits: he had to be restrained from walking out of the meeting | [as adj.] (restricting) Cara put a restraining hand on his arm.

• prevent oneself from displaying or giving way to (a strong urge or emotion: Amiss had to restrain his impatience. • deprive (someone) of freedom of movement or personal liberty: leg cuffs are used for restraining and transporting violent and dangerous criminals. • (of a seat belt) hold (a person or part of the body) down and back while in a vehicle seat.

derivatives: restrictive adj. restrictiveness n.

residual | ri'strʌdəl | • n. 1 (often residuals) a measure or condition that keeps someone or something under control or within limits.

• the action of keeping someone or something under control. • deprivation or restriction of personal liberty or freedom of movement. • a device that limits or prevents freedom of movement: car safety restraints. 2 unemotional, dispassionate, or moderate behavior; self-control: he urged the protestors to exercise restraint.

• understatement, esp. of artistic expression: all restraint vanished in the cadenza.

résumé | 'rezə,mɛ, 'rezə'mɛ | (also résumé or resume) • n. 1 a brief account of a person’s education, qualifications, and previous occupations, typically sent with a job application. Also called curriculum vitae. 2 a summary: I gave him a quick résumé of events.

resurgent | ri'sərjʉnt | • adj. increasing or reviving after a period of little activity, popularity, or occurrence: resurgent nationalism.

derivatives: resurgence n.

resurrect | ri'sərɛkt | • v. [trans.] restore (a dead person) to life.

• revive the practice, use, or memory of (something); bring new vigor to.

derivatives: resurrection n.

resuscitate | ri'səsəkeit | • v. [trans.] revive (someone) from unconsciousness or apparent death.

• make (something such as an idea or enterprise) active or vigorous again.

derivatives: resuscitation | ri'səsəkeɪʃən | • n. resuscitator | ri'səsəkɪˈteɪtər | • adj.

resetable | ri'retæbəl | (also retablo | ri 'retəbloʊ) | • n. (pl. rebables or retables) a frame or shelf enclosing decorated panels or revered objects above and behind an altar.

• a painting or other image in such a position.

retain | ri'tɛnt | • v. continue to have (something); keep possession of: built in 1830, the house retains many of its original features.

• not abolish, discard, or alter: the rights of defendants must be retained. • keep in one’s memory: I retained a few French words and phrases. • absorb and continue to hold (a substance): limestone is known to retain water.

• [often as adj.] (retaining) keep (something) in place; hold fixed: remove the retaining bar. • keep (someone) engaged in one’s service: he has been retained as a secretary. • secure the services of (a person, esp. an attorney) with a preliminary payment: retain an attorney to handle the client’s business.

derivatives: retainability | ri'tɛn'æbiləti | • n. retainable adj. retention n.

retainer | ri'tɛntər | • n. 1 a thing that holds something in place: a guitar string retainer.

• an appliance for keeping a loose tooth or orthodontic prosthesis in place. 2 a fee paid in advance to someone, esp. an attorney, in order to secure or keep their services when required. 3 a servant or follower of a noble or wealthy person, esp. who has worked for a person or family for a long time.

retaliating | ri'tæliətɪŋ | • v. [trans.] make an attack or assault in return for a similar attack: the blow stung and she retaliated immediately.
retch 375 retrograde

| **[trans.]** repay (an injury or insult) in kind: they used their abilities to retaliate the injury. |
| **DERIVATIVES:** retal-i-ation [ri'teɪlɪˈeɪʃən] | **n.** retal-i-ative [ri'teɪlɪˈeɪtɪv] | **adj.** retal-i-ator [ˈretəlɪˌeɪtər] | **n.** retal-i-atory [ri'teɪlɪˈeɪtərɪ] |
| retch | **[v.]** [trans.] make the sound and movement of vomiting. |
| vomit. | **n.** a movement or sound of vomiting. |
| retract | **[v.]** [trans.] adds retrograde, retrograde, retracted. |
| re-trac-tive | **adj.** re-trac-tion re-tentive | **adv.** re-trac-tively |
| retic-u-late | **v.** [riˈtɪkjʊ,ˈlæt] | **[trans.]** divide or mark (something) in such a way as to resemble a net or network: the numerous canals and branches of the river reticulate the flat alluvial plain. |
| reti-vine | **[v.]** [retˌɪn(ˌv)ɪn] | **n.** a group of advisors, assistants, or others accompanying an important person. |
| retort | **[v.]** 1 say something in answer to a remark or accusation, typically in a sharp, angry, or wittily incisive manner: [with direct speech] “No need to be rude,” retorted Isabel. |
| retract | **[v.]** draw or pull (something) back or back in: she retracted her hand as if she'd been burned. |
| withdraw | **[v.]** (a statement or accusation) as untrue or unjustified. |
| draw (the under-carriage or the wheels) up into the body of an aircraft. |
| retract-able | **adj.** retract-ation | **[v.]** retract-able | **adj.** retract-ive | **adv.** retract-tile |
| re-tro- | **adj.** retrograde | **[trans.]** capable of being retracted: an insect with a long retractile proboscis. |
| re-tro-act ive | **n.** re-tro-activity |
| re-tro-acti-ty | **[v.]** [retʃrɪˈteɪʃən] | **n.** punishment that is considered to be morally right and fully deserved. |
| re-tro-act | **[v.]** imitative of a style, fashion, or design from the recent past: retro 60s fashions. |
| re-tro-act | **[v.]** clothes or music whose style or design is imitative of those of the recent past: a look that mixes Italian casual wear and American retro. |
| re-tro-act | **[v.]** retro-aktiv | **adj.** (esp. of legislation) taking effect from a date in the past: a big retroactive tax increase. |
| re-tro-act | **[v.]** retro-aktiv | **n.** retro-actively | **adj.** retro-activity | **[v.]** retro-aktiv | **adj.** retro-aktiv |
| retro-century | **[v.]** retro-sed | **n.** retro-cede (territory) back again: the British colony of Hong Kong, retroceded to China. |
| retro-grad | **[v.]** (retrofitted, retro-fitting) [trans.] add a component or accessory to something that did not have it when manufactured: drivers who retrofit catalysts to older cars. |
| pro-vide | **[v.]** something with a component or accessory not fitted to it during manufacture: buses have been retrofitted with easy-access features. |
| retrograde | **[v.]** 1 directed or moving backward: a retrograde flow. |
| re-re- | **[v.]** reverting to an earlier and inferior condition: to go back on the progress that has been made would be a retrograde step. |
| retrograde | **[v.]** (of the order of something) reversed; inverse: the retrograde form of these inscriptions. |
| retrograde | **[v.]** (of amnesia) involving the period immediately preceding the causal event. |
| retrograde | **[v.]** (in geology, of a metamorphic change) resulting from a decrease in temperature or pressure. |
| retrograde | **[v.]** (of the apparent motion of a planet) in a reverse direction from normal (from east to west), resulting from the relative orbital progress of the earth and the planet. The opposite of prograde. |
satellite) in a reverse direction from that normal in the solar system. • n. a degenerate person. • v. [trans.] 1 go back in position or time: our history must retrograde for the space of a few pages.

 ■ revert to an earlier and usually inferior condition: people cannot habitually trample on law and justice without retrograding toward barbarism. 2 show retrogradation: all the planets will at some time appear to retrograde.

DERIVATIVES: 
retrogradation retrograde·ly adv. (rare).
retrogress retrogress | reťrōgres | n. [trans.] go back to an earlier state, typically a worse one: she retrogressed to the starting point of her rehabilitation.

DERIVATIVES: retroverspective retro·spect·ive adj. looking back on or dealing with past events or situations: our survey was retrospective.

 ■ (of an exhibition or compilation) showing the development of an artist's work over a period of time. ■ (of a statute or legal decision) taking effect from a date in the past; retrospective: retrospective pay awards. • n. an exhibition or compilation showing the development of the work of a particular artist over a period of time: a Georgia O'Keeffe retrospective.

DERIVATIVES: retro·spect·ively adv.
revamp reťvāmp | v. [trans.] give new and improved form, structure, or appearance to: an attempt to revamp the museum's image | [as adj.] (revamped) a revamped magazine. • n. [usu. in sing.] an act of improving the form, structure, or appearance of something.

 ■ a new and improved version: the show was a revamp of an old idea.
re·vannant [rē'vān'ant] | reťvā-'nānt; -nənt | n. a person who has returned, esp. supposedly from the dead.
re·ver·ber·ate [rē'ver-bər-ət] | v. [no obj. usu. with adverbial] (of a loud noise) be repeated several times as an echo: her deep booming laugh reverberated around the room.

 ■ (of a place) appear to vibrate or be disturbed because of a loud noise: the hall reverberated with gaiety. ■ [trans.] return or reecho (a sound). • have continuing and serious effects: the statements by the professor reverberated through the capitol.

DERIVATIVES: reverberant reverber·ant · -rant adj. reverberantly · -ant·ly adv. reverber·ation rever·ber·a·tion | rēvər-bərā'shən | n. reverberative · -rā'tiv adj. reverber·a·tor · rā·tər | n. reverber·a·to·ry · rā·tər·er | adj.
re·vere [rē'ver] | v. [trans.] (often be revered) feel deep respect or admiration for (something): Cézanne's still lifes were revered by his contemporaries.

re·ver·ence [rē'ver(ə)rens] • n. deep respect for someone or something: rituals showed honor and reverence for the dead.

 ■ a gesture indicative of such respect; a bow or curtsy: the messenger made his reverence.

 ■ (His/Your Reverence) a title given to a member of the clergy, or used in addressing them. • v. [trans.] regard or treat with deep respect: the many divine beings revered by Hindu tradition.

re·ver·ent·ly adv. reverent·ly adv.
re·ver·en·tial · re'ver·en·chəl | adj. of the nature of, due to, or characterized by deep and solemn respect: their names are always mentioned in reverential tones.

DERIVATIVES: reverential·ly adv.
re·ver·erie · re'verē | n. a state of being pleasantly lost in one's thoughts; a daydream: a knock on the door broke her reverie | I slipped into reverie.

 ■ an instrumental musical piece suggesting a dreamy or musing state.

 ■ a fanciful or impractical idea or theory.
re·ver·sion [rē'ver'shən] • n. 1 a return to a previous state, practice, or belief: there was some reversion to polytheism | [in sing.] a re·ver·sion to the two-party system.

 ■ (in biology) the action of reverting to a former or ancestral type. 2 (in law) the right, esp. of the original owner or his or her heirs, to possess or succeed to property on the death of the present possessor or at the end of a lease: the reversion of property.

 ■ a property to which someone has such a right. ■ the right of succession to an office or post after the death or retirement of the holder: he was given a promise of the reversion of Boraston's job.

DERIVATIVES: rever·sion·ary · -ner·y adj.
re·vert · ri'vert | v. [trans.] (revert to) return to (a previous state, condition, practice, etc.): he reverted to his native language.

 ■ return to (a previous topic): he ignored her words by reverting to the former subject. • in biology) return to (a former or ancestral type): it is impossible that a fishlike mammal will actually revert to being a true fish. • in law, of property) return or pass to (the original owner) by reversion. • [trans.] turn (one's eyes or steps) back: on reverting our eyes, every step presented some new and admirable scene.

DERIVATIVES: revert·er n. (Law).
re·vet · ri'vet | v. (reverted, revetting) [trans.] return to (a previous state, condition, practice, etc.): he reverted to his native language.

 ■ return to (a previous topic): he ignored her words by reverting to the former subject. • in biology) return to (a former or ancestral type): it is impossible that a fishlike mammal will actually revert to being a true fish. • in law, of property) return or pass to (the original owner) by reversion. • [trans.] turn (one's eyes or steps) back: on reverting our eyes, every step presented some new and admirable scene.

DERIVATIVES: revet·ment n.
re·vile · ri'vel | v. [usu. be reviled] criticize in an abusive or angrily insulting manner: he was now reviled by the party he had helped to lead.

DERIVATIVES: revile·ment n. revile·r n.
re·vise · ri'viz | v. [trans.] reconsider and alter (something) in the light of further evidence: he had cause to revise his opinion a moment after expressing it.

 ■ reexamine and make alterations to (written
or printed matter): the book was published in 1960 and revised in 1968 [as adj.] (revised) a revised edition. n. alter so as to make more efficient or realistic: as adj. (revised) the revised finance and administrative departments. n. (in printing) a proof containing corrections made in an earlier proof.


revis*or*ism [ri*vizor*aizn] n. n. *nizam*n*ist, rev*kas*n; n. raeps, diz*rimam, room*ism, revi*vizna*nizam reviv*al*ism [ri>viv*aizm] n. a policy of revision or modification, esp. of Marxism on evolutionary socialist (rather than revolutionary) or pluralist principles.

* the theory or practice of revising one's attitude to a previously accepted situation or point of view.

DERIVATIVES: revis*or*ist n. & adj.

rev*ival [ri*vival] n. an improvement in the condition or strength of something: an economic revival.

n an instance of something becoming popular, active, or important again: cross-country skiing is enjoying a revival. n. a new production of an old play or similar work. n. a reawakening of religious fervor, esp. by means of a series of evangelistic meetings. n. such a meeting or series of meetings. n. a restoration to bodily or mental vigor, to life or consciousness, or to sporting success: his revival in the third round was unexpected.

reviv*alism [ri*viva*lizm] n. belief in or the promotion of a revival of religious fervor.

n a tendency or desire to revive a former custom or practice: French rococo revivalism.


revive [ri*viv] v. [trans.] restore to life or consciousness: both men collapsed, but were revived.

n [intrans.] regain life, consciousness, or strength: she was beginning to revive from her faint. n. give new strength or energy to: the cool, refreshing water revived us all. n. restore interest in or the popularity of: many pagan traditions continue or are being revived. n. improve the position or condition of: the paper made panicky attempts to revive falling sales.

reviv*er*able adj. reviv*er n.

revolve [ri*vov] v. 1 [trans.] put an end to the validity or operation of (a decree, decision, or promise): following a public outcry, the sentence was revoked. 2 [intrans.] (in bridge, whist, and other card games) fail to follow suit despite being able to do so.

DERIVATIVES: revoc*able adj. revoca*tion [revok*a*shon] n. rev*o*crat*ory [revok*o*ray] adj. revok*er n.

revu*la*tion [revu*la*shon] n. a forcible overthrow of a government or social order in favor of a new system.

n a dramatic and wide-reaching change in the way something works or is organized or in people's ideas about it: marketing underwent a revolution. 2 an instance of revolving: one revolution a second.

motion in orbit or a circular course around an axis or center. n. the single completion of an orbit or rotation.

DERIVATIVES: revu*la*tion*ism [revu*la*shon*izm] n. revu*la*tion*ist [-nist] n.

revue [ri*voo] n. a light theatrical entertainment consisting of a series of short sketches, songs, and dances, typically dealing satirically with topical issues.

REVU*CE*SSION [revu*les*shon] n. 1 a sense of disgust and loathing. 2 (in older medicine) the drawing of disease or blood congestion from one part of the body to another, e.g., by counterirritation.

rhaps*or*ize [ri*pas, diz] v. [trans.] speak or write about someone or something with great enthusiasm and delight.

rhaps*ody [ri*pasdays] n. pl. -ies 1 an effusively enthusiastic or ecstatic expression of feeling: rhapsodies of praise.

n (in music) a free instrumental composition in one extended movement, typically one that is emotional or exuberant in character. 2 (in ancient Greece) an epic poem, or part of it, of a suitable length for recitation at one time.

DERIVATIVES: rhaps*or*ic [ri*pas,sik] adj.

rhet*or*ic [ri*teirk] n. the art or study of effective or persuasive speaking or writing, esp. the use of figures of speech and other compositional techniques.

n the body of rules to be observed by a speaker or writer in order to achieve effective or eloquent expression.

n language designed to have a persuasive or impressive effect on its audience, but often regarded as lacking in sincerity or meaningful content: all we have from the opposition is empty rhetoric.

DERIVATIVES: rhet*or*ical [ri*teirk,al] adj.

expressed in terms intended to persuade or impress: the rhetorical commitment of the government to give priority to primary education.

DERIVATIVES: rhet*or*ically [-ik(al)] adv.

rhet*or*ical question n. a question asked not for information but to produce an effect, e.g., who cares? for nobody cares.

rheum [room] n. a watery fluid that collects in or drips from the nose or eyes.

rheu*ma*tic [rooma,tizm] n. any disease marked by inflammation and pain in the joints, muscles, or fibrous tissue, esp. rheumatoid arthritis.

DERIVATIVES: rheu*ma*tic adj.

rhythm [rithm] n. a strong, regular, repeated pattern of movement or sound.

n the systematic arrangement of musical sounds, principally according to duration and periodic stress. Cf. meter. n. a particular type of pattern formed by such arrangement: guitar melodies with deep African rhythms. n. a person's natural feeling for such arrangement: they've got no rhythm. n. the measured flow of words and phrases in verse or prose as determined by the relation of long and short
or stressed and unstressed syllables. • a regularly recurring sequence of events, actions, or processes: the twice daily rhythms of the tides. • (in art) a harmonious sequence or correlation of colors or elements.

derivatives: rhythmic adj. rhythmic cal. rhythmless adj.

ribald |‘ribald; ‘riboldt; ‘rió,bold| • adj. referring to sexual matters in an amusingly rude or irreverent way: a ribald comment.

ribaldry |‘ribaldrí; ‘río-| • n. ribald talk or behavior.

riætus |‘rikta:s| • n. a fixed grimace or grin: Ned’s smile had become a rictus of repulsion.


rife | riff | • adj. [predic.] (esp. of something undesirable or harmful) of common occurrence; widespread: male chauvinism was rife in medicine in those days.

rife (with) full of: the streets were rife with rumor. • adv. in an unchecked or widespread manner: speculation ran rife that he was an arms dealer.

derivatives: rífeness n.

riff | riff | • n. (in popular music and jazz) a short repeated phrase, frequently played over changing chords or harmonies or used as a background to a solo improvisation: a brilliant guitar riff. • v. (intrans.) play such phrases: the other horns would be riffing behind him.

rift | rift | • n. a crack, split, or break in something: the wind had torn open a rift in the clouds.

a major geological fault separating blocks of the earth’s surface; a rift valley. • a serious break in friendly relations: the killings caused a rift between the two nations. • v. (intrans.) form fissures, cracks, or breaks, esp. through large-scale faulting; move apart: a fragment of continental crust that rifted away from eastern Australia | [as n.] (rifting) active rifting in southwestern Mexico.

[riff] [usu. as adj.] (rifed) tear or force (something) apart: the nascent rifted margins of the Red Sea.

right | rít | • adj. (in politics) of or relating to a person or party or grouping favoring conservative views. • n. (often the Right) [treated as sing. or pl.] a grouping or political party favoring conservative views and supporting capitalist economic principles.

the section of a group or political party adhering particularly strongly to such views.

derivatives: rightist n.

righteous | ríchæs| • adj. 1 (of a person or conduct) morally right or justifiable; virtuous. 2 perfectly wonderful; fine and genuine; of the preferred type: righteous bread pudding.

derivatives: righteously adv. righteousness n.

right wing | • n. (the right wing) the conservative or reactionary section of a political party or system.

derivatives: right-winger n.

rigor | ‘rigor | • n. 1 the quality of being extremely thorough, exhaustive, or accurate: his analysis is lacking in rigor.

severity or strictness: the full rigor of the law.

(rigors) demanding, difficult, or extreme conditions: the rigors of a harsh winter. 2 a sudden feeling of cold with shivering accompanied by a rise in temperature, often with copious sweating, esp. at the onset or height of a fever.

short for rigor mortis, stiffening of the joints and muscles a few hours after death, usually lasting from one to four days.

rigorism | ‘rigizæizam| • n. extreme strictness in interpreting or enforcing a law, precept, or principle.

derivatives: rigorous n. & adj.

rite | rît | • n. [trans.] 1 make (someone) annoyed or irritated: it was his air of knowing all the answers that riled her | he’s getting you all riled up. 2 make (water) turbulent or muddy.

rill | rîl | • n. a small stream.

a shallow channel cut in the surface of soil or rocks by running water. • variant spelling of rille. • v. (intrans.) (of water) flow in or as in a rill: the springwater rilled over our cold hands.

[rill] [as adj.] (rilled) indented with small grooves: blocks of butter pounded into artful shapes with rilled paddles.

rille | ‘rîl| [also rill] • n. a fissure or narrow channel on the moon’s surface.

rime | rim | • n. (also rime ice) frost formed on cold objects by the rapid freezing of water vapor in cloud or fog.

poetic term for HOARFROST. • v. (trans.) cover (an object) with rime.

riparian | ‘ripærısn| • rı- • adj. of, relating to, or situated on the banks of a river: all the riparian states must sign an agreement.

of or relating to wetlands adjacent to rivers and streams.

rip-off | ‘rip,òf| • n. a fraud or swindle, esp. something that is grossly overpriced.

an inferior imitation of something: rip-offs of all the latest styles. Cf. KNOCKOFF.

riposte | ‘ripóst| • n. 1 a quick clever reply to an insult or criticism. 2 (in fencing) a quick return thrust following a parry. • v. 1 [with direc speech] make a quick clever reply to an insult or criticism: “You’ve got a strange sense of honor,” Grant riposted. 2 [intrans.] make a quick return thrust in fencing.

risible | ‘risıbal| • adj. such as to provoke laughter: a risible scene of lovemaking in a tent.

(of a person) having the faculty or power of laughing; inclined to laugh.

derivatives: risisibility | ‘rıs,bıle| n.

risibly | ‘blı| adv.

risqué | ‘riskı| • adj. slightly indecent or liable to shock, esp. by being sexually suggestive: risqué humor.

rite | rît | • n. a religious or other solemn ceremony or act: the rite of communion | fertility rites. Cf. RITUAL.

a body of customary observances characteristic of a church or a part of it: the Byzantine rite. • a social custom, practice, or conventional act: the family Christmas rite.

phrases: rite of passage a ceremony or event marking an important stage in someone’s life, esp. birth, puberty, marriage, and
death; a novel that depicts the rites of passage that lead to adulthood.

ritual [ˈrɪchaʊzl], adj. a religious or solemn ceremony consisting of a series of actions performed according to a prescribed order: the role of ritual in religion.

- a prescribed order of performing such a ceremony, esp. one characteristic of a particular religion or church. • a series of actions or type of behavior regularly and invariably followed by someone: her visits to joy became a ritual.

- (of an action) arising from convention or habit: the players gathered for the ritual pregame huddle.

Derivatives: ritually adv. ritualism [ˈrɪchaʊzlizəm], n. the regular observance or practice of ritual, esp. when excessive or without regard to its function.


- (in zoology) cause (an action or behavior pattern) to undergo ritualization, the evolutionary process by which an action or behavior pattern loses its ostensible function but is retained for its role in social interaction. In psychology, ritualization is the formalization of certain actions expressing a particular emotion or state of mind.

ritzy [ˈrɪtsi] • adj. (ritzier, ritziest) expensively stylish: the ritzy Plaza Hotel.

Derivatives: ritziely adv. ritziy-ness n.

rive [rɪv] • v. [past rived | rived | past part. riven [ˈrɪvən] (usu. be riven) split or tear apart violently: the party was riven by disagreements over abortion.

- split or crack (wood or stone): the wood was riven with deep cracks.

- [trans.] (of wood or stone) split or crack.

rivet [rɪvət] • n. a short metal pin or bolt for holding together two plates of metal, its headless end being beaten out or pressed down in place.

- a similar device for holding seams of clothing together.

- v. (riveted [ˈrɪvɪtɪd], riveting [ˈrɪvɪtɪŋ] [trans.] join or fasten (plates of metal or other material) with a rivet or rivets.

- hold (someone or something) fast so as to make them incapable of movement: the grip on her arm was firm enough to rivet her to the spot.

- attract and completely engross (someone): he was riveted by the reports shown on television | [as adj.] (riveting) a riveting story.

- [usu. be riveted] direct (one's eyes or attention) intently: all eyes were riveted on him.

Derivatives: riveter n. rivetingly adv.

rivulet [ˈrɪv(ə)lət] • n. a very small stream: a rivulet that started near the hilltop.

RNA • n. ribonucleic acid, a nucleic acid present in all living cells. Its principal role is to act as a messenger carrying instructions from DNA for controlling the synthesis of proteins, although in some viruses RNA rather than DNA carries the genetic information.

robot [ˈrɒ,bræt, ˈrɒbot] • n. a machine capable of carrying out a complex series of actions automatically, esp. one programmable by a computer.

- (esp. in science fiction) a machine resembling a human being and able to replicate certain human movements and functions automatically. • used to refer to a person who behaves in a mechanical or unemotional manner.

Derivatives: ro-botic adj. ro-botical-ly adv.

robotics [ˈrɒbətɪks] • n. [plural] the branch of technology that deals with the design, construction, operation, and application of robots.

Derivatives: ro-botician [-ˈbɒtɪks] n.

robust [ˈrɒbst; ˈrɒbst] • adj. (robuster, robustest) (of a person, animal, or plant) strong and healthy; vigorous: the Kaplans are a robust, healthy lot.

- (of an object) sturdy in construction: a robust desk.

- (of a process or system, esp. an economic one) able to withstand or overcome adverse conditions: California's robust property market.

- (of an intellectual approach or the person taking or expressing it) not perturbed by or attending to subtleties or difficulties; uncompromising and forceful: he took quite a robust view of my case.

- (of action) involving physical force or energy: a robust game of rugby.

- (of wine or food) strong and rich in flavor or smell.

Derivatives: ro-bustly adv. ro-bust-ness n.

rocaille [ˈrɒkəl] • n. 1 an 18th-century artistic or architectural style of decoration characterized by elaborate ornamentation with pebbles and shells, typical of grottos and fountains. 2 (rocailles) tiny beads.

rocco [ˈrɒkɒ, ˈrɒkoʊ] • adj. (of furniture or architecture) of or characterized by an elaborately ornamental late baroque style of decoration prevalent in 18th-century Continental Europe, with asymmetrical patterns involving motifs and scrollwork.

- extravagantly or excessively ornate, esp. (of music or literature) highly ornamented and florid. • n. the rococo style of art, decoration, or architecture.

rodaemoniade [ˈrɑdəməniˌtəd, ˈrɒdə-, ˈtæd] • n. boastful or inflated talk or behavior. • v. [trans.] talk boastfully.

rogue [ˈrɒg] • n. 1 a dishonest or unprincipled man.

- a person whose behavior one disapproves of but who is nonetheless likable or attractive (often used as a playful term of reproof): Cenzo, you old rogue! 2 [usu. as adj.] an elephant or other large wild animal driven away or living apart from the herd and having sav-
age or destructive tendencies: a rogue elephant.

- a person or thing that behaves in an aberrant, faulty, or unpredictable way: [as adj.] he hacked into data and ran rogue programs.  
- an inferior or defective specimen among many satisfactory ones, esp. a seedling or plant deviating from the standard variety.  
- v.  
- [trans.] remove inferior or defective plants or seedlings from (a crop).

roll  [roll]  
- v.  
- 1 [trans.] make (a liquid) turbid or muddy by disturbing the sediment: winds roll these waters.
- [intrans.] (esp. of a liquid) move in a turbulent, swirling manner: the sea rolled below her.  
- another term for RIFF (sense 1).

roister  [ˈroistər]  
- v.  
- 1 [intrans.] enjoy oneself or celebrate in a noisy or boisterous way.

roll-upper  
- n.  
- 1 the extension or transfer of a debt or other financial arrangement.
- (in a lottery) the accumulative carryover of prize money to the following drawing.  
- 2 the overturning of a vehicle.
- 3 a facility on an electronic keyboard enabling one or several keystrokes to be registered correctly while another key is depressed.

Roman à clef  [rōˈmän ˌä ˈklā]  
- (also romanes à clef)  
- n.  
- (pl. romans à clef)  
- [pronuc. same] a work in which real people or events appear with invented names.

Romance  [rōˈməns; ˈrōˌmäns]  
- n.  
- the group of Indo-European languages descended from Latin, principally French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Catalan, Provençal, and Romanian.  
- adj. of, relating to, or denoting this group of languages: the Romance languages.

Romanesque  [ˌrōˈmanˌesk]  
- adj. of or relating to a style of architecture that prevailed in Europe c.900–1200, although sometimes dated back to the end of the Roman Empire (5th century).  
- n.  
- Romanesque architecture.

Romanesque architecture is characterized by round arches and massive vaulting, and by heavy piers, columns, and walls with small windows. Although disseminated throughout western Europe, the style reached its fullest development in central and northern France; the equivalent style in England is usually called Norman. In America, it enjoyed a 19th-cent. revival, notably in the work of Henry Hobson Richardson (1838–86).

roman-fleuve  [rōˌmän ˈflöv]  
- n.  
- (pl. romans-fleuves) a novel featuring the leisurely description of the lives of closely-related people.

- a sequence of related, self-contained novels.

Roman holiday  
- n.  
- an occasion on which enjoyment or profit is derived from others’ suffering or discomfort.

Romanist  [ˈrōmanist]  
- n.  
- 1 an expert in or student of Roman antiquities or law, or of the Romance languages.  
- 2 a member or supporter of the Roman Catholic Church.  
- adj. belonging or adhering to the Roman Catholic Church.

romanize  [ˈrōmənˌiz]  
- (also Romanize)  
- v.  
- [trans.] 1 bring (something, esp. a region or people) under Roman influence or authority.  
- 2 make Roman Catholic in character.  
- 3 put (text) into the Roman alphabet or into Roman type: Atatürk’s decision to romanize written Turkish.

derivatives:  
- romanization  
- romanization  
- romanization

romanitic  [rōˈmantik; ra-]  
- adj.  
- 1 inclined toward or suggestive of the feeling of excitement and mystery associated with love: a romantic candlelit dinner.

- relating to love, esp. in a sentimental or idealized way: a romantic comedy.  
- 2 of, characterized by, or suggestive of an idealized view of reality: a romantic attitude toward the past.  
- 3 (usu. Romantic) of, relating to, or denoting the artistic and literary movement of Romanticism: the Romantic tradition.  
- n.  
- a person with romantic beliefs or attitudes.

- (usu. Romantic) a writer or artist of the Romantic movement.

derivatives:  
- romantically  
- -ical  
- -ically

ronde  [rōnd]  
- n.  
- a dance in which the dancers move in a circle.

- a round or course of talk, activity, etc.; a treadmill.

rondeau  [rōndó; rānˈdō]  
- n.  
- (pl. rondeaux  
- -do; ‘dō)  
- a thirteen-line poem, divided into three stanzas of 5, 3, and 5 lines, with only two rhymes throughout and with the opening words of the first line used as a refrain at the end of the second and third stanzas.

rondelet  [rōndət; rānˈdel]  
- n.  
- 1 a rondeau, esp. one of three stanzas of thirteen or fourteen lines, with the first two lines of the opening quatrain recurring at the end of the second quatrains and the concluding sestet.  
- 2 a circular object: at the point where these paths join there is a rondelet with a fountain.

rondeau  [rōndó; rānˈdō]  
- n.  
- (pl. ronds) a musical form with a recurring leading theme, often found in the final movement of a sonata or concerto.

rood  [rōd]  
- n.  
- 1 a crucifix, esp. one positioned above the rood screen (separating the nave and chancel) of a church or on a beam over the entrance to the chancel.  
- 2 chiefly Brit. a measure of land area equal to a quarter of an acre.

rookery  [ˈrōkərē]  
- n.  
- (pl. rooks) a breeding colony of rooks (Eurasian crows), typically
roseate

seen as a collection of nests high in a clump of trees.

a breeding colony of seabirds (esp. penguins), seals, or turtles. a dense collection of housing, esp. in a slum area.

roseate [ˈroʊzət; -ət] • adj. 1 rose-colored.

used in names of birds with partly pink plumage, e.g., roseate tern, roseate spoonbill. 2 optimistic; promising good fortune: his letters home give a somewhat too roseate idea of how he lived.

Rosestva Stone [ˈrɔʊzətva] an inscribed stone found near Rosetta on the western mouth of the Nile in 1799. Its text is written in three scripts: hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek. The deciphering of the hieroglyphs by Jean-François Champollion in 1822 led to the interpretation of many other early records of Egyptian civilization.

Rosicrucian [ˌrɔsəˈkrʊsən; -ˈkrʊsən] • n. a member of a secretive 17th- and 18th-century society devoted to the study of metaphysical, mystical, and alchemical lore. An anonymous pamphlet of 1614 about a mythical 15th-century knight called Christian Rosenkreutz is said to have launched the movement.

a member of any of a number of later organizations deriving from this. • adj. of or relating to the Rosicrucians.

derivatives: Rosicrucianism [ˌrɔsəˈkrʊsənˌɪzəm] • n.

rosein [ˈrɔzən] • n. resin, esp. the solid amber residue obtained after the distillation of crude turpentine oleoresin, or of naphtha extract from pine stumps. It is used in adhesives, varnishes, and inks and for treating the bows of stringed instruments. • v. (rosined, rosining) [trans.] rub (something, esp. the bow of a stringed instrument) with resin.


roster [ˈrɔstrə; ˈrɔː]- • n. 1 a list or plan showing turns of duty or leave for individuals or groups in an organization: next week's duty roster.

a list of members of a team or organization, in particular of athletes available to play.

rostrum [ˈrɔstrəm; ˈrɔː]- • n. (pl. rostra [ˈrɔstrə; ˈrɔː] or rostrums) 1 a raised platform on which a person stands to make a public speech, receive an award or medal, play music, or conduct an orchestra.

a similar platform for supporting a movie or television camera. 2 a beaklike projection, esp. a stiff snout or anterior prolongation of the head in an insect, crustacean, or cetacean.

derivatives: rostrate [ˈrɔstrət; ˈrɔːˌstrət] • adj. (in sense 2).

rotary [ˈrɔtərɪ] • adj. (of motion) revolving around a center or axis; rotational: a rotary motion.

(of a thing) acting by means of rotation, esp. (of a machine) operating through the rotation of some part: a rotary mower. • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a rotary machine, engine, or device. 2 a traffic circle.

rote [rɔt] • n. mechanical or habitual repetition of something to be learned: a poem learned by rote.

roto-gravure [ˌrɔtəˈɡrævər] • n. a printing system using a rotary press with intaglio cylinders, typically running at high speed and used for long print runs of magazines and stamps.

a sheet or magazine printed with this system, esp. the color magazine of a Sunday newspaper.

rotund [ˌrɔtənt; ˈrɔtənt] • adj. (of a person) plump.

round or spherical: huge stones held great round cauldrons. • (of speech or literary style) indulging in grandiloquent expression; ornate.

derivatives: rotund-i-ty [ˈrɔtəntɪ[ˌdɪtɪ] • n.

roué [ˈrɔː] • n. a debauched man, esp. an elderly one.

derivatives: roué-lade [ˌrɔwaˌlɛd] • n. 1 a dish cooked or served in the form of a roll, typically made from a flat piece of meat, fish, or sponge cake, spread with a soft filling and rolled up into a spiral. 2 a florid passage of runs in classical music for a solo virtuoso, esp. one sung to one syllable.

round [rʊnd] • n. 1 (in music) a song for three or more unaccompanied voices or parts, each singing the same theme but starting one after another, at the same pitch or in octaves; a simple canon.

phrases: in the round 1 (of sculpture) standing free with all sides shown, rather than carved in relief against a ground. • treated fully and thoroughly; with all aspects shown or considered: to understand social phenomena one must see them in the round. 2 (of a theatrical performance) with the audience placed on at least three sides of the stage.

roundel [rʊndaˌlɛl; ˈrʌndəl] • n. 1 a small disk, esp. a decorative medallion.

a picture or pattern contained in a circle. • (in heraldry) a plain filled circle as a charge (often with a special name according to color). • Brit. a circular identifying mark painted on military aircraft. 2 a short poem consisting of three stanzas of three lines each, rhyming alternately, with the opening words repeated as a refrain after the first and third stanzas. The form, a variant of the rondeau, was developed by A.C. Swinburne.

roundelay [ˌrʊndaˌlaɪ; ˈrʌndəˈlɛɪ] • n. a short simple song with a refrain.

a circle dance.

round robin [rʊnd rəˈbɪn] • n. 1 [often as adj.] a tournament in which each competitor plays in turn against every other. 2 a petition, esp. one with signatures written in a circle to conceal the order of writing (so as to protect the originator).

a letter written by several people in turn, each person adding text before passing the letter on to someone else: [as adj.] a round robin letter. 3 a series or sequence: a round robin of talks.

roust about [ˌrʊstaˌbɔːt] • n. an unskilled or casual laborer.
rowel |ˈrow(ə)l| n. a spiked revolving disk at the end of a spur. v. (roweled, rowelling; Brit. rowelled, rowelling) [trans.] use a rowel to urge on (a horse): he roweled his horse on as fast as he could.

ru'batō |ˈrʊbətəʊ| n. (pl. rubatos or rubati [-ˈbaːtɪ]) (also tempo rubato) (in music) the temporary disregarding of strict tempo to allow an expressive quickening or slackening, usually without altering the overall pace. adj. performed in this way.

rub•bes•cent |ˈroʊbəsənt| adj. reddening; blushing.

Rub•bi•con |ˈrʊbəˌkɒn, -kən| n. a stream in northeastern Italy that marked the ancient boundary between Italy and Cisalpine Gaul. Julius Caesar led his army across it into Italy in 49 BC, breaking the law forbidding a general to lead an army out of his province, and so committing himself to war against the Senate and Pompey. The ensuing civil war resulted in victory for Caesar after three years.

rub•bi•cund |ˈrʊbəˌkʌnd| adj. (esp. of someone’s face) having a ruddy complexion; high-colored.

derivatives: rub•bi•cun•dity |ˈrʊbəˌkʌndətɪ| n.

rub•big•i•nous |ˈrʊbɪˌbɪnəs| adj. rust-colored.

rub•ric |ˈrʊbrɪk| n. a heading on a document.

rub•ric•cate |ˈrʊbrɪk, kæt| v. add elaborate, typically red, capital letters or other decorations to (a manuscript).

rub•ric•cat•ion |ˈrʊbrɪkəˈʃən| n. rubrication |ˈrʊbrɪkəˈʃən| n. rob•ric•ca•tor |ˈrʊbrɪkəˌtɔr| n.

ruck |ræk| n. a tightly packed crowd of people.

ruck (the ruck) the mass of ordinary people or things: education was the key to success, a way out of the ruck.

ru•cri•tion |ˈrʊkrɪʃən| n. a disturbance or quarrel.

rud•chy |ˈrʊdə| adj. (ruddier, ruddiest) (of a person’s face) having a healthy red color: a cheerful man of ruddy complexion.

having a reddish color: the ruddy evening light. v. (ies, -ied) [trans.] make ruddy in color.

derivatives: rud•di•ly |ˈrʊdlə| adv. rud•di•ness n.

rud•i•ment |ˈrʊdɪmənt| n. 1 (the rudiments of) the first principles of a subject: she taught the girls the rudiments of reading and writing.

an elementary or primitive form of something: the rudiments of a hot-water system. 2 an undeveloped or immature part or organ, esp. a structure in an embryo or larva that will develop into an organ, limb, etc.: the fetal lung rudiment. 3 a basic pattern used by drummers, such as the roll or paradiddle.

derivatives: rud•i•men•tary adj.

rue |rʊ| v. (rues, rued, ruing or rueing) [trans.] bitterly regret (something one has done or allowed to happen) and wish it undone: Ferguson rue the day he turned down that offer. n. repentance; regret: with rue my heart is laden.

derivatives: rue•ful•ly adv. rue•ful•ness n.

ru•fes•cent |ˈrʊfəsənt| adj. tinged with red or rufous.

derivatives: ru•fes•cence n.

ru•fous |ˈrʊfəs| adj. reddish brown in color. n. a reddish-brown color.

ru•gose |ˈrʊgoʊs| adj. wrinkled; corrugated: rugose corals.

derivatives: ru•gos•i•ty |ˈrʊgoʊsətɪ| n.

ru•bus•tous |rʊˈbaʊsətəʊs| adj. boisterous or unruly.

derivatives: ru•bus•tous•ly adv. ru•bus•tous•ness n.

ru•mi•nant |ˈruːmiˌnænt| n. 1 an even-toed ungulate mammal that churns the cud regurgitated from its first stomach (rumen). The ruminants comprise the cattle, sheep, antelopes, deer, giraffes, and their relatives. 2 a contemplative person; a person given to meditation. adj. of or belonging to ruminants.

ru•mi•nate |ˈruːmiˌnæt| v. [trans.] think deeply about something: we sat ruminating on the nature of existence. 2 (of a ruminant) chew the cud.

derivatives: ru•mi•na•tion |ˈruːmiˌnəʃən| n. ru•mi•native |ˌnætɪv| adj. ru•mi•native•ly |ˌnætɪvəl| adv. ru•mi•na•tior |ˌnætɪər| n.

rum•mage |rʊˈmjɪ| v. [trans.] search unsystematically and untidily through a mass or receptacle: she rummaged in her purse for the keys. [trans.] he rummaged the drawer for his false teeth.

[trans.] find (something) by searching in this way: Mick rummaged up his skateboard.
[trans.] (of a customs officer) make a thorough search of (a vessel); our brief was to rummage as many of the vessels as possible. n. an unsystematic and untidy search through a mass or receptacle.

a thorough search of a vessel by a customs officer.

miscellaneous articles: [as adj.] a rummage sale.

derivatives: rum•mage•r n.

rump |rʊmp| n. 1 the hind part of the body of a mammal or the lower back of a bird.

a person’s buttocks. 2 a small or unimportant remnant of something originally larger.
once the profitable enterprises have been sold the unprofitable rump will be left.

rune | rûn | • n. a letter of an ancient Germanic alphabet, related to the Roman alphabet.

-a similar mark of mysterious or magic significance. • (runes) small stones, pieces of bone, etc., bearing such marks, and used as divinatory symbols: the casting of the runes. • a spell or incantation. • a section of the Kalevala or of an ancient Scandinavian poem.

Runes were used by Scandinavians and Anglo-Saxons from around the 3rd century. They were formed mainly by modifying Roman or Greek characters to suit carving, and were used both in writing and in divination.

DERIVATIVES: run·nic | 'rûnɪk | adj.
run·nel | 'rʊnl | • n. a narrow channel in the ground for liquid to flow through.

-a small stream of a particular liquid: a runnel of sweat.

run·ning dog | • n. a servile follower, esp. of a political system: the running dogs of capitalism.
ruse | rûz; rûz̄ | • n. an action intended to deceive someone; a trick: Eleanor tried to think of a ruse to get Paul out of the house.

rus·set | 'ræst | • adj. 1 reddish brown in color: gardens of russet and gold chrysanthemums. 2 rustic; homely. • n. 1 a reddish-brown color; the woods in autumn are a riot of russet and gold. 2 a dessert apple of a variety with a slightly rough greenish-brown skin. 3 a coarse homespun reddish-brown or gray cloth used for simple clothing.

DERIVATIVES: rus·set·ty | adj.

rust·ic | ['rastɪk] • adj. 1 having a simplicity and charm that is considered typical of the countryside.

-lacking the sophistication of the city; backward and provincial: a rustic boor. 2 constructed or made in a plain and simple fashion, in particular:

-made of untrimmed branches or rough timber: a rustic oak bench. • with rough-hewn or roughened surface or with deeply sunk joints: a rustic bridge. • denoting freely formed lettering, esp. a relatively informal style of handwritten Roman capital letter. • n. an unspoiled country person.

DERIVATIVES: rust·ic·al·ly | -ik(ə)l] | adv. rust·ic·i·ty | [ˈrʌstɪkɪti] | n.

rut | rʊt | • n. (the rut) an annual period of sexual activity in deer and some other mammals, during which the males fight each other for access to the females. • v. (rutted, rutting) [intrans.] often as adj. (rutting) engage in such activity: a rutting stag.

ruth·less | ['rʊθlɪs] | • adj. having or showing no pity or compassion for others: a ruthless manipulator.

DERIVATIVES: ruth·less·ly | adv. ruth·less·ness | n.

sab·bat·ic·al | səˈbætɪkəl | • n. a period of paid leave granted to a university teacher for study or travel, traditionally every seventh year; she's away on sabbatical. • adj. 1 of or relating to a sabbatical. 2 of or appropriate to the sabbath.

sab·otage | səˈbaˌtɑz | • v. [trans.] deliberately destroy, damage, or obstruct (something), esp. for political or military advantage. • n. the action of sabotaging something.
sab·bra | səˈbrə | • n. a Jew born in Israel (or before 1948 in Palestine).
sac·char·ine | ˈsæk(ə)rin; -rɛn; -rɪn | • adj. [attrib.] 1 excessively sweet or sentimental. 2 relating to or containing sugar; sugary. • n. another term for the artificial sweetener saccharin.
sac·cer·do·tal | ˈsæskərˈdɑtl; ˈsæktor- | • adj. relating to priests or the priesthood; priestly.

 RELATING TO OR DENOTING A DOCTRINE THAT ASCRIBES SACRIFICIAL FUNCTIONS AND SPIRITUAL OR NATURAL POWERS TO ORNATE PRIESTS.

DERIVATIVES: sac·cer·do·tal·ism | -ˌizəm | n.
sac·chem | ˈsækəm | • n. (among some American Indian peoples) a chief or leader.

-a boss or leader, as, formerly, a leader in New York City’s Tammany political machine.
sac·ral | ˈsækral; ˈsæ- | • adj. [attrib.] 1 of or relating to the sacrum. 2 of, for, or relating to sacred rites or symbols: sacral horns of a Minoan type.

DERIVATIVES: sac·ral·i·ty | ˈsækraləti; ˈsæ- | n. (in sense 2).
sac·ra·ment | ˈsækərəmant | • n. a religious ceremony or act of the Christian Church that is regarded as an outward and visible sign of inward and spiritual divine grace, in particular:

-in the Roman Catholic and many Orthodox Churches the seven rites of baptism, confirmation, the Eucharist, penance, anointing of the sick, ordination, and marriage.

-(among Protestants) baptism and the Eu-
charist. □ (also the Blessed Sacrament or the Holy Sacrament) (in Roman Catholic use) the consecrated elements of the Eucharist, esp. the Host: he heard Mass and received the sacrament. □ a thing of mysterious and sacred significance; a religious symbol.

**Sacramental** [sakramental] • adj. relating to or constituting a sacrament or the sacraments: the sacramental wine was poured into a golden chalice.

attaching great importance to sacraments.

• n. an observance analogous to but not reckoned among the sacraments, such as the use of holy water or the sign of the cross.


**Sacra** • n. (pl. sacraria [-krəriən]) the sanctuary of a church.

(n in the Roman Catholic Church) a piscina (a stone basin near the altar, for draining water used in the mass). □ (in the ancient Roman world) a shrine, in particular the room in a house containing the penates.

**Sacred** [sakrəd] • adj. connected with God (or the gods) or dedicated to a religious purpose and so deserving veneration: sacred rites; the site at Eleusis is sacred to Demeter.

religious rather than secular: sacred music.

(of writing or text) embodying the laws or doctrines of a religion: a sacred Hindu text.

regarded with great respect and reverence by a particular religion, group, or individual: an animal sacred to Mexican culture. □ sacrosanct: to a police officer nothing is sacred.

**Derivatives:** sacr×edly adv. sac×ed×ness n.

**Sacri×Lege** [sakrəliday] • n. violation or misuse of what is regarded as sacred: putting ecclesiastical vestments to secular use was considered sacrilege.

**Derivatives:** sacr×ilegious | sakrəligh-əs| adj. sacr×ilegiously | sakrəligh-əsli | adv.

**Sacrist×an** [sakrəstæn] (also sacrist [sakrist; sak-]) • n. 1 a person in charge of a sacristy and its contents. 2 (in earlier use) the sexton of a parish church.

**Sacri×ity** [sakrəstīt] • n. (pl. -ties) a room in a church where a priest prepares for a service, and where vestments and other things used in worship are kept.

**Sacri×o×Ha×l×ac** | sakrə-həl,æk | • adj. relating to the sacrum and the ilium.

□ denoting the rigid joint at the back of the pelvis between the sacrum and the ilium.

**Sacri×osanct×ty** | sakrə-son-sənt-ti-tē | n.

**Sacri×rum** [sakrə-rəm; sə-] • n. (pl. sacra [-kra] or sacrams) a triangular bone in the lower back formed from fused vertebrae and situated between the two hipbones of the pelvis.

**Sadv×uc×ee** | saeja,se; sadyə- | • n. a member of a Jewish sect or party of the time of Christ that denied the resurrection of the dead, the existence of spirits, and the obligation of oral tradition, emphasizing acceptance of the written Law alone. Cf. Pharsee. **Derivatives:** Sadv×ucean | saeja-seən; sadyə- | adj.

**Sadism** [sə,dizəm] • n. the tendency to derive pleasure, esp. sexual gratification, from inflicting pain, suffering, or humiliation on others.

(in general use) deliberate cruelty.

**Derivatives:** Sadv×ist | sə,distık | adj. Sadv×isticaly | sə,distık-əl-ə | adv.

**Sado×masoch×ism** | sə,də-məsə-chizəm; sədə-,məzə; kizəm; sadə- | • n. psychological tendency or sexual practice characterized by both sadism and masochism.

**Derivatives:** Sado×masoch×ist | sə,də-məsə-chist | sə,də-,məzə-kistik; sədə- | adj.

**Saga** [səɡə] • n. a long story of heroic achievement, esp. a medieval prose narrative in Old Norse or Old Icelandic: a figure straight out of a Viking saga.

a long, involved story, account, or series of incidents: the saga of her engagement.

**Sagacious** | səɡəsəs | • adj. having or showing keen mental discernment and good judgment; shrewd: they were sagacious enough to avoid any outright confrontation.

**Derivatives:** Sagaciously adv.

**Sagamore** [səɡə,mɔr] • n. (among some American Indian peoples) a chief; a sachem.

**Sage** • n. a profoundly wise man, esp. one who features in ancient history or legend. • adj. having, showing, or indicating profound wisdom: they nodded in agreement with these sage remarks.

**Derivatives:** Sageness n.

**Sala×icious** [sə,ləstəs] • adj. (of writing, pictures, or talk) treating sexual matters in an indecent way and typically conveying undue interest in or enjoyment of the subject: salacious stories.

□ lustful; lecherous: his salacious grin faltered.

**Derivatives:** Salaciously adv. Sala×ic×ious×ness n.

**Sali×ient** [sələnt; -lənt] • adj. 1 most noticeable or important: it succinctly covered all the salient points of the case.

prominent; conspicuous: a salient ridge on the horizon. • (of an angle) pointing outward. 2 [postpositive] (of a heraldic animal) standing on its hind legs with the forepaws raised, as if leaping. • n. a piece of land or section of fortification that juts out to form an angle.

an outward bulge in a line of military attack or defense.

**Derivatives:** Salience n. Saloncy n. Saliency adv.

**Saline** [sə,lən; -lən] • adj. containing or impregnated with salt: saline alluvial soils.

□ relating to chemical salts. • (of a solution used medicinally) containing sodium chloride and/or a salt or salts of magnesium or an-
salivate

other alkali metal. • n. a solution of salt in water.
- a saline solution used in medicine.
Derivatives: salin*ity | sa*liní*tè | n. salin*i*za*tion | sa*lin*ón*zá*shón | n. salin*nize | 'sa*lyén*iz | v.

saliv*ate | 'sa*lyév*ät | • v. [trans.] secrete saliva, esp. in anticipation of food.
- display great relish at the sight or prospect of something: I was salivating at the prospect of a $10 million loan. • [trans.] cause (a person or animal) to produce an unusually copious secretion of saliva.
Derivatives: saliv*a*tion | 'sa*lyév*á*shón | n.

sal*low | 'sa*ló | • adj. (sallower, sallowest) (of a person's face or complexion) of an unhealthy yellow or pale brown color. • v. [trans.] make sallow.
Derivatives: sal*low*ish adj. sal*low*ness n.

sal*ma*gun*di | 'sal*ma*gro*ndè | • n. (pl. sal*mag*undis) a dish of chopped meat, anchovies, eggs, onions, and seasoning.
- a general mixture; a miscellaneous collection.

sal*mo*nel*la | 'sal*mo*né*la | • n. (pl. sal*mön*ellae) |-né*le the bacterium that causes typhoid fever.
Derivatives: sal*mo*nel*los*is | '-né{ló*sis | n.

sal*lon | 'sal*lon | • n. 1 an establishment where a hairdresser, beautician, or couturier conducts business. 2 a reception room in a large house.
- a regular social gathering of eminent people (esp. writers and artists) at the house of a woman prominent in high society. 3 a meeting of intellectuals or other eminent people at the invitation of a celebrity or socialite. 4 (Sal*on) an annual exhibition of the work of living artists held by the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture in Paris, originally in the Salon d'Apollon in the Louvre in 1667.

sal*sa | 'sal*sá | • n. 1 a type of Latin American dance music incorporating elements of jazz and rock.
- a dance performed to this music. 2 (esp. in Latin American cooking) a spicy sauce of chopped vegetables, usually including tomatoes or chilies.

sal*ta*tion | 'sól*tás*shón | • n. 1 abrupt evolutionary change; sudden large-scale mutation. 2 (in geology) the movement of hard particles over an uneven surface in a turbulent flow of air or water. 3 the action of leaping or dancing.
Derivatives: sal*ta*tor*ry | 'sól*tá*tor*ré | 'sól* -adj.

salu*bris*ous | 'sal*ó*bré*sé | • adj. health-giving: healthy: salubrious weather.
- (of a place) pleasant; not run-down.
Derivatives: salu*bris*ous*ly adv. salu*bris*ous*ness n. salu*bris*ity | -brité | n.

salu*tary | 'sal*ú*ta*ré | • adj. producing good effects; beneficial: a salutary reminder of where we came from.

salu*ta*tion | 'sál*ú*ta*shón | • n. a gesture or utterance made as a greeting or acknowledgment of another's arrival or departure.
- a standard formula of words used in a letter to address the person being written to.
Derivatives: salu*ta*tion*al | `-shá*n| adj.

salu*ta*to*ry | 'sál*ú*ta*to*ré | • adj. (esp. of an address) relating to or of the nature of a salutation. • n. (pl. -ies) an address of welcome, esp. one given as an oration by the student ranking second highest in a graduating class at a high school or college (the salutatorian). Cf. valedictorian.

salu*vage | 'sál*ú*vij | • v. [trans.] rescue a wrecked or disabled ship or its cargo) from loss at sea: an emerald and gold cross was salvaged from the wreck.
- retrieve or preserve (something) from potential loss or adverse circumstances: it was the only crumb of comfort he could salvage from the ordeal. • n. the rescue of a wrecked or disabled ship or its cargo from loss at sea: [as adj.] a salvage operation.
- the cargo saved from a wrecked or sunken ship: salvage taken from a ship that had sunk in the river. • the rescue of property or material from potential loss or destruction. • (in law) payment made or due to a person who has saved a ship or its cargo.
Derivatives: salu*vage*a*ble adj. salu*vage*er n.

salu*va*tion | 'sál*ú*va*shón | • n. deliverance from sin and its consequences, believed by Christians to be brought about by faith in Christ.
- preservation or deliverance from harm, ruin, or loss: they try to sell it to us as economic salvation.
• (one's salvation) a source or means of being saved in this way: his only salvation was to outfly the enemy.

salu*ve | 'salév | • n. an ointment used to promote healing of the skin or as protection.
- something that is soothing or consoling for wounded feelings or an uneasy conscience: the idea provided him with a salve for his guilt. • v. [trans.] apply salve to.

soothe (wounded pride or one's conscience): charity salves our conscience.

salu*var | 'salév*ár | • n. a tray, typically one made of silver and used on formal occasions.

sam*iz*dat | 'sám*iz*dat | • n. the clandestine copying and distribution of literature banned by the state, esp. formerly in the communist countries of eastern Europe.

sam*sa*ra | 'sam*sa*ra | • n. (in Hinduism and Buddhism) the cycle of death and rebirth to which life in the material world is bound, pending the attainment of Nirvana.
- the material world.
Derivatives: sam*sa*ric | `-sárík | adj.

samu*rai | 'sam*ó*raí | • n. (pl. same) a member of a powerful military caste in feudal Japan, esp. a member of the class of military retainers of the daimyos (see DAIMYO).
san·a·tive ]['sænətiv]  adj. conducive to physical or spiritual health and well-being; healing.

san·a·to·ri·um  ['sænətɔrɪəm]  n. (pl. sanatoria or sanatoria [ˈsænətɔrɪə] ) another term for sanitarium.

san·ceti·fy  ['sæŋtəˌfi]  v. (ies, ied) [trans.] set apart as or declare holy; consecrate.

(often be sanctified) make legitimate or binding by religious sanction: they see their love sanctified by the sacrament of marriage.

free from sin; purify. (often be sanctified) give the appearance of being right or good; legitimize: they looked to royalty to sanctify their cause.


sancti·mo·ni·ous  ['sæŋtiˌmoʊniəs]  adj. making a show of being morally superior to other people: what happened to all the sanctimonious talk about putting his family first?

DERIVATIVES: sanctimoniously adv.

sancti·mo·ni·ous·ness  n. sanctimony [ˈsæŋtiˌmoʊnɪə] n.

san·cet·ion  ['sæŋtʃən]  n. 1 a threatened penalty for disobeying a law or rule: a range of sanctions aimed at deterring insider abuse.

(sanctions) measures taken by a nation to coerce another to conform to an international agreement or norms of conduct, typically in the form of restrictions on trade or on participation in official sporting events. a consideration operating to enforce obedience to any rule of conduct. 2 official permission or approval for an action: he appealed to the bishop for his sanction.

official confirmation or ratification of a law.

a law or decree, esp. an ecclesiastical decree.  v. [trans.] 1 (often be sanctioned) give official permission or approval for (an action): only two treatments have been sanctioned by the FDA. 2 impose a sanction or penalty on.

DERIVATIVES: sanctionable adj.

USAGE: Sanction is confusing because it has two meanings that are almost opposite. In most domestic contexts, sanction means 'approval; permission': voters gave the measure their sanction. In foreign affairs, sanction means 'penalty; deterrent': International sanctions against the republic go into effect in January.

san·ctu·ary  ['sæŋtʃʊərɪ]  n. (pl. -aries) 1 a place of refuge or safety: seeking a sanctuary in time of trouble; his sons took sanctuary in the church.

immunity from arrest; he has been given sanctuary in the US Embassy in Beijing. 2 [usu. with adj.] a nature reserve: a bird sanctuary. 3 a holy place; a temple or church.

the innmost recess or holiest part of a temple or church; the part of the chancel of a church containing the high altar.

sanctum  ['sæŋtʃʊm]  n. (pl. sanctums) a sacred place, esp. a shrine within a temple or church.

a private place from which most people are excluded.

sang·froid  ['sæŋgˌfrɔɪd]  also sang-froid  n. composure or coolness as shown in danger or under trying circumstances.

san·gu·i·nary  ['sæŋgwɪəˈnerɪ]  adj. involving or causing much bloodshed: sanguinary battles.

san·gu·ine  ['sæŋgwɪn]  adj. 1 cheerfully optimistic.

(in medieval science and medicine) of having the constitution associated with the predominance of blood among the bodily humors, supposedly marked by a ruddy complexion and an optimistic disposition. of (the complexion) florid; ruddy. bloody or bloodthirsty. 2 (in heraldry) blood-red. n. a blood-red color.

a deep red-brown crayon or pencil containing iron oxide. a blood-red stain used in heraldic blazoning.

DERIVATIVES: sanguinely adv. sanguineness n.

san·gu·ine·ous  ['sæŋgwɪnəs]  adj. Medicine, & archaic of or relating to blood.

sanguinary. blood red. full-blooded; plethoric.

san·i·tar·i·um  ['sænəˌterɪəm]  n. (pl. sanitariums or sanitaria [ˈsænəˌtərɪə] ) an establishment for the medical treatment of people who are convalescing or have a chronic illness.

sans·cu·lote  ['sæns k(ə)ˈlɔt]  n. a lower-class Parisian republican in the French Revolution.

an extreme republican or revolutionary.

DERIVATIVES: sans-culottism [ˈsæns k(ə)ˈlɔtɪzəm] n.

san·sel  ['sænsəl]  n. (pl. same) a person born in the US or Canada whose grandparents were immigrants from Japan. Cf. NISEI, ISSEI.

sans serif  ['sænz(ə) sɛrɪf]  n. (in printing, engraving, etc.) a style of type without serifs.

a, without serifs.

sap·id  ['sæpid]  adj. having a strong, pleasant taste.

(of talk or writing) pleasant or interesting.

DERIVATIVES: sapid·ity [ˈsæpidəti] n.

sap·ient  ['sæpɪənt]  adj. 1 wise, or appearing to appear wise.

(chiefly in science fiction) intelligent: sapient life forms. 2 of or relating to the human species (Homo sapiens): our sapient ancestors of 40,000 years ago. n. a human of the species Homo sapiens.

DERIVATIVES: sapience n. sapiently adv.

sap·o·na·ceous  ['sæpənəˈnæsəs]  adj. of, like, or containing soap; soapy.

sap·o·ni·fy  ['sæpənəˌfɪ]  v. (ies, ied) [trans.] turn (fat or oil) into soap by reaction with an alkali: as adj. (saponified) saponified vegetable oils.

convert (any ester) into an alcohol and a metal salt by reaction with an alkaline solution.

DERIVATIVES: saponifiable adj. saponification [ˌsæpənəˌfɪˈkeɪʃən] n.
sapphic |ˈsæfɪk| • adj. 1 of or relating to lesbians or lesbianism: sapphic lovers. 2 (Sapphic) of or relating to the Greek lyric poet Sappho (7th cent. BC) or her poetry. • plural n. (sapphics) verse in a meter associated with Sappho.

DERIVATIVES: sapphism n.

saprophyte |ˈsæprəˌfɪt| • n. a plant, fungus, or microorganism that lives on dead or decaying organic matter.

DERIVATIVES: saprophytic |ˌsæprəˈfɪtɪk| • adj. saprophytically |ˌsæprəˌfɪtɪkəl| adv.

sarcasm |ˈsɑrkəzəm| • n. the use of irony to mock or convey contempt: his voice, hardened by sarcasm, could not hide his resentment.

DERIVATIVES: sarcastic adj. sarcastically adv.

sarcoid |ˈsɑrkɔɪd| • adj. [attrib] resembling flesh.

sarcoplagus |ˈsɑrkəplæɡəs| • n. (pl. sarcoplagi |ˌsɑrkəplæɡɪ|) a stone coffin, typically adorned with a sculpture or inscription and associated with the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Rome, and Greece.

sardonic |ˈsɑrdənɪk| • adj. grimly mocking or cynical: Starkey attempted a sardonic smile.

DERIVATIVES: sardonically |ˌsɑrdənɪkəl| • adj.; sardonically |ˌsɑrdənɪkəl| adv.

sartorial |ˈsɑrtəriəl| • adj. of or relating to tailoring, clothes, or style of dress: sartorial elegance.

DERIVATIVES: sartorially adv.

sashay |ˈsæʃeɪ| • v. [intrans.] 1 [with adverb of direction] walk in an ostentatious yet casual manner, typically with exaggerated movements of the hips and shoulders: Louise was sashaying along in a long black satin dress. 2 perform the sashay. • n. (in square dancing) a figure in which partners circle each other by taking sideways steps.

Satan |ˈsætən| (in Christianity) the supreme evil spirit; the Devil; Lucifer.

Satanism |ˈsætənɪzəm| • n. the worship of Satan, typically involving a travesty of Christian symbols and practices, such as placing a cross upside down.

• evil practice; wickedness.

DERIVATIVES: satanist n. & adj.; satanistic adj.

sate |sət| • v. [trans.] satisfy (a desire or an appetite) to the full: sate your appetite at the resort’s restaurant.

• supply (someone) with as much as or more of something than is desired or can be managed: afterward, sated and happy, they both slept.

DERIVATIVES: sateless adj.

satén |ˈsætən| • n. a cotton fabric woven like satin with a glossy surface.

satellite |ˈsætəˌlait| • n. 1 (also artificial satellite) an artificial body placed in orbit around the earth or another planet in order to collect information or for communication. 2 [as adj.] transmitted by satellite; using or relating to satellite technology: satellite broadcasting. 3 satellite television: a news service on satellite. 2 Astronomy a celestial body orbiting the earth or another planet. 3 [usu. as adj.] something that is separated from or on the periphery of something else but is nevertheless dependent on or controlled by it: satellite offices.

• a small country or state politically or economically dependent on another. 4 a portion of the DNA of a genome with repeating base sequences and of different density from the main sequence.

satiety |ˈsætiəti| • n. the feeling or state of being sated.

satiety |ˈsætiəti| • n. the feeling or state of being sated.

saturate • v. [sætʃʊrət] [trans.] (usu. be saturated) cause (something) to become thoroughly soaked with liquid so that no more can be absorbed: the soil is saturated.

• cause (a substance) to combine with, dissolve, or hold the greatest possible quantity of another substance: the groundwater is saturated with calcium hydroxide. 2 (usu. be saturated with) fill (something or someone) with something until no more can be held or absorbed: thoroughly saturated with powerful and seductive messages from the media. 3 supply (a market) beyond the point at which the demand for a product is satisfied: Japan’s electronics industry began to saturate the world markets. 4 overwhelm (an enemy target area) by concentrated bombing. • n. [-rat] (usu. saturates) a saturated fat. • adj. [-rat] saturated with moisture.

DERIVATIVES: saturable |ˌsætərəbəl| adj.

saturated |ˈsætərətɪd| • adj.

• holding as much water or moisture as can be absorbed; thoroughly soaked.

• (in chemistry, of a solution) containing the largest possible amount of a particular solute. 2 [often in combination] having or holding as much as can be absorbed of something: the glossy, media-saturated plasticity of Los Angeles. 2 (of an organic molecule) containing the greatest possible number of hydrogen atoms, without carbon–carbon double or triple bonds.

• denoting fats containing a high proportion of fatty acid molecules without double
it was a front for less savory operations. • n. (pl. -ies) chiefly Brit. a savory dish, esp. a snack or an appetizer.

**DERIVATIVES:** savorily | -ral | adj. savoriness n.

**Satyavardhini** [sa'tva'verdhini] 1 an inhabitant of Savoy, an area of SE France that borders on NW Italy, a former duchy ruled by the counts of Savoy from the 11th century. 2 a member of the D'Oyly Carte company that originally presented Gilbert and Sullivan operas at the Savoy Theatre in London.

a devotee of these operas.

**D**. **Satyagraha** [sa'tvag'raha] • adj. • n. • a policy of passive political resistance, esp. that advocated by Mahatma Gandhi against British rule in India.

**Satyriasis** [sa'tvri'a'sis] • n. • a feeling of longing, melancholy, or nostalgia that is supposedly characteristic of the Portuguese or Brazilian temperaments.

**Satyr** [sa'tv] • n. one of a class of lustful, drunken woodland gods. In Greek art they were represented as a man with a horse's ears and tail, but in Roman representations as a man with a goat's ears, tail, legs, and horns.

a man who has strong sexual desires.

**D**. **Savannah** [sa'vem'ah] (also savannah) • n. a grassy plain in tropical and subtropical regions, with few trees.

**Savant** [sa'vent] • n. a learned person, esp. a distinguished scientist. See also IDIOT SAVANT.

**Savour** [sa've] • n. • the ability to act or speak appropriately in social situations.

**D**. **Savoury** (Brit. savoury) • adj. • n. (of food) belonging to the category that is salty or spicy rather than sweet. 2 [usu. with negative] morally wholesome or acceptable: everyone knew it was a front for less savory operations.

**D**. **Scalp** [skæp] • n. 1 a dry, rough protective crust that forms over a cut or wound during healing.

• n. • a feeling of longing, melancholy, or nostalgia that is supposedly characteristic of the Portuguese or Brazilian temperaments.

**D**. **Scabbard** [skæb'dard] • n. • a feeling of longing, melancholy, or nostalgia that is supposedly characteristic of the Portuguese or Brazilian temperaments.

**D**. **Scabrous** [skæbrəs] • adj. • n. • a feeling of longing, melancholy, or nostalgia that is supposedly characteristic of the Portuguese or Brazilian temperaments.
scan | [skən] • v. (scanned, scanning) [trans.] 1 look at all parts of (something) carefully in order to detect some feature: he raised his binoculars to scan the coast. 2 look quickly but not very thoroughly through (a document or other text) in order to identify relevant information: we scan the papers for news from the trouble spots | [intrans.] 1 scanned through the reference materials. 2 cause (a surface, object, or part of the body) to be traversed by a detector or an electromagnetic beam: their brains are scanned so that researchers can monitor the progress of the disease. 3 [with obj. and adverbial] cause (a beam) to traverse across a surface or object: we scanned the beam over a sector of 120°. 4 resolve (a picture) into its elements of light and shade in a prearranged pattern for the purposes of television transmission. 5 convert (a document or picture) into digital form for storage or processing on a computer: text and pictures can be scanned into the computer. 6 analyze the meter of (a line of verse) by reading with the emphasis on its rhythm or by examining the pattern of feet or syllables. 

[Intrans.] (of verse) conform to metrical principles. • n. an act of scanning someone or something: a quick scan of the sports page. 2 a medical examination using a scanner: a brain scan. 3 an image obtained by scanning or with a scanner: we can’t predict anything until we have seen the scan.

Derivatives: scan

n.

scanty | [skænti] • adj. barely sufficient or inadequate: companies with scant regard for the safety of future generations.

[Atra.] barely amounting to a specified number or quantity: she weighed a scant two pounds. • v. [trans.] provide grudgingly or in insuffi- cient amounts: he does not scan his attention to the later writings.

Deal with inadequately; neglect: the press regularly scants a host of issues relating to safety and health.

Derivatives: scantily adv. scantiness n.

scarcity | [skærteɪ] • adj. (scantier, scantiest) small or insufficient in quantity or amount: scanty wages. • n. (of clothing) revealing; skimpy: the women looked cold in their scanty gowns.

Derivatives: scantily adv. scantliness n.

scapecoat | [ˈskæpˌɡɔt] • n. (in the Bible) a goat sent into the wilderness after the Jewish chief priest had symbolically laid the sins of the people upon it (Lev. 16).

A person who is blamed for the wrongdoings, mistakes, or faults of others, esp. for reasons of expediency. • v. [trans.] make a scapecoat of.

Derivatives: scapecoater n. scapecoating n. scapecoatism | [-ˌzəm] n.

scapecograce | [ˈskæpˌɡreɪs] • n. a mischievous or wayward person, esp. a young person or child; a rascal.

Derivatives: scapecograceful adj. of or relating to the shoulder or shoulder blade (scapula). • n. 1 a short monastic cloak covering the shoulders. 2 a symbol of affiliation to an ecclesiastical order, consisting of two strips of cloth hanging down the breast and back and joined across the shoulders. 3 a bandage passing over and around the shoulders. 4 a feather above the point where the wing joins the body.

scarab | [ˈskærəb; ˈsker-] • n. (also scarab beetle or sacred scarab) a large dung beetle Scarabaeus sacer of the eastern Mediterranean area, regarded as sacred in ancient Egypt.

An ancient Egyptian gem cut in the form of this beetle, sometimes depicted with the wings spread, and engraved with hieroglyphs on the flat underside.

scaradv mourn | [ˈskærəˌmʊn] • adj. barely sufficient or adequate: companies with scant regard for the safety of future generations.

Astra.] barely amounting to a specified number or quantity: she weighed a scant two pounds. • v. [trans.] provide grudgingly or in insufficient amounts: he does not scan his attention to the later writings.

Deal with inadequately; neglect: the press regularly scants a host of issues relating to safety and health.

Derivatives: scantily adv. scantiness n.

scarification | [-fl'kɑn] n.

scarify1 | [ˈskærəfi] • n. (scarification) frighten: a scarifying mix of extreme violence and absurdist humor.

scarp | [ˈskɑrp] • n. a very steep bank or slope; an escarpment.

The inner wall of a ditch in a fortification. • v. [trans.] cut or erode (a slope or hillside) so that it becomes steep, perpendicular, or precipitous.

Provide (a ditch in a fortification) with a steep scarp (inner wall) and counterscarp (outer wall).

scarthe | [ˈskɑtθ] • v. [with obj. and usu. with negative] (usu. be scarthed) harm; injure: he was barely scarthed.

Damage or destroy by fire or lightning. • n. harm; injury.

scarthing | [ˈskɑtθɪŋ] • adj. witheringly scornful; severely critical: a scathing attack on the governor.

Derivatives: scathingly adv.

scarology | [ˈskɑrəlɒjɪ] • n. an interest in or preoccupation with excrement and excretion.

Obscene literature that is concerned with excrement and excretion.


scavenger | [ˈskævənʤər] • n. an animal that feeds on carrion, dead plant material, or refuse.

A person who searches for and collects discarded items. • (in chemistry) a substance or microorganism that reacts with and removes particular molecules, radicals, etc.

scenario | [ˈsɛnərɪ] • n. (pl. -os) a written outline of a movie, piece of writing, or stage
scepter 390

work giving details of the plot and individual scenes.

- a postulated sequence or development of events: a possible scenario is that he was attacked after opening the front door. - a setting, in particular for a work of art or literature: the scenario is World War II.

**usage:** The proper meaning of this word is 'an outline of a plot' or 'a postulated sequence of events' (the worst-case scenario). It should not be used loosely to mean 'situation,' e.g., a nightmare scenario.

scepter [ˈseptər] (Br. sceptre) - n. an ornamented staff carried by rulers on ceremonial occasions as a symbol of sovereignty.

- the authority symbolized by a scepter.

**derivatives:** sceptered adj.

schema [ˈskɛmA] - n. (pl. schemata |-mə| or schemas) a representation of a plan or theory in the form of an outline or model: a schema of scientific reasoning.

- (in logic) a syllogistic figure. - (in Kantian philosophy) a conception of what is common to all members of a class; a general or essential type or form.

**derivatives:** schematization n.

schematicize v.

schematic | skəˈmeɪk| adj. (of a diagram or other representation) symbolic and simplified.

- (of thought, ideas, etc.) simplistic or formulaic in character, usually to an extent inappropria-

te to the complexities of the subject matter: a highly schematic reading of the play.

- n. (in technical contexts) a schematic diagram, in particular of an electric or electronic circuit.

**derivatives:** schematization n.

schermzo |ˈskərtsō| - n. (pl. scherzos or scherzi -sē|) a vigorous, light, or playful musical composition, typically comprising a movement in a symphony or sonata.

schism |ˈskiz(ə)m| - n. a split or division between strongly opposed sections or parties, caused by differences in opinion or belief.

- the formal separation of a church into two churches or the secession of a group to a doctrinal and other differences.

**derivatives:** schismatization n.

schizoid |ˈskiz(ə)d| adj. denoting or having a personality type characterized by emotional aloofness and solitary habits.

- (in general use) resembling schizophrenia in having inconsistent or contradictory elements; mad or crazy: it's a frenzied, schizoid place. - n. a schizoid person.

schizophrenia |ˈskizəfrəniə| - n. a long-term mental disorder involving a breakdown in the relation between thought, emotion, and behavior, leading to faulty per-

ception, inappropriate actions and feelings, withdrawal from reality and personal relationships into fantasy and delusion, and a sense of mental fragmentation.

- (in general use) a mentality or approach characterized by inconsistent or contradictory elements.

**derivatives:** schizophrenic -frénik adj. & n.

schlemiel |ˈʃlɛməl| (also shlemiel) - n. a stupid, awkward, or unlucky person.

schlep |ˈslɛp| (also schlepp or shlep) - v. (schlepped, schlepping) [trans.] haul or carry (something heavy or awkward): she schlepped her groceries home.

- [no obj., with adverb of direction] (of a person) go or move reluctantly or with effort: I would have preferred not to schleip all the way over there to run an errand. - n. 1 a tedious or difficult journey. 2 (also schlepper) a person of little worth; a fool; a pauper, beggar, or hanger-on.

schlock |ˈshlʊk| (also shlock) - n. cheap or inferior goods or material; trash: they peddle their schlock to willing tourists [as adj. ] schlock journalism. Cf. kitsch.

**derivatives:** schlocky adj.

schmaltz |ˈʃmaʊltz| (also schmalz) - n. excessive sentimentality, esp. in music or movies.

**derivatives:** schmaltzy adj. (schmaltz|\r, schmaltzy\r) n.

schmear |ˈʃmɪr| (also schmeer, shmeer, or shmean) - n. 1 a corrupt or underhanded inducement; a bribe. 2 a smear or spread: the bagel so perfect with a schmeer of low-fat cream cheese. - v. [trans.] flatter or ingratiate oneself with (someone): he was constantly buying us drinks and schmearing us up.

**phrases:** the whole schmear everything possible or available; every aspect of the situation: I'm going for the whole schmear.

schmoo |ˈʃmʊ| (also shmo) - n. (pl. -oes) informal a fool or a bore.

schmooze |ˈʃmʊz| (also shmooze) - v. talk intimately and cozily; gossip.

- talk in such a way to (someone), typically in order to manipulate, flatter, or impress them: schmooze with prospective clients. - n. a long and intimate conversation.

**derivatives:** schmoozer n. schmoozy adj.

schmuck |ˈʃmʊk| (also shmuck) - n. a foolish or contemptible person.

**derivatives:** schmuck n.

schnaps |ˈʃnæps| (also schnapps) - n. a strong alcoholic drink resembling gin and often flavored with fruit: peach schnapps.

schnook |ˈʃnʊk| (also shnook) - n. a person easily duped; a fool.

schnorrer |ˈʃnɔrər| (also shnorrer) - n. a beggar or scrummer; a layabout.

**derivatives:** schnoz n. schnozzle adj.

schoolastic |ˈskələstɪk| adj. 1 of or concerning schools and education: scholastic achievement.

- of or relating to secondary schools. 2 of, relating to, or characteristic of medieval scholasticism.

- typical of scholasticism in being pedantic or overly subtle. - n. 1 historical an adherent of
scholasticism; a schoolman. 2 (in the Roman Catholic Church) a member of a religious order, esp. the Society of Jesus, who is between the novitiate and the priesthood.

**Derivatives:** scholastic-ically, -ically

**schuss** | shoo; shoo | *n.* a straight downhill run on skis. *v.* [trans.] make a straight downhill run on skis.

**schwa** | shwa | *n.* the unstressed central vowel (as in a moment ago), represented by the symbol (ə) in the International Phonetic Alphabet.

**sciatic** | skˈætɪk | *adj.* of or relating to the hip.
- of or affecting the sciatic nerve.
- suffering from or liable to sciatica.

**sciatica** | skˈætɪkə | *n.* pain affecting the back, hip, and outer side of the leg, caused by compression of a spinal nerve root in the lower back, often owing to degeneration of an intervertebral disk.

**science** | skˈɑns | *n.* the intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and behavior of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment: the world of science and technology.
- a particular area of this: veterinary science | the agricultural sciences. *a* systematically organized body of knowledge on a particular subject: the science of criminology. *knowledge of any kind.

**sci-licet** | sɪlˈɪkət | (abbr. sc) *adv.* that is to say; namely (introducing a word to be supplied or an explanation of an ambiguity).

**scintillate** | skɪntɪˌleɪt | *v.* [trans.] to emit flashes of light; sparkle.
- fluoresce momentarily when struck by a charged particle or photon. *talk or write cleverly or wittily: [as adj.*] scintillating repartee.

**scintillation** | skɪntɪˌleɪʃən | *n.* scintil-late | *-lon* | adj. & n.

**sci-ologist** | sɪstenˈɑlist | *n.* a person who pretends to be knowledgeable and well informed.

**sciology** | sɪˈɑləˌɡram; -ˈlizəm | *n.* sci-ologistic | *-ist* | adj.

**scion** | skˈɪn | *n.* 1 (also cion) a young shoot or twig of a plant, esp. one cut for grafting or rooting. 2 a descendant of a notable family or one with a long lineage: he was the scion of a wealthy family.

**scission** | skɪˈzɪʃən; -ˈsɪ- | *n.* the action or state of cutting or being cut, in particular:
- a breaking of a chemical bond, esp. one in a long chain molecule so that two smaller chains result.
- a division or split between people or parties; a schism.

**sclerotic** | sklˈrətɪk | *n.* abnormal hardening of body tissue.
- excessive resistance to change: the challenge was to avoid institutional sclerosis.

**sco-iosis** | skoʊˈlɪəsɪs | *n.* abnormal lateral curvature of the spine.

**Derivatives:** s'ko-iotic | -'ājik | adj.

**scone** | skɔn | *n.* 1 a candle holder, or a holder of another light source, that is attached to a wall with an ornamental bracket. 2 a flaming torch or candle secured in such a holder.
- a small fort or earthwork defending a ford, pass, or castle gate.
- a shelter or screen serving as protection from fire or the weather.

**sco-rilla** | skəˈrɪlə | *n.* (pl. scoriiac | skərˈɛ- | basaltic lava ejected as fragments from a volcano, typically with a frothy texture.
- slag separated from molten metal during smelting.

**Derivatives:** scoriiaceous | skəˈrɛ-\*shəs | adj.

**scot-free** | skətˈfriː | *adv.* without suffering any punishment or injury: the people who kidnapped you will get off scot-free.

**scot-topic** | skəˈtɒpɪk; -ˈtəpɪk | *adj.* relating to or denoting vision in dim light, believed to involve chiefly the rods of the retina.

**Scots** | skəts | *adj.* another term for Scottish: a Scots accent. *n.* the form of English used in Scotland.

**scour** | skoʊr | *v.* [trans.] 1 clean or brighten the surface of (something) by rubbing it hard, typically with an abrasive or detergent: he scoured the bathtub.
- remove (dirt or unwanted matter) by rubbing in such a way: use an electric toothbrush to scour off plaque | [trans.] I’ve spent all day mopping and scouring. *n.* (of water or a watercourse) make (a channel or pool) by flowing quickly over something and removing soil or rock: a stream came crashing through a narrow cavern to scour out a round pool below. 2 administer a strong purgative to. *n.* 1 the action or an act of scouring or the state of being scoured, esp. by swift-flowing water. 2 (also scours) diarrhea in livestock, esp. cattle and pigs.

**Derivatives:** scour-er | *n.*

**scour** | skoʊr | *v.* [trans.] subject (a place, text, etc.) to a thorough search in order to locate something: David scoured each newspaper for an article on the murder.
- [no obj.], with adverbial of direction move rapidly in a particular direction, esp. in search or pursuit of someone or something: he scoured up the ladder.

**scourge** | skɔrj | *n.* 1 a whip used formerly as an instrument of punishment. 2 a person or thing that causes great trouble or suffering: the scourge of mass unemployment. *v.* [trans.] 1 whip (someone) as a punishment. 2 cause great suffering to: political methods used to scourge and oppress workers.

**Derivatives:** scourger | *n.*

**scree** | skrɛ | *n.* a mass of small loose stones that form or cover a slope on a mountain.
- a slope covered with such stones. Cf. TALUS.

**screed** | skrɛd | *n.* 1 a long speech or piece of writing, typically one regarded as tedious.
scribe

2 a leaved layer of material (e.g., concrete) applied to a floor or other surface.

a strip of plaster or other material placed on a surface as a guide to thickness.

scribe | (skrib) n. 1 a person who copies out documents, esp. one employed to do this before printing was invented.

a writer, esp. a journalist. 2 (also Scribe) an ancient Jewish record-keeper or, later, a professional theologian and jurist. 3 (also scriber, scribbe awl) a pointed tool for marking wood, stone, metal, etc., to guide a saw, or in sign-writing. • vi. [trans.] 1 write: he scribed a note that he passed to Dan. 2 mark with a scribe.

DERIVATIVES: scrib•al | -bal adj.

scrim | (skrim) n. strong, coarse fabric, chiefly used for heavy-duty lining or upholstery.

a piece of gauze cloth that appears opaque until lit from behind, used as a theatrical screen or backdrop. • a similar heatproof cloth put over film or television lamps to diffuse the light. • a thing that conceals or obscures something: a thin scrim of fog.

scrimmage | (skrimij) n. 1 a confused struggle or fight. 2 (in football) the beginning of each down of play, with the ball placed on the ground with its longest axis at right angles to the goal line. Cf. scrum.

offensive plays begun in this way: none of their 10 points was scored from scrimmage. • a session in which teams practice by playing a simulated game. • vi. [intrans.] (chiefly football) engage in a practice scrimmage.

DERIVATIVES: scrimmage•er n.

scrimshaw | (′skrim,shō) (also scrimshander) vi. [trans.] adorn (whalebone, ivory, shells, or other materials) with carved or colored designs. • n. a piece of work done in such a way.

the art or technique of producing such work.

DERIVATIVES: scrim•shander n.

scrip | (skrip) n. 1 a provisional certificate of money subscribed to a bank or company, entitling the holder to a formal certificate and dividends.

such certificates collectively. • (also scrip issue or dividend) an issue of additional shares to shareholders in proportion to the shares already held. 2 (also land scrip) a certificate entitling the holder to acquire possession of certain portions of public land. 3 paper money in small amounts.

scrip1 | (skrip) n. 1 handwriting as distinct from print, written characters: her neat, tidy script.

printed type imitating handwriting. • [with adj.] writing using a particular alphabet: Russian script. 2 the written text of a play, movie, or broadcast.

an automated series of instructions to a computer carried out in a specific order. • the social role or behavior appropriate to particular situations that an individual absorbs through cultural influences and association with others. • vi. [trans.] write a script for (a play, movie, or broadcast).

arrange or devise (something): his farewell dinner was carefully scripted.

script2 n. a doctor's prescription.

scriptoria | (skrip′tôrēəm) n. (pl. scriptoria) n. a room set apart for writing, esp. one in a monastery where manuscripts were copied.

scrivenner | (skrīv′nər) n. a clerk, scribe, or notary.

scrofula | (skrō′fyo-lə) n. a disease with glandular swellings, probably a form of tuberculosis.

DERIVATIVES: scroful•ous | -los adj.

scrum | (skreem) n. (in rugby) an ordered formation of players, used to restart play, in which the forwards of a team form up with arms interlocked and heads down, and push forward against a similar group from the opposing side. The ball is thrown into the scrum and the players try to gain possession of it by kicking it backward toward their own side.

chilled Brit. a disorderly crowd of people or things: there was quite a scrum of people at the bar. • vi. (scrummed, scrumming) [intrans.] form or take part in a scrum.

scrupule | (skroo′pəl) n. 1 (usu. scruples) a feeling of doubt or hesitation with regard to the morality or propriety of a course of action: I had no scruples about eavesdropping | without scruple, these politicians use fear as a persuasion weapon. 2 a unit of weight equal to 20 grains, formerly used by apothecaries.

a very small amount of something, esp. a quality. • vi. [obj. or adv.] hesitate or be reluctant to do something that one thinks may be wrong: she doesn't scruple to ask her parents for money.

scrupulous | (skroo′pyə-ləs) adj. (of a person or process) diligent, thorough, and extremely attentive to details: the research has been carried out with scrupulous attention to detail.

very concerned to avoid doing wrong: she's too scrupulous to have an affair with a married man.

DERIVATIVES: scrup•u•los•ity | skroo′pyə lə′sətē n. scrupulously adv. scru•pul•ous•ness n.

scrutinize | (skrū′təniz) vi. [trans.] examine or inspect closely and thoroughly: customers were warned to scrutinize the small print.

DERIVATIVES: scrut•i•ni•za•tion | skrū′tə nən′tən′zhaSHən n. scrut•i•ni•zer n. scrut•i•ni•ny n.

scud | (skud) vi. (scudded, scudding) [no obj., with adverb of direction] move fast in a straight line because or as if driven by the wind: we lie watching the clouds scudding across the sky | three small ships were scudding before a brisk breeze. • n. a formation of vapory clouds driven fast by the wind.

a mass of windblown spray. • a driving shower of rain or snow; a gust. • the action of moving fast in a straight line when driven by the wind: the scud of the clouds before the wind.

scull | (skul) n. each of a pair of small oars used by a single rower.
scullery | 'skələri| n. (pl. -ies) a small kitchen or room at the back of a house used for washing dishes and other dirty household work.

scullion | 'skəliən| n. a servant assigned the most menial kitchen tasks.

scull | 'skəl| n. (usu. scuppers) a hole in a ship's side to carry water overboard from the deck.

scupper | 'skəpər| n. (trans.) sink (a ship or its crew) deliberately.

scupper | 'skəpər| v. (trans.) sink (a ship or its crew) deliberately.

scurry | skəri| adj. making or spreading scandalous claims about someone with the intention of damaging his or her reputation: a scurrilous attack on his integrity.

scurry | skəri| adv. scurrilously

scurry | skəri| n. (pl. -ies) scurrilously adv. scurrilous

scurry | skəri| v. (trans. or intrans.) run hurriedly or furtively with short quick steps: a mouse scuttled across the floor.

scuttle | skətəl| v. (trans.) sink (one's own ship) deliberately by holing it or opening its seacocks (valves) to let water in.

scuttle | skətəl| v. (trans.) sink (one's own ship) deliberately by holing it or opening its seacocks (valves) to let water in.

scuttlebutt | skətəlbət| n. rumor; gossip: the scuttlebutt has it that he was a spy; the court cautioned against relying on scuttlebutt.

sect | sekt| n. a group of people with some what different religious beliefs (typically regarded as heretical) from those of a larger group to which they belong.

sector | si'krə'kə| n. a group or people with some what different religious beliefs (typically regarded as heretical) from those of a larger group to which they belong.

section | sek'shən| n. a substance discharged in such a way.

seasonable | 'sedʒənəbl| adj. 1 usual for or appropriate to a particular season of the year: seasonable temperatures. 2 coming at the right time or meeting the needs of the occasion; opportune.

derivatives: seasonable, seasonably

derivatives: seasonable, seasonably

usage: Seasonable means 'usual or suitable for the season' or 'opportune,' e.g., Although seasonable, the weather was not warm enough for a picnic. Seasonal means of 'depending on, or varying with the season,' e.g., Seasonal changes in labor requirements draw migrant workers to the area in spring and fall.
sectarian | sect'ərən| • adj. denoting or concerning a sect or sects: among the sectarian offshoots of Islamism were the Druze of Lebanon.

■ (of an action) carried out on the grounds of membership of a sect, denomination, or other group: the recent sectarian killings of Catholics. ■ rigidly following the doctrines of a sect or other group: the sectarian Bolshevism advocated by Moscow. • n. a member of a sect.

■ a person who rigidly follows the doctrines of a sect or other group.

Derivatives: sectarianism | -nizəm | n. sectarianize | -niz; v.

secular | 'sektər| • n. (pl. -tories) a member of a religious or political sect.

sectionalism | 'sek'stoʊnləzəm | • n. restriction of interest to a narrow sphere; undue concern with local interests or petty distinctions at the expense of general well-being.

■ regionalism.

Derivatives: sectionalist n. & adj.

sector | 'sektər | • n. 1 an area or portion that is distinct from others.

■ a distinct part or branch of a nation's economy or society or of a sphere of activity such as education: the industrial and commercial sector.

■ a division of a larger area, esp. one with particular characteristics: the Muslim sector of the village.

■ a subdivision of an area for military operations.

■ a subdivision of a track on a magnetic storage device.

2 the plane figure enclosed by two radii of a circle or ellipse and the arc between them.

3 a mathematical instrument consisting of two arms hinged at one end and marked with sines, tangents, etc., for making diagrams.

Derivatives: sectoral | -'rəl | adj.

secular | 'sek'yələr | • adj. 1 denoting activities, qualities, or other things that have no religious or spiritual basis: secular buildings | secular moral theory. 2 (of Christian clergy) not subject to or bound by religious rule; not belonging to or living in a monastic or other order. 3 (of an economic fluctuation or trend) occurring or persisting over an indefinitely long period; there is evidence that the slump is not cyclical but secular.

■ n. a secular priest.

Derivatives: secularism | -'rizəm | n. secularist | -'rɪst | n. secularity | 'sek'yəˌlə(r)ətɪ; -ˌlɪr- | • n. secularization | 'sek'yəˌlərəˌzənən | n. secularize | -'rɪz; v. secularize | -'rɪz; v.

sedan | 'sedən | • n. 1 (also sedan chair) an enclosed chair for conveying one person, carried between horizontal poles by two porters.

2 an automobile for four or more people. Cf. COUPE.

sedate | 'sedət | • adj. calm, dignified, and unhurried: in the old days, business was carried on at a more sedate pace.

■ quiet and rather dull: sedate suburban domesticity.

Derivatives: sedately adv. sedateness n.

sedate | 'sedət | • v. [trans.] calm (someone) or make them sleep by administering a sedative drug: she was heavily sedated.

Derivatives: sedative | 'sedətɪv | • adj. promoting calm or inducing sleep: the seeds have a sedative effect. • n. a drug taken for its calming or sleep-inducing effect.

sedentary | 'sedəntər| • adj. (of a person) tending to spend much time seated; somewhat inactive.

■ (of work or a way of life) characterized by much sitting and little physical exercise. ■ (of a position) sitting; seated. ■ inhabiting the same locality throughout life; not migratory or nomadic. ■ (of an animal) sessile.

Derivatives: sedentarily | -ˌterəl; adv. sedentary | -ˌterəˈneris | n.

Seder | 'sɛdər | • n. a Jewish ritual service and ceremonial dinner for the first night or first two nights of Passover.

sediment | 'sedəmənt | • n. matter that settles to the bottom of a liquid; dregs. Cf. LEES.

■ particulate matter that is carried by water or wind and deposited on the surface of the land or the seabed, and may in time become consolidated into rock.

■ a [trans.] settle as sediment.

■ (of a liquid) deposit a sediment. ■ [trans.] deposit (something) as a sediment: the DNA was sedimented by centrifugation | [as adj.] (sedimented) sedimented waste.

Derivatives: sedimentation | -ˌtəˈʃən | n.

sedimentary | 'sedəˈmentər| • adj. of or relating to sediment.

■ (of rock) that has formed from sediment deposited by water or air. Cf. IGNEOUS; METAMORPHIC.

sedition | 'siˈdɪʃən | • n. conduct or speech inciting people to rebel against the authority of a state or monarch.

seduce | 'sid(y)əs | • v. [trans.] attract (someone) to a belief or into a course of action that is inadvisable or foolishly; they should not be seduced into thinking that their success ruled out the possibility of a relapse.

■ entice into sexual activity. • attract powerfully: the melody seduces the ear with warm string tones.

Derivatives: seducer n. seducible adj. seduction n.

sedulous | 'sedlələs | • adj. (of a person or action) showing dedication and diligence; he wasedicated himself with the most sedulous care.

Derivatives: sedulity | 'sədʒələtɪ | n.

sedulously adv. sedulousness n.

see | • n. (in some Christian churches) the place in which a cathedral church stands, identified as the seat of authority of a bishop or archbishop.

■ (also, the Holy See) the office or jurisdiction of the pope; papacy.

seedy | 'sɛdə | • adj. (seedier, seediest) 1 sordid and unsightly; his seedy affair with a soft-porn starlet.

■ shabby and squalid: an increasingly seedy and dilapidated property. 2 unwell: she felt weak and seedy.

Derivatives: sediarily | 'sɛdɪˌlɛ | adv. sediarness n.
seemly |ˈsēməl| adj. 1 conforming to accepted notions of propriety or good taste; decorous: I felt it was not seemly to observe too closely. 2 pleasing and attractive; handsome. DERIVATIVES: seemliness n.

seem |ˈsēm| v. 1 n. 1 a person of supposed supernatural insight who sees visions of the future.

■ an expert who provides forecasts of the economic or political future: our seers have grown gloomier about prospects for growth. 2 [usu. in combination] a person who sees something specified: a seer of the future | ghost-seers.

seethe |ˈsē ther| adj. 1 n. of a liquid bubble up as a result of being boiled: the brew foamed and seethed.

■ [trans.] cook (food) by boiling it in a liquid: cut into joints and seethed in cauldrons. 2 of (a river or the sea) foam as if it were boiling; be turbulent: the gray ocean seethed. 3 [trans.] (of a person) be filled with intense but unexpressed anger: madly he was seething at the slight to his authority. 4 (of a place) be crowded with people or things moving about in a rapid or hectic way: the entire cellar was seething with spiders | the village seethed with life. 5 [as adj.] (seething) the seething mass of commuters.

segmental |ˈseg mənt(ə)l| adj. 1 composed of separate parts or sections. 2 denoting or of the form of an arch the curved part of which forms a shallow arc of a circle, less than a semicircle.

DERIVATIVES: segmentalization -men(ə)lization n.; segmentalize -iz v.; segmentally adv.

segregate |ˈseg ri gat| v. [trans.] (usu. be segregated) set apart from the rest or from each other; isolate or divide: handicapped people should not be segregated from the rest of society.

■ separate or divide (people, activities, or institutions) along racial, sexual, or religious lines: blacks were segregated in churches, schools, and colleges | [as adj.] segregated segregated education systems. 2 [trans.] (in genetics, of pairs of alleles) be separated at meiosis and transmitted independently via separate gametes.

DERIVATIVES: segregable -gə bal adj.; segregative -gə tiv adj.

segue |ˈseg wə| n. (segues, sequed) [segway; ˈsa(saved |-ing)|′seg wə|-ing] [no obj., with adverbial] (in music and film) move without interruption from one song, melody, or scene to another: allowing one song to segue into the next.

■ make an uninterrupted and seemingly natural transition. 1 n. an uninterrupted transition from one subject to another, esp. in music or film.

self-centered |səlˈ sen tər| n. 1 n. [often as adj.] the style of Italian art and literature of the 17th century.

DERIVATIVES: self-centered adj.

seine |sēn| n. (also seine net) a fishing net that hangs vertically in the water with floats at the top and weights at the bottom edge, the ends being drawn together to encircle the fish. 2 v. [trans.] fish (an area) with a seine: the fishermen then seine the weir.

■ catch (fish) with a seine: they seine whitefish and salmon.

DERIVATIVES: seine-er n.

seismic |ˈsiz mək| adj. 1 of or relating to earthquakes or other vibrations of the earth and its crust.

■ relating to or denoting geological surveying methods involving vibrations produced artificially by explosions. 2 of enormous proportions or effect: there are seismic pressures threatening American society.

DERIVATIVES: seismically adj.; seismically or seismically -ik(ə)le| adv.; seismograph n.

seismograph n.

seize |sēz| 1 v. [of the police or another authority] take possession of (something) by warrant or legal right; confiscate; impound: police have seized 726 lb of cocaine. 2 [be seized of] (in older legal use) be in legal possession of: the court is currently seized of custody applications.

■ have or receive freehold possession of (property): any person who is seized of land has a protected interest in that land. 2 be aware or informed of: the judge was fully seized of the point.

DERIVATIVES: seizeable adj.; seizer n.

setze |ˈsɛzhər| 1 n. 1 the action of capturing someone or something using force: the seizure of the Assembly building | the Nazi seizure of power.

■ the action of confiscating or impounding property by warrant of legal right. 2 a sudden attack of illness, esp. a stroke or an epileptic fit: the patient had a seizure.

■ the seizing-up, jamming, or failure of a machine.

selfless |ˈself ləs| adj. concerned more with the needs and wishes of others than with one’s own; unselfish: an act of selfless devotion.

DERIVATIVES: selflessly adv.; selflessness n.

selvage |ˈsɛl va ji| n. an edge produced on woven fabric during manufacture that prevents it from unraveling.

■ a zone of altered rock, esp. volcanic glass, at the edge of a rock mass.

semantics |səˈmant ık| adj. relating to meaning in language or logic. Cf. syntactic.

DERIVATIVES: semantically -ik(ə)le| adv.

semantics n.

semantics |səˈmænt iks| plural n. [usu. treated as sing] the branch of linguistics and logic concerned with meaning. There are a number of branches and subbranches of semantics, including formal semantics, which studies the logical aspects of meaning, such as sense, reference, implication, and logical form, lexical semantics, which studies word meanings and word relations, and conceptual semantics, which studies the cognitive structure of meaning.

■ the meaning of a word, phrase, sentence, or text: such quibbling over semantics may seem petty stuff.
The branch of knowledge that deals with concepts and the terms that represent them. Cf. ONOMASIOLOGY.

- n. the outward appearance or apparent form of something, esp. when the reality is different: she tried to force her thoughts back into some semblance of order.
- resemblance; similarity: it bears some semblance to the thing I have in mind.
- a counterpart or equal to someone: this person is our brother, our semblable, our very self.
- n. the condition or process of deterioration with age.
- loss of a cell's power of division and growth.
- (of a condition) characteristic of or caused by old age: senile decay.
- n. a senile person: you never know where you stand with these so-called seniles.

- of, relating to, or derived from the seed of a plant.

- (of work, event, moment, or figure) strongly influencing later developments: his seminal work on chaos theory.
- of, relating to, or denoting semen.
- of, relating to, or derived from the seed of a plant.

- adj. eternal and unchanging; everlasting: his writings have the seminal youth of poetry.

- adv. having or showing the weaknesses or diseases of old age, esp. a loss of mental faculties: she couldn't cope with her senile husband.
- of a condition) characteristic of or caused by old age: senile decay.
- n. a senile person: you never know where you stand with these so-called seniles.

- immersing in an illusionary, yet sensual, world.

- sensual.

- adj. of afferent apparatus or faculties considered as a whole: virtual reality technology directed at recreating the human sensillum.

- adj. or arousing gratification of the senses and physical, esp. sexual, pleasure: the dancing is sensual and passionate.

- in sensory, in a sensory term.

- adj. relating to, or denoting semen.

- to the senses: you are immersed in an illusionary, yet sensual, world.

- of or relating to the senses: the dancing is sensual and passionate.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.

- sensual.
sententious | sent'enchos | • adj. given to moralizing in a pompous or affected manner; he tried to encourage his men with sententious rhetoric.

DERIVATIVES: sententiously adv. sententiousness n.

sentient | 'sentʃ(e)nt | • adj. able to perceive or feel things; she had been instructed from birth in the equality of all sentient life forms.

DERIVATIVES: sentience n. sentiently adv.

sentimentalism | 'sentimen(t)lizəm | • n. the excessive expression of feelings of tenderness, sadness, or nostalgia in behavior, writing, or speech: the author blends realism with surrealism, journalism with sentimentalism.

a sentimental idea or expression.

DERIVATIVES: sentimentalist n.

sentimentalize | 'sentimen(t)laiz | • v. [trans.] treat (someone or something) with exaggerated and self-indulgent feelings of tenderness, sadness, or nostalgia; as adj. (sentimentalized) the impossibly sentimental and saintly ideal of the Virgin Mother.

in sentimental thoughts or behavior.

DERIVATIVES: sentimentalist n.

sepulchral | 'sepəlkrəl | • adj. 1 (chiefly Brit.) a small room or monument, cut in rock or built of stone, in which a dead person is laid or buried; • v. [trans.] lay or bury in or as if in a sepulcher: tombs are soon out of print and sequestered in the dust of libraries.

serve as a burial place for: when ocean shores and sepulchers our dead.

sepulcher | 'sepəlkər | • n. a small room or monument, cut in rock or built of stone, in which a dead person is laid or buried; • v. [trans.] lay or bury in or as if in a sepulcher: tombs are soon out of print and sequestered in the dust of libraries.

serve as a burial place for: when ocean shores and sepulchers our dead.

sepulchral | 'sepəlkrəl | • adj. of or relating to a tomb or interment: sepulchral tombs.

a gloomy; dismal: a speech delivered in sepulchral tones.

DERIVATIVES: sepulchral-ly adv. sepulchred | 'sepəlkrəd | • n. burial; interment: the rites of sepulture.

sequacious | 'seqwəkʃər | • n. burial; interment: the rites of sepulture.

sequacious | 'seqwəkʃəs | • adj. (of a person) lacking independence or originality of thought.

SEQUOUSLY | 'seqwəsəli | • adv. sequaciously adv. sequaciousness n.

sequlæa | 'seqwələ | • n. (pl. sequelæ | -'kwelə; -'kwel(i)) (usu. sequelæ | sequelae) a condition that is the consequence of a previous disease or injury: the long-term sequelae of infection.

sequent | 'seqwənt | • adj. following in a sequence or as a logical conclusion; consequential.

DERIVATIVES: sequently adv.

sequester | 'səkwəstər | • v. [trans.] 1 isolate or hide away (someone or something): Tiberius was sequestered on an island | the artist sequestered himself in his studio for two years.

 isolate (a jury) from outside influences during a trial: the jurors had been sequestered since Monday. 2 another term for sequestrate.

sequestrate | 'səkwəstrət | • v. [trans.] take legal possession of (assets) until a debt has been paid or other claims have been met: the power of courts to sequestrate the assets of unions.

take forcible possession of (something); confiscate: compensation for Jewish property sequestrated by the Libyan regime.

is legally place (the property of a bankrupt) in the hands of a trustee for division among the creditors: as adj. (sequestrated) a trustee in a sequestrated estate.

chiefly Brit. declare (someone) bankrupt: two more poll tax rebels were sequestrated.

DERIVATIVES: sequestrable | 'səkwəstrəbl | • adj. sequestrator | 'səkwəstrətər | • n.

several | 'sərələ | • n. (pl. -os) 1 the women’s apartments (harem) in a Muslim palace.

several | 'sərələ | • another term for harem (sense 2).

2 (the Selaglio) a Turkish palace, esp. the Ottoman Sultan’s court and government offices at Constantinople.

seraph | 'sərəf | • n. (pl. seraphim | -im; seraphs) an angel being, regarded in traditional Christian angelology as belonging to the highest order of the ninefold celestial hierarchy, associated with light, ardor, and purity.

DERIVATIVES: seraphic adj.

serenade | 'sərənad | • n. 1 adj. dried up; withered.

2 n. (in ecology) a natural succession of plant (or animal) communities, esp. a full series from uncolonized habitat to the appropriate climax vegetation.

serenade | 'sərənad | • adj. serenely adv.

serenity | 'sərənətɪ | • n. the occurrence and development of events by chance in a happy or beneficial way: a fortunate stroke of serendipity.

DERIVATIVES: serendipitous | -'dipətəs | • adj. serendipitously adv.

serene | 'sərən | • adj. 1 calm, peaceful, and untroubled; tranquil: her eyes were closed and she looked very serene | serene certainty. Cf. placid. 2 (Serene) (in a title) used as a term of respect for members of some European royal families: His Serene Highness. • n. (usu. the serene) an expanse of clear sky or calm sea: not a cloud obscured the deep serene.

DERIVATIVES: serenely adv.

serf | 'sərf | • n. an agricultural laborer bound under the feudal system to work on his lord’s estate.

DERIVATIVES: serfage | -'fəj | • n. serfdom | -dom | • n.
serial | [sirēl] • adj. 1 consisting of, forming part of, or taking place in a series: a serial publication.
   (in music) using transformations of a fixed series of notes. (in computing, of a device) involving the transfer of data as a single sequence of bits. (in computing, of a processor) running only a single task, as opposed to multitasking. (of verbs) used in sequence to form a construction, as in they wanted, needed, longed for peace. 2 [attrib.] (of a criminal) repeatedly committing the same offense and typically following a characteristic, predictable behavior pattern: police have arrested a suspected serial rapist.
   (of a person) repeatedly following the same behavior pattern: a serial adulterer. denoting an action or behavior pattern that is committed or followed repeatedly: serial killings | serial monogamy. • n. a story or play appearing in regular installments on television or radio or in a magazine or newspaper: a new three-part drama serial.
   (usu. serials) (in a library) a periodical.
   DERIVATIVES: seriality | sēr'ēl·it·ē | n. serially adv.
serialism | [sirēlˌizəm] • n. a technique of musical composition in which a fixed series of notes, esp. the twelve notes of the chromatic scale, are used to generate the harmonic and melodic basis of a piece and are subject to change only in specific ways.
   DERIVATIVES: serialist adj. & n.
serialize | [sirēlˌız] • v. [trans.] 1 publish or broadcast (a story or play) in regular installments: sections of the book were serialized in the New Yorker. 2 arrange (something) in a series.
   compose according to the techniques of serialism.
   DERIVATIVES: serialization | sēr'ēl·a·zāˈʃən | n.
serialism | sēr'ēl·iz·əm | sēr'ēl·əˌtām; -əˈtām | adv. taking one subject after another in regular order; point by point: it is proposed to deal with these matters serialism.
serie(t)ure | [sērēˈlətir] • n. the production of silk and the rearing of silkworms for this purpose.
   DERIVATIVES: serial(ly) | sērˈēl·lē | adj. seri(ly) | sērˈēl·lē | n. 
serif | [sɛrəf] | n. (in printing, calligraphy, engraving, etc.) a slight projection finishing off a stroke of a letter, as in T contrasted with T. Cf. sans serif.
   DERIVATIVES: seriffed adj.
serigraph | [sɛrəˈgrāf] • n. a printed design produced by means of a silkscreen.
   DERIVATIVES: serigrapher | səˈrɪgrəfər | n. serigrapher | səˈrɪg्रəfər | n.
serology | [səˈrɑlədʒi] • n. the scientific study or diagnostic examination of blood serum, esp. with regard to the response of the immune system to pathogens or introduced substances.
   DERIVATIVES: serologist | səˈrɔləˌjist | n. serologic(al) | səˈrɔləˈjikəl | adj. serologic(al)
settlor | 'setl-ər; 'setlər| n. a person who makes a legal settlement (the act of passing something along), esp. of a property.

seven deadly sins | plural n. (the seven deadly sins) (in Christian tradition) the sins of pride, covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth.

several | 'sev(ə)rəl| adj. & pron. more than two but not many; [as adj.] the author of several books | [as pron.] Van Gogh was just one of several artists who gathered at Auvers | several of his friends attended. | adj. separate or respective: the two levels of government sort out their several responsibilities.

in (law) applied or regarded separately.

derivatives: severally adv.

severalty | 'sev(ə)rəl-tē| n. 1 (legal use) the condition of being separate. 2 The condition of land held absolutely by an individual, not jointly.

the land so held.

severance | 'sev(ə)rəns| n. 1. the action of ending a connection or relationship: the severance and disestablishment of the Irish Church | a complete severance of links with the Republic.

the state of being separated or cut off: she works on the feeling of severance, of being deprived of her mother. | dismissal or discharge from employment: [as adj.] employees were offered severance terms. | (also severance pay) money paid to an employee on the early termination of a contract.

severe | 'sa-vər| adj. 1 (of something bad or undesirable) very great; intense: a severe shortage of technicians | a severe attack of asthma | damage is not too severe.

requiring great ability, skill, or resilience: a severe test of stamina. 2 strict or harsh: the charges would have warranted a severe sentence | he is unusually severe on what he regards as tendentious pseudo-learning. 3 very plain in style or appearance: she wore another severe suit, gray this time.

derivatives: severely adv. severity n. *-verity n.

sexism | 'sek-sizəm| n. prejudice, stereotyping, or discrimination, typically against women, on the basis of sex: sexism in the workplace hasn’t disappeared yet.

derivatives: sexist adj. & n.

sexless | 'sek-ləs| adj. 1 lacking in sexual desire, interest, or activity, attractiveness: I’ve no patience with pious, sexless females. 2 neither male nor female: the stylized and sexless falsetto.

derivatives: sexlessly adv. sexless ness n.

sexology | 'sek-səl-ədʒ| n. the study of human sexual life or relationships.

derivatives: sexological adj., sexologist n. *-ləjikəl | adj. sexologist *-ləjist n.

sex tant | 'sek-stunt| n. an instrument with a graduated arc of 60° and a sighting mechanism, used for measuring the angular distances between objects and esp. for taking altitudes in navigation and surveying.

sex ton | 'sek-ston| n. a person who looks after a church and churchyard, typically acting as bell-ringer and gravedigger.

sforzando | soh-rz-'ändō| (also sforzato) | adj. & adv. (esp. as a musical direction) with sudden emphasis. | n. (pl. sforzandos or sforzandi -dē) a sudden or marked emphasis.

graffiti | 'græ-fə-ti| n. 1. (pl. graffiti) a form of decoration made by scratching through a surface to reveal a lower layer of a contrasting color, typically done in plaster or stucco on walls, or in clay solution on ceramics before firing. Cf. graffiti.

shackle | 'shak-əl| n. 1. (shackles) a pair of fetters connected together by a chain, used to fasten a prisoner’s wrists or ankles together. | used in reference to something that restrains or impedes: society is going to throw off the shackles of racism and colonialism. 2 a metal link, typically U-shaped, closed by a bolt, used to secure a chain or rope to something.

a pivoted link connecting a spring in a vehicle’s suspension to the body of the vehicle.

v. [trans.] chain with shackles.

restrain; limit: they seek to shackle the oil and gas companies by imposing new controls.

shadowy | 'shād-əw-ē| adj. (shadowier, shadowiest) | n. (shadowy, shadowiest) full of shadows: the shadowy back streets of Stringtown.

of uncertain identity or nature: a shadowy figure appeared through the mist | the shadowy world of covert operations. | insubstantial; unreal: they were attacked by a storm of shadowy, ethereal forms.

derivatives: shadowily adv. shadowiness n.

shady | 'shād-ē| adj. (shadier, shadiest) situated in or full of shade: shady woods.

giving shade from sunlight: they sprawled under a shady carob tree.

of doubtful honesty or legality: he was involved in his grandmother’s shady deals.

derivatives: shadily adv. shadowiness n.

Shaker | 'shākər| n. a member of an American religious sect, the United Society of Believers in Christ’s Second Coming, established in England c. 1750 and living simply in celibate mixed communities.

as adj. denoting a style of elegantly functional furniture traditionally produced by Shaker communities.

derivatives: Shakerism -ızəm n. shallop | 'shāl-ləp| n. a light sailboat used mainly for coastal fishing or as a tender.

a large heavy sailing vessel with one or more masts and sometimes equipped with guns.

sham | 'sham| n. a thing that is not what it is purported to be: the proposed legislation is a farce and a sham.

pretense: it all turned out to be sham and hypocrisy. | a person who pretends to be someone or something they are not: he was a sham, totally unqualified for his job as a senior doctor. | adj. bogus; false: a clergyman who arranged a sham marriage. | v. (shammed, shamming) [intrans.] falsely present something as the truth: was he ill or was he shamming?
shaman

[trans.] pretend to be or to be experiencing: she shams indifference.

**DERIVATIVES:** shaman·er n.

shaman | ʃəˈmænən; ʃə-| • n. (pl. shamans) a person regarded as having access to, or influence in, the world of good and evil spirits, esp. among some peoples of northern Asia and North America. Typically shamans enter a trance state during a ritual, and practice divination and healing.

**DERIVATIVES:** shaman·ic | ʃəˈmænɪk | adj. shaman·ism | ˌnɪzəm | n. shaman·ist | -ənist | n. & adj. shaman·is·tic | ʃəˈmænɪstɪk; ʃə-| adj. shaman·ize | ˌnɪz | v.

shamb·le | ˈʃæmbləl; -əl | v. [no obj., with adverb of direction] (of a person) move with a slow, shuffling, awkward gait: he shuffled off down the corridor | [as adj.] (shambling) a big, shuffling, shady man. • n. [in sing.] a slow, shuffling, awkward gait.

Shang·ri·La | ˈʃæŋgrɪˈlɑː | a Tibetan utopia in James Hilton's novel Lost Horizon (1933).

[as n.] (a Shangri-La) a place regarded as an earthly paradise, esp. when involving a retreat from the pressures of modern civilization.

shanty1 | ˈʃænt(ɪ)ə | • n. (pl. -ies) a small, crudely built shack.

shanty2 • n. (pl. -ies) variant spelling of CHANTEY.

shéik | ʃeɪk; šāk | (also sheik, shaikh, or shaykh) • n. 1 an Arab leader, in particular the chief or head of an Arab tribe, family, or village.

a strong, romantic, or dashing male lover. 2 a leader in a Muslim community or organization.

**DERIVATIVES:** sheikh·dom | -dom | n.

Shi·a | ʃiˈe,ə | (also Shi’ā) • n. (pl. same or Shias) one of the two main branches of Islam, followed esp. in Iran, that rejects the first three Sunni caliphs and regards Ali, the fourth caliph, as Muhammad's first true successor. Cf. SUNNI.

a Muslim who adheres to this branch of Islam. (Also called Shite.)

shib·bo·leth | ˈʃɪbəˌlɛθ; -lɛθ | • n. a customary, principle, or belief distinguishing a particular class or group of people, esp. a long-standing one regarded as outmoded or no longer important: the party began to break with the shibboleths of the left.

Shi·ite | ʃɪˈi,t| (also Shi’ite) • n. an adherent of the Shia branch of Islam. • adj. of or relating to Shia.

**DERIVATIVES:** Shi·ism | ʃɪˈɪzəm | (also Shi’ism) n.

shik·sa | ʃɪˈkzə | • n. (used esp. by Jews) a gentle girl or woman.

shil·le·lagh | ʃɪˈlɛlæ| • n. a thick stick of blackthorn or oak used in Ireland, typically as a weapon.

shilly·shally | ˈʃɪlɪˌʃælə| • v. (-ies, -ied) [intrans.] fail to act resolutely or decisively: the government shilly-shallied about the matter. • n. indecisive behavior.

**DERIVATIVES:** shil·ly·shal·ly·ver | ˌʃɪlɪˌʃælɪvər | (also -shal·ly·ver) n.

shim | ʃɪm | • n. a washer or thin strip of material used to align parts, make them fit, or reduce wear. • v. (shimmed, shimming) [trans.] wedge (something) or fill up (a space) with a shim.

shimmer | ˈʃɪmər | • v. [intrans.] shine with a soft tremulous light: the sea shimmered in the sunlight. • n. [in sing.] a light with such qualities: a pale shimmer of moonlight.

**DERIVATIVES:** shimmer·ing·ly adv. shimmer·mery adj.

shim·my | ˈʃɪmɪ | • n. (pl. -ies) a kind of ragtime dance in which the whole body shakes or sways.

• shaking, esp. abnormal vibration of the wheels of a motor vehicle: steering stabilizers reduce shimmies even from oversized tires. • v. (-ies, -ied) [intrans.] dance the shimmy.

shake or vibrate abnormally: he braked hard and felt the car shimmied dangerously. • move with a graceful swaying motion: her hair swayed in waves as she shimmied down the catwalk. • [with adverb of direction] move swiftly and effortlessly: he shimmied right across the downsed tree.

shindy | ˈʃɪndi | • n. (pl. -ies) a noisy disturbance or quarrel: there were plenty of gulls kicking up a shindy.

a large, lively party.

shin·gles | ˈʃɪŋɡəlz | • plural n. [treated as sing] an acute, painful inflammation of the nerve ganglia, with a skin eruption often forming a girdle around the middle of the body. It is caused by the same virus as chicken pox. Also called herpes zoster.

shin·ny | ˈʃɪnɪ | (also shin) • v. (-ies, -ied) climb something by clamping it with the arms and legs and hauling oneself up: he loved to shinny up that tree.

Shin·to | ˈʃɪntoʊ | • n. a Japanese religion dating from the early 8th century and incorporating the worship of ancestors and nature spirits and a belief in sacred power (kami) in both animate and inanimate things. In much modified form, it was the state religion of Japan until 1945.

**DERIVATIVES:** Shin·to·ism | ˌɪzəm | n.

Shin·to·ist | -ɪst | n.

shire | ˈʃɪər | • n. a county, esp. in England.

[the Shires] used in reference to parts of England regarded as strongholds of traditional rural culture, esp. the rural Midlands.

shiv | ˈʃɪv | • n. a knife or razor used as a weapon.

Shi·va | ˈʃɪvə | (also Siva) (in Indian religion) a god associated with the powers of reproduction and dissolution.

Shiva is regarded by some as the supreme being and by others as forming a triad with Brahma and Vishnu. He is worshipped in many aspects: as destroyer, ascetic, lord of the cosmic dance, and lord of beasts, and through the symbolic lingam. His wife is Parvati.
shivaree • n. variant spelling of CHARIVARI.

shmear |shmər| (also shmeer) • n. & v. variant spelling of SCHMEAR.

shoal1 |ʃəʊl| • n. a large number of fish swimming together: a shoal of bream.

- a large number of people: a rock star's entrance, preceded by his shoal of attendants. • v. [intr.] of (fish) form shoals.

shoal2 • n. an area of shallow water, esp. as a navigational hazard.

- a submerged sandbank visible at low water.

- (usu. shoals) a hidden danger or difficulty: he alone could safely guide them through Hollywood's treacherous shoals. • v. [intr.] (of water) become shallower. • adj. (of water) shallow.

DERIVATIVES: shoal|y adj.

shock |ʃɒk| • n. (in medicine) an acute condition associated with a fall in blood pressure, caused by such events as loss of blood, severe burns, bacterial infection, allergic reaction, or sudden emotional stress, and marked by cold, pallid skin, irregular breathing, rapid pulse, and dilated pupils: he died of shock due to massive abdominal hemorrhage.

- short for electric shock, a sudden discharge of electricity through a part of the body. • v. [trans.] (usu. be shocked) affect with physiological shock, or with an electric shock.

DERIVATIVES: shock|a|bility |-əˈbɪləti| • n. shock|a|bly adj.

shod|dy |ʃəʊd|i| • adj. (shoddier, shoddi|est) badly made or done: we're not paying good money for shoddy goods.

- lacking moral principle; sordid: a shoddy misuse of the honor system. • n. an inferior quality yarn or fabric made from the shredded fiber of waste woolen clips or clippings.

DERIVATIVES: shod|di|ly |-əli| • adv. shod|di|ness n.

sho|far |ʃəʊˈfɑr; ʃoʊˈfɑr| • n. (pl. sho|fars or sho|frōth |ʃoʊˈfrɒθ; -frōt|) a ram's-horn trumpet used by Jews in religious ceremonies and as an ancient battle signal.

sho|gun |ʃoʊˈɡɒn| • n. a hereditary commander in chief in feudal Japan. Because of the military power concentrated in his hands and the consequent weakness of the nominal head of state (the mikado or emperor), the shogun was generally the real ruler of the country until feudalism was abolished in 1867. Cf. DAIMYO.

DERIVATIVES: sho|gun|ate |-ˈɡɑnit; -ɡəˌˌnə t| • n.

short shift • n. rapid and unsym pathetic dismissal; curt treatment: the judge gave short shift to an argument based on the right to free speech.

- little time between condemnation and execution or other punishment.

shrewd |ʃrəʊd| • adj. 1 having or showing sharp powers of judgment; astute: she was shrewd enough to guess the motive behind his gesture | a shrewd career move. 2 (esp. of weather) piercingly cold: a shrewd east wind.

- (of a blow) severe; a bayonet's shrewd thrust.

- mischievous; malicious.

DERIVATIVES: shrewd|ly adv. shrewd|ness n.

shift |ʃɪft| • n. confession, esp. to a priest: to go to shift. See also SHORT SHIFT.

- absolution by a priest.

shrive |ʃrɪv | • v. (past shrove | ʃrɑv; past part. shriven | ʃrɪvən; past part. shriven) of (a priest) hear the confession of, assign penance to, and absolve (someone).

- (shrive oneself) present oneself to a priest for confession, penance, and absolution.

shtrick |ʃtɪk| • n. an attention-getting or theatrical routine, gimmick, or talent that is characteristic of an entertainer.

shuck |ʃʊk| • n. 1 an outer covering such as a husk or pod, esp. the husk of an ear of corn.

- the shell of an oyster or clam: the integument of certain insect pupae or larvae. 2 a person or thing regarded as worthless or contemptible: William didn't dig the idea at all and said it was a shuck. • exclam. (shucks) used to express surprise, regret, irritation, or, in response to praise, self-deprecation: "Thank you for getting it." "Oh, shucks, it was nothing." • v. [trans.] 1 remove the shucks from corn or shellfish: shuck and drain the oysters.

- take off (a garment): she shucked off her robe and started dressing. 2 abandon; get rid of: the regime's ability to shuck off its totalitarian characteristics. 2 cause (someone) to believe something that is not true; fool or tease.

- [intrans.] put on a show of knowledge, mastery, etc.: keep on shucking and jiving—no one buys it.

DERIVATIVES: shuck|er n.

shul |ʃʊl; ʃʊld| • n. a synagogue.

shy |ʃaɪ| • v. ( -ies, -ied) [intrans.] (esp. of a horse) start suddenly aside in fright at an object, noise, or movement.

- (shy from) avoid doing or becoming involved in (something) owing to nervousness or a lack of confidence: don't shy away from saying what you think.

DERIVATIVES: shy|er |ʃiər| • n.

shy2 • v. ( -ies, -ied) [trans.] fling or throw (something) at a target: he picked up the magazine and shied them at her. • n. (pl. -ies) an act of flinging or throwing something at a target.

PHRASES: have a shy at try to hit something, esp. with a ball or stone. 2 attempt to do or obtain something. 3 jeer at: you are always having a shy at Lady Ann and her relations.

Shylock |ˈʃɪlɑk| a Jewish moneylender in Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, who lends money to Antonio but demands in return a pound of Antonio's own flesh should the debt not be repaid on time.

- [as n.] (a Shylock) a moneylender who charges extremely high rates of interest.

shyster |ˈʃɪstər| • n. a person, esp. a lawyer, who uses unscrupulous, fraudulent, or deceptive methods in business.

sibil|ant |ˈsɪblənt| • adj. (of a speech sound) sounded with a hissing effect, for example s, sh.
making or characterized by a hissing sound: his sibilant whisper. • n. a sibilant speech sound.

DERIVATIVES: sib-i-λance n.
sib-i-late [siba-lat] • v. [trans.] utter with a hissing sound.

DERIVATIVES: sib-i-lation | sib-i-la-štan | n.
sib-i-ling [sib-i-ling] • n. each of two or more children or offspring having one or both parents in common; a brother or sister.
si-ci [sik] • adv. used in brackets after a copied or quoted word that appears odd or erroneous to show that the word is quoted exactly as it stands in the original, as in a story must hold a child’s interest and “enrich his [sic] life.”
si-ci² (also sick) • v. (siccéd, sicc-ing or sickéd, sick-ing) [trans.] (sic something on) order a dog or other animal to attack (someone or something): the plan was to surprise the hell out of the grizzly by sicking the dog on him.

(sic someone on) set someone to pursue, keep watch on, or accompany (another).

side-bar | sid-bär • n. a short article in a newspaper or magazine, typically boxed, placed alongside a main article, and containing additional or explanatory material.

a secondary, additional, or incidental thing; a side issue. • (also sidebar conference) (in a court of law) a discussion between the lawyers and the judge held out of hearing of the jury.

si-de-real • adj. (of time) reckoned from the motion of the earth (or a planet) relative to the distant stars (rather than with respect to the sun): a sidereal clock.

side [sid] • v. [no obj., with adverbial of direction] walk in a furtive, unobtrusive, or timid manner, esp. sideways or obliquely: I sided up to her. • n. [in sing.] an instance of walking in this way.

si-er-ra [se-er-sə] • n. a long jagged mountain chain.

sight-read • v. [trans.] read and perform (music) at sight, without preparation.

DERIVATIVES: sight-read-er n. sight-read-ing n.
si-gil | si-jil | • n. an inscribed or painted symbol considered to have magical power.

a seal: the supply wagons bore the High King’s sigil. • a sign or symbol.

sig-nal-ize | sī-gna-liz | • v. [trans.] 1 mark or indicate (something), esp. in a striking or conspicuous manner: signalize a change in status.

make (something) noteworthy or remarkable: a little flower with not much to signalize it. 2 provide (an intersection) with traffic signals.

sig-net | sig-nit | • n. a small seal, esp. one set in a ring, formerly used instead of or with a signature to give authentication to an official document.

sig-nifi-cant-o-ther • n. a person with whom someone has an established romantic or sexual relationship.

Silenus [sil-enəs] an aged woodland deity of Greek mythology, one of the sileni, who was entrusted with the education of Dionysus. He is depicted either as dignified and musical, or as an old drunkard.

[Sic n.] (a silenus) (pl. sileni [sil-ë-ny] a woodland spirit, usually depicted in art as old and having ears like those of a horse.

sili-con [sī-lə-kən] • n. the chemical element of atomic number 14, a nonmetal with semiconducting properties, used in making electronic circuits. Pure silicon exists in a shiny dark gray crystalline form and as an amorphous powder. (Symbol: Si)

sili-cone [sil-i-kən] • n. any of a class of synthetic materials that are polymers with a chemical structure based on chains of alternate silicon and oxygen atoms, with organic groups attached to the silicon atoms. Such compounds are typically resistant to chemical attack and insensitive to temperature changes and are used to make rubber and plastics and in polishes and lubricants. • v. [trans.] (usu. be siliconed) join or otherwise treat (something) with a silicone.

silk-screen | silk-skre-n | (also silk screen) • n. a screen of fine mesh used in screen-printing (the process of forcing ink on to a surface through a screen prepared so as to create a picture or pattern).

a print made by screen-printing • v. [trans.] print, decorate, or reproduce using a silkscreen.

sill | sil | • n. (in geology) a tabular sheet of igneous rock intruded between and parallel with the existing strata.

an underwater ridge or rock ledge extending across the bed of a body of water.


sim-i-le | si-māl-le | • n. a figure of speech involving the comparison of one thing with another thing of a different kind, used to make a description more emphatic or vivid (e.g., as brave as a lion). Cf. metaphor.

the use of such a method of comparison.

sim-i-litude | si-māl-ti-tud | • n. the quality or state of being similar to something.

a comparison between two things. • a person or thing resembling someone or something else.

sim-ony | si-mān-ē | • n. the buying or selling of ecclesiastical privileges, for example pardons or benefices.

preferential treatment of members of a church or religious organization by its clerics.

DERIVATIVES: si-mō-ni-ac | si-mo-nē-ak | • adj. & n. si-mō-ni-ac-al | sim-o-nē-kal; si- • adj. sim-pa-ti-co | sim-pä-tē-kō | • adj. (of a person) likable and easy to get along with.

having or characterized by shared attributes or interests; compatible: a simpatico relationship.

sim-per | sim-pər | • v. [intr.] smile or gesture in an affectedly coquettish, coy, or ingr-
skein
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• wicked or criminal. 2 [attrib.] of, on, or toward the left-hand side (in a coat of arms, from the bearer's point of view, i.e., the right as it is depicted). The opposite of dexter.

DERIVATIVES: sinisterly adv. sinister-ness n.

sinister | sinizter | adj. of, on, or moving to the left side or the left hand (the opposite of DEXTER), in particular:

a left-handed.

DERIVATIVES: sinistrality | siniztral-iq | n. sinistrally adv.

sinifer | sinifor | n. 1 a hard siliceous or calcareous deposit petrified from mineral springs.
2 solid material that has been sintered, esp. a mixture of iron ore and other materials prepared for smelting. *v. [trans.] make (a powdered material) coalesce into a solid or porous mass by heating it (and usually also compressing it) without liquefaction.

• [trans.] coalesce in this way.

siniuous | sinizwus | adj. having many curves and turns: the river follows a sinuous trail through the forest.

DERIVATIVES: siniuous-ly adv. siniuous-ness n.

Sioux | sio | n. (pl. same) another term for the Dakota people or their language. The Dakota inhabited the northern Mississippi valley and surrounding plains. The Lakota of western South Dakota are a subgroup, also called the Teton Sioux. *adj. of or relating to this people or their language, part of the larger Siouan language group.

siren | sirn | n. (in Greek mythology) each of a number of women or winged creatures whose singing lured unwary sailors onto rocks.

a woman who is considered to be alluring or fascinating but also dangerous in some way.

sirens | sirns | n. (also sirens). 1 a hot wind, often dusty or rainy, blowing from North Africa across the Mediterranean to southern Europe.

Sisyphean | sisiphean | adj. (of a task) such that it can never be completed.

situational | situat-ional | n. situational-ism | situat-i-ism | n., icho'washa,nizam | n. the theory that human behavior is determined by surrounding circumstances rather than by personal qualities.

DERIVATIVES: situational-ist n. & adj.

situs | situs | situation or position, esp. the normal position of an organ or other part of a living thing.

the place to which, for purposes of legal jurisdiction or taxation, a property belongs.

skald | skold; skald | (also scald) n. (in ancient Scandinavia) a composer and reciter of poems honoring heroes and their deeds.

DERIVATIVES: skaldic -ik | adj.

skein | skian | n. a length of thread or yarn, loosely coiled and knotted.

a tangled or complicated arrangement, state, or situation: the skeins of her long hair | a skein of lies.

• a flock of wild geese or swans in flight, typically in a V-shaped formation.
**skeptic**  
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**skeptic** ['skeptik] (Brit sceptic) • n. 1 a person inclined to question or doubt all accepted opinions. 
- a person who doubts the truth of Christianity and other religions; an agnostic or nonbeliever. 2 an ancient or modern philosopher who denies the possibility of knowledge, or even rational belief, in some sphere. 

The leading ancient skeptic was Pyrrho, whose followers at the Academy vigorously opposed Stoicism. Modern skeptics have held diverse views: the most extreme have doubted whether any knowledge at all of the external world is possible (see SOLIPSISM), while others have questioned the existence of objects beyond our experience of them. 

**DERIVATIVES:** skeptic|cal adj. skepticism |n. 

**skew** [skyoo] • adj. 1 neither parallel nor at right angles to a specified or implied line; askew; crooked: his hat looked slightly skew | a skew angle. 
- (of a statistical distribution) not symmetrical. 2 (of a pair of lines) neither parallel nor intersecting. 
- (of a curve) not lying in a plane. • n. an oblique angle; a slant. 
- a bias toward one particular group or subject: the paper had a working-class skew. • the state of not being statistically symmetrical. 
- v. [noobj., with adverbial] suddenly change direction or position: the car had skewed across the track. 
- twist or turn or cause to do this: he skewed around in his saddle | [trans.] his leg was skewed in and pushed against the other one. • [trans.] make biased or distorted in a way that is regarded as inaccurate, unfair, or misleading: the curriculum is skewed toward the practical subjects. • [trans.] cause (a statistical distribution) to be asymmetrical. 

**DERIVATIVES:** skew|ness n. 

**skew|bald** ['syoo,bold] • adj. (of an animal) with irregular patches of white and another color (properly not black). Cf. PIEBALD. • n. a skewbald animal, esp. a horse. 

**skid row** ['tro] • n. a run-down part of a town frequented by vagrants, alcoholics, and drug addicts. 
- a desperately unfortunate or difficult situation: I don't want to end up on skid row. 

**skin|flint** ['skin,flint] • n. a person who spends as little money as possible; a miser. 

**skin game** • n. a rigged gambling game; a swindle. 

**skin|head** ['skin, hed] • n. a young person with close-cropped hair, often perceived as aggressive, violent, and racist. 

**skin|pop** • v. [trans.] inject (a drug, typically a narcotic) under the skin (rather than into a vein). • n. an under-the-skin injection of a drug, typically a narcotic. 

**DERIVATIVES:** skin|pop|per n. 

**skitter** ['skijar] • v. [intrans.] 1 [noobj., with adverbial of direction] move lightly and quickly or hurriedly: the girls skittered up the stairs | her mind skittered back to that day at the office. 2 [trans.] draw (bait) jerkily across the surface of the water as a technique in fishing. 

**skittish** ['skijist] • adj. lively and unpredictable; playful: my skittish and immature mother. 
- (esp. of a horse) nervous; inclined to shy. 

**DERIVATIVES:** skittish|ly adv. skittish|ness n. 

**skool** [skol] (also skol) • exclam. used to express friendly feelings toward one's companions before drinking. 

**skuldug|erry** [skol'dagar] (also skuldug.gery) • n. underhanded or unscrupulous behavior; trickery: a firm that investigates commercial skulduggery. 

**skulk** [skal] • v. [trans.] keep out of sight, typically with a sinister or cowardly motive: don't skulk outside the door like a spy! 
- [with adverbial of direction] move stealthily or furtively: he spent most of his time skulking around in the corridors. • shirk duty. 

**DERIVATIVES:** skul|ker n. 

**skyhook** ['ski,hook] (also sky hook or skyhook) • n. 1 an imaginary or fanciful device by which something could be suspended in the air. 
- a false hope, or a premise or argument which has no logical grounds. 2 a small flattened hook, with an eye for attaching a rope, fixed temporarily into a rock face while climbing. 3 a very high-arching hook shot in basketball. 
- a helicopter equipped with a steel line and hook for hoisting and transporting heavy objects. 
- this apparatus attached to a helicopter. 

**slacker** ['slakar] • n. a person who avoids work or effort. 
- a person who evades military service. • a young person (esp. in the 1990s) of a subculture characterized by apathy and aimlessness. 

**slag** [slag] • n. 1 stony waste matter separated from metals during the smelting or refining of ore. 
- similar material produced by a volcano; scoria. 2 Brit. a promiscuous woman. • v. [slagged, slagging] [intrans.][usu. as n.] (slagging) produce deposits of slag. 

**DERIVATIVES:** slag|gy adj. (slag|gier, slag|giest). 

**slake** [slak] • v. [trans.] quench or satisfy (one's thirst): slake your thirst with some lemonade. 
- satisfy (desires): restaurants worked to slake the Italian obsession with food. 

**slander** ['slendar] • n. the action or crime of making a false spoken statement damaging to a person's reputation: he is suing the TV network for slander. Cf. LIBEL, DEFAMATION. 
- a false and malicious spoken statement: I've had just about all I can stomach of your slanders. 
- v. [trans.] make false and damaging statements about (someone): they were accused of slandering the head of state. 

**DERIVATIVES:** slander|er n. slander|eous |adj. slander|eously |-rosely | adj. slang|ery n. slang|es|ly |adv. slap|stick \['slap,stick| n. comedy based on deliberately clumsy actions and humorously embarrassing events: [as adj.] slapstick humor.
slattern | 'slætərn| • n. a dirty, untidy woman. 
DERIVATIVES: slatternli ness n. slatternly adj.

slavish | 'slævɪʃ| • adj. relating to or characteristic of a slave, typically by behaving in a servile or submissive way: he noted the slavish, feudal respect they had for her.

showing no attempt at originality, constructive interpretation, or development: a slavish adherence to protocol. 
DERIVATIVES: slavishly adv. slavish ness n.

sleazy | 'slɛːzɪ| • adj. (sleazier, sleaziest)
1 (of a person or situation) sordid, corrupt, or immoral.
2 (of a place) squalid and seedy: a sleazy all-night cafe. 2 (of textiles and clothing) flimsy. 
DERIVATIVES: sleaze n. sleazily | 'slɛːzəli| adv. sleaziness n.

sledge | sleɪdʒ| • n. a vehicle on runners for conveying loads or passengers esp. over snow or ice, often pulled by draft animals.

British term for sled. 
- v. [with obj., with adversial of direction] carry (a load or passengers) on a sledge: the task of sledging lifeboats across the tundra.

sleight | slɪt| • n. the use of dexterity or cunning, esp. so as to deceive: except by sleight of logic, the two positions cannot be harmonized.
PHRASES: sleight of hand manual dexterity, typically in performing tricks: a nifty bit of sleight of hand got the ashtray into the correct position. 
- skilful deception: this is financial sleight of hand of the worst sort.

sleuth | slʊθ| • n. a detective. 
- v. [intrans.] (sleuthing) carry out a search or investigation in the manner of a detective: scientists began their genetic sleuthing for honey mushrooms four years ago.

[trans.] investigate (someone or something).

slew | slɔʊ| (also sluie) • v. 1 [no obj., with adversial of direction] (of a vehicle or person) turn or slide violently or uncontrollably in a particular direction: the Chezy slewed from side to side in the snow.

[trans.] turn or slide (something, esp. a vehicle) in such a way: he managed to slew the aircraft around before it settled on the runway. 
2 [intrans.] (of an electronic device) undergo slewing. 
- n. [in sing.] a violent or uncontrollable sliding movement: I was assaulted by the thump and slew of the van.

slew2 • n. a large number or quantity of something: he asked me a slew of questions.

slink | slɪŋk| • v. (past and past part. slunk | slʌŋk|) [no obj., with adversial of direction] move smoothly and quietly with gliding steps, in a stealthy or sensuous manner: the fox came slinking through the woods.

come or go unobtrusively or furtively: all his so-called friends have slunk off. 
- n. [in sing.] an act of moving in this way: she moved with a sensuous slink.

slinky | 'slɪŋkɪ| • adj. (slinker, slinkiest) graceful and sinuous in movement, line, or figure: a slinky black evening dress. 
DERIVATIVES: slinkyly | 'slɪŋkɪli| adv. slinkiness n.

slippage | 'slɪp,peɪdʒ| • n. the action or process of something slipping or subsiding; the amount or extent of this: $16 million has been spent on cracks and slippage.

-failure to meet a standard or deadline: the extent of this: slippage on any job will entail slippage on the overall project.

slipshod | 'slɪp,ʃɔd| • adj. (typically of a person or method of work) characterized by a lack of care, thought, or organization: he'd caused many problems with his slipshod management.

(of shoes) worn down at the heel.

slipstream | 'slɪp,striːm| • n. a current of air or water driven back by a revolving propeller or jet engine.

the partial vacuum created in the wake of a moving vehicle, often used by other vehicles in a race to assist in passing. 
- an assisting force regarded as drawing something along behind something else: when the US economy booms, the rest of the world is pulled along in the slipstream. 
- v. [intrans.] (esp. in auto racing) follow closely behind another vehicle, traveling in its slipstream and awaiting an opportunity to pass; draft.

[trans.] travel in the slipstream of (someone), esp. in order to overtake them; draft (another vehicle).

slither | 'slɪðər| • v. [no obj., with adversial of direction] move smoothly over a surface with a twisting or oscillating motion: I spied an adder slithering away.

slide or slip unsteadily on a loose or slippery surface: see slithered down a snowy mountain track.

[no obj.] a movement in such a manner: a snake-like slither across the grass.

DERIVATIVES: slithering adj.

sloey-eyed | 'sloʊˌiː| adj. having attractive dark, typically almond-shaped eyes.

sloth | slɔθ| • n. 1 reluctance to work or make an effort; laziness: he should overcome his natural sloth and complacency.
2 any of several slow-moving tropical American mammals that hang upside down from the branches of trees using their long limbs and hooked claws.

DERIVATIVES: slothful adj. slothful-ly adv. slothfulness n.

slough | slɔʊ| • n. a piece of soft miry ground; swamp.

-a situation characterized by lack of progress or activity: the economic slough of the interwar years. 
-a muddy side channel or inlet.

DERIVATIVES: sloughy adj.

slough2 | slɔf| • v. (of an animal, esp. a snake, or a person) cast off or shed (an old skin or dead skin): a snake sloughs off its old skin he is concerned to slough off the country's bad environmental image.

[trans.] (slough off) (of dead skin) drop off; be shed. 
-[intrans.] (slough away/down) (of soil or rock) collapse or slide into a hole or
depression. • n. the dropping off of dead tissue from living flesh: the drugs can cause blistering and slough.

Derivatives: sloughy adj.

slope | [slap]n. • a person who is habitually messy or careless.

slovenly | [sləvən] • adj. (esp. of a person or personal appearance) messy and dirty: he was upbraided for his slovenly appearance.

• (esp. of a person or action) careless; excessively casual: slovenly speech.

Derivatives: slovenliness n.

slug | [sləg] • n. a lazy, sluggish person.

Derivatives: sluggardly adv.

sluice | [sluɪs] • n. 1 (also sluice gate) a sliding gate or other device for controlling the flow of water, esp. one in a lock gate.

• (also sluiceway) an artificial water channel for carrying off overflow or surplus water.

• (in gold mining) a channel or trough constructed with grooves into which a current of water is directed in order to separate gold from the sand or gravel containing it. 2 an act of rinsing or showering with water: a sluice with cold water. • v. [trans.] wash or rinse freely with a stream or shower of water: she sluiced her face in cold water | creos sluiced down the decks of their ship.

• [no obj.], with adverbial of direction] (of water) pour, flow, or shower freely: the waves sluiced over them.

smarmy | [ˈsmærmi] • adj. (smarmier, smarmiest) ingratiating and wheedling in a way that is perceived as insincere or excessive: a smarmy, unctuous reply.

Derivatives: smarmily | -mælə | adv.

smarminess n.

smatter | [ˈsmætər] (also smatter) • n. a slight superficial knowledge of a language or subject: Edward had only a smattering of Spanish.

• a small amount of something: a smattering of snow.

smegma | [ˈsmɛgmə] • n. a sebaceous secretion in the folds of the skin, esp. under a man's foreskin.

smelt | [smelt] • v. [trans.] [often as n.] (smelting) extract (metal) from its ore by a process involving heating and melting: tin smelting.

• extract a metal from (ore) in this way.

smirch | [smɑ:mr̩] • v. [trans.] make (something) dirty; soil: the window was smirched by heat and smoke.

• discredit (a person or reputation); taint: I am not accustomed to having my honor smirched.

• n. a dirty mark or stain.

• a blot on someone's character; a flaw.

smirk | [smɑ:k] • v. [trans.] smile in an irritatingly smug, conceited, or silly way: Dr. Ali smirked in triumph. • n. a smug, conceited, or silly smile: Gloria pursed her mouth in a self-satisfied smirk.

Derivatives: smirker n. smirki·ly | -kələ | adv. smirki·ly adv. smirky adj.

smile | [smɪl] • v. (past smote | smōt | past part. smitten | [ˈsmɪtn]) [trans.] strike with a firm blow: he smites the water with his sword.

• defeat or conquer (a people or land): he may smite our enemies. • (usu. be smitten) (esp. of disease) attack or affect severely: various people had been smitten with untimely summer flu.

• (be smitten) be strongly attracted to someone or something: she was so smitten with the boy. • n. a heavy blow or stroke with a weapon or the hand.

Derivatives: smiter n.

smithy | [ˈsmɪði] • n. (pl. -ies) a blacksmith's workshop; a forge.

• a blacksmith.

smolder | [ˈsmɔldər] • v. [intrans.] burn slowly with smoke but no flame: the bonfire still smoldered.

• show or feel barely suppressed anger, hatred, or another powerful emotion: Anna smoldered with indignation. • [as adj.] (smoldering) he met her smoldering eyes.

• exist in a suppressed or concealed state: the controversy smoldered on for several years. • [as adj.] (smoldering) smoldering rage.

• n. smoke coming from a fire that is burning slowly without a flame: the last acrid smolder of his cigarette.

Derivatives: smoldering | smolder·ing·ly | adv.

snicker | [ˈsnɪkər] • v. [intrans.] give a smothered or half-suppressed laugh; snigger.

• (of a horse) whinny. • n. a smothered laugh; a snigger.

• a whinny.

Derivatives: snicker·ing·ly | adv.

snide | [snaid] • adj. 1 derogatory or mocking in a snearing, usu. indirect way: snide remarks about my mother.

• (of a person) devious and underhanded: a snide divorce lawyer.

• 2 chiefly Brit. counterfeit; inferior: snide Rolex watches. • n. an unpleasant or underhanded person or remark.

Derivatives: snidely | adv. snideness n.

snicky | [ˈsnɪkə] adj.

snifter | [ˈsnɪftər] • n. a footed glass that is wide at the bottom and tapers to the top, used for brandy and other drinks.

• a small quantity of an alcoholic drink: care to join me for a snifter?

snigger | [ˈsnɪgər] • n. a smothered or half-suppressed laugh. • v. [intrans.] give such a laugh: the boys at school were sure to snigger at him behind his back. • [with direct speech] "Doesn't he look like a fool?" they sniggered.

Derivatives: snigger·er n. snigger·ing·ly | adv.

snit | [snɪt] • n. a fit of irritation; a sulk: the ambassador and delegation had withdrawn in a snit.

snivel | [ˈsnɪvəl] • v. (sniveled, snivel·ing; Brit. snivelled, snivelling) [intrans.] cry and sniffle: Kate started to snivel, looking sad and stunned.

• complain in a whining or tearful way: he shouldn't snivel about his punishment. • [as adj.] (sniveling) you sniveling little brat. • n. a slight sniff indicating suppressed emotion or crying: the boy's torrent of howls weakened to a snivel.
snooty

DERIVATIVES: sniveler n. snivel-ingly adj.

snooty ['snooti] • adj. (snootier, snootiest) showing disapproval or contempt toward others, esp. those considered to belong to a lower social class: snooty neighbors.

DERIVATIVES: snooti•ly -ily adj. snoot•i•ness n.

snotty ['snouti] • adj. (snottier, snottiest)
1 full of or covered with nasal mucus (snoot): a snotty nose. 2 having or showing a superior or conceited attitude: a snotty letter.

DERIVATIVES: snuffling n. snuffly adj.

sobriety [suˈbriːtɪ] sob-•riti as•tral adj. • n. the state of being sober: the price of beer compelled me to maintain a certain level of sobriety.

the quality of being staid or solemn.

sobriquet [ˈsəʊbrəˌkɪt] sob•riquet (also sobriquet) • n. a person's nickname.

social [ˈsəʊʃəl] • adj. 1 [attîk] of or relating to society or its organization: alcoholism is recognized as a major social problem | traditional Japanese social structure.

2 of or relating to rank and status in society: a recent analysis of social class in Mexico | her mother is a lady of the highest social standing.

needing companionship and therefore best suited to living in communities: we are social beings as well as individuals.

relating to or designed for activities in which people meet each other for pleasure: Guy led a full social life. 2 (of birds) gregarious; breeding or nesting in colonies.

(of insects) living together in organized communities, typically with different castes, as ants, bees, wasps, and termites do. • (of mammals) living together in groups, typically in a hierarchical system with complex communication.

n. an informal social gathering, esp. one organized by the members of a particular club or group: a church social.

DERIVATIVES: sociability [ˌsəʊsɪˈæləti] n. social•ly adj. social•ly adverb. families who are socially disadvantaged.

socialism [ˈsəʊsɪˌlɪzəm] • n. a political and economic theory of social organization that advocates that the means of production, distribution, and exchange should be owned or regulated by the community as a whole.

policy or practice based on this theory. • (in Marxist theory) a transitional social state between the overthrow of capitalism and the re-alization of communism.

DERIVATIVES: socialist n. & adj. social•ist adj. social•ist•ically adv. social•ist•ical•ly

socialite [ˈsəʊstrəˌlait] • n. a person who is well known in fashionable society and is fond of social activities and entertainment.

sociobiology [ˌsəʊsəˈbɪələdʒi] n. the scientific study of the biological (esp. ecological and evolutionary) aspects of social behavior in animals and humans.

DERIVATIVES: sociobiologic•al -lic adj. sociobiologic•ally -licly

sociometry [ˌsəʊsəˈmɛtrɪ] n. the quantitative study and measurement of relationships within a group of people.

DERIVATIVES: sociometric adj. sociometric•ally

sociopath [ˌsəʊsəˈpɑːθ] • n. a person with a personality disorder manifesting itself in extreme antisocial attitudes and behavior and a lack of conscience.

DERIVATIVES: sociopathic adj. sociopathic•ically

Socratic irony • n. a pose of ignorance assumed in order to entice others into making statements that can then be challenged.

sodality [ˌsoʊˈdaləti] n. (pl. -ies) a confraternity or association, esp. a Roman Catholic religious guild or brotherhood.

fraternity; friendship.

sodden [ˈsɔdn] • adj. saturated with liquid, esp. water; soaked through: his clothes were sodden.

DERIVATIVES: sodden•ly adv. sodden•ness n.

sodomize [ˌsəʊdəməˌzaɪz] • v. [trans.] to have sexual intercourse involving anal or oral copulation.

DERIVATIVES: sodomite n. sodomize

sodden [ˈsɔdən] • adj. having drunk an excessive amount of a particular alcoholic drink: a whiskey-sodden criminal.

 DERIVATIVES: sodden•ly adv. sodden•ness n.

sodomy [ˌsəʊdəmi] • n. sexual intercourse involving anal or oral copulation.

DERIVATIVES: sodom•ite n. sodomize

solfé [ˈsɔlfɛ] • n. the underside of an architectural structure, such as an arch, a balcony, or overhanging eaves.

solar•ium [ˌsəʊlərɪəm] n. • pl. solar•iums or solaria • n. (pi. solariums or solaria) a room fitted with extensive areas of glass to admit sunlight.

a room equipped with sunlamps or tanning
solar plexus | 'pleksas | • n. a complex of ganglia and radiating nerves of the sympathetic system at the pit of the stomach.

■ the area of the body near the base of the sternum; she felt as if someone had punched her in the solar plexus.

soldier | 'солjar | • v. [intrans.] serve as a soldier:[as n.] (soldiering) soldiering was what the colonel understood.

■ (soldier on) carry on doggedly; persevere: Gary wasn't enjoying this, but he soldiered on.

■ work more slowly than one's capacity; loaf or malinger: is it the reason you've been soldiering on the job?

solecism | 'sala.sizm; 'sô- | • n. a grammatical mistake in speech or writing.

■ a breach of good manners; a piece of incorrect behavior.

DERIVATIVES: solecistic | ,säl'o.sisti'k; sô- | adj.

solemn|inity | 'sôlemni' té | • n. (pl. -ies) the state or quality of being serious and dignified: his ashes were laid to rest with great solemnity.

■ (usu. solemnities) a formal, dignified rite or ceremony; the ritual of the church was observed in all its solemnities.

solemnize | 'sôlam.niz | • v. [trans.] duly perform (a ceremony, esp. that of marriage).

■ mark with a formal ceremony.

DERIVATIVES: solemnization | ,säləmniz'ən | n.

solicit | 'sôlisit | • v. (solicited, soliciting) [trans.] ask for or try to obtain (something) from someone: he called a meeting to solicit their views.

■ ask (someone) for something: historians and critics are solicited for opinions by the auction houses. [intrans.] accost someone and offer one's or someone else's services as a prostitute:[as n.] (soliciting) although prostitution was not itself an offense, soliciting was.

DERIVATIVES: solicitation | sô.lis'a.tən | n.

solicitor | 'sôlis'tor | • n. 1 a person who tries to obtain business orders, advertising, etc.; a canvasser. 2 the chief law officer of a city, town, or government department. The solicitor general is the second-ranking official in the US Justice Department, after the attorney general.

■ Brit. a member of the legal profession qualified to deal with conveyancing (drawing up documents for land transfers), the drawing up of wills, and other legal matters. Cf. barrister.

solicitous | 'sôlis'tos | • adj. characterized by or showing interest or concern: she was always solicitous about the welfare of her students | a solicitous inquiry.

■ eager or anxious to do something: he was solicitous to cultivate her mamma's good opinion.

DERIVATIVES: solicitously | sô.lis'a.təs'li | adv. solicitousness | sô.lis'a.təs'nis | n.

solid state | • n. the state of matter in which materials are not fluid but retain their boundaries without support, the atoms or mole-

cules occupying fixed positions with respect to each other and unable to move freely.

■ adj. (solid-state) (of a device) making use of the electronic properties of solid semiconductors (as opposed to valves).

sol'ip'dus | 'sôli.dus | • n. (pl. solidi | 'sôli,dî |) 1 another term for slash, an oblique (/) formerly written to separate shillings from pence, and now used in writing fractions, to separate figures and letters, or to denote alternatives or ratios. 2 a gold coin of the later Roman Empire.

sol'il-o-quy | 'sôli.lôkwi | • n. (pl. -ies) an act of speaking one's thoughts aloud when by oneself or regardless of any hearers, esp. by a character in a play.

■ a part of a play involving such an act.

DERIVATIVES: soliloquistic | ,sôl'i.lo.kistik | adj.

sol'sip'sis | 'sôlip,si'zam | • n. the view or theory that the self is all that can be known to exist.

DERIVATIVES: solipsistic | sôl'ip sis'tik | adj. solipsist'ic-cal'ly | ,sôlip sis'tik(ə)l | adv.

sol'mization | 'sôlim.zən; sôl- | • n. a system of associating each note of a musical scale with a syllable, esp. to teach singing.

sol'son | 'sôlən; 'sō,lən | a sage; a wise statesman.

■ a legislator, esp. a member of Congress.

DERIVATIVES: Solonian | 'sôlonian | adj. Solonian adj.

sol'stice | 'sôlstis | • n. either of the two times in the year, the summer solstice (about June 21 in the Northern Hemisphere) and the winter solstice (about Dec. 22), when the sun reaches its highest or lowest point in the sky at noon, marked by the longest and shortest days.

DERIVATIVES: solstitial | sôl'sti shəl | adj.

sol'uble | 'sôlyəbil | • adj. 1 (of a substance) able to be dissolved, esp. in water: the poison is soluble in alcohol. 2 (of a problem) able to be solved.

DERIVATIVES: solubility | ,sôl.yə'bili'ti | n.

sol'ute | 'sôl.yoot | • n. the minor component in a solution, dissolved in the solvent.

solution | 'sôlə'shən | • n. 1 a means of solving a problem or dealing with a difficult situation: there are no easy solutions to financial and marital problems.

■ the correct answer to a puzzle: the solution to this month's crossword. 2 a liquid mixture in which the minor component (the solute) is uniformly distributed within the major component (the solvent).

■ the process or state of being dissolved in a solvent. 3 the action of separating or breaking down; dissolution: the solution of British supremacy in South Africa.

sol'vent | 'sôlvənt | • adj. 1 having assets in excess of liabilities; able to pay one's debts: interest rate rises have severe effects on normally solvent companies. 2 [attrib.] able to dissolve other substances: osmotic, chemical, or solvent action. • n. the liquid in which a solute is dissolved to form a solution.

■ a liquid, typically one other than water, used
sophistry | sàf'èstrè | n. (pl. -ies) the use of fallacious arguments, esp. with the intention of deceiving.

• a fallacious argument.

sophomoric | sóf(ə)mórik | adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of a sophomore (second-year student in a college or school): my sophomoric year.

• pretentious or juvenile: sophomoric double entendres.

DERIVATIVES: sophomorically adv.

soporific | sàp'érifik | adj. (also soporiferous) tending to induce drowsiness or sleep: the motion of the train had a soporific effect.

• sleepy or drowsy: the medicine made her soporific.

• tediously boring or monotonous: a libel trial is in large parts intensely soporific. n. drug or other agent of this kind.

DERIVATIVES: soporifically adv.

soprano | sàp'ráño | n. (pl. -os) an instrument, esp. a recorder or saxophone, higher than soprano.

soprano | sàp'ráño | n. (pl. -os) the highest of the four standard singing voices: a piece composed for soprano, flute, and continuo | [as adj] a good soprano voice.

• a female or boy singer with such a voice.

• a part written for such a voice. n. [usu. as adj] an instrument of the highest or the highest pitch in its family: a soprano saxophone. Cf. SOPRANINO.

sordid | sórdid | adj. involving ignoble actions and motives; arousing moral distaste and contempt: the story paints a sordid picture of bribes and scams.

• dirty or squalid: housing conditions were sordid.

DERIVATIVES: sordidly adv. sordidness n.

sororiál | só'a rórèl | adj. of or like a sister or sisters.

sortie | sór'tè; sór'tè | n. an attack made by troops coming out from a position of defense.

• an operational flight by a single military aircraft.

• a short trip or journey: I went on a shopping sortie. v. (sorties, sorted, sorticing) [intrans.] come out from a defensive position to make an attack.

sortilege | sór'èld-i | n. the practice of foretelling the future from a card or other item drawn at random from a collection.

• a person who practices sortilege.

sosteneuto | sósta'nöotö | Music adj. (of a passage of music) to be played in a sustained or prolonged manner. n. (pl. -os) a passage to be played in a sustained and prolonged manner.

• performance in this manner.

sorterriology | só'a trè'álaỳè | n. the theological doctrine of salvation.

DERIVATIVES: sorterriological [-àk'-lakal] adj.

sotto voce | só'tô vochè | adv. & adj. (of singing or a spoken remark) in a quiet voice, as if not to be overheard: [as adv] "It won't be cheap," he added sotto voce | [as adj] a sotto voce remark.

soubrette | sób'brèt | n. a minor female role in a comedy, typically that of a pert maid-servant.

sough | sóf; sów | v. [trans.] (of the wind in trees, the sea, etc.) make a moaning, whistling, or rushing sound. n. [in sing] a sound of this type.

sound bite n. a short extract from a recorded interview, chosen for its pungency or appropriateness.

soupçon | sóop'sö'n | n. [in sing] a very small quantity of something: a soupçon of mustard.

sovereign | sóv'ëèrèn | n. 1 a supreme ruler, esp. a monarch. 2 a former British gold coin worth one pound sterling, now only minted for commemorative purposes. adj. possessing supreme or ultimate power: in modern democracies the people's will is in theory sovereign.

• [attrib] (of a nation or state) fully independent and determining its own affairs: a sovereign, democratic republic. • [attrib] (of affairs) subject to some state's control without outside interference: criticism was seen as interference in China's sovereign affairs. • [attrib] possessing royal power and status: our most sovereign lord the King. • [attrib] very good or effective: a sovereign remedy for all ills.

• pertaining to the sovereign or state Sovereign immunity a government from lawsuits unless it chooses to waive immunity.

DERIVATIVES: sovereignly adv.

sovereignty | sóv'ëèrèntè | n. (pl. -ies) supreme power or authority.

• the authority of a state to govern itself or another state: national sovereignty.

• a self-governing state.

Soviet | sóvéèt; -ët | n. 1 an elected local, district, or national council in the former Soviet Union.

2 a revolutionary council of workers or peasants in Russia before 1917. 2 (Soviet) a citizen of the former Soviet Union. adj. (Soviet) of or concerning the former Soviet Union: the Soviet leader.

DERIVATIVES: Sovietization | sóvéèij 'zëtëzën | n. Sovietize -iz' | 

sparge | spärj | v. [trans.] moisten by sprinkling, esp. with water in brewing. n. the action of sprinkling or splashing.

• a spray of hot water, esp. water splashed over malt when brewing.

DERIVATIVES: sparger n.

sparring | spär'ëng | adj. moderate, economical: physicians advised sparing use of the ointment.

DERIVATIVES: sparingly adv. sparingness n.

Spa | spàrët | n. a town of central Italy.

• a small body of water: a spa.

(Spain) a place for relaxation, health, or spiritual renewal.

DERIVATIVES: spawlike adj.

Spartan | spàrëtàn | adj. of or relating to Sparta in ancient Greece.

• (also spartan) showing the indifference to comfort or luxury traditionally associated with ancient Sparta: Spartan but adequate rooms. n. a citizen of Sparta.

spasmodic | spaz'mèdik | adj. occurring or done in brief, irregular bursts: spasmodic fighting continued.
spastic

- caused by, subject to, or in the nature of a spasm or spasms: a spasmodic cough.
- relating or denoting a form of muscular weakness (spastic paralysis) typical of cerebro palsy, caused by damage to the brain or spinal cord and involving reflex resistance to passive movement of the limbs and difficulty in initiating and controlling muscular movement. [of a person] suffering from cerebro palsy. [incompetent or uncoordinated. • n. a person suffering from cerebral palsy.
- an incompetent or uncoordinated person.

Usage: Spastic, usually used as an adjective, has been used in medical senses since the 18th century and is still a neutral term for conditions like spastic colon or spastic paraplegia. In the latter part of the 20th cent., spastic, usually used as a noun, became a term of abuse and was directed toward anyone regarded as incompetent or physically uncoordinated. Nowadays, this latter use of spastic, whether as a noun or as an adjective, is likely to cause offense, and even in medical use it is preferable to use phrasing such as person with cerebral palsy instead of the noun spastic.

spate | spät| • n. 1 [usu. in sing.] a large number of similar things or events appearing or occurring in quick succession: a spate of attacks on travelers. 2 a sudden flood in a river, esp. one caused by heavy rains or melting snow.

phrases: in (full) spate (of a river) over-flowing due to a sudden flood. • n. (of a person or action) at the height of activity: work was in full spate.

spavin | spávin| • n. a disorder of a horse's hock.

derivatives: spavin-ed adj.

spawn | spán| • v. [trans.] (of a fish, frog, mollusk, crustacean, etc.) release or deposit eggs: the fish spawned among fine-leaved plants. [trans.] a large brood is spawned.
- (be spawned) (of a fish, frog, etc.) be laid as eggs. [trans.] (of a person) produce (offspring, typically offspring regarded as undesirable): why had she married a man who could spawn a boy like that? [trans.] produce or generate, esp. in large numbers: the decade spawned a variety of books on the subject. • n. the eggs of fish, frogs, etc.: the fish covers its spawn with gravel.
- the process of producing such eggs. • the product or offspring of a person or place (used to express distaste or disgust): the spawn of chaos: demons and sorcerers. • the mycelium (vegetative part) of a fungus, esp. a cultivated mushroom.

derivatives: spawning n.

specie | spéist; -sē| • n. money in the form of coins rather than bills.

Phrases: in specie 1 in coin. 2 (in law) in the real, precise, or actual form specified: the plaintiff could not be sure of recovering his goods in specie.

species | spéiz; -sēz| • n. (pl. same) 1 (abbr.: sp., spp.) (in biology) a group of living organisms consisting of similar individuals capable of exchanging genes or inter-breeding. The species is the principal natural taxonomic unit, ranking below a genus and denoted by a Latin binomial, e.g., Homo sapiens.
- (in logic) a group subordinate to a genus and containing individuals agreeing in some common attributes and called by a common name. • a kind or sort: a species of insect at once tough and suave. • used humorously to refer to people who share a characteristic or occupation: a political species that is becoming more common, the environmental statesman.
- (in chemistry and physics) a particular kind of atom, molecule, ion, or particle: a new molecular species. 2 (in the Christian Church) the visible form of each of the elements of consecrated bread and wine in the Eucharist.

species ism | spéizism; spéiz-ez| • n. the assumption of human superiority leading to the exploitation of animals.

derivatives: species -ist adj. & n.

specious | spéistis| • adj. superficially plausible, but actually wrong: a specious argument.

misleading in appearance, esp. misleadingly attractive: the music trade gives Golden Oldies a specious appearance of novelty.

derivatives: speciously adv. specious-ness n.

specter | spéktər| (Brit. spectre) • n. a ghost.
- something widely feared as a possible unpleasant or dangerous occurrence: the specter of nuclear holocaust.

spectral | spéktərəl| • adj. 1 of or like a ghost. 2 of or concerning spectra or the spectrum.

derivatives: spectrally adv.

spectrum | spéktərm| • n. (pl. spectra -tra) 1 a band of colors, as seen in a rainbow, produced by separation of the components of light by their different degrees of refraction according to wavelength.

- (the spectrum) the entire range of wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation. • an image or distribution of components of any electromagnetic radiation arranged in a progressive series according to wavelength. • a similar image or distribution of components of sound, particles, etc., arranged according to such characteristics as frequency, charge, and energy. 2 used to classify something, or suggest that it can be classified, in terms of its position on a scale between two extreme or opposite points: the left or the right of the political spectrum.
- a wide range: self-help books are covering a broader and broader spectrum.

specular | spek-yələr| • adj. of, relating to, or having the properties of a mirror.
speculum | 'spekyaɪləm | • n. (pl. specula | 'spekyaɪlsə) 1 a metal or plastic instrument that is used to dilate an orifice or canal in the body to allow inspection. 2 a bright patch of plumage on the wings of certain birds, esp. a strip of metallic sheen on the secondary flight feathers of many ducks. 3 a mirror or reflector of glass or metal, esp. (formerly) a metallic mirror in a reflecting telescope.

speculeology | 'speɪləlɒjɪ | • n. the study of or derivation of caves.

Dervatives: speculeological | 'speɪləlɒjɪkəl | • adj. speculeologist | -ist | n.

speculunking | 'spiːlʌŋkɪŋ | • n. the exploration of caves, esp. as a hobby.

Dervatives: speculunker | -kər | n.

spendthrift | 'spend(ɪ)thrift | • n. a person who spends money in an extravagant, irresponsible way.

Dervatives: spinmascletti | 'spærmaʊstɛtɪ | • a white waxy substance produced by the sperm whale, formerly used in candles and ointments. It is present in a rounded organ in the head, where it focuses acoustic signals and aids in the control of buoyancy.

spiricenter | 'spɪŋkter | • n. a ring of muscle surrounding and serving to guard or close an opening or tube, such as the anus or the openings of the stomach.

Dervatives: spiricentral | -ral | adj.

spiricenteric | 'spɪŋkterɪk | • adj.

spinx | 'spɪŋks | • n. (Sphinx) a winged monster of Thebes, having a woman's head and a lion's body. It propounded a riddle about the three ages of man, killing those who failed to solve it, until Oedipus was successful, whereupon the Sphinx committed suicide.

• an ancient Egyptian stone figure having a lion's body and a human or animal head, esp. the huge statue near the Pyramids at Giza.

• an enigmatic or incorruptible person.

Dervatives: spinxlike | adj.

spiel | spɪˈɛl | • n. a long or fast speech or story, typically one intended as a means of persuasion or as an excuse but regarded with skepticism or contempt by those who hear it: he delivers a breathless and effortless spiel in promotion of his new novel. • v. [trans.] recite: he solemnly spelled all he knew.

• [trans.] speak glibly or at length.

spindoc tor | • n. a spokesperson employed to give a favorable interpretation of events (spin them) to the media, esp. on behalf of a political party.

spindrift | spɪndrɪft | • n. spray blown from the crests of waves by the wind.

• driving snow or sand.

spinet | 'spɪnit | • n. 1 a small harpsichord with the strings set obliquely to the keyboard, popular in the 18th century. 2 a type of small upright piano.

spinster | 'spɪntər | • n. an unmarried woman, typically an older woman beyond the usual age for marriage.

Dervatives: spinsterhood | -ˌhʊd | n.

spinsterish | adj.

Usage: The development of the word spinster is a good example of the way in which a word acquires strong connotations to the extent that it can no longer be used in a neutral sense. From the 17th century the word was appended to names as the official legal description of an unmarried woman: Elizabeth Harris of London, Spinster, this type of use survives today in some legal and religious contexts. In modern everyday English, however, spinster cannot be used to mean simply 'unmarried woman'; it is now a derogatory term, referring or alluding to a stereotype of an older woman who is unmarried, childless, prissy, and repressed.

spiritual | 'spɪrɪtjuːl | • adj. 1 of, relating to, or affecting the human spirit or soul as opposed to material or physical things: I'm responsible for his spiritual welfare | the spiritual values of life.

• (of a person) not concerned with material values or pursuits. 2 of or relating to religion or religious belief: Iran's spiritual leader. • n. (also Negro spiritual) a religious song of a kind associated with black Christians of the southern US, and thought to derive from the combination of European hymns and African musical elements by black slaves. Cf. gospel.

Phrases: one's spiritual home a place in which one feels a profound sense of belonging: I had always thought of Italy as my spiritual home.

Dervatives: spirituality | 'spɪrɪtjuːlətɪ | • n. spiritually | adj.

spiritualism | 'spɪrɪtjuːləɪzəm | • n. a system of belief or religious practice based on supposed communication with the spirits of the dead, esp. through mediums. 2 (in philosophy) the doctrine that the spirit exists as distinct from matter, or that spirit is the only reality.

Dervatives: spiritualistic | 'spɪrɪtjuːləstɪk | • adj.

splay | splæ | • v. [trans.] thrust or spread (things, esp. limbs or fingers) out and apart: her hands were splayed across his broad shoulders | he stood with his legs and arms splayed out.

• [trans.] (esp. of limbs or fingers) be thrust or spread out and apart: his legs splayed out in front of him. • [trans.] (of a thing) diverge in shape or position; become wider or more separated: the river splayed out, becoming an estuary. • [usu. as adj.] (splayed) construct (a window, doorway, or aperture) so that it diverges or is wider at one side of the wall than the other: the walls are pierced by splayed window openings. • n. 1 a widening or outward tapering of something, in particular: a tapered widening of a road at an intersection to increase visibility. 2 a splayed window aperture or other opening. 2 a surface making an oblique angle with another, such as the splayed side of a window or embrasure.

• the degree of bevel or slant of a surface. • adj. [usu. in combination] turned outward or widened: the girls were sitting splay-legged.
**spleen** | splén | n. 1 an abdominal organ involved in the production and removal of blood cells in most vertebrates and forming part of the immune system. 2 bad temper; spite: he could vent his spleen on the institutions that had duped him.

**DERIVATIVES:** spleenful | -ful | adj. (in sense 2).

**splendent** | [‘splendent] | adj. shining brightly.

- illustrious; great.

**spleenetic** | [splεnεtik] | adj. bad-tempered; spiteful: a spleenetic outburst.

**DERIVATIVES:** spleenetically | -ically | adv.

**spline** | splin | n. 1 a rectangular key fitting into grooves in the hub and shaft of a wheel, esp. one formed integrally with the shaft that allows movement of the wheel on the shaft.

- a corresponding groove in a hub along which the key may slide. 2 a lat.

- a flexible wood or rubber strip used esp. in drawing large curves. 3 (also **spline curve**) (in mathematics) a continuous curve constructed so as to pass through a given set of points and have a certain number of continuous derivatives. • vt. [trans.] secure (a part) by means of a spline.

- [usu. as adj.] (splined) fit with a spline: splined freewheels.

**split inﬁnitive** | *n.* a construction consisting of an inﬁnitive with an adverb or other word inserted between to and the verb, e.g., she seems to really like it.

**USAGE:** You have to really watch him; to boldly go where no one has gone before. It is still widely held that splitting inﬁnitives—separating the inﬁnitive marker to from the verb, as in the examples above—is wrong. Writers who insisted that English could be modeled on Latin long ago created the “rule” that the English inﬁnitive must not be split: to clearly state was wrong; one must say to state clearly. But the Latin inﬁnitive is one word, e.g., amare, “to love,” and cannot be split, so the “rule” is not ﬁrmly grounded, and treating two English words as one can lead to awkward, stilted sentences. In particular, the placing of an adverb in English is extremely important in giving the appropriate emphasis: you really have to watch him and to go boldly where no one has gone before, examples where the inﬁnitive is not split, convey a different emphasis or sound awkward. Some traditionalists may continue to hold up the split inﬁnitive as an error, but in standard English the principle of allowing split inﬁnitives is broadly accepted as both normal and useful.

**spoil** | [‘spoil] | n. 1 a person or thing that spoils.

- (esp. in political and sporting context) someone who, while having no chance of winning a contest, obstructs or prevents an opponent’s success. • an electronic device for preventing unauthorized copying of sound recordings by means of a disruptive signal inaudible on the original. 2 a flap on an air-craft or glider that can be projected from the surface of a wing in order to create drag and so reduce speed.

- a similar device on a motor vehicle intended to prevent it from being lifted off the road when traveling at very high speeds.

**spoil|ation** | [spɒilˌeɪʃən] | n. 1 the action of ruining or destroying something: spoliation of the countryside. 2 the action of taking goods or property from somewhere by illegal or unethical means: the spoliation of country churches.

**DERIVATIVES:** spoil|iator | [spɒilˌeɪtər] | n.

**spondee** | [spɒndi] | n. a prosodic foot consisting of two long (or stressed) syllables.

**DERIVATIVES:** sponda|ically | -ically | adj.

**spoonerism** | [spɒˈnəˌrɪzəm] | n. a verbal error in which a speaker accidentally transposes the initial sounds or letters of two or more words, often to humorous effect, as in the sentence you have hissed the mystery lecture, accidentally spoken instead of the intended sentence you have missed the history lecture.

**spoor** | spɔr; spɒ(r)t | n. the track or scent of an animal: they searched around the hut for a spoor | the trail is marked by wolf spoor. • vt. [trans.] follow the track or scent of (an animal or person): taking the spear, he set off to spoor the man.

**DERIVATIVES:** spoor|er | n.

**sporad|ic** | [spɒˈrædɪk] | adj. occurring at irregular intervals or only in a few places; scattered or isolated: sporadic fighting broke out.

**DERIVATIVES:** sporadically | -ically | adv.

**spore** | spɔr | n. 1 a minute, typically one-celled, reproductive unit capable of giving rise to a new individual without sexual fusion, characteristic of lower plants, fungi, and protozoans.

**spous|al** | [spɒsəl] | adj. [attrib.] (in law) of or relating to marriage or to a husband or wife: the spousal benefits of married couples.

**spring|in** | [spɹɪn] | v. [trans.] wrench or twist the ligaments of (an ankle, wrist, or other joint) violently so as to cause pain and swelling but not dislocation: he left in a wheelchair after springing an ankle. • n. the result of such a wrench or twist of a joint.

**spread-eagle** | v. [trans.] (usu. be spread-eagled) stretch (someone) out with their arms and legs extended: he lay spread-eagled in the road. • n. (spread eagle) an emblematic representation of an eagle with its legs and wings extended. • adj. 1 stretched out with one’s arms and legs extended: prisoners are chained to their beds, spread-eagle, for days at a time. 2 loudly or aggressively patriotic about the United States: spread-eagle oratory.

**spr|echgesang** | [ʃtrepˌkɛːzɔŋ] | (also sprechgesang) n. a style of dramatic vocalization intermediate between speech and song.

**spring|e** | [sprɪn] | n. 1 an noose or snare for catching small game.

**sprite** | [spɹɪt] | n. 1 an elf or fairy.

- a small, dainty person, esp. a child. 2 a com-
puter graphic that may be moved on-screen and otherwise manipulated as a single entity. 3 A faint flash, typically red, sometimes emitted in the upper atmosphere over a thunder-storm owing to the collision of high-energy electrons with air molecules.

**spritz** |sprıts| v. [trans.] squirt or spray something at or onto (something) in quick short bursts: she spritzed her neck with cologne. n. an act or an instance of squirting or spraying in quick short bursts.

**spry** |sprı| adj. (spryer, spryest or sprier, spriest) (esp. of an old person) active; lively: he continued to look spry and active well into his eighties. DERIVATIVES: spryly adv. spryness n.

**spume** |spyuom| n. froth or foam, esp. that found on waves. v. [intr. forms] form or produce a mass of froth or foam: water was spuming under the mill. DERIVATIVES: spumous |-mäs| adj.

**spurious** |spyüörıös| adj. not being what it purports to be; false or fake: separating authentic and spurious claims. Cf. SPECIOUS. [of (a line of reasoning) apparently but not actually valid: this spurious reasoning results in nonsense. [of (offspring) illegitimate. DERIVATIVES: spuriousness |spyüörıösnüs| n.

**spurn** |spırn| v. [trans.] reject with disdain or contempt: he spoke gruffly, as if afraid that his invitation would be spurned. n. strike, tread, or push away with the foot: with one touch of my feet, I spurn the solid Earth. n. an act of spurning. DERIVATIVES: spurner n.

**staid** |skwaıld| adj. (of a place) extremely dirty and unpleasant, esp. as a result of poverty or neglect: the staid, overcrowded tenements.

**stagnant** |stagınant| adj. showing or involving a contemptible lack of moral standards: a staid attempt to save themselves from electoral embarrassment. DERIVATIVES: staidly adv. staidness n. stauror n.

**stagnous** |skwaməs| (also squamous) adj. covered with or characterized by scales: a squamous black hide.

**squander** |skwəndər| v. [trans.] waste (something, esp. money or time) in a reckless and foolish manner: entrepreneurs squander their profits on expensive cars.

**squall** |skwoal| n. a persistent high inflation combined with high unemployment and stagnant demand in a country's economy.

**squawk** |skwoak| v. [intr. or trans.] make a soft sucking sound such as that made by walking heavily through mud: bedraggled guests squawked across the lawn to seek shelter.

**squelch** |skwelch| v. [intr.] make a soft sucking sound made when pressure is applied to liquid or mud: the squelch of their feet. DERIVATIVES: squelcher n. squelchiness n.

**squib** |skwäb| n. 1 a small firearm that burns with a hissing sound before exploding. 2 a short piece of satirical writing. 3 a short news item or filler in a newspaper. 2 a small, slight, or weak person, esp. a child. 3 (in football) a short kick on a kickoff.

**squire** |skwir| n. 1 a man of high social standing who owns and lives on an estate in a rural area, esp. the chief landowner in such an area: the squire of Radbourne Hall. [as title] Squire Hughes.

**stable** |staıbl| n. a freestanding abstract sculpture or structure, typically of wire or sheet metal, in the style of a mobile but rigid and stationary.

**staccato** |stə`käto| adv. & adj. (in music) with each sound or note sharply detached or separated from the others: [as adj.] a staccato rhythm. Cf. legato. n. (pl. -os) performance in this manner.

**stagflation** |steıflätıon| n. persistent high inflation combined with high unemployment and stagnant demand in a country's economy.

**stagnant** |stagnant| adj. (of a body of water or the atmosphere of a confined space) having no current or flow and often having an unpleasant smell as a consequence: a stagnant ditch.

**staid** |städ| adj. sedate, respectable, and unadventurous: staid law firms. DERIVATIVES: staidly adv. staidness n.
**stationary**

**stationary**

stalactite [stəˈlækt,ɪt] • *n.* a tapering structure hanging like an icicle from the roof of a cave, formed of calcium salts deposited by dripping water. Cf. STALAGmite.

DERIVATIVES: **stalactitic** | stəˈlæktɪtɪk | adj.

Stalag | *stəˌlæg,ˈlæg* | • *n.* (in World War II) a German prison camp, esp. for noncommissioned officers and privates.

DERIVATIVES: **stalagmite** | stəˈlægˌmɪt ˈstəˌlægˌmat,ɪt | • *n.* a mound or tapering column rising from the floor of a cave, formed of calcium salts deposited by dripping water and often uniting with a stalactite.

DERIVATIVES: **stalagmatic** | stəˈlægˌmætɪk | *,stəˌlægˌmætkɪk | adj.

Stalemate | *ˈstælmæt| • *n.* (in chess) a position counting as a draw, in which a player is not in check but cannot move except into check.

- a situation in which further action or progress by opposing or competing parties seems impossible: *the war had again reached stalemate.* • *v.* [trans.] bring to or cause to reach stalemate:[as adj.] (stalemate) the currently stalemated peace talks.

Stalinism | *ˈstælinɪzm| • *n.* the ideology and policies adopted by Soviet leader Joseph Stalin (General Secretary of the Communist Party of the USSR 1922–53), based on centralization, totalitarianism, and the pursuit of communism.

- any rigid centralized authoritarian form of communism.

DERIVATIVES: **Stalinist** | *ˈstælinɪst| n. & adj.

Stalwart | *ˈstəlwort| • *adj.* loyal, reliable, and hardworking: he remained a stalwart supporter of the cause.

- strongly built and sturdy: he was of stalwart build. • *n.* a loyal, reliable, and hardworking supporter or participant in an organization or team: the stalwarts of the Ladies’ Auxiliary.

DERIVATIVES: **stalwartly** adv. **stalwartness** n.

Stamen | *ˈstæmɪn| • *n.* the male fertilizing organ of a flower, typically consisting of a pollen-containing anther and a filament.

Stamina | *ˈstæmɪnə| • *n.* the ability to sustain prolonged physical or mental effort: their secret is stamina rather than speed.

Stammer | *ˈstæmər| • *v.* [trans.] speak with sudden involuntary pauses and a tendency to repeat the initial letters of words. Cf. Stutter.

- [trans.] utter (words) in such a way: I stammered out my history [with direct speech] "I... I can’t," Isabel stammered. • *n.* [in sing.] a tendency to stammer: as a young man, he had a dreadful stammer.

DERIVATIVES: **stammerer** n. **stammeringly** adv.

Stanch | *ˈstɔnʃ; ˈstʌnʃ| (also *staunch*) • *v.* [trans.] stop or restrict (as, a flow of blood) from a wound: colleagues may have saved her life by stanching the flow; the company did nothing to stanch the tide of rumors.

- stop the flow of blood from (a wound).

Stanchion | *ˈstænʃn| • *n.* an upright bar, post, or frame forming a support or barrier.

DERIVATIVES: **stanchioned** adj.

Stanza | *ˈstænzə| • *n.* a group of lines forming the basic recurring metrical unit in a poem; a verse.

- a group of four lines in some Greek and Latin meters.

DERIVATIVES: **stanzae** (also *stanz’ae’d*) adj. **stanzacic** | *ˈstænzəˌsɪk| adj.

Starchy | *ˈstɑrˌʃe| • *adj.* (starchier, starchiest) (of a person or personal behavior) very stiff, formal, or prim in manner or character: the manager is usually a bit starchy.

DERIVATIVES: **starchily** | -ˈʃe| adv. **starchiness** n.

Stardust | *ˈstɑrdʌst| • *n.* (esp. in the context of success in the world of entertainment or sports) a magical or charismatic quality or feeling: a gang of Hollywood stars anointing us with sparkling stardust.

- a romantic, sentimentalized quality.

Starve|ling | *ˈstɑrve| • *n.* an undernourished or emaciated person or animal. • *adj.* (of a person or animal) lacking enough food; emaciated: a starving child.

Stasis | *ˈstæsɪs| • *n.* a period or state of inactivity or equilibrium.

- a stoppage of flow of a body fluid.

Statecraft | *ˈstæt,kræft| • *n.* the skillful management of state affairs; statesmanship.

Static | *ˈstætɪk| • *adj.* 1 lacking in movement, action, or change, esp. in a way viewed as undesirable or uninteresting: demand has grown in what was a fairly static market | the whole ballet appeared too static.

- (of a process or variable in computing) not able to be changed during a set period, for example while a program is running. 2 (in physics) concerned with bodies at rest or forces in equilibrium. Cf. Dynamic.

- (of an electric charge) having gathered on or in an object that cannot conduct a current.

- acting as weight but not moving. • of statics. 3 (of a memory or store in computing) not needing to be periodically refreshed by an applied voltage. • n. cracking or hissing noises on a telephone, radio, or other telecommunications system.

- short for **static electricity.** • angry or critical talk or behavior: the reception was going sour, breaking up into static.

DERIVATIVES: **statically** | -ik(ə)le| adv. **streaky** | -i| adj.

Static electricity | *ˈstætɪk ˈɛlektrəsɪˈtɪ| • *n.* a stationary electric charge, typically produced by friction, that causes sparks or crackling or the attraction of dust or hair.

Statics | *ˈstætɪks| • plural *n.* [usu. treated as sing.] the branch of mechanics concerned with bodies at rest and forces in equilibrium. Cf. Dynamics.

Stationary | *ˈstæʃnər| • *adj.* not moving or not intended to be moved: a car collided with a stationary vehicle | a stationary cold front.

- (of a planet) having no apparent motion in longitude. • not changing in quantity or condition: a stationary population.
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sterling | n. British money; prices in sterling are shown | [as adj.] issues of sterling bonds.

stern | adj. (of a person or work, efforts, or qualities) excellent or valuable: this organization does sterling work for youngsters.

stern|bly | adv. stern|ly | adj. stern|ly | adv. stern|ly | adj.

stetch | n. the action of sneezing.

stereotyped | adj. (of breathing) noisy and laborered.

stiletto | n. a person employed, or a contractor engaged, at a dock to load and unload cargo from ships.

sthenic | adj. of or having a high or excessive level of strength and energy.

stigma | n. (pl. stigmas or esp. in sense 2 stigmata [stig'ma:tə] or [stig'ma:ta]) 1 a mark of disgrace associated with a particular circumstance, quality, or person: the stigma of mental disorder | to be a noncarrier reads a social stigma. 2 (stigmata) (in Christian tradition) marks corresponding to those left on Jesus' body by the Crucifixion, said to have been impressed by divine favor on the bodies of St. Francis of Assisi and others. 3 a visible sign or characteristic of a disease.

stil | n. a mark or spot on the skin. (in a flower) the part of a pistil that receives the pollen during pollination.

stigmataze | v. to stigmatize or stigmataze.

stil|e | n. an arrangement of steps that allows people but not animals to climb over a fence or wall.

stil|birth | n. the birth of an infant that has died in the womb; strictly, after having survived through at least the first 28 weeks of pregnancy, earlier instances being regarded as abortion or miscarriage.

stilted | adj. 1 (of a manner of talking or writing) stiff and self-conscious or unnatural: see made stilted conversation. 2 standing on stilts: villages of stilted houses.

sting | n. (in law enforcement) a carefully planned and swiftly executed theft; a swindle; a confidence trick.

stoke | n. a police undercover operation to trap a crim-inal: five blackmailers were jailed last week after they were snared in a police sting. v. (past and past part. stung [stung] [trans.] swindle or exorbitantly overcharge (someone): an elaborate fraud that stung a bank for thousands.

stint | n. a fixed regular sum paid as a salary or allowance.

stipple | v. to stipple [stip](e)late [stip'yə:lat] or [trans.] demand or specify (a requirement), typically as part of a bargain or agreement: he stipulated certain conditions before their marriage. [as adj.] stipulated the stipulated time had elapsed.

stipul|ation | n. stip|ulator | [-lətər] n.

stoa | n. a classical portico or roofed colonnade.

(stoa) the great hall in Athens in which the ancient Greek philosopher Zeno (fl. c.300 bc) gave the founding lectures of the Stoic school of philosophy.

stochastic | adj. randomly determined; having a random probability distribution or pattern that may be analyzed statistically but may not be predicted precisely.

stochasticity | n. -ical | adj.

stogie | n. a person who can endure pain or hardship without showing his or her feelings or complaining. 2 (Stoic) a member of the ancient philosophical school of Stoicism, which was characterized by austere ethical doctrines. adj. 1 (also stoical) enduring pain or hardship without showing feelings or complaining. 2 (Stoic) of or belonging to the Stoics or their school of philosophy.

stoke | v. to stoke [-ik] or [trans.] add coal or other solid fuel to (a fire, furnace, or boiler).

stoke | v. to stoke [-ik] or [trans.] add coal or other solid fuel to (a fire, furnace, or boiler).

stomach | v. to stoke [-ik] or [trans.] add coal or other solid fuel to (a fire, furnace, or boiler).
quantity of food or drink to give one energy. Carol was at the coffee machine, stoking up for the day.

stol·id |ˈstôlid| • adj. (of a person) calm, dependable, and showing little emotion or animation.

**DERIVATIVES:** stol·id·i·ty |ˈstôlidəti| n. stol·id·ly |ˈstôlidli| adv. stol·id·ness n.

stoup |ˈstoo| • n. a basin for holy water, esp. on the wall near the door of a Roman Catholic church for worshipers to dip their fingers in before crossing themselves.

- a flagon or beaker for drink.

stra·bi·s·mus |ˈstrəˌbizəm| • n. abnormal alignment of the eyes; the condition of having a squint.

**DERIVATIVES:** stra·bi·s·mic |ˌstrəˌbizəmik| • adj.

strait |ˈsträt| • n. 1 (also straits) a narrow passage of water connecting two seas or two large areas of water: [in place names] the Strait of Gibraltar. 2 (straits) used in reference to a situation characterized by a specified degree of trouble or difficulty: the economy is in dire straits | a crippling disease could leave anyone in serious financial straits. • adj. (of a place) of limited spatial capacity; narrow or cramped: the road was so strait that a handful of men might have defended it.

- close, strict, or rigorous: my captivity was strait as ever.

**DERIVATIVES:** strait·ly |ˈsträtli| adv. strait·ness n.

strapp·ado |ˈstrəˌpädō| • n. (pl. -os) (usu. the strappado) a form of punishment or torture in which the victim was secured to a rope and made to fall from a height almost to the ground before being stopped with an abrupt jerk.

- the instrument used for inflicting this punishment or torture.

stra·tage·m |ˈstrəˌtajəm| • n. a plan or scheme, esp. one used to outwit an opponent or achieve an end: a series of devious stratagems.

- skill in devising such plans or schemes; cunning.

stra·te·gic |ˈstrəˌtējik| • adj. relating to the identification of long-term or overall aims and interests and the means of achieving them: the company should take strategic actions to cope with fundamental changes in the environment | strategic planning for the organization is the responsibility of top management.

- carefully designed or planned to serve a particular purpose or advantage: alarms are positioned at strategic points around the prison.

- relating to the gaining of overall or long-term military advantage: New Orleans was of strategic importance | a hazard to our strategic and commercial interests. • (of human or material resources) essential in fighting a war: the strategic forces on Russian territory. • (of bombing or weapons) done or for use against industrial areas and communication centers of enemy territory as a long-term military objective: strategic nuclear missiles.

**DERIVATIVES:** stra·te·gical adj. stra·te·gi·cal·ly |ˌstrəˌtējikəli| adv. [as submodifier] a strategically placed mirror.

strat·if·y |ˈstrəˌtif| • v. (‑ies, ‑ied) [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (stratified) form or arrange into strata: socially stratified cities | [intrans.] the residues have begun to stratify.

- arrange or classify: stratifying patients into well-defined risk groups. • place (seeds) close together in layers of moist sand or peat to preserve them or to help them germinate. • (intrans.) (of seeds) be germinated by this method.

**DERIVATIVES:** strat·if·ica·tion |ˌstrəˌtifəˌkəsən| n.

strat·i·gra·phy |ˈstrəˌtigrəf| • n. the branch of geology concerned with the order and relative position of strata and their relationship to the geological time scale.

- the analysis of the order and position of layers of archaeological remains. • the structure of a particular set of strata.

**DERIVATIVES:** strat·i·gra·pher |ˌstrəˌtigrəfər| • n.

strat·i·graphic |ˌstrəˌtigrəfik| • adj. strat·i·graph·ic |ˌstrəˌtigrəˈfik| • adj.

stra·toc·ra·cy |ˈstrəˌtəkraˌsē| • n. (pl. -ies) government by military forces.

- a military government.

strat·um |ˈstrəˌtəm; ‑ˈstrə| • n. (pl. strata) • [ˈstrəˌtəm; ‑ˈstrə] 1 a layer or a series of layers of rock in the ground: a stratum of flint.

- a thin layer within any structure: thin strata of air. 2 a level or class to which people are assigned according to their social status, education, or income: members of other social strata.

- (in statistics) a group into which members of a population are divided in stratified sampling.

**USAGE:** In Latin, the word stratum is singular and its plural form is strata. In English, this distinction is maintained. It is therefore incorrect to use strata as a singular or to create the form stratas as the plural: a series of overlying strata, not a series of overlying stratas, and a new stratum was uncovered, not a new strata was uncovered.

**stream of con·scious·ness |ˈstrı́ə | • n. a person's thoughts and conscious reactions to events, perceived as a continuous flow. The term was introduced by William James in his Principles of Psychology (1890).

- a literary style in which a character's thoughts, feelings, and reactions are depicted in a continuous flow uninterrupted by objective description or conventional dialogue.

stria |ˈstrī| • n. (pl. striae |ˈstrī|) • [ˈstrī| • (-î| • e| • t| • e)] a linear mark, slight ridge, or groove on a surface, often one of a number of similar parallel features.

- any of a number of longitudinal collections of nerve fibers in the brain.

striva·tic |ˈstrīˌtət| adj. marked with striae: the striate cortex. • v. [trans.] [usu. as adj.] (strialed) mark with striae: striated bark.

**DERIVATIVES:** striva·tion |ˈstrīˌshən| n.

**strict construc·tion |ˈstrı́kt| • n. a literal interpretation of a statute or document (e.g., the US Constitution) by a court.

**DERIVATIVES:** strict construc·tion·ist n.
structure  [strɪk(t)ʃər]  •  n.  1  a  restriction  on  a  person  or  activity;  religious  structures  on  everyday  life.  2  a  sternly  critical  or  censorious  remark  or  instruction:  his  structures  on  their  lack  of  civic  virtue.  3  Medicine  abnormal  narrowing  of  a  canal  or  duct  in  the  body:  a  colonic  structure  |  jaundice  caused  by  bile  duct  structure.

derivatives:  stricken  [ˈstrɪktʃən]  •  adj.
strident  [ˈstrɪdənt]  •  adj.  loud  and  harsh;  grating:  his  voice  had  become  increasingly  sharp,  almost  strident.

- presenting  a  point  of  view,  esp.  a  controversial  one,  in  an  excessively  and  unpleasantly  forceful  way;  public  pronouncements  on  the  crisis  became  less  strident.  •  (in  phonetics)  another  term  for  Sibilant.

derivatives:  stridently  [ˈstrɪdəntli]  •  adv.
stridor  [ˈstrɪdɔ]  •  n.  a  harsh  or  grating  sound:  the  engines'  strider  increased.

- a  harsh  vibrating  noise  when  breathing,  caused  by  obstruction  of  the  windpipe  or  larynx.

stridululate  [ˈstrɪdʒəˌlət]  •  v.  [trans.]  (of  an  insect,  esp.  a  male  cricket  or  grasshopper)  make  a  shrill  sound  by  rubbing  the  legs,  wings,  or  other  parts  of  the  body  together.

derivatives:  stridululent  [ˈstrɪdʒəˌlənt]  •  adj.
stridulation  [ˈstrɪdʒəˌləʃən]  •  n.  stridul	ative  [ˈstrɪdʒəˌlətɪv]  •  adj.
strigent  [ˈstrɪdʒənt]  •  adj.  (of  regulations,  requirements,  or  conditions)  strict,  precise,  and  exacting:  California's  air  pollution  guidelines  are  stringent.

stridophy  [ˈstrɪdəfɔ]  •  n.  the  first  section  of  an  ancient  Greek  choral  ode  or  of  one  division  of  it.

- a  structural  division  of  a  poem  containing  stanzas  of  varying  line-length,  especially  an  ode  or  free  verse  poem.

derivatives:  stridophic  [ˈstrɪdəfɪk]  •  adj.
structuralism  [ˈstrɛktʃərəlizəm]  •  n.  a  method  of  interpretation  and  analysis  of  aspects  of  human  cognition,  behavior,  culture,  and  experience  that  focuses  on  relationships  of  contrast  between  elements  in  a  conceptual  system  that  reflect  patterns  underlying  a  superficial  diversity.

the  doctrine  that  structure  is  more  important  than  function.

derivatives:  structuralist  •  n.  &  adj.
strumpet  [ˈstrʌmpɔt]  •  n.  a  female  prostitute  or  a  promiscuous  woman.

strut  [strʌt]  •  n.  1  a  rod  or  bar  forming  part  of  a  framework  and  designed  to  resist  compression.  2  [in  sing.]  a  stiff,  erect,  and  apparently  arrogant  or  conceited  gait:  that  old  confident  strut  and  swagger  has  returned.  •  v.  (strutted,  strutting)  1  [no  obj.],  with  animal]  walk  with  a  stiff,  erect,  and  apparently  arrogant  or  conceited  gait:  peacocks  strut  through  the  grounds.  2  [trans.]  brace  (something)  with  a  strut  or  struts:  the  holes  were  close-boarded  and  strutted.

derivatives:  strutter  •  n.  struttingly  •  adv.

stultify  [ˈstʌltɪfaɪ]  •  v.  (stultified,  stultifying)  •  n.  (stultifications)  •  trans.  (stultifying)  cause  to  lose  enthusiasm  and  initiative,  esp.  as  a  result  of  a  tedious  or  restrictive  routine:  the  mentally  stultifying  effects  of  a  disadvantaged  home.  2  cause  (someone)  to  appear  foolish  or  absurd:  Counsel  is  not  expected  to  stultify  himself  in  an  attempt  to  advance  his  client's  interests.

derivatives:  stultification  •  stultified  •  stultifier  •  n.
stupor  [ˈstʊpər]  •  n.  (in  sing.)  a  state  of  near-unconsciousness  or  insensibility:  a  drunken  stupor.

derivatives:  stuporous  [ˈstʊpərəs]  •  adj.

Sturm  und  Drang  [ˈʃtʊrm ʊn  drɑŋ]  •  n.  a  literary  and  artistic  movement  in  Germany  in  the  late  18th  century,  influenced  by  Jean-Jacques  Rousseau  and  characterized  by  the  expression  of  emotional  unrest  and  a  rejection  of  neoclassical  literary  norms.

stutter  [ˈstʌtər]  •  v.  (stutters,  stuttering)  talk  with  continued  involuntary  repetition  of  sounds,  esp.  initial  consonants:  the  child  was  stuttering  in  fright.  Cf.  stammer.

•  [trans.]  utter  in  such  a  way:  he  skilly  stuttered  out  an  invitation  to  the  movies  •  [with  direct  speech]  "What's  happened?"  she  stammered.

- (of  a  machine  or  gun)  produce  a  series  of  short,  sharp  sounds:  she  finished  as  a  machine  gun  stuttered  nearby.  •  n.  a  tendency  to  stutter  while  speaking.

- a  series  of  short,  sharp  sounds  produced  by  a  machine  or  gun.

derivatives:  stutterer  •  n.  stutteringly  •  adv.

style  [stil]  •  n.  1  (in  business)  an  official  or  legal  title:  the  partnership  traded  under  the  style  of  Storer  and  Mowbray.  2  a  rodlike  object  or  part,  in  particular:

- archaic  term  for  stylus  (sense  2).  •  (in  a  flower)  a  narrow,  typically  elongated  extension  of  the  ovary,  bearing  the  stigma.  •  (in  an  invertebrate  animal)  a  small  slender  pointed  appendage;  a  styler.  •  the  gnomon  of  a  sundial.

stylistics  [ˈstɪlistɪks]  •  n.  plural  •  [treated  as  sing.]  the  study  of  the  distinctive  styles  found  in  particular  literary  genres  and  in  the  works  of  individual  writers.

stylus  [ˈstɪluːs]  •  n.  (pl.  styli  [-li]  or  styluses)  •  a  hard  point,  typically  of  diamond  or  sapphire,  following  a  groove  in  a  photograp

- a  similar  point  producing  such  a  groove  when  recording  sound.  2  an  ancient  writing  implement,  consisting  of  a  small  rod  with  a
pointed end for scratching letters on wax-covered tablets, and a blunt end for obliterating them.

- an implement of similar shape used esp. for engraving and tracing.  
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Cf. subjective.

- dependent on the mind or on an individual's perception for its existence. 2 (in grammar) of, relating to, or denoting a case of nouns and pronouns used for the subject of a sentence.  

- n. (the subjective) (in grammar) the subjective case.

**DERIVATIVES:

**sub*jectively

**suj*ective

**suj*ective

**n.

**suj*ectivity

| subjek

'tivit| n.

**suj*ugate 'sab'ja,gat| v. [trans.] bring under domination or control, esp. by conquest: the invaders had soon subjugated most of the native population.

**DERIVATIVES:

**sub*jugation

| subjek'

'gash| n.

**suj*ugator

| -gator| n.

**suj*unctive

| subjek'

'jak(k)iv| Grammar adv. relating to or denoting a mood of verbs expressing what is imagined or wished or possible. Cf. indicative.  

- n. a verb in the subjunctive mood.

**the (the subjunctive) the subjunctive mood.

**DERIVATIVES:

**sub*junctively

**USAGE:**  

If I were you, the report recommends that he face the tribunal; it is important that they be aware of the provisions of the act. These sentences all contain a verb in the subjunctive mood. The subjunctive is used to express situations that are hypothetical or not yet realized and is typically used for what
is imagined, hoped for, demanded, or expected. In English the subjunctive mood is fairly uncommon (esp. in comparison with other languages such as French and Spanish), mainly because most of the functions of the subjunctive are covered by modal verbs such as "might, could, and should. In fact, in English the subjunctive is often indistinguishable from the ordinary indicative mood since its form in most contexts is identical. It is distinctive only in the third person singular, where the normal indicative -s ending is absent (he face rather than he faces in the example above), and in the verb 'to be' (the were rather than I was and they be rather than they are in the examples above).

In modern English the subjunctive mood still exists but is regarded in many contexts as optional. Use of the subjunctive tends to convey a more formal tone, but there are few people who would regard its absence as actually wrong. Today it survives mostly in fixed expressions, as in be that as it may, if I were your, far be it from me, as it were; lest we forget, God help you; perish the thought; and come what may.

subliminate • \(\text{sub}l\text{im}\text{at}\text{e}\) [\(\text{sub}\text{l}a\text{b}l\text{a}\text{m}t\text{e}\) • v. 1 [\(\text{trans.}\)] (esp. in psychoanalytic theory) divert or modify (an instinctual impulse) into a culturally higher or socially more acceptable activity: people who will subliminate sexuality into activities that help to build up and preserve civilization he sublimates his hurt and anger into humor. 2 (in chemistry) another term for sublime. • n. •,\text{mit}; -\text{matt}\) (in chemistry) a solid deposit of a substance that has sublimed.

**DERIVATIVES:** sublimation, sublimed

sublime • \(\text{sub}l\text{im}\text{e}\) • adj. (sublimier, sublimest) of such excellence, grandeur, or beauty as to inspire great admiration or awe: Mozart's sublime piano concertos | [\(\text{as n.}\)] (the sublime) experiences that ranged from the sublime to the ridiculous.

used to denote the extreme or unparalleled nature of a person's attitude or behavior: he had the sublime confidence of youth. • v. 1 [\(\text{intrans.}\)] (of a solid substance) change directly into vapor rather than liquid when heated, typically forming a solid deposit again on cooling.

• [\(\text{trans.}\)] cause (a substance) to do this: these crystals could be sublimed under a vacuum. 2 [\(\text{trans.}\)] elevate to a high degree of moral or spiritual purity or excellence.

**DERIVATIVES:** sublimely • adv. sublimity

subliminal • \(\text{sub}l\text{i}\text{m}\text{i}\text{n}\text{al}n\) • adj. (of a stimulus or mental process) below the threshold of sensation or consciousness; perceived by or affecting someone's mind without their being aware of it.

**DERIVATIVES:** subliminally • adv.

sublunary • \(\text{sub}l\text{oo}\text{n}\text{er}\) • adj. belonging to this world as contrasted with a better or more spiritual one: the concept was irrational to sublunary minds.

subordinate • \(\text{sub}\text{or}\text{di}\text{n}\text{ate}\) • adj. [\(\text{sub}\text{or}\text{d}n\text{it}\text{e}\) lower in rank or position: his subordinate officers.

• of less or secondary importance: in adventure stories, character must be subordinate to action. • v. • [\(\text{adv.}\)] (\(\text{sub}\text{or}\text{di}\text{n}\text{ation}\) • subor- • -ate) treat or regard as of lesser importance than something else: practical considerations were subordinated to political expediency.

• make subservient to or dependent on something else.

**DERIVATIVES:** subordinately • adv. subordination • [\(\text{sub}\text{or}\text{d}n\text{a}\text{sh}\text{n}\) • n. subordinator

subrogate • \(\text{sub}\text{or}\text{g}\text{a}\text{t}\text{e}\) • n. (in grammar) a clause, typically introduced by a conjunction, that forms part of and is dependent on a main clause (e.g., "when it rang" in "she answered the phone when it rang").

• suborn • [\(\text{sub}\text{or}\text{n}\) • v. [\(\text{trans.}\)] bribe or otherwise induce (someone) to commit an unlawful act such as perjury: he was accused of conspiring to suborn witnesses.

• procure the performance of (an unlawful act): accused of suborning perjury.

**DERIVATIVES:** subornation, suborned

subrogate • \(\text{sub}\text{ro}\text{g}\text{a}\text{t}\text{e}\) • n. subrogation

sub rosa • \(\text{sub}\text{ro}\text{z}\text{a}\) • adv. & adv. happening or done in secret: [as adv.] the committee operates sub rosa | [as adv.] sub rosa inspections.

subsequent • [\(\text{sub}\text{skwont}\) • adj. coming after something in time; following: the theory was developed subsequent to the earthquake of 1906. Cf. CONSEQUENT.

• (of a stream or valley) having a direction or character determined by the resistance to erosion of the underlying rock, and typically following the strike (horizontal or compass direction) of the strata.

**DERIVATIVES:** subsequently • adv.

subservient • [\(\text{sub}\text{serv}\text{e}\text{nt}\) • adj. prepared to obey others unquestioningly: she was subservient to her parents.

• less important; subordinate: Marxism makes freedom subservient to control. • serving as a means to an end: the whole narration is subservient to the moral plan of exemplifying twelve virtues in twelve knights.

**DERIVATIVES:** subservience • n. subserviency • n. subserviently • adv.

subside • subside • [\(\text{sub}\text{s}d\text{iz}\) • v. [\(\text{intrans.}\)] 1 become less intense, violent, or severe: I'll wait a few minutes until the storm subsides.

• lapse into silence or inactivity: Fred opened his mouth to protest again, then subsided. 2 (of water) go down to a lower or the normal level: the floods subsided almost as quickly as they arose.

• (of the ground) cave in; sink: the island is subsiding. • (of a swelling) reduce until gone: it

subside
took seven days for the swelling to subside completely.

derivatives: subsidiary

**subsidy** | sub'sid|y | [səb'sid|i|ə] | *adj.* less important than but related or supplementary to: many environmentalists argue that the cause of animal rights is subsidiary to that of protecting the environment.

* [attrib.] of a company controlled by a holding or parent company. *n.* (pl. -ies) a company controlled by a holding or parent company.

* a thing that is of lesser importance than but related to something else.

derivatives: subsidiary

**subsidy** | sub'sid|y | [səb'sid|i|ə] | *n.* (pl. -ies) 1 a sum of money granted by the state or a public body to assist an industry or business so that the price of a commodity or service may remain low or competitive: a farm subsidy | they disclaim government subsidy.

* a sum of money granted to support an arts organization or other undertaking held to be in the public interest. *n.* a sum of money paid by one state to another for the preservation of neutrality, the promotion of war, or to repay military aid. *n.* a grant or contribution of money. *n.* a parliamentary grant to a sovereign for state needs.

* a tax levied on a particular occasion.

derivatives: subsidise

**subsidise** | sub'sid|ise | [səb'sid|i|z] | *v.* [trans.] 1 maintain or support oneself, esp. at a minimal level: thousands of refugees subsist on international handouts.

* [trans.] provide sustenance for: the problem of subsisting the poor in a period of high bread prices. *n.* remain in being, force, or effect.

* (subsist in) be attributable to: the effect of genetic maldevelopment may subsist in chromosomal anomalies.

derivatives: subsistence

**subsistence** | sub'sis|tence | [səb'sis|təns] | *n.* subsist

**substantiate** | sub'stan|tate | [səb'stan|tæt] | *v.* [trans.] provide evidence to support or prove the truth of: they had found nothing to substantiate the allegations.

* substantiate

**substantiation** | sub'stan|tia|tion | [səb'stan|tʃə'steɪʃən] | *n.*

**substantiate** | sub'stan|tive | [səb'stan|tɪv] | *adj.* 1 having a firm basis in reality and therefore important, meaningful, or considerable: there is no substantive evidence for the efficacy of these drugs.

* having a separate and independent existence.

* (of a dye) not needing a mordant. *n.* (of law) defining rights and duties as opposed to giving the rules by which such things are established. *n.* a noun.

derivatives: substantival

**substratum** | sub'stra|tum | [səb'stræt|əm] | *n.* a substance or layer that underlies something, or on which some process occurs, in particular:

* the surface or material on or from which an organism lives, grows, or obtains its nourishment.

* the substance on which an enzyme acts. *n.* a material that provides the surface on which something is deposited or inscribed, for example the silicon wafer used to manufacture integrated circuits.

**subsume** | sub'som|e | [səb'som|ə] | *v.* [trans.] (often be subsumed) include or absorb (something) in something else: most of these phenomena can be subsumed under two broad categories.

derivatives: subsumable

**subsumption** | sub'som|p|tion | [səb'som|pʃən] | *n.*

**substitute** | sub'stend | [səb'stend] | *v.* [trans.] 1 (of a line, arc, or figure) form (an angle) at a particular point when straight lines from its extremities are joined at that point.

* (of an angle or chord) have bounding lines or points that meet or coincide with those of (a line or arc). 2 (of a bract) extend under (a flower) so as to support or enfold it.

**subterfuge** | sub'ter|fuge | [sə'bætə|frədʒ] | *n.* deceit used in order to achieve one's goal.

* a statement or action resorted to in order to deceive.

derivatives: substitute

**substitute** | sub'text | [səb'tekst] | *n.* an underlying and often distinct theme in a piece of writing or conversation.

**subtle** | sub'ajl | *adj.* (subtler, subtlest) (esp. of a change or distinction) so delicate or precise as to be difficult to analyze or describe: his language expresses rich and subtle meanings.

* (of a mixture or effect) delicately complex and understated: subtle lighting.

* making use of clever and indirect methods to achieve something: he tried a more subtle approach.

* capable of making fine distinctions: a subtle mind.

* arranged in an ingenious and elaborate way.

* crafty; cunning.

derivatives: subtleness

**subtlest** | sub'tlety | [səb'tlet|i|] | *n.* subtly

**subsist** | sub'vent | [səb'vent] | *v.* [trans.] support or assist by the payment of a grant or subsidy (a subsistence).subvention

derivatives: subsistence

**subvention** | sub'vention | [səb'ventʃən] | *n.*

**subvert** | sub'vert | [səb'vert] | *v.* [trans.] undermine the power and authority of (an established system or institution): an attempt to subvert democratic government.

derivatives: subversion

**subversive** | sub'ver|siv|e | [səb'ver|sɪv] | *adj.*

**success** | suk'ses | [sək'ses] | *v.* 1 [trans.] achieve what one aims or wants to: he succeeded in winning a pardon.

* (of a plan, request, or undertaking) lead to the desired result: a mission which could not possibly succeed. 2 [trans] take over a throne, inheritance, office, or other position from: he would succeed Reno as attorney general.

* [intrans.] become the new rightful holder of an inheritance, office, title, or property: he succeeded to his father's kingdom.

* come after and take the place of: her embarrassment was succeeded by fear.

derivatives: succeeded

**succession** | suk'ses|s| | [sək'ses|ʃən] | *n.* a number of people or things sharing a specified characteristic and following one after the other:
sufficiency |ˈsʌfɪsəti| • n. 1 absence of objection rather than genuine approval; toleration: Charles was only here on sufficiency.

suffice |ˈsʌfɪs| • v. [intr.] be enough or adequate: a quick look should suffice | [with infinitive] two examples should suffice to prove the contention.

suffragist |ˈsʌfrədʒɪst| • n. a person advocating the extension of suffrage, esp. to women.

derivatives: suffragist |ˈsʌfrədʒɪst| • n. 1 the right to vote in political elections. Cf. franchise.

suffragette |ˈsʌfrədʒet| • n. women who agitate for the vote for women, is so often regarded as derogatory, in part because of its seemingly diminutive ending.

suffuse |ˈsəfjuːz| • v. [trans.] gradually spread through or over: her cheeks were suffused with color | the first half of the poem is suffused with idealism. Cf. infuse.

derivatives: suffusion |ˈsʌfjuːʃən| • n. suffusive |ˈsʌfjuːsɪv| • adj.

sufi |ˈsʊfi| • n. (pl. Sufis) a Muslim ascetic and mystic.

derivatives: Sufi |ˈsʊfi| • n. -fik | adj.

suggestive |ˈsɪɡəstɪv| • adj. tendencies to suggest an idea: there were various suggestive pieces of evidence.

indictive or evocative: flavors suggestive of coffee and blackberry.

moralizing: making someone think of sex and sexual relationships: a suggestive remark.

derivatives: suggestively |ˈsɪɡəstɪvli| • adv.

sufficiency |ˈsʌfɪsəti| • n.

suit |swet| • n. 1 a set of things belonging together, in particular:

a set of rooms designated for one person’s or family’s use or for a particular purpose.

a set of furniture of the same design.

a set of instrumental musical compositions, originally in dance style, to be played in succession.

a set of selected pieces from an opera or musical, arranged to be played as one instrumental work.

(a) a set of programs with a uniform design and the ability to share data.

(b) a group of minerals, rocks, or fossils occurring together and characteristic of a location or period.
group of people in attendance on a monarch or other person of high rank.

sullen | 'sulan| · adj. bad-tempered and sulky; gloomy: a sullen pout | a sullen sunless sky.

| (esp. of water) slow-moving: rivers in sullen, perpetual flood. · n. (the sullens) a sulky or depressed mood.

DERIVATIVES: sullenly adv. sullenness n.

sultry | 'saalar| · adj. (sultrier, sultriest) 1 (of the air or weather) hot and humid. 2 (of a person, esp. a woman) attractive in a way that suggests a passionate nature.


summary | 'samaar| · n. (pl. -ies) a brief statement or account of the main points of something: a summary of Chapter Three. · adj. 1 dispensing with needless details or formalities; brief: summary financial statements. 2 (of a judicial process) conducted without the customary legal formalities: summary proceedings.

| (of a conviction) made by a judge or magistrate without a jury. · (of an offence) that can only be tried summarily. · (of a judgement) that may be granted by the court when one party at trial moves for it, on the grounds that there is no issue of fact, and that as a matter of law that party is entitled to prevail: when the prosecution rested its case, the defense moved for summary judgement.

DERIVATIVES: summarily | summaar| · adv. summari ness n.

summation | 'sa'mastan| · n. 1 the process of adding things together: the summation of numbers of small pieces of evidence.

| a sum total of things added together. 2 the process of summing something up: these will need summation in a single document.

| a summary. · an attorney's speech at the conclusion of the giving of evidence; closing argument.

DERIVATIVES: summation al | summaar| · adj. summative | 'sa'mator| adj.

sumptuous | 'sumptuou| · adj. relating to or denoting laws that limit private expenditure on food and personal items.

sumptuousness | 'sumptuou| · n. sumptuously adv. sumptuousness n.

sunder | 'saendar| · v. [trans.] split apart: the crunch of bone when it is sundered.

PHRASES: in sunder apart or into pieces: how their bones in sunder.

sundry | 'sundr| · adj. [attrib] of various kinds; several: lemon rind and sundry herbs.

| n. (pl. -ies) sundries various items not important enough to be mentioned individually: a drugstore selling magazines, newspapers, and sundries.

Sunni | 'soon| · n. (pl. same or Sunnis) one of the two main branches of Islam, commonly described as orthodox, and differing from Shia in its understanding of the Sunna (portion of Muslim law based on Muhammad's words or acts) and in its acceptance of the first three caliphs. Cf. Shia.

a Muslim who adheres to this branch of Islam.

DERIVATIVES: Sunnite | 'soon| · adj. & n; superannuate | superannuated| · v. superannuation | superannuated| · adj. superannulated (of a post or employee) belonging to a superannuation scheme: she is not superannuated and has no paid vacation. · [usu. as adj.] superannulated cause to become obsolete through age or new technological or intellectual developments: superannuated computing equipment.

DERIVATIVES: superannuable | superannuation| · adj. superannuation n.

supercilious | 'sooper'| · adj. behaving or looking as though one thinks one is superior to others: a supercilious lady's maid.

DERIVATIVES: superciliously | supercilious| · adv. superciliousness n.

superconductivity | 'sooper| · n. (in physics) the property of zero electrical resistance in some substances at very low temperatures.

DERIVATIVES: superconduct | superconducting | sup erconducti v e| · adj. superconducting | superconductive| · adj. superconductor | superconducting| · n. a substance capable of becoming superconducting at sufficiently low temperatures.

a substance in the superconducting state.

superego | superego| · n. (pl. -os) (in psychoanalysis) the part of a person's mind that acts as a self-critical conscience, reflecting social standards learned from parents and teachers. Cf. ego and id.

supererogation | supererogation| · n. the performance of more work than duty requires.

DERIVATIVES: supererogatory | -rago, -tare| · adj. superferal | fishal| · adj. existing or occurring at or on the surface: the building suffered only superficial damage.

situating or occurring on the skin or immediately beneath it: the superficial muscle groups.

appearing to be true or real only until examined more closely: the resemblance between the breeds is superficial. · not thorough, deep, or complete; cursory: he had only the most superficial knowledge of foreign countries.

not having or showing any depth of character or understanding: perhaps I was a superficial person.

DERIVATIVES: superferality | -al| · adj. superficially adv. superficiality n.
superficies [sɔʊˈpɔːrˈfɪstɪz; ’fɪstɪz-] n. (pl. same) a surface: the superficies of a sphere.

an outward part or appearance: the superficies of life.

superfluity [sɔʊˈpɔːrˈflʊo-ɪt] n. (pl. -ies) [in sing.] an unnecessarily or excessively large amount or number of something: a superfluity of unoccupied time.

an unnecessary thing: they thought the garri- son a superfluity. ■ the state of being superfluo- us: servants who had nothing to do but to dis- play their own superfluity.

superfluous [sɔʊˈpɔːrfləwəs] adj. unnecessary, esp. through being more than enough: the purchaser should avoid asking for superfluous information.

DERIVATIVES: superfluously adv. superfluousness n.

superlative [saʊˈpərlətɪv] adj. 1 of the highest quality or degree: a superlative piece of craftsmanship. 2 (of an adjective or adverb) expressing the highest or a very high degree of a quality (e.g., bravest, most fiercely). Cf. POSITIVE, COMPARATIVE. ■ n. 1 a superlative adjective or adverb.

the superlative) the highest degree of comparison. 2 (usu. superlatives) an exagger- ated or hyperbolical expression of praise: the critics ran out of superlatives to describe him. 3 something or someone embodying excellence.

DERIVATIVES: superlatively adv. superlative- ness n.

superlunary [sɔʊˈpɔːrˈlʊnərɪ] adj. belonging to a higher world; celestial.

eextravagant; fantastic. Cf. sublunary.

supernal [sɔˈpərnəl] adj. of or relating to the sky or the heavens; celestial.

of exceptional quality or extent: he is the supernal poet of our age | supernal erudition.

DERIVATIVES: supernally adv.

supernatural [sɔʊˈpɔːrˈnɔːtʃ(ə)rəl] adj. (of a manifestation or event) attributed to some force beyond scientific understanding or the laws of nature: a supernatural being. Cf. PRETERNATURAL.

unnaturally or extraordinarily great: a woman of supernatural beauty. ■ n. (the super- natural) manifestations or events considered to be of supernatural origin, such as ghosts.

DERIVATIVES: supernaturality n. supernaturalist n. supernaturally adv.

supernumerary [sɔʊˈpɔːr’n(ə)rərɪ] adj. present in excess of the normal or requisite number, in particular:

(of a person) not belonging to a regular staff but engaged for extra work. ■ not wanted or needed; redundant: books were obviously supernumerary, and he began jettisoning them. ■ (in botany and zoology) denoting a struc- ture or organ occurring in addition to the normal ones: a pair of supernumerary teats. ■ (of an actor) appearing on stage but not speaking. ■ n. (pl. -ies) a supernumerary person or thing.

superordinate [sɔʊˈpɔːrˈɔrdn-ət] n. a thing that represents a superior order or category within a system of classification: a pair of compatibles must have a common superordinate.

a person who has authority over or control of another within an organization. ■ a word whose meaning includes the meaning of one or more other words: “bird” is the superordinate of “canary.” ■ adj. superior in status: the principal’s superordinate position.

superscript [sɔʊˈpɔːrˌskrɪpt] n. (of a letter, figure, or symbol) written or printed above the line, e.g. the 2; in e=mc². ■ n. a superscript letter, figure, or symbol.

supersede [sɔʊˈpɔːrˌseɪd] v. [trans.] take the place of (a person or thing previously in authority or use); supplant: the older models have now been superseded.

DERIVATIVES: supersession n. supersessional adj.

superstructure [sɔʊˈpɔːrˌstækʃ(ə)rəl] n. a structure built on top of something else.

the parts of a ship, other than masts and rig- ging, built above its hull and main deck. ■ the part of a building above its foundations. ■ a concept or idea based on others. ■ (in Marxist theory) the institutions and culture con- sidered to result from or reflect the economic system underlying a society.

DERIVATIVES: superstructural [sɔʊˈpɔːrˌstækʃ(ə)rəl] adj.

supervene [sɔʊˈpərvən] v. [trans.] occur later than a specified or implied event or action, typically in such a way as to change the situation: [as adj.] supervening any plan that is made is liable to be disrupted by superven- ing events.

(in philosophy, of a fact or property), be entailed by or consequent on the existence or establishment of another: the view that mental events supervenue upon physical ones.

DERIVATIVES: supervenient n. supervention n.

supine [sɔʊˈpɪn] adj. 1 (of a person) lying face upward.

having the front or ventral part upward. ■ (of the hand) with the palm upward. Cf. PRONE.

2 failing to act or protest as a result of moral weakness or indolence: the government was supine in the face of racial injustice.

DERIVATIVES: supinely adv. supinen- ness n.

supplement [səˈplənt] v. [trans.] supersede and replace: the socialist society that Marx believed would eventually supplant capitalism.

DERIVATIVES: supplement n.

supple [səˈpəlp] adj. (suppler, supplest) bending and moving easily and gracefully; flexible: her supple fingers | my mind is becom- ing more supple.

not stiff or hard; easily manipulated: this body oil leaves your skin feeling deliciously supple. ■ v. [trans.] make more flexible.

DERIVATIVES: suppliely adv. supple(n)ess n.

suppliant [səˈplənt] n. a person making a humble plea to someone in power or
authority. • adj. making or expressing a plea, esp. to someone in power or authority: their faces were supplicant.

**supplicate** | sapli'kat | • v. [trans.] ask or beg for something earnestly or humbly: [with infinitive] they supplicated to be made peers. ■ [trans.] ask or beg (someone) for something: he supplicated them earnestly. ■ [trans.] ask or beg (something) from someone.

**supplicant** | -kant | • adj. & n. 1 a supplicant: [sapi'kastan] 2 n. sup- plicatory adj. & n.

**supposition** | sap'ni'shan | • n. an uncertain belief: working on the supposition that his death was murder.

**suppositious** | sap'ni'shas | • adj. 1 based on assumption rather than fact: most of the evidence is purely suppositious. 2 suppositious.

**suppositionally** adv. suppositiousness n.

**suppress** | sap'res | • v. [trans.] forcibly put an end to: the uprising was savagely suppressed. ■ prevent the development, action, or expression of (a feeling, impulse, idea, etc.); restrain: she could not suppress a rising panic. ■ prevent the dissemination of (information): the report had been suppressed. ■ prevent or inhibit (a process or reaction): use of the drug suppressed the immune response. ■ partly or wholly eliminate (electrical interference). ■ consciously inhibit (an unpleasant idea or memory) to avoid considering it. Cf. OPPRESS, REPRESS.

**suppressible** adj. suppressive | -siv | adj. suppressor | -sar | n.

**suppurate** | sap'ya'rat | • v. [trans.] undergo the formation of pus; fester.

**suppuration** | sap'ya'rashan | n. suppurative | -rat'iv | adj.

**sur** | so'or | (also surah) • n. a chapter or section of the Koran.

**sural** | so'oral | • adj. of or relating to the calf of the leg.

**surcease** | sar'ses | • n. the action or act of bringing something to an end; cessation: he ceased us without surcease.

■ relief or consolation: drugs are taken to provide surcease from intolerable psychic pain. ■ v. [trans.] cease.

**surd** | sar'd | • adj. 1 (in mathematics, of a number) irrational. 2 (of a speech sound) uttered with the breath and not the voice (e.g., f, h, p, s, t). 3 n. 1 a surd number, esp. the irrational root of an integer (e.g., 2). 2 a surd consonant.

**surreal** | shoo'real | • n. (pl. -ies) a person who takes responsibility for another's performance of an undertaking, for example their appearing in court or paying of a debt; a guarantor.

■ money given to support an undertaking that someone will perform a duty, pay debts, etc.; a guarantee: the judge granted bail with a surety of $500. ■ the state of being sure or certain of something: I was ensnared in the surety of my impending fatherhood.

**surrealism** | sa'realizm | • n. a 20th-century avant-garde movement in art and literature that sought to release the creative potential of the unconscious mind, for example by the irrational juxtaposition of images and the creation of mysterious symbols.

**surrealist** n. & adj. surre
realistic | saˌrēˈlistik | adj. surpass·ly·tically | saˌrēˈlistik(ə)lē | adv.
surreptitious | ˈsərəpˈtiSHəs | • adj. kept secret, esp. because it would not be approved of: they carried on a surreptitious affair.
Derivatives: surreptitious·ly adv.
surreptitious·ness n.
surrogate | ˈsərəˈgət | • n. a substitute, esp. a person deputizing for another in a specific role or office: she was regarded as the surrogate for the governor during his final illness.
• (in the Christian Church) a bishop's deputy who grants marriage licenses. • a judge in charge of probate, inheritance, and guardianship.
surtax | ˈsərtaks | • n. an additional tax on something already taxed, esp. a higher rate of tax on incomes above a certain level.
surveil·lance | ˈsərəˈvaləns | • n. close observation, esp. of a suspected spy or criminal: he found himself put under surveillance by military intelligence.
susceptible | ˈsəsəpˈtaləl | • adj. 1 likely or liable to be influenced or harmed by a particular thing; patients with liver disease may be susceptible to infection.
• (of a person) easily influenced by feelings or emotions; sensitive: they only do it to tease him—he's too susceptible. 2 [predic.] (susceptible of) capable or admitting of: the problem is not susceptible of a simple solution.
Derivatives: susceptible·ly -ly·bl | adv.
suspension | ˈsəsəpˈshən | • n. 1 the action of suspending someone or something or the condition of being suspended, in particular:
• the temporary prevention of something from continuing or being in force or effect: the suspension of military action. • the official prohibition of someone from holding their usual post or carrying out their usual role for a particular length of time: the investigation led to the suspension of several officers | a four-game suspension. • (in music) a discord made by prolonging a note of a chord into the following chord. 2 the system of springs and shock absorbers by which a vehicle is supported on its wheels: the car's rear suspension. 3 a mixture in which particles are dispersed throughout the bulk of a fluid: a suspension of corn starch in peanut oil. Cf. colloid.
• the state of being dispersed in such a way: the agitator in the vat keeps the slurry in suspension.
sus·pire | ˈsəspərər | • v. [intrans] breathe, esp. out.
• [intrans.] sigh.
Derivatives: sus·pir·a·tion | ˌsəspərəˈerəˈeSHən | n.
sus·tain | ˈsəstən | • v. [trans.] 1 strengthen or support physically or mentally: this thought had sustained him throughout the years | [as adj.] (sustaining) a sustaining breakfast of bacon and eggs.
• cause to continue or be prolonged for an extended period or without interruption: he cannot sustain a normal conversation | [as adj.] (sustained) several years of sustained economic growth. • (of a performer) represent (a part or character) convincingly: he sustained the role with burliness. • bear (the weight of an object) without breaking or falling: he sagged against her so that she could barely sustain his weight | his health will no longer enable him to sustain the heavy burdens of office. 2 undergo or suffer (something unpleasant, esp. an injury): he died after sustaining severe head injuries. 3 uphold, affirm, or confirm the justice or validity of: the allegations of discrimination were sustained. the judge sustained the objection. • n. an effect or facility on a keyboard or electronic musical instrument whereby a note can be sustained after the key is released.
Derivatives: sustained·ly -n·lē | adv.
sustainer | ˈsəstənər | n. sustained n.
sus·ter·nance | ˈsəstərnəns | • n. food and drink regarded as a source of strength; nourishment: poor rural economies turned to potatoes for sustenance.
• the maintaining of someone or something in life or existence: he kept two or three cows for the sustenance of his family | the sustenance of democracy.
sus·sur·rus | ˈsəsəˈsrərəs | (also sus·sur·ra·tion | ˌsəsəˈsrərəˈrərənən | ) • n. whispering, murmuring, or rustling: the susurrus of the stream.
Derivatives: sus·sur·rant | ˈsəsəˈsrərənt | adj. sus·sur·rate | ˈsəsəˈsrərət | v.
sus·sur·rous | ˈsəsəˈsrərəs | adj.
sut·tee | ˈsətətē | (also sat·ti) • n. (pl. sut·tees) or sats (ˈsətəz, ˈsoʊtəz) | the former Hindu practice of a widow immolating herself on her husband's funeral pyre.
• a widow who committed such an act.
suz·ze·ral·in | ˈsoʊzərələn | • n. a sovereign or state having some control over another state that is internally autonomous.
• a feudal overlord.
Derivatives: suze·ral·in·ty -n·tē | -nˌtē | adj. (of a person) slender and elegant.
Sven·gali | ˈsvənˌgələ; svən- | • n. a musician in George du Maurier's novel Trilby (1894) who trains Trilby's voice and controls her stage singing hypnotically.
• [as n.] (a Sven·gali) a person who exercises a controlling or mesmeric influence on another, esp. for a sinister purpose.
swain | swain | • n. a country youth.
• a young lover or suitor.
swale | swal | • n. a low or hollow place, esp. a marshy depression between ridges.
swam·i | ˈswamē | • n. (pl. swam·is) a Hindu male religious teacher: [as title] Swami Satchidananda.
swank | swangk | • v. [intrans] display one's wealth, knowledge, or achievements in a way that is intended to impress others: swanking about, playing the dashing young master spy. • n. behavior, talk, or display intended to impress others: a little money will buy you a good deal of swank. • adj. (also swanky) imposing, stylish, or posh: coming out of some swanky nightclub.
swan·son·g | swan·song | • n. a person's final public perfor-
sward 428 sympathectic

mane or professional activity before retirement: he has decided to make this tour his swan song.

- any final effort, as before death, etc.

sward [swôrd] -n. an expanse of short grass.

- the upper layer of soil, esp. when covered with grass.

DERIVATIVES: sward-ed adj.

swardly [swôrthl] -adv. (swardier, swardliest) (also swart) dark-skinned: she looked frail standing next to her strong swardly brother.

DERIVATIVES: sward-i-ly |-Thôl| adv.

swardliness n.

swath [swath; swât] -v. [trans.] (usu. be swathed in) wrap in several layers of fabric: his hands were swathed in bandages. -n. a piece or strip of material in which something is wrapped.

swelter [sweltar] -v. [intrans.] (of a person or the atmosphere at a particular time or place) be uncomfortably hot: Barney sweltered in his doorman's uniform. -n. [in sing.] an uncomfortably hot atmosphere: the swelter of an August day.

DERIVATIVES: swelter-ing-ly adv.


swivet [swivit] -n. [in sing.] a fluster or panic: the incomprehensible did not throw him into a swivet.

sybarite [si'barit] -n. a person who is self-indulgent in his or her fondness for sensuous luxury.

DERIVATIVES: sybaritic adj. sybari-tism |-itiz| n.

sycophant [si'kôfant; -fánt] -n. a person who acts obsequiously toward someone in order to gain advantage; a servile flatterer.

DERIVATIVES: sycophancy [-fän-se; -,fensë] n. sycophantic [-sik'o,fantik] adj. sycophantically [si'ko,fant-i-kal|ly |ik(a)le| adv.

syl-la-bary [si'lô,bär|y] -n. (pl. -ies) a set of written characters representing syllables and (in some languages or stages of writing) serving the purpose of an alphabet.

syl-la-bic [sil'a-bik] -adj. of, relating to, or based on syllables: a system of syllabic symbols.

- (in prosody) based on the number of syllables in a line, etc.: the recreation of classical syllabic verse. -n. (of a consonant, esp. a nasal or other continuant) constituting a whole syllable, such as the m in Mabane or the l in bottle. -n. articulated in syllables: syllabic singing.

- n. a written character that represents a syllable: Inuit syllabics.

DERIVATIVES: syl-la-bi-cal-ly |-ik(a)le| adv. syl-la-bi-cally |sil'la-bi-sik|ly n.

syl-la-bus [sil'a-bas] -n. (pl. syllabuses or syllabi, -bi) an outline of the subjects in a course of study or teaching: there isn't time to cover the syllabus | the history syllabus.

syl-lep-sis [sil'lepsis] -n. (pl. sylllepses [-séz]) a figure of speech in which a word is applied to two others in different senses (e.g., caught the train and a bad cold) or to two others of which it grammatically suits only one (e.g., neither they nor it is working). Cf. ZEUGMA.

DERIVATIVES: syl-lep tic |-tik| adj.

syl-log-ism [si'lô,jizm] -n. an instance of a form of reasoning in which a conclusion is drawn (whether validly or not) from two given or assumed propositions (premises) that each share a term with the conclusion, and that share a common or middle term not present in the conclusion (e.g., all dogs are animals; all animals have four legs; therefore all dogs have four legs).

- deductive reasoning as distinct from induction: logic is rules or syllogism.


sylph [sílf] -n. an imaginary spirit of the air.

- a slender woman or girl.

sylvan [si'lôv|n| (also silvan) -adj. consisting of or associated with woods; wooded: trees and contours add all to a sylvan setting.

- pleasantly rural or pastoral: vistas of sylvan charm.

sym-bi-o-sis [si'môb'o,sís; -bi-] -n. (pl. symbi-oses | -séz | (in biology) interaction between two different organisms living in close physical association, typically to the advantage of both; distinguished from antibiosis, in which one organism is harmed.

- a mutually beneficial relationship between different people or groups: a perfect mother and daughter symbiosis.

DERIVATIVES: symbiotic |-'iôjk| adj. sym-bi-o-tic-al-ly [-'iôjk(a)le| adv.

sym-bol-ism [si'môb,lizm] -n. the use of symbols to represent ideas or qualities: in China, symbolism in gardens achieved great subl. ety.

- symbolic meaning attributed to natural objects or facts: the symbolism of flowers.

- (also Symbolism) an artistic and poetic movement or style using symbolic images and indirect suggestion to express mystical ideas, emotions, and states of mind.

DERIVATIVES: sym-bol-ist n. & adj.

sym-bology [si'mô-bal'sçe| -n. the study or use of symbols.

- symbols collectively: the use of religious symbology.

sym-me-try [si'mitrë] -n. (pl. -ies) the quality of being made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or around an axis: this series has a line of symmetry through its center | a crystal structure with hexagonal symmetry.

- correct or pleasing proportion of the parts of a thing: an overall symmetry making the poem pleasant to the ear. -n. similarity or exact correspondence between different things: a lack of symmetry between men and women | history sometimes exhibits weird symmetries between events.

- (in physics and mathematics) a law or operation where a physical property or process has an equivalence in two or more directions.

DERIVATIVES: sym-me-trize |-triz| v.

sym-path-e tic [si'môp'ðe|tik| adj. 1 feeling, showing, or expressing sympathy: he was
sympathetic toward staff with family problems | he spoke in a sympathetic tone.

- [pред.] showing approval of or favor toward an idea or action: he was sympathetic to evolutionary ideas. 2 pleasant or agreeable; in particular:

- (of a person) attracting the liking of others: Audrey develops as a sympathetic character.
- (of a structure) designed in a sensitive or fitting way: buildings that were sympathetic to their surroundings. 3 relating to or denoting the part of the autonomic nervous system consisting of nerves arising from ganglia near the middle part of the spinal cord, supplying the internal organs, blood vessels, and glands, and balancing the action of the parasympathetic nerves. 4 relating to, producing, or denoting an effect that arises in response to a similar action elsewhere: the deep bell set off sympathetic vibrations throughout the room.

Derivatives: sympathetically | ik- (a)le | adv.

sympathy | [simpəθi] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 feelings of pity and sorrow for someone else's misfortune: they had great sympathy for the flood victims. Cf. empathy.
- (one's sympathies) formal expression of such feelings; condolences: all Tony's friends joined in sending their sympathies to his widow Jean. 2 understanding between people; common feeling: the special sympathy between the two boys was obvious to all.

- (sympathies) support in the form of shared feelings or opinions: his sympathies lay with his constituents. 2 agreement with or approval of an opinion or aim; a favorable attitude: I have some sympathy for this view. 2 (in sympathy) relating harmoniously to something else; in keeping; repairs had to be in sympathy with the original structure. 3 the state or fact of responding in a way similar or corresponding to an action elsewhere: the magnetic field oscillates in sympathy.

Symposium | [simˈpɒziəm] • n. (pl. symposia | -zɪə) or symposiums) a conference or meeting to discuss a particular subject.

- a collection of essays or papers on a particular subject by a number of contributors. • a drinking party or convivial discussion, esp. as held in ancient Greece after a banquet (and notable as the title of a work by Plato).

Synapse | [sɪnˈæps] • n. a junction between two nerve cells, consisting of a minute gap across which impulses pass by diffusion of a (chemical) neurotransmitter.

Synchonous | [sɪnˈkroʊnəs] • adj. 1 occurring or occurring at the same time; simultaneous converging swells will synchronize to produce a peak. 2 adjust (a clock or watch) to show the same time as another: It is now 5:48. Synchronize watches. • [intens.] tally; agree: their version failed to synchronize with the police view. • coordinate; combine: both media synchronize national interests with multinational scope.


Synchronous | [sɪnˈkroʊnəs] • adj. 1 existing or occurring at the same time: glacialiations were approximately synchronous in both hemispheres. 2 (of a satellite or its orbit) making or denoting an orbit around the earth or another celestial body in which one revolution is completed in the period taken for the body to rotate about its axis.

Derivatives: synchronously | adv.

Synchony | [sɪnˈkroʊnɪ] • n. 1 simultaneous action, development, or occurrence.

- the state of operating or developing according to the same time scale as something else: some individuals do not remain in synchrony with the twenty-four-hour day. 2 synchronic treatment or study: the structuralist distinction between synchrony and diachrony.

Syncope | [sɪnˈkəp] • v. [trans.] 1 [usu. as adj.] (syncope'd) displace the beats or accents in (music or a rhythm) so that strong beats become weak and vice versa: syncopated dance music. 2 shorten (a word) by dropping sounds or letters in the middle, as in symbolism or Gloster for Gloucester.


Syncope | [sɪnˈkəp] • n. 1 temporary loss of consciousness caused by a fall in blood pressure. 2 the omission of sounds or letters from within a word, e.g., when library is pronounced.


Syncretism | [sɪnˈkretɪzəm] • n. 1 the amalgamation or attempted amalgamation of different religions, cultures, or schools of thought. 2 (in linguistics) the merging of different inflectional varieties of a word during the development of a language.


Syndicate | [sɪndɪk] • n. • syndiket| 1 a group of individuals or organizations combined to promote some common interest: large-scale buy-outs involving a syndicate of financial institutions | a crime syndicate.

- an association or agency supplying material simultaneously to a number of newspapers or periodicals. • a committee of syndics. • v. • syndicate | [ˈsɪndoʊˌkeɪt] | [trans.] (usu. be syndicated) control or manage by a syndicate: the loans are syndicated to a group of banks.

- publish or broadcast (material) simultane-
ously in a number of newspapers, television stations, etc.: his reports were syndicated to 200 other papers. • sell (a horse) to a syndicate; the stallion was syndicated for a record $5.4 million. DERIVATIVES: syndicate |sin'dikät| |sind'ka-| n. syndeficator |sin'defikä-| • adj. syntactic |sin'taktik| • adj. of or according to syntax: syntactic analysis. DERIVATIVES: syntactical |sin'takstik| • adj. syntactically |sin'takstik| • adv. |s-ik(3)| • adj. of or according to syntax: syntactic analysis. DERIVATIVES: syntactically |sin'takstik| • adv. 

■ a set of rules for or an analysis of this: generative syntax. The branch of linguistics that deals with this.

synthesis |sin'thesis| • n. (pl. syntheses |sin'thesis|) combination or composition, in particular:

■ the combination of ideas to form a theory or system: the synthesis of intellect and emotion in his work |the ideology represented a synthesis of certain ideas. Often contrasted with ANALYSIS.

■ the production of chemical compounds by reaction from simpler materials: the synthesis of methanol from carbon monoxide and hydrogen. (in Hegelian philosophy) the final stage in the process of dialectical reasoning, in which a new idea resolves the conflict between THESIS and ANTHESIS. the process of making compound and derivative words.

■ the use of inflected forms rather than word order to express grammatical structure.

DERIVATIVES: synthetic |sin'thiktik| • adj. relating to or using synthesis.

■ (of a substance) made by chemical synthesis, esp. to imitate a natural product: synthetic rubber. (of an emotion or action) not genuine; insincere: their tears are a bit synthetic. (of a proposition in logic) having truth or falsity determinable by recourse to experience. Cf. ANALYTICAL. (of a language) characterized by the use of inflections rather than word order to express grammatical structure. Cf. ANALYTICAL.

■ n. (usu. synthetics) a synthetic material or chemical, esp. a textile fiber.

DERIVATIVES: synthetical |sin'thistik| • adj. synthetically |sin'thistik| • adv. 

systemic |sin'temik| • adj. 1 of or relating to a system, esp. as opposed to a particular part: the disease is localized rather than systemic.

■ (of an insecticide, fungicide, or similar substance) entering the plant via the roots or shoots and passing through the tissues. 2 denoting the part of the circulatory system concerned with the transportation of oxygen to and carbon dioxide from the body in general, esp. as distinct from the pulmonary part concerned with the transportation of oxygen from and carbon dioxide to the lungs.

DERIVATIVES: systemically |sin'temik| • adv. 

syzygy |si'zij| • n. (pl. -ies) (in astronomy) a conjunction or opposition, esp. of the moon with the sun: the planets were aligned in syzygy.

■ a pair of connected or corresponding things: Anima and anima represent a supreme pair of opposites, the syzygy.

DERIVATIVES: syzygial |si'zijal| • adj. 

syzygial |si'zijal| • adj. 

syntactic |sin'taktik| • adj. of or according to syntax: syntactic analysis. DERIVATIVES: syntactically |sin'takstik| • adv. 

synergy |sin'ærj| (also synergism |si'jizm|) • n. the interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, substances, or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of their separate effects: the synergy between artist and record company. DERIVATIVES: synergetic |sin'ærjiktik| • adj. synergic |sin'ærjik| • adj. synergistic |sin'ærjistik| • adj. 

syndrome |'sin,drom| • n. a group of symptoms that consistently occur together, or a condition characterized by a set of associated symptoms: a rare syndrome in which the production of white blood cells is damaged.

■ a characteristic combination of opinions, emotions, or behavior: the “Not In My Back Yard” syndrome. DERIVATIVES: syndromic |sin'dromik| • adj. 

synecdoche |so'nēdkō| • n. a figure of speech in which a part is made to represent the whole or vice versa, as in Cleveland won by six runs (meaning “Cleveland’s baseball team”).

DERIVATIVES: synecdochic |so'nēdāk| • adj. synecdochical |so'nēdōk| • adj. 

synergy |sin'ærj| • n. 1 an assembly of the clergy and sometimes also the laity in a diocese or other division of a particular Christian church. 2 a Presbyterian ecclesiastical court above the presbyteries and subject to the General Assembly.

DERIVATIVES: synodal |so'nōd| • adj. synodically |so'nōdik| • adv. 

synonym |'sin,ənim| • n. a word or phrase that means exactly or nearly the same as another word or phrase in the same language, for example shut is a synonym of close.

■ a person or thing so closely associated with a particular quality or idea that the mention of its name calls it to mind: the Victorian age is a synonym for sexual puritanism. ■ a taxonomic name that has the same application as another, esp. one that has been superseded and is no longer valid.

DERIVATIVES: synonymic |so'nənimik| • adj. synonymity |so'nənimitï| • n. synonymous |so'nənimous| • adj. synonymy |so'nənymi| • n. 

synopsis |so'nämpsis| • n. (pl. synopses |so'nämpsi|) a brief summary or general survey of something: a synopsis of the accident.

■ an outline of the plot of a play, film, or book.

DERIVATIVES: synopsis |so'nämpsis| • v. 

synoptic |so'nəptik| • adj. 1 of or forming a general summary or synopsis: a synoptic outline of the contents.

■ taking or involving a comprehensive mental view: a synoptic model or higher education. 2 of or relating to the Synoptic Gospels (the first three Gospels, Matthew, Mark, and Luke, which give more or less similar accounts). 

■ n. (Synoptics) the Synoptic Gospels. 

DERIVATIVES: synoptical |so'nəptik| • adj. synoptically |so'nəptik| • adv.
tabernacle | 'tæbər,naːkəl| • n. 1 (in biblical use) a fixed or movable habitation, typically of light construction.

- a tent used as a sanctuary for the Ark of the Covenant by the Israelites during the Exodus and until the building of the Temple. 2 a meeting place for worship used by some Protestants or Mormons. 3 an ornamented receptacle or cabinet in which apyx or ciborium containing the reserved sacrament may be placed in Catholic churches, usually on or above an altar.

- a canopied niche or recess in the wall of a church.

DERIVATIVES: tabernacled adj.

tabescence | 'tæbəsəns| • adj. wasting away.

tablature | 'tæblətʃər| • n. a form of musical notation indicating fingering rather than the pitch of notes, written on lines corresponding to, for example, the strings of a lute or the holes on a flute.

tablau | 'tæbləu| • n. (pl. tableaux | '-bləʊz|) a group of models or motionless figures representing a scene from a story or from history; a tableau vivant.

- more generally, a picture; a picturesque presentation or description.

tablau vivant | 'tæbləʊ vəˈvænt; -ˈvænt| • n. (pl. tableaux | '-bləʊz|) a silent and motionless group of people arranged to represent a scene or incident.

tablellar | 'tæbələr| • adj. 1 (of data) consisting of or presented in columns or tables: a tabular presentation of running costs. 2 broad and flat like the top of a table: a huge tabular iceberg.

- (of a crystal) relatively broad and thin, with two well-developed parallel faces.

DERIVATIVES: tabularly adv.

tabula rasa | 'tæbʊʊla ˈrɑːsə; ˈrʌzə| • n. (pl. tabulae rasae) an absence of preconceived ideas or predetermined goals; a clean slate: the team did not have complete freedom and a tabula rasa on which to work.

- the human mind, esp. at birth, viewed as having no innate ideas.

tablulate | 'tæbʊˈlaːt| • v. [trans.] arrange (data) in the form of a table; draw up a table: [as adj.] (tabulated) tabulated results.

DERIVATIVES: tabulation | 'tæbʊˌləˈkeɪʃən| n.

tact | 'tækt| • n. 1 an action or strategy carefully planned to achieve a specific end.

- (tactics) [also treated as sing.] the art of disposing armed forces in order of battle and of organizing operations, esp. during contact with an enemy.

DERIVATIVES: tactician | 'tæktɪʃən| n.

tactful | 'tæktfəl| • adj. of, relating to, or constituting actions carefully planned to gain a specific military end: as a tactical officer in the field he had no equal.

- (of bombing or weapons) done or for use in immediate support of military or naval operations. Cf. STRATEGIC.

- (of a person or his or her actions) showing adroit planning; aiming at an end beyond the immediate action: in a tactical retreat, she moved into a hotel with her daughters.

DERIVATIVES: tactfully adv.

tactic | 'tæktɪk| • n. 1 a musical direction indicating that a voice or instrument is silent.

- (as a musical direction) indicating that a voice or instrument is silent.

tachometer | 'tækəmətər| • n. an instrument that measures the working speed of an engine (esp. in a road vehicle), typically in revolutions per minute (RPM).

tacit | 'tæsɪt| • adj. understood or implied without being stated: your silence may be taken as tacit agreement.

DERIVATIVES: tacitly adv.
perceptible by touch or apparently so; tangible: she had a distinct, almost tactile memory.
- designed to be perceived by touch: tactile exhibitions help blind people enjoy the magic of sculpture. * (of a person) given to touching others, esp. as an unconscious expression of sympathy or affection.

**Derivatives:** tac*til*ity | tækˈtɪlɪti | n.
taint | tænt | n. a trace of a bad or undesirable quality or substance: the taint of corruption.
- a thing whose influence or effect is perceived as contaminating or undesirable: the taint that threatens to stain most of the company’s other partners.
- an unpleasant smell: the lingering taint of creosote. * v. [trans.] (often be taint)ed) contaminate or pollute (something): the air was tainted by fumes from the cars.
- affect with a bad or undesirable quality: his administration was often tainted by scandal.
- [itran.] (of food or water) become contaminated or polluted.

**Derivatives:** taint*less* adj.
take*over | tækˌəʊvər | - n. an act of assuming control of something, esp. the buying out of one company by another.
- a (usually forcible) assumption of government or military power; coup.

tal*ism*an | tælɪsˈmæn; -iz- | n. (pl. talis*mans | tælɪsˈmænz) an object, typically an inscribed ring or stone, that is thought to have magic powers and to bring good luck.

**Derivatives:** tal*is*manic | tælɪzˈmænɪk | adj.
tal*mud | tælˈmʊd; tælˈmɑd | n. (the Tal-mud) the body of Jewish civil and ceremonial law, debates, commentaries, and legendary composing the Mishnah (the ‘Oral Law’) and the Gemara. There are two versions of the Tal-mud: the Babylonian Talmud (which dates from the 5th century AD but includes earlier material) and the earlier Palestinian or Jerusalem Talmud.

**Derivatives:** tal*mud*ic | tælˈmʊdɪk; -ˈmɑdɪk | adj.
tal*mud*ical | tælˈmʊdɪkəl | adj.
tal*mud*ism | tælˈmʊdɪzəm | n.
tal*on | tælˈɒn | - n. 1 a claw, esp. one belonging to a bird of prey. 2 the shoulder of a bolt against which the key presses to slide it in a lock. 3 (in various card games) the cards remaining undealt.

**Derivatives:** tal*oned* adj.
tal*us | n. (pl. taluses) a sloping mass of rock fragments at the foot of a cliff.
- the sloping side of an earthwork, or of a wall that tapers to the top.

tambour | tæmˌbɔːr | n. 1 a small drum. 2 something resembling a drum in shape or construction, in particular:
- a circular frame for holding fabric taut while it is being embroidered. 2 a wall of circular plan, such as one supporting a dome or surrounded by a colonnade. 3 each of a sequence of cylindrical stones forming the shaft of a column. * [usu. as adj.] a sliding flexible shutter or door on a piece of furniture, made of strips of wood attached to a backing of can-
vases: a desk with a tambour door. * v. [trans.] (often as adj.) (tamboured) decorate or embroi-
der on a tambour: a tamboured waistcoat.

tan*dem | tænˈdɛm | n. (also tandem bicy-
cle) a bicycle with seats and pedals for two riders, one behind the other.
- a carriage driven by two animals harnessed one in front of the other. * a group of two people or machines working together. * a truck with two rear drive axles.
- (also tandem trailer) a combination truck whose tractor hauls two trailers, one after the other. * adv. with two or more horses harnessed one behind another: I rode tandem to Paris.
- alongside each other; together. * adj. having two things arranged one in front of the other: satisfactory steering angles can be maintained with tandem buses.

**Phrases:** in tandem alongside each other; together: a tight fiscal policy working in tandem with a tight foreign exchange policy. * one behind another.

tang*ent | tæŋˈjɛnt | n. 1 a straight line or plane that touches a curve or curved surface at a point, but if extended does not cross it at that point.
- a completely different line of thought or action; she went off on a tangent about how she and her husband had driven past a department store window. 2 the trigonometric function that is equal to the ratio of the sides (other than the hypotenuse) opposite and adjacent to an angle in a right triangle. * adj. (of a line or plane) touching, but not intersecting, a curve or curved surface.

**Derivatives:** tan*gen*cy | -ˈjense | n.
tan*gen*ti*al | tænˈjɛntɪəl | adj. of, relating to, or along a tangent: a tangential line.
- diverging from a previous course or line; erratic: tangential thoughts. * hardly touching a matter; peripheral: the reforms were tangential to efforts to maintain a basic standard of life.

**Derivatives:** tan*gen*ti*ally* adv.
tan*gi*ble | tænˈdʒɪbəl | adj. perceptible by touch: the atmosphere of neglect and abandon-
ment was almost tangible.
- clear and definite; real: the emphasis is now on tangible results. * n. (usu. tangibles) a thing that is perceptible by touch.

**Derivatives:** tan*gi*bil*ity | tænˈdʒɪbɪlɪtɪ | n.
tan*gi*ble*ness | tænˈdʒɪblɪnəs | n.
tan*gi*ble*ly | -bled | adv.
tan*ta*lize | tænˈtælɪz | -v. [trans.] torment or tease (someone) with the sight or promise of something that is unobtainable: such ambitious questions have long tantalized the world’s best thinkers.
- excite the senses or desires of (someone): she still tantalized him | [as adj.] (tantalizing) the tantalizing fragrance of fried bacon.

**Derivatives:** tan*ta*liz*ation | tænˈtælɪzəˈneɪʃən | n.
tan*ta*lizer | n.
tan*ta*liz*ing*ly* adv.
tan*ta*mount | tænˈtæmənt | adj. [predic.] (tantamount to) equivalent in seriousness to; virtually the same as: the resignations were tantamount to an admission of guilt.
tensive | tentiv | adj. causing or expressing tension.

tentative | ten(t)ativ | adj. not certain or fixed; provisional: a tentative conclusion.

- done without confidence; hesitant: he tried a few tentative steps around his hospital room.
- DERIVATIVES: tentatively adv. tentativeness n.

tenuous | ten(y)ws | adj. very weak or slight: the tenuous link between interest rates and investment.

- very slender or fine; insubstantial: a tenuous cloud.
- DERIVATIVES: tenuously adv. tentiveness n.

tenure | ten(y)oor | n. 1 the conditions under which land or buildings are held or occupied. 2 the holding of an office: his tenure as EPA head would be threatened.

- a period for which an office is held. 3 guaranteed permanent employment, esp. as a teacher or professor, after a probationary period. 4. [trans.] give (someone) a permanent post, esp. as a teacher or professor: I had recently been tenured and then promoted to full professor.

- [as adj.] (tenured) having or denoting such a post: a tenured faculty member.
- DERIVATIVES: tepid-i-ty | te'pid-i-jē | n.

- showing little enthusiasm: the applause was tepid.
- DERIVATIVES: tepid-i-ly adv. tepid-i-ness n.

teratology | ter'ə-təlje | n. 1 the scientific study of congenital abnormalities and abnormal formations. 2 mythology relating to fantastic creatures and monsters.

- DERIVATIVES: teratological | terə'təl-ōj̆ık̆ | adj. teratologist | jist | n.

tercet | ter'ŝt̂ | n. a set or group of three lines of verse rhyming together or connected by rhyme with an adjacent tercet.

tergiversate | terjivar, sat | v. [intrans.] 1 make conflicting or evasive statements; equivocate: the more she tergiversated, the greater grew the demands of the reporters for an interview. 2 change one's loyalties; be apostate.

- DERIVATIVES: tergiversation | terjivar 'ŝthən | n. tergiversator | 'ŝt̂ər | n.

termagant | termagant | n. a harsh-tempered or overbearing woman.

terminal | termənəl | adj. 1 [attrib.] of, forming, or situated at the end or extremity of something: a terminal date | the terminal tip of the probe.

- of or forming a transportation terminal: terminal platforms. 2 situated at, forming, or denoting the end of a part or series of parts furthest from the center of the body. 3 of a flower, inflorescence, etc.) borne at the end of a stem or branch. Often contrasted with axillary (growing from an axil, the upper angle between a stalk or branch and the stem or trunk from which it is growing). 2 of a disease) predicted to lead to death, esp. slowly; incurable: terminal cancer.

- [attrib.] suffering from or relating to such a disease: a hospice for terminal cases. 2 [attrib.] (of a condition) forming the last stage of such a disease. extreme and usually beyond cure or alteration (used to emphasize the extent of something regarded as bad or unfortunate): you're making a terminal ass of yourself. 3 n. 1 an end or extremity of something, in particular:

- the end of a railroad or other transport route, or a station at such a point. 2 a departure and arrival building for air passengers at an airport. 3 an installation where oil or gas is stored at the end of a pipeline or at a port. 2 a point of connection for closing an electric circuit. 3 a device at which a user enters data or commands for a computer system and that displays the received output. 4 (also terminal figure) another term for 'terminus' 'boundary marker.'

- DERIVATIVES: terminally adv. (in sense 2 of the adjective) [as submodifier] a terminally ill woman.

terminate | termənət | v. [trans.] bring to an end: he was advised to terminate the contract.

- [trans.] terminate in (of a thing) have its end at (a specified place) or of (a specified form): the chain terminated in an iron ball covered with spikes. 2 [trans.] (of a train, bus, or boat service) end its journey: the train will terminate at New Orleans. 3 end (a pregnancy) before term by artificial means.

- end the employment of (someone); dismiss: They're putting pressure on me to terminate you. 4 assassinate (someone, esp. an intelligence agent): he was terminated by persons unknown. 5 form the physical end or extremity of (an area).

terminology | termə'nəlje | n. (pl. -ies) the body of terms used with a particular technical application in a subject of study, theory, profession, etc.: the terminology of semiotics | specialized terminologies for higher education.

- DERIVATIVES: terminological | termə'nəl-je-əl | adj. terminologist | jist | n.

terminal | termənəl | n. (pl. termini | -ni | or terminuses) 1 a final point in space or time; an end or extremity: the exhibition's terminus is 1962. 3 the end of a railway or other transportation route, or a station at such a point; a terminal.

- an oil or gas terminal. 3 a figure of a human bust or an animal ending in a square pillar from which it appears to spring, originally used as a boundary marker in ancient Rome.

ternary | termərē | adj. composed of three parts.

- (in mathematics) using three as a base.

Terpsichore | terp'ŝkōr | (in Greek and Roman mythology) the Muse of lyric poetry and dance.

- DERIVATIVES: Terpsichorean adj.

terra cotta | terə 'kōtə | (also terracotta) | n. unglazed, typically brownish-red earthenware, used chiefly as an ornamental building material and in modeling.

- a statuette or other object made of such
The Tertiary lasted from about 65 million to 1.6 million years ago. The mammals diversified following the demise of the dinosaurs and became dominant, as did the flowering plants.
Theo\-centric | \textit{Thē-o-sentrik} \textt{adj.} having God as a central focus: a theo\-centric civilization.

The\-ocra\-cy | \textit{Thē-ə-kra-sē} \textt{n. (pl. -ies) a system of government in which priests rule in the name of God or a god.

The\-ocracy | \textit{Thē-ə-safel} (also Theravada Buddhism) \textt{n.} the more conservative of the two major traditions of Buddhism (the other being Mahayana), and a school of Hinayana Buddhism. It is practiced mainly in Sri Lanka, Myanmar (Burma), Thailand, Cambodia, and Laos.

Ther\-a\-plan\-throp\-ic | \textit{Thē-rə-plan-thrə-pik} \textt{adj.} (esp. of a deity) combining the form of an animal with that of a man.

Ther\-a\-morph\-ic | \textit{Thē-rə-mɔr-fik} \textt{adj.} (esp. of a deity) having an animal form.

Ther\-mal | \textit{Thē-rə-məl} \textt{adj.} or relating to heat.

Ther\-mo\-dynam\-ics | \textit{Thē-rə-məd-nəm-iks} \textt{n.} plural n. [treated as sing.] the branch of physical science that deals with the relations between heat and other forms of energy (such as mechanical, electrical, or chemical energy), and, by extension, of the relationships and interconvertibility of all forms of energy.

Ther\-mo\-dy\-nam\-ic\-al\-ly | \textit{Thē-rə-də-nəm-al-ˈli} \textt{adv.}

Ther\-mo\-nuc\-lear | \textit{Thē-rə-nəkˈlər} \textt{n.} relating to or using nuclear reactions that occur only at very high temperatures such as those inside stars, esp. as fusion of hydrogen or other light nuclei.

Thes\-aur\-us | \textit{Thē-sərəs} \textt{n.} pi. thesauri (\textit{Thē-sərə} or \textit{Thē-sərəs}) a book that lists words in groups of synonyms and related concepts.

Thes\-sis | \textit{Thē-səs} \textt{n. (pl. theses \textit{ˈθi-}, \textit{ˈθi-səz}) 1 a statement or theory that is put forward as a premise to be maintained or proved: his central thesis is that psychological life is not part of the material world. 2 a long essay or dissertation involving personal research, written by a candidate for an university degree: a master's thesis. Cf. dissertation. 3 an unstressed syllable or part of a metrical foot in Greek or Latin verse.

Thes\-sian | \textit{Thē-sən} \textt{adj.} or relating to drama and the theater: thespian talents.

The\-ur\-gy | \textit{Thē-ərəj} \textt{n.} the operation or effect of a supernatural or divine agency in human affairs.

The\-ur\-gi\-c\-al\-ly | \textit{Thē-ə-rəj-əl} \textt{adv.}

The\-ur\-gi\-cal | \textit{Thē-ə-rəj-əl} \textt{adj.}

The\-ur\-gi\-st | \textit{Thē-ə-rəj-st} \textt{adj.}

Thew | \textit{Thē} \textt{n.} muscular strength.

The\-w\-y | \textit{Thē-ə} \textt{adj.} the\-w\-less adj.
Third World • n. (usu. the Third World) the developing countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
thrall [thrɔːl] • n. the state of being in someone's power or having great power over someone; she was in thrall to her abusive husband.
- a slave, servant, or captive.
Derivatives: thrall-dom [dəm] (also thread-dam), thread-y [Thrɔːdə] • adj. (threader, threadiest) of a sound, esp. the voice) scarcely audible: he managed a thready whisper.
- of a person's pulse) scarcely perceptible.
Derivatives: throunody [Thrəʊnədə] • adj. throne-dal
thres • n. [trans. 1 separate grain from (a plant), typically with a flail or by the action of a revolving mechanism: machinery that can reap and thresh corn in the same process [as n.] (threshing) farm workers started the afternoon's threshing. 2 variant spelling of thrash (in the sense of violent movement).
thrift • adj. (thriftier, thriftiest) 1 (of a person or behavior) using money and other resources carefully and not wastefully. 2 (of livestock or plants) strong and healthy.
- prosperous.
Derivatives: thriftily [θɜːflɪ] • adv.
threnosity [θrəʊnəsɪ] • n.
thros [θrəʊs] • plural n. intense or violent pain and struggle, esp. accompanying birth, death, or great change: he contended in his death throes.
thrombosis [θrɔmˈbɒsɪs] • n. (pl. thromboses [-səz]) local coagulation or clotting of the blood in a part of the circulatory system.
- congestion in general.
Derivatives: thrombotic [θrɔmˈbɒtɪk] • adj.
thwart [θwart] • v. [trans.] prevent (someone) from accomplishing something; he never did anything to thwart his father, she was thwarted in her desire to punish them.
- oppose (a plan, attempt, or ambition) successfully; the government had been able to thwart all attempts by opposition leaders to form new parties. 2 n. a structural crosspiece forming a seat for a rower in a boat. 3 prep. & adv. from one side to another side of; across: as prep. a pink-tinged cloud spread through the shore.
tic [tɪk] • n. a habitual spasmodic contraction of the muscles, most often in the face.
- a characteristic or recurrent behavioral trait; idiosyncrasy: one of my tics as a writer.
tilde [tild] • n. an accent (˘) placed over Spanish n when pronounced ñ (as in señor) or Portuguese a or o when nasalized (as in São Paulo), or over a vowel in phonetic transcription, indicating nasalization.
- a similar symbol used in mathematics to indicate similarity, and in logic to indicate negation.
timbre [ˈtembər; ˈtæmbra] • n. the character or quality of musical sound or voice as distinct from its pitch and intensity: trumpet notes with different timbres.
timocratie [təˈmɒkrəs] • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a form of government in which possession of property is required in order to hold office. 2 a form of government in which rulers are motivated by ambition or love of honor.
Derivatives: timocratic, timocratic-ly, adj.
timorous [ˈtɪmərəs] • adj. showing or suffering from nervousness, fear, or a lack of confidence: a timorous voice.
Derivatives: timorous-ly, adv. timorous-ness.
tincture [ˈtɪnt(ə)r] • n. 1 a medicine made by dissolving a drug in alcohol. 2 a slight trace of something: she could not keep a tincture of bitterness out of her voice. 3 (in heraldry) any of the conventional colors used in coats of arms. 4 (be tinctured) to be tinged, flavored, or imbued with a slight amount of: Arthur's affability was tinctured with faint sarcasm.
tininus [ˈtɪnɪəs; ˈtɪnɪ] • n. ringing or buzzing in the ears.
tininess [ˈtɪnɪnəs] • n.
tiade [ˈtiːrəd, ˈtiːrəd] • n. a long, angry speech of criticism or accusation: a tirade of abuse.
tithe [ˈtɪθ] • n. one tenth of annual produce or earnings, formerly taken as a tax for the support of the church and clergy.
- in certain religious denominations) a tenth of an individual's income pledged to the church. 2 in (ang.) a tenth of a specified thing: he hadn't said a tith of the prayers he knew.

Derivatives: tithable adj. titillate [ˈtɪtlət] • v. [trans.] stimulate or excite (someone), esp. in a sexual way: these journalists are paid to titillate the public [as adj.] (titillating) she let slip titillating details about her clients.
- lightly touch; tickle.
titivate [ˈtɪtɪv] • v. [trans.] make small enhancing alterations to (something): she titivated her hair.
- (titivate oneself) make oneself look attractive.
Derivatives: titivating, titivator n.
titular [ˈtɪtʃələr] • adj. 1 holding or constituting a purely formal position or title without any real authority: the queen is titular head of the Church of England.
- (attrib.) of a cleric) nominally appointed to serve a diocese, abbey, or other foundation no longer in existence, and typically in fact having authority in another capacity. 2 denoting a person or thing from whom or which the name of an artistic work or similar is taken: the work's titular song.
denoting any of the parish churches in Rome to which cardinals are formally appointed and from which their titles are derived: the priests of the titular churches.

timesis |ˈtaɪmˌɪs| · n. (pl. timeses) the separation of parts of a compound word by an intervening word or words, heard mainly in informal speech (e.g., a whole nether story; shove it back any-old-where in the pile).
tocsin |ˈtɑːkson| · n. an alarm bell or signal.
towle |ˈtwɔl| · n. 1 an early version of a finished garment made up in cheap material so that the design can be tested and perfected. 2 a translucent linen or cotton fabric, used for making clothes.
tolerance |ˈtɔːl(ə)rans| · n. 1 the ability or willingness to tolerate something, in particular the existence of opinions or behavior that one does not necessarily agree with: the tolerance of corruption | an advocate of religious tolerance.

the capacity to endure continued subjecting to something, esp. a drug, transplant, antigen, or environmental conditions, without adverse reaction: the desert camel shows the greatest tolerance to dehydration | species were grouped according to pollution tolerance | various species of diatoms display different tolerances to acid. 2 diminution in the body’s response to a drug after continued use. 2 an allowable amount of variation of a specified quantity, esp. in the dimensions of a machine or part: 250 parts in his car were made to tolerances of one thousandth of an inch.
tone |ˈtɔːn| · n. 1 a book, esp. a large, heavy, scholarly one: a weighty tome.
tonal |ˈtɔːnl| · adj. of or relating to the tone of music, color, or writing: his ear for tonal color | the poem’s tonal lapses.

of or relating to music written using conventional keys and harmony. 2 (of a language) expressing semantic differences by varying the intonation given to words or syllables of a similar sound.

derivatives: tonically adv.
donic |ˈtɑːnɪk| · n. 1 a medicinal substance taken to give a feeling of vigor or well-being.

something with an invigorating effect: being needed is a tonic for someone at my age. 2 the first note in a scale that, in conventional harmony, provides the keynote of a piece of music. 2 a giving a feeling of vigor or well-being; invigorating. 2 relating to or denoting the first degree of a musical scale. 3 (in phonetics) denoting or relating to the syllable within a tone group that has greatest prominence, because it carries the main change of pitch. 4 relating to or restoring normal tone to muscles or other organs.

relating to, denoting, or producing continuous muscular contraction.

derivatives: tonically |ˈtɑːnɪkəl| adv.
tonsorial |ˈtɑːnsoʊrərəl| · adj. of or relating to hairdressing.
tonsure |ˈtɑːnswər| · n. a part of a monk’s or priest’s head bare on top by shaving off the hair.

[in sing.] an act of shaving the top of a monk’s or priest’s head as a preparation for entering a religious order. · v. [trans. | often as adj.] (tonsure) shave the hair on the crown.
tontine |ˈtɔntən| · n. an annuity shared by subscribers to a loan or common fund, the shares increasing as subscribers die until the last survivor enjoys the whole income.
toothsome |ˈtəʊθsʌm| · adj. (of food) temptingly tasty: a toothsome morsel.

(of a person) good-looking; attractive.

derivatives: toothsome |ˈtəʊθsʌm| adv. toothsome |ˈtəʊθsʌm| n.
tope |ˈtɔp| · v. [trans.] drink alcohol to excess, esp. on a regular basis.

derivatives: top |ˈtɔp| n.
topiary |ˈtɒpəri| · n. (pl. -ies) the art or practice of clipping shrubs or trees into ornamental shapes.

shrubs or trees clipped into ornamental shapes in such a way: a cottage surrounded by topiary.

derivatives: topiary |ˈtɒpəri| adj. topiary |ˈtɒpəri| n.
topography |ˈtɒpəɡrəfi| · n. the arrangement of the natural and artificial physical features of an area: the topography of the island.

da detailed description or representation on a map of such features. 2 the distribution of parts or features on the surface of or within an organism or organism.

derivatives: topographer |ˈtɒpəɡrəfa| · -for | n.
topology |ˈtɒpələdʒi| · n. 1 in mathematics the study of geometric properties and spatial relations unaffected by the continuous change of shape or size of figures.

a family of open subsets of an abstract space such that the union and the intersection of any two of them are members of the family, and that includes the space itself and the empty set. 2 the way in which constituent parts are interrelated or arranged: the topology of a computer network.

derivatives: topological |ˈtɒpələˈdʒɪk| adj.
to·pol·og·ist |ˈtɒpələˌdʒɪst| · -ist | n.
toonym |ˈtɑːnənim| · n. a place name, esp. one derived from a topographical feature.

derivatives: toonym |ˈtɑːnənim| adj.
tor |ˈtɔr| · n. a hill or rocky peak.

torah |ˈtɔrə; ˈtɔrə; ˈtɔrə| · n. (usu. the Torah) (in Judaism) the law of God as revealed to Moses and recorded in the first five books of the Hebrew scriptures (the Pentateuch).

a scroll containing this.

toe·re·tics |ˈtɔrəˌtɪks| · plural n. [treated as sing.] the art of making designs in relief or intaglio, esp. by chasing, carving, and embossing in metal.

derivatives: toe·ret·ic |ˈtɔrəˌtɪk| adj.
torpid |ˈtɔrpɪd| · adj. mentally or physically inactive; lethargic: toe sat around in a torpid state.

(of an animal) dormant, esp. during hibernation.

derivatives: torpid·ity |ˈtɔrpɪdi| · n.
torpid·ly |ˈtɔrpɪdli| adv.
torpor | 'tɔrpor | n. a state of physical or mental inactivity; lethargy: they veered between apathetic torpor and hysterical fanaticism.

torque | tɔrk | n. a twisting force that tends to cause rotation. • v. [trans.] apply torque or a twisting force to (an object); he gently torqued the hip joint.

derivatives: torquey adj.
torrid | 'tɔrɪd; tɔrd- | • adj. very hot and dry: the torrid heat of the afternoon.

- full of passion or highly charged emotions arising from sexual love: a torrid love affair.
- full of difficulty or tribulation: Wall Street is in for a torrid time in the next few weeks.
derivatives: torridity | 'tɔrɪdɪtɪ | n.
torridly adv.
torsion | 'tɔrʃən | n. • the action of twisting or the state of being twisted, esp. of one end of an object relative to the other.

- (in mathematics) the extent to which a curve departs from being planar.
derivatives: torsional | -ʃənəl | adj.
torsional-ly |-ʃənəl-ɪ | adv. torsional-less adj.
torsos | 'tɔrsoʊ | n. (pl. torsos or torsi | -sə) | the trunk of the human body.

- the trunk of a statue without, or considered independently of, the head and limbs.
- an unfinished or mutilated thing, esp. a work of art or literature: the Requiem torso was preceded by the cantata.
tort | tɔrt | n. (in law) a wrongful act or an infringement of a right (other than one acquired under contract), not a crime but leading to legal liability and giving cause for a lawsuit.
derivatives: tortious adj. tort-feasor n. a person who commits a tort.
torte | tɔrt | n. (pl. tortes or German torten | 'tɔrtən | ) a sweet cake or tart.
tortuous | 'tɔrcheməs | • adj. full of twists and turns: the route is remote and tortuous.

- excessively lengthy and complex: a tortuous argument.
derivatives: tortuously adj. tortuous-ness n.

usage: Tortuous and torturous have different core meanings. Tortuous means ‘full of twists and turns’ and ‘devious, circuitous,’ e.g., Both paths were tortuous and strewn with boulders. Torturous is derived from torture and means ‘involving torture; excruciating,’ e.g., I found the concert torturous because of the music’s volume. Torturous should be reserved for agonized suffering; it is not a fancy word for ‘painful’ or ‘discomforting.’
torturous | 'tɔrcheməs | • adj. characterized by, involving, or causing extreme pain or suffering: a torturous eight weeks of boot camp.
derivatives: torturously adj.
tory | 'tɔrə | n. (pl. -ies) 1 an American colonist who supported the British side during the Revolutionary War. Cf. loyalist. 2 (in the UK) a member or supporter of the Conservative Party.

- a member of the English political party opposing the exclusion of James II from the succession. It remained the name for members of the English, later British, parliamentary party supporting the established religious and political order until the emergence of the Conservative Party in the 1830s. Cf. Whig. • adj. of or relating to the British Conservative Party or its supporters: Tory voters.
derivatives: Toryism | 'tɔrɪɪzəm | n.
totalitarianism | 'tɔtəlɪtərɪənɪzəm | • adj. of or relating to a system of government that is centralized and dictatorial and requires complete subservience to the state: a totalitarian regime. • n. a person advocating or acting as part of such a system of government.
derivatives: totalitarian-an | 'tɔtəlɪtərɪənən | adj.
to-tem | 'tɔtəm | n. a natural object or animal believed by a particular society to have spiritual significance and adopted by it as an emblem.
derivatives: totemic | 'tɒtəmɪk | adj.
totemism | 'tɒtəmɪzəm | n. totemist | -mist | n. totemistic | 'tɒtəmɪstɪk | adj.
tout1 | tɔt | • v. 1 [trans.] attempt to sell (something), typically by pestering people in an aggressive or bold manner: Stephen was toutting his wares.

- (often be touted) attempt to persuade people of the merits of (someone or something): the headquarters facility was touted as the best in the country. • Brit. scalp (a ticket). 2 [trans.] offer racing tips for a share of any resulting winnings.
derivatives: touter n.
tout2 | tɔt | • adj. (often le tout) used before the name of a city to refer to its high society or people of importance: le tout Washington adored him.
tout de suite | tɔt | 'swɛt | • adv. immediately; at once: she left tout de suite.
township | 'təʊnˌʃɪp | • n. 1 a division of a county with some corporate powers (sometimes also called a town).

- a district six miles square. 2 (in South Africa) a suburb or city of predominantly black occupation, formerly officially designated for black occupation by apartheid legislation. 3 a manor or parish as a territorial division.

- a small town or village forming part of a large parish.
toxic | 'tɔskIk | • adj. poisonous: the dumping of toxic waste; alcohol is toxic to several organs.

- of or relating to poison: toxic hazards.

- caused by poison: toxic liver injury. • n. (toxics) poisonous substances.
derivative: toxicology • adj. toxicological

- tract: a branch of science concerned with the nature, effects, and detection of poisons.

derivative: toxicological • adj. toxicological

- tract: an area of indefinite extent, typically a large one: large tracts of natural forest.

- tract: a short treatise in pamphlet form, typically on a religious or political subject.

- tract: an anthem of scriptural verses formerly replacing the alleluia in certain penitential and requiem Masses.

- tractable: adj. (of a person or animal) easy to control or influence: tractable dogs.

- tractability: n. the transmission of customs or beliefs from generation to generation, or the fact of being passed on in this way: every shade of color is fixed by tradition and governed by religious laws.

- tracts: a long-established custom or belief that has been passed on in this way: Japan's unique cultural traditions.

- traditional: adj. existing in or as part of a tradition; long-established: the traditional festivities of the church year.

- produce, done, or used in accordance with tradition: a traditional fish soup.

- habitually done, used, or found: the traditional drinks in the clubhouse.

- traditional: traditional Elgarians. (of jazz) in the style of the early 20th century.

- tracts: tracts of time. 2 a major passage in the body, large bundle of nerve fibers, or other continuous elongated anatomical structure or region: the digestive tract.

- tractable: adj. tractable - by, according to, or based on: tractable theory.

- tradition: n. 1 the path described by a projectile flying or an object moving under the action of given forces.

- traditional: tracts, the traditional works in the tradition of William Blake.

- tranquil: tranquil environmental conditions.


- tranquility: n. tranquility.

- tranquil: tranquil - and tranquil: the tranquil sea.

- tranquil: tranquil - and tranquil: the tranquil sea.

- tranquil: tranquil - and tranquil: the tranquil sea.

- tranquil: tranquil - and tranquil: the tranquil sea.

- tranquil: tranquil - and tranquil: the tranquil sea.
transcend | tran'send | • v. [trans.] be or go beyond the range or limits of (something abstract, typically a conceptual field or division): this was an issue transcending party politics.

- surpass (a person or an achievement).

transcendent | tran'sendent | • adj. beyond or above the range of normal or merely physical human experience: the search for a transcendent level of knowledge.

- surpassing the ordinary; exceptional: the conductor was described as a "transcendent genius."
- (of God) existing apart from and not subject to the limitations of the material universe. Often contrasted with immanent.
- (in scholastic philosophy) higher than or not included in any of Aristotle's ten categories.
- (in Kantian philosophy) not realizable in experience.

DERIVATIVES: transcendent | tran'sent | • n. transcendentally | tran'sent|ly adv.

1 of or relating to a spiritual or nonphysical realm: the transcendent importance of each DNA's soul.

2 (in Kantian philosophy) presupposed in and necessary to experience; a priori.

3 relating to or denoting Transcendentalism.

- (of a number, e.g., \( \pi \) or \( e \)) real but not a root of an algebraic equation with rational roots.

- (of a function) not capable of being produced by the algebraical operations of addition, multiplication, and involution, or the inverse operations.

DERIVATIVES: transcendentize | tran'sendentizin| • v. transcendentally | tran'sent|ly adv.

Transcendentalism | tran'sen|taliz| • n. 1 (Transcendentalism) an idealistic philosophical and social movement that developed in New England around 1836 in reaction to rationalism. Influenced by romanticism, Platonism, and Kantian philosophy, it taught that divinity pervades all nature and humanity, and its members held socially progressive views.

2 a system developed by Immanuel Kant, based on the idea that, in order to understand the nature of reality, one must first examine and analyze the reasoning process that governs the nature of experience.

DERIVATIVES: transcendentalize | tran'sentaliz| • v. Transcendentalist | tran'sentalist | • n.

transcribe | tran'skrib | • v. [trans.] put (thoughts, speech, or data) into written or printed form: each interview was taped and transcribed.

- transliterate (foreign characters) or write or type out (shorthand, notes, or other abbreviated forms) into ordinary characters or full sentences.
- arrange (a piece of music) for a different instrument, voice, or group of these: his largest early work was transcribed for organ.
- synthesize (a nucleic acid, typically RNA) using an existing nucleic acid, typically DNA, as a template, so that the genetic information in the latter is copied.

DERIVATIVES: transcriber | tran'skribər | • n.

transcript | tran'skrip| • n. a written or printed version of material originally presented in another medium.

- (in biochemistry) a length of RNA or DNA that has been transcribed respectively from a DNA or RNA template.
- an official record of a student's work, showing courses taken and grades achieved.

DERIVATIVES: transcrip|tive | tran'skritiv| • adj.

transcription | tran'skrip'shən | • n. a written or printed representation of something.

- the action or process of transcribing something: the funding covers transcription of nearly illegible photocopies.
- an arrangement of a piece of music for a different instrument, voice, or number of these: a transcription for voice and lute.
- a form in which a speech sound or a foreign character is represented.

- the process by which genetic information represented by a sequence of DNA nucleotides is copied into newly synthesized molecules of RNA, with the DNA serving as a template.

DERIVATIVES: transcriptional | tran'skrip'to|n|l| • adj.

transfiguration | tran'sfig'yərə'shən | • n. a complete change of form or appearance into a more beautiful or spiritual state: in this light the junk undergoes a transfiguration; it shines.


- the church festival commemorating this, held on August 6.

transfigure | tran'sfig'yər| • v. [trans.] be transfigured | tran'sfig'ərd| • v. transform into something more beautiful or elevated: the world is made luminous and is transfigured.

transfix | tran'sfiks | • v. [trans.] 1 (usu. be transfixed) cause (someone) to become motionless with horror, wonder, or astonishment: he was transfixed by the pain in her face | she stared at him, transfixed. 2 pierce with a sharp implement or weapon: a field mouse transfixed by the curved talons of an owl.

DERIVATIVES: transfixion | tran'sfiks'ən| n.

transfuse | tran'sfyooz | • v. [trans.] 1 transfer (blood or its components) from one person or animal to another.

- inject (liquid) into a blood vessel to replace lost fluid. 2 cause (something or someone) to be permeated or infused by something: transfused by a radiance of joy.

transient | tran'shənt; -zhen't; -z̆ənt| • adj. lasting only for a short time; impermanent: a transient cold spell.

- staying or working in a place for only a short time: the transient nature of the labor force in catering.

- n. 1 a person who is staying or working in a place for only a short time.

2 a momentary variation in current, voltage, or frequency.
transference | n. trans·sen·cy n. trans·sen·tly adv.

trans·si·tion | tran·zi·stión | • n. the process or a period of changing from one state or condition to another: students in transition from one program to another | a transition to multiparty democracy.

- a passage in a piece of writing that smoothly connects two topics or sections to each other.
- (in music) a momentary modulation from one key to another. (in physics) a change of an atom, nucleus, electron, etc., from one quantum state to another, with emission or absorption of radiation.

trans·si·tive | tran·zit·ív | • adj. (of a verb or a sense or use of a verb) able to take a direct object (expressed or implied), e.g., saw in he saw the donkey. 2 (of a relation in logic or mathematics) such that, if it applies between successive members of a sequence, it must also apply between any two members taken in order. For instance, if a is larger than b, and b is larger than c, then a is larger than c. • n. a transitive verb.

trans·sive·ly adv. trans·sive·ness n. trans·sive·tivity | -tris·it·iv·i·ty | -żo- | n.

trans·si·tor | tran·zis·tor | • adj. not permanent: transitory periods of medieval greatness.

trans·sion·al | tran·zi·ón·ál | -sít·al | adj. transitionary | -,né·ri | adj.

trans·si·tor·ry | tran·zis·tor·rí | • adj. not permanent: transitory periods of medieval greatness.

trans·sion·al | tran·zi·ón·ál | -sít·al | adj. transitionary | -,né·ri | adj.

trans·late | tran·zlat·e | tranz- | • v. [trans.]
1 express the sense of (words or text) in another language: the German original has been translated into English.

- in [trans.] be expressed or be capable of being expressed in another language: shitsu literally translates as “fingertip pressure.” 2 (translate something into/translate into) convert or be converted into (another form or medium): [trans.] few of Shakespeare’s other works have been translated into ballets. 2 move from one place or condition to another: she had been translated from familiar surroundings to a foreign court.

- move (a bishop) to another see or pastoral charge. - remove (a saint’s relics) to another place. - convey (someone, typically still alive) to heaven. - convert (a sequence of nucleotides in messenger RNA) to an amino-acid sequence in a protein or polypeptide during synthesis. 3 (in physics) cause (a body) to move so that all its parts travel in the same direction, without rotation or change of shape.

- transform (a geometric figure) in an analogous way.

- derivatives: trans·la·tab·il·i·ty | tran·zą·tab·i·lí·te | n. trans·la·tab·le adj.
- trans·liter·ate | tran·zi·ler·á | tranz- | • v. [trans.] (usu. be trans·liter·a·ted) write or print (a letter or word) using the closest corresponding letters of a different alphabet or language: names from Russian trans·liter·a·ted into the roman alphabet.

trans·lu·cent | tran·zlo·sànt | tranz- | • adj. (of a substance) allowing light, but not detailed shapes, to pass through; semitransparent: fly until the onions become translucent. Cf. opaque.

- derivatives: trans·lu·cence n. trans·lu·cen·cy n. trans·lu·cent·ly adv.

trans·mi·grate | tran·zmi·grát | tranz- | • v. [trans.] 1 (of the soul) pass into a different body after death. 2 migrate.

- derivatives: trans·mi·gra·tion | tran·zmi·gra·ción | -trans·mi·gra·to·r | -,grá·tor | n. trans·mi·gra·to·ry | -gró·tòré | adj.

trans·mo·grify | tran·zmog·rí·f | tranz- | • v. (-ies, -ied) [trans.] (often be trans·mo·grified) transform, esp. in a surprising or magical manner: the cucumbers were transmogrified into pickles.

- derivatives: trans·mo·grifi·ca·tion | -má·gró·fí·ka·ció | -má·gró·fi·ka·ció | -má·gró·fi·ka·ció | -má·gró·fi·ka·ció | n.

trans·mut·a·tion | tran·zmú·ta·sh | tranz- | • n. change in form, nature, or substance: [trans.] the rate of material of his experience was trans·mut·ed into stories | [trans.] the discovery that elements can transmute by radioactivity.

- [trans.] subject (base metals) to alchemical transmutation: the quest to transmute lead into gold.

- derivatives: trans·mut·a·bil·i·ty | tran·zą·mut·a·bil·í·te | n. trans·mut·a·ble adj.

trans·mut·a·tive | tran·zą·mut·a·tí·v | -myō·džat | adj. trans·mut·er n.

trans·som | tran·zom | • n. the flat surface forming the stern of a vessel.

- a horizontal beam reinforcing the stern of a vessel. - a strengthening crossbar, in particular one set above a window or door. Cf. mul·cion. - short for transom window, a window set above the transom of a door or larger window; e.g., a fanlight.

phrases: over the transom offered or sent without prior agreement; unsolicited: the editors receive about ten manuscripts a week over the transom.

- derivatives: trans·some·d adj.

trans·parent | tran·zper·s | tranz- | • adj. (of a material or article) allowing light to pass through so that objects behind can be distinctly seen: transparent blue water. Cf. trans·luc·ent.

- easy to perceive or detect: residents will see through any transparent attempt to buy their votes | the meaning of the paragraph is by no means transparent. - having thoughts, feelings, or motives that are easily perceived: you’d be no good at poker—you’re too trans·parent. - (in physics) transmitting heat or other electromagnetic rays without distortion. - (of a computing process or interface) functioning without the user being aware of its presence.

- derivatives: trans·par·en·cy | tran·zper·en·s | n. trans·par·ent·ly adv. [as submodifier] a transparently feeble argument.
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the curtain rod) allowing the curtain to be opened and closed by sliding it along the rod.

**DERIVATIVES:** traversable adj. traversal -sol n. traverser n.

**travesty** [-trav'esti] • n. (pl. -ies) a false, absurd, or distorted representation of something: the absurdly lamented sentence is a travesty of justice.

• v. (ies, -ied) [trans] represent in such a way: Michael has betrayed the family by travestying them in his plays.

**treachery** [-tre'chére] • n. (pl. -ies) betrayal of trust; deceptive action or nature: his resignation was perceived as an act of treachery; the treachery of language.

**tread** [-tre'kaid] • n. British term for molasses.

• cloying sentimentality or flattery: enough of this tread—let's get back to business.

**DERIVATIVES:** treacly [-tre'k(ə)le] adj.

treatise [-tre'jis] • n. a written work dealing formally and systematically with a subject: a comprehensive treatise on electricity and magnetism.

**tremble** [-tre'bol] • adj. [attrib] consisting of three parts; threefold: the fish were caught with treble hooks.

• multiplied or occurring three times: the plaintiff was awarded tremble damages. • predeterminer three times as much or as many: the tip was at least tremble what she would normally have given.

• n. a threefold quantity or thing, in particular:

• (in show jumping) a fence consisting of three elements. • a crochet stitch made with three loops of wool on the hook at a time. • a drink of liquor of three times the standard measure.

• pron. a number or amount that is three times as large as a contrasting or usual number or amount: by virtue of having paid treble, he had a double room to himself.

• v. make or become three times as large or numerous: [trans] rents were trembled | [intrans] his salary has trembled.

**tremble** [-tre'bol] • n. a high-pitched voice, esp. a boy's singing voice.

• a boy or girl with such a singing voice. • a part written for a high voice or an instrument of a high pitch. • [as adj.] denoting a relatively high-pitched member of a family of similar instruments: a treble viol. • (also treble bell) the smallest and highest-pitched bell of a set.

• the high-frequency output of an audio system or radio, corresponding to the treble in music.

**trecento** [-trach'ento] • n. (the trecento) the 14th century as a period of Italian art, architecture, or literature.

trek [-trek] • n. a long arduous journey, esp.

• one made on foot: a trek to the South Pole. • v. (trekked, trekking) [no obj., with adverbial of direction] go on a long arduous journey, typically on foot: we trekked through the jungle.

**DERIVATIVES:** trekker n.

tremor [-tre'mor] • n. an involuntary quivering movement: a disorder that causes tremors and muscle rigidity.

• (also earth tremor) a slight earthquake. • a sudden feeling of fear or excitement: a tremor of unease. • a tremble or quaver in a person's voice.

**tremulous** [-tre'myolos] • adj. shaking or quivering slightly: Barbara's voice was tremulous.

• timid; nervous: he gave a tremulous smile.

**DERIVATIVES:** tremulously adv. tremulousness n.

trenchant [-tre'nchant] • adj. 1 vigorous or incisive in expression or style: she heard their trenchant voices.

• 2 (of a weapon or tool) having a sharp edge: a trenchant blade.

**DERIVATIVES:** trenchanc·cy [-chansé] n. (in sense 1). trenchantly adv. (in sense 1).

trepidation [-tre.pidá'shan] • n. 1 a feeling of fear or agitation about something that may happen: the men set off in fear and trepidation. 2 trebling motion.

très [-tra] • adv. (usually with reference to a fashionable quality) very: trés macho, trés chic.

**tried** [-triid] • n. 1 a group or set of three connected people or things: the triad of medication, diet, and exercise are necessary in diabetes care. Cf. MONAD; DIAD.

• a chord of three musical notes, consisting of a given note with the third and fifth above it.

• a Welsh form of literary composition with an arrangement of subjects or statements in groups of three. 2 (also Triad) a secret society originating in China, typically involved in organized crime.

• a member of such a society.

**DERIVATIVES:** triad·ic [-tri'adık] adj. (in sense 1).

**triage** [tri'zház, -trah'zh] • n. 1 the action of sorting according to quality. 2 (in medical use) the assignment of degrees of urgency to wounds or illnesses to decide the order of treatment of a large number of patients or casualties. • v. [trans] assign degrees of urgency to (wounded or ill patients).

**tribalism** [trib'azlizm] • n. the state or fact of being organized in a tribe or tribes.

• the behavior and attitudes that stem from strong loyalty to one's own tribe or social group: the tribalism of British soccer fans.

**tribulation** [-trib-yul'ashtan] • n. (usu. tribulations) a cause of great trouble or suffering: the tribulations of being a megastar.

• a state of great trouble or suffering.

**tribune** [-trib(y)on] • n. (also tribune of the people) an official in ancient Rome chosen by the plebeians to protect their interests.

• (also military tribune) a Roman legionary officer. • a popular leader; a champion of the people. • used in names of newspapers: the Chicago Tribune.

**DERIVATIVES:** tribun·ate [-trib(y)onit; tri'byonit; -nät] n. tribun·ship [-stip] n.

**tribune** [-trib(y)on] • n. 1 an apse in a basilica. 2 a dais or rostrum, esp. in a church.

• a raised area or gallery with seats, esp. in a church.

**tribute** [-trib(y)oot] • n. 1 an act, statement, or gift that is intended to show gratitude, respect, or admiration: the video is a tribute to the musicians of the '40s | a symposium organized to pay tribute to Darwin.
trickle-down

something resulting from something else and indicating its worth: his victory in the championship was a tribute to his persistence. 2 payment made periodically by one state or ruler to another, esp. as a sign of dependence: the king had at his disposal plunder and tribute amassed through warfare. 3 a proportion of one or its equivalent, paid to a miner for his work, or to the owner or lessor of a mine.

derivatives: trifling adj. unimportant or trivial: a trifling sum.

triumphant trumans or triumphant adj. recurring every three years: the triennial meeting of the association.

triumphant adj. lasting for or relating to a period of three years.

derivatives: triumphant adj. recurred.

trifling trill(3)ling adj. unimportant or trivial: a trifling sum.

derivatives: triflingly adv.

trilogy n. (pl. -ies) a group of three related novels, plays, films, operas, or albums.

in ancient Greece a series of three tragedies performed one after the other. a group or series of three related things: a trilogy of cases reflected this development.

derivatives: triliteral adj. or trilingual.

derivatives: triliteral adj. or trilingual.

trip n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.

trip n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.

trip v. n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.

trip n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.

trip n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.

trip n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.

trip n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.

trip n. 1 the first or second stomach of a cow or other ruminant used as food. 2 nonsense; rubbish: you do talk tripe sometimes.
troubadour | 447 | turgescent

derivatives: Troubadour [troobadôr; -door] • n. a French medieval lyric poet composing and singing in Provençal in the 11th to 13th centuries, esp. on the theme of courtly love.

• a poet who writes verse to music.

trouper [trop-par] • n. an actor or other entertainer, typically one with long experience (originally with a troupe, a group of traveling entertainers).

• a reliable and uncomplaining person: a real trouper, Ma conceded her troubles.

truckle • v. [intrans.] submit or behave obsequiously: she despaired her husband, who truc- led to her.

derivatives: truculence n. truculently adv.

truisms • tru-ozíz’m • adj. a statement that is obviously true and says nothing new or interesting: the oft-repeated truisms that you get what you pay for.

• (in logic) a proposition that states nothing beyond what is implied by any of its terms.


trumpet • tramp • archaic • n. (pl. -ies) attractive articles of little value or use.

• practices or beliefs that are superficially or visually appealing but have little real value or worth. • adj. showy but worthless: trumpery jewelry.

• delusive or shallow: that trumpery hope which lets us dupé ourselves.

truncate • v. [trans, kat] [trans.] often as adj. (truncated) shorten (something) by cutting off the top or the end: a truncated cone shape | discussion was truncated by the arrival of tea. • adj. (of a leaf, feather, or other part) ending abruptly as if cut off across the base or tip.

derivatives: truncation | trun’ka- shan | n.

trunchon [trun-chohan] • n. chiefly Brit. a short, thick stick carried as a weapon by a police officer.

• a staff or baton acting as a symbol of authority.

trustee [trast’i] • n. (in law) an individual person or member of a board given control or powers of administration of property in trust with a legal obligation to administer it solely for the purposes specified. Cf. FIDUCIARY.

• a state made responsible for the government of an area by the United Nations.

derivatives: trusteeship | -ship | n.

try • (trish) • n. a private, romantic rendezvous between lovers: a moonlight try or. • v. [intrans.] keep a rendezvous of this kind: as n. (trystring) a trying place.

derivatives: tryester n.

tsar, etc. • n. variant spelling of czar, etc.

tsunami • [tsu’na-mé] • n. (pl. same or tsunami) a long high wave sea caused by an earthquake or other disturbance.

tulle | tu’lôl | • n. a soft, fine silk, cotton, or nylon material like net, used for making veils and dresses.

turgescent • (truh-ses’ont) • adj. swollen or becoming swollen, esp. as a response to sexual arousal.

• (esp. of language or literary style) pompous or pretentious; timid: his prose is turgescent, full of ornate language.

derivatives: turgescence n. turgescently adv.

turmid • t(y)oo’mid • • adj. (esp. of a part of the body) swollen: a turmid belly.

• (esp. of language or literary style) pompous or bombastic: timid oratory.

derivatives: turmidity • t(y)oo’midite • n. turmidly adv.

tumultuous • (t(y)oo’malítous• or or bombastic: tumult oratory.

derivatives: tumul-tuously adv. tumul-tuousness n.

tumulus • (t(y)oo’mo-• or • n. (pl. tumuli • -li) • • an ancient burial mound; a barrow.

tun • [tôn • • n. a 1 large beer or wine cask.

• a brewer's fermenting vat. 2 an imperial measure of capacity, equal to 4 hogsheads.

• v. (tunned, tunning) [trans.] store (wine or other alcoholic drinks) in a tun.

tundra • (tun’dra • • n. a vast, flat, treeless Arctic region of Europe, Asia, and North America in which the subsoil is permanently frozen.

turbid • turbid • • adj. (of a liquid) cloudy, opaque, or thick with suspended matter: the turbid estuary.

• characterized by or producing confusion or obscurity of thought, feeling, etc; unclear: a turbid piece of cinéma vérité.

derivatives: turbidity n. turbidly adv. turbidness n.

usage: Turbid is used of a liquid or color to mean 'muddy, not clear,' or of literary style, etc., to mean 'confused,' for example, the turbid utterances and twisted language of Carlyle. Turbid means 'swollen, inflated, enlarged.' When used of literary style it means 'pompous, bombastic.' Communications from headquarters were largely turgid exercises in self-congratulation.

turbine • [tar’bin;’bin • • n. a machine for producing continuous power in which a wheel or rotor, typically fitted with vanes, is made to revolve by a fast-moving flow of water, steam, gas, air, or other fluid.

turbulence • [tar’byulans • • n. violent or unsteady movement of air or water, or of some other fluid: the plane shuddered as it entered some turbulence.

• conflict; confusion: a time of political turbulence.

derivatives: turbulent adj. turbulently adv.

turgescence • tar’jes’ont • adj. becoming or seeming swollen or distended.

derivatives: turgescence n.
turgid | 'tɔrd| • adj. swollen and distended or congested: a turgid and fast-moving river.
• (of language or style) tediously pompous or bombastic: some turgid verses on the death of Prince Albert.
DERIVATIVES: turgid-•ily | ˈtɔrdɪl| n. turgid-ly adv.
USAGE: On the differences in use between turgid and turbid, see USAGE at TURBID.

tur•pi•tude | 'tærpi,t(ə)rəd| • n. the quality of being disgraceful; depravity; wickedness: acts of moral turpitude.

tut•elas•tion | 't(y)oʊləˌʃən| • n. protection of or authority over someone or something; guardianship: the organizations remained under firm government tutelage.
• instruction; tuition: he felt privileged to be under the tutelage of an experienced actor.

tut•ela•ry | 't(y)oʊlər| • (also tutelar | -ər|) • adj. serving as a protector, guardian, or patron: the tutelary spirits of these regions.
• of or relating to protection or a guardian: the state maintained a tutelary relation with the security police.

 tweedy | 'twiːdi| • adj. (tweedier, tweediest) (of a garment) made of tweed cloth: a tweed suit.
• (of a person) habitually wearing tweed clothes: a stout, tweedy woman.
• of a refined, traditional, upscale character: the tweedy world of books.
DERIVATIVES: tweed••ily | -dil| adv.
tweed••iness n.

ty•chism | 'tɪkɪzəm| • n. (in philosophy) the doctrine that account must be taken of the element of chance in reasoning or explanation of the universe.
ty•coon | 'tɪkʊn| • n. a wealthy, powerful person in business or industry: a newspaper tycoon.
DERIVATIVES: tycoon•ery

tymp•a•num | 'tɪmpənəm| • n. (pl. tympanums or tympana | -nə|) 1 the tympanic membrane or eardrum.

a membrane covering the hearing organ on the leg or body of some insects, sometimes adapted (as in cicadas) for producing sound.
• a drum. 2 (in architecture) a vertical recessed triangular space forming the center of a pediment, typically decorated.
• a similar space over a door between the lintel and the arch.

typo•lo•gy | 'taʊpəˌlɔːdʒ| • n. (pl. -ies) 1 a classification according to general type, esp. in archaeology, psychology, or the social sciences: a typology of Anasazi pottery.
• study or analysis using such classification.

2 the study and interpretation of types and symbols, originally esp. in the Bible.
DERIVATIVES: typological | -lɒdʒ| adj. typolog••ist | -ɪst| n.

tyran•nic•ide | 'taɪrənɪsɪd| • n. the killing of a tyrant.
• the killer of a tyrant.
DERIVATIVES: tyrannici••al | 'taɪrənɪsɪd| adj.

tyrany | 'taɪrəni| • n. (pl. -ies) cruel and oppressive government or rule: refugees who managed to escape Nazi tyranny | the removal of the regime may be the end of a tyranny.
• a nation under such cruel and oppressive government. • cruel, unreasonable, or arbitrary use of power or control: she resented his rages and his tyranny | the tyranny of the nine-to-five day | his father's tyrannies.
• (esp. in ancient Greece) rule by one who has absolute power without legal right.
DERIVATIVES: tyrannous | -nəs| adj. tyrann••••ous| •-nəs| adj.

tyrant | 'taɪrənt| • n. a cruel and oppressive ruler: the tyrant was deposed by popular demonstrations.
• a person exercising power or control in a cruel, unreasonable, or arbitrary way: her father was a tyrant and a bully.
• (esp. in ancient Greece) a ruler who seized power without legal right.
ty•ro | 'tɪrə| (also tir•o) • n. (pl. -os) a beginner or novice.

Ü•ber•mensch | 'ʊbərˌmɛnsʃ| • n. (pl. Übers••men| 'ʊbərˌmen| • (the ideal superior man of the future who could rise above conventional Christian morality to create and impose his own values, originally described by Friedrich Nietzsche in Thus Spake Zarathustra (1883–85). Also called super•man and overs••man.

ubi••ity | 'uːbɪˈɪti| • n. poetic-literary the condition of being in a definite place.

ubi••ious••arian | 'uːbɪˈkwɪtəˈreɪni| • n. a person, typically a Lutheran, who believes that Christ is present everywhere at all times.
• adj. relating to or believing in such a doctrine.
DERIVATIVES: ubi••••ar•ian•ism | •-nɪ•zəm| n.

ubi••ious••ous•| 'uːbɪˈkwɪtəs| • adj. present, appearing, or found everywhere: his ubiquitous influence was felt by all the family.

ubi••ious•ness n. ubi••ity •-wət| • n. uk•ase | 'uːkəs| • -kəz| • n. an edict of the
Russian government: Czar Alexander I issued his famous ukase decreing the North Pacific Coast Russian territory.

- an arbitrary command: defying the publisher in the very building from which he had issued his ukase.

ul'timate | əlˈtimət | • adj. being or happening at the end of a process; final: their ultimate aim was to force his resignation.

ul'timatum | əlˈtɪmətəm | • n. (pl. ult'imata; -matə) • adj. a final demand or statement of terms, the rejection of which will result in retaliation or a breakdown in relations: the UN Security Council ultimatum demanding Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait | a "Marry me or else" ultimatum.

ul'timo | əlˈtimo | (abbr.: ult. or ulto) • adj. (postpositive) of last month: the 3rd ultimo. Used in formal letters. Cf. instant; proximo.

ul'tra-montane | əlˈtraˈməntən | • adj. opposing supreme papal authority in matters of faith and discipline. 2 situated on the other side of the Alps from the point of view of the speaker. • n. a person advocating supreme papal authority.

ul'tra-mon'tanism | əlˈtraˌmənˈtənizəm | • n. ultramontanism.

ul'tra-mon'ic | əlˈtraˌmənˈik | • adj. of or involving sound waves with a frequency above the upper limit of human hearing.

ul'tra-ultraviolet | əlˈtrəˌulˈtriˌvələt | • v. [trans.] howl or wail as an expression of strong emotion, typically grief; make a high whistling sound with the voice and tongue: women were ululating as the body was laid out.

ul'travanillic | əlˈtrəˌvænˈnəlik | • adj. ul'travanillically | •-ly adv.

ul'vulate | əˈləvələt; ˈyəvlət- | • v. [trans.] make a resonant sound like a moan or sigh: a whale ululating;

ul'ba'rage | əˈləbrəj | • n. 1 offense or annoyance: she took umbrage at his remarks. 2 shade or shadow, esp. as cast by trees.

ul'travanillic | əlˌtrəˌvænˈnəlik | • adj. po- etic/literary providing shade.

un'as'sumning | ənˌəzəˌsəmˈning | • adj. not pretentious or arrogant; modest: he was an unassuming and kindly man.

un'canny | ənˈkænə | • adv. (uncannier, uncanniest) strange or mysterious, esp. in an unsettling way: an uncanny feeling that he was being watched.

un'con'scious | ənˌkənˈsəsəs | • n. (the unconscious) the part of the mind that is inaccessible to the conscious mind but that affects behavior and emotions.

un'ction | ənˈkənʃən | • n. 1 the action of anointing someone with oil or ointment as a religious rite or as a symbol of investiture as a monarch.

under'class | ənˌdərˌkləs | • n. the lowest social stratum in a country or community, consisting of the poor and unemployed.

under'line | ənˌdərlˈin | • n. [trans.] to underline or draw a line above or below; "set".

under'privileged | ənˌdərˈprɪvələdʒd | • adj. (of a person) not enjoying the same standard
of living or rights as the majority of people in a society.

**undertone** [ənˈdɔr,tən]  n. a subdued or muted tone of sound or color; they were talking in undertones | a pallid undertone to her tanned skin.

■ an underlying quality or feeling: the sexual undertones of most advertising.

**underwhelm** [ˌʌnderˌhwəlm]  v. [trans.] (usu. be underwhelmed) fail to impress or make a possible impact on (someone); disappoint: American voters seem underwhelmed by the choices for president.

**undine** [ənˈdɪn]  n. a female spirit or nymph imagined as inhabiting water.

**undulate** v. [trans.]  a wavy line; move with a smooth wavelike motion: her body undulated to the thumping rhythm of the music.

■ [usu. adj.] (undulating) have a wavy form or outline: delightful views over undulating countryside.

**unenlightened** [ˌʌnənˈlai̇ntəd]  adj. 1 unnature or mysterious, esp. in a disturbing way: unearthly quiet. 2 unreasonably early or inconvenient: a job that involves getting up at an unearthly hour.

**uneartily** [ənˈərthli]  adj. 1 unnatural or mysterious, esp. in a disturbing way: unearthly quiet. 2 unreasonably early or inconvenient: a job that involves getting up at an unearthly hour.

**unequivocal** [ənəˈkwɪvəkəl]  adj. leaving no doubt; unambiguous: an unequivocal answer | he was unequivocal in condemning the violence.

**un(apparent)ly** [ənəˈp(ə)lə]  adv. unequivocalness.

**ungainly** [ənˈgænli]  adj. (of a person or movement) awkward; clumsy: an ungainly walk.

■ [usu. adj.] (ungainly) awkward; (of a person or movement) clumsy: an ungainly walk.

**uninitiated** [ənəˈniʃənt]  adj. without special knowledge or experience: [as plural n.] (the uninitiated) the discussion wasn’t easy to follow for the uninitiated.

**unique** [ˈjuːnɪk]  adj. being the only one of its kind; unlike anything else: the situation was unique in modern politics | original and unique designs.

■ particularly remarkable, special, or unusual: a unique opportunity to see the spectacular Bolshoi Ballet. [predic.] unique to belonging or connected to (one particular person, group, or place): a style of architecture unique to Portugal.

**unique*ly** adv. uniqueness.

**undertone** | 450 |

**unique** | 450 |

■ denoting an alliance with potentially harmful implications between two or more parties that are not natural allies: an unholy alliance between economic and political power. 
■ awful; dreadful (used for emphasis): she was making an unholy racket.

**unnatural** | 450 |

■ (of a person or state of mind) confused and emotionally strained: it had been a long day, and tempers were becoming unglued.

**unguent** [ˈəŋgwı̆nt]  n. a soft greasy or viscous substance used as an ointment or for lubrication.

**ungulate** [ənˈɡyələt]  n. a hooved mammal.

**unhinged** [ənˈhinj]  v. [trans.] (usu. as adj.) (unhinged) make (someone) mentally unbalanced: I thought she must be unhinged by grief.

■ deprive of stability or fixity; throw into disorder.

**unholy** [ənˈholi]  adj. (unholier, unholiest) sinful; wicked.

■ not holy; unconsecrated: an unholy marriage.
Unitarian | yoöna'terēän | n. a person, esp. a Christian, who asserts the unity of God and rejects the doctrine of the Trinity.

■ a member of a church or religious body maintaining this belief and typically rejecting formal dogma in favor of a rationalist and inclusivist approach to belief. • adj. of or relating to the Unitarians.

**Derivatives:** **Unitarianism** -nizom | n.

Universal | yoöna'varsəl | adj. of, affecting, or done by all people or things in the world or in a particular group; applicable to all cases: universal adult suffrage | the incidents caused universal concern.

■ denoting a logical proposition in which something is asserted of all of a class. Contrasted with particular. ■ denoting or relating to a grammatical rule, set of rules, or other linguistic feature that is found in all languages. ■ (of a tool or machine) adjustable to or appropriate for all requirements; not restricted to a single purpose or position. • n. a person or thing having universal effect, currency, or application, in particular:

■ (in logic) a universal proposition. ■ (in philosophy) a term or concept of general application. ■ (in philosophy) a nature or essence signified by a general term. ■ a universal grammatical rule or linguistic feature.

**Derivatives:** **Universalism** -rizom | n.

Universalist | yoöna'varsəlist | n. 1 (in Christian theology) a person who believes that all humankind will eventually be saved.

■ (usu. Universalist) a member of an organized body of Christians who hold such beliefs. 2 a person advocating loyalty to and concern for others without regard to national or other allegiances. • adj. 1 (in Christian theology) of or relating to universalists. 2 universal in scope or character.

**Derivatives:** **Universalist** -list | n.

Universality | yoöna'varsələt | n. 1 -listic | adj.

Universe | yoöna'vars | n. (the universe) all existing matter and space considered as a whole; the cosmos. The universe is believed to be at least 10 billion light years in diameter and contains a vast number of galaxies; it has, according to current theory, been expanding since its creation in the big bang about 13 billion years ago.

■ a particular sphere of activity, interest, or experience: the front parlor was the hub of her universe.

University | yoöna'varsətə | n. (pl. -ies) an educational institution designated for instruction, examination, or both, of students in many branches of advanced learning, conferring degrees in various faculties, and often embodying colleges and similar institutions: [in names] Oxford University | the University of California | [as adj.] the university buildings | a university professor.

the members of this collectively. ■ the grounds and buildings of such an institution.

Unkempt | an'kem(p)t | adj. (esp. of a person) having an untidy or disheveled appearance: they were unwashed and unkempt.

**Derivatives:** **Unkemptly** adv. **Unkemptness** n.

Unlimber | an'limbər | v. [trans.] detach (a gun) from its limber (carriage) so that it can be used.

■ unpack or unfasten (something) ready for use: we had to unlumber some of the gear.

■ [trans.] get ready for some activity.

Unman | an'man | v. (unmanned, unmanned) [trans.] deprive of qualities traditionally associated with men, such as self-control or courage: awaiting a sentence will unman the stoutest heart.

Unmitigated | an'mi'ti,gəd | adj. [attrib.] absolute; unqualified: the tour had been an unmitigated disaster.

**Derivatives:** **Unmitigatedly** adv.

Unnerve | an'nərv | v. [trans.] make (someone) lose courage or confidence: [as adj.] (unnerving) an unnerving experience.

**Derivatives:** **Unnervingly** adv.

Unprecedented | an'prəsədənted | adj. never done or known before: the government took the unprecedented step of releasing confidential correspondence.

**Derivatives:** **Unprecedentedly** adv.

Unravel | an'rəvəl | v. (unraveled, unravelling; Brit. unravelled, unravelling) [trans.] 1 undo (twisted, knitted, or woven threads).

■ [trans.] (of twisted, knitted, or woven threads) become undone: part of the crew neck had unravelled. ■ unwind (something wrapped around another object): he unravelled the cellophane from a small cigar. 2 investigate and solve or explain (something complicated or puzzling): they were attempting to unravel the cause of death.

■ [trans.] begin to fail or collapse: his painstaking diplomatic work of the last eight months could quickly unravel.

Unrequited | an'rəkwıtıd | adj. (of a feeling, esp. love) not returned or rewarded.

**Derivatives:** **Unrequitedly** adv. **Unrequitedness** n.

Unruly | an'rölē | adj. (unrulier, unruliest) disorderly and disruptive and not amenable to discipline or control: complaints about unruly behavior.

■ (of hair) difficult to keep neat and tidy.

**Derivatives:** **Unruliness** n.

Unsavory | an'savər(ə)r | [Brit. unsavoury] adj. disagreeable to taste, smell, or look at.

■ disagreeable and unpleasant because morally disreputable: an unsavory reputation.

**Derivatives:** **Unsavoryly** -role | adv. **Unsavoryness** n.

Uncathed | an'skəthd | adj. [predic.] without suffering any injury, damage, or harm: I came through all those perils uncathed.

Uncanny | an'səməl | adj. (of behavior or actions) not proper or appropriate: an unseemly squabble.

**Derivatives:** **Uncanniness** n.

Unstring | an'strıŋ | v. (past and past part. unstrung | -'strıŋ | [trans.] 1 [usu. as adj.]
untouchable

(adj.) (of a person) unnerve; a mind unstrung by loneliness.

**untouchable** | an-'tuchəbəl | adj. 1 not able or allowing to be touched or affected: the receptionist looked gorgeous and untouchable.

- Unable to be matched or rivaled: we took the silver medal behind the untouchable US team.
- n. a member of the lowest-caste Hindu group or a person outside the caste system.

D I R E C T I V E S :  un-'toucha-bil-i-ty | -,'tuchəbil-i-ty n.

**usage** In senses relating to the traditional Hindu caste system, the term **untouchable** and the social restrictions accompanying it were declared illegal in the constitution of India in 1949 and of Pakistan in 1953. The official term today is **scheduled caste**.

**un'toward** | an-'tôrd; -'tər(d) | adj. unexpected and inappropriate or inconvenient: both tried to behave as if nothing untoward had happened | untowardness n.

**un'tried** | an-'trid | adj. 1 not yet tested to discover quality or reliability; inexperienced: he chose two untired actors for leading roles. 2 (of an accused person) not yet subjected to a trial in court.

**un'wieldy** | an-'wel'de | adj. (unwieldier, unwieldiest) difficult to carry or move because of its size, shape, or weight: the first mechanical clocks were large and unwieldy.

- (of a system or bureaucracy) too big or badly organized to function efficiently.

D I R E C T I V E S :  un-'wield-i-ly | -'wel'dəl | adv. un-'wield-i-ness n.

**un'writing** | an-'wri'tiŋ | adj. (of a person) not aware of the full facts: an unwriting accomplice.

- Not done on purpose; unintentional: we are anxious to rectify the unwitting mistakes made in the past.

D I R E C T I V E S :  un-'writ-i-ly | -'writəl | adj. un-'writ-i-ness n.

**up'stage** | ap'stäj | adj. & adv. at or toward the back of a theater stage: as adv. Hamlet turns to face upstage | upstage exit.

- [as adv.] superior; aloof. - v. [trans.] divert attention from (someone) toward oneself; outline: they were totally upstaged by two newcomers in the film.

- (of an actor) move toward the back of a stage to make (another actor) face away from the audience.

**ur'anography** | ə-rən-ə-grəf | n. the branch of astronomy concerned with describing and mapping the stars.


**urban** | or'-bən | adj. (of a person, esp. a man) suave, courteous, and refined in manner.

D I R E C T I V E S :  ur-'ban-ely adv.

**urchin** | or'chin | n. 1 a mischievous young child, esp. one who is poorly or raggedly dressed. Cf. **gamine**.

**urtext** | ər'tekst | n. (pl. urtexte | -'tekstə) an original or the earliest surviving version of a text, to which later versions can be compared.

**urticate** | or'tə-kat | v. [intrans.] cause a stinging or prickling sensation like that given by a nettle: [as adj.] (urticating) the urticating hairs.


**usurp** | yōsər | v. [trans.] take (a position of power or importance) illegally or by force: Richard usurped the throne.

- take the place of (someone in a position of power) illegally: supplant: the Hanoverian dynasty had usurped the Stuarts. - [intrans.] (usurp on/upon) encroach or infringe upon (someone's rights): the Church had usurped upon the domain of the state.

D I R E C T I V E S :  us'ur-pa'tion | -ə'sər-pə'shən | n. us'ur-per n.

**usury** | yōsər | n. the action or practice of lending money at excessive rates of interest, variously defined in criminal laws.

- Interest at such rates.

D I R E C T I V E S :  us'ur-er n. us'ur-ious adj.

**utilile** | yōo-pəl-əl | adj. advantageous.

**Utopia** | yōo-tō-pə- | (also **utopia** | -ē- | n. an imagined place or state of things in which everything is perfect.

D I R E C T I V E S :  U-top-i-an | also U-top-i-an adj., n.

**uxurious** | ək'sə-rəs | ug'zər- | adj. of or relating to a wife.

vac-cinate | vāk's-nät | • v. [trans. treat with a vaccine to produce immunity against a disease: all the children were vaccinated against diphtheria. Cf. inoculate.

DERIVATIVES: vacc-i-nation | vāk's-nā'shün | n. vacc-i-nator | -n, -nä'tor | n.

vac-cine | vāk'sn | • n. a substance used to stimulate the production of antibodies and provide immunity against one or several diseases, prepared from the causative agent of a disease, its products, or a synthetic substitute, treated to act as an antigen without inducing the disease: there is no vaccine against HIV infection.

■ a program designed to detect computer viruses, and prevent them from operating. DERIVATIVES: vacc-i-nate v. vacc-i-na-tion n.

vac-cil-late | vāk'sil-at | • v. [intrans.] alternate or waver between different opinions or actions; be indecisive: I had for a time vacillated between teaching and journalism.


vac-uous | vāk'yu-wəs | • adj. having or showing a lack of thought or intelligence; mindless: a vacuous smile | vacuous slogans.

■ empty.


vac-uum | vāk'yu-am; -yə(ə)m | • n. (pl. vacuums or vacua) • a space entirely devoid of matter.

■ a space or container from which the air has been completely or partly removed. • [usu. in sing.] a gap left by the loss, death, or departure of someone or something formerly playing a significant part in a situation or activity: the political vacuum left by the death of Lincoln.

2 (pl. vacuums) a vacuum cleaner. • v. [trans.] clean with a vacuum cleaner: the room needs to be vacuumed.

PHRASES: in a vacuum (of an activity or a problem to be considered) isolated from the context normal to it and in which it can best be understood or assessed.

va-de mecum | vād'ə-mākəm; vād'ə-mē | • n. a handbook or guide that is kept constantly at hand for consultation.

va-ga-bond | vāg'a-bənd | • n. a person who wanders from place to place without a home or job.

■ a rascal; a rogue. • adj. [attrib.] having no settled home. • v. [intrans.] wander about as or like a vagabond.

va-ga-ry | vāg'a-rē | • n. (pl. -ies) (usu. vagaries) an unexpected and inexplicable change in a situation or in someone's behavior: the vagaries of the weather.

va-grant | vāɡrənt | • n. a person without a settled home or regular work who wanders from place to place and lives by begging.

■ a wanderer. ■ a bird that has stayed or been blown from its usual range or migratory route. • adj. [attrib.] characteristic of, relating to, or living the life of a vagrant: vagrant beggars.

■ moving from place to place; wandering: vagrant wholes. ■ moving or occurring unpredictably; inconsistent: the vagrant heart of my mother.

DERIVATIVES: va-gran-cy | -grən-sē | n. va-grant-ly | -lē | adv.

vail | vāl | • v. [trans.] take off or lower (one's hat or crown) as a token of respect or submission.

■ [intrans.] take off one's hat or otherwise show respect or submission to someone.

vainglo-ry | vān'glo-rē, vān'glō-rē | • n. inordinate pride in oneself or one's achievements; excessive vanity.


valence | vələns; vələns | • n. in chemistry the combining power of an element, esp. as measured by the number of hydrogen atoms it can displace or combine with: carbon always has a valence of 4.

■ [as adj.] relating to or denoting electrons involved in or available for chemical bond formation: molecules with unpaired valence electrons.

■ (in linguistics) the number of grammatical elements with which a particular word, esp. a verb, combines in a sentence.

va-le-tud-i-nar-i-an | vələ, t(y)ədən'ərē-ən | • n. a person who is unduly anxious about their health.

■ a person suffering from poor health. • adj. showing undue concern about one's health.

suffering from poor health.

DERIVATIVES: va-le-tud-i-nar-i-an-ism | -nizam | n.
variety

\[\text{Valhalla} \quad \text{[val’hałə; vål’häls]} \quad \text{(in Scandinavian mythology) a hall in which heroes killed in battle were believed to feast with Odin for eternity.}\]

\[\text{a place or sphere assigned to a person or thing worthy of special honor.}\]

\[\text{paradise.}\]

\[\text{val-i-date} \quad \text{[val’ə,dät]} \quad \text{v. [trans.] check or prove the validity or accuracy of (something): these estimates have been validated by periodic surveys.}\]

\[\text{demonstrate or support the truth or value of: in a healthy family a child’s feelings are validated.}\]

\[\text{make or declare legally valid.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: val’i-dation} \quad \text{[val’ə-dä’shən] n.}\]

\[\text{valor} \quad \text{[val’ər] (Brit. Valour) \quad n. great courage in the face of danger, esp. in battle: acts of valor.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: val’or’ous} \quad \text{-ors} \quad \text{adj.}\]

\[\text{value-added tax} \quad \text{(abbr.: VAT) \quad n. a tax on the amount by which the value of an article has been increased at each stage of its production or distribution.}\]

\[\text{vamp} \quad \text{[vamp] \quad n. 1 the upper front part of a boot or shoe. 2 (in jazz and popular music) a short, simple introductory passage, usually repeated several times until otherwise instructed. \quad v. 1 [trans.] repeat a short, simple passage of music: the band was vamp ing gently behind his busy lead guitar. 2 [trans.] attach a new upper to (a boot or shoe).}\]

\[\text{vamp something up} \quad \text{repair or improve something: the production values have been vamp ed up.}\]

\[\text{vamp² n. a woman who uses sexual attraction to exploit men. \quad v. [trans.] blatantly} \quad \text{out to attract: she had not vamp ed him like some wicked Fezebel.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: vamp’ish adj. vamp’ish ly adv. vamp’y adj.}\]

\[\text{Van’dyke beard} \quad \text{n. a neat pointed beard.}\]

\[\text{vanguard} \quad \text{[van’gərd] \quad n. a group of people leading the way in new developments or ideas: the experimental spirit of the modernist vanguard.}\]

\[\text{a position at the forefront of new developments or ideas: the prototype was in the vanguard of technical development.}\]

\[\text{the foremost part of an advancing army or naval force.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: van’guard’ism} \quad \text{n. van’guard’ist} \quad n.}\]

\[\text{vapid} \quad \text{[väp’əd] \quad adj. offering nothing that is stimulating or challenging: tuneful but vapid musical comedies.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: vapid’i ty} \quad \text{[väp’i dá’tə] n. vapid’ly adv.}\]

\[\text{vari’able} \quad \text{[vər’əbəl] \quad adj. 1 not consistent or having a fixed pattern; liable to change: the quality of hospital food is highly variable awards can be for variable amounts.}\]

\[\text{(of a wind) tending to change direction.}\]

\[\text{(of a quantity) able to assume different numerical values.}\]

\[\text{(of a species) liable to deviate from the typical color or form, or to occur in different colors or forms. 2 able to be changed or adapted: the drill has variable speed.}\]

\[\text{a quantity that during a calculation is assumed to vary or be capable of varying in value.}\]

\[\text{(in computing) a data item that may take on more than one value during or between programs.}\]

\[\text{short for variable star, a star whose brightness changes, either regularly or irregularly.}\]

\[\text{(variables) the region of light, variable winds between the trade winds and the westerlies, esp. in the southern hemisphere.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: vari’a’bility} \quad \text{[vər’ə b’əl tə] n. vari’a’bleness} \quad \text{n. vari’a’bly} \quad \text{-bl} \quad \text{adv.}\]

\[\text{vari’ance} \quad \text{[vər’əns] \quad n. the fact or quality of being different, divergent, or inconsistent: her light tone was at variance with her sudden trembling.}\]

\[\text{the state or fact of disagreeing or quarreling: they were at variance with all their previous allies.}\]

\[\text{in (law) a discrepancy between two statements or documents.}\]

\[\text{an official dispensation from a rule or regulation, typically a building regulation.}\]

\[\text{a quantity equal to the square of the standard error, or actual costs, profits, output, etc., in a statistical analysis.}\]

\[\text{var’y’cos’es} \quad \text{[vər’ə, kəs’es; ‘ver’-] \quad adj. [attrib.] affected by a condition causing the tortuous enlargement lengthening of veins, most often in the legs: varicose veins.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: var’y’cos’es] \quad \text{adj. var’y’cos’es] \quad n.}\]

\[\text{var’y’eg’at ed} \quad \text{[vər’(e)gət] \quad adj. exhibiting different colors, esp. as irregular patches or streaks: variegated yellow bricks.}\]

\[\text{(of a plant or foliage) having or consisting of leaves that are edged or patterned in a second color, esp. white as well as green.}\]

\[\text{marked by variety: his variegated and amusing observations.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: var’y’eg’a’tion} \quad \text{[vər’(e)gə’shən] n.}\]

\[\text{var’y’tal} \quad \text{[vər’ətal] \quad adj. 1 (of a wine or grape) made from or belonging to a single specified variety of grape. 2 of, relating to, characteristic of, or forming a variety: var’y’tal names. \quad n. a varietal wine.}\]

\[\text{DERIVATIVES: var’y’tal’ly} \quad \text{adv.}\]

\[\text{var’y’ty} \quad \text{[vər’(e)te] \quad n. (pl. -ies) 1 the quality or state of being different or diverse; the absence of uniformity, sameness, or monotony; it’s the variety that makes my job so enjoyable.}\]

\[\text{(a variety of) a number or range of things of the same general class that are different or distinct in character or quality: the center offers a variety of leisure activities.}\]

\[\text{a thing that differs in some way from others of the same general class or sort; a type: fifty varieties of fresh and frozen pasta.}\]

\[\text{a form of television or theater entertainment consisting of a series of different types of acts, such as singing, danc-} \]
ing, and comedy; [as adj.] a variety show. 2 a
taxonomic category that ranks below sub-
species (where present) or species, its mem-
bers differing from others of the same sub-
species or species in minor but permanent or
heritable characteristics. Varieties are more
often recognized in botany, in which they are
designated in the style *Apium graveolens* var.
dulce.

- a cultivated form of a plant. See CULTIVAR.
- a plant or animal that varies in some trivial re-
  spect from its immediate parent or type.

**varlet** [vär'lit] n. 1. a man or boy acting as an
attendant or servant.

- a knight’s page. 2. an unprincipled rogue or
rascal.

Derivatives: **varlety** [vär’let-ē] n.

**varmint** [vär’mant] n. 1. a troublesome wild
animal, esp. a fox.

- a troublesome and mischievous person, esp.
a child.

**vascular** [väs’kələr] adj. of, relating to,
affording, or consisting of a vessel or vessels,
esp. those that carry blood: *vascular disease* |
the vascular system.

- relating to or denoting the plant tissues (xy-
lem and phloem) that conduct water, and
nutrients in flowering plants, ferns, and their
relatives.

Derivatives: **vascularity** [väs’kələr-ăt’ē] n.

**vascularity** [väs’kələr-ăt’ē] n.

**vasectomy** [väs’sektəmē] n. n. (pl. -ies)
the surgical cutting and sealing of part of
each vas deferens (the duct that conveys a
male’s sperm from the testicle to the urethra),
typically as a means of sterilization.

Derivatives: **vasectomize** [väs’ektəmiz] v.

**vassal** [väs’sal] n. 1. a holder of land by feu-
dal tenure on conditions of homage and alle-
giance.

- a person or country in a subordinate position
to another: [as adj.] a vassal state of the Chinese
empire.

Derivatives: **vassalage** [-säl’ij] n.

**vatic** [vä’tik] adj. 1. describing or predicting
what will happen in the future: *vatic utter-
ances.*

**vaticinate** [vä’tik-nāt] v. adj. v. [intrans.] foretell
the future.

Derivatives: **vaticinal** [-nəl] adj. *vaticina-

**vaunt** [vānt; vānt] v. [trans.] (usu. as adj.)
(vaulted) boast about or praise (something),
esp. excessively: *the much vaunted
information superhighway.* 1. a boast.

Derivatives: **vaunting** n. **vauntingly** adv.

**vector** [vēktər] n. 1. a quantity having di-
rection as well as magnitude, esp. as deter-
mining the position of one point in space rel-
ative to another. Cf. **scalar**.

- a matrix with one row or one column.
- a course to be taken by an aircraft. 2 [as adj.] (in
computing) denoting a type of graphical rep-
presentation using lines to construct the out-
lines of objects. 2 an organism, typically a bit-
ing insect or tick, that transmits a disease or
parasite from one animal or plant to another.

- in (genetics) a bacteriophage or plasmid that
transfers genetic material into a cell, as from
one bacterium to another. 2. v. [with obj. and
adverbial of direction] (often be vectored)
direct (an aircraft in flight) to a desired point.


**vectorization** [vēk’tōr-i-za’shən] n. **vec-
torize** [vēk’tōr-izi] v. (in sense 1 of the noun).

**veda** [vā’də; vē’də] n. [treated as sing. or pl.]
the most ancient Hindu scriptures, written in
early Sanskrit and containing hymns, philos-
ophy, and guidance on ritual for the priests of
Vedic religion.

Derivatives: **Vedic** adj.

**vedette** [vē’det; vē’dit] n. 1. a mounted sentry
positioned beyond an army’s outposts to ob-
serve the movements of the enemy. 2 a lead-
ing star of stage, screen, or television.

**vegan** [vē’gən; vē’jən] n. 1. a person who
does not eat or use animal products.[as adj.] a
vegan diet.

**vegetal** [vējəl] adj. 1. of or relating to
plants: *a vegetal aroma.*

- characterized by the faculty of growth but
not of sensation or reason.

**vegetable** [vējəb’l; vēj’əb-l] adj. 1 live or
spend a period of time in a dull, inactive,
unchallenging way: he’d sit in front of the
television set and vegetate. 2 (of a plant or seed)
grow: sprout.

- [trans.] cause plants to grow in or cover (a
place). 3 (of an abnormal growth) increase in
size.

**vegetative** [vējə-tət’iv] adj. 1 (in biology)
of, relating to, or denoting reproduction or
propagation achieved by asexual means, ei-
ther naturally (budding, rhizomes, runners,
bulbs, etc.) or artificially (grafting, layering,
or taking cuttings): *vegetative spores* or a
vegetative replicating phase.

- of, relating to, or concerned with growth
rather than sexual reproduction: *environmental
factors trigger the switch from vegetative to
floral development.* 2 of or relating to vegetation
or plant life: *diverse vegetative types.* 3 (in medi-
cine, of a person) alive but comatose and
without apparent brain activity or responsi-
iveness. In a persistent vegetative state, a
patient is kept alive by such means as artifi-
cial respiration.

Derivatives: **vegetatively** adv. **vegeta-
tiveness** n.

**vehemence** [vē-hē’məns] n. **vehement-
ly** adv.

**velum** [vē’ləm] adj. 1. showing strong
feeling; forceful, passionate, or intense: *her
voice was low but vehemence* vehemence criticism.

Derivatives: **vehemence** n. **vehemen-
tly** adv.

**velveity** [vēl’vē-ité] n. 1. (pl. -ies) a wish
or inclination not strong enough to lead to ac-
tion: *the notion intrigued me, but remained a
velveity.*

- the least degree of volition, unaccompanied
by any effort or advance toward action or re-
alization.
vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • n. the arrangement of veins in a leaf or in an insect’s wing.


vene-rēta [vē'nərētə] • n. a blood feud in which the family of a murdered person seeks vengeance on the murderer or the murderer’s family.

derivatives: vene-rē-nous

vene-ner [vē'nər] • n. a thin decorative covering of fine wood applied to a coarser wood or other material.

vene-nerable [vē'nərəbəl; vē'nərə-] • adj. covered with soft fine hairs.


vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • n. the arrangement of veins in a leaf or in an insect’s wing.

vene-ration [vē'nərə'tān] • n. 1. a smooth writing paper imitating vellum. 2. (in general use) speed: the tank shot backward at an incredible velocity. 3. a stadium containing such a track.

derivatives: vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • adj. showing or motivated by susceptibility to bribery; why should these venal politicians care how they are rated? their generosity had been at least partly venal.

usage: Venal and venal are sometimes confused. Venal means ‘corrupt, able to be bribed, or involving bribery,’ for example, Local customs officials are notoriously venal, and smuggling thrives. Venial is used among Christians to describe a certain type of sin and means ‘pardonable, excusable, not mortal,’ for example, Purgatory, to Catholics, was an intermediate stage in which those who had committed venial sins might earn their way into heaven.

ven-eration [vē'nərə'tān] • n. sexual indulgence. 2. n. hunting.

derivatives: vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • adv.

usage: See usage at VENAL.

ven-e-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • n. 1. a smooth writing paper imitating vellum. 2. (in general use) speed: the tank shot backward at an incredible velocity. 3. a stadium containing such a track.

derivatives: vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • adj. showing or motivated by susceptibility to bribery; why should these venal politicians care how they are rated? their generosity had been at least partly venal.

usage: Venal and venal are sometimes confused. Venal means ‘corrupt, able to be bribed, or involving bribery,’ for example, Local customs officials are notoriously venal, and smuggling thrives. Venial is used among Christians to describe a certain type of sin and means ‘pardonable, excusable, not mortal,’ for example, Purgatory, to Catholics, was an intermediate stage in which those who had committed venial sins might earn their way into heaven.

vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • n. sexual indulgence. 2. n. hunting.


vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • n. 1. a smooth writing paper imitating vellum. 2. (in general use) speed: the tank shot backward at an incredible velocity. 3. a stadium containing such a track.

derivatives: vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • adj. showing or motivated by susceptibility to bribery; why should these venal politicians care how they are rated? their generosity had been at least partly venal.

usage: Venal and venal are sometimes confused. Venal means ‘corrupt, able to be bribed, or involving bribery,’ for example, Local customs officials are notoriously venal, and smuggling thrives. Venial is used among Christians to describe a certain type of sin and means ‘pardonable, excusable, not mortal,’ for example, Purgatory, to Catholics, was an intermediate stage in which those who had committed venial sins might earn their way into heaven.

ven-e-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • n. sexual indulgence. 2. n. hunting.

derivatives: vene-ra-tion [vē'nərə'tān] • adv.

usage: See usage at VENAL.
of verbalizing about art. 3 [trans.] make (a word, esp. a noun) into a verb.

**Derivatives:** verbalizável adj. verbalização. 

**Verbatim** [ver'batam]  • adv. & adj. in exactly the same words as were used originally: [as adv.] subjects were instructed to recall the passage verbatim | [as adj.] your quotations must be verbatim.

**Verbiage** [verbé-iij]  • n. speech or writing that uses too many words or excessively technical expressions.

**Dictionary; wording; verbal expression.**

**Verbose** [verbó'bes]  • adj. using or expressed in more words than are needed: much academic language is obscure and verbose.

**Derivatives:** verbosely adv. verbosité ty -bésaté] n.

**Verbotten** [far'botn; ver'be-ij]  • n. verboten adj. verbote

**Vertex** [verbóts]  • n. vertex

**Verapsulation** [verbó'simab't(y)ood]  • n. the appearance of being true or real: the detail gives the novel some verisimilitude.

**Derivatives:** verisimilnlar |-'similar| adj.
ver}tiginous | ve'trijanəs | adj. causing vertigo, esp. by being extremely high or steep: vertiginous drops to the valleys below.

ver}tigo | ve'trəgə | n. a sensation of whirling and loss of balance, associated particularly with looking down from a great height, or caused by disease affecting the inner ear or the vestibular nerve; giddiness.

ver}ve | vrəv | n. vigor and spirit or enthusiasm: Kollo sings with supreme verve and flexibility.

ves}ircle | vesəkəl | n. a fluid- or air-filled cavity or sac, in particular:

1. a small fluid-filled bladder, sac, cyst, or vacuole within the human or animal body.
2. an air-filled swelling in a plant, esp. a seaweed.
3. a small cavity in volcanic rock, produced by gas bubbles. (in medicine) a small blister full of clear fluid.

DERIVATIVES: ves}icul}ar | və'sikyələr | adj. ves}icul}ated | və'sikyə,lətəd | adj. ves}icul}ation | və'sikyə,ləˈʃon | n.

ves}pers | vesəpər | n. a service of evening prayer in the Divine Office of the Western Christian Church (sometimes said earlier in the day).

3. a service of evening prayer in other churches.

ves}p}r}t}n}le | vesərˌpənˌtənˌ | adj. of, relating to, occurring, or active in the evening.

4. (of a flower) opening in the evening.
5. (of an animal) active in the evening. Cf. cre}pus}cular.

ves}pine | vesˌpînə | -pinə | adj. of or relating to wasps.

vest | vest | v. 1 [trans.] (usu. be vested in) confer or bestow (power, authority, property, etc.) on someone: executive power is vested in the President.

2. (usu. be vested with) give (someone) the legal right to power, property, etc.: the socialists came to be vested with the power of legislation.

3. [trans.] (vest in) (of power, property, etc.) come into the possession of: the bankrupt's property vests in his trustee.

4. (of a chorister or member of the clergy) put on vestments.

5. [trans.] dress (someone): the Speaker vested him with a rich purple robe.

ves}tal | vesəl | adj. of or relating to the Roman goddess Vesta: a vestal temple.

chaste; pure. n. a vestal virgin, one of the virgin priestesses of the goddess Vesta, vowed to chastity, who had the duty of keeping the sacred fire burning on the goddess's altar.

a chaste woman, esp. a nun.

ves}t}ary | vesə,təri | adj. of or relating to clothes or dress. n. (pl. -eəs) a room or building in a monastery or other large establishment in which clothes are kept.

ves}t}bule | vesəˌbyʊəl | n. 1 an antechamber, hall, or lobby next to the outer door of a building.

veto | veˈtəʊ | n. (pl. -oes, -oed) [trans.] a constitutional right to reject a decision or proposal made by a law-making body: the president may exercise his veto if the final bill contains the controversial provision. [as adj.] veto power. A pocket veto is exercised by an executive who refuses to sign a bill near the end of a legislative session, allowing a period during which it must be signed in order to take effect to lapse, with the now out-of-session legislature unable to override an actual veto. A line-item veto is the power, to reject part of a bill, esp. a particular provision of a finance measure.

such a rejection. a prohibition: his veto on our drinking after the meal was annoying. v. (-eəs, -oed) [trans.] exercise a veto against (a decision or proposal made by a law-making body): the president vetoed the bill.

Refuse to accept or allow: the film star often has a right to veto the pictures used for publicity.

DERIVATIVES: ve}to}v}er | n.
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vexīl•Holo•ogy | ve·ksəˈlālˌjē | • n. the study of flags.

DERIVATIVES: vexīl•Holo•logical | -laˈlāj-kəl | adj. vexīl•Holo•gist | -ˈlāj-st | n.

vīa•ble | vīˈə-bal | • adj. capable of working successfully; feasible: the proposed investment was economically viable.

• (of a seed or spore) able to germinate. • (of a plant, animal, or cell) capable of surviving or living successfully, esp. under particular environmental conditions. • (of a fetus or unborn child) able to live after birth.

DERIVATIVES: vīa•bility | ˈveɪəˌbilə-tē | n.

vīa•duct | ˈveɪˌdə skept | • n. a long bridge-like structure, typically a series of arches, carrying a road or railroad across a valley or other low ground. Cf. AQUEDUCT.

vīc•ar | ˈvikər | • n. (in the Church of England) an incumbent of a parish where tithes formerly passed to a chapter or religious house or layman.

• (in other Anglican Churches) a member of the clergy deputizing for another. • (in the Roman Catholic Church) a representative of a bishop. • (in the Episcopal Church) a clergyman in charge of a chapel.

• a cleric or choir member appointed to sing certain parts of a cathedral service.

DERIVATIVES: vīc•ar•ship | -ˌship | n.

vīc•ar•ious | ˈvikərəs; ˈve- | • adj. experienced in the imagination through the feelings or actions of another person: I could glean vicarious pleasure from the struggles of my imaginary film friends.

• acting or done for another: a vicarious atonement. • of or pertaining to the performance by one organ of the functions normally discharged by another.

DERIVATIVES: vīc•ar•i•ous•ly adv. vīc•ar•i•ous•ness n.

vīc•eroy | ˈvisˌrō | • n. 1 a ruler exercising authority in a colony on behalf of a sovereign.

DERIVATIVES: vīc•eroy•val | ˈvisˌrō•al | adj.

vīc•eroy•ship | -ˌship | n.

vīc•in•age | ˈvisənj | • n. another term for vicinity.

vīc•i•mal | ˈvisənəl | • adj. neighboring; adjacent.

• (in chemistry) relating to or denoting substituents attached to adjacent atoms in a ring or chain.

vīc•ious | ˈvisəs; ˈve- | • adj. 1 deliberately cruel or violent: a vicious assault.

• (of an animal) wild and dangerous to people.

• serious or dangerous: a vicious flu bug; immoral: every soul on earth, virtuous or vicious, shall perish. 2 (of language or a line of reasoning) imperfect; defective.

DERIVATIVES: vīc•i•ous•ly adv. vīc•i•ous•ness n.

vīc•i•ous•cirl•e (also vicious cycle) • n. 1 a sequence of reciprocal cause and effect in which two or more elements intensify and aggravate each other, leading inexorably to a worsening of the situation. 2 (in logic) a definition or statement that begs the question.

vīc•i•situ•tud•e | ˈveəˌsəsəˌt(ˈy)oʊd | • n. (usu. vici•si•tu•tudes) a change of circumstances or fortune, typically one that is unwelcome or unpleasant: her husband's sharp vicissitudes of fortune.

• alternation between opposite or contrasting things: the vicissitude of the seasons.

DERIVATIVES: vīc•i•situ•tu•di•nous | -ˌsiˌsəˈt(y)oʊd•əs; -ˈt(ˈ)əʊd•əs | adj.

vīc•ti•m•ize | ˈvikəˌmīz | • v. [trans.] single (someone) out for cruel or unjust treatment: scam artists who victimize senior citizens.

DERIVATIVES: vīc•ti•m•i•za•tion | ˈvikəˌməˌza ˈzishən | n. vīc•ti•m•izer | ˈvikəˌmīzər | n.

vīc•tu•al | ˈvikəl | • n. (victuals; sometimes in informal contexts, vi•t•tles) food or provisions, typically as prepared for consumption.

• v. (victualed, victualing; Brit. victua•led, victualling) [trans.] provide with food or other stores: the ship wasn't even properly victualed.

• [intrans.] obtain or lay in food or other stores: a voyage of such length, that no ship could victual for.

• [intrans.] eat: victual with me next Saturday.

vīd•e | ˈvedə; ˈveˌdə; ˈvedə | • v. [with obj., in imperative] see; consult (used as an instruction in a text to refer the reader to a specified passage, book, author, etc., for fuller or further information): vide note 6 on p. 225.

vīd•e•l•ic•et | ˈvedəˌlək•ət; -ˈsa-t; -ˈdələˌkət | • adv. more formal term for viz.

vīl•e | ˈvil | • v. (vying) [intrans.] compete eagerly with someone in order to do or achieve something: rival mobs vying for control of the liquor business.

vīg•i•l•ance | ˈvijəˌlans | • n. the action or state of keeping careful watch for possible danger or difficulties.

DERIVATIVES: vīg•i•l•ant adj. vīg•i•l•ant•ly adv.

vīg•i•l•an•te | ˈvijəˌləntə | • n. a member of a self-appointed group of citizens who undertake law enforcement in their community without legal authority, typically because the legal agencies are thought to be inadequate.

DERIVATIVES: vīg•i•l•an•t•ism | -ˌtəzm | n.

vīg•net•e | ˈvinˌjēt | • n. 1 a brief evocative description, account, or episode. 2 a small illustration or portrait photograph that fades into its background without a definite border.

• a small ornamental design filling a space in a book or carving, typically based on foliage.

• v. [trans.] portray (someone) in the style of a vignette.

• produce (a photograph) in the style of a vignette by softening or shading away the edges of the subject.

DERIVATIVES: vīg•n•e•t•t•ist | -ˈjetəst | n.

vīg•or | ˈvigər | • n. 1 physical strength and good health.

• effort, energy, and enthusiasm: they set about the new task with vigor. • strong, healthy growth of a plant. 2 (in law) legal or binding force; validity.

DERIVATIVES: vīg•or•less | ˈvıgərəs | adj.

vīl•i•fy | ˈvıləˌfi | • v. (icles, -ied) [trans.] speak or write about in an abusively disparaging manner: he has been vilified in the press.
villain |'vilen| • n. (in medieval England) a feudal tenant entirely subject to a lord or manor to whom he paid dues and services in return for land.

dervatives: villainage n.

vim |'vin| • n. energy; enthusiasm: in his youth he was full of vim and vigor.

dervatives: vincible |'vin'səb(ə)l| adj.

dervatives: vindication |'vin di kə shən| n.

vindicate |'vində kət| • v. [trans.] clear (someone) of blame or suspicion: hospital staff were vindicated by the inquest.

• show or prove to be right, reasonable, or justified: more sober views were vindicated by events.

dervatives: vindicable |'vin di kə bəl| adj.

dervatives: vino |'vinə| • n. the cultivation of grapevines for winemaking.

dervatives: viniculture |'vin i kə lchoor| n.

virtuoso |'vir chə ˈso| • n. a virtuoso

• ordinarily • a skilled musician;

• typically • a musical expert;

• sometimes • a person with no musical ability (of contemptuous reference): a virtuoso dilettante.

• originally • a person skilled in any art or science: a scientific virtuoso.

dervatives: virtuoso n.

dervatives: virtuosity |'vir chə ˈso te| n.

virtual |'vər cha ˈōl| • adj. almost or nearly as described, but not completely or according to strict definition: the virtual absence of border controls.

• (in computing) not physically existing as such but made by software to appear to do so: a virtual computer. See also VIRTUAL REALITY.

• (in optics) relating to the points at which rays would meet if produced backward.

• (in physics) denoting particles or interactions with extremely short lifetimes and (owing to the uncertainty principle) indefinitely great energies, postulated as intermediates in some processes.

dervatives: virtuality |'vərcha ˈwîl te| n.

virtual reality |'vər cha ˈwîl te| • n. the computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional image or environment that can be interacted with in a seemingly real or physical way by a person using special electronic equipment, such as a helmet with a screen inside or gloves fitted with sensors.

virtue |'vər cho| • n. 1 behavior showing high moral standards: paragons of virtue.

• a quality considered morally good or desirable in a person: patience is a virtue.

• a good or useful quality of a thing: Mike was extolling the virtues of the car; there's no virtue in suffering in silence.

• virginity or chastity, esp. of a woman. 2 (virtues) (in traditional Christian angelology) the seventh highest order of the ninefold celestial hierarchy.

dervatives: virtuless adj. virtuous adj.

virtuality |'vər cha ˈwîl te| • n. 1 behavior showing high moral standards: paragons of virtue.

• a quality considered morally good or desirable in a person: patience is a virtue.

• a good or useful quality of a thing: Mike was extolling the virtues of the car; there's no virtue in suffering in silence.

• virginity or chastity, esp. of a woman. 2 (virtues) (in traditional Christian angelology) the seventh highest order of the ninefold celestial hierarchy.

dervatives: virtuless adj. virtuous adj.

virgo |'vər go| • n. 1 a venemous snake (fam-ily Viperidae) with large hinged fangs, typically having a broad head and stout body, with dark patterns on a lighter background.

• a spiteful or treacherous person. 2 a smoker of marijuana or opium; a heroin addict.

dervatives: viperine |'vəpə rən| • adj. vipersish adj. vipersous |'və pə rəs| adj.

virago |'və rə go| • n. 1 a domineering, violent, or bad-tempered woman.

• a woman of masculine strength or spirit; a female warrior.

virescent |'vər ə sent| • vi- • adj. greenish.

dervatives: virescence n.

virgin |'vər jən| • n. a person, typically a woman, who has never had sexual intercourse.

• a naive, innocent, or inexperienced person, esp. in a particular context: a political virgin.

• (the Virgin) the mother of Jesus; the Virgin Mary.

• a woman who has taken a vow to remain a virgin.

• (the Virgin) the zodiacal sign or constellation Virgo.

• a female insect that produces eggs without being fertilized.

• adj. 1 [attrib.] being, relating to, or appropriate for a virgin: his virgin bride. Cf. female; chaste.

• 2 not yet touched, used or exploited: acres of virgin forests; virgin snow.

• (of clay) not yet fired. 2 (of wool) not yet, or only once, spun or woven. 2 (of olive oil) obtained from the first pressing of olives.

• (of metal) made from ore by smelting.

virgule |'vərg yə lə| • n. a slanting or upright line used esp. in medieval manuscripts to mark a caesura, or as a punctuation mark equivalent to a comma.

virescent |'vər ə sent| • adj. greenish or becoming green.

dervatives: virescence n.

viridity |'və rə di te| • n. poetic/literary the quality or state of being green; verdancy.

• figurative innocence; freshness; inexperience.

virile |'və rə l| • adj. (of a man) having strength, energy, and a strong sex drive.

• having or characterized by strength and energy: a strong, virile performance of the symphony.

dervatives: virility |'və rə lə tē| n.

virtu |'vər tu| • 1 knowledge or expertise in the fine arts.

• cursus or objects d'art collectively.

• 2 the good qualities inherent in a person or thing.

vital |'vər tə l| • adj. almost or nearly as described, but not completely or according to strict definition: the virtual absence of border controls.

• (in computing) not physically existing as such but made by software to appear to do so: a virtual computer. See also VIRTUAL REALITY.

• (in optics) relating to the points at which rays would meet if produced backward.

• (in physics) denoting particles or interactions with extremely short lifetimes and (owing to the uncertainty principle) indefinitely great energies, postulated as intermediates in some processes.

• a quality considered morally good or desirable in a person: patience is a virtue.

• a good or useful quality of a thing: Mike was extolling the virtues of the car; there's no virtue in suffering in silence.

• virginity or chastity, esp. of a woman. 2 (virtues) (in traditional Christian angelology) the seventh highest order of the ninefold celestial hierarchy.

• a domineering, violent, or bad-tempered woman.

• a woman of masculine strength or spirit; a female warrior.

virescent |'vər ə sent| • vi- • adj. greenish.

• a person, typically a woman, who has never had sexual intercourse.

• a naive, innocent, or inexperienced person, esp. in a particular context: a political virgin.

• (the Virgin) the mother of Jesus; the Virgin Mary.

• a woman who has taken a vow to remain a virgin.

• (the Virgin) the zodiacal sign or constellation Virgo.

• a female insect that produces eggs without being fertilized.

• 1 [attrib.] being, relating to, or appropriate for a virgin: his virgin bride. Cf. female; chaste.

• 2 not yet touched, used or exploited: acres of virgin forests; virgin snow.

• (of clay) not yet fired. 2 (of wool) not yet, or only once, spun or woven. 2 (of olive oil) obtained from the first pressing of olives.

• (of metal) made from ore by smelting.

virgule |'vərg yə lə| • n. a slanting or upright line used esp. in medieval manuscripts to mark a caesura, or as a punctuation mark equivalent to a comma.

virescent |'vər ə sent| • adj. greenish or becoming green.

• (in computing) not physically existing as such but made by software to appear to do so: a virtual computer. See also VIRTUAL REALITY.

• (in optics) relating to the points at which rays would meet if produced backward.

• (in physics) denoting particles or interactions with extremely short lifetimes and (owing to the uncertainty principle) indefinitely great energies, postulated as intermediates in some processes.

• a quality considered morally good or desirable in a person: patience is a virtue.

• a good or useful quality of a thing: Mike was extolling the virtues of the car; there's no virtue in suffering in silence.

• virginity or chastity, esp. of a woman. 2 (virtues) (in traditional Christian angelology) the seventh highest order of the ninefold celestial hierarchy.

• a domineering, violent, or bad-tempered woman.

• a woman of masculine strength or spirit; a female warrior.

virescent |'vər ə sent| • vi- • adj. greenish.

• a person, typically a woman, who has never had sexual intercourse.

• a naive, innocent, or inexperienced person, esp. in a particular context: a political virgin.

• (the Virgin) the mother of Jesus; the Virgin Mary.

• a woman who has taken a vow to remain a virgin.

• (the Virgin) the zodiacal sign or constellation Virgo.

• a female insect that produces eggs without being fertilized.

• 1 [attrib.] being, relating to, or appropriate for a virgin: his virgin bride. Cf. female; chaste.

• 2 not yet touched, used or exploited: acres of virgin forests; virgin snow.

• (of clay) not yet fired. 2 (of wool) not yet, or only once, spun or woven. 2 (of olive oil) obtained from the first pressing of olives.

• (of metal) made from ore by smelting.

virgule |'vərg yə lə| • n. a slanting or upright line used esp. in medieval manuscripts to mark a caesura, or as a punctuation mark equivalent to a comma.

virescent |'vər ə sent| • adj. greenish or becoming green.
virulent  

- a person with a special knowledge of or interest in works of art or curios.  

**D**erivatives: **vir**tuous - 'wásik; -'wô-  
adj. **vir**tuousity - 'wásêtê  
**vir**ulent - 'vir(y)əlant  
adj. 1 (of a disease or poison) extremely severe or harmful in its effects.  
2 (of a pathogen, esp. a virus) highly infective.  
2 bitterly hostile: a *vir**tuous attack on liberalism.*  
**D**erivatives: **vir**ulence n. **vir**ulently adv.  
**vis**age - *viz*ij  
- n. [usu. in sing] a person's face, with reference to the form or proportions of the features: an elegant, angular visage  
- a person's facial expression: there was something hidden behind his visage of cheerfulness.  
- the surface of an object presented to view: the moontlit visage of the port's whitewashed buildings.  
**D**erivatives: **vis**aged adj. [in combination] a stern-visaged old man.  
**vis-à-vis** - *vëz ə vê | prep. in relation to; with regard to: many agencies now have a unit to deal with women's needs vis-à-vis employment.  
- as compared with; as opposed to: the advantage for US exports is the value of the dollar vis-à-vis other currencies.  
- adj: in a position facing a specified or implied subject: he was there vis-à-vis with Miss Arundel.  
1 a person or group occupying a corresponding position to that of another person or group in a different area or domain; a counterpart: his admiration for the US armed services extends to their vis-à-vis, the Russian military.  
2 a face-to-face meeting: the dreaded vis-à-vis with his boss.  

**U**seage: This expression means 'face to face.' Avoid using it to mean 'about, concerning,' for example. He wanted to talk to me vis-à-vis next weekend. In the sense 'in contrast, comparison, or relation to;' however, vis-à-vis is generally acceptable: Let us consider government regulations vis-à-vis employment rates.  

**vis**cera - *vis*əra  
- plural n. [sing v**iscus** | *vıskas] the internal organs in the main cavities of the body, esp. those in the abdomen, e.g., the intestines.  
**vis**ceral - *vis*əral  
adj. of or relating to the viscera: the visceral nervous system.  
- relating to deep inward feelings rather than to the intellect: the 'voters' visceral fear of change.  
**D**erivatives: **vis**cerally adv.  
**vis**cid - *vis*id  
adj. glutinous; sticky: the viscid mucus lining of the intestine.  
**D**erivatives: **vis**cidity n.  
**vis**cosity - *vi'skəsidê  
- n. (pl. -ies) the state of being thick, sticky, and semifluid in consistency, due to internal friction.  
- a quantity expressing the magnitude of such friction, as measured by the force per unit area resisting a flow in which parallel layers unit distance apart have unit speed relative to one another.  
**vis**cous - *vıskəs | adj. having a thick, sticky consistency between solid and liquid; having a high viscosity: vis**cous** laco  
**D**erivatives: **vis**cously adv. **vis**cousness n.  
**vision**ary - *viz*əner  
adj. 1 (esp. of a person) thinking about or planning the future with imagination or wisdom: a *vision**ary leader.*  
2 (of a scheme or idea) not practical. 2 of, relating to, or able to see visions in a dream or trance, or as a supernatural apparition: a vision**ary experience.*  
- existing only in a vision or in the imagination.  
- connected with or pertaining to a vision or visions: vision**ary art.*  
- n. (pl. -ies) a person with original ideas about what the future will or could be like.  
- a *vision**ary artist.*  
**vis**-**va**tive - *vi'vətiv  
adj. **vi**-**va**tivity  
- n. the theory that the origin and phenomena of life are dependent on a force or principle distinct from purely chemical or physical forces.  
**D**erivatives: **vi**-**va**t**i**st n. & adj. **vi**-**va**t**i**stic  
- adj. **vi**-**va**t**i**onal  
**vi**-**va**t**i**ons  
- n. clinical measurements, specifically pulse rate, temperature, respiration rate, and blood pressure, that indicate the state of a patient's essential body functions.  
**vi**-**va**ta**t**ics  
- n. & adj. **vi**-**va**ta**t**ical  
**vi**-**va**ta**t**ic  
- n. quantitative data concerning a population, such as the number of births, marriages, and deaths. 2 the measurements of a woman's bust, waist, and hips.  
**vi**-**va**ta**t**ion - *vi'shəˈtən  
- n. [trans.] spoil or impair the quality or efficiency of: development programs have been vitiated by the rise in population.  
- destroy or impair the legal validity of.  
**D**erivatives: **vi**-**va**ta**t**ion**a**l  
- adj. **vi**-**va**ta**t**ion**a**list  
**vi**-**va**ta**t**ion**a**l  
- n. the cultivation of grapevines.  
- the study of grape cultivation. Cf. **vi**-**ci**-culture.  
**D**erivatives: **vi**-**ci**-culture  
- n. 1 of (a substance) derived from or containing glass: *toilet and bidet are made of vitreous china.*  
**D**erivatives: **vi**-**ce**rous  
- adj. like glass in appearance or physical properties.  
- of (a substance) derived from or containing glass: convert (something) into glass or a glasslike substance, typically by exposure to heat.  
**D**erivatives: **vi**-**ce**rousness n.  
**vi**-**t**ri**fy** - *vi'tra*fl | - n. -ies, -ied [trans.] (often be *vi**t**ri**f**ied*) convert (something) into glass or a glasslike substance, typically by exposure to heat.  
**D**erivatives: **vi**-**t**ri**f**action  
- n. **vi**-**t**ri**f**iable | *vi'tra*fləbəl | *vi'tra
vitrification v. vitra'kášán n.
vitrilol | vitreálík | adj.
vituperate | vit(y)'gróo, rá; vi- | v. [trans.] blame or insult (someone) in strong or violent language.

Dérivatives: vitriolic, vitreálík adj.

•
victam | vitšam n.
vocation | vo'káSHán n.
voluntary | vállantu | adj.

- the vocative the vocative case.

 vociferate | vó'sif-rát, vó- | v. [trans.] shout, complain, or argue loudly or vehemently: he then began to vociferate pretty loudly [trans.] he entered, vociferating curses.

Dérivatives: vociferant [-rant] adj.
vociferation | -sif-rášán n.

vociferous | vó'sif-róz • adj. (esp. of a person or speech) vehement or clamorous: he was a vociferous opponent of the takeover.

Dérivatives: vociferously adv. vociferousness n.

vogue | vóg | n. [usu. in sing.] the prevailing fashion or style at a particular time: the vogue is to make realistic films.

• general acceptance or favor; popularity: the 1920s and 30s, when art deco was much in vogue. • adj. [attrib.] popular; fashionable: "citizenship" was to be the government's vogue word.

Dérivatives: voguish adj.

voile | voil | n. a thin, plain-weave, semi-transparent fabric of cotton, wool, or silk.

volant | 'vó-lánt • adj. (of an animal) able to fly or glide: newly volant young.

• of, relating to, or characterized by flight: volant ways of life. • [usu. postpositive] (in heraldry) represented as flying: a falcon volant.

• moving rapidly or lightly: her sails caught a volant wind.

volatile | vášl | adj. 1 (of a substance) easily evaporated at normal temperatures. 2 liable to change rapidly and unpredictably, esp. for the worse: the political situation was becoming more volatile.

• (of a person) liable to display rapid changes of emotion. • (of a computer's memory) retaining data only as long as there is a power supply connected. • n. (usu. volatiles) a volatile substance.

Dérivatives: volatile adj.

vocative | vo'káтив | voká'tiv adj.

- (of clothing or drapery) loose and ample.

- (of writing) very lengthy and full. • (of a writer) producing many books.

Dérivatives: volutivously adv. voluminousness n.

voluntarism | vállan'tu, rízaM n. 1 the principle of relying on voluntary action (used
a devoted follower, adherent, or advocate of someone or something: he was a votary of Keats.

votive [vo'tiv] adj. offered or consecrated in fulfillment of a vow: votive offerings. • n. an object offered in this way, such as a candle used as a vigil light.
voucher ['vouchor] • n. a small printed piece of paper that entitles the holder to a discount or may be exchanged for goods or services.

a receipt.

vouchsafe [vo'wich'saf; -wich'saf] • v. [with two obs.] (often be vouchsafed) give (something) to (someone) in a gracious or condescending manner: it is a blessing vouchsafed him by heaven.

[trans.] reveal or disclose (information): you never vouchsafed that interesting tidbit before.
vou'ssoir [voo'swar] • n. a wedge-shaped or tapered stone used to construct an arch.

vox populi [vaks 'papjl,li; -'le] • n. [in sing.] the opinions or beliefs of the majority.

popular opinion; general attitudes.

voyageur [vo, 'wayz hor; -oir] • n. (in Canada and the northern US) a woodsman employed by fur companies in transporting goods and passengers to and from trading posts on the lakes and rivers.

voy'eur • [vo, 'yar; -var] • n. a person who gains sexual pleasure from watching others when they are naked or engaged in sexual activity.

a person who enjoys seeing the pain or distress of others.

derivatives: voyeurism [vo'yerizm] • n. being engaged in pangraphic or sexual activities involving wires, cameras, or other devices.

vulgar [val'gar] • adj. lacking sophistication or good taste; unrefined: the vulgar trappings of wealth.

making explicit and offensive reference to sex or bodily functions; coarse and rude: a vulgar joke. • n. characteristic of or belonging to the masses.

derivatives: vulgaritv [-'gerit] • -ger• n. (pl. -ies) vulgarly adv.
vulgari'ant [val'ge'rent] • n. an unrefined person, esp. one with newly acquired power or wealth.

vulgari'ism [val'ge'reizm] • n. a word or expression that is considered inelegant, esp. one that makes explicit and offensive reference to sex or bodily functions.

an instance of rude or offensive behavior.

vul'gate [val'get; -gat] • n. 1 the principal Latin version of the Bible, prepared mainly by St. Jerome in the early 4th century, and (as revised in 1592) adopted as the official text.
vulpine

for the Roman Catholic Church. 2 (vulgate) [in sing.] common or colloquial speech: I required a new, formal language in which to address him, not the vulgate. 2 (vulgate) the traditionally accepted text of any author.

vulpine |ˈvulpən| • adj. of or relating to a fox or foxes: the vulpine habit of retreating to their dens.

Ww

wa·di |ˈwādē| • n. (pl. wadis |ˈwādēs| or wadis |ˈwādēs|) (in certain Arabic-speaking countries) a valley, ravine, or channel that is dry except in the rainy season.

waft |ˈwāft; waft| • v. pass or cause to pass easily or gently through or as if through the air: [no obj., with adverbial of direction] the smell of stale fat wafted out from the café; [with obj. and adverbial of direction] each breeze would waft pollen around the house. • n. a gentle movement of air.

- a scent or odor carried on such a movement of air.

Wagnerian |ˈvāgənerēən| • adj. of, relating to, or characteristic of the operas of German composer Richard Wagner (1813–83).

- having the enormous dramatic scale and intensity of a Wagner opera: a strategic predica-ment of positively Wagnerian proportions.

- (of a woman) large-bosomed and imposing, as a soprano in a Wagner opera is said typically to be. • n. an admirer of Wagner or his music.

wagon·lit |ˈvägon leit| • n. (pl. wagons-lights pronuc. same) a sleeping car on a European train.

waif |ˈwāf| • n. 1 a homeless and helpless person, esp. a neglected or abandoned child: she is foster-mother to various waifs and strays.

- an abandoned pet animal. 2 a piece of property thrown away by a fleeing thief and held by the state in trust for the owner to claim.

DERIVATIVES: waif·fish adj.

waive |ˈwāv| • v. [trans.] refrain from insisting on or using (a right or claim); relinquish: he will waive all rights to the money.

- refrain from applying or enforcing (a rule, restriction, or fee): her tuition fees would be waived.

USAGE: Waive, meaning 'surrender,' and the related noun, waiver, should not be confused with wave, 'a back-and-forth or up-and-down motion,' or with waver, 'to go back and forth, vacillate': He waived potential rights in the case by signing the waiver; she waved the papers at her friends across the room; just as we were all ready to go, he wavered and said he wasn't sure whether he should go.

waiver |ˈwāvər| • n. an act or instance of waiving a right or claim.

- a document recording such waiving of a right or claim.

wallow |ˈwlō| • v. [trans.] 1 (chiefly of large mammals) roll about or lie relaxed in mud or water, esp. to keep cool, avoid biting insects, or spread scent: watering places where buffalo liked to wallow.

- (of a boat or aircraft) roll from side to side: the small jet wallowed in the sky. 2 (wallow in) (of a person) indulge in an unrestrained way in (something that creates a pleasurable sensation): I was wallowing in the luxury of the hotel; he had been wallowing in self-pity.

- n. 1 an act of wallowing: a wallow in nostalgia.

- 2 an area of mud or shallow water where mammals go to wallow, typically developing into a depression in the ground over long use.

DERIVATIVES: wallow·er n.

wampum |ˈwampəm| • n. a quantity of small cylindrical beads made by North American Indians from quahog shells, strung together and worn as a decorative belt or other decoration or used as money.

wan |ˈwān| • adj. (of a person's complexion or appearance) pale and giving the impression of illness or exhaustion: she was looking wan and bleary-eyed.

- (of light) pale; weak: the wan dawn light.

- (of a smile) weak; strained.

- (of the sea) without luster; dark and gloomy.

DERIVATIVES: wan·ly adv. wan·ness n.

wane |ˈwān| • v. [trans.] (of the moon between full and new) have a progressively smaller part of its visible surface illuminated, so that it appears to decrease in size.

- (esp. of a condition or feeling) decrease in vigor, power, or extent; become weaker: confidence in the dollar waned.

PHRASES: on the wane becoming weaker, less vigorous, or less extensive: the epidemic was on the wane.

wan·na·be |ˈwänəbē; ˈwō-| • n. a person who tries to be like someone else or to fit in with a particular group of people: a star-struck wannabe.

wan·ton |ˈwāntən| • adj. 1 (of a cruel or violent action) deliberate and unprompted: sheer wanton vandalism.

- (esp. of a woman) sexually promiscuous.
warlock
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watershed

■ growing profusely; luxuriant: where wanton rey twines. • lively; playful: a wanton fawn.
• n. a sexually immodest or promiscuous woman. • v. [trans.] archaic 1 play; frolic. 2 behave in a sexually immodest or promiscuous way.

derivatives: wantonly adv. wanton- ness n.

warlock | 'wôr,lâk| • n. a man who practices witchcraft; a sorcerer.

warp | 'wârp| • v. 1 become or cause to become bent or twisted out of shape, typically as a result of the effects of heat or dampness: [trans.] wood has a tendency to warp | moisture had warped the box.
• [trans.] cause to become abnormal or strange; have a distorting effect on: your judgment has been warped by your obvious dislike of him | [usu.] (wiped) a warped sense of humor. 2 [with obj. and adverbial of direction] move (a boat) along by hauling on a rope attached to a stationary object on shore.
• [no obj., with adverbial of direction] (of a boat) move in such a way. 3 [trans.] (in weaving) arrange (yarn) so as to form the warp of a piece of cloth. 4 [trans.] cover (land) with a deposit of alluvial soil by natural or artificial flooding.
• n. 1 a twist or distortion in the shape or form of something: the head of the racket had a curious warp.

■ an abnormality or perversion in a person’s character. • [as adj.] relating to or denoting (fictional or hypothetical) space travel by means of distorting space-time: the craft possessed warp drive | warp speed. 2 [in sing.] (in weaving) the threads on a loom over and under which other threads (the weft) are passed to make cloth: the warp and weft are the basic constituents of all textiles.

■ (warp and weft) the basic structure, or essence, of something: rugby is woven into the warp and weft of South African society. 3 a rope attached at one end to a fixed point and used for moving or mooring a boat. 4 alluvial sediment; silt.

derivatives: warp-age | 'wôrpij| n. (in sense 1 of the verb). warper n. (in sense 3 of the verb).

warrant | 'wûrânt; 'wâ-| • n. 1 a document issued by a legal or government official authorizing the police or some other body to make an arrest, search premises, or carry out some other action relating to the administration of justice: magistrates issued a warrant for his arrest | an extradition warrant.
• a document that entitles the holder to receive goods, money, or services: we’ll issue you a travel warrant. • a negotiable security allowing the holder to buy shares at a specified price at or before some future date. • [usu. with negative] justification or authority for an action, belief, or feeling: there is no warrant for this assumption. 2 an official certificate of appointment issued to an officer of lower rank than a commissioned officer. • v. [trans.] justify or necessitate (a certain course of action); that offense is serious enough to warrant a court marshal.

■ officially affirm or guarantee: the vendor warrants the accuracy of the report.

derivatives: warranter n.

warranty | 'wôrânti; 'wâ-| • n. (pl. -ies) a written guarantee, issued to the purchaser of an article by its manufacturer, promising to repair or replace it if necessary within a specified period of time: the car comes with a three-year warranty | as your machine is under warranty, I suggest getting it checked.
• (in contract law) a promise that something in furtherance of the contract is guaranteed by one of the contractors, esp. the seller's promise that the thing being sold is as promised or represented. • (in an insurance contract) an engagement by the insured party that certain statements are true or that certain conditions shall be fulfilled, the breach of it invalidating the policy. • (in property law) a covenant by which the seller and his successors in title are bound to secure to the buyer the estate conveyed in the deed.
• (in contract law) a term or promise in a contract, breach of which entitles the innocent party to damages but not to treat the contract as discharged by breach. • [usu. with negative] justification or grounds for an action or belief; you have no warranty for such an audacious doctrine.

usages: See usage at Guarantee.

wary | 'wâri| • adj. (warier, wariest) feeling or showing caution about possible dangers or problems: dogs that have been mistreated often remain very wary of strangers | a wary look.

derivatives: waril-y | -âlë| adv. wariness n.

Wasp | 'wâsp| (also WASP) • n. an upper- or middle-class American white Protestant, considered to be a member of the most powerful group in society.


waspish | 'wâspish| • adj. readily expressing anger or irritation: he had a waspish tongue.

derivatives: waspishly adv. waspish- ness n.

was- sail | '\wâsəl; -sål| • n. spiced ale or mulled wine drunk during celebrations for Twelfth Night and Christmas Eve.

■ lively and noisy festivities involving the drinking of plentiful amounts of alcohol; revelry. • v. 1 [trans.] drink plentiful amounts of alcohol and enjoy oneself with others in a noisy, lively way. 2 go from house to house at Christmas singing carols: here we go a-wassailing.

derivatives: was-sail-er n.

wastrel | '\wâstrəl| • n. 1 a wasteful or good-for-nothing person. 2 a waif; a neglected child.

water-shed | '\wâtər,shed; 'wâ-| • n. a height of land that separates waters flowing to different rivers, basins, or seas.
• an area of land drained by a river, river system, or other body of water. • an event or period marking a turning point in a course of action or state of affairs: these works mark a watershed in the history of music.
wax | wɛks | • n. [intrans.] (of the moon between new and full) have a progressively larger part of its visible surface illuminated, increasing its apparent size.

■ become larger or stronger: his anger waxed.
■ [with complement] begin to speak or write about something in the specified manner: they waxed lyrical about the old days.

PHRASES: wax and wane undergo alternate increases and decreases: companies whose fortunes wax and wane with the economic cycle.

wayfarer | 'wɛfər | • n. a person who travels on foot.

DERIVATIVES: wayfaring | 'wɛfərɪŋ | n. and adj.

waylay | 'wɛleɪ | • v. (past and past part. waylaid | 'wɛleɪd | [trans.] stop or interrupt (someone) and detain them in conversation or trouble them in some other way: he waylaid me on the stairs.

lie in wait and ambush (someone).

DERIVATIVES: waylayer | 'wɛleɪər | n.

wayward | 'wɛward | • adj. difficult to control or predict because of unusual or perverse behavior: her wayward, difficult sister | his wayward emotions.

DERIVATIVES: waywardly | 'wɛwardlɪ | adv. waywardness | 'wɛwardnəs | n.

weal | wɛl | (also weal) • n. a red, swollen mark left on flesh by a blow or pressure.

■ an area of the skin that is temporarily raised, typically reddened, and usually accompanied by itching.

weal | wɛl | • n. that which is best for someone or something: I am holding this trial behind closed doors in the public weal.

wean | wɛn | • v. [trans.] accustom (an infant or other young mammal) to food other than its mother’s milk.

■ accustom (someone) to managing without something on which they have become dependent or of which they have become excessively fond: the doctor tried to wean her off the sleeping pills.

■ (be weaned on) be strongly influenced by (something), esp. from an early age: I was weaned on a regular diet of Hollywood fantasy.

weedy | 'wɛdi | • adj. (weedier, weediest) 2 (of a person) thin and physically weak in appearance.

DERIVATIVES: weediness | 'wɛdiəs | n.

weft | wɛft | (also woof) • n. [sing.] (in weaving) the crosswise threads on a loom over and under which other threads (the warp) are passed to make cloth.

weir | wɛr | • n. a low dam built across a river to raise the level of water upstream or regulate its flow.

■ an enclosure of stakes set in a stream as a trap for fish.

weird | wɛrd | • adj. suggesting something supernatural; uncanny: the weird crying of a seal.

■ very strange; bizarre: a weird coincidence | all sorts of weird and wonderful characters.

■ connected with fate. • v. [trans.] (weird someone out) induce a sense of disbelief or alienation in someone.

DERIVATIVES: weirdly | 'wɛrdli | adv. weirdness | 'wɛrdnəs | n.

wen | wɛn | • n. a boil or other swelling or growth on the skin, esp. a sebaceous cyst.

■ an outstandingly large or overcrowded city: the great town of London.

wend | wɛnd | • v. [no obj., with adverbial] (wend one’s way) go in a specified direction, typically slowly or by an indirect route: they wended their way across the city.

werewolf | 'wer,woʊlf | • n. (pl. werewolves | -ˌ,wɛrəˈlʌvz |) (in myth or fiction) a person who changes for periods of time into a wolf, typically when there is a full moon. See also LYCANTHROPY.

west | west | • n. (usu. the West) Europe and its culture seen in contrast to other civilizations.

■ (usu. the West) the non-Communist states of Europe and North America, contrasted with the former Communist states of eastern Europe. • (usu. the West) the western part of the United States, esp. the states from the Great Plains to the Pacific.

westernly | 'westərli | • adj. & adv. (of a wind) blowing from the west: [as adj.] a stiff westerly breeze. • n. (often westernlies) a wind blowing from the west.

■ (westerlies) the belt of prevailing westerly winds in medium latitudes, esp. well developed in the southern hemisphere.

wheedle | 'hwɛdəl | • v. [intrans.] employ endearments or flattery to persuade someone to do something or give one something: you can contrive to wheedle your way into the job.

■ [with direct speech] “Please, for my sake,” he wheedled.

■ [trans.] (wheedle someone into doing something) coax or persuade someone to do something. • [trans.] (wheedle something out of) coax or persuade (someone) to say or give something.

DERIVATIVES: wheedler | 'hwɛdər | n. wheedlingly | 'hwɛdəlɪ | adv.

whelm | (h)wɛlm | archaic • v. [trans.] engulf, submerge, or bury (someone or something): a swimmer whelmed in a raging storm.

■ [no obj., with adverbial of direction] flow or heap up abundantly: the brook whelmed up from its source.

■ n. an act or instance of flowing or heaping up abundantly; a surge: the whelm of the tide.

whelp | (h)wɛlp | • n. a puppy.

■ a cub. • a boy or young man (often as a disparaging form of address). • v. [trans.] (of a female dog) give birth to (a puppy): Copper whelped seven puppies. • [intrans.] a bitch due to whelp.

PHRASES: in whelp (of a female dog) pregnant.

wherry | (ˈhɛri) | • n. (pl. -ies) a light rowing boat used chiefly for carrying passengers.

■ Brit. a large light barge.

DERIVATIVES: wherryman | (ˈhɛrɪmən | n. (pl. -men).

whet | (h)wɛt | • v. (whetted, whetting) [trans.] sharpen the blade of (a tool or weapon): he’s whetting his knife in preparation for the Thanksgiving turkey.

■ excite or stimulate (someone’s desire, inter-
white • out 1 a blizzard, esp. in polar regions.

white • tie 1 a white bow tie worn by men as part of full evening dress.

White Tie 2 full evening dress with a white bow tie; he was wearing immaculate white tie and tails. Cf. BLACK TIE.

white • tie 3 adj. (of an event) requiring full evening dress to be worn, including a white bow tie.

w Himal • ism 1 adj. variant spelling of HOLISM.

whorl 1 n. a coil or ring, in particular:

whirling 1 adj. adjt. (whirling)

whirling 2 n. a toy that spins around, for example a top or windmill.

wildey 1 adj. adjt. (wieldier, wieldiest)

wildcat 1 n. 1 a small gadget or mechanical device, esp. one whose name is unknown or unspecified.

wildcat 2 adj. adjt. (wildcat, kæt) adj. [attrib.] (of a strike) sudden and unofficial; not called by labor leadership: legislation to curb wildcat strikes.

wildcherry 1 n. 1 a wild plant, esp. an apple tree descended from cultivated varieties, or its fruit.

wiley 1 adj. adjt. (wily, wi·li·er, wi·li·est) adjt. cunning

wike 1 n. (wile) a trickster, a mischievous person.

wildness 1 n. wildness

wildling 1 n. wildling

wield 1 v. wield

wield 2 n. wield
persuading someone to do what one wants.

- **willful** ['wilfəl] (also willful) adj. (of an immoral or illegal act or omission) intentional; deliberate: willful acts of damage.

- having or showing a stubborn and determined intention to do as one wants, regardless of the consequences or effects: the peevish, willful side of him.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- willfully ['wilfələ] adv.
- willfulness ['wilfəlnəs] n.

- **willy-willy** ['wilə,ˈwili] n. a sudden violent squall blowing off shore from a mountainous coast.

**willy-willy** ['wilı,ˈwili] n. a sudden violent squall blowing off shore from a mountainous coast.

- **will-o’-the-wisp** ['wil ə ˈθiːə ˈwilıp] n. an ignis fatuus.

- a person or thing that is difficult or impossible to find, reach, understand, or catch.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- willowy ['wilə] adj. (of a person) tall, slim, and lithe.

- **wilful** ['wilfuːl] adj. skilful at gaining an advantage, esp. deceitfully; employing wiles: his wily opponents.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- wilfully ['wilfuːli] adv. wilfulness n.

- **wimp** ['wimp] n. a weak and cowardly or unadventurous person. vt. [trans.] (wimp out) withdraw from a course of action or a stated position in a way that is seen as feeble or cowardly.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- wimpish adj. wimpishly adv. wimpishness n.
- wimpily ['wimpəli] adv. wimpiness n.

- **windfall** ['windfəl] n. an apple or other fruit blown down from a tree or bush by the wind.

- a piece of unexpected good fortune, typically one that involves receiving a large amount of money: [as adj.] windfall profits.

- **windigo** ['windəgo] (also wendigo) n. (pl. -igos or -goes) (in the folklore of northern Algonquian peoples) a cannibalistic giant; a person who has been transformed into a monster by the consumption of human flesh.

- **windward** ['windwərd] adj. & adv. facing the wind or on the side facing the wind: [as adj.] the windward side of the boat. Cf. leeward. n. the side or direction from which the wind is blowing: the ships drifted east, leaving the island quite a distance to windward.

**PHRASES:**

- to windward of in an advantageous position in relation to: I happen to have got to windward of the young woman.

- **windnow** ['windən] v. 1 [trans.] blow a current of air through (grain) in order to remove the chaff.

- remove (chaff) from grain: women windnow the chaff from piles of unhulled rice. reduce the number in a set of (people or things) gradually until only the best ones are left: the contenders had been winnowed to five. find or identify (a valuable or useful part of something): among these confusing signals, it's difficult to winnow out the truth. identify and remove (the least valuable or useful people or things): guidelines that would help winnow out those not fit to be soldiers. 2 [intrans.] (of the wind) blow: the autumn wind winnowing its way through the grass.

- [trans.] (of a bird) fan (the air) with wings.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- windnowingly adv. windnowiness n.

- **winsome** ['winsəm] adj. attractive or appealing in appearance or character: a winsome smile.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- winsome adj. winsome-ness n.

- **wiseacre** ['wizəkər] n. a person with an affectation of wisdom or knowledge, regarded with scorn or irritation by others; a know-it-all; a wise guy.

- **wiseman** ['wizən,ˈhaimər] n. a person who behaves in an irritatingly smug or arrogant fashion, typically by making clever remarks and displaying his or her knowledge.

- **witful** ['witfuːl] adj. having or showing a feeling of vague or regretful longing: a witful smile.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- witfully adv. witfulness n.

- **witch-hunt** n. a search for and subsequent persecution of a supposed witch.

- a campaign directed against a person or group holding unorthodox or unpopular views.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- witch-hunting n.

- **withers** ['wɪθərz] plural n. the highest part of a horse's back, lying at the base of the neck above the shoulders. The height of a horse is measured to the withers.

- **withe** ['wɪθ] [also with | wīth; with; with] n. (pl. withies or withes) a tough flexible branch of an osier or other willow, used for tying, binding, or basketry.

- **witless** ['witlɪs] adj. foolish; stupid: a witless retort.

- [as complement] to such an extent that one cannot think clearly or rationally: I was scared witless.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- witlessly adv. witlessness n.

- **witicism** ['wɪtɪzəsm] n. a witty remark.

- **wizard** ['wɜːzdər] n. 1 a man who has magical powers, esp. in legends and fairy tales.

- a person who is very skilled in a particular field or activity: a financial wizard. 2 (in computing) a help feature of a software package that automates complex tasks by asking the user a series of easy-to-answer questions.

- adj. Brit. wonderful; excellent.

**DERIVATIVES:**

- wizardly adj. (in sense 1 of the noun).

- **wizardry** ['wɜːzdərɛ] n. the art or practice of magic: Merlin used his powers of wizardry for good.

- great skill in a particular area of activity: his wizardry with leftovers. the product of such skill: the car is full of hi-tech wizardry.
wizened | 'wizand; 'we- | adj. shrunken or wrinkled with age: a wizened, weather-beaten old man.

woebegone | 'wobi,gün; -gän | adj. sad or miserable in appearance: don't look so woebegone, Joanna.

wont | wönt; wont | adj. [predic., with infinitive] (of a person) in the habit of doing something; accustomed: he was wont to arise at 5:30 every morning. • n. (one's wont) one's customary behavior in a particular situation: Constance, as was her wont, had paid her little attention.

woof | wöof; wūf | n. another term for WERT.

woolgathering | -n. indulgence in aimless thought or dreamy imagining; absentmindedness: he wanted to be free to indulge his woolgathering.

workfare | 'wark,fer | n. a welfare system that requires those receiving benefits to perform some work or to participate in job training.

worldling | 'wörd ling | n. a cosmopolitan and sophisticated person.

worldly | 'wördli | adj. (worldlier, worldliest) of or concerned with material values or ordinary life rather than a spiritual existence: ambitions for worldly success.

worldly | 'wördli | adj. of a person experienced and sophisticated.

worldly goods | (or possessions or wealth) something that one owns.

worldliness | -n. a state or source of bitterness or grief.

wormwood | 'wöm,wöod | n. 1 a woody shrub (genus Artemisia) with a bitter aromatic taste, formerly used as an ingredient of vermouth and absinthe and in medicine. 2 a state or source of bitterness or grief.

wreck | ræk | v. variant spelling of RACK.

wraith | räth | n. a ghost or ghostlike image of someone, esp. one seen shortly before or after their death.

wraith-like | -lɪk | adj.

wraith | räth | n. extreme anger: he hid his pipe for fear of incurring his father's wrath.

wreak | rēk | v. [trans.] cause (a large amount of damage or harm): torrential rainstorms wreaked havoc yesterday | the environmental damage wreaked by ninety years of phosphate mining.

wreath | rēth | n. twisting, squirming movements or contortions of the body: he wreathed in agony on the ground.

wrest | rest | v. [trans.] forcibly pull (something) from a person's grasp: Leila tried to wrest her arm from his hold.

write | rīt | n. a maker or builder.

writ | rīt | adj. (of writing) a form of written command in the name of a court or other legal authority to act, or abstain from acting, in some way.

writ | rīt | n. (one's writ) one's power to enforce compliance or submission; one's authority: you have business here which is out of my writ and competence.

with | wīth | adj. archaic past participle of write.

write | rīt | v. make continual twisting, squirming movements or contortions of the body: he writhed in agony on the ground.

writ | rīt | adj. cause to move in such a way: a snake writhing its body in a sinuous movement.

(writhe in/with/at) respond with great emotional or physical discomfort to (a violent or unpleasant feeling or thought): she bit her lip, writhing in suppressed fury.

writhe | rīth | v. (intrans.) twisting, squirming movement.

wrought | rōth | adj. (pi. wroughts) made.

wrty | rīt | adj. (wryer, wryest or wrier, wriest) 1 using or expressing dry, esp. mocking, humor: a very smile | very comments. 2 (of a person's face or features) twisted into an expression of disgust, disappointment, or annoyance.

wroth | rōth | adj. (of the neck or features) distorted or turned to one side: a remedy for wry necks.

wrong | rōng; wōng | adj. (pl. wrongs) 1 a weak or ineffectual person (often used as a general term of abuse).

wunderkind | 'wʊndərkɪnd, 'wʊndərkɪnd, 'wʊndərkɪnd | n. (pl. wunderkinds or wunderkinder) a person who achieves great success relatively young.
Xan•tippe | zên'tıpē; -'tıpē | (also Xan•tìppe | -'tıpē) (5th century BC), wife of Socrates. Her allegedly bad-tempered behavior toward her husband made her proverbial as a shrew.

|| a shrewish, scolding, or ill-tempered woman or wife.

 xen•o•pho•bi•a | zêns'fōbēs; zêns- | • n. intense or irrational dislike or fear of people from other countries; racism and xenophobia are steadily growing in Europe.

 DERIVATIVES: xen•o•phobe | 'zêns,foab; 'zêns- | • n. xen•o•phobic | -'fōbik | adj.

 xe•ric | 'zirık; 'zer- | • adj. (of an environment or habitat) containing little moisture; very dry.

 xe•ro•grap•h•y | zir•əgраfē | • n. a dry copying process in which black or colored powder adheres to parts of a surface remaining electrically charged after being exposed to light from an image of the document to be copied.

 DERIVATIVES: xero•graphic | zırs'graf•ik | adj. xero•graph•i•cal•ly | zırs'graf•ik•(ə)lē | adv.

 xero•phyte | zırə,fit | • n. a plant that needs very little water. Cf. succulent.

 DERIVATIVES: xero•phytic | zırsəf'tik | adj.

 Xerox | 'zi:r,aks; 'zē,räks | • n. trademark a xerographic copying process.

|| a copy made using such a process. a machine for copying by xerography. v. (xerox) [trans.] copy (a document) by such a process.

 xy•lem | 'zılm | • n. the vascular tissue in plants that conducts water and dissolved nutrients upward from the root and also helps to form the woody element in the stem. Cf. phloem.

Ya•hoo | 'yä,hōo; yā'hoö | • n. a rude, noisy, or violent person.

|| a boorish, xenophobic person.

 yam•mer | 'yəmər | • n. loud and sustained or repetitive noise: the yammer of their animated conversation the yammer of enemy fire. v. [intr.] make a loud repetitive noise.

 talk volubly.

 DERIVATIVES: yam•mer•er n.

 Yang | 'yänɡ; yäng | • n. (in Chinese philosophy) the active male principle of the universe, characterized as male and creative and associated with heaven, heat, and light. Cf. YIN.

 Yare | yer; yār | • adj. (of a ship) moving lightly and easily; easily manageable.

 yar•mul•ke | 'yāməl'kə | (also yarmulka)

 • n. a skullcap worn in public by Orthodox Jewish men or during prayer by other Jewish men.

 Yaw | yo | v. [intr.] (of a moving ship or aircraft) twist or oscillate about a vertical axis: with adverbial of direction the jet yawed sharply to the right. • n. a twisting or oscillation of a moving ship or aircraft about a vertical axis.

 Yawl | yōl | • n. a two-masted fore-and-aft-rigged sailboat with the mizzenmast stepped far aft so that its boom overhangs the stern. Cf. ketch.

 yec•lept | 'iklep | • adj. [predic.] by the name of: a lady yclept Eleanor.

 Year•ling | 'yərlıŋ | • n. an animal (esp. a sheep, calf, or foal) a year old, or in its second year.

 a racehorse in the calendar year after the year it was born.

 Yegg | yeg | • n. a burglar or safecracker.

 Yellow dog | • n. a contemptible or cowardly person or thing. 1 adj. (of a party-line voter, esp. a Democrat) inclined to support any candidate affiliated with one's chosen party, regardless of the candidate's personal qualities or political qualifications: a self-proclaimed yellow-dog Democrat. 2 (of a labor contract) in which a worker agrees, in order to obtain the job, to leave or not join a union.

 Yen•formal | 'yen | in (used) a longing or yearning: [with infinitive] she always had a yen to be a writer. v. (yenned, yenning) [intr.] feel a longing or yearning: it's no use yenning for the old simplicities.

 Yen•ta | 'yento | • n. 1 a woman who is a gossip or busybody. 2 a vulgar person.

 Yeoman | 'yōmən | • n. (pl. -men) • n. a man holding and cultivating a small landed estate; a freeholder.

|| a person qualified for certain duties and rights, such as to serve on juries and vote for local officials, by virtue of possessing free land of a specified value. 2 a servant in a royal or noble household, ranking between a servant and a groom or a squire and a page. 3 a petty officer in the US Navy performing clerical duties on board ship.

 PHRASES: yeoman service efficient or useful help in time of need. yeoman job a solid piece of work.

 DERIVATIVES: yeoman•ly adj.

 Yeoman•ry | 'yōmanrē | • n. [treated as sing. or pl.] a group of men who held and cultivated small landed estates.
zeugma

zaintig |ˈzaɪftɪɡ| · adj. · (of a woman) having a full, rounded figure; plump.

zanny |ˈzænə| · adj. · (zanier, zaniest) amusingly unconventional and idiosyncratic: zany humor · n. · an erratic or eccentric person:

- formerly, a comic performer partnering a clown, whom he imitated in an amusing way.
- DERIVATIVES: zanily · -nely · adv. · zani ness · n.

zelot |ˈzɛlɔt| · n. · a person who is fanatical and uncompromising in pursuit of religious, political, or other ideals.

- (Zealot) a member of an ancient Jewish sect aiming at a Jewish theocracy and resisting the Romans until AD 70.

- DERIVATIVES: zealotry · -troy · n.

zed |ˈzed| · n. · Brit. the letter Z.

zeitgeist |ˈtɪzɪˌgɪst| · n. · [sing.] the defining spirit or mood of a particular period of history as shown by the ideas and beliefs of the time: the story captured the zeitgeist of the late 1960s.

Zen |ˈzen| · n. · (also Zen Buddhism) · n. · a Japanese school of Buddhism emphasizing the value of meditation and intuition.

Zen Buddhism was introduced to Japan from China in the 12th century and has had a profound cultural influence. It has many correspondences with Taoism. The aim of Zen is to achieve sudden enlightenment (satori), esp. through meditation in a seated posture (zazen), usually under the guidance of a teacher and often using paradoxical statements (koans) to transcend rational thought.

- DERIVATIVES: Zen Buddhism · n.

zenith |ˈzenɪθ| · n. · [sing.] the highest point reached by a celestial or other object: the sun was well past the zenith | the missile reached its zenith and fell.

- the point in the sky or celestial sphere directly above an observer. The opposite of nadir.
- the time at which something is most powerful or successful: under Justinian, the Byzantine Empire reached its zenith of influence.

- DERIVATIVES: zenithal · -thal · adj.

zephyr |ˈzɛfər| · n. · a soft gentle breeze.

zero-sum · adj. · [attrib.] · (of a game or situation) in which whatever is gained by one side is lost by the other.

zeugma |ˈzuəɡmə| · n. · a figure of speech in which a word applies to two others in different senses (e.g., John and his license expired last week) or to two others of which it semantically suits only one (e.g., with weeping eyes and hearts). Cf. stylopisis.

- DERIVATIVES: zeugmatic · ˈzuəɡmatɪk| · adj.
zig·gu·rat |'ziga,raet| • n. (in ancient Mesopotamia) a rectangular stepped tower, sometimes surmounted by a temple. Ziggurats are first attested in the late 3rd millennium BC and probably inspired the biblical story of the Tower of Babel (Gen. 11:1–9).

zing·er |'zingər| • n. a striking or amusing remark: open a speech with a zinger.
- an outstanding person or thing: a zinger of a shot.

Zi·on·ism |'ziə,nizəm| • n. a movement for (originally in 1897) the reestablishment and (now) the development and protection of a Jewish nation in what is now Israel.

DERIVATIVES: Zion·ist n. & adj.

zo·di·ac |'zöde,ək| • n. a belt of the heavens within about 8° either side of the ecliptic, including all apparent positions of the sun, moon, and most familiar planets. It is divided into twelve equal divisions or signs (Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, Pisces).

- a representation of the signs of the zodiac or of a similar astrological system.

The supposed significance of the movements of the sun, moon, and planets within the zodiacal band forms the basis of astrology. However, the modern constellations do not represent equal divisions of the zodiac, and the ecliptic now passes through a thirteenth (Ophiuchus). Also, owing to precession, the signs of the zodiac now roughly correspond to the constellations that bear the names of the preceding signs.

DERIVATIVES: zodi·ac·al |zôd′iəkəl| adj.

zomb·ie |'zambi| • n. 1 a snake-deity of or deriving from West Africa and Haiti. 2 a soulless corpse said to be revived by witchcraft, esp. in certain African and Caribbean religions.

- a person who is or appears lifeless, apathetic, or completely unresponsive to his or her surroundings.

DERIVATIVES: zomb·ie·like |-ˌlik| adj.

zo·omor·phic |ˌzōmərˈfik| • adj. having or representing animal forms or gods of animal form: pottery decorated with anthropomorphic and zoomorphic designs.

DERIVATIVES: zo·o·mor·phism |ˌzōmərˈfizəm| n.

zo·o·phyte |ˌzōoˌfīt| • n. a plantlike animal, esp. a coral, sea anemone, sponge, or sea lily.

zuc·cheto |(i)zooˈketə| • n. (pl. -os) a Roman Catholic cleric's skullcap: black for a priest, purple for a bishop, red for a cardinal, and white for the pope.

zy·de·co |'zidə,kə| • n. a kind of black American dance music originally from southern Louisiana, typically featuring accordion and guitar.

zy·mor·gy |'ziˌmərje| • n. the study or practice of fermentation in brewing, winemaking, or distilling.
Appendix
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combining Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adeno-</td>
<td>relating to a gland or glands</td>
<td>adenocarcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-aemia</td>
<td>see -emia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agro-, agri-</td>
<td>of or involving agriculture</td>
<td>agroindustry, agribusiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-algia</td>
<td>of or involving pain</td>
<td>neuralgia, nostalgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allo-</td>
<td>other; different</td>
<td>allotrope, allophone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amphi-</td>
<td>both; around</td>
<td>amphibian, amphitheater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ana-, an-</td>
<td>up; back; again</td>
<td>anabolic, anachronism, Anabaptism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-androus</td>
<td>having male parts</td>
<td>monandrous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angio-</td>
<td>of blood or seed vessels</td>
<td>angiology, angiosperm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ante-</td>
<td>before; in front</td>
<td>antediluvian, anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antho-, -anth</td>
<td>of or relating to flowers</td>
<td>anthophilous, perianth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anthropo-, -anthropic</td>
<td>of humans</td>
<td>anthropology, philanthropic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apo-</td>
<td>away from; separate</td>
<td>apocrypha, apocarpous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aqua-</td>
<td>of or relating to water</td>
<td>aquaculture, aquamarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arch-</td>
<td>chief; principal</td>
<td>archbishop, arch-fiend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archaeo-, archeo-</td>
<td>ancient; prehistoric</td>
<td>archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arterio-</td>
<td>of or relating to the arteries</td>
<td>arteriosclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arthro-, arthr-</td>
<td>of or relating to joints</td>
<td>arthroscopy, arthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astro-</td>
<td>of stars or space</td>
<td>astronomy, astrophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio-, audi-</td>
<td>of or relating to hearing or sound</td>
<td>audiovisual, audible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auto-, aut-</td>
<td>self; spontaneous</td>
<td>autonomous, automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baro-, bar-, -baric</td>
<td>of or relating to pressure</td>
<td>barometer, hyperbaric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bathy-, batho-</td>
<td>of or relating to depth</td>
<td>bathyscaphe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi-</td>
<td>two; twice; every two; lasting two</td>
<td>biathlon, biennial, bicentennial, biennium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biblio-</td>
<td>of or relating to books</td>
<td>bibliophile, bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bio-</td>
<td>of or relating to life</td>
<td>biology, biohazard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-biosis, -biotic</td>
<td>denoting or relating to a mode of life</td>
<td>symbiosis, antibiotic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brachy-, -brach</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>brachycephalic, amphibrach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broncho-, bronch-</td>
<td>of or relating to air passages</td>
<td>bronchial, bronchopneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caco-, cac-, kak-</td>
<td>bad or worst</td>
<td>cacophony, kakistocracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calli-, cal-</td>
<td>good, beautiful</td>
<td>callipygean, callisthenics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcino-</td>
<td>of or relating to cancer</td>
<td>carcinogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardio-, cardi-, -cardia</td>
<td>of or relating to the heart</td>
<td>cardiogram, tachycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cata-, cat-, kata-</td>
<td>down(ward); wrongly or badly; completely; against</td>
<td>cataclysm, cataleptic, cataclasm, catapult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-cele, -coele</td>
<td>swelling; hernia</td>
<td>meningocoele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>centi-</td>
<td>one hundredth; hundred</td>
<td>centiliter, centipede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-cephalic, -cephalous, cephalo-</td>
<td>of or elating to the head; -headed</td>
<td>brachycephalic, cephalometry, hydrocephalous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerato-, cerat-</td>
<td>see kerato-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerebro-, cerebr-</td>
<td>of or relating to the brain</td>
<td>cerebrospinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cheiro-</td>
<td>see chiro-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chemi-, chemico-, chemo-</td>
<td>of or relating to drugs or chemicals</td>
<td>chemotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chiro-, cheiro-</td>
<td>of the hand or hands</td>
<td>chiropody, chiromancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chlor-, chloro-</td>
<td>green; of or relating to chlorine</td>
<td>chloracne, chloroquine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chromato-, chromat-, chromo-</td>
<td>color; of colors</td>
<td>chromatic, chromosome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chrono-, chron-</td>
<td>of or relating to time</td>
<td>chronometer, chronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chrys-, chryso-</td>
<td>of or relating to gold</td>
<td>chrysanthemum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-cide, -cidal</td>
<td>of killing or a killer</td>
<td>regicide, homicide, suicidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cine-</td>
<td>of or relating to film</td>
<td>cinematic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circum-</td>
<td>around; about</td>
<td>circumpolar, circumlocution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clado-, clad-</td>
<td>of or relating to a branch or branching</td>
<td>cladogram, cladistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clin-, -clinal, -cline, -clinic</td>
<td>of, denoting, or relating to a slope</td>
<td>clinometer, geosyncline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-coele</td>
<td>see -coele</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contra-</td>
<td>against or opposite; below or beyond</td>
<td>contraband, contrabass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copro-</td>
<td>of or relating to dung or feces</td>
<td>coprophagous, coprophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cortico-, cortic-</td>
<td>of or relating to a cortex</td>
<td>corticosteroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cosmo-, cosm-</td>
<td>of or relating to the world or universe</td>
<td>cosmography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-cracy</td>
<td>denoting a form of government or rule</td>
<td>autocracy, democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cranio-, crani-</td>
<td>of or relating to the skull</td>
<td>craniotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-crat</td>
<td>denoting a member or supporter of a form of government or rule</td>
<td>plutocrat, technocrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-cratic</td>
<td>of or relating to a form of government or rule</td>
<td>bureaucratic, theocratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cryo-</td>
<td>of or involving cold</td>
<td>cryosurgery, cryogenics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crypto-, crypt-</td>
<td>concealed; secret</td>
<td>cryptogram, crypto-fascist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cupr-, cupro-</td>
<td>of or relating to copper</td>
<td>cupronickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyano-, cyan-</td>
<td>of or relating to blue or dark blue</td>
<td>cyanosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyber-</td>
<td>of or relating to electronic communications</td>
<td>cyberspace, cybernaut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyno-</td>
<td>of or relating to dogs</td>
<td>cynodont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cysto-, cyst-</td>
<td>of or relating to the bladder</td>
<td>cystotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-cyte, cyt-</td>
<td>denoting a mature cell</td>
<td>lymphocyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyto-</td>
<td>of a cell or cells</td>
<td>cytology, cytoplasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deca-, dec-</td>
<td>ten</td>
<td>decahedron, decalogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deci-</td>
<td>tenth</td>
<td>deciliter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demi-</td>
<td>half; inferior or partial</td>
<td>demitasse, demigod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dendro-, dendron</td>
<td>denoting or relating to a tree or trees</td>
<td>dendrology, rhododendron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dermato, dermat-</td>
<td>of or relating to the skin</td>
<td>dermatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dextro-</td>
<td>on or to the right</td>
<td>dextrorotatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di-</td>
<td>twice; two</td>
<td>dichromatic, dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dia-, di-</td>
<td>through or across; apart</td>
<td>diameter, diakinesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dorsi-, dorso-</td>
<td>of, to, or on the back</td>
<td>dorsiventral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-drome</td>
<td>denoting a place for running or racing; running or proceeding a certain way</td>
<td>hippocdrome, palindrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dys-</td>
<td>bad; difficult</td>
<td>dyspepsia, dyslexia, dysfunctional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eco-</td>
<td>relating to ecology</td>
<td>ecosystem, eco-terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecto-</td>
<td>outer; external</td>
<td>ectoderm, ectoplasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ectomy</td>
<td>denoting removal of a part</td>
<td>appendectomy compare -otomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-emia, -hemia, -aemia, -haemia</td>
<td>denoting presence of a substance in the blood</td>
<td>septicemia, leukemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encephalo-, encephal-</td>
<td>of or relating to the brain</td>
<td>encephalopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endo-, end-</td>
<td>internal; within</td>
<td>endoderm, endogenous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entero-, enter-</td>
<td>of or relating to the intestine</td>
<td>enterovirus, enteritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epi-, ep-</td>
<td>upon; above; in addition</td>
<td>epitaph, epistyl, epiphenomenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythro-, erythr-</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>erythrocyte, erythromycin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethno-</td>
<td>of or relating to a people or nation</td>
<td>ethnocentric, ethnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eu-</td>
<td>good; well; easily</td>
<td>eupeptic, euphemism, euphony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eury-</td>
<td>denoting a wide variety or range</td>
<td>eurytopic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exo-</td>
<td>outside</td>
<td>exobiology, exoskeleton, exoteric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-facient</td>
<td>producing a specified action or state</td>
<td>abortifacient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-faction</td>
<td>denoting a specified action or state</td>
<td>liquefaction, satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ferous, -iferous</td>
<td>having, bearing, or containing</td>
<td>pestiferous, Carboniferous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferro-, ferr-</td>
<td>containing iron</td>
<td>ferroconcrete, ferromagnetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-fic, -faction</td>
<td>making</td>
<td>terrific, simplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluvio-</td>
<td>of or relating to a river or rivers</td>
<td>fluvioglacial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-fuge</td>
<td>expelling or dispelling</td>
<td>vermifuge, centrifuge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-fy</td>
<td>make</td>
<td>satisfy, mollify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo-</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Gallo-German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gamous, -gamy</td>
<td>of or relating to marriage or reproduction</td>
<td>exogamous, heterogamy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gastr-, gastro-</td>
<td>of or relating to the stomach</td>
<td>gastrectomy, gastroenteritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gate</td>
<td>denoting an actual or alleged scandal (suggestive of “Watergate”)</td>
<td>Irangate, Travelgate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gen</td>
<td>denoting a substance producing or produced</td>
<td>allergen, cultigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-genic</td>
<td>producing, produced, or suited to</td>
<td>carcinogenic, iatrogenic, photogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-genous</td>
<td>producing; inducing; originating in</td>
<td>ergogenous, endogenous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-geny</td>
<td>denoting a mode of production</td>
<td>orogeny, phylogeny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geo-, ge-</td>
<td>of or relating to the earth</td>
<td>geochemistry, geomorphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geront-, geronto-, gero-, ger-</td>
<td>of or relating to old age</td>
<td>gerontocracy, geriatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glyco-, glyc-</td>
<td>of, relating to, or producing sugar</td>
<td>glycogenesis, glycoside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gon</td>
<td>having a certain number of angles</td>
<td>hexagon, pentagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gony</td>
<td>denoting a kind of origin or reproduction</td>
<td>cosmogony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gram</td>
<td>denoting something written or recorded</td>
<td>cryptogram, telegram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-graph</td>
<td>denoting something written or drawn; denoting a recording instrument</td>
<td>autograph, seismograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-grapher</td>
<td>denoting a person concerned with a subject</td>
<td>geographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-graphic</td>
<td>of a subject or study</td>
<td>demographic, oceanographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-graphy</td>
<td>denoting a science or technique, a style, or a kind of writing</td>
<td>geography, radiography, calligraphy, hagiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gymno-, gymn-</td>
<td>naked</td>
<td>gymnosperm, gymnasium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gynec-</td>
<td>of or relating to women</td>
<td>gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gynous, -gyne</td>
<td>having female organs</td>
<td>epigynous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gyro-</td>
<td>of or relating to rotation</td>
<td>gyroscope, gyrostabilizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haemato-, haemo-</td>
<td>see hemo-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-haemia</td>
<td>see -emia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hagio-, hagi-</td>
<td>of or relating to saints or saintliness</td>
<td>hagiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>halo-, hal-</td>
<td>of or relating to salinity or halogens</td>
<td>halophile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helio-</td>
<td>of or relating to the sun</td>
<td>heliocentric, heliometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemato-, haemato-, hemo-</td>
<td>of or relating to blood</td>
<td>hematoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemi-</td>
<td>half</td>
<td>hemisphere, hemistich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-hemia</td>
<td>see -emia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemo-</td>
<td>see hemato-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hepato-, hepat-</td>
<td>of or relating to the liver</td>
<td>hepatomegaly, hepatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hepta-</td>
<td>seven</td>
<td>heptagon, heptathlon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hetero-, heter-</td>
<td>different; diverse</td>
<td>heterosexual, heterogeneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexa-, hex-</td>
<td>six</td>
<td>hexagon, hexagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hiero-, hier-</td>
<td>sacred; holy</td>
<td>hierophants, hieroglyphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>histo-, hist-</td>
<td>of or relating to organic tissue</td>
<td>histochromy, histocompatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holo-, hol-</td>
<td>whole; complete</td>
<td>holocaust, holistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homo-, hom-</td>
<td>same; relating to homosexual love</td>
<td>homogeneous, homoerotic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homeo-</td>
<td>similar</td>
<td>homeopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydr-, hydro-</td>
<td>of or relating to water; of accumulation of fluid</td>
<td>hydraulic, hydroelectric, hydrocephalus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyper-</td>
<td>over or beyond; exceeding; excessively</td>
<td>hyperborean, hypersonic, hyperactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypno-, hypn-</td>
<td>relating to sleep or hypnosis</td>
<td>hypnogogic, hypnotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypo-, hyp-</td>
<td>below or lower</td>
<td>hypodermic, hypoglycemia, hypesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iatro-, -iatry, -iatric</td>
<td>of or relating to doctors or medical treatment</td>
<td>iatrogenic, psychiatry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ichthyo-, ichthy-</td>
<td>of or relating to fish</td>
<td>ichthyosaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icono-, icon-</td>
<td>of or relating to images or icons</td>
<td>iconology, iconoclast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ideo-</td>
<td>of or relating to an idea or form</td>
<td>ideology, ideograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idio-</td>
<td>distinct; private; personal</td>
<td>idioype, idiothetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infra-</td>
<td>below or under</td>
<td>infraorder, infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inter-</td>
<td>between or among; mutually</td>
<td>intercollegiate, interdependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intra-</td>
<td>on the inside or within</td>
<td>intrados, intramural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intro-</td>
<td>into or inwards</td>
<td>introversion, intromission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ism</td>
<td>denoting an action, result, or quality; denoting a system or principle; denoting a peculiarity in language; denoting a condition</td>
<td>baptism, exorcism, barbarism, feminism, Americanism, alcoholism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iso-</td>
<td>equal</td>
<td>isobar, isosceles, isomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kak-</td>
<td>see caco-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kerato-, kerat-, cerato-, cerat-</td>
<td>of or relating to horny tissue or the cornea</td>
<td>keratin, keratotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilo-</td>
<td>one thousand</td>
<td>kilometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kineto-, kinet-, -kinesis</td>
<td>of or relating to movement</td>
<td>kinescope, kinetics, hyperkinesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labio-</td>
<td>of or relating to the lips</td>
<td>labiodental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacto-, lact-</td>
<td>of or relating to milk, lactic acid, or lactose</td>
<td>lactovegetarian, lactobacillus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-later</td>
<td>denoting a worshiper</td>
<td>idolater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-latry</td>
<td>denoting a kind of worship</td>
<td>idolatry, Mariolatry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lepto-, lept-</td>
<td>small; narrow</td>
<td>leptocephalic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leuko-, leuk-, leuco-</td>
<td>white</td>
<td>leukemia, leukocyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ligni-, ligno-, lign-</td>
<td>of or relating to wood</td>
<td>lignify, lignocellulose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lipo-, lip-</td>
<td>relating to fat or lipids</td>
<td>liposuction, lipoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>litho-, lith-, -lith-, -lithic, -lite</td>
<td>denoting or relating to stone, a kidney stone, or a mineral</td>
<td>lithograph, batholith, lithotomy, sodalite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-log, -logue</td>
<td>denoting a discourse or compilation</td>
<td>dialogue, catalog, monologue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-logist, -loger</td>
<td>denoting a person skilled or involved in a branch of study or art</td>
<td>biologist, astrologer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logo-</td>
<td>of or relating to words</td>
<td>logomachy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-logue, -log</td>
<td>denoting discourse or compilation of a type</td>
<td>catalog, dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-logy, -ology, -logical, -logic</td>
<td>denoting or relating to a subject of study or type of speech or language</td>
<td>psychology, eulogy, trilogy, philological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lys, lyso-, lys-</td>
<td>denoting disintegration or decomposition</td>
<td>hydrolysis, hemolysis, autolysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lytic, -lyte</td>
<td>corresponding to nouns ending in -lys</td>
<td>hydrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>macro-, macr-</td>
<td>long; large</td>
<td>macroevolution, macromolecule, macroeconomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mal-</td>
<td>unpleasantly; badly; improperly; not</td>
<td>malodorous, malfunction, malpractice, maladroit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mancy, -mantic</td>
<td>denoting or relating to divination by a specified means</td>
<td>geomancy, necromantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mega-</td>
<td>very large; by a factor of one million</td>
<td>megalith, megadeath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>megalo-, megal-</td>
<td>abnormally large or great</td>
<td>megaloblast, megalopolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-meister</td>
<td>skilled or prominent in a specified activity</td>
<td>schlockmeister, gagmeister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melano-, melan-</td>
<td>black or dark</td>
<td>melanoma, melanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mero-</td>
<td>partly; partial</td>
<td>meronym</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-merous</td>
<td>having a specified number of (biological) parts</td>
<td>pentameres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meso-, mes-</td>
<td>middle; intermediate</td>
<td>meso-America, mesomorph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meta-, met-</td>
<td>denoting a change; denoting position behind, after, or beyond; denoting something of a higher or second order</td>
<td>metamorphosis, metacarpus, metalanguage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-meter, -metric, -metrical</td>
<td>measuring; having a particular measure</td>
<td>thermometer, hexameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-metry</td>
<td>denoting procedures and systems involving measurement</td>
<td>calorimetry, geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micro-, micr-</td>
<td>small; reduced; one millionth</td>
<td>micromini, microprocessor, microfarad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milli-</td>
<td>a thousand (chiefly denoting a factor of one thousandth)</td>
<td>milligram, millipede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mis-</td>
<td>wrongly; badly; unsuitably</td>
<td>misapply, mismanage, misname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-monger</td>
<td>dealer or trader; promoter of some activity or feeling</td>
<td>fishmonger, warmonger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-morph, -orphic, -morphism, morpho-</td>
<td>having, denoting, or relating to a specified form or character</td>
<td>endomorph, mesomorphic, morphological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mycin</td>
<td>in names of antibiotics derived from fungi</td>
<td>streptomycin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myco-</td>
<td>relating to fungi</td>
<td>mycology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myo-, my-</td>
<td>of or relating to muscles</td>
<td>myocardium, myalgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nano-</td>
<td>very small; denoting a factor of $10^{-9}$</td>
<td>plankton, nanosecond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narco-</td>
<td>of a state of insensitivity; of narcotic drugs or drug traffic</td>
<td>narcolepsy, narcoterrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naso-</td>
<td>of or relating to the nose</td>
<td>nasogastric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>necro-</td>
<td>relating to a corpse or death</td>
<td>necromancy, necrophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neo-</td>
<td>new; a new or revived form</td>
<td>neonate, neoconservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neuro-, neur-</td>
<td>relating to nerves or the nervous system</td>
<td>neuroanatomy, neurohormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nom-</td>
<td>an area of knowledge or the laws governing it</td>
<td>astronomy, gastronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>odonto-, -odon, -odont</td>
<td>relating to a tooth or teeth; having teeth of a particular type</td>
<td>odontology, odontophore, mastodon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oid</td>
<td>denoting resemblance</td>
<td>asteroid, rhomboid, factoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oleo-, ole-</td>
<td>relating to or containing oil</td>
<td>oleomargarine, oleaginous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oligo-, olig-</td>
<td>having or involving few</td>
<td>oligopoly, oligarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ology</td>
<td>see -logy</td>
<td>-ology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-oma</td>
<td>denoting tumors or growths</td>
<td>carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onco-</td>
<td>of or relating to tumors or cancer</td>
<td>oncology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ont, ont-</td>
<td>denoting or relating to an individual or cell of a specified type</td>
<td>schizont, ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onto-, ont-</td>
<td>of or relating to existence</td>
<td>ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-onym, -onymous, -onic</td>
<td>denoting or relating to names</td>
<td>acronym, synonymous, patronymic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oo-</td>
<td>of or denoting an egg or ovum</td>
<td>oocyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-opia</td>
<td>denoting a visual disorder</td>
<td>myopia, presbyopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-opsy</td>
<td>denoting an examination</td>
<td>biopsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ornitho-, ornith-</td>
<td>relating to or like a bird or birds</td>
<td>ornithology, ornithopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oro-</td>
<td>of or relating to mountains</td>
<td>orogeny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ortho-, orth-</td>
<td>straight; correct</td>
<td>orthodontics, orthodox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osteo-, oste-</td>
<td>of or relating to the bones</td>
<td>osteoporosis, osteopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oto-, ot-</td>
<td>of or relating to the ears</td>
<td>otolaryngology, otoscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovi-, ovo-</td>
<td>of or relating to eggs or ova</td>
<td>oviparous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxy-, ox-</td>
<td>denoting sharpness; having oxygen</td>
<td>oxymoron, oxyacetylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paedo-</td>
<td>see pedo-</td>
<td>Paleolithic, paleoclimatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paleo-, paleaeo-</td>
<td>older or ancient</td>
<td>Pan-African, pansexual, panheistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pan-</td>
<td>all-inclusive</td>
<td>pan-African, pansexual, panheistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>panto-</td>
<td>all; universal</td>
<td>pantograph, pantomime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>para-, par-</td>
<td>beside or adjacent to; analogous to</td>
<td>parathyroid, paramilitary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>para-</td>
<td>protecting or warding off</td>
<td>parasol, parachute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-parous</td>
<td>bearing offspring or reproducing in a specified manner</td>
<td>multiparous, viviparous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-path</td>
<td>practitioner of curative treatment; sufferer from a disease</td>
<td>homeopath, psychopath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patho-</td>
<td>relating to disease</td>
<td>pathogenesis, pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-pathy</td>
<td>denoting feelings; denoting disorder; relating to curative treatment</td>
<td>sympathy, neuropathy, hydropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-pede, -pedal</td>
<td>denoting or relating to feet</td>
<td>centipede, bipedal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pedo-, ped-, paedo-</td>
<td>of or relating to a child or children</td>
<td>pediatric, pedophile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pedo-</td>
<td>of or relating to soil or soil types</td>
<td>pedogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penta-</td>
<td>five; having five</td>
<td>pentagram, pentadactyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per-</td>
<td>through or all over; completely; to destruction or ill effect</td>
<td>pervade, perfect, pervert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peri-</td>
<td>round or about; nearest</td>
<td>pericardium, perihelion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 482 Prefixes, Suffixes, and Combining Forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combining Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-petal</td>
<td>seeking or moving toward</td>
<td>centripetal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>petro-, petr-</td>
<td>of or relating to rock; relating to petroleum</td>
<td>petrography, petrochemical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phagous, -phage</td>
<td>feeding on a particular food</td>
<td>coprophagous, bacteriophage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phagy</td>
<td>denoting eating of a particular food</td>
<td>anthrophagous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phasia</td>
<td>denoting a type of speech disorder</td>
<td>aphasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pheno-, phen-, -phane</td>
<td>derived from benzene; showing</td>
<td>phenobarbitol, phenotype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philo-, phil-, -phile</td>
<td>denoting a liking for a specific thing</td>
<td>philosopher, philanthrope, bibliophile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phil</td>
<td>having a chemical affinity</td>
<td>acidophil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-philia, -phily</td>
<td>denoting (esp. abnormal) fondness or inclination</td>
<td>pedophilia, spasmodilial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phobe</td>
<td>having a fear or dislike of something</td>
<td>homophobe, xenophobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phobia</td>
<td>extreme or irrational fear or dislike</td>
<td>arachnophobia, photophobia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phone</td>
<td>denoting a sound instrument; denoting a speaker of a specific language</td>
<td>saxophone, francophone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phono-, phon-, -phony</td>
<td>relating to sound</td>
<td>phonograph, phonics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phone</td>
<td>denoting an agent or bearer</td>
<td>ionophore, semaphore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photo-, phot-</td>
<td>relating to light; relating to photography</td>
<td>photosensitive, photojournalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phren-,-phrenia,-phrenic</td>
<td>of or relating to the mind</td>
<td>phrenology, schizophrenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phyllo-, phyll-, -phyllous</td>
<td>of or relating to a leaf or leaves</td>
<td>phylotaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phylo-</td>
<td>of or relating to a race, tribe, or species</td>
<td>phylogeny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physio-, phys-</td>
<td>relating to nature; relating to physiology</td>
<td>physiocrat, physiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-phyte</td>
<td>denoting a plant or plantlike organism</td>
<td>epiphyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phyto-</td>
<td>of or relating to plants</td>
<td>phytogeography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pisci-, pisc-</td>
<td>of or relating to fish</td>
<td>pisciculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-plasty, -plast, -plastic</td>
<td>molding, grafting, or formation</td>
<td>rhinoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pleo-, pleio-, plio-</td>
<td>more</td>
<td>pleonasm, Pliocene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pneumato-</td>
<td>of or containing air; relating to the spirit</td>
<td>pneumatophore, pneumatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pneumo-, pneum-</td>
<td>of or relating to the lungs or to the presence of air or gas</td>
<td>pneumogastric, pneumothorax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-pod, -pode, -podos, pod-</td>
<td>of or like a foot</td>
<td>tripod, podagra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly-</td>
<td>many, much</td>
<td>polyandry, polychrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-, prae-</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>preceede, precocious, pre-adolescent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proto-, prot-</td>
<td>original; primitive; first or anterior</td>
<td>prototype, protozoan, protogalaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudo-, pseud-</td>
<td>purported or false; resembling or imitating</td>
<td>pseudoscience, pseudohallucination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psycho-</td>
<td>relating to the mind or psychology</td>
<td>psychometrics, psychobabble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptero-, -pter</td>
<td>relating to or having wings</td>
<td>pterosaur, helicopter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyro-, pyr-</td>
<td>of or relating to fire; denoting a mineral or compound formed or affected by heat or having a fiery color</td>
<td>pyromania, pyrophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quasi-</td>
<td>apparently but not really; partly or almost</td>
<td>quasi-scientific, quasicrystalline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radio-, radi-</td>
<td>denoting radio waves or broadcasting; connected with radioactivity; belonging to the radius</td>
<td>radiogram, radiogenic, radio-carpal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retro-</td>
<td>denoting backward or reciprocal action; denoting location behind</td>
<td>retrogression, retrosternal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhino-</td>
<td>of or relating to the nose</td>
<td>rhinoplastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-rrhoea, -rrhoea, rheo-</td>
<td>discharge, flow</td>
<td>diarrhea, logorrhea, rheostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhodo-, rhod-</td>
<td>roselike, rosy</td>
<td>rhodocrosite, rhododendron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sapro-, sapr-</td>
<td>relating to putrefaction or decay</td>
<td>saprogenic, saprophyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarco-, sarc-</td>
<td>of or relating to flesh</td>
<td>sarcoma, sarcophagus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schizo-, schiz-</td>
<td>divided or split; relating to schizophrenia</td>
<td>schizocarp, schizotype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sclero-, scler-</td>
<td>hard, hardened, or hardening</td>
<td>scleroderma, arteriesclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-sect, -section</td>
<td>of cutting or dividing</td>
<td>bisect, vivisection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-</td>
<td>half; twice; partly</td>
<td>semicircle, semianual, semiconscious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sero-</td>
<td>relating to serum; involving a serous membrane</td>
<td>serotype, serositis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sesqui-</td>
<td>denoting one and a half</td>
<td>sesquicentenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sino-</td>
<td>Chinese, Chinese and</td>
<td>Sino-Soviet, Sinologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socio-</td>
<td>relating to society; relating to sociology</td>
<td>socioeconomic, sociolinguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>somato-</td>
<td>of or relating to the human body</td>
<td>somatotype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-some</td>
<td>denoting a part of the body or of a cell</td>
<td>chromosome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>somn-</td>
<td>of or relating to sleep</td>
<td>somnolent, somniferous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sono-</td>
<td>of or relating to sound</td>
<td>sonogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spiro-</td>
<td>spiral or in a spiral</td>
<td>spirochete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spiro-</td>
<td>relating to breathing</td>
<td>spirometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-stasis, -static</td>
<td>slowing down or stopping</td>
<td>hemostasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-stat</td>
<td>denoting instruments, etc., maintaining a controlled state</td>
<td>rheostat, hemostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steno-</td>
<td>narrow</td>
<td>stenography, stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stereo-</td>
<td>of solid forms with three dimensions; of three-dimensional effect</td>
<td>stereography, stereophonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strati-, strat-</td>
<td>of or relating to layers or strata</td>
<td>stratigraphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub- (suc-, suf-, etc.)</td>
<td>lower; somewhat; secondary; supporting</td>
<td>subalpine, subordinate, subconscion, sublet, subvention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>super-, sur-</td>
<td>above or beyond; to a great degree; extra large; of a higher kind</td>
<td>superstructure, superabundant, supercontinent, superfamily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combining Form</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Example(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supra-</td>
<td>above; beyond</td>
<td>suprarenal, supranational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sur-</td>
<td>see <em>super-</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn-, sym-, syl-</td>
<td>united; acting or considered together</td>
<td>synthesis, sympathy, syllogism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tacho-, tachy-</td>
<td>relating to speed; rapid</td>
<td>tachometer; tachycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tauto-</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>tautology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxo-, taxi-, tax-</td>
<td>of or relating to grouping or arranging</td>
<td>taxonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tele-, tel-</td>
<td>of or at a distance; operating over a distance; relating to television; done over the telephone</td>
<td>telekinesis, telemeter, televangelist, telemarketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetra-</td>
<td>four, having four</td>
<td>tetragram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theo-, the-</td>
<td>relating to God or to deities</td>
<td>theocentric, theistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermo-, -therm, -thermy</td>
<td>relating to heat</td>
<td>thermodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tome</td>
<td>denoting an instrument for cutting; denoting a section or fragment</td>
<td>microtome, myotome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tomy</td>
<td>cutting</td>
<td>epistotomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topo-, top-</td>
<td>of or relating to places or forms</td>
<td>topography, topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toxi-, toxico-, toko-, -toxic</td>
<td>of or relating to poisons</td>
<td>toxicology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans-</td>
<td>across or beyond; on or to the other side; through; going beyond</td>
<td>transcontinental, transalpine, transonic, transform, transcendent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-trix</td>
<td>denoting a woman (where a man would be denoted -tor)</td>
<td>executrix, dominatrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-trophic</td>
<td>relating to nutrition; relating to maintenance or regulation</td>
<td>oligotrophic, gonadotrophic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tropic, trop-</td>
<td>turning toward; affecting; maintaining or regulating</td>
<td>heliotropic, psychotropic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultra-</td>
<td>beyond; extreme</td>
<td>ultramontane, ultraconservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ur-</td>
<td>primitive, original, or earliest</td>
<td>urtext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urano-, uran-</td>
<td>relating to the heavens; relating to uranium</td>
<td>uranography, uraninite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-urgy, -urge</td>
<td>of work; one who works</td>
<td>thaumaturgy, demiurge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-uria</td>
<td>designating that a substance is present in the urine, esp. in excess</td>
<td>phenylketonuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uro-</td>
<td>of or relating to urine or the urinary organs</td>
<td>urogenital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaso-, vas-</td>
<td>of or relating to vessels, esp. blood vessels</td>
<td>vasodilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vermi-</td>
<td>relating to or like a worm</td>
<td>vermiform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-vorous, -vore</td>
<td>feeding on</td>
<td>carnivorous, omnivore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xeno-, xen-</td>
<td>relating to foreigners; other or different</td>
<td>xenophobias, xenograft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xero-, xer-</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>xeroderma, xeriscaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xylo-, xyl-</td>
<td>of or relating to wood</td>
<td>xylophagous, xylophone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zoo-</td>
<td>of animals; relating to animal life</td>
<td>zoogeography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zygo-</td>
<td>relating to joining or pairing</td>
<td>zygodactyl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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